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Television is challenging films

foe the choicest entertainment
night of the week. Video networks
are. massing their heaviest talent

and production forces in a concen-
trated onslaught tp keep the pub-
lic, at home on Saturday nights.

Result is expected to be a head-on
Collision with exhibitors, who have
fraditionaliy counted on that night,

flvith its teen-age dating and family
Sorties to the nabe filmeries, as

their best of the week.
While TV’s actual impact on the

ftlni boxoffice is still a matter of
speculation among most exhibs, the
neW video emphasis on Saturday
night programming may provide
them with a yardstick to determine
exactly how much TV is responsi-
ble for the current attendance
slump.; Recent surveys have re-

vealed that Saturday is the one
night when video setowners still go
out most often for their entertain-
ment. If that now turns into the
loneliest night of the week for ex-

hibs, the blame can only be placed
oh' TV’s competition,
Swing towards Saturday night

might also prove the acid test for

(Continued on page 53)

COMM’LS KEY TO MEET
Chicago, Feb. 28.

Aside from concentrating on cur-
rent problems besetting coin-ma-
chine industry. Music Operators of
America will set its sights on at
least two new moneymaking ideas
at annual convention March 6-8

here at the Palmer House. v

First question on the agenda is

plausibility of Setting up coin-con-
trolled television in taverns. Sec-
ond is possibility of installing com-
mercials in jukeboxes, to be played
While machine is idle, Both are in
for intensive discussion.
--Key—item-nf—current—probiems
will be a report by Sidney Levine,
MOA national, counsel, on copy-
right legislation which may come
before Congress this year. Urider
such 'legislation/ jukeboxes would
be subject to copyright charges.
Also scheduled are discussions on
merchandising and pubii c relations
between Operators and location-
owners, and a programming clinic
for operators. George A. Miller,
MOA national chairman and trus-
tee, arrives; here tomorrow (1) to
set up actual program and arrange
for speakers.
New coin bills in Congress will

receive attention. Operators have
gone on record as supporting mint;
ihg of a 7V£c coin, claiming that 6
nickel is not enough, Also to be
discussed is work of state groups
to place, industry under Fair
Trades acts of individual states.
There will be a committee re-

port on depreciation, and showings
by 25 exhibitors. Approximately
500 operators are expected to at-

tend.

Farmer's Generator. To
Rescue for 111- Concert

Wheaton, 111.,* Feb. 28.

With, Gov. Adlai0 E. Stevenson
asking legislature for a 25% cut
in electric power due to the coal
shortage, concert of English so-

prano Kathleen Ferrier scheduled
here for last night (Mon. ) was
cancelled by local managers Fri-

day night (24).
Singer's N,. Y. manager; Colum-

bia Artists Mgt., however, dt ided
to meet the emergency. They en-
gaged a portable electric genera-
tor powered by gasoline, such as
the farmers use; moved it to the
sidewalk outside the. hall, and the
concert went off last night as ad-
vertised. Artist bureau plans to do
the same for its artists wherever
power is cut.

Washington, Feb; 28.

Legit situation in Washington
has broken wide open, With indica-
tions that two and possibly three
theatres may soon be available for

touring shows, On one hand, the
Committee of Theatrical Producers
has entered, the picture in a move
to take a long-term lease on the
Strand there. On the other. Broad*
way producers Harald Bromley and
Eunice Healey have taken an op-
tion on the Gayety, for the pre-
sentation of a series of recent New
York hits that have not played
Washington. Meanwhile the Amer-
ican National Theatre & Academy
is continuing negotiations to lease

the Belasco from the Government.
The CTP, in cooperation with

ANTA, has raised $60,QOO so far for

the Strand deal. Gilbert Miller,

treasurer of ANTA and member of

the CTP, is in charge of lining up
necessary finances. The idea of

ANTA and the CTP is to have two
regular houses for touring legit

shows in the Capital. The Belasco,
excel 1 pn tly situated but with a

seating capacity of only about 1,300

or so,, would be used for lighter-

production straight .
plays, while

(Continued on page 60)

The TV Circuit today is big time.

The swing around the vaudeo play-

ing dates for pop entertainers . has
become a booker’s delight, with
probably more activity focused on
the TV marts in New York than on
any other facet of entertainment.
On the basis of a one-shot-a-

week engagement, there are now
16 v weeks of major TV playing
time. There hasn’t been a circuit

to match it since vaudeville started
to hit the skids.

The swing around the TV vaude
circuit now encompasses; such at-

tractions as:

Milton Berle’s Texaco Star
Theatre

Ed Sullivan’s Toast of the
Town

NBC’s Saturday Night Revue
Front Row Centre
54th Street Revue
Cavalcade of Bands (for name
band attractions)

Cavalcade of Stars
CBS’ The Show Goes On
Abe Burrows Almanac
This Is Show Business
Inside: USA With Chevrolet
Ken

.
Murray Show

Perry Como’s Chesterfield
Show

ABC’s Paul Whiteman Show
Bonnie Maid Show
Arthur Godfrey’s T a 1 ent

Scouts
As for dramatic actors, be*

cause of the mounting number of
video dramatic shows, they are now
in a position to earn sl livable year’s
pay by concentrating-on TV alone.
According to Fred Coe, exec pro-

ducer of NBC-TV’s “Philco Play-
house/' a good supporting actor is

paid from $200 to $500 for each
performance and, he said, there is

nothing to prevent such players
from doing up to 26 shows a year.

Lead roles, of course, draw more
(Continued on page 15)

Plan Negro Troupe For

Legitless Negro Auds
An untapped audience composed

of southern Negroes may soon get

a looksee at their first legit; . The
formation of a colored company to

tour Negro sections in the south
is being worked on by Warren
Coleman, actor currently appear-
ing on Broadway in "Lost in the
Stars.” Coleman is also angling
for sponsorship of the project by a
major corporation. Productions
would be hew and .established

works.
Coleman feels that at a $1 Or

$1.50 admission fee a large number
of the Negro population would at-

tend the offerings. Touring com-
pany would be an outgrowth of
Coleman’s recently organized Har-
lem group, Actors Theatre.

Gertie Lawrence

q For R&H ‘Anna’ Tuner
Gertrude Lawrence is the likeli-

est bet to play the feminine lead
in a-^-Broadway legit-mUsicalized

version of “Anna and the King of

Siam,” the Margaret Landon book
which 20th-Fox ' filmed some years
ago with Irene Dunne and Rex Har-
rison. Indications are that Rich-

ard Rodgers and Oscar Hammer-
stei h, II, will

.
do the' . book and

score, though there’s nothing defi-

nite set on that, either.

Miss Landon has expressed in-

terest in having Cole Porter as

! composer of the score,, though Por-
1

ter’s selection of the librettist

Would be a factor. Rodgers and
(Continued on page 20)

London, Feb. 21.

;
Charles Chaplin has written a

ballet for Alicia , Markova and
Anton Dolin, and is at present
completing the music. ,

Title of ballet is “Death of Co-
lumbine.” English dance team ex-

pects to - include it in their reper-

toire .Whemth.ei’: ' return lo .England

next month.

Dither About Zither
Capitalizing on the zither

. boom being cued in by Anton
Karas’ musical score for “The
Third Man,” WNEW, N. Y.,

will launch in three weeks a

15-minute zither stanza. Jndie

is auditioning the nine zither

players in Local 802, American
Federation of Musicians.
Problem the station faces is

that while Karas plays the Aus-
trian type of zither, some of.

the AFM instrumentalists use

a Bavarian variatloni

Gov. Ellis Arnall, who spent al-

most an hour with President Tru-
man last week discussing film mat-
ters

j
sai'd this week that the indus-

try’s next step must be preparation
of a specific program for presenta-

tion to the administration; to get

the Government’s support on inter-

national film problems.
Prexy of the. Society of Inde-

pendent Motion Picture Producers
stated that he would be in touch
shortly with. Eric Johnston, Motion
Picture Assn, of America topper,

in order to get together on a group
of specific requests that can be
submitted to the Government.
Arnall said he intends to follow

through the huddle with the Presi-

dent by holding sessions with other
Administration officials. .

Arnall’s confab at the White
House was at the request of the

President: The invitation, of

course, f o l i o w e d considerable

ground work which the former
Georgia governor has carried on in

Washington over the past year;

That included; a session with the

pre^ent^bbut--a—year—ag^r—at-
which time Secretary of State

Dean Acheson was present.

Arnall,. in a telephonic interview

(Continued on page 18)

Cantor, Romberg in 40th

MW
Two show biz vets will celebrate

40th anniversaries in their fields

with special appearances in N. Y,
this month,

Eddie Cantor will appear at

Carnegie Hall March 21 in a per-

sonal cavalcade of songs and anec-

dotes, with program titled, “.My

40 Years In Show Business.” Sig-

mund Romberg will likewise bring

his concert orchestra, and a quar-

tet of vocalists, to Carnegie Hall

March 17, for a typical “Evening
With Romberg.” Second half of

the program will be devoted solely

to Romberg compositions. Com-
poser will baton the evening,

Ha. Cafe Salaries

Miami Beach; Feb. 28.

Florida’s uncertain political situ*

! ation, caused by the battle between
reform and •‘wide-open’* elements*
resulted in a sudden clampdown on
gaming which closed La Boheme,
Hallendale, and the Golden Shore,
both near Miami Beach, Loss of
these cafes, plus the probable cut-
down on talent- buying resulting
from the merger of the Beach-
comber and Copa City, has forced
a situation which may mean the
end of the reckless talent buying
in this area. Without gambling
those $10,000 to $25,000 per week
salaries are not justified. Further-

! more, those $7.50 and $10 mini-
mums are not as popular with the
masses nowadays.

!

Situation is regarded as serious

by the) major talent offices: In
1 fact, the William Morris Agency

j

d ispatched Sam Bramson to this
' resort late last week. Jpe Sully,

(Continued on page 53)

PAR JOINS WB. RK0 IN

I

Three-cornered race among ma-
jor film companies has started to
cash in on the public’s nostalgia

via newsreel clips pieced together
to make a feature. Latest derby
entry is Paramount, preceded by
both Warner Bros, and RKO. Par
is now mapping a five-rdeler which
will cover the history of World
War II by the use of newsreel shots
and a running commentary.

Film is planned to run 50 min-
,

utes or so. It will be widely dis-

tributed in double-feature territory

for the second half of a dualer. Pic
! wil 1 be a project of the Paramount

j

Newsreel unit with A. J. Richard,
> reel . editor, as producer, Richard
;

previously brought out “World in
‘ Fla tries,” ‘ another feature based on

,

clips, •
.

. _
Film will vie with W^riiers’ “I

Can See It; Now” and the March
; of Time feaiture,; ‘‘The Golden
; Twenties,” which RKO will release,

j
The Warner pie, turned >u> by

! Warner Pathe News, draws from
, neWsreel shots to give a sweeping
story of the pasi 50 years. Pro-
duced by Alfred Butterfield. Rich*

"ard’s opposite numBer" at "WBrfflni •

will be the first feature tryout of
the reel.

M of T’s opus, produced by Louis
de Roch embnt, employs stock reel

shots to depict the .public weH-
knowns and events of the 1920s.

Company releases its regular
shorts through 20th but has pacted
with RKO for the feature pic.

• If the newsreel-feature idea
clicks at the b.o., it should prove

|
to be a heavy moneymaker. Films
are figured to cost somewhere be-

tween
.
$50,000-$100,000 since most

; of the footage is already in com-
j pany bins and only editing and
1 commentaries are required.
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Detail Ruga’s Bullish Show Biz
Paris, Feb. 28. ./

' / '

,
.

.

Boris Morros* American indie .• ^ . -
film producer and former maestro,

;

Monty IjftnKS Leaves
declared on his return to Paris

i

from Mol-ow last week that he
had closed a deal for sale", to the
Soviet of

,
50 independently-pro

All to Grade Fields
Los Angeles; Feb. 28.

Will of the late Monty Banks
duced Hollywood films at $20,000 i named his wife, Gracie Fields, as

each. Arrangement also allows, he !
sole beriefleiary bf his estate, vah

said, for the Soviet to agent theT
ued j*1 excess of $200*000.

pix to satellite? countries for sup- 1 Miss Fields asked the court to

plementary coin subject to his ap- appoint attorney Joseph L. Reina

proval. \
|

and the Bank of America as ex<

(In New York both major: and :
ecutors

indie distrib execs expressed great
surprise at Morros* statement. The
indies indiyiduaily , as well as the
Society of Independent Motion Pic-

ture Producers, said that no pro-
posals for sale of their films to

Russia had been received from
Morros.

(They opined that/ at best, the
Kremlin’s offer of purchase was
‘‘subject to screenings” That’s the
same as the arrangement Eric
Johnston negotiated for the majors
in November , 1948, when the
Soviet was said to have agreed to

take .20 films at $50,000 each. Dif-

ficulty in that deal is that the Rus-
sians; after scanning hundreds of

pix; claim they cah’t find a suf-

ficient quantity they like.)

Morros has a number of relatives

WeJacgduy, March 1,

- By JOE LAURIE. JR.

Washington, Febv 28. v

Screen Actors Guild
:

has been
cited here by the American Vet-
erans Committee for its work pro-
viding entertainment to hospital-
ized veterans. National committee
of the ^VVC, in a meeting.this week,
declared for the SAG for its .“mag-
nificent record of service : to hos-
pitalized veterans of both Wars/*
Guild entertained in every vet hos-
pital in the U. S. during 1949 un-
der auspices of Veterans .Hospital
Camp Shows.

In citing the SAG, chairman Mi-

thing to provide; entertainment
during the pressure of wartime and
quite another to remember not to
forget these same .men five years

in Russia, including two brothers
j ^a

-

Who are reputedly high in the
Kremlin hierarchy. A principal
reason for his trip to Moscow,
aside from seeing them, is said to

|

have been an effort to obtain U. S.
'
ai *

rights to RUsse music in .exchange
for giving the Soviet rights to

“Carnegie Hall,” the musical pic
he produced in 1947.
Morros is said to feel there is

much coin to be obtained In the
U. S. for the^ works of such world-
famed composers as Khatchaturian
knd Shostakovitch. Their music is

now played in America despite
legal differences between the U. S.

and Russia over copyright arrange-
ments. Morros apparently aims to

clear this Up.
‘Anxious?*

Morros declared that the Rivs

By CORNELIUS VANDERBILT, Jrs
Hollywood, Feb. 28.

• This town alive with rumors
again, most of them warlike, and
some incredulous. Seme of these

rumors:
War pictures are, all. being

slanted with a recruiting angle be-

cause of proximity of World War
HI.

' ‘

The True, magazine yarn about

Sians are anxious to make a* deal the *ying disk? is 0It a
,
U ton??es*

A^SiUr.
0 Many claimants contend the disks

American pictures, but
| are actually rays from another

that officials claim the arrangement ar*
j. comet. Some believe they are

made through Johnston is Cold be-
cause he and Irving Maas, V.p. and
general- manager of the "Motion
Picture Export Assn:, didn’t give

(Continued on page 16)

Racketeer

‘’hemispheric-signals” f r o m the

Soviet. __ Others feel _ they_ ,are
thrown from . enemy submarines
cruising off the west coast. The
disks therefore are said to be the
real reason for re-activatidn of air-

raid^ warning-system in Washing-
ton, Oregon and California as of

Jailed for Year in L.A.
Fe

i

b
„te/nal Revenue Bureau be-

lieved to be on the. verge of ^rack-
down on the safety deposit boxes.
The Drew Pearson yarn On the
change of the color of cash
thought by many a scarce-tlireat
to force hoarded money into the
open.
D-Day for the gangster believed

set by FBI, whom many claim is

getting ready a nationwide crack-

: LoS Angeles, Feb. 28.

First conviction in the campaign
against fake talent agents, was
slapped on Boone Hazlett, Indian
actor, who was sentenced to a year
in county jail by Judge Charles W.
Fricke in Superior Court,

Hazlett was found guilty of
posing as a producer and nicking
Mr. and Mrs, Jack Hicks for $309
under promise of getting them

j

down,
screen jobs,

;
He was *also ordered

to return the $309; N.Y. BILL VS. BIAS

Friar* Rehearsing
Hollywood* Feb, 28.

Local Friars went into rehearsal
with an all-star cast for their an-
nual Frolic, to be staged April 22

!

at the Shrine Auditorium^ :

Troupe lined up thus far consists*
of Bob Hope, George Jessel, Al JoJ-
£on, Broderick Crawford* Abbott
and Costello, Jack Benny, Paul
Douglas, Tohy Martin, George
Burns and pan Dailey.

Albany, Feb. 28.
Senator Nathaniel T. Heilman,

Bronx Democrat, has introduced
(.23 ) a bill making those in control
of places of public assembly liable
lor discrimination because of race,
creed, color or national origin. It

increases from $500 to $1,000 the
maximum that may be recovered
in a civil action.

.

The measure requires the Attor-
ney General of the state to prose-
cute.

3/1

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE

; justconcluded a delightful en-
gagement at the' excellent FLA-
MINGO HOTEL, Las Vegas. An
Aokubwledgment with thanks to the I

courtesy and efficiency of Head 1

Alan, Mr. Moe Sedgway, and his

able executive, Miss Maxine Lewis.
LATIN QUARTER, New York

STARTING MARCH 12

Pi> ^ASSOCIATED BOOKING
• CORP.

Sir Harry Lauder has made his final farewell tout!
Hearing of his going “Upstairs’* makes you wink back the tears for

tills accomplished aqd loveable man who used a coal mine as a snrino
board to fame and Knighthood! -

Harry Lauder Was born in Portobello, Scotland, on Aug. 4, 1870. He
took an early thrashing from life* working, in flax mills, then as a pit-
head boy at the Hamilton Mines, became a miner’s assistant, then trap-
per at the Eddlewood Colliery*. During his work as a minor he appeared
one amateur night and won a goldless Watch. He tried a few more
amateur appearances then got stage-struck. He received 35 shillings

a week, for his 'first regular Stage job; He got enough jobs singing to

save $60 and went back to the mines, practically a capitalist! A short
time later Moss & Thornton, vaude agents, offered him a spiid route of
six weeks and he gave rip the coal pits for^ood, a decJjsion that Awas just

a miner loss for the coal pits
:
and a major gain for the amusement

world. ’Arry (as he Was called, by his audiences) became the songster
of the poor; With the language of the mineiy In a short time lie was a
big card in the Provinces, but he was anxious to play London; He
asked for booking there from a Mr. Gattis/ who claimed that many
Scotsmen played London but always proved a failure. He finally lis-

tened to ’Arty's plea and booked him against his better judgment, Harry
Lauder was a terrific London hit! -

Lauder took the speech and the wisdom and the humor of. Scot land
and clothed it With melody and home-made laughs. He always did a

'

monolog between choruses . . . good solid homey; stuff . . always clean
. . ; clean «s a kitten’s gum! He was an honest comedian who played to

honest people. No tricks, just pure talent and personality! He wrote
many of his own songs; and collaborated with any good mail that had

For ‘Voice’ B’casts
Washington, Feb. 28.

State Department is saking $36,-

645,000: for its “Voice of America”
radio program and $3,886,285 for

informational motion picture work,
for the fiscal year beginning July
1 next. The requests and testi-

mony by officials of State Depart-
ment’s Public Affairs Division be-

fore a House Appropriations .sub-

committee have just
;
been dis-

closed : by the committee.
The “Voice” request is $10,000,-

1

000 below the $47,300,000 for the
current fiscal year. However, this

year’s money included about $11,-

000,000 for erection of new short-

wave broadcasting facilities. Thus;
the mount asked for operating ex-

penses is about the same. The mo-
tion picture request was just a
shade over the $3,800,134 for the
current year.
- . Herbert Edwards,—chief- of^ the
International Motion Picture Di-

vision, testified that the next fiscal

year will see his. Unit turning out
97 reels Of film, comprising 65 dif-

ferent subjects; this is the same as

output for the present year. State

Department will produce 13 sub-
jects . under contract, and will ac-

quire another 40 from American
industrial firms which make pro-
motional films. There will also be
12 issues of a news magazine of
the screen, composed of partly
original and partly acquired clips,

: “Voice of America” spokesmen
plan to expand their service next
year by adding broadcasts in nine
new languages-—eight from Eastern
Europe and Hebrew, The new
European languages are all in Iron
Curtain countries.

an idea. He wrote sqhgs with R. Beaton and j;. D. Harper: W
Melville of Glasgow he wrote “Risin* Early In the Momln’.” The immor-
tal “I Love a Lassie” was written with Gerald Grafton. He became a

headliner in England but it wasn’t, until he came to America (a booking
lie \yas very much afraid of not making good and losing his standing
'in England) that he became one of the world’s greatest minstrels!

It was 1907 when KlaW & Erlanger started their opposition circuit

against Keith and the United Booking Office. William Morris, Sr., one
of the greatest showmen of our time, was the booker for Advanced
Vaudeville (as the K & E Circuit AVas called). He booked Harry Lauder
for $2,500 a week at the New York theatre (Broadway and 44th street,

where the Criterion now stands). Lauder *Ayas on the stage over an
hour; The audience just couldn’t keep their ears- off him. Alter The
first show he was the talk of all. of show biz. And he remained all

through the years as one of the greatest* if not the greatest* one-man
show that graced our shores and theatres.

But it was the great showmanship Of William Morris, Sr;, who made
Lauder the great drawing card he was* In . 1908 when Morris became
an independent manager he signed Lauder for $3,000 a week besides
paying $1*000 a week to the English managers who had Lauder under
contract. Bill Morris sent Lauder on the road in a special Lauder
train, covering 15 Cities in 26 days. Show consisted of Vasco; Yama-
moto, ^Three Cohstantine Sisters, Virginia Varrell, Willie Zimmerman
and Emila Frassinisi. The, salary and transportation Cost $2,500 daily—
the 26-day tour cost $65,000. Ted Marks was the manager of the show,
Hugo Morris (Bill’s brother) was the office rep. They carried an or-
chestra of 15, with Scotch pipers giving a street parade daily. An army
of six advance men led the tour. Lauder played to $7,200 in Toronto
one day, Philadelphia two shows $5,000, Detroit $6,000, Chicago ,i five

shows) $18,000. He refused to work on Sundays, claiming people he
played to were very religious. When Bill Morris took over the Amer-
ican theatre in N. Y., and changed its name to the American Music Hal I,

with smoking allowed all over the house, his attraction was Harry
Lauder. Campstools had to be placed on the stage to accommodate the
crowds at $1.50 a stool.

. Harry’s success-prompted his brother-Alec Lauder to -come over in-
1909 and see if he, too, could gather some of the American shekels.
He opened at the Fifth Ave. theatre in a skit called “The Christening/’
and was closed after the evening performance. He made another try
in 1915 at Hammerstein’s with some Scotch songs; he just managed
to stay out the week. There was only, one great Lauder*—Harry.

I

' Jack Lait*s~Great Job I
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i_By WILLIAM MORRIS, Jr.—

J

It is not familiarly known, but
Sir, Harry Lauder, more than any
other artist in the profession, did
more to develop the mechanical
projection of entertainment.
He was one of the fiftt artists to

make gramophone records,
He Was; the first to make com-

mercial singing and talking motion
pictures which were presented na-
tionwide in America in 1911.

His was the first entertainer’s
voice heard across the Atlantic by
radio
He made the first plarie-to-earth

j

telephone call in South Africa in
!

the early ’20s.
j

- 'Hr' g2Ve tTir^firCIWrconcrrt”
from ship to shore en route to Eng-
land with small audiences in New
York and Land$ End listening with
ear phones.
One of Lauder’s favorite sayings

was:“The actor will gather the
most bawbees when his personality
can be projected ’rooned the
worrrld.”

Iii 1926 he visited the New York
laboratories of Lee De Forest to
take part in an experiment in tele-
vision. . .

;

Just before he: was stricken in
1949, he was preparing a program
to be kincscoped in Scotland and
broadcast from Alexandria Palace
in London.

, You Can’t write about Lauder’s success in America without mention-
ing Jack Lait (ex-Variety mugg and now editor of the N. Y. Mirror).
Tie did a terrific job of press agentry for Lauder. He gathered all the
old Scotch jokes and pinned them on his charge. ’Arty played along
and soon had Lauder known as the stingiest Scotsman in the world, a la

Jack Benny, Who came many years later with the same gimmick. The
“stingy” gags preceded Lauder and also left a trail behind him . . . it

was terrific publicity. This, coupled with Lauder’s great natural talent,
made him the greatest boxoffice attraction of his time.

It was in 1910 that Lauder made another tour. This time , in the
private car of President Teddy Roosevelt (bad publicity, eh?). It was
on that tour that an incident occurred at Seattle that gives one a slant
at the little Scot; He was playing at the Armory* to an audience of
about 4,000 in a big terrific

.
halh—no microphones, in those days. The

Seattle Times reported the incident like this: “Some one yelled 'louder
5

and Lauder stopped his performance and said, ‘I’m not going to talk
any louder.

.

If you’re deaf that’s your own fault. I have appeared, all

over the United States in halls twice this size and this is the first time
I ve been interrupted. Now I want you to understand that my reputa-
tion extends further than..the back of this hall. If X came to this coun-

(Contihued on page 63)

-By S. SEIDMAN, C.P.A -

Actors are entitled to many income tax deductions that do not- readily
meet the eye. ^The following is a list of some of the items. However,
io get the deductions, mere say-so or “guesstimate” is not enough,
i «Cre must be some proof of the amounts spent, and that they are
professional, not personal, items.

c*;n

>

.

reJ)CLr^ion exPenses—-Research, cost of material, dialog, gags, in u-

sic, special coaching lessons; costumes* \yigs, shoes, makeup ;
re pair*

,£££ ,aiidl,Xfijatal , ol ,4>rpf^essional^ardiiobe.
rope vaTetf; studio* rentals, tips to studio employees; recording of voice
or program;

i
Scouting • for eugagements, agent’s commissions,

legal expenses on Contracts;

,

Traveling expenses-—Transportation, board and lodging away from
nome* automobile.upkeep and depreciation* cabs from One engagement
to anouier; >

c^pehses-Development of public following, han-

°, fan mail, photographs; complimentary Tickets, entertaining
^> Playwrights, critics, backers, agents, directors,etc.; club mem-

e
n|/

P
I?

11-?; advertising and publicity; press agent’s fees:
. lisceuaneous expenses~yariety and other trade papers; Equity and

Siv2
r

o
U”10

? ^ues J telephone exchange
; accompanist; accountants’ fees;^ expense; household expenses, like rent, maid

^ ^ /
tele

Pj?
one

’ insurancc, etc , if household is used aclivc;
conferences with authors, writers, agents, or other- professional

.. ‘A
exPcnSfi i5: on trips taken to got material, background, or ideas

W
u
Glk?

J
beautifying, physicai Culture, bodyguard:

;in-
come taxes paid abroad on foreign bookings.
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:•; FDR's wartime classic, “There's nothing to fear but fear

itself, v today has its counterpart in show business. The same

veteran showmen who are trying, to square the immediate prob-

lems of the boxoffice realize that this is vrhere they came in 25

years ago. They realize they must first inspire confidence—

erase the growing fear within the industry.

;
Joe Schenck will be the first to tell how, at one time many

years ago, shownien thought radio would put pictures out of

business. He recalls how he ann Nick Schenck took a memory
able walk around the latter's Great Neck, L. I., home in those

pioneer radio days, and were shocked as they saw the many
homes around them dark, save for one room—the living room.
It was all lit*up, and members . of the families huddled around
the then very visible loudspeakers. Was this new keep-’em-

home, 20th Century scientific contraption going to kayo that

great American family institution of“going to the movies?

The same alarmists over television's possible inroads on the
boxoffice are the first to realize that that’s what they went
through with radio. Then night sports; And there were other
oppositions to the boxoffice. History tells that not only did the
picture business survive but profited still more as result of

one or another segment of these at first feared inroads. Hope
and Crosby, for instance, remain as two shining contributions

of radio-made commodities for benefit of the boxoffice.

None the less^ the bugaboos persist. There are seasonal things
such as Lent, or economic stringencies such as the coal crisis

which (1) has created vast unemployment and (2) caused a
brownout on Broadway. Plus other elements, all of which are
not accepted for their basic values. Nor is the fact accepted,*
that, fundamentally, the poor shows should not be expected to
sell as well as a want-to-see commodity.

A certain Hollywood producer has ori his pinup board, prom-
inently spotlighted, Variety’s annual chart Of All-Time Top-
(Grossers. His point is that these boxoffice bests—films which
have grossed $4,000,000 and better—prove that each illustrates ,

the six basic emotions: love and hatred, fear and hope, pleasure
and pain. The fact that a cheap western also has these emo-
tions and is happy to gross 10% of that is something this pro-
ducer doesn’t want to accept. Towards the bottom of the list

of $4,000,000 grossers are such good but Obviously not particu-
larly conflicting themes as “Smoky,” “Night and Day,” “Holiday
in Mexico” and “Dolly Sisters,” to name a few, but this pro-
ducer—and he’s a good one, admittedly—persists .that his pet
formula, as above-stated, is fully illustrated in every one of
these. The fact that some of these fancy grosses were reaped
in the lush war days, or through some, extraordinarily strategic
merchandising, seems to be. of little concern to him.

Which brings us
-
to the” current push by

-
2Cth-Fox ~on mer-’

chandising. None is more video-minded than Spyros Skouras,
but quite obviously he’s biding his time until Hollywood must
go steady with television. Right now his company has only
one business: selling pictures. His top echelon thinks it can
prove to the industry at large how to sell that product. That’s
through aggressive showmanship.

It reminds of a film pub-adman who was “caiied” by his
president for something that didn’t come off. The ad execu-
tive wisely told his boss, “I feel we're iri a business of taking
chances. Nobody can bat 1.000. We're all bound to make some
mistakes; in our taking chances I’d say that a 500% batting
average would be very good. If you want me to play it safe I
feel I’m not in the showmanship spot you . really want me to be,

and perhaps you had better get yourself a new boy.” The com-
pany president wisely saw it that way, too.

•Taking chances doesn’t mean a realistic recognition of the
conditions that prevail. Television prevails, so do night sports,

hew autos, refrigerators, building, etc. But it doesn’t mean
show business must resign front the world just because some
new gadgets have come into being.

It has been forgotten by many that, af one time, radio almost
kayoed the automobile industry. It was in the day when a new
Freed-Eiseman or a Stromberg-Carlson for the average Ameri-
can family was a $400-$500 item, and you could get a car for
$700-$800 in those days. It was a choice between the. new
super-heterodyne receiver or the family car. Today many
a lower middle-class family is putting its yea

r
’s . amusement

budget into a $3Q0-$400 television receiver.

But it is only a matter of a short time when TV will be ac-
cepted as a modern convenience, . anothe r in the many modern
home appliances

.
to the better American living. The new

TViewers are much less interested in going out than before, but
then the novelty wears off.

Americans are gregarious. Even seeing pictures ; at home,
despite all the obvious conveniences of shoes-off , shirt-open-

going to the neighborhood or downtown picture theatre. The
best, answer about the b.ordownbeat, in relation to TV> Is that
the ratio of diop is exactly the same in non-television territories.

Give ’em the right shows and they’li fight the storm, sleet,, etc.

to get there. " Abel,

. With the national, b.o. suffering
another sinking spell, industry
execs are vdisturbed by mounting
evidence that “going to themovies”
has beconie increasingly less rou-
tine to the American family and is

rapidly moving into the category
of “something special.” * How to
combat t h a t tendency r— and
whether it can be successfully com-
bated at all—is seen as the
lem facing the industry.
The trend is evident in any

analysis of current b.o. economies*
First point that becomes clear is

that films are becoming iftore and
more a holiday entertainment. Biz
shoots up at Christmas, Easter,
Washington’s birthday, etc., with
the peaks oil the graphs much
higher at those periods in compari-
son with the rest of the year than
at any previous time in film his-

tory.

Secondly, a closer study of the
peaks and dips in the graphs shows
that films are becoming increas-
ingly a weekend business. Grosses
continue to get’ relatively higher
Saturdays and Sundays than dur-
ing

1

A further factor is the growing
selectivity by the public in choice
of Alms. It has resulted in the
phenomenon of a handful of pic-

tures doing; top business, while
everything else is weak, There are
practically no longer any in-

| y
between pictures. Tendency is for
everything to be either a hit or a

flop.

Conclusion to be drawn from this

series of basic facts' is that Joe and
(Continued on page 22)

as a

in

.. Rome, Feb. 28.

Plans for formation Of a Variety
Club Tent in Rome are currently
underway. Commander Fred Pit-

tera, associated with the Italian

film industry, consulted recently
with Bob O’Donnell, club’s chief

barker, on the establishment of a
club here.

Pittera has notified O’Donnell
that about 5.0 Italian .filmites have
agreed to join. . Variety has other
international tents in Mexico City

aftd London.

BULLS AND

3
Wall street bears are pulling out

of the new United Paramount cir-

cuit after an "earlv flier in the ~new
stock. Short holdings On UP com-
mon have dipped from 4,250 shares
to a bare 195 over the past 30
days. At the same time, bears Un-
loaded UP certificates of interest.

Total is down to 200 C. I.s from a

previous high of 2,300. Stock has
been holding strongly on the New
York exchange.

Short holdings in Warner Bros,

continue to climb. They now have

London, Feb. 28.
J. Arthur Rank has dropped all

plans to ditch production activities

after the June deadline set by him
in his annual financial report. Re-
gardless of the Ultimate payoff on
the recent British election, Rank
has already set, a number of pix
for shooting at the Pinewood stu-
dios during the slimmer arid early
fall, Fixing of the .production
schedule is regarded as the final

abandonment of a proposal to halt
filmmaking if the British enter-
tainment tax is not eased.
When he issued the prg’s annual

report showing a substantial ioss
in production, Rank declared that
the company was seriously consid-
ering calling a halt unless the gov-
ernment moved to cut the high en-
tertainment: bite. However, with-
out waiting out the final, upshot
of the election, he is definitely
committed to longrange produc-
tion, according to reliable reports.
Two filifts have already been

slated for production after June.
These are “Tony Draws a Horse,”
produced by Brock Williams and
W. A. Smith, and “Waterfront,”
film starring Robert Newton with*
Paul Soehin producing. Number of
others, besides several film ^jproj-

(COntiftUed on page 18)

Miami Beach, Feb, 28,

Since it now appears virtually

certain therft .
will not be another

election ift Britain* before the cur-

rent Anglo-U. S film pact expires

next June 13, top echelori indus-

tryites are of the Opinion that re-

negotiation meetings With the Brit-

ish government should be held as

quickly as feasible.

That'is understood to have been
} A New York ad agency, . which

the predoriiinant thinking at a
! had been plugging a radio client’s

i.j .11 ' _ r . iL. Vti Aef 1 i i -
. i. “ r ^

a

IN RAP AT TELE AD

huddle of the industry’s highest

brass here yesterday (Monday).

Attending were Barney Balaban,

Spyros Skouras,
: Nicholas M.

Scheftck, Eric Johnston and John-
ston’s exec aide, Joyce O’Hara.

That group, along with Ned E.

Depinet and Joseph H. Hazen, who
Were on the Coast and unable to

be present, comprises the. Motion
(Continued on page 20)

;
———

—

;
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ARI SHOWS 4% B.O.

DIP IN JAN. VERSUS '49

Average weekly attendance . for

January, 1950, skidded some 4%
against ticket-buying in same
month of ’48. At the same time,

reached a total of 15,015 from a
|

survey of Audience Research, Inc.,

former total of 12,325. Universal
j

shows, the dip was less than that

short interests titled to 4,540
;

of the final quarter of ’49, when:

shares over ' the same 30-day
[

the b.o. take trailed the compara-

stretch from a previous 860 shares. I
(Continued on page 18)

Storms Hit Trade; ‘Samson^ Winner for 5th Week
In *Row; ‘Cinderella/ ‘Francis’

television sets for sale at a rate

“less than the cost of two movie
tickets per week,’’ charged yester-

day (Tues.) that Paramount is try-

ing to censor it by “bullying and
intimidation.”
Budd Getschal, head of the

Getschal & Richard agency, made
his claims in a letter of protest to

Par prez Barney Balaban. He
charged that a top Par official

threatened radio stations that the

company would stop all film ad-

vertisyig on the air unless the

copy we;e altered to eliminate the

above phrase. Agency chief in-

(Continued on page 16)

Severe cold and snowstorms con-

tinue to Cripple biz this week in

many key cities covered by Variety
but the weather is not holding back
the smash totals being rung up by
“Francis” (Ui and “Cinderella”
(RKO). Bad weather on Washing-
ton’s Birthday cut into trade that

holiday.

Lightning” (WB) a disappointment

in ninth slot, Several strong run-

ner-up pix include “Foolish Heart”

(RKO), “Battleground” .(M-G),

“Third Man” (SRO), “Ambush”
(M-G), and “Red Shoes” (EL).

Besides “Francis” aftd “Cinder-

ella,” “Three Came Home” (20th)

shapes as a top newcomer. It is do-

;

Zukors West Maps Negro ‘Aida’ Pic

Leading the national sweepstakes
j
ing‘ smash trade at N. Y. Astor, i

for fifth successive week is “Sam-

1

where it preemed, despite gener- •

son and Delilah” (Par), With the j

i
Ally ; sluggish trade on Broadway.

;

most money and best all-round “Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th),

showing, despite its being extend-;! heading into. N.Y. Roxy this week,

!

ed-run in many spots. Second place } looks sturdy in Seattle, light in

is a toss-up between “Cinderella” l. A. and nice in Portland, Ore.
j

and “Francis,” these . two new
j
“Mule Train” (Col), another new- ,

champs going down to finish Wire
i t'omer, looms fine in Chi. “Stage i

neck-arid-neck. Former may Wind
]
Fright” (WB), which, drew nice re-

up ^aHead^ra nbsC^HUimrTetff rviews^
ord smashed and lop biz in many

\ at N. Y. Music Hall.
•'

keys. In Boston ,
it likely will fin-

, “Quicksand” (UA), also new.
is ahead of first smash week,

i shapes fair in Chi. “Paid in Full”
“Francis,” sans bookings on any

; (par/ is not paying off so well in

major affiliate circuits, is leader in
: ^ y on second - round; “Dakota

four of the five cities currently • <2oih\ while mild in Philly, is

playing, with sock or smash biz in
big in Louisville. “Outside Wall”

,
the majority. Fourth best is ‘Key

,^ g00(i in ciricy, is still, hefty
Adolph Zukor, Paramount board • Jack Goldberg, Vet producer of to City” (M^G),.making a much beU

Qn second Philly week. “Guilty of
Chairman, shoves off over .the

[ 0 has registered “Aida” ter showing than it did in N. Y.
; Treason” (ED looms trim in Chi,

weekend for the Coast acconi- i

°
4i

nim
/; i

nas vegwterea Aiqa uWilUe Comes Marching Hotfte” ^Capt chiha. (Pai.r is oke in Buf-
jjy his wife ZukOfS will r ^ ^ ^ Htlp t*pfiisrr2riirtn rlpnarr- . /oail \ a. !£+ iiiic* i * . . _ li-iu

spend a short time at the studio be-

fore heading for Tucson to Visit

their daughter.

|

all-sepian^ version o£ the Verdi

annual visit to the- CoasL 1
opera. Cast hash t been set as yet.

with the title registration depart

irient of the Motion Picture Assn

of America.
7 „ ! laya" (M-G> is winding up in sixth I

r
"Moroni

o“

Ftlm-maker plans to turn out an i wgilc -12 O’clockHigh” (20thUook$!
ln

-

seventh b5t. Strombol i!’ (RKO ) is
1 (Complete Boxoffice, Report* on

taking, eighth money, with “Chain 1 Pages 8-9)
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British government may be*
launching .

something |iew in the

way of restrictions against Ameri-
can film companies. Ministry of

Labor, it was learned this - week,
insisted that 20th-Fox agree to ex-

change of production talent before
issuing the necessary work permits
to producer Nunnally Johnsoji and
director Jean Negulesco. Duo are

scheduled to turn : out “Mudlark”
for 20th in England and, now that

they have received the necessary
British clearance, will sail Satur-
day (4) aboard the Qitieen Mary.

v Under terms of the agreement,
which were finalized, over the
weekend, 20th must at some future
date import a British producer and
director to lenS a major film in

the U S. peal is believed to be
the first of its kind insisted upon
Tby the British, who heretofore:
have levied no restrictions on top
production personnel. New tactics

probably reflect the attitude of the
B ritish film unions, who have long
been claiming that American pro-
duction in England throws their

members out of work.

Johnson and Negulesco expect
to be gone about four or five

months, since “Mudlark” is to be
lensed in its entirety in and
around London, To date, Irene
Dunne is the Only talent signed for

the film, with casting, for the role
of Disraeli presenting difficulties.

Both Alec Guinness, curretit iii the
Broadway production of “Cocktail
Party,’’ : and Sir Ralph Richardson
have been mentioned for the role,

but Johnson said that he would
conduct tests in England before
deciding. Most of the surrounding
talent will also be recruited from
among British actors.

Johnson declared he would also

spend time in England, working on
bis script for a film biog of Ger-
man Field Marshal Erwin Rommel,
which is to be next on his 20th
production schedule. While 20th
is mulling the idea of tensing that

picture in North Africa, site of

much of Rommel’s military activ-

ity, Johnson said a definite de-
cision on that has not yet been
made.

Wednesday, March 1, 1950

British Coirtmiea* Blast
London, Feb. 23.

The British Communist Party
conducted a vitriolic campaign
against the American film in-

dustry. during the recent/ elec-

tions but the Commies received
a complete setback at the
polls. Aiming at British cine-

.

ma workers, the Communist
pitched Up statistics purport-
edly showing that, the influx

of Hollywood pix caused local

unemployment r among studio
technicians.

J. Arthur Rank was also cas-

tigated for “selling out” to

Hollywood by cutting its film

production to a minimuhi.
Both private producers arid

the Labor Government were
pilloried for yielding to

“American pressure” during
the pre-election stumping. All

.

Communist candidates, how-
. ever, went down to defeat.

Too Well for ‘Bike Thief
“Bicycle Thief/* prize-winning

[.Italian film of 1949, won't get the
Production Code seal unless cer-

tain- sequences are deleted. Motion
Picture Assn, of America execs are
reportedly withholding approval
primarily because the actual bi-

cycle thief doesn’t get his come-
uppance before the fadeout.
Mayer-Burstyn, handling distri-

bution of the film iri the U. S., are

caught in the middle due to refusal

of the pic’s producer, Vittorio De
Sica, to accede to the MPPA sug-

gested cuts.

‘3 Husbands’ Ruled Not

3on
Inclie producer I. G. Goldsmith

won the right Monday (27) to use
the title “Three Husbands” over
20th-Fox’s objection that it in-

fringed on its “Letter to Three
Wives.” Goldsmith got his green
light from an arbitration commit-
tee in New York set up by the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America title

registration bureau.

“Wives” was an adaptation by
Vera Caspary from John Klemp-
iier’s novel of the same name.
“Husbands” is an .original by Miss
Caspary,; who is the wife of Gold-
smith. Arbitrators held that the
similarity in labels was not suf-

ficient to cause confusion.

Goldsmith came into New York
front the Coast' over the weekend
for the arbitration hearing and re-
turned yesterday (Tuesday). “Hus-
bands,” which United Artists will

distribute, is about half completed.
Goldsmith puts “The Dungeon”
before the cameras March 21 with
John Ireland, Mercedes McCam-
bridge, James Barton and Emlyn
Williams.

Financing: on the pix was ar-

ranged by Joseph Justman, head of
Motion Picture Centre studios.
Goldsmith, in , addition to defer-
ments, put up $ome coin of his
own. Rest of it cornes from Walter
E. Heller & Co: of Chicago, with
Justman putting up completion
bonds . and guarantees and giving
studio deferments.

- .Goldsmith. :jKasujiepped.-/aL J;he.

arbitration hearing by Robert J.

Rubin/ counsel for the Society of
Independent .Motion Picture Pro-
ducers, and Harry Buckley of
United Artists.

The David Q. Selznick-Sir Alex-
ander Korda tiff broke out into a

new. rash of moves and counter-
moves this week when all possi-

bilities of burying the hatchet
i were abruptly ended. Former U. S.
Secretary of War Robert P. Pat-
terson was named by the N. Y.
Federal district court as arbitrator
of the tiff, between the two produ-
cers after they failed to agree on
a substitute for Joseph M: Schenck,
originally named in distribution
contracts.

Hearings- in Patterson’s office
begin today.. (Wed.) Timed with
this development, Selznick went to
court yesterday (Tues.) with a
cross-motion against the British
filmmaker, demanding in his turn
an injunction barring Korda from
showing the present version of
“Gone

.
to Earth” in the eastern

hemisphere. DOS also brought a
complementing action in London’s
Chancery court asking the same
relief.

After a verbal clash before N. Y.
Federal Judge Irving Kaufman,
temporary stay pending arbitration
on Korda’s suits against Selznick
was extended to the present plea of
DOS. Repping Selznick, James
Hayes, of Donovan, Leisure, Lom-
bard, Newton & Irvine, asserted
that “Earth” will be a “flop” in
Europe and that the bad notices
would hit both the earnings of the
film in the U/.S. and the reputa-
tion of Jennifer Jones (Mrs. Selz-
nick), who stars in the pic.

Louis (Schwartz &) Frohlic’f,
Britisher’s attorney, countered with
the argument that Selznick has no
right to supervise the eastern ver-
sion of* “Earth.” Hayes claimed
that under distribution pacts, the
film must conform to the story line
laid down in the agreement. Court
was told by Frohlich that there is

no danger of the film being re^
leased before arbitration decides
the dispute one way or the other.
As the legal score now stands,

Selznick/ wants Korda stopped
(Continued on page 23)

Mare Spiegel, former special rep
abroad for RKO, Was officially

named this week as the Motion Pic-

ture Assn, of America’s representa-
tive in Germany, Marion Jordan,
who currently holds that post, is

leaving- in June to join 20th-Fox.
? Spiegel sails on the lie de France
March 11 to take up his post at

Frankfurt. He’ll work with Jordan
until the latter leaves/ Jordan, in-

cidentally, will not be assigned to

Germany by 20th, but after a

stretch at the h.o. will probably be
sent to some Other area.

Spiegel announced his resigna-
tion from RKO a couple of weeks
ago in order to accept the MPAA
spot. He was in Germany during
the last three months of 1949

;
set-

ting up RKO ’s staff and organiza-
tion there arid Serving as secretary
of the American film board, which

j

consists of the chiefs of the various
j

companies.
j

On his return he’ll become ex [

officio topper of the board
.
and

Watch out for the interests of the
American industry. That includes
negotiations with the U.S., High
Commissioner’s office and With var-
ious German governmental organi-

[

zations.

A native of Milton, Mass., Spie-
gel Went to school in Germany,
France, England and Switzerland.

.
(Continued on page 18)

20% or Nuttin’
Washington, Feb. 28.

The objective of the current

film industry legislation cam-

paign is total repeal of the

20% admission tax, according

to Abram F. Myers, chairman

of the taxation committee of

the Council of Motion Picture

Organizations.
Warning industry members;

against the use df the term,

“war exCisri taxes,” Myers is

pointing Out - iri letters to in-

dustry leaders that there was
a 10% admission bite before

the wartime rate was imposed.

Repeak of the war tax would
still leave the industry saddled

with a 10% ticket tax. Only
complete .abolition pf the- 20%
bite -will correct the ‘‘wholly

1

,
unjustified’’ method Of taxa-

tion* Myers claims.

REX MAYS BI0PIC
A dea> is current ly being nego-

tiated by publicist-ant hor' Jolm
Barclay for a biopic of the late !

Negro actors for roles in the film.

Zoltan Korda, who will produce
“Cry, the. Beloved Country” under
the-bannex-of—his—brotheis-'&ip
Alexander Korda, planed out of
New York for London over the
weekend. He was accompanied by
Alan Paton, author of the book
from which the picture is. being
adapted, They expect to go to

South Africa in mid-March to be-
gin production on the film.

During his two weeks’ stay in

New Yprk, Korda shot tests, of 12

Sez Secretary Snyder
Washington, Feb. 28.

The Administration has taken a
roundabout; way of informing Con-
gress that it is not really opposed
to a reduction in the 20% admis-
sions tax. Carter Barron, Loew’s
rep here arid a member of the tax-
ation and legislation committee of
the Council of Motion Picture Or-
ganizations, has been “authorized”
by Treasury Secretary John Sny-
der to make, clear that he is not un-
friendly to some relief for the pic-
tiiregoer.

.
Snyder*, who pointedly omitted

to mention films as a subject rating
downward revision of .'its. wartime
excise rate when .he testified re-
cently before the House Ways and
Means Committee, made his new
position clear iri a session with Bar-
ron, ,

“Secretary Snyder,” declared
Bafrori iri a statement, “authorized
me to say that the attitude of the
Treasury toward relief .'from' this
tax was not frozen and that he tes-
tified to this effect be/ore the Ways
and Means Committee. Secretary
Snyder . pointed out his statement
before that committee in which lie

said,"? if it is clearly shown that
someone has failed tq come for-
ward and show us. a very distress-
ing situation, we would be glad to
consider it. .

“Because this 20% tax on admiV
sipns has become increasingly un-
popular with our patrons, and has
so sharply affected the business of
every motion picture theatre in the
Jiatlou, jve/have found:niost^mOm^
bers of Congress most sympathetic
with our problem. It is good to
know that the Secretary . of . the
Treasury shares this concern on
the part of the Congress.”

Los Arigeles, Feb. 28.

Damage suit for $47,000,000,
. _ ed by the Conference of Studio

auto racer Rex Mays. Film will be |

He took the tests back: to London
, Unions against IATSE and the ma-

based on Barclay’s yarn, “The Rex
j

with him and will decide there on
:
jor film lots, has been set back to

Mays Story,” which appeared in which of the players will be inked.
[

May 31 in U. S. district court.

Speed Age mag.
.
7

' Two or three will be* selected.

Barclay was recently given the
;

While in New York he also saw
right to peddle the story by Mays’ • “Lost in the Stars,” the legit mu
Widow.

Judge William C. Mathes, orig-

inally assigned to hear the case,

will be shifted to another Federal
• sical version of /Beloved Country-” ’ district early in May.

1

1

Washington, Feb. 28.

Following the effective presenta-

tion last week of the Industry’s

case for a reduced or abolished

Federal admissions tax, fllmites

have received private assurances
from members of the House Ways
& Means committee that this in-

fluential group will recommend a

substantial slash in the tax.

Equally important is the fact that

industi'yites have been told that

the committee will recommend the
cut “on the rule.”

This is a parliamentary term
which means that the tax bill can-
not be amended on the floor of the
House. The Toill must then be
either approved or voted down in

toto Without any change which
could cut the ground from under
an admission tax reduction. More-
over, President Truman; will; not
be able to veto the bill iri part if

the committee takes this action.
He Can only approve or disapprove
the bill, including his own recom-
mendations, as a complete meas-
ure.

Plea for a repeal of the tax was
made by Abram F. Myers, National
Allied board chairman, and Gael

s

Sullivan, exec director of the The-
atre Owners of America/ Sullivan
has sent out a further appeal to

,

TOAers to keep up the fight in a
i Communication which tags indns-

(Continued on page 15)

L, A. to N Y.
Gilbert Adrian
Toiiy Bartlett
George D. Burrows
Macdonald Carey
Jack Carson
Peter Cookson
Janet Gaynor
George Glass
Robert Golden
Jack Goodman
Michael Hall
Sherman; Harris
Irene Hervey
Bob Hope

.

Pat Knight
Stanley Kramer
Hedy Lamarr
C: J. Latta
Parke Levy,
Harold ,;Mirisch
Mickey Neilan
George Raft
Jane Russell
George Sidney
Frank Sinatra

—Elizabeth Taylor /
^ “

Edgar Ulmer
Michael Visaroff
Cornel Wilde
Robert Young

'

.

**• '
,*

Europe to N. Y.
Joseph Calleia
Peggy Cummins
Bernard Delfont
Christian. Dior
Greer Garson
Sol Hurok . :

Phil. Hyams
Joseph Kirby
Raymond Lovell
Herbert" Marshall
Richard Pleasant
Joseph Ruttenberg

•4- Film industry, with television’s
rapidly-mounting competition con-
fronting it, has marshalled its
forces in a mass endeavor to pro-
mote theatre TV and thus /try for a
revenue-producing ally. Sixteen
different organizations, represent-
ing all phases Of the industry, have
signified their intentions to partici-
pate in the upcoming hearings on
large-screen videb before the Fed-
eral Communications Commission
in time to meet/ the Moriday. <27r
deadline.

Unification of so many varied
segments of the industry for a com-
mon cause has seldom b e en
equalled in industry history/which
underscores the determined inter-
est in theatre TV by all participat-
ing groups. Once the FCC has set
a date for the hearings, each of the
44 organizations will have to pre-
pare testimony and demonstrations
for their appearances. Requisite
time, money and effort which will
thus be expended means that the
exhibitors, distributors, equipment
manufacturers, etc/, want to stake
out their claims for theatre TV,
even though they might not be able
to provide the service to their cus-
tomers for some time to come.
That the industry might be pre-

paring to shoot the works on the-
I atre TV Is. also pointed up by the
‘ four d iff e r e n t manufacturing
groups which have signified inten-
tion of taking part at the hearings.
One of the chief bottlenecks in de-
velopment of the medium to date
has been in getting equipment or-
ders filled. At least 12 exhi bs, for
example, have signed orders for
equipment on which they are still

(Continued on page 23)

Up to 10 Pictures a Year
David O. Selznick is aiming for

distribution by his Selznick Releas-
ing Organization of 10 pictures a
year. He hopes to achieve that goal,
he revealed in New York last week,
within two years.

The pix will be made in this
country

:
and abroad, DOS said, by

indie production units working un-
der his banner. Setup would be
similar in many ways to pattern
used by Sir Alexander JCorda in

England. Individual producers
made the films with supervision,
financing, distribution and some of
the talent provided by Korda.

Selznick hopes to have several
units operating under that format
in the U. S. before he leaves for
Europe in. April. He’ll set up fur-

ther units In England, France and
Italy.

Films made by these producers
will be for general American dis-

tribution. They will not overplay
the art house product that Selznick
hopes to acquire abroad in com-
pleted form for distribution by a

special SRO unit to be headed by
Manny Reiner. These pix will also

be released by SRO in some for-

eign countries via a growing for-

eign Setup, Selznick . said lie now
has seven branches in France ( hav-
ing bought out his partner Per-
rier) and is releasing British,

French and Italian product there.

SRO also recently opened offices

in Brussels, Manila,' Santiago,
Chile, and Mexico and plans six

exchanges in’Germany.

N. Y. to L. A.
Alexander H. Cohen

:
John Dali :

Ned E. Deplnet
Paulette Goddard
Ben Goetz

. I. G. Goldsmith
Sydney Gross
Lee Holland
-©aVie •Knpp* r-r- * ••

Milton Krasne
Frank McCarthy
Thelma Ritter
Thomas G. Rockwell
Adolph Xu kbr

N, Y. to Europe
Valerie Cardew
Victor Hoare
Nunnally Johnson
Van Johnson
Zoltan Korda
Jean Negulesco
Anita LaPierre
Felix Marouani
Alan Paton
Arthur Pincus
Frank Ross
Carl York -

1L
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On its D (for divorcement) day,+
now scheduled ft>rv May 8, RKO
must meet bank obligations total-

ing approximately $6,500,000, After
protracted attempts, RKO -has

failed to win a new production loan
agreement from the three banks
holding its notes which would per-

. mit the split into two companies
without the lOan falling, due. The
banks have refused to go for an
amended agreement without impo-
sition Of stricter terms and a high?

i er . rate of interest and RKO has
adamantly rejected those demands.

Because of the impasse, plus the
fact that other hanking houses are
shying away from film financing at

present, RKO’s high brass may plot

out a course of operations without
the revolving credit now available

to it/ In lieu of the $6,500,000
Which the company must pay up on
divorcement,, it Will be receiving
$10,000,000 from the RKO theatre
chain. / •/ / • 7

Reorganization plan provides
that the circuit make an extraordi-
nary distribution to the production-
sales unit of that sum in cash. Pay-
ment is by way of both a dividend
and a reduction of capital by the,

chain. At the same time, RKO’s/
operations may be somewhat
crimped since the original plan of
Operation took into account both
the divvy from the circuit and the
revolving fund.

Three holdout banks are the
Bankers Trust Co;, First National
Bank Of Boston and Securityr-First
National Bank of Los Angeles.
Original revolving credit, reduced
$500,000 yearly from a 1947 high of
$10,000,000, Will be $8,500,000 in
May. Notes call for 2V&% interest.

When the three banks made
their original demand for tougher
terms, RKOers were inclined to
discount the threat since it was
felt that the company copld substi-

tute one loan for another without
too much trouble. Extensive feel-

‘Shanghai’ B.O. Gesture
Syracuse, Feb. 28.

.

Because the current Chines*
situation is hot headline news,
RKO circuit is testing the b,oi.

potential of two Paramount re-
issue pix which focus on the
Chinese scene. RICO Syra-
cuse theatre is booking ‘‘Shang-
hai Express,” Marlene Diet-
rich starrer, and ‘‘The General
Died at 'Dawn*” co-starring
Gary Cooper and Madeleine
Carroll, for* an April showing.
If the package clicks, RKO will
groove the pix through the

’ rest of its chain;
Circuit induced Par to reis-

sue the oldies. •

V I

(Continued on page 15)

Time on Breakups
No further delay beyond the

March 6 deadline set by the N. Y.
federal district court last week for
the breakup of theatre partner-
ships will be asked by RKO. Com-
pany’s top-echelori believes RKO
lias already complied with the re-

quirements of its consent anti-trust

decree in all respects blit one re-

volving around its minority hold-
ings in Metropolitan Playhouses.
Those interests will be trusted on
on the March 6 date.

Compliance on the requirement
to end all joint interests has been
met, it is said, by sale of two
houses in Cincinnati; Unloading of

West Virginia interests; and suits

now pending for dissolution of

joint interests with Walter Reade
and George Skouras. Bringing these
two suits in court is said to meet
the court’s order on partnership
breakups.
Meanwhile, talks will continue

with SkpUras although RKOers re-

fuse to predict any amicable deal
in light of the on-and-off nature of

previous gabbing. Renewal of ne-
gotiations with Reade is also on
tap iqllqwihg return of Walter
Reade, ‘Jr.,7 this week frdffi: a~Swiss
Vacation.
Deadline has been stalled several

times with Government consent be-
cause Of the dickering With RKO’s
pards. However, if a deal is not
reached by next week, company
will file a statement of compliance.

Mrs; StaggV 3d Encore
Mrs. Carolyn Stagg returned to

Samuel Goldwyn’s New Yoi'k office

last week as eastern story editor.

It is her third engagement in the
/job.

She last left the post last June
after an 18-month stand. She had
previously been there for two
years, starting In 1945.

One of the questions currently

being mulled by both Wall Street-

ers and industryites-1—Whether Par-

amount will continue paying regu-

lar 50c per quarter dividends fol-

lowing its divorcement— will be
answered early in March. On. the
return of Barney Balaban, company
prexy, from a Florida vacation in
the next couple of Weeks, Par’s
board will meet to decide the divi-

dend question. At that time it is

expected that first-quarter distri-

bution returns will have developed
to the point where they can be
studied with reference to the
poser.

Board is also expected to fix a
date tor the company’s annual
stockholder meeting which is gen-
erally held late in the spring. At
that time, stockholders will vote
their first new board of directors
for the recently-emerged produc-
tion-distribution company. Consid-?
eration of offers for the purchase
of Par’s holdings in DuMont tele-

vision will probably also be on the
agenda of the March session.

Par has been paying regular divi-

dends for a number of years. Ques-
tion became hotter last week when
United Paramount, its former the-
atre chain, declared for a 50c divvy
in

According to latest figures aired,

only 114,924 certificates of interest

in UP have been converted into
shares, while 3,148,352 CIs are still

outstanding. This means that the
great majority of UP stockholders
are also stockholders of the produc-
tion-distribution company. Action
by Par on the dividend question is

believed will be a determining fac-

tor in whether stockholders will go
for the production stock and un-
load their theatre holdings or vice

versa.

U.S. Pictures In
:

;
New L.A. Suit

Los Angeles, Feb. 28. :'•/

Mrs. Annie Fastenberg, a stock-

holder i n Warner Bros.; filed suit in

superior court demanding an ac-

counting of _ profits on six films

made by United States Pictures,

headed by .Milton Sperling. Men-
tioned in the suit, in "addition to

Sperling, are Harry, Jack and Al-

bert Warner.

Complainant declares the
,
de-

fendants conspired in 1945 to pro-

vide unfair financial aid to Sper-
ling, a relative by marriage, to the
detriment of; the Warner corpora-
tion.

After two years of intensive ef-
fort, the Big Five has failed to
crack the problem or making dis-
tribution a

-
solidly profitable ven-

ture. That bald fact,— viewed
against the approaching loss of
theatre revenues by divorcement,
is now a matter of top concern
among the company proxies.
The odds are heavy, according

to inside reports, against any of
the big distribs collecting :

a bare
6% return on their production in-
vestment in current operations.
One of the Big Five, RKO, is

plunged into deep red while the
other companies are either break-
ing even or knocking out a profit
that is small compared to the gross
business. •

.

;

Twentieth-Fox is a prime ex-
ample. Understood that 20th
boosted its worldwide distribution
gross in 1949 to a peak total of
$95,000,000. Backed by strong b.o.

entries, 20th’s revenues were
boosted an approximate $6^000,000-
$7,000,000 during the year over the
previous year’s total. Company,
however, netted only $2,500,000
despite its gains in revenue for a
thin profit of less than 3% on its

business.
Company toppers are working

feverishly on the problem and
hope to lick it before the theatres
are cut from under them, The
smaller distribs, such as Columbia
and Republic, have already forged
into the black With solid gains dur-
ing the past couple of quarters.
The bigger companies are still baf-

(Continued on page 18)

Shavian Oldies Still

Potent at B.O. Despite

March 20 Start For
New Danziger Film

; Hollywood, Feb. 28.

Edgar^Tnmer^^'left~for~NT7*Y7:oveir

the weekend to start direction
March 20 on Danziger Bros.’ pro-
duction. “St. Benny, the Dip,” at

Eastern Sound Service studios.
Dick Haymes stars, with Roland

Young and Lionel Stander fea-
tured. •

-

* Metro’s forthcoming appeal front

the Federal court’s anti-trust de-

cree may win for that company *
longer time f6r divorcement than
the three years provided in the

Film exhibitors need have no
fear that the playing of old films

on television hurts their boxoffice.
That’s opinion of indie distributor
Jack Ellis, based on the per-
formances in theatres of two films
he’s now distributing, both of
which are playing concurrently on
TV throughout the country.

Ellis has exclusive theatrical dis-

tribution Tights in the U. S. and
Canada to ‘‘Pygmalion” and
“Major Barbara,” among others.

Both films are among a group now
being syndicated to video stations
in all parts of the country by the
N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX. In Wash-
ington, Ellis said, “Barbara” played
on video four days before it opened
at the DuPont, an art house there,
and yet it ran three weeks at the

(Continued on page 18)

Theatre Owners of America Will

sift charges by its members that
distribs are using competitive bid-
ding as a .price-jockeying device
rather than an above-board way of
selling their product. That claim
and others collected by TOA in the
form of letters come up for dis-

cussion today (Wed.) in the Open-
ing session of a two-day exec com-
mittee meet at the Hotel Astor,
New York. Some . 20 committee
members from N. Y. and the hin-
terlands are expected.

TOAers will piece together a

proposed selling code to present to

the major companies from a num-
ber of suggestions compiled by a

Subcommittee headed by . Walter
Reade, Jr. . Meet plans to inaugu-
rate a drive to limit competitive
bidding to specified situations
where exhibs specifically demand
the widely-criticized method. Fol-
lowup in the form of a. round-
table huddle with sales toppers is

an expected demand after the con-
fab ends.

One big gripe in the TOA files is

the charge that distribs frequently
use competitive bidding as a way
of hoisting rentals by inciting ex-

hibs to vie with each' other on
choice pix. It is contended that

product is then awarded on a pre-
planned split without regard to the

highest bid. The bidding, accord-

ing to these complaints, was used
only, as a device to jack up the

price from the exhib already
chosen by secretly advising him of

the terms offered by his rival.

Also looming large at the con-

clave is
: the business of ratifying

the Council of Motion Picture Or-

(Continued on page 16)

,
Government decision. First delay-

ing step in the form of a 60-day
stay on. the time to file a divorce-

1 ment plan has been granted the.

company on its statement of in-

tentions with reference; to another
appeal to the U. S. Supreme Court.
Longterm delay will be up to tile

high court, once the company files;

,
If the Supreme Court grants the

Metro application to . halt all pro-
ceedings, company may stall di-

vorcement for a total of four years.
That is, of course, if it loses its

appeal on an affirmance of the
lower court decision. It is figured
that a one-year delay is involved

;

high court and awaiting a decision
after argument.

j

Neither the Goverfimerit nor
f company attorneys are . certain

; whether the time consumed in

pushing the appeal will be de-

!
ducted from the . three years now

1 provided for divorcement, Hovv-

!
ever, . court’s granting of a 60-day

I

stay without . attaching; conditions
: is viewed as promising for Metro..

Court order provides that the
need for Metro to prepare a plan
of divorcement is halted for the

1 60-day stretch. If the company
appeals during that period, it gets
another 30 days after filing in or-

der to press an application for a

j
( Continued on page 22)

REP MEETS APRIL 4

Republic’s annual stockholder
meet is slated for April 4.

Stockholders of record March 10

will be eligible to vote for directors
j

of the company at the meet.

.
paramount may call a halt to Its

production of large-screen theatre

television equipment unless the in-

dustry wakes up to the need for in-

stalling TV apparatus in its thea-

tres within short order. Top Par-
amounters feel that the c&mpany
is bucking for the whole industry
Without either recognition or the
essential orders necessary to put
the operation on a . sound going
basis,- As -matters now standi Par’s
television Wing is just about break-
ing even on its equipment activi-

ties.

Company has been the first imj

the field with its film intermediary
system of large-screen video. Sys-

tem now is in operation at the Par-

amount theatre, Broadway show-
case of United Paramount, and the
Chicago theatre, the Balaban &
Katz Loop house. Paramount Tele-

vision Productions, Inc., the ma-.

jor’s TV wing, has only four orders
to fill for the installation of the-

atre apparatus. Moreover, none
others appear to be in sight.;

Company expects to complete

!

two installations, those ordered by
UP for Boston and Detroit, In

April, Two others for UP houses
in, Minneapolis and San Francisco
will probably be delivered in JUne.
Aside from the continuing interest

of"UPTn“Ta'rg^^
the expectation of further orders
from that

;

chain, no other exhib has
appeared on the scenfe to keep the

TV wing in full operation.
Paramount execs, headed by

Paul Raibourn, who acts as presi-

dent of the television subsid, are

aiming to reduce the price tag on
equipment now in the ‘ neighbor-
hood of $25,000 per set. These offi-,

dais, however, continually stress

the need for large orders as the

only economic way of slashing the

per-set cost. Without these orders,

no decrease in price is feasible.

It is the belief of Par’s biggies

that concerted action by 1,000 the-

atres would solve the main hurdles
blocking effective inauguration of

iarge-screen television. Stream of!

orders would bring down the price

sharply, thereby bringing installa-

tion within the reach of all mid*
dling-to-big houses. Additionally,

it would clinch the ability of exhi-

bition to put on attractive, exclu-

sive programs.

New practice of. incentive bonus-

es -o sales forces to spark increased

, bookings on given pix is appar-

ently taking hold. Following in-'

f

auguration of the system several

weeks back by 20th-Fox, Eagle Lion

,
has now. set up the same sort of

|

deal for “Boy from Indiana,” indie-

!
produced pic of Frank Melford and

I John Rawlins. Two' producers have

|

agreed to cut in the entire sales

1 force on the profits of the film eur-

i
rently in release- throughout the
country.
Proposal calls for salesmen in

each branch to collect 20% of the
take over a “nominal quota” fixed

by the sales org. When any branch
has hit over the quota, 20% of all

further revenue will be divided
among the exchange’s personnel.
Twentieth has set a similar plan

for four British-made pix, Sir Alex-
ander Korda’s “Anna Karenina”
and “Ideal Husband” and 20th ’s

“The Fan” and “Forbidden Street.”

! Sales personnel will get 10% Of all
' further revenues on the quartet.
Distrib hit on the melon-splitting
device to push the pix which have

j
been booked in only 23% of all

available spots.

Mrs. Brandt Exits Metro;

Olin Clark Adds Chores
.
Mrs. Carol Brandt, Metro’s east-

ern scenario chief, exited the com-
;
pany Friday (24) instead of remain-
ing on until expiration of her con-
tract July 5. She turned in her;
resignation about a month ago, at

: which time it was announced she
• would remain active until the July
date. No reason was given for her
premature departure.
Mrs. Brandt’s leaving makes Olin

H. Clark active operating head of

;
Metro’s eastern story department.
His new duties will supplement
those he has been performing dur-
ing the past eight years, prior to

and during Mrs. Brandt’s tenure.
Clark will report directly to Ken-
neth MacKenna, head of the studio
scenario department at Culver

Mrs. Brandt is going into the
agency biz in New York in the fall.



FILM REVIEWS
Stage -Fright

(SONGS) ,

'
: „ Hollywood, Feb; 23, -

Warner BtOR. release of Alfred Hitch-
cock production. Stats Jane Wyman, Mar-
lene Dietrich, Michael Wilding, Richard
Todd; features AUstair Sim, Kay Walsh,
Dame Sybil Thorndike. Directed Hitch-
copk. Screenplay. Whitfield Cook; adapta-
tiorv,, Alma Rcvillc; added dialog, James
Bridie; based on novel, by Sclwyn Jepson;
camera, Wilkie Cooper; music, Leighton

^Lucasucditor.,jmiar4.,Jatlns^-Tnideshmvn-
Feb. 21, '50; Running time, 110 MINS.
Eve Gill. . .: . .

.

;
. . , .

.

... Jane
: Wyman

Charlotte Inwood . ...... Marlene Dietrich
Smith . ; .... . . Michael Wilding
Jonathan Cooper.

.

Richard Todd
Nellie ....... . Kay Walsh
Mrs. Gill . , Dame^ SybiV Thorndike
Bibulous Gent . , i-j* : : . Miles Malfesoh
Freddie .

.
.

. . . ; . . Hector MacGregor
Shooting. Gallery. Attendant Joyce Grenfell
inspector Byard. . ... .. * Andre Morell
Chubby . . ...... .Patricia Hitchcock
Commodore Gill •. ,> .

.

Alistair Sim

stage Frith vr
Hitchcock melodrama with
Jane Wyman, Marlene Dietrich
as marquee lures; b,o. outlook

• okay. .
.

•

"Perfect Strangers” <WB).
Adult fare, tastily produced,
antLaimed for-important takes
in the keys.

“Stars in My Crown“ (M-G),
Joel McGrea in excellent
human interest story of
preacher and a small toWn af-
ter the war between states,

V “Quicksand”
;
(UA), Mickey

ROoney in okay crime meller;
moderate b.o.

buccaneer’s Girl” . (U)
(Songs-Coior). Yvonne De
Carlo in standard pirate swashr
buckler; fairb.o. •=

. “The Kid from Texas”
(Color) (U). Another Hilly the
Kid western,, with mild b.o.
•O Si 1

“Tyrant of the Sea” (Col)! All
right yarn aboiit a tyrannical
sea captain for dualer spot-
tings.

“Blonde Dynamite” (Mono).
Fairly amusing entry in the
‘‘Bowery Boys” series,

“Young Daniel Boone”; (GoK
or) (Mono), 1 Good filmfafe
for juves and laction fans in
"smaller situations.

r
-
^

“Range Land” (Mono). Okay
Wilson oater for the

action market.
“Morning Departure’’ (GFD).

Fine British thriller abouj: a
submarine disaster.

Anthony Ross and Margalo Gill-
more, latter making her film bow.
“Perfect Strangers” is a class of-

Miss Wyman fering, with key situations looming 1

as the most important bookings
b.o.-wise.

Stars are spotted as jurors in a .
doctor with an exceptional iiiter-

murder trial. Morgan is a mar- [pretation of the good writing.
a. • Jri i aIT .

’ IL A .*

Tied man with two children, Miss

Favorable audience response is

assured
,
for this latest Alfred,

Hitchcock thriller. Made in Eng-
land with a predominately British
cast, it has names Of Jane Wyman
and Marlene . Dietrich to brighten
/domestic marquees, and help ticket

. sales, .

Hitchcock doesn’t stress melo-
drama throughout. He plays a
surprising number of sequences
strictly for lightness, Also, he

,
has a choice cast to put through
its paces, and there’s not a bad

{

>erformance anywhere. ;•/ The dia-
og has purpose, either ; for a

chuckle or a thrill, and* the pace
is good despite the 110 minutes of
footage. However, it could be
trimmed without hurting overall
effect.

Plot is theatrical fn that it is

played- off against a theatre .backr
ground. Miss Wyman is a drama
student who is sought out by a
friend, .Richard Todd, to save him
from the police. Todd is fleeing
from the charge of murdering Miss
Diefrich’S husband,
and her father, Alistair Sim, hide
Todd and turn amateur sleuths in

an attempt to prove Miss Dietrich
Is guilty of the crime. It works
out. to a surprise ending that effec-
tively wraps up the intricate story Rogers a divorcee. They fall lii

threads, love. Miss Gillmore, whose hus-
Miss Wyman is delightful as band has deserted her, holds out

embryo actress but the choice for the death sentence because the
femme spot goes to Miss Dietrich, accused had asked Ills wife for a
As the musical comedy queen, divorce before she was pushed, or
flamboyant and alluring’, she would fell, from a cliff. Miss Gillmore
walk away with the picture were has no patience with philandering
it not for so many other good per- husbands. Suspense mounts neat*
formances. In the song depart- ly, hand-in-glove with the love
ment she sells “The Laziest Gal story, to a gripping climax in which
in Town” for a sock bit of the show Miss Gillmore sees the error of
within a show. her ways and; the leads satisfy the

Michael Wilding clicks as a Production Code by taking Off in
debonair detective who has to con- different directions,
tend with the baffling aspects , of :V Picture is another top credit for

,

the case as well as a yen for Miss
'
producer Jerry Wald — differentAWyman. / Todd has a diffcult as- provocative, adult. Morgan and

signment and puts it over with wal- Miss Rogers are in top form. Jury
lop. Finale reveals him as the actual types are all gems of characteriza-
killer, a fact that is well cloaked tion, including Miss Ritter as a
by^his^ trouping and the writing pregnant housewife, Ross as a
until the final spenes. masher, Howard Freeman and

Plot is peopled with a lot of Charles Meredith as bullheaded
colorful minor characters, some characters, Alan Reed as barber,
with only single scenes, but they Marjorie Bennett as a placid knit-
all come to life

^
and add flavor, ter, and George Chandler, Frank

Standout.in the featured parts is Conlan and Sumner Getchell in
Alistair. Sim. mAs his flighty wife, minor but acidly etched niches.Dame Sybil Thorndike is excel* Ned Glass, unbilled, is a sock press-
lent. Among others contributing room lout, and there are important
strongly are Kay Walsh, . Miles

' contributions also by Paul Ford as
Malleson, Joyce Grenfell,

. judge; Harry Bellaver, bailiff, and

, ^oot^scriiftfng^chore^^Whi't- ^h
an
EvanS<,n '^ 0f the dead

a good adaptation of a novel by
Selwyn Jepson. There’s an ex- Dersorialitile ?nvS?wd

in
f

tremely fluid lensing contribution HneVarnnein*
V

by Wilkie Cooper that helps the ' "\ATAt aaa a j %

tals, and the cast troupes it to the
hilt.

The plot depicts Joel McCrea’s
entry into a small village just after
the war between the states, Bible
in h&Dd aiid determined to become
the town’s man of God. There’s
no Holy Joe-ing in the story. Mc-
Crea is as human and likeable as
any of his flock. He’s ready withrquote* or aYisYTo settle TroublT
or injustice, and has the wit to
handle problems \Vithouf physical
might when needs be.
The Brown novel has such

things as natural resistance of a
town to a young doctor; greed
and prejudice trying to oust an
elderly Negro from His small plot
of land; a typhoid epidemic to
create haybe among the. families;
romance and courtship, all /good,
honest slices

.
of. life that never

get out of hand under tlie under-
standing direction of Tourneur or
the equally sympathetic produc-
tion guidance by William H.'
Wright.
The count of strong dramatic

moments is high. Among them as
the topper is the parson’s sham-
ing of a masked mob, just about
to lynch an -old Negro. Lighter,
but equally sound in dramatics* is

the relationship of .McCrea and his

Wcdneadgy, March 1, 1950

, The Window Boy
"The Winslow Boy,” British-

made, being tradeshown in
New York tomorrow (Thurs.)
was reviewed iff Variety from
London Sept. 29, 1948. Pic,

according to reviewer Myro,
‘With its star-studded cast,

moving story and emotional ap-
-pealTris-a-eertain-boxoffiCe^Avin--

her for the home trade and
: should do substantial business
with American audiences.”
Written by Terence Ratigan;
yarn was originally offered;

on the London stage in 1946;

followed by a Broadway pro-
duction in 1947. Latter pres-

entation met with moderate

;

success, while the former, was
in the. hit class.

Filin, being released in the
TJ, S. by Eagle Lion, stars

Robert Donat, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke, Francis L. Sulli-

van and Margaret Leighton. :

tones without once Having the
chance for any comic capers or
mugging. As a dramatic actor,

Rooney is competent but fails to

show wide range. Mi$s Cagney
registers strongly as the hard-

C. Fiippen and Douglas Dumbriiu

?n°U^
VC
rol7s"

Ch “to
Waiter &tef?aU

J
th
C

roshed°by

their purpose. Russell Mettv’scolor lensing ls good and editor
Otto-tudwighasrkept-tlrerunf^
time down to « tight 77 minS“s

8

- '

.
*tal.

Kid Froin Texas
(Color). .

. v Hollywood, Feb. 21
. :
Uhiveml release

^ of Paid Short un.dV.v,tipn. . Stars Audie Murphy, Gale
P
<Si

feature, ^Alherfcv Dfekker? ShcSSl %l

S

wiQk. Directed Iby Kurt
P
Neum-nStreenplay, Robert Hardy Andrew? S '

Kamb; camera (Technicolor), -CharleVvliEngerr editor. Frank Grosso PmfewJS
nniir KiA

inning time* 78 mins.

Irerie^Kain^' ' t
“ ‘ ’ ' * * ” * Audie Muiphy

rvPnlion
' " ” * * ‘ Shepperd Strudwick

mnn& * * ’ • • • • 4
:• V • • Will

Morales
’ ’ ’ * * ‘

* V’
* • •

:JSJJ1® 1" ' Talmahmorales.. ... , . ,, Martin Garrnlaira .

Crowe^
Wallace., ..... .Robert H. Bnirat

p*? rarpitV"
‘ ’ ’ ’ *•*'•

* v •'falter- Sand*

r ’ ' *“ • • • V Dennis Iloey

SiSm ^ d '“ * * * t ’ W ?,
:‘y 7eal

• •*••• • ..... ......

,

Paul Ford
’

icgwias
j

$id Curtis. John Phniiii«

wife Ellen Drew- the* romance he- 1
bailed gal while Peter Lorre plays Matt Curt!*.... On..e,v?n

tween James Mitchell, the young l S ‘blaXaUs
:

!

T

doctor, and Amanda Blake: the
R^ney. Barbara Bates

bl

af^ i.n
'««doctor, - aiid Amanda Blake;: the

large, hearty and lusty family
bred by Alan Hale; and the many
little incidents, such as Charles
Kemper’s travelling medicine
show.
TrOuping is umfoimly excellent.

Outside of McCrea’s excellent per-
j

formance can be found what Miss •

Drew should count as just about
her best to date. Dean Stockwell
is excellent as the moppet member
of the parson’s family. The

.

late
Alan Hale shines. Lewis Stone
gifts his scenes as the old village i

Margarita
, ;

m
ay

Trout
_v Tiiru-h
Dorita Pallais
Pilar. Dei Rey

•tory’s mood, as does the music
score by Leighton Lucas. Full ad-
vantage has been taken of the Eng-
lish settings, ^particularly the Lon-
don street and theatre scenes in
dressing up the sight values of the
production. Bfog.

Perfect Strangers
Hollywood, Feb. 24.

.Warner. Bros, release of Jerry \ i LV
production: Stars Ginger Rogers. Den )«s
Morgan ; features Thelma Ritter. -Mar* a lo
GiUmore,. Ajithony Ross. Directed^by Bre-
talgne Windust. Screenplay. Edith Som-
mer; adaptation, George Oppenheimer;
“based oh piayby Charles MacArthur aiitT
Ben Hecht; ealtiera, Peverell

Weisbapt’s ac®
smart credits.

editing top the
Mike.

Stars in My Crown
Hollywood, Feb. 25.

: Metro release of William H. Wrieht nm-
5
tar

fi
J
i)el* McCrea. Ellen Drew,Dean Stockwell: features Alan Hale, Lewis

rS/r*5 Mitchell, Juano Hernandez,Charles Kemper, Amanda Blake, Directed
hy. Jacques Tourneur, Screenplay, Mar*
* avet Fitts; based on novel and adapta-
inrciSii

J®2. David Brown; narrated ' byThompson; camera, Charles^ert£aum' ,musical score, Adolph
322S ;

.
vo®*1 arrangements, Robert

Ruggiero, . Trade-

Mitchell scores as the young
medico. There’s another standout
film chore by Juano Hernandez as.

the elderly Negro: .Miss Blake,
Kemper, Connie Gilchrist, Ed B,eg-. ’•

rSdfte
1

Baptist ‘- .-

' •!

ley. Jack Lambert and Arthur
i

Narbonne
Hunnicutt, and the others, un- i

'¥3?*; ;
* •

credited, all add their measure to ' Patout
y

.. . !

making this one worthwhile.
;

Tared Hawkins
Title of the picture comes from !

,

the old hymn, and with several
i
Dowager

.

.

‘

others, is reprised during the foot- !
Vegetable Man . . .

age to warm up the village “come-
| Tom

table Woman

to-the-meeting” flavor and home- f Kryi
spun, but not bucolic, air of the
story. Narrator who ties the story
together is Marshall Thompson,
and he does his unseen chore well.
Adolph Deutsch has given the pic-
ture a good musical score, and the
vocal arrangements of the church
tunes benefit at the hands of Rob-
ert Tucker. Lensing by Charles
Schoenbaum; the editing by Gene
Ruggiero and other technical
credits are in keeping with enter-
tainment values. Brog.

presses nicely in her role as the
smalltown girlfriend Who; sticks, by
Rooney to the end.
Camera work is crisp while tight

editing keeps the. film rolling at

smooth clip. Herm:

ItiiPeaneer’s Girl
(dOLOR-SONGS)

Universal release of Robert Arthur pro-,
ductipn.- ' Stars Yvonne Die Carlo, Philip
Friend; features Robert Douglas. Elsa
Lanchester, Andrea King. Norman Lloyd,.
Henry Daniell; Directed. by Frederick de.
Cordova. Screenplay, Harold Shumate
and Joseph Hoffman, based oft story by
Joe. May arid Samuel R. Golding; camera.
Russell Metty; special effects, David s.

|
Lincoln County, N.M., when raneeHorsley; editor, Otto Ludwig; songs, Wal- «•— ,

ter Scharf and Jack Brpi
‘

old Belfer. Tradeshown
'50. Running time, 77 M|NS.
Deborah McCoy

UI s “The Kid from Texas” is
another link in the seemingly end-
less chain of Billy the Kid pix But
producer Paul Short missed his en-
tertainment mark in putting tii is
one. together, A slow, draggy
screenplay,, with direction along
the same lines, makes this minor
league despite some impressive
color lensing - of beautiful back-
grounds.
The Robert Andrews-Karl Kamb

screenplay deals with that phase of
Billy’s career that took place in
Lincoln County, N.M., when range^ S. to'appoint^a;

r»wn n. y., Feb. 24, governor for the territory. It)« It IBIA 1 x
1

j
’

. t m « • -V .
*•

Cleo.

, . Robert . Douglas
. . . .Elsa Lanchester
. . . . . Andrea King
. . ... Norman Lloyd

. Jay C. Fiippen
. . Henry Daniell

• Douglas DumbriUe
, . . . .

.

.Verna Felton
John Qualen

. - . Connie. Gilchrist
Ben Weldeft

. . .Dewey Robinson

...

.

Peggie Castle

iiiitotksand

“Buccaneer’s Girl’.’ is a melange
of most of the Technicolor pirate
films that have been turned olit
by Hollywood during the last sev-
eral years. But it has Yvonne De
Carlo for marquee bait and enough
swashbuckling pirate antics to
please the action fans, for whom
it /was

; obviously grooved, it won’t
stir up much boxolfice action iti the
key city first runs but should hold
its own in most other situations.
Miss De Carlo demonstrates no

great thesping^ talents. Her role

Yvonne dc Garin i

treSits Billy as sympathetic oh ai-

phutp Friend J bcter who tries to go straight when
[ibert . Douglas !. a rancher gives him a helping hand

and a job. When the ranch eif is

killed, however, Billy returns to
the six-gun for Vengeance and runs
his string of killings from eight to
21. It climaxes with the Kid’s
death at hands at Pat Garrett.
War hero Audie Murphy handles

the Kid assignment in commend-
able fashion although not loo
strong a screen personality . G a le

Storm impresses . as wife of fron-
tier legal-eagle, played in first -rate
fashion by Albert Dekker. wlio is

idolized by the Kid for. her/kind-,
ness and beauty. Shepperd Strud-
wick tastefully Handles rnnclier
friend of Billy. Will Geer and
Martin Garralaga score as his pals.

Robert Barrat gives dignity to. his

role of territorial governor. Frank
Wilcox is also effective in a lesser

release of Samuel H. ! of a wandering entertainer whoStiefel production. Stars Mickey Roonev;
features Jeanne Cagney, Barbara Bates,
Peter Lorre. Directed by Irving Pichel.
Screenplay, ^Rnbert Smith; camera, Lionel

winds up with a gentleman -piratem old New Orleans, however,
IJndonl editpr.

T
Walt¥r™^omptonT" ’Trade*

\ ??
ake too many demands

showji.N* y. Feb. 23, *50. Running time, S0
1
that she gets by adequately. In

addition, she looks weU in Techni
and handles her trio of tunes com-
petently. British actor Philip
Friend, as a modified Douglas
Fairbanks character, is the pirate
chief and does an okay job with
his deyil-may-cariiig, fencing, etc.
Rest of the cast, comprising many
familiar faces, make the most of
none-too-original situations and

7t MINS.
Dan ....... .... ........ . Mickey Rooney
vera Jeanne Cagney
Heien.v. ................. . Barbara Bates
Nick Peter Lorre
Sa*Te7' .Taylor Holmes

‘ . . . Art Smith

•Monarity John Galludet
imn-

ady ’ * ’ * * * Minerva Urecal
Millie ............ patsy O’Connor

.
Quicksand” is an okay meller

with a crinie-does-not-pay moral
that s deafly hammered Home.
With Mickey Rooney the sole
marquee name, pic has moderate

Screenplay by Harold Shumate
and Joseph Hoffman, based on a
story by Joe May and Samuel R,

chances for the kev"firSfnTnT‘h,''J I SIdlng - his some Kaoiltg holes hutm Hi* -STL'S ISWS5WJ?7gA1S»
a Robin Hood at heart, conceh

. do better on top of
nabe, dual bills. Simple yam of
an hpnest kid trapped into a life

!

At /iinivtA • ' !

Ben : H«cht; ^camera, Peverell
^

Jfavley; .Tosiah Dozirih rimv ^
score, Leigh Harline; editor^ David Weis* Harriet Gray

1 Vray-- • McCrea
l»ar* Trariaelmum -poW. 0*1 ten. .. D, , ,

U'i Urray ... . Ellen Drpw50. Runningbart. . Tradeshown Feb. 23,
time, 17 MINS.
Terry Scott . . . . ...

.

Ginger Rogers
David Campbell . . . . . . . .

;

. Dennis Morgan
-Lena Fassler / . . ... . Thelma Ritter
Isobel Bradford. .

.

Margalo Gillmore
Robert Fisher. . . . .... .. Anthony Ross
Tonkin ,

-,-
. , . . ... . . .Howard Freeman

Harry Patullo ........ .

.

\

.

. . Alan Reert
Judge Byron
Bjillff

. _ , .Harry Believer
Lester- Hubley , . .... .... . George Chanf^er
John Brokaw ........... Frank Con’-’n
Lyle PettiJohn. ........ .Charles Meredith
Edeen Marcher . . . .... .... Frances Chai-lo-
Mrs. Moore . . . . .... .

.

.Marjorie Bennett;
Paul McVev

. . Edith E^h-n«r-t
Whit

Sumner G»t' ,,,nn

: • • : : : : : :

:

K*=nStSokwe5
tfr nfynv ' •

• A-
- • ’ • • • •*•• Alan Hale

Dr D K ' 4 ‘
‘ t

Le'vis Stone
Jr Janies Mitchell

Kii Sa£.mo*:« Samuel Amanda Blake
C

*
’ • • J“?no Hernandez

ci Houston- Jones Charles Kemper
?on

a
n ‘ • • • •Yv-.Connie Gilchrist

Lokey> . . . ,;Vl . Jack LambertChloroform Wiggins . ... Arthur Hunnicutt

a . * i
, ; —r — ^ ••vmi.i,, vuuvr.iP

M-Hatlon .ircutt
® —

'SK:? "i "“j1" <1 *”
makes ho detoms for chSei^l- fuhd

r *dminlstrato1- of the
turns. Plot has several implausible Film i* ro rti^ ,
stretches but. overall speed sustains nrd

r®plete
v u lth 'the- stand

interest throughout. Irving Pichel ! ^ CC
P.V

*

re

m

ts. includ
directs in a positive key while the
Jtiodest but neat production is
buttressed by good performances. ' shin of nrev oto' rt « 1 iRooney pjays a garage mechanic 1 ^ P^

e
A’;

e
V
c * H also features

Kurt Neumann’s direction failed

to get the most out of the slow
yarn. In handling characters Neu-
mann came through okay, but in

matter of pacing the action he fell

far short.
Best is the colorful backgrounds

brought to vivid life by camera of

Charles Van Enger, assisted by
Technicolor consultant William
Fritzsche. Art direction ot‘ Ber-
nard Herzbrun arid Emrich Nichol-
son is also first-rate, Decorations
of Russell ,A. Gausmaii and Oliver
Emei*t lend authenticity to frontier
sets..

Music of Milton Schwaiv.wald
fails to stir up much emotional ex-

citement to key film. Film edit-

ing of Frank Gross is on the loose

side.

is replete with the stand
.

- it.e aecontrements. incl

Sfi,w
nmg Battles- at -.sea- between

sajling vessels; the hand-to-hand
when the pirates board their

“Stars in My Crown” tells a ' boss

, ,

who falls for a gold-digging blindeTI tvi™

I
on his first date, Bo^S the fe sdobbish, »

: hnec’ +111 ton . r”” . aUW CamfiS an .inhiirAnt :

Tyi'ant of (lie
Columbia eciiease of Sum Katzmnn pto*

auction.. Featured Rhys William,s, Ron ...

Randell,. Vslcntine Perkins, • Doris Ui'.vd,

Lester Matthews^. Hariry .
Cording.

:T(*n;y
Kilburn. Directed by Lew Lnmirrs.
Screenplay, Robert Llbott and Frank Hurt;
camera, Ira H. Morgan; editor. Edwin
-Brvant-.—^At -Strandy-Broohlyn, dual, -jailck

Feb, 22. '50. Running time, 70 Ml N S:

Capt. William Blake v. .. . . Rhys WMkamB.
Eric Hawkins... ....... .. Ron liandrll
Betsy Blahe .........

.

Valentine .lwkins
Elizabeth Blake... . .... .... Doris Lloyd
Lord Nelson . . , , ; Lester M ;’Ghe\vi
Sampson Edwards. ..... . . .ITarry (Nif diritf .

Dick Savage . . . .... ... Terry Kilburn
Phillipe Donier . . . Maurice.. '-Uariine

Shawn .O’Donnell. . . .. . . . ,
\VIIII;-m

Howard Palmer . . , . , . .... . Ross Elliott

-4ohn Morlarifyu . , . M . .. . JDon_ IJ RUil!:Y .

Oliver Sibley. .. .. . . , James '.Fairfax

btstrict Attorney.
Mhi'y Travers
Defense. Attorney

.

John Simon

. - . , ^rowR ' tells a - boss’ till for $20 with intentions ! ^rnes sn apparent
j
Bounty” in. theme, this (

stoiy of a preacher -and the people 1 of putting it back oh payday. Lorig :

SS^P and countings,
j

entry should do all right i

adopted ‘own. Though arm of eoineiOenee wo^ o/erS& A
?
,-fw ^.d,l?e.

r
i

Si%tA0,,s- , ^
in his

. A road company “Mutiny on lbs
carries an. apparent

j
Bounty” in theme, this Columbia

* - -
- in dualer

>uvueu . ol ruincjc ence works overtime .DaKi,u a ./zu inuuucer suuiutuns.

Silmr
lt lack

i-

s ai
?
y‘ however, as the accountant makes de Cordovn

Ur
anvi^

CtoiS
'^.''Frederick- .Centered around a sea captain,

j™*- velgl
?f

^

spectacular
;
an early visit arid Rooney is forced i -len'sPr^'

‘

; effects
j

obsessed with power, pic hinges it*

t?
a
£-.

a gimmick.
;
to raise the money immediately.

! skiilfiii
H?rsle.v whose

[

70 minutes running time on the
It will have to depend upon the ' Roonev siidps in jonnii, ...uu 1 1^. ,,

,^ypik makes it look lilc#» » part blaved hv nnp Rrifisii sbin dur-it look like a

east is Rood.

Cram m in g the
Charles MacArthur

•t£f ^ based into^ a*
.

as the vnia/r

home forcefully- hv director of his own novel
taigne V/indust. The Ginger Ro«-

;
human interest,
of. everyday life to ine arama of who advises him to go back and n a *.v^ ~
prejudice,

.
-greed,,and .ignorance, take his medicine.

f, r<j ,,,2^ JVf '.
jenteol“ • en>r‘tpin -' ,

'

ifeHere?
s-a-.fa'ir anaoiiiitdf foot/'er dc-

Jacques Tourneur directed with a
;

Rooney portrays the hard-luck dcr hp2 S/S? T>o Carro un- voted to a couple of sea battles;
full realization of these ftindamen- mechanic in convincingly sombre temisin beau-j Only big productioni sequence mw ctousm rechni, makes for a nice

ers-Derpis
.
Morgan stdi-rer is a«

Unusual roniedy-dramg snaj k-

d

tremendously hv a carefully select-
ed cast including Thelma Ritter,

part played by one British shi p dur-
ing England’s war with Fiance.
The captain, a likeable chap on
shore, rules his ship with an iron,

hand tbat'eventually leads his men
mutiny. An inconsequential Jove

y between the captain’s (laudi-

and an officer abroad; his ^IdP

brought in for a brief play, w hile.

(Continued on page 16)
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RKO boss Howard Hughes alrf

lowed the first concession this

week on his ruling that not a word
be changed in advertising on “The
Outlaw/* Bather than lose the
booking for the Fox theatre, At-
lanta* which refused to play the pic

if it had to stick to the original ad
copy, Hughes

,

permitted
;
RKO to

Work out a compromise with' Wil-
liam H. Jenkins- Georgia Thea-
tres Co;, operators of the house.

No actual change was made in

the copy, but the Jenkins circuit

was permitted to insert the line

‘‘By Popular Demand” over top of

the ad to mitigate the impression
this was the first time the pic had
played Atlanta. Originally, the
chain wanted to put “Returning by
Popular Demand/’ . but Hughes
Wouldn't go for “Returning."

The new line precedes the catch
phrase. “Finally, at last, after a
3-year delay, you can see,

.

Which Jenkins and his staff said

was “misleading.’’ They declared
that implied the Fox’s playdate was
to be the first Atlanta showing.
Actually, the film played Loew’s
Grand there about three years ago
and then 21 subsequent houses.

Jenkins’ staff sepiawxed to RKO’s
branch manager that it wouldn’t
run the ad as is, an'd the protest
went right up the line to sales

chief Robert Mochrie. Mochrie’s
hands were tied by Hughes’ order
forbidding any change arid, as of

last weekend, he had no alternative

but to pull the date. Subsequently
the compromise was worked out.

Denver Another Compromise
The only other compromise was

in Denver, where “Outlaw” had
played only about 18 months ago.
Hughes in that case permitted the
“3-year” line to be removed.
Extent to which Hughes is going

to insure that there will be no
changes in the copy is that the ad-
vertising plates are being shipped
directly to newspapers frrim the
Coast. They are made Up there by
Foote, Cone & Belding, agency on
the account. Ordiriariiy they’d be
shipped from New York or an ex-
hib would order locally the ad mats
he had selected from the press
book or. he’d make up liis own
copy; Plates are being sent to all

key papers, rather than mats, to

insure best reproduction. Posters
are also being lithographed by a

( Continued on page 18)

Purity s Big Payoff
With all the fanfare sur-

rounding “Stromboli”. and
“The Outlaw,” RKO execs are
finding, to their surprise and
comfort, that sex is paying off

second best to a children’s

“ story: • “Wait - Disney’s version
of the classic fairy tale, “Cim
derella,” which went into re-

lease two weeks ago, is far
outstripping—without a trace

• of lurid publicity—the grosses
on “Stromboli” and “Outlaw,”

. although the latter continues

:

to do well.

Disney pic, on the basis of
the handful of engagements
played so far, looks certain to
be the biggest draw the pro-
ducer has turned out since
“Snow White.” Incidentally,
Judge Igoe in Chicago uhwifc
tingly gave RKO a break re-

cently when he denied its re-
quest to extend the two-week
Loop run limitation on “Strom-
boii,” and, instead, granted
“Cinderella” an unlimited stay.

“Stromboli” did a quick brodie
at the b.p

,
while the Disney

cartoon is doing exceptionally
strong biz.

For 100G, Seeks To

Nip Pact on ‘Shine’

Pathe Industries, Inc. (Eagle
Lion) deliberately failed to devote
Its best efforts to exploit and sell:

“Shoe Shine,” Lopert Films
charged in a $100,000 damage suit

filed in N. Y. Federal court Mom
day (27). Seeking rescission of a
Dec. 20. 1947 distribution con-
tract, the plaintiff claims it was
fraudulently induced to sign the
deal and wants the Court to restore
it all rights to the Italiamniade
film in . territories covered by the
agreement.
Following acquisition of ex-

clusive distribution rights to ‘‘Shoe

Shine,” Lopert inked the 1947 pact
with Bathe which called for the
latter to handle the picture in

Mexico and o e r t a i n Central
and South American countries.
Pathe- the complaint states, failed"

to launch the film in general re-

lease in all territories and t
also

falsely represented that it was es-

tablishing exchanges in all areas
stipulated in the agreement. :

In addition, Lopert asserts that

,
Pathe entered' into sub-distribu-
tion pacts without its consent. Be-
sides damages and rescission of
the agreement, Lopert also wants
all prints and copyrights returned
plus an

.
accounting and a perma-

nent injunction. The 1947 trans-
action called for a 60-40 split of

the film’s earnings with Pathe on
the short end. Pic is said to have
picked up $1,500,000 in the west-
ern hemisphere.

Following its success in blocking
a municipaliy-imposed ban on
“Stromboli” in Seattle, RKO is

planning similar court action in the
five other cities;.which have nixed
the Jngrid Bergman-Roberto Ros-
sellini film. The Seattle decision,
handed down last Thursday (23),
was widely-applauded in .

the in-

dustry as considerably widening
the right of films to freedom from
Censorship.
RKO attorneys, convinced that

any ban on the pic is unconstitu-
tional, particularly when based not
on content but on alleged personal
moral infringements by a player
Or director, are ready to Carry their
fight to Memphis, Nashville, and
Lowell, Lawrence and Holyoke,
Mass.
- Aside from other considerations,
the court battles should prove valu-
able from a boxoffice standpoint.
Pic opened in Seattle the day fol

One of the problems facing; indie
producers is the lack of market
currently > for pix between the real
quickie category and those in the
lower-budgeted “A” classification.

That : is generally in the, field of
product costing between , about
$120,000 and $500,000.
Lack of market for this type of

film is a reflection of changing pub-
lic b.b; habits. No longer are
many medium quality pix doing
sufficient biz to pay off. Films
are increasingly falling Into the hit

or flop category, with ho in-be-
tween,
Prevalence of this situation hits

the Tower-medium cost product
hardest. The Westerns and- ac-

tioners that can be madei by the
shoestririg-row contingent

.
under

the $120,000 figure have a ready
market in subsequents and as dual-
bill fodder in many situations.

Their budgets are designed
,
in the

recognition, that they are going, to
be sold to exhibs at flat rental.

They can show a profit on that
basis. Furthermore, there’s small
chance taken in making them since
variations in quality are minor and
mean little.

Producers are discovering that if

they want to make anything; better
than that style Of canned goods,
they’ve got to jump to a budget
classification that will allow their

product to qualify as at least a
“lazy A.” That’s in contrast to
pre-war and the early war years
When considerable profit was made
in the category of pix which were
frankly “B’s” and would now come
in for $250,000 to $350,000 or there-
abouts.
There are occasional exceptions,

of course, to the 'rule now that
nothing between '$120,000 and
$500,000 will pay off for indies. A

(Continued on page 18)

FromerY B.R. Quest
New sources of bank coin

for indie' production financing
are being sought in the east by
Irving Fromer, who has associ-
ated for the past three years
with James Nasser, at General
Service: Studios on the Coast.
Fromer, an attorney, has left

the Nasser organization to set
up liis own offices in New
York. :

. .

A New York lawyer before
going to the Coast some, years
ago, Fromer is planning to

specialize in legal work con-
nected with indie financing
and production. He is under-
stood already: to have sound-
ed out a number of banks in
the east, but outside of New
Yoi^k City. These have never
before gone into picture loans,
but are said to be showing
some interest.

Coflariles In

Hollywood, Feb. 28.

Paramount has swung its econ-
omy axe with the result that 14

studio : execs : in. lower brackets
have been pink-slipped arid a

larger number laid off because of

a seasonal slowdown in production

i

Art department was hardest hit,

although notices also ranged to as-

sistant production managers and
directors; Scattering of service

employees were also topped.
Some production./help were

lowing the oriurt decision and did i given 90-day leave of abserice with-
proportionately better biz than in

j

out pay, subject to call any time
other cities throughout the country .

}

during the period. Par has one

A threeway fight for jurisdic-

tion over home-offiice film whitecol-

larites is looming among the AFL,
CIO and the independent United

Office & Professional Workers of

America, Which was recently ex-
pelled from the CIO. Battle lines

are currently being drawn in the
two UOPWA film locals,, the Screen
Office & Professional Employees
Guild and the Screen Publicists
Guild. ;

Initial shot was fired last week
when a group inside the flack guild
blocked a

: proposal to merge SPG
and SOPEG. Forcing a tabling of
the motion sponsored by the union
leadership, the dissidents are ex-

pected to launch a movement to

+ Justman deal, on which United
Artists prexy Grad Sears is now
putting the finishing Touches; is

unique in that UA is guaranteeing
production loans made by primary
investors to the extent of of
the: budget. DeLuxe Labs is guar-
anteeing a similar amount.
Deal calls for production within

one year of six films fox* UA re-
lease. There are no banks involved,
Walter E. Heller & Co., Chicago
.factoring outfit, is in :

the first

money position, while; David Loew
is providing bonds arid some
guarantees, and Joseph Justman,
head of Motion Picture Centre
studios, is giving a studio defer/
ment.;
UA’s guarantee of pai’t of Hal-

ler’s portion of the loan is evidence
of efforts now being made by dis-

tributing companies to line up
product. Film Classics arid Eagle
Lion, for instance, have been giving
deferments of distribution fees.

UA has been adamant against that
practice, but has made a minor con-
cession in giving the guarantee,

> While the terms' -of the new setup
have been rather closely guax’ded,

it is understood that Heller will

put up 75% of the budget of each
picture. Through the guarantees
of 7V£% by UA, Heller’s “expo-
sure/’ in banking terminology, is

only 60%.
Producers who are ’ financed unr

der this formula are supposed to

provide deferments to the extent

of 25% of the budget, which, with

the Heller money, makes up the

100% financing. Since it is almost
impossible to amass 25% defer-

ments, the producer usually has

to make up the difference with

cash. This he has to borrow from
an outside source and give a; chunk
of his piece of the pic for it. Net
result generally is that the pro-

(Coritinued on page 15)

Backer Gets Up

to

Financing for his next film.

Failure of the pic to hold up b.o.-

(Continued on page 20)

pic definitely 'Scheduled for pro
duction in March, the Alan Ladd
starrer. “Montana Rides.” How-
ever, several other films may start

rolling in that month.
Cuts are attributed to the super-

vision of Hal Pereira, one of the

heads of the art dept., who has
been here since last year, Pereira

pectea to xauncn a movement to ,.Gyran0 Bergerac/’ is all set,
moye out of UOPWA. UOPWA was

prQducel, Stanley Kramer disclosed
expelled by the CIO executive

, ^ New York yesterday (Tuesday).

Coin again will be adyanced .in its

entirety by Bruce Church; rriilliori-

aire lettuce-grower of Salinas, Cal.*

Who similarly provided 100% fin-

ancing for “The Men,” which
Kramer just completed.
Kramer and George Glass, v.p.

and public relations chief of Stan-

ley Kramer Productions, Inc., ar-

rived in the east Monday (27) from
Hollywood. They’ll be in New
York about two weeks to deliver

a print of “The Men” to United
Artists for distribution and discuss,

distribution plans with prexy Grad
Sears and pub-ad chief Howard
LeSieur.

Current idea is to hold the film

board on charges that it followed
the Communist line. Expulsion will

formally be effected today (Wed:),
The CIO, meantime, has set up

an organizing committee to cover
the fields* now controlled by
UOPWA. CIO leaders in the N. Y.

(Continued on page 23)

UA Shuts Cal. Office

With Bagnall’s Exit

(Continued on page 18)

vs.

Nashville, Feb. 28.

Aimed specifically at banning ’ *s acting as. Barney Balabap’s per-

the exhibition nf . “Stromboli”. in i

sona! rep on the lot With ^instruc

Nashville^ the city legislature has
" » 101

set up a permanent film censor-

ship board with sweeping power's.

I.Appointed by the Nashville mayor, 1

|
the board is empowered to go be-

i yorid any pic’s content before put-

;

ting its stamp of approval on it.
1 Wording of the

.
bill ‘ setting up

the censorship" body provides^for

the ban of a pie if its di/eetor, pro-

Hollywood, Feb. 28.

Monogram ran into legal compli-
cations iriitis ‘project for the~ re-

issue of 39 “Our Gang” shorts,

filmed years ago by Hal Roach.
Idea was to release them under the
general title, “Little Rascals,”

starting March 1 with four films in

Hollywood, Feb, 28.

United Artists discontinued its

I

California office following the

resignation of George L. Bagnall
(

as veepee in charge of production. : for release until August, in order

Departingwith Bagnall were Cecil - to permit time for a long-range

: Coan, pub-ad lia ison ;
.Hugh Ratliff, I publicity and advertising buildup,

comptroller, arid three secretaries.
|

In the meantime, Kramer will put

Bagnall’s. former duties will be
;

“Cyrano”, before the cameras this

assumed by Gradwell Sears, prexy; spring, with Jose Ferrer starred

Arthur Kelly, veepee, and Paul and Michael Gordon directing.

Lazarus; jr., assistant to Sears. !
In discussing his financing, Kra-

One of the three wilT be in. Hoi-'
1 mer disclosed that he has np xh-

lywood to handle production af- tention of dissolving his produce-

fairs whenever the occasion de- tion corporation for tax purposes

i mands it. Selriier Chalif will main- ; after one or two pictures, as .
has

' tain offices in BeVeriy Hills to han - .4 been customary among indie film-;

die prelimi nax'ies nn production makers, but will continue it to
: deals and other company affairs, [build up an equity in the label.
' Federal revenooers have, been ob-

4a a ZkAWnAfloJ'

ducer or Star “has gained by his

or her personal conduct a reputa-

tion . for laxity in moi’als or con-

duct or for loose and immoral liv-

ing and conduct.” The bill was
j

the first batch;

raced through the city legislature [ Johnston Office called a halt, -ire*,

in double-quick time with the
j

forming Mofiogram that the Fed-

j
Mayor signing it only two days era! Trade Commission has a rule

1

after its fii’st reading.
(
that all reissued pictures must

New censor boai’d is composed 1 bear their original titles, or that

of 11 members, including four . the original titles must be used in

Negroes, who will serve without i prominent type. Monogram ac-

pay for one year terms. A pre- [quired the films from Auerbach
l viewing system : for' pix to be

;
Film Enterprises, - Ltd.* under , a

[screened in Nashville is being set ! deal/ which stipulates that they

! up bv exhibs under the law’s
,
pro-

;

may not be mentioried as reissues

1 Visions. .1 of the -“Our Gang ’ series.

lie de France Films last week
(
was nicked with a $9,596 default

judgment in N. Y. Supreme

je.e.ting to “one-picture corpora-

tions)” but Kramer asserted, that

that in any case was not his plan

of operation.
One of the reasons for his desire

to build tip the name of his cor-

1 alter it allegedly failed to pay A.W. ; porate setup is the unique financ-

Haendler 15% of all distribution ing arrangement with Church,

earnings of the French film, “Vol- : This gives the moneyman no stock

pone,” collected in territories out- ! in the company itself, but merely

side France. ! a percentage of profits" on each

Under a 1940 agreement Haend- : film he finances. Kramer in this

ler loaned the firm 250,000 francs, way is able to wield full control

* and was supposed to receive a per- ; of the policies Of his unit. .

.

centage of the picture’s overseas
1 Stockholders, aside from Kra-

earnings. He brought suit in 1948 mer, are all operating associates,

; charging the company had failed to They- are Glass; scripter Carl For-
1

observe the pact.
*

‘

I
man and attorney Sam Zagon,
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: Chicago, Feb. 28.

Ppor weather all week is cutting

Into most holdovers, but new films

are doing excellent biz. “Cinder-

ella’- opened by breaking house
record at Palate last lyednesday
(22) with $9,000 oh first day, and
all-time high of $45,000 looms.
“Intruder in Dust” looks fast $14,?

000 at United Artists, “Guilty of

Treason” is snappy $13,000 at
4 Roosevelt.

'

“Mule Train” and “Down Da-
kota Way,” should bring a sharp
$8,000 to Garrick. “Quicksand”
and a disk jockey revue at Ori-
ental is fair $40,000.
Three holdovers continue okay.

“Third Man” at Selwyn is shap-
ing : up to tall $13,000 in second
frame. “Bicycle Thief,” at World,
is terrific $7,500* “Stromboli,” at

Grand on second week, should do
hefty $16,000, largely because ad-
vanced admissions are in effect.

“Battleground” continues crisp

$17,000 in third week at State-.

Lake. . “Chain Lightning” with.
June Havoc onstage at Chicago is

mediocre $33,000 for second Week.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) <3,400; 50-98)—

“Chain Lightning” (WB) With June
Havoc onstage (2d wk), Light $33,-
000. Last week, $50,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)^-
“Mule Train” (Col) and “Down Da-
kota Way” (Rep). Fine $8,000.
Last week, “Dakota Lil” (20tjli> and
“Blonde Bandit” (Rep), $5,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 98-$1.50)^-

“Stromboli” (RKO) (2d wk). Socko
$16,000. Last week, $27,500.

Oriental (Booth) (3,400; 50-98)—
“Quicksand” .(UA) With Eddie Hub-
bard disk jockey revue onstage.
Fair $40,000. Last week, “East
Side, West Side” (M-G) with vaude
(2d wk), $30,000.
“Cinderella” (RKO). Soaring to
new house record of $45,000. Last

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 50-98)-r-

week, “Gilda” (Col) and “Heat’s
On” (Col) (reissues), $8,000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—“Guilty of Treason” (EL). Trim
$13,000. Last week, “Capt. China”
(Par) and “Davy Crockett” (UA)
(2d wk), $7,000, .

Selwyn (Shubert) (1,000; 98-
$1.20)—“Third Man” (SRO) (2d

wk). Socko $13,000 looming. Last
week, record $17,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
—“Battleground” (M-G) (3d wk).
Holding up nicely at $17,000. Last
week. $23,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-

98)—“Intruder in Dust” (M-G).
Solid $14,000. Last week, “Father
Is Bachelor” (Col)

Gorilla” (Col), $8,000.

Estimate* Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith frofffthe*varP
-

ous key cities, are net,
; i.e.,

Without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence, the
estimated figures are net In-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

<fi • *

Francis

Denver. Feb. 28. .

“Francis” is packing three houses
currently with big session likely,

and best total in town. It is sensa-

tional at the Aladdin. Pic moyes
from Denver to Paramount, being
first to do ,this. “East Side” looms
good at Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400: 35-74)—

“Francis” (U) and “Chinatown Mid-
night” (Col), day-date With Denver,

Webber. Colossal $8,000. Last

Week, “Without Honor” (UA) and
“Apache Chief” (Dip), good $3,500.

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 35-
74)—“Battleground” , (M-G) (4th

wk): Fine $7,000, Holds again,

i
Last week, fine $7,500.

Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)

:
—“Thelma Jordon” (Par). Fair

i
$10,000. Last week, “Samson and

!
Delilah” (Par) (4th wk), $10,500.

Denver 5

(Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—
“Francis” (U) and “Chinatown Mid-
night”. (Col), also Aladdin, Webber.
Big $19,000. Last week, “Hasty
Heart” (WB) and “Blonde Dyna-
mite” (Mono), $11,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—“Tell
to Judge” (Col) and “Mule Train”
(Col), day-date with Paramount.
Light $2,000. Last Week, “Hasty
Heart” (WB) and “Blonde Dyna-
mite” (Mono), $1,700.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)

—

“East Side, West Side” (M-G) and
“Satan’s Cradle” (UA). Good
$15,000. Last week, “Stromboli”

and “Tattooed Stranger”

PICTURE GROSSES

,

(RKO)
“Mark (RKO), $12,500.

_n aQ . Paramount (Fox) (1,200; 35-74)

—

Woods ^ssaness)^ 1,073* 50-98) “Tell to Judge” (Col) and “Mule— My Foolish Heart” /RKO) <5th
j Train” (Col), also Esquire. Thin

wk). This final week is oke $11,-
;
$6,000. Last Week, “Sundowners”

000. Last week, $17,000.
.

|
(EL)' and “Bodyhold” (Col),/ big

Woil8 (Indie) (587; 80)-^ Bicycle i *i j 000

Vogue (Wolfberg) ‘"(600; 60-74)-^Thief” (Indie) (2d wk). Great $7,
500; Last week, $8,700.

In

“Genius and Nightingale” (Indie)

arid “Enchanted Lake” (Indie), Fair

$1,700. Last week/ “Saraband”
(EL), nice $2,500.

v
;

Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—
“Francis” (U) and “Chinatown at

Midnight” (Col), also Denver, Alad-

din. Big $3,000* Last week, “Sim-
and “Bodyhold”

Washington, Feb. 28.

Biz is on bright side here’ this

round, with Walt Disney’s “Cin-
derella” hitting new all-time rec-

ord opening day at Keith’s, and
holding near that high in second
day, It will land terrific total on
week, with night trade holding
very well. “Willie Conies Home”
with vaude is doing hangup trade
at Capitol. “Chain Lightning” is

rated fairly stout at the Warner,
Estimates for This Week

Capitol (Loew’sV (2,434; 44-85)—
“Willie Comes Home” (20th) plus

vaude:- Smart $25,000, 'with big

help of Washington birthday holi-

day. . Last week, “Borderline” (U)

;
plus vaude, $18,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (350; 50-85)—

“Rigoletto” (Indie) (2d wk). Very
steady

;
$4,500 after big. $5,500 last

week.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)—

“Cinderella” (RKO): Shapes to

hit terrific $28*000 in first week.
Last week, “Stromboli” (RKO) (10

days), Only $19;000, slipping to less

than $5,000 in final 3 days—so
yanked*

Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163;

44-74)—“Backfire” (WB). Average
$6,000. Last week,. “Sands of Iwo
Jima” (Rep) (2d run), good $6,000
on thfrd downtown week.

National (Heiman) (1,600; 44-74)

—'“Her Wonderful Lie” (Col). Okay
$5,500, Last week, “Blossoms in
Dust” (M-G ) (reissue), $4,000.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)—

t

(Continued on page 20)

downers”. (EL)
(Col), $2,500.

Indianapolis, Feb. 28.
Biz here is being slugged by

winter’s first blizzard and heavy
interest in state highschool basket-
ball. tournament. However, “Key
To City,” at Loew’s, is strong
enough, to hold. -“Montana,” at
Indiana, and “Dancing in Dark,”
with Eddy

. Duchin show on stage
at Circle both are disappointing*

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gamble-Dblie)' (2,800; 50-

19:01—^Djincing-Sh-Dark” (20th)jvith
Eddy Duchin orch, Vivian Blaine,
others onstage. Slow $17,000. Last
Week, “Hasty Heart” (WB) and
“Live By Night” (RKO), tepid $8,-
000 at 44-65C scale.

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
‘‘Montana” (WB) and “Sariimba”
/Indie). Thin $8,000; Last Week,
“Stromboli” (RKO) and “Tattooed
Stranger” (RKO), $7,800.

Keith’s (G-D) (1,300; 74-$1.20)—
“Samson and Delilah” (Par) (2d
wk). Fair $7,000 after healthy $14,-
000 Opener.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)—

“Key To City” (M-G). Hefty $l4r
000 and extra days) Last week,
“Mrs. Mike” : (UA) and “Daring
Caballero” (Col); $12,000.

Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 44-65)—
‘•Dangerous Profession” (RKO)
and “Mysterious D e s p e r a d o ’*

(RKO). Thin $4,000. Last week,
“Blonde Dynamite” (Mono) with
Grand Ole Opry on stage,
$15,000 at 50-85c scale.

Severe winter weather, the start

of Lent and continuance of the
brownout all " are contributing

towards generally da
firsi-run business this session. The
bogoffice had been very sluggish

even before the state edict shutting

off all advertising lights; but the
darkened condition of Broadway;
along with near-zero cold, snow,
rain and sleet, accentuated the
slow trade.

The storm on Wednesday (Wash-
ington’s Birthday) pared the ex-
pected take on this big holiday for
theatres; with Thursday (23) turn-
ing into the Worst day of the stanza.
Slippery streets took a heavy toll,

with
. night trade dipping drasti-

cally,
'

Outstanding newcomer, ‘‘Cinder-
ella,” is faring well in the face of
all these, handicaps, with smash
$53,000 likely in first Week at the

frame

Brown orch onstage. Opens today
(Wed:). Last week, “Paid in
Full” (Par) with Johnnie John-

:

i

ston, Lina Romay, Boyd Raeburn
"roadway i^orch Jieadin&jstageshow. (2d wk),

was down to $50,000 or. near after
fair $59,000 opening round.
Park Avenue (U) (58ff; 90-$1.50L

—“Astonished Heart” (U) (3d wk).
*

Second' week ended lest Monday
(27) held very Well at $10,OQO
after good $11,000. first frame.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Stage
Fright” (WB)

.
and stageshow.

Looks only fair $115,000, and
holds;

. Had tough break opening
on stormy Thursday (23), but
built somewhat after reviews
came out. Last Week, : “Youhg
Man With Horn” (WB), With stage
bill (2d wk)

; mild $1 1 2,000, below
expectancy,

Rialto (Mage). (594; 44-98)—
“Mafia” (Indie), . Opens today
(Wed,). Last week, “peddling in
Society” ( Indie), mild $7,000 on

Mayfair. Initial frame lias . been
topped in recent years only by “Iwo

;
^fe'Wek!

i
Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-$l,80)

“Three Came Home” also is do-
1
“-“Samson and Delilah” (Par) ( loth-

iiig remarkably sock business m
: wk). Slipped sharply to $20;000 or

view of conditions, with $39,000 on under. Ninth week was $29,000,
initial week ended Monday (27) at

, Feb. 22 holiday failing to help as
Astor. In contrast, “Malaya” with
Blue Barron band, Benny Fields,

Gene *Sheldon onstage*1 likely won’t
get more than $50,000, mild, at

much as expected.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75)—

“Willie Comes Home” (20th) plus

^ . TT ... „ . ... ,
Allan Jones, Betty and Jane Kean,

Capitol. “Woman in Hiding” also is [Irving Fields Trio topping stage-
swinging low, despite holiday open-

]

show (2d-final wk). Despite favor-
• _ ' /AA \ * J.T - • gtk -4 A A /\ _ A-' ^4 1 i. 1

In Buff; ‘12 O’Clock'
. Buffalo, Feb. 24.

“Francis” shapes as big leader

this week at Lafayette, where sock.

“12 O’clock High” looms fine at

the Buffalo. “Foolish Heart” is

good at Century;

/Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—

“Twelve O’Clock High” (20thK

Fine $15,000* Last week, “Danc-
ing in Dark” (20th) and Ink Spots

onstage, $23,000. /
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—

“Capt* China” (Par) and “Backfire”

(WB). Okay $14,000 or near* Last

week, “Dear Wife” (Par) and ‘‘Fly-

ing Saucer” (FC), $1.7,000.

Center (Par) (2,100; 70-$1.20)—
“Samson and Delilah” (Par) (4th

Wk). Still okay at $9,000. Last

week; solid $12,000.
. Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Francis” (U) and “Rugged O’Rior-

dans” (U). Socko $17,000. Last
week, “Borderline” (U) and “Girlf’

School” (Col). $12,500.
Century (20th Cent.) (8,000; 40-

70)“-“My Foolish Heart” (RKO)
and “Stampede’- (Mono). Good
$13,000. Last week, “Stromboli”
(RKO), $12,000. '

Philadelphia, Feb. 28.
Snow late Sunday afternoon and

icy roads cut heavily into weekend
biz, with long list of holdovers also
hurting on current session, “Willie
Comes Marching Home,” getting
most coin of newcomers, looms
sturdy at Fox. “Francis,” with
terrif ballyhoo, looks nice at the
Boyd while “Dakota Lil” shapes
mild at the Stanton. “Outside the
Wall” is solid in second frame at
Aldine.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—

“Outside Wall” (U) (2d Wk). Hefty
$15,500 after smash $20,000 opener.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—

“Francis” (U). Big matinee trade
with nice $19,000 likely. Last
week, “Battleground” (M-G) (6th
wk), neat $12,000.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 70-$1.25)—

.

“Samson and Delilah” (4th wk).
Sturdy $22,500. Last week,
$28,000. ; ^

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Willie
Comes Marching Home” (20th).

Solid $21,000. Last week, .

“12

O’Clock High” (20th), $12,000,
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)—“Stromboli” (RKO) (2d wk).
Off. to $11,000 after great $18,700
opener, over hopes.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)—“Red Shoes” (EL) (6th wk). Good

$6,000. Last week, $6,200.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

“Chain Lightning” (WB) (2d wk).
Dull $12,000 after light $18,000
opener.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—“Key to City” (M-G) (2d wk).
Good $16,000. Last week; sturdy
$25,000. \

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—“All

!

King’s Men” (Col) (3d wk),
to $13,000* Last week, nice,

$22,000. <

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)—
“Dakota Lil” (20th). . Mild $7,000.

Last week, “Backfire” (WB), $8,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)L-

ing (22) with $12,000 at Criterion.
Opening on the slowest day of

current session (Thurs.), “Stage
Fright” and stageshow is merely :

able crix appraisal, failed to come
through as hoped, with initial hold-
over frame down to light $50,000)
after moderate $78,000 Opener,

fair $115,000 in first week at the:: “Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th)
Music Hall. General downbeat ap-
parently held this back despite
some nice crix appraisals.

Best holdover in a week that

witnesses most second-week bills

oh the skids is “Third Man,” which

opens Friday, with Beatrice Kay,
Buck & Bubbles, Beatrice Kraft
and her dancers^ the Dunhills on-
stage. •

•

. State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)—
‘Key to City” (M-G) (Sthrfinal wk).

is heading for fine $28,000 in fourth
;
Down to $10,000 or less in fourth

round at the Victoria. Rivoli, Roxy ! stanza ended last night (Tues;) after
'm * >• ..•'*« A • 4 4 . . . . a • _• A _ .

-4.
' A '

’A V\ fX t*
'

_ • 'a 1 *
. I ^ . 4 . « . ’ i,i

and Strand all took drastic tum-
bles from previous weeks. 4

. Biggest, news among newcomers
opening this week is

1

start today
(Wed.) of Bob Hope’s two weeks of

personal appearances at the Para-
mount with “Capt. China.” Hope
has Jane Russell, who was with him
in “The Paleface,’’ and Les Brown
band in his supporting stageshow.
He plans to have different stage,

screen and radio personalities do-

ing “guest shots” during his en-
gagement; with Arthur Godfrey
supposed to be on with Hope today,

{ Vi?i|
len l

t
01

S°*
Roxy opens “Mother Didn’t Tell

|

week-end^Jjlondyy (.27,' this

Me” Friday (3).

$14,400 for third week, both very
slow and disappointing. “Annie Get
Your Gun” (M-G) was set to open
here next but won’t be available
until Easter, with house opening
“The Outriders” (M-G) on March 8.

Strand- (WB) (2,756; 55-$2)—
i
“Chain Lightning” (WB) and Latin
Quarter Revue onstage (2d wk).
Down to dull $31,000 or bit better
this round after disappointing $45,-
000 opener.. Set to stay past second
week.

Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
[
“Fallen Idol” (SRO) (16th wk). For

Estimates for This Week
.

Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$1.50)— ‘Three Came Home’’ (20th) (2d

wlOV . First week ended Monday
(27) night hit rousing $39,000. In

ahead; “Battleground” (M-G) (15th

wk-4 days), $7,500 after okay $12,

r

000 for 14th week.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-

$2.40) — “Red Shoes” (EL) (71st

wk). Staying up very well in view
j

of conditions at around $8,500,

,

nice, after $8,800 in previous week,
which was helped by holiday biz.

Stays on.

Capitol (Loew’s (4,820); 55-$1.50)

—“Malaya” (M-G) plus Blue Bar-

Dowrt i ron orch, Benny Fields, Gene Shelr
1

don (2d wk). Initial session ended
last night (Tues.) was mild $50,000.

In ahead, “Mrs. Mike” (UA) and
Gordon Jenkins orch, Marion Hut-
tori-Jack Douglas (2d wk), $30,000.

held up to $8,200 with help of
Washington’s Birthday trade after
$8,700 last week. Continues on.
Trans-Lux (60th St.) (453; 74-

$1.50)—“Tight Little Island” (U)
(10th wk). With some help from
Feb. 22, doing nicely at $7,500 in
ninth week ended last Saturday
(25) after $8,000 for eighth stanza*
Stays on.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-
$1.50)

—“Third Man” (SRO) (4th
wk). Still doing strong business at
$28,000 after big $33,000 for third
round. Continues indef.

.Criterion: (Moss) (1,700; 50-$l,75)

Little Island” (U) (3d wk). : —“Woman in Hiding” (Ul (2d wk).

of profit at $6,000. Last ;
First round ended last night (Tues.)

L’ville Champ at 15G;

‘Lil’ Lands Big $7,000

Plenty
week, great $8,000*

Louisville, Feb. 28,

. Strong lineup of product at all

firstruns this week and biz is re-
flecting it by big takes. Leading

...... .
.

- . ... ,
. the parade is “When Willie Comes

failed to help house out of slug- [Marching Home,” sturdy at the Ri-
gish trend, with only slight $12,000

;
alto. “Dakota Lil” at the Strand

or near.
Saturday.
(RKO), $19,000, cold hurting on

. and “Chain Lightning” at Mary
final t\yo days.

j

Anderson, are grabbing excellent

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20) second week biz. ,

—“The Outlaw” (RKO) (2d wk). • Estimates for This Week

“Borderline” (U) opens i js ipoving at a fast clip. Holdovers
In ahead, “Stromboli /of “Key to City”; at Loew’s State‘Heiress’

Toronto; ‘East Side’ 11G
Toronto, *Feb. 28.

ThrPA-Hnv hliywnfi has qlnwpri un 1 —“The Outlaw” ittlVUJ :WKI. • jcsiimaics ior inis ncca

biz, but it pickefup^Tattel half o? i Holdinr^irl/well al
:
$26,000 after .Ma^

week, Leading and still in second smash $42,000 openei
,

besv here
fod^wk) fn'o

week is “12 O’Clock High” at Im- }
in a year ‘ Continuesv

‘ lid
perial. “Heiress” at two houses is ’ Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$l,20) so !d $8,500, abp\ r expec

big; ditto
“EaSl Side, West Side,;;

‘ first" w^eek ^.to (Fourth. Avenue. (3,000;

ende^ last night (TueO all the 45-65)-“Wiliie Matching Home"
mote- r a rka ble in' vlew oi /20th) and/’Palooka Meets Hum-

weeks at house. In ahead, Iwo
Jima” (Rep) (8th wk-5 days), okay caugnt Dlg

$10,000, to round out smash run.

Holdover of “Jolson Sings Again”
still is in chips.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,

State (20th) (1 ,059; 955; 698; 694;
35-60)—“Savage Splendor’’ (RKO)
and “Threat” (RKO). Okay $10,000,
Last week, “Crash Dive” (20th) and
“Man Hunt” (20th) (reissue), big

$13,000.

Stromboli” (RKO),
press: comment and

word-of-mouth but biz sagged after
sock opening to dull $7,500, far

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)— 'l gelow exp^tanev
‘Father is Bachelor” (Cot) and

!

D^e x
^ev?sK (3.'

vaude. "Way off to fair $18,000 for . ‘‘j^ey to City”
000; 45-65)—

(M-G) (2d. wk). Good
Egllnton, Victoria (FP) (1,080, 1,- 8 days house going back to regular

; $n fooo after last week’s fine

140; 40-70)-—“Heiress” (Par). Good
$14,000* Last week, “Jolson Sings
Again” (Col) (4th wk), nice $10,000
at University and Eglinton. >

Fairlown, Odeon (Rank) (1,200;

2,390; 50r$l,2O)
—“Hamlet” (J2L).

(Continued on page 20)

Thursday opening day tomorrow,/ *15 qqo
Last week, “Mark of Gorilla” (Col) strand (FA) (1,200; 45-65)—“Da-
with vaude (6 days), broke even at

j
kota Lil” (20th) and “Treasure

$17,000*
j

Monte Carlo” andie). Big $7,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55- 1 Last week, “Dancing in Dark’'

$1.50)—“Capt, China” (Par) with ] (20th) and “Tough Assignment” (In-

Bob Hope plus Jane Russell, Les : die)f about aame.
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~ - Allied Theatres ofMichigan Poll

and the Fairest Company of Them All delivers not just words BUT

PRINCE OF FOXES -TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH •WHIRLPOOL
DANCING IN THE DARK, Technicolor • WHEN WILLIE COMES
MARCHING HOME'MOTHER DIDN'TTELL ME -THREE CAME
HOME*OH,YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL, Tricolor -I WAS AMALE
WAR BRIDE-WABASHAVENUE,T.dnsoio, •DAlCOTA LIL,Cin-color

UNDER MY SKIN -CHEAPER BYTHE DOZEN,r.ti,ni«„i„,'PINKY

T'S&s'Xvl
tfttavfta
sgas*

Aj

CENTURY-FOX

L&'i 1 '£*("
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Frankfurt, Feb. 21. 4
Bickering between Americaji

and British Officials in Germany;

is blocking? the breakup of the

Hitler-created monopoly that UFA
holds on the German film indus-

try. Although five months have
now passed since the tri-partite

Occupation of western Germany or-

dered a dissolution of UFA, no -ac*
-

tion has been taken to carry out
the terms of the legislation. Even
the preliminary procedural ap-

paratus required has not yet been
agreed upon by tiffing officials,

American: officials are
;
freely

charging the British with using de-

liberately dilatory tactics to sabo-
tage the entire program. It is

claimed that the British are count-

ing on aii Allied stalemate as an
excuse for turning the entire pro-

gram back to the Germans. This
action, it is said/ Was strenuously
advocated by important British in-

fluences that tried to block the efi-

actment of the' regulation callihg

for the liquidation of UFA.
Some 250 of the most important

theatres in Germany * all the stu-

dios arid all of the outstanding
German features are owned by
UFA. These were consolidated
into that company’s bends When
the Nazis took over and forcibly,

amalgamated the industry into a
Reich-owned monopoly directed by
Jose Vi Goebbels. These interests

are presently being administered
by American and British officials

but conceivably could revert to ac-

tive UFA control.

Under the terms of liquidation

.

law, a German liquidation commit-
tee, subject- to direction of; the oc

Win Suit

On
‘

London, Feb. 28.
' Two film scripters, who com-
plained that their credits Were
given in the West -End in small
type and hot ;appropriate to their
standing, were together awarded
damages of $8,400 by a'high court
jury last Wednesday (22.

They Were Rodney Ackland and
Arthur Boys, who were awarded
$2,800 and $5,600 respectively, in

connection with the production of
“Queen of Spades/’ which they
adapted from a Pushkin shortstory.

The defendants were Anatole de
Grunwald’s World Screen Plays,

Ltd., which contested only on the
question of damages.

Sir Alexander Korda, giving evi-

dence for the defendants, said that

he would judge a Writer by the
quality of his Work and wouldn’t
take much notice Of the credits, •

Betfast LiftsW Ban
Belfast, Feb. 14.

. Belfast Corp. Which/ against the
advice of its Police Committee,
banned “The Snake Pit” from ex-
hibition in Northern Ireland capital
three months ago, has reversed its

decision and given the greenlight
to 20th-Fox for showings. Change
of mind was caused when local
20th*Fpx reps secured attendance
of group at special screening of the
film. Original ban was imposed on
the ‘grounds that film was not suit-

able for public exhibition.

“Pit” has already played leading
situations, in Eire without any spe-
tacidar cleanup, , .

v

In

Paris, Feb. 28.

Recent statement on the French
pix industry reveals that in 1947
producers invested $8,000,000 and

!
got back $4,300,000. Figures for

1948 show ah investment of $10,-

500,000 and return of $6,300^000.

cuK'wthb5ti^:"war^ Production were still a gamble.

Wk. in Dual London Bows
London, Feb. 21,

“12 6’Clock High,” the Gregory
Peck; starrer which received unani-
mous praise from British

.

critics,
| Xs it is, the only thing certain

has achieved the second best re-
i about the present situation is that

.By. HAROLB MYERS
London, Feb. 28.

The stalemate result of the gen-
eral election will add to the uncer-
tainties of the British film industry..

Had there been a decisive majority
one Way: or the other, the trade
would have had a shrewd idea of its

fortunes and known what to expect.

suit ever recorded by 20th-FoX for
a dual pre-release run at the Gau-;

the various properties within 18
months to the highest eligible bid-

ders. Not more than one studio or

(Continued on page 13)

$13,000 in Mexico Due To

on
Mexico City, Feb. 28.

Claudio Arrau, Chilean pianist, is

filling dates abroad but he’s pegged
to Mexico by $13,000 of his coin,

and the pic he Was Inked to play,

in here, has
.
a most uncertain

future.

. Arrau is being sued for $13,000
here by Samuel Alazraki, local pic

producer. Pianist could only quit
Mexico by depositing that sum with
the court which is

;
handling the

suit. Alazraki says he inked the
artist for the lead in a pic in
Spanish and for its English version
and a d v a n c e d Arrau $3,000.

Alazraki added that when > he
shopped in Hollywood, after inking

Jean Negulesco to meg the pic, he
found no nibbles for a film featur-

ing Arrau. He decided to produce
only the Spanish version. He said
he tried to tell Arrau that but was

A good fieal of the money comes
from the government fund called

Credit National, which in 1948
partly ,financed 55 films out of a

total of 92 for the year. Average
cost qf a run-of-the-mill pic was
about $100,000, and slightly over
double that amount for a picture
considered of international value.

Production of a filni, Which av-

eraged 11 weeks in 1948, was re-

duced to eight and a half in 1949.

Business is had in spite of this,

with plenty of layoffs in technicians

and actors.

Total grosses, which were $40,-

000,000 in 1947, reached $56,000,-

000 in both 1948 and 1949. This
despite reduced attendance, with

411.000.

000 admissions in 1947;

387.000.

000 In 1948 and 370,000,000

in 1949. Prices were upped in 1947.

There are currently 2,500,000

seat5=~tn the 5,700 French picture
^

theatres. This compares unfavor-
i success enjoyed by French" melo-

ably with Italy, where 5,000,000
;
dies.

! seats are in 9,750 theatres.

in

...
Paris, Feb. 21.

Concurrent With the celebration of

the 100th year of its founding, the

F r e nch $AGEM
:
(Sdciete des

Auteurs, Compositeurs et Editeurs
de Musique) discloses that, thanks
to . its ambassadors of song like

Jean Sablon, Charles'Treriet, Edith
Piaf, Maurice Chevalier, et al.,

French composers reaped 250,000,-

000 francs (around $700,000) solely
from foreign revenue iri 1949.

;
These foreign monies, for the

most part emanating: from America
in badly needed dollar credit,

formed one-fourth of the entire
year’s revenue of the Society,

Of the 11 songs listed as having
brought in the most foreign cur-
rency, five of them are identified
With Sablon, having been popular-
ized by him in his radio and night
club appearances. The 11 songs,
as listed by the Society, include
“Le Petit Vin Blanc,” “Parlez-Moi
D’Amour,” “L’Air

. D’Accordeori,”
“Cheveux Au Vent,” “Vous Qui
Passez Sans Me Voir” (Why -Ho
You Pass Me
(“All of a Sudden My Heart
Sings”), “La Vie En Rose“ (“You’re
Too Dangerous, Cherie”), “Sym-
phonic,” “Imagmez “Couches
Pans Le Foin”. and “La Madelon.”

Credit for the strong popularity
of French songs, especially in
America, is given for the most part
to radio shoWs by the French,,
singers. Although Miss Piaf is re-
ported saying how difficult it was
to get a regular radio show in the
States , three French artists have
had regular radio series in Amer-
ica, Sablon, Chev

a

1 i e

r

and
Lucienne Boyer.

.

Sablon having
been the only one who had a com-
mercial show. Large audiences
guaranteed by a network show
have contributed immeasurably to

the new Labor government will not
.

. , ,
be able to stay the course for long, ^

™°nt, • Haymarket’ and the Marble
; arid that there must be another

Arch Pavilion. , v election in a fewmonths. And that
Opening week at the two thea- will mean another lean period at

tres resulted m a boxoffice gross
! the boxoffice,

upwards of $14,000, With 43,940 With the political strength of the
customers checked m through both

; new House of Commons equally di-
pay boxes. The; alltime high for

i vided , the Laborite government has .

Fox was created by “The Dolly
Sisters” in the early boom postwar
period.

no mandate from the people for
controversial legislation, At the
most, it will be able to deal .only
with urgent financial estimates, ;

.

and the routine day-tp-day ques-
tions of administration.

:

.. Accepted view among British
film chiefs had been that the return
of a Conservative government
would have favored the industry*'

Party leaders had brien impressed,
for example, With the trade’s case

...... . ._. _ .
on entertainment tax,, and a prom-

After slamming the .floor on all
jge 0f early relief had been made,

filrn remittances for the past, three They are known, too, t6 take a real-
months, the Philippine Islands istic view, on quota, .arid Would have
government this week advised i hap no truck with some of the
American distribs that they will

! fanciful proposals that have come
be permitted to remit 72% of their Ur0m the left. And finally, they
total 1949 dollar shipments. Since would have been expected to take
total revenues from PI amounted [a lorig-term view in dealing With
to approximately $3,000,000 in ’49,

! Hollywood on femiittable sterling,

the new regulation clears the way.; As things are, it is unlikely that
to remittances of $2,200,000 during ; Labor will take any action Which
the current year. [will make it more unpopular with

Specifically, government ukase
. the industry than it is at present,

provides that 6%. of 1949 remit- i in the last four and a half years
tances can be sent by Yank dis-

i they haven’t .
stopped meddling

_ tribs monthly to the U. S, PI. also with the affairs of the trade, and

By?”)? “Ma"*Mie” ' ruled that films Will be treated as in that period the industry has
• * ' • '

'other commodities not coming un-

•

passed from its peak to its deepest

der import control regulations.
|

and most prolonged crisis. The inf
Foreign dept, execs, while riot en- dustry wants to be left alone to

tirely clear on the significance of I manage its own affairs.
. . ;

the ruling, believe that it removes
j

First major, industry decision

films from imports which are sub-
.

which the government Will have to

PIC

ject to restrictive licenses.

At no time did the PI govern-
ment move directly against films.

It slapped a blanket ban on dollar

remittances after the islands ex-

perienced a dollar shortage - late.

I last year. American pix fell victim

to the ruling, along with all other
imports. '.

.

American pix reps have been ne-

gotiating with the government
since the ban was handed down.
However, relaxation of the regu-
lation did not result from a nego-
tiated settlement but rather uni-

lateral action of the government.
Philippines represent one of the
most important American film

make will be to set the quota for

the third year, commencing Oc-
tober. The Films Council recom-
mendation that it should be sliced

to 30% has. been sent to the Board
of Trade prez, and so has the pro-

test from the Assn: of Cinemato-
graph and Allied Technicians. This

(Continued on page 13)

in

Is New Portugal

SACEM, which keeps a strict
eye on all French musical Works, • markets in the Far East,
was founded in 1849, after an ex-
perience of composer Paul Henrion
turned the spotlight on the exploi-
tation of French composers,
Henrion, visiting Les Ambassa-London, Feb. 21.

A flick of the coin Will decide
j

deurs one evening, heard the ren-
which of the three major British

\
dition of ohe of his works, for
which he had received no money.
He refused to pay his check, as a
means of protest. Other corn-

circuits will show the independent

told by the pianist’s secretary that Uv nl^e pi
f
tu
5e ’

At*raii didn’t lilcft* the nic’s scriDt.
' of ® Lifetiitie, the first suDjcct oe *

^ _

Alazraki declared Arrau nixed re-
j

weea_by the Boarcfof J^ade Seleg ftK:Suitran<l finally

funding the 3G advance.
Alazraki Wants $10,000 damages

for . breach of contract and the $3,-

000 back. When Alazraki got

tion Committee as being worthy of
j

they decided to band together to

a circuit release.

Since its inception more than

Lisbon, Feb. 28.

The new J. Arthur Rank deluxe
cinema, Saint George, iri central

Lisbon, opened Feb. 24 with show-
ing of “Red Shoes.” Public had
bought tickets for the first two
weeks almost

.
a month in advance.

TIG,’ ‘FLOWERS’ FAtt

TO IMPRESS IN LONDOU
j Firstrun 2,0.00-seater, the largest in

Emile Littler’s production of the Iberian peninsula, is the first

“The Purple Fig Tree.” which of a series that the Rank organiza-

operied at the Piccadilly Friday tion intends to build in Portugal

(24),. was warmly received and and Spain. There will be. three

'^efle^aHyL--prai«ed.^But'- :d€Spite an shows a day with top price of $1.

interesting theme, it’s insufficient- House has latest equiprnent in air-

two years ago, the Selection Com
vuu »«uiv. ™ ucii. ^ . mitt^ hag beell more br less mori- ; members and is presided over by
tough, Arrau moved his headquar-

| bu^dj and the fil
.

st f,Ims submitted . Albert Willemetz
9 " y

form an orMhization like ASGAP ! 1/ «rtPPi*«' and stands a inodest condition, organ, sound, etciorm an organization like ASCAP,
j cj,anj^ 0f survival. - Opening for the general public

play was preceded Feb. 23 by a charity
to protect their rights.
The Society consists of 20,000

ters into the Chilean embassy here,

presumably for protection.
to it were withdrawn because the

producers feared an adverse deci-

sion might have affected subse-

quent bookings. A number inde-

pendently, made quota productions

Were rejected in the early part of

this year.„— - ... ,

Official figures released by the
Chance of a Lifetime,” made by

; Board of Trade donfirm the mass !

iii' i iiv ' rParnea LIIc weaL Dim IWU' JCOIO aim ivjai cauco iu i ynuRau

n.
e

| rSe wis for^ j

exluhitor defsult forecast for the
’ after Us Lindsey xheatre club try. The American and EngUsh colonies

SfLi
3 ^1 « in. .

out. Is obviously dated, and as a were present in force, and all the
elated, was filmed entirely on lo

cation. It is directed by arid stars
;
tbe first feature

Bernard Miles.

Mex Radio Station XEBJ
Shutters in Pay Hassle

Mexico City, Feb. 28. ;

Radio station XEBJ at Torreon,
Mexico,

,
cotton metropolis in the

north, is shuttered indefinitely.
Manager Alexander O. Stevenson,
When iriformed by the federal
board of conciliation and arbitra-
tion that the station’s help were
aiming a strike to enforce demands
for an 85% pay hike, fired all em-
ployees and announced closure of
the station.

The board had been;trying to set-
tle the Work dispute.

Paris Unrest
Paris, \ Feb. 28.

Political and economic condi-

tions, resulting in deep social pn- [can pix. /Structure s h o u l d be
j

obligation,

rest and proirioting paralyzing
[
ready by May, 1951.

strikes and
.
rampant gangsterism

Quota Default By
British Exhibs Confirmed

London, Feb. 21.

Written by George Ralli, .

laid in postwar Greece is an in- gala with top price at $8—the high-

volved story of intrigue aqd re-

.

est price ever asked for a show in

[.venge. Directed by Joe O'Brien, ' Portugal. The President of the

show is splendidly acted with Vale- Republic was present together with

rie White, Jack Hawkins and Mar- Ministers of State, British and
garet Rawlings in the leading American Ambassadors and the

roles. Others in the cast include
:

diplomatic corps, the ex-King of

Arthur Hill, Gibb McLaughlin and Italy, ex-King Carol of Rumania
Antony Holies. arid Mme. Lupescu, Count de Paris,

“Flowers For the Living,” which, pretender.to the throrie of France,

reached the , West End two years and other royal exiles in Portugal*

JAP FIXERS BUILDING
Tokyo, Feb. 18.

Excavation work has started in

Tokyo for erection of the Nikkatsu

International building, a nine-story

structure being built by the Nik-

katsu Motion Picture Corp. which

4,689 returns, 1,474 defaulted on
: reslJ]| chances are limited. Its best of Lisbon society,

the first feature quota, arid 1,381
; theme of life in the raw in an The gala, which wa

failed to meet the supporting quota Eas j: End slum in the Immediate by Lisbon’s two. big
of 25%. First feature

^
defaulter

; pos^gj. peri0d jg more docuhieri- Diario^^ Noticias and the SecUlo,

The gala, which was sponsored
dailies, th«

oi 20y/o. jj irsr reaxure oeiauiiers
; p0stVvgr p-riod

include 4,135 indie exhibs who^had
^ary in character than, pure thea- made about.$12,000, which was dis-

beeri refused relief and had been
tre .: Kathleen Harrison shines as tributed to various local charities,

ordered to play the full 45%.
; the mother in a raucous house- •

aro damaging boxofflce grosses

here.
Only exception are a few

ers.

Returns of the three major cir-
: hold; but other members of the f/ontiilPliia.1

cuits show that they exceeded their \ family are riot too happily cast.

.

. .

' _
quota by 2.6% and played British Barry Morse stands out as a re-

1

uOlfig IOf pfiCOnU-KUIUI
supporting product by more than turned ex-soldier with high ideals i Pari^. Feb. 21.

will be Japan’s first postwar office
j

6% of their .requirements,. . .Alto-
, of the future. ; Play .opened at thej Newsreel theatres here arc most-

building.. 1 gether, 2,708 theatres either met Duchess Feb. 21. Iy reverting to secorid-ruris or r®-
Nikkatsu outfit operates one of

;
0r exceeded their obligation, and

|

—
:•

']

issuris. The Cirieac Co., incepted
JaRan’s biggest theatre chains and : 0f those who defaulted 587 were to I Sessue Hayakawa, film star who y^ars ago by Reginald Ford, is rim-

! is a leading distributor of Ameri- the tune of 5% or less below their recently returned to Japan after n{ng S ix theatres in France, four'' *'""
13 yef in Belgium and three in Holland.

, to Play roles in “Tokyo Joe” and:
“Three Came Home,” Is currently equivalent (ice cream Esqul*

Sid Weiner; formerly sales chief

for Globe Film Distributors, has,

joined Film* International of
j

America, Inc. 1

Otlier Foreign Newt

On Page 13
! at Work his*flr*st '

postwar /Japa- !

njaux”), is now the clearer source

nese picture

i
Tokyo.

at Daiei studios, of revenue of local newsreel thea-
tres. ..
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Washington, Feb. 218. 4

Despite the split! between Yugo-
slavia and the Soviet Union, Rus-
sian films continue to be the most
widely shown in the Balkan coun-

try, reports the Motion Picture

Photographic ' Branch of the U. S.

Dept, of Commerce. The compre-
hensive survey, released today (28>,

shows however that there has been
some tapering off of Russian pix

and that American films are mov-
ing into an increased share of the
market. Most popular Hollywood
product ^appears to be cowboy and
jungle subjects.

Yugoslavia is building up its

industry and shooting for an an-
]

riual production, by next year, of

40 features, 100 documentaries and
112 njonthly newsreels. Various
sources in the country : have; given*

divergent figures on production up
to now and the Commerce Dept,

warns that the figures must be
taken with a grain of salt.

'Centre ' of the industry continues
to be at Belgrade, where the Ser-

bian Avila Film Co. and Federal
Zvezda Film have been merged.
Construction of a film city near
Belgrade, for the use of; Zvezda,
continues. The production industry
continues under strong government
control and eydn exhibition «is gov-
ment-supervised, with the govern-
ment setting admissions; prices for
each theatre.

Other Countries reported on:
Pakistan: One studio is operating

in Western Pakistan. Its output is

about \foUr features and 20 shorts
annually. Government may extend
financial assistance because of the
need for documentaries. Cbuntry
has about 400 theatres with a seat-

ing capacity of 200,000. Bulk of the
equipment in the houses comes
from the : U.. 8;

Angola: Marked increase of rob-
beries and assaults in the native
quarter of Luanda is being blamed
on cowboy pix and other American
films showing plenty of gunplay.
Hence legislation is under way to

provide for censorship in this Portu-
guese West African colony. Amer-
ican westerns are expected to be

• either * sharply cut or banned.
Country has 15 theatres and most

\

of the pictures are American-made.

India Censor Suits

. Madras, Feb. 14.

Ttoe new, censorship legislation^

Which substitutes one -national Ceh:

sorship board for the conflicting
boards in the different provinces, is

being hailed by the Indian press as
a long overdue reform.
Charges have also been made by

several Indian producers that the
censors / have been more lenient
with imported pictures than with
the homemade product.

‘ANNIE DU FAR WEST

in Repeat Rome

Paris, Feb. 28.

“Annie du Far West,” Maurice
Lehmann's presentation at the

Chatelet Feb. 21 of. the Irving Ber-

lin musical, “Annie Get Your Guh,”
is a smash hit here. Show netted
$17,000 for seven performances.

.

Musical, ^according to the. hep’
American, colony here,. is every bit ^

.

no
tip to Broadway standards. Much ! w' ,V .t. •, .

i?ep * •*

credit goes to Lily Faypl, in the ' . ,^th^me Dunham troupe

Ethel Merman role as Annie, ably
j

^orrie

supported by Marcel Merkes. Show r 1Jr

J

e
-

Last May she

also has excellent comedy arid -S?
1®' Aer Car^bean

dancing Rhapsody” replica of the Broad-
1 way production, and made quite a

Dancing, costumes and sets are
French-made and striking. Lavish
Douleing sets introduce an Eiffel

sensation. She’s returned front
Paris with a new show this time*

1 more of a concert type. The new

U.S.-Brit. Hassle
Continued from page 11

three theatres could be sold to

any one person. Entire purpose
was to decentralize the industry,

thereby insuring it as a free me-
dium.
Anglo-American squabble first

arose when the British demanded
ani expansion of the three-man
liquidation committee to seven.

Without notice, British produced
four custodians in their area in-

stead of ope. Action creates a
widely-dispersed group rather than
the compact unit envisaged. Brit-

ish have turned doWn three U. S.

compromise proposals, thereby,

hamstringing further action.

Bureaucratic Setup

As a further complication, two
advisory bodies’, one Allied and the

other German, have been created.

German group is to be named by
the Bonn government. It would
consult with the liquidation Com-
mittee along with the Allied unit.

The German group was created on
British insistence, it is Said, after

the American authorities compro-
mised on their opposition to the !

move.
Yank officials feel convinced

that any German advisory group
will be unsympathetic to the break-
up of UFA, Moreover, it is main-
tained that naming of the advisers

Continued .from part 11

^r
_ Palazzo Sistina is ihe site of. her

act .for a Frenchified finale. Adap
s

tation by Mouzyeon and Albert
Willemetez’s lyrics are commend-
able.

by the Bonn government in itself 1

quota has to be determined by Par-
liament before thie end of March,
arid although some Laborites had
been hoping that the return of the
Socialists would mean a. higher per-
centage, there is little likelihood of
this materializing in the present
state of the* Commons,

Implementation of any of the
major recommendations in the. ex-
haustive Plant Report *fcan now be
ruled ouL and it is extremely du-
bious whether the government Will

be prepared to replenish the coffers

of the Film Finance Corp.
,
whose

reserves are now below’the $1,000,-

000 mark. And there will certainly

be little prospect of a subsidy for

producers, or a fax cut for exhibi-

tors.

. No Surprises

There were no surprise results

among the trade candidates in the
election, and the industry strength
in the new House of Commons is

unchanged. Eric Fletcher, direc-

tor of Associated British Picture
Corp.; Tom O’Brien, general sec-

retary of the National, Assn, of

Theatrical and Kine Employees,
and Jphn Diamond, the news the-

atre director, held their Labor
seats, and Norman J. Hulbert, also

with news theatre associations, re-

tained his Tory seat. Tliree! memr
bei-s of ACT, R. J. Minney, John
Curthoys and Beg Groves, who
sought election on the Labor
ticket, were defeated. New as-

pirants for Parliamentary honors.

Sidney K. Lewis, of A.B.P.C., and
filmactor James Robertson Justice,

were also unplaced. Lady Archi-
bald, wife Of the Rank producer,
failed to become an M.P. by slight-

ly more than 2,000 votes. A. Bev-
erly Baxter, Evening Standard
dramatic critic, Was returned as a

Conservative.

The neck-and-neck tussle be-
tween the two principal parties has
vindicated the pollsters. Almost
unanimously they had insisted that

the chances were even, although
when the overnight score was out

it looked as if they were again off

the beam. The only forecast that

went haywire was a poll conducted
among the editors of local news-
papers, which estimated a Tory
majority of more than 100.

j

It may have been a quiet elec-

tion, but Thursday night gave the

night spots their biggest take for

many years. The majority report
that, liquor sales were substan-
tially up on New Year’s Eve, but
the early results which led to the
conviction that Labor was retain-

ing its grip, was not conducive to

a gay atmosphere. The .only late

night revellers in hearty spirit

were the thousands Of Londoners
who were lured to Piccadilly Cir^

cus and Trafalgar Square, where
th,e results, were displayed oh an
illuminated screen. The Trafalgar

Square crowds outside Variety’s
London office were televised in a

special late night election .
pro-

gram, and the reception attained a

remarkable clarity,. , Radio also of-

Berlin, Feb. 21.

Berlin is once again attracting
famous names it once knew so well.

During the past six months many
oldtimers ha v e returned, and
others are planning to,

For instance, Rudolph Forster is

at the Kurfurstendamm “theatre

playing Strindberg’s “Totentanz.”
Kathe DorSch is at the Komodie in .

Maugham’s “Theatre.” Fritz Kort-
nev is at the Hebbel playing Strind-
berg’s “The Father.” Paul Gordon
is directing Victor Clement’s “Rad
Angel” at the Renaissance. Gus-
taf Grundgens is negotiating for

.

next fall. Ludwig Stossel is com-
ing into play Paul Gordon’s “Lucky
Joe” in March. Hermina. Korner
is playing the title role in “Mad-
woman of Challiot” at the Hebbel.
Werner Egk is how managing di-

rector of . the Music Academy of

Berlin. .

Yehudi Menuhin played seven
.concerts at the Titania Palast last

fall. Elisabeth Bergner appeared
at the Titania for one night \ in

November. Albert Basserman did
Ibsen’s “Ghosts” at the Renaissance
last week. Edward G. Robinson,
Jeanette MacDonald, Gene Ray-
mond, Donald O’Connor, Yvonne
DeCarlo; Jackie Coogan and a host
of others were here as guests of
the U. S. Air Force.

Anatol Litvak is here in search
of talent for “Call It Treason.”

j

Jan Kiepura and Kirsten Flagstad
are under contract for the Stafti-

tische Oper this winter. Robert
Stolz is here to discuss the world
premiere of his new musical com-
edy. Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Goetz are
in town to attend the opening of

his latest picture,” Dr. Preatorius,”
and Ralph Benatzky is here to fin-

ish the score of his musical com-

\

edy, “Colette.”

Pincus’ European Swing
Arthur Pincus, Metro foreign

dept, exec, planes today (Wed.)
for London on the first leg of aii

eight-week trip through Europe;

Pincus hits Germany, Italy,

France, Belgium, Holland and Eng-
land in an o.o. of Metro’s overseas
branches. •«*.

17-day stay in Rome.
From here the

,
show goes on to

Florence, Bologna and Milan. In
March troupe will sail for New
York for a few weeks only, before
going on to South' America. Fer-
nando Lambrosio is the Italian im-
presario.

'
'

The troupe recently appeared in
a French-Italian film, “Botta e
Rispcfcta ” Film Was produced by
Dino pe Laureiitis of Lux Films
in Rome, and hasn’t been issued
yet,

,

Others in the same picture were
the Nicholas Bros, and Louis Arm-
strong. The first two' sequences
mentioned were filmed in; Paris,
while Armstrong- s was made here
in Rome at the new M-G sound
studios.

is inconsistent with the purposes
of the. legislation—that is, to re-

move all government control from
films as. a propaganda medium. It

is also argued that the action im-

poses an unnecessary bureaucratic
structure on the Implementing
machinery;
Americans here fear that if the

program is turned back to the Ger-
man government the UFA monopo-
ly will stand. No German govern-

: ment, it is Asserted, will show any
enthusiasm for surrendering large
properties. German . authorities are
hostile to any de-concentration

j

whatsovo \ Moreover, tile govern-
ment w.ild seek to retain films
as a. powerful propaganda instru-

ment.

fered an all-night service, and hun-
dreds of cinemais were open for a

free, show until the early hours.

But it remained an . election

without incident, and the excite-

ment only came as the two parties

were drawing close. The tempo of

a British election, in contrast t6 an
American poll, was aptly summed
up by an American publicist now
in London. “In England,” he said,

“a candidate stands for Parliament.

In America he runs, for Congress.

That is the difference between a

British and American election.”

(Figures shenv weeks of run)

London, Feb. 28.

“Annie Get Gun,” Col’s'rri Q43),
“Reap Strategem,” Lyric (44).

;

“Black Chiffon,” WeSt’ster (441.

“Bonaventure,” Vaude (12).

*‘Brigadoon,” Majesty’s (46)..

“Castle Air,” Adfejphi (12);

“Eliz. Slept Here,” Strand (18).

“Fallen Angels,” Ambass.. (12J.,

“Fig Tree,” Piccadilly (1),

“Flowers,” Dutchess (1);

“Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (21)

157 U.S. Films Shown In

Norway in ’49; Six New

Pix for ’50 Production
Oslo, Feb. 21.

Six new films are planned for

production this year at Norway’s
only studio, Jar, outside of Oslo.
Pix include “Andrine Og Kjell”
( “Andrine and Kjell”), dealing
with life in a Norwegian reform
school; “Vi Gifter Oss” (“We’ll
Be Married” ) ;

“Dei Svarte He-
stane” ( “The Black Horses” ) , re-

volving around Norwegian country
life at the turn of the century,
and “Orkanen” (“The Hurri-
cane” ) , which will probably be
made in association with a French
producer. The other two will be
biographies of Marcus Tlirane and
Hans Nielseh Hauge,
“To Mistenklige Personer” ( “Two

Suspected persons”), a crime mel-
ler starring Swedish actor Peter
Lirtdgren, has just been completed
by Norsk Film. Of a total of 293
films preerried here last year, 157
were U. S.-made; 40, British-made,

and> 51. French-made. The others
were either of Austrian, German,
Danish, Russian, Italian or Czech
origin. , :

Only three domestic films were
shown during 19.49. These were
“Doden Er Et Kjaertegn” ( “Love
Will Be My Death” ) , a Calmar pro-

duction, and “Vi Flyr Pa Rio”
(“We’re Flying to Rio”), a joint

production of Oslo’s Europa Film
and Stockholm’s Svea Film. The
third was the documentary, “Jor-

den Rundt Pa To Timer” ( “Around
the. World in Two Hours” )

.

k ' London, Feb. 21.
/ If the 30% quota recoinirfended
by the Films Council is implement
ted by the new Board of Trade
prexy, British exhibitors are hop-
ing that the American industry will
respond by withdrawing The unit
plan, introduction of which coin-
cided with the start of the^ 45%
quota in October, 1948.*

When the unif program was first
conceived during Eric Johnstorfs
visit in August, 1948, there was no
opposition to its introduction by
organized exhibiting interests, who
appreciated

: the logic of this form .

of American protest and protection.
That its effect has been two-way is

freely admitted , but it has beeii a
constant source of hardship to ex-
liibs who have been unable to
bolster up an inferior quota piev
ture, which the law required them
to screen, with a good supporting
Hollywood feature.

On the other hand, many inde-
pendents found themselves in the
favored position of; playing first

run on some of the top Hollywood
product, the distributors having
been squeezed out. of .circuit play-,
dates by the 45% and 40% quotas.

Future of the unit plan will be
one of a number of subsidiary
issues which Johnston and his as-
sociates will discuss with the gov-
ernment and the trade on their
forthcoming visit to Britain.

. Apart from the new monetary
agreement, which is basically the
justification for the forthcoming
jaunt; the Hollywood negotiators
will anxiously watch the trend for
implementing the quota recommen-
dation. The protest from the Assn,
of Cine & Allied Technicians isn’t

regarded as a serious obstacle, as
the 40% quota is already .breaking
down, and the product is not avail-

able, nor can it be made available
to meet an artificially-created fig-

1

ure.

Tax On U. S. Product?

Another important issue for
Johnston and his colleagues wi 11

be the various proposals that have
.been mooted around the industry
and political circles for a discrimi-
natory form of the entertainments
tax against American product. This
idea was conceived as ah alter-

native to subsidy; demands from
the entertainments tax pool, wlTieii

have been, intensified during the
past year on behalf of. British pro-
ducers. The Plant report published
in the latter part of last year sug-
gested that one way of helping
British production financially might
be a general lowering of enter-
tainments duty, with the imposition
of a new ad valorem tax when
American product was being
screened, thus retaining the benefit

solely for British studios. The ad
valorem duty proposed, it was em-
phasized, should not be confused
With the confiscatory tax which led
to the 1948 boycott, but was a
nominal duty ranking on a par with
the present rate of entertainments
tax.

Informed political opinion tends
to the belief that the current enter-
tainments tax campaign will prove
to. be abortive when the budget is

published in April. The new gov-
ernment which moves into Parlia-

ment next Monday (6) will be faced
in a short while with supplemen-
tary estimates Requiring nearly
$600,000,000 in cash.

See Salzburg Fcst Snarl

In Sparse Hotel
Vienna, Feb. 14.

The Salzburg Festival manage-
ment has announced program for

the 1 950 season, July 27 to Aug.
j

31. It includes six operas; eight
j

symphonic concerts; four sere-
j

evenings of chapiber music, and
j
FOR ‘VOLCANO’ DUBBING

two dramatic productions. .. Latter
! _ u

will be the traditional “Everyman,”
; 4 _ T

Rome, Feb. 28.
.

done in the cathedral square, and. a Who is_ scheduled

rievival of Nestroy’s “Spendthrift,” sail tor The U. S. in March, has

with a top Viennese cast. been receiving offers from, both

Town’s ability to receive festival ; stage and screen producer.s in

guests will be even worse than in America, but. isn t inking any deals

previous postwar years, U/ S. present since she doesn t feel

sure of herself in the English lan-

guage. Actress is making the trip

to confer with William Dieterle,

forces have moved considerable ad-

ditional personnel to Salzburg from— . ..Vienna in: past months. Army still
,

..

“Harvey,” Prince of Wales (61). occupies severai of the town’s best
j

who ; directed Volcano, in which
“Heiress,” Haymarket (57).

j
and largest . hotels and palaces and

\

she stars, with Geraldine Brooks
“King’s Rhapsody,^ Palace T?4),

| po signs of letting go. With
j

ai>d Rossano Brazzi.
.

*^ady Mislaid.” St. toit. (o).
j new1y devalued schilling (official !

Picture was made in both Eng-

"kar5^.r- irate now 26 to $1 for tourists,

'

Brisbane exhibs have been
granted an admission rise by
Aussie price control, authorities.

It’s the first upping Okay for many
years.

Old Vic Rep, New (20).

“On Mon. Next,” Comedy (39).

“Ring Round Moon,” Globe (5).

“Schoolmistress,” Saville (4 ),

“Streetcar,” Aldwych (21).

“Traveller’s Joy/’ Criterion (90).

“Treasure Hunt,” Apollo (24*.

lish and Italian, with leading char-

acters speaking English. With a

'

j
tdX'win” beTne 'oT clmapest to'ur- :

view to eliminating all the Italian

nl L Hi \ ( laic' uuw vjl ivi tvux
“Murder at Vic,” Playhouse. (11).

hl k o0 \ Aus
“Oklahoma!” Diniry Lane (143) I

against Djack market ot JO), aus

ist attractions this year, A luxury .-Jfiigb for the U. S. jnarket, dub-

double hotel robm will cost 100 !

bmg is Slated to get underway, m
schillings a day with bath (if you j

Hollywood soon under pieterleV

can get it*. supervision. Miss Magnam and the
: other cast principals are expected

Joan Davis, British producer, do- to participate in the dubbing

“Venus Observed,” St. James <6).
j

ing “Here from . There” revue at Chore, Renzo Avanzo, exec of Pa-

“Worm’s View” Whitehall (149).
i
Tivoli, Sydney! for David Martin, i

naria Films, producers of the pic,

“Young Wives Tale,” Savby (33). . British and U, S. talent Jv>nd-c^t - is flonomnniiylntf h.^r on
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t ., . :

Charles Alldredge,. Washington public relations counsel, whose recent

rattier startling figures on video's effect 90 filmgoing in the capital,

were ehalleiiged by Paramount v.p. Paul Raibourn; made a vigorous

defense
1

of their accuracy this week. '’All that I can* say," he declares,

"Miv-Ra!bCMrn-hds^is£uv

^hat .
people think than by asking them directly, everybody who engages

in, surveying public reaction will be interested in hearing about it. . . ,

Thg results of this survey' have been checked in every possible way
for/aecuracy; T*he results have been borne out by these checks.” •

:

,

Alfdredge’s survey* sponsored by theatre, newspaper and TV intei>

ests, Showed tele cutting into film attendance by video-owning families

ih Washington by as much as 72%. Raibourn said that a continuing

survey by Paramount showed the drop in New York to be between 20%
amtjt 30%; Raibourn objected to the Alldredge technique on the basis

that: it involved recall by the person questioned of what he ‘did before
he got the set. Par ekec said his company's survey was based on cur-

rent habits of families queried actually before and after they owned a
TV receiver. .1', ;
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Par, Ershrhile Pairtner
Memphis, Feb, 2g.

/Malco circuit, headed by M. A,
Lightman, is feuding with both
Paramount and the United Para-

Involyed in Paramount’s current negotiations with, three non-industry
concerns for liquidation of the company's frozen sterling holdings in

Britain is approximately £1,000,000. The crux of any deal made for
the* purchase of these blocked funds by the payment of dollars would
be the approval Of the Bank of England and' other governmental agen-
cies. Par is ready for a deal providing the burden of winning the, essen-
tial okays is shouldered by the purchaser. Latter must convince the
government that its use of the frozen coin would serve the economy Of
the Country. All dickerings so far refer to Par's pound accumulation,
less the needed funds to back a joint production of -‘Trio” with J.

Arthur Rank. It does not cover future pound earnings.

mount circuit over product and
terms. Malco, which recently split

aWay from Paramount in a part-

nership liquidation, has refused to-
book Par product since the break-
up.; Lightman trekked to New
York during the past \Veek in an
attempt to reach an understanding
with Alfred W, . Schwalberg, Par’s
distribution veepee.

in those spots where. Mated op-
erates the only first-run house, cir-

cuit is buying away from Par be-
cause there is plenty of other prod-
uct available to run the houses.
Execs of the chain Srei understood
to be insisting that some “fair
break’’ on product in locales Where

|jthe circuit competes with UP be
worked but before it Will book the
major's pix in the non-competitive

For' the fourth successive* year, there was no reportable fire loss in

any of the more than 400 regional film exchanges of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America’s member companies, according, to the MPAA con-
servation department’s 1949 Annual report submitted this week to the
organization’s prez, Eric Johnston. Member company exchanges, the
statement notes, also had spotless records in nine other years in the
conservation departments 24-year history; With the average annual
fire loss from 1926 to the end of 1949 only $202/ CD director John B.
McCullough attributes the extraordinary safety record to thoroughness
of the MPAA’s field work along with cooperation of regional directors
and exchange personnel.

Ring Bros, are restoring its original title, “Gun Crazy,” to their
United Artists release Which has been playing under the moniker
“Deadly Is the Female.” The switchback marks a victory for the Kings*
but an expensive one which was proved the hard way. They wanted to
stick with the “Gun Crazy” tag and it took much argument before
they agreed to change it oh the basis that the title was “not big enough”

;
for the quality and scope of the film: A number of test engagements,
however, have apparently proved the producers right.

Hopeful on Tax Cut
Continued from pagt 4

t Faced by a blanket silence on

Detroit Judge Grants

Restrainer to United Det.
Detroit* Feb. 28.

United Detroit Theatres, Inc.*

which has 16 theatre % in the met-
ropolitan .Detroit area, filed a test

case in circuit court last week, to
determine whether it must pay the
chain store tax on candy sold in
the lobby. As a result. Circuit
Judge Chester P. O’Hara granted
a temporary order restraining the
State Internal Revenue depart-
ment from enforcing tax collec-

tions from the theatre chain under
the ‘'chain-store act,”

United Detroit last year paid $5,-

220 ili taxes from 1943 through
1949 on lobby candy concessions.
Under protest, the firm paid $970
for its fiscal year ended March 31.

United Detroit contends that the
candy booths are a customer serv-
ice and not taxable under the act.

A hearing will be held Friday (3).

Danny Kaye Slated

For 20th’s ‘Riviera’
Hollywood, Feb. 28.

Danny Kaye will star in “On the
Riviera” at 20tti-FoX. Sylvia Fine
(Mfs. Kaye) will write.' some spe-
cial material, with Valentine Davies

the screenplay. * \\

William Perlberg is producing.

a
YOne-Wqrld Award Committee
will stage a Mid-Century Film Fes-
tival On the Continent as part of
the.

;
organization’s.: international

meeting in San Remo on the Ital-

ian Riviera, Aug. 13-27. Several
U, S. film companies, including
Paramount, United Artists, Film
Classics, United World Films and
Louis de Rochement, have already
submitted a list of over 50 featii re
pix and shorts to be shown at the
festival. Y
Awards will be made to pix pre-

senting a “one world” approach
and promoting “better understand-
ing among nationality groups. ” Ci-
i vj • • • * « it . n \ .

the part of the major companies to
his request for product to supply
a Phonevision 90-day test, Eugene
F. McDonald* Jr., prez of Zenith
Corp., owhier of the video* system*
has turned to J. Arthur Rank in a
hid for British fiims. McDonald
dispatched a letter last week to the
British producer. His chances of ;

getting this product are regarded;
as extremely light.

Contrary to reports. Rank has no
understanding with McDonald to
supply his company with films.
Moreover, it is understood that the
British filmmaker will make no
move in that direction without con-
sulting both Universal and Eagle
Lioh, distribs of his pix in the U.S.

k

Understood that when Rank was
in the U; S. last year he huddled
with the Zenith topper who then
demonstrated his wired-televisidn
setup and made a plea for films to
be used on the test run. Britisher
did not commit himself to any par-
ticular course, merely confining
himself to ah expression of inter-
est.

.

_ .

McDonald's Offer to Rank is be-
lieved the same as that to Ameri-
can distribs^ He is : willing to . pay
the equivalent terms ordinarily
granted by an exhib. This Wouldtations will be made for current re- > ^

leases as well as the staTirinut filrn ,
*ome percentage, on ’the. $1 per-leases as weu as the standout film

, ^0,ving charge Zenith . intendssince 1900. Other awards will be
made in thd field^f radhTleS^nd M9ki“S 0« the householder usingmade in tne held of radio, legit »n«l

: tile system. Under his plan. Some
300 sets are to be installed in Chi-
cago homes for a 90-day test run ..

Program could be picked up by
calling the telephone company and
that utility would also bill the Sub-

music,
Honored pix will be selected by

delegates of business, labor, stiu
dent groups and public service , or-

ganizations from various countries.
J< Arthur Rank is participating in
behalf of England, while Italian,
Hungarian and Polish producers
will also be represented. Jacques
F. Ferrand, exec secretary pt the
One World Award Committee, will
leave for Hollywood this month to
line up a U. S. committee for the
festival.

try prospects as “bright.” House
committee, he said to TOA mem-
bers, “w a r ml y received” the

Myers-Sullivari testimony.

impose a special levy on admis-
sions.

Wary of Local, State Govts,

Members of Congress who favor
reduction or elimination of the tax

apparently are earful that the loss

of that income to the Federal gov?
ernment will be no help to the en-
tertainment industry. They think
that state and local governments
will jump in the moment Congress
has lifted the 20% yoke and grab
off the taxes for themselves.

Evidence of this feeling is seen
in replies sent by Representative
Walter A. Lynch, of New York City,

to industryites who have written
and wired him for support in the
tax battle. In acknowledge these
communications, Lynch writes
back:

“I wish to say that I am in favor
of the removal of excise taxes on

Hartman Assigned
Hollywood; Feb. 28.

Don Hartman’s first job under
i , , ,, .

. .

his new three-ply contract at Metro ! <*ucer holds well under 33%

UA-Justman
Continued from p*ge 7

of

St. Loo Action
St. Louis,- Feb . 28.

The adniish scale of most movie
houses in St. Louis Will be re-

1

duced by 5c if the Federal 20%,

;

amusement tax is slashed or elim-
inated, according to Joe Ansell,
Chief barker of the St. Louis Vari-
ety Club. Addressing a joint meet-1

ing of the Variety Club and the
St. Louis Motion Picture Theatre
Owners’ Assn., Ansell pointed out
that the larger houses increased the
scale to include the tax while many
of the habes are absorbing the tax
repeal ‘probably would not affect

the latter group.

as producer-writer-director will be \
*
11
ivPi

c*;iire

“Mr. Imperium*” in which , Lana
Turner and Ezio Pinza will co-star.

Hartman will function as direc-

tor, with Edwin Knopf producing.

L’ville Tax, Film

Louisville, Feb, 28.

Film showing some of the uses of
Kentucky income-tax money are

i
being shown in Louisville firsts

benefit will come from such re-

moval to the industry if the pro-
posal of Governor Dewey and the
Conference of Governors to have
the State impose the excise tax
instead of the Federal government

. is carried out. It seems to me that
the industry, should carefully watch
this development.” .

Council of Motion : Picture Or-
ganizations, which is spearheading
the drive for tax relief* is fully

cognizant/ of coiirse, of the danger
Lynch cites. COMPO execs’ stand
is: “Let’s get rid of the federal
tax first. Then we can take care
of the state and municipal threats

bn a local level.”

Many local exhib organizations
are already working on their own
city and state officials to impress
on them that overall relief is need-
ed and that any reimposition of the
levy by local governments will be
exceedingly harmful. In any case,

feeling is that there will be a large
gain if the Federal taxes are re-

moved, since hot all the political,

subdivisions will jump in to impose
their own taxes,
There is no doubt, however, that

a lot of them will attempt it. That
was evident in the resolution

passed recently at the Conference
of Governors which Lynch referred
to and by an association of Mayors.
It is further seen in introduction
of a bill in Albany recently that,

if passed, would permit local gov-

ernments in New' York State to

runs. The color film, titled •'Cheer,

fully Support Your State,” runs a
minute and a half. Between March
2 and 15 it will be shown in every
house in the state which has mem-
bership in the Kentucky Assn, of
Theatre Owners. Arrangement was
made by Guthrie Crowe, prez of

I

the KATO. Y ••

TV’s 16 Weeks
Continued from page 1

pay, with top^-name talent getting
as high as $1,000 to $1,500 on the
Philco stanza. But, Coe pointed
out, the talent commanding such

DeLuxe, of course, as the result
of its guarantee, is assu red of the
lab work on the pix. Justman is

charging the usual 1JJVz% of the
budget for studio facilities and get-
ting a piece of the pic for deferring
that sum. The films will be made,
on the MPC lot by various pro-
ducers. •

Sears has been on the Coast; dur-
ing the past week confabbing with
Justman, Loew, Carl Leserman,

scribe? each month.
Meantime, McDonald offered

strenuous denials of reports that
he had made no specific request to
the American majors for product.
Check among the companies dis-
closed that they have received nu-
merous letters from the Phone-
vision topper suggesting that the
time was ripe for letting him.have
test films, but that these were not;

couched in terms that they consid-
ered formal requests. In any Case,

!

they have no enthusiasm for mak-
ing pictures available.

McDonald declared in Chicago
this week that he mack* a specific
request on Feb. 9 “to all important
producers” and wrote them aga in

on Feb. 20. He stated in the lat-
ter letter: “So that there will be
no embarrassment to you in sup- ,•

plying us with your share of fea- .

ture films for this 90-day test in
the theatre of the home, Zenith,
will not ask you to loan lis your
films. Zenith Will gladly pay each
producer, for each film used, the
same fee that would be paid by.

week
Number of the actors drawing

the most assignments oh video, ac-
cording to Coe, are those who have

Continued from page S

j
ers in other directioris, however,
have failed to raise a favorable re-

sponse.
’

'
..

.
Differs From Par

RKO s blueprint for divorcement
differs from that put through by
Paramount. The latter company
received $17,500,000 in cash from
the banks, including the payoff of
a revolving production loan, all of

which was guaranteed and assumed
by United Paramount, the now the-

atre company. Hence, no difficul-

ties were experienced with the
banks. On, the other hand, Par
received no funds directiy from UP
in a manner similar to the $10,000 -

000 going to RKO from its divorced
circuit.

Terins Of the RKO loan prohibit

the paront company from divesting

itself of any assets. Loan falls due
on that contingency. Naturally, di-

vorcement represents a violation of

the loan’s conditions. y

who reps Heller* and Steve Broidy.
who reps De Luxe, on selection of

\

any other theatre having an equiv-

fcicrh fooc 4c i

Producers and properties. UA’s ;

alent audience.”

fiinlV ^JhAv^aVi'
' continuing interest will be super- i

Variety last week quoted pro-

mMcP fJrS t fhar+htv vised by Selmer (Sunny) Chalif,
j

ducer opinion that Phonevision
^

inti Pffin ^^

Y

tv
1

Tn Sears’ personal rep on the Coast,
|

can only pay off with topflight pix

fldUiHnn
P
hp

F
whn

A

Y .sTinnorf
1 vvho has been absorbing the duties ' which would be good enough also

' ^rge Bagnall. Bagnall re- :

to pay Off in theatres. “May I

sigfted - last week as v.p. on the pro- point out,” McDonald declared in
teiizations can be seen often, the

. ductiori- end. • reply,, “that we have not askedM • Nasser Loosening Up j
studios to confine film to new first,

arp
‘

* ln th® meantime, another source :
iun features, and instead of using

rinirigJiiiJ-the; readily available film from aSi free up somewhat. That is the studios, have invited the entire
cast does a continuing stoiy each

; General Service. Studio, headed by .

industry to participate in order to

James Nassciy Nasser had been
|

present In our test a true cross sec-

pretty well tied up for a while by of all Hollywood production.

”

the fact that, in order to get pro- Zenith topper declared he has

. . . . .

ductibn for the studio< he had guar-
:

n0 intention of pushing an anti-
been working in the medium for anteed loans and completion bonds 1 trust Suit against the majors in the
four or five years. Such thesps as on about a dozen films. This ;rc- event, he doesn't get film from
Vaughn Taylor, John McQuade, quires liquid assets deposited with them* as has been suggested in
Vinton Hayworth, etc.

,
often do at the banks, and ; Nasser had about trade circles. Film companies,

least one show a week, spreading
: $2,000,000 thus corralled. fearing such action, have been tak-

i
their talents among the Philco provi In addition, Nasser in 1947, ing pains to point out that even if

gram. “Kraft. TV Theatre,” etc.
. bought the studio for $2 .500 .000 t

hcy wanted to they .
would be pro-

:

;

Despite, the number of young hope-
1

from Benedict Bogeaus. and was to hibited from making pix available
: fuls trying, out for TV each week,

j have paid for it in cash over a pe- ;
because of music restrictions.

: Coe cited his persistent difficulty
j riod of years. Bogeaus. however,

;

Their deal with the American Fed-
in finding young ingenues. He

j
involved in his own production, re- cratipn of Musicians prevents

scouted all Over. N. Y. to find the
.
qqi red the money faster than he sound track being Used on TV.

• right girl for the title role in i had anticipated, and Nasser has
‘

“BetheT Merriday.” which finally
! been paying him off in advance;

. d T\^ Lf
j

went to Grace Kelly, who was ! Thus, with so much cash involved. *WDara May 6 UOUDling
i
drawn from the Broadway cast of

! Passer had to go slow on making Barbara Day, who has been
August Strindberg’s “Fathers.” • [further .guarantees. Now. however, doubling as chief flack for the Mo-
: While development of new writ- ! coin is coming in on all but one of

,

tion Picture Sales Corp, and th*

irig talent for TV is still a pressing
]

the 12 pix (this one will show a Fred Astaire
;
Dance Studios, has

. problem, Coe said it’s unlikely that
j

loss
:
and require payment to the been upped to national' sales and

1

new, scripters will be developed in
|

bank out of the
.

guarantee), and so promotional director of the terp

the hour-long dramatic stanzas, the Nasser funds are gradually be- schools. Both the MPSC and
[ such as Philco and Kraft. Any

;
ing released by the banks and are Astaire setups are largely owned

j playwright who can pen an accep- increasingly available for further by Charles Casanave, who's v.p. of
' table script for an hour program, indie production use. MPSC and exec v.p. and general

he pointed put, would probably
:

General Service, as do Motion manager of the dance studios,

have little trouble in expanding it
j
Picture Centre, the Nassour Studios Miss Day will continue handling

into a two-hour length for films I and other rental lots, generally MPSC publicity, as well as that for

and legit. As a result, Coe is holds between 20% and 25% of the j the 43 terperies. She’s been in

looking to the weekly half-hour profits of pix made there. They ' films since 1936, being former as-

f stanzas, which usually depend on
j

short, one-act plays, as the devel-

oping ground for tyro writing tal-

i ent.
'

get that in rfeturn for guaranteeing
the bank loan, guaranteeing com-
pletion and deferment of the

171 a% studio facilities charge.

sociate story ed for Grand National
and scripter of 35 shorts She’s
daughter of E. L. McEvoy, former
shorts sales chief for Universal.
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Tvi'ffliit af the Sea |
rikay into the fronUersmen-versas-

the film occurs when_the British
; MUler appea^to the

rV
most

n
advaht-

^»°rs^oard a yes^l and
cast. Damian

go in roVsome^althy^wor^lay1 o^FlynnTsan okay French" spyr

Rhyr^fniaZtums
k
ln

g
a clfc ^J^**

16* ** adet>uate to de
;

job as the tyrannical captajn, while
! picture benefits 'considerably

the /rest nt
l
he castjhandle_tbe 1

7from the color dressing it gets from
roles with average cpm^tence.

, the camera of G. Warreriton. \ His
Lew Landers direction, shows p ,»,q».u

jg above average and hues
well and helps to sharpen production values supplied
production obviously the result of

. by Jam£s s . Burkett. A good
a tight budget.

BloniCc Bytiaiiifte
Monogram release of Jart Grippo^ pro-

duction . Stars Leo Gorcey; featurOavHunt*

Hall, Adele Jergens. . Directed, by William

Beaudirie. Screenplay, .
Charles

by .. .

musical score by Edward J. Kay
whips some feeling of action into

the slower-moving sequences.

ttungeLaml
m production and. rel

(BKy: dualT.webfc br^ei,: ii; Whip^: W.Ustm; feature? .Andy Clyde, Dl-

Bifmnlini? time 64 MINS. v reeled by Lambert Hillyer. Screenplay,nunning-time, miwsi.
; r v a .1a1a camera. Harrv. Neu-

music Edward Kay. At New York Monogram production and release/ Stars.
vH?- ’I** ", .r or . ,'!?n Wliin .Wll«hn< Anriv f!lvr1p Di-

is not a ^word in the fum to whlchrf
exception could bo taken. On the
contrary, the simple story Of hope
and courage can be regarded as a
permanent testimonial to those who
lost their lives when the “Trucu-
lent” went down, The hazards of
rescue work and the dangers in-

herent in lifting a sunken sub.from
the sea-bed provide not only tense
drama, but * illustrate that mere
skill alone isn’t sufficient to achieve
success. In this case they are
cheated of victory by only a few
hours; and the start of a heavy gale

makes Anal disaster inevitable.

-ner’~interspersed with - -newsreel
footage. Film devotes most of its

time to the. intrigue of the Free
French in Algiers to pave the way
for the American entry. It brings
together a group who Anally ar-

range . the clandestine meeting
with General Clark. There is no
marquee appeal, and Aim will;have
to be pushed by exploitation. ' It

is above average for second-run
Spots.
The story picks five characters

out of a swirling hotel lobby who
conspire to hand Algiers to the

. .. . Allies, with the help of the Arndr-
The acting is always on a quiet,

! ican Ambassador. Then follow
restrained note. There' are hio-

j
secret meetings, sabotage, a love

ments of hysteria, of course, but affair between an American G.I.
these ate only incidental. John and a French girl, and the meet-
Mills sets the standard by a smooth,

! ipg with Clark and the ensuing
dignified performance, which is 1 **

matched by Richard Attenborough,
Who displays quiet courage and de-

liberation. The partisans promise
to have Algiers paralyzed so the
Allies can just walk in. They take

takes her under hiri wing,- teacheS"
her to love and overcome fear, but
on her wedding night she learns
the truth of her criminal instincts
from the evil impresario, so hurls
herself to death from a window. 0

As the pianist, Amelia Bence is
more favorably photographed than
usual, but she poses rather than
acts for the camera. The three

IfisHnguishecP. looking and fine
acting trio. Closas is outstanding
Otto Sirgo, as a heavy, succeeds in
providing the only comic relief, al-
beit unwittingly. Photography and
camera work are very good; mu-
sical sequences are interesting, but
sbund not well balanced.

Slip
;
Mahoney

Sach
Joan :

Marshall
Gabe Moreno
Champ
Dynamite ....

Louie . .

•

Sarah ..v...,/
Whitey .

.

Chuck
Professor. . , .

.

Sam:son . ... .

.

Verna' . • • •

Bunny. : i . , . .

.

'Tracy.
Mr. .Tenningsj ..

1st Dowager.
2nd Dowager

votibri after first breaking down.
) over the communications and give

Nigel Patrick as^ the first lieuten-
1 the signal; However, the- Ameri-

ant, and James HaytOr as the irre-
] cans are late, and there is scuf-

pressible cockney cook, Complete I fling with Vichy officials and Ger-:
the. doomed quartet who were left

j
mans until they arrive.

/

7 ;
• Leo Gorcey - Adele Buffington; camera, Harry Neu- i

, w.. rpv,A,!.
*"“““ —

*

v“ -v** ”;, ,
- ..

. . Huntz iiaii
: mann; music. Edw&rd Kay. At New York {".to. die by the tuin of a card, The

j Director Jeari Dreville has kept
A^elt;!f,rpn?n «U MiN5 eko£ Fe’1 ' 21 '

'50
'

:

other members of the crevv playitheftlm moving, andglossed over
' Harry L"vi" wh"? . . . .

'.

. . . . whip Wiiioh ’ with genuine conviction, but the the characters. The acting is

.
Murray Aiper

. winks Andy Clyde
;
women m the hint have, .only the

, wooden except for. the full-bodied
BcrndFci G,orc6y • Doris i .t * e. '

.
Rc.no

j
smsllcst o£ bits* To sllintcnts 2nd work of Frctncois PstricG as the.

young idealist, and Rene Blancard
as the wry Viphy official; Editing
and photography are above-aver-

Jody Gilbert
[
B<irt . » m • »,« , ». «L6onfird Jfcnn - jf^c , o 100% film

William Benedict Rocky/./.. .. ... ..... ... , .TohnL, Cason Purposes, u S a jnaie. nim
. David Gorcey

, Sheriff . . . ...... ii . . . . . Kehhe Duncan about the then of the senior service;

Continitea from
,
page Z.

. . .John Harmon.' Professor. . . ... .. /V. . Wni. M.. Griffith

. Michael Ross shad. • • , . . . • , .V '. . .

.

Kermit Maynard
'. Lynn Davies Ben Allen, , . ...

.

Steve ClarkM *
*.

. UAhaMSt
Beverlee Crane • joe . - . »

\

*« ; * * -.a

1

- *
»

*• Carol Henry; SQI1 S C3 ni6F8 HFIQ ll^htUl^ ^V,0rK- 3rG i f]*ip SlisDGnsG '

Karen Randle Red . R*ed Howes :•

^topgrade/ ^ The maih submarine •

av Klvfttnne . . .

•

Roy Baker's direction merits
_ ,,

"
' 1 TN ' .' J 1*1 MliU

.
UIIVWKIMMUJ U A WMV f V fc* T w*

high praise, and Desmond Dickin-
! age and the music helps sustain

<./\nlr< nomnno onn’ litfntirtcl WAf'lr am! i. 1 1

-

• , , .Stanley Andrews W[o$ley »•••«>.*> • * • • v * • -Stanley Blystone
j cpffmrt- k«c thf* stsiriD o? thG CGilll*

; Constance Purdy . Pete . , . ..... . . . .

*

Dee Cooper
!

Seiimg-.nas , ine SLUmp or
Florence Auer Spike I.,...........:;..... Carl Mathews

. me article and adds much to the
^ aL - aI T*\« **•>%%' « .. am • j- n 1 *

' . 1 _ ^ J .

. . Guard.

.

“Blonde Dynamite,” latest in-j;; v.JDIUUUC JJYliaUlUC') luyvvv , ’***••./
•

4.U-AW
i^Vrinno’c “BftWprv Rov” series Steadily improving in his thesp-
Jan Gnppo s ?P^ery Boy s^ies

,

irig whip wilson iri.i ects sufficient
shapes up as

,
PasSal)lei^iv w i

snap and dash into “Range Land”
lesser twin-billers. Comedy and

;
{o ^ake this oater an agreeable

the . situations: of the Charles
fliier f0r the action houses. Story

Marion script are rather forced, no gem 0f originality, but it Un-
but nevertheless achieve frequent

reels briskly in the film’s lessr
chuckles.

- T A v than-60 minutes running time.
Script hands Leo Gorcey his Wilson, a former U. S. marshal,

familiar ungrammatical lines ana
aga jn . becomes a lawman wheih

he makes the most of them tor
bandits attempt to attack a stage

mavimnm pffpet .Tomine the gen-
ib Which he’s a passenger. Inves-

Michaei Dugan general effect of realism .achieved;
\Myro.

Serapliin
(FRENCH-CANADIAN)

Montreal, Feb. 28.
..Quebec/ Productions release of Paul

L'Anglais production. Stars . Hector Char-
laridi- Nicole .Germain; features Guy Pro-
vost, Suzanne AVoh, Henri ; Poitras, An-
toinette Girqux. Directed by ..Jean Bois-
vert. Screenplay by /Claude-IIenri Grig-
nori;' camera; Drummond Drury; music,

•

Paul Colbert. At St, Denis, Montreal. Run-
ning time,* 105 MINS. /•

Seraphin, . . ... ..... . ...... Hectoi* Charland
Donaida. . . . , . . ... . ...Nicole Germain
Alexis . . .

.

'. . . /. . .... . . •;
• , Guy Provost

Artemise . . ... . . . . .

.

:Suzainne Avon

©ielaplirlicliefiaoslo
(Dangerous Guests)
(GERMAN—SONGS) ,

Berlin, Feb. 14. .

.
Allianz release . of Geza Trebitseb-Real

.

Film production. Stars Vera Molnar, Wolf
Albach-Retty. Paul Kemp; v Directed, and'
Written l?y Geza Cziftra. Music; Michael
Jary; camera. Ekkehard Kyrath. At' Luxor,
Frankfurt. Running 'time.

.
85 . Ml NS,

Peter Anders. .

.

'. ... . .Wolf Albach-Retty
Inge . . . . .. ... Vera Molnar
Inge's uncle ..... ». .. Paul Kemp
Peter’s aunt . . Kaethe Haack
Peter’s uncle, . . ...... .. . . . Albert Florath
Frani . . ,

.

. .
.'.

. . i . . . , . Hans Schwarz
August ; . . . . ... . . . .. ... . Bobby Todd
Poldi ... . . . ; . ....... ... Ludwig Roegcr

into an escort bureau. .• .
. 0f the gang, Wilson poses as rene-

With the stage, now set, bank
ga fle and succeeds in joining 'the

messenger Dell finds himself
_
on thieves. With that accomplished;

the spot with his employer when ’ the rest is easy. He bags several
1.A Ufn Vtlnn/ia Aflolp JprPPnS I 'A it. . t , J IL

maximum effect. Joining the gen

eral buffoonery^ are,gorcey
- tigation shows that the outlaws are uonaias, , ,,

.

; . . . . ,,
;
niicoie

| Real’s latest oic has a Pood varn
horts-Huntz Hall, Garbiel Dell

|
m

fe

embers of a ring which periodi^i^i“.- A st^'f lot
and William Benedict. Laughs get

1 Caiiy lift a fortune in gold .bars jame de Bois v, . . . Henri poitras
; pioitation than given to it by the

underway when the group converts * fr01i millowner Steve Clark. w.|.«.

.

BP
a?' glye" t0 u 0y e

Bernard Gorcey^s .cecream parlor Determined to nab the brains.
, ^ i

' Plot deals with a young man
into an escort bureau,

; . . , of the.g«ng:'^W^lsPn^^K^•M ; rene-.,
fe^^..<^l^,v....1;

^
:> ,̂^ of.

Mile. Angeiique , . . . . . . Antoinette Gr.toux playing around and decides to sell
1 his house and retire. Three hood-

A followup . to “Un Homme et lums move in, as self-styled ser-.
cast and vants: and a charming miss (Vera
to pack Molnar) adds complications. The

confederate's
1

rtovTintalhrelcort ' Se*Ze averale'Ton deceisoK^^ tike-‘Pechd,” th^Welt ^
hureau’S nremises to pull a job' on

1

!Jt
c's

„

_

n t

y
Wilqnn

6
Andv ed°rt df Quebec Productions re-

r The slow-moving plot hampers

the adjoining bank. Jeggs' plan, .. aydl cHcks ta idmComedy #ol Adapted flM MmeSv’TJolte’^ theS
ISlAto

" ^ey
•tS?a

ar
bo^

;

"Browne t^e'^opddar rad&seriaf by '

GiWcey
1i ;^S

c
his Bobby

with a minimum of effort. A.1-;
I nortine roles

times^notmng more tnan a series Todd and especially Ludwig
P

iindiert; Hlllyef’s direction gives i nS^?^
s

^^t^t have little or no con-
, R0eger very good as two mem-

the film a boost; Camerawork of mu.
4

the cinema ministry proper notice
of their arrival, Coming in on what
were termed “surprise visits;

(Reference here is apparently to
Maas’ recent visit to Moscow. He
was there for 18 days without be-
ing able ..to. contact the necessary
top echelon

,
in the film ministry*

He finally got a call just an hour
before his plane ;took off.) ; -

Soviet officials added, according
to Morros, that the MPEA deal was
never finalized because prints sub-
mitted were not 35m originals, but
were subtitled, old, scratched,
dirty or 16m.
Morros said that in three weeks

in Moscow he saw 42 Russe pix,
some in an- excellent, improved;
version of Agfacolor. He saw 1

9

live shows, which
. included legits,

ballets, opera,»revues, two circuses
and Shakespeare. He said there
were 47,000 theatres and 200 000
cineclubs, with show biz thriving.
Tickets for shows are sold all over
Moscow, including subway stations,
Morros stated.

Producer added that there was
much radio broadcasting and some
Video with small-size receivers;

Par as

though giving the film a pulchri-

tudinous lift, Miss Jergerts isn’t

able to do much else due to the

limited' possibilities of., her part
Lengthy supporting cast helps

project the more amusing se-

quences and director William
Beaudine Wraps up the overall

yarri in smooth fashion. * Marcel
T o PihQrH.’c lpncirifi Williflirri Ali'S-

o, x .
-

. ... *1 . . . bers of the gang;

Harrv Neumann is Rood while x-
The^Lm f

tarts tl
?
e

V A newcomer, Miss Molnar is

xl
r

* u""19,” J?,
eot>a wnne

|
tion of the Laurentians m 1890 and Cute and a verv notential imnnrtother technical credits are in keep- _ Qm oii „rn„ n whn arp rflllied hv ;^^’ r it , ,

y Poieniia
f
mipori

mg
o
with the Picture's modest fhl^'e^eTenl Zabeife % ^7'“2sSi " co?e

Ut

&budget; G.lb,
|

overcome their hardships. These
jS^^ two ^hgs

hardships, never materialize as the
;
though mostly for European taste!

(

film drifts off into the amiable Camera work is average, but sets
i argument sand bickerings With an(j costumes are generaily good.

Octal,

Monting Di*»ari lire

Le Picard s lensing, Williami AUs-
j gfd release of Jay Lewis promotion. Seraphin over money matters. ; i

tin s editing and Grippo S prodpc- Stars John Mills. Richard Attenborough; T Vwa intprpQl : is rmintflinpfl 1

lion are standard Gilb. ' features Nigel Patrick, Peter Hammond. Love, jnteresi is
:
mainiainea

non are sidiiuaiu. ^
! Directed by Roy Baker. Screenplay. W. E. : thtoughout by Alexis and Artemise, I

c. Fairchild; camera. Desmond Diekinsoti;
: whose creditable performances are

overshadowed by Le Bebe,
Lt. Comm. Armstrong. : . John Mills

. who provides the only real comic
Helen , . ...

.

; lift in the offering. Hector Cliar-

Voiing lianiel Boone
(COLOR)
HollyWood, ^

1
^-24 .^

j Stoker Snipe . . . . . Richard Attenborough
! XT IMonogram release of James S. Burkett ;.nose Snipe ..... Lana Morris !

l3bd> playS- the, role Of Seraphin
!

i/wlii/d iniv . Of ore . Dat/ifi Rl*ll P<» ’ fpJl til I'PC I v a . *» ; «« * xt* _ _'f ...ILL, .11 11. A 1^. ..1.^ ^.1 — _ 1

production.. Stars David
#

Bruce; features
j
Lt> H^rry Manson

Kristine Miller,. Damian 0 Flynn, Dpn-Bed; .Warrant Officer »
doe, Mary Treen, Joh
by Reginald, LeBOrg;
Johnston, Reginald Le
•ton; camera tCineColm), G. Wammtpn;,; L/Sea Kelly 7 . . . . .

.

. . 7 . ..

editor, Charles Craft. Previewed Feb. 23, ,^/sea Andrews.. ... . > . , RoHdy McMillan
'50 . Rynning time. 71 MINS.

. n,.,w.o L/Sea Brough . ... ...... , . . Frank Coburn

Panza lip Fiiogo
(Dance Of Fire)
(ARGENTINE)
Buenos Aires, Feb, 15.

^ Interarriericana. release of Emelco pro-
duction. Directed by Daniel Tinay re' from

• V Nigel Patrick
, with all the masterly touches i his ^ap^tl^n of Itm^VX* Andres

™
ee Andrew Crawford Krnnokf An hu niroh .1 n voqpc nf '* era rid : Sprint, hv lla iandm’ j'

-Daniel—Boone :P^-CT
-
Haittiittmtl'

Bebecca Bryan . ... . v . ... _Kri.stine.Mmer 'Hillbrook . . . . . . ; . . . Victor Madden
CapL Fraser ........... Damiaitq Flynn

: e RA Marks George Cole

; Mary
B
T?eeS !

Conlrtl
-
^tes .

.

r
Bernard Lee

.John Mylong ' .• ....

.

, ... . . . . Wiiiicm Roy ! A new independent Britjsh pro-

Cbarlie Bryan
Hden Bryan
Col. von Arnheim .

.

Lb<le Hawk , . :

.

.

.

r

Col. Benson
Private Haslet

Nicole Germain' is the long-suffer- !

Banning. time, 95 mins.
Elena . ........... . . .Amelia Bepce

.Francisco de Paula
. . .Enrioue Diosdado

ing wife of the. m iser, who gets
| zaidivar. . . . 7 . 7

Tittle or no chance in- this picture
to do anything. I ™n ?.

oector • - • - ; . . .

.

. . Alberto CloSas

.'Camera work by Drumniond
: P'in

p
tlr ;; ; ; ; ; ; F |0„°

u
&eib7

r
S°T^w*i 1mr ic c»l i/ilr / D ft tr\A wi ism «

r

*«% I
.

' /xvli j v ^ _ •
.

11“

Continued from page 3

sisted the ads, placed both in
newspapers and on radio for Frost
TV Stores, are “truthful and fac-
tual.”

Ads also claim TV provides
“greater entertainment’;’ than do
films. According toe Getsch a 1

,

“Whether TV or the movies are
greater entertainment is a ques-
tion^—if there is a question—-that
should be left to the people to

decide. But intimidation can only
bring the motion picture industry
into disrespect when it is striving

mightily to win public goodwill.
Perhaps this is only a single in-

stance, but it is based- upon a prin-

ciple that . . . Should be protected
from unwarranted and thoughtless,
attack.”

Par denied the charges of intimi-

dation, but admitted it had sent out
a letter of protest to several New
York radio stations. Latter, making
no threats of withdrawing Par .ad-

vertising from the Stations, ques-
tioned the advisability of the sta-

tions’ running copy inviting lis-

teners to attend filmerieS, while
accepting copy on the other hand
advising listeners “how foolish it is

to go to the movies.”
Barrera
Inspector . .;. . , . , .

,

Stanley Logan duction unit has kicked off with a

WaiWng ESle
1

; ^’''"'-’Nirio' t. S^stronsKeart I
winner. “Morning; Departure”; is a^l

p^ihs^ V;;:^ ' ; Richai^'Foote i fine film in the best tradition of the

Drury is slick. But too many in-
teriors; and the fact that the com-
pany rushed the film to completion
in 20 days, shows up in the abrupt ! foreign markets, this picture

! lighting of following scenes. Pic
i
misses fire by following a tech-

Elena (child) ;. . . . ..... .... Nonna key

Made in the hope of capturing

TOA Sifts
Continued from page 5

Sentry :

•

• • Stephen s. Harnson . British studios arid packs a hard
j
captures much of the French-Cana- ! nique designed to facilitate dub-

0 w |

dramatic punch throughout its IQ2 - dian idiom but the leisurely treat-/ birig in other7 languages This de-Da
J?}f

1
^
oon

®.
/,

S
xho minutes. Here is a solid boxoffice : ment shows definite signs that much ! tracts from entertainment Value to

-tion title to which_ the film
; attraction and orie which in foreign cutting could still be done without local and ences ^ KS fn?

s measure up. Moveinent,; markets, particularly America,
|
harming general effect. : extren^l and dr^ng-aC'

is dressed jip in some very good
/ should enhance the prestige of the ! Film will be • distributed by tion, apart from a wefk SnrW

Cinecolor, the Indians and early- British industry. / France Film throughout 7 Quebec There
day frontiersmen supply the fight-.,

-pflis is a story of a submarine 7 ?rid in the French speaking towns
. touches. The unusually tastefulng an^results are ^isfec^ Tor

; di^3t ? t2ld wUh s^rk /Uli^m. ! °f New; England^/ , Netri.
|

and ^ish^tti^ ^ewve’ 0^I s market. Juve ticket^buyers and - ;
I

>.Pti.uiga ue^erve oui;-

“Yourig
Isi rig action
contents measure

its market. Jnye ticket-wuyei & auu There is no atternpt at mock heroic's
action tans will like it.

! 0r false bravado. Instead, it’s a
The colonial frontier of the mid-

1 faithful interpretation of the way
18th century furnishes/ the setting

j
a handful of trapped men spend

for this tale of action intrigue and
;
their last few days hoping against

hokum when the White man vyas
1 hope. It is a gripping situation,

rescue of two girls captured by

the redskins, plus the unmasking
of a French spy. After the script

by Clint Johnson rind Reginald
LeBorg once gets started it plays

at the proper pace to bring about
the happy ending when Boone
looks to a future in Kentucky with

Le I*rami Ilemlexvoiis
(The Big Meeting)
•77 (FRENCH) .:•/

Paris, Feb. 187

standing mention and the costum-
,

-also./ especially on the male
i

1
:

show's distinct improvement
&r a,^

,
Argentine production.

Nevertheless, an / outstandingly
Corona release of Adolphe Osso-Olym- ' COStly

. cast and production have
i ^al.l>oxoffi^. impact:

Features Pierre ' ,

to i y is that of a femme pianist
*?3riice;

;

Who, as a child/ had aroused the
I.Asso, Rtihe Blancard, FrimcoiS ;Pgtrice,

;

! Who as a child had aroused the

.Trojan is leaving for a editor, Lamy. At Rex, Paris. Running !

iEnrique Diosdado). Following a
day exercise. The skipper tjmo, 100 mins. _ j

criminal assault he makes on her
1 ' >1 kn/tkMM**.. 1 L ii"ii V ’

Kristine Miller, one of the rescued
j
SOrted complement of officers and

girls, as his wife.
' men. A few minutes out at sea and

LeBorg’s direction concentrates ;ri magnetic mine strikes the sub and
« a i_ ' 1 .u^.ri • l J _ „ i • _ £\

The picture
marine
routine day exercise. The skipper time, 100 mins.

had previous^/ debated jua gjag*;

j

a tei^ro^d Sanuei1^wife whether he should retire from John . chjriei Fawcett Falla’s “Ritual Dance of Fire ’’ she
Forestrler . . Pierre Asso 1 --- - c '

Yvette.. . Paula Dehelly
Stoffstal ; ; . . . . . , . , . ; .

,

Jo Dest
Vichy Official. . . ... Renie Blahcard

the service; the young stoker is a
little uneasy at his philandering
wife; and there is the usual as

on . keeping the action running
high biit doesn’t do as good a job
on handling the majority of the

S
layers. However, the ten-twenty
ilrt style of scenery-chewing fits

brings disaster. Only 12 men Sur-
vive the first impact and there is

rescue equipment only for eight.
Although bearing an uncanny

similarity to a recent disaster, there

Film may well cash in on the
i

recent b.o. popularity of war pix.
This deals in the 1 itfle-knowri se-
nes of events leading up to the
Allied ' invasion of North Africa.
Film is based on fact and is told

|

tor Alberto" oVosas
^ V

Tho
in a brisk, semi-documentary man-J atrist (Francisco de PaulaT, ^Tio

becomes a psychic case, with the
f
alia/music driving her inevitably

t?o4^
nn

rv
' iri subconscious

stale. Dominated by the. ei’stvvliile
clown, who becomes her iinpre-:
sano, the girl becomes a world-!

pianist; and a femme fatale/

1

ns af °?e suitor puts her i

hl poi*ce Inspec-

:

ganizations. Because big circuit ops

;

fear that the present proposal to

finance COMPQ via a percen 1age
of rentals Would tip off their film

expenses, some modification of the •

money-raising plan is likely. Nar-

rower definition of COMPO’s in-

itial aims may be requested.
Plans for TOA’s participation in

the upcominig hearings of the Fed-
eral Communications Gommissiori
on large-screeri theatre leleyision.

channels : will be developed, Re-

port of Nate Haipern, Fabian cir-

cuit video expert, and Robert if.

O ' B r i e n, secretary-treasurer of

United Paramount, Will be pie-

serited. Two theatre execs have
cased the chances of winning chan-
nels and have outlined the strat-:

egy to be used at the heari ngs.
Exhibs definitely slated to at?

tend are Leonard Goldenson, Si
Fab i a n, Sam Pinanski, Arthur
Lockwoody Robert Coyne, Waller
Reade, J

r

r
, Sherrill Corwin, Claude

Mun^o, Robert Livingston, Morris
Loeweristein, J. O ’ Lear y, Ben
Strozier, Nat Williams arid. M't-
cheli Wolfson. Gael Sullivan, exec

director, and- Herman Levy, gen-

eral counsel, will also sit in. Ted
Gamble and Robert O’Donnell
may be on hand.
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tags ^;. . second days beating top opening <

really turned the boxoflfices on their ears

!

• • •

• 12% better than *EGG AND I'

at Orpheum, San Francisco.

• Outgrossing 'EGG AND I', busi-

ness in 5 theatre combination, Los

Angeles.

• EquaHing'EGGAND I*, Lafayette

Theatre, Buffalo in spite of ice and

sleet Storm.

• Better than "EGG AND I', Denver

Alladin, Webber, Denver,

• Outgrossing previous top grosser

•TAP ROOTS' atMidwest, Oklahoma

• Topped "EGG AND I,' Utah, Salt

lake City.

• Topped pH U-l figures, Boyd

Theatre, Philadelphia.

• 168% of "EGG AND I' at New-

port, Colley, Norfolk, Va.

"mw/x

%
J V /,

\i I

-I ever

ed atMiami, Miracle, Lincoln,Miami.

• 27% better than "EGG AND I,'

Winter G«^eh, Jartiestowrt, N, tv

• All time house record. Rainbow

Theatre, Great Falls, Montana.

HT

•FRANCIS' did better than,a goc

week's business in its. first 3 days

KTdllCI^ DONALD O’CONNOR

PATRICIA MEDINA . ZASU PITTS • RAY COLLINS • JOHN MclMTIRI

end FRANCIS The Old *nt|y Mule ahe TALKS

UtmpH) h OMIO STERN • MtpM Ina mM NOAWO STW . PiidyMd by ROBERT ARTHOfi

Pvscud by ARTHUR IUMN *

-

A UNWERSAL INTERHATIONAL FKTtlRl
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According to the columnists and the trades:

tugging entertainment!'' - BOXOFFICE

"Anunusual, intelligent script Superbly produced

and acted. Always entertaining. Medal ofJhe

Month!" - PARENTS' MAGAZINE

"Will have wide audience appeal. A sincere

and timely human drama!" — FILM DAILY

/# sincere. A swell picture!

^ JIMMY STARR

#/

the Month!
##

Citation of

- LOUELLA PARSONS

ex

every*

- SHOWMEN'Swhere!

"A heartwarming story!" — KATESMITH

"Five Bell Picture! I wish I

everyone by the hand to see it!"

-JIMMIE FIDLER

"A boxoffice natural!" — MP HERALD

"A tender, touching, charming

film!" -TRUE STORY

"Warmlyhuman!" —VARIETY

It
for the whole
" -HEDDA HOPPER

Tears

- HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

Hav* YOU Ordered'Your

Tax trailer from Hational

Screen? Da It

it

R. W. ALCORN presents

JOHNNY HOLIDAY si

ttarrlng with HOAGY

and introducing ALLEN MARTIN as “Johnny Holiday"

Produced by R. W. ALCORN •Associate Producer FREDERICK STEPHAN I • Directed by WILLIS 60LDBECK

Story by *. W, Alcorn . Screenplay >y Jack Andrews, Willli Goldbeck and Frederick Stephen!

Photographed by Hal Mohr, A.S.C.,. An Alcorn Production

thru

UA
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Albany, Feb. 28.

Extension of emergency meas-

Hires by State Coal Administrator

Bertram D, Tallamy, made neces-

sary by - the continued softcoal

strike, is not expected, to force a

directive

of theatres
development

3

Mobile, Feb, 28/ ;

The Martin chain, Talladega,

Ala., has been requested not to

show the controversial '• “Pinky.”
. SEATTLE

Request came from Chief of Po- (Continued from page 8)

lice Willis Dean of .Talladega.
N. . Y," (EL) and “Boy From indi-

Dean said the opinion of most of ana” (EL), mild $6,000* . _
those with whom he talked was

;

Fifth Avenue
AP'k TllCT VV rVIIID i that..--it would be inadvisable, to 59-84)— ‘Mother

.
Didn’t Tell Me

AbAlNjl III. CrAHlu
|
show the picture, which deals with

t

(20th) • and “Bli^e Grass of Ken-

T ovindf/an ifd pPk 9fl |

Negro-white relationships in. a small
j
tucky (Mono). Sturdy $14,000.

Lexington, Ky., Feb. 28.
*

. t>infi,ra v.»h Wn • Last week; Dear Wife (Pai) and

'Ambush' OK at $13,000
Cincinnatiy Feb. 28.

Downtown trade is maintaining
om him for the closing ' 1

southern city, Picture had been - Last week, “Dear Wife-" (W) ana
f above-average Vpace in face of

.- Only an unforeseen v, Columbia, United Artists ^and
; booked for March 1-3. i

“Live by Night (RKO) (3d ,wk-6
; weekend traffic hurt by season’s

it would brine such ac- Universal have won orders here
;

w
, ! days). $4,800. ! first snowfall here. • “Key to Citv”

from the Federal district Court re- r-— :=—=====?fr|-

:

Liberty .
(Hamrick): (1,650; 59-84)

, is fatso, and leading three other— “Ambush” (M-G) and “Flying I firstruns in larger houses, “Am-
fwrrv r,ast I bush,” “Chain Lightning” and

“Outside the Wall,” Holdovers of
“Malaya” and “Willie Comes
Marching Home” are' both sturdy.

™ . v .y .W • quiring Price Coomer, operator of
Tallamy was

„
reported satisfied

: the ]\jew Harlan theatre, Harlan,
with the report given him by a

i Ky^ to throw open his books to the
five-man Committee, representing

1 .250 theatres in the state,, that

87% of them burn oil and 13%
commercial heat-—a byproduct of

coal: burned in generating elec-

tricity—or anthracite coal,

The conference with Tallamy,

who is state superintendent of pub- 1

lie; works and who is acting in the
'

coal crisis under sweeping powers <

granted by the legislature to Gov- .

ernor Thomas E. Dewey, probably !

averted ah official command to
1

shut down theatres; They had been
given the lowest priority ahd pref-

erence status, with grills, dancer

h alls, skating rinks and othur
places of amusement in the first

three distribs.; Cdomer is
:
defend

ant ; in percentage-chiselling suits

brought by these majors.
Court also refused to dismiss the

actions for lack of jurisdiction or
to compel the distribs to file fur-

ther particulars bn their claims.

Continued from- page 7

Continued from page 3

Picture Assn, of America’s com-
mittee for renegotiation of the
$17,000,000 British agreement.
They’!! be accompanied to Britain

* mrv Kv toiibmu fnii-by Ellis G. Arnall and James A.
13 y 0

j

Mulvey of the Society of Independ-
the 1 ationing Of SOft COal,

• otif TVfnfirtM 'Pin+uvA Oi.ndii/>qre
The cooperation of theatres;

metropolitan and upstate, in the
brownout order, effective Feb. 18,

has been complete; From the out-

set, theatres observed to the letter

the. decree limiting marquee light-

ing to 200 watts. They did so

though the major part of theatre
business is done in jthe evening
and thA darkening of their fronts

is psychologically bad for patron-

age. Exhibitors say the brownout,
particularly, affects attendance by
unaccompanied women.
The committee, which huddled

wi th Tallamy, had no spokesman.
It consisted of Joseph R. Vogel,
v.p. of Loew’s.; Harry Brandt, head
of Brandt Theatres, and Brock

ent Motion Picture Producers.

Committee was faced with new
and unexpected problems as result:

of the narrowness of Labor’s vic-

tory in last week’s election. ' Gov-
ernment is extremely shaky, Which
means there will undoubtedly be
another ballot In coming months^
Question, facing the Yank filmites
is when, under such circumstances,
it would be most advantageous to
go to London. 7.

Thinking at the Miami Beach
confab is understood, not to have
been completely crystallized. As
far as can be ascertained, however,
put of the hush-hush that sur-
rounded the session, idea is to
Start negotiations as quickly as

Saucer” (FC). Great $12>600. Last

week. “On Town” (M-G) and ’ Ten-

sion” (M-G) (3d wk), $0,200.

. .
'. ,/ •

, . .7 . Yn 1
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-84)

wise in most spots, incidentally, 1

__ Foolish Heart” (RKO).
has led to a great taperingroff of

! Swen $7 000, Last week, “Fallen
the widespread campaigns by re-

jdol’ ’ (SRO) (2d wk), $3,400.
ligious Slid civic groups against

j M|)$ic (Hamrick) 12.200; 59-
playing it. ‘ 84)—“Borderline” (U) and “Storm
Among the ordinances that RKO

, Over Wyoming” (RKO),. Slow $6,-

plans- to fight is one in Nashville, 7 000. Last Week, “Battleground”

passed Feb. 11, which creates a
j
(M-G) and “Change of Heart*

board’ of censors. It instructs the • (Rep) (4th wk), big $8,400 in 8

board specifically to ban films ;
and record run for city.

“which the board may determine
. . to have been produced 1 or di-

rected by, or in which there ap-

pears any person who has gained
by his or her personal conduct a

reputation of laxity in morals or

conduct or for loose and immoral
and conduct.”

.<

Pemberton, president of the possible, after the Labor Jgpvern-

Lcague of New York Theatres; ment has reorganized itself. That

Robert Dowling, president of City probably niearis some time be-

irtvesting Co,, and Benjamin Field- tween March 26 and April 15.

ing, former New York City license _ Matter of Timing

commissioner and now an execu- ! -There s no use going before that

tive of Loew’s, Inc. ^ time, since the government will be

Theatre executives told Tallamy I under terrific pressures in the

that if it became necessary, tem- 1
Preseitt state of things. On the

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2;6Q0; 59-

! 84)—“Chain Lighting’/ (WB) and

I

“Cry Murder”. (FC). Nice $11,000
or less. Last week, “Woman in

Hiding’; (U) and “Beyond Rio
Grande” (Rep), fair $6,300.

! Palortiar (Sterling) (1,350; 50-84)

(
-—“Heiress” (Par) (2d ; run) ..and-,

i vaude with Donald Novis, Fairish
7

.

'

' $6,000. Last week, “Inspector Gen-
Court Nixes Ban eral” (WB) (2d run) plus Gqldeii

Seattle, Feb. 28. J
Gate Quartet onstage, nice $9,000

When Acting Mayor David Le- Paramount (Evergreen) (3.039;

Vine, backed by a 5-1 vote of the 59-84)—“12 O’clock High” (20th)

city council, nixed showing of and “Girl, id
.

.My .Heart” (Mono),

“Stromboli” here, he acted. beyond
; 600

ld $8’°00 ' Last ^eck:
his legal powers. So decreed

;

mce ^U '
bUU '

Judge James Hodson in superior
court, when a. temporary injunc-

tion was
:
granted RKO last Thurs-

day (23*). The city counsel agreed
to make the injunction permanent.

The film had been given the

‘Samson* Record $45,000,

MontT; ‘Judge’ $15 000
Montreal, Feb. 28.

PCratures could be reduced. They
also stated that playhouses stock-

ing coal Would turn it over to top
priority consumers —- hospitals,

homes for the aged, municipal wa-
ter works, sewage systems and

other hand, its greatest strength
will be during the early part of its

tenure* As time goes on and more
Parliamentary issues come up, dis-
sension vvith the Conservatives will
increase and the government may

processing plants — should the
[
?®L sna,.*er’

. ... ...

shuttering of theatres for some I

Question f°r the‘Yank filmites-;

reason Tbecome imperative. [then becomes whether it is advan-

• James F. Reilly, secretary of the ^a^e®us J[?
; >

W!tb • fh.e
.
goverit-^

League of Theatres, protested 1

1Penl ^ is still relatively

against the “careless grouping” of .strong or. after its position has

theatres with taverns, bowling al-
; weakened. Masterminding at

leys and skating rinks. Taliamy’s 1 Miami.Beach is -understood' -to have..

$ assistant, Holden Evans, said; ; been along the line that more
“We had no idea of placing thea- i

favpraWe terms would be obtain-

.

tres in the snme category with able irom ^ stronger government,

grills, so Jar as the respective con-
' ’thought is that as the Labor

tributions of both are concerned, i
Pa^y S Parliamentary position de-

On a purely cultural basis, legiti- !
tenorates,' it will have to be in-

mate theatres would have a place
i

‘Cf'RRsiiigiy- conciliatory to various

near the top. In this emergency, ' British tactions.. This means par-
T. ^777. _ . . _ _ ::.^x -timilai'lv flib lah'Ar Anri filin'

New entries in all except .two of
greenlight by the censorship board: deluxers sparking local business

j

Then Levine and the council acted, somewhat. Biggest is Loew’s “Sam-
|

due to many protests, they said. son.” soaring to record $45,000,
The legal point at issue was terrific. “Tell To Judge” looks good

whether any official has a right to at Palace,

ban a poem, book, film or musical
j

Estimates for This Week
composition in itself riot offensive J Loew's (C.T.) (2,855; 75-$1.13)

—

or objectionable, because of . the i

4’Samson” (Par). All-time high of

character of the person or persons I

$45,000 or' better. Last week, “Jol-

pfoducing it. t-|5§
0g^

s “

. The ordinance hii d e y which
| Capitol (C.T.') (2,412; 34-60)

Levine acted, said the judge, spe- /‘intruder in Dust” (M-G). Mild
ciflcally referred to the moral

, $6,000. Last week,. ’‘Thelma Jor-
character of any picture and not

! dori” (Par) (2d wk), $8,500.
to personal morals of any persons I Palace (C.T.) (2

i625; 34-60) —
connected with its production,

;
“Tell to judge” (Col). Good $15.-

The Judge asked Mayor Levirie; 92?/, cnn
ee^ ^eart”

“Where in the law (joes it say a
( pri«pi«c

5
?r t y tom - ia tun

Fw C
°lf

C
.
ial

„
I

S
ay

i t
Se S7* diSJe:

I “Malaya” (M-G)' (2a7yfc>. Holding
.V0*?'* It sounds hkc^echoes &

:
well at $10,000 following strong

police state to me.” Declaring the
i $12,500 opener.

6

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,190; 55-75)—

“Chain Lightning” (WB). Fairish
$11,000. . Last ' week, “Montana”
(WB), $10,000.

Capitol (Mid^States) (2,000; 55-
75) \-rh “Willie

;
Comes Marchiug

Horned (20th) (2d wk); Brisk $9>
000 trailing hotsy $13,000 bow.>-
Grand (RKO) <1,400; 55-75)-^

“Key to City” (M-G). Big $16,000.
Last week, “Battleground” (M/G)
(4th wk), okay $6,500.
. Keith’s (Mid^States) (1,542; 55,
75V— ‘Malaya” (M-G) 7 «2d Wk).
Holding strong at $10,000 on heels
of smash $14,500 preera, theatre's
best in months.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
“Stromboli” (RKO) (m.o.). Nose-
dived and * replaced after fourth
day by “Desert Command” (Indiei

and “Burma Convoy” (Iridie) ire-,

issues). Light $4,000 outlook for
week. Last week, “Guilty of Trea-
son” (EL) (m.o.), $5,000. .

Palace (RKO) <2,600; 55-75)—
“Ambush” (M-G), All right $13,-

000. Last week, “Stromboli”
(RKO), $14,000.

Shubert (Mid-States) (2.100: 55-
75)—“Outside the Wall’.* OJ). Good
$7,000. Last week, “Stormy
Weather” (20th) (reissue), tame
$4,000.

•KEY’

K.C.; “BORDERLINE’ 12G

situation an astonishing *ohe for a
democracy, he added; “Why do

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45) —
Seabiscuit” (WB) and “House

you suppose we have objective laws I Across Street” (WB). Fair $9,000.
in this country?” t Last week, “Purple Heart” (20th)

|

and “State Fair” (20th) i reissues),

Weak in Pitt.
j

$8000. . . .

v oo I

Orpheum (C.T.) (1.040; 34-60) —
Pittsburgh, Feb. 28.

i “Traveling Saleswoman” (Col) and
It was pretty obvious here that “St. Ives” (Col) (2d wk): Nice $5,-

“Stromboli” was strictly a orie- :T®®?»
sock $7,500 first session,

week bloom. Opening here at
"

Stanley on Saturday (25)^ 10 days
after nationwide simultaneous re-
lease of. Rosselllni-Bergmari pic-
ture, it got away to a limp start,

Tiowever, we Tiave lo’ pfacr public !

ticularly the labor vote. And film

welfare first and to keep operating7 }
abor » led ^ Tonl O’Brien, mcm-

institutions and enterprises nec- i

ber of Parliament and topper of
. .

essary to people living and eat- 5 the National Association of. Kirie
[

doing only around $3,000, which is

i
Theatrical Employes, has been

j
very ordinary at 3,800-seat WB de-

The Governor denied a midnight V°0gh in its attitude on. the U. S. ; luxer, and at that figure doesn’t

curfew would be ordered for tav- !

pact,
|

look; to do more than sluggish

erns, but indicated some restric-
1 ^ne 0

^.
Ihc proposals sure to

;
$14,000.

tions might be necessary later, i Gome up from the British negotia-

TUere is said to be no shortage i
tors is the direct tie in of frozen

of oil. In fact, before: the soft- American coin with financing of

coal crisis became acute, oil emi- 1 English producers. Labor pressure
|

.sumption in the state >vas running
‘

is- for such a compromise and the
• five or six % below normal.. The, I Yanks want to avoid it. The
mild winter was believed to be a sooner the talks, the better chance

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 9)

‘12 O’Clock High” (20th) (2d wk).

Kansas City, Feb. 28.

Week’s best here, continues to

(4th wk), okay
i
be “Samson and Dehiah” held over
at Paramount with $1.20 roadshow
scale, pace being only slightly off

from first week. Missouri with
vaude and “Teli To Judge” is

sturdy. “Key To City” at the Mid-
land, is best new straight-filmer
with healthy session. .

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) <550; 45-65)

—

“My Foolish Heart” (RKO) '3d

wk). Continues in this little house,
.

after two weeks day-and-date wilh

Avenue last week. Good $2,400.

Last week, including three days
at Avenue (800 seats), $4,200.

Midland (Loew’s (3,500; 45-65)—
“Key To City” (M-G) and “Chal-
lenge To Lassie” (M-G). Welcome
$15,000. Last week, “Mrs; Mike”
(UA) and “Daring Caballero” >UA),
dull $11,500.

Missouri (RKO) (2.650; 55-75)—
“Tell To Judge” (Coil with Palace-
type vaude bill onstage. Big $16-
000. Last week, “Eiffel Tower”
(RKO) and ‘‘Black Shadows” (FI.),

so-so $9,000. 7
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) 1 1.912;

Fine $15,000 after soeM2i,000 Ja>t|
^'-/‘^Shoes” (EL) <2d W,

reason for this.

Lawrence

of heading this off, it is thought.
Confabs in Miami Beach

, how-

,

ever* were in no way final. Gon-

;

elusive decisions will have to be
made at a full-dress meeting of

• the MPAA member eoinpany
• proxies, at which the Miami Beach
recommendations will be consid-
ered. SIMPP must also be con-
sulted and agree to the date.

Also; of course, the Bidtish will

Front-page publicity of film kept
coming right up to its opening
when council o“f suburban borough
of Wilkinsburg voted unanimously
to ban “Stromboli” from the sev-
eral theatres in that cqmmunity.
Wilkinsburg: has more churches per

• • 1 i 1 ' _ • A • •
'

*
_

week
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-90)

—“All King’s Men” (Col) (15th
wk. Holiday helped hypo this to
$7,200, better than last week’s
$7,000. „

Moderate $9,000. Last week, sai is-

factory $12,000.
Paramount (United Par) < 1.900;

75-$1.20)—“Samson and Delilah”
(Par) (2d wk) v Holding near last

week’s giant returns with great

ssi' CitjitinViod from page 1

Hammerstein, ho\yeyer. are be-

lieved to have the inside track.
Miss Lawrence, flanked by her aL
torney-personal adviser, Fanny
Holtzman, has been talking the deal have to agree. Reports from Lon-,

during the past few. days, and she. don yesterday .}Ycre_tha
;

t. no de^

has expressed a desire to do the cision as to a date had been made
show for jR&H, who may also pro- there. Apparently one area of

duce it. doubt is removed for the

,
.The whole setup is expected to cans in that London has

be ironed out this week. Marty Harold Wilson will again

Jurow of the William Morris in tlie new cabinet as, president

agency is handling details for both the Board of Trade, B; of T.

Miss Landon and Miss Lawrence. comprises the chief British

;

Both Miss Dunne and Harrison tiator.

had been mentioned for the leads. Johnston and

Harrison is still considered' a Washington from
strong possibility for the male lead, day (Tues.). The

1 “Anna” presumably would reach Who niet with them

the boards next w inter. Florida vacations.

(EL), $14,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80)—

"Fopfish Heart” IRKOt (6th wk).
capita than any town in Pennsyl- !

SteadY $5,000 afteii $5,200 last

vania and is frequently referred to :

NVeek ‘

Warner (WB) (2 164- 44-74)_
|

$21000. Last week, smash $26,000.

“Chain Lightning” ’

i WB) Solid 1
T°wcr - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

. “ An a. r °
i

**
. ;

.
Pvl.lll , Ht: t r\/\ n aja' nr\n: a-s -£f C\

.000. Last week, ! Sundowners”

as
frequently

The Holy City,”

Phlily Presbytery’s Rap
Philadelphia. Feb, 28.

. A resolution adoptexl by the Pres-
bytery of Philadelphia., largest in
the Presbyterian Church in the

Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65)

v-“Borderline” (U). Only average
$12,000. Last week, “Willie Comes
Marching home” (20th), $13,000.

TORONTO

On Industry Problems in Hid*ns” (Ut okay $12,000.

Los Angeles Feh 2ft
Hyland (Rank) . (1,500;. 50-70*-*—

os Angetes, t eh 28.
‘‘Chiltern Hundreds” : <FL) 7 * 1.0)

H

ilieatre wk). Fine $4,000 after last week's

373;- .
40-7.0)—

Southern Californiame .rrespyierian unuren in tne • Owners Assn ;««' on Za*** 111*
U.S„ called: upon its members -and ^
Christians everywhere te refrain ! s it in on' s ?l'. n°t—

1

'h
|

Imperial (Ft*) (3,ara; w-tv- -

frorn patrofliiing “Stromboli."' '
.•! tiL? in hJVJu

pi

B

-"« lMW O’Clock High" (20th) (2d wft
/ . . ... . :

i?W«s. t° be held here March 2fc } Grpai nnn iw peek’sAdmitting that Mine Is witliout ! Meeting'sAgenda ral'lsf'or'an an WOOOO*
18 '000 after la$t

sin and that “Christians should! aiysis of such vital
?
Loew

XU) (2d Wk), $3,500.
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NEW YORK
Mark Sheridan, Jr., 20th-Fox

branch manager in New Orleans,

moved to head up company's Dal-

las exchange, replacing Phil Long-
don, transferred to sales position

at his request because of 111 health:

Billie Briaht, salesman in that ter-

ritory, takes over Sheridan’s job as

branch manager. / ^
Harold Heller, manager of RKO

Dyker, Brooklyn, promoted to city

manager for RKO Regent and
Keith theatres in Grand Rapids,

Mich., under supervision of Jerome:

Shinbach, division manager for

RKO Midwest theatres. Heller

started as an usher with RKO in

1933 at the RKO Tilyou, Brooklyn.

CHICAGO
"Hain'y Walders appOinto United

Artists Chi branch manager, suc-

ceeding Nat Nathansbh, who was
upped to post of Eastern and
Canadian sales manager two weeks
ago. Walders was Chi sales man-
ager at Paramount. Previously he
had been a Chi salesman for RKO
and before that RKO branch man-
ager in Cleveland.

Essaness Circuit . reported last

week, that 22,000 patrons has
signed petitions demanding repeal
of 20% admission tax and that
1,200 patrons had sent individual
letters to congressmen. James
Gualano, manager of Essaness

Bertha, one of smaller houses, got

342 patrons to write individual let-

ters.

“Hamlet” goes into 10 Balaban
& Katz houses for subsequent-run
starting March 3 at $1.20 admis-
sion,

'

Jerry Weiss, salesman at Mid-
west Poster Exchange, named
United Artists office manager in
Milwaukee.

John Balaban, B&K head, to

Coast for, a; month.
Essaness scheduled facelifting

for Towne and Buckingham thea-
tres. Cost is expected to be
$50,000.

ST. LOUIS
v

sotes Bros, Circuit, Springfield,

III., has been discharged from a St.

Louis hospital after several weeks.

Harvard O’Loughlin; vet projec-

tionist at Loew’s State here, elected

business rep of IATSE, Local No.
143.

As boxoffice bait for juves,

Loew’s Orpheum started policy

films at special Saturday morning
performances. . This follows plan
established several months ago at

the Fox where a special*" western
film is shown every Saturday af-

ternoon in addition to the. feature.

OKLAHOMA CITY
Theatre Owners of Oklahoma’s

two-day Convention at Skirvin ho-
tel. herp March 27-28, with televi-

sion and trade practices heading
the agenda.

;
Oklahoma exhibs will

also discuss the Federal admission
tax repeal drive, arbitration, mem-
bership in the Council of Motion

Want-to-See Habit
Continued from page 3

his girl or ma and pa and the kid®

are no longer just taking off for

their local theatre as a random
of^^ving^two-Hopalong^-Cassidy- method' Of-entertainmentr-They^re

1 «v<« ri «v4* nl Cuf ntr imAPVHYlitf ' A .r] • im!mn ODU nils

Pat Byrnes, salesman for
.

RKO picture Organizations aiid the cbh-
Pictures .in St. Louis, -elected sent decree litigation involving
yeepee of Sb Louis Lodge, of Colos- ASCAP Gael Sullivan, TOA exec
seum of Motiom Picture Salesmen, secretary’s and Herman Levy.TOA’s

.

Marc. J. Steinberg resigned from general counsel, will /address the
J^ion ®a

}
es st:a® to ®ver convention on these matters.

Ritz, Alton, 111., purchased by him

DALLAS
H. C, Overt named city manager

at Big Spring for Hobb & Rowley
,, • .... .. .. Circuit, succeeding E/iA. Caywood,

...
Madison, .owned by Madison, resigned. • Overt will manage Ritz,

111.. Volunteer Fire Department to state Lytic and Rio for circuit,
increase its seating capacity to Ed Flemingi {ormer matfager of

Berta and Howart, Thayer, 111.,

took over the Diyemoh, Diversion,
JlAX*

and his brother from Sol Goldfarb.
Drive-in theatres in Southern

Illinois and Southern Missouri are
prepping for openings around
March 31.

George Kerasotes of the Kera-

I OH A

FA It MAKE

manager of Chamber Of Commerce
there.

Mrs. Nettie Brown and Central
States Theatre Corp., plan to re-

build the.Forest, Forest City, which
! trim. When “going to the movies’

was lost in fire recently.
i becomes something special, it is

^ Hawk theatre at Hawkins, oper- undoubtedly at least partly a re-

going only during those periods

when they
.
have extra leisure, as a

holiday treat or when there’s a

special picture that they very much;
Want to see.

The tremendous success of films

in America has been, of course,'

that they became an institution,

the most popular and accepted

form of mass entertainment. With
somewhere, around 75,000,000 ad-

missions a week still being paid,

pictures without a doubt continue

to be the nation’s basic amusement
medium. But there can also be no
doubt that they are losing ground.

Finding the key to meet that threat

is seen as the great problem of the

moment;
TelevisionLrof Course

Why they’ve lost ground brings

up a variety of considerations. One
reason certainly is the competitive

pressure of other forms of enter-

tainment. Television is the first in

everyone’s mind along this line and
probably rightly so* Figures com-
piled by Paramount researchers

over the past four years and cited

in Variety last week show that

ownership of a TV set knocks fault-

ily attendance off by 20% to 30%.
Importance of those figures as set

sales zoom cannot be overlooked.

The admission price structure is

still another factor for considera-

lar theatregoers out of these people
is, of course, another important
point in any consideration for in-

All of these factors—-end perhaps
plenty more—are likely to come
up for discussion at the showman-
ship meeting of 200 exhibs called
by 20th-Fox in Chicago March 8
and 9. industry execs are hoping
that some wide-open talk there
may provide a few answers to the
problem—if there are any.

S
SSm- Continued from page 5

longer stay with the Supreme
Court. .

.

Metro intends to challenge Sec-
tion 4 of the decree covering both
divorcement and divestiture, affi-

davit of J.
:
Robert Rubin, com-

pany’s veepee and general coun-
sel, declared. Apparently; it will
not attack the selling provisions of
the decree.

Preparation of a plan of divorce-
ment in itself would be a “com-
plex, costly, and time-consuming”
stint, Rubin said. As an instance,
he noted that Metro has a funded
debt of $46,000,000 held by eight .

insurance companies. This debt
covers all the company’s integrat-
ed holdings in the fields of pro-
duction, distribution and exhibi-
tion. To divide the company into
two units would therefore require
extensive negotiations with these
insurance outfits, Rubin added.

ated by Roy DeVinney, purchased
by B. B. Spurlopk. DeVinney will

continue to operate Strand at Big
Sandy, Tex.

The Mecca at Vernon, operated
by C. C. Hamm, shuttered. House
will be torn down to make Way for
expansion plans of local bank..

Hamm will continue operation of
Majestic and Cactus Drive-In
there.

THE
ST R O N G
TROUPER
fntaUi

ft. C. CARBON ARC SPOTUGHT
Products .a steady, thorp, uniformly Illumlndtod snow-whlto spot.

Slivorod glaasraflicfor and two-alomant. varlablo focal Igngth Ions aystom.

Draws only 10 amperes from any 110-volt A.C., convonlonco outlet. Adlust-
ablti self-regulating transformer, an integral port of tho baso, makas tho uso
of haavy rotating equipment unnactssary.

Easily oparatad. Automatic arc Control maintains constant arc gap, fro# from
hiss or flicker. A trim of carbons burns one hour and 20 minutes at 21 volts
and 45 amperes.

Horizontal masking control. Can bo angled at 41 dograos In each direction.

Color boomerang contains tlx siIdas and ultraviolet filter holder.
:

Mounted on castors. Easily dlsassamblod for shipping.

SEE ANY OP TH1 FOLLOWING DEALERS OR USI COUPON FOR
OBTAINING LITERATURE

ALBANY
Nat’l Theatre Sua. Ca.
Albany Theatre Supply

ATLANTA
Nat’l Theatre Sup. OS.

ATLANTIC CITY
Beardwalk Film Enterprlees

AUBURN, N. Y.
Auburn Theatre Equipment

BALTIMORE ;

J. F. Dueman Ca.
Nat’ I Theatre > Sup. Ca.

BOSTON
J. Clfre, ine. '

.

Nat’l Theatre Sup. Cs.
BUFFALO

Dioli Product! ;

Nat'l Theatre Sup. Ce.
CHARLOTTE

Nat'l Theatre Sup. Ce.
Standard Theatre Supply Ce.

CHICAGO
Abbott. Theatre Equip. Co.

"

Gardner iamen. Ine.

Hellywoed State LlqhtlntCe.
Midwest State Lighting Co.
Midwest Theatre Servlet
A Equip, Co.

Nat'l Theatre Sup.Ce.
CINCINNATI

. Nat’l Theatre Sub. Co.
CLEVELAND

Nat'l Theatre Sup. Ce.
DALLAS
-Hardin Theatre Supply Ce.
Modern' Theatre Equip. Co.
Nat’l Theatre Sup. Ce.

DENVER
,

Nat’l Theatre Sup, Ce. .

Graham Brothers
DES MOINES

Nat’l Theatre Sup. Ce,
DETROIT

Nat’l ..Theatre Sup. Ce.

THE

STRONG
ELECTRIC CORP.
Thr World 1

1 largnt Monu-
for»orer of Prn|ccl>-.n

Arc Lorrpi

FORTY FORT
V, M. Tate Theatre Supplies

CREENSBORO
/Standard Theatrs Supply 6a.

HOUSTON
Southwestern Theatre Equip.

Ce.

INDIANAPOLIS
Nat’l Theatre Sup. Co,

KANSAS CITY
Shrove Theatre . Supply
Nat’l Theatre fiui. Ce.

LOS ANGELES
J. M. Boyd
C. -J./ HelamuelUr
Nat’l Theatre Sup. Ce.
Protection Equip. A Main.

LOUISVILLE
Falls City Theatre Equip. Ce,

MEMPHIS
Nat’l Theatre Sue. Ce,

MILWAUKEE
Nat’l Theatre Sub. Ce.
R. Smith Ce.

MINNEAPOLIS
; Minneapolis Theatre Supply
Nat’l Theatre Sun. Ca.

NEW HAVEN
Nat’l Theatre Rue. C«C

NEW ORLEANS
Nat’l Theatre Sue. Ca.

New york city
Nat’l'

1 Theatre Sue. Oe,

NORFOLK
Nat’l Tlientre Sun. Ce. '

OKLAHOMA CITY
. Nat’l Theatre Sue, Ce.

OMahema. Theatre Sup. Ce,

PHILADELPHIA
Blumherp Bras, .

;
Nat’l Theatre Sup. Ce.

PITTSBURGH
Atlas Theatre Supply
Nat’l Theatra Sup. Ce.

SALT LAKE CITY
Ihter-Meiuitaln Theatre Sup.
ca.

•AN FRANCISCO
C. J. Helimueller
Nat’l Theatre Sup. Ce.
W. G. Preddey Theatre S

SEATTLE.;
fe, F. 8hearer Co.

.
..Nat’l Theatre Sup. Ce.

SIOUX FALLS .

American Theatre Sup. Cr

ST. LOUIS
City Eleatrle Ce.
Nat’l Theatre Sup. Ce,.

TOLEDO
Theatre Equipment Ce.

WESTERLY
C. H. Payne Motion Plctu.
Service

CANADA
Demlnlon Sound Equip. Li

Montreal, Quebec
General. Theatre Sup. Ce.

Montreal, Quebec <

Perkins Else. Co. Ltd.
. Montreal, Quebec .

Perklni Eleo. Ce. Ltd.
Torente, Ontarie
General Theatre Slip, Co.
Winnipeg

BOSTON
Stephen Connolly replaces

Harold Mason as house manager of
Beacon Hill theatre.

Charles Wilson, of Monogram,
reelected prexy of Cinema Club
of Boston arid Melvin Davis, of
Republic, reelected treasurer.

Massachusetts State Senate
killed bill to repeal the “True
Name” law which requires enter-

tainers who appear under assumed
names to file their true appellation

with’ a state official.

With resignation of Saul Levin,
Massachusetts salesman at Eagle
Lion, changes* have been made in

selling territories of company.
Carl Devizia, former RKO Maine
salesman, got the Maine spot for
EL, formerly held by Lloyd Coen,
transferred to the Vermont and
New. Hampshire areas. A1 Fecke,
former Vermont and New Hamp-
shire salesman, given Massachu-
setts area formally held by Levin.

W. Leslie Bendslev elected presi-

dent of independent Exhibitors,
Inc., of New England,

.
at annual

meeting. Others elected were
James Guarino and Norman Glass-
man, veepees; A1 Lourie/secretary,
and Melvin Safner, treasurer.

Pltaaia tend fra# litaraturg and pricas dn strong
Spotlights;!

NAME,
COMPANY
STREET

CITY and -STATE...

• MMOOOMMOMOflhltMtlfllMMoMM.llMtMOMtMM

PHILADELPHIA
The Grant, West Philly nabe,

changed hands, William H. Fish-,
man taking over froiri Albert M.
Cohen; selling price was $90,000.

Herbert Gillis, former Mono-
gram sales manager, now sales
manager for Paramount Exchange;
took over post formerly held by
Harry Buxbaum, who moved over
to Cleveland. .

: Elections to board of governors
of Allied of Eastern Pennsylvania
were held following annual mem-
bership meeting here. Named for
three-year terms were. Martin
Ellis, I. Edward Kapncr and Nor-
man Lewis, all of Philadelphia;
Harold D. Cohen and George J.

Reister. Elected as alternate gov-
ernors for one-year terms were
Alfred J. Davis, Ardmore; Oscar
Forman, of Philadelphia; George
L. Ickes, Duncannon; Max M.
Korr, Allentoiyn; Thomas Lazarick
and David S. Moliver, Philadel-
phia; Mark Rubinsky, Harrisburg;
Lester Stallman, Reading, and
Thomas P. Thomas, Taylor.

flection of increasing caution in ex-

penditure. The. family is saving
its pennies or just doesn’t have
them to spend.
That raises the question of

whether bringing down prices
Would increase attendance. It no
doubt would prove some stimulant,

but most theatres that have experi-
mented along this line have dis-

covered that the increase in the
number of patrons isn’t sufficient

to compensate for the loss in pet-
ticket income.

Prices and Quality Pix
The cost structure in both ex-

hibition and production are now
both so high that it just isn’t feasi-
ble to make admission price reduc-
tions large enough so that they
might really make a difference. A
nickel or a dime seems to have in^
sufficient effect, although there’s
hope that a reduction in the 20%
entertainment tax might help. ... .

Quality of product is still an-
other item getting attention. Bet-
ter pictures obviously would pro-
vide some answer to the b.o. riddle,
but there’s a lot more to the public
apathy than that. There are plenty
of pretty good pictures which are
doing relatively little biz.

Furthermore* a study of releases
during the past six months shows
product to be as good or better
than it Over was. But the things
that have attracted audiences in
the past have lost their hold. Pub-
lic taste has undoubtedly been im-
proved and demands are higher

—

especially when there’s so much
competition from other entertain-
ment forms.
Lack of a new crop of strong

stars is another point that keeps
coming up in consideration of the
b.o. The number of old reliables
is getting too old and too unre-
liable. Are the majors doing
enough to create a new group and
has public taste or circumstance
changed so that the star system will
never regain its former importance
are two questions in every think-
ing iridustryite’G mind. !

Hallyho©
,

Is film advertising doing its job
is still another item under the mi-
croscope. As has been suggested,
perhaps there’s too much. Johnny
One-Note emphasis on sex arid
sadism in the ad copy. jTest cam-
piiigns almost invarlabljrprove that
those are the themes that pull best,
but some execs are questioning
whether sufficient imagination is
being used in finding alternates.

Industry
.

public relations* pri-
marily as highlighted in, scandals
surrounding private lives of stars,
is likewise a point for questioning
as it affects the b.o. General feel-mg iMhat this type of publicity—
viz

,
^the business- done by “Strom-
*~^elPs more than it hurts,

th
5,

cumulative effect on
the lost audience” may

, be greater

THERE’S ONLY ONE

MIAMI BEACH
OCIAN FRONT • 40th to 4l*t Sti.

COMPIETEIY AIR-CONDITIONED

Rmruatloftf InufltJi • Walter Jacobi

N Y Ofllce I* 4-1193

NOW SPECIALIZING
IN REFRESHMENT
SERVICE FOR

RIVE-m THEATRES/

New York Theatres

RADIO aTY MUSIC HAii
Roekefeller Center

Jan* Marian# Mkt»a*l a Ichard

WYMAN DIBTRICH WILDING TODDJ
In ALFRKD HITCHCOCK’S

“STAGE FRIGHT”
A. Warner Brea. Picture

t SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

Cgall I. •tMmt’i mastgrpiac#

tgfcr ly TtCNNlCOlOR —
MIT UMMI •FtlN iftHM • KIOMI SANIIM

AIMIlft tftltMII *MNftf RRCIXIN

SmFw totradiiMhlN
Timpli an

Muie crnoMnue scmen

REGINA, SASK.
Owner of new $20,000 theatre at

Hudson Bay, Sask.; is the town’s
mayor, D. L. W. Hood.

j

Newly-built theatre at Weybum,
j

than believed.

Sask., is the Soo, owned by Phil !
The “lost audience” is that sec-

Bodnoff, Regina, and lqanaged by ment of the population over 3n
Tommy Metcalfe,

,
formerly of years old that 'attends films v^rv

Broadway, here. It is a 504-seater. infrequently. How "o make regif

•u
JOHN FORD'S

’WHEN WILLIE COMES
MARCHING HOME"

DAN DAILEY • CORINNE CAtVET
;

COLLEEN TOWNSEND
A 20th Century- Fox Picture

an ataga—ALLAN JONES and ofhtrt

7th Ave. a
80th St.

"THREE CAME HOME"
qtarrlna

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
B'way
A 45tH ASTOR Cont.

.

Parformances

LATE SHOWS NIGHTLY
A 20th Cantury-Fox Pletura
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EXPECT 1,000 AT 14TH

Dallas.

Approximately 1,000 visitors

from out-of-town tents are expect-

ed frere from the 14th annual

Tariety International Convention

to be held in New Orleans, April

26-29. Advance registrations, since

. tile first announcement of conven-

tion three weeks ago, hay,e
;

gone

over 300, indicating that past rec-

ords for attendance will be 'broken

; this year. It’s also the biggest ad-

vance since the 1940 meet here.

Only registrations being accept-

ed are those accompanied by the

registration • fee of $35 for mem-
berjs and $15 for femmes.

DOS-Korda

V Albany Tent Fetes Ullmaii

Albany;
.

A large contingent of filmites,

headed by Si Fabian, are sched-

uled to arrive here Friday (3) to

attend the dinner htmoring Saul J.

Ullman, retiring chief barker of

Albany’s. Variety Club. On hand to

fete Ullman will be Ted O'Shea, A!
Schwalberg, Charles Reagan, John
O’Connor, Norman Ayres* Irving

Wormser, A1 Lichtman, Charles
Boesberg, Leon Bamberger, Joe
Bernhart, Grad Sears, Bill Heine-

: man, George Skouras, Abe Dick-
stein, Nate Nathanson and Sid

Deneau.
'''

Other toppers in attendance will

be Ted Gamble, Robert Coine, Eric

Johnston and Gael Sullivan.

Charles Srtiakowitz, Warner Bros,

zone manager, and Leo Rosen, re-
• placing Ullman as chief barker, are
jointly chairmaning the dinner.

\

Continued from page 4

from releasing his version of

“Earth” in the east while Korda is

ON A FLOCK OF FILMS
Metro has drafted elaborate

plans for a full swing to bally and

asking a ban against Selznick-re-|£XPlolt'-^^~'uPcomin8 prqduefc-dur-

16 Film Groups
Continued from page 4

awaiting delivery. No w RCA,
Paramount, General Precision Labs
and Skiatron have all filed to ap-
pear at thp hearings,

.
signifying

that when and if the FCC gives

the go-ahead, the equipment will

be forthcoming.

Behind the industry’s interest, of

course, is the lure held out by
large-screen Video in the way of

increased grosses. While not
enough theatres yet possess the
equipment to form the requisite

theatre TV circuit, it has long been
Argued that the gross potential of

such a circuit for a single event
would be enough to provide the

best in either entertainment or

sports programming on an exclu-

sive basis. Thus, the theatres see

in large-screen video a lucrative

ally eventually to their standard

film exhibition.

Also among the list of partici-

pants at the hearings are some of

the major film companies. While
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica will appear as a group, Metro,
20th-Fox and Paramount have filed

to testify individually; That Would
mean, consequently, that the other

companies are still straddling the

video fence, either refusing to see

it as a threat or nixing theatre TV
as the best answer to that threat.

Exhibs, on the other hand, are

showing the, most interest in the

projected new. medium.

Exhibitor groups filing include

the Theatre Owners of America,
comprising. 17 member circuits

from all parts of the country;

Fabian Theatres; United Para-

mount, including flye subsidiary

circuits; Publix Theatres of Scran-

ton; Metropolitan Motion Pic-

ture Theatres Assn., and Allied

States. In addition to the equip-

ment manufacturers, the MPAA,
20th, M-G and Paramount, the So-

ciety of Motion Picture and Tele-

vision Engineers and American
Telephone & Telegraph will also

testify. Participating also will be

TV Broadcasters Assn., National

Assn. Of Broadcasters, American
Guild of Variety Artists, National

Bus Communications Institute and
American Trucking Assn. FCC
is expected to set a. date for the

hearings for late summer or early

f: fall, which will determine whether
special channels

K

are to be set aside

for theatre TV. .

—FOR RENT
Approx. 4,500 Sq. Ft.

Particularly Suitable for
|

ORGANIZATION or STUDIO
Entire, top floor (23rd), with high
ceiling. 24'hour elevator service,

For full details phone:

ABBEY HOTEL N.Y.C. C I rclt 4-9400

leasing both that ' pic and “The
Third Man” in the western hemi-
sphere. Litigation was uncorked
several Weeks back when the Brit-

isher filed his Federal court suit

via Frohlich as attorney.

In the . course of the fruitless

settlement negotiations of the past

few weeks, Selznick had asked
Korda for two Weeks of retakes in

“Earth” to be inserted in both the
eastern and western versions.. Kor-
da disclaimed any necessity for the
eastern pic and Would not reshoot
scenes for the western version
without payment.

.
Edward Mannix, Metro- pro-

duction exec, and other . indus-
tryites were listed as- potential

arbitrators in the distribution

pact as well as Schenck, who head-

ed the panel; When Schenck
stepped out because of personal
plans, the two disputants failed

6 agree on another filmite and
put the matter to; the court.

Dispute; stems from an agree-

ment under which, Kbrda made
“Third Man” and “Earth” with par-

ticipation by Selznick. Pact pro-

vided that Korda was to take east-

ern hemisphere rights to Selznick’s

“Portrait of Jennie” and “Para-
dine Case” in exchange for hand-
ing DOS western rights to “Third
Man’*, and “Earth.” Britisher was
also given Services of Miss Jones,
Joseph Cotten and Alida Valli,

three Selznick players.

Korda is apparently motivated
by a feeling that the deal -is—un-
fair. He wants some cut

s
in the

U. S. business of his two films.

His suit, now waiting results of
arbitration, demands calling

;
off

the deal entirely and offers to pay
for the thesping services of the
Selznickites.

To back his demands, Korda as-

serts tha^t Selznick refused to pro-
duce the “Jennie” negative in

time. Added chairge is that DOS
failed to release funds from the
British income of “Paradine” be-
ing held in escrow.

ing the next four months. After

! a seriekTbf' trbrhiiddles now under
way, Howard Dietz, M-G’s: ad-pub

veepee, takes off for the Coast

shortly to join William F; Rodgers,

distribution chief, who is currently

at the Culver City lot, Dietz,

Rodgers, Dore Schary, Louis : B.;

Mayer and other studio biggies

will confab on. final touches to the

countrywide campaign,

Already on deck isA big Hplly-

Wood preem set for ‘Annie; Get

Your Gun” and special pre-release

engagements in New, York, San
Francisco, St. Louis and Atlanta

in April. Extensive , tieups with

manufacturers Of femme western

clothing and novelties are being

negotiated;

For “Yellow Cab Man,” com-
pany: is sponsoring cross-country

hack tour in conjunction with Na-

tional Safety Council. Actress
Bridget Carr will present awards
in every city covered for safest

driving, Mother-daughter contest
is mapped to bally “Nancy Goes to

Rio” with the payoff irf the form
of prize cruises, . Preem of “The
Duchess of Idaho” is slated for

Boise with personal appearances
of the cast, headed by Esther Wil-
liams, on tap. Prize contests in

collab with Union Pacific railway
will beat the drums for the pic,

Other Metro thespers to hit the
road will be Richard Powell and
June Allyson booked for Little

Rock, where “The Reformer and
the Redhead” opens. Joel McCrea
shows up at Salt Lake City along
with “Outriders.” “Stars in My
Crown” gets pre-release openings
in Concord, N. H.

f
Lancaster, Pa.

and. Richmond.

Wide merchandising campaigns
are also in the works for “The
Father of the Bride” in a tieup
with Rrilston-Purina products.

Twentieth-Fox’s j>lans for an ex-
lilbitor—showmanship—meeting, to
promote more ballyhoo, is a good
idea, according to ad-p'ublicity

chiefs of competing major com-
panies, but none of them has a
similar plan now. in the works. In
a survey among ad-pub execs, each
concedes

, the necessity for more
aggressive film merchandising, be-
cause of the currently slumping
boxoffice

,

in most parts of the
country.

Twentieth’s meet, to which over
150 of the 200 eXhibs invited have
already

1

signified their intentions of
participating, is scheduled for Chi-
cago March 8-9. In addition to
kicking around ideas for more ex-
ploitation and ballyhoo, the com-
pany also is now working on a
specific plan to achieve that pur-
pose, which it Will present to the
exhibs._jrpp-2QthexeCs,lncluding
Spyros P. Skouras, Al Lichtman,
Andy W. Smith, Jr., arid Charles
Einfeid, will lead the discussions.

In addition to N. Y. Times film
critic Bosley Crowther, Theatre
Owners of America prez Sam
Pinanski and National Allied prez
Trueman Rembusch . will also be
guest speakers at the two-day meet.
Roundup of the other companies

discloses they are going after more
exhib merchandising via renewed
emphasis on co-op advertising and
by sending their field exploiteers
out to huddle personally with ex-
hibs in as many situations as possi-
ble. Paramount ad-pub chief Max
Youngstetn-said he wished -every
company would hold some such
meet as the upcoming 20th session
but has no plans for I*ar at this

time. He declared, however, that
Par is extending its co-op promo-
tion into the smaller situations, as
well as the key city first runs, add-
ing that recent tests have proved
beyond a doubt that even a mini-
mum of extra ballyhoo pays off in
better grosses. V -

Under Par’s co-op plan, the
company will share ad-pub costs
on a 50-50 basis with exhibs over

what he termed a "fair house
budget,” which Would vary with
each situation. Yourigstein said fie

has now 23 field men on his staff

who are writing to exhibs or call-

ing on them personally to help
them sell Par product. “We're
perfectly willing to spend a dollaif

to build the subsequent runs,” ha
said.

'

Metro veepee Howard Dietz also
agreed that the necessity is present
for more aggressive selling. M-G,
however, will go ;for co-op adver-
tising only in the key cities. To
push the plan into the smaller sit-

uations, Dietz said, would “run into
too high a budget.” Metro prolK
ably has the biggest staff of field
exploiteers, with 30. now on the
payroll. :

Warriers’ ad-pub veepee Mort
Blumenstock claimed his company
;ifr holding showmanship meetings
"with its own theatre groups all the
time. He said WB will go in for
Co-op advertising ‘'wherever feasi-
ble” and said the company now has
a field; exploitation man in each of
its eight sales districts to help ex-
hibs promote WB product.

ContiiuifiiLJtumi .page 7

area are giving all-out support to
the new group which already . has
gained the affiliation of several dis-

affected UOPWA chapters. If film-
ite "“coltarites step up their cam-
paign to exit UOPWA, the CIO
unit will, step in to sign up as mem-
bers as possible.

Rather than join any CIO unit,

however, many film collarites are
leaning towards Local H-63, white-
collarite division of the Interna-
tional Alliance of Theatre Stage
Employees., Sentiment is gaining
for Local H-63 on grounds that the
IATSE, which is solidly entrenched
in the entertainment industry, can
give support in contract negotia-
tions.

/ % s s

Let these facials screen stars
‘

use work for you, too ! In recent

tests of Lux Toilet Soap by
skin specialists, actually three

out of four complexions

improved in a £hort time.

"It’s wonderful the way Lux
Soap facials leave skin softer,

smoother,” says Ida Lupino.

"I work the fragrant lather

well in, rinse, and then pat

With a soft towel to dry.”

Try this quick, easy care

screen stars recommend. You’ll

love the big new bath size cake,

too—so fragrant, so luxurious

!
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C. E, Hooper and A. C. Nielsen
last week came to terms on Nielsen
taking over Hooper’s radio and tel-
evision network rating operations.
Only routine remaining Was for the
stockholders of the two companies
to affix their okays, which

: came
iii time for an official joint state-
ment which was made yesterday
(Tiles.). '

.

;

Both Hooper and Nielsen finally
' agreed on all details of the deal,
which Will: find Hooper bowing out
of the network picture, so that
henceforth the air comics, who

/ have parlayed the name of Hooper
into a household word, will refer
to the Nielsens. In addition to re-
linquishing the AM-TV network
services to Nielsens, the Pacific
ratings will also move

. over/
Hooper is scheduled to change the
name of his organization, continu-
ing the city nose-counting for in-
dividual stations and putting, in-
creased emphasis on the sales ef-
fectiveness sphere of his /opera-
tion.;

The Hooper Pocketpieces radio
ratings will revert to Nielsen, with
the latter bringing them out. It’s

understood that the Hooper TV

V
Nashville, Feb. 2$.

;; WSM’s Grand Ole Opry^ headed
by Roy Aeiiff and Hank Williams,

will fly for the U. S. Air Force on
March 19 to entertaih troops at

eight Alaskan bases, Group; of 14

will be in the troupe for the two-

week junket.

Opry performers made ah air

force hop to Europe last Christmas.

$1^000,000 Susfu :

It’s estimated that the de-
lays encountered by A. C. Niel-
sen oyer the past several
months due- to the--bbttleneek—
on his audimeter production
resulted in the researcher
blowing a flat $1,006,000. This
In turn, it’s reported,, resulted
in the overall Nielsen Opera-
tion (Food, Drug and Radio-
TV Indexes), winding up ’49

in the red.
Chief Snafu was Paused by

faulty inspection of the new
audimeters, resulting in con-
stant shipments back to the
Long Island^ factory. In turn,
Nielsen lost out on good
chunks of biz : from potential
subscribers because of the
“old hat” overtones of his five-

weeks-behind ratings.

Mutual, in order to get more
working capital has reportedly got
its stockholder stations to agree to

take' part of their income from web
time sales in credit rather than
cash. Affiliated Stations get cash
for carrying network commercials;
but the stockholders, including
WOR, N. Y., WGN, Chicago, Don
Lee and Yankee Networks, are now
letting MBS use their revenue
from sponsored airers for program-
ming and operations.

Policy, said to have been adopted
at the recent MBS board- meeting-]
in Washington, isprimarily a book-
keeping practice. Wob operates on
a deficit financing plan, object of
Which is not to make profit but to
turn income into services to af-

filiates and stockholders. Under,
this setup, deficit has to be made
up at the end of year by the stock-'

holders. With the chain holding
on to stockholder stations’ Web
billings* it gives' MBS use of the
coin, part pt which it would be
given anyway at the end ,of the
fiscal year. Stockholders, however,
are paid for use of facilities and
programs fed to the net.

KLZ Promotion Manager

JOHN CONNORS
KLZ hag lbng been noted for its

promotional efforts . by keeping.

|. a heavy accent : oh merchandising
helps fpr. clients plus audience pro-:

motion for . KLZ—Denver’s No. 1

Hooper Station.

Pocketpiece will continue at least
for several months, until Nielsen
steps up that phase of his opera-
tion.

Rushing Expansion
Amount of coin involved in the

switchover is not known. Oddly
enough, ABC-TV only last week
subscribed to the Hooper service
(NBC is already in), at an addi-
tional annual cost of $12,000. Niel-
sen takes over the account along

,with the_other Hooper-biZr—CBS-is
expected to come in also on the
national TV rating service.

Meanwhile, Nielsen is rushing
expansion of his

.
audimeter service

in an effort to ^natch the more
speedy Hooper returns. The fact
that he’s been five- weeks behind
in ratings has been a deterrent in
romancing agency advertiser biz.

Meanwhile, Nielsen has effected
an administrative reshuffle, with
J. P. Napier named exec veepee.
He was founder arid first president
of A./ C. Nielson Co. of Canada,
Ltd., and is a director of the com-
pany. However, he’ll concentrate
on the Food and Drug Indexes.
Arthur Nielsen, Jr., has been ap-
pointed to the post of administra-
tive .veepCe. Previously he had
been assistant to the president;

As a Seasonal Plug
Question of whether the anti-

histamines will take their business
off the airwaves during the spring
and summer is causing talk in the
industry, with first sign of the
new drugs 'getting out for the non-
cold seasons being Anahist’s ded-

-fsion to drop "The Falcon" on Mu-
tual. Latter show, a low-budgeter,
which Anahist picked up in. Janu-
aryj has hit a 9.2, only stanza mak-
ing a show against Jack Benny’s
ratings on CBS..

Webs have noted that new copy
on the antihistamines has been
slow in coming through, which may
indicate the drug outfits are wor-
ried about possible federal or
American _ Medical Assn, moves
against their advertising slants, or
a policy of suspending campaigns
during warmer/ weather. On the
other hand, field hais been so com-
petitive,. with Consumers asking
for the drugs rather, than for brand
names, that some manufacturers
may *continue in broadcasting to
establish their trade marks.

at 2-

Major figures in show business, the arts arid political life will

"speak their piece for peace" in a new public service project

being launched by WNEW, N. ' Y., early next month, Series, to be
aired for 52 weeks on Sundays at.5 p.m„ will present persuasive

VIPs, including Robert E. Sherwood, Helen Hayes, Carl Van DOren,

Clifton Fadiman, Billy Rose, Carlos Romulo, Trygve Lie, Norman
Cousins, Quentin Reynolds, Mrs. Wendell Winkle, Lillian Smith,

Anne petry, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., James p. Warburg and
.others;.

Idea is to have business, labor, religious, entertainment and po-

litical leaders make simple 15-minute talks documenting the need
for peace arid outlining their personal philosophies of hpW it can

be achieved. UN delegates and foreign statesmen such as Indian

prime Minister Nebrii and French Prime Minister Bidauit are also

being invited, with UN Radio Division, Radiodiffusion Francaise

arid the British Broadcasting Corp» handling ove^as arrange-

ments. .
:

'

"V:
'• •=

Ted Cott, WNEW program veepee who is producing the series,

sayS the indie will make platters available to other stations at cost.

Program’s message is so vital, station feels, that it -will be promoted
via full-page ads iri N. Y. dailies arid on-the-air plugs. Hy Zaret

and Lou Singer, who composed WNEW’s -’Little Songs bn Big

Subjects," are writing a special jingle for "Peace.” At-home lis-

tener discussion groups will also be organized. ;

Fred Allen returned frorii the

Coast last Week, after completing
a cycle of guest shots on coast-to-

coast shows which fetched him in

the neighborhood of $5,000 to

$7,500 per airing. (He also did a
cuffo stint for Father 'Peyton’s

Mutual program—"and Jack Benny
dug but of his vault a notation that

I owed him a for-free shot.")
‘

With Allen, under contract to

NBC for exclusive radio-TV serv-

ices starting with the ’50-51 sea-

son, it looks fairly certain that the
comedian will not commit himself
to any longrange show, but will cir-

cuit the major TV airers as a guest
performer. It’s considered equally
certain that he won’t return to

radio with a permanent program,
although it’s recognized that such
a move would provide a consider-
able programming hypo for NBC.
The network; has practically given
Allen carte blanche in naming his

own time and night.

Meanwhile, practically every top
agency in the business it pitching
up video formats arid program
ideas for Allen’s return in the fall,

However, it’s no trade secret that,

whatever idea Allen projects into
TV will he his own. (That long-
standing invitation for Allen to
move into Benny’s

.
operation as

chief idea man still holds.)
Alien has at least one more guest

shot ori t h e current season’s
agenda; that’s for a repeat with
Bing Crosby, wheri the latter comes
to N. V. in April.

.•
:

• •

$
Atlanta, Feb. 28.

John Bartlett, former program
director for WAGA, Local CBS
outlet, rind now operator of his

own station at Quitman, Ga., is an
announced candidate for the gov-

ernorship of Georgia.

|

Bartlett. 34. has already done
some political spadework in con-

nection with his candidacy and
plans to open his formal campaign
April 8~ iir~ McRae, Ga., home of

present Gov. Herman Talmadge.

.’S ‘BEST YET’ SERIES
American Medical Assn, is cut-

a. series of 13; recorded air.

shows, titled "The 'Best Is Yet to
Be" (over the age of 45),

Martin Magden is producing.

CBS may soon produce its first

elaborate "public service” series in

the
,
last couple of years. Program

board is mulling a series of histori-

cal panorama broadcasts to be as-

signed Werner Michel, chief of the
network’s documentary unit. Lat-

ter has been inactive ' since last

September.

Immediately prior to the deci-

sion to cancel the $l50,000-a-year
"School of the Air” iri 1948, board
chairman William S, Paley was on
the point of okaying such a series
as is now contemplated. It went to
the point at that time of recording
a number of sample scripts written
by Arnold Perl.

Denove’s V.P. Stripes
'..i Jack Denove, Lucky Strike ac-
count exec, has won his veepee
stripes at BBD&O.
Fred B. Manchee was elected

exec veepee in charge of merchan-
dising and marketing and Chet
Gehler, research director of
BBD&O’s Chicago office, also

.
got

v.p. status.

Cleveland, Feb. 28.

Walter Kay, six-year^veteran
, re-

signed from WJW following a Fri-

day eve (24) rhubarb, Station

wanted to begin Monday five-min-

ute "call to post" sports stint in

last five minutes of his long-stand-

j ing half-hour 6:30 juvenile "Krusin
Kays Korner," Signing off Friday’s
program, dedicated to Brotherhood
Week; KaWnnnounced-the~changc;-
saying it: would be "to allow broads
casts of horse race resuits, perhaps
so that the bookies of Greater
Cleveland can better determine
their daily winnings. In spite of
the possible threat to my position

with this station, I should like to

make public my opinion of placing

such a broadcast next to a pro-

gram designed for children."

Statement was followed by many
protests, letters arid phone calls,

with Cleveland Press editorializing,

"Kay acted with more courage than
discretion in criticizing his em-
ployer, but he has performed an
important public service . A 1ot of

inothers are in his corner."

Kay had received notification of

change earlier via office memo,
program Manager Charles Hunter
denied reports that a beer sponsor
was taking the five-minute sport

sponsorship, saying that the time

was the only spot available for eve-

ning sports program featuring race

results.
:

Kay is unsponsored.

Hullabaloo was climaxed Monday
with Kay request that he he per-

mitted, to say In hi? 6:30 program
his horse racing remark was not an

.

offside crack, but was "of pure mo-
tive to question the propriety of

placing such a Broadcast next to a

program designed for children."

Kay gave station until 15 minutes

before air time to accept request or

else he’d resign. Station rejected

Kay’s offer arid resignation fol-

lowed.

COLE IN MPLS. POST
Minneapolis, Feb, 28.

M. John Cole has been appointed
dip director of the Minneapolis

office of Erwiri-Wasey, supervising
both AM arid TV..

on
Seattle, Fetk-28

,

George Jennings, director of the
Chicago Radio Council, and Gloria
Chandler, origrtator of “Books
Bring Adventure,” are the featured
speakers at the Western Radio-
Television Conference to be held
here March 3-4, Edwin H. Adams,
head of the Dept, of Radio Edu-
cation at the U. of Washington, is

chairman of the conference, which
Will include radio and education
people from nine western, states.

Speakers from the western re-

gion includes James M. Morris,
program director, KOAC, Corvallis,

Ore.; Frances Gilbert, program di-

rector, KRVM, Eugene, Ore.; Luke
Roberts, director of education,

KQ1N, Portland; William, Sener,

(Continued on page 38)
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Current Previous
—•—Current Rating-

2 Jack Benny (CBS) .... ; . . i

.

- -2- Lux Radio Theatre TCBS)
3 " 3

'

Talent Scouts
.
(CBS) ,

4
-

8 My Friend -Irina (CBS) . v . . .

.

5 -,7 Edgar Bergen (CBS)
,6 6 Amos ’n’ Andy (CBS) . . ...»

.

v; .;. . . ..... .

»

7
•"

28 Red Skelton (CBS) ... . . .

,

8 4 Mystery Theatre (CBS) , . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . » .

,

9 22 F.B.I. in Peace & War (CBS) ... . .... . . . . . ....
10 32 Walter Winchell (ABC) . . . . . . ......

.

11 5 Bing Crosby (CBS)
12 12 ^ Mr. Keen (CBS) . . . . . . . » . .

.

13 17 ‘ Dr. Christian (CBS) , . .... .... , . . . . . . » . ......
14 15 Groucho Marx (CBS) . ..... ....... . ,

.

15 16 Judy Canova (NBC) ....... ... .... ... . . .

.

16
i

9 Fibber & Molly (NBC) . . . . . . , . > . » . ... ... . . . ,

.

17
18

no Crime Photographer .(CBS) . . ........ . . . ; .
«
> .

.

Life With Luigi (CBS). . , , . » . . . ..... . . . . . .;. . *

19 37 Horace- Heidt (CBS) . .......... ... « • •> . .. . . . . .

.

20 31 Boh Hawk (CBS) < , » • . » .

.

• ... » • • • .... .

.

Homes
(006)

9,938
9,899

8,367
8,170
8,013
7,738

7,463

7,463
7,149
7,071

7,071
7,031

6,878
6,638

6,638
6,638
6,638
6,442

6364
6,324

Homes
'% '

25.3

25.2

21.3

20.8 *

20.4

19.7

19.0
19.0

18.2

180
18.0
17.9

17.0

16:9

16.9

16.9

16.9

16.4

18:2

16.1

Points
Change
4-3.5

+ 1.3
;

+ 2.1

+3.4
+2.9
+2.2
+3.9
+ 0.2

+2.6
+3.4
-r0.7

1.3 .

+ 1.0

+0.6
+0.8
r—0.5.—0.1

+2v7
+ 1.2

Illinois Stations Cut

Wattage in Fuel Crisis

And Eye FCC Reaction

Chicago, Feb. 28.

Keeping their fingers crossed on

FCC reactions, radio and television

stations in the state cut: down the ir

wattage Monday (27) to comply
with the Illinois Commerce Co.m-

mission order for a 25% reduction

in electricity consumption because

of the coal shortagri, The orcier

runs this week with the possibility

of extension if the fuel emergency
continues.

Most major stations have yjs-
:

duced their power; the full 25r
c».

figuring that rion-ttansmitter cuts

in juice use would have little ef-

fect. So under present plans most

of the statels 50,000 watt stations

are operating, this week, at least,

at 37,500 watts, FCC licenses not-

withstanding. Smaller stations aye

attempting to avoid a full 25 o

power cut by savings in other de-

partments,

Harold Safford f
N WLS prograiri

dii*ector and newly elected proxy

of the Illinois Broadcasting Assn*

spent a busy first day (24) in of-

fice, checking compliance of the

order among broadcasters around

the state and warning them to

notify the FCC of their temporary

power reduction.

/
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(Estimated Gross Tijrie Sales)

1950

CBS v. . * . . • * . ... $6,100,000

NBC 5,735;000

ABC . . .... .. . . 3,600.000

MBS . . . . . .

.

. •

.

1 ,660,000

iAlo

$5,850,000
5.875.000
4.070.000
1.875.000

figures on January gross time

sales for the four major networks

give CBS a headlong start toward

copping: the No. 1 laurels for 1950.,

Columbia is the only network to

Show an increase (in this instance

a substantial 4%) over the preced-

ing January, .whereas the other

webs took a billings nosedive, with
ABC coming tip with a 13% minus*

Mutual was 10.5% tinder Janu-
ary of ’49, with NBC 2.5% under.

CBS’s $6,100,000 gross for Jan-
uary, .in contrast to last year’s $5,-

860,000, reflects the payoff accru-

ing to Bill Paley & Co. in the wake
of its top programming ascend-

ancy* The CBS coin upbeat actu-

ally—set-~in -during

-

:I49* when—the-
network closed out the year wiping
out a $7,000,000 gap in billings

in its . competitive race,withJNBC*

ABC’s 13% nosedive for the
month is indicative Of a situation

that finds the network with only 50
minutes of sponsored time on Mon-
day nights, 80 minutes on Tues-
days and 30 minutes on Saturdays
(though the rest of the nights show
a brighter picture). Mutual, on the

other hand, has hut 60 minutes of

sponsored time Monday nights, 60

on Tuesday, 35 on Wednesday, 60

on Thursday, only 20 on Friday
and 30 on Saturday* Sunday picks

up with 135 network bankrolled

minutes.

In New Nielsens

The new Nielsens released this

week, have brought to light one of

the major upsets of "the
.
season.

This involves Bob Hope’s Tuesday
night NBC show for Lever Bros
and “Life With Luigi,” the CBS-
built package in the competing time
segment.

Hope, who for more than a dec-

ade has had a permanent grasp on
the- top rating lists, is completely
out of the Top 20 running in the
latest Nielsens. On the other hand,
“Luigi” has moved into the ,Top 20
picture; winding up in the No* 18

spot with a 16.4 tally.

This is in sharp contrast to the

year-in-year-out “Tuesday story,”

when the Hope-Fibber & Molly
NBC sequence ruled the rating

roost, with CBS abandoning the

competing Tuesday time slots to

sustainers.

“Luigi” is sponsored by Wrigley
Gum*

Tree Pass’ Situation On

Ladie* Day
Hollywood, Feb. 28.

What started as a gag by
Walter O’Keefe has blossomed
into a. full blown project for

March 14 broadcast of “Double
or Nothing.” Complaining that

he had little time to get his in-

come tax in order, his Wife,

the former Roberta Robinson
Of N Y; musicals, volunteered
to do the show arid give him
the day off* The same from

.

the fraus of Harry. Spears, di-
’

rector, and Lou Crosby, an-
nouricer.

So the show to be taped
March 10 will be a distaff ver-

sion—of the--Campbell -soup-
strip*

The ad agencies and networks

involved in Lever Bros, program-

ming are in a
4
quandary at the mo-

ment as to how far they can go, if

at all, in publicizing and promoting
the company in connection with its

multiple programming.

On several occasions Levef Bros,

execs have passed along the word
to soft-pedal the Lever identifica-

tion on shows, a move stemming
from the present uncertainty as to

future policy in the wake of Charles
Luckman’s exit as president of the

company. It’s no longer a secret

that the Luckman technique of big-

ger and better headlines didn’t rest

too well with the parent Unilever
hierarchy and was a contributing

factor in his exiting the $300,000

a year post. Lever execs feel that

until a policy for the future is for-

mulated by whoriiever is chosen as

the next prexy, it’s the better part

of wisdom to lie low. ,

Attitude of the Lever boys is to

publicize the shows for all they’re

worth, but don’t involve the com-
pany in any unsought notoriety.

ON

NBC affiliates have been regis-

tering some squawks with the net-

work over the “free pass” situa-

tion in connection with the pro-
jected; cross-country tour of Arturo
Toscanini and the NBC Syriiphoriy

Orchestra.;

As. some of the affiliates point
out, they are called upon to go all

out on promoting the tour involv-
ing out-of-the-statlon pocket ex-

penses, but station personnel are

required to buy their o\vn tickets

for the i^CA-sponsored concerts.

On the .other hand, they point

put, there is ample supply of cuffo

ducats for newspapers, while -the

stations, who are actually building
up the Toscy appearance, are get-

ting the go-by.

Hollywood, Feb. 28.

AFRA’s complaint against Mc-

Gann-Erickson agency, regarding

“off the line” taping* comes up

for hearing before the American

Arbitration Assn, on March 7.

Ciase irivolves “Straight Arrow,”

which is aired from here, for N. V,,

every Thursday. Show is taped

while being fed to N. Y. and played

back locally.

AFRA claims that each actor is.

due to collect $18.25 per taping.

McCann-Erickson claims actors get

paid for the broadcast arid have

no further recourse. Mutual
..
is de-

fending the agency, according to

AFRA and has guaranteed to make
good the coin itself should Mc-
Cann-Eriekson lose; the battle.

Money .
involved at this point is

more than $12,000. .

Case is the most important

AFRA has had in iriany years.

Should the agency win, Guild’s

contracts with all networks, which

call for repaymerit for delayed

broadcast, would be negated.

The new Nielsen ratings give
CBS 17 out of the top 20 shows,
for an alltime high audience pay-
off since Bill Paley set in motion
Columbia’s ascendancy into net-
work supremacy 15 months ago by
wooing Amos ’n’ Andy over from
NBC.

Equally revealing is the fact that
NBC placed but two of its its pro-
grams-^Judy Canova and Fibber
McGee & Molly—-in the Top 20
Hoiior Roll, while ABC is repre-
sented by one—Walter Winchell.

'

The fact,, too/ that CBS alone
among the major networks started
off 1950 with a 4% hike in gross
billings for January (see adjoining
box), while NBC tpol^a 2.5% drop
for the month, is generally inter-
preted, as reflecting advertiser •ac-

ceptance of Columbia’s new sphere*
of influence arid affluence.

Today, 15 months after the NBC
vs. CBS. reversal of position, the
trade is asking; What has NBC ac-

tually accomplished in its bid to

regain lost ground and reassert it-

self in tlie competitive network
picture?

— RuimeiNupJStatusL —
While NBC can boast of a suc-

cession of sales in recent months
and considerably fewer half-hour
time segments available, compared
to CBS, no one questions the net-

work’s runner-up status today .

But of greater consequence to

the industry in appraising the
overall picture is the question:
what safeguards is NB.C taking,
particularly in the realm of crea-

tive programming (since it’s ac-

cepted that therein lies the ulti-

mate payoff), in providing for the
future?

Much lias happened at NBC
Since the loss to CBS of such,
rating-pulling personalities as Jack
Benny, Amos 'n* Andy, . Red Skel-

ton; Edgar Bergen, Horace Heidt,

etc., (Plus Paley’s acquisition of

Bing Crosby and Groucho Marx
from ABC). But practically the en-

tire NBC counter-maneuvering
thus far lias been directed along
administrative lines, patterning the

network to the merchandising tech-

niques of the parent RCA company
and the Bpoz, Allen . & Hamilton
administrative blueprinters — a

plan of attack that has brought
non radioites into top echelon
berths at the network.

But program-wise, it’s conceded,
NBC is no better off than it was
a year ago. The creative flair that

in the past few seasons has en-

abled CBS to project such house-
built properties as “Talent Scouts,”

“My Friend Irma,” “My Favorite

Husband,” “Life With Luigi,”

“Suspense” and “Crime Photog-
rapher” into prominent sponsor-

ship payoff, has iriet with little or

no competition from NBC.
To many, the inability thus far

of NBC to come up with the type

of a Sunday at 7 show that would
suggest a creative attempt to make
some inroads on the Jack Benny
competition, represents defeat in

the public eye.

The mere fact that “Christopher
LoridpiV,” the present Sunday at 7

tenant, in moving up from a 1.8 to

a 2.2, was; the occasion for " spine

congratulatory handshaking, is re-

garded as the tipoff of the current

groping and willingness to settle

for something, less than the best; .

Hi* Great Moment
/ Hollywood; Feb. 28.

.
An ousted ABC engineer on

KECA had a 20-second chance
to toll the World his opinion of

the network Saturday (25)

when he broke , into sport-
caster Harry Wlsmer’s program
to; say: “We interrupt, this

broadcast to bring you a spe-.

cial announcement.”
For the next 20 seconds, Un-

;.til chopped off the air, he as-

sailed
;
ABC f 6 r what he

declared was iriistreatment of
its engineers; Tirade was
heard only in local area , as
show was a taped one. ABC
spokesmen later identified the
voice as that of Roy Flock,
temporary e n g i n e e r, who
had been

j
given two weeks

notice, / ABC operates under
union contract with NABET.

The Bob Hope-Lever Bros, situa-

tion is moving into the crucial

Stage, With indications that, come
June and the end of the 39-week
cycle, the comic arid his sponsor
will part company permanently. To
the reports that are current that
Lever is dropping Hope, the latter

and his agent, Jimmy Saphier, say
“t’airit so,” but in the same breath
Saphier admits that he asked the
Unilever triumvirate, now running
the U. S operation pending a suc-
cessor to Charles Luckman as

prexy, to release Hope, but was
turned down*

Hope ’s contract has four years to
go, but the comic wants out be-

cause of Lever’s refusal to let him
tape his shows, plus a long series

of wrangles dating back to the
Luckman regime.

Meanwhile, with Hope opening
today (Wed) at the N. Y. Para-
mount, it’s -understood that CBS
board chairman Bill Paley plans to

see a lot of the comedian. (On his

next option pickup, Hope’s package
price goes to $25,000 )

.

The new Nielsens are occasioning
quite a bit of eyebrow-raising, with
Hope completely out of the top 20
(see separate story), while the CBS
Tuesday night opposition show,
“Life With Luigi,” is in the favored
bracket.

t The next six
,
or seven weeks will

determine whether U; S. Steel will

call it quits with radio arid cancel
out on its $2,250,000 a year time*
and-talent investment on “Theatre
Guild of the Air,” Steel’s board of
directors has become Hooper-con-
scious, arid no longer feels that the
rating warrants that kind of an out-
lay. ..

The Guild’s hoiirrlong NBC Sun-
day night show is currently in its

final cycle of t^e ’49-’50 semester,
and at the season’s end Steel’s five-

year contract with the Guild ex-
pires, The present unhappiness Of
the directorate doesn’t lie with the
NBC Sunday 8:30 to 9;30 time, hut
rather with the conclusion that if

five years on radio can’t produce
better than an 11.6 rating (even
with such a name parlay as Ezio
Pinza,; Madeleine.

4
Carrol^ and Liri-

dqy Darnell), then the time has
come to reappraise radio as an ef- .

fective mediuhi for a big-league in--

stitutional advertiser.
The repercussions may be even

more far-reaching. For, in contrast

to U. S. Steers previous willing-

ness to talk in terms of a future in

television, to-day, it's reported, the
directorate of the, corporation has
even turned sour on embracing that
medium,
In terms of NBC, the checkout

’Will“be"ail' undeniable blow. The
Guild dramatic stanza has given
the network considerable prestige

and one of its better programming
attractions. Too, it would repre-
sent practically the last of the
major institutional advertisers in

radio who have nothing to sell di-

rect to the consumer but the story

of steel and free enterprise in

America.
Feeling of U. S. Steel directors,

iri line with their Hooper-con-
sciousness, would be softened if the
situation in the remaining weeks
would reverse itself and the hid. for

top-name attractions could com-
mand an audience. The Pinza-

Carroll-Darnell “Goodby Again”
shpwca.se; the pacting of Kirk
Douglas and Walter Huston for. an
adaptation of “Here Comes Mr.
Jordan”; the upcoming Gertrude
Lawrence starrer of “Lady in the
Dark,” are all part, of last-minute,

do-Or-die bid to hit the bigtime
Hoopers and keep U. S. Steel in

the radio swim.

REC EVES AD AGENCIES

FOR NEW CHAIRMAN
Now that all four^networks have

had representation on tile N. Y,

.Radio Executives Club dais with

designation of REC chairmen ,
the

organization is now eyeing the ad

agencies for the new chairman in

the upcoming elections.

John Karol* CBS radio sales

manager, is the outgoing chairman.

He was preceded by William

. Hedges, representing HBC; Robert

I S.wezey (now WDSU, New Orleans),

representing Mutual, and Murray
Grabhorn, representing ABC.

In
‘

Gulf-Spray, via Young & Rubi-

cam, is picking up the tab for

the Lariny Ross cross-ihe-board se-

ries on MBS starting in May. Show,
which has been aired, sustaining iri

the 12:15 p. m. slot, will get a

New York outlet, via WOR. Spon-
sor is buying 350 stations for a 20-

week run.

. Mutual's recent billings upsurge
boosted its January gross 25% over

December. Included in the extra

: business were two shows bought by
j

Anahist, Kellogg’s “Mark Trail,” •

DairyrRich’s Radie Harris stanza

and Ford's in-and-out campaign on
14 show3. •;

“County Fair” is scheduled to

wind up Its CBS network run April

1, with Borden, via Kenyon & Eck-
hardt agency, giving the Saturday
afternoon show the cancellation

treatment.
Borden figures its purposes

would best be served by concen-
trating on spots, with cancellation

of “Fair” taking the company out
of the network picture completely.
Borden originally served notice

on CBS a few weeks ago, when it

tried to line up Bob Hope for an
(Continued on page 38)

8

Jo Stafford to

Evelyn Knight to Exit

Jo Stafford will replace Evelyn
Knight on Campbell Soup’s “Club
15,” starting March 28. She’ll be
heard Tuesdays arid Thursdays,

[
with the Andrews Sisters keeping

,
the other spots on the cross-the-

! board CBS strip.

Bob Crosby returns on March
27, vice Dick Haymes.

Radio Writers Guild 'has won
$26,590 in back pay for eight scrlp-

ters of Air Features. The coin

.

represents pay retroactive to 1948,

when the RWG- trying to get a
contract; with the agencies,

.

got

some sponsors, agencies and inde-
pendent packagers (with about 75
shows on the air) to sigri letters of

adhererice to the network pact.

Air Features, which said it would
adhere to the network agreement
on future -freelance scripts, asked
to hold off on paymerit until the
agencies signed. Last December,
however, the firm said it didn’t

want to wait ariy longer and that

it would pay up. It interpreted the

(Continued on page 38)
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EARL WILSON SHOW
With Wilson, Hal Tunis announcer.
Writers-directors: Joe Horenstein,

Joe Gottlieb, William Lowen-
steih

€0 Mins.; Mon-through-Sat., 11 p,m,
TELE-KING
WINS, New York

(Leland. K. Howe)
This week . the trend to origina-

tions from Gotham eateries was

stepped’ up with WMGM launching

an • audience
.

participationer •. from

the Hotel Victoria Rendezvous

Room, WHOM .
prepping a Willie

Bryaiit-Ray Carroll stint from

Club Baby Grand in Harlem, and

NEXT WEEK IN NEW YORK
With Bert Bacharach, Hy Gardner,

emcees; Sam .
Leyenson, Lisa

Kirk, Ed “Strangler” Lewis, Josh
White, Bob Hope, guests

Producer-director: Bob Greiner
30 Mins;; Sun., 12 (noon)

;

Participating
ABC, from New York

. ^
Bert Bacharach, # associate edi-

tor of Collier's, and publicist-col-

umnist Hy Gardner have Worked

out a neat program idea
:
which

benefits all concerned in their new
ABC half-hour airer, “Next Week
in New York." A preview of what’s
going on in Gotham in the upcom-

i
ing Week, the show brings in a

the Earl Wilson stanza from ^on“
i flock of celebs for capsule inter*

te’s (ex-Glass Hat) in the Belmont*
| views, some of Which are tran-

plaza hofel. The New York Post

syndicated columnist wrapped up
scribed.

In their discourses with the

a listenable airer that had some
!

guests, ^Bueharaclv ^nfi Gardner

meaty copy.

Wilson's treatment Was a verbal-

ization of his daily pieces. He
kidded other midnight gabbers by
saying that his show, Unlike the

follow the usual procedure of get-

ting the interviewees to discuss
pre-showbiz backgrounds,

how arid Why they took up a the
atrical career and understandably
toss in a reference to the spot

rest, has a: format, and he inserted where the artists are soOri to open.

Wisely, B. & G. don’t press the

^Parwrs
°ne

eff with 1 guests with too many questions

SS iili nf PfvhieaHV Broadwav and, for the most part, hand ’em a
free tein to givfe out with samples

r»nrU
le
iAWi hiit

W
mnoh was °i their talent. On Sunday's

pun. or corn level,
.
put mucn was . /nCv

wittv • as' wheri- "he broadcast- (26), .comic Sam. Leven-

spoofed excessive’ use of guests by warbled° a
creating a “guest Word” depart. f.S^fstresj Lisa^.K^k. ^warbled^a

riient to uncork a new Word on
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HARRY SALTER
MUSICAU DIRECTOR
Stop iht Mu»ic-rABC

each broadcast.

Wilson’s voice is high, but* this

doesn’t detract from the coritent

a>:d the gabber ribbed himself
with Tallulah Bankhead’s quip,
“Have you ever, been mistaken

.

on
the phone for a man”? However,
a more relaxed, ad lib approach
would help and be more in keep-
ing with the quieter 11 p.m. mood
of most "listeners. Advantages of
a conversational style, rather than
a scripty handling, was pointed up
by the difference between his
wife’s reading of her magazine
article in Ladies Home Journal
and. her informal tete-a-tete with
her writer-hubby.

On the opener Monday (27) the
stress was mostly on gab, with
only a half-dozen disks during the
hour, all well selected. Monte's
had a bevy of celebs and almost
evjery jp.a. on hand for the preem.
Kirk Douglas j Miss Betty Hender-
son, Peter Lind Hayes and Wilson's
agent Dan Hollywood of the Frank
Cooper office, were among those
interviewed; ChatsA were brief,
pointed arid had a fairly good bal-
ance between trade and general
interest, although the scales were
tipped a bit in the trade direction.

Wilsori announced on the air
that because of. his 2 a.m. dead
line for the Post he would only be
able to do the show for one week.
However, his impact was so good
he may (and should) change his
mind. Bril.

Kiss Me Kate” ditty ‘ and folk
singer Josh White

;
also did a nrim

her.

Best* sequence was Gardner's
talk with Bob Hope who moves
into the N. Y. Parainount today
(Wed ). In fine fettle, the comic
explained how he was going to cope
with box-lunch patrons who make
it a practice to stay all day in the
house to catch several shows. As
a -change of- pace- to the—bright
light glamour, B. & G. introed
ex-mat star Ed “Strangler" Lewis
Who’s now giving series Of jtfvehile

delinquency talks.

Withal, the entertainment values
of “Next Week” obviously are
linked to the quality of whatever
talent may be opening in the next
seven-day stretch. While the over-
all stanza is soiriewhat rambling,
Bacharach and Gardner tie it up
fairly well. Several plugs for a
clothing firm and a TV set manu-
facturer were woven in the con-
tinuity. • Gilb,

THE QUIET ANSWER
With Fahey Flynn, narrator; Skee

Wolff, Dave Moore, Sam Siegal,
others

producer-director-writer: Wolff
SO Mins.; Tues. (21), 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WBBM, Chicago

This thoughfully conceived docu-
mentary prepared as WBBM’s con-
tribution to Brotherhood Week was
a successful piece of work as a
public service. As unpretentious
as its title, “The Quiet Answer,"
in a series of taped reports on
racial and religious relations in
Chicago arid other parts of the
country, had a . strong cumulative
impact.

The theme of the show was a
group of questions about American
race problems phrased in the
words of Soviet writer Ilya Ehren-
burg. The questions asked by Sam
Siegal in the name of Ehrenburg
were refuted by taped interviews
gathered by Dave Moore, WBBM-
CBS director of public relations.

The answers came from two
Chicago employers who have a
non-discriminatovy hiring policies;
a labor official of a Uniori encom-
passing many minority groups; a
group of school kids in which an
Anglo-American lad is the minori-
ty, and Gov. Youngrahl of Minne-
sota, who ended by decree, dis-
crimination in his state’s national
guard.

Sincerely narrated by Fahey
Flynn arid ably written by Skee

STARS ON BROADWAY
With Radie Harris; Jack Benny,

guest
Writer: Miss Harris
15 Mins.; Sat., 5:30 p.m.
DARI-RlCfH
MBS, from NewYork

( Sorensen )

Dari-Rich, which had backed
her “Stars Over Hollywood," is

now sponsoring a “Stars on Broad-
way" with Radie Harris. The
gabber covers both the Main Stem
and the Coast; with the emphasis
on the latter and she does an over*
all informative job. Initial stanza
Saturday (25) included a good
quota of news that had ‘fan inter-
est and some trade angles. Items
concerned Rossellini, Bergman,
Judy Garland, Peter Lawford and
Elljott Roosevelt, with the major
portion of the airer given over to
a hep transcribed interview with
Jack Benny.
Benny chatted about . his teevee

plaris (no tele for some time and
then only once a month), his bring*
ing his 15-year-old daughter Joan
into his AM show next fall and a
practical joke he played on George
Burns and Gracie Allen in Lon-
don, with Jane Wyman’s help
Benny’s informal, informative
palaver gave the broadcast strong
appeal.
Mary Martjn wras announced as

this week’s guest (4). Bril.

PRINCE CHARMING
With Mort Lawrence; Jim O’Dea,

Announcer.
Producer: Robert A. Boiies
Director: Les Persky
30 Mins.; * Mon.-Fri., 12:30 p. m.
Participating
WMGM, from Nj. Y.

Formerly a wOR entry, “Prince
Charming" has switched over to

WMGM for a half-hour crOss-the*
board airing. Show broadcast
from the Rendezvous Room of the
Hotel Victoria, N. Y., has a human
interest angle that probably hits

home with the housewives." Fol-
lowing an audience participation
format, program has five marrjed
gals on stage each session to laud
the ‘fined attributes of their hub-
bies. The one who proffers the
story best liked by a board of
judges, a quintet Of haUsfraus
chosen from the audience; wins a
jackpot giveaway in addition to a
second honeymoon.

“Prince Charming” on the.preem
show, Ayas a guy whose outstand-
ing Virtue, dated back to his youth
when he practically supported his
entire family. Some of the noble
discourses offered by the wives are
a little hard’ to digest and for the
most part don’t seem to qualify
their lesser halves as being any
special kind of animal. Losers
and judges are all solaced with
take home gifts. Listeners are also
given a chance to get into the act
by sending in letters patterned
along the same lines as the gab
delivered by the contestants on
the show.

Ari informal air is Created via
the background chattering of the,
Rendezvous room liinchers with
noise being particularly evident
during the commercials. Proceed-
ings are affably handled by Mort
Lawrence Who has no trouble in
getting the gals started on their
spiels, but .occasionally finds it

difficult to make them stop. The
varied product plugs,come off okay.

IN NEW YORK
Nick Keesley' off for Hawaii this week in connection with “Original

Amateur Hour" salute to Honolulu. Agency exec first visits New
Orleans, which also gets-the “OAH" salute. producer

of show, left for Hawaii last week. . . Mel Kaiser, WMGM < engineer,

father of a daughter, Shelley Ava. . .

.

CBS's “Perry Mason" soaper do-

ing a semi-documentary on marihuana based ori T*man data . . . . Fleer

Chewing Gum has bought “Cisco Kid" . waxer$ YQr
i

three markets, via

Lewis & Gilman . . ,
Bill Stem's “Sports Quiz Book off the Messner

presses March 20.: - ..'Meg ZaKrt* radio and press director of Polsky’s

Akrori, joins Broadcast Advertising Bureau staff a& detail specialist

March 15 . ,

.

/Flack Arthur Miller becomes a papa next mpnth
; , . At

Ferris, of WMGM, to iriarry Elizabeth Horton next inonth . . . Leonard

Feather out of hosp after four-month stretch . . . .NBC s Tom McCray
spoke at Fordham U. last night (Tries.). . . Martin WolfsmTnew to cast

of “David Harum" , . . . Richard Janaver joins Our Gal Sunday" ...

Daniel Ocko added to “Nona From Nowhere" . Paul Potter new to

“Stella Dallas" ..; Luis Van Rooten added to "Lorenzo Jones ’. . Eliz-

abeth Morgan, Fran Lafferty, Ethel Wilson, Anne Marie Gayer and Phil

Clarke join “Front Page Farrell . It’s a boy for the George Foleys;

he’s TV director for Cecil & Presbrey . . . The Arnold Stangs (Joarii^

Taggart) ekpect a little Gerard in August . . . . Actress Katina Paxinou

makes her air debut on CBS’ “Hallmark Playhorise" tomorrow (2)\ . .

.

Husband of; Peg Lynch (scripter-star of ABC's “Ethel and Albert”) to

quit h.is native Norway for U. S. in May. .

.

.George V. Denny, Jr., and

wife returned to Gotham Monday in time for"Town Meeting’s” 600th

ABC broadcast lastmight (Tues.) .. . : Fred Ziv’s “Meet the MenjoUs” has

picked ,up five new outlets . . . MBS’ Cecil Brown back fropi three-

month European tour. ..
:

Joseph A. Moran, vice-president of Young & Eublcam, will speak

Monday (6) for the fourth consecutive year at the advertising and sell-

ing courses being offered by the Advertising drib of N. Y., kt NBC.
Robert K. Adams, ex-NBC natiorial production manager, signed by

Gale agency to head its AM-TV department". . . . Roy Ross, WNEW music

director, did musical background for Ames Bros, recording of “Rag
Mop,” currently top iri disk sales . . Son of WMGM general manager
Frank Roehrenbeck got Navy gold Wings this week and is off to a jet

training unit . . .Robert Young to be feted With cocktails by NBC to-

morrow (Thurs.) at Hampshire House. . . . Warteit Bower to do his 600th

“Reader’s Almanac” broadcast for WNYC March 7 . . .

.

Ginny Walker,
exrABC, back_:from threo. months in Europe . , . ,A1 Heifer starting a

weekend sportscast for MBS Saturday (4) an«T will also handle the

web’s “Game of the Day” play-by-plays . . Mel Allen has been elected

prexy of Sports Broadcasters Assn. Group also paid tribute to Ted
HUsing, its first prez, with a scroll for his 25 years in radio. . . Head of

Pittston Stove Co. complained because employees were listening to

Mutual disk jockey Bob Poole, so latter invited the boss, mayor of

Wilkes-Barre, school principal, lax commissioners and 50 other local

guests to N.Y. while the city celebrated Bob Poole Day . Friday (24) .

,

Lynn Fontanne to be interviewed for Red Cross drive on Nancy Craig
airer Monday (6), .

.

, Theodore C. Fisher, Pedlar & Ryan v.p., named
account exec for Camay and other Procter & Gamble products . ...

WEVD to air a Sir Harry Lauder memorial tonight (1) at 11:15.\.

MBS is moving into the subsidiary right$ field for. first time, granting
icenses for “Bobby Benson” products through Jerry Sanford & Co.

SURPRISE PACKAGE
With Ja^ Stewart, emcee; guests
Producer: Harfield Weedin
Writer: Vance Colvig
30 Mins. ; Mon.-thru-Frl.; 4 p.m.
Sustaining (

ABC, from Hollywood
Surprise package is a fast-mov-

ing audience participationer that
has been on ABC’s Pacific web
for two years and is now being
networked. Although it’s . strictly
for .the house spouse relaxing from
her chores, it avoids the pitfalls
of most stanzas in the same genre
by reason of varying its stunts and

Wolff, “The Quiet Answer,” with*! patterns. One portion consisted
out mounting a soapbox, showed

]

of having the femmes identify the
the progress in human relations
that has been made, what is still

to be made and effectively knocked
down the straw man behind the
Iron Curtain.

The transcribed documentary

contents of a mystery package
from a series of eight clues, with
the Value of the prize diminishing
from $50 to $1 as more hints were
needed. Another had two women
compete to identify air comics

was carried by most major stations 1 shatches of their dialog. A
lii the area during Brotherhood
Week. With its enterprise and
Imagination, the program could
well be the prototype of a series

of Such shows by Chi stations.

Dave,

third segment, which carries over
for a week, has Women relate

,
the

story of their first kiss and why
it was memorable. Another stunt,

one of the more interesting items,

(Continued on page 38)

THE SEEDLING
With Robert Montgomery, narra-

tor; James Stephens, Joan Tomp-
kins, Mason Adams, James van
Dyke, Guy Repp, Cecile Roy;
Frank Gallop, announcer

Producer-director: Jack Lloyd
Writer: Ernest Kinoy
15 Mins.; Sat. (25), 5:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC, Ni. Y.
WNBC, N. Y., combining with

the National Conference of Chris
tians and Jews to do a special pro
gram for Brotherhood Week, came
up with a fine, warming quarter-
hour Saturday (25). Program was
a little different from the usual
run of Such airers, not over-dra-
matic but full of bite, in a simple,
effective little lesson in tolerance.
Program discussed a baby found-

ling left on a hospital doorstep
and followed it briefly into three
roads in the future it might have
trod. In orie, the. child had grown
to young manhood, to be barred
from a medical school by quotas
because of his religion. In an-
other phase, he had become a
hoodlum, overturning tombstones
of “foreigners” in cemeteries be-
cause

.
they hadn’t been born in

America. In the third version, he
Was a young man . running into
segregation problems in residen
tial sections.

,

• Point of the jfirer was that as
a baby, the foundling or seedling
was the raw product of life, in-
tolerant, gentle, peaceful or wick-
ed, as the case might be. If he
Went one way or another* good
or bad, it was the rest of us who
had guided him, for he was born
without prejudice. Airer was pre-
sented by a fine cast of actors,
with Robert Montgomery most ef-
fective ’ in his quiet way as narra-
tor. ' Script had good dialog, in
punchy colloquial narrative. Ex-
cellent sound effects accompanied
it. And Jack Lloyd’s direction had
authority. Broil,

i k

fiV HOLLYWOOD . .

Donn Tatum, general counsel for Don Lee, named prexy of Califor-

nia State Broadcasters Assn., with Columbia’s Merle Jones as one of

the new veepees . . . . C. Burt Oliver, longtime manager Foote, Cone &
Belding Hollywood office, may shift his base to Houston, Tex., where he.

recently staffed the new agency, layout, . . .Jack Gregson found com-
muting tod rugged so he dropped off TV’s “Auction^aire" back east

to devote full time to his Coast radio show, “Your Stand-in" . . . Parke
Levy whipped out two “Irma" scripts in advance so he could pass some
time in Philly with his father, who is seriously ill . . . .Ted Toll, ABC
producer; has another mouth to feed. .

,

.NBC is cutting a disk of Sara
Berner's “Private Eye," in which she spoofs the gentlemeri sleuths.. It

was Joe Parker’s original idea so he’ll produce . . . . Harry Ackerman
changed secretaries but the call won’t be much different. He goes from
Mary Oakie to Mary Oakes, the first MO, who secretaries for Bill Paley

(jyhen he’s in town, being an expectant mother. . . . Hugh Davis came in
from Chicago to confer with Bob Ballin and the William Morris office

on the booking of talent for Frigidaire's big Easter TV special, . . .Biow
agency’s Jack Runyon shopping around for Eddie Cantor’s summer
relief.y. Abe Scheehter passed a week with Mutual's Don Lee affiliate

and winged back home . . ABC is spreading Jay Stewart’s “Surprise
Package" across the nation for local and regional advertisers to latch
on to. .

.

Art Linkletter hopped down to San Diego for a personal at
his old alma mater, Russ High school, and filled the 2,000-seat audi-
torium for a $4,500 intake.

liV CHICAGO
Bing Crosby, Arthur Godfrey, Ken Carpenter; John Scott Trotter

and band.-and Jud Conlon’s Rhythmaires will do a show here March 29
for American. Tobacco Dealers’ confab . . . Nancy Wright takes over as
“Breakfast Club" vocalist for this week while Patsy Lee vacations in
Frisco. . . .Harold Safford, WLS program director, named prexy of Illi-

nois Broadcasting Assn, last week . . . Joey Adams, on Chicago theatre
bill, griested on Mutual’s “Hollywood Quiz” Feb. 25.

.

. George Stone,
Chi NBC announcer, recovering from operation in Waukegan hospital
,. . .'Coffee With the Kelseys" moves to a new 10:15 slot on WGN .

Career of Todd Duncan dramatized on WMAQ’s “Destination Freeclom”
Feb. 26 . . .

.

Harry Doolittle, former Variety staffer, joined Grant ad

•

* • Work is being completed on $50,000 organ installation in
WGN s new studio 6-B.

7

t
director at Needham, Louis and Brorby, and R.

J. Scott, Schwimmer and Scott, in New York this week for meeting of
Committee on Radio and Television Production of Associated Adver*
using Agencies of America ; Melvin McNairy, WMOR producer and

Charities
name<^ King of Mardi Gras ball sponsored by Cjhi Defender

;I2Y:jPASHlNGTON
.

^acil ®^*1*iy» in town to emcee, the show at the White. House Pho-
tographers dinner for the President past Saturday (25) night, recorded
a series of spot announcements for the newly-launched “Independence
Drive for sale of U. S, Treasury, bonds , . . Benny's Treasury stint

ivnf
'

entirely on the Cuff, since he walked off with a brand new dollar
mu autographed by Secret ai'y of Treasury John Snyder. . . .“Aldrich
Family airer will do a capital flavored show from here March 30 •

r 'Merchandising video show directed by Ruth

hIaJicn
s J^ri'nen^s director, now being carried siimilta^

WQIC-CBS, a novel set up, V. .Bryson Rash,
°f

- features for WMAL, chairmanning Radio and tVS Ue
i»

f
?,
r Brotherhood Week.., Eff Studhey, ex of WOL-Mutual
er

5
formerly with WASH-FM, and William Millefy ex of

AivrttiTinr*
staff of WWDC’s announcers .

.

%WDP staff is Roger Sticht, who switched fiom

SlwVnml? A
g d

1

ire(
;
tor for station to salas division . . . .Mark Sheeler,

WPIK March ^ local radio scene, preeming a disk jockey show on
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Chicago,. Feb. 28. -f

With aii eye to the slow erosion
'

by assimination of the foreign

language audience, Chi specialized

audience radio stations are increas-

ing their pitch to the large Negro
population in the city. Although
there, has been no marked falling

off to date of the foreign language
market, either listener-wise

.
or

sponsor -wise, foreign language
e&e.cs. are giving thought to the day
When second and third: generation
loss of the language will cause the
market to die a natural death.

The, current arrival of displaced
persons isn’t felt to be enlarging
the audience to any great degree.
Not only are they considered too
small in niimber to have much im-
pact, but their general eagerness
to become Americanized as quickly
as possible negates the likelihood
of their acceptance of specialized
broadcasts, one programmer said.

The city’s Polish population,
estimated at 740,000, is the No. 1

foreign language group and as such
receives the most attention from

Kobak’s Chi Talk
;
Ed Kobak, former Mutual preXy

and now a business consultant, will
be the principal speaker at the
non- affiliated stations’ observance
of Independents Day at the upcom-
ing NAB convention iri Chicago;

Talk shapes Up as provocative,
with Kobak to analyze overall in-
dustry problems in an expansion
of his “I Knock With 25 Points”
treatise published' in last year’s
Variety.

Minneapolis, Feb. 28,

Deal has just been made here by
the newly organized Broadcast

programmers and clients; - with the
! Services, Inc., with the Twin Cityti . u • '
\ • . _ • * .

• _
v

German and -Italian groups in sec
ond position, depending upon the
location-of the—stations? Balance
of shows are devoted Jewish, Swed-
ish, Czech and Greek groups. No
station reports a . decrease in air

time
,
devoted to these seven mar-

kets; neither do they report an In-

crease.
However, practically all the re-

cent additions to specialized audi-
ence programming reported by
outlets are being .beamed at the
growing Chi . Negro population,
estimated at about 450,000. The
trend by sponsors toward this mar-
ket has- shown a. marked increase
during the past five years.
Although sponsors’ interest re

The advertising media’s cam-
paign to boost their share of the
national income — a proportion
that has been steadily dwindling
over the past decade—is starting
to pay off. Straw in the wind was
General Foods’ announcement yes-
terday ( TUes. ) that the company
is stepping up its ad budget, in

which radio and television will
benefit, along with the other me-
dia. Coin iiike was reported yester-
day (Tues.) by Charles G. Morti-
mer, marketing veepee, and H. M;
Chapin,, advertising director, along
with . realignment of GF’s esti-

mated $30,000,000 ad budget
among its three agencies, Benton
& Bowles, Young & Rubicam and
Foote, Cone & Belding.
What heartens the broadcast in-

dustry is GF’s confidence in the
business situation, its launching of
hew products and its stress oh the
Importance of advertising. With
GF uPPing its ad expenditures,
other companies in the food, im

I
dustry — one of broadcasting’s,
greatest Sources of revenue—will

Miller’s C&H Checkout
Chester Miller has left Calkins &

Holden as director of radio and
tele,, with Walter Lurie taking over
the post in addition to other duties;

Pat Fennell, eX-Biow and Dancer-
Fitzgerald-Sample, has joined C&H
as executive assistant to Lurie.
Agency is mapping increased ac-

tivity in broadcast field.

street cars. The deal also is ex-
pected to pave the way for a new
revenue source for

: . other hard-
pressed street car companies
throughout the nation.

Broadcast Services will pay the
transit company $6 a car or bus or
a minimum of $1,200 per month for
the privilege. There’ll be no ex-

pense involved, for the traction

company, FM programs, consisting
only of music, public service an-
nouncements, two minutes of time
and weather signals and six min-
utes of commercials per hour, will

mains steady with many accounts iruri from 6 a. m. to 10 p. m.
having been with the same station

j

The five-year contract, signed by
10-15 years, a rise in the number

j

the transit company, . requires
of their requests that commercials Broadcast Services to wile the ve-

on foreign language programs be
j
hides and install tlie “transit ra*

made in English as well as in the
!

dios.” There are now about 500
second language, indicates their '! vehicles that can be equipped. The
concern with the problem of as-

similation.

Specialized audience stations in !
are to be replaced gradually by

Chi are WGES, WEDC, WSBG and i new cars or buses. The street rail-

WHFC.
|
way company, under new manage-

Rapid - Transit Co., Minneapolis-St. have to follow suit. ; And it’s re
Paul Transportation Company, to called that GF sells everything
supply music and “advertfemg-j-from-soup- to salted nuts, plus dog
plugs” for its buses and newer

,

and cat food.
' All three agencies will get big-

ger hillings, Mortimer said, be-

cause of promotional requirements
of both new arid regular products.
The increased ad expenditure will

spread across all major media, in-

cluding radio, videb, newspapers,
magazines, o u id o o r, sampling,
product booklets, displays, etc.

Reasons for the step-up, Morti-
mer explained, are (1) GF has
several new products which are

now or will soon be in national
distribution arid which the com-
pany is pushing for effective vol-

umes, and (2 v the old-established
trademarks “will need, in the
vigorous competition which char-

acterizes the grocery business,

powerful promotion to maintain
and Increase consumer ’ accept-
ance.”' .

.

.

In the major shift of product as-

signments, FC&B ( which got the i

Chicago, Feb. 28.

After spending three days here

huddling with Don McNeill, Mark
Woods,; ABC vice chairman, re?

turned to New York last weekend
f

without a contract: renewal from !

the “Breakfast Club” emcee. Now !

that ABC has outlined its terms, !

which are reported to include an
lipped financial arrangement in an
effort to keep McNeill with the

web, it is expected that McNeill
will re-enter negotiations with
NBC, armed with this latest ABC
offer.

.

'

McNeill Will probably announce
his decision as to whether or* not

he will switch from ABC to NBC
within the next couple of weeks.
A possible hitch in NBC plans

to woo McNeill from his present

web is the reported difficulty NBC i

is having in . clearing morning air
|

time on its affiliates for a McNeill
show.

•

' Hollywood, Feb. 28.

- [: Helbros .Watch is Cancelling out

o ix the Dick Powell show because

NBC sold, it to Rexail for the sum*
.

nier without advising Helbros. Deal
with Helbros was for 13 weeks,

starting March 19, and another 13 ,

after the summer layoff. Don
Sharpe, who agented, is said to
have got; a double price from Rex*
all.

Whoduiiit, “Richard Diamond,
Private Detective;” was to cost,

Helbros $12,000 weekly in time and
talent. Helbros Is already out sev-
eral; thousand bn promotion, and
resented the sale to Rexail bn the
ground it would be building up
Powell for its product and then
losing him to Rexail for the sum-
mer months.
What burned Helbros even more

was NBC’s riot advising them of
the firm deal witli Rexail. It’s un-
derstood NBC was to have credited
Helbros with $3,500 weekly for the
period of Rexail sponsorship, but
the watch company scoffed at the:

offer and demanded the Contract
be voided.

“noise level” in the older street

cars is too high for radio, hut these

Pitt’s Mayor to Preem

Pittsburgh, Feb. 28. I

Lawrence Welk, doing his ABC i

1946) gets Calumet, La France

;
and Satina billings from Y&R, and

merit, recently made available for .'post Toasties, and Rice Krinkles
advertising purposes the outside as I

( a new product) from B&B. Latter
well as interior of their cars and

f
bgency will get added business'

buses. 1 ^ »- - ^ -tsi

There’ll be no

broadcast on WCAE for Millejr’s
|

Postum account from * Y&R . in
[ High Life beer tomorrow night [^ a < a ; , .

* * ... i 1
^

(1) from Bi 1 1 Green’s , where his !

band is playing a week’s engage-

!

ment, has lined up Mayor Law- !

rerice. for a five-minute spot on the
J

/program. City’s chief executive
j

through established lines, plus the
j nn thp Npw Pittsburgh

broadcasting, of
! new Post Sugar Crisp arid Baker D?ansf for almost 'comDlete’re-soap operas, sports events or other
[
4-in-l cocoa mix. Y&R, also to get

d pl f 1 1 P

increased billings, will have Jell-b,
development of downtown area.

It will be the first time Mayor ;

normal radio programs. About six

receivers will be installed in each
i vehicle and they’ll have automatic
volume controls which will keep jRlce , Tapioca and Gelatin. Grape Avas “set'for 'the

Detroit, Feb. 28. [the music levels Constant regard- \-u ts, Post Wheat Meal and (he GF
; wh*n fatter was

The UAW (CIO) has filed for-
1 *ess °f the distance from the broad- 1 ~~— *- ~~~ ..

Larson anei wnen lane -

flAninl0 , rti 0 +l
1 casting station. Special electronic

n al complaints with the FCC swi^e]ies located in the car barns
against Detroit stations WWJ and

(
wm turn On the sets when the cars

WJR, The union charges that the

stations refused to sell or other-
wise make available time for dis-

cussion of the issues in the current
strike against the Chrysler Corp.

In a letter to Wayne Coy, FCC
chairman, Emil Mazey, UAW sec-

retary-treasurer, asked that license

..
renewals of both stations be. called

up for hearings at once so that
•This matter, can be gone into in

detail.” The union’s action came
a Wjegk after a published report of

a determination of policy in strike

matters by WWJ’s general man-
ager, Harry Bannister. Bannister
had ruled that in the Chrysler
strike and in all : future iabor-

management controversies which •

involve the public Interest, his sta-

tion would make available without

Sanka, Maxwell House, Birdseye, Lav^rence has ever gone on a regu-
Swansdown, Igleheart, Minute

j jarjy sponsored commercial show. !

^ ” ’ Jack:
play-

corporate, sales division and con-
! rng Stanle>''tlieatre. but bowed out

sinner service accounts.
at the last minute because he ob-

s lected to dialog Carsori’s seripters

kave and off when they return. i cy for . 25 years), has “Hopalong 1

had copke^ up f°‘ h
.

in?' Tllls t,me

Cassidy,” “Aldrich Family,” “My
Favorite Husband,” “Goldbergs,”
“Second Mrs, Burton” and

The street car company expects
eventually to realize $36,000 to

$40,000 from the source.

Broadcast Services is negotiating

now for the purchase of a lease of

a Twin Cities FM station, and ex-

pects to go on the air before June
1. Officers of the new company
are Mylo Johns, president and gen-

eral manager; formerly part owner
and operator of a - Des Moines, la.,

station, and connected at various

(Continued on page 38)
,

I
he’ll do his own script.

On Coast Biz

(Continued on page 38)

WCON’s ‘Include Us Out’

Toni’s ABC Buy

,

Toni is picking up the tab for a

five-minute Cross-the-board itrip on
ABC, from 12 :25-12.30 p. m M via

;

Foote, Cone & Belding. ' Sponsor
|

is. still looking for a show to put

in the slot, starting March 20.

Purchase marks a return of Toni

.

CBS prexy Frank Stanton led a
charge a minimum of one-hbur

! delegation of netwbrk brass on a I otherwise happy) advertisers who
weekly in Class A time for the

t flying junket to the Coast over the
j

have to be moved to Class C time
joint use of both parties; (weekend for a two-day powwow
Mazey’s letter said WWJ’s viola-

1 With affiliate managers. District

.Atlanta.

Editor, Variety:

Baseball Blackout Threat is no
|

dark cloud here at WCON, either
, to ABC, the home permanent hav-

AM, FM or TV. We want no part l ing started its air advertising with
of it, and after two trial seasons

|

“Ladies Be Seated,” /Toni is now
too.

|

backing Arthur Godfrey three

.

There is enough duodenal dis-
j
mornings a week, but is dropping:

turbance in this business without
: ouf next niohth

taking on basebaU-and the weather ;

0

(when do games
.
start—when do

they end?), and a lot of mad (but

tion of FCC policies was espe
cially flagrant. In effect, Mazey
said, the station gave the: Chrysler
Corp. the right of veto of public

discussion of a controversy. He
said

;
"\VWJ had offered time free

]
country.

j

meeting, held in Los Arigeles Mon-
day arid Tuesday Of this week for a

wholesale kickaround of deb-affili

ate problems, was one of a series

being held ih various parts of the

Small Rides
Syracuse, Feb. 28.

Frank Small, quondam manager

of charge, only if both parties

agreed to the time, and, if no
agreement was

;
reached; no time bn radio; Herbert Ackerberg, sta

at all would be sold. Thus, the

Chrysler Corp. has been able to

keep discussion off the air by a

simple refusal to participate.”

(Continued on page 38)

-^and what’s worst of all, that still
; . _ . ,

-
, .

.
.

.. A i. •„

small voice inside you that says ;pf Prof. Quiz, has .-been
: j

'‘nnnort.unist ”
. local kilocycles on its ears,, staging

You kill off listeners to your /local Talent fa since tonk

im ui vcu-axi.z*- programs (who listens to a sta- over the helm of WNDR, MBS out-

ate problems, was one of a .series • tion ?•> that you: have knocked yourr let here.
trrank Hennessy‘

* self out for years to build up, Small lured TianK_^nenne >y.

That’s the saddest thing of all. !
mornu^.

;

feature ot WSYR, the

To our faithful listeners, pur ad- ;
NBC affiliate, for morning and! aft-

vertisers, network and rep—on ;

ernoon stanzas. He picked up Fred

WCON-AM, FM and TV—No Base- !
Jeske from the ABC outlet, WAGE,

ball Blackout. Thanks to Variety i for late morning and suppertime

for raising another provocative in- ^ strips. Latest move was sewing up

Washington; Feb, 28.

With more broadcast stations

than any other city of its size al-

ready, Washington may soon have

another radio outlet. The way was

paved last week when an: applicant

for a “frozen” frequency found

another dial spot apparently open .

and applied for it.

The applicant; Chesapeake Broad-
casting Co., operates WBUZ-FM in

nearby Bradbury Heights, Md. It

desires an AM outlet to help out

with Its FM, although the latter

isn’t doing so bad thanks to a

Transit Radio franchise with a

suburban bus service. Unless in-

terference problems arise in con-
nection with the use of 1 540 kc
(for daytime operation), he “ill

doubtless get his authorization.

Until Chesapeake amended its

application to apply for 1540,. it
1

was in a contest with Theodora
Granik, moderator of the “Ameri-
can Forum of the Air” program on
NBC, for the 890 kc spot. How-
ever, applications . for this fre-

quency are being shelved pending
FCC determination of the clear

channel question.

The Washington metropolitan
area now has 31 broadcast stations

in operation. These include four
TV outlets, seYen fulltime AM'ers,
seven daytime AM’ers, and 13 FM.
Three of, the FM stations have no
AM auxiliaries.

In addition', there are two FM
permits outstanding in the area.

Wilson’s In-&-0uter
Earl Wilson has decided to give

up his, new disk
.
jockey-interview

stanza on WINS, N; Y., at the end
of the week, due to the conflict

with his 2 a m. deadline for: the
N. Y. Post-Home News.. Syndicated .

columnist, however, may stay on if

the broadcast time can be moved
up from the 11 p.m. period.

Tele-King, Which is backing the
show from Monte’s N. Y. Belmont-
Plaza Restaurant, will continue the
program, Amorig those being sought
as Wilson’s replacement is Faye
Emerson,

Accompanying Stanton, were
John Karol, general sales manager

tion relations, veepee* and Lou
Housman,.

.

promotion boss; Pro-

gram veepee Hubbell Robinson sat

this one out, with Coast program

v.p. Harry Ackerman taking over.

dustry question*
Daufd Carpenter,
General Manager.

the boxing matches previously the

specialty of WOLF, Syracuse’s lone

indie.

l •

,

Don Roberts Denies
Chicago, Feb. 28,

! W. Donald Roberts, who re-

signed as CBS western sales man*
ager Feb. 16, denied reports Mon-
day (27) that he’s joining .Foote,

.
Cone & Belding ad agency as busi-

ness manager of radio department.

,

He has several offers which he ic

! considering.



TV HOOPERAT IN G S# February 25 th , Saturday Night Revue

s
RATING SHARE SETS-IN-USE

8:00 — 8:30 p.m. 35.5 57.6 61.6

8:30 — 9:00 p.m. 37.0 61.5 60.1

9:00 — 9:30 p.m.
'

39.6 60.7 65.2

9:30 —10 :00 p.m. 40.2 61.9 65.0

10 :0O 10 :30 p.m. 39.8 58.7 67.8

Average 8 :00 -- 10 :30 pan. 38.4 60.1 63.9



Wednesday, March 1, 1950 i -

That’s the rating— up in the “top five” bracket— scored from beginning to

end of the biggest show in television— NBC’s two-an'd-a-half-hour

“SATURDAY NIGHT” REVUE. See the table opposite for the full story.

See NBC Television Sales for one of the

ySi4yt 1 2 sponsorships still open

each bringing its owner the full selling impact of rotating

commercials on a “top five" evening-long show

each at a low cost only possible through NBCV pioneering

- approach to Saturday night advertising and programming.

Your commercials can be a part of this biggest show in television. Full details on request.
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Television news coverage, de^fr-

spite its limited facilities and little

experience, is not only ahead of the
level of both radio and newsreels
when they Were still as young, but
is also striking out on new tech-

niques and new reporting methods
of its own* That’s the opinion of

•

Burrows to Alternate

With New. Toni Show
“Abe Burrows’ Almanac,” CBS-

TV show aired Wednesday nights

Ad Schneider, NBOTV’s news and from 9 to 9:30, goes twice-monthly
special events chief, in answer to a early next month* Toni Home Per-
recent Washington survey showing manerit, which has contracted for

that TV viewers turn to radio only a show on CBS; will occupy the
for the latter’s ‘‘superior” news half-hour on the alternate Weeks,
programs. starting April 5
While

:
live TV news coverage, Toni show has not yet been se

because of its confinement to the lected, with the outfit still seeking
coaxial cable ,

cannot span the one to sell its products pri video,

oceans or hop to cities too far dis-: Burrows stanza will be continued
tant, it can surpass' radio in other on a sustaining basis,

ways, Schneider
;
thinks. He Citec'

a 15-minute documentary film pro- [MR y
duced by the NBC news depart-
ment on only three days’ notice,

which was aired Sunday afternoon
(19) as part of a discussion program
on the world food shortage. Titled

“In the Midst of Plenty /’ the short
was compiled and edited entirely

from - NBC’s film library; which Suit asking $620,000 in damages
permitted the staff - to ,accomplish

hfl ^een filed by Paul F. Moss in
in three days, Schneider said, a

. ^ /
*

job comparable to that turned out New York State supreme court

by the, March of Time in a couple against CBS. Complaint- charges
of months.. -

1

-

•••'

that CBS didn’t terminate its
Quick job was made possible, ac- year-old contract with Moss

.
last

wm PROJECTS TV

AS EDUC’L MEDIUM
Philadelphia, Feb. 28.

Television’s role . as an educa-

tional medium will be demonstrat-

ed to more than 30,000 school

teachers and principals attending
the

.

American Assn, of School Ad-

ministrators convention in Atlantic

City.
,

.

•
,

‘ WF1L-TV will beam two special

showings today (Tups. ) designed

for in-Schooi viewing tq Atlantic

City’s Convention Hall, where
they Will be projected on the large

screen, developed and perfected by

the Tele-Video C6rp., of tipper

Darby, Pa.
'

Programs scheduled for conven-

tion telecasts are “Billy Penn,

M.C.,” and “Science Is Fum” both

of ^ which are televised regularly
over WFIL-TV, Fridays, 2 to 2:30
p.mjThe former is a 15-mihute pe-
riod^ of civics instructions,; while
the latter makes scientific prin-

ciples intelligible to school kids
by actual laboratory demonstra-
tions.

cording to Schneider, because of

the many arms of the NBC-TV
September* and that the pact was
automatically renewed for another

news operation. In addition to its year^ CBS spokesmen reply that
production of the 15-minute,

jyjoss was given “timely notice” of
across-the-board Camel News the agreement’s termination.
Caravan, whidi celebrated its sec- Moss was hited by CBS in Sep-
and anni last Feb, 16, the depart- Member, ’48, as consultant and pro-
ment also produces a weekly film

jjuceFt to secure fights and arenas,
news roundup and is also respon-

for the web to televise. He was
sible for. supervising production on

to be paid $10,000 per year, plus
such qmz shows as Who Said

expenses, $2,000 for each of 10
That and Meet the Fress (lat-

figbts secured and $3,000 for each
_ m association

^

with ^artha
fjgbt during the remainder of the

Rountree). Department the pre-
year Payment as consultant and
for matches secured was to go up

umentary on the nation s housing
^he contract was renewed for

proDiem.
. additional yearly periods.

Schneider noted that the Camel According to Moss’ complaint,

show had. films, on the aV of four ^ Zto
of the 10 stories selected as the
best of the year the same day the
stories broke. That, he claims, is

a good record for a medium in

commercial operation less than 10

years. He admitted freely that TV

Inc., which was prompting boxing
events for TV. Moss alleges that
this move “interfered with and
hindered” performance of his serv-

is borrowing the best techniques J
ces »

im
j

c*\ai?
c
.

e

from radio and the theatrical news- ^ earn $500,Q00 and damaged his

reels to weld into what the depart- reputation. He also charges .that

ment believes constitutes the best h was through his efforts dhat CBS
methods of video news coverage at obtained contract? with the Inter

this time. national Boxing Club for videocast-
ing bouts from Chicago Stadium,
Detroit Olympia and Gotham’s St.

Nicholas Arena, for which CBS
owes him another $102,500. Other
damages Moss Claims bring the to-

tal judgment demanded to $620,-
000 .

CBS counsel in the case is Rosen-
man, Goldmark, Colin & Kaye.
Moss, who is prexy of International
Tele-Film Productions, is

represented by Charles Ress.

Jacksonville Feels

FCC Should Be Lenient

On Permit Extension

Crosley is bowing out of spon-
sorship of CBS-TV’s “This Is Show
Business,” when the - 26-week cycle
winds up on the March 26 telecast.
Move, which will find Crosley exit
ing television and radio advertising
for the next year, is linked to the
company’s retooling, restocking
process and an operational' repat-
terning so as not to spread itself

too thin
The Irving Mansfield-produced

^ Washington, Feb. 28.
Video showcase, however, is ex- city of Jacksonville, Fla., the
pected to latch on to -new. hank- oniy municipality with a conimer-
roHer auspices in short order, with cial television permit, is having a
prospective clmnt interest already tough time convincing the FCC its
manifesting itself^ CBS regards Authorization should not be revoked
the house-builf show , which fea- for stalling on construction. City’s
tures Clifton Fadrman - as emcee plea for delay because it discovered
and George S. Kaufman^ and Abe project would require more capital
Burrows as panel participants, as than it briginally figured is re

garded as no excuse by the Com-
mision’s legal division which is

opposing an examiner- s .recommen-
dation that the station (WJAX-TV).
be given more time. Oral argument
pn the case will probably be sched-
uled soon.
At the time it got its permit,

the municipality had authority to

issue $300,000 of revenue certifi-

cates to finance construction and
(Continued on page 36)

Washington, Feb. . 28.

American Bar Assn., now hold

ing its mid-year meeting in. Chica-

go, will receive a recommendation
that tax laws be revised to permit

radio stations to withhold distribu-

tion of . earnings for use in long

term video planning. Federal Com-
munications Bar Assn., composed
largely Of radio lawyers, is repre-

sented at the meeting by Guilford

Jameson, immediate past president

of the Organization.

The ABA recommendation con-
cerns a section of the Internal
Revenue Code which imposes addi-
tional taxes on corporations un-
reasonably withholding distribu-

tion of earnings for. the purpose
of evading payment of surtaxes by
their stockholders. The lawyers
want this section amended to shift

the burden of proof, except in

flagrant cases, on the Federal
agency. Under the plan additional
taxes would not be imposed if the
corporation can show the funds
are required for long-term plan-
ning, as distinguished from imme-
diate needs.

Only recently a tax court re*

fused to allow two stations in Okla-
homa XKOMA in Oklahoma City
and KTUL in Tulsa) to Withhold
distribution of earnings On the
ground the funds would be heeded
for FM and TV expansion. The
court upheld an additional assess-
ment by the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. Tribunal found the sta-

tions failed to sustain ' the bur-
den of proof imposed upon them
to establish an “immediate” need
for the use of additional funds.

Both KOMA and KTUL, which
are headed by John Griffin, have
FM stations and have applications
for television. Oklahoma City and
Tulsa each have one TV station
on the air. Under present alloca-
tions each city would have three
more. Four . applications in O.C.
and fiVe in Tulsa are on file for
these channels.

Peter Lind Hayes and Mary
Healy; when they, close in “Inside

USA” (Chevrolet’s CBS television

show) , resume in some nitery (en-

gagements which Lou Irwin is Jin-,

ing up for them' before doing “High
Button Shoes’- at the Dallas Civic

Opera the month of June;;

Hayes and his wife, Miss Healy,

then start preparing their video

package for CBS in the fall.

Chicago, Feb. 28.

Television’s unwelcome camp
followers, the combination kiddie

talent school and TV film producer,

have moved in on the -Chicago

scene after getting the brushoff on

the Coast,
On-the-square producers and

video officials report, an increasing

number of complaints from par-

ents who have shelled out to -a film

group for a course for their kid-

dies after promises that the young-

sters would be used in a commer-
cial TV film. To date, it is report-

ed, none of the newly arrived pro-

ducers has. completed a picture for

sponsor showing in which “gradu-

ates” of their adjunct schools have
been used.

Reports have come from parents

claiming they’ve paid out from
$100 to $200 to teacher-producer

groups for,, courses of varying

lengths, with the understanding the

kids will share in the profits when
the film is sold. One group worked
the South Side Negro district, pay-

ing a neighborhood photographer
a sizeable fee for lining up clients.

With the parents paying “train-

ing” costs and the kids acting "for

free in the first film, the quality of
the finished product and the ven-
tures themselves are being watched
with considerable skepticism.

of Television

and Sciences

With the television sports picture

in N. Y. haying gradually bright-

ened during: the last month, CBS
may cap the video fans’ good for-
tune with a boff seasonal climax.
Web is negotiating this week to
pick up the Knights of Columbus
track * meet Saturday night (4 )

from the-Garden, as well as at least
six games from the Garden finals
of the National Intercollegiate bas-
ketball tournament, starting the
following week, and the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn, invita-
tion qieet several Weeks later;
Consummation of the deals is

dependent on several factors, chief
among which is the fee being asked
by the Garden for rights to the
events. CBS to date has been un-
willing to shell out the required
money unless it could get a sponsor
to help pay the bill, and is now
scouting such an angel for all three
events. Without the necessary
bankrolled it might still pick up
the one-shot track meet, but would
probably think twice before head-
ing into the expense of a series of
basketball games.
Web’s interest, in the events is

believed a partial answer to the
blast levied at the video networks
for bypassing sports by Ned Irish,
Garden’s exec veepee. Irish, writ-
ing off fears of promoters that TV
hurts their gate receipts, has re-
peatedly asserted that sports
should be considered by the net-
works as another form of program-
ming entertainment. By not com-
ing into the Garden with their
cameras, he believes, the webs are
not keeping faith with the setown-
ers who purchased their receivers
in hopes they would be watching
the top events.

one of its prestige babies.

FOR
Cleveland, Feb; 28.

' Newcomer to the television field,

WXEL signed with Standard Brew-
ing Co. to televise 79 home games
of Cleveland Indians. Gerst Adver-
tising agency handled account,
which also saw WERE taking over
AM -rights;

Jack Graney and Jim Dudley
Will do a simulcast With sponsors
admitting the idea is a “test.”

WXEL plans to use a Zoomar
lens, which it will buy for esti-

mated $7,500, along with three
camera crews near home, first arid

third, to “make telecasts second to

-noner”— -^For the past two years
WEWS, the Scripps-Howard out-

let, had television rights. However,
it is believed that network commit-
ments made WEWS handling again
this year unfeasible.

ABC-TV is wrapping up sale of
the second half of its “Super Cir-

cus” to International Shoe Co. and
M&M Candyi The two companies
will back half of the stanza bn al-

ternate weeks, starting in April.
First half hbur of the Sunday aft-

ernoon program will remain under
sponsorship of Canada Dry.
M&M has backed the Joe DiMag-

gio radio show on CBS, but is bow-
ing out March 11.

IN NO BASEBALL TV
.

Pittsburgh, Feb; 28.

Pittsburgh will remain the only
big league city in baseball this sea-
son where games will have to be
heard and not seen away from the
field, Management of the local Na-
tional League entry has announced
that it will be at least another year;
perhaps more, before it will per-
mit televisiori cameras to come in.

At present time, the town has only
one station, WDTVy of the DuMont
network.

Pirates’ clashes will again be
broadcast over WWSW . and a re-

gional network, with most of the
out-of-town games being recreated
as in the past from telegraph re-

ports, Rosey Rowswell, who has
been airing the National League
local schedule for nearly 15 years,
will again be the head man, with
Bob Prince as his assistant.

Hollywood, Feb; 28:

The Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences has lost the support
of local television stations. This
fact, which virtually negates any
power the Academy might have
had over the past three years, was
made known to variety last

Wednesday (22). Future plans of
local telecasters are currently in
the nebulous stage.

Video station execs, who have
had two meetings, the first on Feb.
9 and the second on Feb. 16, have
decided the Acad is not representa-
tive of the teevee industry and

|

they therefore will not participate
1

in its future. Station reps feel the !

membership of the Acad is made
up, not of those actually participat-
ing in television but of those who
would

.
like to be involved in the

industry or are studying for future
participation in video.
Withdrawing of support from

j

the Acadeiny by local videoites. is

tantamount to writing the organi-
zation’s Obituary. Without support
of the stations the Acad is power-
less to, move in any direction. The
Stations will not offer •. their

. prp-

j

grams for Acad’s Emmy awards
i

which promptly kills the a\vard

]
and the organization’s "most effec-
tive sledge hammer.

m
in

Chicago, Feb. 28..
Reflecting a slight post-Christ-

mas slurrip, video set sales in the
Chi area during January dropped
to the lowest figure since last
August. As reported by (he
monthly TV set survey done by
the Chi Electric Assn., January
sales at 32,123 raised the set total
for the area to 386,018. December
sales were reported at 44,162
The survey is based on reports

,
3
P distributors arid is^ ad-

justed to give effect to:' estimated
sales of.mon-repQrting dealers.

Philadelphia, Feb. 28i

WPTZ has established a new
strip program price in which all

local programs that are televised

five times a week on consecutive
days will now be available at iour-

fifths the regular rate for five pro-

grams a week.
Under: this structure a sponsor

Using a Monday through Friday
broadcast now receives cross-the-

board coverage for the former
Monday through. Thursday cost.

Frequency discounts are accrued
at the rate of 5% for 26 consecu-
tive weeks and 10% for 52 con-

secutive weeks.
Move has been made both to

compensate and encourage cross-

the-board program advertising.
Added factor is WPTZ’s plans to

expand daytime schedule;
Alexander W. Dannenbaum,

WPTZ commercial manager, re-

vealed that from a total of 120
different . accounts, the station got
90% renewals. Dannenbaum ’s sur-

vey showed . 75% of WPTZ clients

originate their advertising locally.

The remainder are from the NBC
television net.
Of WPTZ’s local advertisers,

13.5% are sponsoring programs,
while the others use spots and
participation.

CHI MAT! CONFERENCE
Chicago, Feb. 28.

.

J ose p

h

.H. McConnell, NBC
prexy, and John McLaughlin, ad-

yertisirig manager of Kraft Foods,
will share keynoting honors at the

National Television Conference
here March 6-8 at the Palmer
House; NBC topper arid ad exec
will speak On “TV Coming (>f

Age” at the opening luneheon
March 6.

A last-minute program ch arige
puts a discussion of color video on

the agenda with a March 7 lunch-
eon panel devoted to the subject

“Color Now or Later?” After a

speech on tinted TV by Martin
Codell, TV publisher; R i c h a r d

Graver, Admiral Corp. v.p.; John
Mitchell, WBKB general manager;
Carl Meyer* WGN-TV chief en-

gineer, and a still-to-be-named ad-

vertising representative, will take

part in the discussion* Ciil’tojn

Utley will moderate.



Wednesday, March TBIM1SKOW

Despite the fact Video stationsf
'arid networks are besieged by

'

1 thousands of applicants trying to
break into television, the industry
is finding it difficult to get several

kinds of personnel
.
particularly

writers, producers and directors.

Problem in finding writers is

that /most sicripters have been
trained in AM and don’t know the
TV medium; according to out-bf-

Gotham video toppers surveyed by
! Jo Ranson and Dick Pack, public-

ity directors of WMGM and
•" •WNEW^ respectively, for their new
book, “Opportunities in Televi-
sion/* to be published this spring.

In direction and production* WBKB
( Chi) program director E. 4. Graff
said, the problem is finding “idea
men who know how to cut corners,

guys with DeMille ideas and Dis-

. ney ingenuity on dime bank budg:

,

ets.”
.

'•

Also scarce, according to some
of the stations queried, are camera
men,; experienced engineers and
“maintenance men who have ade*
quate, theoretical training coupled
With practical knowhow/' Smaller
stations reported trouble in finding
competent personnel because of
their limited budgets.

Several stations, such as WDSU-
TV, New Orleans, and KSTP-TV,
Minneapolis, reported little or no
difficulty in getting staffers, This
ties in with the U. S. Department
of Labor’s employment .outlook
study, published last year, which
pointed out that employment in

broadcasting grows, very slowly,

and that only. 45,000 fulltime work*
ers were employed in AM and TV
in mid-1949. “At many TV sta-:

(Continued on page 36)

Expansion for Flagship

Fullscale expansion into daytime
programing will be launched next
month by WNBT, key N. Y. flagship

of the NBC video web, following
pacting this week of Kathi Norris
and her “Television Shopper”
show. Aired until now via WABD
(DuMont. N. YJ, Miss Norris’ pro-

.gram is to be switched intact to

WNBT. where it will occupy the
same 11 a. m. to noon across-the-

board slotting, starting May 8 or 15.

WNBT lias no intention of leav-

ing Miss Norris stranded on a pro-
gramming island, according to sta-

tion manager Tom McFadden, and
so will build new shows both be-
fore and after her hour. Tentative
plans Call for the station to take
the air daily at 10 a. m. for an hour-
long audience participation pro-

gram, which will probably originate

from a remote location. Fifteen-

minute news strip will follow the
“Shopper” show/ which will incor-

porate some of the film footage
from the previous evening’s “Camel
News Caravan.” Station is also

planning a service show of some
kind to take over after 12:15 p m.
.daily.. -

.

//."

While no sponsor contracts have
been signed, WNBT hopes to lure

Saks 34th Street, department store

which bankrolls the first‘'half-hour

of Miss Norris’ current WABD
stanza, plus the five participating

clients in. the second half-hour.

Show is to be staged at NBC’s 106lh

(Continued On page 36)

Pressing; Your Luck
Question of how soon televi-

sion must cpme to grips with,
the problem of understudies
Was projected on last Sunday’s
(26) Philco TV presentation Of
“Homo Tpwn,” when Betty
Caulfield, playing : one Of the
lead femme roles, showed up
at the studio with 103-degree
temperature.

Production staff for a while
was panicky, since no one was
set to fill in. Miss Caulfield
managed to get through the
performance, actually betray-
ing little evidence of her con-
dition.

With all the hoopla surrounding
television's new Saturday night em-
phasis, the fact that more video
setowners now sit by their sets on
Sunday night than any other night
in the week has been generally
lost sight of. Sets in use figures
of recent network Hooperatings,
however, reveal that Sunday has
Upset Tuesday from the latter

night’s long-standing position as
the top video night.
Most responsible for Tuesday’s

leadership heretofore has been, of
course. Milton Berle’s “Texaco
Star Theatre.’’ With ratings last

year ranging up tp 80, there has
been little doubt that Berle at-

tracted most of the TV audience.
While the Berle show still leads the
TV parade, his fating has declined
gradually until it’s now 60, indicat-

ing a drop in his attraction. More
important in Sunday’s emergence
to the top night, however, has been
the bunching of top shows on that
evening by all four major webs,

With Berle setting such a hot
Tuesday night pace, competing
Webs have avoided; trying to buck
him with any ambitious programs.
Thus; with the exception of the
Texaco stanza; Tuesday hasn’t had
a chance to get rolling audience-
wise until 9 p. m , when the show
signs off; On Sunday night, how-
ever, webs fire some of their heav-
iest programming artillery, such as

CBS-TV’s “This Is Show Business,”
“Toast of the Town” and Fred
Waring, and NBC-TV’s “Supper

(Continued on page 36)

Memphis, Feb. 28.

WMCT, Memphis’ TV outlet, will

tee off a big network spree when
the coaxial cable will link the Com-
mercial Appeal, Scripps-Howard,
morning daily station with live

shows beginning March 1;.

Henry Slavick, general manager, -

says the Memphis TV station will
j

also begin Saturday bight video
shows. This was the billy; “black-

out” on the weekly sked.

WMCT will be the 30th city in

the nation to receive direct cable

shows '.which' .will be piped here live
,

from New York, Chicago andr
Washington. I

I, SMILIN’ ED

FILM-TESTING FOR
Hollywood, Feb. 28.

Two NBC shows will go before
the television cameras within two
weeks and the .films shipped east

for sponsor inspection. First to be
sprocketed will be Ralph: Edwards,
and Truth of Consequences, the

second .recording Of this; show.
First was made a year ago but
came off badly because of faulty

equipment.
Brown Shoe Co. has requested

of Frank Perrin a film Of the Smil-

ing Ed McConnell show, which
has a kid following, in the millions.

Another Ferrin TV venture, “Fun-
ny Faces,” is. also being set up
for early filming, It’s a comedy
with games and audience partici-

pation,;;;

Cleveland, Feb. 28.

W:EWS has; brought Pulse into

Cleveland and, in first announce-
ment of results, the Scripps-How-
ard video .

outlet said initial . Feb-
ruary showings give the station a.

commanding lead over two rivals.

WEWS also announced that ef-

fective March 19 it was increasing

its rates by approximately 2Q°/o.

Washington, Feb. 281

Popular pastime among report-

ers covering the color television

story is crystahball gazing on what
action the FCC will take when it

filially gets down to the unenvi-
able task of deciding the question
—•perhaps in six months. It’s a
dangerous game to play, particular-
ly at this juncture when determin-
ing developments are still ahead,
because there probably isn’t a sin-

gle member of the Commission
who; knows how he or she will vote
when all- the testimony is in and
the pros and cons Of the various
systems have been evaluated.
Never has so important a decision
'depended so much on the ability

of an industry, impelled by in-

tense competitive rivalry, to trans-
late a new product from diagram
into practical operation in a rela-

tively few months. ‘

This new product, a single tri-

color- direct view tube; may be the
key to the complicated color ques-
tion. If is does what RCA

.
says it

will, when it’s tp be demonstrated
here in about a month, the prob-
lem before the Commission might
be made a relatively simple One.
If it turns out to be a flop, the
agency will be in a tough pickle.
Of course, the development of

the tube isn’t necessarily related to
systems. CBS says the tube will

work better with its color process
than with RCA’s or the line se-

quential tint Of Color Television,
Inc. (if CTi can stay in the race
after its unfortunate showing last

week at the comparative demon-
strations). RCA’s David Sarnoff
reportedly has admitted the tube
could be used in the CBS system.
According to Adrian Murphy,

CBS veepee and general exec, the
tube won’t substantially improve
RCA’s color, although it would
make possible direct view receiv-

ers, The tube, he says, won’t
change the situation at the camera.
Murphy contends that the basic

system by which CBS transmits its

color is superior to either that used
by RCA or CTI and that apparatus
used at the receiver cannot mate-
rially alter this situation. He says
that when CBS started work On
color it was free to use any system
and that it selected the field se-

quential because it involved the
slowest switching rate and provid-
ed the most reliable reproduction
at the receiver.
RCA, he recalls, tried a simul-

taneous system (sending three

colors through at file same time)

but abandoned it because it took
up too much channel space. More
recently, after CTI took up the line

1

sequential system ( sending out
colors in sequence by lines\ he
says, RCA was left with only the
dot sequential system. While these

systems permit the color to come
through in black on white on exist-

ing sets^ lie declares; they do not
permit the quality of color which
the field sequential (sending color

through in fields in sequence) sys-

tem achieves.
Murphy resents any reference to

(Continued on page 36)

Why Not Gimbels?
Washington, Feb. 28,

During testimony of RCA re-

search chief E. -W. Engstrom
yesterday (27) at FCC color

TV hearings, Commissioner
Frieda Hennock asked how
soon the public could get re-

ceivers if the RCA systeiii is

authorized. “We're moving
fast,” Engstrom replied.

“How soon after adoption pf

standards could I buy a set in

. New York for my sister?

”

Miss HcnnPck persisted.

“In New York, somewhere
between one and a half and
two years/’ said Engstrom.
“Not sooner?” MisS Hennock
asked. “We might build one
in our laboratory for your
sister,” Engstrom replied.

“I want 16 be able to get one
at Macy’s,” said: Miss Hen-

4
Sat. RevueV 38.4
Tipoff that CBS and Du-

Mont are headed for trouble
in the highly competitive Sat-
urday night TV situation is

seen in the initial ratings
chalked up by NBC's “Satur-
day Night Reyue,” which
copped an impressive 38.4
average for the two and a half
hour Chi-N* Y. originations.

By half-hours, the ratings
break down as follows:

8:00 to
8:30 to
9:00 to
9:30 to 10:00

.

10:00 to 10:30.

8:30....;;; 35.5

9:00,.;.. 37.0
9:30 . . . ... 39.6

.... 403
39.9

A hard-hitting letter lashing out
at the networks’ move-in on the
national spot business in video and
scoring the hew 150-minute NBC-
TV program (although not men-
tioning it by name), was sent to

all television stations Monday (27)

by the National Assn, of Radio Sta-
tion Representatives.
NARSR sees the NBC-TV block

as an encroachment on the stations’

spot biz and a growing threat: “It

is a short step from sale of national
spot advertising through network
origination, with low income to the
station,” the reps group declares,

“to the time when the networks
will begin to solicit and offer all

spot advertising.” It fears the
webs’ move 'from selling spots in

participating shows to network
chain breaks “instead o fthe logical

and! proper station break.”
According to the station reps,

“the only way in which the inde-

pendently owned station, can com-
pete for national business” is

through the sale of time on station

breaks, minute announcements and
other short time units, sales to na-

tional advertisers in participation

NBC television’s Saturday night
program spread picked tip its first

three participating sponsors this
week as it headed into its second /
stanza on the air. Trio includes
RCA, through: the J. Walter
Thompson agency; United Fruit,
through BBD&O, and Swift,
through McCann-Erickson.

Under the web's plan of convert-
ing each separate half-hour from a
sustaining to commercial basis as
new bankrollers sign dn>; the first

three are to have their one-min-
ute spots inserted into the 9:30 to
10 segment, interest in the show
on the "part of other prospective
advertisers is high, according to
NBC sales execs, with the pos-
sibility several more will ink for
the show before Saturday (4). Next
half-hour to be filled will prob-
ably be from 9 tp 9:30, with suc-
ceeding commercial segments de*
pendent on which are picked up by
the most affiliate stations.

^Number- ot- affiliates who will

carry all or part of the show this

week has not been determined.
According to the NBC sales execs,
they are waiting to get as many
sponsors signed as possible before
placing time orders with the af-

filiates in accordance with the
sponsors’ request for coverage.
Show is set up to carry a maximum
of 15 participating spots, which are
to rotate each week.
With a $50,000 per week budget

at stake in the new Saturday night
program, NBC last week launched
the most intensive ad-publicity
campaign at the public it has yet

given a video: show, Web spent
over $20,000 in a three-day series

pf newspaper ads in its four east-

ern owned-and-operated. cities and
also plugged the show Wherever
possible on the air at time-breaks,

sign-offs, etc.

NBC contacted the manager of

each affiliate in a pi^cli for similar

(Continued dp page .36)
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New Talks Collapse In

Efforts to break the deadlock be-

tween the Television Authority

and Screen Aetors Guild over
shows, local news shows, station- jurisdiction among video perform-
produced airers and other pro-

, er<$ have virtually collapsed. Kiss-
grams in station time. They add :

0ff to a possible settlement was
fliof n TU cfatinn pan 1

1 oitr * i. InFnoF cFofamnnfthat no TV station can live "on

the few pennies of the advertiser’s

dollar that it nets from a network
sale of time.” It can only exist on
local business and on ‘ national

spot business with its high net re-

turn.”
National spot is likely to be more

(Continued on page 36)

FOR SALE TO
Hollywood, Feb. 28.

Harold Lloyd’s old pictures are

not for sale to television com-
panies. A recent offer of $250,000

for a package of silent comedies
Was turned down by Lloyd’s local

Office with the information that the

seen in TVA’s latest statement

;
that SAG “has taken a backward

(

step on the road to peace” by its

refusal to yield full control of de-

. cisions affecting pix for video.

i

SAG had previously written to
i TVA, saying that, “further explora-

. tion of partnership would appear
i to be a waste of time” unless SAG
! is granted the right to decide what
rates and conditions should exist

:
in video films and the re*use of

'.such films on TV stations. Rebut-
ting this stand, TVA exec secre-

i

tary George Heller said it would
mean that “many thousands of

performers who are not members
of SAG must submit to a deCisiori

in this vital matter without having

:
their own wishes: recognized.”
Terming the principle of re-use

of fiirhs or kinescope as one of

the most important objectives tofilms are still doing well as reissues

on the regular theatre' circuit. It be obtained in any collective bar-
Svas disclosed that Llbyd nixed an
offer of $200,000 from a major stu-

dio for remake rights to “The
Freshman.”
Lloyd owns all rights to 30 one-

.

reelers, 20 twp-reelers and 20 fea-

,

tures, 10 of which Were made with
sound. His “Movie Crazy” is cur*

'

rently being reissued by Neil Ag- “Life Begins at 80” will remain
new s Motion Picture Sales Corp ;

gaining pact, Heller declared that

SAG’S stand would make any pros-

pective partnership an “empty ar-

(Continucd on page 36)

N» 30 (orW on NBC

Lahr’i CBS-TV Deal

i
on NBC-TV and not shift to ABC-

|

TV, although the latter web Wa*
>, interested in picking up the Barry-
i Enright production. Producers de-

CBS has sighed Bert Lah r to a cided to stick with NBC when the

three-year television contract, with network gave them a contract for

the web currently mapping plans • a firm 13 performances and prom-
for a half-hour comedv show. : ised a weekly airing, instead of the

Comic will be starred in a revue-/ present alternate week sked, if

type show featuring Sketches, time opens up. .

songs, etc., somewhat similar to the :
Jack Barry-Dan Enright outfit is

Alan Young TV show preeming
|

not tied to NBC for the AM ver- :

next month. Irving Mansfield will sion of the show, in which ABC ti

produce, ! still interested.
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fedifesd^ March 1* 1950. TELEVISION REVIEWS
EDUCATION BY TELEVISION PAT N» JOHNNY THE MYSTERY CHET
With Dr. John W. Tajtor^Dr. H«r- With Pat Tobin, Johnny Slade; with John MacPhenon
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• 30 Mins.; Thurs.; 4:30 p. m,
; Lukins, announcer Producer: John Pivol PHILCO

Producer-director; Burt Blackwell Director: Dot, Hallmann WNBT, from N. Y;
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?ir° w a

as SI
?
00
u y n

u
aie Dy ^^bs ago, 10,000 hamsters have venture sparked by acts which gave NBC-TV 'from Chicago Me Kate” lent come high mo-Webster, who has a sharp sense of h(,pn -n1ri

6
iinnart »« wii »« hi»h n,iai.;

;N“i' iv ’ ,rom cmca*° !®"L,.
s
.°S.®^.

,
llg".„m.

,rbeen sold. visual impact as wen as nign quaKi t rnentc But mainTv Tarter wac al-
imor. and kept the students alert Tiuthno n.uioe nf iko n^- - ^ menis. Bui mainiy varier was ^ai-

he nrohed for calient Doints to * r i5Sf n iar 01
j

llY
J
istenin8 enteriainniem. —-—- ways around with the hypo needle.

Pf.
Prpoea .ior saneni points w troit Civic Light Opera production Morgan is thoroughly at ease . . . , . .

ghlight the discussion.
. “Annie Get Your Gun,” walked in handlihg the acts in vaude fashion. YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS

-i

'

Camera work was adequate, but and told Pat ’n Johnnie what it was Maestro takes his turn behind his With Burgess Meredith, emcee; ,
immediate added values with the

rangement of seating could be like to take over the lead after trombone and doubles at the niano Gertrudb Lawrence, Robert Mer- N-Y. origination wasn t surprising.

visual impact as well as high qual-W’ ,
.

' ‘J l i.’ XL. 1 A /.I A MVVII UVAH* VXOUUL flllWUVV «Q VIVU MO illHIJ VILAM* '

humor, and
.
kept the students alert Helena Dudas, star of the De- ity listening entertainment.

}?: ?r4Q^d for salient points to troit Civic Light Opera production Morgan is thoroughly at ease
highlight the discussion. “Annie Get Your Gun.” walked in handling the ants in vaude fashion.
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arrangement of seating .could be

iik6 to take over the lead after trombone and doubles at the piano Gertrude Lawrence, Robert Mer-l^- ^or^inarion wasntsurprising,
improved. At one point, femme Billie Worth had collapsed open- dueting with Joe Venuti. Venuti rill, Sid Caesar, Imogene Coca, wlt” the Caesar-Coca contribs,

student in a rear row Was asking a ingmight; does enough with a violin to pull Marguerite Piazza, Nelle Fischer, some, magnificent and imaginative
question, but students in the front Despite Slagle’s advice to not in- anyone’s interest but if this isn’t ***** Ross’ Clifford Guest, dance production numbers and the

row were the. only ones in camera terrupt What you’re doing* there’s enough, he tosses in a little mug- others < orerall pacing .as the outstanding
focus. Result to the viewer was plenty of evidence to show that the ging to aid his chore. Morgan also Producer: Max Liebman ,

elernents. Maintaining the. same
that a voice was heard, but only the show gets more than* casiial look- duets vocally with Louanne Hogan Director: Hal Keith

t \

qualitative payoff on a week-in-
faces of the front-rowers with dead- ing and listening. One infallible and allows chirp to follow through Writers: Mel Tolken, Lucille Kallen week-out attraction poses a hercu-

pan expression was in view. Future bit of evidence is that it is rapidly with a solo number which she car- Musical Director: Charles Sanford lean problem,
telecastings may arrange the par- reaching the saturation- noint as rip<; off wpII ' 90 Mins., Sat., 9* to 10:30 p.m. Somehow Burgess Meredith as

. -r y 1116 Oliu UBlCUlllfi. WUC MiAOimiw; BI1U jtUUWS U111U IU 1UI1UW UllUUSil
pan expression was in view. Future ^ 0f evidence is that it is rapidly with a solo number which she car-
telecastings may arrange the par- reaching the saturation- point as ries off well.

^ 90 Mins., Sat., 9* to 10:30 p.m. 1 Somehow Burgess Meredith as
ticipants in staggered fashion, so far as sponsors go. Tew . Skylarks deserve top credit for (EST) emceefailedtocapturetheohce-
that the camera can catch them _—

-

•

.
- -

|
making their vocal group a power- NBC-TV, from New York

(

over-lightly comedic pattern (often
when they are talking. ^ ^ MELODY SHOWCASE ..fur visual group. .Quintet com-

— ^ ~
; looking like he was getting ready

Burt Blackwell handled the pro- W |t|j Rita uackett, Peter Grant, bines vocals with choreography and dent in the DuMont-CBS stellar’!0;
g0 mtohis -Winterset ^his-

duction - direction chore, /and Ann Ryan, Bob Shreve, Corky comedy which show signs of being vaudeo-comedy attractions. If, too, i

fnomes). hut, again, his Noel Cow-
caught the classroom atmosphere. Robbins, Bettp Clooney, Gene well rehearsed and well planned, 1

sales effectiveness lies in a show’s !

ardish-buffoonery in a ski
t^

with
Did good JOtr of camera Switches,

Griffill> Joe Lugar’s Orch Red Hall demonstrates final tonal
I entertainment quotient, NBC, on Gertnide

^
Lawrence and

,
Caesar

baek and forth from instructor Dr. Producer: Jim Hill a quality in a trumpet solo and Smith
, basis of Saturday’s teeoff,

i

Was Delightful nonsense.
Webster to students. Wtea. Writer; Rita Harlcett Twins duet in okav fashion. !dinniH iiim« irmthu rnmanp. ; In the face of the attendant

' 90 Mins., Sat.,

LET’S PLAY CHARADES
With Julian Trivers, m.c.; Kay

Jones, Art Hunt, guests
Producer: John Hutchinson
15 Mins.: Sun., 6:30 p.m.
GEORGE R. BENNETT CO.
WBEN-TV, Buffalo

Robbins, Bettp Clooney, Gene I well rehearsed and well planned.
| sales effectiveness lies in a show’s ^J'dish-nufioonery in a skit with

Griffin, Joe: Lugar’s Orch Red Hall demonstrates final tonal
j entertainment quotient, NBC, on f

Gertrude
^
Lawrence and, Caesar .

Producer: Jim Hill ' quality in a trumpet solo and Smith
; the basis of Saturday’s teeoff,

Was dell Rhtful nonsense.

Writer: Rita Hackett . Twins, duet in okay fashion. ‘ should have little trouble romanc- i In the face of
.
the attendant

30 Mins.; Sun., . 7 p.m. LoU Place has given layout
, jng bankrolled. . hoopla and fanfare that brought

CROSLEY' APPLIANCES strong production value with good th“ Fr,p h ruled her bn. Miss Lawrence was some-
CROSLEY-TV, from Cincinnati sets and well worked script* Dick] ^ { monnnni: 7 ine 1*50 minutes ^hat of a disappointment. Those

This. Sunday supper musical re- Darley handles cameras astutely:^ cream time the 'affiliates are

'

cameras ’ tor one thing* can be
fresher is the most pretentious though he, at times, is inclined to!

*
• ,

.
, r nt ; pretty revealing, as they proved in

video work originating in Cincy. It move cameras for pure effect dis-
| f chnw with nniv the weh’s

' her initial London slums skit. In
is smooth, fast moving and packs regarding the actual result of the

j nwn pH-flnfi-nnprfltPrt stations enine !
final quarter-hour segment

showmanship of major network excess movement on the show.
i fnr thp full ridp wi«?Piv Nftr '

Lawrence was on again, this

caliher. Talent includes seasonefi Free.
! itemed an^ a‘ha^oS? time showing .up tA lietter ad^n-

Crosley staffers.
.

— ——

•

] layout so that it could be taken In tage, in.a. revival o£ an old patter
Jim Hill s production is top-

! crnniipr rinepe* tn Iprvp anH rhmp ;
song. But here was a natural

notch. Several sets are used and MEET YOUR NEIGHBORS
back to Even with 20-20 vision a for her “Jenny” number,

enpeial hflpkdrnns sniee atmosDhere 1 With Clyde, Polly, Bud and Lee :
Pac(S

to
i

Ev®d with ^0 ZU vision a h^a

(FAlis) jr
v

• - 'patterned tne two ana a nan nour

Preem (19) proved difficulty of HUr^Droduction is top-
i.]ay.out;so that it could be taken in

putting on a show of this kind in' notch, Severa)
P
sets are used and MEET YOUR NEIGHBORS

: wk th
d
fven ^th1» 20*4toTa15 minutes. Actors Kay Jones and „nPf*ia i backdroDs SDice atmosphere 1

With Clyde, Polly, Bud arid Lee . --pacK to. Even with ^o-zu vision a

Art Hunt pantomime and two forTheme oFcontinu'ity with tlrhely Dengler, ^Vivian .Walton; a
»- fS?^teams try to guess. M.mmg^as painting. Similar application goes „ "».unc«r, Harry Sm. h

continuous 150-minute grind, no - The show’s good moments were
matter how boff the attraction, many and varied—the Caesar-Coca
might tax the most ardent TVers. opening pantomime bit suggestive

good . and; guessers had. -v liW. Wonglu^ Crc&y 1 Producer: Clyde Dengler
: Sin -ra^

;

of s Inf^ fiE to deligh ul
trouble geting right answer. Twice Tv receivers arid refrigerators. 30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p.m. Last Sal;urUay s curtain xa'ser i cni ij ii uie uc g u

at-home viewers were confused gnonlorshiD locally is bv the Mod- LINTON’S RESTAURANTS ;

was heavy on talent, array lnciud- a|“?^®7WS. Z-JSt’
when a smart team - member

,| erm Ddstrifuring
^
and^^ Pogue’s WFILiTV, Philadelphia I

>"g Gertrude .L;jwrenpe. Burgess was Jj'
s

.

guessed charade quickly and only I department store: For show relays : .
As impiied in. :.the- Wl*.

-lalt-' CWsS^as Columbus keeping^ his
ones, to hear answer, jverp. in tlie to the t^0 other Crosley video sta- Your Neighbor”js^g homey type pS^ffroin New^York, rtutoks Crew In Ctock--here iri-
Studio., Emcee Julian Trivers tions, the tagging is by the Miami . show aimed at the family oil ^ab-

.

Pia“a ,from New Vorkh mut no is crew '^n Pe
t

',p t

Show was marred seriously by on WLW-C in ^Columbus, O ' Rita restaurants. Clyde Dengler is a Richards and Dorothy Claire <
‘ f fp r

3
fnn mnniS^ ^n^daf a°in°video

three or four rather lengthy film Hackett and Peter Grant attend to w.k. choral director in this area and Chirego). Tffat s. talent 10 spa
T

de
fp St

t

6
imnioa?’

and : slide commercials. Two: would thg^AfiUrbing 5? siylej-
; ^

have bc^n a quartei*-
[

l
°
Joe

U
LugarV

5
Tull-complement ;

Polly Wate^
f
r
<t
P
w#£k

S
bufTt’s Yo thl creditIff ha^ finaUv ^preve^^iss^^oiJa^

hour stitit. This effort could be
; orch does a swell job of back- With their sons. Bud and Lee, they lasE week, .buLit s to.

_

^
a

;

J

.. nS^ehp h^inruFhppn
popular, if audience could be in on

| grounding. entertain with a “sing” in the fam- NBC s Videp impresarios t fiat these
nlfip^’nrnmf<;p

^

the answer^ arid if commercials 1

e
stanza ^caught depicted railway ily’s living room. laPseS on both the Chi and N

;

Y. a f^omcdienne ofrnuch promise.
^ ^

were toned down.

HI LADIES
With Claude Hire
Producer-director;
30 Mina.; Tues.-T
Participating
WGN-TV, Chicago
“Hi Ladies” h;

proof formula for
By having memt
Women’s clubs t;

SSisiji:IesSStSw «”.Si’S ssi Sf .«
.
..SS*<S5

"

thumper • and warbler, socked a girl trio, a maie quintei ar u a
;

“Georgia On My Mind.’V Bob; chorus of
;

teenagers. They all help " diversified layout.- giierite Piazza in some “La Travi-

tion of comedy injection.

show with its twice-a-week sched-i Ann Ryan, standout songstress
ule, : over-the-back-fertce plugging

! took care of "April in Paris;’ wit!
by "Hi Ladies” alumni and

#
their 1

po iished dramatics. Gene Griffin

natural
.
draw.

Claude Kirschner handles
club ladies in genial fashion, 1

ing the show moving along.

(Continued on page 38)
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Single Tube as Tint Panacea
Continued from page. 31

WedneMla^ March I, 1950

on
Chicago, Feb. 558.

TV’s Reed
Continued from pafe 31

tions,” the govermijent publication
CBS color as a ‘‘mechanical* sys-

{
factor in the situatioti if people

,

Miffed by statements from pro-
, W thp work will

tern. Columbia's process is neither l could get new color sets. If the
\

moter Mitchell Sandler that he
|

reported, much o

mecbancial nor electronic, he de- i CBS system were authorized, he was cancelling the Monday night be handled by the same persons

dares, and canmse either RCA or < believes that most existing sets WGN*TV telecasts of the Marigold
j
now doing similar types of work at

CT1 apparatus. ’ CBS uses the ; would be converted during the- Gardens fight . card, Frank Schrei-
j sound stations . In many cases,

whirling dish, he explains, because next two years but that it would her,
^

WGN-TV. general
.
manager,

* commercial departments, publicity
it . produces good color cheaply, be i temporary conversion until ;

said l^t week the .cancellation was i

departnients and . clerical forces
If a single tube is developed, it : the oVyheirs could afford new color j tno other wax around, \^tn tne^i

i

may only , have to be enlarged
would take the .place the disk, 'gets.

}

n*xin^ effective
sijg}jtjy to handle TV business -

eliminate the need for magnifying
. Hegardihg RCA contentions that i

r,.»aiitw n p
[Outlets which mostly relay network
programs or use films win heed
few prograth employees/'

;
Even in N, Yv . although TV. has

brought work to many, the overall

employment figure has risen only

a relatively small degree. The
CBS N. Yj staff ixi 1945; accoifding

to personnel dept; data, whs 1,467

people. The January, 1950, staff

numbered 1,597—which means that

with the coming of television only

13Q employees were added. Rea-

son for smallness of the figure is

that a number of the 1945 activi-

ties Were eliminated
;
or. reduced

and some staffers are covering

both AM and TV. According to

the Labor Dept,, thg networks
“Kaye only a very limited number
of employees who are assigned full-

the

lenses, and permit any size screen. Columbia’s 405 line color degrades
1 *Oh the basis of Murphy's think-

;
the present televisioh standard,

ing; the -RCA tube w^uld thhsi Murpby declares that CBS ^^0,Qr
1prove a boon to the CBS system Achieves more resolution more t;^1 as ®ar|y as reo. l, upnreioer

and help toward its adoption, ^‘usable’' definition than can be ob-
sa
^;mp - ... llW uv MR^rWould RCA develop a tube which , tained by BCA’s 525-line dot se- i v

thA
w ould help the CBS cause? Murphy

J quential system. At the normal
j
.l?

1 has been, spld 1°^
McCarthy

thinks that would happen anyway, - viewing distance from the refceiyer, ^m and lo thTEvans Fu^CoHe secs it
,
this way. By the ’ he ci^ms; the higheir definition i

single tube, RCA hopes to develop isn’t “appreciated" by the eye. > miimier
^ ”” " P th

* direct view receiver which
< But resolution is only one of the

'

will _Teivminate its present compli- elemc^ts in Color. There are other
C2l6(] and AVnnnciifn mirrnr ebic 1

• . . ,expensive nurror
;

sets
; consid^rations, he observes, such

iArtfS Ik1 I MAaA 11 ,AMAand make Possible color receivers
fld ut „ ibnu to car ovcr

at a tower price. But if it worked ’
,w.hAri»nf

better for CBS than for RCA it

Would still sell the tubes and li

the coaxial, which are important.
Murphy contends that adoption

Kathi Norris
Continued from page 31'

street studios, which, together withwuiuu buu sen me tunes ana u- *u0 pno -v-fom urnnM invnk’p siumo?., wmvu, tuscmw wnu

who
new

would incorporate them in
sets.

a
»?. “

.

would
..;

c
?f

t ‘h
f..

a
.
ffU

,i
a
‘i

s
! shortage

P™ Cvh” sir if

VICE HEADLEY-REED
HR Representatives, new outfit

launched by Frank M. Headley

and Dwight B, Reed after they left

Headley-Reed two Weeks ago, has

taken
\
on KMPC, Los Angeles,

Which Headley-Reed previously

represented, * Latter company’s re-

lease of KMPC came on the eve

of FCC hearings on charges of
news-slanting by the G. A. Rich-
ards stations.

. H-R- Representatives may also
pick up a few more station con-
tracts in the next two weeks. Mean*
while it has opened offices ; in Chi-
cago and San Francisco;

• Headley-Reed has expanded its

AM staff in New YorkWith William
Kbst, formerly of NBC; Jack Hard-
inghahi, of WOV, arid Dan Ferris;

of McGiivra. Don .Severn, ex-
Yot t & Rubicam and Kenyon.
Eck 1 1 1 rdt, has

,

been added to the
TV division;;

:
Ira Morton and

Frank Rice have been added to

the Chi office*

If the CBS system Were adopted, : ““jV- *V ’rnrrT ^ shortage. Miss Norris’ show is
j
time to TV operations,

canry^it,
j packaged by the Wilbur Stark

nptitivfl advantages would SDUr Sta- tT » ^ ^
Murphy -.says, CBS WOuld enter in- . o/Pron+aeroc umuM snitr Cfa. ;

paunttgeu u*
.
tile Hiiiiut uvaift-

to the color picture Only at tbe : he 1 Jeri,>
T Layton indie production firm,

camera end. It would be up to the ^°?s
it

-'
C

According to McFadden, NRC
manufacturer to use the tube in :

feels certain, and to boast of it.

;
may eventually start network pro-

new color sets and conversion of T
"—^

""“r-.
j

gramming at 4 p. ni. daily instead

existing sets (by attachment of a i,, e of the 5:15 at which it presently"
•

:When-tH5rh-a!iipeiis;-thte-i
been named production manager j •^44-
of CJCJ, Calgary, He was fqr- •

local operation may run contm-
disk or substitution of the black
arid White tube by the color tube
plus circuit changes) would be the
problem of servicing companies.
Murphy doesn't feel the existing

pierly an announcer with CFAC,
|

Irpm 10 a. m. until, 4. But, ....
raieafv Stewart ratfaces Nor- 1

McFadden said, that probably won t
j. is m lower bracket jobs> and one

occur for at least a year. WNBT
]

secretary was found also working
was on a modified daytime sched-

j

as bookkeeper, model and femme
ule for about four months early in

? gabber,
1949, but dropped the shows when

! WBKB’s Graff and other Indus-
! they failed to pay off. TV pro-

j

tryites feel that doubling is ah evil
gram manager Jack Reber will han-

: Which should be eliminated. It’s

die the new daytime assignments, also pointed oilt that as video de-
' 1

TL.T ’ _ - *i - I- a. •
'

. ^ .

Non-Gotham stations surveyed
by Pack and Ranson reported much
doubling in brass. Directors also

write, secretaries arrange pro-

grams, cameramen Script ad copy,

technicians serve as stage mana-
gers, engineers' learn: all rphases-

from shading to boom work. Most
jack-of-all-trades activity, however.

Calgary. Stewart replaces Nor
man Pringle who has been ap-

5,000,000 sets should be a serious pointedV program supervisor.

With Miss Norris switching to

WNBT, DuMorit’s WARD plans: to

replace her with a group of five or
;

velops there will be fewer combina-
tion men and more specialists: .

Getting a job in TV. the video
six Women* each a specialist in her

,
casters stress, generally means

particular field. Each is to appear starting at the bottom of the lad-

Of Illinois B’casters
Springfield, 111., Feb 28.

Harold Stafford,’ of WLS, Chi-

cago, \vas elected president of the

Illinois Broadcasters Assri. at the

annual meeting here last week.

Other officers named were Leslie

C. Johnson, WHBF, Rpck Island,

vice-president; Ray Livesay, WLBH.
Mattoon, secretary-treasurer, and
Charles R. Caley, WMBD, Peoria,

director for three-year term.
Aboiit 50 members of the state

assotiation attended, representing
35 Illinois stations; heard the. ad-

dress of Richard P. Doherty, di-

rector of employe-employer rela-

tions for NAB,

An the morning show two or three
times a week.

64Our Bouquet goes to Tlieo Goetz for his deeply

moving and authentic performance of the pivotal

role in 4The /Karpoldi Letter’ on television Suit-

day night (Feb. 19). His long years of experience

in the theatre gave him complete mastery over the

new medium pf television, especially in extreme

closeups, where his hands and eyes added impact

to his portrait of the victim of Iron Curtain 6
jus-

tioe.’ Better than headlines, Theo Goetz has tokl

at least his audience the truth l>ehind the, ‘confes-

sioris’ that always follow indictments in an Iron

Curtain court.’’

Sincerely,

* Portrayed "Or, Karpoldi" on iha

Colgatt Thaatra, WNBT-TV.

Agency—WILLIAM ESTY CO.

Cdll LExington 1-1 1 00

It’s 3 Down
continued from page 31

i der. in a spot that offers an op-

;
portupity to learn. The most un-

1

portant requisite, they feel, is im-
agination—the mentality that cre-

ate ideas, prograniwise and pro-
duction . wise and that is adaptable

|

to th . flexible patterns of TV. And.

Plugging on the local level: Press th^ don’t see an immediate

department, moreover, sent a full ,^H„„
0PP

f
0lUn^v/; '

f
thex

' publicity kit to all affiliates, con-
' i^

at t.be TV freeze

j
taining newspaper ad mats, expibi-

* create new openings.

> tation suggestions and full details

I
of how best to sell the show to the

1 public. Mass campaign is believed
: to spotlight how much success of
; the show caii mean to the web as

Continued from page 31

a profit^e^irner.

In its direct campaign to the

Continued from page 34

caricatured their roles. John Ger-vvv . VM1/IJ ;vv .
Uiv

;
«

. J J T -.I T +% •

i public, NBG is (concentrating on the
j

?W an - Sueur were good

! slogan, “The kind of television you
j

in
\Tnrman

r0
FA

S
iVA«*c

iike best— the vmi want rsoi man Felton s direction wasiixe oest—on tne night you want
; up to th6t tot>-quality

;
par he set

for the two previous shows in the
it most.” Web by-passed national
magazine . ads, since the. show won't
be kinescoped for nationWide coyer-
age. Newspaper ads ran in the

j

N. Y. Times, Herald Tribune arid
Journal-American, the Cleveland

j
Plain-Dealer, Chicago Tribune and
Washington Times-Herald. Follow-

series and John Gart’s music was
sufficiently noisy. Withal, the
play’s motif, based oh the furor
aroused by the prof’s decision to
read a speech by Bartolomeo Van-
fcetti in his English class, suffered
from the more complex political

Club,” c “Philco Playhouse” arid

“Garroway at Large.” With such a

variety of top-rated shows to choose
from, the webs have found lit tie

trouble in luring a top-sized audi-

ence to their sets on Sundays.
How Sunday night Will hold 11 p

in the face, of the new emphasis
being placed on Saturdays by Du-
Mont* NBC and CBS remains to be

seen. Saturday night has long
been considered the one night in

the week when most of the public

Waffts to get outside their homes.
If the video webs can provide a

good enough attraction to keep
them glued to their sets, it is be-

lieved Saturday will have little

trouble overtaking Sunday as the

top TV sets-in-use night ol :
the

Week.

Jacksonville
Continued from page 30

coyer the first year’s losses. Then
it decided it should have another

,00b
1

to; protect its investment.

I
up ads may be taken this week, and 1

problems that have arisen since the
! the o.&o. stations, including WNBT !

famed Sacco-Vanzetti case,
jin N. Y., may take space in other _ T

-
.

—
;

-

j

papers in those cities. New York City’s fight against
1 venereal disease Was given its first
1 television boost Monday night ^271
as part of the “This Is Your City”

i series via the N; Y Daily News’
WPIX. Fifteen-minute roundup of
the dangers of VD and the citv’s
fullscale campaign against its
spread represented a good public

__ ^ _ service job. on the part of the sta-
An act authorizing issuance by the

|

Don and the city’s television pro-
bity Of fhe additional certificates <?u

S
tl0

x ? -
unit

i Was passed by the Florida legisla- S

i
f'articipants in the show, which

ture last May. j

took the form of a studio discus-

;
; Commission counsel contend that !

've
,
re recruited from among

.FCC’S refusal to grant an exten- ! u medicos helping
. sion to Raytheon Mfg. Co. Boston

:

! w a^ e
-
v

1 should govern in the. Jacksonville
1 of the dire J-

eVieVV
1 cftSG Iii the RsvthGriri sitnfitinn j .

etrects of. the disejiso
,

cdse, in ^ine xiayineon situation, and punched home their : messapr
;
financial difficulties, later removed, 0f the number of free aid station^
.were, given as the^ principal reason: v^rovided by the eitv for mt-
j

toi^delaying construction. . ferers. Ed Stasheff directecl for
;

The
. agency legalites, in taking

t

WPIX, with Cli ff Evans produc-
;
exceptions to the examiner’s find- ing,
ings. declare that the city com- '

I missioners have been vacillating on
j

;

the project, that they have made -j

' no commitment to sell the: neces-
sary certificates, and that

TV Authority
Continued from page 31

rangemc-nt.” SAG, in turn, tagged

TVA’s proposals for joint member-
ship meetings and mediation as

“negative” in character.
Both sides, meantime, are push-

ing their organizational drives' in

the TV field. SAG is expected to

step up . its campaign in the east

among vidpix producers alter, it

lines up the Coast producers ill the

:

field. Priirib objective of SAG is

an agreement with Hal Roach in

order to set up a pattern for the

industry. TVA is slated to pi’e-

sent its recently formui®1
!
0^

scales to the networks following

approval by TVA’s membersbi p.

Station Reps
Continued from pngc 31

^ .

.^btladelphia, Feb, 28.

ha.en't e^deeid.d what amcunVinieht/^ readings
i

fhould be sold. The city s promise
j by :promineht lavmnn

1 that it will complete construction
within six months of an okay to

1
go ahead, they claim, is a . “tardy

[
representation” which dosen’t jus-
tify an extension.
WJAX received its TV permit in

prominent laymen to be con-
tinued throughout the Lenten sea-
son.;

' * •

' '

. .

^boadcast by the Evening Bulle-
tin station as

. a public service the

,

Bible readings are heard Monday
- through Saturday from 11:10 toAugust of 1948, It estimated the i ll -15 p m .rnnnWfWif , ,

-

cost of constructing the Station at station
P
are the ' PhnkdSnitfn Pa ^

e

*255 000 A tPniAtivp
1 ™

S Bbiladelplvia Coun-
Churches, ' the American

*000. A tentative affiliation

with NBC was entered into last

July.

cil of
Biblo, Society
YMCA,

and the Central

important in TV- than in AM. the

reps feel, which will help the inde-

pendently-owned stations. B u t they

also see the webs claiming a much
larger proportion of a station s

time in TV than in AM. And they

object to a king-size prognim such

as NBC-TV’s because it :
is -Uumig

coin away from the spot field and
filling tirde that stations could sell

for spots through the reps:

NARSR says it recognizes the

value of Web shows, because arounu-

good cliain-produced prognuns the

stations can /sell lucrative avau.a-

bilitics. But it sees in the webs

move-in . a “danger to wh.nt \f-

vioiisly a healthy future for spot

television.”
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A fcross-the-board program direct from the Israel consulate in New
York city Will be aired daily at 6:15-6:25 p.m. by WLIB, as part of indie’s
Israel-slanted format. 'Stanza will feature news from the consulate’s
wird, interviews with officials and persons going to and from the Holy
Land and answers to queries sent in .by listeners.

Sam Elfert, WLIB program topper, and Isaiah L. Kenen, information
director for the consulate, will handle the program.

Luncheon last Thursday (23) tossed by the National Conference of
Christians and Jews to kudos Elaine Carrington drew plenty of web,
agency and sponsor brass. The soap opera scripter drew a special in-
dividual award from the NCCJ for her work in promoting understand-
ing between racial and religious groups through her daytiine strips,

which have been on the airwaves for 18 years.

Broadcast industry generally, from the small station up to big chain,
was lauded by the Speakers for* its efforts to : further inter-group
brotherhood.

’

2-

Cleveland, Feb. : 28.!

With the city’s - newsmen spark-

ing the drive, the greatest turm
out of V.i.P.’s in this area staged
a • two-hour benefit telecast over
WEWS on behalf of the Heart
Fund drive;

The show, which originated from
both the Press Club and WEWS,
ran for three and one-half hours
and drew contributions totaling

$10 ,
000 . *

Particularly active in lining up
talent were S. P. Severino of the
News and George Condon, radio ed-

itor of the Plain Dealer: In more
than 50 acts, political rivals from
Greater Cleveland present duets;
labor - management o p p o n eh t s

staged love feasts, and talent from
nightclubs did their bit to round
out the show.
Jack Owens, appearing at Hotel

Statler -s Terrace Boom, emceed
from the Press Club; pink Hunter,
program director WHK, did simi-

lar chores at WEWS.
Press Club officials hope to make

the show an annual highlight of

the Heart Fund campaign.

Greensboro, N..C., Feb. 28. ;

Joseph H. McConnell, president

of NBC, will come to Greensboro.

March 9, to address the annual
. .

* •
'

•

. O
,

1 .
•

dinner meeting of members Of the
Chamber of Commerce. : r

McConnell, who was picked from
the top Command of RCA a few
inpnths ago to direct the reorganiz-
ation of the NBC as its prexy, was
reared at Davidson

j
.'Nw C., where

his father was dean of Davidson
College.’

Cleveland — Fuller & Smith &
Ross ad agency has set up a central
department to handle films, radio
and television, with Richard F.
Reynolds, director. John James,
formerly of the separate r a d i o
group, has been named associate
director of radio,.

Livington’s Chi Post
Chicago, Feb. 28.

'

Louis Livingston has been ap-
pointed head of the television de-
partment of Filmack Trailer Corp.,
according to Irving Mack, prez of
Filmack,

Livingston was formerly promo-
tion manager of the Chi Herald-
American, Philly Evening Bulletin
and N. Y. Journal American.

Attract New Clients

To DuMont ‘Matinee’

WPTZ’S MILK SPONSOR
Philadelphia, Feb. 28.

Sylvan Seal Milk, Inc., one of
the largest local distribs of dairy
products, makes its debut in the
television medium on WPTZ, with
the sponsorship of the hour-long
“Hopalong Cassidy” films, Fridays,
4 to 5 p.m.
Account was placed by A1 Paul

Lefton agency.

Recent revamping of DuMont's:

two-hour cross-the-board -‘Shop-

pers Matinee” led this week to the

pacting of three participating

bankrollers for the series for local

N. Y. spotting. New format Of the

daytime show spotlights entertain-

ment along with the shopping serv-
ice and is designed to provide
availabilities for local participating
sponsors; on affiliate stations.

.

Trio of bankrollers include Gen-
eral Electric Distributors, through
the W. N. Scheer agency; Arthur
Brown Stores, through the Reiss
agency, and the Famous Vacuum
Shops, through Van Wood Associ-
ates. GE is to be plugged by Min-
nie Jo Curtis, femcee on the show;
Brown; products will be spotted in
the Gordon Dilworth segment, and
the vacuum cleaners on the Phil
Hanna segment;

WCBS Intime
Continuing to expand its late

evening programming, WCBS-TV,
key N Y. flagship, of theCBS video

web, has set a new series of intinie

musicales for the 11 to 11:15 Fri-

day night slot starting this week
(3). Titled “After Hours Club,”
the show is to be sponsored jointly

by Philco TV and Winston
.
TV

Stores of Brooklyn.
Pianist Joe Bushkin and disk

jockey Fred Robbins comprise the
permanent cash with the format
featuring new tunes, acts by guest
personalities and informal gabbing.
Series is packaged by the new in-

die firrti of Ford Bond and Albert
Black, making their, video bow with
this. one.

Ed & Pegeen’s Switch
Ed and Pegeen Fitzgerald start

this week to do two half-hour
shows weekly for WJZ-TV, N. Y.,

instead of one half-hour and two
quarter-hour stints. They’ll be
heard Wednesdays and Fridays at

7:30 p.m.
Reason for the switch is to ac-

commodate camera crews with the
return of “Blind Date” to ABC-TV.

New York
Jack Ravel, formerly assistant

program chief of the DuMont web,

joined NBC as supervisor of video

program procurement . . Boris

Karloff signed to portray a psychi-

atrist again, only this time in a

comedy skit, as guest on CBS-TV’s
‘ -Inside -U.S.A. with Chevrolet^ to-
morrow night (Thiirs.) Ben
Grauer replacing Warren Hull as
emcee on NBC-TV's Tuesday night
at 11 show, which is to he retitled
the “Ben Grauer Show.” Double-
day & Co. continues as sponsor , . *

John Shrager agency signed to rep
A. Si Barnes & Co., publishers of
sports books; for a radio and TV
promotion of mail order offers .

.

Walter Duncan named sales man-
ager of WPIX, replacing Scott
Donahue, acting sales manager
who resigned. At One time with
NBC and sales veepee of WNEW,
Duncan has been sales veepee of
WSNY, Schenectady, for the last

two years . . > Lance Ballou, Jr.,

formerly with NBC’s ad-promotion
department, named to head up
NBC-TV’s sales planning division,
part of the newly-formed sales
planning and research department.
Dr. Thomas E. Coffin, formerly
with Hofstra College, takes over ^
head of program research and
Richard S. Paige, until now with
Schwerin Research, will supervise
NBC’s ratings division . . . Red
Benson, emcee on WOR-TV’s Fri-
day night show from the Old

j

Knick Music Hall, started a week’s
stint as emcee at the Old Knick
Sunday i26) ... Video character
actor Ed Peck, almost typed as. a
cop, broke out of the rut to play a
thief on NBC’s “Magnificent Mena-
sha” last week ?but is back in the
groove this week as a constable on
CBS-TV’s “Man Against Crime”

. Kirk Douglas, guesting on
CBS-TV’s “Ken Murray Show”
Saturday night (4V,' will reenact a
scene from his film hit, “Cham-
pion” . . . Duane McKinney, for-

mer NBC director-producer, joined
Official Film & Television as exec
producer . . . . Gloria Stroock rer

placing Bethel Leslie in the Cor-
nelia Otis Skinner role on CBS-
TV’s “Girls,” with Miss Leslie now

in the cast of the’ new Joshua Lo-
fan legiter, “Wisteria .Trees,”

Scripter Mori Levin now work-
ing with M. C. Brock oil DuMont’s
“Captain • Video,” also collabblng
with Dave Kogan on a comedy
stanza to star Jack Guilford , . .

Theo GoCtz was kudosed by Tex
and Jinx McCrary for the “finest
performance by an actor in TV”
for his job in “Karpoldi Letter” on
NBe^TV’s “Colgate-^heatre” : ^ 7 .

ABC-TV script editor Rod Mac-
Leish to have his hovel, “Pursuit
of Judas,” published by Harper’s
in June . , Art Duram, CBSrTV
market research counsel, to
Gainesville, Fla., to address adver-
tising clinic yesterday (Tues.) . . .

Ted Malone, back from a recent:
one-week European visit, readying
films he took at Oberammergau for
his ABC-TV show, “Europe Today”

Hollywood
“Armchair / Detective” moves

from KTLA after 18 months.

Show, packaged by Mike Stokey

and Bernie Ebert, will bow out

after the March 31 beaming due to

mutual dissatisfaction on the part

of Klaus Lansberg and Stokey
and Ebert ; . . KTTV has inked a
contract with Pollack-Rogers-Rais-

beck group, “Hollywood Players.”

Package deal, which bows sustain-
ing, includes services of Francis
Lederer, Jane Harwell, Michael
Whalen, Helen Parrish and Lyle
Talbot. Show bows over KTTV
March 17 with Ibsen’s “The Doll
House,” . . . Special Purpose films
is making a, series of commercials
for Silvercup Bread . . . Skip Han-
naford set a's production assistant
on "Dead Letter Office” beamed
over KECA-TV . . . KTTV will
telense the Girls’ Professional
Softball league diamond matches,

! starting in May ... Eddie Bracken
• and Bill Welsh have been set to
' make a series of commercials for

j

Oldsmobile ... “Barn Dance” has
i been set for beaming over KTTV.
1 The hour long variety show will

be teleiised each Saturday, starting
this week. Holmes Tuttle picks up
the tab. Riley Jackson and Ken
Carson handle lead roles.

it happens all the time— to WOR. Take the case of this great station’s

newest star—Rudy Vallee. Hardly had the word gotten out that

this magnetic master of song, charm and back-stage story held court every

weekday when thousands of women from Maine through

North Carolina were ladies in waiting, Waiting for “The Rudy Vallee

Show”, Monday through Friday at 1 1:15 A.M.

And what’s more-r the first show had barely broken into thousands _

upon thousands of WOR homes when such advertising wizards as

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Kellogg and American Home Foods

reached for time oii the show

!

This is just the beginning! What Rudy Vallee is doing for these:

sponsors he can do for you—

at very low cost.

• . . that powar-full atatlon at
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had three distaff contestants con-
fess a- practical joke they'd played.
Emcee Jay Stewart treats the

guests fairly, without condescend-
ing, arid the tone is humorous

differs do not hang on the Mutual

It is a listeriable program,
smoothed on some occasions than
on others. The hypos—principally

rather than maudlin, which is a an offer oi tickets to sporting events

credit to the. writer . arid producer, for first dialer phoning correct an-

Starring tomorrow (Thurs.) Greeri swer—draw responses, but unduly

Spot .
Orangeade, which bankrolls tie up the telephones. ancl §oudt s

the airer on the Coast, will expand
|

a ir time, on certain
.

and in his chatter, miker shrewdly
its sponsorship to. midwest, outlets,,

for a total of 70 stations/ Bril. localizes,“with plenty of name tab*

bing.
:

Shudt possesses a rather pleasant
voice, a friendly personality and an
engaging chuckle, Longer prepara-
tion would improve the snow-4ie
has a sponsored sports stint at 6:15.

Technical side could be sharpened.
• Jaco.

CALLING ALL DETECTIVES
With Paul Barnes; Frank Mc-

Carthy, annourtcer
Producer: Jerry Joss Features
Director: Larry Kurtz V
15 Mins.; Thurs., IQ:15 p.rii.

Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.

“Galling All Detectives”: at-
tempts to cram a capsule who-
dunit and a telephone quiz game ^
into a 15-minute airer. Idea seems t*'*
a good one on paper, but the time Tommy Bartlett’s smoothly pol-
element appears too strong a ; ^BC “Welcome Travelers”
hurdle for the show to overcome 1

lsn
®. •

welcome iraye ers

Judging by the initialer Thursday j
continues to be a bright morning

'A

(23) . PreemRecounted the efforts
of a private eye who pins the mur-
der of a wealthy executive upon a

spot. The format remains es-
sentially unchanged since the
strip’s : inception^-rtravelers passing

business associate of the deceased.
|

through / Chicago interviewed - at
the Hotel Sherman College Inn.
But adequate pre-show propping'
arid careful interviewee selection
a&ure an even flow Of interest-
holding activities despite the Mon-
day through Friday schedule.
The advance culling of the

about 10 minutes were
available for the, setting to be
described, the clues distributed
and characters established before
the denouement. Thursday’s in-
stallment gave the impression that
Paul Barnes, who portrayed the

Eddie Cantor and Jimmy Durante,
The commercials, live and Aim,

were of good quality and the guests

followed through neatly with im-
promptu plugs. Camera action was
occasionally tard

y

in moving
around with the emcee.
The show< would be improved if

some device, perhaps a gag. ques-
tion, could be found which would
liven up the interviews and make
them less a

/
hurried parade of

names and faces. Dave .

BUFFALO’S AMATEUR SHOW
With John Corbett, Anne Sheldon,
'"'"guests''

1

..’

Producer: Jetties Christensen
30 Mins.; Sun., 4:30 p.m.
VICTOR’S DEPT. STORE & BUF-
FALO ELECTRIC CO.

WBEN-TV, Buffalo
(Bowman & Block)

Preem caught (19) was the usual
amateur show routine. Without
John Corbett’s, suave, sure-footed
handling, show might fail apart:
Contestants get entry blanks at
Victor’s store, joint bankroller
with: Westihghouse distributor.
Show plugs Westinghouse prod-
ucts sold at store. Commercials de-
livered by:' Atone Sheldon demon-
strating electric iceboxes and TV
sets were every bit as good as
“Studio One” commercials for
same co-sponsor.

Set for amateurs was well exe-
cuted with city skyline in silhoUet
and flashing electric signs for spon-
sors. The seven performing ama-
teurs Were mediocre and pace of
all was too slow. More attention
could be given to choice of con
testants to quicken tempo of this
half-hour.

Fisher, Hardy to Spark

sleuth, was on a veritable tread-
j

guests to be interviewed riot only
mill trying to keep up with the produces subjects who aren’t
script.

;
'

! struck dumb at the sight of a live
Quiz portion of this transcribed microphone but, more importantly,

show has announcer Frank Me-
1
produces subjects with a reason-

Carthy phoning people at random
j

ably good tale. Under Bartlett’s
in various sections of New York.
If an individual correctly answers
a query based upon the preceding

practiced handling, the pre-edited

(

guest stories make up in interest
! and pace what they may lack in

mystery playlet, he’s eligible to bid ; spontaneity;
for the jackpot (a three-way TV

j
On the show caught (23), special

guest Clarence Nash, who as the
voice of Donald: Duck in the Dis-

old

UAW
Continued from page 27

WWJ is owned and operated by
the Detroit News. '•

.

In his complaint against WJR,
one Of several stations controlled
by George A. Richards, Mazey said
the union’s advertising agency of
iLuckoff, Wayburn & Frankel had

East Lansing, Mich., Feb/ 28.
;

Sterling Fisher, NBC public

service director, and Ralph Hardy,

NAB education director, will head-

line the fifth annual Michigan

Radio Conference to be held here

March 10.

Theme of the confab ' will be. co-

operation between radio, educators

and the community. J. Donald

Phillips Will' lead the discussion,

and Dr. Lee Thurston ,
Michigan’s

superintendent of public instruc-

tion, will also speak.

49

Seal
Continued from page 24

head of the radio department at

the U; of Southern California, and
Walter K. Kingson, head of radio

at UCLA. Kingson will coment fol-

lowing the showing of his motion
picture, “Four Ways to Drama,”
which depicts the Varying techiques

of producing the same dramatic
material in radio, .stage, motion
pictures and television.

Among local radio and television

execs, who are slated to speak at

the meeting are J. Archie Morton,
general manager, KJR; Carroll

Foster, director of • public service

programs, KlRO; Lee Schiilman,
program director, KING-TV; Milo
Ryan, school of journalism, V. of

W.; and Robert S. Nichols advertis-

ing executive and radio personality.

Regional meetings of;three nat-

ional organizations, will be held
coincidentally with the conference
—the Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System, Assn, for Education by
Radio and the National Assn, of

Educational Broadcasters.

set). This phafce of the opening
stanza proved particularly weak
since only two calls were com- • ney. productions is an old pro

j

approached . WJR, requesting a
plSef i.n ah A ^ „

in the iaugh-producing business, daily 15-minute period for discus
Before “Calling All Detectives”

|
found heavy competition in one

1

is able to command wider listener-

1

traveler identified only as “Chaun-
cey the Bear Hunter.”crisper story material will

have to come off the typewriters of
the several freelance scripters who Carnation Contented Hour via
turn out this series for Jerry Joss

; CBS Sunday (26) Was a welcome
^ X 1 •• _J_U 1.11.. i-_ * . .

Features: Show, incidentally, be
came a Monday-thru-Friday series
in the same 10:15 p.m. slot as of
Monday (27), Gilb.

WIN, PLACE OR SHOW
With Roy Shudt
55 Mins.; Mon-thru-Fri., 4.05 p.m.
Participating

Contrast to the welter Of detective
dramas cluttering up the kilocycles.
Though its riiusical format is a con-
ventional one, the show is bright-
ened by a guest warbler policy
which helps vary the weekly lay-

out. Ilene Woods, the voice of
“Cinderella,” and crooner Jerry
Wayne, Sunday’s visitors, profici-

ently caroled several numbers,",

Roy
V
simdt^WROW sportscaster,

ibackedby Ted Dale’s band,

has been presenting a modified disk
jockey show, in southwestern style,
for 10 weeks. Shudt is best known as
a caller of harness races at Saratoga
and in California. He mixes con-
ventional spinning of platters with
sports news, stories, commentary
and chatter, plus spot announce-
ments for various sponsors and a
news period. Block runs 55 min-
utes three days a week and 85 min

Tele Reviews
Continued from page 35

sion of the strike. WJR advised
the agency that all the time they
could possibly make available to
the union was. a single half-hour
period a week.

“
“This obviously

was inadequate,” Mazey said.

A spokesman for WJR termed
the UAW complaint groundless.
He said the station’s manageinent
first heard of the union’s request
for time from news sources calling
to get WJR’s reaction to the
Union’s complaint to FCC.

Station’s spokesman added that
WJR strike policy is to provide
equal opportunities to both parties
to present their sides. “In this
particular instance, neither side
presented their viewpoints over
WJR.”

the initial airing (21) froin WGN-
TVj he had some trouble playing
to both the camera and his guests,
The segment was spiced by guester
Jackie Green, who Warmed up the

Utes the remaining (when kiddie ladies with impersonations of

for profitable selling INVESTIGATE
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Transit FM
Continued from page 27

times With St. Louis, Mo., and Osh-
kosh, Wis., stations; W. F. Johns,
Jr., part owner and operator of
Stillwater and Cloquet, Minn., and
Oshkosh, Wis., stations; L. V. Day-
ton, part owner of a broadcasting
company operating stations in
Evanston and Alton, 111., and M.
Hessian, Jr.

Gen. Foods
Continued from: page 27

busters” on the air through, the

agency. Sponsor is also B&B’s old-

est and largest account (since

1929) and airs . “Juvenile Jury,”
“Mama,” “Father Knows Best,”

“When a Girl Marries” and “Wen-
dy Warren arid the News” through
the agency. Some shows, such as

“Portia Faces Life,” plug products
serviced by the- two agencies.
FC&B at present has no GF airers,

but It’s thought likely that in the
expansion it may pick up some
stanzas for the four trademarks it

will be assigned.

GF has always been an exponent

|

of broadcast advertising, since the
early days of radio, when it

backed Kate Smith aind “Show
Boat,” and it has used quality
shows father than low-budgeters.
Its bigger outlay for the year start-
ing in September is viewed, there-
fore, as a welcome shot in the arm
for broadcasting.

Radio Corp. of America showed
net profit of $25,144,279 or $1,58
per common share in 1949, accord-
ing to the company’s annual report
released this week by Brigadier
General David Sarnoff, chairman of
board. This compares with net of
$24,022,047 Or $1.50 on the com-
mon in 1948.

, Despite a gross income of $397,-
259,020, an increase of $39,641,789
pvef 1948, RCA net profit after all

deductions was 6.3% of gross in-
come as against 6.7% in 1948.
Corporation paid out $10,081,404 in
dividends during the past year, of
which $6,928,604 was on the com-
mon shares. The fact that the
company only paid 50c per share
on the common last year plainly in-
dicates how many shares of com-
mon currently are outstanding—
13,881,016 shares.
RCA total earned surplus at the

end of 1949 was $94,562,354, an in-
crease of $15,062,875 over earned
surplus at the end of 1948/ Year
was marked by considerable more
outlay for additions to plant and
equipment or $16,340,282 a boost
of nearly $2,000,000 over 1948. Re-
port to the . board by Sarnoff and
Frank M, Folsom, RCA prexy,
pointed to the past yehr as having
the highest sales in history of the
Corporation.

“Television’s spectacular rise as
a new service of mass communica-
tion, in Which RCA has played a
leading role, is without precedent
in the industrial development of
the U. S.,” said their statement in
part. “Television achieved the
going rate of a billion-dollar-a-year
industry, to become the first Amer-
ican industrial enterprise to move
ahead so rapidly in so short a
time.”

It was pointed out that
; during

1 February this year, RCA Victor
produced its 1,000,000th television
receiver. Also that the public de-
mand for RCA TV sets at the end
of the year continued to exceed
the plant capacity, the impetus
of TV has expanded the RCA Serv-
ice Co. to include 4,300 employees,
90 television, service shops and
2,500 service vehicles.

In Jacksonville, Too
Cincinnati, Feb. 28.

FM reception on public carriers
has been inaugurated in Jackson-
ville, Fla., by WJHP’s Metropolis
Co., which appointed Transit Ra-
dio, Inc., with headquarters in
Cincy, as its national Sales rep.
WJHP contract is with Jackson-
ville Coach Co., which has 200 GE
receiving sets on buses, claiming
130,000 daily riders.

Transit Radio is now functioning
in 20 cities, stretching over 14
states and the District of Colum-
bia, flanked by Worcester, Mass.;
Tacoma, Wash.; Houston, Texas,
arid Jacksonville, Dave Taft, gen-
eral director, said.

Pi 1 1 s b u r g h — Dave Tyson

,

WCAE’s early - morning platter

spinner, has landed two new after-

noon commercials, 10 minutes at

12:50 on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
and Monday, Wednesday and Fri-
day, for same length of time, at
2:05 . . , Johnny Davis chalked up
13th annl as an announcer on
WWSW last week . , . KQV got
practically all of Eagle Lion's radio
prqriiotion money on tfl-state dis-
trict campaign for “Guilty of
Treason” , . , Mary Lee Erigstrom,
of continuity department, now han-
dling publicity and exploitation for

RWG
Continued from page 25 gg~

agreement as covering two writers
who were owed $4,225. RWG exec.
James Stabile differed with AF,
and after a series of conferences
all eight writers won coverage, get-
ting from $525 to $7,285 apiece.
Sum will be amortized over a 12-
month period.
Pact with the agencies has been

stalled, pending the RWG’s cer-
tification before the National La-
bor Relations Board. Union filed
papers in December, but NLRB
hasn’t acted yet. When pact is
inked, retroactive pay back to *48
will have to be paid by agencies
paying scribes under the mini-
mums. At that time, individual
shows will be examined to deter-
mine * monies due the various
writers.

Radio Writers Guild has also
won a contract for four writers in
the

. ROA-Victor recording division,
which turns out the NBC The-
saurus.

„Pa
,
c
„
t
;.7'hich runs through Sept.

30, 1952, gives the scripters pay
hikes of from 8 to 15%, with RCA
picking up the tab for health in-
surance plan.

Ban Francisco — Arthur Hull
Hayes, general manager of KCBS.
back from Board meetings in

TcrnS
y Hi

J
ls • • Pat McGuirk,KCBS producer of “This Is San

Francisco,” Weds Gladys Bahlhorn
1

former KCBS script typist. .Leroy Kopp, staff announcer for

5
1”* .Nation, KCBS, father 2f

daughter born in San Josa.

Borden
S5S Continued from page 25 jh

afternoon show. But Lever Bros.,
Hope’s nighttime sponsor, nixed
the idea.

Although cancellation will mean
loss of a half-hour

.
of Saturday

afternoori billings to CBS. the web
isn’t too disturbed, in view of the
fact that it has been paying $600 a
week for rental of a Mutual play-
house because * of CBS program
origination conflicts.

.Borden exit will leave K&E
agency with two radio attractions
r—Walter Winchell, on behalf of

Hudnut, and “Mark. Trail,” on l\lu-

tual, for Kellogg’s.

Denver — KLZ national sales

manager, Lee Fondren. has been
elected to the Board of Directors
of the Denver Advertising Club.

Courtesy of M-C-M
‘THE GREAT RUPERT’

For Goorgo Pal Prods.
THE CAMEL SHOW

Every Friday Nlte, 9:30 E S.T„ NBC

Haf.: LOU CLAYTON

Progressive metropolitan station

needs high caliber, non-union west-

ern type group, and non-union com-

bination organist dnd pianist im-

mediately. Please send background,

qualifications, and audition record-

ing to Box V-803-2 Variety, 1 54

West 46th St., New York 19, N. Y.

FORW KtMODCUSD SIPS,

448 W. 55th' St., Nsw
IMMlDIATf OCCUPANCr

1.4,1 Room furnished Apts., $115*1^40
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Chicago, Feb. 28.

Complete realignment of Mer-
cury Records personnel has Oc-

curred as an aftermath of the

Mitch Miller departure to Colum-

bia. Setup, as cited yesterday (27)

by president Irving Green here,

has tw6 musical directors, Harry
Geiler, who will locate on .

the

Coast, and Joe Carleton, formerly

of Varsity Records, who has been
named a vice-president in charge

of all eastern operations.

. Geiler will be given the title of

musical director in charge of pop
artists and repertoire. He will op-

erate from the Coast, ;
but will

range the country to supervise im-
portant dates. .Carleton will head-
quarter in New York in complete
charge of eastern . operations, in-

cluding sales.

Norman Granz is in ,charge of all

jazz, race and folk music. Under
his supervision will be Murray
Nash, head of hillbilly, and David
Hall, iii charge of classical. John
Hammond has resigned as vice-

president, and is reportedly: going
into the publishing business.

All five execs, Geiler, Carleton,

Grahz, Nash and Hail, will be di-

. rectly responsible to vice-president
in charge of public relations and

.
advertising Art Talmadge, who op-
erates out of Chicago and who is

. Green’s direct subordinate.
Geiler Will drop his recording

activities for other firms, but con-
tinues his iradio and film scoring.

Carleton, in addition to his other
duties,

:
Will supplement Geller’s

musical directorship as the need
arises. When Geiler is on the
Coast and pop records are to be
cut in the east, Carleton will su-
pervise. .

Miller’s departure a month ago
for Columbia: Records left . Mer-
cury execs in a state of bewilder-
ment. For a week, nothing hap-
pened. Then Green went into New
York and came back without any
comment. While rumors continued
to fly, Talmadge met with Green
and then flew to New York Thurs-

(Continued on page 42)

Kenton’s Smash $18,600

In 2 Chicago Concerts
Chicago, Feb. 28.

Stan Kenton orch topped smash
$18,600 in two concerts last week-:
end at the. Chicago Opera 'House,
playing at a $3.71 top. The new
40-piieee band played to full house
plus people sitting on chairs in the
pit.

Weekend * gross would have
broken jazz concert record for the
house, set on a previous Kenton
concert, had management been
able to place chairs On stage. In
previous concert, 700 people sat on
stage. •

CoL Records Staff

Percy Faith has been added to
the. Columbia Record staff in New
York, in the post of musical direc-
tor, assistant to Mitch Miller, head
of pop artists and repertoire under
Goddard Lieberson. Faith’s posi-
tion will call for him to run re-
cording dates, conduct backgrounds
for the labels singers and also to
make recordings under his own
name. For the latter chore, he has
a regular royalty arrangement.

Faith succeeded Hugo Winter-
halter, who shifted over to RCA-
Victor in a similar capacity. He
preceded Manie Sacks to RCA,
whose place Miller took, moving
over from Mercury.

Decca Records will market a
line of religious records March
20, after several months of
preparation. New series, to sell

fpr 75c—the same price as Decca
pops—-Will be called the Decca
Faith series and will be supervised
by Leonard Joy, former head of

Decca’s Hollywood office. Top
Decca stars

1

' will be utilized.

Initial release consists of Bing
Crosby and the Ken Darby Choir
doing four sides, “What a Friend
We Have In Jesus,’’ “He Leadeth
Me,” “Mother Dear, O Pray For
Me” and “O Lord 1 Am Not,
Worthy.” Andrews Sisters and
Victor Young’s orchestra made “In
the Garden’V'Count Your Bless-

ings”; Mills Bros., “Old Rugged
Cross’VTn the Sweet By and By”;
Jack Owens and Vesper Singers,

“My Jesus, I Love Thee’-“Have
Thine Own Way”; Red Foley,
“Steal Away’’-“Just a Closer Walk
With Thee”; Ernfit Tubb, "When I

Take My Vacation in Heaven”-
“Stand By Me”; Hamilton Quartet,
“Now The Day Is Over”-“God Be
With You”; plus one chimes and
one organ record carrying the re-

spective, “O Come and Mourn With
Me Awhile” - “S t a b a t Mater,”
“Christ The Lord Has Risen To-
day”-“0 Filii Et Filiae.”

Disks will go through regular
Decca distributors, with gold on
purple labels.

Dare Kapp to Coast;

Music publishers who have ih
recent months been acceding tb the
quest by recording companies for
temporary “exclusive” rights to
new tunes aren’t happy with re-
sults so far; Practice of giving a
copy of a new melody to one disk
company and withholding it from
Others until the first comes out has
a great many drawbacks balanced
against the extra .promotion likely
to be given such a sOrtg by the
disker who has it alone*

For years music publishers have
agreed that it takes only One par-
ticular record to really make a hit;

that followup disks by rival labels,

even if there are many of : them,
don’t do nearly as much of a build-
up jpb as the first to hit. That is

the angle that makes the “exclu-
sive” cutting a huge risk. Nobody
can tell whether the performances
On that exclusive planter will be the
one to make the song involved a
hit. And if it doesn’t Show imme-
diate sales: strength upon release,
the song/is wasted. Because in that
event the chances are that rival
labels won’t touch it at all. And
the possibility of a secondary cut-
ting that might have made the
song a hit is thus removed.

Burkc-Van Heuscn Co. c

V Managed by Jack Clark
Hollywood; Feb. 28.

Jack Clark has: been appointed
general manager of Burke-Van
Heusen, company operated by
Johnny Burke and Jimmy Van
Heusen. Offices shortly will be
opened here and in N. Y.

Songwriters are how negotiating
to permit Paramount’S Famous
Music Co. to publish all the tunes
they write for Bing Crosby pix in

the next five years. They’ll still

retain 50% Of such copyrights,

however,:and, eventually, will slide

these Over into the B-VH catalog.-

First tune their company will

bring out will be “Lock Stock and
Parrel,” by Sammy Fain. Crosby
recently waxed it for Decca with
the Andrews Sisters.

+ .
American Federation of Musi-

cians has gotten into the *new
squabble between executives of
Broadway deluxe theatres using
stage shovrs and the AFM’s N. . Y.
Local 802* Two factions have for
weeks been negotiating on a com-
promise of 802’S rule, established
last summer as an answer: to the
Taft-Hc«rtley Act and which, bars

j

“traveling” bands from playing the
Capitol,, Paramount, Strand

. ;
or

im
to

Hollywood, Feb. 28.

Capitol Records, in recognition
of the reemergence of Dixieland,
has tied three of its two-beat
combos to long-term pacts and in
each instance given the crews a
royalty deal*. Red Nichols’ Five
Pennies, Pete Daily’s outfit and
Sharkey Bonano’s crew are the
recipients. Nichols and Daily are
anchored here, Banana is a current
rage in New Orleans.

It is understood Nichols here-
after will receive the standard
5%-of-retaii-sales-price cut on Cap
waxings. Just what slices other
bands will get is unknown. Both
Nichols and Daily have been regu-
larly cutting for Cap for more
than three years, on flat rates per
recording. Boiiano was signed late
last summer, when Cap’s Dave
Dexter went to New Orleans, foufid
that some indie, locally lacquered
Bonano biscuits were hot in jukes.

StillM 78 Ms’
Decca’s recording chief, Dave

Kapp, heads for the Coast for a
month of disking. He recently re-

turned with his wife from a first-

time flying trip to London and
Paris; mostly for pleasure.

Decca’s excellent business with
78s causes the veepee to reiterate

that “when the time comes to also

add 45s we will do so, but right

now apparently the 16,000,000 78
rpm machines in American homes
seemingly need plenty of servicing

with new recordings. Decca added
LP (33 rpm) for its mUsicomedy
and other albums some months ago.

Kapp recalls: his late . brother-

founder- Jack Kapp's. credo about
the fact that it’s “what’s in the

groove that counts” as evidence
that the public:will buy what is on
wax, and not . because of any new
Speed. However, it cari’t be ignored
that both RCA Victor and Columbia
have done yeoman jobs merchan-
dising and exploiting their own 45

and 33 rpm’s, and thus created a

new revitalized, market for their

own brands of recordings.

Decca’s I2V2C Divvy
Decca Records declared a regu-

lar quarterly dividend last week of

12V6c per share on capital stock,

payable March 28 to stockholders

of record March 14.

Company’s financial statement

on the full year of 1949 is due in
1

about 10 days.

Hollywood, Feb. 28*

It appears Capitol Records is

stuck with a Charlie Barnet be-
bopped version of late Jerome
Kern’s melodic ballad, “All the
Things You Are.” Reportedly,
label cannhot get a license to re-

lease it, due to Mrs. Kern ?s dislike

of the treatment of the tune.

Several times during past several
years it is known that the widow
of the composer has been irked
considerably at some of the weird,
jump or bop interpretations which
were waxed of some of the best-

known Kern works. Cap execs are
reluctant to discuss situation, but
fact remains that the Barnet bis-

cuit has been dust-gathering for
around a year, and even dealers
can’t induce a release of it.

It will be remembered that when
Kern was alive he nixed Decca on
a release of Glen Gray Casa Loma
band jamming “01’ Man River” on
a disk. Version was made nearly
20 years ago. When Kern heard,
of it, he squashed it.

About four years ago the now-
defunct Musicraft label tried to get
a license: from Max Dreyfus, who
published Kern’s works, to let Phil
Moore do a jazz frolic on some of

the Kern compositions, and Drey-
fus nixed it.

RCA-Victor has set up an unique:
method of scaling retail prices of

the 33 rpm Long Playing records
it will put on sale March 15. In-

stead of establishing definite prices
for different classes of the Classi-

cal selections involved, or varying
it according to the size and number
of disks involved on a given huirir

her, RCA will peg retail costs on
prestige and Value of the selection

and artist.

For example, a widely known
selection conducted by Arturo Tos-
canini with the NBC Symphony
Orchestra, on a 12-inch disk, might
cost more than an equally well-

known selection by a lesser known
soloist. Or the soloist disk could
have a higher retail price, if the
soloist were Jose Iturbi, than a se-

lection of lesser Importance by a
lesser known symphony outfit, Vic-

tor expects some dealer objections

to the system, since it’s likely that
the latter will have to check price

lists before quoting value to a pros-

pective buyer.

Lowest retail price involved in

the initial shipment of 33 selec-

tions is $3.85 as against the $2.85

which both Columbia and Decca
ask for some of their LP sides.

Highest Victor tab is $16.35 for a

three-record (six sides) set.

Local 802 exfees insist that the
theatres use combinations consist-
ing of 802 cardholders: That, how-
ever, doesn’t forbid the ; houses
from hiring “traveling” bands, i.e.,

outfits made up even partly of
non-802 musicians, so long as the

: theatre at the same time uses a
group

,

of /all 802 members. Up
until a week or so ago, the possi-
bility of a compromise looked
bright. However, within the past
week an undisclosed source of irri-

tation caused 802 to reiterate its

original stand against traveling
combos.

Willingness of both sides to com-
promise apparently was based on

j
the theory that unless the deluxers

j

were allowed to use traveling
•

• bands, which means the top naines,

then the stage show policies would
have to be shut down entirely,

which would hurt 802: There
aren’t enough all-802 groups of

any b.o. consequence to sustain
'

I the policies for 52 weeks a year.

Meanwhile, Les Brown’s orches-
tra is ip a spot. Due into the Para-

r mount theatre today ( Wednesday )

i with the Bob Hope unit. Brown
i had been advised that he couldn’t

open under the 802 ban: His out-

,

fit is composed mostly of traveling

. men and, since he worked two
, days. in New England Sunday and

t
Monday (26-27), didn’t have time

. to reorganize his combination to

j
include all 802 musicians. No One

l
prpfessed to know, up until press

. time last night (Tuesday), what
' would happen.

mim

Bernie Woods Becomes

Flanagan’s Personal Rep
Bernie Woods has resigned as

music editor of Variety to be-

come personal manager for Ralph
Flanagan, the orchestra leader. He
assumes his new post today ( Weid. ) .

Woods has been associated with
Variety for a number of years, cov-

ering all phases of the music; re-

cording and allifed industries.

Ethel Smith’s Encore
Organist Ethel Smith has been

signed for the Palladium, London,
April 24 on the show With Tony
Martin. Miss Smith’s date is op-

tional, since she’s permitted to

change the opening to June on
three weeks’ notice, and: she may
elect the latter. She played
England and the Continent last

season.
Miss Smith cut a couple of samba

tunes with Guy Lombardo Orch for

Decca this week.

Fulfills Old Capitol,

Theatre, N.Y. Booking
Capitol theatre, New York, stuck

for a band for the late March
period because of N, Y. Local 802’s

insistence that “travelling’ * orch e s-

tras be barred from Broadway de-

luxe houses (see separate story),

pulled an unusual deal this Week.
Remembering an old commitment
with George Paxton, the Cap’s

booker, Sidney Piermont, arranged
for him. to. play the two weeks,;

opening March 25. Only fly in the

ointment is that Paxton is now a

full-fledged music publisher. It’ll

be his last maestro date.

Paxton currently has the tune,

‘There’s No Tomorrow,” riding

near the top of the tune heap, and
previously had

.
“I Wanna Go

Home.” And other tunes, already

recorded, are coming up for ex-

ploitation. However, due to the old

commitment he'll take two weeks
out to play the house with a band
composed of all 802 musicians.

Herbie Field* Exits RCA
Chicago, Feb. 28.

Herbie Fields has left RCA-Vic-
tor in a dispute over eight sides

that Victor has held back from re-

lease. Fields has signed with Lon-
don Records, and cuts four sides

here next week.
He had been recording for Vic-

tor for the past three years.

IV*

Summer locations for dance
bands are already coming alive.

)
While few deals have been made
so far, considerable discussion has
gone on in the past week or so, and
bookers feel that the unusually
early interest stems from the heavy
promotion job being done in recent

months on the dance band busi-

ness, a good deal of it. due to Dixie-

land disks marketed by various top

recording companies.

Steel Pier, Atlantic City, which
for years has run 'Oh a full-week

schedule, is undecided whether it

will use name combos on weekends
only this year, Meanwhile, it has

bought Jimmy Dorsey’s orchestra
i for the Easter weekend, April 8-9.

for $4,500,

RCA’S REVIVAL OF

TD’S DIXIELAND JAZZ
RCA-Victor is compiling a group

of six Dixieland music recordings

made by Tommy Dorsey’s orches-

tra in 1935 and 1936 for release in

|
an album titled “Dixieland for

;
Dancing.” It’s in con junction with

! the current upbeat of Dixieland

and the disks represent a period

!;

when T.D. leaned heavily toward
! that style.

.
Among the disks selected for, the

album are the leader’s two-faced

recording of “Milenberg Joys,”

; “Davenport Blues” and “Wash--

board Blues:” Dorsey also re-

.

1

corded fresh Dixieland material

;
Tast week in New York, which will

. t be released on single disks.

Mills Music acquired western
hemisphere rights to “The. Whis-
tling Bobby,” British tune pub-
lished by Keith. Prowse Co., Ltd.
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Wednesday, "March 1, 1950 ORCHE$TRAS-MUSI€

By BEENIE WOODS

Monroe “Over and example of what the singer can do
Easter Time” (Victor); *°F> t*»e film,

Vaughn Monroe "Over and

Oyer-- -’It's Easter Time” (Victor);

Two new pops, one seasonal and

both good. Monroe may not be

the type of singer that fits “Over,”

“Wabash Ave.” l20th-Fox).

Platter Pointer*
M-G-M

. got out a two-faced cut

a waltz melody and a fine tune, but of “In a Chinese Garden •’ by George

he does a swell job on it and could ®£“rl
"F’?

Quh,te
*;

an excellent

.....u ’**• uinv. m. >..*» .piece of. lyax , , . Arthur Godfrey
push it high. Hts -^Easter” iuile,^

^

written by disk jockey Sherm lumbla on a cute piece of material

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending. Feb. 18)

London, Feb. 2L
Harry Lime Theme. .Chappell

.

Dear Hearts . . , . . .. .

,

Morris
Jealous Heart , . . /New World
Hopscotch Polka . . . .

.

Leeds
Bunch of Coconuts Box Be Cox '

Breaking My Heart. . Sterling
Down in the Glen. . . . Wright
I’ll String Along

.

.Feldman
Garden of Weeds .Box & Cox
Why Is It ,v ...

.

. Cinephonic
Our Love Story . . . . . ...

. Carolin
Mule Train • . ; Chappell.

; Second 12

Feller (WCOP, Boston) is a neat

thing that grows on X- listener.

Moon Maids assist on both.

Jimniy Dorsey “When' You Wore

titled;, “If I Had You on a Desert
Island,” backed by Godfrey’s “Mak-?
ing Love Ukelele Style” > * .

Skitch Henderson’s orchestra sliced
a smoothly attractive “Daddy-’s

a Tulip”-“Clap Hands, Here Comes Little Girl (Capitol) . . . Russ Mor-
/Pninmhifl) Dtirsev an- I3,

1
?
issued by Decca on two coior-

Charlie (Columbia), Dorsey ap
funy done instrumentals— “Pa-

pears to he on an exclusive Dixie- yanne”-“Priisiohero 1^1 Mar” . . .

land kick on disks. This pairing Count Basie’s “Sent for You Yes-
is again excellent, particularly the terday and Here You Come Today”
“TuUp’V sidey a lively, colorful per* and “Shorty George” reissued by
formahee with a vocal by Kenny Decca on Brunswick label;

Martin. It very likely will follow

up on Dorsey’s prior Dixie hits. Album KeViews
“Charlie” sells nicely, With a vocal » ix «i
by Clair Hogan, but for some rea- hnn^

e
1 ^v?

g>
«

15
,

al“

son it doesn’t have the same punch. ^*^iwnc
r

*11
cop

}

pila"

thel?M
h
clIp-ha

e
nds

W
bit

e t0 eXtend bandsof various stylesjtume^out
|‘he brief clap-hands. B»t.

; . by RCA-Victor in an effort to fur-

Confidentially ... New World
Forever and Ever EiD, & H.
Song In pur Heart . 20th-Cent;
Is It Too Late' ;-. Yale
Is It True About Dixie . Wood
Someday My Heart. .Chappell
Scottish Samba . , . ... Sun
Wedding Samba . . .

-

. , ; Leeds
World Has Forgotten , Carolin
Leicester Square Rag Norris
Best of All . Connelly
Song of Capri .-, . .... ChappeU

Paging Ripley !

Mills Music .recently re*

reived a request from a small
midwest disk company for - a
royalty, rate on an old song.
Company made its pitch on
the peg that its pressing with
ai Ideal band might help: “re-
vive” the tune;
The number happened to be

Hoagy Carmichael’s “Star
Dusty” one of the classic stand-
ards;

Of Ch

M <-.»)» If,! >".« tfiel, and sharp.it the new interest
—

t&fast.iS&.&tiX.ssxswssw*. s
Ing—and—it^s—a^-really—worthwhile^ -grduTr~of~90 sides° . .. • i« _ O VA!.. WV, Oiuvij IV O UliUtUU IU Alk<«wMM 11 _ j . ! u •

Chicago, Feb.
,

28.

Operations at Tower Records are

near a Standstill, except for press-

ing and distributing, because of
the impending withdrawal from

aiaaaa the firm of Morrie Coweri, Barney

ijCIS Li l\616aS6 Perel and Hy Brown, who joinedIIVIVUUV
firm last month with promotional

* t i. v a and legal talent plus money.

{
5e£^s ’ s

1

s^? a
ib
e^ t0 Cowen, Pdrel and Brown had

f-.SS af’jm
'^ ^

5
gin

r
r5leaS1

?/r

g 3l agreed upon options to invest

T*d?^T wioriey and time to make Tower
-mg—anu—n~s—a—ftrmiy—wuiLiiwnncri-group-Tjr-yu-sines lt’s^iiflMlt'Td

-

iu
Uai^

7
1I5ment~^ tfonsviSHG P

five_^^llil"t^Tne oPeration. Optionsfex-
version. It bounces the noyelty say which is best. Each ' album, *?

ne dl
? ,

culled from
i pire in April, and indications now

tune smoothly and solidly, and 'the however, has its standout pieces
~e

?
ca an

J
Brunswick catalog ma-

! are that the three will pass them
singer’s Smart handling is backed from Tommy Dorsey’s “Just/ One Wial, to be followed soon by com- by. Cowen and Perel have a
neatly hy • Max Kaminsky s Dixie- of Those Things” on down to the piiations of melodies Originally 'thriving pharmaceutical business;
landers. Flipover is a new pop by excellently contrived Latin-beat ?u.t by the comparatively youthful Brown is a local attorney
the writers of “Dear Hearts and items by Miguelito Valdes, Each Coral organization. • ^

*
^to in^st "terns from

smart
Jy

turned out by Victor, First five will, be a group of ! disagreement between trio $nd

lnnf}
d
nnpi , Ahan^to hit

Bing
;
Crosby items, a Bob Crosby i Dick Bradley, president of Tower,good one, with a^ance to hit.

^ Dixieland set titled “Swingin’. At Ion methods of operation. Bradley

•nirfiTT •
R
iyfn^

CiSn 5
1

fninne from annthpr
dl?tipgulsh“ the Sugar Bowl;” a Jan Garber favors operations on small scale,

w' a
QA? * waltz grouping; a Louis Arm- promoting one record at a time,

Lhe
_
cream of strong set and a Duke Ellington i

Other three reportedly want big
C Te~

combination. The Bing Crosby, |
promotional campaigns for a num-

tion of the two ideas aiid they re • cording, each band assigned a ^rmstronv and Ellington «vui ' hor of wavinpc fiimhifariPoii«iv
okay. Si Bon ’ is launched straight, group of tunes by one composer,
with the Lee Gordon Singers back- The 15 include Tommy Dorsey play-
*lng the comic’s vocal; this portion ing Cole Porter, Sammy Kaye-Irv-r
is fair and not likely to catch at- ing Berlin; Ralph Flanagan-Rod-
tention. However, Kaye then goes gers tic Hammerstein; Vaughn Mon-
lnto.what might be termed a satire roe-victor Herbert; Ray McKin-
on French singers and it picks up ley-Rodgers & Hart; Claude Thorn-
lustre. Whether the finish makes hill-George Gershwin; Tex Beneke-
un for it all is anybody’s guess. Hoagy Carmichael; Spike Jones
“Wilhelmina” is done similarly, plays The Charleston; Spade gic^ol«es wffl bTthpKiiS
the earlv cfrniffht vnoal followed Coolev-Billv Hill: Freddv Martin- WU1 be the sole Outputthe early straight vocal followed Cooley-Billy Hill; Freddy Martinr
by Kaye’s takeoff of an old Dutch- Jerome Kern; Charlie Ventura-
mah. Duke Elliiigton;

5
Wayne King-Jo-

Eddle Fisher “Am I Wasting My hann Strauss; Miguelito Valdes-

of Gothis Recording Corp., re-

1

cently organized New York platter i

firm.

Time On You”-“I Love You Be- jrnesio x.ecuon

cause” (Bluebird). Eddie Cantor’s 7in
SS
n
t,

protege continues: to show up ms'”« Handy,

brightly on records. His work on
the first side combines good vo- ./ ^ '/ '

., .

calling with a good song, a com-
bination which on this disk might ; .

;

help him immeasurably. Reverse,, V* f f • • •

a pop with a hillbilly flavor, Is ,, ^
equally well done. • * l. rag mcj

Joey Nash “You’re a Real Sweet- .

heart”-“That’s Right”; “It Isn’t ^ CHATTY
Fair“-“If I Forget YOU” (Happi- - ' -
ness). These disks were made •• I SAID J

mainly because Nash did the orig- o' A u
: Inal version of “It Isn’t Fair” with 4

H
Richard Himber’s orchestra and it

was felt he could Share in the , 5. THERE’S
tune’s revival. His work on “Fair”
is okay, but in “You’re a Real ’’ o MUSIC.
Sweetheart,” presumably an old ,,

tune by Irving Caesar-Cliff Friend, .

„ ni _
Nash could have a sleeper. An un- **

usually simple, good melody and » . r&v T
lyriq, he does it well, with a big « ^Jv
assist from a Frankie Carle type »* CRAZY
of background pianist. Song could ^ nnD«ui
go. Other two melodies. “That’s I®* DREAM!
Right”, and “If I Forget You,” are <
okay, too. Sapphires quartet does ’’

One, Nash the other. ,
Connie Haines “How Come You CRY OF WIE

Like Me Like You Do”-“01 Man ; fviov vrilT
Mose” (Coral). Miss Haines cuts ..

consistently good disks. These are 4 FOOLISH HI

typical, lively, colorfully handled ’’ BROKEN DC
standards;- -Do'-' is- on -

a .medium
^ u-avf i tpai

^bounce beat; “Mose” side hits a •

... ,

1
• ^

fasterjhylbmjace^with 3^vocal by •• QUICKSILVl
Miss Haines that adds up to a solid

(

4 ’

l0

Hoy Sevens ‘'When Your Old ^ DEAS,E (La‘

Wedding Ring Was New”-“Sugar-
foot Rig” (London). These are , SITTING BY
Steveiis- initial disks. New band • _ Rfl
makes a good impression ‘on wax. .

’ ’ ^ f
S1 BlJ

“Ring ” A good tune, is smoothly , » nnWc t v
performed and draws repeated < •

°

spips. Stevens himself handles the • ’ - -- _ „
Vocal, good in a 'non-professional 0 WEDDING S
way, backed by a tasty arrange* ; ^

ment. Stevens and Patrieia Laird WE LL BUIL
handle the reverse vocal, a good “ BLUES STA1
musical version of the novelty tune , .m A'nT.A /f i

already iii circulation. ^
Ella Fitzgerald-Sy Oliver “Don’t- l

.WIDE

Clia Go ’Way Mad”-“Baby, Won’t rn . R1 TP ^
You Say You Love Me” (Decca). - lhareie
Working With Sy Oliver on the, -J’ &aTurday

. first, Miss Fitzgerald has what may <

not be a hit side, but one to which 4
- BIBBlDl BO]

jocks and jukes will find good ’’

reaction. It’s different. ;
*’Baby” Is , , tvs.

Ernesto Lecuona; Larry Green- Or
Vincent Youmans; Erskine Hawk* ham,

Schwartzman.
Potash ’ a n d Caryl

RAG MOP (5) (Hill &

Week ef Feb. 25

.
, J

A?m?s Bros . .,.

.

. Coral
nange; ... . . ......... ... ..... .... • • •

• \ Ralph Flanagan . . . ..... . .Victor

THERE’S NO TOMORROW (13) (Paxton).

CHATTANOOCIE SHOESHINE BOY (3) (Acuff-R.)
j d^u '^///////.V.V.Cora®

ISAID MY PAJAMAS (6) (Leeds) . Martiv,Warren ........ . Victor

DEAR HEARTS. GENTLE PEOPLE (111 (Morris).
| c]-oX.'.7.V.'.'.'. .^'dcccu

THERE’S NO TOMORROW (13) (Paxton) j Man Dtif*
'

'.'.V.V.'.'.HarmonJ

MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC (5) (Cromwell)
•

{
|^*0 Kr'. "'.I

‘

! ! Xoudon

OLD MASTER PAINTER (12) (Robbins)
j ^London

I CAN DREAM CAN’T I (23) (Chappell). . ... . ... .... Andrews Sisters. ...... . Decca

CRAZY HE CALLS ME (1) (Massey). . . . .

.

Billie Holiday. . . . . . . . . . .

.

DecCa

DREAMER’S HOLIDAY (14) (Shaplro-B) ., ...
•
j E^’misoZenkin,' V.V.V.V.DecM

Second Group
CRY OF WILD GOOSE. (American) Frankie Laiiie. ; ..

.

. .Mercury

ENJOY YOURSELF (Morris) Guy Lombardo . . . . . . . . ;

.

Decca

FOOLISH HEART (Santly-Joy) Gordon Jenkins ... ... . .

.

• Decca

BROKEN] DOWN MERRY-GO-ROUNp (Vogue). .....

.

Wint'ing-Wakely . .
.-Capitol:

HAVE I TQLb YOU LATELY (Duchess) . ; . , .

Crosby-Andrews . . .

.

• »

-

Decca
.

nmnirci. uud W' --i v-'.' ] Crosby-Andrews . Decca
QUICKSILVER (Morris;

:
-. . . ... ...... . ... . ....«•• . *

•

j -.Boris" Day . . . . . . . ,

.

.Columbia

.

_ ; . f
Merman-Bolger Decca

DEARIE (Laurel# v* • 4 * * • ••• * • • •- • • * • • •
• 7 SialJord-MacRae . ... .... Capitol

... lir,.TnA11, <f,. . «. j
Dinah Shored.

'

.Columbia
SITTING BY WINDOW (Shaplro-B) ....

) Bill!/ Eckstine... . M-G-M

C’EST. si BON (Leeds) .V . . , .
Johnny Desmond . . . . . . ... M-G-M

~ w m IrswR.* a j
Dick Todd . ......... . .Rainbow

DADDY’S LITTLE GIRL (Beacon) * •••*• ••• ••• •
•
j Mills .Bros. '. U . Decca

^ i ; \ Andrews-Miranda . .Decca
WEDDING SAMBA (DucheM) , . . . . . #r» •••• • • * • • • • • • •

•
|
Edmundo Ros . . . . .... London

WE’LL BUILD A BUNGALOW (Algonquin)

v

. .-. .. .. . . .0 Johnny Long

y

, . .. »

.

.King .

BLUES STAY' AWAY FROM ME (Lois) . ; . , . .... . . . . . \ Owen Bradiey . . , . . . . .

.

. Corat \

,

MARTA (E.R* Marks) . . . .t .

.

•. ,.a .

.

•
.

* ; • see 00 .......... Tony. Martin. . * . .

.

• ... .Victor

EYES WIDE OPEN I’M DREAMING (Crawford) ..... . . . . * . . . »

;

Patti Page.. . Mercury

. v \ (Teddy Phillips. ........ London
CHARLIE MY BOY (Bourne) .... . .... .v. . . ... . ..... .

. | Dorsey . ...... .Columbia

SATURDAY NIGHT FISH FRY (Preview) . . . . > . . ... .... .. Louis Jordan .... ... .... Decca

^ . j Perry Como ........... .

.

Victor
BIBBlDl BOBBIDI BOO (Disney) .... ., ..

• j Dinah Shore . . . . . ... < .Columbia .

a good thing, too; Miss Fitzgerald
works with Oliver again end It’s an

{Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been m the Top 10J

Executives of recording com-
panies in New York are finding in-

creasing evidence that television

performances are helping sell pop
songs on disks.. Various distribu-

tors-along-vthe-line^of-^he-coaxial

cable from N.
.

Y. to Chicago and
St. Louis claim they get a definite

sales reaction to tunes done on im-
portant TV shows by performers

who have the same songs available

on wax.'-:

As a matter of fact; some dis-
tribs are so emphatic about the
promotional value of TV broadcasts
on platter sales that when a re-
cording personality guests on a
show and doesn’t perform a mel-
ody already available on wax, they
beef.-' - ,

Music publishers, on the other
hand have so far brushed TV off

to som^ extent, sending exploitat
tion staffs after video performers
for plugs only because songs are
being done by them, and the plugs
possible might as well be theirs as
some other firm’s.;/

But tho primary channel of pro-
motion is still the disk jockey pro-
gram, bolstered by live perform-
ances on commercial a.m. pro^
gramsrT

- ^— ^

„ .
•

.
waltz grouping; a Louis Arm- promoting one record at a time,

V .,
e

, 1

cre
f
am strong set and a Duke Ellington ;

Other three reportedly / want big
indard music available for re- ] combination. The Bing Crosby,

|
promotional campaigns for a num-

Armstrong and Ellington sets will
1 ber of waxings simultaneously,

be under the Brunswick label, I
Tower is now riding on the crest

which Coral distributes.
j

of a hit—Bill Snyder’s rendition of

Coral, incidentally, now has 37 “Bewitched.” So Bradley is simply

distributors. pressing and distributing, without
-

'

. . making any plans for cutting new
' sides or signing new talent, Mean-

LP’s for New Co. while he is holding talks with po-

Long playing recordings of clas- ^ w '

'

'

•

Sical oldies will be the Sole output
leave Tower .in no

of Gothis Recording Corp.,
P
re-I

wors
? ,

finan<
l
lal Position than it

f***ntiv nraanWari v.1 *1 was before, for no money was tocently organized New York platter come into the firm until options
^ were taken up in April. All that
Grg was formed by Lewis J. Gra- it does is to leave operations in

S
3
?
1

’
~jeon Potash a n d Caryl state of mechanical suspension un-

Schwartzman. til Bradley can find new investors.

. Frankie Carle and Gene Krupa’s
orchestras, which joined RCA-Vic-
tor’s recording roster within the
past couple weeks, were imme-
diately put to work to add to the
company’s string of 15 recently re-

leased albums under ’the title,

“Here Comes the Dance Bands
Again.” Carle recorded six tunes
by Frank Loesser in Chicago and
Krupa cut the same number by the
late Fats Waller.

Victor, incidentally, is keeping v -

count of the number of hours that

disk jockeys across the country are
devoting to the ‘-Dance’’ album se-

ries.” In the first 10 days the al-

bums were in the hands of various
platter-spinners, a total 9,870 half-

hour programs had been allotted,

WNEW, New York, for example*
aired the 15-album series for fOuf
and a half hours Saturday (25)

evening, and WMGM devoted three

and a half hours oiie day last week
and called it the station’s “Dance
Day.” -

;

;

4

BOB ATCHER SHOW
Producer-Director: Bill Nelson
Writer: Es Freeman
Announcer: Jack Holden
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., I pm
Sponsor: Participating
WLS, Chicago

New half-hour spot combines re-

cordings with live music and chat-

ter
.
by Bob Atcher into folksy,

semi-western type show. Atcher
strums a guitar as lie talks, sings

western tunes and spins pops,

mostly in western vein.

Show is integrated well, built

around setup whereby Atcher.

spins three hits, one of the Past
year, a present hit, and one which
he feels will be a hit. These, of

course, are spaced at beginning,
middle and end of- show,, with
Atcher filling in with talk; and
•songs..' ;

Choice of music, both live and.

recorded, is good. Atcher plays

records by Mills Bros.; Red Foley
arid Jimmy Durante, and sings- pop
wesfbrns with pleasant drawl.

But ; chatter, except when he
talks about music and performers,
is mostly inane and. in bad taste.

A three-minute speech
#
about

glories of freedom, tied in With
the freedom given him by the sta-

tion and with George Washing-
ton’s birthday, had no place on the

show caught., And While incessant
pleas to listeners to tell friends

about show ate understandable
for a hew program, they neverthe-
less are in bad taste.

Atcher*s talk about music and
performers, though* is pleasant
and informative. With elimination
of other subject matter, show
would* proceed at a faster pace,

;
giving more time for music and

1 keeping chattet on adult level,

i Chan.
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•By J, FRED COOTS'

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

O, I know you’re a newcomer to

Tin Pan Alley, but don’t be afraid

to smile and shake my hand' in

friendship, just because I’ve been
a resident of. this fabulous
thoroughfare called Tin Pan Alley
for 30 years or more. You’ve been
on this street for almost three years,

and you haven’t had; much luck so

far; and you’re confused, and so

disgusted and tried with the uphill

battle that you’re seriously think-

ing of pulling up stakes, and beat-

ing it back to
.
Hogshead Corners,

where
.
yoiir sweet old Dad and

Mom are always waiting and wait-

ing for their songwriting son to re-

turn with a satchel full of royalty

song was “Why Do Flies Have
Eyes ; On Their Thighs”? and it

sure \> looks -like - an overnight

smash. Disk jockeys and jukeboxes
are giving the song—your song—

*

a powerful blast all over the coun-
try, arid for one week all you can
hear is “Why Do Flies” etc. The
sales of records and sheet music
are fair for awhile. But the returns
of unsold records and sheet music
are. truly unbelievable,
The little music publisher balls

. the geewizzes out of you, and calls

you a thief for taking his $75, not to

mention the cost . of"a big dinner
in Lindy’s that he blew himself to

On the Strength Of what he ex-

contracts and a fat bankroll, Yes, * pected to make on your song.

things are so rough with you that

there are days when you sneak in

the side door of the Greek’s for a

slug of coffee and no roll to go

with, it-
"

So what? Who ever gave you the

idea it was a cinch: to hit that Hit

Parade overnight? Did anyOne go
down to Hogshead Comers, and
pick you put *of Old Man Smiths
wick’s General Store where you
were weighing out hails, flour,

sugar- rice, and wax beans for 12

bucks a week, and yell in your
good ear, “Hey kid, you ought to

be up in Tin Pan Alley, grabbing
'yourseiT some ofrthatrbig-loot they-

hand out to guys like you, who can
Cook up some words and music for

Tony Martin, and Perry Como, and
Sinatra and Bing, too” You know
that never happened. No sir!

It just happened that the old

bug got you, and from where you
sat it looked like an easy way to

win fame and fortune. And you’ve

been around these diggings long

enough, to realize it is a cold

blooded and- heartless racket that

plays no favorites, and enjoys

kicking you around just to see if

you can stand the gaff. And it’s

murder-. You’ve gone to your hair

bedroom many a night, hungry,

and miserable, and you’ve cried

yourself to slumberland, hoping
you’d never wake up the next

morning. And then

—

;the miracle
happened. You got a call from
that little music publisher who
only had space in .a rent-out in

the Chill Bldg, and it seems the

song you left with him four months
i toago was shown to a guy who was a

friend of an orchestra^ leader who
just signed to wax some sides for

a jerk record company, over in

Weehawken, N. J. and through
some freak Of fate they liked your
song and they recorded it the night

before when you were ready to

take the easy Way out of your
despair, and it turned out (your
song, that is) sensational. So won’t
you please hurry down and sign

the S.P.Ai contracts? Also the
Canadian assignments? Oh, yes;

arid there is a small advance roy-
alty check of $75 dollars, just

to show good faith. Good faith

you say? Nuts to good faith. It

means you’re moving up; you’re
on the way—move over Jimmy Mc-
Hugh.
And you, too, Sam Lewis ari<L

Lew BroWn and Edgar Leslie'
and Julie Styne and all the rest

of you big shots, says you. From
now on ^ou mugs are really going
to get some solid competition from
a new Irving Berlin in the making,
just little ril’ me. The name of yoiir

But you’re not licked yet, you ;

say? No!? You'jre just beginning to

fight? More power to you? You
,

must have been doing some serious 1

thinking about what it takes to be
;

a real songwriter; a pro like Ray !

Henderson, Mack Gordon, Haven ,

Gillespie, Mabel Wayne, and a very
j

selected group of guys and gals
i

who did it the hard way, just like .

you’re doing now. Well, if that is

your sincere belief, arid you will
;

stand up under all the adversity

and literal socks on the button,

you’ve got an excellent chance of

reaching that goal; to which all the
great songwritersu_aspiu*_ed , : when
they were just rank amateurs like

you are now and like I was too.

And you’ll win out, and taste the

delicious fruits of acclaim, prestige,

and the financial rewards that fol-

low. For believe me most sincerely,

When I tell you, just as I have told

hundreds of others, like yourself,

if you’re willing to take the “raps

on the chin” in order to soirie day
Win the “slaps on the back,” you
will have earned your Passport To
Tin Pan Alley.

BAND MGR. CORDON

REVOKED BY AFM
Hollywood, Feb. 28.

Band management license of Hal
Gordon, who handles Ike Carpen-
ter’s Orch, has been cancelled by
the American Federation of Mu-
sicians.

Charge against Gordon was that

he sold to Discovery Records some
wax which had been made for Car-

penter for audition purposes. This,

according to the . union, was not

paid for according to the Commer-
cial recording rate.

PfaRIETY
Survey of retail sheet music

safes, based on ,reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.
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2 1 “Chattanoogie Boy” (Acuff-Rose)

.

2 1 3 3 3 1 1 2 1 5 1 98
3 3 “I Said My Pajamas” (Leeds). ;/• ... 3 3 KJ 1 8 5 mm 2 4 3 3 6 79
4 5" “There’s No; Tomorrow” (Paxton)

.

5 5 2 .
* 5 3 "i

'

o 3 7 4- .O' 3 m
5 10 “Music, Music, Music” (Cromwell) 1 4 4 7 9 8 3 • • • .- • • • j • > 1 fm 52
6 4 “Old Master Painter” (Robbins) .

.

• .
• o 5

,
• V •;;.4, 6 5 7 5 8 7 9 48

7 7 “Rag Mop” (Hill-Range) . . . . . . .

,

» * • 7 7 .'•4-
• 4 .

*•' 8 KEHU ' 4\- ‘

.
• ’*

' 34
8 11 “Johnson Rag” (Miller) . . . : . . ... ' • * B • • • «. •

.

MM 7. 2 • -« 6 .. • • .

«

7 29m 12 “Daddy’s Little Girl” (BSacon) . ,

.

7 * • • •
• ’ V

• * • ..;4:, • * W. ' 5 , 2 * • 26
10 6 “Bibbidl-Bpbbidi-Boo” (Disney) . .

.

8 • • 7 . f*. *
• • • 5 •.

. 9 . • •
• 5 21

11 “I Can Dream, Can’t I” (Chappell) « • •
' • 10 4 • • • • El 7 .'• • •: 4

12 8 “Dreamer’s Holiday” (Shapiro-B). .

.

10 • 8 2 • • • 4 • , « 8 . '» %:

13 “It Isn’t Fair” (Words-JVlusic). .

;

6 » • 6 • • « • • • 9 12
“Quicksilver” (Morris) 4 10

Dixieland Era Tune
Hollywood, Feb. 28;

Feist Music has commissioned
Johnny Mercer to put lyrics to

‘‘Jazz-Band Ball,” old Dixie tune,

written in 1918 by D. J. (Nick) La
Rocca and Larry Shields.

Dixieland renaissance seems to

be responsible for the Mercer deal.

Feist is covered on copyrights to
“Ball,” having paid the late Bob
Zerke to do a piano part in 1939
and also Bob Haggart to redefine
it. La Rocca and Shields were
members o‘f the legendary Original
Dixieland Jazz Band which first

really spread two-beat instrumental
styling out of New Orleans.

Monica Lewis Signs

With M-G-M Records
Monica Lewis has signed a term

recording, deal with M-G-M Rec-

ords, her third affiliation. She had

been with Decca until recently,

when her contract expired, Previ-

ously, she had been with Signature,

run by her: ex-husband. Bob Thiele.

Miss Lewis cut her first M-G-M
disks last week, backed by Russ
Case’s orchestra.

Mercury Set
Continued from page 39

day (23). Geller and Carleton had
both been mentioned as possible

(choices, but few suspected that

both would be selected.

Move gives Mercury a tighter

grip on its nationwide activities.

While Miller was musical director,

he would fly from New York to

Chicago for recording dates nearly
three times a month, arid would
have to keep in contact with Geller
on the Coast for dates there. Geller
Was more or less a free lance. Now.
with Geller in charge. Coast op-
erations are tightened, while east-

ern operations are under the con-
trol of Carleton with the added
advantage that he will supervise of
all other activities. Complete op-
eration of course, will continue to
be run from Chicago.

. All in all, the move gives Mer-
cury toppers a chance to sit back
and contemplate the picture with
more ease than they have in the
past. What with Miller shuttling
back and forth, and Green never
in the same spot for more than
two weeks, activities had assumed
a helter-skelter nature. Move ap-
parently sets a more steady rou-
tine.

Howard Exits

Chi Date Due to Illness

Chicago, Feb. 28.

Bandleader Eddy Howard, suf-

fering from illness, was forced last

week to terminate engagement at

Blackhawk here March 14. How-
ard had been given indefinite ex-

tension on his engagement three

weeks ago.

With .departure of Howard, it

seems likely that the Blackhawk
will revert once more to scale

bands. Owner Don Roth has signed
Sherman Hayes for the four weeks
following Howard’s departure.
Hayes starts March 15, and no band
has been set to follow, him. Skitch
Henderson was set to follow How-
ard, but a : hitch developed at the
last moment,

. arid Hayes, was
booked in by Music Corp. of Amer-
ica.

Howard will go to Arizona for a
month’s rest, keeping the band on
salary while he recuperates. MCA
has set no dates for him until after
Easter. In the past two weeks, he
had been bedded with colds and
Buddy Moreno had been filling in.

Don’t Let Toscanini

Hear About This!
Fred Pfaff, first tuba player of

the NBC Symphony orchestra,
conducted by Arturo Toscanini,
took what might be termed' a bus-
man’s holiday last week. He tooted
his longhair horn on a Dixieland
music record date for Coral Rec-
ords, working as part of a combin-
ation of outstanding jazzmen be-
hind a vocal by Bob Crosby,
He worked only orie side, a nov-

elty titled “If You Can’t Drum.”

Chicago, Feb. 28.

A new advertising medium—mu-
sical commercials playing in juke-

boxes in taverns and restaurants—;

is being tested* in Chicago this

week by Sehenley Distributors.

Commercials play only when jukes

are idle.

Working with a newly-organized

corporation, Phonograph Advertls-

irig Corpf, Sehenley has installed
coirimercial platters plugging the
product to the music of “Clemen-
tine” in jukes in 12 Chicago loca-

tions.

East for ASCAP Bd. Ai

L. Wolfe Gilbert, head of the.

Hollywood contingent of the Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, isn’t leaving many
stones unturned , in seeking elec-

tioxi to the Society’s board of direc-

tors. Spotted as a board can-

didate as a result of a petition

signed by over 300 writer mem-
bers of ASCAP living oh the Coast,

Gilbert has been bombarding east-

ern contemporaries with letters

and wires seeking their support in

his battle to gain a spot on the

board. He was a member once be-

fore.
' •

Meanwhile, there has been some
conversation in the east about sup-

porting Mabel Wayne for a board,

chair. Miss Wayne is one of the

few women members of ASCAP to

be named a candidate for such a

position, and she has strong sup-

port in some quarters.
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DENNIS DAY
There’s An “X” in the Middle of Texas

The Horse Told Me 20-3707—(47-3240)
'iFrom the Paramount film “Riding

; ^HighD ' ' ""
.

20-3708—(47-3241)

PHIL HARRIS
God’s Country

Lazy River

ray McKinley
I Don’t Wanna Be Kissed (By Anyone But

You)

The 3rd Mari Theme 20-3709^-(47-3242)
(From the Carol Reed film production
“The 3rd Man,” presented by David O.
Selznick and Alexander Korda)

TONY MARTIN AND FRAN WARREN
Darn It Baby—That’s Love
That We Is Me and You

20-3710—(47-3243)

.

"mm:
lit.

|#f

•tit
Jit
§§

ROY ROGERS (King of the Cowboys)

Peter Cottontail

Next to the X in Texas 21-0173—(48-0207)

BILL BOYD
.The Bandera Waltz

Letters. Have No Arms 2i-0174—(48-0208)

EDDY ARNOLD’S
FAVORITE SAIRED SONGS

Eddy Arnold, The Tennessee Plowboy
and His Guitar P-261—(WP-261)

Evil Tempt Me Not
The Lily of the Valley 21 -0159—(48-0165)

Beautiful Isle, of Somewhere

When Jesus Beckons Me Home
21—0160—(48-0166)

(In the) Hills of Tomorrow
Softly and Tenderly 21-0161—(48-0167)

SIX FAT DUTCHMEN
Happy Go Lucky Polka,

Moonbeam

*45 rVm. catalog numbers.

(je#i

Vaughn Monroe

Dear Hearts and
Dennis Day .

, indicates records which,

according to actual sales, are

recognized hits, the trade is urged

"

to keep ample stocks of these records

on hand, or to reorder promptly when

current stocks begin to approach: the

“sold-put” stage.

O . ... designates that record is

one of RCA Victor’s “Certain
Seven” — among the leading ...

numbers on the trade paper best sell*

ring retail sales
.
charts: Obviously, sure

things!.

. . . . . ...

.

20-3627— (47-3143)*

Perry Como

I Said My Pajamas
Tony Martin'-Fran Warren

It Isn’t Fair

Sammy Kaye

20-3596— (47-3102) *

.20-3607— (47-3113) 11

—20-3613-= (47-3119)

20-36Q9— (47-3115)

Tony Martin

Mommy and
Eddy Arnold ...

Old Master Painter

Phil Harris

, . . . . . .

.

.20-3598—(47-3104)*

Broke My
........ 21-0146—(48-0150)*

.......... . .20-3608—(47-3114)*

Ralph Flanagan

There’s No Tomorrow
Tony Martin

80-0025—(54-0020)*

v....... 20-3582—(47-3078)*

©
©

iSp'"'
o . . . indicates records which,

have enjoyed better than

average initial consumer acceptance

and stand an excellent chance of enter-,

ing the top-selling hit category. The

trade is advised to watch these records

carefully in order to maintain stocks

consistent with demand.

25-1151—(51-0056)

'andy and Cake

Mindy Carsott . . 20-3681—•(47-3204)*

(Number one the Operators Pick. The
Billboard February 25th.)

(Number seven the Disk Jockeys Pick.

The Billboard February 23th.)

(Number four RCA Victor Hit Re Run
List. February 10th.)

hattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy

Bradford and Romano
20-3685—(47-3208) *

(Number twenty-nine Most Played by Disk
Jockeys. The Billboard February 25th.)

)carie

Fran Warren-Lisa Kirk
20-3696—(47-3220)*

("Girl Vocal Record of the Week.” Martin
Block February 18th.)

Did Anyone Ever Tell You, Mrs*
Murphy

Perry Como ... 20-3684

—

J 47-321 1 )*

(Number -four the Retailers Pick. The
Billboard February 25th.)

O

O

o

I Almost Lost My Mind

Fran Warren . . .
20-3686-^-(47-3209)*

(By far the finest aide this thrush has

turned in to date is this moving rendition

of the fast stepping Rhythm and. Blues

Item which was created by Ivory Joe
Hunter; Excellent singing is aided won-
derfully by superb Henri Rne orking.

Billboard Possibility February 25th.)

Please Believe Me
Perry Como . .20-3684*—1.47-3211)*

(Number five the Disk Jockeys Pick. The
Billboard February 23th.)

(Quicksilver

Elton Britt-Rosalie Allen
21-0157—--(48-0168)*

(Number six the Most Played by Folk and
Western Disk Jockeys.
February 25th.)

The Billboard

Roulette

tony Martin . . .
20-3695^-147-3219)*

(“Male Vocal Record of the Week.-' Mar-
tin Block February 18th.)
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Presenting

A Great New

Dance Band!

JERRY

and His Orchestra

STORMY
WEATHER
MARCH

Coupled with

THE CAHIOCA
DECCA 24912

RAMROD
Coupled with

ONE! TWO! THREE!
DECCA 24894

BY THE WATERS
OF MINNETONKA

Coupled with

CHEW CUT
DECCA 24844

SITTINCHY
THE WINDOW

Coupled with

JOST FOR
OLD TIMES

DECCA 249)7

Single Records

75c Each (plus te

DECCA
RECORDS

Survey of retail disk best
sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com*
paratibe sales rating for this

and last Week.
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1 2 “Music, Music* vMusic’>—^604 . . . . >

.

4 1 3 4. 11 1 . • ^ . 4 4 •. 3 3 .71

2 1

FRANRIE LAINE (Mercury)
“Cry of Wild Goose’’—5363 1 5 2 7 6 2 4 4 4 7 10 2 64

3 1

AMES BROS. (Coral)
“Rag Mop”—60140 .

.

:

.

9 7 • * 6 2 3 7 * *'4 8 1 6 50

.4...'' 3

RED FQLEY (Decca)
“Chattandpgie Boy”-i-46205 ; . . .

.

6 2 • 7• • • • . a. • 4 4 •4
. • .

1 6 2 5 48

.

'

5 4
:

TONY MARTIN (Victor)
“There’s No Tomorrow* -20-3582

.

10 3 7 .. 9 6 ‘4-4

N . .

4. 4 4 # . 2 5 1 45

6 5

T. MARTIN-F. WARREN (Victor)

“I Said My Pajamas”--20-3616 8 9 10 1 4 5 4 4 . 4. *4 10 6 8 38

-
7' 6

. SAMMY .KAYE (Victor) ;

• • - '

“It Isn’t Fair”—20-3609 . . . . . . 5 *' 4 4 .. • • 4 3 3 3

'

S'

37

8 10
GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Enjoy Yourself”—24825 . ... . .

.

2 4 7• 4 •* • 9 4 ,
» 8 9 4 » • 4 259 13

—VAUGHN-MONROE (Victor)— -

“Bamboo”—20-3627 ; : . 3 *
•

.

• ,
# 8 2 • ‘ 4 4 4 4 9 ~22

10 15
ANTON KARAS (London)
“3rd Man Theme”—536 .*

.

.... 7 8 4 • ' • '• 4 4 • V • 4 4 * # 4 4 4 • 4- 4 21

11

A

12
DICK TODD (Rainbow)
“Daddy’s Little Girl”-^80088 . . .

.

• • * • i

,

•' »

.

9 5 .
... 2 4 4 4 #.

.1 '

4 4 '• 4' • 4 17

11B 8
AMES BROS. (Coral)
“Sentimental Me”—60140 . ....... • ’ • • • • • •

t • i

3 4 4'.
"2

• • 4 4 • . 4 •' 17

12A
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“My Foolish Heart”—10623A. ... 4 .« . 6 * • • • .44 . * •' 4 4 4 • 4 . 4 4 . 4 ‘ 4 12

12B 7
BING CROSBY (Decca)
“Chaitanoogie Boy”—24863 . . . .

.

• • • * 5 • 4 • 4 4 4 . 4 4 4 • 12

13 13
BING CROSBY (DecCa)
“Dear Hearts”—24833 . .... ... . . . .

.
u •

• \
‘

• • 1

•.
• • m

4- 4 .4. • • 4 . 4 • 7 11

14A 14
LIONEL HAMPTON (Decca)
“Rag Mop”—24855 . . 1 : . .

.

9 • »
i • 1 .. r • • » . 4 4- ‘44. * 4- 4

.
• 4 10

14B 9
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
“Dear Hearts’—38605 ; . .... « • 4 m.

,
4 2v-.,'": ;

.- 10 «*. • •. « • • 4 • 4- 4 4 4 10

14C 14
DANNY KAYE (Decca)
“Lovely Cocoanuts’*—24784 .

.

* * • • • « % •
'••4; .. 8 4 » "4 4 • * 4 4 .4 • • 4 -4 • • 10

14D
TENNESSEE ERNfE (Capitol)

“Cry of Wild Goose”—40280 • "e •

• • 1 4 -4 • »• 4 4 4 . 10

14E • •

B. CROSBY-ANDREWS SIS (D)
“Quicksilver”—24827 • « * * ' 4 • ' • ’W -44 • 4, • '4 4 4 4 5 7 4* 4 * 10

14F • • .•

J. STAFFORD-G. MacRAE (Cap)
“Bibbidi-Boo“—57-782 ...

>

« »- • * • ’• • • 4
' 4 '4 ' " 4 4 ' •' t*

' 4 • . 4 4 1 10

ISA 14
DICK HAYMES (Decca) '

“Old Master Painter’’—24801 .

.

.
'• . ..8

:

* .• 4 • '•

• '4 4 '4
4 4 • 4'.' 4! 8

15B 16
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)
“La Vie En Rosa”—24816 . ..... / 4 • • , 3 9 • 4 4 0 d' 8

j

Riding the current Dixieland re-

!
vival trend, Columbia Records has
snared Phil Napoleon’s combo for
disking session the middle of this
month. Columbia tagged Napoleon
at the instigation of Jimmy Dor-
sey, whose Dixie platters are cur-
rently among the hottest items in
the company's pop catalog.

Dorsey, currently at the Statler
hotel, N. Y., steered Col on Napo-
leon because of a longtime associ-
ation between the two bandlead-
ers. Dorsey played with Napo-
leon’s original Memphis Five back
in the *30’s while Napoleon be-
came a member of Dorsey’s aggre-
gation for a time about nine years
ago. Dorsey, incidentally, is slated
to record some more sides for Co-
lumbia a few days before Na-
poleon. '

. .

Kaye Orch Escapes
• ^ Injury in Bus

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1 2 8
.

SOUTH PACIFIC GENTLEMEN PREFER TEXAS 111

BLONDES DAWIN'
Broadway Call

Broadway Call . Broadway Call

Columbia . Columbia Decca

KISS Ml, KATI
i

Broadway Coil

Columbia

SONGS BY

BILLY ECKSTINI

Billy Ickitino

m-g-m;

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(Based on Points Earned )

No. of No. of
Label Records Points Label Records Points

Decca ... . . « • ... • .'•• ... . . . . 9 142 Capitol . .

.

20
Victor 142 Rainbow . 17
London . 92 M-G-M . . 12
Coral ,

.

................... 2 67 Columbia 10
Mercury . 1 64

Kansas City, Feb. 28.

Members of the Sammy Kaye
orch came through without injury
when the chartered bus in which
they were riding collided with a
car on the Intercity viaduct here
Saturday (25) morning. The driver
of the cOL George .McCoy, 26, was
taken to the hospital

.
in a semi-

conscious condition, and he suf-
fered cuts and bruises arid head
and chest injuries;

The Kaye orch was enroute from
Omaha to a one-nighter date at the
Pla-Mor ballroom here. Damage
to the bus was estimated at $700,

Kaye’s Sock Grosses
Sammy Kaye ?s orchestra did ex-

ceptionally well in t\vo separate
dates here Friday ancl Saturday
(24-25). Leader played to 2,200
people in the 1,600-capacity Turn-
pike Ballroom, Lincoln, Neb., the
first night and just short of 2,300
at the Pla-Mor Ballroom here the
next night, which is capacity. First .

date was at $2.50 per person and
the seepnd $2.25 per.
Kaye played the previous week

at the Orpheum. theatre, Omaha,
racking up a $29,000 gross.
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WELCOMES YOU TO THE

ALEXANDRIA HOTEL
5»h al Spring SI. LOS ANGELES

Wap or peace, w« • A
always found ac- /II
commodations for /<<4l
bur friends in show /Ait
business. And now I
-as always -you’ll 7 *4Df£ j
receive traditional / 4/y0

v
/

Frank Walker serv- /
ice . .

.
plus a special i

theatrical rate! /
DRIVE-IN OARAGE/ I

a!//

J
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A„ aLa HttlvAftf go to Coast until baby comes.
11(1 flip I DDP2H Nagel thehi will come back into theUll Uli tputUl

business. MCA has cancelled all

.. v i
bookings after present one . : Sam

[New York Fox has been made permanent Chi

George Marek, who takes over i?ii5
as head of RCA-Victor’s Red Seal He has held

division, will continue his post of •

; music editor of Good Housekeeping ^
ee

c.
ln

magazine . . . Milton Rackmil, presi- nm?
1 *

dent of Decca Records,, expects to S
,

c0P/ri^^
take a trip to Europe sometime late n

^o
aga*hst Miracle

in March . . . Ella Fitzgerald marks Record Co. S-B claims that Mira-

her 17th anhi in show business Jle waxing that bas been doing
Monday (27) at a party at the Bird- business, around these parts is in

land, N. Y., nitery . . Frankie Carle ^oahty Meade Lux Lewis Yancey
recorded “Spaghetti Rag,’’ hew f

pe(
;

la
}» copyrighted by Shapiro

novelty pop coming up as a result hi 1935... Danny Alvin to Nor-
of Jack Fina’S M-G-M recording, Club March_ 3. Larry
doing it for Victor exactly as Fina Fotine plays Evansville College,
did it—with paper entwined in Evansville, April 13, for one night,

piano strings to achieve tinny, r "

.

honky-tonk effect. .Herb Jeffries HaIIwwAa/1
into Apollo theatre week of March * ^ ngiiywooa
3 . Both Carol Channing, star of ®buy Reyes brch set for several
’’Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” and specialty numbers in the Nunes-
Dorothy Shay, Who also recorded Copley production, “Everybody’s
the show’s tunes for Columbia Rec- Hauciil . .-Duke Ellington plays
ords, made honorary citizens of Lit- the Million Dollar theatre Week of
tie Rock

j
Ark. March 1, paying for cost of entire

. show and splitting gross 50-50 . . .

Paul Neighbors band signed for

Chicago eight weeks at Biltmore Bowl . . .

*
, Following month- at Cocoanut

!. Freddie Nagel will break uh his Grove, Jan Garber starts indefinite
band after current engagement at stand at Trianon, Chicago, April 8
Oh Henry ballroom here ends ; , Claude Thornhill cutting al«
March 5. Reason is that his wife bum of George Gershwin tunes fot
is expecting a baby and couple will RCA-Victor . Frank DeVol’s

Chicago

Modern Originals” album will be
released by Capitol March 6.
M-G-M Records has signed How-

ard Keel to an exclusive recording
pact . , . Smiley Burnette has writ-
ten two new tunes to warble in
Columbia s “T e x a s Dynamo.”
SongS

4
are “Fickle Finger of Fate”

an4 -jKitty Love the Calliope”
. . . Guadalajara Trio will do a

.
sequence - in Paramount’s

; My Friend Irma Goes West” .

Sarali Vaughan will make a musi-
cal short at U-I, with Will Cowan
producing.

Pittsburgh

rv
®?dle Haywood into Bill Green’s

Cocktail Lounge on March 13, fol-
lowing Ralph and Buddy Bonds .

.

Betcher, organist at Jordan’s
Grill for. the last three, years, left
there and will devote all his time
to church and radio work. . .Dodo
Marmarosa into Playhouse Grill
for late supper piano sessions; in-
novation at restaurant connected
with local - community theatre.

formerly with bands oi

Iff G«»« Knipa andArtie Shaw, is being temporarilv

b^d
C
tf T

W
|
th Whitey Sehabo’s

KSf* Johnny Brown’s by Joe
goea back WithJohnny Marino again at Triangle

will
m
hJ?.

f
*
w
«
w
S
eks #nd Scha“owUl hav« to And * new pianist
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Bands at Hotel B.O.’s
• Band •' Hotel
Emil Coleman* : ,J.r Waldorf (400; $2) . ... . . . ,

.

Guy Lombardo . . .

,

. Roosevelt (450; $l,50-$2) . .

.

Jimmy Dorsey, . . . , Statler (450; $1.50-$2) .

Johnny Long*.. . . New Yorker (400; $1-$1 .50)

;

"Covers
OP-A

Total
Wecki Paaf*\ Cover*
Played Week On D-^te

10 2,200 23,625
22 2,500 59,350

3, 1,700 5,050
0 1,100 7,900

* New Yorker has floor show; Waldorf, Georgia Gibbs.

Chicago
Johnny Aladdin (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck; 250; $2 min.-80c. cover).

Bad weather enticed only weak li500 covers.
*

Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstqne, 350; $3.50 ihin.-$l cover);

Lind Brothers, okay 1,500 customers.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 720; $3.50 min,-$1 cover).

Ice shbw; trim 3,700 tabs.

George Olsen (Marine Room;. Edgewater; 700, $1.20). Weather really

hit Far North spot; puny 1,200 patrons.
Eddie O’Neal (Empire Room, Palmer House, 500; $2.50 min>$l cover).

Nextrto-'last week of Billy DeWolfe solid 4,200 covers. \
Bill Snyder (College Iiin, Sherman; 500, $3.50 min.). Biz light; 1,800

diners.

Lbs Angeles
jack Fina (Ambassador, 900; $1 .50). With the Wiere Brothers, third

week; fair 2,400 covers.
.

Chick Fidyd (Biltmore, 900; $1.50). Eleventh week, 1 ,825 covers.

Phil Ohman (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min.). Average 650 covers;

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Best Seller
“Music, Music, Music-

Retail Sheet Music Seller
.

‘Dear Hearts, Gentle
.
People

' “Most Requested” Disk
“Rag Mop*' ,

Seller on Coin Machine*
“Rag Mop”

Best British Seller
“Harry Lime Theme”

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

(Chicago) ...

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 560; $3,50 min;-$l cover). Jimmy Durante
Sock 6,000, second week, despite bad weather.
Wayne Gregg (Trianon, $lr$ 1.15 adm.). Weather again responsible

for so-so. 5,000 .dancers. .

Eddie Howard (Blackhawk, 500; $2.5jD min -80c cover);' Drab 1;600

customers.
Orrin Tucker (Aragon, $1-$1. 15). Dreary 6,000 dancers.

(Los Angeles)

Harry Owens-Danny Beckner (Aragon, Santa Monica). Fair 3,500

admissions. ,
•

Freddy Martin (Palladium B., Hollywood). Ninth week, 16,000 ad-

missions. ;

Glen Gray inked an exclusive re-
cording contract with Signature
Records. Deal arranged by Signa-
ture prez Robert Thiele and Gray’s

E
ersonal rep, “Cork’’ O’Keefe . . .

andleader Ray Bloch formed Hol-
lybrook Music, It’s an ASCAP af-

filiate.

FAIRY TALES

recorded andfeatured by

OWEN BRADLEY A QUINTET
Coral

SALLY A MARVIN CLARK
London.

I
ELLA FITZGERALD A MILLS BROS.

|

Doccd

FONTANE SISTERS

RCA Victor

RED KIRK A JUDY PERKINS
Morcury

RUSTY WELLINGTON
Bollo

if. WEStON-iUD CONLON SINGERS
I

Capitol

CECIL BAILEY
Bullot -

MIllfR V U S 1C CORPORATION

Meadows (Near Boston)

2 Grial Songs!>

Meadows, Framingham, Mass.,

cafe in which maestro Vaughn
Monroe is a partner. Is going into

an occasional name band policy.

Spot has bought Sammy Kaye’s
orchestra for two weeks, opening
March 10, and is looking the field

over for an outfit of Similar value
to go in later in the spring.

Monroe, of course, has played
the Meadows consistently. He lives

not too far from the suburban Bos-
ton roadside nitery, and When he
wants a period at home with his

family, brings his outfit there. But,
jt has never bought anyone as im-
portant as Kaye for a run of aiiy

length.

RIBBONS
(FOR HER HAIR)

THERE’S AL0VELY
LAKE IN LOVELAND

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
161V Broadway. Now York IV

U. of Minn. Dancery
In Discrimination Beef

Minneapolis, Feb. 28.

U. of Minnesota student govern-
ment has protested to the Prom
ballroom, Twin City spot playing
name and other bands, against the
exclusion of two foreign students.
Don Simmons, president of the
All-University congress, wrote J. C.
Alexander, Prom general manager,
that many students believe the in-

cident was a “discriminatory prac-
tice.”

The foreign students, F. Del
Prado

N from Surinam, formerly
Dutch Guinea, and Shi I Lu from
China, Weren't allowed to enter the
ballroom when they went there
with an American couple Feb. 4.

Since then, however, Alexander
has apologized to the two students
and taken them into the ballroom
“on the house,” he says.

On fyrton-‘Cake’
Top labels lost no time last week

getting aboard the tune, “If I

Knew You Were Coming I’d v Have
Baked A Cake,” started by Eileen
Barton's National recording. Decca
cut the novelty two ways, dueling
it With Ethel Merman-Ray; Rolger,

and also by Evelyn Knight. Victor
got' it out fast by the Fontane Sis-

ters; and Coral cut and released
Georgia Gibbs’ disk within a week.
Columbia has the tune out by A1
Trace, and Capitol is out with it

by Benny Strong.

Meanwhile, National is attempt-
ing to stem the tide of major label

opposition by having Mercury Rec-
ords press and distribute. Miss
Barton’s version under its own
label name at the same time Na-
tional is continuing to market her
platter. Idea is to solidify the
side before the bigger labels can
get a toe in the door*

a a a |i to I l !
Exclusive Management

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION

New York
745 5th Aye. PI. 9-4600

JOE GLASER, Pres.

I

Chicago
203 No. Wabash

Hollywood
91 51 Sunsot Blvd.

Via a Novel Defense
Justice Aron Steuer in . N. Y.

supreme court last week signed an

order dismissing an action by Al”

fred j. Mapleson and Richard

Hirsch against Edward B. Marks
Music Corp. to recover $50,000 for

alleged breach of a written agree-

ment dated Jan. 7, 1948.

Mapleson and Hirsch were to

furnish a series of operatic scores

to be published and sold by Marks,

for which they were to receive

25% of the proceeds. The agree-
ment provided that the names of
the operas were to be selected by
mutual consent and that :.th’e gell-

ing price was to be decided by
mutual consent. The.complaint al-

leged that the parties subsequently
agreed to publish 19 scores and
likewise agreed upon the approxi-
mate selling price of $12.50 for the
Wagnerian operas and $10 for all

Others. Marks interposed a novel
defense, via Julian T. Abeles, that
it had been Unable to proceed with
publication because of the refusal
of Mapleson and Hirsch to supply
and pay for certain material, or
to otherwise abide,by their obliga-
tions under the agreement. . Pre-
liminary to making a motion to
dismiss, Marks’ attorneys, Abeles
& Bernstein, required Mapleson
and Hirsch to state, in compliance
with a Court order obtained by
said attorneys, that the alleged
subsequent agreement of the
parties as to the number of operas
to be published and as to the sell-

ing price was oral. The case was
about to be reached for trial be-
fore a jury, when Marks’ attorneys,
pulled the surprise move of mak-
ing a motion to dismiss; The mo-
tion was upon the. ground that as
the written agreement lacked the
essential terms as to the names
of the operas to be published and
the selling price, the parties could
not subsequently orally agree upon
such terms; so that the agreement
Was void and unenforceable.

Judge Steuer sustained , this
novel contention in granting the
order dismissing the action It is

the first case involving a music
publication agreement, in which
the agreement has been declared
unenforceable upon such a ground.
The decision is important in set-
ting a precedent, whereby such
publication agreements would not
be enforceable if any of the essen-
tial terms of the agreement are

|

not reduced to writing, regardless

j

of any subsequent oral agreement
of the parties as to such terms.

Stuart Wade and Pete’s Play-
boys cut the Allan Jeffries-Herb
Waters novelty, “Rebel Yell,” for
the Atlantic label v . . Ted Gomulka
polka band waxed eight sides for
Decca under an - exclusive, disk
pact. Organist Ethel Smith cut
two sides with Guy Lombardo for
Decca last week.

* *

i
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(Musical-Historical Review): I80Q-1948)

Compiled for P^RIETy
By JULIUS MATTFELD

(Copyright. Variety. Inc. All Righto Roiorvod)

Legendt and ether batic background information, attendant la the compilation
and preeentatfon, Appeared in the Oct. 4, I94f, htuo when the Variety Song
Cavalcade etarted publication Serially* . It h euggented that thoeo intiallmenh be
dipped and filed for future reference.

Attention is hereby called to tho fact that this material, b copyrighted and may not
boropraducodoithorwhollyotlnpart.

car Hamriierstein 2nd m., Rich-
ard Rodgers. Mario Music Coro.
Cop. 4943. (Successor Pub,, Wil-
liamson 'Music, dnc. ). ...

People Will Say We’re in Love.
(Oklahoma), wU Oscar Hammer-
stein 2nd. m„ Richard Rodgers
Mario Music Corp., cop. 1943’
(Successor Pub,, Williamson Mu-
sic, Inc.).,

Pistol Packin’ Mama. w„ m
A1 Dexter. Edwin H. Morris &
Co., Inc., cop. 1943.
Shoo-Shoo Baby (film: Three

Cheers for the Boys), w., m
, Phil

Moore. Leeds Music Corp.* cop.
1943.
Speak Low (One Touch of Ve-

nus). w., Ogden Nash, m., Kurt
Weill. Chappell & Co., Inc., cop.
1943.

y

Star Eyes (film: I Dood It), w.
hi., Don Raye and Gene DePauf
Leo Feist; Inc., cop. 1943. .

Sunday, Monday, Or Always
(film: Dixie), w., Johnny Mercer.
m: t Jimmy Van_Heusen. Mayfair
Music Corp., cop. 1943.

The Surrey With the Fringe on
Top (Oklahoma), w., Oscar Ham-
merstein 2nd. m„ Richard Rodg-
ers. Mario Music Corp., cop. 1943.
(Successor Pub;, Williamson Mu-
sic, Inc.).

Take It Easy, w.,, m„ Albert
DeBru, Irving Taylor and Vic Miz-
zy. Santly-Joy, Inc., cop. 1943.

They’re Either Too Young Or
Too Old (film:. Thank Your Lucky
Stars), w.,- Frank Loesser. nr,
Arthur Schwartz. M. Witmark &
Sons, cop, 1943,
' (Continued NextWeek)

Amor. Spanish words; Ricardo
Lopez Mendez. English, words,
Sunny Skylar. m;, Gabriel Ruiz.
Peer International Corp., cop. 1941
and 1943 by Promotora Hispano
Americana de Musica, Mexico
City.
Sesame Mucho—Kiss Me Much.

Spanish words and music, Consu-
elo Velazquez. English words,
Sunny Skylar, Southern Music
Publishing Co., cop. 1941 and
1943 by Promotora Hispano Ameri-
cana de Musica; Mexico City.

Cornin’ In On a Wing and a
Prayer. w„ Harold Adamson. m„
Jimm; McHugh, Robbins Music
Corp , cop. 1943.

Don’t Sweetheart Me. w., m.,
Cliff Friend and Charlie Tobias.
Advanced Music Corp,, cop. 1943^

Cavalcade Resumes
.. .Musical-Historical Cavalcade^
interrupted publication for
several weeks because of in-

disposition of Julius Mattfeld,
the CBS musicologist who pre-
pares these song logs. They
will continue being published
serially; without interruption^
from 1943 until 1950.

DO Nothin’ TUI You Hear From
Me. w„ Bob Russell, m., Duke
Ellington. Robbins Music Cbrp.,
cop. 1943.
Goodbye Sue. w.; m., Jimmy

Rule, Lou Ricca and Jules Loman.
Jewel Music Pubi Co., Iric., cop.
1943.
Holiday for Strings. Instrumen-

tal piece, m., David Rose. Breg--
man, Vocco & Conn, Inc., cop.
1943.
How Many Hearts Have You

Broken, w., Marty Symes. m., A1
Kaufman.. Advanced Music Corp ,

cop. 1943. ’

How Sweet You Are (film: Thank
Your Lucky Stars), w., Frank
Loesser. m., Arthur Schwartz.
Remick Music Corp., cop. 1943,

I Couldn’t Sleep a Wink Last
Night (film: Higher and Higher),
w., Harold' Adamson, m.; Jimmy
McHugh. T. B. Harms Co., cop.
1943.

I’ve Heard That Song Before,
w., m.

t Jule Styne and Sammy
Cahn. Edwin H. Morris & Co.,
cop. 1943.

I’ll Be Seeing You. w., Irving
Kahal. m., Sammy Fain. William-
son Music, Inc

, cop, 1938. (Popu-
larized in 1943).

If You Please (film: Dixie), w.,
Johnny Burke, m., Jimmy Van
Heusen. Famous Music Corp., cop.
1943, •

' :

In My Arms (film: See Here Pri-
vate Hargrove), w., m., Frank
Loesser and Ted Grouya. Holly-
wood, Cal.; Saunders Publications,
cop. 1943.

Love, Love, Love, w., m..
Mack. David* Joan Whitney and
Alex

i

Kramer. Santly-Joy, Inc.,

A Lovely Way to Spend an Eve-
ning* \v Harold Adamson, ni.,
Jimmy McHugh. Crawford Music
Corp., cop, 1943,

Mairzy Boats, w., m., Miltort
Drake, Al Hoffman and Jerry Liv-

1^43
t0n M

-

ller Music Corp., cop.

^ My Heart Tells Me (film: Sweet
Rosie O’Grady), w., Mack Gor- 1

aori. m., Harry Warren. Breg-

i

n
i52’ u

VomCO & Conn, Inc;, cop.
1943 by Twentieth Century Music
Corp.

/rwPJV
What a Beautiful Mbrnih’

(Oklahoma), w,, Oscar Hammer-
•» .Richard Rodgers.

Mario Music Corp,, cop. 1943
(Successor Pub., Williamson Mu-
sic, Inc,).-

Oklahoma: (Oklahoma), w.. fie-

Iff Music By

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yesterday's

KITTY FROM
KANSAS CITY

Tho American Lovo Song

I CAN’T GIVE Y0V

ANYTHING BUT

LOVE, BABY

Music by . .

.

JIMMY
MILLS MUSIC

w

&

"MUSIC FOR DANCING

rnw wmsm
... _ HIS ORCHESTRA,
9th WEEK! \ HIS TRUMPET AN0 SONttS

FRANK
DAILEY'S MEADOWBROOK

Nightly—NBC-Mutual Network

LONDON RECORDS
ALLEN BEST, 149 W.. SUt Str*u<, N,w York
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Jack Gilford , Deep River Boys

( 5), Martha Lou Harp, Tony Scott

OrcJi (4) ;
$3.50 'minimwn. ,.\

With Jack Gilford back as feav

tufefi cpmedian at this Greenwich

Village nitery and with the Deep
•;

River Boys making their first a pr

p.earance since their recent tour .•

of Europe, the new show at Cafe 1

.
Society makes for good entertain:.

merit that should lure the payees.

Also on the bill are Martha Lou
Harp, singer <and the Tony Scott

orch, a four-man combo, which
dishes out some sock music •despite

the limited instrumentation.
' Gilford, who has done . consider-

able television work arid also was
featured in the Broadway revue,

"‘Alive and Kicking,” since his last

time here, is doing basically his

same act, Emphasis is still on the

pantomimic mugging of his sym-
phony conductor and the. British

seaman’s chant, both of which
draw yocks. In addition, though,
lie has sonic bright new material

which he projects neatly, irtclUd-:

ing a sparkling monolog . for an
opener and a psychiatric satire fea-

turing a “ZuCkerman” as “Super-
in an.” It’s funny stuff and he sells

it for good audience reception.

Deep River group, comprising
-4:herTomv-Negr

v

o-singers-arid-pianistr

has long been one of the best in

the business but has taken on add-

ed quality via their European trip.

Boys combine some fine harmonics
with an innate rhythmic sense in

their repertoire of novelty tunes

but can also get dramatically se- •

rious with such material as .“No-1

where to Go,” lyric song which
they introduce as having coirie out

of a concentration camp. Also fea-

tured are a couple of Scottish airs

picked up on their trip. Their
rendition of “Shadrach” and
“Whiffenpoof Song” are standout

and that closing bit on “I Don't

Know Why,” in which they strut

around the floor, is sock showman-
ship which earns them a begoff,

An attractive, diminutive gal

with a well-pitched, middle-regis-

ter voice, Martha Lou Harp dis-

plays some okay vocalizing in her
break-in at this Greenwich Village

boite.” She’s disked some songs for

Autograph Records and evidences

sharp- training via her neat phras-

i
ing arid diction techniques. While
she can sing okay, she still lacks

the necessary showmanship to pro-

ject to her listeners and keep ’em

|

from gabbing while she’s on.

i Main emphasis in her reportbire

[
is on blues, several of which she

j

groups for a closer. She handles

i them best but should mix them

j

with her other tunes for more
! change of pace.

i Scott combo, with the leader

1 doubling on clarinet arid tenor sax,

I piano, bass and drums, opens the
! show with a brace of tunes and
backs the other acts neatly! Each
of the group has played with vari-

ous top-name bands and they shine

in their fast, swing arrangements.

Ballads, such as VYesterdays,” are

played just a shade too slowly for

maximum results but serve as good

show-off. pieces for the band’s in?

striimerital ability* Stah

Persian ltoonv
Lisa Kirk, Nancy Donovan, Eric

Victor, Boh Grant Orch < 8)

,

Mark
Monte's Continentals (4) ; convert,

$2, $2.50.

The Plaza’s Persian Room in re-

signing Lisa Kirk to work the sup-

per show only, doubling from
“Kiss Me, Kate,” has come up with
Nancy Donovari for the dinner

show. Thus, both songstresses do
only one show each. Dancer Eric

Victor works both shows. Under
this setup there’s, sufficient class

amusement for this room.
Miss Donovan has come up the

hard way She worked a myriad of

lesser spots before her eastside

potential Was realized. Today she’s

established in this sector of town,

having clicked < at . the Versailles
and has further ingratiated her-

self with her work at the Persian

Room. ! .

Miss Donovan, a lissome colleen,

has matured considerably. Impres-

sive, visually arid vocally, she

projects herself with well-writ-

ten introductions, grid: generally

charms the custorivers for a 3(h

minute sessipn Without wearing out

her welcome-
4

. She shbvys Up
.
best in ballads,

pouring a Wealth of feeling into

these numbers, gathering sufficierit

impetus to score heavily when she

goes into a tune like. “Enjoy Your-

self.” At the conclusion of her

turn, there’s a jocular stage whis-
’ per in which she advises the crowd
to go home Immediately arid “not

stay for the supper show.”
Victor is the second bearded en-

.. tertainer in as many shows in this

1 room, following Burl Ives. He s

|
still a non-conforrriist. Although
a click in the Arthur Schwartz
legiter, “Inside: USA,” Victor has

still to get down to coirimercial

routineSi His turn abounds in

esoteric abstractions which, while

displaying imaginary choreography
and frequently magnificent dan-

cing, the energy devoted by the

diners in atterripting to divine the

meanings detracts from the over-

all ’effect. However, his routines

are replete With surprises. At one
point he makes an amazing leap

onto the top of the piano and does

a bit of. tapping vthereon- He shows
some excellent kicks arid ,

bends
during his more commercial taps,

and this department js his nearest

approach to cafe routining. But
in some of the other works, such

as his abstraction with an Orien-

tal rug, and a weirdie in which
tie garrotes himself, are in the

what’s-it-all-about vein.
•: Victor’s routines may be OK for

Carnegie Hall or small gatherings

Of existentialists, but his v Dali-

esque ramblings aren’t- particular-

ly suited for spots where relaxa-

tion and entertainment is the chief

aim. He should let the general run
pf people in on . his art and get

down to earth, since a nitery isn’t

the medium for. this type work.

i Bob Grant’s band provides fine

showbacking 'and dansapatiori, and
Mark Monte’s Continentals work
the lulls to good effect. Jose.

} Tli© Society* toriiion
London, Feb. 21.

Dolores Gray, Jack La Roc
Sextet; no minimum.

i /, -* > . . . I

Dolores Gray makes her cabaret
|

debut afier three years in “Annie •

Get Your Gun” and brings to the
|

. West End riiterv scene a new, vie-
j

orous and vivacious personality!/]

Playing this exclusive spot is no
I

sinecure for any artist, but in a I

solo spot stretching beyond 30
minutes, she proves to be a top en-
tertainer.

|

Ip a well balanced program Miss
|

Gray has little difficulty in capti-

:

vating the audience. She gets off
j

to a breezy start with a good intro-

ductory number and with her
|

cleverness puts over nearly a dozen I

hits inimitably, Each tune is a
winner, but the biggest hand comes 1

for her comedy hits like “Girl
From Little Rock,” “Feudin’, Fight-

,

in’ & Fussin’,” and “Nice to Have
a Man Around the House.” Other
tunes like “Shadrack,” “Be Good
to Yourself” and “Do I Love You” i

also get good returns.

Act is well-timed, slickly pre-
sented and given nice backing by
the La Roc Sextet Myro.

Wednesday, March I, 1950

Minn. Tcrraetv Mills.
(HOTEL NICOLLET)

Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
Jimmy Savo, Luba Maiina, Cecil

Golly Qrch ( 12), with Mildred
Stanley; $1-$T,50 coper, $2,5f) min-
imum.

;
'

/

Long on laughs and rich in top-
draWer talent, this show hits a
high .entertainment level. It’s the
first local supper club appearance
for both Jimmy Savo and Luba
Majina and each scores impres-
sively, contributing socko mirth
and song that add up to extra
pleasure dividends for the diners.
The superlative serio-comic pan-

tomime and distinctive vocalizing
that have brought success to the
whimsical Savo are exhibited in a
manner . which provides a custom-
ers’ field day. Losing :. no time in
getting his rib-tickling attack start-

ed, Jimmy tees off with uproari-
ous pantomimic lairipooris of jug-
gling magic and card tricks. He
then hits the • funny bones even
harder With a succession of songs
made hilarious by tlie inimitable
Savo touches.

Savo’s version of “That Old
Black Magic” is still socko. In song
he tells of a married /man’s trou-
bles with his wife, relates the saga
of two little rabbits and takes other
similar laughter-exciting vocal ex-
cursions. He winds up, of course,
with the unforgettable “One Meat
Ball,” leaving the customers almost
limp from laughter, but. rieverthie-

i

less clamoring for more.
!

“Miss Maiina, a stunning Latin

[

type brunet, in the opening spot,

[
is also a show-stopper. Exceedingly

fbe^a /Cl^s“\A” entertaihm\
e
aii

d

I she brings practically air original

! material, most of it first-rate. Her

|

(Continued on page 50)

"A Comedy
of Errort"

appearing with

•AMMY KAYE A
ORCH.

For Shrlnort
PITTSBURGH

N»W Y«rk
TOM FITZPATRICK

Chleat*
. 8AM ROBERTS

You’ll see these

PALACE
13 exciting pages—30 colorful photos

—

from the. heyday of big-time vaudeville!

Once again you* old favorites, the great-

est acts in show business, come to life before

you! Here they are, from Bernhardt to Berle

the most dazzling stars of vaudeville.

Holiday takes you back to the days when
vaudeville was “king” and seats "you fourth

row center for an all-time all-star show you’ll

never forget. Here is the warmth and color

of old-time show business. Here is the Pal-

ace, its nerve-tingling Monday openings, its

headliners and its heartbreaks, as only Holi-

day can bring it ta you. Don’t miss it*, it’s

in this month’s Holiday!

In the Marehissue of

HOLIDAY

The Marx
Brothers

Jack Benny

Fred Allen

Jimmy Durante

Harry Hoiidtnt

Eddie Cantor

Eva Tarigudy

Herb , Williams

Milton Berle

Bobby Clark

George Burns
and Gracie Allen

Will Rogers

The Duncan
Sisters

Ray Dooley

Bill Robinson

Gallagher and
Shean

Will Mahoney

W. C. Fields

Fanny Brice

Bert Williams

The Castles

Nora Bayes

:

George Jessel

Phil Baker

Sophie Turiker

Ethel Barrymore

Elsie Janis

Jack Norworth

3

Now on the newstands 50c.

LANDRE s VERNA
Currently:

LATIN QUARTER, NEW YORK
(Thanks LOU WALTERS!

MimKmi intirnationai. thiatrical corf.
1501 Broadway, New York
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American Guild of Variety Art-4

i$ts has completed a new set of

regulations to govern the outdoor

field. AGVA’s Outdoor Advisory

Committee, comprising 25 perform-

ers who work fairs, circuses, expo-

Bitions, parks, etc , has been work-

ing for the past weeks with organi-

zer Vic Connors and AGVA na-

tional board,

Vaude Acts as Feature

Of D.C. Sports Show
Washington, .Feb; 28.

. Number of vaude and carnival
putdobr-type acts .'will feature thie

ahnual Sportsmen’s and Outdoors
Show which opens at the National
Guard Armory Friday (3). Brooke
Johns, onetime “Ziegfeld Follies”

star and more recently a radio disk
jockey and politician in .this area,

Wiii emcee the performance which
includes divers, animal acts, arch-
ery, trick shooting, etc.

The show, which will run 10

days, annually attracts thousands
to the Armory.

One of the major changes is the

modification of exclusive option

contracts. Heretofore, acts have

been signed for the forthcoming

season In November. Consequent-

ly, if an agent signed too many acts

or if a fair /cut dowhi on talent,

certain turns didn’t get a sufficient

amount of work. Under the new
rule, acts signed to contracts in

November must be notified by

March 15 as to the amount of work
available; If ah agent cannot offer

12 weeks in 15, or four weeks out

of five on shorter contracts, option

cannot be exercised.
; Under the new set pf regulations,

; to fftS first time in man5' years

engagements of three days. If date London cates are guying talent di

is more than a week, each day .•
r.®Jpt fiom the U. S, Since Ian. 1,

over seven must; be compensated wh
ff
n

;

T/pndOii
^
ottle

by one-seventh of the regular sal-
;

outlawed and the^ curfew ^relaxed

•ary ,
New mips also call for ;ein-i;^dr ^regjilation;,^ restauran t.s. ;aJljL

ployer to pay transportation on cafcS, some American acts have

Max; Liebman to Produce
Unit at Palmer House, Chi
Max Liebman will produce a

unit for the Palmer House, Chi-
cago, in June. Liebman, who pro-
duces the 90-minute “Saturday
Night Revue,” telecast on NBC-TV,
previously did series of units : for
the Latin Quarter, Boston.
Cast of the nitery unit is still to

be lined up. William Morris
agency set

jumps over 350 miles.

AGVA's ; committee

Rene Fraday; show director at

Le Lido, Parish is on his last lap

before returning to France after

a looksee at ..talent in Havana; Mi-

ami Beach, Mexico, Hollywood, Las
Vegas, Chicago and New York. He
is practically set with Kay. Thoffip^

son, currently at the Versailles,

N. Y., to open at Paris’ Les Ambas-
sadeurs; which the Lido manage-
ment ( Pierre Lbuis-Guerih ) will

also operate this summer in an-

ticipation; of the peak European
season because of American tour-

ism, the Holy Year pilgrimages to

Rome, etc

Orange Show Has
$30,000 Budget

San Bernardino, Feb, 28.

Orange show, which open s

March 9, will have, a "talent budget
of upwards of $30,000. Line of
girls and five standard acts will be
used during the nine-day stand of
the

, exhibit; Stan Meyers will

baton a crew of 16,

George Jessel will appear open-
ing night, followed by Ralph Ed-

.
Doubling of shows from niteries

to Vaudfilmers is on the unbeat in
New York. Latest cafe display to
be set for a vauder is the Chinn
DolL N. .Y., revue, which doubl«
into the nearby : Roxy theatre,
March 17.

.
China Doll show will be headed

by Long Tack Sam, oldtime
Chinese act, which; hasn’t appeared
on Broadway for nearly two deer
ades. Before returning to per-
forming he operated theatres in
China until recently when Chinese
Communists made things diffi-

wards, Kay, Starr, Peggy Lee, Andy i.„ 14.
: fJ ,

, , . . - *

and Della RusseU, Judy. Canova IIe s reputed independently

and Art Linkletter. Bill (“Hopa- i

wealtny>
•

long”) Boyd Will, make a p.a. on 1 Others On the show will include
,

March 18, Mills Bros, also are
|

Toy Wing, Ming & Ling, FlOr-
.

pencilled in for the final day; Phil ,

ence Ahn and the cafe’s line./

Bloom agency here has nabbed the Currently the Latin Quarter Re-

aceount and is . lining up talent. Ype is bicycling between the Lou
Walters cafe and the Strand the-:
atre. Recently the Roxy used the
show

.
from, the

:
Copacabana. >

The doubling of cafe shows into
yauders has generally worked out
well for both theatre and nitery.

i Theatie
.
bookers . feel... it’s a good

;

idea to get a show that’s already
^ broken in and has been previously

publicized in a cafe.. The cafe
;
The recent cold snap has cut owner gets a slice from the theatre/

heavily into cafe grosses in New as; producer and at the same time .

- /fioni£ace&-ai^incliqedrio benefit^^
• . ' . . . i'. '.IUimL iL n 4 iL A t » rAn lU Alt In ama ‘ «*A • ’ A ! 1 i - 1. 1

boys already are studying French

has also

been used, but. they Were selected

Alert s -uiuiiiiLLce ..«> ai>u
I1

*001 talent playing/ iii Europe.
• antic ipation . The Ambassadeurs

taken
Y
steps to correct that it ?

inc« acts «!ere already over there. plans a May 15 debut with a coriv

torns an'ibuse of charging acts
' Ior

,

bination ice-floorshow policy, 40%
from $50 to $100 for printing a de-

,

Thompson booking, although her
;

think that the weather is more re- trailerize his cafe.

trans-Atlantic transportation,

. g e First deals from N. Y. for Lon-
scription and photo of performers

don cafes we?.e set last week.
*n * catalog issued to buyers, n- Among those signed are the Mack
der the new rule union mustap-.^ Bobb/Brcen and Connje
prove such deals. ;

• Sawyer. Pact for Julie Wilson,
current at the Maisonette of the St.

Regis hotel, N. Y., is being ne-

gotiated.^

Acts booked are for the Colony
l and Aster clubs, London, and they
i \vill double between both spots.

Monte Proser, planning to open
1 Operators of these cafes, Eustace

a nitery on the site of the former Hoey and Harry Morris, have been

sponsible for the business drop

Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y. (more conferring for the past . week with

head of the N. Y. branch of the
Lew & Leslie Grade agency of

London.

recently Le Di rectoire) ,
declared

; Harold Dobrow Of the William
this week he is delaying work on

j Morris agency, and Eddie Elkort,
the new spot untir his tangled af-

' ' ‘ '

fairs with the N, Y. Copacabana
management are cleared up.

Proser. who is still listed as presi-

dent, of the Copacabana,; owning-

35% of its stock, is currently hav-

ing his attorney, Samuel Becker,

prepare papers for a suit demand-
ing an accounting of all profits in

the Copa for the past TO years.

Papers are directed against Jules

Podell, the. Copa’s supervisor.

65G

AT CHEZ PAREE, CHI

.. .. i
There would probably be more

than the ^combination, of the dim- cafe-theatre dates/but for the fact

?r
U
Vt r

anc^ income-tax time.
!

that the number of cafes with large
Until the freeze, business had been

pr0(juctions is rapidly decreasing.
only to the portable tank. An Eng-

1

on
^
par witk last year.

_ .
i The only big cafe that hasn’t dou-

lish line is being brought over
|

,

Along Broadway the Latiri Quar- bled its shows into theatres is the
from London, and the idea is to

|

ter lsfiommg Up fairly well, other- Diamond Horseshoe. At that Billy
1 wise the west side cafes are doing Bose

, at one time, produced p'aral-
from fair to poor.
The Teast side is in a compara-

tively better position than the

at Copa City, Miami, says she's Broadway spots but business is

agreeable to taking a cut for the Mroewh*t-o#m^
engagement but will have to^ play

1

^

Operate it on a class basis a la the
Copacabana, N. Y., utilizing a basic

format and changing stars. Car-
men Miranda, whom Fraday saw

.

1 el editions for vauders.

Paris before or after Miss Thomp-S ; the Blue Angel and Le Ruban Bleu
The- fcopa’s receipts aren't up to

(Miranda’s) picture commitment
goes in April or August; Fraday
also is. talking to Sorija Henie for

the third headliner, also with a

“prestige” pitch, since . obviously
there is a money hurdle for the
4dO-capaCity roOm.

Shorter Revues
Meantime, the new Lido show

will essay
French
10 and

par.

VHCS SEEKING SHOW BIZ

Boff Take on Fla. Dates
St. Petersburg, Fla., Feb. 28.

Hildegarde is continuing her phe-
nomenal success pattern which she

! employed in off the beaten path
.

bistro dates in the northern area
!
with similar success in Florida.

Last week in Daytona Beach at the
.Ocean Room of the Sheraton Plaza
she jam-packed the 350-seat room

.
, (

Means of ^bringing in sliowhusi- a |. aimost every perfofmance of her
>say a departure

,

the
. ness support of Veterans Hospital

|
|Wo-hour concert at $4 per head.

,
i.e., two shows nightly at i Camp shows will be discussed at a > nn tnn nf that manaepmpnt rp-

1 a;m. That will mean two meeting of the VHCS board slated
;
ported

P
that d

"
rii;g the intermission.

Chicago, Feb. 28.

Despite zero weather and heavy

.
snows, Jimmy Durante, broke all

Proser declares that work on his
j

cjfi nitery records in his second
new cafe, still unnamed, will pro-

, week at the Chez Paree. Although
ceed as . soon as that suit is under

. the average tab was slightly less
way.

i than the opening week, there was
Proser*? name was recently I copiplete turnover at almost every

In opening days of her engage-
ment here in the Soreno hotel ball-

room, which seats about 500, she

«k v . . . i «« | j j* a f • '
. . . . . wvi.i*wu. uiu v uufJiiiA tuv, mvwimiouivii

different shows, curtailed to 40 |„to be held tomorrow (Thurs.). Abe ancj a fter the show an average tab
minutes each as against the nsual

j

Lastfogel, VHCS president, carpe
: of $3.50 was spent On drinks. Room

lV^-hour revues which Donn Arden I in from the Coast to attend the ' t^kp ern^pd *10 000
and Ron':, Fletcher-, are .dance-stag- ; meet and will probably return

850 * •

’

V '
•

lng; as they did last summer. New
! after the confab,

show opens in May and will be
j

VHCS hopes to make the enter-

Satirically pointed at the visiting
: tainment of hospitalized vets a

:
I ramritv at *3 75 ad-

Yanks, with accent on “Paris as
| community project pf the Venter-

< ^ssiort
:

In addS- she'SS
the Americans see it.” It will be

- tainment industry. Organization
j

in the idiom of Irving Berlin’s was put on its own at.-the- begin-
^ nd '

sh6uld tod the Daytona gross
ow. “Oniy. For Americans” song, out of

,
ning of the year when its parent *

ral thousand Amazirig^art
v.,v. —r.

Second frame beat the first week
j

‘ Liberty,” and the “Gentle-
;

organization,. United Services^ Or- ^ tfje pr6yiou$ week is that busi- ,

rentiy lias no part in management
j

by almost $4,000 with a new high
I

f^eri Prefer Blondes current stag-
1
ganizations dissolved.

.

VHCS ^at
ness grew an^ days were Mon-

Of that spot. There have been diL
[
gross of $65^000 being reached,

j

ing. Carrie Finnell will do Must- that time had enough funds for
day and Tuesday, last part of the

Acuities between Proser and Po-
;
Comedian closes March 15 to re-

j

mguett, and will feature her W.k. three months^ Of operation,
date. Chanteuse did a three-hour

dell for several years over running.’ turn to Coast for another, picture,
j

^Uscular-eontrol specialty. The 4 | Manor problem of the board is to
pr0gram Tuesday.

* - - v i Step Bros., whom Fraday signed
(

line up sources of revenue for the ^ .... , ,

while’ at Copa City, will also be ! coming year.
in it. For the. first time a line of > — 1—

|
eight American chorus boys, each

taken off the marquee and pro-

. grams of the Copacabana, and cur
show.

A-,..'

Minsky to Tour His Fla.

Show on Cafe Circuit on

of that cafe.

Prosfer stated that lease for the

new cafe is in his name. Realtor
Irving Maidman, who negotiated

tile deals, for .the Copa. and the . uuv ,, v..
|
to pa ris. Bela Kremo, currently

Beachcomber, cafe,, which Proser
j

Harold Minsky, operator of the • the Palmer House, Chicago, who^ years ago, is in
Colonial Inn, Hallandale, Fla., is

, was briefly at Le Lido two years
with him on the new cate deal.

;
planning to package his current • ago, will be featured..

unit for a tour of cafes. It’s the
j Fraday, who flies back to Paris

second year that he’ll put his nite-

!

ry show on the road. Dates are
j

being lined up for the Desert Inn,

„ . , . ^ ... j Las Vegas, and the Beverly Hills
Rose is

^
^labning^a ®

| Country Club, Newport, Ky. Last

;

season’s display was routed out of
|

the Carnival, N, Y ; ,
which-Minsky

Rose Auditions

For Diamond Horseshoe

(Continued on page 52)

jockey stanza for his Diamond
Horseshoe, N. Y. So; far he hasn’t

decided upon a platter-pilot, but
'
operated ^at the Tirhe. :

is continuing to hear audition- •

rPAAf/ic in hnnoc pnminf? un ' Cast will . include Ray^/.Malpne; :

Besides .
lin.ii>g^

yA- Worcester Sunday (26) to join the one-day performance here Sunday,
records in hopes of coming up

, rnri • nri Tit Valdes Gloria .
mour and Abbott and Costello foi "

,
•

. .. 9ft
with a guy that might hypo things

Frendh Jean Courtney,
’ Murray

j

forthcoming vaudeville season at comic and work on the Times Sq.
F
y
ina

_‘

c Director Daniel S Ba-
«t the cafe.

„ ! Briscoe and a 16-girl line. Other the Ldridon Palladium, Lew Grade opening•^VVeitman.^lso^ecem- . witb whom the applicatfon

.._?? ?
,S ZJ'Z Performers are atill to be set. «««

,

l° SJ>r,n?fie,d °n
waS filed, said he would place it

Bob Hope troupe, including film
istory

actress Jane Russell and Les

Brown and his band, opens at the

Paramount the a tr e, Broadway

! showcase, today (Wed.) after a

warriiup in t w o Massachusetts

.towiis. Robert.M. WeiimanyUnited
London Feb. 21

.
; paramount veepee, trekked to

Ilildegarde was to address lunch-
eon group of several hundred at

the Maas Department store here
but mob grew so large that pla-

toon of policemen had to escort
her through the thousands who
clogged ,the aisles and store re-

ported the greatest crowds in its

Ringling Circus Dickers

For Atlantic City Date
Atlantic City, Feb. 28.

Representatives of Ringling
Bros. Circus have filed application
with -the City Commission for a •

upbeat in ’•New York. Monte’s
| T rtgalls is agenting deal,

restaurant installed Earl Wilson

:

oh a WINS wire this week. Ed
Weiner recently started a show
from the Hickory House, and

Aldrich Joins Sherman
Mickey Aldrich has been named

Horne for an early July d£te iol- Monday (27). ..... •• before the other Commissioners at
lowing her four weeks at the Baev Hope played one-day engage- ^ieir next meeting. - The citv has
cara chib, T^aris, where she opens ments in each spot following the: a license fee of $1,000 a day for
May .

29.
. troupe’s plane-out from, the Coast, circuses

Others are Peggy Ryan/ and ^Ray, Saturday (25). Comic, is slated for. jf the application is granted it

Leon & Eddie’s is also reported
(

eastern repforEdd le Sh ^'Macdonald, in return, due here tw0 . ^eeks at the Paramount on
, will jje . the first license

8
to be is-

interested in reinstating a disk- will
rebre- >

April 3 for an extensive provmcia
a weekly guarantee of $50,000 plus sued a circus for many years,

spinner.
.
Jack Eigen of the Copa- -agencr in N. Y.. Ajarieh ^“^ePAr® t tour for Mos.^ percentage. Amusement interests and businessopUHlCl. uaciv iilgcu VI nit r*'- ... ;

. , .
.
j. ;a \. \

—vm •
. .

cabana, is generally credited with sent Sherman s acts inc uding Ab-
circui t, with Palladium to follow.

;

’ ” ° u-ii PnoFnlln Allhn .mnPS. . i • J 1

starting the trend.

Burley Foldo*
Baltimore, Feb. 28.

|
bott and Costello, Allan Jones,

^{iail Jones is playing return dates
;

i Rudy Vallee. and Gloria Jean.
,
on entire Moss and Stoll circuit

; Shearinfir
,

s B’wav Bow
Aldrich, who was formerly with

; apenins May 29, Gene Marvcy re-
. R nianisl Georee Shearing will

v u.e Sherman booking office, will
j tUrns in early June Tor an

rep acts and will not.be involved:
isiVetour Leo De Lyonus setTor

people here have opposed circus
licenses on the theory that it takes
money out of town.

the

in the booking of theatres. four weeks at Palladium beginning a date at the Strand theatre, start-

.
The Gayety, landmark of bur-

lesciue here, folded last week when ' je$sie Crawford, Jr„ daughter of
;

’^
ack "Triplet/ Ifor'- Bacarra

DEBBIN’S NEW BEBTK
Nat Debbin has joined the N. Y.

bit hit a new low. / : the "Sganist; started engagement
;‘'i;;;ing'‘ApVil To fo,-7ou"r

House hes been playing wheel as a singerjnjhe Shelton Corner,
|
wee^ i

and due gt palladium July
shows and may resume with week- N; Y. She’s been -playing- and i

four weeks* With Moss dates ahd Roger Ray.

end frolics by a stock burlesque club dates under the name of ,

3 wui weens, wim l oss a
Another a(it is

for balance of season. ‘ Laura Leeds. j to lonow.

Agency of London.
He’ll be on the bill with Tito with Eddie Elkort.

Guizar, George Andrce Martin

He’ll work

still to be set.

Debbiri was former personal
manager of Lena. Hornet and pjrior

to that was & music publisher.
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Minn. Terraco, Mpls.
songs, including some clever paro-
dies, accomplish their designs on
patrons’ risibilities.

The singing comedienne’s open-
ing number saucily tells of her dif-

ficult quest for “the right man”
and draws the conclusion, ‘’you

can’t have everything.” Least ef-

fective is a long-drawn-out inter-

pretation of “I’m Trite to You in
:My • Fashion” from “Kiss Me,
Kate,” sung to her boy friend’s
snapshot. While the latter would
benefit from elimination of most
o ' the accompanying business and
abbreviation generally, she next

LANGWELL
123 West 44th Street

NEW YORK
IUXEMBERG 2-2300

7-Room Suites, Complin Klkhiiii,

Well Furniihed

Suitable 34 People

$150 to $225 MONTHLY
2-Room Suit**, Well Furnished

Suitable 3-4 People

$90 to $100 MONTHLY

Single and Double Rooms
With and Without Baths

$3.50 to $5 DAILY

$12 to $28 WEEKLY

Full Hotel Service
In AN of the Above
Suitos and Rooms

Currently HELD OVER

LONDON CHOP HOUSE
DETROIT, MICH.

Opening March 10th

GtENN'S RENDEZVOUS, Cinn.

Mgt.: SENIA GAMSA

lands solidly with a parody of
“South Pacific’s” “There's Nothing
Like a Dame,” reversing the sex
to permit her to tell why “there’s
nothing like a guy.” Spice and
more laughs are forthcoming duiv
ing a parody on “Riders in the
Sky” which is an account of an
unfortunate marriage to an aviator
who wants to do nothing but fly;

a vocal dissertation on “The Amer-
ican Way,“ explaining why she
loves the American man; a “Road
to Mandalay” parody, and her im-
pression of a stripteaser.

Cecil Golly and his orche tra,

with
,

pleasii g vocalist Mildred
Stanley, are adept, as usual, In
playing the show and turning out
tunes for patrons’ terping. Rees.

UkhtyDavIs^Miainl B’eli
,

* Miami Beach, Feb; 26.
Myron Cohen,, Fisher & White,

, Maxellos, Kenny Davis, Johnny
•Silvers Orch; mlniymiihs $2.50,
;$3.50i;

j
^Tliis spot was doing only fairish

;

business for Several weeks before
: the aidveht of Myron Coheri. With
him it has hit the jackpot. Yarn
spinner has a new collection of
stories. Each builds for howls and

i audience response. < Basically the
tales are still concerned with N. Y,

;

garment district types; but they’ve

j

taken on a universal tinge through
^Cohen’s manner of winding- into
them, via his brief and highly

!

amusing introes. On for 50 min-
1 utes, he had to beg-off.

]

;
: Fisher and White have not been

;

Seen hereabouts for Several sea-
sons. They return with type of
material they've used before, but,
a' tight and more gagged-up stint,

i Topper is the funny-panned Fisb-

I
er’s; takeoff on the Lawrence Tib-
bett platter of “Figaro.” “Mc-
Namara’s Band” is another famil-
iar that hits fo. laughs. However,
they’ve interwoven some screwy
bits with stooges around the room
that keeps howls rolling.

The Maxellos with their bal-
ancing and tosses work surpris-
ingly well on the small stage. The

i aud participation bit with male
! and femme guests gets them off

|

to healthy mitting. Kenny Davis

[

holds over With, his blendings of
[pop songs. Johnny Silvers and hi£
all tops on the backing. Lary.

Latin Quarter, N.Y.
(FOLLOWUP)

i A new set of new principals
within the holdover production of
the Latin Quarter buttresses this
Lew Walters show. Primary head-
liner is the new divertissement is

Sam Levenson, the former p^dagog,
making his Gotham nitery bow.
He’s as potent a click in this medi-

um as he has been on video, club
dates and theatres.

Levenson’s version of family life

on the lower east side brings a
nostalgic response. And the items
that seemed tragic in childhood
make for hilarious reminiscences,
and the contrasts between the old
and modern methods of raising
youngsters pro vi de s excellent
laugh fodder,

Levenson’s manner of recount-
ing childhood incidents is straight-
forward . and gives the impression
he’s enjoying the process of re-
counting these yarns. The response
to his efforts is excellent.
The other newcomers on this

•session comprise Sherrier (New
Acts), A French import; Landre and
Verna, ballroomers, and Adriana
and Charley, trampolinists.
Landre and Verna win the mob

with some sensational one-hand
overhead spins; Their terp-work is

generally well designed and ex-
ecuted with precision; Adriana and
Charley show up well on the tram-
poline; The male does some fine
tricks while femme acts as under-
stander for incidental hand-to-hand
work while on the apparatus. Sole
fault with their effectiveness in
cafes is time taken to set up the
trampoline. ; It takes , nearly two
minutes to get the machine on
stage and set it up properly. That’s
a long time for the customers to
be sitting in the dark.

, Rest of the revue and the cast
itself are holding Well. Ernestine
Mercer,. Francis and Grey, the Bal-
let Sevillano, Ben Yost’s Vikings
and the line contribute nicely
toward the integrated production.
-The majority xtf-the~castJa-taking
the strain of doubling between this

• spot and the nearby Strand thea-
tre in good stride; Jose.

Continental Room. N. Y.
(ST, MORITZ HOT^EL)

(Followup)

The Continental Room of the
St. Moritz hotel continues as a
pleasant dine-and-dance spot. This
intimate room, with comparatively
small but compact show, manages
to provide maximum entertain-
ment for diners. The post-show
chanipagne hour (in which cus-
tomers terp for prizes), entr’acte
fiddling by Leo Pleskow and Erwin
Kent’s dansapatiori make for good
cafe-going values.

Monette and Ramon, the hold-
over dance team, perform a nicely
integrated floor routine in which
they show considerable flash and
vigor. Turns and lifts are well-
executed and there’s a nice bal-
ance to their work, which is show-'
ing considerably more polish than
when last seen here,

Newcomer on this show is

Roberta Welch (New Acts), no
stranger in this area, since she
worked as Nick D’Amico’s band
vocalist some years ago at the
nearby Essex House . Jose.

The NEW Theatre Find!

KEN GRIFFI

N

CURRENTLY:

ORIENTAL
THEATRE

5y''~

W> - '

I Iff I I I II III

Th# Wizard gf At Organ' SALES CANT BE WRONG!

CREATOR OF

“YOU CAN’T BE TRU E DEAR’’
Personal Direction: MILO STELT

Exclusive Mahagomont:

Mutual entertainment agency, ing
203 N. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.

Oval Room, Boston
(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)

Boston, Feb. 24.

Vie Danione ( 2), Ranny Weeks
Orch (9), Tony Peters Trio, $1.50,
$2 couer.

'
'

v '

Vic Damone, currently at the
swank Oval Room for a week’s
stint, is rapidly

,
building himself

hew fans here, where he is scor-
ing just as. solidly with the old-

sters as he has with the teenagers.
Even a blizzardy Ash Wednesday
failed to mar his opening and the
flrstnight ringsiders were definite-

ly with him during his 45-minute
stint; ^
Guy 1 as no gimmicks, gags, , or

gab, relying strictly on vocalizing.
Damone does about 10 numbers*
which give him plenty of Oppor-
tunity to showcase his talents and
definitely lifts him out Of the
crooner class- He is as adept at
selling the rhythmic “What Is This
Thing Called Love” as he is with
his w.k. ballads, “You’re Breaking
My Heart” and “My. Bolero.” En-
tire stint draws solid mitt action
with sock returns for closer,
“Come Back to Sorrento-”

Solid backgrounding by his pi-

anist, Jack Kelly, and Ranny
Weeks house band set neat pattern
for nifty performance. Tony Pe-
ters trio, who go with the lease,
fill in the lulls. Dinner biz solid.

Elie.

Copa C'UyV Miami IlonHi

u: Miam i Beach, Feb. 26.

Danny Thomas, Step' Bros. (4),
Karen Tedder, Arden-Fletchcr line
(18) -with Herb George, Asia Boys,
Minima Bell, David Tyler’s Orch;
beverage minimums,: $3, $5 ; Barry
Gray in Flamingo Room; ho min-
imum.

This is the. first big spot Danny
Thomas has

.
played in this area

—

after two dates at the Club Boheme
(in Hollywood) with its 200 capac-
ity. That the philosophically
tinged comic’s draw is potent
has been evidenced in the first
heavy profit show the Copa has had
since seasonal teeoff.

The ideas in song-comedy and
gag breaks which Thomas essays is
a Welcome switch. Perhaps the
secret of his click is the manner in
which he weaves in the serious,
then switches from his special
lyrics to a broadism that hits for
the laughs. His material is
tailored to his serious pan, his easy
handling of vocal ranges required
and a voice that is one of the more
compelling, be it straight or comic,
on cafe circuits.

.
From, his opening songology on

Miami Beach to his work on ring-
siders in which he throws in a
birthday song to a prominent
Sjjest, he wins them and holds , ’em

•
tlie Way. He could have stayed

on
_,

a
.

* m«ht but called for stand-
ard jack” story and others would
have stretched the proceedings into
the second show. For the. first
time this season they’re standing
in line for the supper show.

Supporting show is okay. Only
newcomer with Thomas is song-
stress Karen Tedder. A trim look-
ing blonde, she gets by nicely,!
though potency of her personality
and delivery could be heightened

1

with a smarter choice of songs. As
ls

’ J
1 pops, standards

and hillbilly songs earn her hearty ;

reception.

Production holds over, with the
xierb George production vocaliz-
ings okay, the line niftily costumed

Wednesday, March 1, I950

and .the . “Circus” finale still •
standout, via tfie Asia Boys aridMyrna Bell’s Acrobatics. And® of
course, the four Step Bros, wham
over slick hoofery, in which the
challenge stuff adds up to show!
stopping. David Tyler’s orch 1
solid show backer. Lary.

ICEE’S HOT 100G, ATLANTA
Atlanta, Feb. 28

“Holiday on Ice 1950” grossed a
Whopping $100,000 in 10-day 15.
performance stand here ending Sat-
urday (25).

Figure represents practically Ca-
pacity for each show at 4,000-seat
Muny Auditorium. ' >

Tht Diversified ACRO-COMEPIAN

RAE
SHOREHAMHOTEL
Washington, D. C.
Thenkt, OlORCI WCRFIL

TOWN CASINO
W*,k of r.bru.ry »

IlEW FOLLiES BEUGERI
Montreal (March 9 to ii>

•15' Rot Drive, Minn. It, Minn.

MR. KNICK GETS

Produced by Knickerbocker Ford, Inc.

Directed by Joe Lourio Iho 3rd. 8 Jack

. Bolangor. Showing from 9 till 9 at 610
Avo; of Americas. Compare our pric#

oh a Now ”30” Ford automobile be-

foro buying. A hit you can't afford to

mito. Call, writ#, wiro-^Joo la.orio. tht

3rd. arid Jack Bolangor at ALgonquin
5-4100.

Tha Zahl Agency of London

Associated Robbins Bros.

Suite 601

67 W. 44th St.
f
New York City

Phono: MUrray Hill 7-2033

PERFORMERS WANTED

.

. . who dqcir# TOP NOTCH special f

comedy material. 1

Everything including SONGS, PARO- I

DIES, COMEDY and SKETCHES. .

Among tho men on our staff are; |

MEL BROOKS, writer for Sid Ceaiar .

IRVING REID arid NORMAN GIMBEL,
|

writers for Carl Britton and Julie
.

Wilton of Kitt Me, Kate' fame. I

Introductory etandord aett: M.C.—$20;

3 Parodist—$15; Double Act—$30; I

Ventriloquitt—$20.

SCRIPT WRITERS, c/o Fred Wolfe, I

ROom iOl CO 5-0533 1

H50 Broadway, New York It/ N; Y.

"HE PUTS THE PUNCH"

"punch And judy"

Sincnr* Appreciation and Thanks

VAL PARNELL- MOSS EMPIRES, LTD,
and

LEW AND LESLIE GRADER LTD.
235 Regent Street, London

:

•

r*rton«l Mana«ement: MARK J. LEDDY
LEON NEWMAN
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Montreal, Feb. 28.

The Gayety theatre, only straight

two-a-day vaude house here, was
closed Friday (24) on orders from
Police Director Albert Langlois.

'Action was taken because the Gay-

ety has been running shows at

12:05 each Sunday night and the

jaw under which the Gayety’s per^

mil had been issued required such
amusement places, to be closed at

• midnight.
5

According to manager Tommy

Thanks to Ken Murray
and Ted Lesser; I am making
my debut as accompanist to

my Daddy, JAN RUBINI, on
the Ken Murray Television

show, sponsored by An-
heuser-Busch, Mprch 4, 1 950.

*

'

Signed /Mi&ltel

P.S.: I am only 7 years old.

Conway all acts had been paid off,

told to return to the U. S, arid the
management has no idea - when
house will open up again.

Although city officials claim the
shuttering has nothing to do with
recent drive on illegal night clubs
and current vice probe, sudden ac-
tion looks obvious in view of the
fact that this house has been run-
ning similar shows every Sunday
night for the past few years with-
out anything more drastic than a
couple of minor fines last Decem-
ber for similar offenses but no
closings:

Present Clean-up which , has
already closed the Night Cap cafe
and threatened several others got
underway when The Herald rail a
series of stories showing how easy
it was to get either a - drink -or
femme Company after hours.
Stories appeared after a report
handed down by Director Langlois
that Montreal was rid of all forms
of gambling and other attractions
that indirectly have made Montreal
one of the greatest tourist attrac-

tions on the continent. :

Sutfderi purity drive comes as
something of a surprise to cafe
habitues arid show people who take
the late saloons as a matter of

course^and-can . name a dozen or.

more in the mid-town section

where you can wine arid dine till

dawn in spite of the two o’clock

curfew.

However, till probe relaxes, the

padded cellars are heeding the

closing and giving their clientele

more than a cursory glance.

FISKE’S DALLAS DATE
Dallas, Feb. 28.

Dwight Fiske has been booked

to open March 3 here at the Baker

hotel Mural Room for an extended

engagements

Fiske will follow the Merry Macs

current at the spot. Jimmy Joy

and his orch are on the bandstand.

Joe E. Brown 1-Man Show
To Aid Deaf Children

San. Antonio, Feb. 28.

Sunshine Cpttage, local school
for deaf children, will benefit from
a show to be presented here by Joe
E. Brown, comedian, at the Munici-
pal Auditorium on March 15.

The show,“An Evening With Joe
E, Arown,” is part of a nationwide
tour.

Revue Shifts to H’wood

VAUDEVILLE

On

JAN RUBINI
Internationally

Distinguished Violinist

Is Razed by 90G Fire

Hollywood, Feb. 28. :

“Virgin Island” revue has caused
the Florentine Gardens to light up
again. Show was burned out of

Zucca’s Opera House in CulVer
City last week in a fire that dam-
aged $90,000 worth of property;
Owners of the Florentine Gardens
will s h a r e in profits with the
Zuccas;

Culver City building was a land-

mark in Coast show biz. It was
built in 1924 and housed many
name bands wheri it Was known as

the Casa Manaria. Benny Good-
man and Benny Pollack made their

Coast reputations there. During War
place was

.
kn o w ri as the Mead-

oWbrook, operating with a name-
band . policy- until 1947. Revue-
-type-shows-it-has-housed-since-that-
time have been moderately suc-

cessful.

Five Shot in Greenwich
j

Village Nitery Stickup
' Two performers and three Others
were wounded when bandits held
up the MoroCcan Village, a Green-
wich. Village, N. Y.y spot, early Sat-

urday morning (25). One of the
entertainers, Eugene Ebol, 53, a

femme impersonator, was shot in

the stomach, and is in serious con-

dition. Another performer, Robert
Dell, was wounded in the leg. A
detective, a patron and a suspect
were also wounded.
Holdup came during the late

show at the nitery, when one of the
bandits commandeered the micro-
phone and ordered customers to

leave money and valuables on the
tables. Two detectives at the bar
adjoining the room started shoot-
ing.

Artists Representatives Assn,
and American Guild of Variety
Artists, Which have been meeting
to form a new set of regulations
may reach a compromise on the
$50 franchise fee, which is report-*

ed to be the main stumbling block.
Both organizations are currently
going along on a temporary exten-
sion of Rule B Contract, which ex-
pired Jan. 1.

Percenter organization has come
up with a proposal in which agents
would face a loss of franchise if

non-AGVA acts are booked by
them. Through this procedure
more acts would be forced to join
the union, arid AGVA’s total on
such dues would be greater than
the franchise fee.

It's been argued that if the $50
fee, which AHA agents pay into
their treasury reverts to AGVA,
percenters would thus be relieved
of current policing of its member-
agents arid consequently booking
of non-AGVA acts Would sky?
rocket. However,

• v •' r .
. .

•

COMEDIENNE

iN W' \

PERSONAL
APPEARANCES

WM. H. KING
2025 N; Argyl* Av*.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

ACTS. GAGS, SCRIPTS,
1‘AItOUlKS. SPECIAT, SONCS .

1950 CATALOG FREE
Largest Selection of Comedy Material
In Sliowblr! Wo also writ* material
to order.

J. A H. KLEINMAN
5146-K Strolim, North Hollywood, Cal.

Telephone: Hillside 0141

SUMMER THEATRE
Penna—100 ml lei (ram NeW Yark

Star System Only
FOR RENT

Completely Equipped > AIR CONDITIONED.
Small rental **• financially raipanil- •

bio with theatrical baekaraund.

Writ*: R. B. BELLO
1003 Oammertlal Trust Blda.. Phlla., fa.

Phene: LO. 7.(338

BETTYandJANE

Currently

,

ROXY
k
New

"Kean Sisters seem now to "The Kean Sisters, a pair

have hit the pay-dirt for- of lovely looking lassies,

niuja . . . Bright spot of the really bring down the

show is their nifty comedy house.'' (Roxy Theatre),

Work," (Roxy Theatre), N. Y. Post.

SfaK Yariety. "Margaret Truman eii-

"Nat since the comedy Joyed Keen
1

* takeoff on

team of Jerry Lewis and Margoref Trumani

Dean Martin explpded (Cdpitol Theafre),

into prominence, has the v; Anjjj? 1

stem been so excited over Washington Daily News,

an act, as Betty and Jane "Attractive Kean gals .\ . .

kean." Ed Sullivan. had 'em rolling in the

Sfmo* »«***.
time os a sister team and "Jane and Betty . Kean
we hope that they will were sockp on the EdSul-
never part again." liyan Toast of Town Sun-

( Beverly Hills day night.''

Country Club). (Television),

Time Star, Ciiin. Yariety.

Thank You, MILTON BERLE, for Texaco, and
ED SULLIVAN for Toast of the Town

General Artists Corp. for Theatres and Night Clubs
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Chicago, Feb. "28.

The College Inn., practically a

pioneer in every form of nitery en-

tertainment fOr the past 40 years,

will Close its doors On March 19.

Inn, which was started by the late

Ernie Byfield’s father and
.
which

his son sparked into the top hotel

spot in the country, will be turned
into a room similar to pump Room

PATRICE ja;H

Curt*

RKO ALHAMBRA
NEW YORK CITY

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y;, Feb. 28.

Andy Grainger back to the Big

i Town after attending the ski and

’i skating races at Lake Placid.’

in sister hotel, Ambassador East, ' Birthday greetings are in order

with society band as only enter- - to Mabel (legit) Burns, Joe (UA)

tainment, (

Phillips and Joseph (IATSE) Fal-

In a board of directors’ meeting
i

Ion, all at Variety Clubs’ hospital,

last week decision was made ..to.
. Albert Bagdasarian, announcer

convert basement bistro, which
,
and commentator for station

brought ice shows, celebrity nights, i WNBZ here left Albuquerque for

swing bands, salues to American an indefinite stay,

composers, and finally a tribute ! After 18 months of shutin tou-

and tb the efforts of Byfield and I
tibe at the Baybrook (N. Y.) sana

his partner, Frank Bering, ‘‘Col

0*

Hefty U. S. Lineup

ses Continued from page 41 satt

the end of this week or'nekt, act

cents that so far as the Lido is

concerned the management pays

Yank talent 50% in U. S. dollars,

per . contract, on National City

Bank in N. Y. There ^have been

instances, says Fraday, where thq

management had to go to Switzer-

land to buy dollars but always

kept its covenant in this respect.

This : is in refutation of certain

other Paris boites experiencing
l hassles with American vauders on

lege Inn Story" into a more intime
operation. Nightclub had pot been
doing well for the past several

months. Although some of the

composer series racked up hefty

grosses, tabs for present show is

’ow.

'

tarium, Patricia Mitche), bitery
j

g currency x-emittances.
entertainer, received all-clear pa-'

Ditto for Charlie Dowd, ex-pers.
Fox theatre staffer, Who returned
to his Brooklyn home,

Atfiong the new arrivals here
showing nice progress are .Jack

(RKO) Wasserman, Lawrence. Gar-
ber and Frank E . Walters.

Sam (RKO) Kelley checked out
Also at the board, meeting James

Hart was named president of the
. . , , .

, Ambassador hotel as well as the of the strictly m-bed department.
: T>*i Unv ppnpraii Albert Schroeter, owner . and

manager of Hennessey’s nitery,

joined the Elks. ;/••::/'

Your correspondent Was hundred

Sherman, and Pat Hoy, general

[manager of the Sherman./ was
! moved into the veepee spot. Frank

(
Bering 'remains chairman of the

board.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For all branches. of .th*atr|cal$

FUN-MASTER
''Tha ORIGINAL Show-Biz Gag tila"

~No»j~l~Thru 35 .-® S1.oa-o».—•-

(Order In Sequence Only)
.

SPECIAL: First 13 files for $10
All 35 files for $30

• 3 Bks. PARODIES/ per. book $10 e
• MINSTREL BUDGET $25 •
O HUMOR-DOR FOR EMCEES $25 •
O 4 BLACKOUT BKS./ ea. bk. $25 •

—or all' 4 dlff. Vols. for $$5—
• "HOW TO MASTER THE CERE-

. MONIES'* (ro-issue)
— $2.00 per copy —

NO C.O.D.**

PAU LA SMITH
200 W. 54th St. Dept. V

NEW YORK t.t

Conventioneers

Nitery, Theatre Biz in

Atlantic City* Feb. 28.

by being made *an Ifonorary Life
member of the Burnt Corkers, Inc.,

an organization of blackface come-
dians and minstrelmen, of Lancas-
ter, O. '

_

The Mose LaFountains. who op-
erate the Durgans Nitery here,
back from Pittsfield, Mass., Where

[
they attended the speed Ice Races.

t ffllk M MAM M AMiMMAil 4-A 11 I M 4

A

The Lido interior, incidentally,

has been reconstructed a
,

bit to

move certain pillars back for bet-

ter view, and at the same time:

adding 25 tables. Capacity Will now
be -950, eclipsing Bal Tabarin (in

the Montmartre ) in size. Inciden-

tally, from Paris it is reported that

the Tabarin estate has been talk-

ing to Louis-Guerin to take oyer
that ; internationally v: . renowned.
cabareLtheatre. •

• •

As with Lou Walters’ current

stunt of doubling his Latin
;
Quar-

ter revue into the across-the-street

Broadway Strand, the Lido has a

three-times-a-year deal with War-
ner Bros, in Paris for the Grand
Palace. When WB has a run pic-

ture at this Paris deluxer, the Lido
floorshows become the stage attrac-

tion. It Was tried out first last

/s
Toronto, Feb. 28

Olsen and Johnson will not play
the Canadian National Exhibition
this season. After years of head-
lining the grandstand show to
record breaking grosses, fair top-
pers felt that a change of attraction
was necessary.

• CNE. is currently attempting to
line up Danny Kaye and have also
thrown* out bids to Bob Hope/
CNE is regarded as probably

the top fair date. Grosses run
around $400,000 for two Weeks.

THIS WEEK ON TELEVISION

HANK SIEMON
ON ABB BURROUGHS SHOW

CAVALCADE OF STARS

ALL PLACED AY

KALCHEIM & SMITH
R.K.O. Bldg., Now York pity

JUdton 4-3345

Resort business; here is being
j

^heir son was, a competitor in the
t Xmas, : and will be, repeated at

hypoed
.

this week by 14/500 dele- events.
'.Easter and during October for the

gates arid families attending the

76th annual session of the Amer-
ican Assn, of School administra-

! tors.

While their sessions are con-

cerned with educational problems,
their amusement schedule brings to

the resort Fred Waring and his

Pennsylvanians, who will entertain

Write to those who are ill.

Midwest Vaude Dates

j
Auto Fair, a big event annually
in Paris. Whenever that is done
the cinema raises its prices.

Louis-Guerin also is bringing
over the ‘‘Skating Vanities” April
26 for a month at the Palais des.

Sports. This is John H. Harris’
Sports. Buster Crabbe’s “Aqua-
Parade’’ comes in next, and “Holi-

YOU MUST VISIT

RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY

when In LONDON jor Bargains In

fun, Fur Coats*' Luggage, Travel

and Sports Goods:—Call at 1 Port*

man Street (corner of Oxford
Street). Marble Arch, London, W.l.

.Chicago, Feb. 28.

.
Jackie Heller plays bis first Chi _ „ r„_ ...

on the program Wednesday night
. gngagehxcnt in four years at the ' day On Ice” will be booked for

wJ&h* HS“i^!SS»tea
1 Gardens March 31,. . . Ray

i

s ‘x Months in the provinces, Bel-

Exh^itoS
d Associated ^ has taken over the booking of

ttc- playing arenas, but not

Television in Education Was the
[

Cheat’s Lake Club, Morgantown,
i

topic Of a discussion group this aft- 1 W. Va. , and has set the June Tay-

ernoon with W. H. Lemmeli super-
j lor dancers. Carl Ravazza

JERRY

Radio and Record

Singing Star

HELD OVER

MOULIN ROUGE
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

intendent of school of Baltimore,
Md„ the chairman of the meeting.

Hotels, film theatres, restaurants
and even the nightclubs are getting

a good play from the convention-
eers.

LOEWS
THE THEATRES J
OF THE STARS J9&.

I

/

M

\ 111 Ti ti

'.'.W.WAV.'

IV
BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES
LOEW BUILDING ANNEX
160 W. 46th St., N.Y. C. • JUdson 2-2000

SIDNEY

GENERAL
MANAGER

PIERM0NT
BOOKING
MANAGER

lines bill March 21 . . . Bela Kremo,
j

juggler, into the Shoreham. Wash-

[

ington, March 6 . . . Main theatre,!

Racine, Wise., goes into regular •

weekend bills March 10, with
Marion Hutton . & Jack Douglas,
Ted & Flo Vallet and the Winlows
. . . Danny Marshall & Frankie ’

have been set for Turin Irtn, Sioux
City, March 3. «

Harmonicats play the Belvidere
Country Club, Hot Springs, Ark:,
March 3 . . . Dick Gale & Jessie
Rosella headline at the Silver Cloud
March 3 . / . Marvin Boon added to

A1 Morgan bill at Helsings . . . Ed-

!

die Sligh has pacted Jimmie Cos-

'

tello for the Plantation, Nashville,

!

March 13 . . . Alan Cross, plus the

!

Maxims and the Stapletons at

Glenn’s Rendevous, Newport, Ky.,
March 10.

Sid Epstein of the William Mor-
ris office Snagged the Duqouin,
111./ fair and has set a Wally Wan- !

ger line for Aug. 29 / . Dick Con-
tino show after April 20 stint at

the Riverside, Milwaukee, will do
series of one-nighters .. . . “Asylum
of Horrors” broke house record for
single performance at the Belmont
theatre last week grossing $3,450

. Marie Neglia into the Chase,
March 3 . . . Chicago theatre, has
added Mimi Benzell, Cabot &
Dresden, and Rex Raymer to the
Billy DeWolfe bill, March 3 / . .

Key Luke into Babe’s, Des Moines,
March 10 . . . Tony Martin's date
for the Chez Paree has been moved
up to March 17 ... The New Sil-
ver Frolics opening has been set
for March 16 with first bill com-
prising Bert Stone & Eddie
Schine, Kay Kenton, Ginger Kin-
ney, Raymond Monchito rhumba
band and Bud Prentiss orch.

GEORGE BEATTY
//HALF SINGER—'HALF WIT"

NOW

I

#

WEEK FEB. 22

Thanks ta DANNY FRIENDLY

&

Management

4* Wast 48th St.. New Yarh, N.Y.

S'

IRVING FIELDS
iiWOW”!

PifcRIETYf Feb. 22, 1950

“Irving Fields and his trio

(piano, bass and drums) Wow with
their sock instrumentalism with
Fields displaying some pyrotechni-
cai finger-work on their trio of
tunes. They open . with a fast

‘Wedding Samba,” achieve a. good
pace-change with “St. Louis
Blues” and wind with Fields’ com-
position, “Managua Nicaragua.”

(Roxy Theatre Review)

/

IRVING FIELDS
and Hii

IRVING FIELDS

DYNAMIC”!
•Victor Recording Trio

Currently:

New York

O/recffon; GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

BILLBOARD, Feb. 25, 1950

“In the strictly musical - depart-
ment pianist Irving Fields and liis

trio offered a collection of flashy
finger vehicles culled from his

Victor record repertoire. Dynamic
specials built on tricky Latin
rhythms sold strongest/'

(Roxy Theatre Review)
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i operated the Eteachcomber. Tom
AffC Cassara, representing

. the Copa
*»vlw \ City’s owners, will he veepee. Mur-

. 4
ray Weinger, who built Copa City*

manner which uses inany trick is reported as having no share in
;FRANK GALLAOHEE AND manner .which uses hiany trick is reported as having no share in
;

' W m m

SANDRA slides; .shuffles and ecce n trie the new ownership, but may ‘be re-

gongs hoofing. He has a good assortment tained as manager Of the robm,
$5 Mins. .. • i ; •

t 9* r
Jpiitmes which includei satires New corporate setup is known as ^ .

Normandie Root* Montreal on the can-can, waltz and rhumba, the Mid-Century Corp.> and after
Num.r.h

Latest; husband-and-wife j o n g For U. S. audiences, however, he April 3 the Beachcomber site Will L*»t*r in *
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'Roulettes.
D & D Workman
VirRlnii Lee
Think-A-Drink
Hoffman:
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M & M Viera'
& Monkeys

Alan Carney
Salld Puppets.
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Mel Toi-me
Ink Spots
Boyd Raeburn Ore..:

LOS. ANGELES
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Betty Black
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Joan Brandon' '

^Mage &; Karr
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Buster’ Shaver
Eddie Peabody.

MIAMI
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Karen Tedder- .
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Hal Le Roy
Bert Wheeler
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Helen Magna
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Ella Shields
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Cecil Sheridan
Joy Brennan
Mickey Reid
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Terry O'Brien .
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.
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Portia Nelson •
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Mel Torme
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smallest girl, at right, sings with
rather noticeable effort — Would
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tall auburn-haired gal is leader.
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Joe' Howard
ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 3-S

Art'. James
Warner & Cole. .

Pansy the 1 Horse
George West
3 Danwoods

ST LOUIS
Fox (F&M) 4

Jerry. Colonna
Gaudsmith Bros
Tommy Hdhlon ic

MurphyW & V Stapleton
Ting & Tung

Aivnres Ore

Carlos Montoya
Cy Coleman

Hotel statior
Jimmy Dorsey Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore.

Hotel Warwick
Jan AugtfSt; Ore

Iceland .

Korn Ivobblers
Saphronie
Oratnae Diamond .

Ned Harvey Ore
Latin Qudrtof

SnmLevenson
Vikings.
Linda Lombard
Francis & Grey
Ernestine

.
Mercer .

Landre 4 Verna: .

Art • Waner- Ore /

La Coq Rouge
Oscar XalveVDr

0

Jack Towne Ore.
Leon & Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Rosette *Shaw
Bella Smaro

.

Diamond Horsoshoo Frank Stevens
Walter Dare Wjihl
Gloria Leroy
W; C. Handy .

Billy Banks .

Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Ore
Rigolctto Bros'

'

Jack Spoon^l
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
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Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

El Chico
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. Court Sq (1) 2-5
2 Tom6s
S Sc S Arthur
Wbltcy Roberts
HermliVe’s Tiiduets

TORRINGTON
State (I) 5 Only

.TackLaRue
Hillman Bros
2 Jacks
Monroe Seton
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 1

Stacg McMarin 3
Wyman & White' .

Clifford Guest
Mario Floria

Howard (I) 3
Charlie .Ventura O
Eddie Heywood

Sarita. Herrera
D*Alonso Ore
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Havana-Madrld

Castlla Twins
Gayner . & Ross
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Pupi Campo Ore
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Hotel Blltmore
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel Edison

. Macombo
Dorothy Ross .

Boylan & King
Gordon Andrews
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Monte Carlo
Dick Gaspare Ore
La Playa 6
No I Fifth Avb

Walling & McHugh
Downey & Fonvlljo
Hazel Webster

Old Knlck
Billy Bryant
Paul Killlam
Janie Stevcna
Frank Wayne
Charlotte Ray
Bob Gallagher
AJ Cooper Ore

Old Roumanian
Sadie: Banks
Jackie Phillips
Irving Grossman.
Diana Goldberg .. .

.Susan Brooks -

Joe LaPorte Ore.
D'Aquila Or;

Park Avo
Robert Clary
I'our Tones

Henry Jerome Ore Beverly Dennis
Hotel New Yorker Benny Payne

Lucky MUlindev Bd Chubby Newsome
Hot- Lips Page
Combo

6 Canfields

Piemeat Markham'
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Juanita Pitta
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Empire (M) 27
R &•; Al Moreno
'S. Smith Bros
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: Garyll .& Mundy
Hari'y Bailey
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'Peggy Ca.vell
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Hotel Fierro
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Nancy Donovan- •
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Bob Grant Ore
Mark Monte Oro
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Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo .-.
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Roberta Welch
Leo Pleskow
Erwiii Kent
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Jillle Wilson.
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i Jane Harvey
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Helen Edwards
Herb Schutz
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Julius Monk.
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Lee Scott
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George. Martin .
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Afline Bright 3
DaVid Blight.
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CHICAGO
Blackhawk
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Joyce Hai-ley
Jean Stanley
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'Eddie Howard Ore
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i Dick -LaSalle Ore
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! Jimmy.. Durante -

J. & A DiGitano
; Gloria- Van •
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! Margo. Good
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Maria Ravel

- Harper Flaherty
.. Bob Fitzgerald
• - Skating Blvdeare
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;. Buddy ltust
Jerry Mapes
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Graeic Bairie •

A &. B Lund-
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Eddie O’Neil

,
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!'
:
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•
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.

]
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Billy Raycs . *t i
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Hackford .Sr^Doyle I'D Hild • Dors G2)
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uTh
dife

P
°has Sfgc^d ten ^s.1he^orpo^ be;; show’ topped by Jackie Miles as

ih^Sl,be^gge§'he»d# by Ned Sc^ - ! (9)emcee.

Savoy (I) 27
S & M Harrison
Andre Twins & .

•

• Sandra
‘ Bob Grey
'. Claude' Williams-
; Jackie Allen &

• Barbara
Susan Pat

! SWANSEA
Empire (M) 27

: Tessie O'Shea
.
Billy Cotton Bd

j. Alinell Sc Brask .

Arthur Do.wler
: Vernon Sis
1 George Meaton
: Tattersall. St Jarry

VICTORIA
1

• Palate (M) 27
:
Jimmy. Edwarde

i Jo.v Nichoir
1 Dick Bentley

i
Hotel Stevens

! Joan Hyldoft
Arnold Shoda
Morgan 3
Douglas Duffy

i
Les Weihrott

} Vera- Gahan "

; Bill Snyder Ore.
;

Vine. Gardens
I

Gloria Van
. Jackie Gveen
j Glorianna Sc Long
i Mel Coie Ore
-. Pahcho Ore

! Rockwell^ Coast Trek
i

Thomas G. Rockwell, General
! Artists Corp. president, is slated to
1 make his semi-ahnual trip to the
• Coast next week. He’ll be followed

j

by Milton Krasny* GAC veepee,

Avhb:itls6
1

.-

i
divfdEi8 >

;hi$ time between
. New York and the Coast.

N. Y. office Will be left in charge
l ot Art Weems.
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Capltol« K« Y* some terp* with the aid of the

Benny Fields, Gene Sheldon, Sisters (2). His ballroom- "rnnfrM” lT,r„.T ’-..i+i, than the musicT which* gamer the Tho VA *
r , ,,

Paul Sydell, Blue Barron Orch ology is^^brief and graceful, and applause.. Perhaps, one ytune done r*S?.p lhrJ(
tn
nh „ t ’ Jack Soo,

< 15 ) with Bobby Beets, Betty (^ ««ts °® to » warm .hand,-
Waltfr G^I^Le^Marx^^ ‘" Standard fashion, might show ^Bobbl GMmeB%%,,F<r

deric3

Clarke, Helen Lowe* Alan Comer; 1 The show topper is in on a Aiio rgill£
, the real possibilities of the band. & Brencla Slin?%imhiii?’ ^lcc

?I
d»

"Malaya" (M-G > , reviewed in V*- ^3 000^ guarantee plus 50% of the £*?•
/oral de BalietRockfS Wvelty, “Somebody Done Snagged gsS%eSd

™
l,S^LCo,

,
(31

-

nimr Dec.,7. ’49. AlTnsetll^T’M^eTii tZ rev™% fa?
The Capitol’s stageshow is dis- days hit about 84 000'

p ‘ 8 sell Markert; setting, Bruno Mainer — " *

Music Ball, N. Ve rations and gymnastics, rather Palace, Bi. ¥•

exclusively in the past. He’s, on a 7?’,.“ - *!e ft ??ve to get issue of Variety.
bill generally marked by good play-

a
Jl

English^line of chatter^ among
ing values. The Blue Barron band ^he* things, to qualify him for The Music Hall has a handsome
is designed . for vauderies. with w

? ®*sewnere. stage show this stanza; one with

Capitol, Wash*
Washington, Feb; 24.

Marion Sc Miller, Toni Arden,

yeuos. nesrot tne bill is standard
with enough entertainment values
to get by, but without arty sock
audience payoff, v

is designed . for yauderies, with 'W®Y •

fiisewnere. stage show this stanza; one with Marion : Sc Miller, Toni .Arden, The Whirlwinds open with a
stress upon elements that makes A lengthy show accompanies appeal for a variety of tastes. Good Bob Williains, Bunhills {3), .Milt standard acro-rollerskating stunu
the band an entertainment factor. Romero., Firstly, there’s Perucho, dancing and singing, in both solo Slosser at organ, Sam Jack Kauf’ (New Acts),; As the only vocalist
Novelty and comedy are by Paul who’s dressed in a leopard-skin and ensemble/work, are backed by Man House Orch; “When Willie In the show, Jack S|oo registers
Sydell and Gene Sheldon. sports jacket and who occasionally some impressive settings and cos- Coinee Marching Home” (2Qth)i :

okay with a brAce of romantic bal-
Fields is a durable performer makes like a comic in burlesquing turning, with the revue sprinkled

; fo lads, Chinese crooner closes •

with considerable verve. Per usual, the act that just completed taking with a couple of good vaude turns Capitol comes up with a good, strongly with a powerful baritone
lie comes equipped with a set of a bow. The major outside act is for spice and variety. lively layout this week, following rendition of “Lucky Old Sun

work, his numbers are * fashioned midtown cafe. Their harmonic de ballet does some neat variations house regular, deserves kudoes for edy and music to build into a fast
for modern audiences;- His. recep- Work with their own guitar accom^ on its own, before forming back- his appeal to patrons with com- -and diversified offering, Pivot
tion indicates that there’s always a paniment is colorful. They also ground pattern for sortie fine solo, munity sing and organ solo, always man is a versatile performer who
Broadway audience for bis Work; show lengthy , talk routines which Work by ballerina Patricia Hrylie. a factor

,
here in getting the gal- plays several Instruments expertlv

He gets off to an appreciative rated oles with those digging the Dancer shows good technique and leries into receptive mood for before making them disappear
palm.

: ,
lingo.

; ;

style in some smart twirls and showj J
i .

Comedy factors are dished up by
Sheldon’s pantomime is always There ?s a novelty turn, Nagle J

urjs
: , , ;

The Dunhills,- show headliners, the two partners, who have dummy
pleasing. There are some classic and Hilja, who come hut in cat change of mood cpmes rate marquee attention, for their replicas of themselves which thev
tits to his routine, including his

{
costumes for some feline antics. Marx’s comedy juggling smooth routine of precision terp- use to confuse the audience. Sic-

and his encore piece of “sewing" tive. Dancers in the troupe are ®na ?ln? is standard stuff, and ana terp tecnmque. Boys, wno accent. Neat impression is made
up his hand. Loretta Fischer as- Dorian Iris and Enriqueta Faubert, --but the latter have just returned from a British by their smooth and graceful
sists him in his encore bit for ex- both of whom do okay, especially ^

sn t overdone while the juggling tour, still stick to their ^standard routines. •

! 'ii '- 1
. « . - . - l/ ". ic Avnatir HTa «««r'A fAnmnf itrAil.rimam iSnMf.f.mA'iMnrf . /^ii’ . . • » . .

cel lent results. Miss Faubert, who does a major is expert. Marx’s .stunt of walking format of well-timed, swift-nioving CKester Frederics & Bobbie turn
Other act on the: bill is Sydell, amount of grinds. Rosarlto Durcal a rubberball up and down a teeter- hoofing. There’s the usual stunting jn 4 snappy session of hoofin*

who puts a set of pooches through finds favor with .her songs, and I

boar^» a?l<i IhppmS rope on the and individual turns, hut class with Frederics, a yet performer
a pleasing display for good results. Moreno deadpans his way iii sax ls good for a rousing finish terping puts the troupe into upper executing a fancy series of rou-
tHp Rarrnw nc— _ to strong applause.

;; .
brackets. Walk off to hefty mitt tines; Gal partner fills in with

self-contained entertainment unit. Pianiif imhiiiv Mor«„n-, i. d„ TJiyUucuon liumbeiv ‘ .

Singers are kept on stage to make mwo’s coimlm a ioX^who'Dlfvs
‘Sboemakeris Holiday,’’ starts off _Surpnse. of show is

.
chantoosey joins Frederics in a cute jitterbug :

it look like a big act at all times, a good elassieal ^ ngeniously wlth an idea apparent- Toni Arden, of disk fame, who impression;
8

and; routines are so designed that ciafs touched^“the^ DroBram^^ 2
abs ™u

£v !?
0^ appi-eciatipn for George Beatty launches his ’com.

the band is able tn dispense huge ^ st!j' pretty, smart—a .dancing bit her warbling, than Capitol audi- edy turn weakly with a patter of* * 058. , wirn nnlv luminAiic chnac tri^Kla pnppc nnvrtialltr nllnf tn this tvno l ^ .

* Ulthe band is able to dispense huge
chunks of entertainment for com-
paratively long periods. There's a
semblance of activity at all times.
Appearance of the crew is Jilso ex-
cellent. Uniforms are bette^ap-

Jose.

FoxtSlLLoiiis
St, 'Louis, Feb; 23.

uem. viiugrms are weiter-ap- ThTnwtin'-'nw'ii^wnifh' R*n* : 'Z—ft K*ve Heavier accent 10 HIS panto-
aring than those of the average Wollu & VerS’stSS TteTiK d

1‘ va
».
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d

.

one
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,
by the eas/ ®,

n
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the «*»• StlAs to current mime bits.

p '

iee orch
wany to verayn btapietoni Ting & Rockettps, but is still good. and oldie pop numbers, opening In next-to-rlncimr <;iim

The ^ iristrumentation, comprising an^ ^’Orch-
'

:

' “Sometimes I’m Happyj” & Co. are dishing out an oldtime
brass sextet, four rhythms, and “por+ of ’New

t

Vnrk* > f-FM
^rc^' sock hand-to-hand balancing, start- then on to

^
Just _ a Little Love, a blackface routine. Timblin has

ur reeds, results in some smooth •

‘ mg with their difficulty balancing Little Kiss, I Can Dream and been doing this act for years. The
rangemehts. There’s a second ..

'• .. •

' table, and following ka£k for Temptation racial arid religious overtones have
ano placed fof atmospheric ef-. ^ Top billing and honors go to through with more of their slick, Rob Williams

.

delights moppet a different context today, and what
ct; There’s a trick whistler, Alan Jerry Colonna in the current lay- mvolved tricks. Insertion of a bit crowds and adults -with his naive Was okay yesterday may be bad
irrierV Who’s stationed at the out. Comedian is in fine fettle and co

.

medy, and the samba dance handling of his well-U’ained pups, taste today. Oswald Bemand’s
ano throughout the proceedings’ not only does his own turn to swell in between tricks^ isn’t new, Jts dog act with a different bird turn is reviewed under New
id frequently makes lil$e he’s audience reaction but also m.c.’s. ^ shH scores, and duo rate touch, and departure from the Acts. Herm
orking the ivories, but it’s prob- His rendition of “On the Road to strong hand at the firtish. usual .succession of tncks^is pleas-

:

>le ..that he’d ruin the effect if he Mandalay,” “Carolina,” a satire on ?
h
2
w

,
closes with an elaborate, ant.-Wdhams -woxte with a pair Olvmoia Hfinvnl

rally did work that instrument, grand opera wafbling, plus a dra- P,;}
orfuL operetta excerpt, from of canines, a terrier and a- cocker,

here’s a large vocal contingent, matic skit as an Italian organ wi^. ^ssica Haist Playmg stooge to his animals.
r rtnilw pncQMufiino a nArsnn. erinder whn spUi Me mnnir '» appealing in her solo and in duet: There s some delightful comedy. Lanny_ Ross, Professor Back*

four reeds, results in some smooth
arrangements. There’s a second
piano placed for atmospheric ef-

fect; There’s a trick whistler, Alan
Carrier^ who’s stationed at the
piano throughout the proceedings, not only does h*s own turn to swell
and frequently makes lil$e he’s audience reaction but also m.c.’s.

working the ivories, but it?s prob- His rendition of “On the Road to
able that, he’d ruin the effect if he Mandalay,” “Carolina,” a satire on Show closes with an elaborate, ant. Williams works with a pair

1 m P- _ *1
. 'J 1 ... « ' ^ j A • • 1 - .* • m ,

umw. UU U l Uill . vuy AA *iv | VVU VJIUIU) U aHVAl W vu FI I •• . . rt I * . : *,

really did- work that instrument, grand opera warbling, plus a dra- P,?}
0

r

^u
l/r

excerpt, from °f
canines, a terrier and a -cocker,

There’s a large vocal contingent, matic skit as an Italian organ N^w Moon, with Jessica Haist Playing stooge to his animals.
. •_ _ - • r-* . - ' _ • • -i i . . . . .• •. o.• . olino oli *-» rt im U am Na 1 . *i.* J i _ j T V*aha'o aawi a • *3 a! « wu if..1 aa^ > J-.appealing in her solo and in duet. There’s some delightful comedy,including Betty Clarke, a person- grinder who sells his monk to a '.SSn^S®'^^

solo, and in duet, inere s some denghttul comedy,
. *^3^ VhX/ ^

able chirper^ who makes the grade Circus, only to regret it and be- with Frank Gamboni less sue- Js trainer
.
does a proud mama rou- pn j j

^

\

with “Mocking Bird;”: Helen Lowe come reconciled with the animal cessful with his baritomng chores. tine, enthusing over stunts that & i

W^£

?
a

S°-
li

and Bobby Beers provide some garners terrif applause. Chorus, handsomely garbed, gives never materialize. Then, at unex-.|
' Rouse Orch; The Heir-

pleasing duets, and when choral Bin is opened bv Frank Pamis u
S
u p?2

1
^°i.-

the various pected moments,^the brace of dogs ess (Far),

work is called for, several bands- maestroine the tonterQ thmnaii n
s9n&®> while the setting is impres- come through with some really dif- _ . .. *

“
men line UD ° Net’ affect of their

A s*ye.
. Bron. ficult stunts, much to payees’ de-l Jwenty-fourth onmyersary show

Oriental, Clil

worK is caiiea ior, several .Danas- maestroing the footers through a ^5 ’ v « impies-
men line up. Net effect of their medley of Jerome Kern’s ditties '

,

Bron.
efl&ts is ®ood,

. for a neat -session and in the sec- Arlnntni *-1.1There’s even a finale m which ond slot are Ting & Tiing Chinese Wricntal, dll
Fields does a bit uf terping. Glee- lads, have plenty on file ball with ^Ke1lr Gnffin; Nellie Lutcher, Ed-
club- arrangement and 'the vocal their soft shde dancing; comedy f

Hu$>ard, Ames Bros . (4) ,

contingent give an entertaining ac- and a swell impression of the Ink Fields Quintet, Carl Sands
S?^ TX

f ‘<Yout L
iP

s Tell' Me No Spots, Frankie Lanl, Rose MUrphv QrcJl; “Quicksand” (UAL
No;’ Its an effective curtain. and Frank Sinatra which ^ns u ,

“7^
Jose. merited applause. This disk jockey presentation of

’ fnmmv Hhhihn ' Tr
record stars might be more effec-

Tratro Puerto Bleo, N.Y. comely lalteSged’ Morphy do S mle" relierf^m steateht muJte
Cesar Romero, with Cook Sis- comedy skit highlighted with ia With only four acts and ^ible assist

ters ( 2 V ! Ppiruchn. T^ris dimt.ps burlesk of using a miniature 011 il- Mr UiiLUamJ tirT\rf\ '

• 1

ficult stuiits, much to payees’ de- Twenty-fourth anniversary show
light, This act is surefire. fpr this vaude flagship in south
Marion & Miller make better Florida is a well-rounded one that

Jose.

feats: seen here in some time.
Lowe.

«

*

Missouri, K. f«
Kansas City, Feb. 22,

with this return impresses as hav-
ing lost none of the vocalistic abil-
ity and personable approach that
wins the plaudits. Works in the
standards he’s been associated
with, to blend with a “South Paci-

Cesar Romero, with Cook Sis- comedy skit highlighted with a With Only four acts and
^ able^ssist Roulettes, (3) , Dave & Dot Work- &c ,

^ley. plus a French song
ters (2 ); Perucho, Los Cuates burlesk of using a miniature guil- by Eddie Hubbard WIND ioek t7ian

* Virginia Lee (2), Think-a- l
hat £dds a fresh note. Had to

Castillo (2), .Rosarito Durcal, Do- lotine on a audience stooge in a there’s too much 0/ the same
3

fol- ?rink Hoffman (5), Rex Weber bef'Cff*
. .

rian Iris, Nagle & Hilja, Amelita head chopping act. - -
a 111UL“ 01 ine same 101- /«v ** j

Marquez,: Enriqueta Faubert, Mo - Wally and^^ Verdyn Stapleton, tap m^satfsfy^he^devote^^ • 'Carney/ 'Salim 'Puppets' (iY^konse. }^s mSu comedienne Rowena Rol-

reno, Carlos Piontvni House Orch; dancers please with some. intricate Urs might find^thS 1
^

bft wearing 0rch (11) > “TeuTto ke Jyjffi
lms

;
The tallish blonde keeps the

“UnaMujer Con Pasado” \Azteea). steps .With the gal, a blonde looker, After “the sne?/aT f JSf

’

fCol). •

y focks Coming steadily with heav-
•

.

equally as clever as her partner, senting platter^sbinner^^f rif’
lest howlmakers -her. -“cooldng les-.

ThA Pnortn piaa fhnaMa m fv.o
The Gaudsmith Bros, have a come- fin iazz' oreaniS rp0icwi Missouri is back to vaude with a

so
.?,

which she gets involved

^nTnf«i?
U
t^H^1C0Af

he
fhi

e>
nrnnv

6 dy dog act With two highly trained untisual sound effprtd^nf^ci^u!
1 regulation Palace-type bill, first JY

1

,

4*1 cooking wine; incisive

jL, ffi PUPS - ^oe Schirmer, banjoist with associated with the Ha here in a couple of" months Like ^a^eoffs on Mrs, Eleanor Roosevelt

of fop-flight names that the Latins I

gu,
?ni ’’ BK eood

® 8
Sah.?

L
?
v®. Bloom” gets chuckles m^nt i?°the v

t

^f,i5°^
d
«
entertam' Na“tee Floridian and an annuil

can go for. And when said names
8U,n

e

’ Blz g00d ’ ?a,lu‘

:

and his train noises during “Sen-
^,„ 1^tety

„
patter?’ , returnee her!'KS w2 !

become available, salaries are fre- ,, . ^ timental ^Journey” add a sock team'anrnh^Ji
1

/?, ^.dn.
ol
i
e
n? 'W>. sen —: Professor Backwards °nis

quently prohibitive. Casino, Toronto touch. However, it’s his straight ^am.

acrobatic with solo gyrations
T?AM(i«*iAfAi*;

. ihA iiAii'^h imnnAein r -

' . . FGnditiftri rif liiQ Tiif * 4vah Ti to st3rt. the 70 miiiutGs off fo P'SCKDO^ru routine, on which Jie

rib °raHnt
6
ivr’nitaihS ‘

Toronto, Fgb. 24, True Deaf” that ^ ?e snaPPy pace. Second is a musical
5Pdls words called from the audi-

T Pt Carlos Montalpan, Drother. of dammia' daLam piaaIh d^aa Dai i*. _ .

sells
. best*

. . hntrAHiT nrHi* '_i ^ \ _ pupa hsnirurQn/i o inc«i/lA rt’ainni'a’

same^ Vrink Hoffman (5), Rex Weber
vhUp thk {2) ' Manuel & Marita Viera, Alan >

Almost walking off with proceed-
VIUlc LniS rt- • n„i* • '*%' L itiffe ie aa»ma/]iamv.a ti - n..i

can go for; And when said names

•

fre
- Casino, Toronto touch.

.
Hoivmte^ it’s Ids Straight £an

V^^‘^ith sold gyraUoui S5S3 Wi.fT?AMfi,^AfAi*;
. ihA viAn'^h imnnAein m . • Feiidi tion "‘-of liiQ iiif **vah Pauu ti to start, the 70 miiiut0s off in *i

pisCKDO^ru routine, on which Jie

rib °r^Hn«
e
Mnitaihan

US
Rri^^ ‘

Toronto, Fgb. 24, True Deaf” that
Be snappy pace. Second is a musical

spehs words called from the audi-

MeWs Ric^do
1

Monta^ba? ^has
^Ronnie Baker, Clark Bros, Bob Nellie Lutcher hits

b
h^rd with

noVelty With Dave and Dot Work-
en

f
e backwards, inside, garners

good connections in the film’ CaD^ O Neil, Murray Sc Hubert, Jimmy “Hurry on Down ” but fbe nf
man rubbing goblets, ringing fiells P

alm actl0l
i«
Patter on topical mat-

fal as well contacts^ih the en Cumeron, Mimo ElHlo, Charles the material seems sluffed
and getting tunes out of horls 'and

ln straight-panned man-

American countries. GUnsequently,
y^ch, Cfimatown at Mid- Guy. Her “Alexander’s Ragtime cam wtj

o
gal ’^hegms as an aero

ff J .

he’s able . to., come up with an oc-
(Col). Band” is fine except for the bop SnSv 0" ?ragsl

j
n her plant- and Wamfa nlif »5»1

V

via
Casional attraction that can reap

’ touches as a closer. Eddie Hub*^ £wti?r
«
8J^11 ^ rohkie-style their hen!?

Z
iaSnSn

C

<f fnr
tremendous business.

.
Bonnie Baker is headliner for bard. besides filling the middle '''1^ yocks thl gasp^and tnUts

b
Marv Ka

f

veFor the current week; he has an enthusiastic reception. Diminu- s
}
ot

> emcees capably. His uke
a
ThfSn,lv xx <* . Trio semi udth*tiW iiWrifmpni‘il

Gesar Romero, who cuts a dashing tive singer in white, strapless strumming on “Ghattanoogie Shoe cVwSifiwu
11 - Hj>toan is 0n COme

v

°^ !
i

6
n

figure in a western costume. Rome- gown, goes over weill with baby- s-hme Boy” gets big applause; Se’SS W ^asS4 house
^ ofch^backffround^^

rp would probably attract a great voiced versions of her hit record- ^An}.
es Bros., four ypungsters, are f

u

1lst of
J
lihatiops

ho se orch backgrounds smoothl}.

number of the non-Hispanic pa- ings and inevitable “Oh, Johnnv” the hit of the show. disnlavitiP m2
11

?Jl
1
?
ma£lc Plt(?her and supply- Lai

V'

tfonage if he’d include some rou- finish; but it’s the Clark Bros, who good voices and arrangements
5
-X

ofWtolSei,s-Tn tlie way . . w 1*
tines in English. As is, there’s a sock over, for greatest applause plus comedy. Quartet teesnff with pf'C

V
n
C
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gy -
atl0

?
s ?e*-wober cov- _ .

A|loIlof Y.
predominance of femmes in the honors. The pair do fast and fu- fasty, “I Lover Her, Oh Oh Oh” including voice- Ink Spots ( 5), Bullmodse Jack*

audience and, apparently, his rfiJtis tapping, throw in a truckin’ and follows with “Clancv Lbwerpd f
,

dialects and straight fon Band (10), 3 Chocolatcers,

^ m sne gives out with “R^ar’Gnnp .vymrapupns. -• •
-Virginia oAiiii

***

touches
1

as a®pfncp^ Partner for a turn at rookie?stvl> Bell sot zingy mce via

backgrounds smoot lily,

nuiwgc u iic m mviuuc await tun . iniifiu, vut ns uic vjicuik jdxus. who "vn-co oiiu axTaneement<j hi r.- . ci ** « «t
tines in English. As is, there’s a sock over, for greatest applause plus comedy. Quartet teesnff with pf'C
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A|loIlof Y.
predominance of femmes in the honors. The pair do fast and fu- fasty, “I Lover Her, Oh Oh Oh” including voice- Ink Spots (5), Bullmoose

.

Jack-

audience and, apparently, his rfiJtis tapping, throw in a truckin’ and follows With “Clancy Lowered ?nd straight jow. Baud (10), 3 Chocolatcvrs,
Spanish spiels contain a few notes roufine and finish with a jitterbug tho Boom.” In their vocaliric of v?

n
J
115 estahlished “Brother ^^Phajn Tno\ Walter Green, Sain*

that hit them right. There are fre* at terrific tempo. Had to beg-off. “Because,” youths display fine I a«M-Yi
OU

?p-
ar

St? Niche for my Hines Sc Eddie; “Post Offee
quent outbursts of applause dur- On comedy end is Bob O’Neil |

harmony. Then a medley of “Wait- ^ vi
18

•
by ^anuel and Inspector” (Rep).

ing his talking sessions, indicating with zany chatter, an impression ing for the Robert E. Lee” “Bv
1

PaiVa? J, i

and their pair of ^ ,
——

—

that he knows just what to say to of a little girl singing “Alice Blue the Light of the Silvery Moon” With comedy and .
The Ink Spots, vocal quartet pi*

his comparteros.- After a few min- Gown,” and some good eccentric and “Wait Till the Sun Shines 1

finh
Latl

}}
style to satisfac- l?^ by Billy Kenny and carrying

utes of opening remarks, there’s dancing; Murray & Hubert contrib Nellie” interspersed with some I ?i
aS

i
—B their own piano accompanist;

a discourse on Hollywood in com- their domestic bickering, with the Soft shoe work arid some solid ! tnvJt I’
04

!

1
?,
8 Alan Carney veil- sparkplug current layout at this

pany with the house emcee, the male finally asserting himself and mugging by Vic Ames, GroiiD re- 1

lighthearted chatter and Harlem vauder and should hypo
singularly named Perucho. The Winning the whole-hearted ap- turns for a mop up with “Rag Mod” iulI

n ft.^sh, Italian and hiz plenty. Despite this being tlieir

humor in this situation apparently plause of the males in audience, and bit of jitterbug. While sbirit- 1 tnWff ralects lr
?
his monologistic umpteeth stand here, audience en*

lies in Perucho’s mispronunciation Gregory line girls have two pleas- tial, “Who Built the Ark ” is a bit mAHoX;?
11 a union meeting, for Jhusiasiti runs high throughout

of various filmsters’ names, The ing production numbers, with anti-climactic they gbt hefty hand Xnslfc
^a
^?nw},r” ^5, « Salid troupe their entire session,

,

payees laughed. . Mimo Elhlo clicking with a high- and have to beg off,
C| ir^ hne-up of pup- Bullmoose Jackson band and

Romero, who used to be part 'kick and acrobatic specialty. Herbie Fields and his tooters v^h v
ca

f
ry off a miniature supporting acts make for a divert-

of a dance team when working Whole bill Is well-paced and biz please the hep matinee attendees i n?P«QiniF 1ia
W
a.X their 9^n right, ing and well-paced session. How-

around New York cafes, reprises good. McStay. Basically, a top quintet, It’s the gy-
pieasln® the customers all the way. ever, it’s the Ink Spots who clean

*

Quin; (Continued on page 60)
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Little immediate prospect is seen*
o£ Actors Equity modifying its es-

tablished policy in regard to star

contracts calling, for a share of a

show's profits. Question has been
raised a number of times lately in

connection with intensive efforts

by managements to cut down pro-

duction arid operating costs.

It’s been suggested that, as a

step in reducing the break-even
point for shows and thereby being

able to pay off the backers «ooner,

a system might be established giv-

ing stars a share of the profits

rather than ;the generally pre-

vailing setup of giving such names
a percentage of the. gross.

Equity's attitude has always been
that it would be too difficult to po-

lice contracts calling for a slice of

the net, instead; of the gross, since

it would- always be .relatively easy
for an; unscrupulous management
to cover up profits by inflating ex-

pense figures. Sonie union council
members are inclined to approve
of the recent move by the Com-
mittee of Theatrical Producers In

standardizing production account-
ing systems, but they point out
that there’d be nothing to prevent
managements from rigging figures

even under the approved book-
-keeping-setup .

—-— —
Although Equity does not actu-

ally forbid actor cointracts pro-
viding for a share of profits, it

does not guarantee them. That is

lip to the stars involved, who gen-
erally have to rely on the honesty
of the management concerned, plus
the regular monthly accountant’s
statement on the particular pro-
duction. Contracts calling for a
percentage of the gross are rela-

tively easy to double-check, since
boxoffice figures are less a confi-

dential matter, especially because
of the admissions tax angle.

Actually, only: a few top stars

normally get a share of the profits

of productions in which they ap-
pear. Among those who do are
Helen Hayes, Gertrude Lawrence,
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne,
and Tallulah Bankhead, all of

whom also get a percentage of the
gross. Numerous other names (and
non-names) frequently participate

by investing in the production.

Joan Caulfield May Do
‘Dream Girl’ Repeat
Phoenix, Ariz.,' Feb. £8.

Joan Caulfield, who guest-starred
at the Sombrero playhouse here re-
cently in ‘‘Dream Girl,” may do
the Elmer Rice play again at the
New Century theatre, Hollywood,
with film director Frank Ross
again doing the staging, Idea is

to borrow Don Porter, Hayden
Rorke and Richard Webb, of the
local cast, to repeat their principal
supporting assignments, and to use
the Sombrero scenery. ;

: :
Brock Pemberton opens tonight

(Tue$;) here in “Harvey.” Comedy
was staged by Margaret Perry, new
resident director and daughter of
the late Antoinette Perry, who
staged Pemberton’s original Broad-
.way production of . the Mary Coyle
Chase play. Miss Perry jusjt took
over the Sombrero directing . stint
from Harry Ellerbe, who returned
to the Coast; Next Week’s bill of-
fers Kay Francis in “Let Us Be
Gay.”': .

V

Sombrero is operated by Ann
Lee and Richard Charlton, who
also have a strawhat, El Teatro, at
Saiite Ter N. M., every^ summer.

Robert Whitehead and Harold
Clurman, respective

. co-producer
and director of “Member of the
Wedding,” will go to France in late
March or early April to see Franz
Kafka’s “Lbs Juste,” with the idea
of having it adapted for the U. S.,

•possibly for, Broadway presentation
next season, The drama is a hit in
Paris;

U. S. rights to the same author’s
“The Trial” are held by a Coast
group. , ;

After 10 weeks On' the subway
circuit and eight weeks at the Sel-
wyn, Subsequent-run picture house
on West 42d

:;

street, N. V., where
“The Respectful Prostitute” ran iri

combination with pictures, show is

going out on tour. Condensed play
version is due at the Apollo, Har-
lem, and. then the Bedford, Brook-
lyn, prior to a Loew’s nabe theatre
tour. It will be double-billed with
pix.

George Brandt, son of William
Brandt, the theatre owner, in-

ducted “Ladies Night in a Turkish
Bath” at the Selwyn two weeks ago,
with films, where he plans it for
four weeks befdre also sending it

out on tour. “Native Son,” “Street
Car,” “Pick Up Girl” and the like
are planned for subsequent com-
bination picture theatre condensa-
tions; Because of the 20-shows-per-
week schedule each company has
two casts.

Rathbone Eyed For

London, Feb. 28.

Basil Rathbone is now being con-
sidered for the male lead in the
Broadway production of “The Gia-

ANTA PUSHES TIX VIA

GUEST-LECTURE SETUP
Through its guest-lecture Setup,

the American National Theatre &
Academy is taking steps to stimu-

late group purchase of tickets to

Broadway shows among members
of clubs, little^theatre, groups and
other Organizations within com-
muting distance of New York. Legit

managements are being asked to--

day (Wed.) to submit information
about ticket availabilities for their

shows, which ANTA will circulate

among organizations’ interested in

buying blocks of tickets.
. c

In addition, ANTA is issuing in-
1
£,
on

^J
Smile, which Shepard

formation to nearby out-of-town
| il

1

v.

groups regarding theatre party
agents and ticket subscription out-

fits. Most of the requests for dope
come from organizations before
which guest speakers appear. These
dates, over 200 of which have been
booked by ANTA so far this sea-

son, generally involve talks about
the legit theatre by show business
names. ' / .

' .

-

ANTA’s idea in querying Broad-
way managements is to keep an Rathbone in Vaude
up-to-date file of availabilities, so Basil Rathbone will play a week
when groups in communities with- of vaudeville, beginning March 15;

in commuting distance express in- at the Olympia, Miami. Star, who
terest in buying blocks of tickets recently closed a limited-ruii re-

they can be given accurate infor- vival of “The Heiress,” at the City
mation. :N Center, N. Y„ will present a group

of dramatic and poetry “readings.”

Actor had been mentioned for

I

the title part in Jean Dalrymple’s

,
proposed Broadway production of

'Norman GinSbury’s “The First

> Gentleman” this season, but that

I is reportedly now : in abeyance.

New York.
Editor, Variety:
Joshua Logan’s ingenious idea of

sending out a letter to 30,000 per-
sons who had previously ordered
by mail tickets for '‘Mi;,: Roberts,”
and the phenomenal results
achieved for : his “The Wisteria
Trees, with advance orders to

date totaling more than $250,000,
suggests a new way of legitimate
play financing.

With the cooperation of the man-
agement of “South Pacific,” “Death
of. a Salesman” and other hits, Lo-
gan’s list could be built up to 100,-

000 or more names and addresses
of-those—who-make—a'prncticeof
ordering their tickets by mail. This
list should then be made available
to all reputable producers.

With the opportunity of a large
advance ticket sale, the producer
could then go to a bank and get a
loan up to 60% of his budget

—

just as films are now financed.
Surely Logan’s action is the basis

of an idea for saving the “fabu-
lous invalid” which ANTA or the
Committee of Theatrical-Producers
would do well to explore.

Alfred L. Golden,
(Co-author of “A Young Man’s
Fancy ”):

.

——:— —- Four shows that closed last week

Shub$rt Trust Suit to Get :

Drama Desk Going-Over l ,uii.
* • i

L ^i
^

,v i,P , ! rmtnfVl , *1 f 1 V.inn . rni.> 11. > .11

The Government’s anti-trust suit

against the : Shuberts and the
United Bpoking Office will be tlie

topic of discussion at next Mon-
day’s ( 6.) monthly meeting of the
Drama Desk, New York legit re-

porters’ group. . Principar guests
will be Herbert A. Bergson, Assist-
ant U. . S. Attorney General and
chief of the Anti-Trust: division,
and Richard Decker, special as-

sistant to the Attorney General in

charge of the Shubert-UBO case;

Others who have agreed to attend
are Louis Lotito, president of City
Playhouses, Inc,, and manager of
the Martin . Beck, Ni T.; Howard
n i _ -iL ii. 1

*

fourth in Chicago. The three, all
new. entries, were "Alive and Kick^
irig,” “Mr. Barry’s Etchings” and
“The, Enchanted,” The . fourth was
a revival of “Merry Widow.”

“Kicking,’' a revue presented by
William R. Katzell and Ray Golden,
is figured to have dropped nearly
$175,000. Show was financed at
$150,000, but had heavy losses in
an extended tryout tour and re-
portedly had cost $160,000 by the
time it reached

1

the Winter Garden,
N, Y. It incurred an additional
deficit during its six-week Broad-
way run.,
^ “Mr. Barry,” comedy by Walter

spring. Weridy Hiller is

sought as femme lead,- but Sir

Ralph Richardson, the original

choice for the male assignment, is

now figured unlikely ^to play it.

Traube, who holds the . U. S.

rights to the Aldous Huxley me 11-

er, recently arrived from New
York to confer With Miss Hiller

and Richardson.

Cookson Maps London

Showing of Innocents’
Peter Cookson, producer of “The

Innocents,” at the Playhouse, NX.,
will probably present the thriller

in London in May or June, as a
solo venture, but possibly in asso-

ciation with an English manage-
ment. British director Peter Glen-
ville, who staged the Broadway
original, is set to repeat the as-

signment for the West End edi-

tion. Jo Mielziner’s setting will

also be duplicated.
Present idea is to make a film

version of the William Arcliibald-

Henry James drama in England,
doing the shooting at Partington
Hall, country home of trie parents

i of Beatrice Straight (Mrs. Cook-

[
son), femme lead of the Broadway
production and silent partner with
husband in the presentation. Sev-
eral tentative offers have- been re-

ceived for the screen rights, but a
deal may hinge on making the pic-

ture in England with Glenville di-

recting.

Cookson went to the Coast last

week to cast an understudy for
David Cole, moppet . actor who
plays one of the two title parts in

the show. He was due back last

night (Tues.).

S Cullman, theatre owner anil in-
1

Archer, “'pre-

vestor, and Biily Rose, owner of I -m
Brock Pemberton, with

the Ziegfeld, N.Y.‘ hee;',TrAey
.
starred, -is* figured- • to

Lee Shubert, one of those named } •
ve

; y t- ?ritire

i

nvest-

individually in the Government’s !

'o?'
^

:

opened at the

suit, has also promised to . at- J; •

.
•
ee*’

.jj
a “QSt: of

tend. He is vacauonirig in Florida.

Next. Broadway straight-play to

be recorded in its entirety will

probably be “Death of a Salesman.”
Deal for a DeiM album of the Uf “Plated in the red during its

Arthur Miller drama, is virtually

set, with only the distribution of
the royalty still to De worked out.

Fredric March is to portray the
title role in the recorded perform-
ance, with the other parts played
by members of . the original Broad-
way cast.

Tentative terns reportedly call

for payment of a 12% royalty, half

of which would go to the author.
From the remaining half, produc-
ers Kermit Bloomgarden and Wal-
ter Fried would pay the cast, in-

cluding an estimated $5,500 for the
supporting players and $1,000,
against 2% of the gross, for March.
The album may be priced at $12.
Decca recently recorded a full-

length performance of T. S. Eliot’s

“Cocktail Party” on somewhat
modified terms. Only other Broad-
way straight play recorded for is-

sue as an album was the Robinson
Jeffers' adaptation of “Medea,” in

condensed form. That deai was set
independently by the star, Judith
Anderson, who shared the proceeds
with the author, . but failed to in-

clude the producers, Robert White-
head and Oliver Rea. A pickup
cast was used for the performance.

ap-
proximately $45,00.a , (no union
bonds were involved)

, with :a try-
dut deficit, but lost the added $15^
000 during its three-and-a-half
weeks on Broadway. However,
some of the coin may be regained
from the film rights, in which there
-is-said- tc^be^tudiO- interest;-.-

—

7
—

-

“The Enchanted,” Maurice Val-
ency adaptation of a Jean Gira-
doux comedy

, .lost around $60,000.
The David Lowe-Richard Davidson
production was financed at $72,000.
cost about $60,000, including bonds.

six-week run at the Lyceum. NX,
but Samuel French paid $3,0Q0 for
the amateur and stock rights.

“Merry Widow,” revived by the
Shuberts, cost only around $20,-
000 to produce, since the scenery
was already in storage from, a pre-
vious edition, and union, bonds,
were not required; In nine weeks
of fluctuating business on the road,
the Wilbur Evans-Susanna Foster
starrer made an operating profit of
approximately $10,

r

000. Shuberts^
loss on the presentation was more
than offset by their profit on the
touring revivals of “Student
Prince” and “Blossom Time,” ear-
lier in the season. Former netted
an estimated $30,000 and the lat-
ter added about $15,000.

TO OPEN ON COAST
Hollywood, Feb. 28. ^

While Cple Porter’s new show,
•‘Out of This World,” will rehearse
in New York in May, it will pass
up the east arid open for a four-

.

,

week run in Frisco in June.
Composer is here now audition-

j
ing talent. David Wayne arid Mitzi

j

Gerber are the only definite cast-

I

ings to date, with a possibility that
Judy Holliday may be in the show

i

if she finishes the “Born Yester-
film in time. After the musi-

For Saroyan’s ‘Son

. Holiyiv od, Feb. 28.,

Sydney. Chaplin, son of Charlie !

Chaplin, has been cast for one of

'

the top roles in “The Son,” mew
William Saroyan play to be pre-

miered here in mid-March by the
Circle Players.
There will be 45 actors used in

the show. Ross Bagdasarian, Sa-
royan’s cousin, will direct, with as-

sists from Jerry Epstein.
Meanwhile* Chaplin, Sr.’s, oldest

‘Excursion’ as Musical

In Princeton Am Tryout
Princeton, Feb. 28.

/“Dreamboat,” a musical version

Of Victor Wolfson’s 1936-37 drama,
"Excursion,” will be tried out

March 31 and April 1 at the. Mc-
Carter theatre here by the Prince-

son, Charles, Jr,," is in
7
the

7mew tori Players, an ama-

Fredric March-Florence Eldridge .

teur group.
Play, “Now I Lfty Me. Down >£o

Sleep,” opening this week oh
Broadway.

Show has a score by Alec Tem-
pleton, book by Stella Unger, and

lyrics by Wolfson and Miss Unger.

TM)erteVMay Be Done
In London by June

London production of ‘“Mister
Roberts” may b% done in May or
June by Leland Hayward, possibly
in association with H. M. Tennent,
Ltd. (Hugh Beaumont) . Joshua
Logan, co-aUthor and director of
the Broadway and touring editions,

would probably go over to do the
staging.

Herman Bernstein, Hayward’s
general manager, already tenta-

tively set to go to England about
April 1 to make preparations for

Hayward’s importation of James
Bridie’s London hit, “Daphne
Laureoia,” will

.
probably also at-

tend to preliminary details of the
West End edition of “Roberts.”
Meanwhile, Hayward and Logan
are occupied with their joint pres-

entation of the latter’s “Wisteria

Trees,” currently trying out in

Boston for a scheduled Broadway
premiere March 29, with Helen
Hayes as star.

Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin,

.
sponsored by a new organization,

i
The Amigos die la Musica, scored
heavily last week (24-25) in Havarift

(
in their first appearance there in

! three years.

A $2,500 a r b i t rat ion award
:

cal plays Frisco . it will move to
against Lee Shubert was affirmed

|
Chicago for a run, and then go to

last week by N. Y. supreme court Broadway for a September or No-
‘ Justice Benedict D. Dineen. Deci- vember opening.
I sion against Shubert was made] .

:

.

-
: :

'•
'

•

I
when the producer filed a claim

j

Iwith the American Arbitration;
Assn, against Dimitri Tiomkin,
Claude Binyon, William Walsh and
Frederick Herbert asking return of

| ^ v , . . .

$2i500 advanced the quartet for
!^£enm£ King. has ^be^vappomted

t-iahtc fis thpip rniicicai ‘jswppJ Sue- . chairman of. the nominating com
rights t6 their musical, “Sweet Sur
render.”
Shubert failed to produce ,

the

musical, charging the four men
with failure to deliver a complete
libretto under the regular Drama*
lists’ Guild form of contract. How-
ever, the arbitration panel ruled

\ ^
!
membership representatives on the

quartet bringing the ..
decision

cou rt for confirmation.

mittee to pick the regular slate of
council candidates for the election
of Actor’s Equity, to take place at
the annual membership meeting
early in June. Also named to the
committee by the council are Bar-
bara Robbins and Loring Smith,
with Bill Ross as alternate. Six

j

committee will be elected at the^

j

quarterly meeting Friday after-

noon (3) at. the Astor hotel, N. Y.
The nominating committee will

name 10 candidates for the council,

, Edward Johnsort. who is i'etiring'^®^^^^^^^
j
from the Met Opera this June

' two vears ond onrre^Ccmpnt to
after 15 years as general m anager

;

1"°
v
> .*“*• *"0 “

anti 13 years prior p

or, was to be honored last night lor election tnis yea r,

.

| (Tues.) by a gala testimonial at
f ] . t j 1

the N. Y. opera, house. Perform- LaminiStcr L>onsd&l6
; arice of “Tosca” was to be fob London, Fob. 28.

lowed by an opera pageant and : Frederick Lonsdale’s “The Way
ceremony, with Goy. Dewey and

' Things Go” will have its West End
Mayor O’Dwyer slated for the lat- preem Thursday (2) after a tryout

; ter, and the entire Met roster par- tour of Scotland. Lonsdale, hovv-

j

ticipating in the former. Pageant ever, will not be on hand for the

j

commemorated some of the his- opening, having left Friday < 24)
toric productions in Johnson’s for the U. $. aboard the Queen
regime. Mary. .

Mrs. August Belmont headed the • The playwright is currently

testimonial committee. ! working on a new play.
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Jean
Broadway
Ginsbury’i

Eye 'Banker’s Daughter*

This Season for B’way
Hollywood, Feb. 28.

mM
. J.

*„ ’ Despite the increasing emphasis oii mail order busiiiess for legit, aBanker s Daughter ?enr^ striking number of ads for current Broadway shows fails to list box-*
Myers-Edward Eliscu melodrama

office scales. In some instances even display ads, generally figured as
presented by the Actors Lap at the primarily aitrted. to pull mail orders, don’t include ticket prices,

season Ken Parker, .skatmg shubert, Boston, for four weeks

t

^
playwright in Howdy, Mr. Ice of starting March 13. It then plays !

season.- • Idea would be^ to use at
. nrices and 12 did not In certain of the latter cases, notably *'Rat

1950,” at the Center/ N, Y -

.
is a week each in Cleveland and De- least the nucleus of the present .EJ* Saturday (4) there’s little prospect of further

breaking in a nitery act Monday trdit before gbing to Chicago- fodcast, including Howard Da Silva, S^eatS
nights, when the ice show is dark an indefinite run. Management

; Morris Carnovsky, Lloyd Bridges, nSriWr*' itetniirid chart of ticket availabilities: at
.^SM^rfiPwawh B«blWsrnio ;#daM have liked to shift the.p#.'
•Velvet' GloVe; V 'Bpseroary. Casey Cal tO a »,W ^rtnrfml ,M<*^Ve^rriove^-CeKc^ ^toalarge?«ay6

house
j

He
JL
e" Z?*™*^ “TT.* v But no ^ates w^e prinW tor “s7uft Paciflc/'^me' Back

piay*at £he Golden, N. Y.. with gj ^e?alSs;SfiS& scale,-
iiSf®S^^S l!SsSLSS‘ L«%®“>«C And “TKo

]

Iniioceots,;’ fW inst»nee, WBiclv presumably

Grace George and Walter Hamp- but a suitable spot isn’t available, ^ take .ovci tlie production, should do substantial mail order business,

den co-starred Actors Equity has i Max Eisen started this week as
IXianr

Moreover, a large display ad used by the Theatre Guild recently to
refused a bid from British ^Equity

j
apprentice pressagent to Samuel J.

a8ements aie also Interested.
ballyhoo favorable press comment on “Come Back; Little Sheba” also

for si reciprocal exchange of mem-
j
Friedman. . . . Oscar Hairimerstein, / .• omitted any mention of ticket prices, although it carried a small nota-

berships . Emmett Bcgers took |5f jp Bostbn for the tryout of bis h ,i > it vv* l w tion of “seats 8 weeks in advance,” Apparent reason was that the
over .the^oie Df Dick Dudgeon m and lUchard Rodgers’ production of jadler S NO HindrailCC 10 Guild didn't want to call attention to the fact that the b.o. scale, for the
“Devil s_Disciple last week at the the Graham Greene - Basil Dean I show changes at thb end of the subscription period.
Royale, n; Y., when Maurice Evans drama “Heart of the Matter,” will
became ill with a virus infection lecture tomorrow (Thurs.) before

. Max Siegel, company^manager drama class of Boston U> He s

of the No. I tounng troupe ^ -of

:

nead of the finance committee for
'‘Streetcar Named Desire, , has

J
the institution’s proposed Greorge

written a play, ‘Park Scene .
- Gershwin memorial theatre. . .

Stephan Cole stage mgr, for NOW Producers Herman Levin and Qlt-

n if b n it ll*
show changes ;at the end of the subscription period.

Ballet Russe Boil BlZ In contrast, display ads in last Sunday’s legit sections for '‘Touch

... # . n A. • and Go ” which moved Monday night (27) from the Broadhurst to the

VKlhncr Hama liihifK Broadway, N. Y., featured the reduction of the top price from $6 to
v lolllUg MaillC. vlUW

$4.80. Display ads for the incoming “Heart of the Matter” and “The
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo; Consul” also listed b.o. scales and invited mail orders. Also, the index

while bn tour last week, settled an
j
ads Sunday for such shows, as “Caesar and

.
Cleopatra,” “Detective

Henry Guettel as his aides, . Blondes.” .. .• William L. Farting- gers have feared that any native tioned mail orders.
Lee Holland planes to the Coast ton, of Beverly Hills, will join the troupe Visiting a town where Sad-

thisM

M

*aUt PLSf M* Had played, would suffer by Manaffers to,

has cancelled some concert dates

to co-star with Wilbur Evans in

_ Edward Lester’s revival of “Choc-
olate Soldier” a^the opening bill

of the Los Angeles and San Fran-
cisco Civic Light Opera . Dodd

,

ler s naa piayea, would simer py Managers of touring shows are burning over several new items
comparison, with its boxoffice^af- charged by Shubert houses in Chicago. One such assessment is for the
fected. .Ballet Husse is. the first

letters used In marquee billing. Tap conies to $16 a week for the
touring^ troupe to play cities^ Sad- shubert theatre, $8 for the Biackstone and comparable amounts for
ler s visited. Bookings

^
in three

. 0^er iocai houses, Traditionally, such an item is included in the
towns last week showed that Ballet

rggyiap rental. In one case, the company manager of a show proposed

ft

jr
~V

a w
f̂ -- to-buv -the electricallyrconnected letters at a local equipment flrhi, but

Mead will issue separate volume rC f

editions March 10 . of Shaw’s Ballet Co., surprising the dance
*

-fJ_Yr^CitY Ballet Co* - BusseVjvasn’t hurt a bit, with not
•

(0ixy CENTER N Y) the slightest effect- on. local biz.

The two-year-old V Y. City BaUet did $2W00 ^ three
formances In Washington; $12,000

“Caesar Cleopatra” and I
world by promising six new

tQ-buv the.- electricallyrconnected letters at a local equipment firm, but

Wa? told; the charge would still apply regardless.

Another additional charge is $20 a week for the use of the piano in

the orchestra pit. That applies for musical shows, but not for straight

plays hot making use of the instrument. This item is also normallyworks In Dhii.SS* P,ays not makin$ use of the instrument. This i

i included in the standard rental.
“Devil’s Disciple, each contaming for its brief; spring season, opened phia Forum), and $7,200 in a sin-

lncluaea m 'ne stanudru renuu.

scene photos of the current Aldrich
lt e

v
s n last Tuesday (21), and gle In Richmond. This $V,200 at Third angle on Clucago^bookmgs this season Is that the Shuberts

* Myers revivals of the plays.^.
. d jjL f m „ovelt es in a $3.60 top compares most favor- refuse to pay the theatre share of adverUsmg placed in the Jpurnaf of

Pearl Bailey upped from featuied Premierea tnree 01 its novelties in
bly Sadler’s Richmond gross Commerce, although the publication has previously been on the regular

to co-star blUing with Nanette
of $7 800 at a“ $4 80 top ad Mst for both theatres and shows. Curious aspect of this situation is

Fabray and Georges
,

Guetarj- in ?.f"Se
to ‘Ae 'T™nn»^ did sahonn ‘hat, as producers of the touring “Student Prince,” “Blossom Time

”

“Arms and the Girl,” at the 46th f'Sre^the treuhe when it eoes -‘‘MeW Widow” and “Yes, M’Lord” this season, the Shuberts have
Bt
^inre Rail lead dancer ii, ^ -SSS-^^ ^ meluded the J of C m their regular advert^

time to show its wares in a three- a§ other stops First D C per-
”

—

Doloi^GoodmSn also dancing
moi^th British tour. formance actually belongs in pre- A reported attendance of 3,500 for the first of the Equity Community

fCmiiciiSi l^nth of whom had The week was really Jerome vlous week’s estimate. Theatre’s paid admission offerings indicates group may break even On
in the musical, both of whom had Tne^.weeK ^was reauy *i«rpme.

taken a week off to appear in a Robbins.’ As associate .artistic

“Ballet Ballad” to be done at director of the troupe, Robbins

Hunter Plavhouse Sunday (26), choreographed one of the two new

wereInjimi^ Saturday'night at ri works “The Age of Anxiety.^and

hearsal when a fly dropped. Ballet danced the lead in two of. them*

presentation was postponed, and Anxiety and The Prodigal Son.

Rail, with a badly swollen arm, “Prodigal Son” is George
Will be out of “Liberty” most of Balanchine’s choreography to the

a i -

'

mu - _ • ^ . r n . x_ni li

rihance actually belongs in pre- A reported attendance of 3,500 for the first of the Equity Community
ms week’s estimate. Theatre’s paid admission offerings indicates group may break even bn
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*

’ the enterprise. A j oint project of the Equity Library Theatre and the
• v " Board of Education, ECT offered its initial production, “My Heart’s in

D:i1 Wai.U PAnnii Paava ii1® Highlands,” for four performances, Feb. 17-19, at the Clinton Com-
Dlll vTUUlU 1 CIUHI PUU&C munity theatre, Bronx, N. Y. At the 50c entrance fee charged by ECT,

CqIaa in TliA«h* I
the 3,500 admissions bring the boxoffice receipts to around $1,750.

Oal^S 111 ineaire Lounges Figure is approximate since a number of the opening-night ducats

Albany, Feb. 28.
«cre cuffos.

Legit theatres will be able to - Ifihg groups remaining three productions, also scheduled for four
this week ... N. Y. American The- music of Prokofleff, telling the Legit theatres will be able to 'T,..
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program registering for Its 16th deal - of poignance and warmth. Introduced by Sen. Samuel Green- f?
gs near $7,000. This would be a |ittle more than $800 over

Session all this week. Ballet is! a hit static, being draggy berg, Brooklyn Democrat, passes
the
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t,^ co^ e
?
t,re venture, which was tabbedI at approxi-

Dlana Herbert* actress-daughter in its,, middle ,
section, ^but

,
it Ys the state legislature. Bill, which "If*®

y SI?
00

,' 3.e 1>V‘

1° .
of "P®omlng Presentations includes^Bereard

of playwright F. Hugh Herbert, is danced superbly by Robbins, who was introduced by Greenberg at j0M,,.;,Ma»eh 3; Frances Gocidr^ and Albert Hackett a

readying a comedy act for vaude- shows himself here one of the great tlie request 0f the League of N.Y. J5®,?“at Bl
f, P.
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!
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o
p/ ^Jareli 17; and Sidney Howaiid’s "Lucky
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Do^ tD Sleep,” Qpeniug t^ioriw fjan dancing ° Group half the usual cafe fee. In an attempt to increase employment among its members, Actors

thispirtg
h
“comehack”'Sunday‘(sfln srenes, espreially the

g
'carousing Under provisions of the bill, mo- °* heading strawhat aianagers; plus

m featured supporting part in the one when the wastrels rob the way- tion picture hoilses are excluded. 1!
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and towns throughout the country, on

“Theatre Guild on the Air” bro 'id- ward son of all his possessions, are —— — tlie possibility of the establishment and operation of winter stock coin-

cast of “Lady in the Dark ” starring very effective. v panies in their communities. Letter, signed by Louis M. Simon, execu-

Gertrude Lawrence. . . .Just before “Age of Anxiety” is Bobbins? i Mull Opera Stars tive-secretary of the union, cited successful winter stock ventures cur-

hustling away again Monday (27) choreography to the new sym- n rently m Phoenix, Ariz.; Las Vegas, N. M.; Atlanta; Albany; Millburn,

for more Vermont skiing, Anthony phony of Leonard Bernstein/the * Of i^anaQlBIl JCiXpO N* J.; St. Augustine; Cambridge, Mass., and E. Hartford, Conn., as in-

Brady Farrell was notified by the libretto dealing with the current Toronto, Feb. 28.
dmatum that such projects can click if properly managed. .

*BI that his private plahe, stolen day unrest and man’s problem to pity fathers are mulling a prop- Qhery concedes that it’s too late to start a winter stock theatre this

/TkT
UI

V ^om Tetei boro find inner peace and
| osition whereby Harry Hershorah •

sea5011
* hut suggests that “the time may be exactly- propitious for the

rell ha'i invested $16,000 in the comedy ballet hit, “Fancy Free.” °p®ra G
.

0, .* a grandstand en- _ ,

Frank Loesser-Jo Swerling musi- Work isn’t completely successful,
!

fagement at the Canadian National 1
^he Players Ring, new Los Angeles legit theatre group, recently

cal, “Guys and Dolls, ’’
. which Cy due to too much weltschmerz. Exhibition next Aug. 7-15, with a i

ipTmed by dissident members of another tliesping organization, started

Feuer and Ernest Martin will pre- Quartet of dancers who play the 1 different opera every night. Stars : 11S season last week with a revival of “Street Scene.” TPR is headed by
sent in the fall, possibly at Faiv protagonists establish their point

j

as Lily Pons, Rise Stevens and Mabel Albertson, actressrproducer-wife of film scribe Ken Englund.
rell’s Hellinger meatre. . . . With early that this is the age of anxiety

|
Gladys Swarthout would appear. I

She directed the 20-year-old Elmer Rice drama The Englunds’ son.
the closing of “Alive and Kicking’ and unrest, and reiteration of this New $4,000,000 grandstand seats George, incidentally, is rehearsing in a new Jean Anouilh play, “Grv of
On Broadway la5t week, the.new point through repetition Of poses 24,000. the Peacock,” which James Colligan and Donald Medford are bringing

a Thtf
e
»Un

e
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a
Mn SfTSl Hurdles to be overcome include Broadway sooi,. Daughter Patricia is also histrioniially inclined,

fe ta &6M ta| *h
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d“*e ^ed by
She s a cast member of the Theatre Guild’s "As You Like It.”

“Great to Be Alive/' However, it their miming is fine. Group Heishoran is just a week ahead of
: ;

Will continue to be called “Day” scenes are yiyid and exciting, ;,
e opening

.
of the annual exposi- .

Contrary to previous reports, Sir Alexander Korda does not have an
for the remainder of

;
the current painting the malaise of the times M.011 * ^n(* that, hi? offer of $4,000 investment in “I Know My Love.” One of the backers, however, is

tryout tour. graphically. Music, though, thin rental will not be considered be- Morris Helprin, Korda’s U. S. rep. It is for that reason, plus the. fact.

Sam Schwarta succeeded Paul and precious in spots, is generally cause that amount would not cover that Korda is . a personal friend of ;Marcel Achard, from whose “Aupres
Groll as company manager of “Now effective; adding to ballet’s appeal, the operating costs of the CNE

; J;®
nia Blonde” the S. -K. Behrmah adaptation was made, that the

I Lay Me Down to Sleep” for the Third new work is “The Duel,” grandstand for the week, according British producer is figured to have an inside track on screen rights.
Broadway run, latter having been in William Dollar’s choreography* to Walter Love, parks commis- ;
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•et just for the tryout
.
Legit This is the ballet Dollar prepared , sioner. Hershoran has offered, in I ri n , ,

.
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The following are the comparative figures based on Variety's
boxaffice estimates for last week (the 39th week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season:

This
Season

31

,800

BROADWAY
Number of shows current ; .

,

Total weeks played so far by all Shows. . .

.

Total gross for all current shows last week
Total season's gross so far by all shows . <;;

. $20,445^400
Number of new productions so far, .

. 44

.. ROAD
(Excluding Stock)

Number of current touring, shoWs reported . 26
Total weeks played so far by all shows . . 747
Total road gross reported last week . v

.
$5 15,900

Season's total road gross so far . . : . .$15,342,900

... Last
'Season

30
881

$743,300
$21,135,000

56

24
880

$526,600:

$18,014,200

Chicago; Feb. 28. 4
Snowstorms caught b.o,

;
here

^shivering, with only “Kiss Me,
Kate’’ holding up strong all week.
“Musical Depreciation Revue”
got hit by weather. Spike Jones
cut out midnight show, on Satur-
day, and. revue leaves March 11,

on way to Minneapolis and easte a

J

mints. Blackstone. the magicia ,

!

n first week at the Erlariger, had
a moderate turnout. .

Ballet de Paris opens at the

In 3d Date at

Blackstone for two weeks~March:
6. “Madwoman of Chaillot” set-

tles down for six weeks at the
Erlanger after Blackstone. “Private

!

Lives” will attempt comeback at

the Harris or . Selwyn March 20,

Until after 'Easter, the new crop
seems light., “Lend An Ear” is

headed this Way arid perhaps “Miss
Liberty will pay a spring call.

Estimates • for Last Week
Blackstone; Erlariger (1 ,334;

$2.50). Light $9,000.
“Kiss Me, Kate” Shubert (23rd

week) (2J100; $6.18). Extra Wed.
(22) matinee boosted the Anne
Jeffreys starrer to a lively $39,000.

“Merry Widow,” Blackstone
(2nd week) (1,358; $3.71). Closed
Saturday (25) after murky two
weeks; finale got $14,500.

“Musical Depreciation Revue,” ’

Great Northern (3rd week) ( 1 ,500;

$3.71). Off to $19,100.
“That Lady,” Harris (4th week)

(1,000; $4.33). Katharine Cornell

fans gave final week a moderate
$17,000; show left to continue its

tour.

XEND EAR’ PERKS TO

522,500 IN
Philadelphia, Feb. 28.

J

Philly’s faltering legit season

peps again this week with two im-

portant musicals making their, lo-

cal bows^ One—-Wintort, Freedley s,

“What a Pay-”—-bows tonight (28)

at the Forrest for three weeks.
Tomorrow night (March 1 ) Menot-
ti’s new musical,“The Consul” will

have its preem at the Shubert. It

will stay only 10 days instead, of

the original two and a half weeks
skedded. Meantime* the all-Ne-

gro revival 'of ‘‘Tobacco Road” is

continuing for its second and final

week at the Locust, which means
that three of Philly’s four legit

houses have activity this week.
.

Next Monday the Walnut Will

also relight with “The Silver Whis-
tle,” now starring Lloyd Nolan. It’s

in for two weeks. This Opening,
plus the start of a single week’s
visit by “Private Lives,” with Tal-

lulah Bankhead-, at the Locust,

means that all four of the local

legiters will be occupied. Only
other official booking on the imme-

,

diate horizon will be the
.
new

Helen Hayes vehicle, “The Wisteria
Trees,” opening at the Shubert for

two weeks.
Estimates for Last Week

“Lend an Ear,” Shubert (3d

week) (1,877; $4.55). As figured
this musical picked up some with
absence of much competition,. Re-
ported over $22,500.
“Tobacco Road,” Locust (1st

week) , (1,580; $2.50). All-Negro
cast in revival of this perennial
got good notices, and biz was okay
$9,500, for this low-priced show.

‘Silver Whistle’ NSG
10G in Split-Week
Richmond, Va„ Feb. 28.

Theatre Guild touring company
of “Sliver Whistle,” starring Lloyd
Nolan, drew meager $5,000 for four
performances, Monday through
Wednesday (20-22) at WRVA thea-
tre. Play got another $5,000 the
second half of the week at the
Playhouse, Wilmington, giving it a
pale $10,000 for the week.
Company opened here as kick-

off for tour.

Minneapolis, Feb. 28.

:
Playing its third local engage-

ment, “Harvey” grossed $11,000 at
the 1 ,900-seat Lyceum for six nights
and three matinees. S h o w was
scaled at a $3 “bargain” price ton.
James Dunn, who followed Joe E.
Brown and Frank Fay in stellar
role here, arid: supporting cast won
critics’ praise. Attraction had to
c omba t 19—beiow-zero tempera-
tures.

Katharine . Cornell in “That
Lady” is in May 1-4, scale d at
$4,20 top. “A Streetcar Named
Desire;’ here for a return engage-
merit, follows for seven days: at
$3.60 top for its exclusive Twin

engagement.

TERRIF, IN 5 SPLITS
.y; Syracuse, Feb. 28.

-• Despite a d y e r s e weather and
rough conditions brought on by the
coal strike, Tallulah Bankhead in
“Private Lives” wound up with a
terrific gross nearing $28,000 for
seven

.
performances in five en-

gagements last week. With the
baroineter hitting 15-below, show
played the Avon, Utica, Monday
(20) pulling in over $4,000 at a
$4.80 top. Comedy moved on to the
Strand, Albany, Tuesday (21), where
despite a heavy snow, it took in al-

most $6,500 at a similar top.

Shutdown of the General Elec-
tric Plant in Schenectady, because
of the coal shortage, failed to put
the damper on the Wednesday (22)

evening performance at the 1,172-
seat Erie there with about $3,600
coming in, M o v in

g

on to the
Strand, Ithaca, Thursday (23) show
did close to capacity, $3,900. Week
ended with play getting near $10,-
000 for three performances, Friday
and Saturday (24-25), at the Emr
pire here.

‘Madwoman’ Way Off.

At $15,500, Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Feb. 28.

“Madwoman of Chaillot” came a
cropper last week at the Nixon,
running into a unanimous set of
bad notices which cut into a prom-
ising advance sale 'and held gross
down to $15,500. More than half
of that was in subscription money,
fantasy being final offering of the
season . under Theatre Guild-
American Theatre Society.

Broadway hit played here at

$3.90 top (including Federal and
city taxes) arid, got away fairly big,

but window take went down, to

virtually nothing after the reviews
appeared. Martita Hunt, star of

“Madwoman,”; fell ill at mid-week
and was replaced Thursday night
123) by Eleonora Mendelssohn,
who normally plays one of the
minor madwomen. Her role in

turn was taken over by Frances
Hammond, a bit player.

Nixon, which ended three weeks
of darkness with “Madwoman,” is

dark again, relighting Monday (6)

with “Death Of A Salesman” for

fortnight stand. March 20 is still

open due to folding on road of

“Detective Story,” with Ballet des
Paris on 27th arid ?Lend An Ear”
coming in April 3.

'i

In Week at Detroit
Detroit, Feb. 28.

Publicity from Billie Worth’s
tragic mishap opening night and
the last minute addition of a
successor, Helena Dudas, helped
boost Civic Light Opera’s produc-
tion of “Annie Get Your Gun” to
a terrific $60,000 last week at
Masonic Temple. It was the best
gross for an eight-performance
show this season. Top gross of
$65,000 was taken by “Show Boat”
in n i n e performances Christmas
week, -V .

Current Civic attraction, its lest
of the season, is “Carriien Jones,”
featuring Carlotta . Franzel, Le
Vern Hutcherson and Urylee
Leonardos and. some members of
the original New York arid Chicago
productions.
Meanwhile, Miss Worth, who

collapsed after completing her .

opening night performance in
“Annie,” was recovering at Provi-
dence Hospital. She gave birfh to
a still s born three - and - a - half
months premature girl last week.
The Cass opened its doors Mon-

day (27) for the first time in a
month to present “Madwoman of
Chaillot.” Play* starring Martita
Hunt, is in for fortnight. The
Shubert Will present Blackstone
the magicp for a week beginning
March 19. Theatre has been closed
nearly t\vo months*

Hypo of Washington's Birthday
pushed receipts up a bit last week
on Broadway, However, possibly
because of the brownout, effects of
the coal shortage and the cold
snap and snowstorm, the business
improvement was spiriewhat less
than normal for the holiday.

.

Attendance was; generally Offish
.Monday night (20), was much bet-
ter on the holiday eve, Tuesday
(21); hit a traditional high on the
holiday matinee Wednesday (22),

and reacted downward that night
arid Thursday night (23), Trade
was up, as Usual, Friday night
(-24) and at both performances Sat-
urday (25). The week’s total gross
for all 31 shows was 76.35% of
capacity. Business is due to slip
this week,

! “Alive and Kicking,” “Mr. Barry’s

|

Etchings” and “The Enchanted”
I folded Saturday night ’ (25), “Rat
j

Race” Will ; close next Saturday

,

night (4) and “Miss Liberty”
, is

scheduled to go on tour a week
later, March 11. Three other shows
are uncertain bets to continue.

Estimates for Last Week .

Keys: C ( Comedy ), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy Drama ) , R (Revue )

,

~M—('Mtcsical-)~-0 (Operettarb

Boston, Feb. 28.
“The Heart of the Matter,”

adaptation of the Graham Greene
novel, with an

^
all-English cast,

teed Off here Fn. (24) as the only
opener in town last week. Got
generally unhelpful notices and
didn’t prove to be too strong at
the b.o. despite the Rodgers-Ham-
merstein label and the Ian Hunter
marquee appeal, “Wisteria Trees,”
proving a powerful femme attrac-
tion, remained in top gear as a
biz-getter, as did “Streetcar,” while
“Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep”
faded at the Shubert.
“Lend An Ear” returned to town

last night (27) with a perilously
high top ($4.80) for a show with
a reputation but no names. Only
other Immediately ahead is road
company of “Mister Roberts.”

Estimates for Last Week
.

“A Streetcar Named Desire,”
Plymouth (2d wk) (1,200; $3.60),
Second sesh found this one still

doing nice biz, hurt only by a one-
night blizzard, and taking fine

$24,000.
“NoW I Lay Me Down to Sleep,”

Shubert (2d wk) (1,750; $3.60).
This one didn’t catch on at all

here, dropping to around $8,500 on
its second arid final.

“The Heart of the Matter,” Wil-
bur (1st wk) (1*200; $3.60). Opened
Fri. (24) and was not too well
liked. Did about $4,000 on three
performances, which isn’t bad but
ndt too good.

“Wisteria
,
Trees,” Colonial (2d

wk) (1,500; $3.60). They’re work-
ing hard on this one, holding it

out of N. Y. at about a “lOOG re-
fund or exchange for an additional
three weeks. The show is a wow
for femmes* the Hayes* attraction
being plenty potent, and could
clean up on the road. But its

Broadway future seems uncertain
at this point. Took a wow $27,000
last Week, however;

Other parenthetic figures refer,
respectively, to top price, number
of seats and capacity gross. Price
includes 20% amusement tax, but
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of
tax.

“Alive and Kicking,” Winter
Garden (6th wk) (R-$6; 1,510; $42,-
000). Musical never got started,
folding Saturday night (25) after
46 performances; finale was
meagre $18,500.

“All You Need is One Good
Break,” Mansfield (2d wk) (D-$4.80;
1;041; $26,000). Reopened meller
started slowly, first full week reg-
istering under $5,000. *

“Arms arid the Girl,” 46th St.

(4th wk) (M-$6; 1,319; $39,000).
With the expiration of the Theatre
Guild subscription period, party
bookings are starting, which will
provide a hypo for some Weeks;
$36,200.

“As You Like It,” Coft (5th wk)
(C-$4.80-$6; 1,064; $27,000). Kath-
arine Hepburn show is building a
healthy advance to carry it along
when the Guild subscription ends;
topped $25,100.

•‘Bird Cage,” Coronet (1st wk)
(D-$4.80; 1,027; $27,000). Arthur
Laurents meller opened Wednes-
day night (22) to one favorable no-
tice, six pans and one so-so; first

five performances rang up over
$12,700.

“Caesar and Cleopatra,” Nation-
al (10th wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,172;

$33,000). Lrint • Foritanne starrer
making a healthy profit; $25,300.

“Kiss Me, Kate,” Century (60th
wk) (M-$6; 1,645; $46,700). Sticks
around the capacity mark; $46,600. •

. “Lost in the Stars,” Music Box
(17th wk) (M-$5.40; 1,012; $26,600).
Dipped slightly to $25,800.

“Member of the Wedding,” Em-
pire (8th wk) (D-$4*80; 1,082;
$24,000), Ethel Waters starrer
gets everything the house will hold;
$24,400 again!

“Miss Liberty,” Imperial (33d ‘

wk) (M-$6.60; 1,400; $44,500). Mu-
sical is slated to vacate, the theatre
March ,11 to make way for “Heart
of the Matter,” but is still making
a modest operating profit; moved
up last Week to over $27,500. .

“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (106th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,360; $34,300).
Longrun leader and top straight-
play grosser has piled up the great-
est boxoffice record for any dra-
matic show in Broadway history;,
juriiped to $33,300.

• “Mr. Barry’s Etchings,” 48th- St.

;

(4th Wk) (CDv$4.80; 917; $23,000).
Lee Tracy couldn't save it and
neither could “twofers,” so it

folded Saturday. (25) after 31 per-

MORRIS-'STORY* FOLDS

‘Salesman 20G, Col.

Coluhibus, O., Feb. 28.

“Death of a Salesman” did prof-

itable at the Hartman here last

week, taking in about $20,000.

Drama is at the Cox, Cincinnati,

this week.

St. Louis, Eeb. 28.
After a successful one-'

stand ending Saturday (25) at the
America theatre; “Detective Story”
wound up its tour despite efforts
of manager Paul Beisman to hold
the piece for a second Week. Ches-
ter Morris; the drama’s star, arid
the piece copped 100% raves from
the crix. Gross was $18,200 for
eight performances, with the house
scaled to $3,66.
House is dark currently but re-

lights Monday (6) with a one-week
engagement of “That Lady,” with
Katharine Cornell, at $4.27 top.

in

. Keys: C (Comedy ) ,
D ( Drama )

,

CD (Comedy'Drain#) , R (Revue )

,

M (Musical), O (Operetta),

“Cry of the Peacock” If))-—

James Colligan & Donald
Medford; Leonora Corbett, di-

rector.

$30,000). With Lilli Palmer back in

J

her co-starring role, b u s i n ess
j

picked up the latter part of the;
week; $21,400. I

“Clutterbuck*” Biltmore (12th
wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $20,500). Making
a steady operating profit; nearly
$13,700. 'j

“Cocktail Party,” Miller (6th wk)
(C-$4.80; 940; $21,600). Going clean
at all performances; nearly $21,600.

“Come Back, Little Sheba,”
j

Booth (2d wk) (D-$4;80; 712; $20,-

000). Riding on Guild subscription
the first few weeks; thereafter, the
performances of Shirley Booth and
Sidney Blackmer will be the prin-
cipal draw; first

1

full Week got
about $12,000. ;

“Death of a Salesman,” Morosco
(55th wk) (D-$4.80; 914; $23,800),
Makirig ample operating profit;

nearly $22,800.

“Detective Story,” Hudson (49th

Wk) (D-$4;80; 1,016 ;m,10Q). Rose
!

a trifle on the holiday ground- •

swell; almost $20,300.
|

“Devil’s Disciple,” Royale f 1st
|

wk) (C-$4 80-$6; 1,035; $27,500). i

Shaw revival reopened Tuesday
j

night (21) to a fine advance, but
the subsequent illness of Maurice
Evans has hurt attendance; never-
theless, first seven performances
grossed over $19,000.
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”

Ziegfeld (12th wk) (M-$6); 1,628;
j

$48,200). With the end Of theatre
|

parties, grosses should now hit
i

capacity (no standing room, is sold); I

one party last week limited the :

gross to $47,900. !

“Happy Time,” Plymouth (5th
j

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,603; $29,000). New
i

Rodgers-Hammerstein click, goes;
along at capacity pace; topped

;

$29 000
“Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950,” Center

(40th Wk) (R-$3-$2.88; 2,964; $58,-

000). Rose a bit with the field;

over $31,000.
“I Know My Love,” Shubert

(17th wk) (CD-$4.80l 1,391;

formances; finale but $6,000. ;

“Rat Race,” Barrymore (10th
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; l,066f $30,000).
Slowing down as it nears the end
of party bookings; folds Saturday
(4); still operating in the black at

$16,200.

“South Paclflc,” Majestic (47th
wlc) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,200). This is

getting monotonous; capacity-plus
$50,600 again.

“Texas, L’il Darlin/’ Hel linger
(14th * wk). (M-$6; 1,543; $42,000).
Registering a consistent operating
profit; hopped to $33,500.

“The Enchanted,” Lyceum (6th

Wk) (D-$4.80; 990; $22,500). Never
got going, and, folded Saturday
night (25) after 45 performances;
nearly $9,000 on the closer,

“The Innocents,” Playhouse (3fi

wk) (D-$4.80; 819; $18,700). Meller
has been building steadily., with
the advance sale now nearly
$35,000; receipts climbed a few
more notches to top $16,100.

“The Man” Fulton (6th wk) (D-

$4.80; 966;' $23,000). Murder
meller is uncertain to continue;
$8,200.

“Touch and Go*** Broadhurst
(20th wk) (R-$6; .1,160; $34,500).
George Abbott revue moved Mon-
day (27) to the 1,900-seat Broad-
way, with a $4.80 top arid capacity
of $46,300; last week got over
$24,000.

“Velvet Glove,” Golden (9th wk)
(CD-$4.80; 769; $18,100). About
the same; $10,100.

“Where’s Charley?” St. James
(71st wk). (1,509; $37,800). Bounded
up again; about $37,000.

Opening
“Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep,**

Broadhurst (D-$480-$6; 1,160;

$29,500). Elaine Ryan dramatiza-
tion of Ludwig Bemelmans novel,
presented by Nancy Sterin &
George Nichols, III, with Fredric
March arid Florence Eldridge
starred; production was financed at

$100,000, cost about $100,000 (in-

cluding bonds), and will break even
at about $18,500; opens tomorrow
night (Thur ).

Future Dates
“The Consul,” March 15, at Bar-

rymore; “Heart of.: the Matter”
March 16, at Imperial; “Great To
Be Alive,” March 23, at Winter
Garden; “Wisteria Trees,” March
29; at Martin Beck “Cry of the
Peacock*” April 6, at 48th Street;

“Peter Pan,” April 9 at iirispeci-.

fied theatre.

• O

At

$28,000 to Pace LA.
Los Angeles, Feb. 28.

Ballet Theatre, with a new pro-
gram each night for a six-day

stand at the Bitlmore, paced the
legit b.o. here last week. “The
Banker’s Daughter,” m u si c a 1

adapted from Dion Boucicault’s

“Streets of New York,’’ continues
solid at the Globe. “Kitty Doone,”
Aben Kandel's comedy about an
aging film star, does likewise at

the small Circle Playhouse. “Phila-

delphia Story,” openirig this week
at the Biltmore, has a healthy ad-

vance sale.

Estimates for Last Week
Ballet Theatre, Biltmore, (1,636;

$3,60) (1st week). Sound $28,000.

“Kitty Doone,” Circle Playhouse
(150; $2.40). Good at $1,200.
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Plays Out of Town
Ulintf o fiav! a thespirtg assignment that over-

,
- ' shadows her terping contribution.

New Haven, Feb. 23. playing the ghostly Kitty, shp does
Vhiton Freedley production (in associa- very Well by the histrionics. Fur-

ion with Anderson Lawler and Russell : *-uGj, HancinS however cOUld add
larkert) of musical comedy in t\yo acts .

Lner uaiiung, uuweveVt tuuiu »uu
it scenes). Book by Waiter BuUock and considerable stature to her overall
Jylvia Regan; lyrics, Bullock; music. Abra- effectiveness. -sr

.-**-" v

iam EUstein/; Features ^ Vivienne.-^ Segal,.' - t~ - - ‘

ituarl ErSvin, Valerie Bettis, Mark Daw*
ion, Martha Wright, Bambi Linn, Leonard
Slliott. Directed by Mary Hunter; chore-

grapliy and musical numbers staged by
lelen Tamirls; settings, costumes, light-

ng by Stewart Chaney; orchestrations,
iobert Russell Bennett, Donald. J. Walker,.
Ians Spialek; arrangements, Genevieve
>il6t; vocal arrangements. Crane Calder;

nuaical direction,. Max Meth. Opened at

Viyienhe Segal
,
Leonard' Elliott

The Myrmidons
(Yale Drama Department)

New Havdn,
.
Feb. 25,

Drama in three acts, : five scenes.
Tunc Yalman. Directed by Beverly 1

son; .setting,*;James^Bileyi costumes?-SWorn

W*"1*'** ***,?*
make an appealing team of ro- cast; Phil Hoiiis. Ellen Langdon. waiter
mancers. Physically a personality

,

L. Boughton, Elaine Bullls. Betsey Bacon,

pair, their voices blend nicely in

Oper
Jhubert, .New, Haven, Feb, 23,/50» $4.20

op.
'

Leslie Butterfield . . . *

Jutch . .... . . .......... .

.

lake i.. ...

Pr.udence ; . > » ... » »

•

•

Etonnie . ...
Albert . i ... , i . . ; .

.

Bod Alexander
WaybeUe . . ;...../, . . . . . .

.

Aleen Buchanan
Kitty . . . .v.-. ... .< - Valerie Bettis

Drumleigh ..... ... ... ....

,

Jay Marshall
Sarol . , . . ; . . . . . . . , . , ..

;

Martha Wright;
Vince ... ... .... . . .

.

Mark Dawson
W6odro\v TWigg. . . Stuart Erwin
Minlsey ,

..... . . .1 . . .Marjorie Peterson
Horace Paine'. . . .

'.
. John Neher.

Sandra . . . ; . .Virginia Curtia
Freddie ... . . . . . . . . . • . > . . .

.

.Bussell. Nype
Blodgett . . ... . ... ,.. . .

.

i .-» , . ... Lulu Bates
Jbnathan . . * * * i.<

.

• •

.

• • David .
Nillo

The Minister; . . . ...... .....

.

Crane Calder
O’Brien ....... .......

.

. . .Don *Kennedy
Rafferty . . : . .

• w
Paul Reed

Dancers'; Eleanor. Fairchild,-. Eleanor
Gregory/ Babs Heath, Ann Hutchinson,
Nbrma Kaiser* Janice Buie, Chuck Brun-
ner. Ted Cappy, Roscoe French, David
Nillo . Harry Rogers.-Swen Swensom—-

Singers: Leigh Allen, Jeanne Bal, Vir-
ginia Curtis, Buth .McVayne, Joyce Mitch-
ell, Julia Williams, Fred Bryan, Ken Car-
roll, Ed Gombbs. John. Juliano, Russell
Nype, Robert Wallace.,

Premiere inventory on this new

the score’s top tunes, resulting in
substantial audience approval.
Bambi Lirtn’s youthful charm and
dancing grace carry her to added
laurels, and Rod Alexander; as her
vis-a-vis, is in the upper bracket,

, _ Leonard Elliott's task is primarily
J

1

. Betty
C
Dow .[routine but he does okay with what

Bambi ' Linn i he. haS;

.

Adding competent support are
J. C. McCord, Betty Low, Aleeij
Buchanan, Jay Marshall, as the
spirit contingent; Marjorie Peter-
son. the maidenly Mimes; LUlu
BaiteS, family cook; „Don Kennedy
and Paul Reed, gumshoe duo; John
Noher, a murdered guest; David
Nillo, spectre dancer.

Score, with several hit potentials,
gets generally good rendition, Due
for substantial pop acceptance are
‘This Is Love,” “It's a Long Time
Till Tomorrow ” “Dreams Ago.”
Other sprightly hielodies include
“Headin’ for a Weddin’,” “You Ap-
peal to1 Me,” “Believe Me.” ‘‘Blue
Day” is an okay torch number, Fea-
turing snappy lyrics are- “Redec-
orate,” “There’s Nothing Like It,”

“That’s a Man Everytime.” Good

Wesley Lau, Anna Leonard, - Sue Ann
Young. Howard Orms, Thomas Hill, Shirln
Devrim Lau,.; William. Francis, Haldun
Dormen, Frank Pacelli, Bert Smith, Syl-

via- Stockdale, Georgia D, Aune, Robert
Ackart, Nadya Grushctzky.

!
ensemble tunes are “When the

Vinton Kreedley musical discloses Sheets Come Back from the Laun-
assets offsetting liabilities by a

! dry,” “Who Done It?”, “From This
margin comfortable enough to war? I Day On,” “What a Day!

: : Tunc Yalman, playwriting stu-

dent at Yale drama department,
has written a penetrating analysis

of the hopelessness of modeni ex-
istence as certain segments of so-

ciety see it. Script offers a specific

example in the disintegration of a
European royal family crumbling
Under the stress of banishment, yet
the whple serves as a symbol of

present-day confused
;

thinking,
broken illusions; and loss of faith

which, in more than one quarter,
have fostered a philosophy of

“WhatV the Use?” - y
r

Laid in the present on a small
Aegean island to which the royal
family ;

. had been banishedv play
opens with the ’ youthful prince
coming back ftom the metropolitan
^university where he had' been sent
four years

;

previously. Filled With
enthusiasm, faith and rohianee, he
returns "only to find a situation in-

volving illicit affairs, mental break-
downs, frustrated love, suicide and
kindred factors that ultimately de-

Mr. GHlie
Glasgow, Feb. 14.

Stanley French presentation of comedy
in twb acts by James Bridle; Stkrs Ala-
stair Sim. -Directed by Sim. Sets by Hen-
drik BakeY; incidental : music, Cedric
Thorpe Davie.

.
At King's, Glasgow* Feb.

Judge * ,*(,,«• ,<-» ».* «Hi O, Stoker
Procurator . . . . . , . . . ; . . ,

.

.Douglas Muir
William Gillie ...... . . ..... .Alastalr. Sim
Tom Donnelly. .* ... .. . , . , , ..George Gole
Mrs. Gillie . . - .Megs Jenkins
Dr. Watson..... . . ... .

.

.Gordon McLeod-
Nelly; Watson . . . . . . * . . , . . .

.

Janet Brown
Mr. Gibb . v . / . ;

.

Ronald Adam

rant an .optimistic prediction for
its future. It’s by^no means a mat-
ter of coasting down the preparatory

Choreography Swings from effer?
vescence to simple charm, with a
fiery dance story in between. Inci-

James Bridie takes an unsuccess-
ful village schoolmaster as his cen-
tral character in this amusing;
thoughtful two-acter> set in a fic-

titious Scot village; It's an ideal

vehicle for Alastair Sim’s typical
shrug-of-the-shoulders,

;

painfully-
amused comedy - style, with

.
Sim

spouting the Bridie humor superb-
ly. . v-
William Gillie is the local school-

master with ideas ; a failure himself
but not loath to inspire his pupils
with ideas about living dapgerpus-
ly. Their careers rebound upon
him, to much talk in the village,

back-biting from the rural doctor;
and patronizing from the minister
wliio is also chairman of the local

education committee.
Gillie inspires a miner’s

:
son,

Tom Dphnelly, to marry the doc-
tor’s daughter, laugh at the world,
and try his literary career in Lon-
don. Six months later the hoy re-
turns, lyith his wife a shallow
replica of her former sincere self;

from a single to a double staircase,
Bone.

.

The Heart of the Matter
Boston, Feb. 25.

Richard Rodgers and
, Oscaiy Hammer?

stein n production of drama in three
acts by Graham Greene and Basil Dean,
from novel by. Graham Greene. Stars
Ian Hunter. Staged by Basil Dean; sets,
Samuel Leve; costumes, David Ffolkes.
At the Wilbur, Boston, Feb. 24, *50; $3.60

• -E. Magnus Uju
The Second Boy ...... Chauncey. Reynolds
Louise Scoble Alison Leggatt
Major Scobie Ian .Hunter
Yusef . Peter Illing
Mrs. Fellowes. ...........

.

Cherry Hardy
Mrs. Halifax . Margery Maude
Police Commissioner Colin Keith-Johhston

Norah Howard

Helen Rolt
Wilson’s House Boy .

Colonel Wright ......
A Sergeant of Police .....

Herbert Ellis
Leslie Barrie
Olvester Polk

homestretch, as there are vital ele-
\ dentally, stanza two could use

ments still to be perfected, but the ‘ added terps to equalize dance ini-
end result 1can materialize, as good

;
portance of act one*. The haunting

clef-and-hoof divertissement. Tech-
1 sequence, an offshoot of choreog-

nicolor could do interesting things
' raphy, scores solidly due to novelty,

with this setup. i /• Combination of two-world char-
Priiicipal deficiency, as of now, acters has allowed for striking ef-

is a familiar one—book shprtcom- - fects in sets, costumes, and light-.,

ings. A novel and absorbing; story
, ing/jplus unusual blue makeup oh

idea is somewhat dissipated in the ; the spirits. Contrasting bright
telling, due to lack of sock develop-

j

earthly hues and subdued other-
ment from the dialog angle. It is a world colors make the production
bit surprising to note that the same

j, a visual treat. A crackerjack first-

hand that has scribbled good lyrics
[
act curtain introduces an outstand-

(and they are exceedingly^bright) ing scenic novelty as setting shifts
also penned considerable 'ordinary from a single to a

chatter in the spoken sequences, in audience view.
There’s radical readjustment . re-
quired in latter category.

Fundamentally, production has
talent, animate and inanimate
beauty, a better - than - adequate
score, pleasing voices, good danc-

” ing, and a thesis with entertain-
ment potentialities. If the -show
stubs its toe, lack of cohesion will ,

.

undoubtedly be the prime stum-
1 ^li

bl|ng block. Mary Hqnter is billed
as stager, but the final word rests
with Freedley.

Built around the theme of a
ghostly entourage battling against
mortals for undisputed possession i Dr. Jessie Sykes
of an ancestral mansion in Penn- i Lieut. Bagster, r.a.f, . . . John Dodsworth

;
jyivania, script utilizes enough fan- i

tasy to mtngue, but not bore, play- (Mrs. Bowies ........... .. Phyllis Morris
goers who don’t ordinarily go: for ;

Father Rank; .......... • • E. J. Kennedy
H m-wnrl

H

ctufF ' Sergeant ...........

.

Randolph Sawyer-'•ream-worn StUtt.
, I Helen Rolt . . .Y . . . . . . , RosSlle^Crutchlcy

Woodrow Twigg, sole survivor of - -

a family most of whose, members
had met untimely ends, has sold
the mansion to Leslie Butterfield,
a five-time loser divorcee, because
he sees ail Opportunity for culmina-
tion of the thwarted marriage of a

. pair of spirit relatives who were
supposed to have wed 87 years pre-
viously. Mrs. Butterfield has
bought the estate to stage the wed-
ding of her niece, Carol, and Twigg
plans to make it a double ceremony
by ringing in the ghosts that in-
habit the place.
The spectres are visiblev only to

virgins, which means that a distailt

maiden cousin of Mrs. Butterfield’s;
Mimsey, and Trigg; a bachelor, are
the only ones who can communicate
With them. As the double wedding
is about to be solemnized, the min-

: ister is shot and the story then re-
solves into a whodunit quest. Kitty,

. leader of the apparitions; makes a
deal to reveal the murderer’s name
to Twigg if he will rid the premises
of the mortal occupants. Twigg
agrees, a haunting sequence fright-
ens Mrs. Butterfield into relinquish-
ing the property, and Twigg goes to
her room to help her pack for her
departure. When hie returns and,
calls upon the spirits to reveal the
murderer, he is no longer able to
see the ghosts, hut the day is saved
•by Mimsey, who is still “solvent.”

Topping the list of featured play-
ers are Vivienne Segal, Stuart Er-
win and Valerie Bettis. As the di-

vorcee, Miss Segal has not yet
reached the peak of her role’s ca-

pacity, possibly due to required
further playing. . Her best vocal
Dumber is “That’s a Man Every-

stroy his better nature and prompt
him to live only for the pleasures

of the moment.
Title is taken from a word mean-

ing the ant, and theme contains an
analogy between the lives of hu-
mans and the scurrying-about of
the insects. There’s some excellent

writing in this script, showing fa-

miliarity with subject matter. Di-
rection, aside from an occasional
snag, guides the story capably. Act-
ing is on a quality par with, the bal-

ance of the production.. Single set-

ting of a house on a rocky hilltop

is picturesquely done. Costumes
are well executed, and there’s an
effective contribution from the
lighting division. Bone.

The Ant Village
(JOHNS HOPKINS)

Baltimore, Feb. L7.

Johns Hopkins University Playshop pro?
ductlon of annual Theodore Marburg Prize
Play Contest Winner; comedy in three
acts by Paul M.' Kendall; staged by N.
Bryllion Fagin; technical director, James
Byrd. * At Playhouse, Baltimore.

Cast: Juliette Palmer* Josephine Shyers,
Nina Hughes, Carl Skytte, Ray DeBaugh.
Ashby Stiff, Lester Wolfe, Marcia Hovick,
Florence Aaronson, Bert Hanaiier, Bill
Seldon, John Buxton, . Martin . Raila,
Nathan Harris.

has become film critic on a weekly
London paper and, through various
black market dealings, has amassed:
a fortune of £5,000.

Is William Gillie, •schoolmaster,
fit to take his seat among the im-
mortals? Bridie leaves the judg-
ment to a celestial judge, prompted
by a procurator’s briefing, and the
verdict is that Gillie be given a
Seat betwixt Abraham Lincoln and
John ‘Wesley.
Play is witty with impish Bridie,

fun, packed with much thought and
philosophizing, often weighty, and
marred by a poorish first act. Act-
ing nf Gordon McLeod; George
Gole and Welsh-born Megs Jen-
kins ranks high, while Janet
Brown, better-known for her mu-
sic-hall impersonations, shoWs con-
siderable promisfe in her first

straight role. Gord.

chosen add carefully drawn. There
is the harassed mother tryirfg to
keep the peace between her
drunken out-of-work husband and.
her children; the eldest daughter
just returned from the Forces who
has developed ideas beyond her sta-
tion ini life; the 17?yeor-old girl
who haa to get married; the
younger daughter who is heading
the same way, and the young son
a bright lad at school who is in-
hibited by his domestic surround-
ings. •

•

This is a sordid picture of life
in the raw, which makes very little
concession; It isn’t, however a
hopeless picture, and the gleam
into the- future-as depicted by-tire—

^

returning ; ex-soldier fiance offers
hope and encouragement, Kathleen
Harrison is full of warmth and
pathos as the mother, but Nova Pil-
beam has a streak of unreality as .

ter eldest daughter. Suzanne Wilds
and Myrtle Reed are better choices
as her other daughters; and Wil-
liam Strange is av standout as the
bright boy of the family. There is
a solid performance from Barry
Morse as Miss Pilbeam’s under-
standing, imaginative boy friend,
and a fine, cameo from Robert Des-
mond as a stranger; Myro. :

Prlitc©ss€zarda8
Paris, Feb/ 18.

Marcel Karsenty and Pierre Dux (in
association With Fernand Lunibrosc) pi es-
entatioE of operetta revival in two acts
(six scenes); Stars Marta Eggerth, Jan
Klepura. Book by Rene Petfer and Andie
Mauprey, from the original by Leon Stein
and: Bela Jenbach, revised byTKichel Du-
ran and Andre Hornez; lyrics, Henri Falk;
music, Emmerich Kalman; adapted bv :

Marc Lanjeaii. Directed by Fred Pasquali.
Scenery nhd costumes by Georges Wakhe-
vitch; choreography, Leonid^ Massine. At'
Theatre de Paris, Paris.

Boni ' ..........
Edwin . ...

i

Sylva,
Mitri; . . . . .

.

Stasl. , . . ... , , . .... .Genevieve Kervlne
Countess Herlatl . . . ... ,

.

Alice Tissct
Prince . . .

. ^ .. . . /Roger Vincent

The
London, Feb. 15.

Bedford Theatre presentation of drama
in three acts by Dorothy Lang. Directed
by Joan Swinstead. At Bedford; London.

It is by no means a foregone
conclusion that the heavyweight
team of Rodgers, Hammerstein,
Greene and Dean can haul this
dramatized novel above the timber
line. On the contrary; faced with
the severe obstacles of a too-brief
tryout period, an overly compli-
cated: production and a difficult
theme to develop, the problems
seem, insurmountable.
Drawn by Graham Greene and

Basil Dean from Greene’s brilliant
an<t,4Successfill novel of the same
name, the play is most seriously
flawed by the many breaks in the

This winner of the Theodore
Marburg Prize Play Contest, con-
ducted annually by the Playshop
group of Johns Hopkins Univ., was
selected from among 76 scripts
submitted. It is a story of life

among the new nobility; the nuclear
scientists/ and was written by Paul
M. Kendall, ’associate professor of
English at Ohio Univ; Hero is phy-
sicist who hits the limelight, ahd
play deals with the attendant evils
of his work on the atom bomb. Cer-
tainly topical and a bit of a switch,
in dramatis personae, the plot
nevertheless bears vintage marks

|

of pre-Oak Ridge days. It’s an okay
try but far from Broadway in its
present state*.

The shysicist is drawn from the
quiet or campus life to world-wide
notice because of his work with the
atoms-—being urged into window-
dressing front-running by an ambi-
tious wife endowed with the cash
to make such a splash exciting to
her if not productive of added
knowledge in the prof’s chosen
field. Conflict comes via a combina-

narrative .line. There are more
j

tion lab assistant and secretary who
can give with a tune on a trick
piano and heist a beeker when the

than a dozen full stops for scene
change; a fact that might not dis-

turb the flow of a play -with more
real dramatic trajectory than this,

but one which here destroys the
mood. For Greene’s theme,, that
of a man’s conflict With God, can-

j

standing assistant instead of his
not successfully be told in fits and i

spotlight-seeking spou|e. That

EUeen Prentice . .

.

Peer Halvorsen . . .

.

Eric Halvorsen ...
Anna Halyorsen...
Arnold Watson..,.

. . Vivienne Bennett
...

.

. . . Albert Lieven
.Ian Fleming
. . Pat Ny6
Basil Dignam

Rickajd Olsen ......... .Richard Johnson
Jorstad. ..... Stuart Nichol

is a promising first, play,
With natural dialog and dramatic
settings, but story peters out to an
unsatisfying finish. Its theme could
be developed more to advantage
in screen form. But it has mo-
ments of real drama and sustains
interest.

Set on a whaling island off the
coast of Norway, plot is obvious
in most essentials, but is enter-
taining in its unfolding. An Eng-
lish girl, grieving for her dead
husband,

a
comes to spend every

Easter with the owners of the whal-
ing station,* a couple she made
friends with when they escaped

En.gland during the war. She
falls in love with a stranger who
proves a Nazi in disguise, with en
suing complications.

Albert Lieven, better known on
the. screen, makes a creditable,
forceful figure of the Nazi, with
Vivienne Bennett fine in the com-
plex role of the widow. Pat Nye
and Ian Fleming offer contrasting
characters as the elderly foster-
parents^ and Basil Dignam makes
a likable personality of av u Mvvivvi YYuujii tuc i Y?** 3 u ^ ^ “ yiWUHg

occasion demands. Finish is . tele- .^hfllish business
.
man emptionai-

graphed from the beginning with y drawn to the girl,

final choice by the prof to stick to Atmosphere is well depicted and
his protons, neutrons and under- 1 ?ireGtion helps greatly ,i

ism,
in its real-

Clerri.

. .Roland Leonair
.» . ...

;

. .Pasquali
. . . Jan Klepura
« Marta Eggerth
Jacques Lore:*;

Michel Durart and Andre. HeT-
nez’s principal contribution to the
“revision” of this universally pop-
ular -operetta has been to set the
story in 1890, which gave Georges
Wakhevltch an opportunity to cre-
ate as colorful a set of costumes as
has beep seen in Paris in many a
long day. The bustles, frills and
furbelows of the epoch greatly en-
hance and almost modernize the,

old-fashioned and typical comic
opera plot • of the prince in love
with a commoner and the difficul-

ties in the way of their eventual
marriage.

Fred- Pasquali has likewise done
an excellent job of directing.
While the piece is played straight;
he has injected a subtle undertone
of irony that reduces the implausi-
bility of the story, and gives the
whole production an atmosphere of

fanciful make-believe. Leonide
Massine has done his hit, too, with
a well-trained troupe of dancers in

several pantomimes and rousing
Hungarian numbers/
As for the stars themselves, both ,

Marta Eggerth and Jan Kiepura
have charm and style, and even
thought their Voices aren’t what
they once were, their musical
training stands them in good stead,

so much so that they^sound better

than many younger singers in the

same field. Alice Tisset and Pas-
quali do their best with two basi-

cally unfunny “comic’’ roles, and
the rest of the large cast is more
than adequate. The orchestra, di-

rected by Sylvio Mosse, gets all

there is to be got out of the

familiar Emmerich Kalman tunes.
Fred.

starts, with jukebox music in ' be-
tween. Without a gradually in-
tensifying sense of the impending
tragedy of the leading character’s
final encounter with God, the play
becomes mierely

:
a routine and not

very original tale of adultery in
a Somerset Maugham-like backr
ground.
The play follows the general out?

line of the nbvel. A major of po-
lice in a British West African col-
ony, bogged down in a desultory
marriage and an increasingly
strong sense of • failure and unful-
fillment, falls in love with a 26?

!

Flowers for the l.ivin«
• _ London. Feb. 22.Fiedenck- Plffaird presentation of dramain three kds by Toni Block. Directed ^?

21,
h
"50?

ltreOn ' At ’ Duchess * London *FeU

comes as no surprise ^t alj after a
succession of contrived situations
and rather forced dialog:
Performances are generally okay

with best turned, in by Lester

.

Wolfe,: as the prof; Marcia Hovick, •• gojnies .. .

,

.Kathleen* Harrison
as the secretary, and Nathan Har-

, Diokil^Hoimls
’ 1 *' * " ’

‘
,w.'i.¥

a?«ot RoyS*
ris, an understanding colleague in I Lily Holmes V.V.’.’.V: ‘.

Wl
N0

awSZ
the secret Work. Standout also isj§V*3ey ^°iMe^
Florence Aaronson, as a befuddled ; sid

ys ’ ' ‘‘ ' '

.

Myrtle Reed
campus journalist. . Bum.-

:
: isw
A Strantfer . . .......... .Robert Desmond

.. ........... . . ; Noel (CareyBROWN ITS PROD.
Providence, R. I., Feb; 28.

Mr. Holmes.

time,” which she puts over in A-l ye^r-pld girl recently widowed. A
m 1 • • m ' 1*.+

' .'•*. ' J U* 'I MO rnA 1 1 n n-*Vt'AM ' 44 flftiU nla'i;*. i.U X
shape. Erwin battles some stuffi-

—fedng moments hut on the whole
acquits himself well. With added
comedy material, he can make the
Trigg characterization a highly sat-

isfactory one. Miss Bettis, whose
forte is dancing, finds herself with

,
_ A slice of life as seen in an East

A 1 new musical, “Once Upon a
! T̂

n<
?

sl
.V.
m the end of World War

Star,” with lyrics; by William Dyer 1 i
1
\
s
.
^e background of this pro-

and’ music by Harris Ullian, will wade a hit on its

be presented at the Faunce House
! SSlir,

ye
«
rs hack. Its.

.
strong

theatre here by the Brownbrokers, f&&r ,u?
V01V;ls a Smiting

nOunce his love for the girl even
;

Brown U. theatrical group.
; the passing’• ” ; vShow vflv*-.:of

Catholic among non-Catholie$ r the
major cannot entertain the obvious
solution of divorce, nor can he re

after she leaves him* Having also
his self-respect in his deal-
(Continued on page 59)

*

evening performances beginning value/ 7 — topical dramatic

March 13. 1 Principal characters are well

Le Don D’Atlel©
(Adele’s Second Sight)

Paris, Feb. 15.
Mireille Pen'ey, Maxime Fabei*t and

Andre Certes , presentation of comedy in
.

four acts by Pierre Bnrlllet.’ Directed by
Jacques Cliareu. Scenery,

.
Suzanne Rcy-

mond; costumes, Jacques Griff^e. At:Com-,'-
edie Wagram, Paris.

Adele .. Gaby Sylvia

Mme. Veyron-La ffi’te . > . . Suzinne Dantes
Solange .. . ....

.

.Colette Ripert.
Gaston Veyrob-Laffite . . .. . .Serge Nadaud
Antoine . . ... / , . . . . . . ... . . ,

.

.Daniel Creuet

This is one for both Broadway
and Hollywood to look into. YounK
Pierre Barillet has written one of

the most amusing comedies Pans
has seen this season which, bej

cause of its mixture of the servant:

problem and a semi-Cinderella
story, has much more thain purely

local appeal.; It's a hit here.
. Mme/ Veyron-Laffite hires a

maid. Adele isn’t art ordinaiT
niaid—-she is gifted with secona-
sight, and since. Mme. Veyron-
Laffite is not only superstitious,

but also involved in some shady,

financial deals, Adele is a godsend.
So much so that Madame insists

that the new maid accompany .the

family to a dinner at Maxini s

given by the people with Whom sue

is irtvolved, in order to have

Adele’s reactions and the beiiem
of her “gift,” ' Adele’s “visions

are accurate enough, but can be,

(Continued ion page 60)
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The Heart of the Mattor
ings with a smuggler* he contrives

to make his suicide seem like

death of a heart attack, a strata-

gem foiled in the end by his own
diary. *The Whole, another in the

current series of grapplings with
Catholicism, proves hot much of

anything save that Catholicism is

effective except when is. isn’t.

T Where 'the adaptors make their

primary error (and theirs is; the
chief responsibility) is in failing

to lay rough hands bn the novel;
^"nd^ecastr it for“ the-stager--They^
use four Sets where tWb or at the
most three would have sufficed,

and skip back and forth from one
set' to another When scenes could
have been combined. This error,

in turn, led to another one by the
stage designer, three of Whose four
sets seUni altogether too heavy and
elaborate - for their brief purpose.

In the leading role, Ian Hunter
turns in a remarkably well-round-
ed portrait. His is the most diffi-

cult task of conveying the enor-
mously significant mentation of. the
character that is so important and
effective in the novel, for audi-
ences that might hot have, read the
book. It is a nearly impossible
task under the circumstances, and
that he conveys the anguish of the
man, yet remains always in control
as well as he does, is an impressive.

-achievement.-An-equally-remark-
able portrait bn a smaller and cer-
tainly easier scale is created by
Rosalie Crutchley (who resembles
Luise Rainer) and demonstrates a
very fresh and vital quality.

Others of the cast, though cer-
tainly capable, often prove entire-
ly too British In the sense that
they frequently verge close to .aiu
American Audience’s conception of
parody. Some scenes, were they
played for laughs, would bring
down the house. Nor are Greene’s
lines entirely free of this quality;
sometimes they sound like those
in a revue sketch parodying the
stiff upper lip.

These, however, are matters that
this impressive team of theatre
people may smooth out. It may

j

also be expected that many ma-

J
’or improvements will take place
tere regarding pace, lighting, cut-

ting, re-routining and so on. Even
as it is the play does hold atten-
tion, is interesting both to see and
to hear, and has a commanding
literary and intellectual quality.
Yet a major miracle alone can
save it, and even if it does occur,
the play seems headed for moder-
ate houses at best. Elie.

needs condensing and heightening.
The final harrowing hanging scene
could also he eliminated.

. Havor . Moore, as Louis Riel,
gives an outstanding portrayal
ranging' from great rages to a
poignant dignity in defeat; Of the
women, Margot Christie, as the
mother with Oedipus undertones,
gives the best performance. With
Pegi Brown and Bea Lehnard giv-
ing nice shading as Riel’s wife and
lover, respectively. Robert Chris-
tie, as Sir John MacDonald, the
then Prime' Minister, plays this
rbler-for-sardonic effect -and ‘

-is-
1

a;

standout. There, are some 40 speak-
ing parts; With its historical sweep*:
in the winning of a new. province
in the West, “Riel” holds fine film
possibilities. McStay. .

;
;; KingXear

Cambridge, Mass.j Feb. 24 ;

Brattle Theatre production of Shaker
speare a drama. Stars William Devlin.
Directed by Albert Marre; sets, RobertO Hearn;^ costumes. Robert Fletcher. At

Cambridge. Mass., Feb. 22,
SO: $3.60 . top;
Earl of Gloucester . . .Thayer David
Earl of Kent .v. . . . \ ... . . . . .Feter Temple
Edmund •' . . . . . - . . . . . . , .

.

. Albert Marre
Duke of Albany , . v . . . Earl Montgomery
Gonenl, DuchVss of Albany . Joan Croydeh
Duke of Cornwall.

. .

.

.WiU West
Regan. DucheSs of Cornwall . .Jan Farrand
Cordelia. Leslie Paul
Lear, King of Britain . , . . .William Devlin
King of .France . . . . . .

\

.

.

.Miles Morgan
Duke of Burgundy . . .

.

:
Charles Polk

Edgar . . . Robert Fletcher
Gentleman,-,., . .: r„ , ; Paul—Sparret-
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a Day !* Sock
,800 in N.H? Bow
.New Haven, Feb. 2)B!wPreem of /‘What a Day ** at S®-

bertlast weekend- (23-25) took all
the Jiouse Would hold on its four-
performance stand. At $4.20 top,
this meant an approximate $15,800
.SOCk; ...

Current is a full week of “Briga-
_on” (27-4). Next week is A

solid run of “Wisteria Trees” (6-11 >•

Heart of the Matter” is pencilled
for March 13-18.
Premieres on the docket include

of the Peacock” (March 23*
25), . Tickets, Please” (Hartmans
musical) (March 30-AnHi i v “Th* !

!

Lyre” (April 6-8).

the Bird Cago
Waiter Fried and Lars Nordenson pro*

duction of melodrama in two acts by Ar-
thur Laurents. Stars Melvyn Douglas; fea-
tures Eleanor Lynn, Sanford Melsner, Lau-
rence Hugo, Maureen Stapleton, Jean Car-
son. DirectA by Harold Ciurmari; setting
and lighting, Boris Aronson; musical, back-
ground, Alec Wilder: costumes, Ben Ed-
wards, At Coronet, N, Y„ Feb, 22, *50;

$4.80 top ($6 opening).
Frank. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . ... . .

.

... . Mike Kellin
Cork, . . ... ; , . .

.

John Shellie
Eloise . ... . . ... , ... , . . ... .Kate Hai’kin
India Grey . . . .; v. . . Eleanor Lynn
Ferdy . . , . , . . .

:

Sanford Melsner
Mr. Ripley Heywood Hale . Broun
Pearl . . . . . . . . . ; . , . .

.

Jean Carson

, AT POP PRICES

and Cleopatra*’ production a ; few
blocks away, “Devil’s Disciple”
looks set for a run. It isn’t often
that an incoming Broadway pro-
duction has such a pre-tested b.o.

guaranee, in the wake of the criti-

cal kudos extended to “Disciple” in
its City Center i-Un a few weeks
previous. : If anything, the $40,000
which Aldrich and Myers have in-
vested in refurbishing the designs
and costuming for its “commercial”
run enhances this Margaret Web-
ster production.
Shaw’s caustic frolic on the

;

Emely wiiiiams , , . .... Maureen; Stapleton American Revolution and obesi-
’ ; '

”,
‘ * • 1

• ” wi^i5
uirw Arice to the King emerges as one

Mr. Mack Rudy Bond j:Ot-..-the delights Of the CliFient
'

Broadway season, with Maurice

Baltimore, Feb. 28.
“Barretts of Wimpole Street,”

starring Susan Peters, built an all
right total of $11>500 at the 1,900-
seat Ford’s here" last week. In at

-•« Pop,prj^d scale: of $2.50, with !

mats at S>2 tmHo ri»mni«oyi Doxomce Dei., “lay s .line, lnci ,j

a t „,,v v _ .f Evans; Marsha Hunt, Victor JoryArthur Laurents, who ® o n of
|
and . notably , Dennis King in his

^

I
second-act appearance, capturing

has put his experience into a play, faithfullV All df “Discinle’a”
•'The Bird Cage.” a strident, dis-

.

•

01
Rose

jointed and sporadically engross-
nuan ''

ing meller. Besides its faults as
drama it lacks a sympathetic lead
ing character

j
so it’s a doubtful

mats at $2 trade remained fairly I

DeV . / ^
the

:
||£ tte nite^Sre^e y^n SSI

Lloyd Nolan,- in “The Silver

'

Whistle
" * ‘ - 1 mu ‘

Ariiiiir of Ligkt
Blackfrlais

5
.. productipn of drama In
"HC'

The Fool. ... . ... ; .,V. v .

.

. Jerry Kilty
Osu^fild . • « . • • t « «*«_. * < , .-•« Duclos
Herald . .. . . » . .. .

.

David Bowen
Knights . . i ; . .

.

; John Peters, Dank Elkar

Riel
Toronto, Feb. 23.

New Play Society production of drama
In two acts (J 9 scenes) by John Coulter.
Directed, by Donald Harron; technical su-
pervision . by Robert. Christie; historical
advisors, Vera Clarke and Frederick Find-
lay; musical dlrectori Florence Glenn; cos-:

tumes, Richard MoOii and Arden Keay. ;

At Royal Museum theatre, Tofonto> Feb,
28, *90; 93 top.
Louis Riel . . . .

.

• • Mavor Moore
Mme. Riel, .............. .Margot Christie
Marie. , ..... ... ..... . .

.

.Bea Lennard
Thomas Scott ... .. .

,

Don Harron.
CoL Stoughton Dennis; .Vernon Chapman
O'Donoghue. . . . . . . .... . Ben Gnns
Sir John A. Macdonald. . . .Robert Christie
Archbishop Tacho . .......... Leslie Ruble
Sir Georges Cartier . . . . , . . .

.

James Scott
Col. Wolseley . . . . . . .. . .

.

.Garth Magwood
Marguerite . ... ... . . . . , Pegi Brown
Crown Council 1 . . . .... Murray Westgate
Defense Council . ....... .

.

Herbert Gott
General Middleton - ... .Garth Magwood
Father Andre ...........Gus Kristjanson

John Coulter, Irish playwright
and poet, has liad several of his
plays; produced by the Abbey The-
atre’ and the Group Theatre in
Dublin. For liis latest work, “Riel,”
he takes the man Who set. lip a
republic In what is now Manitoba,
and who was later hanged for
treason When Queen Victoria’s
troops And the Mounties marched In
to put dovvn the Indian and French
halfbreed Insurrection.
Whether Louis Riel was a dicta*

tor or: patriot is still a subject of
bitter debate in Canada (he was
hanged in 1885), but Coulter pre^
sents both sides of the question in
impartial perspective for current
audiences. As one Who went
through the Irish rebellion of 1916,
Coulter is especially equipped for
the writing of the parallel Riel
drama.
The rebel leader, passionately

fond of his people, believed he. was
a mouthpiece of God; add, for this
“blasphemy,” encountered the op*
position of the poweriul Catholic
Church as well as the Conservative
government in Ottawa. For Amer-
ican audiences unfamiliar with this
phase of Canadian history, some
further clarification will have to be
injected into the Writing, but this
should not be difficult. V

Though manifestly e p i s o d i e.

Riel” holds considerable vigorous
action ever! if the actual fighting
takes place oiTs: age. The first act
is the best but the second, devoted
mainly to the lengthy trial scene,

William Devlin, making his first
American appearance in this pro-
duction of “Ring Lear” by the
bright Brattle Theatre company of
Cambridge,, clearly demonstrates
the reason for his English raves.
He’s got all it takes, and plenty
in reserve.

What he brings to the role of
Lear is lucidity of style and decla-
mation, an attitude of authority, a
masterly stage deportment and a
dominating physical presence. He
sets the proper note from the out-
set, distributing his realm among
his daughters not as a doddering
old fool but as a man accustomed
to royal wilfulness And conceit.
From then on, through successive
stages of self reproach, bitterness,
rage and madness, every speech,
infiection and gesture contributes
to the portrait.

Although his supporting cast, all

members of this progressive com-
pany that is now firmly estab-
lished in t he neighborhood,
seemed a little awed by its distin-
guished visitor and consequently
tried a little too hard to keep up.
at the opening, it was by no means
left at the post. Nearly all the
members of the east managed the
Shakespearean lines with breadth
and style* and several captured
more than a fleeting sense of the
meaning and significance of the
characterizations. Outstanding in
this sense were Thayer David as
Gloucester, Jan Farfaifd as Regan
and Jerry Kilty as the Fool, with
excellent moments by Albert
Marre, and Robert Fletcher.

Considering the limitations of
the stage arid the resources of the
company, the staging and costum-
ing are satisfactory. The play was
imaginatively conceived by Albert
Marre, who picked up from the
lines a number Of effective visual

stage groupings and movements.
The consequence was that while
Devlin added corisidei-ably to the
overall impact of the play, his was
by no means an unsupported piece

of acting virtuosity.

House* a 500-seater, is scaled for

about $6,000 a week. Arid this at-

traction is SRO. Set for a “limited”
: engagement, with Edward Everett

Horton following up with “The
Country Wife.” I Elie.

;

iiefix >»
X
.V

oii v ei
j

miw» cbnw :|c cnmpwilfli cimilar three acts t>y Rev. Urban Natjle. Staged
LIStle, .Is CUlTent as the last Of i

' -.snow l-S ••some.wnat
.

similar
|..by Dennis Gurney; sets. Greg Kayne; coi-

,
five plays offered urider Theatre i

the old George Abpott-Philip
[

tumes, Irene GrUfin.
'

i . i , *

| ^
^ _

. j.
j t

G'
* nietiire 'of1 tlii ^.eaiiiiV q

i

rlp ,

1

chae?
t

$paeth?‘Edwln*^rt|ath,'^ei‘ald Lee.
that until March .13*' When “Briga- m its pictui c of the seamy, side, of .Paul li. a. Menard, Joseph Gilbert* Hazen
doori.” which mounted h rrthnct nightclubs, and suggests the Rich- Gifford, James Arenton. Geraldine Page,

pfnee narlfor in tiin - : 'ard RodPprk-T.oren7 Hart musical John Fox, Charles Gilbert, Edward Joyce*
gross earlier in the Season,

,
Will 'at-

! I

musical,
, james O’Brien, Barbara Lebby and wu-

tempt a repeat, v : “Pal Joey,” m its tale ot the down-
; Ham Goddard. At: Biaekfriars* GuUd

fall of a heel. The Laurents play Playhouse, n. y., Feb. 23, *5p; $2.40 top.

seems to imply that there is a broad i 7^-;
application to this portrait of a “Armor of Light, authored by
ruthless egomaniac arid -. the small Rev . Urbari Nagle and given pro-;

(Feb. 27-March 12) realm he tyrannizes. duction by a capable senu-pro cast

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo— That, if it actually is the inten-
:

anhe Blackfriars, will undoubtedly
:

Shea’s. Erie, PA.
Alexandra, Toronto
; Ballet Theatre —
Aucl., Phoenix (27); Uriiv. :Au<L,
Tucson (Qr “ '* “

(1); Music
nicipal A
State Fair Park ~Aud DallW (7-RV the impression of

,
having been

;

Convention^Hall - TuisA ?9)^
S

Home ^ Created to meet the needs 0f the wara .in tne^ Lenten sea!

Oklahoma City (io\- Robinson st°ry* rather than having entity !

attend this performance.

Add'^Little Rock (il)
’ and motivation of their own.

|

revolving aroum

Ballets de Paris-—Royal Alexan- !
‘ ^

EJlvided Into two acts, instead of
;i

dra, Tofonto (27-4); Blackstone, . three, which might improve it, the

Chi. (6-11). " yarn takes the bigshot nitery boss

HVe»,VWe
a
tr
f?Frr most part it is moving drama, yet

WBVA. theatre,
: Biehmond (27-1); hP

helnwl him fraih

e

P
and I

Rev. Nagle seems to have concen-
•Center theatre Norfolk *3-4>; 'who licked him frame and

tratcd more on the episodical lils-

‘WgadMn» - Shubert, N. H. the new; sln^r,^ the f^ twVhefcharac;

Reading (9-11) • ’

(

driven to alcoholism), and arranges

"Consul”—Shubert. Phila. Il-H). ?
n assignation for His innocent,

ward in the Lenten season would

around the life

of Saul, who was an arch enemy of
Christ until his conversion as Paul
the Apostle, is handled by its au-
thor in episodical fashion. For the

“Death
7
of" a^Sale^min”—CO*; T^^age s°n.

.
Flnaliy lie sets fire

Cincy (27-4); Nixon, Pitt. (6-11). i 1°,
the establishment (presumably

interestingly and holds audience

.

throughout,
Stanley Phillips brings compas-

sion arid understanding to the role

of the turbulent St. Paul- Others

(27

i.iAAVii, X Abt- \W-AX/. ikLluw Lie, • • Hi?-* il. A aAX\ ; m ine tutuuiciu J-OIAX* V

Diamond LH”—Hariria, Cleve. 1
! acquitting themselves well In prin-

;4);_ Hartman^ Columbus* O.
jts ^ie

1^ pal ^n^r s ahout to force
cipal roles are Paul Menard, J

(6-8); Taft Aud., Cincy (9-11). «« ‘ Gilbert,
“Harvey” Washington H. S 1 Most of the action occurs m a

i

sort, of loafing room for the em-
ployees, with a service bar on one
side, two tables, chairs, a midget
piano and an iron stairway to the

Aud,, Sioux Falls, S. D. (27); Or-
pheum,

. Sibux City, la. (28-1);
KRNT Radio Theatre, Des Moines
(3-4); City Aud., St. Joseph, Mo.^ rSISS^i

1

nnttaiM • ntv * t-
(6-7)* Arid Tonpirn Kancnc dressing rooms up.st.ans. Other.
1° O’ AU«1., ropeka, Kansas

‘ scenes take place in the boss’

Joseph
Hazen Gifford, James

Arenton, Michael Spaeth arid Ed-
win Ardath. Dennis Gurney has
staged it at proper pace, with Greg
Kaylie’s sets and Irene Griffin’*

costumes as added assets. Edba,

“H'Tariurxtvt'iM a# " IVAClvy II VUUglUO IB ******
I

Detmif ^

Chaillot Cass,
.provides the proper drive for the :

“Maw whn 't'antm 4* nSnM.,M
1 part* but cannot^^ overcome the lack

_ Man Who Came to Dinner — fh* !

TORONTO FOR $27,(00
Toronto, Feb. 28.

Despite three-day blizzard, Ma*
ir'3S»-

v
- TM- real interior and. from a practical l

./Despite three-day^ DUzzara, Mat
Kate Shubert, Chi. standpoint complicates the produc- !

West in Diamond Lil grossed a

tion experises.
' ' .smash .S27.600 at the.

Music Hall, Kansas City (9-42).
i

j
“Heart of the Matter”-—Wilbur,

: w nrlvafa
Bost. (27-11). ' ^vel, i? hif private office. VTfie

“Inside U S A FHanVer TU.f elaborate setting, m fact, seeiris to

fal(r^2^)-Aud be one of the weaknesses of Ihc

Metrbbolitari 'PriwidencA^ (fl fl
• •

play, since it involves diffusion of

Sft., teWfrlir'
1
' the action, lacks the illusion of a

“Kiss Me,
(27-11).

AK: Bar^WShubert,
.

. BpSt., ^^tarred^AA ’ the Unsavory hero,
;

dra (1;525) at $4.20 top. Advanca
Melvyn Douglas is convincing and

j

ticket buyers got through the snow" • • “ for the earlier part of the week;
jamnied the house to sellouts for

rurran q f /o*r 1 1

1

; bf dimension and the repulsive

“MlStbr R quality of the character. Eleanor

And 1 Lynn is effective as ihe can’t-be-

“Olrlahnm’a

’

made gal. Sanford. Meisner makes

SDringfie?d*Mn 1 a field day of the character part of

KAnfn^' citv Wair the partner. Laurence
o
Hugo is ac-

Tnl<!a
aS

(S« Wnml’ ceptable as a cynical pianist, and

^ )

*

S

Cnnveriflftlv^an^Fnid
18
rS

1

// i Maureen Stapleton is attractive in

/J' the impossible role of the wife who

Ma
e
Ff”

h

1

n i >

Fa11* 8r9 k e e ps^appearing suddenly and

Philad ‘

tmfrrinri.
moping arourid, aparently havirig

»
Stpry Biltmore, nothing else to do. Jean Carson

1

latter half.

L. A, 127-11).

Miss West plays a return en»
gagement of “Diamond Lil” her#
in early

i

in

San Francisco, Feh. 2g. -

o ____ _ ,

“The Mari Who Came to Dinner,*^

scores with another of her dumb- -with Monty Woolley, chalked tip *T i M «i.k _. f >»iV. .*1 WlUl auiHDLl Wl M’ X uuuu/ *>ynin _

-rStiapdi.FJmira florid portrayals, while Kate Harr good $19,200 for its flrst stanza *1
Iki'ri,- John Shellie arid Wright King

;
the 1,550-seat Curran, Wherr it

Si* Are plausible in smaller parts, [opened last week. House Is scaled
Playhouse, Wilmington (3r4); Lo- Tr’v0 id nirirmnn's 'direction suf- to $3.60. ;

%
Cleveland,* Feb. 28.

Blizzards last Week brought the

take of Ballets de Paris down to

an ordinary $16*000 in seven per-

formances at the Hanna here. Show
played to a $3,50. topi

House goes dark following cur-

!

rent engagement of “Diamond
|

Lil.
M

nwiu m ii\ ” Harold Ciiirman's 'direction suf-
CU
4£!?ttfhuftp« Fnrd’c n.tfx foi’S from the helter-skelter nature

>97 w ai mil
S
Priu o

F
?iPi 1

S
{
— .of the script, Boris Aronson’s two-

r!
alnU

xT « fvr level setting seems confusing and

i v
* :

riot readily playable, Alec Wilder’s
^

l ’
it v xt ;

background and •scehe-charige rau-

ov ^c^ar Desire ^No. sic is distracting, but Ben Edwards*

J)
Davidson, Milwaukee (27-4); i costumes (exOept for the final, bliie

1!

^

4
1

‘
i

dress for Miss Lynn) Add Illusion.

n> yThat Lady -—Aud., St. Paul (27- jn general, though* “Cage** Is th*m Lycomp*
t
Minneapolis (1-4); sprL 0f piiy that makes everyone

^ J,i" *J- ; r., • i
1n.volved, including the author, ap-

(27 4^acco ?°a^ “kocu*sL Phila. pear at a disadvantage. Hobs.

Webster - Shakespeare “White,:
Fresno '27); Aud. Modesto* Cal.

‘Brigadoon’ Smash
$34,o00 in Montreal

Montreal, Feb. 28.

First Broadway legit to play
1

(own this year, “Brigadoon” did' a

smash $34,500 last week at His

:

Majesty’s: With little or no pub-
licity show did a near $20,000 ad-

vance and Was sold out by opening
night. The 1,579-seat house was

,

scaled from $3.94 to $1.69.

(28); Sacramento Rep, Sacramento
f 1); H. S. Aud,, Maryville (2); SaCr

DivilV Disciple
(Royale Theatre, N. Y.)

Richard Aldrich and Richard
ramenfo Rep. Sacramento (3-4); Myers (in association with Julius
H. S. Arid., Ogden, Utah (6); South ; Fleischmann) are now firmly en-
H. S. Aud . Salt Lake City (7); trenched in the Broadway legit

Paramount; Provo, Utah <8); Wy-
;
boxoffice sweepstakes With a brace

oming U. Aud., Laramie (lOh East ; of Shavian hits, now that they’ve
H. S. Aud . Denver 111); City Aud.,

;
taken “Devil’s Disciple” out of its

Pueblo (12).

“Wisteria Trees” — Colonial;
City Center, N. Y. “civic reper-
tory” status and iristailed it with-

Bost, <27-4>; Shubert, N. H. (6-11).
j

in; the more intimate precincts of
“What a Day’ —Forrest, Phila. the Royale theatre.

(27-11). I Like the Aldrlch-Myers “Caesar

to $3.00.
Margaret Webster’s Shakespeart

company, which moved into th$
1,750-seat Geary last week for on#
week, left that house after sol#
stanza* Despite warm review#
troupe only garnered estimated
$8,000. House scaled from 80c td
$3 , Geary Will remain dark unt4
Italian pic, “Bicycle Thief” take#
over March 12, for two-a-day.
Only leigit. announced for futur#

Is “Death of A Salesman,” ioP
the Curran sometime in June, and
**The Silver Whistle” for the
Geary* in July.

Lfflie-
4
U.S.A.’ Healthy

1 $29,000 in Mwke^.
Milwaukee, Feb. 28.

“Inside U.S;A;,*\ starring Bea
Lillie, grossed a healthy $29,000
at the 1 ,496-seat Davidson here last
week. •

Revue is splitting current week
between the Erlanger, Buffalo, and
the Auditorium, Rochester, N« Y.
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-y "t.tbbJ - front of the mike" and gives voice

Apollo,
I

the audience in the right frame of Her applause was mild.
,

up in closing spot. Their har- w Next 'is Kitty Murray, a gravel-
monizing is as sharp as . ever, and Stanley supply a neat touch of older voiced terper who burlesques
their slick -arrangements are com- v^ude,. They punch to nice effect

«*jiOve Me.” ; She gets a few scat- •

mercial. Kenny, as usual, carries with songs and patter. Team has
tere(j iaughs, but the applause is!

the lead on “No Orchids For My I

vn-tually retired so date is in the mild Teenager Jimihy Scott sings i

Lady,” ‘Maybe,”; “Witlr Eyes Wide
; "I’ve Been a Fool" and “Everybody

Open I'm Dreaming of You and keep then hand m. .rlorence Hin
jg Somebody’s Fobl” for polite ap-

otlier numbers which have been Dow. is
,

a contortionist who amazes
pjauSa ,

,

identified with the group, and they with her effortless pretzel twists. Hampton and Curley Hammer
geo hefty applause and begoff. &rog... team for a “I-can-do-anything-you-

Jackson band, comprising three
. ... .. can-do” go at the drums. Hammer

rhythms, four reeds (including the Clrdo* tnilnls* is strictly no match for Hnmp. But
maestro ) and three, brasses, give ,

. Indiarianolis Feb 26 this act began building the show to
proceedings %

a rollicking start with inuianapoiis,^jjeu. .60
. its hoff finish. >

a be-bop opener to set a mood for .
Ed,dy Duchin Orch, with Tommy i Sweet-voiced Irma Gurry vocals

the followup acts. The Lapham Mercer; Vivian Blaine, Christine . & >«j can Dream, Can't I?” but seemed*
Trio, only! ofay act on the sepia- Moll,^Herbert & Saxon, “Dancing to have trouble in the UDDer reeis-

the more amazing because of the
weakness of the other acts.

“Hamp’s crew gets things under-
way with a fast medley of bebop,
Then Betty “Bebop” Carter gets in

front of the mike and gives voice

team for a “I-can-do-anything-you-
can-do” go at the drums. Hammer
is strictly no match for Hnmp. But
this act began building the show to
its boff finish. ,

a be-bop opener to set a mood tor .
biddy uuciiin xjvcii, wmi iommy \ Sweet-voiced Irma Gurry vocals

the followup acts. The Lapham Mercer; Vivian Blaine, Christine &
‘‘I Can Dream, Can't I?” but seemed*

Trio, orily ofay act oil .the sepia : Moll,$Hefpert Saxon; “Dancing to have trouble in the upper regis-
kill -itM tintk fkAiH nil nlr. k na it -

1 tit a • . f *)flrn 1 j - •

bill, mop up with their slick hand- [in the Dark" (20th).
: tereT’

.

to-hand balancing and gymnastics, . ; Jeannette Franklin does a neat job
with femme equally agile on the Eddy Duchin is giving plenty of

[ with a sultry version of “Sorrento.”
tricks as her male partners. Wal- satisfaction to customers at Circle Hers was the first applause besides
ter Green gets over neatly in his this week in a smartly-packaged the Hampton-Hammer duo that
taps arid: rhythms, giving way to . show, despite fact bill isn't getting merited an encore.
Sammy Hines, ventro, who has a

[
attention it deserves, due to over- Low, Hite & Stanley are Unim-

fair line of school-days repartee whelming interest of younger pressive in a slapstick, but come
with- -dummy but really cooks on crowd in state high school basket- through for a well-deserved hand
a couple of duets with latter for

j
ball tournament, which started with their plattermime of the An-

closer to garner applause. I this week.: His piano style is well drews Sisters
Jackson and reed section step

;
liked and three supporting acts, Hampton takes over at the vibra-

down for their own spot, plenty
;

including Vivian Blaine, go over harp at this point and builds the
tori-id, which spotlights maestro

j

big. Duchin also does better than show to a savage, blasting climax
on the sax and on vocals of ‘‘Bow- [average job as emcee, getting them that tore at his audience arid made
Legged Woman” arid other items on and off smoothly. many actually rock with rhythm,
for solid returns. Three Choco- 1 Only straight band number is The Closing number, “Flying
lateers whoop things up in next-to-

[

curtain raiser, after which Duchin Home,” was replete with flashing
closing with their- knockabout com-

[

swings into medley. He closes with lights and brassy blasts that looked
edy to keep the customers howl- i another medley made up of audi- and sounded like a gigantic Fourth
ing, Edba. ence requests* Otherwise, band’s of July celebration. Ten).—

—

; • job is to play for vocalists and
;

Oi*nhonm I A t acts. Tommy Mercer registers 'j f" 1 ' 1 ' " L - 1 ===
|

4 • nicely in “There’s No Tomorrow,”
! a . VLos Angeles, Feb. 22. “Old Master Painter” and “Let’s! PlftVft AH 171All

Boy Foy, White & Stanley, Flor-
j

Go West Again.”. Miss Blaine sells
1 fill! W«U

ence Hin . Low, Al Norman, Don herself strictly On merit in nice L=s continued from page 58 ss=
Zelaya, 2 Zephyrs; Nick Lucas, selection of popular arid character
Peggy Taylor Tnd, Rene Williams song material. She’S cute in *1 Le Doit D’Adele&£

(ELV
(9 ,; ‘‘PaSSp0rt t0 Pim‘

'

*nd are *
wrongly inters

l co
,

*
-

..
.

Care*”
1^1 EVa Tanguay 3 1 Don

; preted,, causing a number of amus-

This week’s bill, teeing off on Comedy punch is provided by with funriv
Washington’s Birthday, could do no Herbert and Saxon and the danc- mn^hP
wrong to the full house of opening ing act, Christine and Moll. Lat-
matinee customers. The holiday

|

ter has couple of dandy fast tap
spirit helped every act look good,

|
routines with variations, as When

and the friendly, first show audi-
|

Moll picks up rhythm by snapping same. In tpis he
J

1®. 1

ence kept the house echoing to his fingers and keeps it going with- firstrate cast and excellent direc-

hearty mitt-pounding. I out missing a beat. They also t
1?11’ As Adele, Gaby Sylvia turns

Nick Lucas, his guitar and easy dress it up with amusing by-play.. in * superb performance; consist-

style, pleases with “Dear Hearts,”
j
it adds up to outstanding novelty ently. throughout, not only

the single concession to modern i turn. Herbert and Saxon get plen- vocally but physically, and with-

tunes, but the customers came to ty of laughs for their zany antics, out a mnt of vulgarity. Suzanne
« MM* . . « ‘ A m ° « I T nM MM TV It M 1 T T M i»l 4>M 4 M.

Atlanta’s Penthoqse

Extends to Jacksonville
Atlanta, Feb. 28.

Penthouse theatre, Greek-type
showcase atop Ansley hot el, is

branching out. A ’ second Pent-
house playhouse will open March
13 in Jacksonville, Fla., in Boose-
velt hotel’s ballroom. Also to be
named Penthouse, it ivill have 600
seats, 50 more than parent theatre

• here. ;

: Jacksonville Penthouse will bow.
With Cesar Romero in -’Strictly

Dishonorable,” the ' same co iri b o
that did capacity business here two
Weeks ago and is scheduled for re-

peat six-day run starting March 6.

Jacksonville scale Will be $3.60 top,

s 1 i g h 1 1 y. higher than Atlanta’s,

Where all seats here are priced at

$3.
Don Gibson is president of or-

ganization that started" the highly
successful star stock engagement
here some 22 weeks ago. and has
six weeks more to run.

;
“Blind Alley,” starring Alan Bax-

ter, grossed a so-so $4,500 last

week. Guy Kibbee :
opened Mon-

day (27) night in “The Late
Christopher Bean.”

Albany, Feb. 28
Albany could well become an

important tryout town—a niche
Which* it occupied years ago when
Harmanus Bleecker Hall was flouv-
ishing~T‘if the premiere of “Con-
gressional Baby” at the Playhouse
clicks tonight (Tues,). Eddie Dow-
ling, who is presenting Eileen
Tighe’s comedy, reveals the cost
Of the presentation here is only one
third the nut of Boston or New
Haven. Show wiH run two weeks.

’ Dowling is using five outside
actors—including Nina Foch, Kath-
erine Emmett, Mark Roberts and
Neil Fitzgerald—and 11 from the
local Playhouse company managed
by Malcolm Atterbury. Latter arid

his wife, Ellen Hardies, are in the
cast of ‘’Congressional Baby.”

heai' “Tip Toe Through the Tulips,”
“Bye, Bye, Blackbird,” “Side By
Side,” and sundry other oldies in ninnAiiwAma Dnwn # juvcmic wumi
the Lucas catalog. On the comedy Hlppooroine, BaltOA watching. Colette Ripert and
side of the bill it’s Al Norman out Baltimore, Feb. 26. Serge Nadaud give adequate sup-

ber-legged laricin^av^dmn a^rtrong paige* ^mnrny
R
Wells ^Arden™^

? Settin6 by Suzanne Reymond is

raSe
miZ

d
es

l‘i? 301 PlayS f°ra ^ are* appropriate **a
Pegg^Taylor and two male, part, < f

^
tiers snhnlv snertariilar adaierin lifts vl*), J nreat ( itKU )

. ..

Corb. Dantes as Mine. Veyron-Laffite is

also . excellent, and Daniel Crouet

i# as Antoine is a juvenile worth
,lw# watching; Colette Ripert and
b. 26. Serge Nadaud give adequate sup-

fast. 12 minutes.
Peggy Taylor and two male part-

tiers supply spectacular adagio lifts,

spins and tossing to keep the cus-
tomers gasping! There’s plenty of surrounded
pre-ctirtain work indicated in the blfh,se^ with good talent for a

precision timing with which, rou- brisk-playing arid completely en-

spins and tossing to keep the cus- , ,
_ ^ 7~'

•

, . a#
tomers gasping. There's plenty of .Jack Carson has surrounded Heioise ©I itlieiai'a

pre-ctirtain work indicated in the blfh,se^ with good talent for a Paris ,Feb. 15.
precision timing v^ith which rOu- brisk-playing arid, completely en- Le Rideau de Paris presentation of

tines/ace run off Don;zrfay
Sn

i? a [^”8

.

comedy pianist who limits his 88 mg the Jxow too; Aaaea entry or do- costumes by Souiages. incidental music
to two classical pieces. Ih between linoff & Raya Sisters was not the by. Jean wiener. At Theatre des Mathu-

the keyboard demonstration, Zelaya best selection from a production janv Holt
talks. Chatter gets a good share of point of view, what with Jo Lom- Abelard.';.'.'.'/ ’.

t > .... . . .....

.

Jean Servais

guffaws. 1 bardi and his house orch on stage Fuibert Jean Marchat

Boy. Foy's juggling atop a uni- and the blached out dance iUu- S,£tv ; .V.V.;Heien
e
.
r
c°nstS.t

cycle is a smart sight act and gets sions necessarily played in front young Givi. .Eveiyne Langey.

the show off to a strong start arid of him. A solid sock in any layout Chevalier. .• .........Jean Nessereau
'

i i and well received in opening slot
. _ .

here, it served to get Carson’s Roger Vailland has written a

.A.AA Stuff off to a slow start, but flip- provocative play that is largely his-

PPfiril If^CPV talking screen star takes hold and torical but with overtones ofcon-
it’s all his from there on in. temporary problems around the

vai in aijami Weaving in and out of the entire Well-known story of Heioise and
ttV/QK YOUK 5HOW layout, Carson gives with okay Abelard. It is in the best tradition

in tliA grigs and interpolations of familiar of what the French call the “the-m me guy-chasing-a-dame-acrossTstage bit atre of ideas,” which means that

KIATiOhl'C rAblTAI by Tommy Wells. Robert Alda the ^ dialog is rich in thought-pro-
.

9 VMriiML. comes through? with a brace of vokmg content, whereas such
-WASHINGTON n r vocals, “Blue Heaven” and “Ma- action as there is is limited. The

*•
-

,ri
• • ria,”. followed by more vocalizing chief protagonists are Fulbert; rep-

A# tko Naw I Anit TUAntra by Carson, “Scarlet Ribbons in !resenting bigotry at its Worst, andMime rMewLegiTinearre Her Hair” and “Down in Texas/’ his niece, Heioise, the intelligent

NoW Available
1 A bit heavy on the song side what but spiritually-minded riori*con*

Pul Ale lawn Ait vaiip !
with Janis Paige set to follow with formist whose love for Abelard

T
...

Q n on Tour
; more of the same, but Contrast in brings about the historically, known

Itintrary styling helps. consequences.

Writ# or phpii« i
* Three hoofing routines by Arden The play is iriagnificently acted,

•• .-!•' & Hartman, duo of femmes who particularly by Jean Marchat, who

PRODUCERS
BOOK YOUR SHOW

in the

NATION'S CAPITAL
WASHINGtON, D. C.

<1 9

At the New Legit Theatre

NoW Available
Put this town on your

Itinerary

Write
p
or phono

JAY J. HORNICKM l, HIRST ENTERPRISES
803-05 N. 7th St.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Lombard 3-0988

Income Tax Returns Prepared

LAWRENCE BRAZINA
CCRTIflEO PUBLIC ACCOUNtANT
132 Sr., Ntw York City

.

Olgby 94)291 WOrth 4-0912

CALI FOR AN APPOINTMENT

, & Hartman, duo of femmes who particularly by Jean Marchat, who
. shake out a legitimate tap to turns in one of his finest creations

j
change pace and make a spot for as the cringing, hypocritical Ful*
Miss Paige to take hold with bert, and by Jany Holt as a vivid,

• smooth vocals of “Dear Hearts,” passionate Heioise. Jean Servais
Gomes next a build-up of the old lends his beautiful voice and dic-

,
three-way love scene by Carson, tl°h ,1® the role of Abelard. The
Alda and Miss Paige, familiar but medieval costumes and scenery of
given new twist with impressions Souiages are effective; The play
of Gable, Lorre and Colman by may be top talky for Broadway; in
Carson for added laughs. A hill- any case its subject matter is too
billy song and dance bit with en- thorny for Hollywood,
tire erisemble participating winds •

—~ • •
; ^—

-

up matters nicely and provides a ALBANY THEAT!
good getaway. Burin . Aihbm

Fred.

Fox9 Detroit
Detroit^ Feb. 24.

ALBANY THEATRE BILL
Albany, Feb. 28.

Assemblyman Francis X. Mc-
Gowan, Manhattan Democrat, has
reintroduced a bill providing that

^ 100 WILLIAM ST.

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

•Wring Gr«*n 9-4420

“ tbetoWtoto, an,obstructed, or

Curry; Lowt Hite Sc Stanley

;

“Guil*
V1®w of the stage or ring.

tv Bystander" (FC). McGowan sponsored a similar
--

. measure last year, amending it to
‘ The only bright spot in this Slow- ' affect only reserved seats. The

' moving Show is Lionel Hampton* i

bili passed the Assembly but did
I He lifts it from mohotony to a siz- not come to a vote in the Senate,
zling, crashing, rollicking finish. It

[
Theatre interests were in opposi-

v is a personal triumph that is all tion. /

2 Legits for D.C.
SSmS Continued from "page 1'bs^
the 2,000-seat Strand, currently
playing western films, would be
suitable for musicals arid heavy-
budget straight shows.

The Bromley-Healey plans for
the Gayety call for a series of pre-

sentations opening With Judy Hol-
liday iri “Born Yesterday,” for an
indefinite run. Sought as subse-
quent offerings are “Streetcar
Named Desire,” “Anne of the
Thousand Days,” “Goodbye, My
Fancy” and other recent Broad-
way clicks that have never been
seen in Washington because of
the lack of a legit house there
since the summer of 1948. Origi-
nal productions would be used if

available, or new.editions would be
presented for indefinite runs! An-
other prospective booking would
be the. tryout of “Sweet Poison,”
Leonard Lee melodrama which
Bromley and Miss Healey have
scheduled for Broadway presenta-
tion this spring, with Richard
Whorf and Faye Emerson co-
starred.

°

Herbert J. Freezer, co-producer
of the touring “Diamond Lil,” star-
ring Mae West, is reportedly one
of the backers of the Gayety ven-
ture. Lease starts March 20 and
extends through May 31, with an
option to renew for next season.
Meanwhile, the house starts a legit
policy Monday night (6) with the
presentation of the touring “Bar-
retts of Wimpole Street/’ with
Susan Peters. It recently aban-
doned its burlesque policy, and has
been undergoing renovations for
the last couple of weeks.

If the CTP leases the Strand,
management of the theatre would
probably be in charge of a three-
man sub-committee, with Ben
Boyar mentioned as possible house
manager. No question of bookings
is foreseen, since the CTP mem-
bers sharing in the investment
would naturally prefer to use it for
their touring shows. Therefore, the
project is figured a likely financial
risk.

Deal for the Strand is now said
to hinge On tests by a a New York
engineering firm to determine
whether the house’s second balcony
is safe. That will probably be de-
cided

. this week. Financial, terms
for the lease are reportedly agreed
verbally, and papers may be signed
by the end of this week, if no hitch
arises. • It’s

. belived that necessary
renovations could he completed
within a couple of weeks and that
the house could be iri operation bv
late March or early April. -

Entry of the CTP into the situ-
tion apparently eliminates one pos-
sible complication in lease of the
Belasco, Strand or Gayety. That
is that thq management of the Na-
tional, long the sole legit house in
Washington, might abandon its pol-
icy of racial discrimination and re-
vert to operation as a road stand,

it
6 other theatre opened up

the field, ?

Because of the position of Mar-
fu

8 .?e^man, as both manager of
the

. house and president of the
Office, it was fl g.

urea tnat if the National reverted
to legit, other local theatres might
be unable to get more than sporad-
ic bookings. But with the CTP fir
nattemg the other house, it Would
be assured of steady bookings of top
touring shows.. Moreoyer, the anti-
trust suit filed by the Government
J^tweek against the Shuberts andUBO might be a factor in any
booking snarl.

|

Grand Rapids, la., Feb. 28.
I A disappointing gross of nearly
.
$18,000 was taken in by the No. 2
company of “Streetcar Named De-
sire,” headed by Judith Evelyn and
Ralph Meeker, in three engage-

1 ments last week. Show p 1 a y e d
! two-day stands at Indiana U.,

Bloomington, Monday arid Tues--.

, day (20-21); Quimby, Ft. Wayne,
i Wednesday and Thursday (22-23 V.

arid Keith’s here, Friday and Sat-
urday (24-25)* Poor business was
attributed to brownouts and tran-
sportation difficulties caused by
the coal strike.

Play is at the Davidson. Mil-
i waukee, this week.

Elman Making Tele pebut
Before Doing Europe Tour
Mischa Eiman, who concluded a

coastwide tour last night (Tues.)
with an appearance at the Brook-
lyn Academy of Music, makes his

television debut Saturday (4)
,
as

guest star on. the NBC tele pro-
gram, “Your Show of Shows.”
Elman sails March 23 for Lon-

don, where he opens a tour of Brit-

ain and the continent with ah Al-

bert Hall concert.

Sacramento Fest

Sacramento, Feb. 28.

The Sacrairiento Repertory The-
atre has arranged for the Margaret ...

Webster troupe . to offer a two-week
festival of plays here next Janu-
ary. Productions, which will in-

clude “St. Joan,” “The Taming of

the Shrew,” “A Midsummer Night’s

Dream” and two modern works,
will be put on at the newly-built
Eaglet theatre.

Miss Webster has also agreed to

appear in some of the presenta-

tions.

N.Y. INSURANCE BILL
:

Albany, Feb. 28.
r

Senator Seymou

r

H

a

1 p

e

m,
Queens Republican, introduced a

bill last week providing that ex-

emption from unemployment in-

surance for non-profit organiza-

tions shall not include entertain-

ments or theatrical productions
for. which a fee is charged or an

admission employed so far. as em-
ployees of the productions are con-

cerned.

A V A f LAB Li
Young' attractive Wbmari

with a proud record in show
business.

Here it is:

5 years in . N/ Y. talent

office of major studio. 4

years chief talent scout.

7 years head of legit de-

partment in leading agency,

with a long list of talent dis-

covered — little people who
are now Big People.

Familiar with every prob-

lem of recognizing, mid-wif-

ing, developing, managing,
and holding talent that a stu*

dio, agency, casting director,

or producer may meet,
VARIETY, Box V-1160

STAGE DIRECTOR
SOUND, EXPERIENCED

AVAILAILE—JUNE, JULY. AU®.

OX V-6i-512, VARIETY

TH W.4«th St. N.w York 1

1
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Billy Rose 'Timin'’ frib Col.

^Refusal by the N. Y. Herald Trib-

une to use a column castigating

Rudolf Bing and Kirsten Flagstad

resulted this week id the Trib an-

nouncing iii a box that Billy Rose

has yanked his three-times-weekly

column from the daily. The column
was one omitted by the Trib on

Feb. 20 because of what the Trib’s

.attorneys described as “libelous”

statements. Rose’s
;
three-times-

\Veekly column outlet will now be

via the N. Y. News.
Rose wouldn’t comment. On

whether he had Signed to* do the

News column before the Trib con-

troversy; but die did state that his

exiting from the Trib “was c(uite

sudden” and that , the refusal to

use the column was a contributing

factor to his leaving.

The showman-writer was given

his leave from the Trib before the

expiration of his contract,, at his

own request, “because he wanted
to. clear uf> the matter before he
left for a Bahamas vacation this

Week. Re starts doing .the News
column on March 6. His contract

with the Trib' had a couple of

months to go, but, as he stated,

“The Tribune was good enough* at

my own request, to let me but be-

fore the contract ended.” He
stressed the amicable relationship
“under which they parted.

’

The controversial column was in

the :form of a letter to Bing, who
recently started preparations to

take over as the new general man-
ager of the Metropolitan Opera
Co, in New York- The “letter”

stated that Rose was impressed
most about Bing’s announcement
that he would select the Met’s per-
sonnel on the basis of “quality and
nothing else.” Arid that Bing had
promptly “backed up this esthetic
principle by optioning Kirsten 1

Flagstad • for 1 4 performances at
the Met—this in spite of the fact
that, according to several bulging
dossiers, she had entertained and
been entertaining the Nazis.”

the results to ease strriined nerves,
Lgit and Mortimer limn the Chi-
cago that the casual tourist or
passer-through never knows; Three
hours with “Chicago Confidential”
and you know more of the Windy
City than you can learn in 30
hours of Cook’s Toursi And it’s

Written in a staccato, engrossing
style that will click even if you
already know the lowdowm

Like its predecessor, “New York:
Confidential!” the new Lait-Morti-
mer tome is a must for those who
want to know the town.

Columnist Shellacking : ;

The Broadway columnist as a
breed cotnes in for a severe shel-
lacking from Richard ' Mealand in
“The First

,
Person,” recently pub-

lished by Doubleday. Mealand is
former story editor of Paramount
and before that Was an editor of
Good Housekeeping and Cosmopol-
itan. He has written one previous
book, “Let Me Do : the Talking;’
about a literary agent.
Columnist in “The First Person”

is not directly identifiable with any
of tlie

;
.current. Broadway crop, but

is a composite of a writer of both
chit-chat and weighty opinion,.
Principal motivation revolves
around his feud with another pillar-

writer. Both are presented in any-
thing but a sympathetic vein and
Mealand does a rather slick and en-
tertaining job; of skinning their
hides off. Herb.

years. But this book holds plenty \

for the tyro Who wants to build
up ulcers seriously, that is radio

,
_

writing, and no doubt the book
| J

will be used as a text wherever
radio and TV writing is taught. It
covers all angles of the writing biz,
giving examples of scripts Of Eddie
Cantor’s Show, Danny Kaye, Burns
& Allen, Allan Young* Henry Mor-
gan.

LJ %
By Frank Scully

Dry, Wash., Feb. 17.

Fred Allen Yhe Unrrmvc Between Dale Kramer’s “Life of HeyWood Broun” and Richard Mea-
which ydumust ^ admit- are't^oHn !

lands ‘The First Person,” one of which is presumably fiction, the

comedy writing Besides these !

°f the personal column as it grew and spread all over the land incomeay wnung. uesiaes these ^ first half-century is amazingly well told. Of course, Chicaga may
enter a dissenting brief because, there is little or no mention of Bert •

Lestori Taylor’s “A Line O’ Type Or Two.” But from the standpoint of
New Yorkers it is a full story.

;
Previous to the arrival of Broun, New York had its offshoot of B L.T.

in The Evening Mail. That was F.P.A. and his column, “Always In
Good Humor.” The Evening Sun had “The Sun Dial,” conducted by

.
In fact

j
all one has to do after

1 Dbb Marquis, but the great upsweep of columnists began when the
reading this book is to sit downJ New ;

York Tribune took Broun and F.P.A. and others and built up a
and write scripts, and then buy a whole page of what previously would have been considered too trivial
luck charm to sell them. for anything more than fillers in competition with the day’s hews;

In England, of course, this soft of journalism had been going on for
;
years. G. K. .Chestertoirt wrote a column irt the News which was .very

r 1 ! 1_ _ ..i 'tT • '
J •

‘ * /' •'
. .

* .1 • . 1 h .

iting. Besides
are articles by .experts, dra-

matic shows and adaptions, situa-
tion comedy, serials, • mystery,
n e w sc a s t s and. commercials.
Through actual scripts he discusses
the markets and general problems
of the young writer.

Joe Laurie Jr.

.
]

much like the sort Heywood Broun subsequently wrote in the World,
oopla !

In France^ too, Georges de la Fouchardiere wrote a column very much

Distaff Mags’ Shakeup
sirakeups hit two distaff

mags last . week, with the reper-
cussions still being felt. Triangle
Publications’ Seventeen lost Helen
Valentine, editor-in-chief since the
mag started five years ago, and
managing ed Andree Vilas,, both
of Whom resigned to join Street
& Smith’s Charm, monthly aimed
at the business girl. Seventeen art
director Cipe Pineles also left, fol-
lowing the firing of promotion di-
rector Estelle Ellis and publicity
director A d e l a i d e Weinerman.
Alice Thompson, who was upped as

t> . . , , :

the teen-gal publication’s publisher
Rose then went, on to sneer that,

; iast Mav, is taking over the edi
haying gone so far, wouldn’t it be I torial chair.

the part of wisdom to go the rest
of the way and, purely on a quality
basis, engage other talents which
would contribute to the successful
operation of our most important
opera company?”
The rest of the column dealt

with Rose's caustic “suggestions’*
as to who could serve on the Met’s
directorate under conditions that
would allow Miss Flagstad to sing
there, For instance he “suggest-
ed” Dr. Hjalmar' Schacht as direc-
tor of finances, and lisa Koch as
head of the wardrobe department.
In connection with the latter, Rose
took a rap at General Clay, ob-

Charni, meanwhile, has dropped
editor-in-chief Frances Harrington,
associate editor Oliver Claxton,
regional director Eloise Ray, co-
ordinating editor Nathan Mandel-
baum, home editor Theo Pascal
and merchandise editor Lucia
Foreman.
Both Miss Valentine arid Miss

Vilas worked for Street & Smith
before going to Seventeen. Trade
expects to see editorial policy
changes in both mags.

Albany Correspondents Hoopla
j
f
»» r rancej igo, ueorges ae ia rqucnaraiere wrote a column very

; Albany Legislative Correspond- [

^

n
.
Broun’s Style for l’Humanite.

>

ents ; w ill; hold their goldrin anni- latter-day columnists might maintain in their own defense that the
versary show and dinner at the As- 1

widespread popularity of columnists , really began with tabloids, riot-

tor hotel; N. Y., on March 11, first
I

gbly the Graphic and the News, and that Winchell, Sullivan, Skolsky,
.

time in 50 years {he old political • Sobol, Hellinger, Durling, McIntyre were all gossipers, who got their
satire-dinner affair is being / held j effects chiefly by a series of short shocks which, when strung together,

,

outside the state capital: ; totaled a column/ Few made attempts to carry out a story-idea but
Led Egan, of the N. Y, Times, is

! treated, material as lightly as. a feather
chairman of the show. James C.

j

This particular combination of whimsy and wharnsy was most char-
Hagerty , Governor Dewey’s press

l acteristic of Broun. Oddly, wherever he worked; within a few. years
secretary, authored_ the book and he became more serious and. ultimately so serious aS to come in con-
lyrtcs. Thomas, C; Stowell will di-r

. flict with. the front office. He invariably carried the subject on until
rect.

|

Ihie paper; felt it had to give Broun the biz or give the biz to Broun.^
; .In the World’s case it amounted to almost the same thing. Fired from

‘Sonny Boy* Jackson
j

the paper, he was there on the Telegram to catch the World on the
* Charles Jackson’s new book, [bounce when it cairie time to give the Pulitzer paper the old heave.

Cnrininn Ci/]n <i nAi*fiAn Al-* i T aRmb lXfUl«A«i4 ' a. ' Aham4>am

Book Awards* Judges
Judges for the National Book

Award Committee,, to select the

viouslv for having nkavpd Frau ™ ost distinguished books of 1949

^ochl nanlon
® Flau

;

for the Amorican Book Publishers
I
Council, American Book Sellers

urged”
C
"Sl

'

r
'^ ^ ~ ,?

0
j
n^ed y

!

Assn, and Book Manufacturers In-
purged” W’hat he described as a

j

stitute, were picked this week greenlight to Norman Mailer's sembly district

real eye-catcher in electric lights
j

Non-fiction board includes Elmer'
4 *The Naked- and the Dead,” after J

0
,?

lelt disgrac

over the marquee”; “Quality Uber' Davis,- Fairfield Osborn, Henry
;

banning it recently on the grounds fe ‘i-
, .A I I AC ”

I AA 1 A AA am XT .. • • !'Af 1 ti A/tAM A«r • (j I M 1C M M I .C

Sunnier Side,” a portion of Latins Without a Quarter
which is in the new Crismdpolitan, Like many others around New York, 1 had known “the old unmade
was born rif a fan letter from a bed” as a baseball Writer and often wondered how one so disorderly
wonian m his home town who

| could have a mind so neat. Of course, a good deal of his early Bo-
wanted to know ^why he^ doesn t

. liemianisrn could be explained on the ground that New York before,
write wore about the wholesome

i during and especially after the first World War was a Latin Quarter-—

M cf
0t
lS
n

* i

without a quarter. It tumbled all over towm, usually ending in Neysa

S’ dfe £^t studio or Si Newton’s on Park avenue,

end”) -riparian* aIa lAffAi- fni I

-'Broun hiriiself was living in an old apartment house at Seventh ave-

lowed a short story he Ld written nue and 55th street, in the very rooms \yhere Rudyard Kipling once

in/ Good Housekeeping: Jackson 1 'lived, w'Tien he began his career as a columnist. He had been doing

took her at his word; recalled that -first daily book column in New York journalism and he had a small

she was from his ’ home town; I
son. From literature to life w'as but a step, and so “H the 3rd” reached

dwelt more on the fictionalized the magic of print.

careers of four girls, with whom The Trib’s m.e. gave Broun an office above the city room. Across
he had grown up, etc. an alley he could see Don Marquis, practically buried in a cubbyhole of

Jackson’s expanded book version
i

rhaos, knocking out his column, “The Sun Dial.” Personal columns
will reprise the original GH story, [were on the upbeat. F.P.A. had his Pepys’ Diary, Marquis his cock-

followed by her letter, and will in- roach, Broun his baby.
elude his own reply, “I’m grateful

. Some Read; All Write
for .^ouT

4

Jptere.st,” etc., and then The Algonquin bunch seemed to be pretty much a noontime version
go into i ne Sunnier Side.

. of the Thanatopsis Pleasure and Inside Straight Club. It was begun
by John Peter Toohey, p a. lor George Tyler; Murdoch Pemberton,

CHATTER p.a. for the Hippodrome, and Alexander Woollcott, p.a. for Alexander

JinVmv Durante i<? nrofileri In Hip Woollcott.
.

Early to the table were Ruth Hale, p.a. for Arthur Hop-

April Esquire vvith “Nort and Sol kins
»
Beatrice Kaulmann,wife of George S.; Jane Grant, wife of HardId

of the Border ” Ross; Heywood Broun, F.P.A.,, Brock Pemberton, the glittering trio

Mabel Hill Souvaine, editor o£
fl0

"l -V****. Fair--Dorotliy
j

Parker, Robert Benchley and Bob^Shcr-
Womoh’c nav in Rpvprlv Hi i

wood—and young wits likeHoward Dietz; Morne Ryskind and Herman
week of March 5 for mag features. J: Mankiwiecz. The poker club added Marc Connelly, Herbert Bayard

Swope, Harpo Marx, Irving Berlin, George Gershwin, Crosby Gaige,
Paul Bonner, Gerald Brooks and, for sex appeal, Alice Duer Miller.

This was the greatest collection of logrollers since Paul Bunyan
came out of the Michigan woods. But the tact that they drew very
little weight beyond their own circle came to light when Broun cam-
paigned for. Congress in a silk stocking district and even more than

Office Tesiens^todav^Wed rta be^ Myself proved to be the run on a silk stocking district,

come assistant to the publisher of • It UrhMd to believe even novv that Broun ended the campaign in

Conde Nast third place, and a bad third at that, with 6.662 votes, as opposed to

Japanese nolice last week save .'Ruth; .Pratt; the winner, with 19,899. 1 got as many votes in an asv
-

’ ^ g sembly district which is one-quarter the size 61 a congressional district,

t disgraced even so. So you can imagine how Broun must have

The Great Boston (Brinks) Rob
bery has sparked Satevepost into
assigning David G. Wittels doing a
three-parter on. “Bank Robbers.”

Philippe de Croisset, general
agent of French National Tourist

.

Alles.”
I Steele Commager, Norman Cousins

j

of indecency.
Rose reports that he’s gotten no • and John Kieran. Fiction Com-

1 King Features is readying

• Of his fights between elections the onewith Joe Brooks, an. old all-

American, was the drollest. They' took off their dinner jackets, and
squawks from any of his other [mi-ttee comprises W, G. Rogers, I series of 16 Sunday comic pages ^ler two punches, Broun was hors de combat. Dorothy Parker helped

outlets, numbering over 2.000 ' Glenway Wescott, Mary Coium,
|
based on Walt Disney’s “Cinder- Broun to his feet. The gladiators redonned their dinner jackets, shook

V "
. I . ll T . I _ I.. . . .1 « % ^ M ft I . _ - . ». 1 .1 ..1 '1 1 • - . .... ' J- — tt . .1 1 r Zi. 1 A f ^ Aftft T> M A. ft ft ftft fM ft ft M

papers; including dailies arid
! Maicolm^^Cowley and Max Gissen. t ella,” the first new Disney comic hands, and went their separate ways. 1

weeklies. Poetry board includes W. H, Au- ! in three years. out that he was wearing the jacket of Bi

“nth
1*5 !!®’"' Louis Untei meyeiOther New York morning papers

But a little later Broun found

^ _ ooks. . In one pocket he found
|
den, L o ui s e Bogan, Babette

|

"
Burrows’ new tome “The art address bopk; filled with names of girls and their telephone numbers.

Deutsch, Horace Gregory and
; v^iih the Three Blue Eyes,” Brooks never^got the book back.
I 1 *.mi i- i‘i' .i_ • i i ; i ’ A »v\A« rf f L a f limtfe* fhof Tlrm in

edition, which beginning tonight

;

OVed. ) hits the streets at 8 ri.m.
Daily Mirror and Daily: News both
started last week to put 'their first
^ditioris on sale a half hour earlier.

[ will be published by Doubleday Among the things that Broun did at that time, which surprise me.
Awards will be made at a Wal-

; thLs^'fall'.' Volume Will consist of even now, were starting George Bye as an agent and Paul Robeson as

•ssays. a singer. Robeson, it seems, played around vvith H 3rd; who was called

i ^ Marv Johnson Tweedy former Woody ’ at home', and would, sirig old spiiituals to the kid. 'Robesori,

Time & Life reporter, authored h^e Brooks, had been an old All-American. He had Rlayed in Eugene
• “Bermuda Holiday: A Guide Book” O’Neill’s “The Emperor Jones,*- but it was Broun, it says here,

;
who

»re acting to meet the competition dorf-Astoi ia N Y dinner March 1
UnS

u
Voll,r

of the Herald l>ibune’s carly bird 16
Aslolla

. Omnei Maith ramb |mg essays.

Hearst’s Cook’s Tours
John Kohler

. and 'Charles Ad- which Crown Publishers is bring- arranged
:
for Robeson’s, debut at the Provincetown Playhouse as a

dams, having returned from a ing out next month. siriger. Broun’s chauffeu r, incidentally,Was named Earl'Wilson, but
News had locked up at 7 p,m. and Furopean junket for Hearst maga-.; Lee G. Miller’s “The Story of beyond that being the name of a present-day popular columnist, , they
sent mats to Brooklyn, to roll its zi-ries.,. which resulted in

-

stories ior ;

[Frriie Pvie” will be serialized first were in no way related.
Brooklyn^ edition at 8 p.m., but had both Cosmopolitan a ri d

TT
Good

i n
r

McCaliT
s, hence its*Viking pub

kept its Mafihattan forms open for Housekeeping, ~ ^ * * - ~ L -

another lialf-hoiir
4 - ”

city forms close

v'.-.i'****.* "u
.*- xj i : j . . tt 1,1 nciite viiijiig (tuu- . i/nange ncre 10 lTieaianu

Q1
^
;

" cf ^^^ riicaUon; is/beirig postponed: from Though listed as fiction, Mealand s “The First; Person” is aibpu
our, until .7:30, - Now ndmg Richard ^Sherman ! (A pfil until September; lively m inside^^storv of^

columnists of today as is likely, bo be wfi
^

eHtvf f ; Fowler huddling with Jim- till a new bunch crops up. A former associate editor of Cpsriio

7 r llrva iuaj iia.vc. vU D1III5
|

Auvawvuvnnj,, uiv. uv.n'. xh
phf an earlier edition. At stake in [gins sequel to “Blandings’

Change Here To Mealand
about as

written
and

. Mealand should have been called in to save
double-identity wienie: iri

; “The First Person
saved the Rossellinis., ;•

columnist named Luke Peters who has
; a wife, a

it

j’ Dream
' Ernest K. Lindley, Newsweek mistress and a new secretary who looks like the dark mare of the race,

the circulation^WaF- ai^
r

L3obM6 '

:''Hbiise,V
A

'

titled “Mr. Blandings’ ;

Washington bureau chief, Won the /Some lout lias been going around the country using the columnist’s
readers who buy their papers be- Progress,” is slated for June Cos-:l Overseas Press Club award for name. He’s got a gal in trouble; Peters sets out to catch the thief,
tween 8 p.m; and 1 a.m. ino.po]itan.If. has fun- in -an- ad ;--be$t.TV reporting of foreign news. This is the vvienie of MeMarid’s story.

• - •'

‘ agency as a theme, sans any “liuck- ’Wuclo. will be made at^annuat d in- ^11 of us have been caught On that double-identity gimmick at some
Lait-Mortimer’s OK Chi Book | ’ overtones. Simon/ & Sclius- the V\ aIdorf-Astoria, N. A .,

t j nie or ot |ier j remember a dame writing to me regretting that. each:

“Chicago Confidential” (Grown*
^er Ihe book version. nday (3

. time she was out vvith me she got drunk Or she would have invited
$3 ) is the second in a series of vOJ - 1

“

—

;
.
Harper’s bringing Out o revised me U p. The. next time,' she assured me ; it vvould riot happen,

limes by vet newsmen Jack Wait !

l>iax Wylie’s Radio-TV Tome • ediLon of Robert E. . Sherwood s “Dear Mabel,” I wrote her, “1 must have been drunker than you.
and Lee Mortimer retailirig the R<idio and^

^
Televisiori Wrriting[' Roosevelt and ITopkms pn Ma^h T (jon *t rQ i7^emher this, at all.”

behind-the-scenes life of major W. Max Wylie (Rinehart & Com u
-c?§»

’ She must have compared handwritings. Anyway, I never heard of
^ ^ ^ ^

^ ^

j ^ ^ | ^^ 0^
• * 4 1 •

-
. ^ -

. . • . ft. a iwY rt- t r. V diMI'A f\ r\ c? 1 n nA .nA 1 1 1 1 1 u V ^ ^'AWIH.UCUV AX, VU., t . r%\ ^ j •’ 4 a. out: J 1 1 U o L liaVC tUUiUUiCU IiailUN’V 1 11IJ

rie-i^mU-he-plxoney -again . /
the big town” . is just that; it has Whtion by the same author -'some

•

• Among the columnists in “The First Persori” Iri^s thrilled to find
everything, from backstage and [Uhie ago. Wylie knows his radio

j

u'^Pa«e prelacy wiu oe aaoem
ni ell! mentioned in the, firsL 15—just behind Wilson but ahead of

Hgnm
.
Phone numbers to tlie and besides he has the top authpn- 1 R?ndom llous^prcxy Hennelt

Crosby Sullivan; Walker, Rose, Holly, Hedda, Johnson, Kilgallen, Pear.
°iigin- of. the-

;

term “white" 4slaye,”.'.
" ; -ties . 0/ .and.' in _ radia..-and-..televisipii = Cerf

%
staying on- west^fovJhevHPl ,y^-

;

. son[ Jckes.
- .uke hater told his secretary, hadl to do vvith

petty subjects of the day. They were strictly

of it. “But. how good,” he wanted to know,
American when it meant being brassy, ig-

and find someone to worry over spots they haven't held in a lew ( echelons” in film production ranks, norant, insensitive, mass-minded and arrogant?’
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Herb Shriner opens vaude tour
March'S at Olympia, Miami.

Ted Nathan, Warner Bros, ad
copywriter, resigning to revise his

play, “Obligato.”
Bonded Film Storage opening a

hew screening room at the Film
Center Friday (3).

Metro Star Audrey Totter in

Boston to open the Red Cross drive

at Symphony hall.

Fox Hill jnri, Ridgefield, Conn.

,

plans a summer theatre in its barns
adjoining the main building.

Nat Dorfman, p.a. for “Texas,
Li’l Dariin’ ” to Florida to golf and

. read scripts for Tony Farrell*

Tony Kiss, formerly at Glass Hat
and Ritz Towers, set by Louis Rit-

ter to run dining robin of the Wey-
lin hotel.

'

Robert Young, co-star of Harry
M. Popkin’s United Artists release,

“Ellen,” in town for two weeks to

help ballyhoo the pic.

Emanuel Frisch, treasurer of
Randforce Arhus. Corn., is. amuse-
ments chairman of the Brooklyn
Red Cress 1950 fund drive.

Will Yojeri has resigned from
Yolen, Ross & Salzman publicity

setup to handle consultant ac-

counts for various organizations.

Thelma Ritter leaves this : week-
end for: the Coast for a featured
part in *T11 Get By,” Starting the
second year of her contract ait 20th-

•

:

Fox.;--

Mary Helen Weimer, Indianapo-
lis resident brought up under the
name Lavinda Arnold, looking for
her parents Louisa Arnold and
Paul Fredrick.

Victor Solow, who recently di

rected the Eddie Albert documen-
tary, “Human Beginnings,” cur-
rently working on a pic for the U,.S.

Army’s civil affairs division.

Arthur Davis, film publicist who
recently formed his own foreign
pic distributing firm, garnered a
two-page spread in current Life-]

mag plugging his p.a. stunts.

Robert H. O’Brien, United Para-
mount’s secretary-treasurer, slated
to speak before the Chicago Tele-
vision Council, March 8, on the
prospects of theatre television.

Mary Toye, San Carlo Opera Co.
flack, retired yesterday (Tues.) after

25 years with the outfit; Miss Toye
originally joined the company as
secretary to impresario Fortune
Gallo.

Bernard Lewis, longtime film
publicist, named exec chairman of
the Page One Ball, staged annually
by the . N. Y. Newspaper Guild.
Event skedded for Hotel Astor
April 15.

N. Y. Brewers Board of Trade
and the New Jersey Brewers Assn,
hold second annual Bock Beer
Festival March 15 at the 71st Regi-
ment Armory, receipts g o i n g to
American Red Cross.

New tune by Tom Pryor, Times
film news editor and critic, introed
by Bob Hope on his air show last
night (Tues ). Pryor did/ lyrics for
the number, “Never Again,” with
music by A1 Urbano, Pryor’s neigh-
bor.

Richard Rodgers named chair-
man of the -fifth annual George
Gershwin Memorial Concert to be
held at Carnegie Hall March 25
under sponsorship of the B’nai
B’rith Victory Lodge and Hiliel
Foundations.

Twentieth-Fox prez SJpyros P.
Skouras has extended his Miami
vacation a week and now due back
at the homeoffiCe .today (Wed.).
During his Florida stay he was
guest Speaker at a United Jewish
Appeal dinner Sunday night (26).

N. H. Bronsten, independent
British film producer, returned to
London last week on the Queen
Elizabeth after a months stay in
New York and on the Coast. F.
Baden-Powell Weil, board chair-

;
man of his company, accomped
him.

Mrs. Pete Lang who, with her
husband, made up the Vaude team
of McLeod & Melville, being
sought along with * her mother
Mary E. Demarest by Westfield,
N. J., legalites Nash & Davidson,
regarding some unclaimed West-
field property.

Marti Stevens (Schenck), Loew’s
prexy Nick Schenck’s daughter,

who has embarked on a nitery.
singing career, was to have pfeem-
ed at La Boheme, Miami Beach,
When the gambling tabu folded the

.
spot. Her parents are currently
wintering. in Miami.
Jan Rubini. violinist, in

.. town

son;* flew back to the Coast over
the weekend following his return
from Germany last week. With
producer-director Anatole Litvak,
he had been scouting locations for
“Treason,” which is to be lensed
entirely in and around Munich*

By Maxlme de Belx w

(33 Blvdi Montparnasse).

Viola lima back from her U.S.
trip,

'

Gerry Mayer back from trip to
Spain. •

• The Ga'rie Van Dees back from
Austria,

Raymond Hakim joined here by
brother Robert. .

Louis Lazar off to Italy for a sur-
vey of construction there.

;

Nina DoVa, Canadian chanteuse,
opening at Le Night Club;

George Canty expected in Paris
this week on way to Rome assign-
ment.

Francbise Rosay to England to
star in legit thriller, ‘Madariie Tiq-
Tac” '

•

Joris Iveris, Dutch docUmentarist,
being given a festival at the Salle
Pleyel.

•

Amato productions inking Lewis
Milestone for a James Masori
starrer.

'

Jean-Louis Barrault added "to the
star roster of the Max Ophul’s pic,

“Le Ronde.”
Marta Labarr, new Henri Varna

star, is the daughter-in- law of the
Due des Cars.
- French production increasing the

last few years from 89 pix in 1946
to 96 pix in 1949.

Claude Vorriiorel back from a
six-month sojourn in Africa with a
pic, “The Solitary Conquerors.”

Bill Marshall to shoot a co-pro-
duction pic, “Confession,” with Si-

mone Signoret, Vincent Price and
Dalio.

: Micheline Presle to th& Philip-
pines to Star opposite Tyrone
Power in “Philippine Guerilla,” to
be directed by Fritz Lang.
Anouk Aime, French starlet,

firmly ensconced in England with a
three pic contract after the success
of “The Golden Salamander.”

Eugene O * N e ill’

s

“EmpOrer
Jones” being presented at La
Maison De Le Pensee in French
and starring Haitian actor Habib
Benglia.

John Corfield getting over a- very
serious case of flu.

C. J. Latta back after ,two months
In New York and Hollywood,

Phil Hyams’ Eros topper sailed

Friday (24) .for a routine trip to

New York.
Arnaut Bros; at the Colony res-

taurant for two weeks, starting

Monday . (27).

Cicely Courtneidge to tour the
Stoll circuit for 14 weeks, Opening
March 13 with her own vaudeville
unit.
Nat Karson trying to squeeze a

short visit home in between Em-
pire stage productions to visit his
mother.
“One Wild Oat” folded last Sat-

urday (251 after celebrating its

500th performance the previous
weekend.

Irene Dunne Spending a fort-

night in Rome before coming to
England to star in 20th-Fox’s “The
Mudlark/*

Ronnie Konalde just closed two
years’

,
contract; with Columbia

Gramophone Co. to record eight
disks per year.
Murray Silyerstone spending few

days in London before' visiting the
Continent, but returning shortly
for an extended stay.

Reginald C. Bromhead, chairman
of. the Trade Benevolent Fund,
back from a three months* vaca-
tion in South Africa.

Isabel Bigiey has quit the cast of
“Oklahoma!” after 1,269 perform-
ances and plans a trip to Germany
to sing for the troops. «
John Mills is returning to legit

after an absence of five years and
opens in Newcastle March 13 in
“The Damascus Blade,” which is

being produced by Sir Laurence
Olivier.
New company formed by Sir

Charles Cochran will present
“Ivory Tower” at Oxford as its first

venture, and others are being ac-

quired for production in partner-
ship with Lord Vivian.

from the Coast for the Ken Mur
ray TV show March 4 and a week
at the Palace beginning March 9,
His seven-year-old son Michele
will debut with him during the lat-

ter engagement. Rubini recently

,

finished a seven month concert

:

tour of South Africa.
|

Frank McCarthy, associate pro-
ducer of 20th-Fox’s “Call It Trea- 1

By Joe Hanson
Bodenwieser Viennese Ballet a

hit in Johannesburg.
“Macbeth” is being done in Afri-

kaans at His Majesty’s, Johannes-
burg.

Florence Desmond a big hit in
Johannesburg and Cape Town on
South African tour.

Johannesburg to have repertory
theatre when old Lyric theatre, at
present used as storehouse, is re-
built as an intimate 300-seater.

Armando de Miranda, managing
director of Portugal’s best-known
film company^ Cinedltoria, in South
Africa to make documentary films.

Construction work has begun on
African Film Production’s new 30-
acre studio at Parkmore, Johannes-
burg. Completion is expected by
1952.

“Annie Get Your Gun,” after
successful extended season at Al-
hambra, Cape Town#, is on tour to
Port Elizabeth, East London and
Durban;

Afrikaans (Dutch) version of
“Macbeth” at His Majesty’s, Jo-
hannesburg, under combined aus-
pices of National Theater and
African Consolidated Theatres.
South African tour will follow,

“Salute to the Voortrekkers,” a
16m documentary of recent Voor-
trekker celebrations, has been
inade by Pecten Film Library .di-

vision of Shell Oil Co. for distri-
bution to schools, colleges, etc.

Will probably be blown up to 35m
for worldwide showing.

JBy Florence S. Lowe
,
Alec Templeton will play a

benefit concert here March 12.

Marge & Gower Champion, terp
team who entertained at White
H 6 u S e

. Photographers’ dinner,
opened at Statler Hotel’s Embassy
Room Monday night (27);

“Journey Back,” Veterans’ Ad-
ministration film on a disabled
veteran, highlighted mass meeting
sponsored by American Federa-
tidn of Physically Handicapped;

'

Col. McGraw, executive direc-
tor of Variety Clubs International,
here for a four-day round Of civic
p.a.’s/ including speech, at local
Variety Tent’s Brotherhood lunch-
eon, where he shared spotlight
honors with ex-Seeretary of Navy
John L. Sullivan.

: ;By Les Rees
Mae West in “Diamond Lil” set

for Lyceum in April.
Bernard Simon here ahead . of

“That Lady” at Lyceum.
Frances. Langford underlined

for Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Ter-
race.
Mel TOrme and Peggy Lee inked

for Club Carnival; return date for
former.
, Stan Kenton’s orchestra at St
Paul Auditorium for concert
March 8. .

Liberace went from Hotel Nicol-
let Minnesota Terrace here to
Washington to appear at Press Ball
Feb. 25. t
For return date, “Streetcar

Named Desire” passing up St. Paul:
and playing at Lyceum here for
seven days starting March 6.

Delta Rhythm Boys, Keye Luke
and Vera Love into Club Carni-
val with Carmen Garcia’s Rhum-
ba Band, Dick Gordon and Carni-
val Orchestra

board Club night club In Rome, off

to Austria for siding,

The George Ornsteins (Gwynne
Pickford) of

,

UA are visiting the
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr,, family at

Bad Gasteih'in Austria. ...
•

Anthony La Penna* New York
actor who recently appeared in

“Death of a Salesman” in London,
now in Rome with his actress wife,

Natalia Rae.
; .

Maria Montez off for Paris, to

join her husband, Pierre Aumdnt,
and their child. She will return to

Rome, April 1 for completion of

her current assignment in
'‘Thief

of Venice.”

By Helen McGill Tubbs
Alan Curiis still in Cairo.
Montgomery Clift at the Savoia

hotel.

Actor Steve Barclay vacationing
in Austria.

Actress Faye Marlowe here from
Hollywood.

David Brooks here from Milan
on a business trip.

Gabriel Pascal left for London
but will return, soon.
Edward G. Robinson is at the

Hassler for a few days.
Peter Lorre ill in Germany, but

expected in Italy soon.
Marta. Abba (Mrs. Severance Mil-

likeri) is at the Hassler.
Maria Denis, Italia n actress,

has returned from a St. Moritz
vacation.

.

Roman night clubs are doing
j

huge business for the current car-
nival season.
Ernest Hemingway is in Cortine

in the Dolomite mountains for the
winter months

Countess Dorothy Di Frasso en-
tertained the film crowd at her
home this week.
Film importer Julio Castelli, of!

the Rosa Films in Madrid, in Rome
on a business trip.

The George Ornsteins (UA) vaca-
tioning in Vienna with the Eugene
Van Dees of Paris’ MPAA.
Mike Frankovitch, producer, of

“Dark Road,” off to London to do
his technical work on the picture

!

there;

By Hal Cohen
,

PlayhouSe-borri revue, “Lend an
Ear/’ booked into Nixon, for week
of April 3.

'

Lorraine’’ Rognan headlining * Ca-
rousel with Lee Davis and Enrico

arid Novello. .>

'

Jackie Heller gets home March
13 after West Indies cruise and
seven-week vacation,

.

Marina Koshetz will _be guest

soloist with Pittsburgh Symphony
weekend of March 31,

Evans Family into Nixon Cafe
for week, with Raul and Eva Reyes
coming in next Monday (6).

Hank Senber, on special ex-

ploitation, and Ted Goldsmith . on
regular advance chores in ahead of

“Death of a Salesman.”
.

; Joe Howard now doing Song
called “Best Days of Our Lives”;

writtep in collaboration with Bob
Vetters, local tunesmith.
Russ Black, Dorothy Shay’s ac-

companist, and Maestro Hal Kan-
ner having a reunion at Terrace
Room; they Were both with Fred
Waring.

By N. V. Eswar
; Passion Play staged in St; Xav-
ier’s College, Bombay, at cost Of
$15,000.
M. Hajesji has gone to Holly-

wood as technical adviser to Metro
on “Kim.”
Films Division of Government of

India now supplying weekly riewSr
reels to. 2,300. theatres in India.

Orient International Film plans
production of “Lead Kindly Light,”
life of Gandhi by Vincent Sheean.
Hyderabad State Government

has lifted the ban on the playing
of music before mosques in the
state.

First convention of all motion
picture asociations was h e 1 d in
Bombay recently, with steps taken
to form an all-India federation of
film associations*
JUpiter Pictures of Madras bring-

ing Out Tamil version of “Robin-
hood,” with accent on music, due to
success of Gemini’s T.amil ver-
siori of “Corsican Bros.”

Bob Eberly show being aired
over Radio Eireanh for local
sponsor; it’s first American pack-
age show used thus Here. :

.

Film imports into Ireland in
1949 totalled 9,764,475 feet* com-
pared with 7,954,440 feet in 1948,
according to Central Statistics Of-
fice report.

P. J. O’Connor seeking theatre
for proposed production of Fr.
Urban Nagle’s Christopher-award
play “City of Kings”;' no show
likely until Fall.

National Film Institute reports
it protested to government against
acquisition of four nabe houses by
Rank interests. Houses were pur-
chased last year. No government
action likely. ;

r

4
Lumiton Pictures launches new

Argentine weekly riewsreel.
Film stars Alberto Closas and

Amelia Bence to form legit com-
pany for 1950 season.
Veteran revue actress Sofia Bo-

fan to marry millionaire Carlos
Hess, but won’t abandon career in
show biz. .

Comedian Enrique Serrano nixed
film and legit contracts for current
year and will take prolonged, rest
in Europe.

Friar Jose de GuadalUpe Mojica
winding up Argentine concert and
radio chores, them will trek toRome on Holy Year pilgrimage,

CJf*^ter orch heading for
Pacific Northwest on one-nighter

Mona Barrie, who has been visit-
ing in Rome, Will hop off for Lon-
don for a few weeks, but will re-
turn here.

,

The Kevin MeCarthys, of the
1

London company of “Death of a
!

Salesman,” seeing Rome with
Montgomery Cliff.

David Pelham, former “Dead
End” kid, now operating the Key-

j

Mam*** Evergreen Theatws
split up into the John Hamrick and
Evergreen Theatres.
Monty Woolley in “Man WhoGame to Dinner” openirig for three

days at Mayfair March 14.

i

EPPy Pearson and Marylin Hare
closing at Amato’s Supper Club
after two weeks. The Day Dream-
ers open next.

v
Hal Wallis arid Cy Howard to

Las Vegas. •

,
Sid Grauman recovering from a

heart attack.
Gordon MacRae vacationing in

Palm Springs.
Ann, Sothern ' recovering from
ijor surgery. '

Marge^ arid .Gower Champion to
Washington, D. C.
Robert Warwick observed his

46th anni as an actor.
Lucille Ball sent home from Co-

lumbia lot with high fever.

'

William Pirie released from the
hospital after minor surgery.
Andy Devine installed as hon-

orary mayor of Van Nuys for ilth
time.

Cecil B. DeMille and Y. Frank
Freeman to Chicago for a Red
Cross show.
Richard Todd drew Parents’ Mag

award for
,
his thespihg in “The

Hasty Heart.”
A1 Jolson, Bob ; Hope, Danny

Thomas, George Burps arid Danny
Kaye lined up as entertainers for
B’nai B’rith Lodge’s “Mari of Year”
dinner.

"

Eddie Cantor lectured at Uni-
versity of Arizona Monday night
(27) and moves into Tucson tomor-
row (Wed) to speak for United
Jewish Appeal;
Jock Lawrence planed to N. Y.

after a week of conferences with
Sam Goldwyn on ad-publicity cam-
paigns for “Our Very Own” and
“Edge of Doom.”

.
Daria Ahdrews' forgot to duck

during a scripted battle with Lou
Nova ori “Where the Sidewalk
Ends” set at 20th-Fox, and came
up with a busted nose.

By Lary Solioway
Teddy Powell’S orch into Giro’s.
'Martin Block in town for a few

days. .

Ted Briskin soloing it here at
the Roney.

Sophie Tucker joined show biz
colony at the Lord Tarieton.

20th-Fox’s Spyros Skouras and
A1 Lichtman at the Roney Plaza.
Milton Berle begins 10-day date

at $4,000 per night at Copa City oil

March 2. ^ :

. Lee Shubert at the Saxony and
does not plan immediate return to
New York despite antitrust suit.

Every gambling spot from here
to Palm Beach shut down* with
equipment moved out, on the gov-
ernor’s order.
Drew Pearson in town for United

Jewish Appeal kickoff dinner A|st;

Sunday, riiaking rounds, with Wal-
ter Winchell.
Walter Winchell subbed for ail-

ing Ed Sullivan as m e. of Variety
Tent’s Children’s Hospital benefit

at Olympia theatre. ;

The Arthur Godfreys anni par-

tied at the Kenilworth last Friday
(24) with attorney-manager Leo
DeOrsey tossing the shindig.
Club -Boheme (Joe - E. Lewis and

Gracie Barrie) shuttered Sunday
(26) with the thrush heading to

Chicago for Palmer House date.

Lewis is a probability to join

Sophie Tucker at the Beachcomber.

By Jerry Gaghan
Filrii and radio scripter Parke

Levy in town for visit to his ailing

father.

. Bill Layne resigning as chair-

man of executive board of local

American Guild of Variety Artists,

Donald W. Thornburgh, prexy of

WCAU, named public relations

chairman for the 1950 Cancer Cru-
sade,
Margaret O’Brien made personal

appearance at Wanamaker Store

here : to ‘introduce her own auto-

graphed shoes. ,

Accordionist Andy Arcari ;and

Singer Eddie Roecker will appear
in recital at Academy of Music,

March 23, under sponsorship of

Harry Biben.
John Auspitz, executive director

of Radio Electronics Institute,

named a companion of British In-

stitute of Radio Engineers, first

American to receive that honor;

By Gordon Irving .

The Piddingtons, Aussie thought-

reading couple, to tour U. S. in falL

Aririabelle Logan, of Scots stage

family, now in Tunis and returning

to' States shortly. •/' ••
.

Freddie Sales, English comic*

booked for Scotland’s strawhat re-

vue, “Half-Past Eight.’
Eileen Herlie to appear in Gjn9*

gow in revival of Pinero’s The

Second Mrs. Tanqueray.”
Robert Hare and Arthur Rtscoe

slated for King’s theatre, Glasgow,

March 20, in Vernon Sylvame
farce, “One Wild Oat,” /' „
George Clarkson, Jr,, aria wite,

Gail Leslie, now entertaining m
cabaret in Bombay, have further

three-month stint in Calcutta.
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• Expectation at the outset of this -fr

year that 1950 would witness a

comeback into the profit column

by the record industry has been

borne out by the solid business

racked up during January and Feb-

ruary. Milton . Rackmil, Decca

prexy, said the industry has picked

up markedly from the 1949 dol-

drums due to the stabilization of

the rpm situation*

If March biz continues at the

same clip as the previous two
months, Rackmil stated that Decca
would forge ahead of first-quarter

V
to Show

Eddie Cantor’s concert stand at
Carnegie Hall, N. Y./ March 21,
will serve as a test for a possible
appearance in the fall in a Broad-
way legit house in a one-man show.

Should stunt be successful, the
William Morris Agency is expect-’
ed to line up a Broadway theatre

“Gimmick pictures”*—those that
for one reason or another are off

the beaten path-y-appear to be the
dominant category of product that

has been scoring at the b.o., a

study of hits and flops of the past

three months discloses
.
Otherwise

the hit list is diffuse as to type as

ever—and can be matched up by
films of exactly the same type in

the roster of boxoffice disappoint-

ments. ~
:

Picture execs, faced more vitally

earnings in 1949, an unusually
; gral seasons ago.

good period for the disk company '

in light of general conditions. Dec-

ca’s full 1949 financial statement,

which- is expected to be released

sometime next week, will . reveal

the company in the unique posi-

tion of being in the black for all

four quarters of the year. Earn-

ings for 1949 will be about equal

to the preceding year.

Referring to
.
the. confusion

stirred up by introduction of the

33V6 and 45 rpm disks, Rackmil
declared: “The industry now
knows that if it could live through
that mess, the record business is

here to stay.” He pointed out that

the situation has' stabilized to the

point where now retailers could

stock up on the various types of

records without fear of being

caught with obsolete inventories.

‘RED SHOES’ FILM HELD

for a, two-week run on regular than at any time in film history
eight-show-weekly basis.

I with the problem of guessing right
Maurice Chevalier did a success- 1 on the type of subject matter to

ful one-man stiht in a legitef sev- be sent before the cameras, have
been analyzing grosses extremely
Carefully in an endeavor to lay ‘a

finger on the style of film best cal-

culated to stir interest at the b.o.

[The “gimmick picture”-—-as ex-

i emplified by the success, of “Fran-

„ i-cis,” “Pinky” and. “All the King’s
Men”—is the only general cate-

gory that appears worthy of emu-
lating, and a hunt for; scripts of

,
this type is already on.

Jack Benny is the latest head:-
; Otherwise, War pictures and

liner to display interest in the huge
j comedies predominate on the list

Charles Laughton and Elsa Lan-

;

Chester (Mrs. Laughton) are dick-

;

ering for nitery dates; Deal is cur-

'

rently on for Laughton -to do a

single at the Oval Room of the
;

Copley Plaza, Boston, for a May 1

date; depending on his completion
of film commitments,

i Miss Lanchester is set for a

|

stand at the Wedgwood Room of

i the Waldorf-Astoria hotel, N, Y.,

i in October. She had been set for

an engagement at the defunct Cafe
Society Uptown, N. Y., several

.
years ago, but date was cancelled
by mutual consent;.

grosses that can be racked up on
arena tours. He has been sub-

of
.
boxoffice winners.

“Battleground” and
Success of

“Iwo Tirrt*,”

mitted to the Arena Managers
j

has already sent a number of
Assn., which controls most of the other war films into production,
major arenas, at $10,000 guarantee

| Studios realize, however, that the
against 60%. of the gate. How-

' market will absorb only a limited

/ Pittsburgh, March 7.

• When Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo played a day's stand last

week at Syria Mosque to biggest

business in several seasons, Donald
$teinfirst; Post-Gazette music critic,

asked Frederic Franklin, principal

male dancer with. the organization,

to what he attributed the re-

surgence of interest in classical
j

ballet.
"

. Franklin answered without. ; a

minute's hesitation: “The picture ]

‘Red Shoes'.”

ever, AMA is . averse to offering
Such guarantees and is willing to
take the Benny show on a straight
percentage arrangement. No pact

;

has been set as yet.

Benny’s deal is being patterned
along the same lines on which Bob

[
Hope is being sold. Hope during
his tour this summer will be get-
ting a minimum of $10,000 against
60%. On some dates where mati-
nee and evening performances
are to be held in the same spot,

terms will be $10,000 for each

_ (Continued on page 63)

(Continued on page 63)

SCOTS PROTEST TO BBC

Miami Beach, March 7.

It now appears the re

Copa City-Beachcomber merger is

headed for legal entanglements
which may stymie official taking-

over of the setup by the newly
formed Mid-Century Corp., headed
by Ned (Beachcor.iber) SchuylerGlasgow, Feb. 28.

Radio listeners all over Scotland • and Tom (Copa) Cassara on April

! telephoned British Broadcasting'S, despite fact that all necessary
tea onoes .

..
!. ^ I papers have been signed; Murray

Dancer told* Steinfirst that in all. Coip, and nevyspapers ln^.. protest
Weingert who built and headed up

his days of trouping across the
;

after two of Sti Harry Lauder s
:
group which owned the Copa spot,

country, he’s never seen anything i best-known songs had . been broad- I insists he is very much in the pic-

like the trade for Ballet Russe this
: cas j. ^ «*pa]ace 0f Varieties ”

i
ture, and that there is more to the

j^*
r

;n To mclude -stop Your Tickling,
j

than
;

a natter ot trans,
pie m comrtiuniUes of an size in-

Trt v„ H <«Th _ Af ferring the various forms of own-
•••"" «" ^ Jock and The End oMhe Road

rshjp* Understood he wlII be ln

NVhil^Scotf^the
..
world ovdr were

: for 25% on the new deal; If it goes

Hollywood, March 7,

CBS is preparing to buy a film

studio for its television produc-

tion, with five lots now up for

consideration, including Warners’
Sunset Boulevard plant, Samuel
Goldwyn, Eagle Lion, Motion Pic-

ture Centre and Hal Roach. How-
ard Meighan, CBS veepee in Hol-

lywood, admits studios have been
eyed, saying, “We’ve quit looking

around but haven’t yet made up
our minds which studio we’ll buy.”

Owners of lots, it is understood,

would be willing to sell.

James M. Seward, top CBS ex-

ecutive, arrived* Sunday (5) from
N Y. [He is known as the net-

work’s “cleanup man” and his ar-

rival here hard on heels of . the

departure for the east of Frank
Stanton, Who looked at

.

studios

with Meighan, inspires trade be-

lief some deal is imminent. Mei-
ghan recently said CBS is looking

ahead 10 years and some studios

gandered have been ruled out as

(Continued on page 18)

Television is packing up its lug-

gage foit itsjftrsi.mass
move in the near ffuture, with the
Coast due to come in for a major
share, of top video program origi-

nation.
Key to. the trek westward, which :

will duplicate that of both the film
and radio industries in the early
days of their development, was the \

decision of the Young & Rubicain
ad agency this week to start film-
ing the “Silver Theatre” TV show
on a mass production baSi? on the
Const. Extremely . well-satisfied

with the experimental “Silver”
show^lensed Via the-[new Jerry Fair-
banks multi-camera system and
aired as a regular part of the CBS
series several weeks ago, Y&R
plans to put the final 13 weeks of
lire series current cycle before the
Fairbanks cameras next week. In-
ternational Sterling is the sponsor.

N. Y. representatives of the Fair-
banks organization, meanwhile, are
talking with agency producers of
two big full-hour dramatic pro-
grams to line up a similar move for
them, as well as with a dozen or so
orbducers of half-hour programs.
Mov.e will be gradual, but is defi-

nitely in the works.

Among t h o s e considering the
switch is CBS-TV’s “Ford Thea-
tre,’’ produced: by Kenyon & Eck-
hardt,

Y&R producer Frank Telford,
who produced the first experimen-
tal “Silver” program via the Fair-
banks system, leaves for the Coast
Tuesday (14) to put the other 13
in the works. First of these will
be aired in the east April 3.

Whether N. Y. or Hollywood
would emerge as the TV program
origination center has long been
one of the major subjects fOr argu-
ment in the trade. Because of the
fi Im studios and the preference of
some of the top radio stars for the
California Climate and swimming
pools, it was thought the Coast

(Continued on page 63)

qiiirlng why they had bought
tickets to the Monte Carlo perform-

ances, and majority of them have
i

yww v**- v\. throughf ? -
because they had i i ^Attdrrtold him it was because they had

: "Attorneys for the Schuyler inter-

seen bailet the first time in
“Red

,

^forc *26) - ^as g
j
ests report that all documents call-

Shoes,” and liked it.
j

^d Taste, said the complaints.
; ing fo/takeoyer on the April date

William Beegle, running May !

The songs were featured in a are signed. -Weinger claims that,

Beegle Concert Bureau, which im-
;

program of w.k. music-hall sue- [though papers, map have beeh

presarioed the local engagement; ces?es of yesteryear, with a wise-
; signatured, he is very much in the

backed up Franklin’s Opinion. He
said mail orders had come frOm
distant communities in area which
never get live ballet, and surveys
have shown that in all those towns
where requests for seats have come
from, “Red Shoes” had already
been shown.

cracking chairman .introducing the
j picture and will remain so—-adding

different turns, program was re- •. that he Is also “protecting the
corded earlier in the week. Listen- large group Of employees who have
ers pointed out that, even with this i been with me throughout.” A
taping, it would have been pos-

j good many of these employees
sible to do some cutting bought stock in the original cor-

All Scotland is in mourning for poration which built the Norman
Lauder. i (Continued on page 63)

Cleveland, March 7.

A television screen has in it the

possibilities of making any bar a

bookie joint, according to U. S.

District Attorney Don Miller }
who

returned from a Washington dis-

trict attorneys’ confab On crime, *

He declared he was told that

television coverage is complete at

Roosevelt Raceway, where t h e

Grand Circuit Trotting Races are
held, and that “television screens
show frequent views of the pari-

! mutuel odds before the race, and

|

the track odds are shown after the
i race is run. A bar with a TV set,”
1

he added, “cair^take bets und pay
off immediately after each race, at

trackslde odds.”

TOY STARTS LOSING

ITS BROWNOUT BLUES
Li ftin/ of the brownout Monday

< 6) shattered an adverse triple-par-
Jay that had Broadway business in
the doldrums for the past three
weeks. The two-week dim6ut,
which combined with severe cold
weather and the Lent season to
depress the b.o. to the lowest point
in years, was ended following set-

tlement of the coal strike over the
weekend. •

'

First reaction to the lighting up
of the Main Stern’s marquees and
.spectaculars was a slight upturn in
theatre business. Influx of normal
crowds into the /midtown area,
however, was expected to be felt
later this week following publi-
cizing of the brownout cancella-

, tion. The onset of warmer weath-
er was another factor hypoing

:
activity on Broadway.
Broadway managers, although

;
glad that

.
the street no longer

i (Continued on page 63)
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Vienna, Feb, 21.

Faschirig (Mai'di Gras) season

draws to a close with a sock b.o„

registering close to 2,000,000 ad-

missions to some 2,Q00 public and

semi-public balls Held in Vienna.

To foreign observers the affairs

have been plenty luxurious and gay.

What they've marked is the decline

of the waltz. Here, in the city of

Johann Strauss, the dance floors

emptied by half this year when the

orchs went into
,
d.rei viertel takt.

The Viennese like foxtrots, sambas,

rumbas and polkas, in that order.

The stately waltz is for a.k.’s and
’tourists. That means loss of One

of the town’s, real spectacles, the

sight of 1,000 couples in evening
dress waltzing in perfect time and
Totatton^round fa big ballroom as

if directed by Cecil B. de Mille or

Willi ForSt.

Oldtimers report that this year’s

Fasching outdid even the much
remembered times of themonarchy
for sheer volume, fun and expense.

The affairs ranged from medium-
size club balls for 100 or so people
to the giant Gschnasfest and Artists

Ball which run for three and two
n lights respectively, Gschnasfest
this year drew the biggest attend-

ance of all Vienna parties. Held in

all rooms of the Kunstlerhaus, It

clocked crowds of 3,000 to 4,000 on
each of three Saturdays. Parties

run from 9 pm. jjtill unconscious
and have been known to reach the

breaking-up stage the next after-

noon.

More War Fix?
Comparative success of war

pictures recently continues to

sharpen the trend toward them
bn production schedules. Lat-
est indication was registration

with the Motion Picture Assn,
of America title bureau last

week of ‘‘Operation Java Sea”
and ‘Torpedoes Away,’*
Both claims were staked out

by RKO;

m
GETTING THAT TV YEN
Having just completed a picture

on the Mediterranean isle of Ma-
jorca, Herbert Marshall arrived in

New York Jksiwweek andf is now
“belatedly” getting into television.

Actor is auditioning for the: new
medium in a program based upon
one of his old radio shpvte.

.
Majorca pic, Marshall said; was

turned out by Alsa Films of Paris

and deals with trafficking in drugs.

Titled “Black Jack,” the film was
directed by Julien, t)uvivier, and
other cast toppers include George
Sanders, Agnes Moorhead and Pat-

ricia Roc.

Coal Strike Induces

‘Battleground’ 2d, 12 O’Clock’ 3d

Feb. Golden Dozen
1, “Samsqh-JDelilah” (Par).

.

2, “Battleground” (M-G).

3, “12 O’Clock High” (20th).

-
4." “Sands Iwo Jima” (Rep).

5. “The Outlaw” (RKO).

6.

“All King’s Men” (Col).

7. •‘Foolish Heart” (RKO).
8. “Stromboli” (RKO).
9. “Willie Home” (20th);

10. “Montana” (WB).
11. \“Mrs; Mike” (UA);

12. “Malaya” (M-G).

WILL MAHONEY
THi INIMITABLE

Boys, : I’m a lucky-, guy! No wor-
vies because I’ve got a good man
piloting me, JOE GLASER OF -•AS-
SOCIATED booking GORp. and

-‘Samson and Delilah” (Par);
which loomed as a potentially
mighty boxoffice picture late in
January* roared ahead to become
national winner last month, ac-
cording to reports from Variety
correspondents in 24 representative

; key cities. The Cecil B. DeMille
opus landed in first place every
week during the monfh,. grossing
an estimated $1,345,000 for the
month. It was closely pressed by
“Sands of IwO Jima” (Rep) the
first week in February but after

that drew away from the field,

“Samson” was third in January:
“Battleground” (M-Q), winner of

seventh place in January ,
came,

through strongly last month to

take second spot by a handy mar-
1 gin; Picture racked upi nearly

$920,000, finishing second twice

^
, Paris, March 7.

The new switch on Paris night

clubs is that they are making
easier coin during tea dancing
than at night when champagne
buckets are on the tables. Most
clubs are depending on the after-

noon revelers to help them pay
expenses in the boites. Reason for

large grosses before dark is tea

ComeS 'in pots at 600 francs ($1,75)

a tiny, kettle. Except for a bag of

Lipton’s this is all clear profit.

Baccara, L’Aiglon, Club des
Champs Elysees and Claridge have
decided that tea dancing is the
difference between black and red
ink, At the moment the Club
des Champs Elysees is' only open
in the afternoon.
Most clubs are griping because

lack of franc-spending patrons and
some may fold before tourist sea-
son starts. One new one will open
in April when Brick Top, who ran
a string of

t

successful and snooty
f>;boites before the war, takes over

nother club in Montmartre.

Golf Championship
St. -Andrews, March 7.

Bing Crosby is filing an entry in

the British Amateur Golf Cham-
phionship, to; be played on this

famous Scottish course from May
22v-

Star is entering from the Bel
Air Country Club of Los Angeles,
where he's rated as a three-handi-
cap golfer.

The flurry of act cancellations,

brought on by the recent coal

strike, has prompted the inclusion

of a special strike clause in some
newly - made booking contracts.

|

Though most of the. talent buyers

who asked, out during the strike

were treated amicably by the.book-

|

Ing agencies, a number of them
! aren’t taking any chances bn the

same thing happening again.

|

According to a number of N. Y.

bookers, news of the strike nearing
I an end Saturday (4) brought im-

I

mediate . requests for talent, with

; a fair percentage of buyers in town
1 Monday <6), the day after the
i strike's official end. The weekend

j

news was also responsible for a

I pickup in business in most situa-

tions.

.
|

Alert Exhibs to Phoney
Video ‘Talent’ Agencies

In the wake of the police drive
in Hollywood against seven tele-

vision talent agencies as “rackets,”

Gael Sullivan, Theatre Owners of

America’s exec director, has alert-

ed exhibs throughout the country
to be on the lookout for similar
activities in their home territories.

Special bulletin to TOAers requests
theatre men to advise Art Arthur,
exec secretary of the Motion Pic-

ture Industry Council on the Coast,
if they spot any illegal agencies.

“If exhibitors have any reason
to be suspicious of people showing
up in their towns and cities and
claiming Hollywood identities, they
need only get in touch with Arthur
for accurate identification, and any
available information on their cred-
it standing,” Sullivan said. Thor-
ough probing of talent schools,

dancing schools and contests for

screen tests should be made before
exhib participation, TOAer added.
Driven from the Coast, these

“shady promoters” will undoubted-
ly turn up elsewhere to renew thieir

trade, Sullivan said.

Minneapolis* March 7. $920,000, Jinisning second twice

SOCIATED BOOKING CORP. and With overflow crowhs attracted oJcio^Hieh”
8

(20th)4H^sa^4^I*tai^ at the
to the trial of Laura Miller, accused captured third position.

NEW YORK •:•. of murdering her married sweet- “Iwo JiiUa,” champ in January,
f heart, at Glencoe* Minn.; hear here, showed enough sustained strength

Charles Novak, owner of the Oriel, 1
despite^ h^ing

•{“?,S? l^rovS
6
hid'^cro^

fcs^u^the^S.Zv tb lfw”«RKO)landed fifth slot after

carry the proceedings to his show-
icings Men” ?Coi) iiioved

house. The testimony went out m AU lvl
^f

a
j V?

1 movea

uu u ifAcu

-

" f'P;
-

v ^ ture obtained a Jot of additional

Washington. March 7. bookings. i

F.vtendinff indefinltelv a wartime ?.*
th*

°SS
l A?rof th St

mfci • "Foolish Heart” (RKO) fin-Extending lndenmteiy a wartime
, Free.” The theatre was filled seventh while “Stromboli”

regulation, the Bureau of Internal throughout the trial, arid Novak (RKr» was eichth first-week blank-
Heyenue ruled the past weekend gained considerable publicity, not

et unveiling ®nab’ling theBergman
that American business firms with

,

only in his home town, but also;
fiim: to cop second place that week.

earnings frozen in foreign coun- here. LOcal papers showed pictures “When Willie Comes Marching
tries need not pay income taxes of people reading the signs and Home .. (2oth), although a- bit
on those earnings until they are also of the, crowds In the show.

, Sp0tty on initial playdates, dis-

Paris, March 7.

I played sufficient draw later to

|
take nirith money,

i “Montana”
,
(WB) was 10th best;

“Mrs. Mike” (UA), 11th, arid “Ma-
laya” (M-G) rounded out the Gold-
en Dozen.
Runner-up films Were “Eiffel

Tower” (RKO), “Chain Lightning”
Oscar Straus, who turned 80 (WB), “Ambush” (M-G) and “Red

released. This, means until dollars house.
I

^
! playSl Sufficient draW 'Wer to

are released for remission to_ the __

—

... .

;
take ninth money.

U. S.- or unless the foreign earn-
, n

I "Montana” (WB) was 10th best;

the ruimg Straus, Busy &
.

On Film, Stage Chores e-
R̂ up fllras ^ere ..Eiffel

nons tied up in countries all over Paris. March 7. Tower” (RKO). “Chain Lightning”
'

?!; Oscar Straus, who turned 80 (WB), “Ambush” (M-G) and “Red

yesterday (Mon.), is still active

deSPlte KiS yearS‘ The
T
ienneSe'

Cis” (U) shape up as two of th*
*>or“ composer. ”OW an American strongest new entries. They ran

The drive* to ‘renew the wartinfe citizen, expects to leave March 18 , almost a dead heat for second-

reeulaUon gotS wav about a ior Munich where his newest place coin the final week: of th.

vea?
1

‘ago 'Kilt Moved * slowly operetta, “Her First Waltz,” is month, both inidcatlng they will be

through the mills of the Treasury s^ed ‘o^open at the State theatre heard from plenty. Aside from its

Dept and Bureau of Internal Rev- March 24. . “22*-
enue. At o'ne time it got a hypo Aside from the operetta, Straus opening-week, tipoff on Fianeis

from the California: congressmen, is busy working On a film which 's the fact thSt it is the next pic-

who went to bat for the industry. Sacha Gordine is producing here Jure to play the N. Y. Paramount.

Just how much American niimey
•

^ ^ Viennese origin and is fooling plenty ot exhibitors by
i is frozen is uncertain, but Eric

i-

u
..Ta.

vicnucat; ^ v.' .
. Kiic . ooc

Johnston, prez of Motion Picture around several^ separate
Althmieh^di^nnintinff iri N v

Assn: of America, stated early in sequences on the order of Somerset
,

A hough disaPpointing ir R
January that the iced Coin in Brit- Maugham's “Quartet.”

;

uheie caught by. the ^downbeat,

ain would be down to $6,000,000 Gordine project, titled “La
| ?h*

by June. At one time Hollywood Ronde*” stars Anton Walbrook,
| ri^k

had about $50,000,000 of its profits and other cast toppers include
i

in foreign countries tied up be-lsimone Simon, Danielle Darrieux,
! ^

cause of the dollar shortage. Isa Miranda and Fernand Gravet.
session « Auotheiv new film* Tln ee

J: Shooting schedule calls for comple- ?*** Home” (20th) opened big at
v

tion bv Anril 1 StrsiK who the Y. Astor, its initial playdate.

CANADA LEE'S KORDA PIC ? composing the film's score, returns ,

“
stap Fright” (WB), which

Canada Lee flew to London Over to the H. S. late this spring. Mmi'/S
the weekend for confabs with Sir ———-—— ^

Sacha Gordine is producing here I
lure to play the N. Y. Paramount,

under Max Qphuls’ direction. Pic- i

The Walt Disney “Cinderella” is

British Pic Producer

Enclosed find check for $. , .... ...
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Refused Vfea SS Red “Third Mail” (SRO),, racking up

Alexander's banner. The actor was ' Washington, March 7. nice grosses, indicates sojid future

l

one of a number of Negro players .
Iver Montagu, British film pro- P?“'bl,ltles once It gets, additional

of whom Zoltan shot tests in New d
i'
c
,
e
£. J?

Included in the delegation

York a couole weeks aco 1 12 Europeans whoni the U* S* Dcsi Wife
,
(Par)^ also new last

}
l w^^ir^inV^rr -q State Department has just refused month, managed to finish seventh

v
vmu leturn po ine u. s.-tnis visas to visit this country. Thev one week and become a runner up

week and, .if conversations work were to come here representing the another stanza. “Borderline” <U)

ATrica‘with‘sJvCTal other
<

AmSiean Congress of Partisans of
[

anded in eighth

actors Tater
Se

fhi. mnnfh^ win Peace, described by the State De- 'hg runnerup two other sessions.

partment as “the leading overall “Hasty Heart” (WB) proved disap^

1 the Alan Patoiv hook
ad-pt?ltl011 of Commuriist-front organization in pointing boxdffice-wise des p i te

the Alan Paton book,
the world.” (Continued on page 24) I

. ",

'

Montagu was listed by the State
.'——

—

u>. 1 u ‘Department as a “British film pro- ^ , yt
’’

•••^i .n wood Comes to Haiti ducer, director and scenarist, and i
Bob Hope Chairmans

Port au Prince, March 7. active in many phases of motion NflHnniil Paler Hi-ivft
Among forhver filmites here picture, production. He has been a

diiuiidi rmsy U rive
in Haiti are Richard Barthel- Communist Party member since Bob Hope will chairman the first

mess, Rex Ingram, who direct- 1932 and is a member of the Daily nationwide cerebral p a 1 s y earn-
ed Rudolf Valentino in “The Worker, editorial staff.”

j

paign, being conducted under the
Four Horsemen,” and Ramon Among Others in the group auspices of. the United Cerebral
Novarro in “Ben-Hur”; and

(

turned down were painter Pablo Associations, h e a d e d by
Andre Roosevelt, Of the Oys- (

Picasso, and Rev. Hewlett Johnson, Leonard H. ' GoMenson, United
ter Bay Roosevelts, who pro- known as the Red Dean of Canter- Paramount Theatres prexy , Hope

i duced the big-grOssing “Goona J bury, will liit every medium of communi-
Goona.” Roosevelt is now riian- ——.—— cation in pitching for: the cam-
aging director of the swank >n, • •

paign, which begins in Maj^. News-
• new Hotel Ibo Lele. Skinner qc Pranpli Pin reels of the comedian’s acceptance

Barthelmess and his wife are unip|M?I Ao l 1C11L1I 1 11 of the Chairmanship Monday (6)

island-hopping in the West. Iriv London, March 7. will be shown on both theatre and
dies. Ingram, in delicate

;
“Skipper Next to God,” by Jan television screens,

health and now a Moslem in |de Hartog, which was tried out at Functions of the drive are to

i

felig'ous faith, says the only the Embassy theatre in 1945, has
1

raise S5,000,000 the first year, pre-
i i.Vt

1

n
hlm

rf
en acquired by^ J. Levi, French

|

sent the public with facts about the
? — retiremen would be a -.. film producer, to be inade into film disease and further scientific study
§cnpt to suit James Mason.

,

m France, of cerebral palsy; Paramount has
Phiy OIL Broadway for some turned out a three-arid-one-half

n
tbe 6reatest artist of his

; months in 1948, with John Garfield minute Alan Ladd short trailerizing
.

time * ‘ starred.
I the subject.

the Alan Paton book.

H’wood Comes to Haiti
Port au Prince; March 7.

Among former filmites here
in Haiti are Richard Barthel-
mess, Rex Ingram, who direct-
ed Rudolf Valentino in “The
Four Horsemen,” and Ramon
Novarro , in “Ben-Hur”

; and

duced the big-grossing “Goona
Goona.” Roosevelt is now riian-

aging director of the swank
new Hotel Ibo Lele.
Barthelmess and his wife are

island-hopping in the West. Inr
dies. Ingram, in delicate
health and now a Moslem in
religious faith, says the only
thing that would tempt him
out of retiremen would be a
script to suit Janies Mason.
He names the British star as
“the greatest artist of his

tiirie.”
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J. Cheeyer Cowdin; erstwhile-

board* chairman of Universal, and

Charles D, Prutzman, U’s former

veepee and general counsel, are

currently on the prowl for the

RKO circuit. Cowdin and Prutz-
man are reliably reported trying
to piece together a Wall street syn-

dicate with ehough coin to swing
a deal for the controlling stock in-

terest of Howard Hughes, produc-
tion chief and dominant stockhold-

er of RKO,

; According to one report, Cowdin
has fixed his sights at offering
Hughes $8 per share for the lat-

ter’s interest. Since Hughes holds
close to ijOOO,000 shares of RKO
stock, Cowdin must raise in the
neighborhood Of $8,000,000.

It is likely that Hughes would
accept an offer in

,
this amount

since it represents a big boost over
prices heretofore proffered. Pro-
posal of Matty Fox-Stanley Meyers-
Cliff Work combine last year was
$6, per share. That deal fell

through after coming close to the

inking stage.

. Hughes paid $10 per share when
he bought out the Atlas Corp. con-
trol to the integrated company.
Circuit figured to carry a much
higher price than the picture com-
pany since it has been a consistent
earner. Net take before taxes came
to $5,500,000 in 1949 while the
studio ended in the red.

Cowdin continues with U in an
advisory, capacity after resigning
late last year.

Neat Trick
Hakim Bros.; have apparent-

ly hit on a new angle for capi-

talizing on Broadway stage
successes without the neces-
sity’ of buying screen rights.

They have registered with the
Tdotion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica title bureau within the past
few. weeks

:
“The Turn of the

Screw’’ arid “The Cherry Or-
chard.’*

.

.

“Screw’’ is the hovel by Henry
James from which William
Archibald adapted the current
legit Success ,

• ‘The. Innocents.”
“Cherry Orchard” is the Che?
khov play on which Joshua
Logan has based “The Wis-
teria Tree,” Helen Hayes-star-
irer which is due in New York
soon.

Powell & Pressburger

To Testify vs. Selznick

British producer-director team of

Michael Powell and Emeric Press-

burger cross the Atlantic this

month in response to an s.o.s.

from Sir Alexander Korda, Duo
along with Korda will testify be-

fore former Secretary of War
Robert P. Patterson on hearings

slated over the distribution battle

being waged between the British

film producer and David O. Selz-

nick. Korda plans a return to the

U. S. the week after next to take

up the cudgels over “Gone to

Earth” and “The Third Man.”

Pressburger and Powell both
wrote the script and directed-pro-

duced “Earth.” Their testimony
on the moot point of whether the
film follows the story line laid

down in a distribution pact be-

tween D.O.S. and Korda is apropos
to the tiff; Selznick is also

marshalling his witnesses.

;

Patterson begins getting down to

cases tomorrow (Thurs.) behind
closed doors in his New York law
office. Orie hearing was held last

week but it was merely to set up
the preliminary tactics of how to

handle the dispute. Patterson was
named as special master recently

by the N. Y. federal court after the

/ feudists failed to agree on an iri-

dustryite as arbitrator,

One significant thing about Pat-

terson being named as special

master instead of arbitrator under
(Continued on page 27)

There would be no surprise in
informed industry circles if the
“exploratory talks” on which Eric
Johnston and Ellis Arnall will
shortly embark in England resulted
in consummation of an agreement
on renewal of the Ariglo-U. S. films
pact.

Although the word “exploratory”
continues to be used in referring
to their London visit, both the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America prexy
and the- Society of Independent Mo-
tion Picture Producers topper will
be prepared to work out a deal. It

undoubtedly would require, how?
ever, approval of their constituent ] BroadwaV

• Hollywood, March i.

Pressing need for an early re-

vamping of production-distribution
methods is sounded by Y. Prank
Freeman, Paramount Studio exec,

who sees a $50,000,000 hole be-

tween. the cost of production, and
the amount of ntoney

.
being re-

turned from the domestic market.
In . a speech before the Airierican

Society of Cinematographers Mon-
day (6) night, Freeman said drily

12 pix out of a total of 146 averag-
ing $750,000 last' year actually
earned baick more than the cost

!

of production. •,

Citing facts and figures to ring
the tocsin for reform, Freeman as-

serted
;
the total revenue collected

by major studios in 1949 dropped
to the $400,660,000 level against
total revenue of $525,000,000 in
1947. “The cost of producing pic-

tures here last year will exceed
$250,000,000,” he said. “In order
to break even these pictures will

have to gross $450,000,000. The
difference is not being made up
at the moment.”

In noting the startling fact that
only 12 pix broke the profit ice,

Freeman outlined the following
breakdown. Of the 146 pix, 29
grossed Only 50% of their cost. An-
other 59 grossed only up to 75%
of their nut; 33 up to 90%; 13 up
to 100%; Six hit between 100% and

(Continued on page 22)

to

Barney B al a b a n, Paramount’s
prez, headed south over the week-
end to pick up an interrupted
winter Vacation . He will stay at.

Palm Beach, Fla. for an indefinite
period,.

Balaban came north last week to
attend a special hoard meeting ^
which declared the first quarterly
dividend of* the newly divorced
company.

bodies in the U. S. before final

okay.
It is understood that Arnall may

be accompanied by James A, Mul-
vey, prez of Samuel Goldwyn Pro-
ductions, who repped SIMPP when
the original pact with Harold Wil-
son, president of the British Board
of Trade, was worked out in March,
1948. Johnston is expected to have
with him John G. McCarthy,
MPAA’s international division
chief, and will have the services of
Fayette-v W. . Allport, the Associa-
tion’s rep in London.

.
Reference to the talks as “ex-

ploratory” is understood for the
purpose of putting the American
team in an improved bargaining
position. Under the circumstances,
this method of~handling the nego-
tiations is thought better than send-
ing over the special MPAA bargain-
ing committee, consisting of John-
ston, Nicholas M. Scherick,. Barney

(Continued on page 24)

Sam ,
Jr., Joins

Guess-Who as Producer
Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., a producer

and writer for the past four years,

today (Wed.) joins Samuel • Gold-

wyn Productions, Inc., as a pro-

ducer. His first project is “No
Time Like the Present.” It goes

before the cameras this summer iri

Italy, Germany and Hollywood.

Young Goldwyn; broke in as an
associate producer fOr the Rank
organization in England. He was
there two years. In 1949 he joined

Universal-International in a simi-

lar capacity. “No Time” is based
upon Goldwyn, Jr.’s, original idea.

He’s handling scripting himself iri

association with Denver Post scribe

Blaine

on
London, March 7.

For the second time Within a

few months the British
.
Board of

Film Censors * has warned Holly-

wood and British producers that

there must be a stop on. films dis-

playing violence, cruelty and
sadism. This is the expected se-

quel to the new wave of violent

crime which has been sweeping
England. Inevitably motion pic-

tures have been blamed for in-

fluencing the gangster type of

criminal;

Philadelphia, March 7.

William A. Goldman, Philly cir-

cuit operator, is calling off all set-

tlement negotiations on his $8,400,

-

000 triple-damage suit against the
Warner Bros, circuit and the eight;

majors. Goldman said this week
he will notify the film companies
within the next few days that he
intends to go to trial at the earli-

est opportunity. Case is sched-
uled to go to bat March 27 in the
Federal district court here.
While Goldman would not con-

firm nor deny it, a tentative set- ;

tlement would have resulted in the :

„ , __ , , , , ,
I acquisition of seven or eight War^

!

Bob Hope s current date at the
j
ner nabe houses in Philly by the

Paramount ,
N. Y., will net him

j
iocaj operator. Under the deal

;

around $40,000 for each of the two
j

which would have ended all anti-
weeks. That s believed to be the

j

trust litigation by Goldman, he Was :

•“°P.sum ever earned by an acto t on
j

to purchase tfiese houses at a re-

duced price from Warners. By so

(Continued on page 26)

Need for ther film industry to “set
off its own atomic bomb” in thq
entertainment world in order to re-
kindle public interest in theatre-
going was stressed this week by
Robert ,M. Weitman, United Para-
mount Theatres v:p. He’s plugging
as the first step to fire up enthusi-
asm a series of Hollywood star car-
avans, similar to those Which
toured the country for charitable
purposes- and bond-selling during
the war.

'

Stirred by Variety’s: editorial of
last week, “There’s Nothing to Fear
but Fear 01 Itself,” which discussed
industry attitudes on

. television
competition, Weitman is hot for a
huge and dramatic nationwide cru-
sade to create talk and interest in
films. * This ,must be supplemented
by live action on the part of show-
men in local areas, he declares. Ho
aims to light the way, he, asserted,
in Uriited' Paramount’s houses.

“There are too many polls and
too much analyses on why people
aren’t going to pictures any more,”
the managing director of Para-
hiount’s Broadway flagship de-
clared. “We’ve got to turn the em-

(Continued on page 60)

Hope’s deal calls for him to re-

ceive 50% of the Parfs gross take
with a guarantee of $100,000 for

the tWo-week
.
stand. Otherwise

expressed, it calls for a $50,000
weekly guarantee with an even
split on the gross over $200,000 for

the two weeks,

Blumberg Back East
Nate Blumberg, Universal’s

prexy, planed in from the Coast j

over the weekend after a pro-
j

tracted stay at the studio.
.
Blum-

Out of that the comic has to
|

berg came east to participate in the
j

pay for the show, on which he has
|

company’s stockholder meet slated

a minimum Weekly nut of. $18,500,
;

for today (Wed.). ‘

plus transportation, overtime and i Joseph H. Seidelman, U’s foreign

some other expenses. He is giving
,

dept, chief, is due back, at the end
Jane Russell $10,000 weekly, Les

j
of next week from a Florida vaca-;

(Continued on page 24) ' tion.

Thru the Nose to Clear

All Rights to ‘Cyrano’?
Last hurdle to production of

“Cyrano de Bergerac” was cleared
by Stanley Kramer in New: York
last week with the purchase of the
Brian Hooker translation of the Ed-
mond Rostand classic. Kramer con-
tracted to pay $40,000 in . cash and
deferments to Walter Hampden
and Hooker’s widow for the screen
rights.

;

Indie producer will be back on
the Coast in about two weeks to
begin final work on the screenplay
with writer Carl Foreman and di-

rector Michael Gordon. Gordon is

(Continued on page 24)

Coal Peace Cheers Keys
;

‘Cinderella' Cops First .

Place, ‘Samson' Second, ‘12 O'Clock’ Third

Business in key cities this ses- !
Runer-up films, in order of

Sion continues sluggish, but end of strength, are “Third Mari” (SRO),

coal strike and more moderate I “Sands Iwo Jima” (Rep), “Malaya”

weather in numerous keys is be- !
(M-G), “Chain Lightning” (WB) :

ginning to be reflected in a smart ' and “Red Shoes”. (EL),

pickup in boxpffice takings. Return ;
“Johnny Holiday” dJA), given

of miners to pits meant end of terfific campaign xn lridianapolis, ;

brownout in N. ,Y. and revived in- { is making a socko showing on tee-

terest in theatres in other keys. : off. there. “Mother Didn’t Tell

“Cinderella” (RKO ) ,
which was,.: Me” . (20th),. another newcomer, is

.

pushing up ‘ near top last week, ' spotty ,
being, nice in two cities but

soared to No. 1 position with trade
,
riot so promising in three others.

v

sock to terrific on most dates. Walt “Paid in Full” (Par) is ^ated neat

Disney opUs is surprising 'by its
,

in Philly but only okay in Buffalo.,

sturdy night trade. Second place “Gre'at
.

RupOrt”
.

(EL) shapes

is being takeri by '“SamsOri arid smart iri St. Louis, “Love Happy”
TSAlilnK^ . /Da«V " nlfnrt Kajnrt.. in 1' fAn 1 YTTA Y. \^]l-ich bG6Il -*CUjt • OU tCSt •'•
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Delilah” (Par), after being in top :
(UA),

groove for five Successive weeks. dates previously, looks big in

Fact that it is extended-run in
;

Philly, “Nancy Goes to Rio” (M-G i,

nearly all situations this round and
;

with vaude, is sturdy in Washing-

being pared somewhat by the of-
j
ton.

fish tone in some keys is hurting.
;

“All King’s: Men” (Col) looms

The Board gif Film Censors say
!
Third coin goes to “12 O’clock strong in Louisville , and fine in

they meari business. Secretary of i High” (20th), up from seventh a ;
Wash. “Sundowners” (EL), light

the BBFC, A. T. L. Watkins; ex- ! week ago.
|

in Omaha, is doing okay in Boston,

plained that they.had already told ! “Francis” (U) is capturing fourth “Pinky” (20th) shapes great in

producers that scenes of torture,
;

place although being, launched in Sb Louis.
^

"Woman in Hiding”

heatings and cruelty must be cut j only one new key this week. ‘Young (U) is oke in Pittsburgh. “Heiress”

out and now they felt they had had !
Man With Horn” (WB) will finish

; (Pan looks solid in Chi;

enough of screen brutality.

(Par) looks solid in. Chi.

in fifth position, being nice to ro- i
“Fallen Idol” (SRO), fair in De-

DiC Clifford Allen, noted Harley I
bust in a majority of dates. “Key i

troit, continues nice in N. Y.

Street psychiatrist, in a letter to : to City” (M-G) is taking sixth spot
j
“Capt. China” (Pan, which soared

the British Medical Journal, con- !
while “The Outlaw” (RKO) will be to new high at N. Y. Par with Bob

tends that the prevailing diet of
|
seventh. ^ Hope and his show onstage, is only

sadism on the films is causing' “Willie Comes Home” (20th) and light in Philly.

|
young people to grow up with a “Dear Wife” (Par) round out the < ( Complete Roxoffice Reports 1

1 (Continued oft page 18) |
Big Nine list in that sequence. 'on Papes 10-11 >
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Hollywood, March .7,

Taking name of Fidelity Pic-

tures, Chester Erskine Productions
l and Fidelity Pictures have been
merged into an independent pro-

ducing setup, with a five-film pro-
y" r

j m ' gram being prepared for this year.
Lardner Haircut

I

Group is financed through Bank
Hollywood, March 7. - of America and Joseph Justman

Warners is dusting off the Bing.; interests. A. Pam Bliimenthal Is

Lardner varn, “Haircut,” several i
chairman of board and treasurer;

Chicago, March 7. •

Twentieth-Fox’s exhibitor Show-

manship meeting kicks off at the

Drake hotel here today (Wed,),

with more than 300 delegates from
all parts of the country -sitting

down with 20th execs in an effort

to line up a plan of action ta dra^v
Jyears on the shelf, for early sum- Howard Welsch, president; Ers

more people to the natipns^him
, mer prpduction by Jerry Wald. kine, exec veepee. Greg Bautzer

boxoffices. Chief item on tne .a»en-
( stpry deal's with a smalltown gal and Lew Wasserman . (MCA) ban-

; j

whose reputation is blighted by, died the deal.

One of the more obvious irritation techniques; concerning which
the metropolitan New York theatres should be most sensitized, are
the haphazard timetables on films’ starting times, as published in
almost every metropolitan daily. The monotonous manner in which
they are consistently awry would indicate an almost deliberate cam-
paign on the part of the theatres to drive the customers away.

Irate patrons have been heard to complain to the cashiers whose
reply is usually a laconic, “You should call up before you come.”
Told that the newspaper timetables are supposed to be the barom-
eter for all theatres the Usually deadpan girls in the cashiers’ cages
start" filing their nails,

^

primping their colffs or, just as often; crack-
ing wise.

da of the two-day conclave Is the

presentation by 20th of a plan; for

more aggressive film merchandis-

ing, embodied in a “Showfhan’s

Guide to Better Business.”

Company toppers, who arrived

here today (Tues.) to set up the

meet, declined to divulge the ex-

act nature of the plan before the

opening session tomorrow. It is be-

lieved to involve general recom-

mendations to exhibs for more ex-

ploitation and ballyhoo on each

picture they play. Twentieth execs
' will underscore the steadily-in-

creasing quality of most product

emanating from. Hollywood and
emphasize that special merchandis-

ing is needed to regain the audi-

ence which has apparently lost the

film-going • habit. Meet is to be

chairmanned by 20th prez Spyros

P.’ Skouras. .

barbershop gossip. i Deal was signed Monday (6) for
UI. to distribute first two pix Fi-

delity makes.
Films

;
qn ’50 schedule . in-

clude “Man on the Run,” Ann
Sheridan-Dennis O’Keefe corstar-

rer, with Norman Foster directing,
to roll March 30 at Motion Picture
Center; “Illegal Bride,” . Ginger
Rogers starrer, rolling May 15;

•? ‘-Life of Helen Morgan,” Paulette

t fv, I
Goddard starrer,’^ “‘My Wife, the

In; the face of lecurrent
; Celebrity,” original screenplay by

pf a ma:ss ;^^layoff , at the Warqei
- Erskine, and "The Gentleman !

Bros, studios, WB exec veepee
! fl m »•

Jack LV Warner announced yester-.
[

: - *•'

day (Tues.) that the company, with

four: major productions now be-

fore the cameras, plans to roll

some 20 more within the next four

months.
Schedule for spring and early

...... summer, Warner said, is designed
Stress will also be laid on the

;
to keep production “on an even

onHibnpp .fircr * i •• .. i j urnso-called “found” audience, first

defined by N. Y. Times film critic

Bosley Crowther at 20th’s recent

showmanship meet for theatre ad-

publicity execs in N. Y. Crowther’s

thesis is that the success of art

keel.” He emphasized that WB
plans “no slackening in our efforts

to maintain a steady pace in the

production of Warner pictures."

Company will do “all in its power,”
he added, “to stabilize both pro-

paramount studio payroll. Warner '.some 35 angels on the pic, most
veepee, however, scoffed ^aTthe 1'oT' wrionT"are eithereinployed by
50% rumors, claiming the “actual

j

EL or will work with the pic once
reduction will be 5%,” which, he

j

it goes to the theatres. These back-
said, reflects the company's inten- . ers have posted the film’s end

}

tion of maintaining the necessary
; money in return for a 40% slice ]

.

. , _ William J. Heineman, Eagle

;

pictures proves more filmgoers^are
|
dliction and employment.”

;

Lion’s distribution veepee, has hit
readily, available for more adult Because of slackening grosses I on a fancy formula to win friends ]

pictures. Since most bf these pa-
- both at home and in foreign mar-

j

and influence people for “The

:

trons are not regular customers kets, Warners last week was . re- Jackie Robinson Story,” filrtt biog
they thus will represent a “found’ ported to have ordered axing 50% ! of the Negro baseball player that
audience if the industry takes the

, of its total studio personnel. These
j Heineman is producing for EL dis-

right steps to corral them.
|

Sports followed hefty cuts .in the
j

tribution. Heineman has taken in

.. - . Twentieth has arranged for the
fullest possible variance in points

of view among the various guest
speakers. Thus Samuel Pinanski,

Theatre Owners of America .prez,

and National Allied prexy True-
man RembusCh will be among the

f
uest speakers, along with Motion
icture Assn, of America prez Eric

Johnston. In addition to Skouras,
20th veepees A1 Liclitman, Andy
W. Smith, Jr.,, and Charles Einfeld
will also address the group. Mitch-
ell Wolfson of the Dometco cir-

cuit will serve as moderator of the
sessions.

Twentieth division and branch
managers gathered here today for

a short sales meet to discuss the
company’s forthcoming product,
preliminary to the showmanship
meet. They too will take part in

the two-day conclave.

Cowan Nips Gruen
In $200,000 Suit

Los Angeles, March 7.

.

.. Judge Leon K. Yankwich tossed

but; Gruen- Watch’s $200,000 dam-
age suit against Lester Cowan out
of L. A. Federal court. Action
charged Cowa n, producer of the
picture, “Love Happy,” with fail-

ure to carry put an agreement to

use a Gruen watch sign in one. of

the scones in the film and \vith sub-
stituting a Bulova sign.

Court ruled that the Gruen con-
tract Was optional and that the pro-

ducer had a right to use Bulova if

he saw fit. The watch sequence
called for Groucho Marx to swing
on a pendulum in a chase on Times

- »

re.

number commensurate with pro-
duction activity.” Warner added:
“Employment in this studio, as

in every other, follows the produc-
tion seasons. There are times of

more and times of less active pro-

in the profits.
. j

Included are branch and district

;

managers, contract dept, employees,
officers of the company and the
Monroe Greenthal agency which,
handles the EL account. Also in

INDIE BUDGETS DOWN,

SEZ BANKER GIANNINI
Hollywood, March 7.

Independent film producers are
working on shorter budgets; about
15% less than those of last year,

jccording to Bernard Gw.nnini,
to ehal.les skoura

B
s „ -the man

This means, he said, that the bank
will back a greater number of in-

die projects this year.

duction in the motion picture in-

j

on the pic is Jay Emanuel, circuit
j

(Continued on page 22)
j

op and publisher.
I

Heineman takes 25% of the
profits as the film’s producer. In

j

his first film venture, sales chief

!

nvrAfm . i

has also gone on the completion i

CHARLES SKOURAS i

bond * Robinson ’ who pIays -wmseif ?vunniiiij jiwunnu
in the film gets 10% of the profits ;

Hollywood, March 7. I besides the right to name his char-

;

"We have heard in song and i

ity 'for another 5%. Lansing Corp.,
|

’story about what might happen :
financial syndicate headed by Rob-

!

When Greek meets Greek, and. now
;

ert R- Young, which has backed
;

we learn what happens when Jew '.other EL projects, has posted first
[

meets Greek. We are honoring
|

money. Young is controlling stock-

;

him for his fine qualities of citizen-
j

holder of Pathe Industries, EL’s
'

ship and humanity—for all of those Parent org.

things which have made him a
great American.” Those words,
spoken by Mayor Fletcher Bowron
of Los Angeles, thematically sum
up a Beverly Hills B’nai B’rith din-
ner Saturday (4) hight in tribute

Film angels have chipped in

(Continued pn page 27)

Again in DOS Affairs

:

$30,000 for charity. Milton Kramer, who resigned !

, Black tie, $15-a-plate dinner ye»r aS° aS
.
1,oard

,

ch?'
1

rnlan

! drew over 1,000 to Ambassador
' co

.

un
®.e^ Pf Selzmck Re-

,

... I hotel with show featuring Georce ®^ng Oiganization, has begun to .

The average indie budget today, jesgel Phil Silvers Danny Kave
resume an active interest in the

Giannini declared, is somewhere Andrews Sisters Mario
Y
Lanza’

affPirs °f the company. Interest is

'

between $500,000 and $700,000, a Dahiels PatUS entirely in legal matters, however, i

healthy sign because the produ-
and Ben

1^^and it is believed that Kramer will
cers are cutting expenses tp coin-

1

4 vv leie^ros,
not again accept an executive post

SN cide with the general Deduction in !

Skoiuas was given plaque by or- with SRQ or ahy of the other David !

I. boxoffice returns,. / ganization s new president, William O. Selznick affiliates.
^ ——— ! ^0PP’j Rogell, outgoing

; Earner, who went to England In
:
prexy, ^d Mrs. George Taussig, December in connection with Selz- 1

;
head of Women s Auxiliary. Plaque nick’s battle with Sir Alexander

'

,

j

was symbol of the sacred.Torah. and Korda, returned to London by air
'

1 cited Skouras for his extraordi- last Thursday (2). Trip is - said to
?

nary achievements in promoting have ho connection with the Korda !

the basic principles of B nai B’rith: matter, but to sew up the legal
benevolence, brotherly love and

. papers on a production deal DOS
. •,

, „ is planning in England. Kramer,
Ned Depinet and Henry Gins- is expected to be abroad a week *

berg also spoke. Skouras intro-, or two.
duced his wife, two daughters, son Selznick, who Is in New York
and brothers George land Spyros. leaves March 18 for Puerto Rico’
JesseLsurnmed up the evening where he’ll vacation with his sons!

with: If there were more Ameri- Selznick exec Daniel T. O’Shea is

Arthur Sachson, former general
salesmanager for Samuel Goldwyn
Productions, has been named sales
rep for A1 Rogell. The indie pro-
ducer is now completing the edit-
ing of his first film for United Art-
ists release, “The Admiral Was a.

Lady.” It stars Wanda Hendrix.
Sachson, who was assistant gen-

oral salesmanager for Warper
Bros, for many years prior to join*

In the wake of booking cancella-

tions on the Italian pic, “Bicycle
Thief,” due to withholding of the
Production. Code Seal, indie foreign
distribs will form an organization
in the next couple of days to
buck the Motion Picture Assn, of
America. New outfit will aim at

liberalizing application of the code
to foreign pix in the manner of
many state censor boards which
recognize that such films play to

a different type audience.

Row between Joseph Burstyri,

distrib of “Bicycle Thief,” and the
MPAA Was climaxed this week
with >the cancellation of the pic
at Warner Bros.’ Princess theatre,
Philadelphia, and the Comerford
circuit’s Little Art theatre in
Scranton.

Burstyn, who Is checking with
his lawyers on a counteraction,
said that Warners had originally
booked the pic into 70 theatres.
Withholding of the seal, he
claimed, would severely cut into
the pic’s grossing potential through
dates outside the art house circuit.

Charges by Burstyn that the
MPAA was trying to ‘sabotage”
foreign language pix in the U. S.
were flatly denied by Joseph L
Breen, Production Code adminis-
trator. Pointing to flock of foreign
pix okayed for the seal, Breen said
the PCA is “not concerned in any
way ->Vith the distribution or ex-
hibition of motion pictures of any
kihd:” He said the Code Authority
only asked for the removal of two
brief sequences in “Bicycle Thief”
find' would] then readily gfanTThe
seal.

Burstyn’s next step will be to
appeal the PCA decision to theMPAA board of directors, com-
posed of the major companies’
proxies. If that move fails* he may

(Continued on page 24)

"We’ll go to the Court -of Ap-
peals just as soon as we can get
the papers ready*”] Judge Samuel
Bosenman’s office in New York de-
clared yesterday (Tuesday) , . fol-,

lowing the opinion of a Federal
district court in Atlanta the pi;

e-.

vious day on the censorship suit

brought by . Louis de Rdchemont
on “Lost Boundaries.” Judge M.
Neil Andrews ruled there that
films are not part of the press and
thus are subject to censorship.
While the decisibn has the im-

mediate effect of keeping the; pic-

ture out of Atlanta, Ambrose Dos-
kow, Judge Rosenman’s aide as
counsel for de Rochemont, de-
clared the court’s action was heart-
ening. Judge Andrews, he : said,

practically invited an appeal to the
Supreme court.

That would not have been as-

sured had the City of Atlanta lost

Monday’s decision and is regarded
as highly important, the Rosen-
man aide declared. It will provide
a definitive ahd encompassing
opinion on the all-important ques-
tion to the film industry of its

right to freedom from censorship
under 4he--Gonst-itutional---guaron-

I
tees accorded the press.

I
On the basis Of the High Court’s

j

obiter dictum ( supplementary- re-

j

marks ) in the Paramount all-in-

I

dustry anti trust case, Doskow 'as-

|

serted, the de Rochemont attor-

i neys feel certain that they will get

j

a favorable opinion. The Supreme
|

court stated in handing down its

! decision in the Par case in 1948:

|

“We have no doubt that motion
i pictures, like newspaper and radio,
are included in the press, whose
freedom is guaranteed by the First

Amendment (to the Constitu-
tion).”

Since this was dictum and not
(Continued on page 22)

ADDED

‘PIHPERNEl’ SCENES
David Niven, who sailed from

New York Saturday (4) on the
Queen Mary, will make added
scenes for Sir Alexander Korda’s
“Return of, the Pimpernel’’ upon
his arrival in Britain. Also aboard
were Nunnally Johnson and Jean .

Negulesco, producer and director,
respectively, of 20th-Fox’s “Mud-
lark,” which rolls in England this
month now that the Ministry of
Labor has given the pair its of-

ficial sanction to work there.
Passenger slate, in addition, in-

cluded Grade Fields, who is bound
'

for Europe to cut several record-
ings for Radio Luxembourg; the
Don Cossack Chorus, “Holiday On
Ice” company of 65; Vienna Boys
Choir, ' returning" abroad after a
U , S. concert tour, and the Mack
Triplets, vaude turn.

#
gJ?

?i
dW

r«
n, in cans like Charlie Skouras we in New York confabbing with himfrom the Coast tomorrow (Thuvs-

;

wouldn’t need the H-bomb. We on a number of points but narl
1

f
ay)- He has been there about

;
could do it with goodwiir arid pop- ticularJy in regard to the Kordathree weeks confabbing with van- ” •. •

6 •
u u,e AU1UB

,

je to N Y.
Margaret Burke-Sheridan
Madeleine Carroll
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Canada Lee
Edward R. Murrow
Dorothy Rodgers
L» Arnold Weissberger

three weeks confabbing with vari-
: corn,

bus indie filmmakers. He plans
opening an office in New York to
rep a group of them,

Zamick Vacations
Hollywood; March 7.

Darryl F. Zanuck trained Mon-
bay (6) for two-week vacation at

Bun Valley. He was accompanied
By his wife.

arbitration.

Hollywood
, Match . 7.

erV
Hollywood, March 7.

Gary Cooper’s next starrer will
Lee Cobb obtained a release from be Warners’ “Dallas/’ .Jack War- -i

his 20th-Fox contract, which had • ner also has assigned two fethme
three years to run.

j

leads, Jane Wyman for “Ethan
Thesp traded the pact for an : Frome,” and Virginia Mayo opno-

H« returns to studio March 21, ! duced this year.
]
option on one picture^ to be pro-

j

site James Cagney in “The West
! dneeri this Vi»ar •

. I Point Story.”
i

N.Y. to Europe
.Peter Ashmore
Moiram Capiat
Rosalie Crutchley
Basil Dean }."

Raymond Duncan
Grade Fields
Alfredo Guarini
A va Gardner
Peter 1 fling.

Serge Jaroff.

David Niven
Leah Salisbury

N.Y. to L.A.
Benedict Bogeaus
Jane Cowl
Howard Dietz
James R. Grainger
Jessie Kalmar
Arthur W. Kelly
Charles Korvin
Burgess Meredith
Dolores Moran
William Saal
Herbert J. Yates

L.A. to N.Y.
James Archer
Janet Blair
Niven Busch
Paul Douglas
Michael Gordon
Bill Hendrix
Charles Kemper
Dorothy Kirsten
Nicholas Nayfack
William Osborne
Fred Polangin
Arthur Sachson.
Niles Trammell
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Although the battle over terms*
between Metro and three impor-
tant New York circuits is costing

both, sides plenty of coin, none of
the contestants shows signs of

backing down, Metro’s demands
for higher terms on certain pic-

tures than the standard 25% and
30% deals that have predominated
has lost the company bookings in

most of the iSkouras, Century and
Brandt chains in the : metropolitan
area/ *

Estimate is that the adamancy
on both sides is costing M-G as

much as $25,000 in rentals- per pic-

ture for its better-grade product.
How much the absence of Metro
films is costing the theatre Ops,

who’ve had to substitute catch-as-

Mary Pickford, Others ;

On Museum’s Pix Forum
Mary Pickford^ co-owner of

United Artists/ will talk pictures
at a symposium On the film indus-
try which the Museum of Modem
Art is planning under the chair-
manship of Mrs. ‘John D. Rocke-
feller Miss Pickford has accept-
ed along -with Madeleine

;
Carroll

and Arthur L, Mayer, fbriber U. S;

Army- film administrator in . Ger-
many^

,
vY'-. . :

Symposium is tentatively Slated
for April 18 or 25. Prof. Charles
Siepmanni head of New York IJni-

Minneapolis, ’ March 7,

Tn a blast at Metro and its sales
veepee, William F. Rodgers, in its

latest bulletin to members, North
Central Allied charged the com-
pany with selling out its promise
of a year ago to indie exhibs by
allegedly demanding percentage
terms in all situations for “Battle-
ground/* currently its top grosser.

“Metro has decided to sacrifice

able to make up close to 50% by
booking its films in indie houses
in competition with the webs. In
some situations, M-G loses out be-
cause there is no other- house,
while in others it does quite Well

in view of the fact It is able to

get higher terms, and better play-

ing time from the indies;
.

Although most distribs

(Continued on page 47)

feel

Starting to Look Like

American backers of “The Ti-

tan/’ the camera study of the

painting and sculpture of Michel-

angelo, will be off the hook Within

a couple weeks on their entire

Investment in the “sleeper.** Pic-

ture—which has no human beings

in it—is recouping the whole $17,-

000 that the group put into down
payment and editing out of .“The

Titan’s” preem run at the: Little

Carnegie, N. Y„ which opened Jam
21.

The three general partners in

ownership of the 70-minUte pic,

Robert Snyder, Ralph Alswang and
Robert Flaherty, turned down an
Offer of a $50,000 guarantee against

50% of the gross for U. S. distri-

bution rights. Offer was made by
Goldberg brothers, operators of

the Little Carnegie. ^ /
Group, instead, took United Art-

ists’ deal for distribution at 28M*%
of the gross.

.
UA will get no fee

on the Little Carnegie rentals,

since the booking was made prior

to its taking over distribution.

UA will handle the pic through

the special unit headed by Capt.

Harold Auten which was set up for

distribution of “Henry V.” Black-

and-white film was shot, in Rome
in 1938-40 by Swiss producer Curt
Oertel, who shares equally in the

profits with the American owners.
Financing of the down payment

versity’s dept., of communications,

catch-can bookings, is impossible
(

W1^ ac\ a? moderator

to estimate. -...

Century has booked “Battle-
ground” into about half-dozen
spots. That was said by the Cir-

cuit’s buyer, Sam Goodman, yes-

terday (Tuesday) to be no sign, of
weakness. He explained the tiie-

atres were Century first-run situa-

tions vand that there had never
been difficulty over ternis as far
as they were concerned. The
batttle involves subsequent-run
houses.
Rough estimate is that Metro,

by skipping most of the houses of

the three chains rather than accept
the old terms, is losing about
$25,000 in rentals bn a moderately
_g°pdjpicture from Century, $15,000
from Skouras and $12,000 from
Brandt. Those figures would vary
widely, of course, in accordance
with quality Of the product, com-
peting pix, etc.

to the Allied forced percentage
committee, that the company would
sell flat in all situations where its

top product had earned the. com-
pany $200 or less,” the bulletin
averred. “It has abruptly taken
‘Battleground’

,
out of this overall ,

policy and is demanding id all sit-

uations, however Small, 40% (35%
in the cities) to a split figure, and
50-50 over that.” Allied group
claimed Metro rejected its protest
against these terms and urged its

members to “refuse to sign a con-
tract” for the. picture.
NCA would object to the terms

allegedly being asked by M-G re-
gardless of Rodgers’ promise, the
bulletin said, since it is “opposed
to forced percentage in the smaller
situations on principle. No the-
atre in the $750-$1,000 gross class
can operate at a profit playing
product bn this basis/’ NCA said;

“There is no need to state the rea-
sons; you know them, and Metro
knows them.”

Allied cautioned exhibs that the
“other distributors cannot be out-
done and a new rash of percentage
and the resultant higher flats will
•be upon you. And along with it

may come the boy from the corner
filling station with bis little clock
(local checker), the inevitable audi-
tors, the accusation that you are
a crook and the blue-backed papers
frorii Sargoy & Stein (attorneys for
distribs on percentage chiselling
actions)/’ NCA concluded:
“One last word: When Bill

Rodgers made his commitment, he
casually made the reservation in
approximately these words* that 'of

course Metro reserves the right at
Some future date to ask percen-
tage on an exceptional picture:’

That was merely the door that is

historically iand traditionally left,

open when a display of ‘friendli-

ness’ is made, We suggest you
slam it shut in Metro’s face.”

Increased pressure on distribu-
tors to get higher terms fbr their
product is viewed in some sales cir-

cles as likely eventually to lead to
the demise of the sliding scale per-
centage system. Sliding scale Was
devised during a period of rising
grosses; It was favorable to dis-

tribs under those circumstances.
Pin the othei? hand, iri light of the
currently falling market, system is

said to work entirely tb the advan-
tage of exhibitors.

Sliding scale; was primarily de-
veloped and is most broadly used
by Metro, but has also been widely
adopted by other companies. Un-
der it, films are not Sold; at a set

percentage of the gross, but the
ratio fluctuates upward or down-
ward, depending on how milch biz
a picture does. Greater the b.o.,

higher the percentage.
: Basic defect with the s.s. system,
as distribs see it, is that it is

geared to the exhibs’ house ex-
penses. It is a form of guarantee-
ing the theatre owner a profit on
every s.s. film he plays. Distribs
say the days are coming to an end
when they can guarantee profits to

an exhib, that he must share fully
with thorn the chances a producer
takes on every picture.

While Metro denies that its s.s.;

system is set lip on the basis of a

Tight strings tied to its ratifica-
tion of the Council of Motion Pic- •

ture Organizations by the Theatre‘Irma’ Troupe Slated

For Europe in Next Pic • ,™Americ.

a
.

s
^?,

lls thc
•

, .
• i n-,r i pt

of COMPO as originally mapped.

Vo . ;

Mai’ch 7.
|

Under the limits laid down by
Marie ( Irma _) Wilson will be TOA’s exec , committee lastweek,

Introduced to the broadenmgin- COMPO Will be on a non-paying
probationary basis for at least six

Hal Wallis takes hls'My Friend
! more months. It will riot operate

Irma Goes Abroad’ troupe on a
;

as an independent all-industry
torn bf Euiope.

.
i group under a fullrtime staff.

Same cast will perform in the
i ^ mA*»

picture, With sequences: in London
, v,-

Sullivan, TOA s exec

Paris, Ronie and probably Copen- a
,
pffea

£
anG®

u
M

hagen. Wallis will also thaw some next COMPO meet as the exhib

frozen coin.
group’s rep, it is Understood he Will
request the probationary period
for the coming half-year.

:
If the

organization catches on with the
grass-root exhibs during the .pe-

|

riod, then; TOA will consider a re-

!

vision and expansion of t h e
;

COMPO -program. ; Whether a

Chicago, March 7

COMPOrrlffirlted and~i^sUicied to
voluntary administration, can rack
up any sort of performance remains
an industry guess;
Although TOA has not spe-

cifically stated so, its officials Want
V the industry public relations proj-

j

ect to continue on a voluntary basis
s Itfl 4-L « X AMS* ^ » m " _ _ 1_ l 1

V . , J ,
without any sum approaching the

41 t , ,
........

,

Latest and possibly most critical
: $600 000 annual budget mentioned

theatre operator’s house expenses,
;
0f a series of tests, of strength in Washington. Sullivan will re-

other distribs say that’s the way it against the Jackson Park decree i quest that Ned Depinet RKO prez
works out. Metro hinges its sys- came last Wednesday (1) in Chi

;

who has served until now as
(Continued on page 26)

- - . . _ 1

Federal district court, when Para-
[
COMPO chairman, or some other

mount asked for an indefinite pre- ; industry biggie hold down the spot
,,nln '' Cfl “Samson as coordinator without pay.

^Dallas, March 7.

Alfred W. Schwalberg, Para-
mount’s distribution veepee, pull-

ed into this city over the weekend
to huddle with Robert J. O’Don-
nell. Interstate circuit topper,
ironing out differences on the han-
dling of lesser Par product through
the big Texas chain. Reportedly,
O’Donnell wants these pix test-

booked in a number of situations

with their b.b. scores in these spots

determining whether the films

should ride the entire circuit.

Schwalberg, for his part, is ask-

ing for the films, to be treated as

heretofore. Par’s product has been
given across-the-board bookings in j: Loop and elimination of clearance

all; the circuit’s theatres in the ; before subsequent runs. Para-

past. 1 (Continued on page 20)

Exhibs Increasingly Wary Not

release engagement for

and Delilah.”

Paramount lawyers Al Teton and
Sam Block put producer Cecil B.

De Mille, who was in town to open
the Chicago Red Cross drive, actor
Henry Wilcoxon . and central divi-

sion manager James Donohue on
the stand to testify as to the im-

1

portance of securing the pre-re-

lease run. Jackson Park attorney
Thomas C. McConnell, opposing
granting of the run, concentrated
on trying to tear down testimony
of the Witnesses and emphasizing,
that exceptions to the Jackson
Park decree Were “eroding” a de-

cree which . had “proved its bene-
fit to the community.”

Decree provides for, two-week

TOA plan calls for all commit-
tees to serve on a voluntary basis
with .their personnel drafted from

(Continued on page 20)

Continues At

limitations to most first runs in the

To Overbid; Keeps Down
Growing ability by exhibs to call

their shots on the grossing pos-

sibilities of pix offered via the

Competitive sales method is bold-

ing down rentals; to a level compa-
rable to pre-decree ; days. That
Claim is being widely made by dis-

trib execs Who sight an increasing-ffiie keeping rentals from inflated

ly conservative reaction to the ask-

and-bid system Oh the part of ex-

than we do what a film can do in

their territory,” one sales exec de-

clared. “When those first bids for

first-run bookings come in, we
know, whether we have a boxoffice

grosser or just another film. That
wasn’t always so, Moreover, those

conservative but accurate- guesses

2 New Board Members
Resignation of J. Miller Walker

,

last week as member of the RKO
board will not affect the exec’s em-

:

ployment with the company.
Walker stays on as both veepee and

|

secretary of RKO, it is said. When
he took over the chores as board
member, it was With the under-
standing that the post Was tem-
porary and would ultimately be
filled by a nominee of Howard
Hughes* RKO’s controlling stock-
holder. ...
Noah Dietrich,: Hughes Tool Co.

exec veepee, takes oyer the board
chairmanship in a move to put
Hughes into stronger control of the
board. Dietrich fills a vacancy
caused by last year’s resignation of

[

Floyd Odium, Atlas Corp. head.
Odium was paid $44,000 yearly for
the spot. Whether Dietrich will be
compensated has riot been dis-
closed.

A. D. Simpson, vice-chairman of
the National ’Bank, of Commerce of
Houston, TeX,, and Thomas A.
Slack, Hughes Tool Co. veepee and
general counsel; take over the
board jobs from Walker and
George H. Shaw* Latter was an
Atlas designee;

Legion’s ‘B’ to 4
/ !

levels.”
.

. ,, Because competitive selling bars
hibs. Days of overbidding and

] any adjustments, the pressure to-

1

ruinous pic booking by rival the-
; wards lowet bids is proving that .

atremen are now nearing the cur-
;
much greater, distribs say.. Where

,
TTA^S Sears KellV Aild

tains, sales execs contend. an exhib previoilsly took a chance T ri i > m
In a large number of situations, on top terms with the rebate in .

JuRZaiUS LOOK S l OUrinff
exhibs have withdrawn from bid-

1

mind if the film fell on its face, United Artists’ top execs are do-
ding completely. In many of

j

that sort Of thinking no longer ' ing a shuffle this week. PreXy.
these instances, theatre ops have [holds. After getting burnt more

j

Grad Sears left over the weekend
times than not during the early

; for\a vacation in Miami Beach and
^ i : i. ^ : i -v « . « . •

.

:
. -i

voluntarily relapsed to later runs
rather than continue an attempt ! competitive selling stretch, exhibs : expects to be. back next Week. Exec

larger and : are leaning backwards in the price ~ v .p. ATthqr^VfrKelly , whu felumodto win product from
stronger houses. After two years offered..

j

from the Coast only about 10 days
of competitive selling, the system } Contrary to exhib claims that ago, returns there tomorrow
has stabilized to a point where no

,

competitive selling is a rental- '.(Thursday). Paul N. Lazarus, Jr;,
expansion is likely. .

|
boosting device., distribs now con-

[
exec aide to Sears, who has been

la only one field, it is said, Mill
j

tend that wliat they make in big
\
vacationing in Phoenix for the past

;
the bid method be expanded fur- pix are lost in the medium and ; two weeks, is expected back at his
theh Big boost in competitive ' small offerings. “When-an exhibi- ! desk at the h,o. tomorrow.

National Legion of Decency af-

and editing Was Organized on a ; fixed its “B” (Morally Objection-
liinited partnership basis, similar able in Part for All) label.on three
to a legit Show.; Snyder, Alswaiig Hollywood films last Week, as Well
and Flaherty, as general partners, ! as one British import,

get 50%. of the U. S. group’s re- 1 Both J. Arthur Rank’s Noel CoW-
turn, minus a small share to Fred- ard starter, “The Astonished
ric March, who did the commem- j Heart,” and Columbia’s -‘Her Won- : during the *49 hot spell, all dis-

j

septment. is the now accepted fact [ in Hollywood much of ‘the. time
tary, A large number of other

j
derful Lie,” were rapped for “irn-

backers put Up rest of the coin. moral actions,” while “Sarumba”.
Biggest investor is a v p. of Jam (EL ) and “Stage Fright” (WB

)

Handy, commercial filmmaking out- were, criticized for their “sugges-

fit, who put up $5,000, I tive sequences.”

tribs expect to put it to a greater r than ail exhib will not offer any
;
since the resignation of George

.

test in *50 as a way of ironing out ; bid for small stuff. His refusal ! Bagnall, its v.p. there. Kelly, who
the upped demands of pzoners for

:
has forced distribs to drop the

|
also reps partner Charles Chaplin’s

earlier • runs. ) VnoOiA/l fnii', ahirMii'nc Vtnf i inlMAni In TfA ...ill '

't_ i

1 “Exhibs seem to
,

method for anything but top prod-
know better : uct.

interest in UA* will likewise hud-
dle with hiin.



FILM BEVIEWS

The Outrider*
(COLOR)
Hollywood, March 3.

Metro releo^e of Richard Goldstone pro-
duction. Stars Joel McCrea; features Ar-
lene Dahl.Barry Sullivan. Claude Jarman,
Jr., James Whitmore?- Ration .Novarro.
Directed by Roy Rowland. Story and
screenplay; Irving Ravetch; camera CTech-:

Hi,color), Charles • Scho'cnbauip; music,
Andre Previn; editor, - Robert J. Kern,
Tradeshown March’ I, ’50., Running time,

93 MINS.
: , • „ _

Will OWen • . . . . . , . . , . .

.

Joel McCrea
Jen Oort .r. Arlene Dahl
Jesse Wallace . ...

>

Barry Sullivan

Roy G.ort ........

.

Claude Jarman, Jr.
~ .... James; Whitmore !

.

Wednesday, Mareli 8, 1950

Clint . Priest . . . v .

.

Don Antonio Chaves

.

Keeley . . . . . • • . . •

Father Daniascq : , .

.

. Ramon Novarro
. .. ;, . Jeff Corey
. . . . Ted de Corsia
. Martin Garralaga

“The Outriders” is sturdy meat I

for the action fan. Its assets are 1

polished off by smart directorial

pacing and actioriful color-lensing.

Richard Goldstone’s production

is a sound example, of obtaining

value for the dollar spent. Much
use is made of .

special • effects to

dress the film, giving it a scope

beyond its actual cost. : Payoff to
!

both the distrib and the exhib

should.please. .. ;

Principal motivation . of Irving

Miniature Reviews
“The Outriders” (Color)

(M-G). Joel McCrea in good
outdoor drama. Topnotcn for

action trade,
,

•

.

;

“A 'Woman of Distinction”

(Col). Screwball comedy team-
ing Rosalind Russell and Ray
M iHand. Good b.o.

“The Reformer and the
Redhead” (M-G); Hilarious

comedy, June Allyson-Diok
Powell starrer abetted by a

friendly lion.
“Barricade” (Color) (WB),

.
Western programmer in color.

Spotty entertainment.
“The Girl From San Loren-

7.0” (UA). . Okay ; Cisco Kid
. westerner for. diialefs,

“Great P I a n e Robbery?
< UA)., Lightweight mailer with
Tom Conway ;

mild entry for

lower rung of dualers.
“Horsemen of the Sierras”

7C6l>. Air)' her Dur^htrO TCid

saddle opus, good for the'juve
action market.

for mayor on a reform ticket. He
makes political opportunity by rat-

tling a skeleton in the closet of the

group that controls elections in the
,

town. He seems set for a bright

career until a redhead, In the per-

son of Miss Ally^on, enters his life.

She’s the daughter of the zoo-

keeper, Cecil Kellaway, just kicked
out of his job by the political party.

She believes in. Powell, ldve blooms,,

then gets a setback when she dis-

covers his Conniving,; but every-

thing is made right for the finale

clinch. ..

Toppers are Powell’s first en-

counter With Herman, who wants to

be a friend
,

7 and later Powell’s cap-

ture of a nian-killing lion in the

belief that it is his old feline pal.

There are numerous other touches

that serve to emphasize the clever

Panama-Frank, handling and make
this one recommended;

Powell and Miss Allysori wallop

over their roles. Particularly de-

lightful is Miss Allyspn’s: forthright

A Royal Affair
“A Royal Affair,” French-

made, which opens at the Nor-
mandie theatre, N. Y., today
(Wed.), was reviewed In
Variety from Paris, Jan. U,
1950 under its original tag

MLo
Roi.” Starring Maurice Cheva^
lier, pic deals with the days of

the First Republic, with a
mythical king's visit to France
and the furor it Causes in the

lives of many important diplo-

mats. Reviewer .(Mosk). notes,

“oh its frothy theme; good

t r e a tm e n t and Chevalier’s ,

pull, pic will please in all

stateside situations.” Review
also st at ed “the Chevalier

charm is in good evidence, and
he gets a chance to deliver

a few songs in his usual sdeko
manner.” •

'

; Film is being released by '

Discina International.

of^wiping out all their, rival* for
the oil-rich ranch.

Burnette sings some nonsensical
songs, lets his prisoners escape
and gets scared witless iii a haunt-
ed house, to< please juve audiences.
Lensing is good, and tight editing
brings the film down to a fast 59
minutes. Bril

Singoalla
(FRENCH)

> Paris, Feb. 28.
Dlsclna. release of Terra Film produc-

tion. Directed by Chriatian-Jaque; Screen- .

•play, Pierre Yery, Christian-Jacque; dia-
log. Pierre Very. Stars Viveca Llmlfors,
Michel Auclair; features Louis Scignier,
Henri Nnsslet, Johnny • Chambot, Marie-
Helene . Daste. Camera, Christian Mntras;
music;.Hugo Alfven; editor, Jean Pcsag-
neaux. At Studio Etolle, Paris. Running
time 100 MINS.

*

Singofilla .. . » t , * ... « . , • . « ,

,

.Viveca .Lmdfors-.
• El-land Miollcl AucJair
Priest. : . . . ... ....... ..-.’.Louis Seignior.
Gypsy Chief. .......... . . Henri NVssict
Elfrid . ...... . . ;

.

.Marie-Hclene Daste
Sorgbarrt; . . ... . . . .. , .

.

Johnny. Chambot

i

Pic is a medieval costumer based-
approach

_

to. courtship. . .D3Vi&,
Lesteri who are the objects of the on an old Swedish legend of skullv.

Wayne, Powell s cynical
.

partneiy^
^{^5 unfailing generosity, :

duggery between the nobles arid the

< Regular team of Henaldo and gypsys. It lacks the rhythm and
sss»

lh!;i
a
!liS’ ai?Avnr^

r
fn the

P>
law Carrilld turn in par performances genuine poetic feeling necessary to

•oueh the usual quota of heroics and ;
gWe it art A tuut- ;

also turned 1

ture of styles gives it a glorified

the sheriff,
1 oater air with leering villains, a

! and David Sharpe, and Don V Har- 'j

Her?n..

full fledged attack on a coveied

for the Yanks into an ambush. They
j^ussejj

join the train when they help beat principals are thrown together
off an Indian attack. Before the

• accidentally several times, each
ambush destination is reached .Me-

: meeting ending violently with Miss
Crea has fallen for a comely widow, Russell enraged in her mistaken
Arlene Dahl. Action comes to a belief that Milland is spreading the

,, de-
"

Brog.

IBarric*a<le
(COLOR)

;
Wagon train with bows and arrows
in good evidence. . There is mar-

naliliAHv riuee appeal in
k
Viyeca Lindi'ors,

iiwipifj rv
j and with its exotic background pic

Conway; ®?afmes 1
WPul <i loom in second-run spots.

Margaret Hamilton, Steve Brodi/e.. Directed I Story concerns
.
a .' nobleman wild

by Edward L Cahn. Screenplnyy Richard
. meets a fiery gypsy during a hunt

G; Hubler and Sam Baerwitz, from story falls tnaAlv in liivo rnmiJi
by Russell Rouse, Clarence Greene; cam- ;

aRP madly in lOVe. l/Ompll-
era, Jackson J. Rose;, editor, Norman A.

|
cated story becomes sheer hokUnl

Runri ing
Fa
t?m

e

10
iT mins'

Y' March ’50
;

i due to the sketchy characterization;
Hollywood, March 3;

w
' T r . ^

! of the leading players. Overlpng
I. ' Warners release of

1 Saul Ellkins produc- I - - - - _ _ P * *
' - * * * ••• ^ «« nininMn •

conclusion when McCrea helps de- newspaper reports. Finally, Mil-
! f

.^aimers
^

^o

0
man

au
na?oH ciSnrk

i0

n^ ' Mrs.: Judd . .
•;

. : . ;
*. *. ;; ;Margaret Hamilton :

love scenes are cloying. Michel
feat the ambushers, saves the train land iS invited to the college by

,

r

,
V doesn’t have the per-

and wins the girl., Gweriri. doubling for, Cupid. : Bal- Morgan Farley, Waiter Coy, George Stern,
i carter

-

navidBriice i
suasive strength necessary to piny

Roy
:

Rowland’s direction- .packs a ^ f00tage centers on risible
• wniSfS

1
- : 'Sebastiari ,v; /!

.* :•

*..* i-Mircei Journet I the brooding nobleman, arid Miss
wallop. The scenes are

;

carefully mishaps of the duo at the school
' Sfl

|h
Gutbrt^%ditd^ Arthur:.^ - >

•

• Hubert Frye
j Liridfors plays the gypsy in too

staged for story development with-
the'deari finds every act of dis- Tradeshown Feb. 28,

a
so.: Running time,

! miss liJhnStt
4

- ;Ludni
P
Ba?kiey:

I flamboyant a riianner. There’s
out sacrifice of action. Some are ^yowal plunges her deeper in hot

;

75
^ ^ ]

George Harris. .Paul campbeii
j staridout playing of young Jolinny

alive; with tingling suspense, such water Last-minute merger results -' S. Beve,ly Jon
? Chambot as the spurned son.

as the crossing of a r?.?ng river at when Miss Russell fores

cfp't* rpciiltq Judith Rums • . • • Ruth -Roirifttl

Bob’ Peters -V. .......

.

Dane ,ClaTk
---

, ,
- -

J. . , ,y»,wa - foreswears tne^-BossM KruKer,. .......Raymond Massey
high flood. The roar of the water blackboard for the hearth. . Aubry Miibum. Robert Douglas

as the wagons attempt the crossing Although she is not the conven- • •• Mo^^> Fa“ey

“The Great Plane Robbery” is
1

.„
P
„‘
C "J^e in three ^er-

sO cluttered with com that often it ‘.?,
W

yy.
s^’

T
ar,d Eog

7 , j r r j. lish. with Miss Lmdfors starring in

and
luscious
hard-bittett menace into his rple, te^thht '?oio7 huS'Tn whteh the western

1 main excitement. Before the actual mValTnebactoounr Mosk"and James Whitmore is good as the
, in tlie Unlikely role of a leetur- settine is dressed, but it is still plot is unfolded, the story has been .

p c a ' ne DacKgl0una - 04 ’

Bara en Mor
(Only a Mother)
(SWEDISH)
Stockholm, Feb. 28.

Sven^k Filmindustri production and re-
lease. Stars Eva Dahlbeck, Racnar FaU-k;
features Ulf Pallftd, Hugo Bjorne. Ake
Fridell. Mona Geijer-Falknei’, Max ion

,
Sydow, Margareta Krook, Miml PoDiick,

third iriembeiv_of the adventuring English professor, Milland r€ iatively unimportant filmfare !

padded out with countless inane
tno. Ramon Novarro is excellent pieces together the necessary ingre- slated for the secondary market.

;

episodes which seldom advance the
as the eiderly Mexican who is lend- dients of genteel sobriety, cpnfu-

j Majority of audiences will find story. '

mg his gold:
. S-thiffv-SiToln.v-;' ^ion ail(^ indignation. His f01^“5?'’ :

-

: Willia'tn'' Sackheim’s scripting of his ) Ultimate in hokum is the alleged
thei*e.B a PjfiY bit-^of^shifty villainy ^ Miss Russell’s antics is soundly:

story dull. Plot idea has all that is; laugh tag-line when the loud and
contributed by Jeff Corey. Cl^upe conceived, Gwenrt delivers with his necessary to set up an action west-, homely N. Y, femme proclaims she

an^ ^ ie °^“ers c0 custoniary quiet and humorous
: em but the few good moments of is in L. A. for a reunion of bathing

1
mi.cir* mairofl h competence. Minor roles are none of

, movement are smothered in the [beauty winners—she was “Miss

self obv&u" at ttmes
t0° ** a11 wel1
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1
Elsa wldb01'
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^Mrect°r Edwerd.^BupeUgets hi

?
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ruS^S ^ M
displayed by vnarles Dcnocn- Aflp irrniirul’Wltn A fast > .w-*- lnur 4-A rlin ! .. > music. Dae At Skandia. Stnck-

tS itln^ pnntriVmf pictufe oft the ground with a fast
: uses fugitives from the law to dig I with a gin"rummy game as tedious

|

music, Dag Wirer*. ' At Skandia,.

generally successfuUn.jbis .goid> He maintains his camp as it is pointless.
;
h61m ’ Run"inK t‘me, « mins.

to the movement, and the .other vppnine its develoDmehts spright-:^ in,a
*

Production vialues are tiptop

A Womau of Distinction lumbia having hauled out
enamel from the top-drawer
this film its AA polish.

Columbia release of Buddy Adler pro-

Tlie Reformer and the
Redhead
Hollywood, March 4

, _ BU'
. .

duction. : Stars Rosalind Russell, -Ray Mil-
land, Edmund Gwenn; features Janis Car-
ter, JVIary Jane Saunders, Francis Lederer,
Jerome Courtland. Directed by Edward
Buzzell. Story, Hugo Butler, Ian McLeUan
Ilimter; screenplay.. Charles Hoffman;
camera,

.
Joseph Walker; editor, Charles

Nelson; music, Werner R. Heymann. Pre-
viewed Feb. 1C, ’50. Running time, 85
MtNS. 'L“V_

A'ec Stevenson ....... ... . Ray Milland
Susan MidcUecott . .. .Rosalind Russell * fi kv Panam, and
Mark Middlecott. Edmund Gwebn >

Teddy Evans: . . . . ...

.

. ... ,
Janis. Carter

Louisa Mary Jane Saunders Editor ’ GeorS
*

P; ul Simone ............ Francis Lederer j,."' £n o oa mimc
.lerome . . . ..... Jerome Courtland ^^“!!ning tiine ’

Herman Pomeroy
Dr. McFall . . . .

M»ss Withers
Chet .

Station Clerk
Pearl ..... .

.

Merle . . .....

Laura . .

Charlie . .. . . .

Alex Geri-V
Kathleen Maguire

•• ••
Charles Evans Aiulr6'v Boston Hale— Vnar)e®. .

ans
A.-tlnir Coiner Maxwell./>*miir turner maxweu.. . uaviu wayneCh

Clifton
W
Y?)unff Dr. Kevin G.^Maguire . ... . Cecil Kellaway

June Aiiyson lensing by Carl Guthrie gives them obviously skimpy budget. Wear. could afford. The film is very dra-

D?vid '.Wayne ;
the^proper display.,

”— -- dU -Brog

. . , , . . ... ClHton Young Commodore Parker
*.*•••*

.P” Tim. TJfimrdiah
Ray Collins

; : : ::
;

^

Hat,vei«h -
• :> M

Keith
Wniiria MhKav -Loon “ ^ .... . . ; . ... .Mai'

The C»trl From San
, Lorenaro

United Artists release : of Philip: N.

matic, and Eva Dahlbeck in the

Horsomen of U»e Sierras
: ro,e of tl,e “other gives one of

Wnnd» MMCiv • . ; . ... m«ivin Kaplan
PU7ahetw

q
pinurnov Ll,y Rayton Parker ... .Kathleen FreemanElizabem Fiomnoy

|(Jl> isfoiartl Boyle. ... . . . . . . .Welly MaherHarry Tyle. MlcheU:, , . . . ... , . . Alex C.«rrSr
|

Ki^sne pioduction. Stars Duncarf Re-

:

smiieTBui-iietti. “Dire«e"d vb^rred

'

f:
| “aren

:
t

.

r 1

•
: Mr. Eberle; . ....... .t,. Charles Evens naldo, Leo Carrillo. Directed by Derwm

; Sears. Screenplay, Barry Shipman; cam- '
Wnere censois . aien l

“A Woman Of Distinction” is a
T)t°m PSo.n -v,

.

Paul Maxey ! Abrahams.^ .Sc^eenplay. Ford Beebe^cam- era, Fayte Browne ; editor, Paul Borofsky. raid of a Cpuple Of nude Scenes,

5

the best performances of 1949.

. „ . u .

(SONGSr
^

. i Film, which has some nude
1 ,

Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro- i h1av run uri ncr'alHet
' duction. Stars Charles Starrett; features! scenes, may run up against censor
;
T. Texas Tyler, Lois Hall, Tommy Ivo,

,
Ship regulations in the U. S. In

r • *r , , *-» . V ,«i — — . . ''‘"F >* vn *»v i vw* > a- mwa • i • • , .
’

. . i. . . • — »

era,^ Kenneth Peach; editor, Marty Cohn. At the New York, N. Y.. week of Feb. 28, this film will be a great SUCCCSS*
fVtA Tradeshown^^ N: \ ., March h^*50. Running t

*50 . Running time. 59 MINS •>. 1
“ “

j .
: Jr.the Redhead time, 59 mins. sieve saunders-T^

*’ Technical credits are outstanding.

.

Of- ..nonsense^ 'Oisco^;.:.-

/

/Duncan Rerialdo
: The Durango Kid] ...... Charles Starrett i

Winq.
J • Tl* Pnnenn . T.aa rnpriliA 1 n., -ii- ^ ‘

.

looselyrtied grabbag of screwball
and nonsensical doings, about two *

The Reformei and.

warring -but. loving pedagogues
str

a
:tiy

P
cs4pilt and fun The Panoho... Leo Carrillo j

i
v
;LVf.l.?

r°raS P.r^ lauehs arefSd on rnfher broad • ’- kf ’ •- • ’ • - '
' McCrea.r

Smiley . Burnette . . . .... . ... . Smiley Burnette

?„
f

fc
a
aLaS -.-.-;.-.:.-.-.-.-.v.-.'.-.-.-.-.

Bya

laeks sound motivation. ; Bright mu«5 of light Busty
enough escapoidgy earmarks this • vSni

An.™„- rx* i « . ,

Mamies
(The Riding School)

(FRENCH)
Paris, Feb. 14.

_elease of Andre' Paulvc pro-
duction. Directed by Yves Allc^rct: orig-

* " ':
.

; inal. Script, Jaques-Sigurd. Stars Simona
A’ 1 if c .- T :

Another in the Durango Kid se- I

S^horet, ^Bernard Blier; features Jana
The .Girl fiom. San . LorcnzO is pipe • ^unvcomon of iim cinpno.ji :!

Marken, Frank Villnrd, Jaques Raumer.me Ajrin nom pan L«prcnzo is ri#»« nf iBo Cioppoc" ie !
warKen, Frnnk: Vmnrd, Jaques . Raumer.

cfitre ruunus . , •

. ,
-

- standard for the Cisco Kid series ! 1 ^ ’ Vi
. J..

-

11
vV

1
•

-
ah

.
15

- Camera^ Jean Bburgoin; cditor, Mauricetv.tre lyuima.
^ ; ^ n cast deliver delightfully

.
hut: *h'ev? •

*. a - && entry tor the action market,
!
seroin/ At Balzac, Paris. Running time,

fifaTwitrbe~talk‘c noatlu ^ f in Zi '!
wlth aPPeal'&? the younger set.

j

15 M )NS-
'

mt it is and no questions asked, rhe most is Herman the friendly
neatly fl11

-

e hottom slot in dual-| interest for the mnnnpt ti^rip is ! ..Interest for the moppet trade iswhat it is and no questions
“Woman” at times hits aihigh level ^on . sinte canines -.-.and provided by presence of Smiley I .

Pjc is .an intelhgentj biting
for irrepressible laugh content |.e ;, “Lassie” and “Francis,” have i

te
fJ

lla
.^

form;Ula, witji Plenty of Burnette, the obese cowbov buf-: 1
! 'Study of the selfish, erring wife

Scripter Charles Hoffman showed developed fans, there’s no .reason
^Hoping and

u
gunplay, for

.

the • f00n, and Tommy Ivo. as an 6^1 and the faithful, adoring husband,
considerable invention in working to suppose felines can’t do the ;

Juve
F.
and^a light seasoning of ro- phan kid who is the rightful own- '

rt is done in a brilliant visual man-
oi-.t his pieces of business. This ,came< . particularly with Herman as m?mtic interest for the nabe trade. er 0f a valuable ranch and whom

! ?er and accompanied by fine
goes double for one scene m which the shining example. ^Yarn is based on a confusion of

. some gangs are trying to bump off. thespmg. Though told in flash-;
~ h a gang of varmits

; Charles Starrett offers plenty of back
» fllm packs a tremendous

succession of stage
; slam-bang as the U. S. marshal amount of suspense and solid en-

^ ^ + — , *
to Pip the rap

;

who dons his Durango Kid dis-
1

during charactevization. It rates as
souped-up collegiate flivvers. At rected and scripted from a storv by. on the Cisco Kid (Duncun Renaldo) guise for. swashbuckling work that •

a definite art house and sure-
—. J.K ^ M . £1 m M V* MWMM %«rv#1 W« r ’ b '

—
' _ u -' V. A >3 .

' Lj M J.v 1.2 m 1. '
I T a>. /"I 11a\ ^ ® v
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tween Miss Russell, the woman of
distinction too busy for romance
and Prof. Milland, who is dragge.d_.cast
Into a faked news-headlinod affair i
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Stamford, Conn., March 7. 4
Stamford's six theatres echo the

results of the first all-pupil . tele-

vision poll announced this week by
the Burdick Junior High School in
this to$rn, The survey, an official

job of the school administration;
showed that the students ranging
from 11-15 years old (with tele-

vision sets at home) are concen-
trating their entertainment on
video at the expense of filmgoing.
To this conclusion, managers of
the six houses add their painful
aye.

"
'

Film biz in Stamford varies from
bad to terrible, a theatre-by-the-
atre checkup by Variety indicates.

Television is tagged as on& of the
heavies but there are other factors
such as generally poor industrial

conditions in this town of some 47,-

000. But the big fact is that the
kiddie business is considerably
worse off than that of adults.

Poll showed that the moppets
spend 27 hours weekly in front of

tlieir home tele sets; Of the 200
with sets in their own parlors, 150
go to fiickeries less; 25 go more
and 25 about the same. This les-

sening of the film habit is borne
out by what exhibs say. Theatres
are doing virtually no kid business
during the weekdays. Whatever
comes in does so over the week-
end.

‘Can’t Compete’ Vs. Video
According to the management

jointly operating the Palace and
Strand, tele has hit all ages of film-

goers but that of the teenagers

worse than others. Strand, an ac-

tion house, opens now only over
(Continued on page 22)

Breen’s TV Talk
Joseph I. Breen, chief of the

film industry’s Production
Code Administration, has : ac-

cepted an invitation to be
guest speaker ait the next
^luncheon Meeting of the Amer-
ican Television Society, slated
for the Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y.,

April 20. With the video indus-
try having mulled a code of
ethics for the last five years,
it’s expected that Breen will

discuss the filfn code and how
it might be adapted to TV;

Robert Montgomery, who's
now producing the “Lucky
Strike Theatre” series of dra-
matic shows for NBC-TV,
guested at the ATS luncheon
at the Roosevelt Friday (3)

and took an indirect swipe at
Hollywood for having in the
past tended to play down to its

audience. He ^cautioned the
video industry against falling

behind the audience instincts,

declaring that “if We feel .con-

tempt for them, they will sense
it and we’ll lose them.” (See
story in Television section.)

Aiming; at a climax to Tie timed
with the introduction of the tax

bill on the floor of Congress in

about five or six weeks* film in-

dustry drive against the 20%
Federal admission tax is continuing

to pile up commitments from
Congressional reps across the

country. While the New York
phase of the industry drive has
already racked up 100% Congres-
sional support, other sections are

getting increasing number of

pledges from representatives and
senators. —
One of the most potent factors

In garnering the lawmakers’ com-
mitments has been the widespread
editorial support given the in-

dustry by the nation’s newspapers.
In virtually every large city, one
or more of the leading dailies have
come out against the tax on
grounds t ha t it discriminates

against those who are seeking
entertainment.

Typical comments in the press

are evidenced in recent editorials

in the Cincinnati Post, which asked
whether it was “fair to make this

foremost medium of popular en-

.tertairiment continue to bear a

really hurtful share of Federal
taxation,”

The Wilmington Journal wrote:

“There is not much doubt that

(Continued on page 46)

FBI Aids in Recovering

1$ Hot Feature Prints

Seattle, March 7.

Federal Bureau of Investigation

has seized 18 hot prints of major
company features and turned them
over to the industry. Films were
recovered from an undisclosed

person who .
claimed to have,

bought them during the war from
a Navy gunner while serving on a

Liberty ship. FBI probe indicates

that the gunner picked lip the

prints in New Caledonia,
Prints, all 16m, were part of the

thousands donated by the industry

to . the armed services. Recouped
pix have been handed over to

Sargoy & Stein, special counsel to

the distribs on copyright affairs.

Enough theatres will be equipped
with larjge-screen television units

by the end of the year to make
possible the first exclusive theatre
TV broadcasts. :

To date, 10 houses either have
installed video equipment or have
them on order, arid two Or three
more will be ready to go by late

fall. Or ea^iy winter. Combined
seating capacity, it’s believed, will

.

make possible a large enough gross
potential; for them, to bid success-
fully against the TV networks for
certain sports and special events,

Which will thus not be available

to home receivers.
i

Latest large-screen TV orders
were placed last week by the Cen-
tury circuit, N. Y„ with RCA-
Plans call for installation in the
chain’s new 2;200-seat Meadows
theatre, Fresh Meadows, L. I.# and
in its 2,500-seat Albemarle, Brook-
lyn. Other houses already set for
theatre TV are the Broadway Par-
amount; Fabian’s Fox, Brooklyn;
two theatres in Boston, and houses
in Detroit, Milwaukee, Chicago,
Kansas City and San Francisco,
as well, as one in Toronto. It is

also expected that , current nego-
tiations will result in at least one
Los Angeles theatre buying equip-
ment and Si H. Fabian,

,
prez of

the circuit bearing his name, is

OH
Hollywood, March 7*

Republic prez Herbert J. Yates
and James R. Grainger, company's
sales chief, planed in to the Coast
accompanied : by William Saal,
Yates’ exec assistant.

Following a studio o\. o., Grain-
ger is due back at the New York
homeoffice March 27. En route to
the h.o., he’ll stop off at the San
Francisco, Denver and Dallas ex-

change areas,

R&ft of anti-trust actions both
threatened and brought against the
Schine circuit and the eight majors
in upper New York state have been
settled after negotiations covering
the greater, part of orte year.

While attorneys who dickered the

. , , . ..... , . ,
peace pact refuse to disclose the

reported readying additional in-
: amount involved, It is understood

Fullrscale television activities are
plotted by the Theatre Owners of
America to signify the growing
exhib interest in video as a threat
or promise. Working on thifee

fronts, TOA has given the green-
light to extensive preparations for
the forthcoming Federal Communi-.
cations Commission hearings on
theatre tele. At the same time;
group is issuing a call for an all-in-

dustry confab on the general sub-
ject of video and has set up a per-
manent research bureau.

Si Fabian, Robert J. O’Donnell
and Gael Sullivan, exec director of
TOA, have been tapped to maneu-
ver the industry conference. All
producer-distribs will be invited to

sit in on the huddle aimed as a full

discussion of the relationship be-
tween films and television. Both
Eric Johnston, prez of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America, and El-

lis Arnall, head of the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers, will be asked to lend a
hand.

Discussions will be aimed to take
in the question of booking features
on tele. TOA wants producers to
Withhold tall pix made specifically

for the theatre market, Deyelop-
(Continued on page* 20)

stallations in several of his up
state New York theatres.

Once the Federal Communica-
tions Commission grants the neces-
sary channels for theatre TV, it

is expected that the orders will

pile up even more rapidly. Thus,
Fox-West Coast’s plan for linking
24 theatres in southern .California

(Continued on page 20)

Into

Detroiter Sez; Theatre

in

that several hundred thousands of

dollars will be paid to the suing
exhibs.

Deal involves approximately one
dozen exhibs with theatres in the
Albany, Rochester and Auburn
sectors. Two suits seeking dam-
ages in excess of $2,000*000 brought
by the Rochester Theatre Co. and
the Auburn Operating Co. are cov-

ered in the settlement in addition

to claims which were held up pend-
ing negotiations.

Under the terms of the joint set-

tlement, the Schine chain will kick
in with 50% of the amount being
paid. .That percentage is standard
operational procedure When a big

circuit plus distribs are named de-

fendants in an exhib treble-dam-
age action. Balance of the pay-
ment Will be allocated among the

eight distribs on the basis of rent-

als that each garnered in the

Both the Government and ihft

N, Y. federal court’s easy attitude
towards the time limitations fixed
in antitrust consent decrees was
again

.
demonstrated this week

when RKO and Paramount ob-
tained delays in •carrying out their
decree provisions. From all indi-
cations; none of the majors will be
held to the letter of divestiture
.provisions providing they demon-
strate good faith in efforts to-
wards that end.
Unite d Paramount won a:’

change in provision granting
,
the

new circuit a blanket two years
to unload a list of . 69 theatres.
Previously, UP was bound to di-
vest^halfi these houses in. one year;
the balance in two. RKO was
handed another / del a y until
March 15 for the company to file
a pla» providing the breakup of
partnership interests.
UP amendment was granted,

with Dept, of Justice okay, on an
affidavit of prexy Leonard Golden-
son; He : stated that extensive
negotiations were, required to
liquidate the holdings and that
necessary clearing of titles . was
holding tip the chain. Goldenson
listed 15 theatres in the 69 that
have already been divested.

Still in the throes of settlement
talks With George P. .Skouras,
RKO obtained' the postponement
with Government consent; Early
inking of a pact with Skouras is

expected. Moreover, talks with
Walter Reade, Jr. are slated again
for this week following the latter’s
return from a Swiss vacation.

1 Rea.de and RKO jointly own some
(Continued on page 20)

Los Angeles, March 7.

From the looks, of things, Eagle
Lion is taking; over the first-run

showcases in this city next week
for the biggest display of the com-
pany’s output since its formation,
four years ago. EL will have 19
houses, many of them big first-

runs, tied up with its new product
in the second half of March,

Company--.kicks_oft-witlu-llRfid

CATHOLIC BISHOP BANS

‘STROMBOLI’ IN

Detroit, March 7.

The financially-embarrassed city-

owned
;
transportation system, the

Dept, of Street Railways, put tile

finger on television to explain
what has happened to thousands of

Its former evening-hour bus and
j Auburn-Albany-Rochester sector,

streetcar riders and similar riders i ^

in other big cities. The statement
Was immediately challenged by
Earl J, Hudson, president of the
United Detroit Theatres and a

former member of the Street Rail-

way Commission.
Leo J. Nowicki, DSR general

manager, said the evening and
weekend passenger loads have
been falling off in far greater per-

centages than the general decline
in riding. “Many other big city

transit companies are experiencing
similar drops,” he declared. “The
transit industry believes that tele-

vision sets are keeping people
home evenings, or in their immedi-
ate neighborhoods, instead of mov-
ing around on public transporta-
tion vehicles.”

Nowicki. added; “The decline is

especially marked in cities w'ith

television broadcasting stations.”

. Albany, March 7.

“Stromboli” was banned for

280,000 Catholics of the Albany
! diocese by Bishop Edmund F. Gib-

|
bons, Friday (3) as the picture be-

! gan a week’s run at the Fabian-
I owned Grand. RKO release had
!
been playihg at Warners’ Lin-

coln in nearby Troy.

.
Paramount has shelved the ques-

tion of regular dividends for stock-
holders for the time being. With
the. return of Barney Balaban,

.

Par’s prez, last week from a brief
Florida Vacation, board sessioned
and immediately prdered a 50c
divvy on outstanding common
stock, payable March 29 to stock-
holders of record March 16. At
the same time, company indicated
no longrange policy was possible
until more complete results of its
divorced operations are tabulated.
Dividend declaration reacted

«

strongly on the New York ex-
change. In big trading, Par’s com-
mon immediately climbed back to
19 after suffering losses earlier in
the week. There had been some
doubt of a divvy because of reports
of lagging business during the first

couple of months of operations.
Balaban confirmed the company’s

intention of shrinking common
stock holdings “as rapidly as pps-

Reject Ban in Canada sible arid as conditions justify, so
Regina, Sask., March 7. i that the structure bear a realistic

Local Council of Women here relation; to the current outlook for
rejected a . suggestion that they

j

future earnings.” In the first two
urge a ban on “Stromboli” in 1 months, Par has picked up 73,710
Saskatchewan. The suggestion

j

shares . at an estimated cost of $!,-

i
came from member organizations 475,000, With its tremendous cash

Hudson demanded: “What does i which were against showing of the resources, it. is expected -that out-

he mean-r-television,is. to. blame?
If the DSR would improve service

film and wished council support, i standing stock will be slashed sub
The council expressed the

;

stantially within the year,

and not make people stand around i opinion the films should be ac- t As thipgs now: stand* Par faces

for a half hour waiting for a bus I cepted or rejected by the censor
;

an annual dividend charge of $6,-

Slioes” going into general distribu

tion at regular prices. It opens

j

Tuesday ( 14 ) at the five Fox-West
Coast houses of the Chinese unit*

“Guilty of Treason” plays the Pan-
tages and Hillstreet, RKO houses,

starting March 17. “Rupert,” Jim-
my Durante starrer, takes over
the five Music Halls on either the
17th or 24th.

Besides these, “The Sundown-
ers” opens at the two Paramount
houses and the Baldwin Park. “G.I.

Joe,” EL reissue, plays the Marcal
and Pickfair. “Amazing Mr. Bee-
cham” is booked to open at the

j

Paris arid Beverly Cannon this

[week.

or a streetcar, patronage
pick up.
“The Michigan, United Artist,

Palms (theatres operated by Hud-
chainl as Wril 1 as all our

neighborhood and suburban thea-

tres enjoyed satisfactory business
last week despite the terrible

weather. ‘Samson and Delilah’

(Par), at the Madison—another
UD house—is playing to 20% more
patrons daily here than it is draw-
ing in any other theatre in the
country,” Hudson declared. “We

Would
J-
on their own merits, and that

the private lives of actors and
actresses should not be taken info

consideration.
The provincial censor , Rev. D; J.

Vaughan, has not yet received a

print of “Stromboli” but has in-

dicated he will deal with it Strictly

on its merits.

(Continued on page 24)

to

LA’S VANCOUVER MEET
Regular semi-annual meeting of

the general exec board of* the In-

give service and comfort plus en-
1

ternational Alliance of Theatrical

tertainment—our evening business i Stage Employees has' been set for

is all right, television notwith- the Vancouver Hotel, Vancouver,
standing.” |B. C., April 20.

Asked for a rebuttal, Nowicki
j

Headed by IATSE prexy Rich-

was unable to reconcile the high s ard F. Walsh, the board is slated

j

patronage of entertainment estab-
1

to discuss organization of the video

, lishments with the low patronage ' field and the pension issue which that its new three-color process

1
of the DSR. I

is still pending the major Studios.
1 will be ready for use in June.

Hollywood, March 7.

Cinecolor’s stockholders voted to
expand the company’s policy of
helping to finance indie producers
who hi^ke use of its tinter process.
Path of indie production will be
smoothed by deferred payrnents of
negative, laboratory arid printing
charges.
Company has been using this

policy in a limited way for 18
months and is ready to do it on a
more comprehensive scale.

Meanwhile, Cinecolor announced
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10 PICTUItE GROSSES Wednesday, March 8, 1950

“Willie’ NSG at $42,000, last Side’

Los Angeles, March 7.

Mild grosses continue to feature

local first-run pace, with nothing

outstanding in current, frame.

‘Young Man With Horn/ in three

theatres, is expected to vpick up
nice $43,000. “Willie Comes
Home” looms, mild at $42,000 in

five sites.
'• Moderate $26,000 is

likely for single week of ^‘East

Sidef West Side” - “Challenge

Lassie” in two houses.-
. ortnn ,

“Dear Wife” looms slow $22,000,

also in two spots, “Indian Scout -

“Cry Murder” is dull $24,000 for

five situations; . -
. .

Standout among holdovers- is

“Francis/
7 catching nice $31,000

for second tinu around in five

houses; “Stromboli” is down to

$24,000, okay, after big $39,700

opening week in two sites.

: Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, D o wn t o w n >

Hawaii, Hollywood, Forum Music
Halls (Prin-Cor) (834; 902; 1*106;

512; 2,100; 55-$l)—“Davy Crock-
ett” (UA) and “Cry Murder (FC).

Slow $24,000. Last Week, “Never
Fear” (EL) and “Once Upon
Dream” (EL) (2d wk-4 days),

$9,200.
Chinese, Los Angeles^ Loyola;

Uptown/^ Wilshire (FWC) (2,048;

2,097; 1,248; 1,719; 2,296; 60-$l)—
“Willie Comes Home” (20th) and
“Girl From Lorenzo” (UA). . Mild
$42,000; Last Week, “Mother
Didn’t Tell Me” (20th) and
“Blonde Bandit” (Rep), $32,400.

Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltem'
(WB) (1,757; 2,756; 2,344; 60-$l)—
“Young Man With Horn” (WB).
Nice $43,000. Last week, “Chain
Lightning” (WB) (2d wk), $21,600.

Loew’s State, -Egyptian (UA) (2,-

404; 1,538; 6041)— “East Side,

West Side” (MrG) and “Challenge
to Lassie” (M-G). Mild $26,000,
Last week, “Malaya” (M-G) and
“Blonde Dynamite” (Mono) (2d wk-
5 days), $15,700.

Pantages, Hillstreet (RKO) (2,-

812; 2,890; 50-$l)— “Stromboli”
(RKO) and “Tattooed Stranger”
(RKO) (2d wk). Okay $24,000. Last
week, sock $39,700.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 50*
$1)—“Dear Wife” (Par) and “Un-
masked” (Rep) (LA only). Slow
$22,000. Last week, “Samson”
(Par) (4th wk), fine $25,800 at up-
ped prices.

United Artists, Ritz, Studio' City,
Vogue, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,100;

1.370; 880; 885; 1,145; 60-$l>—
“Francis” (U) and “Girl in Heart”
(Mono) (2d wk). Fine $31,000. Last
week, smash $44,400.
Orpheum (D’town) (2,210; 50-95)—“Blue Grass Kentucky” (Mono)

(2d run) with vaude headed by
Eddie Peabody. Neat $17,000. Last
week, “Passport Pimlico” (EL) (2d
run) with vaude headed by Nick
Lucas, $17,200.
Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l)—

“Song Remember” (Col) (reissue)
(3d wk-3 days). Near $1,000. Last
week, good $2,500.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 60-$l)—
“12 O’clock High” (20th) and
“Pinky” (20th). Special Academy
nomination run. Slim $2,500. Last
week, “Spring Park Lane” (EL)
(5th wk - 6 days) and “Eiffel
Tower” (RKO) (3d wk-6 days), $1,-
700.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week : . . . .$566,$00
(Based on 18 theatres.

)

Last Year, . . ; ... . $545,000
(Based on 16 theatres.)

Indianapolis, March 7.

: Film biz here has recovered
from last Week’s bliz, and grosses
are fair to good at most spots.
“Backfire,” paced by Tommy Dor-
sey’s band on stage at Circle, is

drawing top coin, with “Malaya,”
at Loew’s, leading straight filmers.

but “Johnny Holiday” Keith’s new-
comer, is really standout with
smash session.

Estimates for This Week
Circle CGamble-Dolle) (2,800; 50-

,90)—“Backfire” (WB) with Tommy
Dorsey orch onstage. Nice. $21,000.
Last week, “Dancing, in Dark”
(20th) with Eddy Duchin orch,
Vivian Blaine, others, onstage, slow
$17,000.

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—-
“Young Man With Horn” (WB) and
“Cry Murder” (FC). Modest $9,500.
Last week, “Montana” (WB) and
“Sarumba” (EL), $8,000.

Keith’s (G-D) (1,300; 44-65) —
“Johnny Holiday” (UA) and “Belle
Old Mexico” (Rep). Smash $11,000.
Last week, “Samson and Delilah”
(2d wk), okay $7,000 after nifty
$14,000 opener at $1.20 top.

Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 44-65)
;

—
“Malaya” (M-G) and “Tension”
(M-G). Nice $12,000. Last week,
‘Key to City” (M-G), strong $16,-
000 in 10 days.
Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65) —

“Purple Heart” (20th) and “Guadal-
canal D i a r y” (20th) (reissues).
Sturdy $6,500. Last week, “Dan-
gerous Profession” (RKO) and
“Mysterious Desperado” (RKO),
$4,000;

Mpls.; ‘Woman’ Oke 10G
Minneapolis, March 7,

“When Willie Comes Marching
Home”, “Woman in Hiding’’ and
“Intruder in Dust” are major new-
comers and they add up to substan^
tial bOxoffice. “Willie” in partic-
ular seems to have nlenl 17 of what
it takes at Radio City. The high-
stepping “Sands of Iwp Jima/’ in
second week at State, still is a
standout,

Estimates for This Week
Century ’ (Par) (1,600; 50-70)-

—

“Blossoms in Dust” (M-G) (reissue).

Fast $6,000, Last week, “Dear
Wife” (Par) (2d wk), okay $5,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)— ‘Con-

gorilla” (indie) and
,

“Borneo’.* (In-

die). Good $5,500. Last week,
“Pinky” (20th) (3d wk), nice $5,200.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-

70)—“Woman in Hiding” (U). Fair
$10,000. Last Week, “Chain Light-
ning” (WB)/ $11,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—

“Chain v Lightning” (WB) (m.o.).

Okay $7*000. Last week, ‘‘Father
Is Bachelor” (Col), same;
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)-~“Sands

Iwo Jima” (Rep) (2d wk). Fine $12,-
000 after tremendous $20,000 initial

stanza
World (Maim) (400; 50-70)—-“In-

truder in Dust” (M-G). Good $3,-
000. Last week, “Facts of Love”
(Indie), $1,800.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 55-70)—

“Willie Comes Home” (20th), Do-
ing very Well at $16,000: Last week,
“Key to City” (M-Q)/ $15,000.

H.0.’s Hobble flub Bui

‘Key’ Skar, $28,000, 2d
Boston, March 7.

Biz' is on skids this stanza with
town surfeited with holdovers,
bitter Winter weather being no
help. . Only newcomer, •“Outside
the Wall’’ at Boston in for eight
days is shaping hot more than
average. “Key to City” is holding
well in two spot’s for second week.

Estimates for This Week
,

Astor . (Jaycox) (1.200: 50-95) -r-

“Foolish Heart” (RKO) (5th wk).

Still okay with $10,000 after neat
$12,000 for fourth.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill, Inc.)

(780; 40-99)—“Bicycle Thief” (In-

die) (3d wk). Nifty $8,000 after

solid $10,000 for second.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85) —

“Outside the Wall” (Uj and “Home
San Antone” (Col). Only new-
comer in town^-fair $20,000 for 8
days. Last week, “Stromboli”
(RKO) (2d Wk-6 days), dim $10,000.

Fenway (NET) (1,373 55-$1.25)--

“Samson and Delilah” (Par) (4th

wk). Dropped to about $4,000
after /air $5,500 forlhircL

Mayflower (ATC) (700 35-85)—
“Guilty of Treason’’ (EL) (4th wk).

(Continued on pi#e ftp)

‘Horn’ Resounding 16iG

Tops New Pitt Filins;

‘Samson’ $23,000 in 2d
Pittsburgh, March 7,

Things took a. little spurt all

around town over weekend with
warmer weather and news that
coal strike had ended; It was first

ray of sunshine here generally in
some time. “Samson and Delilah”
is still leading the pack, with
Stanley threading its way hack into
the money again on “Young Man
With a Horn,” Fulton and Harris
are both doing fair with “Woman
in Hiding” and “Borderline,” re-
spectively.

Estimates for This Week
Barry (Skirball) (1,100; 45-80)*—

“Guilty of Treason” (EL). Mild
$5,000. Last week, “Red Shoes”

'

(EL) (6th wk), $4,500.
Fulton (Shea) (1,700;. 45-80)

—

“Woman In Hiding” (U). Nice
notices and they’re helping. Okay
$7,000. Last week, “Dancing in
Dark” (20th). $5,500.

Harris (Harris) (2,200;
,

45-80)—
“Borderline” (U); Fair to middling

(Continued on page 60),

Kansas City, March 7.

Big biz is going to “Francis” at
Tower-Uptown-Fairway combo this
week, with smash session and like-
ly holdover. It is city’s standout.
Orpheum, with - “Mother Didn’t
Tell Me,” is doing moderately good.
“Stromboli” will make a drab
showing at the Missouri, taking a
beating from crix, church and cus-
tomers. It will be one of slowest
weeks in months for the RKO
house. “Samson and Delilah” art

Paramount getting, a strong play
for third week and may stay a
fourth.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-

65)
—“Siren of Atlantis” (UA) and

“Red River” (UA) (reissue). Usual
$3,000. Last week, “Tunisian Vic-
tory” (Indie) and “Desert Victory”
(Indie) (reissues), $3,500.
Kinio (Dickinson) (550; 45-65)

—

“The Mikado” (U). Returns for its

annual run here, with okay $2,000
likely. Last week, “Foolish Heart”
(RKO) (3d wk), nifty $2,000,

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)
—“The Nevadan” (Col) and “Fath-
er Is a Bachelor” (Col). Mild $12,
000. Last week,” “Key to City”
(M-G) and “Challenge to Lassie”
(M-G), hefty $20,000 in 10 days.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)—

“Stromboli” (RKO) and “The
Tattooed Stranger” (RKO). Slim
$7,500. Last week, “Tell to Judge’*
(Col) and Palace vaude bill with
75c top, sturdy $18,000.
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,912

55-75)—“Mother Didn’t Tell Me*
(20th); Peasing $12,000. Last
week, “Red Shoes” (EL) (2d wk)
second-run in town but first down
town showing, satisfactory $6,000
in 5 days.
Paramount (United Par) (1 ,900;

75-$1.20 —“Samson and Delilah”
(Par) (3d wk). Sturdy $14,000. May
go a fourth. Last week, splendid
$21 ,000 .

Tower-Uptown-Fairway (Fox
Midwest) (2,100; 2,043, 700; 45-65)
—“Francis” (U). Great $20,000,
and may hold. Last week. “Bor-
derline” (U)/ $12,000.

Del Rebounds as Coal Strike Ends;

t

Cincinnati, March 7.

“12 O’Clock High” is soaring
high and is way ahead of three
other firstruns this heat with
enough to hold general biz at bet-
ter than par. “Thelma Jordon’’
and “Beyond Forest” are nip and
tuck for second honors and sev-
eral paces ahead of “Borderline,”
also favorable; Weekend weather
was clear for a change and wel-
comed by exhibs after {season’s

worst cold arid snow.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—
“Thelma Jordon” ’(Par). Moderate
$10,000. Last week, “Chain Light-
ning” (WB), ditto.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-

75),-r!
4

12 O’Clpqk H
fc
igh’/ (20th).

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week /. , .

.

; $2,646,000

(Based on 21 cities, 197

theatres, chiefly
.
first tuns, In-

cluding N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year r . $2,786,000

(Based on 24 cities and 204
theatres.)

'

'I.. ' Providence, March 7.

“Cinderella” is giving RKO Al-
bee a smash second, week to lead
the city, with really big biz. State’s

“Mrs.- Mike” is fair while Majes-
tic’s second week of “12 O’Clock
High” looms as nice.

Estimates for This Week .

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Cinderella” (RKO) (2d wk). Ear-
lier than usual daily openings
helping to socko $18,000. First
week was record-breaking $22,000. •

Fay’s (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)--“Take
Me To Ball Game” (M-G) (reissue)

and vaude. Good $6,500. Last week,
“Beyond Glory” (Iridie) (reissue)
and vaude, fair $5,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
“12 O’Clock High” (20th) (2d wk).
Good $13,000 after hitting neat
$18,000 in opening week.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
65)—“Red Shoes” (EL) (2d wk).
Only fair $5,500. First week was
so-so $9,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)

—

“Mrs. Mike” (UA) and “Satan’s
Cradle” (UA). Average $14,500.
Last week, “Battleground” ..(M-G)
(2d wk), nice $16,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)

—“Fallen Idol” (SRO) and “Once
Upon Dream” (EL). Opened Mon-
day (6). Last week, “Samson and
Delilah” (Par) (3rd wk), steady but
not outstanding $10,000 at -$1.25
top.

lOcko $18,000; Last week, “Willie
Worries Home” (20th) (2d wk). slow
$6 ,000.

‘Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
“Key to City” (M-G) (2d wk). Solid
$9,500 in wake of big $15,000
preem.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-
75)—“Borderline” (U). Favorable
$7,500— Last week, “Malaya”
(M-G) (2d wk), $6,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
“Beyond Forest” (WB). Fairish
$10,000. Last week, “Ambush”
(M-G), $11,000.
Shubert (Mid-States) (2,100; 56-

75)—“Willie Comes Home” (20th),
Moveover for third downtown sesh.
Oke $5,500. Last week. “Outside
Wall” (U), thin $3,000/, ^

Hn'-Vaud, Tuneful In

Wash, 22G; 'foies’ NSH

19G, ‘Cinderella’ 20G, 2d
Washington, March 7.

“Cinderella,” in second week vat
RKO Keith’s, is still mid-sectbr’s
brightest spot, with weekend biz
for the Disney tinter almost up to
last week!s sock level. “Nancy
Goes to Rio,” with vaude, at Loew’s
Capitol, shapes sturdy, but not sen-
sational for big musical.' Remain-
der of city looks dull.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s - (2,434; 44-85)—

“Nancy Goes to Rio” (M-G) plus
vaude. Sturdy $22,000. Last week,
“Willie Comes Home” (20th) plus
vaude, smart $25,000.

„
Keith’s (RKO) (1.939; 44-80)—

‘CindereHa” (RKO) (2d wk). Smash
$20,000 or near, with weekend biz
exceptional. Last week, flashy $25,-
000 .

Metropolitan (Warner) (1J63; 44-
74) — “Desperados” (Cot) and
Renegades” (Col) (reissues). Okay

$5,500 for oldies. Last week/ “Back-
fire:’ (WB), fair $5,000 for first-run.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)—
Prince of Foxes” (20th ) . Disap-

pointing $19,000, with unfavorable
reviews hurting. Last week, “12
O’clock High” (20th) (2d wk), very
steady $25,500.

(L°P6rt) 50-90)—
;
AILKing’s Men” (Col) (16th wk).

first time but still fine
at $6,000. Last week, same.
^Warner (WB) (2,164; .44-74)—

V0r
?
on,r

,

(?ar); Sluggish
$12,000. Last week, “Chain Licht-

$14
g
000

^el9w hopes at okay

t

.Trans-I^jut (T-L) (654; 44-80)—
Foolish Heart” (RKO)

: (7th
. wk).

So-so $3,500 for final week after
slipping to about same take last
WCcK*

Detroit, March 7,
Relief over end of coal strike

was immediately apparent here at
first-runs. “Outlaw” is shaping to
terrific $50,0QP at the Fox for best
biz in months. *T)ear Ruth” loom*
good at the Michigan. “Samson
and Delilah” is falling off slightly
at the Madison in its seventh week
but still good. “Guilty of Treason”
is okay at the Palms:

Estimates for This Week
Fox (FOx-Mich) (5,000; 70-95)-

—

“Outlaw” (RKO) and “Tattooed
Stranger” (RKO). Socko $50,000.
Last week, “Guilty Bystander”
(FC) plus Lionel Hampton orch
onstage. Disappointing $30,000
after heavy weekend and early
Week biz.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000:
70r-95)—“Dear Ruth” (Park and
“Hidden Room” (EL). Okay $23,-
000; Last; week, “Borderline” (U)
and “Blonde Dynamite” (Mono).
$13,000.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95) —

“Guilty of Treason” (EL) and “Un-
masked” (Rep). Pert $16,000. Last
week, “Backfire” (WB) and “Silent
Conflict” (UA). $14,000.
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-

95)—“Fallen Idol” (SRO). Fair
$12,000. Last week, “Bengal Lan-
cer” (Par) and “Beau Geste” (Par)
(reissues)* $14,000.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 75-$1.20)—

“Samson and Delilah” (Par) (7th
wk). Starting to slip but still oke
at $10,000. Last week, $13,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—

“Red Shoes” (EL) (2d wk). Steady
$8,000. Last week, $8,500. -

Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70-
95WChallenge to. Lassie” (M-G)
and “Tension” (M-G). Thin $6,000.
Last week,( “Ambush” (M-G) and
“Cry Murder” (FC) (3d wk), good
$7,000.

t

‘MEN’ STRONG $16,000,

; HORN’ HOT 8G
Louisville, March 7.

Balmy weekend weather plus
some strong films on downtown
screens is bringing biz back to
main stem currently. Only ham-
pering factor was the Southern
Assn, of Colleges basketball tour-
ney at the Armory. Topper by
wide margin currently is “All the
King’s Men” at State. “Mother
Didn’t Tell Me” at Rialto, and
“Young Man With Horn” at the
Mary Anderson also shape solid.

Estimates for This Week .

THary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
45-65)—“Young Man With Horn”
(WB). Robust $8,000. Last week,
“Chain Lightning” (WB) (2d wk),
nice $6,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
45-65)— “Mother Didn’t Tell Me”
(20th) and “Radar Secret Service”
(Mono). Nice $13,000. Last week,
Willie Marching Home” (20th)
and “Palooka Meets Humphrey”
(Mono), strong $15,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65) —
“All King’s Men” (Col) and “Secret
St. Ives” (Col). Strong $16,000,
and may hold. Last week, “Key to
City” (M-G) (2d wk), satisfactory
$11 ,000 .

Strand (FA) (1,200; 45-65) —
“Live By Night” (RKO) and
“Threat” (RKO). Fine $6,000. Last
week, “Dakota Lil” (20th) and
“Treasure Monte Carlo’s (Indie),
big $7,000.

s

; Tey’ Trim 13G
Seattle, March 7.

Outstanding news here this
round is the terrific biz being reg-
istered by “Samson and Delilah”
at Paramount; with scale upped to
$1 top, Also doing nicely is “Key
To City” soim at Music Hall.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 59-

84):
—
“Stromboli” (RKO), (2d wk).

Way off at $2,500 in 4 days. Last
week, big $8,000.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 59-

84) “Capt. China” (Par) and
West of Wyoming” (Mono). Good

$9,000 in 8 days. Last week* “Sun-
downers” (EL) and “Palooka Meets
Humphrey” (Mono), not bad $7,800,

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;
59-84)—“Mother Didn't Tell Me”
(20th) and “Blue Grass Kentucky”
(Mono) (2d wk)/ Way off at $6,500
after last week’s great $14,300.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)

'tr
"Ambush” (M-G) and “Flying

Saucer” (FC) (2d wk). Good $6,500.
Last week, great $12,200.
Music Box (Hamrick) (800; 59-84)

—“Foolish Heart” (RKO) (2d wk).
Solid $4,000, after swell $7,300

I last week.

Hollywood, March 7.

,
Wilder tees off his new pro-

ducer-director contract at Para*
mount wh “The Human Interest
otory, a newspaper yarn. -

Lesser Samuels and Walter Neu-man are working with Wilder bni.«»t ween.

id tn
y
i,
wUl1 shooing slat- Music Hall (Hamrick) <2,200; 59•a to start m May.

| (Continued on page 60)
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LOOK’S ANNUAL FILM AWARDS

PUT PARAMOUNT ON TOP

-M

iress,"
11

to Cecil B. DeMille

for "Samson and Delilah

Actress

-

Olivia DeHavilland in "The Heiress'
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Top Two Money-Making Stars of Today — Bob Hope and Bing Crosby —
in M. P Herald’s Poll of exhibitors.
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More Stars of Tomorrow Than Any Other Company—Montgomery Clift,

Wendell Corey, Wanda Hendrix— in M. P. Herald Poll.

Top Money Star of the Year— Bing Crosby— in Boxoffice Barometer,

Top Money Star of the Year— Bob Hope — in Showmen's Leaders.
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THE HEIRESS" ON TOP
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3. Best Director
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I St. Martin's Platt* Trafalgar Square

.

Sydney, Feb. 28. 4*

Sharp upbeat .
in live shows in

Aussie is envisioned from 1950 on,

according to plans now being set

by J, C. Williamson, D, B. O’Cdn-
nor and the Fullers, with the Tiv-

:

oii loop included.

Williamson .. has “Oklahoma!,”
now in its second year; “Annie
Get Your Gun,” in its third year,

and “Streetcar Named Desire,”

v hich got away to a bofl; start in

Melbourne recently. The . Fullers

currently have ^‘One Wild Oat,”
already passed its 100th perform-
ance in Sydney, and ‘is Your
Honeymoon Really Necessary?”

,
Dave Martin !tas a hit with Arthur
Askey in “The Dove Racket” in

Melbourne.
^

D. B. O’Connor, responsible for

the importation here of the -Old

Vic Co. with Sir Laurence Olivier,

the Ballet Rambert and the Strat-

ford-on-AVOn Shakespeare Memo-
rial Players, planes to London this

week to look for more talent for

Aussie and New Zealand tours.

O’Connor is bringing back the
Stratford-On-AyOn. Players in 1952
for a year’s tun; most likely will;

hook another deal with the Old
Vic Co., and possibly reline a

Down Under repeat with the Bal-
let Rambert.
The Fullers are still dickering

with Maurice Chevalier to do an
Aussie trip, arid general manager
A Ben Fuller, presently in Lon-
don, is said to he about to sign
up British, U. S. and French tal-

ent for here,
Williamson, leader in legit, is

presently dickering with several
topflight British and U. S. stars

for here. Apart from “Oklahoma!,”
“Annie,” “Streetcar” and Gilbert-
Sullivan opera troupe, and Robert
Morley, now in New Zealand, with
•‘Edward, My Son,” Williamson
will ,do “Song of Norway” rind

“Harvey” here this season.
Legit is presently so strong that

pleas will go out to the govern-
ment for permission to erect new
houses in Sydney and Melbourne
as soon as possible. Sites have al-

ready been gotten; it’s just a ques-
tion of securing a governmental
okay. New Robert Menzies Liberal
Party government, it’s rumored,
will soon ease the dollar takeaway
for imported U S; talent, with a
revaluation of the Aussie pound

1

seen a certainty in the very near
future;

U.S. Acts Set for Blacks’

London, Feb, 21.

George and Alfred Black, be-

sides operating their own show at

the Opera House, Blackpool, this

year* in which they Star! Tessie
O’Shea, Nat Jackley and Ben Yost
Guards, . will also be responsible :

for the show at the Winter
;
Garden

theatre. This will be headed by
jimmy Edwards, Joy Nicholls arid

Dick Bentley, toppers; in BBC’s
No: 1 radio show, “Take It From
Here,”

Show will be presented in con-
junction

;
with Jack Hylton, And

unlike the present presentation at

Victoria Palace, will be a revue,
not a straight vaudeville show.
Supporting the trio will be several
American acts, including the Cos-
tello Twins and Nicki, the dog
Which proved one of the outstand-
ing attractions in Emile Littler’s

“Little Miss Muffet” pantomime at

the London Casino,

Never Rain* But—
Metro’s, foreign dept, is laid

low on a wholesale basis with

a variety^ of ailmerits and in-

firmities., David Lewis, Conti-

nental supervisor, is home, ail-

ing. Charles Goldsmith, Brit-

ish coordinator, has been hit

by the virus, Joseph Rosthal,

legal adviser, is
.

confined to

his chair by* gout.

Added to these troubles, Mau-
rice (Red) Silverstein, Latin

American supervisor, is away
from his office because of his

• wife’s pneumonia bout. Sey-

mour Mayer’s wife is under-
going a siege of phlebitis.

Mayer is exec aide to
;

Arthur .

Loew, head of the dept,

RKO’s

FULLER SIT-IN STRIKE

FOR ADELAIDE HOUSE
Adelaide, Feb. 28.

Sir Ben Fuller planed in from
Sydney to “squat” at the Majestic
here to prevent being ousted when
house comes under the auctioneer’s
hammer March 31, Majestic is

owned by the Tolley Estate, execs
of which declare that the Fuller
lease expires April 17, ’50.

.
Fuller said before leaving Syd-

ney that the price asked for the

Washington, March 7.

The dollar Shortage continues to
squeeze the American Mm indus-

try in all parts of the world. Not
only are the American companies
failing to get much of their earn-
ings but, but U. S. pictures are
running up against increased bar-

riers in many of the nations, ac-

cording tp reports of the motion
picture photographic branch of the
U. S. Dept, of Commerce.

New COriimerce Dept, studies re-

flect the situation in Bolivia,

Argentina, Iraq, Indonesia, Irido

China and Uruguay. In Bolivia,

while the Ministry of Finance has
continued to allot $18,000 monthly
for the import of foreign pix,

banks have not been granting for-

eign exchange for the. purpose
since the end of last September.
There was no assurance that the
near future would see any im-
provement.

In Argentina, Hollywood is not
only failing to get

;
its money out,

but it cannot get import licenses.

No such licenses for U. S. pictures

have been issued since March,
1949. Result has been reissues of

many old prints, already in the
country: The release of U. S. pic-

tures in Argentina has fallen

steadily. Iri 1948 U S. released
261 pictures there. In 1949 the
number was down to 195, including
52 reissues.

There is trouble 'getting money
out of Iraq and of working out an
arrangement for systematic distri-

i button there. While U. S. pictures
theatre was “away up in the

j

have been grossing about 80% of
” a-.*

all the boxoffice in Indonesia, saysclouds,” pointing out that under
still operative wartime regulations
he can’t be evicted irrespective of
who buys the theatre. He said
he’s going to stay “put” until the
estate execs “see reason.”

Majestic, a 1 ,000-seater, is used
by the Fullers for pix, legit arid
revue.

Aid on Financing Films
London, March 7.

A new organization which will !
Ported pictures,

provide film completion finance
has been established by a. new
company with a nominal capital of
$420,000. Outfit is known as Film
Finances, Ltd:,- and will provide
completion guarantees for inde-
pendent producers.

Commerce Dept., “U. S. distribu
tors receive less than 50% ,of the
allocation of foreign exchange. We
are also haying trouble, in Indo-

|

China. Most of the American films
which have gone in there recently
have been sold outright to French
interests, Which have imported
them as French pictures.”

Uruguay, normally one of the
best countries tb do business with,
and Witft the fewest restrictions,
is now running into increased dif-

j

Acuities in obtaining the necessary
,

dollar exchange to pay for im-

Paris, : Feb;'' 28.

The Congress of International

Film Producers opened Saturday
(25 ) With 16 nations in attendance

( France, Germany, Austria, Bel-

gium, Denmark, Spain, Great Brit-

ain, Greece, Israel, Italy, Norway,
Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden and
Switzerland).. The urs., though

not a participant, has sent an ob-

server to study any; new projects

set up. Reps will meet every day

at the Film Palace and discuss

such matters as establishing a com-
mon film statute, the question of

author’s rights, technical relations

in co-production, international ex-

change and the question of tele-

vision. :

.
.

During the, conference France

will screen five of her latest uri-

released films, and the pick of her

better short subjects. There is no
contest involved, France is playing

host and giving foreign producers

an eyeful of her latest hopefuls.

PiX chosen are Georges Lacombe’s
“Prelude to Glory,” featuring the

Italian child musical prodigy Rob-
erto Benzi; E. E. Reinert’s “Ren-
dezvous Avec La Chance,” Jean
Cocteau’s “Orphee ” Marcel Game’s
“La Marie De Port” and Marcel
Achard’s “La Valse De Paris,” with

Pierre Fresnay.
Galas and lavish cocktaileries

will also be included to lighten

the business burden. On hand to

lend the needed filmic glitter will

be such lovelies as Brigette Auber,
Gecile Aubry, Niclole Courcel, Ma-
rie Dea; Daniele Delorme, Nicole:

Stephana and Jacqueline Gauthier.
If no industry shaking decisions

are forthcoming from this conclave
it at least has served as a means
of usage of the $1 ,000,000 Film
Palace and has given the French
film industry some needed pub-
licity.

Parnell, Talent Fined

On Panto Presentation
London, Feb. 28.

Fines totaling $200 were im-

posed at Sheffield on charges that

parts of a pantomime had not been
approved by the Lord Chamber-
lain ( who is Censor of the theatre
in Britain).

"

Artists concerned, the O’Gor-
man Bros., were each fined $14.

Penalties of $28 were imposed on
Val Parnell, the licensee, and
Lewis Edward Pierreppint, the
manager. The production manager
was fined $84, with an additional
$30 costs.

London, March 7.
> t

‘ . # •

. .

The 20th anniversary of the for-

mation of RKO in the United King-

dom is being celebrated by a spe-..

cial sales drive which will' cover

26 weeks from yesterday (6 ) until

Sept. 2.

RKO was first formed in Britain

during 1930; and in the last 20

years has achieved a high reputa-

tion Tor showmanship
j
arid fair

trading. During the period of the

drive, much of the company’s top

product will be available, includ-

ing “My Foolish Heart,” now on
West End prerelease, “Gunga
Din,” “The Return of the Bad
Men,” “Holiday Affair,” “A Dan-
gerous Profession,’’ “Tarzari’S Mag-
ic Fountain,” “Mighty Joe Young,”
“She Wore a Yellow Ribbon,”

“Strpmboli” and a , host of other

major productions.

British Treasury Okays
$164,000 ‘B’ PoolPayment

London, March 7.
. First payment in the “B’’

w
popl

hreaniSn
ne

,^
been authorized by the Treasury.

knmvn
Z
^itv

n
ai

S
H

wel1’ K is a token, payment of $164,000

J'

n®wn^'ty
.f

d West End business : and makes the total now paid

H v rn
Te t $1,064,000, There have been two

The
P
'niw Previous payments, one last August

a,™ !

s

,

4
?.

re8u *an?e ! for .$500,000 and ap earlier one of
• the business of completion guaran-

!
$400 000.

I .

It>s claimed in London that it

®v^cc^l.
ePeI1^entS *° imi* budget will take some time before the

excesses. final figures Of British films earn-
• Its reported that Film Finances,

j

ings in America can be calculated
Ltd., has come to an understanding

. and thus, in consequence, the com
irriirAwririiAMl'l« \TiniiAMAl- ! m! a4a •-/ • i *with the government’s National

Film Finance Corp. in regard! to
loans advanced by them.

plete reckoning of how much
should be paid into the pool must
be delayed.

. ( Figures show weeks of run)
London, March 7.

“Annie Get Gun/’ COl’s’m (144).

“Beau Strategem/’ Lyric (45).

“Black Chiffon/’ West’ster (45);

‘Bonaventure,” Vaude (13).

“Brigadoon,” Majesty’s (17).

“Castle Air,” Adelphi (13).

“Eli?: Slept Here,” Strand (19).

“Fallen Angels,” Ambass. (13).

“Flowers,” Dutchess (2).

“Folies Bergere,” Hipp. (22).

“Harvey,” Price of Wales (62).

“Heiress/’ Haymarket (58).

“King’s Rhapsody,” Palace (25).

“Lady Mislaid,” St. Mart (6).

“Larger Than Life,” York’s (4).

“Murder at Vic/’ Playhouse ( 12).

“Oklahoma!” Drury Lane (144).
Old Vic Rep, News (21).

“On Mon. Next,” Comedy (40).

“Ring Round Moon,” Globe (6).

“Schoolmistress,” Saville (5).

“Streetcar,” Aldwych (22)..

“Traveller's Joy,” Criterion (91).

“Treasure Hunt,” Apollo (25).

“Venus Observed,” St. Janies (7).

“Way Things Go,” Phoenix (1).

“Worn's View,” Whitehall (150).
“Young Wives Tale;” Savoy (34).

London, Feb. 28.

Positive moves to limit the num-

ber of continental film festivals to

One annual jaunt, have been taken

at the first meeting of the newly-

formed International Federation of

Film Producers Assn, which has
been held in Cannes. - A motion
to this effect was unanimously
adopted and a sub-committee * is

now probing the question in

greater detail.

For some time there have been
mixed feelings by producers in

London — and it is believed they
were shared by Hollywood film-

makers—-on the value of contin-

ental festivals to the industry. Last

year British producers
.
officially

participated at Knokke, Cannes
and Venice, largely because it. was
felt that a definite boycott would
have a detrimental effect" on the
future selling of British product.
It’s* understood that there will be
no festival in Cannes this year, but
the Venice biennial will take place
as usual towards the end of August:

A British film festival next year,

to coincide With the Festival of

Britain 1951, is still being mulled,
hut nothing has yet been decided.
Economy reasons have necessitated
the slashing of the budget for

sponsored documentaries which
were to be made available for

showing at the exhibition theatre,

and only a small number is now
contemplated. Feature films are
not being sponsored, but pix which
measure up to a high standard and
have particular merit in connec-
tion with the festival will be given
a special festival seal.

British producers are also pro-
posing to take a more active in-

terest in the documentary section
of the Edinburgh Festival in Aug-
ust and will seek for a larger rep-
resentation than in previous years.
In many cases, films made and sold
as entertainment, such as “Scott
of the Antarctic,” would, by their
very nature, qualify for presenta-
tion as “realist” subjects.

Dublin, March 7.

plans have been submitted to the
Dublin City Council for the estab-

lishment of a pleasure park on Bull
island, Dublin Bay, by Pleasure
Parks, Ltd.; Two golf clubs are al-

ready located on the island, which
is linked to Dollymount, nabe area

of the city, by bridge. Island is

also location of a. bird sanetpary.

Company seeking to leise site is

ready to spend an initial £ 700,000

to provide pleasure g a r d e n s,

amusements, swimming baths, cin-

ema, terpery and other beachside
entertainments, and payment of a
rental of about £ 5,500 per annum
is proposed for payment to the City

Council when full development of

site is reached. ..

Council will be asked to spend
about £ 300,000 on initial develops*,

ment of site before company takes

over. Area currently yielding no
Contribution to Council; would,
when developed, return

. about
£14,000 a year Tri addition to

rental. Council hes an additional

plan, sponsored by its town plan-

ners, to dam part of the Bay in the.

vicinity of Bull Island to provide
boating lake under its “B 1 ue
Lagoon” scheme which got shelved
for economy a year or two back.

J. B. McGarry and D. Mcllvenna
have represented the company in
talks with Couricil officers, but
other interests will be consulted
before Council takes final decision.

BBC MULLS TWO SHOWS

WITH HUSH COMEDIANS
Dublin, March 7.

Two new comedy shows cur-
rently being mulled by the BBC
for English listeners will feature
Irish comedians. Harry O’Dono-
van, scriptwriter for Jimmy O’Dea,
Whose “Irish Half-Hours” was a
peak listening program a couple of
seasons back, has been huddling
with BBC execs and a new series

may be coming up this summer.
Ted Kavanagh. who scripted the

late Tommy Handley’s ITMA show,
may also come through with a new
series. This one will feature Noel
Purcell, who is eurrently topping
the bill for a season at the Theatre
Royal here. Purcell is leaving for
London next week for a series of
“Irish Week” appearances at
terperies. I

BBC is currently in an Irish
mood,' apparently, as Eamonn An-
drews—ace gabber on Radio Eire-
ann-^-has recently been signed to
do the Maurice Wirinick “Ignor-
ance Is Bliss” show.

Gaitibling Gets Big Hypo
At Argentine Resort

Buenos Aires, Feb. 25.

^

Another eight roulette tables,
six ehemin de fer arid two trente'
et quarante tables have been in-
augurated at the Mar del Plata
Casino, in addtion to the 80 al-
ready in operation at the start of
the summer season, at this rnairi-

moth .Atlantic Coast resort.
The new gambling rooms are

operated separately from those of

|

the Casino proper, and form part
of the new Provincial hotel, op-
erated by the Buenos Aires pro-
vincial government. All profits
from the gambling are taken by
the government and are supposed
to be re-invested in the building
of roads, public buildings and new
piers and amusement parks, or in
the creation of industries which
will add to the! wealth of the aU
ready rich province.

’Salesman’ OK in Vienna;

’Desire’ Sock in Aussie
Vienna, March 7.

Critical accolades that greeted
the opening of Arthur Miller’s
“Death of a Salesman” at the Jo-
sefstaedter theatre last week,
marks the 15th successful German
adaptation of an American play to
be produced here

,
by Ernst Lothar.

Both Anton. Edthofer arid Lothar’s
wife, Adrienne Gessner, were
praised for their respective per-
formances as the salesman and his
wife. •

Drama is scheduled to follow its

showing here with engagements in
Zurich, Muriich and Berlin.

*>-
,

•

Lengthy Run for ’Desire’
Melbourne, March 7,

:
J: „C, Williamson production of

“Streetcar Named Desire” looks
set for a nifty run here and else-

where, Despite some semfcold re-

views, play is hot at the b.o. y
Show hasn’t been curbed on di-

alog, Williamson claims, pointing
out it’s the London version used
for this booking.

b
4

. i T 1 I .

London Film Notes
London, March 7.

Sid Hyamfi, partner in Hyams;
Bros., recovering in St. Mary’s hos-
pital from leg operation. . . .Butch*
ers-Nettlefold Films dickering for
film rights of Monckton Hoffe’s
play, “Four Days,” broadcast by
the BBC. , . . A1 Lewin and cast of
“Pandora arid the Flying Dutch-
man,” headed by Ava Gardner and
James Mason, being, made by
Romulus Films, off to Spain April
29 for five weeks’ outdoor location
after which they return for interior
shooting at Sheppertom

:• f n v.
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Problem of broadening th e.4

American market for Italian and

French pictures
.

admittedly is a

tough one, according to Alfredo

Guarini, veepee of ENlC,, an Italian

ftlni Organization which controls

the. Cinecitta studios in Rome as

well as chain Of 160 theatres

throughout Italy. In New York
to work out a Joint production deal

with U. S. filmmakers, he; pointed

out this week that continental

producers would likely lose ; part

of their domestic revenue if they

tailor their product specifically for

the mass Yank audience.
While some European picture

execs feel that the way to accom-
plish a financial cleanup in the

U S. is to win extensive' Circuit

bookings, Guarini thinks that the

added overhead in making such
an invasion might not be worth the

trouble. Instead, he believes it

more practical to concentrate on ’

turning out films Of artistic merit
]

such as. “Bicycle Thief and ‘‘Shoe :

Shine/’ which have no difficulty

in pulling patrons to the art I

houses.
Guarini is skeptical of the value

of dubbing .as a means Of develop-
ing American audiences. This
technique, he said, may be suitable

for ' a “commercial’’ feature, blit

it would . spoil the subtle situations

of an artistic picture. He noted
that in Italy dubbing is the rule
for practically all imported prod-
uct. But often it is so inaccurate
as to change the meaning of a film

completely, Oddly enough, he
declared, “Joan of Arc” (BKQ)
was improved by dubbing whereas
‘'Letter to Three Wives” (20th)

suffered since the American dialog
could not be translated faith-
fully.

Meanwhile, all possibilities of
improving U. S. grosses for Italian
film imports will be explored by
Dr. Renato Gualino, prez of the
Italian Film Producers Assn., who
is serving on the Motion Picture
Assn, of America’s new Advisory
Unit for Foreign Films. He arrived
in New York last week to confer
with MPAA head Eric Johnston
and B. Bernard Kreisler, who
heads the organization's consulta-
tive service for. foreign pic produc-
ers seeking an ^meiucan market
for their product. Delegates from
five other countries are due here
later this year.

Rank Reversing; Will

to

Washington, March 7.

The J. Arthur Rank Organization
has Reversed its previous position
and will continue . to produce car-
toon films., About two months
back, it had planned to get out of

the animated cartoon field.

“The Rank Organization,” ac-

cording to the motion picture-

photographic branch of the U. S,

Dept, of Commerce, “now states

that they iare not terminating con-
tracts With 'manufacturers who
make products .; using the David
Hand cartoon characters, but are

in fact negotiating new contracts

with manufacturers of other prod-
ucts which make use of thesri

characters.’’

SRO to Distrib ‘Volcano’

Through France, Belgium
Distribution tights to “Volcano”

for France and Belgium have been
acquired by Selznick Releasing Or-
ganization Pic is the Anna Mag-
nani starrer directed in Italy by
William Dieterle and produced by
Feruccio Caramelli’s Artisti Asso-
ciuti. Motion Picture Sales Corp.
has U S. rights.

David Q. Selznick has also been
making deals for other product for
distribution by his SRO abroad.
Among pix recently acquired for
France and Belgium was “Queen •

Of Spades,” an Associated British
production.

London, March 7.

•Vi

In ‘Stromboli’ Rivalry
Genoa, March 7.

Greatly aided by tremendous ad-
vance publicity and public interest
aroused by the rivalry between the
two “island” pix (“Stromboli” is

still to be released here), plus the
Anna Magnani name!, “Volcano,”
Artisti Associati-Panaria produc-
tion, has turned in near-record
grosses in initial Italian runs.

Figures show that 460,000 per-
sons paid a total of 101,612,000 lire

(approximately $156,000) to see
“Volcano” in first-run engagements
In the 10 principal cities.

Figures; compare favorably with
recent $138,000 gross of “Captain
From Cast i 1 e^ $126,000 for

“Heaven Can Wait”; and $113,000
for “Forever Amber.” though it is

not up to tire sensational $200,000
figure pi “Joan of Arc” on its 10

firslrun dates. Breakdown by cities

shows Rome ahead with $3,120,

Milan $2,300, Turin $2,000. Genoa
$1,600 and. Catania (Sicily) ringing

lip a surprising $1,600 on 50.000 ad-

missions. Returns froth remaining
cities were consistently strong.

Pic’s big returns are surprising

In View of the almost totally nega-
tive press reaction (including trade

reviews) it had to buck.
V /..

; P-r-

Tokyo, March 7.

Japan’s 150% admission tax,

heaviest in the world, was reduced
Wednesday (1) to 100%. New
rate will apply to all cinema arid

legit houses, although earlier plan

called for reduction of levy to

70% for stage presentations. Tax
was cut to 40% on admissions to

museums, zoos, exhibits, etc., and
for theatrical performances or

sports events sponsored
/,
by stu-

dents or amateur performers.
Heretofore, flat 150% tax was
tacked on all admission fees.

Reduction, which was recom-
mended last fall by Prof, Carl S.

Shoup of Columbia U„ who headed
a special mission iff Japan to study
tax problems, should hypo the lag-

ging Nipponese theatre biz. High
admission fees, coupled with the
“tight money” situation in Japan
today, have cut attendance figures

about 45% from last year’s, with
the national b.o. gross dropping
about 25%, Trade circles look for

immediate upsurge in attendance,
providing exhibs keep their own
prices the same and pass on the
full tax savings to the customer.;

Experts predict slash will result

Yn 3 ,000 ,000 ,
006^ yen ($8,000,000)

drop In annual revenue from ad-

mission tax. proceeds are split

evenly between municipality and
prefectural ; (state ) governments.
Reduction bill outlaws additional
surtax which some local govern-
ments have added for good meas-
ure.

Japan’s admission tax jumped
from 50% to 200% shortly before
the end of the War. In March, 1947,

it was reduced to 100%, and in

December of that year went up to

150%, where it has remained until

this month. Industry has cam-
paigned vigorously for reduction
since early in the occupation, but
got nowhere until the Shoup Tax
Mission also recommended the cut,

which virtually cinched it.

Russkis Two-Time Forst

When Viennese View Two

. Vienna; Feb. 28.

Vienna was treated to the.
j

strange situation of two different
j

versions of one pic playing against 1

each other in the same town, day-
and-date. Film is the much liti-

’

gated/ “Wiener Madeln,”' produced;
by Willi Foist in wartime and fi-

nally brought out in Forst’s own
|

release late in 1949 after five

years of haggling, oyer its owner-
,

ship.; ;•

:

]•

While Forst was cutting and •

synchronizing his own version of

the Agfacolor . musical starring

himself, Russians at Zurich: were
working over a negative copy they !

had seized in 1945 when they took
;

Berlin. They did their own cut-

ting job and had it printed in Agfa
;

labs; in Prague* preeming their
|

version in Berlin before Forst
could break his own in Vienna.

\

But they , waited till Forst’s •

version had played almost 12
j

weeks at SRO in the Apollo in
j

Vienna’s French zone before open- •

ing the Kremlin-style “Madeln”
i

in top Soviet house, Tabor^ in the j

.Red sector. Mostly local crix.

Ogled the Moscow version and said •

that while it excelled in color

(Zurich print is a poor job); the
Forst version was the more enter-

taining. Exception was taken by /

the Commie press, which of course
|

plumped for the Red edition.

Strangest move of all was that
after playing to good biz for only

‘

three days, the Russkis yanked
j

their “Madeln” arid replaced it

with the Soviet pic, “Seed of the .

Storm.” No reason was given, i

since Forst had found it impossi- i

ble to take any legal action. In-
!,

dustry is now waiting to see nekt;
Red move in the situation.

Be Indie Sales Exec
London, Feb. 28.

Eric S. Fredirian has quit the; board
of Imperadio Pictures and has set
up his own sales organization; His
resignation doesn’t mean his sep-
aration from the Wilcox organiza-
tion, and he will be planing out
to New York in the next 10 to 14
days to seil “Maytime in Mayfair”
to American exhibs.
.Fredman, who joiried tlie Wilcbx

organization on demobilization frorn
the Army in 1945, is setting up as
an; independent sales executive, but
will continue handling foreign sales
of Wilcox products; For the time
being he is operating from the Wil-
cox office; /but will be opening his

own premises ixi the hear future;

: WARTER

Glasgow Orcti Pit Strike

Going to Arbitration
Glasgow, Feb, 28.

New development in current

strike of musicians at three Glas-

gow theatres is the skedded meet-
ing in London March 13 of the Na-

tional Arbitration Tribunal.
It will consider the dispute be-

tween Independent Theatres Assn,

and the Scottish Theatrical Pro-
prietors arid Managers Assn., joint-

ly, and the Musicians Union.
Strike in orchestra pit#, is now in

its second week. Standby musicians
and one organist are filling in*

Britt Makes Debut in Tee’

100 Performances Late
London, March 7.

Ma j Britt made her postponed
London debut in “Cinderella on
Ice” Feb. 28, coinciding with

show’s 100th performance. Swed-
ish star broke her ankle on the

We of production and now steps

into the title role, making a grace-

ful and talented “Cinders;”
Originally skedded for four

weeks’ run at Empress Hall. Earl’s

Court, where show opened Aas a

Christmas attraction, demand for

seats Was so heavy that its season

lias been ! extended, with a break
of four days to house the badmin-
ton championship games, already

booked.

Lonron, March 7.

“Absurdly high” quota was listed

by Sir Philip Warter, Associated
British Picture Corp. topper, as one
of the three major headaches fac-

ing the industry. The other two
were the high incidence of enter-

tainments duty arid the growing
menace of TV.

Warter; who was speaking at the

ABC Showmanship Award dinner,

said that as a result of . collabora-

tion between exhibitors and pro-

ducers the Films Council was rec-

ommending that quota should be
reduced to a reasonable level, lie

had long striven for this joint co-

operation and was gratified that a

last it had come about.

. J. D. Goodlatte, ABC managing
director, made a presentation to

their/ winning showman, II. Clay^

tpri-Nutti and 21 other district win-

ners received certificates of merit.
He also welcomed .back C. J. Lal'ta

from his recent extended trip to

the States.

Loudon, March 7.

With the - cooperation of the
British government, new repre-
sentations are to be made in

France by British film producers
to up the present quota of import
licenses for British pix. Present:
quota allows for 121 films from
Hollywood, with a further 65 from
the rest Of the world. Of the lat-

ter figure, the British share in

1949-50 was 20.

Sir Duff Cooper, recently ap-
pointed roving Commissioner on
the continent for the British Film
Producers Assn., has been briefed
and is expected to open discus-
sions with the French authorities
at an early date. At the same time'
the producers have asked the
Board of Trade to acquaint the
Brjtish Embassy in Paris with -the

full facts so that their support may
be forthcoming if required.

Copper will also be asked to

raise the method of distribution of
Visas for permitted films, as undue
delay had been experienced during
the current year. The last four
permits for British films have only
recently been received in London.

Sir Henry L. French, BFPA
chief, explained at a press confer-
ence in London last Friday (3) that

U. S. pix made in England come
within the American quota and
are not part of the British alloca-

tion. His definition of an Ameri-
can-made British film was one in

which the entire continental earn-
ings went to Hollywood and not to

Britain. Participation films like

“The Third Man” and “Gone To
Earth” would rank as British, and
if selected would come within the
present export quota.

Three main sections of the Brit-
ish film industry will outline
Thursday (9) the trade’s views on
radio arid television to! the Bev-
eridge committee now taking evi-
dence to determine the future five
years’ charter for the British
Broadcasting Corp.

Since, the postwar resumption of
the British TV service, the film \

industry has been at loggerheads

,

with the. Official policy and has in-
;

|

sisted on some swap before con-
I
templating any form of coopei'a-

! tion.

y So far the requested recoiripense
! hasn’t been forthcoming and as

f
a result there has been a solid
industry bar against film transmis- .

. sioris. Only oldies which have long
.. since exhausted,, their commercial
life, and generally speaking, can
bring no credit either to the Brit-
ish or Hollywood studios, have
been given a TV airing.

The compromise which the. in-

dustry is seeking is that, in return
for rights to a limited number of
films, picture theatres should be
permitted either, to re-transmit
BBC video programs or to receive
their own TV entertainment

: di-
rect from a central studio.

to

Discuia Gets French Pix
Discina International Films ac-

quired Lj. S. distribution rights;

to the French imports, “Operetta”

and “Rubens,” from the Interfilm

Corp. Deal also included “Carnival

in Flanders,” a reissue.

First on Discina’s 1950 release

slate is “A Royal Affair,” which
preems at the Normandie, N. Y.,

March 8. Pic stars Maurice Cheva-
lier.

British Ban on German,

Jap Vauders Is to Stay
London, March 7.

Ten-year ban on the employment
of German and Jap vaude artists

in .Britain is to stay. A ballot of

Variety Aftists Federation mem-
bers showed vote of three to one
in favor of its retention.

Ban was instituted at the end of

the war in 1945, but there had been
in recent months a growing demand
that it

.
should be lifted. It can

now be expected to run its full

course.

Pic on Scot Locale
Edinburgh, March 3.

King Vidor is planning to fly

to West. Lothian village near here
to direct* pic on Scottish mining
tragedy, based ori novel, “The
Miracle at Cardenrigg,’’/ by local

ex-pit worker Tom Hanlin.
Picture will be produced in Scot-

land at actual locale of the novel,

fictitious Scots mining village bear-

ing strong likeness 1 (o' community
near author’s home-village of . Arm-
adale. We.<t Lothian.

- Story tells of tragedy : which be-

falls. miners wiic.n pit is flooded
and men are trapped, llanlin gave
up digging coal few years hack to
devote himself to writing, lie has
won Atlantic Award with novel
and published many short stories/

Pemlerinis Picture^ will produce.
Vidor directed “The. Citadel,” siory
by A, j. Cronin, which opens in

Welsh mining community before
moving to London’s medico centre
of Harley street.

!.
All the main circuits have been

i waiting 1

for a government greeri-

|

light, arid so have a number of
I independents. The two Rank
• groups, Odeort and Gaiumorit-Brit- ;

! ish, have been raring to go for

,

more than a year, and in 1948
/demonstrated to the industry the
fine receptive quality of their big-
screen equipment. Since that
date, A. B. Pathe expressed in-

terest in the TV field and Sidney
L. Bernstein’s Granada group ask-
ed unavailingly for sanction to put
up its own transmitting station.

It now seems that the dead-
lock is to continue until the ex-
piration of the present BBC char-

[
ter in 1952. It is possible, of
course,, that occasional transmis-

. sions in picture theatres nftay be
sanctioned, but the general policy

is expected to remain as is fpr the
next two years. So long as the of-

ficial reaction exists, there is no
prospect of reversing the trade’s

attitude to permitting the telecast-

. ing of current motion pictures. In
any event, the rentals offered of.

less than $1 ,000 for a single screcn-
' ing are regarded as being com-
• pletely unreal istic,

Hamburg Pix Industry

i Due for Sharp Upbeat

With State Finance

! Hamburg, Feb. 28.

Plans are in work with Hamburg
state authorities to give the local

film industry—only second to Ger-
many’s biggest, Munich—a 7.000,-

00.0 marks (about $1,650,000* state

credit. •*

Credit will go into three chan-
nels. About 2.750,000 marks ($650,-

000) w'Ould go as an investment
credit to turn a former factory into

a film production centre, with a ca-

pacity of 8 to 12 pix per year. It

would provide for. a five-year lease

arid g further 20-year option on
the property at 214% interest.

Another 750,000 marks ($170,000)

would go as a credit to Real Film,
a local

.

production company and
biggest in .western Germany, at

514%; interest, repayable . in 15
years. The credit is to boost Real’s
yearly capacity from eight to 12
.pix.

Finally, a 3,500,000 marks ($630.-

000) credit would go to .out-of-town

producers, with the condition that
pix, made with the aid of such
credits, would be produced in

Hamburg.

Other Foreign Newt
On Page 18

Hamburg Opera for Eire
. Dublin, March 7.

Hamburg State Opera Co. will

perform seven operas here next
month during a three-week season
sponsored by the Dublin Grand
Opera Society.

Frans Vroons, who is coming
with the company, will also do

. special recital*.

Venice Film Fair Agenda

\
For Picture; Bookings Set

Genoa, Feb. 28.

Further details ori the Venice
Film Fair, to run concurrently,

with the Film Festival (Aug. 20, to

Sept. 10),, where producers may
show their pix to prospective buy-
ers or to the press, have been an-
nounced.

Companies and producers who
wish to show' their films at the

Fair,.
- which will run independently

of the Festival proper, must apply
by July 30, submitting titles and

/technical data on the filrris.
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NOTHING STOPS
"CINDERELLA’-blizzarcb,
sub-zero weather, icy roads!

Tremendous NIGHT business

topping smash morning and

Now look at these press-time reports:

PROVIDENCE, Albee—First two days

highest on record, including all pictures of

all companies.

BOSTON, Keith's Memorial—First week
biggest in last two years. Second week
all-time high. Held indefinitely.

MANCHESTER, Strand—Highest-grossing

RKO picture since "Bells of St. Mary's"

Holding over.

LOWELL, Keith's—-First week all-time high

except one picture. Held over.

PORTLAND, Strand-—Taps every RKO
release except "Bells of St. Mary's"
Moving over to the Empire.

WASHINGTON, Keith's—First two days
biggest on record, including all companies.

CHAMPAIGN, Virginia—All-time high

gross for the week; Beat “Bells of

St. Mary's." Moving to Orpheum.

MIAMI, Embassy and Variety—-All-time

record at the Embassy. By far tops all

other RKO pictures at the Variety.

CHICAGO, Palace—Broke all-time

opening-day record arid continues

at same pace.

NEW YORK, Mayfair—Almost
doubles gross of every RKO
picture at this house.

OBEN EARLY every day for
(

record-breaking round-the- 4

clock crowds! A

''ll
y'Zv&A

PiPl
||§|p

few

Distributed by RKO Radio Pictures, Inc
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Resumption of U. S. film im~f
ports into Argentina within a mat-
ter of a few months was foreseen
this week by Phil Reisman, RKO’s
foreign chief. Reisman returned
to New ;X°rk over the weekend
from a tour : of Latin America, in-

cluding Buenos Aires,

RKO eXec also forecast that the

Yank companies Would have all

of their frozen coin out of Brazil

«. by the end of this year. He said

that economic conditions had im-
proved materially all over Latin
America, arid particularly in

Brazil since coffee prices had gone
up.

Latin-American

Mexico City, Feb. 28.

Peliculas Mexicanas, distributor

of Mexican pix abroad, headquar-
tered here,- is building a cinema
.chain in Latin-American key cities

so as to enable Mexican films to

meet competition, First house, the
Cine Azteca, is skedded to open
March 15 in Rio de Janiero, and
work starts this month on another
in "Bogota, Colombia, according to

‘‘The most significant change :
Juan Bandera, company general

noticeable,” said Reisman, “is the
fact there is now no anti-Americairi
or anti-Hollywood feeling in South
America. What restrictions there
are exist riot as the result of dis-

crimination, but because of eco-
norriic conditions. They just don’t
have sufficient dollars. Things
are improving, however, and with
that 1 expect that the film situa-

tion -will get. better.”

Although he feels that pix will
again be going into Argentina
shortly, Reisman opined there is

little Chance of gritting any money
out. No American films have been
shipped into the Peron-ddminated
country for more than a year now.
Those that were there before the
ban was placed on import permits
have just about been played out.

Reisman /reported on his Latin
Amei^ican tour to foreign mana-
gers of the other major companies
at a meeting at the Motion Picture
Assn, of America yesterday (Tues-
day.)

manager; Bogota housed will be
ready in eight to 10 months. Cine-
mas- are to follow in HaVana and
Lima.

'
• f

* Bandera said chain is aimed at

the big towns bepause Mexican pix

take care of theiriselves in the
Latin-American hinterlands. Each
cinema costs; frorii $255,000-$400,-

00Q, Bandera said.

British Ask United Aid

To Offset Audience Drift
London, March 7.

Arthur Watts, newly-elected

head of the Cinematograph Exhibi-

tors Assn., tpriight (Tries. ) .
ap-

pealed for a united industry effort

to stop the drift of patrons from
theatres.

Speaking at the Organization’s

banquet, Watts declared that net
receipts don’t float like clouds
frorii record to record arid empha-
sized that everyone iriust buckle
down in a determined effort to

bring prosperity to the industry.

on

Argentine Minister Due
Washington, March 7.

Increased economic collabora-
tion between Argentina and the
U. S.^-and with it an easing of
the ban on importation of Holly-
wood films—is seen resulting from
the impending visit here of Ramon
Cereyo, Minister of the Treasury
and chief of the National Eco-
nomic Council. Cereijo, making
his first US; trip, Will head an
’Argentine delegation due March
20 .

The attitude on U. S. Imports
of President Peroh’s economic
chieftain is believed to have been
softened somewhat by the recent
visit to Buenos Aires of Edward
G. Miller, Jr., Assistant Secretary
of State. More specifically on the
film question, Cereijo met re-
cently in B. A. with U. S, Am-
bassador Stanton Griffis, who is

former chairman of. Paramount’s
executive committee. They worked
out a plan which all the U. S. com-
panies have not agreed to, but
which may eventually in some
form be adopted. It will be a
gentleman’s agreement, however,
not an official decree.

Plan, as revealed several weeks
ago, calls for importation of 12 to
17 pix per company per year. Dis-
tribs would have to agree that
25% of their earnings be invested

SEa locally and 75% remain in B, A.

I
bank accounts indefinitely until
dollars are available,

Washington Feb. 28.

The motion picture department
of the Chinese Communist state’s

ministry of cultural affairs has re-

leased the 1950 plan for the state-

owned film industry, revealing that,

approximately 75% of the films to

be shown in China will be Russian
products. Announcement said that
76 Soviet feature films Will be syn-
chronized into Chinese. Addition-
ally; a large number of Soviet
documentaries and educational
films will also, be shown.

At the same timo, China’s three
nationalized motion picture studios,

located in" Manchuria, Peking and
Shanghai, will produce, only 26
features throughout 1950. Addi-
tionally, 66 / newsreels; documen-
taries ' arid cartoons will also be
produced by t h e state -owned
Chinese enterprises. This brings
the number^ of features (Russian
arid Chinese) to 102.

Anriounced further stated that
“the films produced by China’s
young state-owned film industry
are still unable to meet the grow-
ing demand of the people, espe-
cially that of the workers and
peasants,” and therefore “efforts
will be made to help private film
companies In China to produce
more pictures.”

“Progressive”' films from abroad
will also be- shown to the public,
the statement added. It also said
that 700 mobile cinema teams will
be formed, to tour factories and the
troops.

Balancing the Far East and Euro-

pean markets, Monogram Inter-

national prez Norton V. Ritchey

said in New York last week that

there is a riiuch bigger potential in

the Orient, although actual returns

are about even. He poirited out

that quotas and trade restrictions

tend to hamper continental busi-

ness, whereas; fewer regulations in

the Far East bring about a larger

volume of transactions in that
.. »

area. .

Ritchey’s sizriup of those sales

spheres were made at an industry
press conference held for the com-
pany’s Far East supervisor, Wil-
liam Osborne, who just arrived in

the U. S. for homeoffice confabs
after two years abroad. Overall
business in his territory, Osborne
said, has declined after the post-

war peak Of 1946- 47, fiut current
grosses are still better than the
prewar take.

Both Monogram execs were, opti-

mistic Over. Indonesia, where the
company has established it£ own
Organization following withdrawal
of the Motion Picture Export Assn,
in that

v
area last January. Japan

was viewed bullishly in light of a
recent distribution agree m e n t

inked with Shochiku Film Enter-
prises, Ltd., whereby latter firm
will handle Monogram and Allied
Artists product in that country for
a five-year period. Deal calls for
an okay from SCAP, but Ritchey
feels that with the present trend
toward Japanese economic inde-
pendence, it won’t be long until
the license is granted.

vs.

ItOridon, March 7,

Appeal by ciririma 'managers

against wage cuts, introduced by J.

Arthur Rank’s Circuits Manage-
ment Assn., which embraces the

Ode on and Gaumont - British

groups, will be heard by the
,

Na-

tional Joint
.
Appeal Board next

Tuesday (14). / Appeal is being

lodged by the Society of Cinema
Managers who claim that the down-
grading clause in their agreement
with the Cinematograph Exhibitors

Assn, gives the right to cut

salaries only Where receipts fall be-

low a certain: weekly average for

12 months preceding the agreement
of December, 1946.

The Society claims that CMA has
calculated on the 12 months previ-

ous to June 25, 1949, and also

claims that the seven days’ notice

on reductions was “completely in-

adequate and unreasonable,”

Bill Before
Tokyb, Feb. 25.

The long heralded but frequently

stalemated Radio Bill which will

Inaugurate commercial broadcast-

ing in Japan lias reached the stage

Stockholm, Feb. 28.

Sweden has seen its first real

film festivals. The first opened
here three weeks ago and was ar-

ranged by the Soyuzintorgkinb,, of-

ficial representive of the Russian.:

film industry, in connection with
the 30th anniversary of Russian
film production.

The second film festival opened
herfe last Veek (22). This time it

was the Polish Embassy, in coop-
eration with Film Polski arid the
Swedish-Polish Assn., that ar-

ranged it. Polish films shown
were “Ulica Graniczna” (“Border
Street”), a drama dealing with the

Nazis hunting of Jews in occupied
Warsaw in 1939; “Skarb” (“The
Treasure”), a comedy of Warsaw
after the war, and “Zakazane
Piosenki” (“Forbidden Songs” ) an-

other war-story glorifying the

Polish underground and especially,,

the Red Army.
Festival gives spine interesting

;

figures and information/ about the
Polish film industry of today.

There were 800 cinemas in Poland
before

,
the war, while only 100

were usable ‘ after the war. Now
many have been rebuilt and many
new ones have been opened. The
total of cinemas in Poland today
is 600. Many of them still use
old equipment, which will be
remedied in the present six-year

plan. This plan also includes the
building of many new cinemas,
especially six new ones in Warsaw.
The state-owned Film Polski be-

gan in November, 1945, arid started
immediately to build up a large

industry in Poland. Poland’s
Hollywood is located in the city

I
of Lodz, with studios, laboratories,

etc. A new laboratory in Warsaw
was built in 1948 and there areOf public hearings in the national

legislature and may be on Its way
j
plans' of buili^ng a "great” ‘ Tilin-

to final passage, along with two ! city” around Warsaw as well. ' The
I other related bills. Legislation to

! lfim
f
ilm has also been introduced

permit private broadcasting in

Continued from page .3.

fantasy Jif.e of violence. The use >

of American gangster slang, he
says, proves that these youths get
tTieir ideas from the films. It’s
time film producers gave up glori-
fying the gangster, he said.

French Getting Tough
/ Paris, March 7.

George Huisriian, prexy of the
French official pictures censorship
board, has been fired from the job
by Information, Minister P. H.
Teitgen for being too easy. The
French mean to clamp down strin-
gently on anything like lascivious-
riess or crime. M; Savin, an of-
ficial in the Cour des Comptes, has
been appointed in place of Huis-
rnan. as prexy of the censorship

BRIGHT LONDON FUTURE

FOR LONSDALE’S ‘WAV’
London, March 7.

The Frederick Lonsdale touch
has transformed the trivial theme
•of his new comedy, “The Way
Things Go,” into a bright and, at
times, sparkling entertainment. Its
opening at the Phoenix last Thurs-
day (2) was received with consid-
erable enthusiasm; and it earned
unanirfious raves. from the London
crix the next morning.
Show is presented by /Stephen

Mitchell and is acted by a top cast
headed by Michael Gough, Glynis
Jbhns and Ronald Squire/

pon has been in the “formulating”

stage since October, 1945, but the

measure is accorded a good chance
to make the grade at last. in the
current session of the Diet (legisla-

ture).

In addition to the Radio BiR,
which will break the Broadcasting
Corp. of Japan's 25-year monopoly
and permit private radio ventures,
the other two measures under de-
bate are the Broadcast Bill, which
would reorganize BCJ as a public
service corporation and permit it

to continue to support itself by
collecting listeners fees, and a bill

Hongkong boxoffice, Osborne de-
j establish a Ra di o Regulatory
I rnmmiccinn fcunil ov in llm AiviakL

dared, is the best since the war s

end, principally due to the influx
of / wealthy refugees from the
mainland.. There’s a theatre build-
ing boom underway, with three
firstrunners being erected by local
interests. Remittances on film

earnings are made on a basis of
70% official rate, while the bal-

Comm.ission, Similar to the Ameri
can FCC, which would govern the
entire industry.

Prominent Japanese in both the
entertainment and business worlds
have testified before a Diet com-
mittee on the proposed bills, with
varying degrees of enthusiasm.
Yaeko Mizutani, popular stage and

ance is exchanged on the open

'

scl*een actress, and Yoshie Fuji-

market. ! wara, J a p a n ’ s leading operatic

Monogram, as have other corn- !

legislators Hie es

Increased from 14 to 18 so as to
permit including a rep of the
Families Assn,
- Minister has also promulgated
more ukases, one making trailers

subject to censorship as well as
the features, and another extend-
ing to 18 the age (formerly 16)

debarring minors from
showings.

' London, March 7.

Peter pearlng has acquired new
play by Dennis Sands titled “Dead-
lock.” Play is skedded to open in
West End, probably at the Comedy
theatre, replacing “On Monday
Next,” end of May, after provincial
tryout, arid will star Freda Jack-
son , .... David Gray, director of
Detective Story ,” due at the

board, whose membership has beeri'J-rt-V**
1^s -March

* is holding au-
fnnrooco/i i a vo. uitions lor some of the male ^rid

femme roles; Has already signed
Diana Chase (of the Billing and
Chase vaudeville act) for comedy
role, and dickering with Shirley
McHugh, wife of Jimmy McHugh,
former London head of Music
Corp. "of America, for one of the

.
leads. Top male pari will be played

certain
f
either by local

1

star Hugh Macder-
mott or Douglass Montgomery,

panies, has .virtually written off

China, but business is fairly profit-

able in Nationalist Formas a,

thanks to a recent 50% reduction
in the import duty, which usually
came to around $800 per print.
Summing up the outlook in* other
Far East countries, Osborne said
that competition from native pic-
tures, coupled with a lack of first-

run houses in Bombay and . Cal-
cutta to accommodate U. S. prod-
uct, is tending to hurt Yarik grosses
in India.

"

CBS Preps Buy
Continued from page 1

too small -for the company’s re-

quirements.

GBS-men say studio equipped to
handle 10 or' more television shows
in years to come would be a pri-

mary requirement; since the net
doesn’t “want to make the same
mistake when they built KNX.”
Within one year after opening,
KNX was too small for company
operations, with farming out of
several shows necessary for lack
of space. Studio at Columbia
Square here is monopolized by Ed
Wynn and net has Alan. Young,
Amos ’n’ Andy, and several other
teeveC shows in preparation for
the fall season, making >CBS ex-

i

uon nere last summer during
pansion of video production facili-

j
filming of part of “The Spark ”

ties imperative,
. starring Harold Lloyd Jr

tablishment of private broadcast-
ing stations throughout Japan
would result in a deconcentration
of talent and a scramble for art-
ists which would tend to disor-
ganize the theatrical and entertain-
ment industries.

A dozen or more business lead-
ers have charged that l lie bill s put
too much stress on government su-
pervision and would encourage the
“bureaucratization” of the broad-
casting biz. Others have,. Warned
that there are not enough channels
for commercial transmitters unless
many of the frequencies now vised
by BCJ are reassigned to new sta-
tions.

The government had received 39
applications for commercial broad-
casting permits up to Feb. 15 and
expects as many as 50 when the

j

enabling legislation is passed.

BONDED IN BOUNCER RAP
t

Monroe, Mich., March 7.
Awaiting trial on a charge of

passing a worthless check, two
Hollywood film officials were freed
on $2,500 bonds last week. The
defendants, Harold Erickson; di-
rector,jmd Ray Pierson, producer,
of Miramar Films, Inc., left for
Los Angeles: after posting bond.
The pair are accused of passing

the check in
. payment for moving

equipment from location to loca-
ition here last

lating cinemas, which were com^
pletely unknown before the war;
exist today to the total of 600,
but the six-year plan includes a

total of 3,000 such ambulating
cinemas, all to use Polish-made
equipment. Also, . special film-

schools as well as dramatic thca-

trerschools have been started in

Poland by the present regime.
Production of documentary films

seems to be the most important,
no less than 70 documentaries be-
ing produced’ between 1945-48.

Also, newsreels are regularly pro-
duced. During 1945-49 a total of

25Q newsreels were shown. Num-
ber of feature films produced be-
tween 1945 and 1949 was 11, but
the new plan calls for an annual
production of 25 features.

Rossellini ‘Machina’ In

Retakes; He’s Still on It

Rome,, Feb. 28.

Skeleton crew went to the Ahialfl
coast last week to re-shoot some
extra serines and retakes lor Rob-
ert Rossellini’s “La -Machina Amaz-
za Cattivi” (“The Machine That
Kills Evil”). Picture will be
wrapped up in about two weeks,
according to Rudy Solmsen, local
rep for Ilya Lopert, who will dis-

tribute the film.

Although the added sequences
were .handled by Luciano E mirier,/

Rossellini is still supervising the
picture, contrary to reports that he
had Withdrawn from the project.
Producer, who has been tied up
with his current venture, “St. Fran-
cis of Assisi,”wasin constant touch

Eramer during the lensing.

Milan’s Icet Studios

Sets 2 Pix for Spring
Milan, Feb. 28.

Milan’s Icet Studios has an-

nounced triat its production of

“Odissea” will start rolling early

in May,; Film’s director, G. W.
Pabst, left for Hollywood to sign

an American actress for the role,

of Penelope. Giorgio Ventiirini,

who is producing “Odissea,” hopes
to reach an agreement with a

prominent British star for the role
of Ulysses.

Studio also has plans for a color
production titled “Captain Kidd’s
Treasure,” shooting to start this

Spring, with Errol Flynn, Dennis
O’Keefe and Adriano Rimoldi

> mentioned for the leads.
i



all time ! Watch! dick powell
the Reformer, a

riotous new role.

M-G'M PresentsJUNE ALLYSON • DICK POWELL in "THE REFORMER AND THE REDHEAD” . David Wayne
Cecil Kellaway • Ray Collins • Robert Keith • Screen Play by Norman Panama and Melvin Frank • Based on a Story

by Robert Carson • Produced and Directed by NORMAN PANAMA and MELVIN FRANK • An M*G*M Picture
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Par and WB Studio Retrenching
Continued ftom page 3

Hollywood, torch 7. A
Big Five studio operations tinder

divorcement will be sliced to: the
bone. Trend was set last week
with pink-slipping at Paramount
and Warners, With an announce-
ment by Jack L. Warner that
‘‘there will be* a cutback propor-
tionate to the amount of actual
production.” At the same time,
the girding-Up for . better product
that started three years . ago is be-
ing continued.

Three factors will control what
happens in Hollywood in the “new
era,” one studio topper said. These
are: ;

=•

1’ Economic conditions;

EK’
Eastman Kodaks net earnings

for 1949 totalled $49,770,699, a
shade under the peak profits ot
$51,263,118 registered by EK in
• 48. Gross sales also

.
slid some-

what to $396,232,518 from the prior
year’s high of $414,977,519. Equiv-
alent earnings on outstanding com-
mon amounted to $3.80 per share;.

Breakdown of sales shows that
9% of EK’s total volume came
from dealings \yith film producers.
Company spent $30,456,786 in the
past year improving and expanding

2. Boxoffice potential of product; I plant facilities,

and ,

!

3. "Cooperation of exhibitors.
i

Stressings that “nothing really

;

concrete can be determined for
j

from six months to a year,” pro-

!

duction-distribution having b e en
j

divorced from exhibition :
effective , weekends for a smattering of mop-

last Jan. 1, one studioite who pre-
!
pet patronage along , with the

fers not to be quoted pushed the
j
hardened adult action addicts.

Stamford TV Poll
Continued from page 7 •

110%; four up to 125%; and two
went:between 125% and 150%.
The top picture that the industry

releases in this country today,

Paramounter added* will be seen
by not more than 33,000,000 people
out of population of 150,000,000,
Average American .film Will reach
22,000,000-24,000,000 people. Free-
man, then declared that the cost of
making films is still as high as two
years ago and that the domestic
market is down so much a film can-
not earn more than what it

.
wouid

have returned in 1946-47.;

Four factors are cited by Free-
man as hurting the; industry in the
course of asking for a slash in pro-
duction costs. These are high costs
of films; accompanying high admis-
sion prices; television; and- films

unsuitable to tttfe public tastes.

:
Many of the major company

films that cost $1 ,250,000 are gross-
ing $80Q,000-$1,000,000, Freeman
declared. One unnamed Para-
mount pic currently in release was
turned out at a $1,450,000 hut and

the * wil1 Sross Under $500,000 in the do-

point that if economic conditions

remain good throughout the coun-
try “everything will be all right.”

He added, “We will, however, need
more aggressive selling in the
field,”

Bookings, he continued, Will i

have to be watched more closely?

Coast end of the biz wants the
sales staffers to get preferred play-

ing time, best terms and maximum
runs wherever possible—“squeez-
ing every possible dollar out of a
booking.” Film-makers, in turn,

will turn out the best product pos-

!

Palace manager declares that there
are 12,000-15,000 children in Stam-
ford “but the. theatres just can’t

compete with free entertainment.”

: Rialto, a 447-seat second-run
house, now cops no: children pat-
ronage during weekdays. Number
of regular adult customers “who
used to come twd or three times
weekly” have dropped out “be-
cause they tell us they have tele-

vision sets,” according to the man-
agement. Many of the adults, it

is said, are spending their spare
on

we ve
old saw that ‘a buck is a buck no
matter where it comes from,*

”

As for the second factor, good
pix, he said, “Public tastes seem to

sible, “but whether it’s a new fea-
j

coin in paying _̂off on recently

ture, a reissue, a short or a news-
\

bought ?ets.
,

Besides, general

reel, we’ve got to remember the
|

business is off in this town and the
people are short of cash, Rialto

spokesman stated.

Operator of the Stamford and
Avon theatres is somewhat lighter

be shifting. It is getting harder
j

on the downbeat. Two houses have
to tell what audiences waftW But suffered a drop of about: 20% in

if you’ll go down the list of unre- business in the past year, , mainly
leased pictures you’ll find the casts because of video competition. “As
are stronger, even in the support-

j
far as the grownups are concerned.

mestic market.

ing division. You have* to give

’em something for the oldsters, the
youngsters,

>
the jazz fans and the

opera addicts.”
“You have to have that extra

strength for boxoffice insurance,”

topper continued; “Costs are a
headache where strong casts are

concerned, but we are still re-

trenching, weeding out here, cut-

ting there. The overhead is now
under 30%, against 45% for a

short period recently. In 1945 .we

had 120 actors under contract.

Now we have about 40.”

On the third factor, exhibitors,

production topper said,
“

hibitor should realize that the
studios are lip against a tough
problem, too* and that he has to

be fair. He should realize that we
!

are all in the same boat—that
what helps one helps the other,

and that, by and large, the distrib-

utor is not out to rook him.
“Many exhibitors ' have a blind

spot. They figure that anyone con-
nected with a big company is out
to

.
get them. But now, more than

ever before, they have to realize

that unless the studios can get the
money to make their

' pictures the
j

if you have the right pictures, you
do business,” manager declares.

“But the business from kids is

definitely off.” The main tele bite

comes in the youngest class—chil-
dren running from five-eight years

of age—according to the Stamford.
Stamford is about 40 miles from

New York. Town is within the

telecast range of all Gotham sta-

tions, It is largely an industrial

town and its chief factory, Yale &
Towne, is operating only part-

weekly.
Burdick school poll was widely

I read because of its front page cov-
ex"

1 erage by Jack Gould in the N. Y.

Times on Monday (6). All exhibs
here had either read the story or

j
heard about its conclusions.

WB Plans 20
Continued from page 4

dustry, as well as in other indus-
tries. Right now, although we are
shooting four pictures, with oth-

ers scheduled to go within the
next several weeks, we are still

theatres are not going to get the
j

n°t operating at-capacity. For that
1 reason, we don’t require as many
employees as When we are pro-
ducing more pictures.

product we used to turn out.

“If the exhibitors don’t come
across with a little more money
for top pictures, he won’t get the
top ones. If we can’t get our
money- out of a $2,500,000-to-$3,-

000,000 picture, we won’t make it.

And he won’t do business.

“By the same token we know
thef exhibitor has to make a living

too. So it has become a matter
of compromise, of give-and-take.
We’re ready.”

3 Top MPEA Execs In

For Confabs With Maas

“There will be a cutback, there-
fore, proportionate to the amount
of actual production. Those em-
ployees not directly involved in

the present production program
will be laid off. Employees neces-
sary to planning and operation for
future production will be con-
tinued in their employment.” He
did not elaborate on the number
of studio personnel included in
the 5% layoff;

Four WB pictures now before
the cameras include “Lightning

Washington, March 7.
Hollywood’s single-picture cor-

porations, attacked as
;
tax dodge

schemes for several years, are
technically strictly legal—because
after four years of trying, the
Bureau of Internal Revenue has
not been able to find a way to take
a single case into court and collect
full income taxes.

This is the reason President Tru-
man and Secretary of the Treasury •

John Snyder have both called
upon Congress to close the legal
loopholes so as to bar such cor-
porations in the future.

First hint that the Bureau of In-
ternal Revenue was just maneuver-
ing in order to keep the public
from setting up too niany equiva-
lents of the one-picture, corpora-
tion came last week in the testi-

mony ^of Ellsworth G. Alyord,
prominent tax attorney, in testi-
mony before the House Ways and
Means Committee. Alvord, appear-
ing on behalf of the U. S. Cham-
ber of Commerce, declared that
the President’s tax message and a
law to close the loophole would in
effect make the old corporations
legal. Actually, however, for all

practical purposes they have been
legal, since the Government has
been unable to figure out a way to
show that they are illegal.

The single-picture corporation,
and similar business gimmicks,
were invented to take advantage of
the fact that long-term capital
gains pay a tax of only 25%, which
is much less than straight income
tax in the upper brackets. Bureau
of Internal Revenue is reported to
have in its files upwards of 15
single-picture corporation cases, in-
cluding the Samuel Goldwyn one,
which got most of the publicity. At
one time, several of the corpora-
tions Offered to make compromise
settlements. Internal Revenue
nixed these deals, thereby losing
the extra revenue which would
have been received. Now it will
get nothing/

• r-

Mule on a Bicycle

U’s ‘Francis’
Universal is concentrating on a

five-borough drive in metropolitan
:

Strikes Twice;” Henry Blanke pro- ' New- York to get its “Francis” off

j

duction starring Richard Todd and
;

to a fast start. Company has call-
Motion Picture Export Assn, cur-

j

Ruth Roman; “Captain Horatio ed in five of its exploiteers arid
rently has three of its top foreign Hornblbwer” (Technicolor), star- assigned one to each borough for
reps in New York for confabs with ring Gregory Peck and Virginia tieups, drumbeating, p u b 1 i city
v>p; and general manager Irving I T\/Tqva* ^ etorrmtf Pom- ^ mlonFn . aF/i mmanager
Maas. Maas this week said there

was nO significance to the simul-

Mayo; “Sugarfoot,” starring Ran- -plants, etc., in conjunction with
dolph Scott, Adele Jergens and . personal appearances around the

Army mule that stars in the pic.

“Francis” preems at the N. Y. Par-
amount theatre March 15.

Working each borough as though
it was a key city, U has grooved
Ben Kaufman to the Bronx; Bill

Raymond; Massey, and “$2,000,000
taneous visits beyond the need for

[
Bank Robbery,” With Steve Coch-

a general review of the situation in
: fan and Virginia Grey co-starring,

the territories where MPEA oper-
j

Slated to roll within the next 10
ates.

j

days are “Tea for Two,*’ Techni
Last of the trio to come in was

;
musical, co-starring Doris Day and I

Charles Mayer, managing director
;

Gordon MacRae,. and “Breaking • Gandel to Queens; Bob Weill*
for Japan, who arrived Sunday (5).

;

Point,” Jerry Wald production
!
Brooklyn; Jerry Evans, Manhat-

Others are Jean Birkhahn and
(

starring John Garfield.
j
tan; and Herman Kass, Richmond.

Louis Kanturek, who handle Euro-
[

Of the 20 films planned for the
; In all, U has taken on 15 special

pean territories. This is Birkhahn’s next four months, 20 will be
(

fieldmen to bally the film,

first visit in four years and Kan- ' lensed in Techni and they will in- 1 Mule will do the subway circuit

turek’s first iii two years. Mayer
;

elude a total of 64 stars or featured \for personal appearances in every
was here last summer. i players.

j borough.

Atlas Corp. annual report for. year ended last Dec, 31, which showed
upped asset value of nearly $3 per share, reveals lagging interest in

picture company shares. Corporation statement puts common stock
asset value (for Atlas) at $30.12 as against $27.18 in previous year.

Paramount common stock represents the biggest Atlas investment in

the film industry, statement showing 50,000 shares held in the corpora-

tion portfolio, valued at $1,100,000. Wait Disney Productions is next
heaviest, company having $308,500 principal amount of Disney 4%
bonds Series A, and 93,050 Walt Disney Production common value at

.around $558,300. -

r Atlas also held 11,000 shares of Madison* Square Garden Corp. valued
at $112,750, and some 234*012 RKO option warrants, which expired
Jan, 31 this year. No note Was made of what action was taken on
these' since the report was compiled pridr to that date. No other, film

company shares are mentioned.

“Nothing to ;Fear But Fear Itseif” editorial in last Week’s Variety,
on. the subject of television’s threat to films, brought a large number of
letters. Theme that dominated most of them was the necessity for
distribs and exhibs to do a bigger selling job to counteract the new
competition. ...

More or less typical Was a' note from Paramount pUb-ad chief Max E,

Youngsteih..;: Declaring he has made a check recently with some of the
circuits, particularly with reference to smaller situations, Youngsteih
states: “In every case where^the exhibitor put on a special campaign
and took special effort, the picture has dorie better and, in many cases,

far better than in situations where they just go through the motions
and depend on the picture alone to pull people in. I realize how trite

this must sound, but in iny opinion neither the exhibitor nor the dis-

tributor is doing as much as he can to bring in dollars.”

. Vagaries of pix into video is interestingly illustrated in Columbia
Broadcasting System’s TV story department. It is made up of four
former members of the New York story department of Columbia Pic-
tures. It’s headed by Arthur Heineman, who was associate story ed
for Col. His staffers include Janet iWood, Who was formerly Col's
eastern stbry ed (formerly assistant at Metro)* Beatrice Aronson, and
Lucille Gallon,, who serves as Heirteman’s secretary and was formerly
secretary in the film company’s story department.

After being on the United Artists release slate for three years, “Con-
j
spiracy in Teheran” is finally getting a New York preem. It opens
Friday (10) at the Ahibassadpr. Pic was produced in Italy by Stephen
Pallos, former associate of Sir Alexander Korda, and sold outright’ a
couple years ago to Selected Films, Inc. Originally labeled “The Plot
to Kill Roosevelt*” it’s about the reported attempt on the former
President’s life while attending the Big Three conference at Teheran
during the war.

A neat job of public relations for Hollywood will be spotlighted in

the April issue of' Movie Life mag. The monthly fan publication will
feature a four-page , spread on reiigioso filmites labeled “Hollywood
Goes to Church.” Pictured among the churchgoers are Ricardo Mon-
talban, Audrey Totter, Ann Miller, Ann Sothem, Barbara Hale, Scott
Brady, Marta Toren, Rex Allen, Sally Forrest, Peggy Dow, Billie Welsh
and Betty Nigles. Spread is similar to one featured in the mag last
October.

Jack Ellis, ' former Uifited Artists sales exec and now an indie film
distrib (“Pygmalion” and “Major Barbate”), is having his first song re-
corded this week. It’s labeled “Who Pushed the Button When No Ones
on the Floor (The Elevator Man’s Lament).” Tower Records, of Chi-
cago, is waxing it. It is published by Charles Tobias, N. Y. Ellis,
brother of show biz attorney Emil K. Ellis, has long been a tunesmith
and has had several songs published, but noiie recorded before.

“The Elephant Who Forgot,” a modern fable which Fred Allen wrote
for the January, 1949, Anniversary Number of Variety, will be filmed
in J. D. Trop’s “Stoiyland Tales” series, according to a Trop announce-
ment in New York last week. Series are several 16m color shorts which
Trop has been making with an eye to the TV and educational markets.
Haalso

,
Picked up screen rights to “The Duck That Flew Backwards,”

a Saturday Evening Post yarn by Don Tracy.

.

U. S. Secretary of Labor Maurice J. Tobin has enlisted the aid of
Metro to plug industrial safety measures. Culver City lot will turn out
a special short with Pete Smith producing-narratiiig under the label
Wrong Way Butch.” David Barclay is directing and Dave O’Brien

plays the title role. - Smith was tapped by Tobin because of two pre-
wous safety shorts, “Seventh Column” in 1943 and “Safety Sleuth” in

Decision

actually an applicable part of the
decision, the Atlanta judge went
back, to the only. High Court ruling
on the point at issue—whether
state and local governments have
the right to censor.

The opinion on that point was
harided down in 1915, before films
had become such a broadly rec-
ognized form of communication.
Under that ruling, states were spe-
cifically granted the right of cen-
sorship arid • were not considered
as part .of the press. Court, on the
basis of the Par dicturii, obviously
thinks differently now, but Judge
Andrews apparently didn’t feel
free to use dictum as grounds for
his decision.

;
essence,” the Atlanta jurist

stated, that part: of the ordinance
under scrutiny empowers the cen-
s°r

Jo. determine what is good arid
what is bad for the community and
;JJ

at without any standard other
than the censor’s personal opinion.
As here applied it attempts a de-
gree of thought control. But un-
less motion pictures can be offered
the coverage extended the press, it

I

s.clear that the police power of

o .v
a*e *las fiot been exceeded.”

“1‘

e

re«!' out of the ban on the
pie, the theme of which is anti-Negro bias, edieted last August by
Atlanta censor Christine Smith.

mnn?" fh
3S br0

?ght de Roclic-
mont, the producer, his RD-DR
Corp. and Film Glassies; the dis-
tributors. It sought to enjoin Miss

Continued from
,
page 4

Smith from preventing the show-
ing.

Miss Smith’s ban was based on

the opinion the film “might ad-

versely affect the peace, health,

morals and good order of the city.”

The censor was repped by assist-

ant city attorney J. M.
.
B. Blood-

worth. Judge Roseman argued the
case in Atlanta for de Rochemont
Feb. 6. 'Morris Abram* Atlanta at-

torney for FG, repped the plain-
tiffs in court Monday.

Getting the case to the Supreme
Court i§ considered by indu si ry at-
torneys to be of the utmost impor-
tance* since it is the broadest and
most significant test ever madh of
the constitutionality of state and
other governmental censorship of
films. A favorable, decision wouid
have the effect of outlawing all

pre-censorship.

This test is much broader than
the “Curly” suit being fought by
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica, Hal Roach and United Artists
in Memphis. That is in the state
courts and is primarily a suit to
review individual action in regard
to a single picture.

Judge Roseman's point of attack
is that pTe-censorship is a depriva-
tion of freedom of expression
without due process of law, as re-

quired under the 14th Amendment
as well as violation of the freedom
of press guarantee in the First

Amendment.
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HIGH POWERED \ SHOWMANSHIP!
Tie-ups that

Four-day pre-sell-

ing via Butova

Watch radio spots,

20-count ’em— 20!

K

Week-long pre-

selling with 27

Kool Cigarette’s

radio spots.

Read the press-

book. These

tie-ups have

worked-will

work for you!

really work!

On-the-spot 24-

sheets via Curtis

Candy Co. in major

locations plus counter

displays and windows!

Fiske Rubber Tire Co.

tie-in ads in all

papers. 750 lines

each.

1100 Mobilgas

stations in play-

date areas bill-

boarded with special

display material!

- ^
ap haPPy burlesque tiedWberm guttering

gags ,..
~ Phil°de/phla /nquirer

Wo^,u , to h3Ve M
b3Ck

' Madt,er and fresher th

°S

ever! *1^01
, ,

r than

**
Brilliantly

lunatic.
it'$ wonrl ,

»•«—7
Aeonsingly funny! ••

~ 500 Fr° nC'“° Chroma,

*
A c|nema

classic. Most ,m .

since 'Wght at th , n
*

gui at the Opera-. fin .

since moy/es came ' *•

5
- F E* O r1".

/ n 0 r

"LOVE HAPPY # /
starring THE MARX BROS*

Co-starring ILONA MASSEY > VERA-EllEN - MARION HUTTON

with Raymond Burr • Melville Cooper Leon Belasco • Paul Valentine

trie Blore - Bruce Gordon - A LESTER COWAN Production

Directed by DAVID MILLER • Musical Score & Lyrics by Ann Ronell

u ^

\N3V

• • • UA
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Xn a drive to build its volume^

of sales* Universal is boosting

sharply both production and re-

lease of filths during the current

fiscal year, ended in October. Deci?

sion was made during recent studio

huddles of Nate Blumberg, U s

prez* with William Goetz and Leo

Spitz, exec chiefs of production,

Company will turn out 36 .pix for

the 12-month stretch instead or-30

originally planned;

Production boost represents a

50% lifting of the sights over last

year when 24 pix rolled before the

cameras. Upping of releases is also

steep since U grooved 29 films,

including four of British film-

maker. J, Arthur. Rank, in the

course of calendar '49.

Behind the mOve is the abbre-

viated ryns of films in the current

market. U’s toppers believe more
playing time is available .for its

product as a consequence. Because;

the company feels a need to up
its gross rentals as a way of cutting

both studio and sales Overhead on

a perrpictiire basis, decision was

Seek Drive-In Ban
In New Albany hill

Albany, March V.

..Bills barring erection of. Drive-
Ins in “any city" have been in^
troduced by Assemblymen Roman?
and Lama, New York,

,
Lama in January Introduced a

measure banning future construe-;

tion of Drive-Ins in cities of 250,-

00 or more population.

Balaban, Spyros Skouras, Ned t>e-

pinet and Joseph H. Hazen. .

It was originally intended that

this committee go to England.
However* because of the British

elections, certain preliminary ne-

t

gotiations were not acocmplished.

i
Johnston was expected to have
cleared up some points with Wil-

son by phonetUetter and via All-

port's representation. Instead, ne-

gotiations will have to gb into the

NX BUI Seeks OK For

Unchaperoned
Albany, March 7.

Children would be admitted to

London, March 7.

British film workers and actors
renewed their demands this week
that American companies* lensing
pictures here must employ more
British craftsmen. Assn, of Cine &
Allied Technicians urged Board of
Trade, prez Harold WllSon to in-

clude tr protective, clause in the
film theatres unaccompanied by

adults -at any time when school

is hot in session, or after 6 pjn.
j

new Anglo-American monetary
meeting With Wilson arid' start

|
if a section in the orchestra were

j
agreement, and British Equity is

pretty much at scratch. Thus the
]
set aside in charge of a licensed i demanding that any U; S. film pro-

Los Angeles, March 7,

Boxoffice blues have shutteredx-r- v, ^ oocViinfj in noxoince , ornes nave snuxierea

ninvinO time that 23 filhi houses in Southern Cali-
^he

.. - fornia, and 12 more have adopted
can *be picked up.

One other reason reliably re- policy changes, largely because of

w T$ <m a lmle in A lack of proper product. Most of
ported is the need; to fill a hole in

the shuttered theatres are in small
releasing . schedules

_
caused ^by

fowns servjce(j by the Los Angeles
diminished prod

. exchariges, but six in the city areaS have either closed completely or

e, “Hamlet,'* is currently
i: -A- io cfii i Two Of the shuttered house.

i

.

v'T" ~ U ctill iwo ui mc sinmeieu houses are

"The^Astonished drive-ins, the Cina Car, near Cy-
mulling policy on T

wtth press, and the Motor-Vu, near Bos-
Heart,”. film ^made

tonia. Two houses have closed in
Rank in .Nom othW

Long Beach Slid four more In Ari-
Anglo Imports shape up presently

z(ma which |s included In the
r
thi

aS
M.rr»nt ni* are Southern California zone; Nine

Three of the curce p theatres have switched to Spanish-
akeady completed ‘h^five .others

language pictures on a time basis.

fhp' npvt aitfht Some of the dark houses have post-
Willbe filmed withlnthe Pext e'g”‘ ed “Remodeling” signs but there

XtMoVfT&* bafancTol ^s^ of remodeling in the

the year.
Among the pictures which will

roll during the eight months are

“Harvey," “Song of Norway”
•'Tomahawk,** “The World in His

Arms,'? “Desert Legion," “Up Front

with Mauldin,** “The Milkman,”
“Frenchie" and “Desert Hawk.
Trio completed are “The Sleeping

exploratory” label on the talks.

If Johnston, Arnall and their

group get what they want, the

prexies won't have to go over. If

the negotiatioris get sticky, the

group can demur by the' necessity

of calling in the “first team.” /

Decision to handle the talks/In

this way was made at a meeting of

major company toppers with John-
ston in Miami Beach last week. It

was decided to ask Arnall to go
along on the “exploratory" phase
since SIMPP’s okay must be had
before ; the British government:
could close a deal With the U. S.

industry as a Whole.

Arnall was invited last week and
agreed to go along after discuss-
ing the situation with his members
at a session in Hollywood on
Thursday 12).

When the trip to London will be
made is still in dojubt. However;
it will be as soon as Wilson indi-

cates he is ready to see the Amer-
icans; That should be within two
to three weeks. Present pact ex-
pires June 13.

matron, under a N. Y. state hill

introduced by Senator Santangelo

and Assemblyman Ciodfi of Man-
hattan. /•

^ Ni Y. City has such an ordinance,

but sponsors say enforcement is

spotty.

Continued front page 3

20th Ready to Start

Production on 8 Pix

at

Hollywood, March 7.

_ Eight “A” productions will get

City," ^“One Way Street" ‘and the gun at 20th-Fox during March

•‘Peggy ** Five before the. cameras and April, meaning that at least

are “Winchester 73,” “Louisa” six films will be in work at the

Ma and Pa Kettle Back Home,” same time late this month, some-

Panther’i Moon” and “Saddle thing that hasn’t happened since
last October.,
March starters are “I'll Get By,”

“Stella and the City Man,” and
“All About Eve.** April program
calls for “Trumpet to the Morn,”
“Old 880,” “The Mudlark*" ‘^Amer-
ican Guerrilla in the Philippines”
and “The Halls of Montezuma.**

Tramp.”

Hope’s $40,000
Continued from page 3

• v,

r

Continued from page 4

possibly take the issue to court;

Howard Hughes, who ran into PCA
code trouble over ads for “The

Outlaw," brought a’ multi-million

dollar suit against the MPAA on

a “restraint of trade" peg. Suit is.

still pending although it’s under- ...... _ , „
stood Hughes Will not press the Brown 8c His Orch $7,500 and the

case if the PCA does not interfere Condos & Brandow .dange act

with current advertising on the pic. $1,000. Hope s total nut on the two

Hughes’ suit, however, resulted in weeks will be about $50,00D.

the elimination of a provision in Gross^ for the initial week^;which

the PCA by which a fine of $25,000 closed last night (Tuesday), was

was imposed on any member above $140,000, On the strength of

distrib or exhib who violated the crowds during the first stanza,

the code. Adherence to the code Paramount circuit exec Bob Weit-

is currently on a voluntary basis, man opines there will be very lit-

Burstyn’s fight against the PCA tie dropoff the second session. If

Is supported by the National that proves true, the two-week
Council on Freedom From Censor- house take should be around

ship, an affiliate of the American $275,000 and probably won’t be be-

Civil Liberties Union. In a letter low $260,000.
.

. /.

to MPAA prexy Eric Johnston, Since Hope gets 50%, his share

Elmer Rice of the Council said the will be
J>130,000—using the mini

PCA action Was “a shocking de-

monstration of censorship power",

which deprives “the American peo-

ple of an opportunity to judge for

themselves whether the film should

or should not be seen." He said

the MPAA stand Was inconsistent

In view of , its own fight against

censorship by municipal arid state

boards.

WBj Philly, Defers ‘Thief*

Philadelphia ,
March 7.

As result of Motion Picture Assn,

of America ban on “The Bicycle

Thief,” Warners' Princess theatre,

local foreign pic showcase, has set

back indefinitely film’s opener

here. “Bicycle Thief" was skedded

to bow at the Princess March 10.

Local Warner Bros, office said

lack of MPAA seal did not .neces-

sarily mean circuit couldn t pick

up film. Orders in present^ in-

stance. however, came from New
York. Local cancellation meanr

loss of about 70 playing dates fo"

‘‘Bicycle Thief” on WB circuit r

area.

also in New York currently. They
expect to put the pic before the
cameras in June. Jose Ferrer will
be starred. United Artists will re*
lease.

With the $40,000 for the Hooker
version, Kramer’s total investment
in cash and deferments to clear
the rights to “Cyrano” will repre-
sent more than $100,000. Deals took
8Vz months to consummate.
Producer had previously given

the equivalent of $64,000 in frozen
pounds and deferments to Sir Alex-
ander Korda for rights which the
latter held from the Rostand estate
for “Cyrano" in a number of coun-
tries, abroad. Price also included a
script prepared fox Korda by Ben
Hecht, but none of which Kramer
will use.

Kramer also gave 10,000,000
francs (about $14,000). to acquire
a French version of the picture.
This was to insure that the latter
Would not be reissued in competi-
tion with the new film. Another
version was made in the U. S. by
Atlas in 1925.

While the “Cyrano” rights are
in the public domain in the U. S.,
they are still controlled by the Ros-
tand estate In certain territories
abroad, which necessitated Kra-
mer’s buy Of the original property.
The Hooker translation is still un-
der copyright control in this coun-
try.

duced here must include at least -

one; British star, if the film quali-

fies under the quota /regulations.

(British Equity has jurisdiction

over both film and legit actors )

New demands are expected to

toss further difficulties into the
upcoming Anglo-U. S. talks bn re-

newal of the 1948 pact. One of the
prime agreements that the British

1 are expected to press for is wider
Use by Americari companies of
their frozen British cUiTency fob

production in this country. Ameri-
can film workers, too, have com-
plained about Yank filming abroad
with the charge that any produc-
tion lensed outside the U. S. must
necessarily cut into their employ-
ment. Yank producers, as a result,

Indie producers distributing
, ^

,, , ^ ‘

. ...
° the renewal talks, with the British

through Umted Artists are burned
|

government pressing for more pro-
duction in England and American
film workers •fighting against it.

ACAT is planning representa-

over total losses they have taken on

earnings in Mexico as result of a

! kind of Latin American farce com-

edy routine with a tragic ending.
There is some thought of legal ac-

tion against UA in an effort to
recoup the coin.

Difficulty goes back to UA’s de-
cision some months ago to close
down its branch in Mexico and
franchise the distribution of its pix
there. A group of exhibs and finan-
cial men acquired the* franchise of
the Mex company, Artistas Unitas,
and began distributing UA films.

They were operating for only a
few months When they decided the
deal Mias not a profitable one and
they abandoned it. Under Mexican
law, the employees of the company
took over.

mum figure. Subtracting, the
$50*000 expense item for the show
from that, it leaves the comedian a
net of $80,000 for the two weeks or
$40,000 a week.

If Hope fails to hold up to ex-
pectations for the second session
or his expenses run higher than he
anticipates, hell have a tussle on
his hands for the record Broadway
take for a single,. Danny Kaye re-

ceived $37,000' from the Roxy for
'iis first week and had no show to
pay. Jack Benny received $40,000
from the Roxy, but had to pay his

troupe out of that.
•’ Roxy, incidentally, is Said by
Hope to have offered him a $65,000
weekly guarantee after, rumors of
the Par deal got around, but the
comic preferred to stick with the
atter because of his long tieup
with the Paramount studio.

tions to the Labor Ministry and is

forming a united front with British
Equity, Ministry last week at-

tempted to force a reciprocity deal
on 20th-Fox before Issuing work
permits to producer Nunnally
Johnson and director Jean Negu-
lesco to lens 20th’s “Mudlark"
here; Attempt apparently fell

through* however, and the Min-
istry is now shooting for a com-
promise, recommending that 20th
agree to a British director on one
of its three current productions
here. In addition to “Mudlark,"
these Include “Night arid the City”
arid “21 Bow Street.”

British Equity is incensed at the

ni
C distributing the stars to play typically British roles

^HUnrc
8
!?«Hz,r?

1

>^
W^e

-
refer

f
e
? 1

in American films jbeing produced

utes/ they* took 2* the cZ thS
EngIan

-
d - Vlrginl» Ma>° ha*

came in. None of the proceeds
from rentals was sent to UA and so
the; latter had nothing to share with

Va. Legislature Kills

Local Tax Proposal
Richmond, March 7.

A bill enabling towns and coun-
ties of Virginia to impose their
own admission and other taxes Was
killed last .week by the finance
committee of the Virginia legisla-
ture* after two spirited sessions
during which the proposed : en-
abling act was fought by motion
picture interests throughout the
state.

Still on the books are similar
1

-,

acts which allow 12 Virginia cities
to impose local taxes

. which run
from 5% in some localities to a i

straight 2c. or 3c. per ticket
. in

Other cities. In many instances the
permission to levy local taxes was
included in, the original charter
granted these cities by the legis-
lature.

Richmond Theatre Managers
Assn, and the Motion Picture The-
atre Owners of Virginia went to
bat 'to quash the new bill, and Were
represented by Robert Barton,
counsel for the Virginia MPTO.
Also speaking against Jhe issue
were Morton C. Thalhimer, presi

its producers.

This went on for a number of
months and the producers, natural-
ly, began tP squawk. Arthur W.
Kelly, UA exec v.p. and foreign
chief, went to Mexico City about a
month ago to investigate. He with-
drew the franchise from Artistas
Unitas and gave it to another out-
fit, Brooks & Miers.

Employees of UA, however, have
refused to give up the films they
have in their possession and are
continuing to distribute them and
pocket the coin-—as they are appar-
ently entitled to do under the Hex
law. All new films are being
shipped by UA to Brooks & Miers/
but the setup is not fully under
way yet and Indies have received
no coin from the B&M operation.

#
UA now has its attorneys in Mex-

ico.City trying to find a way to* get
its pix back from UA and to re-
coup some

. of their earnings. In
the meantime, producers whose
films have gone unrecompensed are
beefing that UA was not diligent
enough in quickly calling it quits i

when the original operators of UA 1

walked out and its operating em- *

ployees ceased to send payments to
!New

^

York. They
. have been con-

been set for such, a role in Wap*
ners* “Capt. Horatio Hornblower”
and Irene Dunne has pacted for
a lead in 20fh’s “Mudlark." Equity
recognizes that its attempts to
force American producers to use
at least one British star in any
film lensed here that falls under
the quota regulations may backfire
via counter-measures against Brit-
ish artists on Broadway and in
Hollywood. Equity, however, is

prepared to take that risk.

ACAT, pressing for the protec-
tive 1 clause in the monetary agree-
ment, claims that the Wilson-Eric
Johnston pact prevents a sympa-
thetic Labor Ministry policy. In
addition, according to the union,
the BOT, Foreign Office and Treas-
ury are to be exerting pressure
in favor Of American film com-
panies. Top technical credits on
11 U. S. films made in England
since the 1948 agreement are en-
tirely American, ACAT points out,
naming that as a factor in its cur-
rent unemployment. Number of
union .members now idle has
reached 734.

Continued . from page Z

sidering legal action if UA is un- >

c
-
1X

i

raveSi best showing being a
successful, in getting them some of I

single run ne r up classification,
their money for Mexican distribu-

‘ ' DancinS in Dark” (20th) was in
tion.

Hope is doing five shows daily dent of Neighborhood Theatres;
'i six on Saturday at the Par for

j

William Crockett, Virginia Beach,

total of 36 a week. Brown’s /president of the MPTO of Virginia,

nd starts getting overtime after

e 29th show.

and William Grist, theatreowrier
from. Charlottesville,

Continued from page 7 E

much the same category, and took

j

in less money.
“Jolsori S; i n g s Again" (Col)

added some sock coin on extended-
runs in Toronto - and Montreal.
/“Woman in Hiding" (U) collected
some healthy rentals, topping the
runnerup list one week. “Whirl-:
pool” (20th) struggled to finish
ninth place one week but Was
mainly Very spotty.

.“Young Man With Horn" (WB)
did riot fare so well on its initial

^

i

s to maintain the pace
7 *

p^r share paid out for the
past few years.: Conservative pot
icy would require yearly earnings
of almost double that figure to war-

krm

?

aiaban iSivm iiui wie su wen on its lmuai
' bSi^ of nt

fUl Panning.
|

playdate at N. Y, Music Hall,

of ParN' hndhlcc
W0I:ldwIde nature

|

“Outside the Wall" (U) hit a record

said^ it V Fu-y.i
prexy on the first Week in Philadelphia

and darted stoutly in another key.

New Miss. SmaH-seater
m May. No statement «,Q o Crenshaw, Miss,
with reference to the annTiai «JtIf^

e
, $25,000 film theatre opened

holder
. Meet keneralfv

here ^ Je®e H. Moore, who has
April or"Slav

generaIly held in operated a house here for the last
seven years.
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CHICAGO
Harold Butchin leaving Univer-

sal 'post as Chi flack for another
job. .

.

Modernization of Monroe thea-
tre completed but this Loop house
will stick to subsequent-runs and
reissues. •

. Chi censor board reviewed 96
films . last month. Board banned
‘‘Can't.- You Beat Numbers’’ and
put UA’s “D. O. A." and Bezel's
Isle of Love” in adult bracket.

Bob; Kaufman in for a week’s
advahce, flackery on Paramount’s
•‘Samson and Delilah.’’

Ted Tod, 20th-Fox flack from
K. C., here to take over Chi flack
Eddie Solomon’s regular promo-
tion duties, while Solomon concen-
trates on company's Showmanship
meet at Drake Hotel.
Ed Hieber, Eagle Lion district

manager, expected back soon after
illness of several weeks.

“Stromboli” opens in five nabe
houses next week at upped prices.

DALLAS
• W.' A. Lanagan, former city man-

ager for East Texas Theatres
named : manager of River Road
Drive-In at Longview; succeeds H.
T. Wales, who moves to Burnet,
where he will operate a circuit.,

T/L. Duke appointed manager of

the Tower at Bastrop.
D. C. Caraway, after nearly 50

years as an exhibitor, is preparing
to retire upon completion of sale

of his Circle at Meridan to Bill

Curtis. Caraway is retiring because
of ill health. Curtis is owner of the
Capitol at Merdian.

R, V. Scott, former booker for

Phil Isley Theatres, is new man-
ager of the Major, an Isley house.

Ted Lewis named booker for Isley

chain, formerly Was With Gene Au-
try Enterprises until houses were
sold to Robb & Rowley.

MINNEAPOLIS
Television to be a principal

topic of discussion at North Cen-
tral Allied annual convention here

April 4-5. "
•

.

Don Buckley, Redwood Falls,

Minn., exhibitor, back from big

game hunting trip in old. Mexico
on which he bagged mountain
lions and wild boars. .

Bennie Berger, North Central

Allied president, and the wife rest-

ing in Florida.
Four 'Minnesota Amus. Co.

neighborhood theatres in 13-week

Talent Hunt tieup With Ted Mack
Amateur Hour, cash prizes and ap-

pearances on Mack programs go-

ing to Winners. .

. „ .

Real Fellows club of film sales-

men to stage their annual dinner

dance-show at Hotel Nicollet April

8 with Pat Halloran in charge of

arrangements.
e . ^

Bennie Berger circuit’s Qrpheum
at Fergus Falls, Minn., completely

remodeled at $100,000 cost.

Byron Shapiro and Bill Woods,

Columbia Twin City office mana-
ger, filling in for branch manager

Salesman; successor not named
yet;

.

With resignation; of Merwyn
Sargent as manager of WB’s
Latonia in Oil City, Pa., Jack
Glaus, of the Prince, Ambridge, is

elevated to vacated berth. Joe
“Hy” Chapman, while latter vaca- &“«?y . moves from

;
State in

PICTURES

tiohs in Arizona, Wilkinsburg to Prince; Robert
Harry B. French, Minnesota O’Malley from the New Oaicland to

Amuse. Co. prexy, Vacationing in the State, and Ralph Pew, as-

Florida. sistant at the Etna, becomes man-
All local 28-day availability a

^££.
a

. ,

houses, circuit and independents, ,
Ray Caputo, ih WB theatre ad

bought “Jolson Sings Again” on department for last two years, re-

revised deal with lower percentage slShed; John Bennett replaces,

than originally asked and will show
it simultaneously at regular admis-

, ALBANY
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‘ Bill Williams is new office man-

Johnston Lauds Variety

Clubs for VW Worl^

250 at Albany Dinn

Albany.

Philadelphia.
National Assn, of Drive-iri Thea-

tres sees no conflict in recent cam-
paigns launched by Allied and The-
atre Owners of America to sign up
ozoners to their organizations.

The Drive-in Assn., headquarter-
ing here? operates in 20 states, ac-
cording to its counsel, Harry A.

Piotfit'A -niLvi/i 'f
‘ Bill. Williams is new office man- The spirit of Variety Clubs, with Kalisch. Membership drive *of the
ager and head booker at RKO, tak- its emphasis on understanding and association hopes to swell repre-

UDDed^ adXissiMi okp
^ ing place of

;
James Frangooles, rc- instituting programs to promote sentation to every state. Group

” Arton ^^mnSeSt^ Amus iEw *^lll?a
l
ns? salesman .for his dignity, is important in the plans to set up a code for the road-

nortfieast MiSfeapoUs nZ also
side ^lm industry this spring,

abandoned 28-day, availability after salesman
® pf Motion picture Assn, of Ameilca, • ‘ Drive-in owners have their own

Bovee: transferred from ’nl f^awte. PVoMems,"
:

.Kalisch, sai*
day slot. Permits it to charge mahasershio of Delaware here to '5J5? >5- ,

amn®i
, i i?

ay
« ( Naturally, we would expect our

lower admission price. similar post at Winter Garden
Witt.

:

Clinton. Hotel f6r Saul
^ J./UU- members as film men to be inter-auiurai

,
j/usi (IV VV*iltCX uaiUCR, mon vntlrintf oiling /Knylrnn n.t •_ .•» , 111. . ..similar post at Winter Garden,

Wltt Cli"‘?n Hotel for Saul J. members as, film men to be inter:

Jamestown. Both are Wairzier ' e^ted bi Allied, TOA or any other

nAPTAM houses. ,
?* ^ Johnston s first talk to organization in the industry.”

BOSTON Theatre Owners of the Albany T Competition and basic differ-
Joseph Levine of Embassy Pier district under chairmanShip

mi
of

: |
•

I

ences brtweeii bm^or^ ind^r
tures signed crintracts in New York Saul , J. Ullman, of Fabian The- :

s^n s
.

woik
,

in representing the operators will obviate any all-in-..ML. .* T ^ _.-i _ a T aam am#] l_laham^K a! "l^l Orl 1TP infill CTPV .
• • .Tif\l 1 II 0/1 AVI' Trill - ^ _

Competition and basic differ-

Greater Boston on concentrated
f‘
0“

f
tax- Use of trailers in the kudoed the Albany, Buffalo and

. n?«^|pfn°S i?Pend-
drive on repeal of 20% amusement ^ea‘r®s an

t
d solicitation of peti- New York Tents for their part in W in uT states anU lnws IffeeHne

tax show that 248,000 patrons- have ^ “making ot>r industry accepted,-
Sl8
A
e
pemanen" ’tajuncUon to re- scrihed'the tax as "unfair7 brought Ask Theatres to Pick Camp Kids Passcd in several coro‘

strain four Hub film companies to being as a war tax. City chair- Philadelphia.
monwealths,

from working employes more than men rti°se^ ^o carry oil the fight Tent 13,, Variety Clubs, offered
40 hours a week without time and theatres in area a switch on the The Ozoner at Luna Park
a half and for failing to keep customary public service appeals __ _= _ .

New York,
proper time and employment rec- f?

y
,i®!;n^,

lbany’ and George Seed,
thg ehance to give away something Ball-Park Movies, Inc , which re-

c tirwlow +Ua ' Vn T.I.A. Ant OI LOnoes. -J _<• Pfintlv apfitiirpn sit#» nf thP ra7t»n

part of campaign. Ullman de
making our industry accepted.

’

ing in 41 states arid laws affecting
roadside . business and advertising

monwealths.

ords under the Fair Labor Act
was ordered in Federal court by
Judge George SWeeney. The four
concerns are Federal Film Co.,

MANCHESTER, N. H. ^ fGov. Sherman Adams and the kids to be sent to the tent's sum- Pzoner °Pen aiound May 1.

theatres in area a switch on the The Ozoner at Luna Park
customary public service appeals „ „ ^ .

New York,

the chance to give away something Ball-Park Movies, Inc., which re-

instead of putting the
;
bite on cently_acquired site^ of the razed

natrnns. Film hmi«?ps are askpri to Luna Park in Brooklyn, N. Y,, for.

have tht

Classics, Inc., Dorothy Blumenthal executive council accepted a deed mer camp in Montgomery County,
and Screen Guild Productions of from John Eames, owner of the "

•

•

New England. Little, to the site of the historic r*ou* kamaIu & nrii o « , - . . .
..

The Astor signed as showcase muster of “Rogers’ Rangers,” be- 7
for “The Third Man ” film to open tween Lancaster and Groveton. v .

-.Los Angeles, M^rcli 7. opeuator, .purchased
.
ground for

April 15. Property is expected to be an of- ,
Variety Club of Southern Cali- drive-in on the Ridge Pike,jnid-

.

ficial state park forma, Tent 25, is rounding up a way between Pottstown and Read-

ST LOUIS Walter E. Young, ovmer of
• '.cist for- a three-hour show

..
to • be

. .

ing, Pa..

Strand in Farmineton elected staged April 9 at the Shrine Audi- .

. ,
,^red N. Young, lessee-operator president of the Faririfngton Busi- torium for the benefit of Variety’s Texas Drive-In Changes Hands
of the Norton, Mascoutah, m., will 5ess Men .

s Assn. Boys Club. Show, to be produced u
Premont, Texas.

? aJ?
gw ^ouse m downtown in collaboration with Old Gold, will Van Chamberlain is new owner

district there. — — —'~ ~~\ be taped and rebroadcast over the Star Drive-In her^ having pur-
J. A. and E. J. Kraus, Nauvoo, __ - , . B Anr* MPtwnrk Anrii 14 chased ozoner from George West-

Ill., mulling plans for modern Kflnl<l-^9 7nirk It cnsN Tenths about 000 a
ern

;
Albert Dale Jr., and A. M.

house in that town which has beeri llUrild aClLlllUll “i/io So^Cinh Littlefield. Western retained by

» ^ Chamberlain asbiz^anager.

operated by Mrs. Gail Butterfield! the contract is that it may drag underprivileged kids. New $100,000 Texas Ozoner
Work started bn 300-car ozoner, out the litigation to considerable -— "

i; — Dallas.

Goldman Plans Philly Ozoner
Philadelphia,

. William Goldman, indie circuit,

operator, purchased ground for

build, a new house in downtown
district there.

J. A. and E. J. Kraus, Nauvoo,
111., mulling plans for modern
house in that town which has beeri
without a film show since last July
when fire destroyed the Mermon,

north of Thayer, 111./ for W. F. lengths. When a report of a spe-
Swift

.
who also operates the cial master is confirmed by the

Gaiety, Virden, 111. court, it can be appealed to a

New Novel to Col.
Hollywood, March 7.

New $100,000 Texas Ozoner
Dallas

Phil R, Isley, head of Phil Isley
Theatres, and Reuben Williams,
Dallas attorney, announce they will

Peter Bayes, new Eagle Lion higher bench. Arbitration award, .'-mumDianas purenasea screen
-j
build a $

j

l0q,0QQ_drive-m on Sny-
exploiteer, will serve Missouri, on the other hand, cannot be ap- fi?

hts
,,

tq
„ 4.

nyb<
?!i
y^
Can

,B° Aziy-
;

der-Big spring Highway. Ozoner
Iowa, Nebraska and Oklahoma nealed.

thing” Betty McDonald's new will have 750-car capacity.

theatres from his St. Louis office. C^.V novel.
: »

For first time since Fanchon & Senes of smts and countermoves Book shortly will be published .For first time since Fanchon & Series of suits and countermoves Book short!

Marco has been operating the Bejzmck to Lippincptt.
5,000-seat Fox in midtowm, a cuffo an

2
gate for kiddies accompanied by Third Man in the U. S. and p —

:

their parents has been installed. Korda’s right to release his ver- ..
Edward B. Arthur, F. & M. gen- sion of “Earth” in the eastern J3CKI6
eral manager here, said many pa- hemisphere. Selznick participated

trons had told him their children in the Korda productions finan-
1

lisssa continue

would like to see the vaude shows cially besides supplying Jennifer I clirnQ ron printf

but they could not afford to bring Jones (Mrs. Selznick), Joseph Cot- I «nft • $

Continued from pagre 4

sums ranging from $1,000 to $10,-

000 in return for stock holdings in
the whole family. He felt that ten and Alida VaUi, He also pic
these kids would be regular pa- granted the Britisher eastern hemi- nnmnj/nv i« hpaHpd

P
hv

New York Theatres

- RADIO CITY MUSIC HAll
Rocktfeller C«nt«r a

Jan* Mariana. Mlchaal Richard
WYMAN DIETRICH WILDING TODD

In ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

“STAGE FRIGHT”
A Warner Bros. Picture

SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

trons In a few years.

LOS ANGELES While D.O.S, claims that “Gone”
i Seidelman, foreign dept, head, is ’

T» rtc^u™ iA„mapl ,r
without retakes is a “flop” which

! treasurer.

dated w?th Wamerr Eagle Lion W hurt the reputation Of Miss
j

Nori-EL employees in for various

/r?H Fiim
thrbS inSd Mftin" Jones Unless , changed, Korda, on amounts are Monroe Greenthal;

;
graniea tne^isriusner eGsiern nemi- 0ne.pk company is headed by !

sphere rights rto Ins Portmt of Heineman; Milton Cohen, EL east-
;Jennie and The Paradine Case, grn divisiori sales, is veepee; Sam

and Film Classics, joined Mono
gram’s L. A. exchange, Robert C. }}*

s ?a^\u
as

j
er

^f 4

Selznick Charles Amory, ass't to Greenthal;

Ryan signed with Monogram as breached the deal In a number of Arthur Mann, formerly with the
i

salesman for Its Denver branch. respects. Britisher also feels he Brooklyn Dodgers, who acted as

Fox Ravenna, nabe theatre, cele- should get some part of the U. S. technical adviser on the film; Ar-

.

brated its 25th anni, with Rod profits, thur Johnson, Pathe Labs exec; •

Canieron distributing hunks of Louis (Schwartz Si) Frohlich is
j

Winston Frost, EL attorney, and
,

birthday cake to audience. handling the case for Korda.
\

Emanuel.
.

I

,

Republic tossed a drive-in James Hayes of Donovan, Leisure,
!

Cutting in on the profits besides
;

preem for “Sands of Iwo. Jima” Newton, Lumbard & Irvine is di- < Heineman, Cohen and Seidelman', •

at Century, Inglewood, ..operated xecting the trial chores for D.O.S. are the foliowirig EL staffers: C.

:

by Pacific Drive-In Theatres. '

:

-

Warren Sharpe, EL treasurer ;
Rob- i

*“ r
. .

' „ . . T . ert Goodfried, head of Coast pub-
i

PltT^RIIRfH Hearing in London
licity; Edward Heiber, midwest dis-

;

- M' * 1

^ ^ ; London, March 7. trict mapager; Joseph Sugar, chief,

Cidl >. OiMlllt'i RNHtarpiici

$atnaon.^Delilah'
Ctlar ky TICHNICOIQR

MIT LAMARR « VI$IM MATMRC • RIME UttNtt

«MIU MNMVIV * MART IKtlllR

THERE'S ONLY ONE

Vr* r MIAMI BEACH
V OCEAN FRONT • 40th to 4ltt St*.

COMPLETELY AIR-CONDITIONED

R«i*rvatiorif Invited * Walter Jacob*

N;V. Office TR 4 119

J

PITTSBURGH

,WI, Al itftkl

j OH N FO RD'S
"WHEN WILLIE COMES
MARCHING HOME”

DAN DAILEY • CORINNE CALV1T
COLLEEN T0WN8END^

A 20th CenUiry-Fox Picture

•n atage—-ALLAN JONSS and otharaDAVV *«• *——

.

nVn loth It. —

—

-

"THREE CAME HOME"
it.rrln,

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

IawXi ASTOR parformancti'

LAT1 SHOWS NIGHTLY
A ttth Canfury-Fox Plcfura

Morris Finkel arid O. F. Habeg- An action by the Selznick Re- ! of contract dept.; Harry Goldman,

Ifd/\
r

nd
n
m.

S

OUv
0
eTth

r

e
3

atre3,'har- leasing Organization against Lon. 1

ing bought out 50% interest of
j

don Film Productions, British Lion ; reor^ paKct New Orleans head-

OT^in^ o'wners^FihkS^prcsWent 1

P™du
/

ion Assets and British Lion {sam Mih,er Los Angeles managor;

aivtpto nf Wp«jfprri Perina ni So I Film Corp. concerning recent pro- i James Handel, New York district

- owns and operates two theatres in ! Auction of “Gone to Earth,” will • manager; /Lige ®rien .exploitation

Beltzhoover district.
_

'

be heard in the High Court Friday J^bief, and David Melamed, asst

Fox. He took over in Aorthem !
(10)

'
, ^as

,

stat
f,
d a

i i
Others m same bracket are Rpb-

Pennsylvania territory last August
j

bearing last Tuesday (28) that ert Richardson, Cleveland mana-
when George E. Moore was re- evidence would have to be obtained ger; Joseph Goltz, Curt C. Behrens,
leased after 27 years. , from America and from other Michael Hoffay, foreign dept.; Jo-

Don Trepicone, who Operated sources. seph Imhof, Milwaiigee exchange
Heights at Crafton Heights last Counsel for SRO said they Were head; Robert Tarwater, Atlanta;

f year, leased Sky Theatre on North-
[ applying for a motion to restrain

!

manager; Elliott Beron, Marie Kap-

!

side, formerly managed by Harry
(

the defendant companies from ex-
. lahy Edward Lavenberg, Neal As-

:

Kafen. Nate Tepper, of
j

New Her-
(
hibiting or publishing the existing

| trim of the contract' dept.; Martha
ron (old Pastime), has since taken

. 0I. any other version of the film
s
Chandler, Gordon Craddock, Sr.,

over Heights on lease.
. t

’ which did not substantially reflect
I Rosalee Weiss, Fred Lawrence, ?

Leonard Mlntz, manager of UA ihe jcrpenplay or which varied
; sales staffers. i

o
h
1w

e
«r/»h

T
i n
Ul

in ”npwIv° from Jhe story of the novel. Number of other backers are

created 'post ol^siles chief in com! for the defense it was pointed

pany’s branch there. Mlntz orig- out the case was a heavy one, and nearing completion on the Uoast,

inally came to Pittsburgh more the judge might want to see the It will be released timed to the

i than a year ago from Philly, where ' film. opening of the baseball season. I

NAPA VALLEY

CABERNET SAUVIGNON

From '‘Beauilleu"...the do Latdur

.
.
*stat« in Napa Valley, California,

come several of the. world’s fin*

wines.. Try this BV claret from

rare Cabernet Sauvignon grape*.

Mfs :

Beaulieu Vineyard • Rutherford, Calit.

OUTDOOR
Cf^prSHMEN

CCMK OONAIPFS
/no* con v :c co4ji

~)vlB rimniHr
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Sox, Braves Grapefruit

League on Hub’s WHDH
Boston, March 7.

WHDH, -Hub indie, is set for ex-

clusive coverage of fled Sox and
Braves pre-season G r ape f yu it
League games. Station Will carry
20 games from training camp sites,

With Veteran sportcaster Jim Britt

handling play-by-play chores. Leo
Egan, station sports director; is al-

so in Florida to assist Britt and
tape interviews with Hub baseball
luminaries.
Tab will be picked up’ by Herald-

Traveler, Atlantic Refining Com-
i pany and NarraganSett Brewing
Go., who also bankroll games dur-
ing official season.

.

The A, C. Nielsen takeover of>
C. E. Hooper’s AM network serv-

ice is likely to liave far-reaching
consequences in programming con-
tent, web researchers forecast.

Shift toward airers that appeal to

a national audience and away from
those of chiefly big city appeal is

viewed probable-

Reason is that the Hooper pock*
etpiece, now suspended, was based
on. the 36 cities which had four-
network coverage. Nielsen, on the
other hand, has his audimeters in

homes representing a cross-section

i of the country, including hoii-tele-

phone arid rural homes. Result is

that although Walter Winchell
shows up in Hooper’s Top .10, he’s

low on the Nielsen listing. With
the non-metropolitan listeners

showing different preferences from
city dwellers, and with Nielsen the
new network yardstick. more em-
phasis will be placed On the rural
audience. A small town slanted
#<Lum ’ft' Abner” is likely to get
mote attention than a sophisticated
Henry Morgan.

Further effect is likely to help
radio in the AMTV battle, with . . . , .

Nielsen showing less of a video im- '.Netww** and sponsors whose

pact on ratings because of ' its transactions have hinged on Hoop-

broader sample. Hooper survey.
;

** ratings will still be able to buy

due to its city emphasis, showed
;

reports on shows they're concerned

TV cutting into audiences for met-
j

w™; C. E. Hooper is continuing

ropolitan-slanted programs more ‘ ms telephone surveys as part of]

than the national Nielsen reports, i

his expansion of local measure^

Additionally, webs which hypoed I

ments, despite sale of his national

promotional activity in the Hooper measurement to A. C. Nielsen, and

cities, to boost their Hooper rat- !.
will supply web ratings on request

ings, will now have to spread their
j

untif Nielsen can speed up his. re-

ballyhoo over a wider area.
j

porting frOiri a six-weeks-later to

With Nielsen .becoming the yard- a one-week-later basis.
.

stick, closer scrutiny will probably ;

The Problem of late^reports

be given to program and commer- !

concerns backeis who want to find

cial content, Nielsen’s collateral
S

ou
^ 5

u
)
c^}y

1

air^Fs are ^oing,

services showing miriute-by-minute anc* talent like Jack Benny, whose

audiences, duplication of listeners, Pay
,.
ls reportedly geared to Hoop-

carry-over from stanza to stanza, ©ratings. These will be able to get

and audience turnover from week Hoopers within a week by paying

. to
.
week, will make sponsors more

j JT
^0 Nielsen, who Will act as

sensitive to these factors. For ex- Hooper s sales agent.

(Continued on page 40, I^/^ttn^op^
last week that it was cued in by
diminishing interest in AM web
ratings and consequent reduced
subscriptions. He added that the
Hooperatings, based on 36 cities,

has been averaging markets in
which TV is important together
with those in which it plays no
part. ‘The former type of single
national index is now compara-
tively meaningless,” Hooper said,

and his new emphasis is on local

information, which he is gather-
ing in 100 cities.

Hamilton Witches ha s tran-

scribed a 13-week series with May-
belle Callaway, vocalist of WMC,
Memphis, billing* her as Lady
Hamilton. Platters will go to deal-

ers for sponsorship on local out-

lets.

Transcriber was. produced by
Fred W. Ziy Go.

Washingtori, March 7.

M; S. Novik, head of WLIB, New
York .advised FCC yesterday (6)

his station has no intention of stir-

ring up a controversy where it be-

lieves none exists, but that it Will

affirmatively seek Out all points of
view on subjects which are obvious-
ly controversial.

;

In replying to an inquiry from
the Commission regarding its edi-

torial broadcasts in January in sup-
port of a national Fair Employment
Practices Commission, Novik said

WLIB received 324 pieces of mail
commending the station’s position

on the subject; but had no requests
to present opposing views.

To a specific request from the
agency for information on oppor-
tunities made available or affirma

tive steps taken to present differ-

ing viewpoints on the subject,
WLIB said it made no srich efforts

on FEPC because if it had “it

Would, have caused controversy
where no controversy, in fact,

exists.”

Questioning the clarity of the
Commission's policy on editorializ-

ing, Novik said that many factors
are involved in determining wheth-
er a subject is controversial and

(Continued on page 38)

Pickford Taping ’Em
Mary Pickford has taped the first

two broadcasts of her daytime

Mai

Autry Airer Damage
. Chicago, March 7.

Army Air Force Col. Frank L.
O’Brien was awarded $7,500 in

damages in a Federal district court
suit here last week against CBS,
J. Walter Thompson ad agency and
William Wrigley Co. AAF officer

contended that a 1942 CBS “Mel-
ody Ranch” broadcast starring
Gene Autry and sponsored by the
gum company, invaded his privacy
and hindered his advancement.

,

. . .

Defendants’ attorney said decision series, “Presenting Mary Pickford,”

would be appealed. !

for NBC and is readying the' initial

Suit in which plaintiff had asked !

*•»** «* Theatre.

#50,000 damages grew out of a
1 of Valor/^wh.ch NBC- will air in

dramatization on the Autry show ®n
.
e
7®J

1
i"®XT

sp®t-
.

Wl1
.5?

of an actual air force rescue in
1 *“>!*«*¥ Howard Teichman, with

which the AAF officer took part off
|

Ho
J.

aTd ®.a")es directing;

the Alaskan coast four days afterl^ M*ss P/okfprd's manager*

Pearl Harbor; The colonel charged •

will produce.

that his part in the resonp was .1 ! j " "» i i i n.—
made to seem inferior in building
lip Autry’s role on the show, play-
ing the part of O'Brien’s partner
in the rescue. Officer claimed the
dramatization made him appear
‘‘cowardly, incompetent and irre-

. sponsible.”
Spokesman for the agency said

the material for the air version ot
the rescue had been supplied by
the AAF. The show at that time
was public servicing a pitch for air

force recruiting.
Highlight of the jury trial was

the spinning of the record of the
broadcast. Defendants claimed no
spinning of the record of the
show was available but one; was
produced by colonel’s uncle, Mar-
tin R. 0‘Brien, owner of WMRO,
Aurora, 111.

Detroit Disk Jock Finds

Audiences Like Hymns
Detroit, March 7,

After fir?t getting assurances

from his listeners that they liked

the idea, WWJ disk jockey Bob
Maxwell played an entire program
of hymns on his iqorning show. Re-

sponse was so great that he plans

to conclude each day’s “Maxwell
and the Music” program with a

hymn. He plans a repeat of the

complete show in the near future.

At conclusion of “Lenten Serv-

ices,” now being carried daily by
WWJ, the time slot left vacant will

be filled with a qiiarter-hour daily

program of hymns, with Maxwell
as commentator.

Titanic’ Duel for Dollar

Between Radio & Video

Chicago, March 7.

Predicting a duel of ‘titanic

proportions” between radio and
TV for the advertising dollar, Mur-
ray Grabhorn, ABC veepee in

charge of owned and operated sta-

tions, ' speaking at a Chi Radio
Management Club

.
1 u n c h e o n,

warned radio execs that adver-
tising expenditures must keep pace
with national income if they are to

avoid a pinch.

Pointing out that during the
post-war years ad funds have
lagged behind national income
growth, Grabhorn said 1949 esti-

mated advertising spending would
have been upped 1.2 billions had
it held at the 3% of national in-

come rate that prevailed from
1934-39.

To meet the video challenge,
Grabhorn predicted a possible
shift of emphasis from

, nighttime
to daytime AM broadcasting and
an increase in music, news and
special events programming.

Baltimore, March 7.

“The Pursuit of Peace,” a series

of six hour-long documentaries on
the United Nations to be aired at

intervals of a month on MBS, has
hit a snag in Baltimore. WCBM,
Mutual affiliate, has decided not to

accept the airers^ which kick off

Sunday, March 26, at 9 p. m.
?
be-

cause Norman Corwin, chief of spe-

cial projects for UN Radio, is su-

pervising.

A station spokesman said,

“WCBM is pleased to state that it

is a pleasure not to accept these
programs. We reject the offer on
one point only—we object to any
association with Norman Corwin, a

self-admitted leftist. It would be
liKfeJiaving Fulton Lewis cover the
Russian activities of the UN.”
(Lewis is a daily MBS commenta-
tor.) The WCBM letter to Mutual
expressed surprise . and “deep re-

gret” that Mutual had “seen fit to

employ this man.”

For the first time since the FCC
lifted its ban on editorlallzation,

ABC is launching e major hour-

long documentary. Titled “Clear

end Present Danger,” it will deal

with the international situation in

relation to loyalty probes in this

country. Airer, to be broadcast

May 1, the labor movement’s May
Day, ) will be scripted by Morton
Wishengrad and produ ced by
Robert Saudek, ABC public affairs

veepee, who collaborated on the
Web’s Peabody Award 4 winning
“Cpmmunism—Ui S. Brand;”

Saudek feels that dropping of
the Mayflower Rule can cue a re-

,

birth of public affairs broadcasts.
Rather than editorializing on a
day-to-day basis, he believes, be-
cause radio is so potent a medium,
broadcasts of this type should be
undertaken only .*after sound study.
Web staffers, therefore, have spent
months sifting transcripts of the
loyalty investigations in the U. S

,

Canada, England and Hungary. In
addition to studying trial records,
Saudek’s staff surveyed the wcfrks
of authorities on loyalty to gather
various viewpoints. Cooperation
was liven by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, among other gov-
ernment agencies.

After a detailed analysis of the
subject, the documentary will go
on to make specific recommenda-
tions. Affiliated stations will re-
ceive confidential memos prior to
the broadcast to inform them of its

chief points, so their responsibility
! as licensees for editorlallzation will

(

be covered. Recommendations will
i concern the effectiveness and ad-
visability of loyalty programs at

the national, state and educational
levels, as well as the executive and
legislative aspects of the issue.

A Mutual spokesman in N.. Y.
told Variety that Corwin is work-
ing directly on only two of the
stanzas. “The station’s point is far-

fetched,” he added, “because the
series has nothing to do with left-

ists or rightists, but is merely the
straight story of the UN. It has
been officially approved by the UN
policy committee.”
NBC is also carrying a series of

six broadcasts on the international
organization and CBS is airing two
regular programs dealing with
the UN. •

Regina, Sask., March 7.

Broadcasts from the floor of the
Saskatchewan Legislature are be-
ing carried daily by CKRM here.
CKCK, Regina, instituted the

legislative broadcasts in 1946, and
aired four sessions.

Way in which guest stars hypo audiences is shown in the “extra-week’’ national Nielsen ratings
for Jan. 22-28, which show the special hour program for “Chesterfield Supper Club” jumping from
70th place to fourth. Guesters of Bob Hope, Arthur Godfrey and Eddie Arnold boosted the rating
from 9.7 to 21.4. “Lux Radio Theatre” moved ahead of Jack Benny, with the Robert Cummings-Ann
Blyth performance in “I’ll Be Yours” racking up a 28.2, for 11,077,000 homes. All other stanzas in thP
Top -20 reached more than 6.000,000 hbmesV

CBS, which in the previous week’s report had 17 of the 20 shows, dropped to 16 NBC which had
only two in the roster, garnered four, with “Mr. and Mrs. North” joining, the parade along with the

the
.

previous report, Walter / Winchell, didn’t
special “Supper Club” broadcast. ABC’s lone entry in

make the ranking.
(Jan. 22-28)

Current Previous
Current Rating-

Homes

Omaha, March 7.

Main artery buses of the Omaha
and Council Bluffs Street. Car Co.
started giving riders an earful of

radio this week. In a general un-
official vote, the bus radio Won out;

by a large majority. Many com-
plained that radio might distract

the attention, of drivers arid cause
accidents.

Broadcasts carry commercials,
news and /friusic only and emanate
from KBON’s FM station. No talk.

0f equipping street cars with radio.

• 1 • 2 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) ......;

.

11,077
2 1 Jack Benny (CBS) . . . . ... . . , ..... ... 9,231
3 3 Talent Scputs (CBS) . ... . ,. .

.

8,838
4 70 Chesterfield Supper Club (NBC)

. 8,406
5 4 My Friend Irma (CBS) . .... .*•

8,328
6 8 Mystery Theatre (CBS) . , ....... ... .......... 71895
7 6 Amos ’ri ’ Andy (CBS).. . ... 7,581

1 8 32 Mr. Keen (CBS) 7,385
9 5 Edgar Bergen (CBS) ... . . ... . 7,071
10 13 Dr. Christian (CBS) . ; . . . . . . . , . ; . ............ 6,913
11 16 Fibber &. Molly- (NBC);

.

6.874
32 20 Bob Hawk (CBS) . . ... . . ............... ,. 6,874
13 9 F.B.L in Peace & War (CBS) . . . ... . , . , . . . . , . * .6,678
14 14 You Bet Your Life (CBS). . ........... . , , .

.

6,638
15 40 Bob Hope (NBC) f , . . ... .... . . . . . . ....... 6,599
16 28 Mr. & Mrs. North (CBS) ... . ,

,

6.560
17 25 Mr. Chameleon (CBS) . ...... ... . . ...... * * .

.

6,521
18 " 15 Judy Canova (NBC) . . . . . ............... ... .

.

6,481
.19 11 Bing Crosby (CBS) ...... .'

. .... 6,481
20 18 Life With Luigi (CBS) 6,442

Homes
% •

'

28.2

23.5

22.5

21.4

21.2

20.1

19.3

18.8

18.0

17.6

17.5

17.5

17.0

16.9

16.8

16.7

16.6

16.5

16.5

16.4

Points
Change
+3.0—1.8

+ 1.2
'

•4-1L7
4-0:4

4-1.1

—0.4
+ 0.9

. —2,4
4-0.6

+0.6
+ 1.4''

—1.2

0 .0
*

4-2.9
’

4-1.6

+ 1.0

—0.4
—1.5

0.0

Belter Business Bureau

Censures N.Y. Fur House

On ‘Misleading’ Airers
Ben Tucker’s Hudson Bay Fur

Co. of Brooklyn was strongly cen-
sured this week by the N. Y. Bet-
ter Business Bureau for its “Name
the Song Contest” on local sta-

.

tions.

On Feb. 9, one of the contests
was aired over WINS to identify
the song “Easter Parade,” with the
announcement that a $25 gift cer-
tificate would be awarded to the
first 25 contestants submitting the
correct title, BBB Charged. The
following day, at various hours,
representatives Of the bureau sent
Tucker more than 25 postcards,
the BBB declared, and the send-
ers later received more than 25
gift certificates, “despite the fact
that not all of those receiving these
credit checks sent in correct an-,

swers.”

“It is abundantly clear,” BBB
wrote the fur firm, “that this is

in no sense a bonafide contest, but
is merely a selling device which
is misleading,, confidence-destroy-
ing and inimical to the best inter-
est? of advertising.”

In some Ben Tucker radio ad-
vertising, BBB asserted, repre-
sentation was made that furs had
been reduced 50%, / Bureau’s
shoppers, however, “showed that
garments were being offered at

more than the 50% of the pur-
ported original prices,”’ BBB
charged,

Los Angeles, March 7.

Probation of the will of the late
Tommy Lee (Don Lee Network),
involving about $10,000,000, was
postponed to March 30 by Jiidge
Newcomb

. Condee in Suporior
court to hear a petitioii filed by
Mrs, Nora S. Patee, one of lice’s
three nearest blood relatives, The
others are Mrs; Dwight Merrill and
Cuyler Lee.

Lee’s will, written briefly in

1934, left his estate to ah uncle by
marriage, Mrs. Patee declares the
document was not properly writ-
ten, dated or signed as required by
law. She contends that Lee’s in-
tention was to leave his fortune to
Jiis blood relatives. Meanwhile
Mrs, Elizabeth Fry, an adopted
daughter of Don • Lee, has filed a

claim to the millions.
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(Based on Feb. 28, '50, Report)
Total

Hooper- Competi-
Program iting Sponsored Network Compete tlon

Jack Benny 25.9 The Falcon : . . . . , , . .. 6.6 12.6
Radio Theatre , 24.5 Telephone Hour 8.3 14.2

Band of America . , . . .

.

9.4
Talent Scouts . .21,6 Henry J. Taylor* . . . * .

,

3.1 14.9
.

#
*

*

Johns Manville News .

.

3.0
Voice of Firestone . . .

.

8.0
My Friend Irma .

.

2tO Frank Edwards (News) . 2.9 10.0
Groucho Marx Show. 19.9 Sherlock Holmes 7,6 22.0

Break the Bank 11.3
Fibber & Molly .... .

• 19.8 Erwin D. Canham. . . .

.

2.4 16.5
Walter Winchell 19.6 Corliss Archer „ . . . . , ,

.

90 212
Theatre Guild on the Air 10.3
Rebuttal . . . ... 2:1

Edgar Bergen 17,4 : Stop the Music .

.

13 0 26,0
Sam Spade . . ... .... . .

.

11.5
Bing Crosby ... . . . *

.

. 17.3 Mr. District Attorney , 149 21.1
Bob Hope ; ... ... . . 17.0 Life With Luigi, , ... .

.

14*7 22.4
Mr. Chameleon 16.5 Dr. IQ. ; .7; 5.2 20.8

This Is Your Life . . . .

,

12.5
The Fat Man .16.4 Halls of Ivy . ..... . . .

.

7.6 14 9
Mystery Theatre 16,4 Carnegie Hall ....... 4.3 16,4

Cavalcade of America •

.

8.5 ' •

' ..

Big Town . . . ....... .16.0 Frank Edwards (News)

.

2.9 13.2
Mr. Keen . . .. . 1 .16.0 Sports For AH ... . . . .

,

0,5 15.4

Johns-Manville News 3.0

• •

'

•
•

7'- :
Father Knows Best.

.

9.8

Washington, March 7. .+•

One of the most important pro-

1

ceedings ever to be held before .

the FOG, begins next Monday (13 ) !

In Los Angeles, when the agency !

.

looks into news slanting charges including: a Paul Douglas-Judy

Upcoming summer hiatus period
in radio may be one

.
of the most

hotly-contested in the industry’s
history. Both NBC and CBS are
planning to toss some of their : best
new package ideas into the warm
weather hopper in an effort to line
up winners for potential fall spon-
sorship. Whichever web comes ; up
with the hottest ideas; it’s pointed
Out* the public will be the winner
via a raft of more top-quality shows
than they’ve traditionally been fed
during previous dog days.
NBC has a special goal at stake

this summer. As a result of CBS
board chairman William S. Paley ’s

talent raids during the last two
years^ NBC has come out on the
short end of the Hooper and Niel-
sen ratings during the current sea-
son. Paradoxically, though, the
web has had fewer open half-hours
than CBS and so has done less cre-
ative programming than its chief
competitor. This summer, With the
majority of its sponsors taking the
usual 13 weeks’ vacation. NBC
plans to go all-nut in wrapping up l

new package ideas.
\

NBC hasi| scheduled a meeting

:

of its top execs in Atlantic City this
;

weekend, when it will talk over the
j

entire summer problem. Emphasis -!

is to be placed
,
on sales and pro-

gramming. *

}

;

;

• CBS Creations
.

.'j-

CBS. with an eye to selling out.!

next fail* has indicated it will also
’

NBC is mullmg
:
five new shows,

• not let an^ warm Weather grass i

er
Omaha, March 7.

KOAD, only exclusive FM sta-
tion in the area, suspended opera-
tions Wednesday (1). It Was owned
together with KOWH (AM) by the
Midcontinent Broadcasting 7 C o

..

KOAD started operations .July 1;

’46, and ran identical programs
with KOWH. Both stations were;
sold by the World-Herald to Mid-
continent about a year ago. Opin-
ion of KOAH execs was that ‘‘the

public didn’t care for FM enough
to buy sets in quantity/’

Dropping of KOAD leaves only
one sourCe of FM in the area.
KBON has both FM and AM.

NBC Mulls 5 Shows

against G. A. Richards, principal

owner of stations KMPC in L, A..

WJR in Detroit and WGAR in

Cleveland.

Last-minute efforts by Hugh Ful

Holliday starrer, “Samson and the
Lady”; a vehicle for Charles Boyer,
and an adult western with Jack
Holt and his son Tim.

Also in the:works are a 60-min-

ton,
.
newest counsel in the case, :

bte psyehodramia titled. “One Hour
to get another postponement were

,

to Kill,” and a science-fiction

made at a pre-hearing conference
last week, but Benedict Cottone,
FCC general counsel, refused the
request. Fulton also filed a formal
motion for a month’s continuance,
on tiie ground he had only been
retained a few weeks ago and need-
ed time to prepare his case. But
iV was regarded almost certain the
motion would be denied. J. Fred
Johnson, Who will preside as hear-
ing examiner at L. A., said the
proceedings will begin on sched-
ule. He is now enroute to the
Coast and the Commission’s legal

battery is already there with trunk-
loads of evidence;

stanza, “Out of This World,” to be
scripted by Ray Bradbury.

No Lip Service

grow under its feet. With its em-

!

phasis on creative programming
having paid off handsomely in re-

cent years with such shows as “My
Friend Irma,” “Life with Luigi,”

i

etc., the web has already turned
j

the attention of its creative pro-

!

graniming department to the up^
j

coming summer. To date, more 1

than 150 ideas have been submit-

1

ted by staffers in N. Y. and Holly-
j

Wood and CBS, figuring the num-
ber of time units it will have to fill

this summer,, has started to sift !

them out, ... i

,

Tentatively set so far for a warm
j

j

weather audition is “Granby’s

j

Green Acres,” a half-hour situation

j

comedy, which it is planned to air

,

from tlie Coast once a week. Also
being lined up is: “Shy Guy,” based .

on an idea by CBS’ -Jess Oppen-
heim. It also will probably go as

: a half-hour once a week,
ABC, seeking to catch up with .

Washington, March 7.

Fulton, who was counsel for the
, i CBS and NBC, is also lining up its*

Truman. Committee which investi-
; J: w !

summer program ideas; Mutual, :

case. Ex-Sen. Burton K, Wheeler,

(Continued on page 40)

of a propaganda machine which is I

“pushing this country faster and
;

faster toward the handout state.”

In a broadcast prepared for de-
1

livery tomorrow (8)

,

George Bern-

.

stein will tell his station’s listeners,
j

he feels heartened that WCFM’s •

! “small voice” in behalf of liberal
,

;
causes “is loud enough to cause 1

a reaction by so well-heeled an
agent for propaganda" as the Sat-

evepost.

Continuing its; emphasis on holi- Bernstein declares that if the

day one-shot prograinming, HqI- .
well established radio outlets were

win ter bankroilers
other webs.

com-
..

problem..'
fall and

than do the !

Intensive ballyhoo campaign
launched by NBC last week to plug I

Bob Hope’s appearance at the •

Broadway Paramount is viewed in

the trade as a. significant move by
NBC to keep the comic tied to its

network strings. Behind the move
reportedly looms the threat of a

switch by Hope to the rivkl CBS .

web,... 7 !

NBC took approximately $50,000
worth of newspaper ads alone to

plug the comic’s current Para-
mount stand- In addition, it in-

,

serted spot plugs for his stage ap-

!

pearance at every opportunity on
its Ni Y, radio and television sta-

;

tion. Web might have been ex-

pected to promote Hope’s personal-

1

ing as a welcome method of pro- i

moting its own 'radio- show but, it’s

pointed out, seldom if ever has a
'

radio comedian been ballyhooed so
'

heavily by a network. j

Reports persist that if Hope
splits with Lever Bros., his spon-

;

sor, at the end of the current 39-

!

week cycle, CBS board chairman i

William S. Paley will move in to
j

lure the comic to his web. Latest

!

rumor has it that Arthur Godfrey,
who has long been buddies with .

Hope, is running interference for

Paley in the negotiations. Godfrey
spoke intimately . of . Hope during
his recent guest appearance befor *

the Radio Executives Club in N. Y.

and the two are reported to be
cooking up a cross-guest shot on
each other’s radio shows.

Hope’s contract with Lever Bros,

has four more years to run, but the

comedian reportedly is dissatisfied

with his bankroller and wants out.

Hope’s package price on his next
option pickup climbs from its cur-

rent $22,500 to $25,000.

Washington, March 7.

Charges that two Southern radio
stations have refused to sell it.,

time for its labor programs have
been filed by the CIO with the
FCC* Variety learned yesterday
(6)< Complaints were directed
against WJKLY in Hartwell, Ga.
and WAIM in Anderson, • C.

Through the law firm of Jerome
A.

.

Cooper in Birmingham, of
which Hugo L, Black, Jr., son; of
the Supreme Court Justice, is an
associate, the CIO asked the Com-
mission to conduct aii investiga-
tion and take punitive steps against;
the stations.. It claimed the sta-
tions refused programs “of general
educational and economic interest
to a vast audience of . working
people.”

Complaint charged that WKLY
broke a contract executed in Janu-
ary after carrying the first pro-
gram three weeks ago. Following
this broadcast, it advised, a near-
by South Carolina newspaper
printed a story reporting a public
apology by the . station’s owner
“for having broadcast, that kind of
thing.” The newspaper, The Ander-
son Independent, further quoted
the owner, Louie Morris, as saying,
“I’m against the CIO. I don’t ap-
prove of its policies or its tactics,

and furthermore, we had already
turned down the application of
some of tlie CIO crowd; fpr time
bn the station . . , we are ‘getting

new industries here in Hartwell
and we don’t want this CIO crowd
to muddy up the water.”

Morris, was reported as saying
he had gotten considerable ad-
verse criticism from WKLY listen-

ers and that he hastened to explain
to them that the CIO program was
broadcast by accident in his ab-
sence.

Upon refusal of WKLY to carry

subsequent programs, the CIO Said,

it attempted to buy time on WAIM,
but was told none was available.

The CIO .told the Commission that

Morris ailso publishes the only
paper in Hartwell 1 and that Wilton
Hall, owner of WAIM, publishes
the only daily in Anderson. Both
stations, said the CIO, operate
roughly within the same area.

.
Problem of bringing taped and

waxed programs into jthis count fy

point, Inc.* -this week pacted for more scrupulous' in. giving all sides' -was underscored last, week by MBS
tlie s’ to' 6 d m slot on CBS Easter equal time “it Would not be neces-' commentator Cecil Brown. Gabber

Simday (A^rim, for stations like WCF.M to reported that tapes of his E.uro-

to air an adaptation of “Dinner at devote so much of their 'time to the pean interviews and comments .

Ei"lU ” Georee S Kaufman and broadcasting of arguments not were . at first held up. three, weeks .

Edna Ferb^ plajs w£ich will,star heard elsewhere,” :

;

V^lU.-S. Customs officials and

Charles 1 Boyer, John Garfield and . Only •two Weeks ago* he charges, lliat subsequently .delays averaged

Rosalind Russell. Show will origi- (he UAW was refused sgle of time, three days,
. ^

'7

hale from Hollywood. by stations WJR and WWJ in De- Reason for the stall, Brown said:

Hotpoint first got hot with the . trplt fpr discussion of issues in
.

is. tViht the customs collectors have

holidays last Thanksgiving* when, . the Chrysler case, but when UAW no
.
established plan for setting an

it bankrolled a ' full-hour varietv discussed the Subject on its own evaluation on disks and tape, buck-,

show oh CBS television. On Christ- FM- station it gave Chrysler op-, ing. thenr,between the plastics and

mas Day it sponsored Jack Benny, port-unity to give, its Viewpoint, he music appraisers. In - ..effect.,
.

adds, and when WCFM attacked Brown charged, “the customs pf-

. lice is setting itself up as .censor
and. suppressor.” He added that

starring in a radio version of “Man
Who Came tb Dihder;” also on
CBS. Maxon agency hahdles thb
account.

(Continued bn page 40)

ON RELIGIOSO AIRERS
Mutual may up its 1 p. m. dead-

i ine for sponsored religious shows
on Sundays to;27p; m; Reason be-

hind tlie. possible shift is the fact

that ABC ’has skedded religions

shows on .Sunday until as late a.s74

pv .

in. ABC airs Baptist .and. Lu-

theran programs, on a split nct :

work basis, at, 3: 30-4 p.. m;
:

Encroachment pf religibso broad-'

casts on what is usually regarded
as cream com merciai periods is an-.

Other sign of the times.

Hollywood, TMarch 7.

CBS may be able to woo Ed
Gardner and “Duffy’s Tavern”
over 'if present negotiations can be-

completed. Show’s origination in

Puerto Rico is present barrier to

finalizing of the deal. Net is more
interested in buying the Gardner
package than in the mere sale of

.

time, but tax situation prevailing
in the Puerto Rico situation may
stand, in the way.

, Both Gardner and his sponsor,
Blatz Beer, have been unhappy
with the season’s ratings in the
Thursday slot (last Hooper , was
9.) > and. want to make a change.
NBC may come up

,

;
;with a time

change y liich would stall CBS ne-

gotiations.

&

ACWA Label on ‘Town’
A mttVanmafpd dnthinff Workers

Cleveland, March 7

' the broadcast material should pass

through with the same, speed that

news dispatches are handled. A
20 f r duty is levied, which means

A suit for back wages and.com- that news, is being taxed, Brown

also bothered WOV,
-lingual outlet, .

wh ich

plug Purchase of clothes with the of approximately si^uu. meir u.n.gS ... ^es from its Rome stu*

ACWA union , label. Group will original suit, filed more than a dios. National Assn, of Bipadcast-

back the ABC co-op stanza for
45

13 year ago, was for $3,000. ers has been informed pf the Mtu..

Ex-salesmen are Bob Miller, atlon and is trying to have thc.bai-

Agency is Ben Sackheinv. i George Folks and Fred Morrison, lieis lemov.ed.

WEAN’s New Manager
Providence, March 7.

Mowry Lov/e, announcer, special

events man and more recently com
ciuctor of a disk spot on WEAN,
Yankee Network* in Providence,
was this week named acting man-
ager of the radio station..

l ie took over with the promotion
of Joe Lopez to the home office in

» Boston.

m
Calkins & Holden, 48-year-old

agency which has been .expanding
its' radio' activities with the addi-

tion on Jan. 1 of Jess Barnes, for-

mer MBS sales veepee, and Wal-
ter Lurie, ex-MBS senior produc-
er. is merging with the new Car-
lock.. McClinton & Smith outfit.

Consolidation was affected, by
Barnes. Calkins, Holden, Carlock,
McClinton & Smith will have bill-

ings in the neighborhood of $9,-

000.000.

New firm will handle Prudential
Life’s $2,800,000 ad expenditure^.
Insurance company, which previ-

ously aired “Family Hour of Stars’
,

on. CBS, backs the “Jack Berch
Show” on NBC.



so RADIO REVIEWS
JIMMY . DORSEY SHOW v*

With Jimmy Dorsey orch, Claire
Hog&h, Kenny Martin; Bob Ship?
ley; announcer

Writer: Charles S. Monroe
Directorl Oliver Daniel
Producer: Robert Ray
30 Mins.; Sat, 5 p.mt
Sustaining
CBS, from N. Y.

Pushing * the upbeat of dance
bands on the airlanes, CBS is reg-
ularly spotting the Jimmy Dorsey
orch in the Saturday p.m. segment
formerly rotated a m o n g various
musicrews. it's a firstrate choice,
since J. D. is currently climbing on
the hit lists at a steady clip and,

at the same time, happens to be
one of the hottest pop items for

Columbia records. T h i s session

still pitches for the U, S. Treasury’s
Savings Bond drive.

Show has a solid beat, with
Dorsey dishing out the best brand
of music in his career. Up front on
the Dixie bandwagon, orch has an
Inner group, called the Original
Dorseylanders, which grinds out a

crack style of ragtime. On last

Saturdays stanza (4),
4‘Rag Mop,’’

/one of Dorsey’s current clicks, was
taken for a hot ride with a top--

flight vocal by Claire Hogan, band’s
femme Vocalist. Another solid bit

in the Dixie vein was "Jazz .Me
Blues/’ which followed a deadpan
longhair intro by announcer Bob
Shipley, who did a. neat overall job
of bantering with Dorsey.

Change-of-paCe numbers in-

cluded' "I Can Dream, Can’t I,”

vocalled strongly by Kenny Martin
and a Dorsey standard, "Green
Eyes,” with Miss Hogan and Martin
sharing the lyrics. One of the high
marks on the airer was scored by
Charlie Teagarden, trumpet side-

man, who delivered a firstrate in-

strumental and vocal rendition of

the oldie, "Ain’t She Sweet/' Gab
portions of the show were handled

E
alatably by Dorsey and Shipley,

ut the accent was where it be-

longed—on the music. ** errri.

TOM MOORE SHOW
With Moore, the Temptones, Vicki

Stevens, Harold Turner, Tony
Fontaine; Holland Engle, an-
nouncer

Writers-directors: Glenn Ransom,
Parlvlp Sti>vpn<i

30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:30 a.m.
Participating

.

WON, Chicago
This new.Tom Moore show, mov-

ing in as it does right after the
CBS morning

#
Arthur Godfrey

spread, is an obvious attempt by
WGN to strike the hot iron. And
if the Chi housewives are not sur-

feited by the format, the. Moore
show, With its pleasant potpourri
of chatter and music, has the quali-

ties to attract a goodly number of
"the Godfrey gals. "... *

Moore’s style lends itself well to

the folksy patter and homey poesy
used on the stint. On the show
caught (27), his material was a few
degrees on the right side of cute-
ness and hit for mild, chuckles with
no appearance of strain.

One of the strengths qf the half-

hour program is its generous mu-
sical budget, which cuts down on
Moore’s load and balances the seg-
ment. The Temptones, a well-knit
instrumental and Vocal quartet,
give body to the musical portions
and the Vicki Stevens-Harold Tur-
ner piano-organ duo adds sparkle
with lively-paced numbers. Tony
Fontaine soloed the day’s ballad.
He will alternate with two other

v vocalists during the week.
^ The show

,
was scratched a trifle

by laughs from studio personnel,
which while they give the impres-
sion that everyone’s enjoying his
work, they add nothing to the pro-
gram, especially if the listeners
dont’ think it’s that funny. Dave. \

YOUR HOME BEAUTIFUL
With Betty Moore (Vickie Vola),

Johnny Thompson; Paul Taub-
man, music; Bob Shephard, an-

nouncer
Producer; Herbert Rice
Director: Merton Koplin
15 Mins.; Sat., 11 a.m.
BENJAMIN MOORE & CO.
MBS, from New York

(St. George & Keyes)
“Your Home Beautiful/’ a 15-

minute potpourri of home furnish-
ing hints and songs, made a time-
ly preen? on WOR-Mutual Saturday
'(4), in view of the fact that spring
housecleaning and redecoration
generally is only a few Weeks away:
Forimat has interior decorator Bet-

ty Moore, whose radio voice is that

of Vickie Vola, suggesting color
schemes for the house. On the
initial program the kitchen was dis-

cussed while other rooms are to be
analyzed in subsequent broadcasts.

Color suggestions ate brought
out in a chatty discourse between
Miss Vola, baritone Johnny Thomp-
son and. announcer Bob Shephard.
Ideas are projected with enthusi-
asm and the tints are easy to visu-

alize on the basis of the descrip-
tion. Couple of tunes warbled by
Thompson help to break up the
dialog and represent a good change
of pace. Plugs Were conservative,
Which was understandable since
the show’s overall makeup carried
an implied message to dialers—-that
when they think of decorating,
think of Moore Paint, Gilb.

OPERATION— GOOD SAMARI-
' TAN
("Crisis In Asia”)
With Alfred de la Fuente, Leon

Janney, Mary Patton, others;
Charles Carshon, narrator; Leslie
Olmsted, anhoiincer

Writer-producer: Albert Crews
Supervisor: Clay. Daniel
15 Mins.; Mon. (6), 9:45 a.m.
WNBC* N. Y.

This drama-documentary series
Is a transcribed package aimed as
a pitch for the Church World
Service and the splendid work its

agents are doing among the dis-
placed persons in Europe.
Teedff stanza Monday (6), titled

“Crisis in Asia,” graphically told
of the plight of religious-minded
Koreans caught in the maelstrom
Of the Communist conflict. Mis-
sionaries of .that area gave vivid
descriptions of the suffering and
hunger rampant there and what
the church group, through its

agencies is doing to alleviate the
condition. It climaxed with a fer-

vent plea for support of all peo-
ples to aid in the work. Written
and produced by Albert Crews of

the Protestant Radio Commission,
With an assist from WNBC's pro-
duction chief, Clay Daniel, it fills

the bill adequately for this type of
program. Edba.

CAMPAIGN KICK-OFF
With' President Truman, Gen.
George C. Marshall; Henry
Fonda narrator

Writers; Ken Greenberg, Arnold
* Peri
30 Mins.; Tues., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC, CBS, MBS, from N. Y„ Wash-

ington
With a $67,000,000 goal to he

reached this month in its annual

fund-raising campaign, the Red
Cross auspiciously began the drive
Tuesday (1) in a half-hour “kick-
off” show carried by ABC, CBS
and MBS. Appeal to the public

,

wasn’t glossed over With a baker’s
dozen of guest celebs on hand to

syrup the issue, but was forcefully ,

projected via a starkly effective

documentary based upon several
cases contained in the organiza-
tion’s files.

Three case histories, all widely
divergent, served to illustrate the
broad scope of the Red Cross’ aid

in times of disaster, war and .sud-

den illness. First recounted the
story of a Georgia Jbby, paralyzed
when a tornado struck, who was re-

habilitated by the RC. Not only
was he helped by medical aid, but
the group also bought him tools to

set him up as a watchmaker.
Story of the Georgia youth, as

were the experiences of a hospital-

ized 13-year-old Washington, D. C.,

boy and a veteran who suffered
from the loss of speech, were re-

counted in their own words, ap-
parently by tape recordings. The
authenticity was greater empha-
sized by the terse, to-the-point
questions and observations of nar-
rator Henry Fonda, who neatly-
welded the trio of ; interviews into
a cohesive whole.

Gen. George C. Marshall, head of
the Red Cross, outlined the* char-
itable body’s 1950 financial ! objec-
tive and also cited the unit as a
"great, spiritual force.” President
Truman, in a fbur-and-one-half,
minute address* pointed out the
agency’s almost Indispensable po-
sition in community life and urged
the public to support some 2,000,-
000 campaign solicitors. Program
marked another milestone in ra-
dio’s traditional cooperation with
worthy charitable causes. Gilb.

ONE GREAT HOUR
With Lawson Zerbe, Bob Herman,

Virginia Bass, David Pritchard,
Hal Studer, Ronny Lias, Charles
Carshon, Denise Alexander; Ber-
ry Kroeger, narrator; John St*

Leger, announcer

.

Writer - director - producer: Albert
Crews; •

30 Mins., Thurs. (2); 9:30 p.m*
.

Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.

This half-hour airer presented

by WOR in cooperation with the

Protestant . Radio Commission was

a fair dramatization of the plight
currently being faced by. homeless
children in postwar Japan. Pro-
gram, however, did succeed in con-
veying a fairly vivid picture of the
tragic conditions confronting a
number of the Japanese kids to-

day. Put on in behalf of the
Church World Service and ; that
org’s work in taking care of these
stray Japanese juve§, show was
Weakened by tendency to go over-
board in pulpiteering, Less preach-
ing would have added to the broad-

cast’s effectiveness!
Yarn dealt with a Japanese

soldier’s quest for his younger
brother, after returning home from
the war to find fiis parents dead
and the kid gone. Throughout his
search, the pitiful picture of boys
stealing for food and sleeping in
railroad stations was brought into
play, along with the creditable
work done by,-a Christian orphan*
age in caring for some of the par-
entless children. Show wound up
with the soldier finding his brother
and both taking up residence in
the orphanage to give a helping
hand and learn the ways of Christ.
Cast turned in routine perform-
ances.

|
CATHOLIC HOUR 20TH ANNI-
VERSARY PROGRAM

With Eddie Dowling, Msgr. Fulton
. J. Sheen, Emmet A. Blaes, Niles

Trammell, Others
30 Mins., Sun. (5), 6. p.m.
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
CATHOLIC MEN

NBC, from N. Y.
Two decades of continuous Cath-

! olic broadcasting on the same spot
over NBC and. independent affili-

ated stations
:
Were marked by a

program of dramatization, com-
mentary ahd speaking Sunday (5).;

Monsignor Fulton J. Sheen brought
it to a moving climax with one of
the most sweeping:endorsements of
radio’s and NBC’s policy of free
time for religious programs ever
uttered by a spokesman for a riia-

jor faith.

The Monsignor said that broad-
casting companies halve done some-
thing which "no other industry
since the beginning of time” dia.
They have "given religion a free
ride.” NBC, he continued, has do-
nated to ‘‘Jews, Catholics and Prot-
estants millions of dollars in radio
time, freely, wholeheartedly and
sincerely.” Monsignor Sheen said

(Continued oil page 38)

MATINEE AT THE PALACE
With Bob Snyder, Mt’rty Ross
2 Hrs.; Sat.-Sun., 3 p. m.
PARTICIPATING
WOKO, Albany, <

Modified disk show from lobby
of Fabian’s largest upstate thea-

tre, the Palace, has improved since

debut two months ago. Level
would rise further if %Bob Snyder
and Marty Ross reduced the gags
and kidding, and cut the many
plugs' for various sponsors. A cer-
tain amount of talkiness stems
from the two-man format and 120-
minutes of air time. Snyder, one-
time band booker, who does a
morning spinner and two other
programs on the station, obvious-
ly knows music and musicians.
Ross, who originated the teenage
jock idea in the capital district,
also is musically hep,

Both are radio-wise, too. Snyder,
easy

,
and friendly, possesses a deep

masculine voice, which he doesn’t
always use to the fullest advantage.
Ross talks well, has a puckish
sense of humor (when kept within
bounds) and reads copy convinc-
ingly. Their characters, especial-
ly Ross’s "Knothead” (which re-
sembles "Finnegan” of "Duffy’s
Tavern”), are overworked on some
broadcast's. Interviews with I mu-
sicians ahd entertainers are mod-
erately well done; those' with pass-
ing patrons—chiefly children—are
included. Former angle could be
expanded. Impromptu messages
for theatre and its bills have re-
cently incorporated timely pleas
for signatures to admission tax re-
peal petitions. In all, program
serves the Palace

1

effectively.

Jaco.

In one of her infrequent ra<
appearances, Gertrude Lawrer
on Sunday. (5) used one of j
greatest stage successes, "Lady
the Dark” (1941), as a springboi
for a repeat click on "Thea
Guild on the Air.” Costarring w
Hume Cronyn and Macdori;
Carey (the latter of the origii
Broadway cast)

, Miss Lawrer
was a beguiling Liza Elliott
this musipal drama with its p
chiatric undertones.
Of course, Miss Lawrence ag<

sang her wellkhown "Jennie,” a
sang it well, while her speaki
performance was always ear-
resting. One had to listen
tently, of course, so as riot to lx

the continuity. One could n
certainly,; tunc in the middle a
expect to pick up the thread
the performance. Overall, it y
an effective performance.

Cronytt aptly underplayed i

psychiatrist, handling an tm
warding role well. Carey,’ as L
Elliott’s arch antagonist, was <

cellent. A weak spot was the »
of the cowboy star, played un<3
tinctively by James Monk, j

thur Vinton, as the magazine pi
lisher, was persuasive, as alwa
Keene Crockett, the photograph
was another plus factor among j

performances.
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IN NEW YORK CITY . . .

Benton & Bowles basketballers copped the ad league hoop title, with

Ip wins, two losses . . . . Actor Frank Maxwell back in Gotham after stint

in London production of “Death of a Salesman” . , . . Bill Bemfc added to

NBC flackery .
•.

.

.

It’s a boy for Dan Enright & Mw.; their second
child , vv, MBS’ Frank Zumlo named v to board of U. of Missouri

alumni assn. Also on board is NBC’s Mary Margaret McBride
. . .

.

Dave Brown, former WOR and MBS attorney, opening his own
office at 70 Pine st . . . CBS newsman Ned Calmer’s “The Strange

Land” best-selling; it’s now in third printing . . .Richard S. Bean is

new media director of Pedlar & Ryan, succeeding .Theodore Fisher,

who took over P&G account : ... Joe Franklin is riding the nostalgia

tide, now doing a cross-the-board noontime show for WPAT in addition

to his nightly WJZ offering . . CBS associate sports director John Derr
takes over ‘‘Saturday Sports Review” Match 18 . . . Wendy Warren
cOCktail-partying Frances Jarman of WDNC, winner of the CBS wom-
en’s - commentator contest, today (Wed.), at Dorset hotel . .

. .WOR re-

porter John Wingate leaves tomorrow (Thurs.) for month-long tour of

Europe to report on Holy Year abroad,

Mrs. Oscar Bradley, musical director of “We, the people,” planed to

Florida yesterday (Tues. ) for a. nine-day vacation, her first in .eight years
... Helen Coule and Bob Donley new to the cast of “Nona From No-
where” ... Ralph Bell added to t|ie cast of “Front Page Farrell” . ; .

Maggl McNeillis to moderate Philadelphia Bulletin Forum on women’s
rights March 22. . . Grey, $IaXon and Cecil & Presbrey agencies looking
at ABC’s Buddy Rogers show. . . . Bob Crosby and family left for Coast
Monday (6) where Bob rejoins CBS’ “Club 15” March . 27 . . . , Four net-

work toppers—NBC’s Niles Trammel, CBS’ Bill Palcy* ABC’s Bob Klnt-

ner and CBS’ Frank White—huddled at party opening Philip Morris’
new. offices at 100 Park ave.. .... .Three CBS dr timers, “Perry Mason/’
“Aunt Jenny” and “Second Mrs. Burton,” got 52-week renewals! . . .

Selvin Donneson upped to WWRL sales promotion manager . . . WNEW’s
Henry Morgenthaii, III, elected to City Center board of directors . ...

Mastic Acres has: bought six half-hours weekly on WHOM. ; , .WOV hat
appointed John Pearson as station rep . . :

.

Walter Kaner lining up a

radio committee for Jewish War Vets benefit at Madison Square Garden
. ; . . Vic Roby, ex-WAAT, added to WWRL announcery v . . . General
Electric Supply Corp. now co-sponsoring WMGM Newsreel Theatre . . ...

Hoffman Beverages to launch 26-week spot drive on WMCA next month.
Kevin Kennedy, WEDR announcer, doing sports on WOR seven nights

weekly. . . . WWRL vocalist, Kathrln Day, inked by Orpheus records.

.

Guy Kibbee becomes a regular panelist on Mutual’s “Sports For All”
tomorrow iThurs.). ., Harry Wismer, ABC sportscaster, appeared on
stage with Bob Hope at the Paramount in a bne-shot guester last week-
end . , .

,

Dick Llnke to tub-thump for Barry-Enright Productions .

Jerry Layton to marry Sherrill Cannold March 17, then take off on
Florida-Cuba honeymoon ’

. . Allyn Edwards,new emcee on. ABC-TV’s
"Couple of Joes,” fourth WNEW disk jockey to take on duties at the
web in the past month ... The Allen Funts storked with a daughter,
Patricia, Thursday 12 ) .... Walter (ABC) Kiernan profiled In current
Editor & Publisher.

Martin Magner producing "The Best Is Yet to Be” for the American
Medical Assn. . . . MBS’ "Bobby Benson” day drew 20,000 to Macy’i,

fJV HOLLYWOOD . . .

ABC’s Frank Samuels hauled east for two weeks of skull pounding
with Bob Klntner. . Budget for Coast TV will get priority in their talks

. . .Rochester couldn’t get, his release from American Tobacco for the
Campbell soup series, so deal is off. American) however, would like to
hear the audition record . . . .Tony Leader recorded his "Slice of Life”
for NBC. . . . When Garry Moore took to his bed with fiu, Bill Demling,
one of his writers, moved into the emcee spot. . . .Harry Flannery, one
of the CBS ace foreign correspondents during the war, is running for
Congress from the Hollywood district. ... . .Jerry Devine’s "This Is Your,
FBI” Was renewed for another year by Equitable Assurance Society

BH1 Lawrence and Paul Phillips are putting together the all-star
Red Cross show on NBC March 13. Jack Benny; Barbara Stanwyck and
Ronald Colman will have the leads in,a comedy show in which William
Keighley, producer of Lux and picture director, is also cut in for a few
speaking lines. . Jack Paar may be the quizzmaster of "Take It Or
Leave It” while Eddie Cantor takes his midyear sabbatical . . ! . Jimmy
Saphier is in New York to be with Bob Hope just in case the ruling
triumvirate at Lever Bros, would like to have words with the comedian
about his radio future.

IN CHICAGO . . .

Herold Gingrich leaves W. E. Long ad agency to devote full time 1c
his Own radio and TV productions. Gingrich, producer of "^Majority
Rules” on ABC-TV, had been radio director at Long’s since 1947, when
lie succeeded E. J. Sperry . . John North is new v.p. in charge of media
at Aubrey, Mopre and Wallace agency .. . Mabelle Johnson joins re-
search section of Radio Features. . . . WBBM ups hours of 7-8 a.m. Mon-
day through Saturday from Class D rates to Class C. ... Tommy Bart-
JeUf gets plaque from American Federation for the Blind . . Helen
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Hollywood, , March ,7. 4
; Everything is calm and peaceful
again along these channels arid fre-

quencies. • The high commands of

NBC and CBS have delated and;

just where they left their marks
still remain top drawer secrets.

Their ambassadorial touches were
everywhere evident and this “lost

horizon*' is the better off for their

visits, all too infrequent.
The big guns who kept the trade

in a dither for a few days were
Columbia’s pri Frarik Stanton and
and NBC’s Niles Trammell. If

What they: were after required
salesmanship and charm, the re-

sults were conclusive. Trammell
passed off his Visit fis “just talking

to our people about television” and
incidentally to see the proud flesh

of his good friend, Warren Wright
(Calumet stables ) , run at Santa
Anita. •

Stanton’s reason for basking in
this clime was supported by ad-
vance publicity. The net’s western

, affiliates held their annual gab-
iest and the good doctor, must
have sensed a few rankling prob-
lems that required his personal
attention. True, he got around to

, meeting his stars, inspecting pro-
posed TV studio sites and hud-
dling with Howard Meighan arid

his cabinet, but no side trips or
social lionizing. His agenda was
too crowded for that and as brisk-

j

ly as he moves, he must have just

managed to clear the decks before
he moved north for a Frisco stop-

over before heading back to his

home base.
Sez lt Isn’t So

Trammell was in town when the
rumor spread through the trade
on Bob Hope’s imminent washup
with Lever Bros. Would he try to
sew up the comic for NBC to get
the jump on Wiflmhi Paley? He

(Continued on page 38)

Chicago, March 7.

The abrupt March 29 cancella-

tion by Mars, Inc., of “Curtain
Time.” half-hour Chi-produced
drama package owned by Grant Ad
Co., aired Wednesday nights, is be-

lieved to indicate that Ralph E.

Ellis, account exec, is leaving the
agency with the Mars account in

his pocket.
Pulling of “Curtain” leaves candy

company at the moment without a

major radio network show; Com-
pany dropped the “Dr. IQ” stint

last year. Hint of a possible shift

to video is seen in “Curtain” can-
cellation „as the show, costing
around $4,500 weekly, has con-

sistently pulled a respectable 10-14

Hooperating.
Grant is offering the drama pack-

age to other sponsors. Show lias

been "aired for the past five years,

first year on ABC arid last four

years on NBC,

Pitt’s 1st Mr. & Mrs.

Via Native Son Menjou
Pittsburgh, March 7.

First Mr. and Mrs. show to come
through Pittsburgh will be “Meet
the Menjous,” transcribed Adolphe
Menjou-Verree Teasdale program,
which KQV has sold here: for dual
sponsorship by Meadow Gold Dairy
and Hafner’s Coffee. It will start
April 1 with an opening 13-week
contract, and is to be aired over the
local Mutual outlet five mornings,
weekly at Id
Menjou, by the way, is a native

Pittsburgher. His father used to
run a smart restaurant here, which
was patronized by leading locals
around the turn of the Century.

Mutual’s “Game of the
baseball play-by-play will be of-

fered on a co-op basis, the web
having failed to come up with one
sponsor to take the entire show.
Stations will be able to sign local

bankrollers on either of two plans:

(1) sale to a single backer; or (2)

sale of 30-second spots after each
half-inning and one 60-second spot

at the end of the game.

Frank White, MBS proxy, said

that reason for the move was the
demand from affiliates to sell the
major league ballcasts on a local

basis. Some 350 outlets in 31 states

will take the games* which will not
be aired in areas where majot
league ballgames are played.
Games will, however, be broadcast
south of the Mason-Dixon line and
west of St, Louis, a territory which
includes about 41% of the U. S.

population,
Web has sold Wheaties a “Wel-

come Back. Baseball” one-shot on
Sunday. April 17, at 7:30 p.m.,

with a Coast repeat at 8:30. Bob
Hope and Birig Crosby will be
starred, Wheaties is also backing
a “Welcome Back” show on CBS,
Aprif 16. Agency is Knox-Reeves.

Wee-watters are benefiting from
a growing agency interest in small
stations, based on the return to a

buyers’ market, the need for
harder selling and a drive to tap
the rural market;

Advertising fraternity, mulling
the new Broadcast Measurement
Bureau study, is finding that it
can’t rely only on the 50 kw
powerhouses to coyer the available
markets; Although they previously
depended on the big stations in a
city like Chicago to blanket the
broad area surrounding the Windy
City, they now find that suburban-
ites and residents of outlying ham-
lets are spending more time dialing
their local outlets.

Keystone Broadcasting System

,

transcription web which services
400 rural stations', reports an in-
crease in business from national
advertisers; KBS, which sells its

groups with a minimum of 80 out-
lets, for the past 10 years has had
plenty of drug sponsors, because it

reaches a market that is self-

medicating. However, food adver-
tisers are now coming in and the
soaps are looking over the situa-
tion.

Additional reason for interest in
the farm belt nowjs the growth of
television. Villages beyond video
range can be served by AM sta-
tions and because of their isolation
from other means of recreation and
entertainment, the intensity of
their listening is greater than in
the metropolitan ceritres. Farm
income, too, is relatively stable and
represents an important source of
sales, KBS toppers stress!

Mutual is also selling the rural
market heavily, pitching the fact
that 300 of its 500 affiliates are in
one-station communities. Loyalty
of listeners to their local broad-
casters, it’s emphasized, gi v e s

bankrollers on these outlets an im-
pact Which isn’t measured by
Hooper. One of the reasons be-
hind Ford’s big one-shot program
purchases on MBS (in January arid

(Continued on page 40)

on

. “Telephone Hour” has Inked
Ezio Pinza for a special appearance
April 1 0 to mark the stanza’s : 10th
year on the air, Star of “South
Pacific” will sing three operatic
numbers, backed by. a chorus of 60
arid With the. orchestra augmented
from 57 to 75 instrumentalists.

Broadcast will
.
originate from

Carnegie Hall, first time; the NBC
airer has come from there. Agency
is N. W, Ayer:

.;

t CBS, ^convinced that its recently-
devised'system of reporting a num-
ber of college football games each
Saturday is now fully developed,
has decided to pitch the idea to
prospective advertisers for riext

fall. If the web succeeds in lining
up a sponsor, it will mark the first

‘time that any network has had an
entire season of football games
bankrolled,
On the older system of airing

only one game each week, the Webs;
had always found it difficult to find
a barikroller ori anything but an
occasional one-shot basis. With all

four nets pitching for the: top
game from Week, to week, none of
them could guarantee a sponsor a
complete season’s wvapup, since it

was impossible to determine wheth-
er they could obtain broadcast
rights before the season, started,

Through its multi-game system,
CBS feels it now has that problem
licked: System has been built up
gradually, starting several years
ago with a pickup of two games per
Saturday until last season, when
the web aired reports of up to 20
separate games on the most hotly-

contested Weekends. If a bankroller
can thus be guaranteed before the
season opener that it will be cut
in for the top games throughout
the fall, CBS thinks it can sell its

football on a full-network basis.

Multi-game roundup is produced,

Washington, March 7.

•WMCA,'' N. Y., is getting $7,500
for its FM station, which owner
Nathan StraUs finds “too burden-
some” to operate.

Application filed last week with
FCC to transfer the facility to !

by the web’s public affairs division,

WYOU, Inc., asked that the WYOU
call letters be reserved and said
the buyers wish to create “a spe-
cialized form of program service
for housewives and for those day-
time listeners who do riot want to

hear the ‘soap opera’ type of
dramatic show which permeates
the network schedules.”

: . . *

. Purchasing company plans a staff

of three announcers, three en-
gineers and one program assistant,

under the direction! of Richard P.

Malkin of Brooklyn as general
manager. Program proposal calls

for 62% use of recorded commer-
cial shows, 22% recorded sustain-

ing and the remainder live sustain-

ing. Buyers contemplate a broad-

with sports chief Red Barber in

charge of the operation, as well as

chief announcer for the games.

In Lorain Trial

Cleveland. March 7.

Government’s anti-trust,

against Lorain (O. ) Journal
opened last

.
Wednesday U.) with

testimony diclosing the paper re-

fused to accept a WEOL log,: even
as paid advertising, and that

i
..

KIOA Sued for $4,940

Pay in

pes Moines, March 7.

Dan B. Hosmer, former director

of production and supervisor of

continuity for KIOA, pes Moines,
has brought suit against the Inde-

pendent Broadcasting Co., for $4.~

940 damages. In his petition lie al-

leges he entered into a written con*
j

has had to add four telephone op-
• »

'

•
.. 'a «

‘

*j f J.i_" rl. _ - '

' i.. 1J. m 4 ‘ A Lnlf . iv\t 1 1 iam

TUNE-0' tunes out to

AID COAL SITUATION
Detroit, March 7.

An unprecedented request by
the Michigan Bell Telephone Co.

resulted in a two-day suspension
last week of “Tune-O,” half-hour

CKLW across-the-board-show em-
ceed by Eddie Chase, Bell asked
suspension because exchange was
same as that being

.
used to take

emergency requests for coal. The
quiz-coal situation was" just too

much for telephone facilities,

“Although the request to clear

the telephone lines came only 10

minutes before air time; the sta-

tion and sponsors (Schafer Bread
and Aunt Jane’s Jams and Jellies)

were glad to cooperate during the

crisis.” J. E. Campeau, president

l and managing director of CKLW,
said.

The “Tune-O program here has

become so popular that the station

tract of employment with the com-, i era tors to its staff. A half-million

pany on Feb. 8, ’49, providing for : “Tune-O” cards have been request-

a salary of $4,560 a year for two ! ed by .listeners so that they cart

years.
He alleges, the company wrong-

fully and without cause discharged
him on Dec. 31, ’49, and has since

prevented him from performing his

part of the contract. He contends
he is entitled to 13 more months'
salary under the contract. A copy
of the contract attached to the pe-

participate in the quiz.

Tobacco Road on
Washington, March 7.

Erskine Caldwell, author of the

best-seller, “Tobacco Road.” has

acquired a part interest in WPHO,
titioiv sets out that the contract Phoenix. .

may be canceled on two weeks’ no- .
Novelist participates in the outj

tice bv mutual agreement of both :
let’s refinancing plan, approved

parties. I today (Tuesj by the FCC.

in as

Resigning at WJW Stirs

Up All Cleve. Community
Cleveland, March 7

Executive board of AFRA here
has been voted authority to at-

tempt to bring about an under-
standing in the WJW “Kousin
Kay” controversy that has stirred
all Cleveland.

Dispute has flared far beyond
its petty squabble stage, with Walt
Kay. conductor of kindly “Kousin
Kay’s Korner” half-hour Monday-
through-Friday stint at 6 : 30 being
backed by ministerial groups,
newspaper editorials and “thou-
sands of just plain listeners.” Kay
had taken closing moments of his

show (25) to protest spotting five-

minute “Call to Post” in last fivCr

minutes of Iris stanza, saying he
felt horserace results didn’t show
good programming.

Station offered to forget the en-
tire episode of editorializing if Kay
returned Monday without further,

ado, but Kay maintained that

would put him in an unfavorable
light, and he asked the right to

make brie f comm ent. Kay also sa i

d

WJW could make a spot between
his show and the following five-

minute sportscast clearing him;
otherwise he felt his resignation
would be in order. Station accept-

ed his resignation.

Controversy has now grown far

beyond “I’m right, you’re wrong”
stage. Station owner. Bill O’Neil,

now in Florida, turned back Kay
appeal, saying his stand is that of

on-the-scehe station execs, but that

he’d be glad to talk “to Walt about
the situation” when he v returns to

Cleveland, March 13.

AFRA. seeking to improve pub-

lic reaction to radio, will seek
O’Neil meeting at that t'pie. Kay
is a member of AFRA.

!
cast week Of 72 hours, instead of

j WEOL sought out-of-state listeners

j

the present 42 hours, with not more ' as part of Government evidence,
than 12 minutes per hour for com- WEOL is key prosecution evi-
mercial spots. derice, showing how the Journal

Stockholders in WYOU a r e
; and its officials, allegedly conspired

Stanley and Barbara
.
Joseloff. Ben

. tq restrain news and advertising,
and Betty Gordon, and Gloria

j nine miles from Lorain.
Hirtz, all of New

.
York; John B.

Kelly, Paul F. Harron and Joseph
Lang, all of Philadelphia; Patrick

Roy
.
Ammel. pi’esident of the

Elyria-Lorain Broadcasting Co., ad-

mitted the station had put on spe-
! J. McCall of Mantzville, Pa.; and

: cial programs inviting listener re-

j

Douglas Arthur of Glenside Gar-
; sponse from outside Ohio, to eslab-

j

dens, Pa. rlish interstate dealings after Gov-
ernment served, notice it would

(Continued on page 38)
j

The Joseloffs and Gordons have

;

interests in Stbrecasting Corp. of

America. McCall, Harron, Kelly
1

and Lang have Storecasting inter-

ests in Philly. Harron and Kelly

each hold 31% interests in WIBG
in Philly.

Value of the WMCA-FM prop-

erty to be assigned is listed In the

!
application as

.
$26,000. WMCA

1

lists its current assets as of last

Nov. 30 at $1,280,000,

LARGER TO NX
Emphasis on .the Negro /•market

/i5-.conUnmn-g; ;

tb- grow among New B^t,”

York City indies/ ;V/LIB,
.
\Vhich house, The

Morris Novik took over from the

N. V. Post last year.will: soon open

studios in the Hotel Teresa, lead-.

, ing Harlem hostelry, to cement
1 ties with the community. WWRL
'

is also planning an uptown studio.

WWRL this week added several

Negro-slanted ai refs, with stanzas

1

On Coast AM-TV Setup
' Hollywood, March 7.

J. Don Wilson, former ABC v.p.

in charge of radio and television

;
programs, .is affiliating his radio

l
and television production interests;

with Don Sharpe Agency of
,

'Holly*',

wood. Sharpe will concentrate on
sales and talent representatives,

with Wilson su per vi si ng protUi c-

. tiori, including • current programs
handled by. Sharpe like . “Night

een Directors Play-

The Dick Powell. Show”
and others.

Both men wil 1 combine their tal-

ents in radio and television pack-

ages, featuring top: Hollywood
names.

1

.
Sharpe’s N Y, Chores

Don Sharpe arrives in New York
. today (Wed.) on multiple deals

:

in this category now accounting fot concerning radio and television
22 broadcast hours per week. Lat-

packages. Agent, will finalize ne-
est addition is Doc WhceleT., ex-

gqtiations on a new radio series to
.
bandleader featured on AVMCA s

s^ar Dqug] as Fairbanks, and will
“Harlem Amateur Hour, who is a]Sp discuss possi ble time changes
doing a morning ‘/Kitchen Kapers for th6 Dick Powell “Richard Dia-

i strip. A daily “Spiritual lime Private Detective” series,
'show, was also launched last week. Sharpe will also follow up sporir

!

lndi,e already airs Negro sports,
: sor interest in “Night Beat.” Frank

. swing and Mr. and Mrs. series.
. Lovejoy starrer, and discuss Brian

WNEW last week preemed . Donlevy's “Dangerous Assignment’*

stanzas with two Negro vocalists>
i
program, which is being' prepared

; Herb Jeffries and Juanita Hall, v for fall, television.
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Washington, March 7;V;

With a growing conviction that

the development cannot long be
kept from the public and that the

Industry objections are a smoke
screen to avoid any disruption of

manufacturing operations, the FCC.
is moving toward adoption of dual

standards which will give the

broadcaster and the viewer a

choice of color television systems.

The very existence of contro-

versy iii the color video develop-

ment is proof of public interest

and imminence of arrival. (Wit*

ness recent articles in Life, Time,
Fortune; Coronet and syndicated

columns). With color, it is now a
question of “how”. the develop-
ment shall be brought to the pub-
lic iii the traditional system of
free competition for ppblic accep-
tance. •

Only a very short time ago, the

Idea of dual or multiple standards
(permitting three systems) was her
Ing laughed: at as technically im-
practical and economically un-
sound. But last week’s hearings,
which brought out the fruits of
earlier spadework to spur compe-
tition to perfect color processes,
disclosed Chairman Wayne Coy
taking the helm in charting the
course toward solution of the com-
plicated problems involved. It has
become evident that positive acr

tion is being seriously Considered.

Currently, both RCA and .
CBS

are cool to dual standards. RCA,
because of its position with its li-

censees, doesn’t want manufactur-
ers breaking away even a little bit

to pay rights for Use of CBS pat-
ents for color transmission and
possibly for some devices at the
receiver.
CBS, on the other hand, feels

(Continued on page 35)

You Alw&ys Run
Detroit; March 7,

During telecasting of “I Be-
lieve in America” over WXYZ-
TV, Henry Brown, director of
the Detroit Historical Assn.,
was asking Detroit . Fire Chief
N. C. Higby and Edward J.

Blohm, assistant chief, the rel-

ative merits of fire-fighting

techniques Of today compared
with those of yesterday. Two
firemen rushed into the studios
just then and notified the chief
that a three-alarm fire at an
apartment house required his

immediate supervision.
Quick-witted Higby shouted:

VYesterday; today, tomorrow—*
when there’s a . fire you run.”
And he did.

Hollywood, March 7.
‘

Hal Roach Studios, Inc., is un-

Washington, March 7.

American Telephone & Tele-
graph, testifying before the FCC
On whether it should be required
to interconnect with the television
cable and relay facilities of West-
ern Union, said today (Tues,) that
its investments in the field ap-
proximate $40,000,000 and. will ex-
ceed $60,000,000 by the end of ’50.

Bell counsel Ernest North said
that AT&T now interconnects
With 26 cities and will increase
its facilities by «year’s end to link
more than 40. (There are now 66
cities with TV stations.)

Bell contended that all its chan-
nels are adequate to meet all re-
quirements for TV service in the
area where WU also has facilities,

and that there is no public need
for linking Bell and WU facilities.

Public requirement, North said, is

for through service with many out-
lets and Bell is . undertaking to

I meet that intercity .demand. On
{the other hand, he argued, WU

dergoing a reorganization, with
I has video relays only between

H. R. P. Lytle, corporation finance i N. Y. and Washington.
attorney in charge of the manage-
ment and Roach devoting his time

Previously Bell had been re-
quired to interconnect with pri-

chiefly to television film activities.
]
vate lines of the broadcasters and

Under the new program the com-
[
the present question is whether it

pany will go in for an augmented /will also have to link up with WU.
TV campaign. ' On this point, Bell declared that

Creditors of the company, in re-
j

since WU does not Undertake to
turn for partial cancellation of
their claims, will receive preferred
and common stock in the corpora-
tion under the realignment. Heavi-

^ est single creditor was Roach him-
Igs self, who. cancelled a note for

$770,000 in return for such stock. ! with AT&T.
Company once borrowed $1,500,

-

000 f r pm the Reconstruction
Finance Corp., of which more than
$500,000 has been repaid in recent
years. New plan paves the way for
renegotiation of- the remainder of
the loan with RFC. The new board
consists of Lytle, Hal Roach, Sr.,

Hal Roach, Jr., and Sid Van Keu-
ren. :

'

,

In addition to his video produc-
tion program, Roach owns copy-
rights on hundreds of comedy
shorts, including many early
Harold Lloyd reels, which will
soon be made available for tele-

vision.

meet demand for complete service,
it can’t compete with Bell unless
it furnishes its customers Bell’s
channels to piece out its offerings.
WU position is that it should be

allowed to? interconnect its net

* •• w,

LOT; TO SHOOT YIDFILM
Hollywood, March 7,

KTTV has set a deal to take over
production facilities at. Nassour
studios. Station will beam its

shows from Nassour sound stages

and also film some shows on the
lot for syndication throughout the
country. KTTV will give up its

present Bekins: Building studio,

but will keep El Patio Theatre for
duration of its six-month contract,
'

It’s likely that Nassour lot will*

be cleared of. most' other tenants^

Nassours, William and Edward,
will remain, probably moving into

some limited television film prcK
duction.

Passion Play to U.S. For

Television by ABC?
Oberammergau P ass i o n Play,

which dates back over 300 years
and involves the entire population
of the Bavarian town in its pro-
duction, may be staged in the U. S.

by ABC-TV in late fall. Web
Would fly over a score of the prin-

cipals from Germany for a con-
densed televersion of the day-long
drama.

Play, which will be put oh for

the first time since 1934, has never
been done outside the German,
town. Network is now attempting

to get State Department and Mili-

tary
1

Government approval to im-

port the troupe, and if arrange-

ments can be completed, the Pas-

cion PIay
: would perform in Ger-

man, with English translation in-

terpolated.

TECHNI’S GEER TV TUBE

HUY TIPS VIDEO ENTRY
Hollywood, March 7.

Technicolor has purchased the
patent covering a color television
tube invented by Dr. Willard GeCr,
of Southern California U, Buy
indicates the company will move
into television strongly. Df* Her-
bert T. Kalmus says Technicolor is

appropriating $500,000 for re-
search, part of which will be ap-
plied to professional and commer-
cial application of the Geer tube:
He also said, "One of the great

advantages of the Geer device iis

that it may provide a means for
converting black-and-white tele-
vision sets and television sets in
production to receive color tele-
vision broadcasts in a way which

!
Will avoid Obsolescence,”

Cincinnati, March 7.

Linking of WCPO-TV here with

WHIO-TV, Payton, and WTVN, Co-

lumbus, this week for telecasts of

Friday night wrestling matches

staged in Cin.cy’s Music Hail

Arena, is seen as /first step in in-

formation of a seven-city,' three

state TV network to carry sports

and other indoor and Outdoor

events of sectional interest.

Seripps-Howard WCPO-TV has
Mutual, ABC and DuMont affilia-

tions. Most other outlets in new
web are CBS stations, Cleveland,
Toledo, Indianapolis and Louis-
ville stations are expected to join
the network upon completion of
coaxial cables and microwave re-

lays..
.

Cincinnati, Dayton and Colum-
bus spread competes with the Cros-
ley„ TV network which has been
operating iii three cities for some
months.
New Web is reported to be lining

up Cincy Reds and Cleveland In-

dians baseball’ for summer and
Midwestern Conference football
games for the fall. WKRC-TV,
local CBS affiliate, is said to be
giving up its exclusive video rights
to the 12,000 seat Cincinnati Gar-
den, upon expiration of present
contract this summer, leaving spot
open for feeds to the tri-state web
of boxing, hockey and basketball.

Video Is Seen as Bringing

NBC television’s new two-and-a-half-hour “Saturday
Revue” cut drastically into the top competing shows on other net-
works last week (4). Up for the first time against CBS-TV's “Ken
Murray Show,” which is aired alternate weeks from 8 to 9 p.m.,
the NBC stanza cut the Murray Hooperatiqg from its previous 29.5
(for Feb. 18, before the NBC show was launched) to an 117 last

week. .

.'
.

. .

While the NBC opus is carried in whole or in part by most of the
web’s interconnected stations, for. reasons of comparison the Hoop-
ers are based only on the web’s four owned-and-operated station
areas. These fpuiVrN, ; Y. v Chicago, Cleveland and Washington—
carry the entire two-and-a-half hours,.and so the ratings are con-
sidered representative. Average Hooper for the NRC ‘’Revue”
dipped slightly last week, from Its opening night ( Feb." 25)mprk of
38 4, to a 35.3 last week.
Other competing programs took it bn the chin as heavily as did

the Murray show. While, no Hooper is available for CBS’ ‘‘Ed
Wynn Show” last week, the NBC competition was marked during
the preceding; week. Thus, before the NBC program, started, Wynn
drevv a 17.2 rating (for Feb, i8), which dropped to 7.9 opposite
NBC’s first show (FCh. 25). Drop is believed to have been even
more pronounced last Week (4), since the rating oh NBC’s show for
the half-hour opposite Wynn (9 to 9:30), climbed from the first

week’s 39.6 to 41.6. DuMont’s ‘‘Cavalcade of; Stars” was similarly
affected. On Feb. 18, before the NBC series started, the DuMont
show had a 36.9 average. Against the first week of NBC{s competi-
tion, fhe rating dropped to a 10.5 for the first half hour (9 to 9:30)
and 9.6 the second half hour.

Thomas D. Connolly has been
named manager of CBS-TV pro-

gram sales, switching over from a

similar position i|i the web’s
,
radio

department.
He’ll supervise selling of CBS-

TV house-built packages, reporting
directly to sales veepee J. L. Van
Volkenburg.

'

Capp, Burrows to Tell All

A1 Capp, creator of “Li’l Abner,”

and CBS comedian Abe, Burrows
are slated to air their Views on
American-type comedy Friday
night (10) via CBS-TV’s “People’s
Platform;” Duo will kick around
the subject, “Is American Humor
Funny?”
Show, aired in the 10 to 10:30

slot, is sponsored by Household.
Finance Corp. Charles Collingwood
is moderator.

Greensboro, N. C., March 7.

Members of.the House Ways
Means committee were told in

Washington that television even-
tually will make it possible for the
poorest and most isolated public
schools to enjoy the benefits of the !

most modern teaching methods; 1

In a statement filed with the
committee, which is holding tax
hearings, P. T. Hines, general man-
ager of the Greensboro News Co.,
Greensboro, said that television
station WFMY-TV (owned and op-
erated by the company) is already
working with the public school
system in testing methods of audio-
visual teaching, in cooperation with
the U. of North Carolina.
Hines had protested personally :

to Federal officials against a pro-
posed 10% tax on television re-
ceiver sales, added in his state-
ment that the future, possibilities
of television . in the educational
fields are tremendous. He pointed
out that onjy last week public
school teachers from all over
North Carolina, met in Greensboro
to study the use of television in the
classroom and that WFMY-TV
broadcast a special program for
their Study.
Hines said that the television

and FM station owned by Greens-
boro News Co. represents an in-
yes t in e n t 6i approximately
$500,000, including $100,000 for
operating capital.

Chi TV School Class
Chicago, March 7.

A class devoted entirely to TV
has been set up at South Shore
high school here. The course was
started after a survey showed that
500 of the school’s 1,600 pupils
came from homes having video sets.

Organized on a workshop basis,

course will be devoted to writing,
lighting, makeup, research and
program criticism.

CBS television, pressing for

adoption of its field sequential
color system by the FCC, hopped
on the color video system unveiled
by Dr. Allen B. DuMont at the In-

stitute of Radio Engineers show
in N. Y. Monday (6) to point, out
the similarity of the two methods.
While CBS, of course, is plugging
its color for commercial broadcast

use, DuMont described his system
as one designed only for industrial

and scientific use on closed circuit

transmissions.
DuMont method employs the

same filter wheels before the cam-
era and receiver but® where the
CBS system is set up to operate on

j

TV’s current six-megacycle band
width, DuMont has designed his for

an 18 mg. band. This, he claimed,
provides for the greatest possible
detail and definition and, he
charged, the commercial systems
being promoted by CBS, RCA and
Color TV, Inc., all are trying to

cram three colors into space of only
j

a single-color band. DuMont sys-

j

tern scans 180 fields, as cQmpared
|

with CBS’ 144, arid operates on a
j

525-line standard, as compared to

CBS’ 405, :

Dr. Peter
.
Goldmark, CBS re-

search thief, told the press after

the DuMont demonstration that he
didn’t “mind DuMont using the
CBS system, but I feel hurt that
they didn’t dq a better job with it.”

Color shown by DuMont was not
true at all time, with the whites
especially showing poor definition.
Slight flicker in reception was at-

tributed by DuMont to the use of
Diesel generators td p o w e r the
demonstration. He said the cost
of his system for a one-color chain
would be slightly under $20,000.

Chicago, March* 7.’*

Optimism as to: the TV indus-
try’s future sounded a strong note
at the second annual' : television

conference which opened here
Monday (6). But frequent warn-
ings against too speedy advance-
ment indicated that many leaders
feel the industry is still something
of an infant despite the “TV com-
ing of age” theme of the meeting.

In a keynote address delivered
to. 250, TV officials attending, both
John B. McLaughlin, Kraft Foods
ad manager, and Charles R. Deiiny,

NBC exec v.p., Warned there is still

much to be learned about the me-
dium despite its initial success..

They Cautioned against mistakes
made by radio in its infancy; and
urged video men to make haste

slowly to put. the industry on a

strong foundation.
Caution Was .reflected in the

afternoon panel session devoted to

selling; buying and * using video,

with frequent emphasis on still un-

met problems. Most of the five

panel members, although sharing

the enthusiasm about TV as a po-

tent advertising medium, admitted
wrestling with problems, of cost,

effective programming, arid sponsor
aeceptaneeship.
McLaughlin raised eyebrows

with a strong attack against spot

arid station break advertising rid-

ing on the coattails of expensive

show s. “If all of us whb are buy-

ing arid paying for big shows de-

(Continued on page 38)

%% of Sets m 10

Charles J. Basch’s Television
Screen Productions is producing a
series of five-minute animated car-
toons designed for kiddie corisump-

i

tion. Strips, labeled “Jim arid Judy
in Teleland,” will run three-and-
one-half-minutes, leaving the re-
maining time for commercials,
Four shows have already been

completed, with a total of 13 cfci-

j

sodes scheduled to be wrapped up
by May.

Washington, March 7.

Approximately 75*3^ of TV sets

in circulation are concentrated in

10 leading markets,’ according to a

geographical breakdown of receiver

shipments issued last week by the

Radio Manufacturers Assn. Report

showed that about 2,400,000 of the

3,182,000 sets shipped out by RMA
member faetpries since postwar to

Jan. 1, ’50, went to New York,

Philadelphia, Chicago, Los An-

geles, Newark, Boston, Detroit,

Cleveland, Baltimore and Washing-

ton.

However, as new TV markets
open, prpportiori of total sets in the

big centers declines. Shipments
during the fourth quarter of 1949

showed about two-thirds going to

the top 10, with remainder going

to 40 other areas. Distribution to

such cities as Pittsburgh, St. Louis,

Milwaukee, XMirineapol is, Ci nci n-

riati arid San Francisco showed
noticeable increase in final quarter

of year. ;

RMA breakdown indicated that

number of TV sets in sonic 16

states Is still negligible.
,

Report reflected establishment of

first. TV stations In Miami find

Jacksonville, Phoenix, Nashville,

Greensboro, N. CM Huntington, W.
Va., Portland, Ore., Tulsa, San
Antonio, .Birmingham, Albuquer-
que, Indianapolis, Oklahoma City

and Charlotte, N. C.
RMA production constitutes 80

to 85% of total industry output.
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Despite the apparent stress cur-f
rently being placed on vaudeo and
dramatic programs by the televi-

sion broadcasters, a \vrapup of the

various show' categories aired by
NBC during the last year discloses

children's shows and sports still

topping the list. In addition, the
web’s 'report, made available only
this week, reveals that early esti-

mates of the importance Of film to

TV have not yet borne fruit, since

film shows accounted for only
11.7%. of NBC’s : total broadcast
hours during; 1949.

While the survey covers only
NBC-TV ?s program operations, it’s

believed that it is fairly represent-
ative of the entire industry. Other
networks may have aired more fea-

ture film than NBC during the last

year and NBC might have : gone
more heavily in some other branch
of programming* blit, with TV com-
petition among the webs as hot as

it is, most of them are •following
virtually the same programming
pattern ^Industry analysts point
out, however, that the survey can-
,not be construed as representative
of future program operations. Me-
dium is still in an experimental
stage programwise and thus the
entire picture: may change before
it settles down into a steady pat-

tern.

Of a total of 1,922 hours and 28
minutes of programming during
1949, NBC devoted 346 hours, or
18% of the total, to shows for
moppet viewers. Sports repre-
sented 16.5% of the total, which
drama had 1.5.2% and Variety pro-

Crusade Critic
prankster, as yet un-

identified, pulled a gag that
had the audience chuckling at
the American Television Socie-
ty. luncheon Friday (3) at the
Hotel Roosevelt, ,N. Y. With
Robert Montgomery as guest
speaker, the jokester tipped a
bellhop to parade around the
room paging,

*
fCall for Mn

Frank Costello.”
Montgomery, through his

ABC radio show, is carrying on
virtually a one-man- crusade
to have Costello de-naturalized
and deported for alleged gam-
bling activities. He recently
filed a plea for such a move in
N. Y. federal court.

Television industryites are scof-

fing at reports that, they’re cor-

rupting the morals Of their young-

er viewers. They claiin they , are

responsible for propagating more
of the best in music, drama and
other cultural activities than any
other medium. In; fact, they point
out* more people probably saw
Shakespeare last year on video
than: all those in the 350 years
since the Bard penned his classics.

. Striking back at the number Of
|

critics or allegedly ; disappointed
viewers who have atta'cked video
recently for putting too much em-
phasis on whodunit and horror
shows, TV spokesmen charge such
critics overlook the more cultural
aspects of the medium. They re-
iterate that the whodunits are a

Gratitude
Singer Johnny Andrews is

nursing a badly bruised leg,
after being kicked, by a live

mule during a rehearsal of his
WNBT, N. Y., “Easy Does It.”

Scene Called for Andrews to

sing “Mule Train.”

Television boom's impact on

' CBS Revision lost two more
top shows to competing networks
this Week through its inability to
clear time on enough affiliate sta-
tions. Web gave up the Bob Hope
series of Frigidaire - sponsored
holiday shows, starting with Easter
Sunday, to NBC, and was forced
to sit by while ABC copped pick-
up fights to the National Invita-
tion Tournament in c o 1 1 e g e
basketball, starting at Madison Sq.
Garden, N. Y., Saturday (11).

.

Hope series* of course, is the
more important of the two and
CBS almost had that one in its

pocket,
; TV sales

.
chief David

Sutton returned from Chicago
huddles with reps of Frigidaire
and the Foote, Cone & Belding
agency early last week with a
pencilled order for the show.
NBC also put in its bid

_

for the
series, one of the video plums of

grams- 11,8%. Runners-up, in

Dart of Commercial nroerarmning V ^ scues, one ui me viueo piums or

and that Tf parents Tlfink Tuch V
shoW

•

bu
?
lnT -

ls
•

forciI
?g sma11 the year, and as of Thursday (2),

sbOw^ bi'iVt their vmfn Joflrc then
agenclGS to -change* merge or per-

. both webs were ready to announce

^rthe
h £^ j

sb
V td - Jobn.- .Ei Gibbs.

! they had it sewed up.; FC&B reps
Latter has, therefore, expanded his came to N. Y. Friday, though, to

brami
h
Fven J h fnh^HiPinMc

P^"
i

agency ’

s activities from radio
>
on huddle with Hope in his dressing

• ; fectTnn nf mhnnet f«re
d

hZex,er^^
whlch he conc*ntrated for more r00m at the Broadway Paramount,

*1
l

a decade, to television, films
; where he’s currently headlining,

.-the yiBeoites claim the ,kids are
|. and ,legit. Gibbs left Gotham for

; When it became apparent that

«r
;

thp
y
mpdiwn

I

Hollywood yesterday (Tues.) to ne-
j
CBS Couldn’t clear the stations,

S
imPac

{j |

gotiate a tieup with a new Coast
j
the series was tossed into NBC’s

whether for good or bad, on all
{ hrm', Artists Agency Corp., replac-

, iap .

ing his link with Berg-Allenberg
' Same situation occurred with

(who merged with the William the basketball games. CBS has
Morris Agency).

, had a virtual monopoly on net-

. fU . .

.
Emergence of video as an impor- work pickups from the Garden for

glass to another. When he puz-

1

tant factor, cutting across tradi-
; the last several years and thought

jzledl.Y quizzed her, she said she
. tional show biz lines, requires agen- it had the inside track on the NIT

the mistake of playing down to its
j

was “aerating” the stuff for her cies to become more diversified, 1

meet. Sponsor, who has not yet
audience. Without referring to the

|

d°lL She explained that this was with those primarily in radio hav- been identified
* wanted more sta-

filrii ihdustry by name, he intimat- I

w
f
ha‘ the *««.- ! *» «"<• "ew fields as a hedee HE*

. .. „ . . i ufacturers did in their TV com-— - — .A 1 _ A* r A 1 _ _ A . ’ _ . 1 _ * .

Robert Montgomery warned the
viewers.
One parent, for example, related

television industry last week that i

seeing his four-year-old daughter

it must necessarily fail as a fee- •
repeatedly pouring water from one

dium of entertainment if it makes

order, were musical shows, 9.1%;
,

ed
;

hat
.

one “f

„
the «•>>«*

j
merci»ls. Parent pointed out that

quiz and audience participation, l

^odfronting Hollywood today is the he probably hadn t . used such

(Continued on page 40)

ing to find new fields as a hedge
t
tioris than CBS could provide,

against the AM decline, Gibbs said.
: though, and so decided to swing

As a result, he is concentrating on ^be contract to ABC. Latter web
TV and has added Robert Lantz to declined comment on getting the

;

audience lost because producers I words until he started college,
j

his staff to specialize in films and
: seriesf this week so that it’s not

|
lost touch with the public: If TV S^mei father declared his, daughter

|
legit, while Francis Head is moving

j know7n how many of the tourna-

i producers begin to “feel contempt fiad ^eafbed do tell at the age of . into the same fields. ment games will be televised,

i for the audience,” he declared, V}r*fr Wsi
u
to make^ eertam- she Importance of diversification is At the heart of the CBS prob-

“they will sense that contempt and 3,
1(

!
n ^ b11^ her favorite TV shows.., seen im.the. fact that talent crosses i lem is the slowness with which the

we will lose them” I

These are examples of the better : easily from one field to the -other.; web ’

s primary radio affiliates en-

I
Speaking at an American Tele :

1
thines does which its ; detrac-

j
and that producers want material

: tered video.,
,
Other webs got in

vision Society luncheon at the |-
or^ to recogn

?
ze

-

i o
S
Y

fl

u
S s

A

taTs - Eor the Lucky
; firs^ both in number of owned-

; Hotel Roosevelt, N Y., Mbntgom- Longhair List
!

Jfrike-Robert Montgomery show on
; and-operated outlets and prime af^-

l ery; who is now producing NBC- As for TV’s dissemination of ;.
ln 'Vh lch Gibbs is asso- ftHates, forcing CBS, for the most

twice last year on CBS’ “Studio
One” and once by the Amherst

Jack Carson’s starrer on CBS- i

TV’s “Lucky Strike Theatre.” »aid culture, industryites point with

TV’s “Ford Theatre” Friday (10)
;

^ba^ 26 years in show biz/j pride to the ciassical music, ballet,

will cost the pic star in the neigh-
j

he’s only become certain of one _or
1

legit,, etc., which they program as

borhood of $1 5,000. Ih order to wo
.

,lings - One of tnese. he said, ;a matter of course. To prove their

take the role in the television oro- !

that in any medium, its very point about Shakespeare, they list

Mictipnof'^oom' Service/ Carson the people Involved to for- , “Julius Caesar." which whs aired,

had t.p cancel two weeks of engage-

'

ge^ audienCe and begin to feel

mentis for his “Jack Carson Show”
In Detroit and St, Louis—-for which
he gets $7,500 a week—and is pay-
ing salaries of the 11-man troupe,

plus their hotel expenses.
Sylvan Taplinger, talent buyer for

Kenyon & Eckhardt, snagged Car-
son for his video debut by getting

Bob Wolf, of K&E’s Coast office,

to contact the film performer as

soon as he learned that Carson had
severed his contract with Warners.
Carson, who is getting about $2,500
for the Ford guester, agreed, he
said, “because “I’ve alway wanted

(

(Continued on page 35)

•a a ... . • /-« ~
t ... vtnw ijumvmvm. uy t vi u* ^ mi. *

Masquers ; via NBC; Comedy of
! scriptets

,
jncluding Elaine Carrmg-

ciated, the . agency could deliver to .sh,ire afliliatiori, in many
not only Madeleine Carroll, but
also Somerset Maugham’s “The
Letter.” It handles the British au-

thor for radio and tele.

Video devours ’ so much mate-
,

rial, Gibbs stresses, that writers i

are a key factor in any agency. His
j

office handles several AM and TV

(Continued On page 38)

Small Mfrs. See

!
ton, and represents the estates of

! Damon Runyon, Luigi Pirandello
and Stefan Zweig. among others, CBS lost little time this week

j

which makes it relatively easy to
j n sewing up a new sponsor for its

better” -than the public to whom
they are playing.

‘ “But in all the
history of show business,” lie add-
ed “no audience has ever failed—
it has always been producers who
have failed.” Thus, he added, the

greatest mistake possible is to un- \

derestimate the public.

Montgomery alluded fo the oft-

1

repeated allegation that the aver-
; | f\ • j

age American public has the men-

;

tality of a 12-year-old. “But it.
1

makes no difference,” he asserted, ..••««„<.{ — — - — • ^

"Whether . person> 12 years old Washmgton, March 7. i (h/^ ^i^t^sho^
m n KA ai rtl in ini i am Vk a a m a a aa #1 1 m 4 L I a ^ * . .

' get good properties. Sunday night "This Is Show Busi-
As a package house, Gibbs’ office ness” stanza. With Crosley having"

i placed “Welcome Travelers.” “Mar- decided last week to bow out after
. riage for Two” and “Dorothy Dix ’

' completion of the first 26-week

j

on NBC and ‘ Ladies Be Seated on cycle March 26, the web pacted
ABC. But the move towards ex- wm! Lucky Strike to pick up the

ciwoc * vc ;

mentally... The ^ppioAch al
j: i; Some small TV set manufactur-

1

specjafization has passed in this for^

1

13
^
weeks In to* the* start'ofth^

to do a three - act play. ’Room
!

™ ^ one of the. emotions and ers are worried that they may get
! 0f crisis.”

f0f 13 weeks ‘ lnt0 the starl of thc

Service’ is » vehicle I like and t
j

instinct and has little to do with l squeezed Out in the transition to
!

.

•

want, to see how I like TV and how ; cerebral processes. Their instincts color video. One such, Packard-

;

TV likes me.” He feels that the
Ford airer has a great deal of pres-

(Continued on page 38)

tige and expresses amazement “at

how far TV has advanced.”
Carson, who has been rehearsing

for a week, said that video re-

quires “a much tougher schedule
than films.” His troupe, which iri 1-

chides Robert
:
Alda and Jariis

Paige, will resume its tour in De-
March 24. Carson will start

Lester’s Interviews

Set on CBS for

I

Bell Co. of Los Angeles, fears that i

if FCC’s decision on color causes a }
big drop in black and White re-

!

.
ceiver output, without substantial

j

production of color sets, it might be

,

forced out of business.
1

. In H petition filed by its WashV
ington counsel, Seymour Krieger, in Biooklyn; according to Hooper
company said the Commission -deci-

(ja ia ,
and daytime TV in New York

sion will, have a vital effect °h Qify has become relatively as im-

Deep Into AM in N. Y.;

TV Takes Lead in B’klyn

Television has outstripped radio

' summer season,
i Ciggie outfit’s signing for “Show
Business” underscores the tobacco

i industry’s emphasis on video ad-

;
vertising. with all five of the major
companies an*d some of the smal ler

(Continued on page 40)

Hollywood, March 7.

Gene Lesters deal with CBS for .the concentration of power in the ’ borfanr a^rivenirtc
*

“video ’•Jas"!*!

work on a film lor RKO around
;

a series of television pictures run-
. big inanufacturers of television re, mcjn tjiS ago.

,

A,vrii is ning over the period of one year ceivers. These firms, said Pack- in thp rw ’4fluTan N Y a V v...t, ..v.

Because of his father’s death i

was finalized Friday (3). This is ard-Beli. make a diversity of prod-
D0

'

r
"

covertne 6-ll' p.m.. TV's
f»r Esso is scheduled for .launching

Carson flew to the Coast Monday ' shafe of the broadcast 'audience -U
' XfiS, ,„;!i

V
vL

(6).; He's due back today.

Alan Young Esso Show

To Be Launched on Coast
Hollywood, March 7.

New A lah Young television show

' the production of a series of vid-
i
while it has to depend virtually on 44 with the borough of Brook-

Half'h
,°^

r C0
1

medy Wl]
}i

ifilmsrthe first being With lMPPRO ’ TV business:. i™ nas^i rte lt,e»£k

i

sc0
P
cd for

?
on tt,a C

?
S'Ty

for 13 "Cases of Eddie Drake” pix. In requesting permission to pre- g
blittst^ % {?d?e

:

ire> ft
easterl1 and midwestern network,

Lester’s deal calls for a guaran- sent^^ testinfbny. in the current hear- wrBd wi th
g

15 9% followed bv
startl”g 6

;

w
t
ie

.

n
u\

t
J!

11

tee Plus a percentage of coin de- ings, company urged adoption of wCrs tv nnd WNBT tied at
over the Thursday flight 9 to 9:30.

rive^T from CBS affiliates beaming standards for “good color teievi-
13

^

^34 Th pa '

, . . , , „

Title, for the Packard stanza

which ABC-TV will preem March
;

23 has been set as “Holiday Hotel;

w
as
Thursd
bine
elements

sical director. Agency Is Young & ! and Virginia Bruce. .Lester is pro- fvom video, firm - is now proauc-

Rubicam. ducing and directing the series, ing at a $12,000*000 annual rate, I (Continued on page 38)

Ralph Levy, who produces the
pro-
and
the

script) rig* with Lud Gluskiri lead-

the orch. Young is to be the
star name on the show, but
ill feature a different male
femme vocalist each week,
set as regulars is a dance

group under the direction of Tom
Mahoney.
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Television broadcasters, gradu-4

ally speeding out into daytime

,

television, are being confronted

with a twin-pronged dilemma—
j

should the emphasis be on enter-
'

tainment shows or the so-called

,

service programs?

Current switch is towards enter-

tainment, but the tost of program-

ming talent and production shows

dav after day may prove too costly

for TV. it is feared, at its present

stage of development. But. any
attempt to provide only fashion

and cooking tips, shopping service,

etc., for "housewives might become
so wearing that broadcasters

would soon lose their audiences.

Answer would probably
^

lie in a

combination of the. two, including

a video version of radio’s disk

jockeying and soap operas, with

several stations around the coun-
try already moving in that direc-

tion.

DuMont, for example, which
: mates it . will have to sell in 30

launched tlie first across-the-board
j markets to break the production

daytime programming, started off
j

nut; ">

by concentrating mostly on public
j

-

—

service. In the last month or so, a f
however, the web has revised its

; 4 St* LOWS dulUOOS
two-hour “Shoppers Matinee” to

provide for more entertainment,

featuring such talent a$ Bea Wain
and Andre Baruch, Bill Williams,

Cy Coleman trio, etc. NBC is eye-

ing a May start for its daytime
Operation in N. Y., based around
an hour-long shoppers' service

.show starting Kathi Norris; who is

shifting over from DuMont. NBC,
too, plans to build other programs
around Miss Norris’ stanza, which

Hollywood, March 7.

“The Jonathon Story,” first soap
opera to hit local television, got
underway Sunday (5) over KFI-TV.
The strip show, which runs 15
minutes daily, has been, packaged
and* put on film by Will Langker-
good Productions. Case-Swayne

j

Co. has laid out $i4,10Q foi* time
and talent over 26-week period.

Cast in c 1 u de

s

Eve McVaegh,
Michael Hughes, Jan Aryan, Bob
Cole and Charlotte Lawrence. ;

Production firm is rolling the

pix at about $1,000 per 15 minute
sequence. Layout is being offered

at $30 per episode
7

in markets with
over 10,000 video receivers, $20

Hiken Rejoins Mansfield

In Scripting Lair Show
Nat Hiken was pacted this week

by CBS-TV to script the upcoming
Bert Lahr show. New chore will
mark a reunion with Irving Mans-
field, frhb’s to produce, since Mans-
field produced the old Fred Allen
radio show, when it was on CBS,
which #Iiken Wrote. Scripter also
penned Milton Berle’s Texaco radio
show last year on ABC.

Starting date for the Lahr series

hasn’t been set, but it will prob-
ably tee off some time next month.
It’s to be a half-hour revue-type

! stanza once a Week;
0

Atlantic City, March 7.

Television programs, from neces-

, are likely to be geared in the

where there are less than 10.000 i
main to the lowest common denom-

sets and $60 in N. Y. Firm esti- 0* public taste. Charles A.
Siepmann, professor of education
at New York U., made this predic-
tion here last week <28 ) as he ad-
dressed a discussion group held .. in
conjunction with ~the annual con-

Employees of some stations are turning over the policy of their pro-
gram department toppers to; make any ideas they create on the job the
station’s property. While legally the broadcaster may have the right to
latch on to any program developed by someone in their employe-just
as a chemical manufacturer owns the products discovered by scientists
in its laboratories—the staffers feel that this approach is shortsighted
They feel that if an employee can’t, own a show he has created, there’s
no reason for his knocking himself out to think up new stanzas, The
result is that the station suffers.

In some cases, however, sthW^stations and web? will permit their
white-collarite, announcing and other, employees to own a show; pro-
vided it remains on their air and is not given to a competitor.

To counteract the current slump in giveaway audiences; '‘Stop the
Music” has launched a contest this month among station promotion
managers of ABC affiliates. Prizes will be awarded in two classes—
for outlets in cities over 100,000 population and for those in cities

under 100,000. 'Judges are Alden James, Old Gold ad manager; Moran
Kersta, William Weintraub v.p.; Philip H, Cohen, Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles v,p.; and Nick Keesely, Lennen & Mitchell v.p.

John B. Gambling, celebrating his 25th anni on WOR, N. Y., today
(Wed,), will have a busy day.

;
He’ll do his 7:15 a.m. show from the stage

of the Longacre theatre; to accommodate the fans who have requested
tickets; and then appear on “Breakfast With Dorothy and Dick” from
the same spot. He’ll also be oh “The McCanns at Home,” Martha
Deane. “Luncheon at Sardi’s,” Barbara Welles and Lyle Van shows.
Switching to WOR-TV, he’ll guest on “Dinner at Sardi’s” and “Talent
Parade.”; His father, wife, and son will accompany him*

Growing interest among lawyers in legal problems of radio and tele-

vision is seen in the fact that 200 barristers turned up for the Prac-
ticing Law Institute’s (N.Y.) initial weekly lecture on the subject

.

Turnout was so great that ABC legal veepee Joseph A. McDonald and
g .. . . • -

1

NBC assistant general attorney Robert P. Myers moved the sessions to

11ST lABC
'

S Studio 6A.e<mrseM
;
tioii Hall.

• Prof. Siepmann said that tele-
' vision production costs are about
four times that of radio broadcast-

oi,. ..
! I fi is 'My- Soh,” while the £BS airer Sunday (12) will be an all-star show

Four St. Louis stations, KXOK, i

I
with Bing Crosby, Garry Moore, Jo Stafford, Jane Wyman and Dick

KMOX, WIL and KSD, last week
j i Haymes. The Easter Seal Campaign begins tomorrow (Thurs.) and

began curtailing broadcasting skeds
;

t0 the ^lle^ for ma^5 reV runs through April fi.

under an order of the Illinois Com-

‘

Cut B’casting

Due to Coal Shortage
St. Louis, March 7.

Both CBS and NBC will offer special 30-minute shows Over the
weekend (11-12). to launch tlie 1950 Easter Seal campaign of the Na-
tional Society for Crippled, Children and Adults. The NBC program
on"Saturday (11) will feature Lew Ayres in a drama labeled “Teddy

» ' Siepmann said the FCC was in-

.

mwe as a regulatory control to

. . . . . ,nr, i

c*uce P6'vel
JJ. i

makesure the commercialization of
will spotlrght enterta'iiment

.

.ABCs j serye coal during the cuwent
bl.oadcastlng was reconciled with

-Market Melodies so tar has al-
1 strike. The*our *•**«*«« public interest. “The past rec-

mpst all service but the web brings
|

KXOK is ownpd by the Star-Times
ord of the FGC however, suggests

in an occasional guest. CBS, on : Publishing Co., and KSD by the
• th , th

. ’ mav hnn$» fnr is

the other hand, is still mulling its
. Post-Dispatch, receive their juice

reat-guar“ action on its pm-t to
daytime venture. •• from the Illinois Power Cp. ward off extreme abuses of the

-Disk Jocks
i

•

Some disk jockey shows for , ttyt w !

The N. Y. U. professor suggested

New
Ira Stadlin added to WOR-TV’s

“What Happens Now?”; cast Hal

Fimberg, scripter for Abbott and
video have recently .been aired by

| by tke ^
that school authorities spend 4heir

i 'films And the Frank Mor-
»ovin,.c ctnHAnc in riiffprpfit sf»r- !

w.1111?1
.

*.
. •: , v.,, , _ s limited finances for educational nir*r<. now

.St Sears Mulls N.Y. Market

various stations in different sec“i Electric
tions of

.

the- -country -and with. re-1.p
lants m st. Louis. KFUO. the

suits good enough to catch the_eye
j 0^her station in the St. Louis area,

of the N. Y. programmers. Such
a show, it’s pointed out, will not

be able to rely on
ft
merely the

jock’s spinning records and gab-

bing but will have to have some
production values, such as stunts,

gags, etc. Secret of such a pro-

gram; however, will be the jockey
who, it’s . agreed, must have the

sock personality necessary to sus-

tain the show. CBS points to

Robert Q. Lewis, current emcee
of its AM-TV program, “The Show
Goes On,” as a possibility because
of Levy is’ background as both a
disk jock and a video comedian.

cordia Seminary power plant in St.;

;

Louis county.
KXOK, the ABC outlet, is sign-

ing off at 11:30 p.m. instead of mid-
night. KMOX is using commercial
power produced from coal between
6 a m. and midnight, and between
midnight and 6 a.m. will use its

own gas generator.v KSD is cutting

power output to its transmitter

from 6 a.m. to. 3:30 p.m., and WIL
Is omitting its daily 1 to 2 a.m.

broadcast, and is on reduced power
from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m-.The trans-

mitters of the four stations are lo-

As for the soap operas, the cost ! cated in Illinois areas a short dis-

problems are readily apparent, tance from St. Louis,
since each day’s stanza must have, — • ; —-———-•

full sets, costumes, lighting and
all the other accoutrements re-

,

quired for TV dramatics. Pro-
posed answer to this problem is

!

a filmed series, cost of which
[

could be spread thin by syndica-

;

tion to stations in all parts of the
!

RWGGETS I2i% PAY

Sears, Roebuck is mulling en-
trance into daytime video in New
York City, a moye which may have
wide repercussions because of the
mail order house’s broad distribu-
tion and its effect bn other firms
such as Montgomery Ward.

Eastern headquarters of Sears
(Philadelphia) has sent out a ques-
tionnaire to its catalog subscribers
in N. ,Yi explaining that it is

“thinking of sponsoring a show di-

rected at women” and that sub-
scribers can “be of assistance in

making our decision.” Letter asks:

(1) do you liave a TV set? (2) if

not, do you ever watch TV? (3) if

you prefer a particular station,

which one? (4) do you watch TV

gan and Jack Haley airers, now
in N. Y. and slated for writing

Chores on the new Bert Lalir TV
stanza . . . ABC-TV’s “Auction-

Aire,” which stars •Jack Gregson,
renewed for another 13-week cycle

by-* Libby, McNeill & Libby. .

,

Swift & Co. has added to its par-

ticipations on WJZ-TV’s “TV Tele-

phone Game” . . Irving Kabinbwitz,

WFDR music librarian, working on
CBS-TV’s -*‘La Traviata.”

Peter Puppet Playthings and
Martin Stone Associates contracted

for the toy outfit’s exclusive rights

for marionet reproductions of

“Howdy Doody”~end other charac-
ters on the show.

Hollywood
“Marshal of Gunsight Pass” has

undergone a complete cast refor-

mation. Only regular to remain
before KECA-TV’s cameras is

Roscoe Ates. Eddie Dean Will

replace Russell (“Lucky”) Hayden
and The Plainsmen take over from

CBS
Hollywood, March. 1.

staff writers won a pay

during
f

the daytime? i5) what i the Stfns of the pioneers . . . Pilot
hours? (6) what kind of program

;
reel in Xeevee Films “Veronica”

countiw: Such a series has been : raise of 12V^% in a new contract
would you prefer?

Chicago office of Sears is au^
started by KFI-TV in Hollywood. ] signed after nearly a year of nego- ditioning one-minute AM spots fbr ;

(See separate story.)

CBS to Air Part of N Y.

tiation. New scale is retroactive rits “American People’s Enqyclo-
to May 1 of last year^ when old ;

pedia ” via Ruthraiiff & Ryan, for
pact expired.

.
a possible entry into the spot radio

Contract also calls for establish- ^e]d.
ment of a new rate for Radio :

;

.

network sustaining nroszrams Gen. Mills Takes One-Shot
:

series was rolled Sunday (5). Bill

Asher produced and Ruth Brady
starred in the film. Supporting
roles were handled by Bob Bilder,
Al Schoenberg; Marjorie Liszt and
Brad Johnson, Michael Rqad and
Jon Slott scripted;

United Television Artists will

CBS color video-cast of surgery
before Chi Medical Society.
Bob Elson and Roy Topper

launched new tele show on WBKB
March 7 . . . Al Morgan off his

WGN-TV show this week because
of illness . . . Bud Bowles does the
calling on “Square Dance Time’’
which debuted March 4 on WENR-
TV . . . Kling Studios.* has com-
pleted a spot campaign for
Durkee’s Margarine, Adler Socks
and Reddi Wip Co. , . . “Texas”
Bruce Roberts of WBKB’s Wran-
glers Club” skedded for engage-
ment at Marbro theatre April 18.

. H. Scott Leonard now handling
promotion and advertising for New
World Distributors, exclusive Chi
Du Mont dealers.

to network sustaining programs

CBS television signed this week
!

f™
1 improved working conditions. Qn Chicago Golden Gloves

to air part of the ;ttatfonai
.

-Indoor'^ General Mills has picked up the 1 '-UUK
J .

,S pcouucing unrnu uiin:
Tennis championships, slated :for ;

0-half-year term fpr the new pact. m
March 18-25 at the Seventh Regi-

, caeo’s Golden Gloves boxing finals -l

titled “13 Men” next week. Film
has been budgeted at $5,000. Monty
Cook is producing and Paul Garri-

te

On

Regi-
ment Armory, N. Y; Web is pay-
ing $2,500 for rights to' the event.
If it picks up a sponsor it will air

j

only the finals on the 25th but if
j

the coverage goes sustaining, CBS
j

may also carry some of the qualify-
ing heats oh opening day.

>|V i •'
. • .'v Tr * .. uaii WiiAUife Vi -w. r

Ex-tennis star Vinme Richards, of the purchase of Los Angeles
0*. m ^ ^ ^ a. A. . • ^1. I . . A' ^ 1 — - , . , 1 .

cage’s GMden.OMi'bM finals
> penis'

^

Y,er ABC-TV. Sponsor
. yolyed in= the production depart-

' bought 25 ^interconnected stations, i nient of the station.. Personnel will

Chicago
Davis, ill for

plus six on a kinescope basis. decide whether it is IB or no
IVQN-TV, Chi, will make the pick- union.

Hollywood, March 7; ,

U P fpi ABC.
;

~

KFI-TV has pulled a gross base-
| nnknmrti /•/» V n

ball billing of $130,000 as a result
; SIMPTE S 66th COBV. Russ two

now associated with the Dunlop Angei~s ba'scbaU games.
.
Station _ Society of Motion Picture &

past
at

^ 4

sporting goods outfit, will probably ,
^ weeklold^'the Second half of Television Engineers is' sclVeduled> Martial 3

“S

repeat as announcer for the tennis
: thG games to Century Distributors to hold its 66th semi-annual con- i R* non SSf

,

NBC program toppers are nnill-

... _
, f .

, .:*»*!> <•«“ w*. »«»v . .
—-r-r '—ov> .-r-.*. v v v.iu ,ivu uiooac uuw yyaviuj, uditMi uji i jpg the paradoxical situatio.ii .ol

^i^ii .

aihpng those participating ‘ went to Eastside Beer, .
first since the society changed its ' Chi portion of NBC’s Saturday i

web getting only four programs in

in the tourney. Pickups are to be
,

* KFI-TV laid out $25,000 for the name to include video engineers in ' night spread. Eddie Dimond, New the last national Nielsen Top ‘id

directed by CBS i’emotes chief rights to the Angels ball games, its membership, which was
.
die-

1 York importee for Same airer, exit-
(

listing, while it places 10 in the

John Derr. Eastside and Emerson put on $40 - tated by the growing inter-rela-] e£l fvom show’s production staff last Pacific Nielsen report. CBS. CP ,i:—— •„

, 000 apiece to sponsor the Season tiOnship between films and TV. i week . . . Harold E. Beddingfield,
; versely, got only nine of its airers

nniioc
'

-nto.u j- battles. Horne Distributors for Feature event of the convention, ! Edwards, Byron L. Friend
, in the Coast list, against 16 in the

t^Wacf it I

Admiral Radio will put down $12,- consequently, will be a compre- i
3re

,
national "chart-. Mutual, which IniN;

Sunday afternoon here oil ^KBTV 1 50() ior ' <DugPUt Dope” preceding hensive Symposiutn on TV program i

to show, in the national 'list.

Telecast “titled “Overthe Coffel each game, while Bearden's Furrli- production, covering the .use of-, sPot 011 the Pacir,t
'

Cups” -and features Edward C.
Fritz, as moderator and Col. Alvin
M. Owsley and Dr. Arthur Smitlvj . ..... . ..

.

. ....

as regular panel guests: There is games. In addition, station has Other items

one guest on each telecast with sev- cornered $22,500 in spots as a di- sions on
oral problems discussed each week. ! rect result of the games. i and high-speed photography;

, .i, a t.t / ; -

London
TV cameras will be at the Royal

Opera House, Covent Garden,
Thursday evening (9) when the
French President will be attending
a gala performance and will he
received by the King . , . Tuesday
(7) production of “Lady Precious
Stream,” with Clive 'Morton and
Rosalyn Boulter in the leads, is

being repeated on Sunday after-

noon for the children . . . Racing
at Hurst Park is to be telecast for

the first time next weekend when
a trio of commentators will de-

scribe the events and Clive

Graham will report the scenes
from the paddock . . . Next Tuesday
(14), Bransby Williams takes the

lead in the 19th century meJo-
drama, “The Bells” . . , Christopher
Fry’s “The Lady’s Not For Burn-
ing,” which recently completed
its West End run, is picked for two
evening dates by the BBC for next

Sunday (12) and the following
Thursday, Production by George
More O’Fcrrall is based on John
Gielgud’s version. Members of the

West End retained for the procliu -

tion include Esmy Percy, Pamela
Brown and Eliot Makeliam .. .

Mine , workers national amateur
boxing Championships will be tele-

cast from the Empire Pool ,
We in -

bley March 25.

ture and Earl Lamm Clothiers are film production techniques in and Kny Westfall film I
A op zu.

putting up a combined $15,000 for video studios and variations of
j gu0sted

y
on WGN-TV’s

°
“Art Jnr

’
' Reasons behind its strong Coast

a 10 minute shot following the these techniques required by TV. i rett’s Metropolitan Memo” March showing are being studied by NBC,
‘ ns scheduled are discus-

1

6 . . . John Martin, of CBS Engl- with the: hppe of using' the. ’data d-

high-intensity projection neering Research ancl Development gains in improving its position -P1

Top 20.

+ ti * tr.r t- > i - 4 .* y - *. a - ^ «. . a. - . ^
staff, here last week to assist with the rest of the country.
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Kenyon & E^khardt

•I
I'm klnda glad you asked that question* Drop your option into a nearby

chair - and I’ll try to answer it.

Back in *47, after five pierfilled years with "truth or

Consequences" — and four perfused ones with
^ J

JJlldemrde — I found myself on a world Junket, “Srfo

producing Tape-Recorded Vox-Pop programs. It

was then that the yronance^Wossomed^I went mad

for TAPE! TAPE! TAPE! (T^

But It Wasn' 1 until one year later, when I stood transfixed watching
'

•
•

’

s. .
«

ABC’s editing chief, Steve Temmer, transform a Met Soprano’s

‘flatted hlsh-C Into a perfect E^natural (check New York

Times story).: that I really appreciated what could be dona

with this new phenomena.

£g, my new Kellogg's sRow became Steve’s (and ABC’s) first

outside Tape account! Everything was great! But like

telling your friends about a new Chinese restaurant. ••

pretty soon we couldn’t get waited on...even ABC had

difficulty getting Its own shows ^ervlced. BANG!!

!

Vo more outside accounts It

Sooo
T there we were with a hot little tape show on our hand* and no

(€& place to go. This seemed rldlouloua l Certainly It

krwas high time that Tape —lthe New Bride

j

— had •

C:kV
C

,*.v v»v

\< "Rose Gray: Just because I never
used to pay you, do you have to show
me up and become Treasurer of a
big corporation. Still love you any-
way." ....

JOHNNY GREEN

l

comfortable, modern functional home of her own

1

Sooooo . why not dolt ourselves? With Steve’s

technical genius, my 12 years In radio’s saltmines, and a pass-key to

Fort Knox, It seemed a natural. And -- In addition — I had a terrific,

top-flight production unit to offer clients. People who had ^ ?

worked with me for years and could tackle any creative

assignment . Now, all we needed was tone more genius --

someone who could add! •• .(figures and clients!) Harry

Landon, with a five-year network sales service: background, was the answer

to our earnest prayers

•

Sooooooo . about four contractors and two. designers later, we opened the

doors to the GOTHAM RECORDING CORPORATION; New Yorks only alr-conditloned,

sound-proof editing rooms that are decorated in

comfortable living-room fashion! Of course, We

have lines to all the networks and do off-the*n/fV

air dl sc^work , too t but, we’re nuts about Tape, for spots., .auditions. . •

transcribed series . . ..everything'. ! I We think you will be
,
too!

Soooooooooo
T
why hold your shows together with band-aid? . . . Switch to

TAPE.. .at GOTHAM.

Hopefully,

P.S. Incidentally, in case you’re. still interested, that's what the h—

•

I'm doing In the recording business! Any questions???

^ 2 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. JUdson 6-5577
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that God would bless NBC for i
tual personnel involved in the

“helping to glorify Him.”

Half-hour comprised a workman-
like presentation of “the bold ex-

periment in pushing back the relig-

ious frontiers of the United States."

Threading it Was the story of a

Catholic father, careless in his re-

ligious duties as The Hour; began
and brought back to full participa-

tion in the church’s activities
'

through listening to Monsignor
Sheen and other , speakers, and
through, his son’s service in the

war.
.

/

One of the anniversary’s high-

lights was a playback of the late

Cardinal Hayes’ greeting on the
initial broadcast, in which the New *

ITO work.
The time and endurance spent

by ITO in trying to locate these
lost kids was vividly depicted via

program’s documentation of how
the org, in searching for the Polish
girl, eventually found she had
been adopted by a Nazi family,

but still was faced with the prob-
lem of proving the child was the
one they were after. Broadcast
had a few rough spots Where the
dialog was a little hard to catch;
but the overall job was fine.

A running musical background,
composed by Lan Adomian, en-
hanced the proceedings. Sloane
handled the narration capably.

! York in 1950 (several years after

the state has set up a Fair Prac-

!
tices . Commission ) , Novik said,

"presents different problems to a
licensee than if the discussion had
taken place 10 or 10 years ago,
when the matter was truly contro-
versial and public opinion in the
Metropolitan New York area had
not been crystallized in favor of
this legislation.” y
Novik said WLIB •'will continue

its policy of affording time to re-

sponsible persons who differ with
the station bn subjects of a contro-
versial nature. In addition; the sta-
tion will continue to adhere to its

policy of affirmatively seeking out
and presenting all points of view
Oh matters which, in our commu-
nity, would be controversial in na-
ture.”

ttto HSur would elucitote. e*piai» j
and interpret the Catholic religion, national Refugee Organization.

but would attack oi* criticize no
other faith. Eddie Dowling’s ^com-
mentary stressed the same point Of
"creating a better Understanding.”

Jaco.

PIX-O
With Jack Douglas
5 Mins.: Mon.-thru-Fii., 12:30 p.m,
VAN DE KAMP BAKERIES
KIRO, Seattle

jack Douglas* new picture-bingo
game seems to be a natural com-
mercial program, excellently suit-

ed for any sponsor with a number
Of stores or Outlets, It’s

#

a fast-

moving, entertaining strip, too.

Each day one. tune is played and
listeners circle that picture on -a

card which is suggested by the
tune. Chief difference between
Douglas* game and others is that

JUNIOR PRESS CONFERENCE
With Japk Chase; moderator
Producer: Henry Lundqulst
30 mins., Tues., 8:30 pjn.
WCOP, Boston
A newcomer to the local airwaves,

this half-hour airer immediately
proceeding the ABC chain feature,
"Town Meeting,” was dreamed up
by Jack Chase, WCOP^s morning
news editor, for a one-shot, but
response has been so solid that it

is now skedded for an indefinite
.'run.-

Using a panel of five or six high-
school kids who come armed with
pertinent and sometimes imperti-
nent questions, each show offers a
local political bigwig Who attempts
to answer questions fired At him.
Kids show an. amazing desire to

e

.
_ .... .. . . . . _

.

..
1

1
keep well informed on local and

pictures, are used, instead of num- government issues and a surpris
bers, which will probably aid in

the television chances for the
game.
Douglas does a fine job on the

show, hitting the right note of
banter with the announcer and

iiig alertness to political, condi-
tions. Last week’s show presented
Mass Governor Dover in the quiz-
zee chair in an amusing and glib
sesh which covered such queries

i as whether socialized medicine, _ if ( . .
; ,j i ag VTAiVirUVi aiivviavauv

commercials are well integrated,
j gJould be adopted, which the Gov-

That the picture-bingo idea has
| ernor opposes; whether the local

caught here seems proven already.
street railway fares will ever be

Continued from page 34

warden. However, in some in-

stances the story registered as

trite, because of incomplete char-

acterization and motivation of the

law-breakers. Other entries in this
series have used its realistic doc-
umentary technique and skilled
production to tell "Big Stories”
that were more convincing and sig-

nificant.

"Celebrity Time” (ABC-TV)
holds up as an amusing panel
show,

1

reason being that the guests
are also given a chance to per-
form. On Sunday (5) Visitors
were CBS’ Robert Q. Lewis, who
did a neat monolog and song rou-
tine and Broadway comedienne
Mary McCarty, who did her sock
dime-a-dance number. Regulars
on the series, emcee Conrad Na-
gel, Ilka Chase and John Daly,
rounded out a pleasant show.

Questions were entertainingly
formatted.. One had the panelists
pose behind cut-out representing
celebs and another had them iden--
tify diSkings of comics of 25 years
ago, Commercial was also given
a show biz approach, via a guitar-
ist playing a Granados Spanish
dance and then attempting it with
the strings tied, pointing up the
special way in which Goodrich tires

Continued from page 33

Errors” on NBC-TV’s "Kraft TV
Theatre”; ’‘12th Night” on NBC’s
"Phiico Playhouse,” and "Romeo,
and Juliet,” aired by NBC as a sus-

tainer. Both NBC and CBS how
have series of grand opera shpWs
and both have put heavy stress on
ballet. Upcoming is an adaptation
of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s "Sarlet
Letter”, on "Studio One” and
Phiico aired a play about artist

Vincent Van Gogh Sunday night
(5).

Also underlining TV’s propaga-
tion of the sp-rcalled finer things is

the fact that educational discus*
sion; programs, which radio' has 'al-

ways sloughed oil in traditionally

sustaining time, such as early Sun-
day afternoon, have been aired in

prize commercial time via TV—
and many have picked up sponsors,
such as CBS-TV’s "People’s Plat-

form” (bankrolled by Household
Finance Corp.). CBS recently had
its across-the-board series of pick-
ups of; United Nations sessions
from Lake Success, N. Y„ spon-
sored by Ford. Even the variety
shows, bidding only for straight
entertainment,, wrap up cultural
features, Such .as the inclusion of
violinist Mischa Elman and opera
singers. Marguerite Piazza and
Robert Merrill on CBS-TV’s new
Saturday night revue.

Xfrt
1 ^ oo

Vei
f
0U

J
12’"

! lowered, or if the sUrburbs will
000 cards at their 29 stores the

. ever become incorporated into1

second^
|
Boston, a problem that has been

air and there were 75,000 out by
i irjnVmcf aroiind for vGsrs

the. fourth ay: .^id
j

- Jeck Chase,' Who serve's as mod-! have their strings inserted.

!
firs* listener

I erator, briefs the kids on questions

AltOgether itJopkS as- • though;
[ mlmAH

L0g NiX
Continued from page 31

Douglas, and KIRO, have a win-
ner in the bingo-type shows;

Reed,

ALL YOUR STRENGTH
With Sir Cedric Hardwicke, others
Writer: Robert: Cenedella
Producer-Director: Gerald Kean
30 Mins., Thuri. (2); 11:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNBC, N. Y.

The first in a series of six
monthly programs documenting
United Nations activities, "All
Your Strength” offered WNBT;
N. Y., listeners a travel folder
glimpse of the work done by the
UN Economic and Social Council.
Program hinged its dramatization
on the similarity a mayor of a
small Canadian town found be-
tween the problems encountered
by the ESC and those put before
him in his municipal position, the
latter obviously being on a much
smaller scale. Airer filled its pur-
pose in giving a brief outline of
the ECS operation, but it’s doubts
ful whether program, at a half-
hour before midnight, drew the
full quota of dialers it might have
If -given an earlier spotting.

Show, produced by NBC in co-
operation with the UN public in-
formation department, was aired
Over the network’s local outlet as
part of its "America United”
series. The WNBC shot was a re-
broadcast of the show, which Was
originally aired over the network,
except locally, Feb. 26. The sec-
ond of the UN documentaries is

scheduled for airing sometime
next month.

Cast
,
headed by Sir Cedric Hard-

and interweaves background stor-

ies regarding /those quizzed, who
have been Mayor Hynes, School
Committeeman Muchnick and the
Governor. Enthusiastic response
by Mass. Dept, of Education, Mass.
Teachers Federation and Mass.
Civic League, who are wholeheart-
edly behind the project; seem to
augar well for the future of the
show, which has neat impart and
is far from stilted. Elie.

WESTERN N Y. REPORTER
With Jack McLean
15 Mins.; Sun., 9 a.m.
WGR, Buffalo -

Jack McLean, Veteran newsman
and WGR news director, has
cooked up an original, engaging
quarter-hour of talk. He culis the
weekly smalltown papers in the
surrounding area, picking out the
best items for airing. His excel-
lent news sense and humorous de-
livery makes- the show sparkle.
McLean has built an unusual fol-

lowing for the day and hour, not
only among the editors in this sec-
tion, hut among the villagers who
are the subject of his comments..

CAUSE FOR CONTENTMENT
With Elvera, Dave Cheskin torch;

John Lascelles, announcer
Producer: Robert Strigl
15 Mins.; Moh.-Wed.-Fri., 6:30 p.m.
STEIN’S BREWERY
WGR, Buffalo

(H. F. Weil)
Show caught (27) marked second

anni under present sponsorship.
The Dave Cheskin band produces
a- solid backing for chanteuse El-
veraV Combo is the staff orches-

take action against the Journal.
Defense agreed to accept inter-

state evidence.
Ammel also testified that the

Journal refused to print the dally
log even as paid advertising, even
though the station would like to so
advertise today. Only way pro-
grams get listed, he added, is

through weeklies in Lorain County
printing them "from time to time,
free.”

Government also produced wit-
nesses, formerly paper employees,
who testified that while they were
In the advertising department;
they were instructed to tell local
merchants to advertise in the news-
paper exclusively, or go elsewhere.
William Gerhardt, testifying for
the Government, said that while
he was a classified ad salesman,
he was told by Erwin Maus, then
the Journal's classified : advertising
manager, that he could "threaten”
any merchant advertising either in
the competitive Sunday paper or
WEOL that the Journal Would can-
cel their contracts. However, it

was admitted that merchants
. do

advertise in both the Sunday pa-
per and the Journal.

Continued from page 33

N. Y. TV stanzas provide a. huge
circulation.

During afternoon' hours, N. Y.
video audiences now have a 22.5%
share of the broadcast audience-—
which is better than TV’s evening
share in Feb.-March ’49.

. This,

however, is a relative figure and
doesn’t mean that there are now
more daytime viewers than there
were evening viewers last year.. It

does indicate, nevertheless, that

daytime video is cutting appreci-
ably into AM.
AM advocates, however, ques-

tion the validity of Hooper’s data
on the grounds that telephone
homes are not a representative
cross-section, that the prestige fac-
tor prompts some AM-listeners
called to say they have TV sets and
that Hooper doesn’t cover a large
enough suburban area.

Also pointing up the video boom;
in N. Y. is the fact that of the Top
10 shows, combining AM and TV
stanzas, five are radio and five

video. Latest reports lists: Milton
Berle (TV), 21.5; Jack Benny (AM),
17.6; "Lux Theatre” (AM), 17.5; Ed
Sulli van (TV), 15.6; "Talent
Scouts” (TV), 14.6; "Talent Scouts”
(AM), 13,7; "Goldbergs” (TV), 13;

"Arthur Godfrey & Friends’’ (TV),

12,2; Walter Winchell (AM), 12;

Bing Crosby (AM), 11.0.

tra for WGR; only local station to

wicice ; turned in good perforin-
j

^yjp^bch a setup; They do well

ances.
|

with both standards and pops. John
Lascelles delivers inoffensive com-
mercials at both ends of the show
and Elvera sings three songs and
handles the patter between num-
bers in a light, engaging manner.
Show has built a solid following

over the two-year stretch for early
evening musical listening.

11 MEMORY STREET
With Allen Sloane, narrator; others
Writer: Sloane
Producer-Director: Gerald Kean
Music: Lan Adomian
55 Mins., Sat. (4); 4:05>.m.
WQXR, N, Y.

A neat dramatic production and
an authentic flavor added to the
effectiveness of this tape-recorded

P
rogram, detailing the work done
y the International Tracing Or-

ganization in tracking down Euro-
pean children separated from their

homes during the war. Materialfor
the airer, which concentrated on
the steps taken by ITO to locate

one Polish girl, was gathered by
Allen Sloane, of the United Na-
tions Radio Division. Sloane rec-

orded an outline of the operation

from beginning to end, using ac-

WLIB Not Looking
Continued from page 38

that on some, matters, such as pro-
motion of racial and religious tol-

erance, a disservice would be done
the public by permitting opposing
Views. Time,

.
location and cover-

age of a station may be involved in
a station’s obligation to seek put
contrary positions, he added.
To discuss the FEPC in New

Continued from page 33

are always far ahead of you, so let
us not make the mistake about fail-

ing behind them.” . If it were possi-
ble, he added, to put a TV set into
every home now owning a radio set,

TV would still fall "If we didn’t ful-
fill our obligations as producers to
give the people what they deserve
and what they have tpe ability to

; :

accept.”
.. . ;

As for other problems currently
confronting the Video industry,
Montgomery underlined the diffi-

culty of fashioning a comedy show
to appeal to the average small
group sitting before a TV set. He
also pointed up the technical limi-
tations in which the industry is

forced to work at this stage of its

development, declaring he is "dis-
turbed” at the attitude of some
critics who take the point of view
that video is “thoroughly well de-
veloped.” That, he . said, "Is like
saying to a three-year-old; ‘What
political party do you belong to?’

”

Continued from page 31

would, he indicated, if there was
any truth to the rumor, "Nothing
to it,” was his laconic reply. Tram-
mell also did a bit of visiting with
NBC’s remaining stars, and put in
some time with Abner Greshler,
manager of Dean /Martin and Jerry
Lewis. It’s still anyone’s guess
what goes there.

Stanton had the trade press and
downtown columnists called in for
a q. and a. session and not once
did he duck a query. The boys
liked ' his directness in sending
back as good as he received^ and
came away from the meeting feel-
ing that they know more about
color TV and the CBS sales and
program picture than by any pre-
vious briefing. Among other things
he told them that:
CBS will explore the fullest pos-

sibilities of 35m filming for TV.
A better job can be done live,

but film is an improvement over
TVR ( kinescope ).

"We’re on third base but don’t
know how far from home” (refer-
ring to adoption of its TV color
system).
CBS has a curious interest In

Phonevlsion and if the public
wants it, CBS Will go along,
CBS is happy with its present

TV association with L. A. Times
but "we may find it advantageous
to have our own station in this
important originating centre.”
No Changes In radio Are foreseen

other than a closer examination of
cost! by apoiuori.

in Protest On

Idaho Airer Expansion
Omaha, March 7.

WOW got a Setback Saturday
(4) when notified that it had lost

its first round in the matter of the
expansion plans of fCID, Idaho
Falls, Idaho.
Commissioner Frieda B. Hen-

nock of the FCC gave WOW until
March 27 to file exceptions to an
FCC okay on KID’? plans. The
Idaho station wants to build a new
transmitter, increase the power of
its night broadcasts and shift from
its present 1,350 to 590 kilocycles.
WOW is on 590.
At hearings in Washington last

September before Mrs, Fanny N.
Litvin, FCC examiner,

. WOW con-
tended that people who tuned in
WOW near Wayne and Norfolk,
Neb., and Sioux City, ia., might
also find KID, Mrs. Litvin handed
down her decision favoring KID
on Feb. 6. It is to be Studied b3

>

the FCC.
Mrs. LitVinsheld that WOW ren-

ders interference-free service be-
yond its normally protected con-
tour and the proposed KID opera-
tion was claimed to Cause interfer-
ence. WOW, Mrs. Litvin held,
isn’t entitled to protection beyond
its contour which is fixed by the
Commission’s Standards. -\

WHDH, Hab faMKe, In M«it

’49 Profit Wtt $40,114
Boston, March 7.

WHDH, Hub indie, showed a
profit of $40,114 in 1949, which is

a neat jump over 1948’s figures of
$33,810 in spite of federal income
tax of $29,000, w'hereas in 1948 it

liad no federal income tax liability.

Net sales of station tinie in 1949
were $780,556 compared to $622,

•

199 in 1948, an increase of 25.4 (
?r.

Hooper rating bureau according to

WHDH, gave the station tops in

listenership in the Hub on a 12
month basis.

‘Make Haste’
Continued from page 32

cide to buy only spots, who is going
to pay for entertainment?” lie

asked, pointing but that Kraft had
spent millions of dollars to make
the hour-long Kraft drama show
good entertainment.
The ad exec Voiced displeasure

at stations for allowing spot adver-
tisers to exploit an audience built

by the program. ‘‘They are spend-
ing their advertising dollars much
more wisely than we are, so why
shouldn’t we go into spots or chain

breaks?” he asked in warning. He
suggested that mistakes made by
radio in use of spots can be avoided
by TV. The industry must make
money, he said. But sound struc-

ture is fundamental to making a

longrun profit. “Maybe the run
won’t have to be so long at that.”

Denny warned that the Industry
must not rest on its laurels. “There
are some rotten shows on the air

and there aresome wonderful ones,

but artistic perfection is not

achieved overnight,” the NBC exec

said. Video is still an infant prod-
igy, not yet of age, and the prog-

ress so far is just a token of what
lies ahead, he said!

Members of the panel session on
"Three Viewpoints” were Robert
Swezey, g.iii. WDSU, New Orleans;

Harry Bannister, g^n. WWJ-TV

,

Detroit; Alexander Stronach, ABC
national TV director; E. G. Wade,
v.p. in charge of radio and TV
Wade ad agency, Chicago, and Sey-

mour Mintz, ad manager, Admiral
Corp

,
Chicago.

Plugging current Chi tele shows,

Stronach predicted, because of

cheaper labor .costs here, that Chi

will take on a larger role as a TV
production centre, Big problem
for ad agencies, according to

Wqde, is when to get into TV
Mintz, claiming the medium helped

put Admiral into the big leagues of

TV sets production, predicted an

increased use of daytime video by

advertisers.

Lester Waddington, radio direc-

tor of Miles Labs, which spends

$3,000,000 annually, in AM and TV,

today (Tues.) recommended in a
panel discussion that major net-

works cut their AM rates in towns

Where video has made inroads m
radio audiences. He also revealed

that Miles is not satisfied with the

"Quiz Kids” televersion on NBC-
TV and said that he hasn’t "seen

|
any results so far/'
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They’re here-*the standout television sets of the

year! Exciting new Zenith* models that add
another great Zenith exclusive to Black Magic
MBlaCkM TVibe picture quality and viewing easel

It’s the new "Super-Range” Chassis, that now ex-

tends this Black Magic even to locations where

many sets fail to bring in acceptable pictures!

Giant Picture

TV Console
New Zenith “Adorns"

with 105 sq* in. Giant

Circle Screen. Genuine

Mahogany veneer cab-

inet with rounded
corners in graceful
Contemporary styling.

ONLY

.95

t' K

Here is

made by what-s inside the television receiver

you buy! Remember—mere claims can never take

the place of superior engineering that can be
demonstrated before your eyes.

So come in—see the inside facts on why Zenith

Is the world’s standard of television performance

and value . . . why Zenith 'ownership means last-

ing satisfaction!

/Ps
EXCLUSIVE NSW GIANT CIRCU M

BLAXIDE "BLACK" TUBE
Gives super i!it pictures with undreamed-of new
detail and clarify— free from eyestraining glare or
blur even in daylight or fully lighted rooms I This is

how doctors recommend viewing. Also gives you
choice of Giant Circle or rectangular shope picture—
•t the flip of a switch I

r&
AN

ft:

Fed. Excfio Tax ExtrS

Tlif new "Presidential" Line briers you a complete
selection of consoles, combinations, table models

ill designed by master furniture craftsmen to
your home for a lifetime.

Priced from $219.95 to $625.00

Also see our complete line of Zenith Radios and Radio-Phonographs
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NEW “SUPER-RANGE”

TURRET TUNER

Built-In Antenna
in All Models

Brings In clear, steady pictures' on a
fraction of the signal strength formerly

required/ Gives far greater freedom
from "snow" and other picture do*

fects, oven .in outlying locations! Just

one knob to turn— absolutely no fid-

dling with many controls, even when
switching from station to station.

Zenith -built like a battleship — the

sturdiest, costliest, best performing

tuner used in any TV receiver, bar none!

These Other Great Chassis Features

Combined in NO Other Television at ANY Price!

1 “Gated" Automatic Gain Control— a spectacular

Zenith development that virtually eliminates picture

flutterfrom airplanes, cars, diathermy, etc. . . . by open-
ing a radionic “gate” for 15 millionths of one sec-

ond, then closing it against interference!

2 Alnico S Picture-Focusing Magnet. Automatically

holds the picture focus steady, despite the normal

variations in voltage from your light line. No jumpr
ing up to fiddle with a focusing knob I

3 “Gated Beam"Sound and Picture Stabiliser Tubas.

You’ve seen TV pictures that “roll” from top to bot-

tom and “shimmy” from side to side. You've heard

sound that lets voices and music drift and distort.

This important Zenith invention automatically reg-

ulates the steadiness of both picture and sound — in

spite of'surrounding Interference, regardless of dis-

tance from the station!

4 Built-In Provision for the Proposed Ultra-High

Frequencies. You will not need to buy a new set to

receive ultra-highs on present standards, nor will

you need an expensive external converter!

& Built-in "Picturomognot" Aerial. In. many loca-

tions—without outside antenna—just plug in and get

beautiful pictures.

6 Connection for Phonovlslon. When this great
Zenith development is available, unit may be at-

tached to bring such treats as first-run movies, Broad-

way plays, operas, etc., right into your home!

Let him demonstrate these r

RADIO CORPORATION • CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
Over 30 Years of "Know-How" in Radionics R Exclusively. Also Makers of America's Finest Hearing Aids*
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St. Loui$—Don Phillips, gabber
at KOXK, popped a ‘‘Best in

Speech” award from the Morse
School of Expression here arid was
promptly ticketed to teach diction

at the school. Then the Premier
Radio Enterprises selected Phillips

to make a group of video an-
nouncements for a beer client.

Detroit—The Stokely-Van Gamp
Co. has purchased three quarter-
hours a week of the Ross Mulhol*
land “Meet the Ladies” program
on WXYZ. Biz, which runs for 52
weeks, wras placed by Gardner
Advertising Co.* St. Louis.

Detroit — Norman White, WJR
production manager; has been

’ named general chairman of the
annual Goodfellow football cham-
pionship ganie next Thanksgiving.
The Goodfellows realize about
$250,000 from the game and other
work to provide imderpriviliged
children with Christmas packages.

Pittsburgh— Rege Cordic, who
does a three-hour early morning
“Six to Nine Special” On WWSW,
is also handling the commentary
on the televised “Pitt Parade” on
WDTV twice a week, alternating
with Bill Beal; and likewise speaks
the local, sales spiel for- “Inside
Detective” show on latter video
show every Saturday night .

Sammy Roeri, onetime WR publi-
cist here and later in charge of
MCA’s press department in New
York, now doing exploitation fOr
WORZ in Orlando, Fla., Where he
moved his family couple of years
ago . . . Harold V. Cohen, Post-
Gazette; Karl Krug, Sun-Telegraph,
and Si Steinhauser, Press, reap-
pointed judges for new song con-
test on KDKA’s Saturday night
half hour musical, “Welcome
Aboard.” sponsored by the Du-
quespe Brewing Co. . . . Jack Crad-
dock, of WEDO in McKeesport, at
Pirates training camp in San Ber-
nardino to transcribe interviews
With players for use on his Sports-
cast show, sponsored by Henry
Klein clothing store, which gets
going March 13.

women’s
stations.

directors of all CBS

Dallas—Clyde W. Rembert, man-
aging director of KRLD, has
been named to the CBS Affiliates
Advisory Board. The board is com-
posed of managers, and owners of
stations in the CBS network. Rem-
bert, Was elected by Columbia out-
lets in District Eight, which in-
cludes outlets in Oklahoma, Texas
and part of Louisiana;:

San Antonio—Dan Williams is

being heard in a quarter-hour
daily program here for children,
Monday through Friday. Known
as ‘‘Uncle Dan,” he spins stories
especially for the youngsters. All
shows are ad lib narration and act-
ing from start to finish by Wil-
liams. He is also being heard each
Sunday morhiiig reading the com-
cis for the kids in a half-hour air-
ing.,:,

'

i
• V .. .

San Antonio^—A series of radio
broadcasts featuring dramatizations
of great novels is to be heard each
Thursday for a half hour on
KMAC. The St. Mary’s U. play-
ers will be heard in the • opening
broadcast With their dramatization
of “Last Days of Pompeii,” by Bul-
Wer-Lytton. Second in the series

will be presented by students of In-
carnate Word College, with a
script Written by Mary Scheibl
titled “The Triumph of Love.”

FOR VIDEO ON FCC OX
San Francisco, March 7.

KCBS will spend $1,000,000 for
video iia San Francisco when the
FCC.gives it the greenlight on its

application for a television .
outlet,

Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president,

declared here lost week (3). More-
over, it will go* all out for color
television as soon as federal okay
and engineering facilities permit

Stdhtoh said that the five cities

in Which CBS planned video de-
velopments to the hilt were New
Yo.rk, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Chicago and Boston.

New Castle, Ind. — Robert L.
Carroll has joined the staff of
WCTW, in New Castle, as an-
nouncer and newcaster. He was
formerly with WHAP, Hopewell,
Va., and WTOM, Bloomington, Ind.

Schenectady, N. Y. John
Schmulbach has joined WGY,
Schenectady, as account executive.
Schmulbach wa£0pif'the sales staff
ofWABY, Albany:

Frances Jarman, editor of “Wom-
en ’s News Letter,” aired over
WNDC, Durham, N. C;, is currently
in New York as guest of “Wendy
Warren” for a full week, as a re-
sult of having won the national
story-writing competition among

WCFM Slaps
Continued from page 29

the American Medical Assn, for op-

posing national health legislation

it offered equal time to AMA for
reply; which was accepted. “WCFM
and the stations associated with it,”

he declares, “do more than pay lip

service to freedom of the air. They
practice it.”

Bernstein says the liberal net-

work commentators can be count-
ed on the fingers of one hand.
“But tune In your radio on some
of the others—on Fulton Lewis,

|
Henry Taylor or Upton. Close—the
list is a long one^—and you have
the bulk of radio propaganda—as-
suredly not propaganda of the left

as the Satevepost understands the
term. . . . The editors of the Post
should not blame the lack of propa-
ganda representing its point of
view; it would blame, rather, the
kind of propaganda that is. used.”

The Post editorial cites WCFM
as part of the radio arm of a left-

wing political triumvirate, includ-
ing CIO’s Political Action Commit-
tee, the AFL’s League for Political

Education and Americans for Dem-
ocratic Action, which is stealing
the propaganda show.”

Continued from page 29

who came into the case on issues

involving a proposed transfer of

voting control of the stations to a

group of trustees, is still retained
in a “technical” capacity.

Fulton made determined efforts

at the pre-hearing conference
,

to

smoke out the Commission on the
names of witnesses it will subpoena
and the evidence it will offer. But
Cottone adamantly refused on the
ground the agency had already is-

sued an order denying such infor-

mation. Fulton had argued that

he heeded “a bill of particulars”
in order to adequately answer tes-

timony. <

Concession Made
1 Cottone made one concession.
jHe apprised Fulton that FCC
would require him , to furnish for
authentication purposes a long se-

ries of documents of which the
Commission has made photostatic
copies, including original hews
scripts of commentator Clete Rob-
erts, who was allegedly discharged
for refusing to obey instructions
to slant the copy.

Johnson promised that he would
give ample opportunity to Fulton
to present counter-testimony on
KMPC and that he will move the
hearings to Detroit and Cleveland
on matters primarily concerned
with WJR. and WGAR. When Ful-
ton attempted to segregate .the
proceedings entirely among the
three stations, Cottone refused to
stipulate. “Richards 5 qualifica-

tions,” he said, “cuts across all

!
three stations.”

The Richards case has been
pending nearly two years, but has
been delayed time and again on
affidavits that the hearings will
endanger Richards’ health, arid to
consider his proposal to transfer
voting control; Complaints against
Richards Include charges of using
his stations to promote racial and
political prejudice. The current

I hearings are to determine whether
these charges constitute grounds
for refusing renewal of licenses
and to inquire further Into the
transfer proposal,

Johnson is a former Alabama
circuit judge who has been trying
cases for FCC for 15 years. He

• is a World War I veteran,
Fred Ford, who will up the Com-

mission’s legal staff; has been with
FCC for three years and formerly
practiced law in Clarksburg, W.
Va. He was with the Air Force
in the last war and retired with
the rank of major.
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Mary Wood’s Cincinnati Post Survey
verifies and confirms PULSE—*
HOOPER—VIDEODEX that WCPO-
TV is Cincinnati’s No. 1 TV Station.

We quote from Mary Wood’s column of

February 24th:

Best Shorn on WCPO-TV!
“'wo of fop 3 shows qro on WCPO-TVM

Most Popular Station!

"WCPO-TV I st— WLW-T 2nd— WKRC-TV 3rd

Enthusiastic TV City!

'Viewers look 2 hours In afternoon and 4 hours 20
minute* at night in Cincinnati"

Kid Shows
Continued from pin IS

5;5%; talks and discussions, 0:2%,
and Jiews, 5.1%. Stringing out be-

hind were such program categories

as dance, concert, opera, special

events; religion, novelty,. etc. NBC
apparently paid little attention to

programming -for women during

the year, in comparison to the

other three major webs, since the

report reveals only - a single half-

hour women’s Bhow aired during
the entire year.

Web’s upsurge in TV billings

during 1949 is evidenced by the

fact that 45.4% of thfe total num*
her of program hours werfe com-
mercial. This does not mean, of

course, that NBC is approaching
the break-even point financially

but indicates the growing interest

of advertisers in the medium. An-
other breakdown shows the web
devoted 24.3% of its total broad-

cast hours to public service shows,

with the remaining 75.7% hours
listed as entertainment, Picture

was slightly different for WNBT,
key N. Y. flagship station, which
aired 27.1% of its total programs
as public service.

With films accounting for only

11.7% of the total number of

broadcast hours, 66.5% repre-

sented studio programming, with

the remaining 21.8% being remote
pickup shows— of sports, special

events, etc. Analysis also points

out that 71,2% of the network’s

hours originated in N. Y. Another
14.3% came from Chicago; 7.4%
from Washington; 5.1% from
Philadelphia; .3% from Cleveland,

and 1.7% from “other points,” Lat-

ter breakdown points up NBC’s al-

most complete dearth of kinescope
programs from the Coast, as com-
pared^ to CBS with its Ed Wynn
show and “Pantomime Quiz.”

Continued from page 31

CHURCH SERVICE IS

FUMED FOR VIDEO
Hollywood, March 7.

R0V. Borland Dryer’s Worship
Film Productions, for the first time
locally, filmed a complete church
service . for television purposes
Filming Was the first in a regular
weekly , video series.

The non - denominational and
non-profit film featured a sermon
by Dr. Louis H. Evans and the First
Presbyterian Church of Hollywood-
the Bach Anniversary Choir; and
scriptural readings by Colleen
Townsend, who recently gave up
her film career to take up religious
activities.

“Your Television Church” wilt
first be released for Easter Day
beaming. Following video trans-
mission, the films will also be
available for screen presentation
in churches.

Continued front page 33

ones now committed to hefty TV
schedules. In Addition to “Show
Business,” Luckies; also now bank-
rolls NBC-TV’s . “Lucky Strike The-
atre,” Chesterfield has the two Ar-
thur Godfrey shows on CBS; Cam-
els* has Rd Wynn (CBS) ; “Man
Against Crime” (CBS ) and “Camel
News Caravan” (NBC), while Phil-
ip Morris sponsors QBS’ “Candid
Camera;” Old Gold' has hail of
ABC-TV’s “Stop the Music” and
“Original Amateur Hour” on
NBC-TV,
“Show Business,” CBS house-

package produced by Irving Mans-
field, has Clifton Fadimari as mode-
rator and Abe Burrows and George
S. Kaufman as permanent members
of its panel. Agency for Luckies
is BBD&O.

Seattle — Jim Neidigh, recently
manager of KRSC, local indie
here, is now an account exec at
KING-TV.

Hypo In Wooing
Continued from page 28

ample, high turnover programs pay
off for established products (which
want reminder copy ) . while shows
which get repeater-dialers are im-
portant for new products and spon-
sors launching new sales themes.
Eventually; it’s reasoned, bankroll-
ers Will demand sharper results
arid shrewder quarterbacking via
the qualitative analysis material
Nielsen makes available;

WCPO-TV

CINCINNATI , OHIO
Represented by the BRANHAM CO.-

WEWS, Cleveland
Is another

Seripps-Howard
TV Station— 1st.

In the market, j

Sanife Rates Still Apply.

Chicago, March 7.

Former subscribers to Hooperat-
lngs will be serviced by the Na-
tional Nielsen Ratings reports for

the next three months at the same
rates they paid Hooper, the A. C.
Nielsen Co,, said last week; The
complete National Nielsen Radio
Index is being offered clients on
an individual contract basis,
TV-Network Hooperatings taken

over by Nielsen will continue using
the coincidental tel- phone sample
for the next three months until the
switchover to audimeter sampling
can be worked out.

February, with the possibility of

more this spring) reportedly is

MBS’ hold on the grass-roots areas.

Example of heavy local listening

in small towns is shown in a study

of Thomson, Ga„ where before the

inception of WTWA in 1948 sets-

in-use was 17%. In February, ’50,

sets-in-use had climbed to 36%.
Also significant is the fact that the

250-watt local outlet got 69%
share-of-audience, while one Au-
gusta station dropped from 47% to

15% and another declined from
18% to 3%.
One WTWA show, “Kobak’s

Korn,” conducted by Ed Kobak,
Jr., son of the ex-MBS prexy,

garnered an 86%. share-of-audi-

ence. Backed by a town furniture

mart, the airer stresses community
issues to pick up the high rating.

In Liberty, N. Y., only 100 miles

from Gotham, the 250-watt WVOS
reports a 50% increase in ’50 bill-

ings over ’49. Outlet has 300
sponsors, mostly local but with an
increasing number of national spot
accounts, and doesn’t want Web
affiliation because biz is good.
WVOS is in a mountainous area of
distortion, where N. Y. stations

don’t penetrate during the daytime
and skywaves bring in Detroit sta-

tions at night. Although BMB
figures may show considerable big
city station penetration, it’s argued
by advocates of rural radio, there
are many areas of distortion where
the wee-watters are needed for
full radio coverage.

Keystone, admitting that the in-
dividual 250-watter’s audience is.

small in comparison with ai metro-
politan dear-channel s t a 1 1 o n,

stresses that in bulk they are vital.

By grouping stations , in packages,
KBS’ Cost-per-1 ,000 figure delivers
listeners at a rate comparable to
live chain operations, KBS toppers:
point out, with the result that more,
national advertisers are entering
the rural field.
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BUT SERIOUSLY

9 Complete, highly competent T*«hnl

cal Staff bached by year* of Major

Network Editing and Recording

fNperience.

9 High Quality AMPBX Equipment

vied Exclusively.
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bail or Write far Special Rato Card Today!
. ]:££:

13 New AM’ers Okayed
Washington, March 7,

In a postwar record, the FCC
today (Tues.) approved permits for
13 new AM stations, seven./ of
which are full time. Most are. in
small towns and two are in Hawaii.
Commission also authorized to-

day four new FM stations in' the
New York area. Permits wer£
granted to Crosley Broadcasting
Corp. (WINS)

; Debs Memorial
Radio Fund (WEVD); Atlantic
Broadcasting Corp. (WHOM); and
Ebbets-McKeever Exhibition Co.,
the Brooklyn Dodgers owners.

Courtesy of JUI-C-M •

'THE GREAT RUPERT'
For George Pal Prods,
THE CAMEL SHOW

Every Friday Nlte* 9:30 E.S.T., NBC
' Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

.
Apts, for Rent

NEWLY REMODELLED BLDG.

441 Watt 55th S»r..», N«w York

Immediate Occupancy

2 & 3 Room Fur’d Apti., $120-$14S
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Warners, Loew’s and 20th-Fox-f

last week were Kit with another

legal broadside in N,. Y. Federal

court last week when Edwin H.

Morris Co,, filed: an action to force

the film companies to cut loose

their music publishing subsidiaries.

Also named defendants Avere Para^

mount Pictures, Universal Pictures

and some 14 publishing firms.

Suit, which was brought under
the anti-trust provisions of the

Sherman and Clayton Acts, asks

triple damages in excess of $1 ,710,-

000. An injunction is sought to re-

strain the defendants from alleged-

ly monopolizing the publishing of

music used in films and from con-

spiring to fix prices and limit com-
petition. Ip addition, the action

wants the five picture firms to be
permanently barred from owning
or controlling any

,
publishing

house.:
As a result of the asserted con-

: spiraCy to monopolize, according to

the xomplaint, the defendants have
frozen out the independent pub-

lisher by. “succeeding in establish-

ing control of at least 60% of all

compositions” used in films, This

wealth of copyrighted material be-

came available to the five film

firms, it’s claimed, when they took

over their “captive” affiliates.

These, all of whom are defendants,

include Feist,
.

Witmark, Remick,
Bobbins, Harms, Miller, Harry
Warren Music, New World, Atlas

Music, Shubert Music, Advanced,
Paramount Music, Famous Music
and Movietone Music, I

As filed by the firm uf Spring &
Eastman, the papers combine five

separate complaints into an Over-

allaction. In each case the assert-

ed conspiracies and unlawful acts

of the defendants are said to have

been carried on. for the past six

(Continued on page 43)

Leeds’ Pickwick Into

What’* The Angle?
Brill bldg, and Iilndy?s scut-

tlebutt on Edwin H, (Buddy)
Morris’ suits against the rest
of the industry recalls that, at
one time, he wanted to sell out
to Loew’s under a continuers-'
managing-head deal, Another
has to do with Johhny Burke
& Jimmy Van Heusen, whom

. he set up as an indie publish-

ing unit, and he was not
estopped : f r o m publishing
their songs even though they
worked for Paramount, and
most of them were Bing Cros-
by musicals. This is a reverse
ort Morris’ allegations.

On the other hand, if it ever
reaches the stage that any of

the Hollywood-owned music
firms must decentralize, there
are bidders already for the
sundry catalogs.

4

current dance band push by
the disk companies, climaxed by
the* recent spectacular RCA-Victor
promotion, is putting name orchs
in their most Solid position since
the peak point in the early 1940s.
Caught tip in an incipient rivalry
among the various labels, the band
biz has been put in the middle, and
that’s proving to be a payoff spot.

With each of the disk companies
starting to shell out coin to plug
its stable of batohists, bandleaders
are getting a tremendous publicity
ride across the country. That’s ex-

pected to react favorably, hot only
in platter sales, but in the rejuve-
nation of band bookings in theatres
and one-nite stands which have
been laying off for the past couple
of years. Although none of the
other companies is priming the
promotional . pumps with budgets
to compare with Victor’s $175,000,
there’s a hope that the overall in-

dustry drive will succeed in reviv-
ing that dormant “dance band Con-
sciousness.” ..«*•_

Economically, the bands with a

solid dance beat have been placed
in the competitive saddle. The re-

cent moveover of a couple of bands
from Columbia to*RCA and the am

OK for Electrolux
Organist Ethel Smith re-

ceived an unusual letter last

week which stated that the
Bethesda Methodist-Episcopal
Church at Holtwood, Pa., had
converted its reed organ into
an electronic instrument with
an Electrolux sweeper vacuum.
L e t t e r added that the

.

vvacuumatic” organ, devised
by an electrician church memr
her, played beautifully.

Sole difficulty which, per-
haps, Miss Smith might be
able to adjust was the lack of
music published for both Elec^
trolux and organ.

Hollywood, March 7.

Manle Sacks isn’t hiding the fact

that he’s interested in grabbing top

talent for RCA-Victor. While he

was here for a week, before return-gling for additional name crews by
the latter company are boosting

]

. t N . Y Fri riflV Sacks met
values all along the line. It’s that

in
^.

t0

old law of supply and demand go-

ing into operation again.

Backgrounding the current
•brightened scene Is the question

whether • the . band biz can get a

firm toehold within the next year
on the basis of the disk company
push. Some band managers see

(Continued on page 42)

See Compromise

With Brackman at Helm
A1 Brackman took over active

general professional managership

Monday (6) of Pickwick Music

Corp., Leeds Music Co. subsidiary,

thereby signaling the beginning of

large-scale promotion' of pop and

standard numbers in the Pickwick

catalog. Pickwick is comprised of

several ASCAP catalogs acquired

over the past few years by Lou
Levy, -Leeds head, but which had
remained more or less dormant un-

til now.
Among new tunes Brackman will

start working on immediately is

“Scottish Samba,” British number
that has begun to climb into best

seller lists abroad via an Edmundo.
Ros recording. Immediate plans

also call for the release to record

and transcription firms and two-

beat bands of a number of Dixie-

land Items in the Pickwick catalog.

New pub’s list of coyprights in-

cludes such standards as “Baby,

Won’t You Please Come Home?,”
“I’ll Never Smile Again,” “Sugar

Blues,” “I Found a New Baby,”

and “Mama’s Gone Goodbye.”
Firm also controls Gordon Jenkins'

“Manhattan Towers,” which thus

far has not been available in pub-

lished form.
Brackman left the record promo-

tion and exploitation post at Mills

Music to head Pickwick. He was
also formerly with the Robbins-

Feist-Miller group.

Chi Cracks Down
On Smutty Records

Chicago, March 7.

Chicago police last week cracked

down on music establishments sell-

ing smutty records. States At-

torney John Boyle sent 24 officers

to raid 12 establishments last

Thursday (2).

Boyle acted Under an Illinois

statute which prohibits sale Of

obscene literature, in view of re-

cent Supreme C our t decision

. classifying phonograph records as

literature under obscenity prohibi-

tions.

Lou Levy’s Leeds Music this

week signed with Songwriters Pro-
tective Assn;, after having held

out against the terms of the re-

vised SPA basic contract since

1948. Only remaining SPA hold-

outs now are Chappell, Famous,
Paramount and Southern.
* Chappell’s objection to signing

with SPA is that the pub doesn’t

want to be, bound by what it feels

are the “stringent limitations” of

the SPA pact insofar as its stage

production music is concerned, al-

though it does not object so strenu-

ously to the SPA contract as ap-

plied
;
to pop tunes.

Famous and Paramount are not

holding out against the terms of

the SPA pact because of any ob-

jection to them, per se. The firms,

however, Want to wait until they

know where they arid the industry

stand under the provisions of the

upcoming ASCAP consent decree More traveling name bands are

before committing themselves to expected to hit. Broadway vaude

the SPA agreement.
,

houses in the near future because

Southern Music’s refusal to sign • of a probable compromise between

an SPA contract has centered ; the stand taken by American Fed-

around the firm’s feeling that cer-
j

eration of Musicians Local 802,

tain clauses in the pact give other ,
N. Y„ which doesn’t permit travel-

publishers advantages which would
|

irig bands to work theatres unless

not be available to Southern if it
! an 802 band is hired as well, and

were to sicn |
the demand by many bandleaders

’
1

that they be allowed into N. Y.

vauders. It’s anticipated that a

quota of traveling bands will be

Washington, March 7.

The Senate Finance Committee
was called upon yesterday (6) to
kill a section of the new Social
Security Bill which would legalize
and put new life into the AFM’s
Form Bi Contract. The provision
was slipped in by the House Ways
arid Means Committee and passed
by the House before establish-
inerits which hire bands realized
what had happened.
The bill, amending the Social

Security Act to increase the size

of the benefits and the number of
beneficiaries, is now before, the
Senate committee for study. Ask-
ing elimination of the provision
yesterday were Carter T. Barron,
Loew’s rep here, who spoke for
the Big Five theatre-owning film
companies; J. A. Osherman, attor-

ney for the National Ballroom
Operators Assn., and Norman
Bomze/ spokesman for the National
Licensed Beverage Assn. .

Form B was outlawed about two
years ago by the U. S. Supreme
Court in a test case taken there
on appeal by Osherman. It pro-
vided that the establishment sign-

ing a name band— theatre, res-

taurant, nightclub, dancehall*
radio network, etc.— is regarded
as employer of all members of the
band for the purpose of

,

paying
the Social Security taxes and

with artists and their managers
;

keeping the Social Security rec-

from other companies.

These Included Dinah Shore,
Frank Sinatra, Harry James, Les
Brown, Doris Day, Ray Noble, Axel
Stordahl and Margaret Whiting.
All are with Columbia except Miss
Whiting, -who waxes for Capitol.

RCA-Victor’s new exec, in charge
or artist relations has already

grabbed Frankie Carle and Gene
Krupa from Columbia, where he
was artists-and-repertory topper
for 10 years until he left recently

for RCA.

Miller Back From Coast

Mitch Miller, Columbia’s new di-

rector of pop artists, returned to

New York Monday (6) after a two-
week visit on the Coast. Miller set

up several recording sessions while
in Hollywood, in addition to be-

coming oriented in the company’s
Coast operation.

HENDERSON DISBANDS,

ords for the term of the engage-
merit.

. Legislation to restore this respon-
sibility and take it off the backs
of the name band leaders is in-

cluded In the new bill. It would,
(Continued on page 46)

Skitch Henderson has broken up

his band to take over the post

of general musical director for

• permitted to work any Broadway i Frank Sinatra and baton the NBC
^ _

!
house.

j

orch on the singers ^ across-the- jp^shirig rights to~Seorge Thomas

Of ’Buttons’ in 1st Postwar

Test of Copyright Law
Tokyo, Feb. 28.

In the first postwar test of the
Japanese music copyright law, an
American agent of a New York
music publishing house has suc-

ceeded not only in nabbing an il-

licit Tokyo publisher in the act of
pilfering an American song, but
collected sufficient damages from
the offender to give the legitimate

publisher, a profit on the bootleg
sales and to pay the American
copyright owner a standard royalty,

Case is noteworthy, because it is

thought to be the first time in the
history of Japan that a foreign
music publisher has collected royal-

ties for a oopyright Infringement.
Purloined song was “Buttons and

Bows,” published by Famous Music
Corp. Firm had assigned Japanese

Details cuirently being • board airer, “Light Up Time.” Folster, NBC radio commentator in

counters.
Folster enlisted the aid of the

fho tY.iicin-hanHQ flpld havinc been I

Brown, listed, as a traveling i network house band . in spots near-
1 song in Japan, but before legit

A
6
vpnnrtpr on trnderiaoers for band, was hired by comedian Bob by to New York. Henderson re-

;

sheets could be printed, bootleg

mariv^vears
- -

i Hope for a two-week stand at this placed Jeff Alexander, who was in copies bearing a phoney publisher’s

vvuii rpci^naflnn of Bernie house, during which Hope is the ' the spot held for a long time by
j

name appeared on Tokyo music

Woods to befome personal mana- Headliner. Local 802 execs wanted Axel Stordahl.

eer for Ralph Flanagan. Herm™rrent rul
*f

conformed to, but|
. Henderson will also be at the

Schoenfeld is doing the Disk Re- |

BQPe is said to have put in • a keyboard, when Sinatra opens at
;

Japanese police and the .Japan

Views andthermisicdepartmentf«mplaint toPetrillo whopermit- lhe
Y
Copacabana, N. Y„ March 23,; Copyright Protection League who

is' further enlarged via Joe Cohen, tea Brown to keep the date pend- and ,viu accompany the crooner to picked up most of the sheets and

Renrve Gilbert and Jesse Gross, i

in8 4 formal decision. Europe this summer for bookings traced the publisher. When Fol-
George GiiDert ana -Jesse uross.

, Petrjno ’

s entry into the N. Y, Continent and at the Lon-
;

Ster threatened to go to court, the
J;

publisher agreed to kick in with
sufficient coin to make up all

losses suffered by the authorized
publisher, the agent, and Famous.
The Copyright Protection League

i
said the case, to the best of its

was the first time a

As

vaude-band situation is said to dori Palladium,
have been the result of squawks '

put in by bandleaders throughout
the nation. It was argued that

many topflight orchestras couldn’t-

George L. Keane, who exited the
. play Broadway and that the waning

sales manager post in the RCA- i interest in bandshows wasn’t being

Hividinn last summer !
helped by the Local 802: regula-tor pop division last, summei ,

, It
.

g been argued name band
i • _ • _ J L, BAAAwIn 4ri ftAW. ' I .1 __ . . i

Both RCA,

Roll New Catalogs i taowS
,

Bolh RCA-Victor and Columbia i

has joined Varsity Records as gen
J
employment in New York is at Its. 8re rolling new^ catalogs^ off. the ^ . Jajian, although song-pilfering

era! sales manager and assistant
' lowest ebb, probably because of

:
presses in the 45 and 33 fields,

, is an ancient Nipponese custom.

to prexy Eli Obersteiii. He stepped j-
the 802 action,

into the. spot vacated by. Joe Carle-

ton, who went last week to Mercu-

ry as eastern artists rep and sales

supervisor.

Personnel shifts were repercus-

sions of Mahie Sachs’ recent move-

over froiri Columbia to Victor and

Mitch Miller’s subseduerit switch
1

from Mercury to Columbia to head

up the latter company’s pop artists

department.

respectively. More coincidence

than competition, the catalogs are

Cw^.Vi pin p1lwv. |

slated to hit the retailers the mid-
opecial Marx nc rlugs

. : dle of March . Both listings are the

Constance Hope Solos
''Constance Hope has exited RCA-

Title song from Lester Cowan’s second editions of the companies’ Victor, where she served as a con-
MarX Bros/ starrer, “Love Happy,”

; siow-speed disk listings. sultarit, to open her own N. Y,
will benefit from a special fund

\ VjiC j;or
»

s 45 rpm catalrig will be a merchandise, * promotion and pub^

office
-

. •

^vptheat^ hudegt
M8h coop a

i hair and pop selections, including 1 fat the past six years she held

‘
written bvS Ronell (Mrs

' the lower-priced Bluebird line, down the directorship of|rtistrgj

CowanVthe^number is published Both companies^charge retailers 5c lations for fiCA-Viccor s Red Seal

by Jewel Music. each for the catalogs. label.
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By HERM SCHOENFELD

Les Brown ' ll Isn’t Fair”-“Solid

As a Rock” (Columbia). Four Hits

and a Miss team up with. Brown for

ah ace coupling. “Fair” revival,

recently launched by Sammy Kaye
(Victor), gets another boost with a
warm, .

slow-tempoed vocal treat-

ment that slates it for a juke. ride..

Fllpover has a solid potential. A
bounce number with a cute lyric,

“Rock-’ is slightly marred by a

blaring trick opening but the quin-

tet, with an assist from. Stumpy
Brown, quickly take hold of -the

jump beat with trim results.

Ethel Merman-Ray. Bolger “If I

Knew You Were Coming I’d ’ve

Baked a Cake”-“It’s So Nice to

Have a Man Around the House”
(Decca). This team of legit musi-
cal stars is putting a saleable per-
sonality stamp on their brace of
Decca pressings that should pat
their “Dearie” and “Pajamas,”
“Cake” is a natural for their unin-
hibited comedy attaek and this

version is one of the best. “House”
is another cute romp on a ballad
which the jocks can use for a
change-of-pacel This tune, origin-
ally a Special for Dinah Shore, has
caught Are. m
Harry James “You’re a Sweet-

heart”- -My Baby Is Blue” (Colum-
bia). James won’t stir up much
noise with these Sides but it’s a
well-turned disk showing off his
sound mu s

i

c

a

1 craftsmanship,
“Sweetheart” is a pleasant tune
with a good instrumental intro and
neatly done lyric by the Skylarks.
Reverse is in a slower vein carried
by James’ sweet licks on his horn.
Dick Williams does an okay vo-
cal
Gordon MacRae “Oh! Oh! Oi

Ophelia”-“Two-Faced Heart” (Cap-
itol). MacRae does a hangup job
on a couple of rhythm numbers
which jocks can fit into the current
Dixieland kick. “Ophelia” is likely
side and MacRae works over this

tune with plenty of verve to get
the most out of it. Reverse is an-
other solid item smoothly rendered
with that vocal beat never in
doubt, Paul Weston’s combo
backs up in a lively style, dishing
up the dixieland with a light com-
mercial once-over.

Errol Garner- Johnny Hartman
“Remember” - “September in the
Rain” (Mercury). Mercury has
made an attractive pairing of
standout keyboard artist and good
crooner on some standards. Garner
grinds out unusual rhythmic pat-
terns in the solo 88 passages while
Hartman delivers in a deeply ro-
mantic baritone. Neither side is

the type to rocket these numbers
to the top again but the jocks will
be spinning them frequently for
their quietly satisfying reminiscent
moods.
Herb Jeffries “The Flying Dutch-

man”-“Baby, Won’t You Say You
Love Me!” (Columbia). Latching
on to the increasing play being
given to this folk-style number,
this version of the “Dutchman” has
a chance to click, Jeffries renders
it in a full-bodied dramatic style
With elaborate vocal and orchestral
support. Some of the background
effects could have been soft-

pedaled to let the story through
more clearly, Flipover is a well-
cut Mack Gordon-Josef Myrow
number from the 20th-Fox pic,

“Wabash Avenue.”
Margaret Whiting “My Foolish

Heart”-“Stay With the Happy
People” (Capitol). Two good sides
in contrasting styles show Miss
Whiting’s versatility. An upcom-
ing tune, ‘’Heart” gets a moving
treatment With her usual smoothly
warm ballad manipulation. It’s

in a lushly sad key that should
cut a hefty slice of this number’s
jock and juke play. Bottom deck
has a fine chance too. It has a
bright rhythm and an uplift lyric

that’s duck soup7 for Miss Whitr
ing’s lucid pipes arid natural beat.
Frank DeVol furnishes full back-
ing on both.
Ink Spots “My Reward” - “You

Left Me Everything But YoU”
(Decca). Spots have a good chance
to crack the hit list with either

one of these sides. But, both get
the same stylized handling to

militate against a twin click. Al-
lan Roberts’ ^Reward” is fine

torch item executed with a heavy
.
accent on Billy Kenny’s tenoring.

Back side is another solid tune
given a similar slow Kenny and
spoken-break treatment. Either
side has a potential that .could

have increased with a change-of-

pace coupling.
Toni Arden “Rain” - “Mother,

Mother, Mother Pin a Rose on Me”
(Columbia), “Rain” is a fine oldie

and Miss Arden’s disk could push
it far. It’s an attractive cut with

a winsome vocal that should gar-

ner high jock ratings. Reverse is

a cute novelty switch, performed
by Miss Arden with a light bounce
that smartly sells it. There’s a
full orch backing on both sides.

Platter Pointers
Al Trace entered a * good early

starter in the "Cake” field with
a gay cut of “If I Knew You-Were
Coming I’d ’ve Baked a Cake”
(Columbia) . .. * Decca could have
a sleeper with the Jaxson Sisters*
Stranger in

: the House,” a firstrate

.... rendered with plenty of
spirit. Reverse is a jet-propelled

Had
a Farm that stretches the novelty

«<

far
.

• • • Steve Gibson
*5?° 800dM sides

.
ill Never Love Anyone Else”

??d I Want a Hoof Over MyHead ’ (Mercury) . . . Dick Jurgens
rides nicely along with a coupling

“baddy’s Little

Sffi
" - 3fiild a Bungalow”
okay vocals by Ray McIntosh

and. AI GaUnte (Columbia) ...
Castle has come up with a solid

JJ
ck Rem in Jimmie and Ruth

^5a^nt of “Nashville
Blues” and “Silver Dollar”
Coral has waxed a sort of *equei
to Don t Cry Joe” with “It’s Easy
£°r You to Say” vocalled nicely
by Sandy Evans. Tune has a fair
chance . . . Mildred Bailey has anew Columbia long-playing disk
featuring eight great standards by
the swingstress and some topflight
instrumental accomps by various
combos . . . Some solid pianistics
are turned in by Dick Hyman (Re-
lax) on four show tunes by Jerome
Kern and Richard Rodgers. “Gen-
tleman ls a Dope” is standout . . .John Paree has the name and ac-

a
„ ??,

od workover of
Bon (Goral) in the au-

thentic French manner . . . Jack
Owens, with an assist from Three
Beaus and .a Peep, does a pleasant

waxi
u

1

It 3°^ on the -Jimmy Mc-
Hugh-Harold Adamson tune,

t
Y°u

u
i
e a Sweetheart” (Decca)

with Sy Oliver backing . . . Ray
«u

l1
S?,

i5
r solidly bounces “Spa-

ghetti Rag1’ for Capitol.

.
Standout western, race, hillbilly,

jazz, polka, etc.: Red Kirk “It’s
Raining in My Heart” (Mercury)

. Jimmy Work, “Who’s Been
Here Since I’ve Been Gone”

m * * Red Alien.“Ride ‘Red’

««w
r
i

U
?
sw

J
ck) • • • John Wolo-

han,
t
Wolohan’s Boogie” (Cavalier)

Franh> “I’m Kickin’
the Bucket Over You” (Columbia)

ft
(&*** ®yrd' “Steel GuitarRag (Mercury).

Best
(Week ending Feb. 25)

* London,’ Feb. 28.

Harry Lime Theme. .Chappell
Dear Hearts . . * , , . . .

.

Morris
Jealous Heart . . .

.

New World
Hopscotch Polka ......Leeds
.Down in the, Glen. . . . . Wright
Bunch of Coconuts Box & Cox
I’ll String Along. . . Feldman
Garden of Weeds .Box & Cox
Breaking My Heart. . Sterling
Our Love Story . . . . Carolin
Mule Train ... . . . . Chappell
Is It True About Dixie . .Wood

Stcond 12
Why Is It. . ,

.

. VCinephonlc
Forever and Ever. .

.
F.D. 8c H.

Song In Our Heart . .20th-Qent.
Scottish Samba ... . . . . .

.

.Sun
Is It Too Late , . . > ; . .

.

. Yale
Kiss in Your Eyes. .Bosworth
Last Mile Home. . .Leeds
Confidentially . . . New World
Clear Blue Sky, *. , . . . Kassner
Shawl Galway Grey . . Connelly
Wedding Samba i . . . Leeds
Song of Capri. .... ..Chappell

Continued from page 41

the platter project as a partially ar-
tificial stimulant that may or may
not end in a hangover. The more
permanent symptoms of revival are
being looked for in the dance pal-
aces, theatres and college spots.
How big and how long the upbeat
will last is being measured by that
reaction.

The trend, however, is definitely

Upwards at the present time. Cus-
tomer tastes are taking a marked
swing from the “recital” form of
jazz, such as bop, back to the
standard dance beats which was
foreshadowed early last year by the
Dixieland revival. That two-beat
rhythm turned out to be the har-
binger of the current dance, tempo.

Granz to Europe To

Set ’Jazz’ Unit Tour
Norman Granz, whose “Jazz at

the Philharmonic” unit never
played the continent before, planes
to Europe Sunday (12) to set up a
late spring tour for the. group.
Current personnel includes -Ella
Fitzgerald, Flip Phillips, Lester
Young, Coleman Hawkins, Buddy
Rich and others. *

Granz, who recently became di-

rector of Mercury Records’ rhythm,
blues and jazz operations, cleaned
up several waxing sessions in New
York last week*

COUNT BASIE SEXTET
Brass Rail, Chicago
Couht Basie is playing jazz 'with

a small unit for the first time since
his early Kansas City day!. With-
out the inhibitions that a big band
necessarily places on a musician,
the Count is in a much freer ele-

ment. And it shows in his playing.
The sextet is simply a jazz group,

and while most o£ ensemblev^ork
is semi-arranged, solos are impro-
vised. On an especially hot num-
ber, the group will forget about
its ensemble •* arrangements and
take off together;

As a result, the Count retains

his light, almost airy style, and is

able to build around it to a much
greater extent than before; And
in the faster numbers, he displays
a driving style that was somewhat
submerged in the large group.

He is working with a talented
bunch of young musicians. Only
two—tenor saxophonist Bob Gay
and drummer Gus Johnson^are
from his former big band; The.
others, Buddy De Franco on clarr

inet, Clark’ Terry, trumpet, and
Jimmy Lewis, bass, play together
as if they had been with the Count
for years.

Unit relies mainly on jazz class-

ics. Hot numbers include “Honey-
suckle Rose,” “Liza,” “Lady Be
Good” and a jump version Of
“Idaho.” Slow and lowdown are
“I Surrender Dear” and an as-

sortment of blues. Group uses a
riff-filled “One O’Clbck Jump” for
theme, with Basie featured on
piano. Chan.

FREDDY MARTIN ORCH
With Merve Griffin, Murray Arnold
and Rex Dennis

St. Francis .Hotel, San Francisco
The Freddy Martin impact

showed up strong here in the
Mural Room for a preem night that
filled the 550-seat room to the
seams. Fifty-five minutes of floor

show by the Martin crew scores
heavily on both entertainment and
business, a considerable compli-
ment considering the low ebb of
competish in town’s other saloons.

High points are warblings of
Merve Griffin, localite, who scores
heavily, and Murray Arnold, who
turns in a neat piano chore, fol-

lowed by a firstrate song item
jointly with Griffin. Also turning
in a socko performance for mucho
kudos is vocalist Rex Dennis. Floor
compote includes “Cavalcade of
Bands,” with local flavoring, which
is strong applause-getter.
. Dance stanzas magnet dancers to
pack floor, with standard Martin
musical appeal showing nifty
choice of tunes, well mixed to
appeal to all comers from 16 to 60.
Music is rich and sparkly, the 18-

I 1* RAG MOP (8) (Hill & Range)

2.

• * .* *

l t.

4.

5.

I 6.
<

T.

8 .

9.

10.

Week of Mar. 4»>»»» »»
( Ames Bros ... .... ... ...... . Coral

{
Ralph Flanagan . ...... .Victor

CHATTANOOGIE SHOESHINE BOY (4) (Aculf-R.)

|

K°
Xey

„
"- vDecc«,

l.Bill Darnell .Coral

MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC (S) (Cromwell) Bremer. . . , ... . . London
{Eddie Miller...,..* ....Rainbow

I SAID MY PAJAMAS (7) (Leeds) .............. Martin-Warren ; Victor

( Dinah Shore . ...... . . , Columbia
} Bing Crosby ............. Decca

THERE’S NO TOMORROW (14) (Paxton)

(7) (Leeds) ; . , . . . , . .

.

DEAR HEARTS, GENTLE PEOPLE (12) (Morris)......

« » •" • -4 «

OLD MASTER PAINTER (13) (Robbing)

CRAZY HE CALLS ME (2) (Massey) . .

.

CRY OF THE WILD GOOSE (1) (American)

.

DREAMER’S HOLIDAY (15) (Shapiro-B) .

.

[ Tony Martin
\ Alan Dale ........

( Sinatra-Modernaires
. . • •

•

| Snooky Lanson
........

.

Billie Holiday .

.

• • • • e • •
• • •' * t •

.

• • • • •

« * • • • - «•••••

Frankie Laine . .

.

( Perry Como
I E. Wilson-Jenkins

... Victor
. Harmony
Columbia
London

. . Decca

. Mercury
. . Victor
- ... Decca

Second Group
I CAN DREAM CAN’T I (24) (Chappell)

.

ENJOY YOUR$ELF (Morris) .

FOOLISH HEART (Saritly-Joy)

DEARIE (Laurel)

.

.

C’EST SI BON (Leeds) . .

.

BROKEN DOWN MERRY-GO-ROUND (Vogue).
HAVE I TOLD YOU LATELY (Duchess) .......

QUICKSILVER (Morris)

i • • •

*• * »- # • e. 9

Decca

........ Decca

t. DADDY’S LITTLE GIRL (Beacon)

f SITTING BY THE WINDOW (Shapiro-B).

Andrews Sisters,

Guy Lombardo . .

.

Gordon Jenkins ......... .Decca

[ Merman-Bolger .......... Decca
. . . . .. ....... .... .

. | stafford-MacRae
,

.
, . . ... Capitol

Johnny Desmond .. . ..... M^G-M
Whiting-Wakely . .

.. . . . . . Capitol

Crdsby-Andreips
... .Decca

[ Crosby-Andrewt ... . . .... Decca“ ’ * *

‘"I Doris Day..* ...... * .Columbia

9 9-09

i Dick Todd:
I Mills Bros.

[ Dinah Shore .

.

"
\
Biily 'Eckstine

WE’LL BUILD A BUNGALOW (Algonquin) . ... , . ... . . . , . . . .. . , johnny Long

.

BIBBIDI BOBBIDI BOO (Disney) . . . . ... ......................

.

j

G^no .

WEDDING SAMBA (Duchess) .
( Andrews-Miranda

•••• *•.
(
Edniundo Ros.

EYES WIDE OPEN I’M DREAMING (Crawford) , . ..... . . . . . .... Patti Page ....

MARTA (E. B, Marks) ... .... . . . .

.

; ..... ..... . . . .. . . . . * . . , .

,

Tony Martin.
IF I KNEW YOU WERE COMING (Mellin):. . . . , .... ... . * . . , , . , v Eileen Barton . . .... , .

.

Mercury
SENTIMENTAL ME (Knickerbocker) ........... ...... . . . . . .... Ames Bros, .... . ... ..Coral

.9 0 f 0 0.9 0

, , Rdinbow
'

. Decca
: Columbia

.

, M-.G-M

. ; King
... Victor

« Columbia

* . : Decca
..London
Mercury
. .Victor

[Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10.1

man outfit, using its instrumenta-
tion, for plenty-of effective doub.
ling, Martin’s batoning arid sax-
ophoning, are firstrate and garner*
accordingly. Ted.

JIMMY TUCKER ORCH (7)
Southern Mansion, Kansas City
An estabUshed eatery, the South-

ern Mansion for more than eight
yews had a policy of a resident

Dee Peterson orchestra.
Dast r fall* spot began changing
p er io di c a lly, and the Jimmy
Tucker crew is the second set
under the new poliejr.

?
V

. While Tucker is a home town lad
he hasirt been seen here in about
four years; he has been playing
hotels and dining rooms in the mid*
west; East and South. Crew he
brouht here specializes in tunes on
the soft-swefct side, with a gener-
ous sprinkling of Latin and noveltv
work. *

Instrumentation is trumpet
reed, accordian, electric guitar

1

piano, string bass and guitar, witli
plenty of doubling making it a
thoroughly versatile outfit, Tucker
himself warbles on ballads, with
Fred-Muro, drummer, vocallihg in
both Spanish and English.
Mansion . pretty much wants its

music straight and smooth, and the
Tucker combo is just what was
ordered for this dinner spot.

Quin,

THE BIG EVENING WITH BAR-
BARA LEE

With Ruth Anderson
Producer: Bruce-Eldridge
60 ' Mins., Mon. - thru - Sat.,

10:30 p.m.
EMPORIUM DEPT. STORE
KNBC; San Francisco
The quality of being unob-

trusive though entertaining, with
a strong layer of charm and au-
thenticity blanketing her femme
disk-jockey chore,, shows up
through the hour-long spinning of
platter and chatter as offered by
Miss Anderson. Program is re-
markably without the rank-and-
file nerve-jarring gab which punc-
tuates most such marathons, and
a smart sense of musical choice
further . frames the essentially

pleasing content matter.
Music provided is of general

popular level, with emphasis on
sweet side. General effect is a

good radio show with sponsored
interludes interesting as well as

informative: five comiriercials are

usual nightly stint, with 16 plat-

ters or more interlarding. Guests
are rare*
Miss Anderson’s voice and dic-

tion are definitely upper-bracket.
Timing, pacing arid projection are

excellent. Ted.

MIKE MEARIAN SHOW
90 Mins.; Mou.-thru-Sat.
Sponsored-Participating
W’KBW, Buffalo

This engaging, d. j. has been on

the local early morning scene only

a few months arid he is already

grabbing off a nice chunk of the

a.riv. listening audience. Coming
here from Elmira’s WELM, lie’s

made, friends with his easy man-
ner and platter choices.
The many-voice routine is noth-

ing new but Mearian has an inter-

esting twist. He culls the papers

for bits he can handle effectively

and then dramatizes them ad lib

style. Added to this, he has a gim-

mick with a couple of pigeons—
more of his voices—who are go-

ing ito get married soon.
The early morning slot can get

pretty dreary in any town but

Mearian manages to liven it in en-

tertaining style; Comiriercials are

handled well. By keeping his news

dramatizations well spaced to

avoid being tiresome plus plenty

of tiriie announcements he makes a

welcome addition to Buffalo's ayem
radio, Morce,

Airborne Muzek
Muzak has soared into the wild

blue yonder to- add another outlet

for its canned music, already

heard on land and on sea. Outfit,

has tape-recorded special dinner

music programs for airing during

the serving of meals aboard Na-

tional Airlines' New York - -Mianu.

flights.

Southbound trips feature “Moon

Over Miami” melodies, while the

northbound trek offers tunes cur-

rently being piped by Muzak into

Gotham situations.

Armstrong’s $2,400 Take
Hollywood, March "•

Louis. Armstrong exited^‘Port-

land, Ore., concert Friday C3V >vitD.

over $2,400 from $1 >750 guarantee

against 50%.
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Chicago, March 7. >
Most jukebox operators feel that

television is not a threat to their

Industry, but are split on the ques-
tion of whether it can be harnessed
as a money-maker for them. Top
operators, here for the first annual
convention of the Music Operators
of America, feel that television in

! taverns has reached its peak with-

out the jukebox industry suffering/

First, they say, the tavern-owner
favors the jukebox over television

because the latter is not1* a source
of income while the former is.

Further, customers drink more
slowly while watching^ TV, but
listening to music does not affect

their rate of consumption. They-

do not anticipate that taverns will

go on installing TV sets, but are
hopeful that more and newer juke-
boxes will go into taverns.

There is serious disagreement
on whether TV can make money
for them, Hirsh De La Viez, ex-

ecutive comhiittee member from
Washington, D C:, feels that coin-
operated TV is a distinct possibil-

ity. He favors the idea of a live

Screen with sound
.
controlled by

coin mechanism. While the cus-
tomer would see the picture, he
would have to drop coins in to hear
the dialog.

George A. Miller, national chair-

man and trustee, disagrees. He
feels that the public has reached
the point where they are so accus-
tomed to free TV in the tavern
that they, will refuse to pay for it.

Sidney H. Levin, national coun-
sel, says he has conferred with TV
manufacturers in New York but
despite intensive discussion was
unable to reach any practical

scheme of operation? Levin agrees
also that the trend toward free

video in taverns has gone beyond
the point where it can be stopped.

While the question is being dis-

cussed, there is little indication

that any definite stand on it will

be taken. Operators feel that even
if it is feasible, it is still in the
stage where nothing immediate
can be done. Certainly, if they
can be shown that it will work and
is a potential source of income,
they will not object, they add,

To Augment Singers
Sammy Kaye, back in New York

this week after several months of
theatres and onemiters, is audi-
tioning male and female vocalists
to augment his present singing
staff. Bandleader is seeking a re-
placement for Don Cornell, now
doing a single, and also a girl sing-
er, who will look good on tele-'

vision.

Laura Leslie arid Tony Alamo
continue with the band as regular
featured vocalists.

Men; MPCE Mulling

Action to Be
Tin Pan Alley is doing a burn

over the slugging Arthur Godfrey
gave the songplugging contingent
on his Monday (6) morning airer.

His rapping Of the tune-touts was
along the lines that their tactics

were annoying and their over-zeal-

ousness in .selling
;
numbers was

partially responsible for the songs
doing a fast fade. \

The Music Publishers Contact
Employees' executive council has
obtained a platter of the show,
which will be listened to either to-,

day, (Wed.) or tomorrow (Thurs . )

.

A course of action will then be
taken.

By ROBERT CHANDLER
Chicago, March 7.

Principal Underlying purpose of
the first annual Music Operators
of America conventiori, "which
opened here yesterday (6), is the
desire of the operators to segregate
themselves from other coin-ma-
chine operators.
The operators feel that they are

legitimate businessmen and have
been for a number of years. They
realize, however, that the public
doesn’t think so. And so, while
they declare that they will coop-
erate with other coinmeh, they are
withdrawing into a separate and

\

distinct organization.
Thus this : convention will take

on the aspect, of a Seminar in

public relations. Toppers wish to

set up a body which will have as
its task informing the public that
the music operators are a group
apart from other coin-machine
operators and that they are a
respectable outfit.

One of the first tangible steps
in that direction is an executive
committee resolution, passed before
the. convention, backing the bill in
Congress which would outlaw use
of obscene records. Aside from
active support of the bill, MOA

MGM’s Steamship

on

" New York contactmen are be-
coming increasingly annoyed at
what they feel is the current
high-handed manner being

,
taken

toward them and their tunes by
disk jockeys in this era of turn-
table-created hits^ Two of the mar
jbr pliigger gripes revolve around
the increasing, difficulty of getting

M-G-M • Records has made a
unique tie-in with' the Moore-Mc-
Cbrmack steamship lines on a pro
motional campaign for the score

l td jocks with plug tunes and th«
of Metro's filmusical, “Nancy Goes .!' growing inclination of the platter-
to Rio,"

I spinners to think of themselves as
Diskery has arranged for free

j

music experts, with an attendant
showing of the pic on all Rio-

}
airing of adverse critical opinion

bound steamers and is stocking
,
on their shows regarding this or

shipboard jukeboxes with singles

from its soundtrack album. Long-
playing copies of the set will be
used for the concerts over the
ships' loudspeaker systems.
Jane Powell and Carmen Miram

da are featured in the album:

Partnership
Chicago, March 7.

All operations at Tower Records
are being speeded, though the
projected partnership arrangement
between president pick Bradley

will use all forms of moral suasion : and trio of Morrie Cowen, Barney
possible on its individual members

|

Perel and Hy Brown has been,

to keep, the salacious records Off
j

called off at Bradley’s request,

their jukeboxes.
The Peculiar Problems

Desire to segregate themselves

Tower has begun an advertising
and promotion campaign for its

J.
that song or disk interpretation of
it. "

.• [..[

Pluggers for major publishers
are finding It more arid more dif-

ficult to contact jocks, both in New
York and in other metropolitan
centers. . The d.j. trend now is to

have the contact boys leave their

tunes with assistants or Secretaries,

with the pluggers getting no op-
portunities for a personal word
with the particular jock, in many
instances the publisher

;
reps have

subsequently learned that material
thus left was never even brought
to the attention of the disk-twirl-

ers.
.

.

Whereas formerly pluggers
hopped out of town to contact
barnstorming bands with t he
knowledge that they, would

t

be
reasonably successful in snagging
a plug, today it’s a matter of try-

ing to see scores of jocks on a num-
ber of hinterland stations with
little assurance of even getting

Continued from page 41

HILLBILLY,

Philadelphia, March 7.
;

* A combination of hillbilly and
pop fare is being packaged around'

Art Mooney's band by the Jolly

Joyce Agency here for spring and
summer dates at theatres, parks

and fairs. Mooney, whose contract

with .Toe Glaser is finished, will be
available for the packaging after

he winds up his run at the Capitol

theatre, N. Y., which starts March
16. With names in the band and
dance field narrowing, Mooney is

taking advantage of the hillbilly

and western demand, which- is

wide open.
Joyce intends to use the east-

meets-west theme in the packag-'

ing, as agency has a lot of top
western singers under its wing.

Mboney will carry full band, with

the hillbilly, acts.as added features.

Joyce has already lined up list of

tentative dates throughout east

and in Canada, where western fare

Is very strong.

Goday Sets Wald
Hollywood, March 7.

Happy Goday, who recently set

up his oWn music pubbery after

splitting with Lou Levy, flew back
to N. Y. Monday ( 6) after opening
lpcal outpost.

He put George Wald in charge
of latter.

from other coinmeh has other
purposes and manifestations, too.

Chief among them is feeling: that
the jukebox industry has its own

j

flooding in.

peculiar problems, and that a na- i Proposed partnership, which was
tional organization is necessary to to provide promotional and legal
cope with them. For one thing,

j talent plus money, was called off
they feel that the value of the

|
on disagreement over two points,

jukebox is underestimated by art-
j
Trio wanted 66-2/3% of stock,

ists and publishers as a means of
i which would give them absolute

four disks already released, and 1 past the studio reception room. It

Bradley is cutting four more sides
j

wouldn’t be quite as bad, feel the

this week. Re-orders for “Be- ! contactmen, if in the towns they

witched,” the Bill Snyder side, are
j
hit they could find some live music

making hits and stars. Prevalent
feeling among artists is that they
are of benefit to the jukebox in-

dustry, not the industry to them,
operators feel.

control. Projected agreement was
to give them 60%, not enough for
absolute control. Secondly, arid

more basic to the split, was trio’s

demand that, aside from “Be-
Also falling under problems of [witched,” Bradley press only from

national scope is Congressional his backlog of masters. They
legislation. Operators have their wanted him to cut no more sides.
sights set on two pieces of pending Bradley felt he could not work

, ,
.. . .. .

legislation. One, which has not with. them urider those;conditions, - have bluntly Told them listeners

actually been introduced but keeps
j

and asked for return of options,
|

that they wont play such-and-such

threatening, is a bill to place juke-
[
which were to expire in April.

|

a number because it s no good, ana

boxes under copyright laws. This I In informing Bradley that he i
one prominent d.j._ went so tar as

the operators vehemently oppose, [could have the options back,
! ^ comment that the reviva l- o t an

Sidney H: Levin, national counsel, [Brown, a local attorney, admitted oldie (which subsequently turned

delivered a report on this yester- I that he could not blame Bradley vnto a repeat hit) set tne music

day (6), wanting operators to be for wanting out under the circum- i

business back 20 years. The plug-

on the alert against such legisla- stances. Cowen and Perel own a •
fee

\
L"at any jock Vs ^nutled

tion. 'thriving pharmaceutical firm. to his opinion of a number but that

years. Damages of $360,000 are
asked from the defendants for mo-
nopolizing motion pictures as an
exploitation medium for their Own
exclusive benefit.

Sync Rights Loss
Morris requests $180,000 as dam-

ages to reimburse it for revenue
lost by the defendants’ allegedly
unlawful practice of using their
monopoly to depress synchroniza-
tion prices paid independent pub-
lishers. In its. third cause of action
the plaintiff seeks $540,000 dam-
ages growing out of the defend-
ants' asserted acts of restraining
fair competition. This was accom-
plished, according to the complaint,
by forcing authors and composers
to turn over entire publishing
rights in their songs to the film

firms by “compelling most song-
writers to become employees for
hire.” Thus, it’s claimed, the in-

dependent is prevented from pub-
lishing “many of the best and most
popular compositions.”
Warners came in for a separate

$450,000 rap on the contention that

it deprived Morris of the right

to publish numbers written by
Jule Styne and Sammy Cahn.
Plaintiff claims the songsmiths
were bound to it under a five-year

agreement inked in 1045. How-
[ 500 delegates are attending and

j

newsmag, which folded year ago,
ever, it’s asserted that Warners

j
25 exhibitors showing their wares, and then morning Post-Gazette,

coerced the duo to come over
to its own publishing affiliates.

Ip a final request, suit wants $180,-

000 damages from Loew’s, 20th
j

and Universal for “monopolizing”
the use of music in films by illegal

pooling and cross-licensing to the

detriment of Morris.

In describing the “vertical inte-

gration” of , the publishing firms

attractions that would be worth
contacting which would save the

junkets from being more or less

a complete waste of time arid

money. But the paucity of name
or even semi-name orchs playing

but-of-towri spots currently, makes
even that possibility remote,

Equally galling to the music
boys is the habit some jockeys

have adopted of passing unfavor-
able remarks on the air about
songs they don’t happen to like-r-

or because of personal reasons in-

volving the plugger or publisher.

In several recent instances jocks

The other piece of legislation is

a bill pending which would provide
for hunting of 7M>c coins; Opera-
tors favor this bill, claiming that
the nickel in the slot doesn’t go
far' enough. Ed Mehren, president
of Squirt Beverages and pf Iriter-

|

blasting it publicly in addition to

not playing it is definitely adding
insult to injury,

Probably tlie principal reason
News Photog Sets Up

4-Piece Unit in Pitt * for the jocks’ cold-shoulder atti-

Pittsburgh March 7
; tude toward regular plug tunes is

Longtime musical hobby of Jrick !

th^ de**e
ft

mediate Coinage, who has been !
Mahony, veteran mag and news-

1 f ft?

^

lobbying for the 7!/2 c coin, ad- paper photographer, is finally pay-
the

dressed the body on the. progress mg off. For years he ?

s been play-
i him*

that has thus far been made.
j

ing around with sax and clarinet

;

500 Delegates *1 as an: amateur, while- shooting pix
!

self, through his unaided dfjlop-

Spirit of the convention, which
]

first for Bulletin-Index, weekly
I music menWd iolthe belief

that, whatever the individual rea-
snuwmg uieu’; wares, >

;wicu 1.wining runv-uawtw.
j n -1: k inckevs in general have

is one of independence. Heretofore, I When that sheet dropped its Sun-
h
d
e
‘?k

nos*
conventions had^een held, toy ;

edWpn in ^ovgniier an^nut
;^rSS'T o £

manufacturerSi. with operators in-
,

down the staff, Mahony was
;
among ,

.
b

vited. ; Now the operators haye
(

those to get the axe.
.

.

j

:

invited the manufacturers. Opera- 1 So he decided to try and cash I

tors feel that they are taking the : in on his groaning efficiency on
i

offensive in attempt to put them- ; the vvirid instruments, and organ- 1

selves on an independent footing, ized a small (four-piece) dance
Two days of sessions were com- combo. Mahony opened three

HODERNAIAES TATE SHOWS
Hollywood, March 7,

The Mpdernaires have been tap-

ing extra “Club 15” shows for CBS
in anticipation of their. Mark Hop-
kins, San Francisco, date, March
10 .

Group is set for two weeks at

the hotel.

Map Philly Tieup Of
Orchj Industry Show

. Philadelphia, March 7.

- . . . . .pleted today; and tomorrow’s ses- weeks ago at small Northside spot a plan to tie in the Philadelphia
and the parent film companies, the

|
si0ns will be for • the most part called the Red Raven, has already Orchestra’s free city concerts with

complaint states That Loewis owns
: ffevoted to cleaning the whole thing built quite a following and looks ;

the Union Industry Show here in
at. least 51% of the stock of Harry up Morning sessions will be devot- set there for an indefinite run. He May has been broached to the city
Warren Music; Warners owns 100%

! ed to tradepaper relations. Then featu res Chuck Mel horn, Pitts- [council by Harl McDonald, the
of the stock of Witmark, Renuck,

j

will c6me financial reports, elec- burgh boy, on the vocals. Mel- 1

0rch’s manager:Wnrirt and A tin.c Music..
! tion.of.Qjfjfjcerj, unfinished business, horn’s divided his last narne for The concerts would be given
arid “good. and welfare” discussion, professional purposes arid calls May 10-13 in Conveiitiori Hail,

.
Conventiori closes tomorrow himself Mel Horne. while the Industry Show is slated

Harms, New World and Atlas Music,

as well as 50% of [the shares of

Shubert Music and Advanced Mu-
sic. Paramount Pictures is said to night with a banquet, with Jimmy^ _ .... 1 -n . I

v vi akaa* u wui iuviv\« n itu vujiuij
own 100 /o bt Paramount and Fa-

. Durante chief
,
entertainment at-

mous, while 20th owns Movietone
I tr « Ption

Music outright. In additiori. It’s.}

charged that Loew’s owns 51% of

Robbins, t’eist and Miller, respec-

tively, whije 20th-Fox holds a 28%
slide of each firm. Universal al-

legedly has a “contract combina-

!

Sherwood in Merc Deal
Hollywood, March 7,

-Bobby Sherwood i.s forming an

„ ;
for May 6-13. Free tickets will ba

Huddles on pMI
. .

,
printed to be distributed in any

Hollywood, March 7. ' wav' ritv dntinrii; wishes' Council
Julie Stearns, general manager of

annrooriated $50 000 for the s"m-
BMI, new in from N., V.-^Monday T free con-'
i6i for week’s pow wow with ^
Lorraine and Eddie Janis, firm’s tens are being gum b.\ the orch
w- ^ . in return for the grant.

McDonald asked for a quick re-

from . the solons because the

Const pluggers.

tiori’* which obligates it to deal ex- !
all-Dixie!and band arid has signed Irving Tanz, cx-BMI, has formed .

clusivelv With one or all of the < with Mercury. his own Irving Tanz Music pub- orch wants to arrange lor tne ap-

three pub«^
Un *

1 He last lacquered for Capitol, ’ lishing firm, in N. Y. pearance of top soloists
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Rag Mop

20-3685— (47-3208) :V
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Have You Ever Been
20-3694—(47-3218)*
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DON CORNELL and LIZA KIRK

You Missed The Boat
20-3694—(47-3218)*

MS R.P.M. Catalog** Nwnb«t g

HOMER ami JETHRO

I’ve Got Tears In My Ears
(From Lyin’ On My Back In My Bed White 1 Cry Orer You>

She Made Toothpicks Of The Timber Of My
' 21-0162—(48-0170) *

HOMER ami JETHRO with JUNE CARTER

I Said My Nightshirt
' (And Put On My Pray'rs)

{Put Another picket In)

Music! Music! Music!

21-0169— (48-0181 )*
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singing

DIXIELAND

SMASH

HITS!
I

’S A

coupled with

THE

both with

ALL STARS

Matty Matlock^-Clarl-

net; Dick Cathcart—
Trumpet; Ted Vesely—
Trombone; Eddie Mil-

ler Tenor Sax; Joe

R u s h t o n—Bass Sax;

Marvin Ash— Pidno;

George Van Epps —
Guitar; Phil ' Stephens

—Bass; Ben Pollack-

Drums.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales'rating for this

and last week*

National

Ratine

This Last
ttk. wk. Artist* Label, Title
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tips, in addition to that of the
hands, Bomze said:

'This section creates the anoma-
lous situation where the employee
can select a tax base , upon which
the employer is taxed.

“One of the enforcement prob-
lems of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue has been the securing of
accurate reporting of tips as in-
come. Under the present situation
it cannot be said that an employer
can benefit by faulty reporting by
an employee. However, if this sec-
tion becomes lawr

. * . it is piily
logical that the next step in en-
forcement would be to place the
employer In a position of responsi-
bility for such reporting; To force
us, as employers, to become en-
forcement agents for the bureau
is an unreasonable imposition on
pur. business.

1 ’

DECCA 24871

DECCA

1 1
TERESA BREWER (London)
“Music, Music, Music”—604 . .... . ,

2 1 • 4 :
>• 1 1 1 • »

'

•

2 a. 1 1 85

2 .
2

FRANKIE LAINR (Mercury)
“Cry of the Wild Goose”—5363 . .

.

I a • 8 9 3 2 7 4 8 5
~7

4 63’

3 5
TONY MARTIN (Victor)

“There’s No Tomorrow”—20-3582

.

10 • 4 1 I 7 -p • • • • :

• 1 3 • • a 2 59

• 4 •

3
AMES BROS. (Coral)

“Rag Mop”—60140. . . ........... 8 3 a 2 4 « 6 4 2 a a 5 54

5 : 4
RED FOLEY (Decca)
“Chattanoogie Shine Boy”^46205 . 6 2 5 .• • 5 7 3 3 46

6A 7
SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

“It Isn’t Fair”;—20-3609 ; . .

.

.

7
.

• • • 8 • •• • • 3 5 4 "a a 8 31

6B 12
BING CROSBY (Decca)
“Chattanoogie Shine Boy”—24863

.

• «. • • •
• 7 . 2 3 •

. * . '• • a i a'- • a a .a • 31

7 6
T. MARTIN-F. WARREN (Victor)

“I Said My Pajamas”—20-3616 . 9 • » ,
‘.a . a’ 6 9 8 '_.4? • • 8 8 a a' 26

8A 8
GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Enjoy Yourself”—24825; 3 • * • • • • »' 4 5 • 4 9. 9 6 10 . a .a

.

22

8B 10

ANTON KARAS (London)
“3rd Man Theme”—536 . ... 4 7 10 » • 6

'
• • . » • • k‘ • .

• ’• a •• 6 22

9 •«

EILEEN BARTON (Mercury)
“Knew You W’ere Coming”—5392. '•

. *•

.

5 , .• • » 10 • . «
'•

*

2 • « • *• u ' a a- 16

10A 9
VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

“Bamboo”—20-3627 .

.

5 • •

.

• • 10 6 10 •a a *

•a a a a 13

10B 11
DICK TODD (Rainbow)
“Daddy’s Little Girl“—80088 ...

.

« 4 •. • «' « • • . 7 • * 2 a • ..a • a a. 13

11 14
B. CROSBY-ANDREWS SIS (D)

“Quicksilver”—24827 .

1

a *. • • • a. • - • • • • • •
.

* • •

' 9 2 11

12

r ARTHUR GODFREY (Columbia)
“Candy & Cake”—38721. . . . • • • 9 * »

*

• . a * » : • p 1 • • a a a a • 4 10

13A
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
“Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo”—38659 . ... a

. » m a 2; . * •# 4 » • '•
• • 4 . •• .* a •

.
’a a 9

13B
JIMMY DORSEY (Columbia)
“Johnson Rag”—38649. . . . . « • . • a 6 '• «

,
• « • • • • • « • a a 7

*

V

• ' a a 9

14A 14
LIONEL HAMPTON (Decca)
“Rag Mop”—24855. . •• a • a 3 • * • • » • • » • .» ;#i, a a 8

14B
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
“So Nice to Have a Man”—38689 . 4 • • ,• a 9 • • • • • 5 •

,
» • U . a a • a • 8

14C
RALPH FLANAGAN (Victor)

“Rag Mop”—20-3688A:

.

• %

• •

3 • ^ a. fc
.
a a a a

.
a' .a 8

14D 11
AMES BROS. (COral)
“Sentimental Me”—60140 . . . . . •. P ‘ *'• * 3 • « a a*, a .. a a a 'a 8

14E-
R. BOLGER-E. MERMAN (Decca)
“I Said My Pajamas”—24873 . ... -P * • •

.
• • •; 3 •.4 a a a a a 8

15A 12
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“My Foolish Heart”—10623A 6 .« • • • 9 a • • a .

•' a > aa 7

15B 15
DICK HAYMES (Decca)
“Old Master Painter”—24801 .... -C; , • • • t 4 9 • • • a a. 7

15C 15
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)
“La Vie en Rose”—24816 p • . 4 • a .a a a a 7

15D • •

JOHNNY LEE WILLIS (Bullet)

“Rag Mop”—696, . . . . . • ’• f • • a' a •4
• a”a

'

.
- 7

ALBUMS
GENTLEMEN PREFER SOUTH PACIFIC TEXAS U 'I

BLONDES PARIIN'

Broadway Ca»t
Broadway Catt

Broadway Cast

Columbia Columbia Decca

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
{Based on Points Earned)

No. of
I

Labe! Records
Decca 8
Victor 5

London . . . . ......... ... . . . .

.

..
. 2

Mercury ... ..... .... ... . . , .... . 2

Coral . . 2

Points Label
140 Columbia ...

.

137 Rainbow .....
107 M-GtM ......
79 Bullet
62

No. of
Records

"• . ...... . 4
1

........ .V....... 1

..v I

Points
26
13

• 7
7

.Continued from page 7

movie patronage would pick up
! with the lower admission prices

j

that would come if the tax were
cut or repealed.’’ Similar editorials
have been featured in dozens of
other papers since the drive began.

In New York, the city council
passed a resolution this week ad-
vocating repeal of the excise tax;

!
Exhibs in the metropolitan; area,

; meantime, have withdrawn the
“nuisance tax” ' trailers from the

' screen in light of solid Congres-
sional support. Another trailer

• reporting progress of the drive is

being prepared for New York thea-
tres while theatres in the other
parts of the country will continue
with the old trailer for the time

Snyder Confirms Stance

'Washington, March 7.

John Snyder, Secretary of the
Treasury, officially confirmed last

week that the Administration will
not raise any real objection if Con-
gress slashes the 20% admissions
tax. Asked at his press Conference
about the statements of his views
given out by Carter Barron, mem-
ber of the COMPO taxation and
legislation committee, Snyder ad-
mitted they were correct.

Barron said Snyder had taken a

“sympathetic view” of the problems
of the exhibitors and had explained
that the viewpoint of the Treasury
Department was hot /‘frozen.” In
other words, if the exhibitors were
suffering business hardship as a re-

sult of the 20% bite, the Treasury
was willing to shift its position and
not be against a reduction.

The American Love Song

I CANT GIVE YOU
ANYTHINO BUT

DIXIE BY DORSEY

Jimmy Dorsey

Columbia Music by .

.

JIMMY McHUCH
MILLS MUSIC

Continued from page 41

Teverse the Supreme fictitious,jin effect, Teverse the Supreme
Court.

Hears Appeal
The Senate committee also

j
heard an appeal from Bomze re-

j

garding another section of the bill

• -—which would provide that if an
employee of a restaurant, hotel,

nightclub, etc., should report his

tips to the management, these tips

must be regarded as remuneration
paid by the management. Thus,
the management would be re-

quired to collect Social Security
taxes and pay them, and keep
all records for the Government on
these tips.

Barron, who made his. pitch par-
ticularly regarding the name
bands which play onstage at show-
cases of the film companies, said
in part:
‘The Supreme Court held that

the Form B contract Was purely

fictitious, that in fact the opera-

1

tors had. no control over the band,
j

that, the leader was the true em-
ployer; and that the burden wajs,

therefore, upon the leader to pay
the tax and make the reports with

!

respect to the members of his
band which were required by the
Social Security Act/’

Under the provisions of the bill,

he pointed out, dance committee
of high schools and colleges would

j

become the employers of each
member of bands hired for proms
and would have to maintain Social I

Security; records for a single
night’s playing.
Osherman raised the point that

musicians would actually lose So- 1

cial Security rating since some 'of
j

the organizations which hire band
for a night are civic, charitable
and educational groups which, by
law, are not required to collect

and pay Social Security benefits.

A dancehall which changes bands
three or four nights a week, he
continued, would have to keep rec-
ords of as many as 2,000 to 3,000
musicians in the course of a year.
Furthermore; sometimes the mu-
sicians listed on a contract do. not
all appear, and others fill in for
the ' absentees, which would cause
confusion and Social Security
credit to the wrong sidemen.

Further Confusion

A traveling band, he empha-
sized, could have its Social Secur-
ity records scattered through books
of establishments in 30 or 35 states
each year—-which would further:
cause confusion. This would great-
ly complicate the work of the So-
cial Security board.

Most emphatically, Osherman
argued, that since the bandleaders
are the actual employers, do the
hiring and firing and set the pay
scales, they should be required to
handle the task instead of unload-
ing it on other establishments.
Arguing the questions of the

ABC MUSIC CORP.. e S o N v

It's Music By

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yesterday's

KITTY FROM

(Feist)
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Richard Himber's new development in logging broadcast perform

j

ances lists times, in the survey, based on four major network schedules

.

They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental

,

2 points for sustaining vocals

,

3 for commercial instrumental, 4 for

commercial vocal* respectively, in each of the 3 major territories, New
York, Chicago and Coast. For example, a commercial vocal in all three

territories counts 12. Added to these totals is the listener ratings oj

commercial shows. The first group consists of tfie top 30 songs.

Week of Feb. 24 to March 2, 1950

First Group
'

Songs Publishers

A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes^fuGin^rena’V^ >
/-. Disney

Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo—t“CinderellaM v . ... Disney

Bye Bye Baby—’‘‘“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” . ...

.

/. .’.
. . J J. Bobbins

Candy . and- Cake * . . . .
. • <•,.•••••••••,.» .

.
,

.

^Ixford.

Chattanpogie Shoe Shine Boy . . . . ... . . : .... . . . .

,

Aeuff-Rose

Copper Canyon—-/“Copper Canyon’* ... Famous

Daddy’s Little Grirl < . < . .... • • • « •»«.« .• ... «-
.

...Beacon

Dear ilearts and- Grentle People .............. • .

.

........ * « IVIorris-

Enjoy Yourself . . . .

.

/ Morris

CJo'd’S' Country • • *.-• \* . . . ...... • •*? ..Robbins

Happy Times-^f’tnspector General” ...

.

. . .,/. . ^ .... /'... Harms

Have I Told Yoti Lately That I Love You ? i . • • Duchess

I Can Dream Can’t I ;
Chappell

1 Gott.3 jidvc My Baby.' Back. :* ... .... »»> • • •»'• «..•'« ••• .• . . .. Peer,’

I Said My Pajamas -. , . i ’.•••« • *.» . • •
,
Uoeds

It Isn’t Fair ..../..V..; . . .-.W.:. Words & Music

Johnson Rag; . . . . . . . . . ; , . . . . • . • Miller

Leave It- to Love -. . « « •«. * •

•

« •.,> . . . • ... ...... . . • . • .••<.. BMI
Marta . . > • • < • • < - • • • •. • • • •• • • • • » • • • • *.v •••••• ,• • .* •. • • • Marks
Music, Music, Music . . . Cromwell

Old Master Painter Robbins

Quick Silver . . . , . .

.

r
• • • • Morris

Rag Mop ... . Hill & Ranee
Scarlet -Ribbons. . ; •

• kill Is •

Sitting By The Window > . > ...... . . . . ; . . ... . ...... . . .

.

Shapiro-B

There’s No Tomorrow . . ... ... . . .... .

.

. . »

.

- Paxton

With My Eyes Wide Open I’m Dreaming . . ... . . ... . .... • - Crawford

You Missed the Boat . . .
. . Advanced

You’re Always There . ... . . . . . » . . . .. BVC
You’re Wonderful— “‘Paid In Full” . . ...... . . . /. ......

.

.Paramount

Second Group

A Cow and a plough and a Frau^”Arms and the Girl'’ . . Crawford

All the Bees Are Buzzin’ Around My Honey . . . , . .... .

.

Santiy

Blossoms On the Bough
. , , . ....

•

> ... .-. • • • > • • »

•

• • • • * .••• • Bourne

Charley My Boy . . • . • . . ... . ..-••• .. . . «, • «.. . • • • .Bourne

Dearie . . > «. . . . . > ...» ....... . . «..••••••»»««».•«•••••••• Laui el

Don’t Do Something To Someone Else . . . ........... . .......

.

Fisher

Echoes ’
. . ....... .- . . .... • Yalando

Home Town Band , . ...... > , • •
• > . • • • • • • • * ... Duchess

I Don’t Know Whether To Laugh or Cry Over You . ........ .

.

Porgie

If I Knew You Were Coming I’d’ve Baked a Cake . . . ...... .
;

.

Mellin

I’ve Got a Lovely Bunch of Coconuts . . . • . . . . Cornel

Let's Go West Again-r—t“Annie Get Your Gun’’ • . • • • • • Berlin

Little Gray House—*“Lost In the Stars”. . . .— ... . » • ... Chappell

Lost In a Dream . . , ; . . . . . . . ... . . • ..... » • » • • • ........... .

.

’Iriangle

My Foolish Heart—t“My Foolish Heart” . . . . . . . . . ... Santiy

Sorry . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . ; . ... .... ..... . . « . • . ... . ... • • • • • • Spitzer

Stay Well—*“Lost In the Stars”. , . . ..... .... ...
.
/•-• > Chappell

Sunshine Cake , . .... ...

.

. . .... • • • • • • • • •

We’ll Build a Bungalow , . . ... ...... ..... ... ... • • • • • • • • • •

Wilhelmiria—f“Wabasli Avenue” . . • . .
* y » * *. . * « • • Feist

t Filmusical. * Legit Musical.

HI1I1K

COUNTRY
r«corc/«d. by

VIC DAMONK Mercury

KILL FARRELL .. /. ...M-iG-M

PH I L HARRIS. ... / RCA Victor

At JOjLSON :;,..:../.
!
.;:D«cco"

SNOQKY LANSON .....London

RALPH SICWAlb . .. . .. . .Magnolia

FRANK SINATRA ,ColumbiaI
ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

•at Songs!

(FOR HER HAIR)

HERE’S ft LOVELY
KE IN LOVELftNP

MIU5 MUSIC. INC
1619 Broadway. N*w York 19

LM-G Stalemate
Continued from page 5 SSSS

•* <*'
.
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Metro's stand is an admirable one,

they don’t hold much hope it can

break a policy that has prevailed

in New York for years. Metro

could win, it’s said, if other com-

panies would ajjopt the -same tough

attitude, but sortie other distribs

are claimed to be exploiting to

their own advantage Metro s ab-

sence from the three circuits.

Goodman admitted that Metro's

strategy of breaking the embargo

by slotting as many pix of its o\Vn

as possible into its own circuit in

New York has made the situation

tougher for the indie chain*; He
Said, however, that he has been

able to pick up enough product to

get along. - .

The subsequent* chains depend

oil product coming oft the Loew s

circuit for half of -each week’s bill,

in accordance with the exhibition

system in the New York territory.

If no other product but Metro s is

coming off the Loew’s chain, Cen-

tury, Skouras and Brandt; obvi-

ously find themselves without pic-

tures.

Ernest Tubb, Decca’s top hill-
j

billy singer, inked to a new four-

year recording contract by Dave !

Kapp . , . Alan Kayes moved up
!

from RCA-Victor promotion de-

partment to commercial manager
Of the Red Seal division . . Deep

j

River Boys opening four-week

date at the Tic Toe Club, Montreal,

Friday <10) . . . Mercury holding
back release on a new Frankie
Laine pressing, “Swamp Girl,” to

avoid piling up on his recent “Cry
of the Wild Goose” . . Connie
Haines starts four weeks at the
Terrace Room;, Hotel New Yorker,
N. Y., tomorrow (ThursJ.

In line with all-out promotion
on George Shearing quintet, which
opens at N. Y. Strand Friday (ID),

a backstage interview with Shear-
ing will be held for 75 editors of
college and highschool newspapers
at the theatre Saturday (11).

Hollywood
Frank DeVol prch will do a

two-day stand, June 9-10 at the
Portland Festival Of Roses! , . .

Antonio Russo apd his sambamen
opened last week at Larry Pot-
ter’s . . Desi Amaz band booked
for the week of April 10 at the
Palomar, Seattle , . . Duke Elling-

ton orch signed by Universal-In-
ternational for a musical short . . .

Firehouse Five Plus Two will do a
minimum of 16 sides annually for
Lester Koenig’s Good Time Jazz
Records. New deal calls for scale-

plus royalties,

The Modernaires signed by Co-
lumbia for “When You’re Smiling,”
musical being produced by Jonie
Taps. They report to studio after

finishing two-weeker at Mark Hop-
kins hotel, Frisco, starting Friday.

. . Charles Tobias and Peter
de Rose writing score for Warners’
“We’re Working Our Way Through
College” ... Ernie Stewart and
Connie Monjoy, piano team, pulled
out of Felix Young’s restaurant by
Local 47, AFM, on charge Young
hasn’t paid $1,000 due sidemen for
former engagements.

Pittsburgh
Dolores Clarke,’ violinist, and

Aureen Lift, pianist, open at Ja-
ragua hotel in Ciudad Trujillo on
March 20, then come back here
April 10 for indefinite stay at

Ankara’s bar-lounge . . . Julia Mil-
ler, gypsy fiddler, into New York’s
Club 68 r with Kurt Stern as her
accompanist ... Joe Lescak be-
comes Whitey ScKarbo’s permanent
pianist at Johnny Brown’s Club
with folding of Triangle Room
downtown. Lescak expected to go
back into that spot with Johnny
Marino orch after four-week en-
gagement of Pete Rubino’s Crack-
pots, which ended Saturday (4). . .

Jack Kahn, assistant to Henry
BUrger, advertising chief for WB
here, plays piano for weekly old
time ftlrn series at Carnegie Music
Hall . . . Sammy Kaye followed
three-day stand here for private
Shrine show at Syria Mosque with
one-nighters in New Castle arid

Uniontown.

here for two weeks starting March
9 . . . Teddy Phillips to Aragon
ballroom March 28 for a week,
then to Peabody hotel, Memphis,
April 10 for two weeks . . . Chuck
Foster follows in the Peabody:
April 24 for two weeks . . . organ-
ist Ken Griffin and Julius Bond
of Rondo Records, Will vacation in
Europe on $11,000 in frozen roy-
alties. Pair will • visit England,
Belgium, Holland, France, Italy

ahd Germany. In Germany, Grif-
fin will huddle with Gerhardt Eb-
ler, co-author of “You Can’t Be
True,” in effort to have him write
some more songs . . . Album-of-
the-Month, a Chicago group set up
along lines of Book-of-the-Month,

has been taken over by Coyer &
Cantor, auctioneers. Sy Stern will

sell the 10,000 records involved

. . . Tex Benecke coming through
on one-nighters in April . . . Griff
Williams to Aragon for engage^
ment April 8 to June 19 . . . Harry
Ravel here for TV stints . . . . A
music award Which includes a $1,-
000 study grant and radio and con-
cert appearances set up for the Ra-
vinia Festival lit honor of Mr. arid
Mr$; Joseph E. Michaels, a High-
land Park couple who died in a
recent air crash . . . Phyllis Brown,
WLS “National Barn Dance” sing-
ei% teams with Bob Flannery on a
Capitol disk just released.

Sprinter's Frisco Date
Hollywood, March 7,

Muggsy Spanier is bringing hit
six-piece combo from Chi to
Hangover Club, Frisco, for month
starting April 3.

fffsrr 5

"MUSIC FOR DANCING"

T% HIS ORCHESTRA.

9th miK! % HIS TRUMPET AMO SOHOS

FRANK ;
•

, m
DAILEY’S MEADOWBROOli

Nightfy-NBC'Mofvol Nttworkt

LONDON RECORDS V
M,l.: ALLEN BEST. I4» W. El»* St,..I, N.w York

™

iml

Chicago
Music Publishers Holding Co.

released Sol Wagner after seven
years as Chi cOntactman for Ad-
vanced Music and Harms in econ-
omy move. Move leaves Al Beilin

I in charge of Advanced. Harms,
Remick and Witmark, with Ann
Hogan still handling the office end
. . . Egbert Van Alstyne, compos-
er Of “Memories” arid “In the
Shade of the Old Apple Tree,"
celebrated his 72nd birthday and
his 50th year in th« music busi-

ness Sunday (5). He was too ill

for any celebration, but he has
been selected as guest of honor of

the Chicago Music Festival in Au-
gust . . ; Eddy Howard set for one-
nighters in latter part of April
after his rest in Arizona . . . Al
Morgan, who was set for six weeks

I
at Helsing’s. entered a hospital in

Cincinnati after playing one night

at the North Side spot . . . clari-

netist Johnny Lane returned last

j
week after guest-soloing with the
Dixieland jamboree jazz band, of-

ficial unit at the Mardi Gras in

New Orleans . . . Irwin Berke,
Shapiro-Bernstein midwest mana-
ger, to New York last week for

homeoffice confabs , . . singer Jack
Nelson, just out of hospital to

Statler hotel, Mexico City, March
15 for three months in his first

date in a year . . . Herbie Fields

to Continental, Milwaukee, April

3 for two weeks ... “Sugar Chile”

Robinson into Oriental theatre

R«mimljer thes# gr*ot J#rry Grqy arrongRiURntit
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Compiled for 1/&RIETY
By JULIUS MATTFELD

.(Copyright Varioty Inc All Right! Rotorvod)

iegonds and other basic background, information, attendant to the
.
compilation

and presentation, appeared in the Oct 6, 19^8, issuewhen the Variety Song
Cavalcade started publication serially It Is suggested that these installments be

clipped dpd fHed for future reference:

Attention it hereby called to the fact that thit material it copyrighted and may not

be reproduced dither wholly or in pdrt. ' ;

'

. :

1943 Continued
Tico-Tico; English words, Er-

vin Drake. Portuguese words,
Aloysio Oliveira, m., Zequinha
Abreu. peer International Corp.,
cop. 1943.
What Do You Do in the Infan-

try? w., in., Frank Loesser. HoL
lywood, Cal.: Saunders Publica-
tions, cop. 194$. .. ; ;

You Keep : Coming Back Like a
Song (film: Blue Skips}. ' w// m.,
Irving Beylin, Irving Berlin Mu-
sic Corp., cop. 1943.

. YouTl. Never Know (film: Hello,
Frisco, Hello), w., Matk Gordon,
m., Harry Warren, Byegman, Vocco
& Conn, Inc., cop, 1943 by Twenti-
eth Century Music Corp,

War films Were .more realistic,
or, according to one critic, “com-
pletely aWful.”« “Air Force/’ “Ac-
tion” and “North Atlantic” headed
the list, with . the latter good
enough to be shown to Merchant
Marine trainees as a picture of
what they might expect. Best of
all, however, was generally con-
ceded to be “Watch on the Rhine.”

It was this year that Warner
Bros, filmed “This Is the Army,”
and donated all profits, plus a
quarter million for screen rights,
to Army Relief Fund. Sol Lesser
made “Stage Door Canteen” with
a large cast of free-talent stars and
turned most of the profits over to
the American Theatre Wing.

Best of the peaceful theme films
were “The More the Merrier,”
“Madame Curie,” “Best Foot For-
ward” and “Coney Island.”
The cost of the war staggered the

imagination of Americans. World
War I, which lasted less than two
years, cost about $35,000,000,000.
By midyear of ’43, World War II

was costing $8,000,000,000 per
month.
Top theatre hits' were Sidney

Kingsley’s “The Patriots,” and
“Oklahoma!” The latter was. not
only a historic money-maker, but
was a powerful force in giving new
impetus and direction to musical
comedies, which had been falling
into a monotonous, all-too-familiar
pattern. John van Druten’s com-
edy. “The Voice of the Turtle,”
with only three characters, was a
deft and delightful production. (It

is notable that none of* the most I

successful shows of the season con- riaugh and Frank Weldon. Ad-

Ev’rytime * We Say Goodbye
(Seven Lively Arts). w„ m , Cole

Porter. Chappell & Co., Inc.,

cop; 1944, ..

Going My Way (film: Going. My
Way), w., Johnny Burke, m.,

Jimmy Van Heusen, Burke and
Van Heusen, Inc., cop. 1944. /

How Blue the Night (film: Four
Jills in a Jeep), w., Harold Adam-
son. mi

,
Jimmy McHugh. Rob-

bins Music Corp., cop, 1944 by
Twentieth Century Music Corp.

I’m Making Believe (film: Sweet
and Low-Down), w., Mack Gor-
don. ni„ James V. Monaco, Breg-
man, Vqcco & Conn. Inc., cpp.

1944 by Twentieth Century Music
Corp.

I Dream of You. w., m>, Mar-
jorie Goetschius and

.
Edna Osser.

Embassy Music Corp>, cop, 1944.

I Should Care (film: Thrill of a
Romance), w., m., Sammy Calm,
Axel Stordahl and Paul Weston.
Dorsey Brothers’ Music Inc., cop,
1944/

Irresistible You (film: Broad-
way Rhythm), w., m., Don Raye
arid Gene DePaui. Leo Feist,
Inc., cop. 1944.

It Could Happen to You (film:
j

And the Angels Sing), w., Johnny I

Burke, m., Jimmy . Van Heusen.
|

Famous Music' Corp., cop. 1944.
|

I’ll Walk Alone, w.y Sammy 1

Cahn. m., Jule Styne. Mayfair
Music Corp., cop. 1944.

Lilli Marlene. w., m., Haris Leip,
Norbert Schultze arid Tommie Con-
nor. Edward B. Marks Music
Corp., cop. 1941 by Apollo Music
Co.; words cop. 1944 by Peter
Maurice Music Co./ Ltd.: publish-
ed by permission by Edward B.
Marks. Music Corp.
A Little on the Lonely Side, w.,

m., Dick Robertson, James Cava-

Cavalcade Into Book
There ’ have been so many

inquiries about Variety’s Mu-
sical-Historical Cavalcade, be-
ing published in book, form
that such a volume will be

! brought out this fall by Pren-
tice-Hall at $4.

It can be ordered in advance
through Variety.
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Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 11 cities
,

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week. .

\ - ••

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

... .

.
.
J ' t

Week Ending
March 4

Title and Publisher

t .,e

1 \ 2
'

“Cliattanoogie Shine Boy” (Acuff-Rose) 2 1 3 i- .-1/. 1 ¥ * ‘/ ' 1 T A ':/ 1 93
2

.
1 ...

'

“Dear Hearts, Gentle People” (Morris)- 5 2 -2 / 6 2 2 4
;

8 ,2'. /
:

k > 1

'3
74

3 3 “I Said My Pajamas” (Leeds), r • r • » • ,» 3 : 5
’

7 ; 4. 8 4 , ; •. 4 4 3 2 66
• 4 .. •4 /' “There’s No Tomorrow” (Paxton)

.

8 3 1 * • ; ,4/; 3 5 3 5 7 60
5 •5 / “Music, Music, Music” (Cromwell) . :

!

l k ^
•
4 3 7 * 1 k. •

' •'/.* 6 9 46
6 10 ^Bihbidi Bobbidi Boo” (Disriey) .

.

k 4 ;
•* v 6 8 • *• 2 5 4 37

7
f 8 “Johnson Rag” (Miller) . 6 •-* * 10 7 3 5 8 • • 5 33
8 6 •• “Old Master Painter” (Robbins)

,
A 8 • ¥ • 5 9 8 6 3 27

"S1. V , 7 “Rag Mop” (Hill-Range) . . . . «• * 7 8 7 9 5 '
• • 2 %

•"

'

25
10 9 “Daddy’s Little . Girl” (Beacon) • « * .« « « 6 k •’ 1 « » • 2 • • • A

'

k « , 24
11 “Cry of the Wild Goose” (American) .

.

10; • • 9 10 •

'

« > • » 9 r .* 1 1 • . 16
12 : ;>

' “Dearie’* (LaUrel) . .. . . 4 % .• 10 ..... % ¥ . A . » 8
f. • 15

13 12 ^Dreamer’s Holiday’’ (Shapiro-B) .
’• • • • 6 T V 3 • * k . « 10 0 . •• • • 14

14 13 “It Isn’t Fair” (Words-Music) .

.

7 • •
1

« * 5 • » .. / 10 • . * * 11

15A
1AR

1
.

*•

1

1

“My Foolish Heart” (Santly-Joy) ...... »• •

• \

*. / 5: • • • k •
. • * . • 7 k • ¥ • 10

My Way), w., Johnny Burke, m.,
Jimmy Van Heusen. Burke and
Van Heusen, Inc ,

cop. 1944.

Twilight Time. W., m.. Buck
Ram, Morty Nevins and Artie
Dunn. Campbell-Porgie, Inc., cop.
1944. (Successor Pub., Porgie
Music Corp.)

-iis

cerned the war.)
A skinny, thin-voiced crooner,

Frank Sinatra, so captivated bob-
bysoxers of both sexes that Bing
Crosby was his only rival; 30,000-
of his fans reacted so violently
during his appearance at the Para-
mount theatre in*N. Y. that a riot
call was sent out, and 421 police-
men, 20 policewomen and 20 patrol
cars responded.

1944
Ac-cent-tchu-ate the* Positive

(film; Here Come the Waves), w.,
Johnny Mercer, m., Harold Ar-
len. Edwin H. Morris & Co., Inc.,

cop, 1944.
Candy. w„ m.. Mack Davis, Joan

Whitney and Alex Kramer. Leo
Feist, Inc., cop. 1944.

Close as Pages in a Book (Cen-
tral Park). w., Dorothy Fields,
m

,
Sigmund Romberg; William-

son Music, Inc., cop. 1944.
Don’t Fence Me In (film: Holly-

wood .Canteen), w., m., Cole Por-
ter. Harms, Inc., cop. 1944.
Dream, w., m., Johnny Mercer.

Cqpitol. Songs; Inc., cop. 1944.

vanced Music Corp., cop. 1944.
Long Ago and Far Away (film:

Cover Girl), w., Ira Gershwin,
m., Jerome Kern. Crawford Mu-
sic Corp,, cop. 1944 by Jerome
Kern.
More and More (film: Can’t

Help Singing). W;, E. Y. Harburg..
m.; Jerome Kern. T. B. Harms
Cq ;

.. cop. 1944!
Right as the Rain (Bloomer

Girl). w„ E. Y. Harburg. m.,
Harold Arlen. Crawford Music
Corp., cop. 1944.

Sentimental Journey. w., m.,
Bud Green, Les Brown and Ben
Homer. Edwin H. Morris & Co.,
Inc., cop. 1944.

Spring Will Be a Little Late
This Year (film: Christmas Holi-
day). w., m., Frank Loesser. Hol-
lywood, Cal.: Saunders Publica-
tions, cop. 1944.

Strange Music (Song of Nor-
way), w., m., Robert Wright and
George Forrest, based on Edvard
Grieg’s piano piece “Wedding Day
at Troldhaugen.” Chappell & Co.,

Inc., cop. 1944.
Swinging On a Star (film: Going

The Allies invaded Normandy,
and after a terrific battle which
lasted exactly one month, liberated
Paris. This .winter, one of the most
severe in years, took a fearful toll

of German troops: close to half a
million men, including 200,000
prisoners.

Sophie Tucker made a smash
comeback./
The worse circus fire in history

occurred at Hartford, Conn., when
the BarnUm & Bailey big top
caught fire during a performance.
The fife and panic claimed 158
lives.

x f

Academy Oscars for the year
were: Best Film, “Going My Way,*’
Paramount; Best Actress, Ingrid
Bergman in “Gaslight”; Best Ac-
tor, Bing Crosby in “Going My
Way”; Best Supporting Actress,
Ethel Barrymore in “None But the
Lonely Heart”; Best Supporting
Actor, Barry Fitzgerald in “Going
My Way.”

Films were in a lighter, more
mellow mood, arid Betty Grable
was the boxoffice champ. Most
popular films of the year were “Go-
ing My Way,” “Song of Berna-
dette,” “Hail the Conquering
Hero,” “Miracle of Morgan’s
Creek,” “National Velvet,” “Meet
Me in St. Louis,” “Home in In-
diana,” “Cover Girl,” “See Here,
Private Hargrove,” and .“Laura,”
all notably “escape” fare. “Going
My Way,” with Bing Crosby, Barry
Fitzgerald and Leo . McCarey won
all the Oscars in ’45.

1944-45 was a fruitful one in the
theatre, with 95 openings—two
more than the previous year, and
18 more than the year ‘before that,
(It was the most vacant season for
War plays since Pearl: Harbor. Of
the lot, John Kersey’s “A Bell for
Adano” was outstanding.

(Continued Next Week)

Bands at Hotel B.O.’s
S

Band . Hotel
Emil Coleman* .»./ Waldorf (400; $2) . . ... , ,,, 11
Guy Lombardo . . .

.

. Roosevelt *(450; $1.50-$2). . ... 23
Jimmy Dorsey . ...

.

Statler (450; $1.50-$2) ! . . . 4
Johnny Long*, . . . .New Yorker (400; $1-$I,50). . . 7

..Covers
Weeks . 4’nst

Torat
Covers

flayed W’eek On Date
1.950 25,575
2,325 61,675
1,700 6,750
1,000 8,900

* New Yorker has floor show; Waldorf, Georgia Gibbs.

\

Chicago
Johnny Aladdin (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck, 250; $2 min.-80c. cover).

Absence of conventions, cold weather, drove biz down to poor 1,000

covers.

Dick LaSalle Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 350; $3.50 min.-$l cover),.

Dunninger opening Friday (3) picked traffic up to nice 1,800 napkins.

Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room* Stevens, 720; $3.50 min.-$l cover).

Ice show feels absence of conventions. Light 2,885 patrons.

George Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20). Cold weather
again driving spot down to diminutive 1,000 tabs.

Eddie O’Neal (Empire Room, Palmer House, 500; $2.50 min.-$l coyer).

Victor Borge opening Thursday (2) helped things roll; hefty 4,204 tabs.

Bill Snyder (College Inn, Sherman, 500; $3.50 min.). Fact that Inn
is closing soon offset weather; fair 1,800 diners.

Los Aiigeles
Jack Fina (Ambassador, 900; $1.50); With the Wiere Brothers, fourth

week, modest 2,B80 covers.

Paul Neighbors (Biltmore, 900; $1.50). Okay 2,000 covers.

Phil Ohinan (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min,). Average 650 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

• (Chicago)
Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 560; $3.50 min.-$l cover). Jimmy Durante

socko 6,000 customers in third week.

Wayne Gregg (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Weather arid Lent held at-

tendance to poor 4,000. Jimriiy Featherstone opened Sunday (5).

.
Eddie Howard (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.-80c. cover). Biz dreary;

1,300 diners.
Orrin Tucker (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Scant 5,000 dancers braved

cold.

(Los Angeles)
Harry Owens-Danny Beckner (Aragon, Santa Monica). Good 4,100

admissions.
Claude Thornhill (Palladium B., Hollywood). First Week, 13,500

admissions.

Another SAMMY KAYE smashen RCA VICTOR

THE BICYCLE SONG
78 rpm 20-3680 45 rpm 47-3203

BB



Wednesday, March 8, 1958

More Am Songsmiths’ Rebuttals

on
Columbus, O.

Editor, Variety:

Alter reading the recently pub-
lished letter of songwriter J. Fred
Coots I should first like to state

that this letter is written entirely
without malice, and that 1 am not
a so-called “disgruntled amateur”
with an axe to grind.

For the past 12 years I have been
engaged in songwriting and have
produced the lyrics and music to
140 songs. Some of these ere
high quality songs and, of course,
some are not of the best. During
those years t have endeavored to
get these songs published and have
succeeded in;vg- small way. A ballad
of mine-was recently accepted* for
publication by Broadcast Music,
Inc., and this was not the result
of a recording and/or promotion
campaign, but as the publisher
stated, because of the. “high qual-
ity of* the song.”

For some years I have been told
by reputable publishers *get some-?
one to perform it and we might be
interested,” and by'.. bandleaders
and singers- “get it in print and
I might use

.
it, I can’t perform un-

published material.”

My point is this: Until recent
years I had little chance Of achiev-
ing success, but now through the
medium of a small record firm I
have had three songs recorded and
they are assured of at least some
performances on the air by disk
jockeys. I have the knowledge
that if disk jockeys and their lis-

teners like these tunes, I have
made , at least one more step in the
right direction.

Finally, be it remembered that
without the existence of the small
record firm and the disk jockey
and some general expansion, and
decentralization in the music busi-
ness, I might well have gone with-
out this chance. Though some, of
these conditions may seem de-
plorable to Mr. COots, they are giv-
ing to me and others like me the
opportunities which are the right
of every individual in a system of
free enterprise.

I feel that it is the responsibility
of every new writer who is able to
find a market for his material to
respond with the best that is in
him.

j

Edward R. Graham. .

Editor, Variety:
New York.

I am very ungrateful in not
thanking Mr. J. Fred Coots for
having explained the music busi-
ness and its frailties to me. As a
beginner in the field, I should be
very appreciative, of the wisdom
and experience that a man in hiS
position has at his disposal.
He did a terrible disservice to

the entire music business, to his
own heritage of success and to any
new writer of songs who may be
luckless enough to have read his
letter in • Variety,
Coots says, that songwriting has

been taken out of the hands of the
“selected group of talented men
andWomen who took great pr ide in
their lyrical and melodic crea-
tions.” The public “selected” this
group in his time. Hie doesn’t ap-
pear to care for its “selection’’ to-
day Is it possible that this, com-
plaint is voiced because many of
the. top songs in the past years are
the product of writers who are
either young at their trade or
young in their spirit, and who
caught the pulse of the times. The
public doesn’t buy any memories
or Mr. Coots’ either for that matter.
To quote Mr. Coots, he says, to-

day “all you need to become a
songwriter is a cheap combination

'

of words and music on a piece of
manuscript paper.” Does being
commercial require that an intel-
ligent per son call something
“cheap?” The J. Fred Coots’, the
Sam Lewises, the Gus Kahns, the
Fred Fishers, etc., were happy
enough to put that “cheap” com-
bination on, manuscript paper, and
sell lots of . sheet music and make
lots of money—if that’s what being
commercial means.

Tastes change. Who should be
blamed? J. Fred Coots or the
American public?
He expresses unhappiness that

too much air time is devoted to
hillbilly music in areas outside of
the big cities. As far as I know,
there is no type of music being
hummed or strummed that is more
native to the American scene than
hillbilly music. If the people like
it, it’s good enough; not so with Mr.
Coots.
Suppose there were a revival of

Gregorian chants or of English
madrigals. Would Mr, Coots be un-
happy and yearn for the “good Old
days?” As a songwriter I’d try and
Write good madrigals, or if I

Topi of the Topi
Retail Disk Beat Seller
“Music, Music,. Music”

Retail Slieet Music Seller
“Chattanoogle Shoe Shine Boy”

/‘Most Requested” Disk
“Rag Mop”

Seller on Coin Machines
“Rag Mop”

Best British Seller
“Harry Lime Theme”

couldn’t, I’d sit around and sing
someone else’s, with a smile on my
face. There would still be room for
other songs if they could stand on
their own feet. There are dozens
more like myself in the business
who are writing With us much
imagination as possible and pro-
moting our own material through
doors that have to be blasted open.
Mr. Coots says that, “all you

need to become a Songwriter is a
friendly recording director for one
of the record manufacturing con-
cerns.” As ; I understand it, these
recording directors work for a sal-
ary. If they don’t produce success-
ful sides they don’t earn any salary.
It hardly seems likely that every
song recorded has been written by
a friend. The social side alone
would make these men too busy to
do any work. In showing a song,

;

Who gets the big red carpet, or
even a. small fiber mat? Is it the
established man in the field or is

it the young fellow who has had
to strangle three secretaries?

Mr. Coots further says, “all you
need to become a songwriter is .

and important disk jockey pal.”
Any disk jockey by and large has
to play what his audience wants to
hear. It’s a pretty bleak picture
that Mr. Coots paints. There seems
to be nothing but incompetence,
favoritism, nepotism, intrigue and
all sorts of assorted villany. This
“selected group” of his should have
the inside track on all of the above
if this is so. They’ve been around
longer and have made many more
contacts.

There is nothing wrong With any
business at Which one. is successful.
Many of us

,
who are not in the

classification of successful know
that we will be by hard work, and
once we are, we’ll stay there by
hard work.

Sieve Krantz.

Geller, Carlton Huddle
Hollywood, March 7..

Harry Geller, Mercury’s new
recording boss, flew to Gotham
Monday (6) for parley with Joe
Carlton, waxery’s new eastern
rep.

'

'

j

ORCHESTRAS-MITSIC

For LA’s Avodon
Hollywood, March 7.

Harry .Jamps broke all records
for a one-nighter at the Avodon
Ballroom, Los Angeles, Saturday
( 4), drawing 3,177 at $1.05 net ad-
missions. He and crew were booked*
in on $850 guarantee against 60%.
James exited with estimated

$2 ,000.

Guy Lombardo orch makes its
first- Detroit appearance in years
April 15, at St. Joseph’s Commer-
cial College Alumni Ball . at Con-
vention Hall.

HENDLER EXITS RCA

TO JOIN FLANAGAN
Herb Hendler this week resigned

from RCA Victor to join Bern!*

Woods in the management of the*

new Ralph Flanagan orchestra,

currently being readied for a
March 23 debut at Frank Dailey’s

Meadowbrook.

Hendler, who handled Victor

Records promotion in , New York
under Dave Finn, , will attend to
promotion and advertising for
Flanagan. Woods is personal man-
ager for the band, with General

,

Artists Cprp; doing the booking.

- EMPEY -
Records'—2—Smash Hits!

#vo$;

“I’M DISILLUSIONED!’'
Song by Sweet Singing. Chos. Linton

— Back with -e—

“SWEET SUBURBAN SUE’’
Sung by Keith Davis (formerly of

Fred Waring)

Says N.Y. Amst. Newt-1—"Both Solid
Hits!"

Next Empey No. 104 Out Mar. 15th

“Why Do You Torturo Me?"
/ with

“Yoti Don't. Know From Nothin'
”

(NON-BREAKABLE)
DIST. TERRITORIES STILL OPEN

EMPEY RECORDS, INC.
115 W. 53d St.. New York 1

9

a

THE EVER POPULAR
STANDARD

DEED
I DO

LAUREL MUSIC C6RP.
141V Broodway, N. Y. I V

One of the major factors in the spread of the current Dixieland kick

j

in the east has been the consistent plugging of the oldtime jazz beat by
! Ted Husing on his W.MGM, N. Y., Saturday morning platter sessibn.

|

|

While other disk jockeys were chasing the latest styles in -“prog-res-
j

sive” music, bop and the “cool sounds,” Husing was sticking in the main
to the ragtime classics.

I

Husing’s impact has been chiefly felt by the smaller hot jazz disk- «

eries, such as the Commodore and Blue Note labels, which are cur-
rently reporting a marked upturn for their platters. On the basis of

;

Husing’s plugging for the cause, Commodore is now pushing new re-

cordings by its stable of jazzmen, including “Wild Bill” Davidson, Art
HodeS, George Bruhis, Miff Mole and Pee Wee Russell, Blue Note has
been stepping up its pressings of standards by Sidney Bechet and Max
Kaminsky.

Shapiro-Bernstein is planning to add impetus to the revival of one
of its old melodies, titled “Put On An Old Pair of Shoes,” written by

|

Mr, and Mrs. Billy Hill in 1935. Some weeks back, S-B began getting
calls for sheet copies of the song from retailers and distributors in the
Buffalo area, and couldn’t figure why. Investigation proved that an
indie label-—Command—had cut the song by a Mickey Dee & Skinner
team and Buffalo disk jockeys were spinning. Circumstance led Decca
Records to record the number by pianist Frank Froeba and a male
chorus, and other disks are forthcoming.

Indie platter companies are finding that the formula for survival lies

in specialization. Unable to buck the major companies in pop music,

a flock of indie labels are sticking exclusively to the pressing of mar-
ginal fields in race, hillbilly, hot jazz. The market is small, except in

the unusual case of a jackpot click, but the payoff is usually steady.

Only trouble with the formula, however, is that the majors tend to

move into any field that promises to grow into anything substantial.

Hillbilly disks used to be limited to a small number of minor diskeries

but soon all the majors started to grind Out the mountaineer tunes,

some eventually utilizing top names for the folk stuff. Same went, for

the hot jazz labels which accented Dixieland until the current boom
lured in the majors.
Some of smaller diskeries have come up with a new angle to beat the .

majors; They are making deals With j ukebox operators who guarantee !

the manufacturer a minimum sale on novelty numbers featuring, in;

many cases, a. barreKhouse pianist. Paying at the basic union rates,;

these diskeries can make a good profit with a basic 10,000 sale,;. A !

combo of. six or seven big juke ops can usually guarantee that number. '

Feist will probably wind up the long prolonged litigation over “Rum
{

and Coca-Cola” by retaining the copyright, on the theory it has value

;
for the future, and settling the multi-claims of Rupert. Grant, the Trinl-

: dad calypso singer, to whose words Lionel Belasco, West Indies band-
leader, and Mass! Paterson set the melody. There are several claims,

including a folio of calypsos published by Maurice Baron, and a song,

!

with the French title of “L’Annee Passe” by Belaseo-Paterson, on which
• there is a melody infringement. claim,

i

Comedian Morey Amsterdam,* while ori a USQ-Camp Shows tour dur-

i
ing the war, supposedly “absorbed” the melody. He is the accredited

co-author, with singer Jeri Sullivan and bandleader Paul Baron. Julian

T. Abeles, copyright attorney for Loew’s, Inc., which controls Feist

.

' Music, is Working out the settlement details. I

Paired with “BUT ME, I LOVE YOU”

Orchestra Under the Direction of Archie Bleyer

Columbia Record 38744 or 7-inch LP 1-569

A ready-made best-seller by two great

popular stars!

Hot Off The Presses! Order Today!

ARTHUR GODFREY
SINGING

AND I
Jlllt

with The Chordettes

Paired with “DEAR OLD GIRL” with The Mariners

Orchestra Undef the Direction of Archie Bleyer

Columbia Record 38721 or 7-inch LP 1-547

SING I N G

IT’S.. SO NICE TO A

Paired with “MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE IN THE WORLD”

Orchestra Under the Direction of Harry Zimmerman

Columbia Record 38689 or 7-inch LP 1-469

COLUMBIA RECORDS
First, Finest, Foremost in Recorded Musfc’—Originators af I.P Records

For Uninterrupted Listening Pleasure
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C'opa City, Miami
Milton Berle, Sid Gary, Leonard

Sues, Hazel Dawn, Jr., The Kano-
waze. Trio, The Mountaineers, Herb
George arid the Arden-Fleteller

Girls (12 1, : David Tyler Orch; bev-

erage minimums $4, $6; Barry
Gray in Flamingo Lounge; no
minUhiim.

Milton Berle is back at this plush

spot, and topping the heavy biz

drawn by preceding Danny Thomas
to point Where even the second

shows are practicaly sellout. Which,

this season is no mean teat.

And though the frenetic video

topper has brought in basically the

same type of show he purveyed
here last year, the yocks still come
in rapid succession; via his inter-

weaving into the act’s stints; his

gaggery, though every line is a
familiar one, yet reacted to by the
hearers as though heTiad turned up
a fresh gem in humor; his command
of the audience from the walkon
as potent and complete as ever. It

might be a matter of his personal*
ity . overpowering the tab payers.;

Whatever it is, he gets them; holds
•im ii I'

Qeadtcomberv Miami
Miami Beach, March 3.

Sophie Tucket with Ted Shapiro ,

aem «ad leave, them wanting

Choice of his supporting acts, is
|

***?*&
of course guided by the manner in

j

,m,n,mtms’ t3.

Which he can work in with them.
There is Hazel Dawn, Jr., a nifty

young songstress Who exhibits po-
tentialities both in voice and de-
livery. At the moment she needs
the polish experience will bring.
Turns in two numbers, 4

-Love IS

Sweeping the Country” and “I’ve
Cot You Under My Skin” for neat
returns. Leonard Sues builds the
^ace With his sUowmanly trumpet
Work. Bit with the hand puppet

I wraps up for him; Berle; of course,
1

joins the takeoff foolery, With the
trumpetry involved.

The Mountaineers are standard
with Berle, with his return in the
proper costume and teeth after

Now -that Sophie Tucker . is

back, the season—-for many cafe-
goers in this area—really hit its

peak. Opening night La Tucker
came up with an entirely new act,

from the spangled gown and mid-
night-blue mink cape, to song rou-
tining; she held them throughout.
Though ailing (she couldn’t finish
second show and did not

,

work
again until Saturday night) her
packed house didn’t realize, any-
thing was wrong, in current stint

her long-time accompanist, Ted
Shapiro, is worked into the act in
a straight man’s part, to add to
the effect. Tees off with “Home

Wild West takeoff with * quartet
that gets off some good oldies in
-French and English. Pleasingly
heard are “Tavern in the Town,”
“Santa Fe Trail/* ‘‘Goldmine in

the Sky” arid “Mule Train/’ Del
Geiner stands out with a pleasing
voice and personality. The patrons
like their western -music. Ken Tl-

nan, soothing baritone, gets over
neatly on “Trees” and “Ol* Man
River,” Maurice Matetelier closes
the show with some hilarious sto-

ries told in a good patter style,

Mosk.

Flame Hoorn* Mpls*
(HOTEL RAPISSON)

Minneapolis, March 4.

Burl Ives, Bdb Cross Orch. (8);

$2.30 minimum,

_ Of My Own,” in which Shapiro
they score With their deadpanned

] works into asides and repartee,
deliveries, expected by the aud. ; then -‘You Can’t Deep Freeze a
Same With the Kanowaze trio and J Red Hot Mamma.” Follows With

i

their balancing ,which wind into

the Berle entry for the; finishing
biz. ..

Sid Giary stops proceedings with
his baritonirigs. “Without a Song”
gets them. Follows with “Lucky

“How Do the Old Folks Do It/’

for additional howls. “Mr. Se-
gal, Make It Legal,” There are
others, all new, and lyricized
deftly.

Topper is another newie, “So

COMEDIENNE

PERSONAL
APPEARANCES

WM. H. KINO
2025 N. Argylt Ayo.

Hollywood 28. Calif.

Old Sim” then the incisive im-
j

Much to Do, In So Little Tim".”
pteshes of Downey, Jessel and Jol- ' a serious piece that starts the:

son, with Berle back again for the ' palming early and winds into her
blackface finish. [“Some of These\ Days” for a re-

. The Arden-Fletcher production
’ sounding reception. She xhad to

routines are well handled by the
line, with Herb George on the song
end. Again Berle gets into the act.

beg off.

Billy Vine, though confining
himself to a shortened canto,

in a schooldays idea, Complete to
j
found the tightness of his act a

fantastic getup. i solidly building one that led him,

David Tyler handles the show
in ace manner, with his orch tops i 5?^ hi?«i| thp WAV LdTit immediately with his idea Oh My
ail me way . uary.

I Gang” as compared In imaginary
• _ Sil., TT T,! .1 1

Fireside Inn, N.Y. meeting with Harry Richmari, on
his. It allows for Vine’s top series

Q. Wood :Sc Alice Ghost-ley, Mur

-

0f impreshes On current crop of
ray

.
Grand, Gladys Johnson; no funmakers : Joe E. Lewis, Danny

minimum..... . Thomas, Jackie Miles, Zero Mo-
.

.
• ,

’

! stel, as against the Jolsons, Ct al.

An established downtown eatery. Second half of stint had an un-
the Fireside Inh is nowrmaking a billed stooge from the “men’s

room” on for the cross-dialogue
and the howl-making courtroom
bit.

pitch for the after dinner crowd.
Current offering is the second in

the Inn’s new trend to offer en-
tertainment other than just key-
board renditions. Idea is good,
since room with a wood-burning
fireplace and candles on tables has

The Szonys, holding over, are
the finest dance duo to play this
area in many seasons. The. ballet-
spins, easily ; achieved lifts and

a- .nice: intime quality. But, as it XuT
stands, show now being’ offered ,

needs some polishing before it can
,

.5??keJ0*

rate as a potent lure.
tae

°ff,
sp^ they stiH manage to

Both Murray Grand and Gladys
. and the Tun®

Johnson have previously played in

uptown spots. Former is a straight ;
ir

!f,
ar

.
e handsomely^ pre-

88er, while gal vocals and also S6
hie°nn?f

plays piano. The team of G. Wood ir?
S
tnn^

r
i nlfin!?

and Alice Ghostley are making aie on backgroundings.
' their debut. All three are reviewed
under New Acts. Room’s Saturday

,

night entertainment is confined to
Grand.

Lary.

Bimbo’s 365 €lub, S.F.
San Francisco, March 1.

Harris & Shore, -Charlie Aaron,
Rogeir Westley, Jean Devlyn Dan-
cers (6 ) , Derle Knox Oich (6 ) ;
minimum $1.50.

This is a smartly routined pack-
age which does a punchy job of it

« three times nightly and leaving the
patrons satisfied that they received
their money’s Worth.
Show tees off with Devlyn

dancers, niftily costumed, in a
harem number, for class and flash.
Roger Westley in a standard

puppet novelty garners good re-'
turns. Gimmick of using platters
for music and vocal effects is amus-
ing. 1

'

Charlie Aaron emcees neatly and
gets over in his song and dance
stanza. “Wild Goose,” a smart
closer.
The hoke ballroomology of Har-

ris and Shore clicks. Team works
smoothly in limited floor space and
wins guffaws with mugging and
satirical; routines.
Devlyn dancers round out pro-

ceedings in a nifty production
number, Derle Knox orch backs
capably and provides danceable
tunes., Ted.

For a seenpd time in this smart

room the entertainment artistry

and wizardry and engaging person-

ality of Burl Ives hold one spell-

bound arid fascinated as he Strums

his guitar and sings his succession

of intriguing folk songs and ballads

in his incomparable fashion.

At the supper show on Saturday
night a completely filled room lis-

tened in rapt attention to his re-

cital, manifested its; pleasure by en-
thusiastic applause arid made evi-

dent at the conclusion it was loath
tri let him depart. He needed no
floor show help to provide a de-
lightful interlude for all those who
enjoy this sort of vocalizing at its

vert best. -

On this occasion Ives devotes
himself mainly to the amusing fa-

vorites Which have been so popu-
lar on records and otherwise. In
his relaxed, intimate, simple style,

emphasizing the humor involved in
his numbers, and with a minimum
of verbal commentary, all the more
effective because of its brevity as
well as Its wit, he leisurely takes
his auditors on a delightful journey
into songland.

After a takeoff “On the Roiling
Sea,” he told in song of “The Fog-
gy ^ Foggy Dew,” lampooned the
“Danger of Sailing the Erie Canal,”
related the ballad of the English-
man who saw the dolls, explained
why “it takes a wonderful man to
sing a wonderful song,” gave “an
old man’s advice to youngsters,” re-

,

vived the yarn about the “Big Rock
]

Candy Mountain” and described
the experience of “the man who

'

goes to a gypsy fortune teller.”
i

There even was a fling at a torch
;

song concerning a woman “trying
to And love in a glass of wine,” and
the classics, “Blue Tail Fly” and
“Pretty Little Blue-Eyed Susan”
had their innings. Atone time he
had the orchestra join him in a
vocal chorus; on other occasions,
the audience.

The Bob Cross orchestra, held
over, carries off its assignment
without a flaw. Rees. '

Stop City, N, v.
_ The Ravens, Doc Sausage & Mad
Lads, Amos

.
Mtlburn & Chicken

Shack -Boogie Band; $1.50 mini!mum; 98c admission.

Current lineup here is a reflec-
tion of the Lenten arid income tax
bugaboos which annually affect
Broadway nitery business. While
the March 15i headache may riot be
a factor with the juve bleacher pat-
ronage .at this spot, it’s evident in
the reduced minimum ($1.50 as
against the usual $2,50) for the
table arena, as well as in the lack
of name power- on the floor.

a -Succession of names
like Billy Eckstine, Louis Arm-
strong, Frankie Laine arid Mel Tor-
me, plus stellar attractions of the
calibre of George Shearing, Charlie
Ventura and Herbie Fields for the
jazzophiles, new show holds little
allure for either the teenagers or
the bop addicts. The Ravens, Ne-
gro recording quartet, currently
headline with a potpourri of ballads
and rhythm tunes. Foursome makes
a smart appearance, rind works
smoothly with two

,

mikes* hut its
arrangements are too subdued and
run-of-the-mill to generate much
enthusiasm even in this mecea of
Uninhibited customer response,
Vpices, solo arid in blend, have un*

(Continued oh page 52)

Comics, MC’s

Entertainers

•tc*

Be Funny for
Lest Monty!

Sond only 95 for 3 complote gagriles
containing thii latest funniest and
original gags on all topics, plus 5
great new monologs, plus 3 dialogs,
plus 4 parodies, plus 3 skits, NOTE:
See our torrlflc wrltoup in American
megatlne, current ' anarch Issue, Amer-
ican. magazine.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
274 W. 43rd St. N. Y. C.

LO. 5943
WE WRITE SPECIAL MATERIAL. SONGS,
ETC,. TO ORDER: REASONABLE PRICE8.
SEND FOR NEW PRICE LIST.

JERRY

COOPER
' Radio end Record

Singing Star

HELD OVER

MOULIN ROUGE
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

DANNY CRYSTAL

c-$£c*

tot"
11

Le Sight Oiih, Paris
\ -Paris, Feb. 23.
Nina Dova, Odette Cristal; Del

.
Geiner, Maurice Matetelier , , . Mer-

. cez and Orch (5) ; no minimum.

Located on Rue Andre Hous-
saye, which contains a row of small
niteries, this small 80-seater has
the. usual plush decor arid lighting,

!
serves meals fromB to 12 p.m ; , arid
trots out the^fldorshow at 12:30.
Club gets the pop-price after the-
atre crowd. Dance music is cori-
tinuous and ably delivered by
Mei’cez and his . ensemble.

Headlining is Nina Dova, a
Canadian chanteuse, .in a multi-
lingual repertoire. She is pleasing
to look at and accoriipames her-
self with a. twaftgy guitar. She war-
bles in Russian, Portuguese,
French, English, Spanish arid Ara-
bian. She gives a veritable folk
song concert, but with a nitery
know-how that, pleases. Odette
Cristal offers a few schmaltzy love

i songs.
Show also includes a Gallic

“Young Man

About Humor”

Opening March 4th

CHEZ AMI

Buffalo

Mtrch 14th

TABU SUPPER CLUB

Brooklyn

Direction:

JOHN SINGER
142 W. 49th St.. New York Clrcla 7-4254—7

BACK ON AFTER 7

and

Now at RKO PALACE, New York
Thank* to KEN MURRAY for bringing Ut back to appear
on h|* talayision show.

Alta thanks to JACK KALCHEIM and EDDIE SMITH.
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Colleges loom a$ an Important*
outlet for talent. Universities are

paying as high as $2,500 for single

appearances of top personalities

apd list of schools using top^talent

is on the increase.

In fact, field looks so good at

this point that Paul Gregory last

week resigned from concert dept,

of Music Corp. of America to start

an agency to handle , collegiate

bookings. Homepffice of Gregory’s
outfit will be in Hollywood; He’s
expected to arrive on the Coast
next week to line up personalities,

Gregory says that he has already
pacted Charles Laughton, Elsa
LanChester* Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Eva Le Gallienne and others for

tours in the fall.

For top names, the collegiate
Institutions will pay from $1,250
to $2,500. Eddie Cantor, for ex-
ample,

.
got $2,500 last season at

the University of Indiana.
Most schools have sufficiently

large auditoriums, but it’s still

possible to get bookings in spots
without adequate auditoriums by
pressing the school-gypi into serv-
ice. Sufficient bleacher seats can
generally be erected in the gyms
to make a big-money date pay off.

Personality presentation in the
colleges is generally part of the
school’s cultural activity program.
Cantor, for example discussed his
career in. the theatre. Others will
talk on acting and production
techniques with one-person drama-
tizations from plays or pictures.
Most schools admit outsiders to

these performances. According to
Gregory, these events are well
publicized in the college towns in
order to insure a large gate, v
The schools lately have been

including pro actors in their
dramatic presentations paying as
high as $1,00Q for three perform-
ances.

MCA to Send Out Miami’s
Clover Club Show as Unit
Music Corp. of America plans t(f

package the current show at the
Clover club, Miami, as a cafe unit.
Comprising Jan Murray, Rose Ma-
rie and the Vagabonds, unit has
been one of the rhost financially
successful shows in the resort.
Show case in when the spot had
already sustained terrific operat-
ing losses and pulled it out of the
red.

The layout operates on an ad-lib
basis with performers horning in
on each others’ acts.

N.Y. ^abce Seen Upping
Budget for Anni Show

The RKO
. Palace theatre, N. Y.,

is currently Working on plans to
martt the first anniversary of its
vaude revival; which teed off May
19 of last year. Plans haven’t been
completed yet, but it’s likely that
house will, go beyond its normal
budget for the anni show,
Opening of the Palace last year

j

sparked a national upbeat in
vaudeville. RKO during the year
booked eight-act Vaude units for
12 week

.
tours throughout the

country;

to

, B&B Circus

To Raise $1,250,000

For Hospital Shows
Offices in the Roxy theatre, N. Y.,

will serve as headquarters for Vet-
erans Hospital Camp Shows’ drive
for funds to continue entertain-
ment units for hospitalized vets.

Offer was made by A. J. Balaban,
Roxy executive head, at a meeting
of the VHCS board held last week.

Just what method will be used
to raise the estimated $1,250,000 is

-still to be decided. VHC5} board
came up with several plans which
are still fn the discussion stage.

Abe Lastfdgel, William Morris
Agency general manager and
VHCS president, is remaining in

New York for several weeks in
order to set the drive. He came
in from the Coast last week to at-
tend the VHCS meeting.

CALLOWAY TROUPE

DUE FOR VAUDERS
Cab CalloWay is forming a pack-

age show to tour vaudfilm houses.
Bandleader, who for the past few
years has been working with , small
combos, will use a musical aggre-
gation of about 15 men. No dates
yet set.

Accompanying talent is still be-

ing set. General Artists Corp. is

booking.

New NVA Slate Inducted;

Handiri, Prez; Rose, Treas.
Newly elected officers and board

of governors of National Variety
Artists were inducted at a special
shindig in their N. Y. clubhouse
Sunday (5) night, with Dave Fer-
guson, exec secretary of the Jew-
ish Theatrical Guild, chairmanning
the proceedings. Elections had
been held the previous week. Since
most officers had been renom^
liiated without opposition to suc-
ceed themselves, only real contest
was between Al Friedman, in-

cumbent, and Lester Rose, for post
of treasurer. Rose won out poll-

ing 358 votes against Friedman’s
154.

Remainder of slate includes
Louis Handin, prexy; Jack O’Brien,
1st veepee; Harry Jackson, 2d vee-

pee; Dorothea Masters, secy. Suc-
cessful board candidates were Her-
man Crystal, Jock Harris, Ruth
Lyons, Harry Frahk, Rose Lillian

Sollisch, Joe Verdi and BenWalker.

American Guild of Variety Art-
ists is starting intensive prganiza^-
tion of the Ringling Bros., Bariium
& Bailey circus, Vic Connors, head
of the outdoor division in New
York, and AGVA organizer Emil
LoeW are slated to leave for Ring-
ling’s winter quarters in Sarasota,
Fla., tomorrow (ThUrs.) to line
up performers as they* report for
rehearsal.

AGVA’s Organization task is

more difficult this year, because
of the amount of foreign perform-
ers slated to work the circus this
year. It’s reported that there are
96 alien acts On their way to this
country to fill Ringling contracts,
Connors stated that it’s difficult to
line these acts up, inasmuch as
many are in the U. S. for this
specific engagement and do not
speak English.

Connors said that it’s probable
that the union will have to picket
the circus when it opens at Madi-
son Square Garden, N. Y., April 5.

Picketing is expected to continue
in other cities of the tour unless
an agreement is reached.

BENEFITS

MAY NET IOC FDR FUND
Hollywood, March * 7.

* American Guild of Variety Art-
ists figures to earn around $10,000
on the benefit being staged at the
Guild theatre, Hollywood, for its

welfare and insurance fund. Esti-

mate, based on the first five of the
scheduled eight performances, is

below hopes. First four perform-
ances netted $6,400 but fifth bill

Sunday (5), billed as KTL night,
was almost a sellout, indicating
that the show is building.

The $6 top is hurting the over-
all draw, although lower-priced
ducats were selling.

Theatre was donated by Spyros
Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy, and In-

ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees donated the back-
stage crews. Benefit will be con-
tinued March 13 at the Last Fron-
tier hotel, Las Vegas, for three
nights,

Washington, March 7.
Paul M. Massihan has been

named general manager of Wash-
ington’s National Sesquicenteiinial'
Commission, which means he will
be overall directing boss of the
D. C. fair and exposition now ex-
pected to get into full swing in
1951.
Appointment of Massman, Who

Was .associated with the New York
World Fair, Texas Centennial, Chi-
cago Railroad Fair, Chicago’s
Century of Progress, etc., was
made over the weekend by Carter
T. Barron, executive vice-chairman
of the commission. Barron is also.
Loew’s rep here.
The D. C. fair was scheduled to

get under way this year, the 150th
anniversary of Washington as the
national capital. However,.through
a series of bad .breaks, there will
be only limited observance in 1950.
Instead, the real fair will run dur-
ing the seasons of 1951-52.

Jane Pickens Setting:

New Production Act
Jaiie Pickens will preem a hew

act similar to the Kay Thompson
layout when she opens at the
Wedgwood room of the Hotel Wal-
dorf-Astoria, N.Y., May 11. She’ll
be backed by a male sextet. Moe
Gale, Miss Pickens’ personal man-
ager, Will do the production. Bert
Shevelove, who directed the legit
musical “Small Wonder" will
stage it.

Act will precede its Wedgwood:
room stand with engagements at
the Providence Biltmore hotel,
April 15, and the Copley Plaza
hotel, Boston, April 26.

Oil Go. Builds

to Mark

65th Anniversary
Hollywood, March 7.

Union Oil Co. here has made a
public relations deal with the Wil-
liam Morris office to package a
show which the Company will book
in 35 ..cities to celebrate its 65th
anniversary. Cities are all in the
west, in California, Arizona, Ore-
gon, Nevada and Montana.
Show will play the Wilshire

Ebell theatre here late this month
for three days. Featured in the
Morris-packaged stage offering are
the Minevitch Harmonica Rascals,
Gil Maison, Shaw and Lee, the
Songbrokers, the Rudells, the Cov-
er Girls, the Lucky Girls, Stuart
Morgan Dancers and a 40-minute
Color film. Jack. Aronson batons
the orch. «

Hub’s Bradford Hotel

To Set Name Acts

In CircUs Room
Boston will get another major

nitery next month with the open-
ing of the Circus Room in the
Bradford Hotel, Spot will open
April 6 With a show headed by
Johnny Howard. Lenny Kent ’will
follow April 20 or 27. Negotia-
tions are on for Jack E. Leonard
and Artie Dann.

It’s expected that Ralph Snyder,
Bradford’s operator, will move the
nitery activities to the hotel’s roof,
which has

.
a considerably larger

seating capacity.
.

Bradford’s opening will provide
major competition to the Hub’s
Latin Quarter, which is now the
major cafe in Boston. The Oval
Room of the Copley Plaza

:
isn’t

considered in the same field since
the Copley draws a different type
of clientele.-

Chicago, March 7.
Merriel Abbott; entertainment

director for Hilton Hotels and on*
of the largest talent buyers, ruled
today that talent booked into Hil-
ton spots cannot double on tele- .

vision; Giving as reason the large
salary acts get, Miss Abbott said,
“We are trying to get people into
our entertainment rooms. Why of*
fer them the same entertainment
at home, especially when acts ap-
pear at disadvantage?” Majority
of acts which have appeared at the
Palmer House have doubled. How-
ever; several in guest appearances
have been hampered by material
and presentation.

Greatest effect will be in New
York, rather than in Chicago and
on the Coast, as Hilton Corp. owns
the Waldorf-Astoria and the Plaza,
which use only top names. Some
talent may decide not to go into
Hilton hotels if such restrictions
continue. This seems

; somewhat un-
likely, though, as close to $6,000,-
000 of talent is booked annually by
Miss Abbott, with playing time
from three to Six months.
As for those who have regular

tele Shows, such as Slid Caesar
and others, they have played the
rooms in video off season. Miss
Abbott said that “Problem, of peo-
ple who have regular shows will
be taken care of when it arises.
Quick check of other hotels finds
no such ruling contemplated. But
both Chi vaude houses, Oriental
and Chicago, have Clearance, claus-
es in contracts as to tele appear-
ances.

Date

On 5 Wk. Chi Cafe Run
Chicago, March 7.

Jimmy Durante continued to

shatter all Chi cafe records with
a mighty $57,000 for the third

week of the Chez Paree engage-
ment. For, the five-week date
which ends March 14, comedian
looks, to be a cinch to hit the
$250,000 mark, an all-time high for

five weeks.
Tony Martin comes in March 15

with the Rifz Bros, following a

month later. Dave Halper, man-
ager, is in New York trying to

pact Bob Hope for ai-two-week date.

Phillips Vice Deutsch In

Glaser’s Coast Branch
Hollywood, March 7.

Milt Deutsch is ankiing post as
western manager of Joe Glaser’s
Associated Booking Corp., April
15 to become general manager for
the new Western Village on the
Last Frontier grounds, Las Vegas.

Village will comprise playground,
restaurant, entertainment room and

LAMES’ NIFTY IOC ON

% DEAL AT CLICK, PH1LLY
Frankie Laine raked in a re-

ported $10,000 for his engagement
at the Click club, Philadelphia, last

week. Spot grossed a little over

WHh $7,417 Take
Cesar Romero took out $7,417 as

his share for a Week’s date at
Teatro Puerto Rico, Bronx, N. Y.
House grossed $19,834 during his
run and Romero’s terms were
$3,000 guarantee against per-
centages.

Ronfero’s take was upped con-
siderably on the last day of his

stand when the Latin picture star
Luis Sandrini made an appearance
at several shows. .....

connnrt ..Mfi, r ano/ i

Carlos Montalban, . house opera-

E L 0 8 ng % tor, his set Argentine picture play,
for his end.

,
ers : Letitia Palama and Antonia

Singer was in on an old commit- Badu for week starting Thursday
ment calling for a $5,000 guaran-

! (9).

tee against half the receipts.

Laine follows with three one-
nighters in Canada, starting to-

morrow (Thurs.). Dates in Guelph,
Toronto and Montreal call for a

$3,000 guarantee against 50%. He
follows at the Copley Plaza hotel,

Boston, week of March 15.

Hildy Skips Plaza, N.Y.;

Roller Derby, Watercade

Pacted for Arena Tours
Arena Managers Assn, has set

the Roller Derby for a tour of

the arenas it controls. Derby,
which has been built into big-busi-

gaming. Bob Phillips, who joined I ness status, via video, will start
|

Glaser Agency three years ago in at the Boston Arena, March 22 and 1

the Chicago, branch, replaces
Deutsch. Phillips checks in here
March 15.

Lynch. Exits

To Open Own Nitery
Jack Lynch, last week, dropped

out of the operation of the Latin

Casino, Philadelphia, to open his

own cafe. He expects to open a

new spot designed along the lines

Chicago, March 7.

Green Bay theatre, Green Bay,
Wise, last week in return to vaud
drew hefty; $1,500 opening day
. . . Paradise, Peoria,. 111., has dis-

continued shows while “heat" is

on . . , Peggy Lee into Lake Club,
Springfield, 111., March 31
Johnny Bachemati in for two
weeks at the Pastime, Des Moines,
March 31 ... Lane Bros, have
pacted with. Barnes & Carruthers
for summer tour starting with the
Western Canadian Fair .

'.
. Jay

Seiler opens with Henry Busse at

the Grand theatre, Evansville, Ind.

March 22

For the first tim. in many years,

Hildegarde will not keep her usual
spring date at the Persian Room of

the Hotel Plaza, N. Y. Evelyn
Knight is set for the chantoosey’s

spot starting April 6. Current
show comprising Lisa Kirk, Nancy
Donovan and Eric Victor holds
over until then. It’s probable that .

Hildegarde will play the hotel after

the room is redecorated in the
Summer.
Meanwhile, Joseph P. Binns, ex-

ecutive veepee and general man-
ager of the Waldorf-Astoria *

N. Y.,

which the Hilton chain now oper-
ates along with the Plaza and other

announced yesterday

,
(Tues.) that Ted Saucier, publicity

‘College Inn

into Helsing’s March 13.

Helene & Howard, Joe Termini,
Gil Maison, Asia Boys, ,

and
Miguelto have been pacted for the
DuQuoin, 111. state fair . „ , Yonelll

added to the Dorothy
of the’ Blue Angel, N. Y , within a

|

has been
^

‘tviAvi+tk T nvit Inavoc Hhrrv t Sn8y T6VU6 At tnG Palincr HOUSC,
, David Branower takesmonth. Lynch’s exit leaves Harry

j
j. g

Steinman in charge of the cafe.
, over personal management of Lor-
riane Fortune and Gloria SawittPrior, to his tietip with the Latin

Casino; Lyiich operated the Hotel

Adelphi Roof and the Walton Roof,

both in Philly.

Paul Gilbert Set for the Look-
out House,. Covington, Ky.
March 13.

will go on to the large-seaters in

New Haven, Providence; Cleve _
land, Pittsburgh, Washington and

j hostelries',
Cincinnati.

!

AMA has also set the Johnny 1

director for the past 21 years at

Weismuller Watercade for a tour
i the Waldorf, has resigned to; open

starting April 8 in
,

Cincy. Other
j

his own office. He will retain the
stands will include Pittsburgh, Waldorf on a consultant fee basis,

Philadelphia, Chicago, Toledo and - - —
.

•/; ; '

Providence. Tour win last until
|

chi Bistro Wants Morgan
ay

To Resume Upon Recovery
Chicago, March 7.

Al Morgan, singer^pianist who
Gets Extended Run

i

had been playing off a delayed date

•

. ..
®

.
..

1 after the opening show and planed
' College Inn of Sherman hotel to Cincinnati where he entered a
here, which was to shutter for re-

j

hospital for treatment for a nerv-
vamped format oil March 19,

_

will ous breakdown.
:
Morgan, who also

not close before April 2 or 19.
! has a teevee stanza on DuMont

Holdover of the “College Inn
;
Monday nights cancelled put of

Story" is due to delayed plans in [last
. week’s show (27) with Art

Lund subbing for him.

Helsing management staled they
will expect Morgan to fulfill the
nitery date upon recovery, claim-
ing that if he is Well enough to do

T»1*»iy Inin MrA i

His tele show and pass up thelaian inio mvn nitery phoreT they'll file breach of
Jack Talan joined the cafe dept.'j contract proceedings against him

A n • 1
• I uuv vv UV4UJ VU I'JUini lit

SJuiq
goes

i changing spot to the Ernie Byfield
Room, in honor of the late host
of the inn. It will become a steak
house, sans show.

of Music Corp. of America last

week. Talan was former personal
manager of Leo De Lyon.

Prior to that Talan was with the
Walter Batchelor office*

:

with Chi local of the AFM.

The Troupers will hold their sec-

ond annual benefit at the Latin
Quarter, N. Y„ May 5.
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Night Club Reviews
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Carousel, PHt
Pittsburgh, March 1.

I Lorraine Rognan, Lee Davis, JEn-
' rico & Novello, Herman Middleman
oreh; minirnums $2.50, $3.

flop City* N.Ys

he jokingly badgers the audience,
asking them to spot any possible
gimmicks. While he works with
slips and envelopes, none are col-

lected until the finish, when he
grabs about 30 or 40 slips in a box
and answers the questioneer.

I
terpretation of each. Instrumental I Long a clever dancing comedi-

, wf.mo
1 setup is three saxes, (tenor, alto

j

enne as..;half ' of , a team, Lorraine s

'..Kt^tSigSt Srepwts a?to
[
names, addresses and such. How-

deniable quality, hid find it dim*
; and baritone) and four rhythm, Rognan has branched out as a No.

cult to compete .with the stereo-
i ^th MUburn and focal attraction.; l yock-getter on her own with this

typed scoring. ‘ on piano and numerous vdcals.
;

little package show- which gal has _ aatr
Doc Sausage and his Mad Lads ; Leader would do better to minimize put: together. It packs a lot of en-

j. *£???/!„,£, -SJ*
strive mightily to live up to their

j
the singing and concentrate more

]
tertaihment and should be a cinch i

SP° -
ot tne ao-minute per-

billing, and succeed to a degree
with ; the less exacting among the.

Sparse opening night crowd, prums
(Sausage), piano, bass; guitar and

j

on the ivories, which he handles in any and all of the better spots,
well, particularly in regard to a , In first place, there are a couple
strong left: hand on boogie. 1 of good ideas behind the Unit and
With the season, the lack .of

j

they pay off in spades for Miss Rog-

lormance is the working, through
a young gal, who gets her vibra-
tions through him, and who re-

peats the address of one of the
audience, first touching his fore-

sax underscore clowning rather ' name strength, and the present nan, That in itself
;
is unusual for a

than straight jump stuff, with too
j

Broadway brownout all militating nitery show. She's in and out of it
j JJK: aJJSH

tnen movin^ aw>Uv

many pf the gags overworked and • against it, the chance for even fair at scattered intervals to* establish
If

familiar. In addition, one patter

vocal is much too blue for the av-

erage Bop citizen. As musicians,

the lads display enough ability in

rare moments to indicate that they
might be able to produce some
worthwhile jazz, if they weren’t so

intent; on . banging over their fre-

netic comedy efforts.

Amos Milburn atid his provoca-

busiiiess for this normally success-
! her personality before coming

ful spot is dubious until Artie Shaw
, for the sock.

For final stint Dunninger selects

four people who pick
.
a four-digit

comes in for a repeat date in sev- Lee Davis, a personable young t
^
e
c1 a?i

a
Vofn.-A''!h^

1

fnnr
eral weeks.

j

knows how to sell pleasantly, tees
things off on his own, with Miss
Lorraine interrupting him three or
four times during the routine to

run off some sure-fire bits, includ

Empire Itoouu rii I

(PALMAR HOUSE)
Chicago, Ma'rch 2. _ _

f

Victor^ Borge, Grade Barrie,
: fag the dog wrapped around her

|

agree that this is the number se-

ries they had, and the total is

checked by three or four other
payees;. Dick La Salle’s orch, which
leaves the stand during the act,

floorreturns to jam :
the dance

ti^i^led‘cwtten''sh^«o^
j

Alm ^Blancf^lMndme^m to lobk I
not o»ly,tlie visual hit parade

Band alternate eight-beat, blues ;

^ott Dancers ,(8), Eddtc ONeal t)avis has finally bowed off to ajLiailU . anvillatv . Vihuv w v • aa -— .• ^ 7—v -

_
^

and ballads in a commendable in- !
°rc

],\
( 12

) *
minimum $2.50, con-

; strong hand, he introduces
.

dance
;\er $1.

|

team of Enrico and' Novello, and
' ;

•

.„ they turn In three flashy numbers
Any of the acts in the new bill

jn top ballroom style. For an en-
at the Empire Room could rate core, instead of Enrico with Novel-
top hilling on any show. They i0f however, it’s Miss Rognan, with
combine with Victor Borge into

. a blonde wig like Enrico and with
one of the best all-round shows

;
the same gown, and while audience

seen here in a long time.
! may suspect the switch, it isn’t sure

Borge is at his best . with his for a While because Novello and the
1 standard routines, his excellent comic femme do it straight for a
piano- playing, ; and his use of the j

brief period before they crash into^
. ^ „ ,

The lush surroundings of Ciro’s
paradox, wry irony, and non-sequi-

;

the knockabout stuff Miss Rognan * demands something better in the

tunes, but has unusual Latin
rhythms, which has the rhumba
devotees Working overtime.

Zabe.

Witt?
TW ***** in Lt>v*

. Bbtcee Marvin Boone chatters
dances and sings. However, his
dancing is best. Does a few fast
tap routines, some Bill Robinson
steps, and a softshoe number.

Billy Chandler orch backs well
.especially on rhythms for Miss
Good and Morgan. Don Bradiieid
is entertaining as between-shows
pianist-singer. Chan.

Crystal Terrace, Si. Coo
St, Louis, March 1.

1
"'Harry. Fende.

, Paul Haakon &
l
Stephanie Antle, Anne Gallina

\

Joy Conley, Michaline Stinson
’

I Harry Weber, Keith Carver, Art
Gibbs, John Peters, Joe Polinskv
Robert Moonan Orch (13 ) ; cover
,$1-$1.50. ^

Harry Fender, who deserted the
stage for almost two decades to
be a local cop and who only re-
cently' returned to show biz, is
headlining the current revue
tagged “Just For Fun,” at this
swank spot. Except for Fender
Paul Haakon and Stephanie Antle
the cast is composed entirely of

(Continued on page 53)

Clro^s^ Lomlon
London, March 1.

Raymond Arambol & Bentyber,
Bobby Daihase, Valy Verne t, Don
CarlOs & His Rhumba Band, Frank
King & his orch ; no cover.

tur., His dry type of humor, de-

1

has long been identified with. Min-
signed for chuckles rather than

|
ute the customers catch on, the

guffaws, nevertheless has the audi- laughs, pile up and the surprise
ence yocking : in a short time. ‘ panics them.
Borge uses his bit about how the
old masters composed, cutting up
bits of sheet music and combining
them, for maximum results. His

Gal pulls off her wig for the bow.

Way of attraction than the Bentyber
Ballet, This Parisian outfit lacks

the charm Fnd talent to be a lure
at this ritzy nitery and is not in a

class to be a name draw either
and then Davis comes back on and

|
on the strength of performance or

consumes another
.jjy word of moutlv. - This niteryMiss

solid
Rognan
five minutes or more with

GARDONI
SINGS WITH HER HEART"

.
•

APPEARED SOLOIST

N Y. PHILHARMONIC SYMP^bNV

CAROUSEL-MONTREAL

ST; REOIS-TORONTO

Currently at

CORONET—QUEBEC

DELL-SPEAKER

1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Suit# 301-3 PLaza 7-3M5

completed work, a combination of
;

some funny singing, shadow-boxing
’'The Blue Danube” and Schubert’s -j and other eccentric by play that as-

“Serenade,” is beautiful, a fact
j
serfs itself heavily. Everything she

that adds to the audience’s appre-
; does has a fine comic flourish; and

elation. The hardy , phonetical } .crowd can’t get enough of her. For
punctuation bit goes over heftily, ‘ a finish, Enrico and Novello return
as does his use of a hokum radio; ‘ and the three of them do the “Glar-
on which the announcer cannot

i inet Pdlka,” mostly, straight but
spell “Benrus^.’ in a commercial 1 with Miss Rojgnan getting in

! but man ges to spell Shostakovitch
{

enough of her individual licks to
easily. Encore, a concert rendition make this a high spot, too.

Rognan unit looks like real pay
dirt. Cohen.

of “Rhapsody in Blue,” is ' bril-

liant, ;

Gracie Barrie delivers her -paro-

dies with a high, clear voice and
a pleasing manner. Her “Sunday
Kind of Love,” with the complaint
about the husband who does noth-

j

ing but eat, sleep and read on
j

Sunday, hits honie hard. Hillbilly i

song, “Pappy Gave His Shotgun
j

Away,” is strong, .and a plea to
:

Margaret Truman to please let 1

.

Miss Barrie be her understudy is
;

The “noble experiment” which
a solid closer. teed-off solidly with Max Liebman’ff
The Lunds are a graceful dance

; original revue “Gross Country” sev-
eral months ago, but slipped with

Latin Quartetv Boston
Boston, March 4.

Jackie MileS, Dior Dancers (3),

Jayne Manners, Pat Terry, Arden-

Fletcher Line ( 8), Dave Lester
Orch (9), Don Rico Quartet; mini-
mum -

' team, and flashes of -imagination
and humor enhance their work
greatly. They do two excellent

COMEDY MATERIAL
For all branches of thMtrlcais

FUN-MASTER
"The ORIGINAL Show-Biz Gag flla"

• Nos. 1 thru 35 <S $1.00 Oa. •
(Order In Sequence Only)

SPECIAL: First 13 flies for $10
All 35 files for $30

• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET . $25 •
• HUMOR-DOR FOR EMCEES. $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa. bk. $25 •—or all 4 dlff. Vols. for $85

—

• "HOW TO MASTER THE CERE-
MONIES" (re-issue)— $2,00 per copy -i-

NO C.O.D.'s

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54th St. Dept. V

NEW YORK It

each new production, has finally
been shelved by the L. Q. opera-

ballroom numbers to “Slowly” and
|
tors With the bistro back to stand-

“Serenade For Strings.” Their i ard iiitery format. Opening night
“Gountry Style,” a combination of l biz was encouraging with room
square dance steps, is lively and

f
packed for supper show, a rarity in

riA«,'h^ - 'on,
pagt few w^eks< - Current policyimaginative. Closer, a Gay ’90s sat-

ire, is humorously choreographed
and excellently performed.
Merriel Abbott dancers are fast

and colorful in a “Miss Liberty”

will apparently be continued for
rest -of season.

’

needs a top ranking act with strong
name power- to lift it from the
present lean position and to attract
customers.
The dancers of the Bentyber

Ballet have neither talent nor
vivacity and their charm is mainly
restricted to the- phosphorescent
costumes which come Out striking-
ly in subdued lighting. Solo spots
come off nicely in the oldtime
routines of Raymond Arambol &
Bentyber, and Valy Vernet is . a
comedienne of ability; Bobby
Damase emcees in an easy manner.
This engagement marks the Lon-

don debut of the Bentyber Ballet
and proves conclusively that sec-
ond rate continental acts are not
good enough as top attractions for
the London night spots. The $800
weekly which this show costs could
be far better expended on a solo
artists with strong drawing power.

Myro,

Helsing’s.Oii
Chicago, March 1.

Al Morgan, Margo Good, Marvin
Boone, Billy Chandler Orch (4),
Don Btadfield; $1.25 minimum.

LANGWELL
123 West 44th Street

NEW YORK
•- LUXEMBERO 2-2300

3-Room Suitos, Comploto Kitchoni,

Woll Furnithod

Suitabie 3-4 Pooplo

$150 to $225 MONTHLY

2-Roon> Suit#*, Woll Furnished

; Suitable 3*4^ People

$90 »« $100 MONTHLY

Single and Double Room*
With and Without Bath*

$3.50 to $5 DAILY

$12 to $28 WEEKLY

Full Hotel Service
!

Tn All of the Above
Suite* and Rooms

Al Morgan returns to the spot
where he got his first break and
is accorded a solid welcome. The
singer-pianist completely domi-

Bringing in Jackie Miles for the
,

an otherwise fair show, and
eem was smart' move for the euv !

when he is through has audience
clamoring for more.
Morgan starts off. with a brace

of old-timers, “Sunshine Follows

preem was smart' move for the guy
opener; and appropriately sugges-

;

]ias a solid following in these parts,
tive in a production number called, r and supper show ringsiders kept
“Do fjentlemen Prefer Blondes, M him on so long on opening night

, v ->, <<Ail „
which features the promenading

: he had to beg off to avoid running !

AU By Myself, and “Rose
and spins of Marilyn Marsh.

j
into curfew complications. Zany

j °i
Washington Square, ’ Hia voice,

Eddie O'Neal orch provides fine
j hne of chatter and nonchalant de- 1

sharper than it is on recordings,

and DQLL
PITTSBURGH

AUTO SHOW
ntnl

NIXON CAFE

NY Turn Fil 7.p« 1 rlrii

Clil, Sam Molipm

musical backing and does a superb 1

job with;, the difficult symphonic
arrangement accompanying Borge’s
“Rhapsody in Blue.” Dance sets

keep floor filled. Chan.

BYRON and MARGARET ANN
(ENTRANCING DANCING)

NOW AT
THE

HOTEL PIERRE, NEW YORK
4 ENGAGEMENTS IN ONE YEAR AT THE SHOREHAM, Washington

RECENT APPEARANCES
STATLER* Pitts. FAIRMONT, San Francisco
BISMARCK, Chi. ROYAL HAWAIIAN, Honolulu
MILLION DOLLAR, !. A. CAPITOL THEA., Wash., D. C.

Mgt.: INTERNATION THEATRICAL CORP.
1501 Broadway. Now York

CLUB DATES:
.. DUDLEY GILBERT

165 West 46th Street
New York

livery drew hefty guffaws with his i

^aymg hands keep the

hit about moviegoer being conned
! ?r«

dl
f^

ce attention,

into guarding neighbor’s seat, and
! t,?fo

in
§
s

•

the familiar racetrack skit top i

through - Sor-

laugh-getters. i^ ™ the Only One I Care
• r or, etc. He closes with Jealous
Heart” to hefty- applause.
Margo Good is an effective vo-

calist on the swingier type of tune,
but not too forte on ballads. On
Too Soon to Know,” she attempts
phrasings that are a bit too subtle
and difficult for her. She would
do well to sing her ballads straight;

!

But she is rhythmic and lusty on 1

“September in the Rain” and “t

Th# Nation's Leading Contrdl Artist

r Currently—JEFFERSON HOTEL—SL Louts

Opening March 15th -

EL RANCHO VEGAS—Las Vegas, Nev,

Personal Management BERT COLLlN$

Rest of lineup includes the Dior
Danders, two husky males who toss
diminutive femme partner around
in a fast adagio routine, and Jayne
Manners, a stately torch singer,

!'Whose indigo material was kept un-
der wraps and consequently failed

• to impress. The Arden-Fletcher
; Lovelies, aided by okay baritoning

j

of Pat Terry go through the* usual

;

production routines in nifty .cos-
tumes with plenty of eye-appeal,

I

As usual, Dave Lester’s bands-
men provide solid backgrounding

I

for turns and Don Rico’s quartet
:

fill in the lulls. Biz holding Up
nicely. Elie.

.

1

Mayfair Itoomu nil
(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)

i Chicago, March 3.
Dunninger, Dick LaSalle Orch

; ( 10 ) ; minimum $3.50, cover $1.

While this form ?bf entertain-
ment may seem off the beaten path
for this chichi ropm, it still goes
over solid with upper set patrons,

i It’s amusing to see the seatholders
almost jumping out of their chairs,
eager to have questions answered,
'Duhninger makes no attempt to

build to the mystification of his
act by elaborate props or lights,
but works in the open without
plants.

t

Mentalist does a warm-up .with
two male payees in whiclr he does
some card selections, puring act

NOW
PALACE, New York

WILBUR HALL
and Rf N E

end

BOBBY WHALING
•nd YVETTE

ALL PLACED BY

KALCHEIM & SMITH
R. K. O. Bldg., New York City

JUdson 6-3345

7/
IN TECHNICOLOR

Opening March 9 at the

n

New York City

MANAGEMENT:
EDDIE ELKORT< 250 West 57th Street, N«w York City

K m tt w .. . w » ^ . <s . . h’ « « . « ^ -
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By JOE COHEN
Eddie Davis, longest holdover in

the history of N. Y. niteries with
a record of 21 years at the same
stand* proved he’s still one of the
focal points in Gotham’s cafe biz.

Operator of this 52d . street cafe
was welcomed back Sunday (5)

after an auto accident that incapac-
itated him for several months at

a party at that rtitery at which a
Broadway-Hollywood who’s who
attended.

Gatherings constituted one of
the most extraordinary evenings in
the business with the. room at ca-
pacity. v^4n edual number couldn’t
get by the velvet rope.

A dream bill of entertainment
appeared, including Robert Young,
Charles . Winninger, Pat O’Brien,
George; Raft, Jack La Rue, Phil
Foster, Slate Bros., Roger Price,
Mel Torme, Nancy Donovan, Al.

Schacht, Jack Waldron, George
DeWitt, Archie Robbins, Fran War-
ren, Peter Donald, Tony Canzoneri
and others who mounted the ros^
trum to pay their respects to Davis,
Joey Adams, who gained his

greatest impetus in showbusiness
with a protracted stand at this
spot, emceed the shindig;
There was. only one disappoint-

ment. Bob Hope* Who was to have
been the guest-of-honor along with
Davis, had to stay out on medico’s
orders.

.
The strain of doing six

shows at the Paramount kayoed
any extra-curricular activity.

Co-Bonifaces* Turnout
There was also a turnout of

other bonifaces including Toots
ShOr, Ray Dillman (El Morocco),
Harry Steinman (Latin Casino,
Philadelphia),

. Robert K. Christert-
berry, president of the Hotel As-
tor, N. Y ; Jack Lynch, who last

week severed his ties with Philly’s
Latin Casino; Billy Reed (Little

Club) who demonstrated that he’s
still a competent soft-shoe terper;
Abe Attell, the former pug who
also operates a Broadway eatery,
and Johnny Broderick, who also
runs a club—but of a political

nature.
Davis, together with Leon Enken

started this club across the street
at 18 W. 52 street before moving
to the current site. Davis enter-
tained, while Enken bonifaced and
together this pair built up a busi-
ness that grossed nearly $1,000,QOQ
annually. This combo clicked
from the, start, During the Pro-'

hibition era', when Davis enter-
tained with piano accompaniment
only* the spot was jammed so deep
that no other type of entertain-
ment could be staged. Meanwhile
the pair became probably the most
proficient gladhanders in the bus-
iness and the spot became a well-
to-do tourist trap. . Leon and Ed-
die Split several years ago. Leon

was with Jack Goldman at the
Clover Club, Miami, and Davis
is doing a single in the operation
of the spot with assistance by man- 1

ager John Gruber and maitre !

d’hotel Lou Katz.
. Sunday’s turnout was climaxed
bV Davis’ appearance at 4:30 a.m.
After an ovation, he sang a parody

j

on ‘Thanks for the Memory” and
afterwards the band • played “Auld
Lang Syne.” The tumult that fol-
lowed was deafening.
The affair was engineered by

,

columnists; Earl Wilson and Lee
j

Mortimer, of the N, :

.

Y. Post and
;

Mirror respectively, and restaura-
teur Toots Shot* who chairman of
the entertainment committee.

Continued from page 52

RUSTY FIELDS

EKOillllVt

Mflt.:

AL DVORIN
54 West

,

Randolph
CHieaoo

PATRICE;. JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently;

RKO PALACE
NEW YORK CITY

you Must Visit

RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY

when in LONDON for Bargains In

Fun, Fur Coats, Luggage, Travel

and Sports Geods:-^—Call at 1 port-

man Street (corner of Oxford
Street), Marble Arch, London, W.l.

young and talented natives, and
the revue, also Written by a 16-

calite, is produced by Harold Ko- j

plar, son of the owner of this
j

nitery* -

Ditties and dances of the nostal-
gic Gay 20s are featured through-
out the revue, With the cast sock-
ing over its stuff, individually and
collectively. Among the highlights
are Fender’s interp of “Just a Bowl
of Cherries” and “Don’t Bring
Lulu,” a torrid Apache dance, and
later some nifty ballroomology by
Haakon and Miss Antle, a swell
tap routine by one of the gals and
a lad and, for good measure, Rob-
ert Moonan on the ivories scoring
heavily With a medley of Gersh-
win tunes. Harry Weber, a per-

sonable baritone, is another stand-
out with his solo on “When I’m
Looking At You.”
The best of almost a score of ?

|

old-time ditties is “All Alone,”

:

I
with Joy Conley gal, a looker, and

j

Keith Garver on opposite side of-

the. small stage, warbling.
The sophisticated mob that pa-

tronizes this place rewards Haakon
and Miss Antle with a well merited
mitt for. their swell interp of the
Black Bottom and Charleston dan-
ces . in costumes of the era when
these dances were tops. One trav-

eling salesman skit, bordering
pretty close to the blue, is inject-

ed in the fast tempo revue.
Towards the windup of the 90-

minute session Fender leads the
diners in audience songfest for

“I’m Looking For a Four-Leaf
Clover,” “Margie,” “Bye-Bye Black-
bird,” “Always,” “Ain’t She
Sweet” and “My Blue Heaven.”
The old reliable, “St. Louis
Blues,” is not overlooked and its

rendition by the entire cast cops I

heavy palm-pounding.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Beltway

Saranac Lake, N.Y., March 7.

Amazing Mr. Ballantine, back
from Europe, shot in for a limited

vacation with his old pals at the

Variety Clubs hospital, and receiv-

ed and all-clear on his check-up.
Among those flashing a good

clinic that gives them all privileges

are Helen Pelechowiez, John
Rosenberg, Joe (U.A.) Phillips, Ted
Hooper and Robert Pasquale. .

Mose LaFountain, owner of Dur-
gan’s nitery passing out cigars, his

son Jimmy LaFountain knocked
off first prizes in the Midget Speed
Ice Skating Races. j

Mark Wilson suffered a cardiac !•

attack which beds him for an in- !

definite period. :.

Liselotte Jacket, former circus
j

performer who is wintering here ;

in the downtown colony, was tend-

ered a birthday party.

Tuffy LaTour, who manages
Tuffy ’s Tavern in the. downtown

.

coloity; aided by Leo Martin won
the two-man Bobsled Adirondack

,

Open Championship at Lake

:

Placid, Tuffy also holds: records

in the world’s Olympic bobsled
championship.
Adrian Coldiron . former owner

of Svviss-Chalet nitery, dropped iff

to chat with George < Elephants)

,

Powers. After mitting the gang he
planed to Miami for balance of

winter.
Sam LaBalbO, back from a much

enjoyed 10-day furlough in Oneida,
1

N. Y. .

Helen Grupp f Republic Pictures),
.

Lee Klimick (Loews), and Forrest

;

“Slim” Glenn of the old Charlie
1

Ahearn troupe, all graduated from •

here with top honors. They are

now connected with the hospital

staff; holding responsible positions.

Write to those who are ill.

.

Herman Exits Johnson Agency i

Al Herman resigned last week

;

from the .May Johnson agency’s
:

cafe dept. He was with agency for

;

1

abhut two years* i

on your
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CONDOS & BRANDO

W

Dancing:
10 Mins.
Paramount, N. Y,
Act of Steve Condos and Jerry

Brandow is a merger of the rem-
nants of what were two doubles.

Steve Condos was formerly teamed
with his brother Nick, now per-
sonal manager and husband of

Martha Raye, while Brandow did

a hoofing act with his sister Jane.

Condos, sometime ago, also

doubled with comic Buddy Lester.

Current act looms as strong a tap
duo as there is. Both these chaps
keep the interest at peak-points
with' dissimilar' styles. Brandow

STANLEY RAWLS
Mimic
10 Mins.
Alhambra, N. Y.

Stanley. Rawls is a youthful
Negro mimic, who obviously has
some talent; Unfortunately he
doesn’t use much showmanship in
getting it across. His intro, which
leads him into impersonations of
sundry Hollywood characters, is

too stiff and formal^as though he
were doing a school recitation.
Use of ~a couple gags or a song
would make for a breezier leadoff

;

Rawls tackles Boyer, Hepburn,
Colman, Lionel Barrymore With
so-so results, but does about the

works vigorously while Condos has ; best with Edward G. Robinson,
an easier gait, but together they

|
His apings of Gabriel Heatter’s

intonation to catch attention of
those who know the score.

Tall brunet with okay appear-
ance and nicely garbed, singer’s
forte is her voice. She is obviously
Unused to competing with the soup
and lacks necessary sales and floor
mannerisms. Her handling of the
mike, however, shows band train-
ing and her choice of numbers and
delivery are fine.

Gal opens with “Who Cares” and
follows with ‘’Skylark.’’ For nov-
elty she offers “Lost in His Arms,”
almost forgotten lilt from “Annie
Get Your Cun.” Encores are
“Sometimes I’m Happy” and “Over
the Rainbow;” this last very well
done- Gnce customers realized the
oldies were being dressed in bright
new raiment, singer won them.
Miss . Scott’s husband, Jimmy
Lyons, rates credit for her smart
selections and style of presenta-
tion. Gagh.
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work into a good blend,
operate singly and in unison, with
Brandow doing a miniature stair

. routine that gets the customers.

ne\tfs reporting represents a
point. Carbon of “inner Sanctum”
and peter Lorre is dragged out top
long for genuine / effectiveness.

Both display further versatility Dropping some of the / poorer
by doing instrumental spots. Both mimeing along With an improved

•• m . j / *. ' *
• r. _ • _ _ ' 0 '

‘ * A.- _ ' O . A * • *
'

• ! 1 _ :• A1 '

play trumpet and accompany each
other on the ivories; Duo are
ready for any vaude and cafe sit-

uation, and Would show up nicely

cm vaudeo. Jose.

intro Would put more punch into
this turn. Gilb.

LOUISE TERRY
Magic . ,

12 Mins.; One ,

Colonial, Albany
The rareness of femme magicians

gives act a novelty appeal, and the
selection of two “cooperators” from
the audience assure it laughs. But]
professional polish is still to be
developed. Miss Terry is a tall,

attractive, well-dressed Philadel-
phian with a fair sense of comedy
and an adequate equipment of
comic props. She would sell them
better if she learned to talk up
and to project sharper. Eight
rows from back of house, her
slinky delivery is rather hard to
catch. Better adjustment of mike
might help.

Early portion, when she comes
off the stage to pick a pair of men,
is slow and uncertain. After Miss
Terry gets them up in the spotlight,

turn gains tempo. First stunt, in
Which a man is left “holding the
bag,” produces guffaws, although at

his expense. Second, where an
egg is apparently cracked in the
other man’s breast pocket and a
quarter (his) is switched from a

red handkerchief to the pocket, is

more legitimately funny and baf-
fling.

Miss Terry’s best straight trick—
she does several knots and pass-
throughs—is cutting and reassem-
bling a rope, while the two custom-
ers hold it. Finale lets down. Re-
routing and accelerating Would
bring an improvement. Miss Terry
took several bows in second slot.

Jaco.

BASEL LANDIA
Songs
9 Mins.; One
Colonial, Albany

Soprano possesses fine voice. If
she could match it with a Warmer
stage presence, the turn would
hold greater punch for vaudeville.

Small and dark, Miss Landia
Offers a quarter pf numbers one an
encore, in fourth spot at final show
when caught. " She opened with
“Granada,” skillfully projected.
“The Man I Love” followed; her
interpretation had more of the
legitimate singing and less of the
dramatic style than many chirpers
employ. A couple of others also
clicked big.
She is formally dressed in black;

rare smile is winning. Curtain quip
about her by Well-mannered emcee
Myles Bell was not in the best
taste. • Jaco.

THE FLASHBACKS (2)

Dance
10. Mins.
The Bowery, Detroit

This boy and girl duo—Ethel
Howe and Bob St. Charles—com-
bine well in tap routines that have
two unusual twists— continuity
and quick, smooth costume
changes onstage. Combo got big
hand from very difficult audience
on night caught (2),

G. WOOD and ALICE GHOSTLEY
Songs
30 Mins.
Fireside Inn, N. Y. „

G. Wood, who has written the
words and music for a number of
off-Broadway shows, is making his
nitery how with vocalist Alice
Ghostley. also from the off-Broad-
way ranks. Team, with Wood at
the keyboard, hinges most of the
act on material turned out by him.

. initial fault of the material now
being offered is that it’s too loud
for this small room, besides not
being too strong in the entertain-
ment division. Miss Ghostley
does a ^ personable job with the
vocals, giving capable handling to
those in the comedy vein. Except
for a rendition of “Careless Love/’
duo stays away from tunes- in the
romantic idiom.

THE APPLETONS (3)

Dancing
5 Mins,; Full, Special
Palace, N. Y.

•

The Appletons are experienced
Apache dancers with, a good assort-
ment of mayhem and a commercial
set of tricks that - make them
eligible for all vaude and cafe site

nations where they Have sufficient
space. ;

_
•

Their Apache terps are standard
with a special set and various
props providing a Parisian atmos-
phere. There’s some assault and
counter-assault, with further inter-
est provided by battle between two
sexy-looking femmes for the atten-
tion of the male. There’s a sblid
closer with a bit of knife-throwing
and some fast aero work. Jose.

JUNE & MARTIN BARRETT
Dancing

. /
7 Mins.; Three
Palace, N. Y.
June and Martin Barrett are

youthful and well-groomed tap
j

turn with a freshness in style and
*

a good assortment of cleat work;
The duo’s routines are well-
designed* so that there are some

a

DANNY SHAW
Comedy
7 Mins.; Two
Palace, N. Y.
Danny Shaw is a hard-working

comic, but unfortunately has faulty
routining and bad material. He
attempts a display of prattfalls

which should draw results but his
preceding gab deadens the effect.

At this Palace showing date, he
has a difficult time in getting to
the pewholders and only before his
exit, when he gives an impression
of a bus rider, does he get any ap-
preciable results, ' His ability at

taking falls can be made to pay off,

but he needs a wholesale rewrite to
give purpose to his act. Jose.

AMANDA THIGPEN
Songs
12 Mins.
St. Michel. Montreal
Amanda Thigpen, with plenty of

physical allure, scores in the cur-
rent St, Michel layout with her bop
offerings that range from the plat-
ter hit, “Rag Mop,” to a melodious
vocal around “September Song.
Her approach to the jump arrange-
ment is at times too strident but
chirping is a click with payees
when she torches, .

Demure manner with intros is

okay but act, though well-groomed,
could stand better routining. Oth
erwise fine for cafes or vaude.

Newt.

i

For opener, pair do a hick-dead- J

Outbreaks of applause,
n nnmKaf that oofc Qttnnfinn I With

.
the femme’s spins providingan number that gets attention

ast and holds it. They wind up
near table at back of stage where
they change into costumes of the
Cay ’90s era. Tricky, precision
movements —7 well executed— fea-
ture this dance.
Another change and the two

emerge as circa 1920 characters.
This is their best number and one
in which Miss. Howe’s superior
dancing becomes most noticeable.
She’s a veteran with plenty of ex-
perience, /while her .partner is her
pupil in his first turn on the major

j

the spark that sets off the pally
cakes.
The pair show dance ability that

can be utilized in most vauders
and cafes. They still must acquire
the showmanship pf the more
veteran turns and can edit their
turn for sharper projection.

Jose.

JAMES QUINTET
Songs-Instrumental
10 Mins.
Alhambra, N. Y.

This Negro harmonyleague Circuit. He works smoothly, I
erouP

however, and has plenty, of natural a
,‘ Present

„fticn 1

it lacks sufficient styling and
polish,. Unit opens rather weakly

poise.
Act would be helped if the 192Q

number could some last, with the with “Sunny Side of the Street,’

cake walk the present closing i

cr00ned by four lads who are ac-

number, moving into third spot.
\

'

««
e*r remaining mate

Costume-change difficulties, how- 1
0n string bass,

ever, are a stumbling block to

switch.
As supporting act, pair should

do well in any club. Fred.

Quintet shifts to another pop,
with warbling this time backed by
two guitars, then handles a blues
number for fair results. Best tune
in the group’s stint is “I’m Just
a Fool,” which they wisely/ use
as a closer. Combo needs more
experience before it’s ready for
the more lucrative vaude and
nitery dates. Gilb.

a good j

—————«. •

their /CHRIS SCOTT
Songs
15 Mins*

GLADYS JOHNSON
Songs—Piano
30 Mins.
Fireside Inn, N. Y.

Gladys Johnson, shapely Negro
gal, does a routine job with her
blues vocaling and pianistics. Miss
Johnson could use a. little more
stylization in both departments.
When caught,/ gal’s offering im-
pressed as being void of any feel-
ing.
Among numbers rendered are

“I’m Going Home to Joe/’ “I Want
A Big Fat Poppa” and “Hong Kong
Blues.”

MELLO-LARKS (4)

Songs
t Mins*; Two
Palace, N, Y.

The Mello-Larks make
initial i m press io

n

youthful and clean-cut mien. Three
boys and attractive girl, however,
need an overhauling of their vo-

j
Embassy Club, Philly

cal arrangements. Harmonics are
dull.

It isn’t until the quartet goes in-
to some dance interpolations, such
as their square-dance number, that
tlieie’s any vitality. Their Irish
jig punctuation to a Gaelic tune
also provides audience interest.

Jose,

MURRAY GRAND
Pianist
30 Hkfins.

Fireside Inn, N. Y.
Murray -Grand displays a neat

repertoire of show tunes, standards
and pops that’s strictly grooved for
small rooms using ivory-ticklers to
enhance the decor.
His fingering of the keye is

authorative and relaxed, with tunes
played creating a pleasant effect
especially duriiig the dinner hours.
The 88-er also offers some interest-
ing arrangements.

Former Gene Williams’ vocalist
is making her nitery debut as a
single and is a very likely vocal
prospect, as well as a possible re-
cording bet. Singer handles a bal-
lad or show tune conventionally
enough to win the interest of the
wining-and-dining crowd at Em-
bassy, and employs enough modern

Juanita Hall’s Repeat
Shelburne Ldunge, N. Y., has set

;

Juanita Hall for a repeat engage
rnent starting April 13/ She’ll dou-
ble out of “South Pacific.” Kaye
Ballard has been booked on the
same bill.

Other bookings- at that spot in
elude Monica Boyar, April 13, and
the Golden Gate Quartet May 8.

Steve Yates has resigned General
Artists Corp. to join Joe Glaser’s
Associated Booking Corp, where
he’ll work in the theatre dept,
headed by his father, Charlie
Yates.
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Numerals In connoctlon with bills below Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week

.

•

Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit (FM Fanehon Marco* (1) Independent]
(L) Loew; (M) Mostr <P) Paramount) (R) RICO; (S) Stall/ <W) Warneri

<WR> Walter Read* •

Niw York city
Capitol (L) a

Art Mooney
Harvey Stone
Eileen Wilson
Fontaines
Music Heir (I) *

tee Marx

.

Vic ft Adio
Jessica Haist
Frank Gambonl
Patricia Drylie
Roy Raymond
Walter Graff
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Syni Ore

• Palace (R) f
Cathala’s .3
Dietrich 8c’ Diane .

Ford dt Harris
Jan Rubinl
Helene & Howard
M B. Hughes dc

D Street
Rolland Marcelli dc

Janice
1 to fill

Paramount <P) I
Bob Hope
Jane Russell
Les Brown Ore
Condos dc Brandow

Roxy. (I). 10
Beatrice Kay
BiU Norvas dc

Upstarts
uckBuck dc Bubbles

Dunbills
Beatrice Kraft Dcrs

Strand (W) 11
Geo. Andre Martin
TitoGuizar
Roger Ray
Geo Shearing Ore

BALTIMORE
Royal (1)10

Illinois Jacquet Ore
Will Mastin 3
Chubby Newsome

:

pigmeeft Markham
Co

Virgie de Elree
State (1) Sri)

Dana dc Xyles
Arno Bennett
3 Collegiates
S dc S Arthur

IMS
Lee Bartell
Myles Bell
Leslie dc Laurence

1 to All
CAMDEN

Towers (I) 10-11
Marie-Louise dc

Charles
Sabin’s

. Personnettes
Fred Pisano Co
Jimmy Husson
Brooks

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 10

Billy De Wolfe
Mimi Ben/eU
Rex Ramer.
Cabot dc Dresden

Oriental (I) 10
Sugar “Chile”
Robinson

Richard Hayes ‘

Saul Grauman Co
Elsa dc Waldo
4 Continentals
Carl Sands Ore

CINCINNATI
Albee (R)

Roulettes
D dc. D Workman
Virginia Lee
Think-A-Drink.
Hoffman

Rex Weber

M dc M Viera &
Monkeys

Alan Carney ..

Sallcl Puppets
RLMIRA

Strand (W) 12 Only
Tex Beneke Ore ;

HARTFORD
State (I) IMS

Jack Carson
Robert Alda
Janls Paige
Tommy Welle
.Diane Garret
3 Honey Bros
Arden Sc Martman.

JAMESTOWN
Palace (W) 13 Only
Tex Beneke Ore
LOS ANGELES
Orpheum (I) 8

Dick Contino Unit
Jerry Rothaus
Pat Theriault
3 Ladd Sis
Glen Pigott
Johnny Tulucci
Nadine Jensen
Emil Mazanec Ore.
Johnny Mungall

Miami
Olympia (P) I.

Asia Boys
Frank Parle
Lina Romay
Herb Shrlner .

DeVal Merle 8c Lee 1

^OMAHA •.

Orpheum (P) 10
Art Castle Bd
Marion Hutton
Jack Douglas
Cass Owen Sc Topsy
Reggie Rymal
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (I). I

Latinos
Lew Fitzgibbon .

Jay Walkers /.

POUGHKEEPSIE
Bardavon (P) 9-10

4 Elgins
Stuart Foster
Frank Cole Co
Harry Rose
Nichols dc Haley

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 10-12.

Christine dc Bill
Irving Spector
2 Twostones
Aprls dc EstrUllta
Ken Mar 3

ST LOUIS
Fox (FM) 11

Vivian Blaine.
Dave Barry
Don Henry 3
Massive Twins
V dc L Andrews
Szonysis
Kohler dc Jihi
Sheldon dc Burnett

SPRINGFIELD
Court Sq (I) 9-12

Hal Sands- Girls
Brick Bros dc

Gloria
Myers St Walker
WaUace dc Michel
Don Cummings

TORRINGTON
State (1) 12 Only

Bela Lugosi
Bert Gilbert
Quinlans
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 9

Juvelys
Tommy HanlOn St
Murphy

GUs Van

.

Appletons

Fhtck dc- Lucaa
Zlo Angels
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 4

Nitwits
Frances Doncan
Sum Costa
Zlo 3
Wilson

. Keppel St
Betty

Lester Sharpe dk
Iris

Max Bygraves
Les Trots

Grossettos
SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I) 4

George E Beck
Mandy Manders
Juan dc Nina
Fred Hanier
Johnny Kay
Jean Morris
LiUlan Brosn
Freddie Day.
Sheilah
Jerry dc Mandy
Conrad Vince
Apple Blossom
Lovlles
SUNDERLAND

^ Empire /Mi 4
Curio Cavalcade
Jackie Hunter
Tiny
Bel Argay
Carlp Rent
Sylvia

SWANSEA
g nfetr 4

Gertie Gitana
Ella Shields
Billy Danvers
Randolph Sutton

VICTORIA
Palace (M) 4

Jimmy Edwards
Joy Nichols
Dick Bentley.
Wallas Eaton
WOOD GREEN

• Empire. (S) 4
Frankie Howerd
Tony Lowery .

Clive Richardson
Charlie Clapham
Jose, Moreno Co :•

3 Roberts v

Jackley dc .Te*
Mills dc Belita
Spanglers .

BRITAIN
ASTON

Hippodrome (I) 4
Phil Strickland .

Joanne Gaye
Johnnie Laycock
3 Lamarres
Noel Talbot
Jackie Crosby
Gordon Jones
10 Adoreables
Fred Renwick
Matt Lamar
Vee Suzette

BLACKPOOL
Winter Gardens

(1)4
Kitty Masters S
Rudl Grasl
Jack St Stern
Freddy Co
Warren Latona Sc
Sparks

MOnarchs
Jennie MacAndrews
Graham dc Scott
Marie De Vere 3

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 4

Ray Ellington 4
Bartlett dc Massey
Les Raynor &
Betty

Douglas Francie
Harry Korris
Sheridan dc Bee
Eddy Bayes

BRISTOL
Empire (I) .4

Harry Segal
Michele
Dudley 3
Harold Hatton
Vivienne Tempest
Eager Young
Ladies

Lizbeth Young
Kent & Hayes

CHATHAM
Empire (Si- 4

Prank Randle.
Hal Swain
Swing Sis
Rita Shearer
Jon Boden
Mandalay Singers
I«y Sothern
Gus Aubrey

K
al Mack
ancing Demons

A J Powell
Staff "Stafford
Jimmy Clitheroe
A Wazzan Tp

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 4

Jean Sablon
Terry Hall
Tommy Jovcr
Raf Pat St Julian
Linda St Lana
Forbes dc Barrie
Kay Cavendish
Dam Bros
Cynthia dc Gladys
FINSBURY PARK

Empire (M) 4
Johnny Lawson 3
Suzette Tarrl
Cilia’s Dogs
Jimmy Wheeler

Morecambe dc Wise
Max Bacon
2 Virginians
Edmundo Ros Bd

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 4

Cheerful Charlie
Chester

Ken Morris
Fred Ferrari
Arthur Hayes

;
Edwjna Carol
Len Marten
Grip 4
Mariottl dc Wenman
5 Brahms
Gene Anderson
Harry Richards
12 Tiller Girls

GRIMSBY .

Palace (I) 4
Cecil. Sheridan
Joy Brennan
Mickey Reid
Billy Miller
Joe O'Reilly
Jimmy Inglis

eeganCass Sc

2 M's
Irene Dickson ;

Terry O’Brien

.

Nemacfl dc Violet
May Moxon Girls

LEEDS
Empire (M) 4

Tessie O’Shea
Billy Cotton Bd
Annell dc Brask
Arthur Dowler
Vernon. Sis
George Meaton
Tattersall dc JaVry

LINCOLN
Royal (I) 4

Monty Marks/
Francis/ Whitmar
3 Loonies
Paul Sheridan
Louise Lorraine
Spangled Beauties
George Alex .

Terry’s Juveniles
NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 4

Mills Sis dc Michael
Jack Train
Sandow Sis
Anona Winn
3 Regettls
George Doonan
Stan WlUte St
Ann

.
Norman Hackforth

.. NORWICH
Hippodrome (0 4

S dc M Harrison
Andre Twins St
Sandra

Bob Grey .

Claude Williams
Jackie Allen ft
Barbara

Susan Pat
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M> 4

Hal Monty
Rosemary Andree
Johnny Denis*
Ranchers

Rostanda C#

NEW 10KK ran
Bltdlaho

Ella Fitzgerald .

Les Young Ore
.
Blue Angel

Garland Wilson
Stuart ROss
Eadie ft Rack
Mickey Deams
Imogene Coca
H Chittison 3
Portia Nelson

Bop city
Doc Sausage Or*
Ravens
Amos Milbum

car* society
Mervyn Nelson
Thelma Carpenter
Cliff Jackson

Copucapane
Ted Lew:

is
Geraldine DuBoia
Reed Sis
Meribeth Old
Gordon Gaines
Patricia Adair
Toni Carroll
M Durso Ord
Alvarea Ore
Diamond Horsoshod
Walter Dare Wahl
Gloria Leroy
W. C. Handy
Billy Banka
Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Oro
Rlgoletto Broi
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banka
Harry Armstrong

El Chico
Rosita Rios
Lo$ Gltanos
Pilarin Tavira
Sarita Herrera
D’Alonso Ore

Havana-Madrtd
Castlla Twins
Gayner dc Ross
Eulalia Del Pino
FaUsto Ore
Pupi Canipo Oro
Hotal Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Blltmore
Harold Nagel Oro

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel Now Yorker
Tony Pastor Oro
Connie Haines
Adele Castle
Peter Kent Ore

Hotel Pierre
Jimmy Carroll
Talbots
Stanley Melba Ord
Ralph Lane Oro
Ralph Teferteller

Hotel Plaze
Lisa Kirk
Nancy DonoVan
Eric Victor
Bob. Grant Oro
Mark Monte Oro
Payson Re Ore
-Nicolas Matthey

Hotel Roosavalt
Guy Lombardo
Hotel St. Merits

Roberta Welch
Leo Pleskow .

Erwlh Kent
Ramonl Ore

Hotal . St Regis
Julie Wilson
Laszlo dc Pepltd
Milt Shaw Oro

Hotel Shelboume
•Jane Harvey •

Irwin Corey
Carlos Montoya
Cy . Coleman

Hotel Statler
Jimmy Dorsey Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez • Ore

Hotel Warwick
Jan August Ore

Latin Quarter
Sam Levenson
Vikings
Linda Lombard
Francis ft Grey
Ernestine Mercer
Landre ft Verna
Art. Waner Ore

Le Coq Rouge
Oscar Calvet Oro
Jack Towne Ore

Leon ft Eddle'o
Eddie Davis
Rosette Shaw
Bella Smaro
Frank Stevens

Macombo
Dorothy Ross
Boylan ft King
Gordon Andrews

Monte Carlo
Dick Gaspare Ore
La Playa 6
No 1 Fifth Aye

Walling ft McHugh
Downey ft Fonviiie
Hazel Webster

Old Knick
Billy Bryant
Paul Killlam
Janie Stevens
Frank Wayne
Charlotte Ray
Bob' Gallagher
A1 Cooper Oro

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Jackie Phillips
Irving Grossman
Diana Goldberg
Susan Brooks
Joe L&Porte Ore
D’Aqulla Oro

Park Ave
Robert Clary
Four Tones
Beverly Dennle
Benny Payne

Penthouse
Betty ft Jane Kean
Helen Edwards
Herb Schutz

Ruban Bleu
Kirkwood ft.

Goodman
Larry Blake
Estelle Loving
3 Riffs
Ronnie Graham
Julius Monk
Norman Paris 3

Versailles
Kay Thompson
Lee Scott
Buzz Miller
George Martin
Emile Petti Oro
Panchito Ore :

Village Barn
Homer ft Jethro
Atline Bright 3
David Blight
Bobby Myers
Village Vanguard
Weavers
Clarence Williams

Waldorf-Astoria
Dorothy Shay
Eddy Duchin Ore
Mischa Borr Oro

CHICAGO
: Blackhawfc

Jack Tygett
.

Janet Campbell
Deon Sherman
Joyce Harley
Jean Stanley
Sammy Shore
Eddie Howard Oro
Blackstone Hotel

Dunnlnger
Dick LaSalle Oro

Chez Faroe
Jimmy Durante
J ft A, DIGitano
Gloria .Van
Adorables (12)
Cee Davidson Ore

Helslnga
A1 Morgan
Margo Good
Don Bradftelds
Billy Chandler Ord

Hottl Bismarck
Noble ft King
Joe Isbell
Johnny AlladJn Ore
H Edgawatar Beach
Mr Ballantine
Charles Sheldon
Betty Norman
D Hild Dcrs (11)
George Olsen Oro

Hotel cteveno
Joan Hyldolt
Arnold. Shoda
Morgan 3
Douglaa Dufff

Harper Flaherty:
Bob Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdeare
Jack Raffloer
Buddy Rust .

Jerry Mapea
Frank Masters Ora

Palmer House
Victor Borge
Oracle Barrie
A ft B Lund
M Abbott Dcrs
Eddie O’Neil Ord

Sherman Hofei
“College Inn
Story”

Phyllis Gehrig
Don Weismuller
Christine Nelson
Carmen Albino
Norman Fields
Frank Wagner
Ward Garner
Kenneth Remo
Eileen Green
Cliff Norton
Carolyn Gilbert
Les Weim’ott
Vera Gahan

-

BUI Snyder Ore
Vint Oardens

Adeline Nelce
Lew Saxon
Adams Bros
Mel Cole Ore
Pancho Ore
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Paramount, N. Y.
Bob Hope, Jane Russell, Condos

&. Brandow, Les Bibwn Orch (W;
“Captain China” (Pat), reviewed
in Variety Nov. 2, *49.

The Bob Hope: session at the
Paramount is Expected to be a two-
week exercise in testing the house
capacity. He is putting on a great
show in the process. Personal ap?
pearances are old stories to Hope.
For years the comedian has been
letting the customers gander him
in Army vcamps, ballparks, etc.,

wherever there was a quorum pres-
ent. And i.t‘s been paying off.

The Paramount hasn’t seen busi-

ness such as this in years. And,
what’s more, the flow of business
is something a showman dreams
about. It’s almost a perfect setup.
There are no lockouts, but a com
slant stream of traffic in and out
of the house. The breaks after
both the picture and the stageshow
are terrific*

. As far as billings are concerned,
a prospective customer has to look
intensively at the marquee to learn
that “Captain China’’ is also avail-

able. Hope and Jarie Russell get
equal billing on the marquee, and
the rest of the stagebill comprises
the Les Brown orch and CondoS
arid Brandow. The show is costing
the house $50,000, plus overages.
Hope gets all that coin and pays
off the others.
Hope’s personal gets the maxi-

mum measure; of 4he house.
There’s a relaxed mien within his
rapid-fire delivery. The highpoint
of his turn is a nostalgic rem-
iniscence of his lean days of the
theatre. It’s done with charm and
good humor, with the musical
backing of “Thanks For the Mem-
ory,” and creates a inood that’s
somewhat different than the Test
of his act. There 'are.; of course,
the inevitable references to his re-
cent accident and Bing Crosby. He
adds up to grade A entertainment.

Miss Russell, in a low-cut gown,
ves out with “Great Day’’ and

‘Lady Is a Tramp,” and combines
with Hope, in a rendition > of “I
Wanna Go Home,” She provides
visual and vocal interest.
The Les Brown crew, with an

Instrumentation of eight brass,
five reeds and four rhythm, gets
little time to show its wares. The
major effort Is a solo by saxist
Butch Stone, who gets a healthy
palm for vocal delivery of “A Good
Man Is Hard to Find.” Condos and
Brandow are reviewed under New
Acts. Jose ,.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, March 4.

Bert Wheeler,
Hal LeRoy, Karen

Tedder, Jimmy Troy, Arimnd
Guerre Seals, Les Rhode House
Orch

;

“Montana” (WB),

Bill on tap is refreshing and
plays well. •

Bert Wheeler is back, with the
inevitable sandwich, the amiable
emceeing and the ingratiating pat-

ter standard with him. Highlights
of his stint are the session with Hal
LeROy straighting, and the Karen
Tedder bit. Per usual, his timing
is expert.
LeRoy is another standard here,

and sparks the heavy palming via

his hoofery and takeoffs on late

Bill Robinson, Ray Bolger and
Gene Kelly to wrap up okay.
Miss ’ ?edder looks better here

than in cafe spot she was in last

week. The pops come over with
more zing and the t6pping*hillbilly

version of “Temptation” sets the
applause meter rocketing.

Teeoff spot sets a fast pace via

comedy trapeze work of Jimmy
Troy. Stunts garner gasps and
laughs throughout, Armartd Guerre
and his seals bounce the usual
balls, make harmonica music and
indulge in other amusing tricks.

Les Rohde and house orch are
okay on the backgroundings. Lary.

Alhambra, N.Y.
Andy Kirk Orch (12), Rose Mur-

phy, Helene & Howard, Russ, Mack
& Owen, Carl & Harriet, Freddy &
Flo, Willie Bryant, Stanley Rawls

,

James Quintet; “Bagdad"
.
(.U), *"

RKO Alhambra's new vaude pol-.

icy is finding it tough going this

week, what with the strong com-
petition offered by Louis Prima
around the corner at the Apollo.

At early show caught Friday night

(3 ), house was less than half filled

despite a lower admission scale.

Layout, however, is : an entertain"

irtg one principally due to the
snappy work of Pose Murphy and
Helene

. & Howard, *.

r Miss Murphy, in next-to-closmg
spotj chee-chees her way through
a batch of her familiar numbers
to win strong returns. Pianist-

songstress embellishes such faves

as “Cecilia,” “Sweet Georgia
Brown’’ and “Dark Eyes” with
trills and. squeaky

;

chirps, peren-
nially her stock in trade.
With three rhythm , four brass

and five reed, Andy Kirk’s Combo
gets the session off to a; brisk start

to bring on emcee Willie Bryant.
An Apollo alumnus, now a disk
jockey, he ribs his alma mater
without, mentioning it by name,
discusses his sponsors and indulges
in general banter for fair results.
Carl and Harriet, boy and girl terp
team* follow with some so-so hoof-
ing.
Ofay turn of Russ, Mack arid

OWen registers handily with slap-
stick aero stuff. Freddy and Flo
hold down the comedy slot with
standard songs and patter that are
still effective despite their age.
in the finale

. groove are .Helene
and Howard, only other white act
on the bill. Couple win a solid re-
ception, for their satirical terp rou-
tines- and

. especially click in bow-
off jitterbug sequence. Overlong
show might Well end here instead
of bringing back Bryant, arid Fred-
dy arid Flo, for some banal situa-
tion humor; Kirk’s outfit backs the
program neatly.
James Quintet, vocal and instru-

mental group, and mimic Stanley
Rawls are reviewed under New
Acts. : Gilb.

Fox9 :
Hi, IjohIs

St., Louis, March 4. .

Vivian Blaine, Massive Twins,
Vivyan & .Lillian Andrews, Don
Henry. Trio, Dave . Barry, Joe
Schirmer, Frank Panus Orch; “The
Great Rupert” (EL),

Customers are getting their
money’s worth from the current
layout, Spearheaded by Vivian
Blaine, a platinum blonde looker.
There’s a wealth of entertainment
in the bill and only second to the
Blaine gal is Dave Barry, who
played the role of “Mr. Ripple”
on Jimmy Durante’s radio show.
In addition to emceeing, Barry
kicks in with “Blowing Bubbles”
in his rippling style, satires on
Humphrey Bogart, Sam Spade and

j

Arthur Godfrey for heavy mitting.
j

He also tosses in sortie nifty chat-
j

ter.
^

;...
'

1

Miss Blaine, in a fetching gray
i

gown splattered With sequins and
!

with plenty of showmanship, socks J

over “I Feel a Song Coming On,” ;

“I Said My Pajamas,” “What Is •

This Thing Called Love,” “Stran-
gers” and “I Don’t Care,” ala Eva
Tanguay.

After Frank Panus maestros
the orch through a swell medley !

of pop tunes to start proceedings. 1

the Andrews gals, eye-filling arid
1

shapely blondes, attired in fetch-
j

ing, abbreviated purple costumes, )

warm the customers Up with a
nifty tap routine. Then the Mas-
sive Twins, a pair of muscular
ycung ’uns, score with a neat ex-
hibition of balancing. ... The Don
Henry Trio, another youthful ag-
gregation, and playing different
sizes of harmonicas, wham over the
Morpheus Overture, “Happy Feet
Polka,” a medley that includes
‘‘Wonderful Guy” and “Sue” and
after a burlesk on Spike Jones’
“Merry Oldsmobile” using a bunch
of zany music makers wind with
a sock interp of “Sabre Dance”
that wins the mob. Joe Schirmer
from the orch, now a feature act
weekly, closes session with a red
hot “Nola” for a neat hand. Biz

‘ Sahu.

/
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Palace9 ]V* Y.
June & Martin Barrett, Fayhe A

Roxy» N. Y# work-burdened house-frau off on
% Beatrice Kraft Dancers, Bill Nor- a *Pot is almost a Classic,
vae & the Upstarts (5 ), Dunhills D®. Wolfe also gets added laughs
(3), Buck 'Sc- Bubbles, Beatrice
Kay; . “Mother Didn’t Tell Me’
(20th), reviewed in Variety Feb. “a** . l ina & Yvette-
l.*’50- -] .

Louis Basil band dote excellent- f%%ie*edintamSw Feb 1 -so
'

•-—— I
ly on the backing, seemimr ]

remeweQf in v ariety t oo. i, 5U,

than the past few weeks.

HIS n su gcis auuea laugns Foster Dtlnnu MollnTstrbm
ice with some topical throwawavs in /?? xlr-fi

?haw, Melw-LarK*

bolt
8

miu'
®U °f Whlch <M,ds upt0 tons ^Chl^Xbby^aC

eb. . . . . l inn Hr Yvette- TAV> tonth I

The current Roxy bill has the
benefit of two veteran acts to back
strongly what is 'generally an en-
tertaining layout as a whole. The
Standards are. Beatrice Kay, in the
Closing spot, and Buck arid Bub-
bles with their Comedy and hoof-
ing. . Plus which there is the add-
ed lure of a colorfully staged pro

Zabc.

Orpheuni, L. A.
Los •Angeles, March 1.

sAnne May & Henry Balabanow, ' £
n

,

le
f

reasorl the conflict caused
Betty Black, Pat & Willa Levollo, !?L

musical novelties, Fayne
Joan Brandon, Mage & Karr, Peiro ^ Fps

)r
er

» and. Wilbur Hall and
Bros. (2), Buster Shaver

. with
1
Rene ’

*

,
Olive, George & Richard, Bddie

The Palace bill, while generally
maintaining quality in the individ-
ual turns, doesn’t add up as effec-
tively as it should. Probably the

reason is the conflict caused

Arthur Knorr arid Sammy Rauch,
not to mention A. J. Balaban him-
self. It’s, shows like this that makes

Use of these acts on the
does a great deal in de-01

*
c°lprmA1

? 5a?ed pro-
^ olive, George & Richard fcddte *ame W. does a great dea

^ '5?tchful eye of Peabody, Al^Lyons Orpheum Orch ;

stroying; the variety angle..
Arthur Knorr arid Sammy- RaUch. t oh . -•nu,* I -Former ekes nut tunes nn

’ * w v ur.b(. VI/I to vy l I

V

i Tl u' .. « . .

W _.

(9); “Blue Grass of Kentucky" ’ i ekes out tunes on glasses,
i Tin v -r , U, . Urtrne ,,,h - H, .

; ( Mono ) ,
bells, horns* while Hall and Rene

j
get a multitude of notes from such

a reviewer delighted to let every- 1 « 1

diverse instruments ac trnmnet^
one get into the act for a credit i.

Orpheum regulars are getting a
; trombone; tire-pumps Coins etc*

or (wo. Any names missed? rplus show this week, what, with Hall has the?^ added^ advantage of

v
Miss .Kay, .with her Gay ’90s - n

i?i 3 :

gettin« ^ughs out of elonfated

fhSf «°
f S0^Sal°S coupled with,

t
j9

f % which enables him to .virtual-

-

that fine showmanship—can never
:Sks ^off slowlv

6 ly fly over the stage. Each of them
fail to entertain no matter what j - but th tim

.

e could have been used to better ad-
she does. There’s hardly anything:

! air that coufdVe
PaCG 1S

,

vantage on different installments*
different from her act here : since

,

a11 dt coulcA be flsked.
! ^ There are some youthful items

her last date at the Roxy—but • E Idle Peabody, the perennial, ; on the show such as June and Mar-
when those final curtains, close in : could hardly get off, even after tin Barrett, Mello-Larks (4) and
front of her, the reception is uri- 1 doing 11 numbers, at show caught, i Danny Shaw (all New Acts) plus a
questionable. She can. still play ’ The zest he gets Into his banjo- sprinkling of vet turnsi The Apple-
anywhere. twanging generates an. enthusiastic tons are also under New Acts. .

Buck and Bubbles have also audience.. He’s also the first repeat i Chris, Cross, a repefitcr here,
hardly changed an itena in their ,

ior the OrpheUm’s current vaude does well in the next-to-closi rig slot •

standard routine which, they’ve !

policy, not yet a year old. j with an assortment of dummies*
been fibing since they were two-a- Second natural headline turn is He works with a life-sized femme
day headliners. Yet, there’s no Buster Shaver and the three little doll, and puts; across spme sly
lack of .entertainment in their turn : people, Olive, George and RichardJ cracks that are laugh-productive,
today. And the audience response Act has appeared at this house ai He gets good results with his ven-
1? J^Tjhere. Buck with his taps . regular intervals for nearly fco triloquy

^ while working a hand pup-
and Bubbles at the piano have the years and still finds a solid wel- .

Pet and a reglulatiori-sized dummy.

There’s
effort

_ ’ tricks :to
breathers these days,, but with does the piano^ accompanrm^nrfor i

give the show, a solid curtain,
their kind of showriianship and hot vocaling and terping of the 1 Don Albert’s house orch show-
ability to entertain, there is hardly trio and act then climaxes with .backs with usual efficiency, Jose,
anyone who can discern it. ! the ballroom stint by Shaver and -

.

•
.

The Dunhills are three lads who ' Olive,
i

' II r1

i

The
*
Peir

?
Bros., two boys from Washington

*
Mareh 3.

and th^’re ^ffective
l

*as
g
usual

t

ii?
g
a

display unusual
! Mario & Fiona; Clifford Guest,

few brief mo*S 'There?s a little
anttspinnin* hats, ’ Sta»g McMann

; Trio, Wyman *

act, but that’s not too obvious. '

them^ a
^y

bie^^hand K^rr
!

—

-

,
Bill Norvas and the Upstarts, 1

please with -Drecision
8
tans

K
and !

Standout of current Capitol bill

three boys and two girls, "go

,

temologv ma£ne a° shnw?
S
team 1S clifford Guest, VentrO import

through what is a musicomedy Lr
P
the

g
five-sDot on thefiilf

te
/from- Australia. Guest’s different

type of . song presentation, some- Joan Brandon suDDlies^a femme ;

s^'le of volce throwing is suffeient-
what akin to the Kay Thompson touch to magic trf<^^ to line him up fpr white
idea, only not as extensive. They’re -

[ ig foS^Mt .House*
. Coi-respcmdents* show for

an improvement over their recent emntv shaker maeic ciaarettes a
Prfesideht Truman over weekend,

N. Y. Copacabana engagement, im- i.^terious cane and a
g
niftv eee

honor the Aussie’s talents rate,

‘heir fresbngss and;

i
-“te

ov^
P
as*us

i

ual.
te^n

*’
( IlsIlonf^Sf’

' Chicago,;-.Chl
Chicago, March 3.

Cabot Sc Dresden, Rex Ramer,
Mimi Benzell, Billy. De Wolfe ,

Louis Basil Orch; “The Heiress”

(Par),

Circle, tnclpls*
Indianapolis, March 5.

Tommy Dorsey Orch, with Bud-
dy Rich, Jack Duffy, Frances Irvin,

Johnny Amorosco ; Guy Raymond,
Church & Hale; “Backfire" (WB).

i

Circle audiences are finding
Tommy Dorsey orch in a nostalgic
mood this week. Maybe it’s be-

cause Gov. Henry F, Schricker
presented maestro with a trophy
at first matinee celebrating “15

years as nation’s foremost band
leader,” in return for Dorsey’s
promise to play for Young Demo-
crats’ $25-per-plate Jefferson-Jack-
son Day shindig Sat. night He
sticks to old bandshow format,
highlighting his standby^ tunes—
and customers love it.

Newcomers to outfit have a lot

to do with the click, hdwever. The
wolves go for statuesque redhead-
ed chanteuse, Frances Irvin, in big

way.Hie difference she gives “All

of Me,” “Diamonds Are a Girl’s

Best Friend” and “Just a Little

Girl. From Little Rock” also make
a big hit, Johnny Amorosco looks
to be Dorsey’s best male bet since

Sinatra. His handling of “Marie”
and “Some Enchanted . Evening”
Vocals is smooth. Buddy Rich is

solid with his tom-tom Solo in

“So- of India.” Dorsey, on his

trur rombone, and Jack Duffy,

on tu sax, deliver plenty of good
licks in “The Continental,” “Dry
Bones,” “Pinetop’s Boogie” and
other numbers that display band
to advaritage.

Acts get less prominence than

usual in recent bandshows, but

hold up their end of the bill neat-

ly. Church and Hale get good re-

sponse for smart tap routines and
Gene Raymond is well received in

his comedy and eccentric dancing

turn. Corb.

asm for virtually the same routine
this time. Guest shows unusual
voice variations and control, giving

ing blonde singer who fills the two- ?iumm
y
v
^ S

'mlnr i p

5

spot with four tunes. The old
'

standard slack Wire turn of Pat & bls suit case, drinking

Willa Levollo rouririis hut thp hill While his wooden partner singswina L.evoiio rounds out the bill. mHqw Dl.

y i Am” and talking while
.....

' '•

..
- latter sneezes.. High spot of act is

. 1B mr i the take-off, on a British fox hunt,
ApollQ; complete with galloping of the

Louis Prima Band%( 12) with K.ee- horses’^^ hoofs,, calls of the hurits-
Short bill is the warmest re- ly Smith, Jimmy Vincent; Will Mas- men and braying

, of the hounds,
ceived by Chicago theatre audi- Hn Trio,: with Sdmmy Davis, Jr.; This one really brings down the
ence in several months, While the Johnny Moore's 3 Blazers, Holmes house. With no comic: on the bill,

inajority of applause is garnered & Jean; “Undertow" (U-I). Guest’s rather muted humor, as
by Billy De Wolfe, rest of the acts

j

-r well as his veritro technique, fills

also get a hefty hand. Show moves [
Louis Prima’s annual stand at the empty slot,

at a rapid pace. this sepia vauder usually hypoes Mario & .
Floria headline show

,
Cabot and Dresden, youthful ; the take plenty, and this time out with their routine of trul eye-

dance team, make a strong impres- 1 is no exception. His is one of the filling ballroom terping. Couple
sion with their terrific whirls,

j

few ofay outfits that can lure them stick to the conventiqnal in the
Especially socko is “Perpetual Mo- into this house, which has been tra- numbers they choose, a fast open-
tion” number, a seemingly endless : ditionally a field day spot for top ing, a Latin American medley of
series of lifts and spins, Rex Ra- Negro bands, Howe.ver; Prima stepping, and a final waltz type
mer, English imported, sells in fine

’ with his solid trumpeting, comedies turn along soft, romantic lines,
fashion his musical instrument im-

!

and vocals is rocking ’em again and Fine teamwork and individual
pressions, sans everything but the winning major share of audience

.
grace, plus a novel flashy display

amazing nodule work. He starts off appreciation. Flanhed by the solid of whirls and addagio, lend act un-
with a trumpet bit, but gets away' Will Mastin Trio, comedy arid hoof- usual dazzle. Best bet is return
from the usual

.
trite imitations, ing team, and Johnny Moore’s number, a novel version of the

switching first to guitar, violin, or- : Three Blazers, current session is 1012 turkey trot. Audience very
gan grinder, xylophone, before go-

I

solid all the way. enthusiastic. .

ing into rapid vocal session on the ; Prima crew, comprising three Stagg McMann Trio keep things
banjo. However, it’s his closer, rhythm, five reeds and four brasses moving with their yari-sized har-
“Cocktails For Two” ala Spike (including the maestro), sets the irmnicas. They make lively curtain
Jones, completeWith all the band pace with a racy rendition of raisers and display variety and
'and other noises, which registers . “There’ll Be Some Changes Made,” skill in their playing. Though they
solid. . with Prima clowning through the strive for novelty, best bets are
Mimi Benzell, coloratura from vocal arid getting in Some torrid the tuneful and farniliar "Dance

the . Metropolitan Opera Co., is turmpeting. Follows with an equal- 0f the Hours” and “My Devotion.”
surely a startling novelty In her ly torrid, session of “Black Magic” Wyman & White accent the mu-
operatic selections. However, she to set things for Holmes and Jean, sical side of the bill with a medley
sticks, to the tried and true; and ' mixed team, \yho garner neat ap? of top .tunes, including “You Are
gets her. best response from high pi ause for their slick rhythm, tap My Song of Love,” “I Still Get
trills. Her mid selection, “Over and aero dances. Keely Smith, at- Jeaious When I Look at You,” arid
the Rainbow,” while effective; ; tractive brunet band vocalist, steps a . solo from distaff m e m b e r,
might be replaced by something out for sultry versions of “Charley “You’re Breaking My Heart.” They
stronger, preferably from a musi-;

;

My Boy” and “Ebraceable You,” blend voices well and to good ef-
cal comedy. . Comely singer’s swing with Prima weaving in some clown feet, ending with a solid version of
version, complete with bit of jive antics for additional lift. “Side By Side.” Lowe;
walk and a slight bump, of “Lo, 1 Johnny Moore and the Three —.... •

:

Hear the Gentle Lark” for a closer Blazers keep show Tolling at high n <il,^10n lor* AI*Ic Ronhorl
seems a bit incongruous, but audi- with vocals and instrumentation. ,

Atis u«luicu

ence of youngsters loves it. They Carry self-accomp 6n two am-

1

Rv British Variptv Union
Billy De Wolfe gets Chuckles as plified guitars, bass and piano on

i

^ .*. _
he walks on and recounts his mis- “Keep Rockin,’ ” “So Long” !

..
London, March 7,

erv with his film roles. His East “Rhumba Ching” and “Drifting” : Variety Artistes Federation last

Indian h.oke dance, which leads to for solid returns. Mastin Trio fob week voted to continue the. ban
his laugh-proVoking hairdo, and lows and mops up, due mainly to on perrhitting German and Japa-
girdle quickies, is a fine piece of the hep hoofing and comedy car- nese performers to work in Brit-

acro work. Boris Karloff, “Frank- hons of Sammy Davis, Jr. a in; Around 5.000 members Voted
enstein” number, in green spot, ' Prima band takes over fpr a sa- three to one on the extension,
with comedian jumping into first tirical Indian number plenty po- This is the second extension on
few rows has the jtives in screams.

.
tent on; comedy and giving the side- the pan which was imposed at the

His cast of characters of the men a field day in the gleeclub nf wnrUl War II Short*
shabby bistro,; off the beaten road, setup. Jimmy Vincent, band drum" tvsftprthp war Man to Permit
complete with emcee, line and pa- ) mer, is spotlighted bn “Dark Eyes” f

a
â
e
n
r
^nd Jan ^ JnbSrtariK^ en-

rade girls, is letter sharp and rib- and gang pulls all the stops^^ on^ hut
tickling,; It’s still Mrs. Murgatroyd “Caledonia” for a sizzling finale

f®J
e
-r^orisid.

that the seatholders are waiting which bring! down the house. ,

promise was_inade for reconsia

i for, however. Character of the • Edbd .
reration in 1950.
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New Management For

Marblehead Theatre
Marblehead, Mass., March 7.

A new management, consisting
of Richard. M. Rockett, William
Cowen, John Foley and Curt Win-
ters, will take over operation of the
Marblehead summer theatre this

season. Group was granted use of

the theatre, situated in the high-

school
,
auditorium, at a special

meeting of the school committee
last week.

However, Blake Johnson and
John L; Washburn, who have man-
aged the • summer operation for
over 10 years, protested the deci-

sion in a paid advertisement in the
Marblehead Messenger last week.
Duo felt the leasing of the. theatre
should rest with the townspeople
and not the school committee, and
asked the local citizepry to hold
another town meeting. If nothing
develops, it’s expected Johnson and
Washburn will operate a strawhat-
ter in the nearby town of Beverly.

By ARTHUR BRONSON 4
The gap between Broadway and

opera is closing fast, says Edward
Johnson, Who is retiring this

season after 15 years as general

manager of - the Metropolitan
Opera Assri. Broadway gets

operas regularly now under the

guise of “music-dramas” or Vmu-
sicals,” the works running from
•‘Street Scene” anti “The Medium”
tn “Regina” and “The Consul”—
and all of them being opera, Amer-
ican-style, Johnson says the Met
takes some, credit for having de-;

veloped such an audience for

Broadway, because audiences for

these works are merely an enlarge-

ment of a public the Met created/
Giah-Cario Menotti, composer of

“The Medium” and l“The Consul”
(latter show bows on Broadway
next week), is an “alumnus” of the
Met, says Johnson, with three of

Menotti’s works haying been staged
there before his Broadway success
With “The Medium.” v

'

Johnson also revealed that after

the launching of their “Carousel”
on Broadway, he talked with com-
posers Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein II about writing an
opera for the Met. Rodgers Said

he was interested, Johnson re-

called, but then the duo got side-

tracked with “Allegro” and later

“South Pacific/’

Success of the last-named; says
Johnson, points up a problem at

the Met. “How can you get Amer-
ican composers to write for opera,”

Johnson asks, “when they can’t

make any money at it, what with
the few performances available and
lack of royalties?” With so much 1

money to be made on Broadway,
opera holds less lure for compos-
ers. Deems Taylpr, Johnson dis-

closed. wanted to do an operatic

version of ‘’Street Scene” for the

Met long before Kurt Weill at-

tempted it, but author Elmer Rice
said no. - Philadelphia, March 7.

Exclusivity Problem Ph illy legit crix gave Menotti’s
As to films, the Met has been

|

“The Consul” best notices any
mentioned several times as being

; show has received here since,

source for a pic.* Johnson revealed ! “Death of a Salesman” last season,
that negotiations had even gone so The Evening Bulletin had its

far as a script—-“a regular boy and t drama critic, Robert Sensenderfer,
girl story’’—-haying been approved,

i cover Ithe show from a dramatic
But exclusivity on the Met name standpoint, and its music critic,

has proved the bar to any pact, as
. Max de Schauensee, caught it

Texaco now has right to the Met from the musical end;
tag for its radio broadcasts. Tex.

[ AU the crix raved about Patricia
Neway, young singer, and most of

them called Menotti’s score

NAMED BY EQUITY
Committee to consider sugges-

tions from the membership, regard-
ing possible changes/in the unlffn’s

basic contract with the League of

N. Y. Theatres and make recom-
mendations to the Equity council

was hamed by the latter body yes-

terday (Tues.). It includes Todd
Duncan; John Effrat, Muriel Hutch-
inson, Maida Reade, Helen Ray aiid

Eugene Francis, with Jane Hoffman
as^ alternate.

The council also appointed Ed-
win Clay x-as council replacement
for Anne Burr, who resigned be-
cause Of illness; Clay will serve
until the annual election in Jurie.

R; E. Perry’s. Hayloft

Andover, N. J„ March 7.

Robert E. Perry will offer a sum-
mer stock Season at the Grist Mill
Playhouse , Andover, N. J. Theatre

,

a 700-seater, will employ a resident
Equity company and operate under
the star system.
Perry directed the St, Louis Mu-

nicipal Opera Cor offerings during
the last four, years.

Menotti ‘Consul’

aco pact runs but this spring, arid

Johnson believes that the new Met
management will then discuss the

, ^UTi^rinr fhat nf hi«: “The
problem of name exclusivity in re-

j

^fP^ior t0 11131 of ms lbe

gard to future pacts
Johnson is quitting the Met in

Medium.” AJ1 of them commented
on the ovation that followed the

Tune after 28 vears’ service 13 as I

performance arid which finally

ateAdMs tenor *ahd ths/iast 15 as! brouSht the author -composer,

general
g
manager The biggest ;

Menotti, to the stage. As a matter

achievement ofhis regime, he feels; « even more remarkable than

is the development of the Ameri- 1 Ibat weie the vociferous cheers

can singer as an opera artist and
strengthening of the American peo
pie’s love for great music. “We
broke dowri the prejudice of the
public against American artists,”

(and bravos) that broke in on the
Act II action following Miss
Neway’s dramatic aria.

The management took out big
ads the next day but they weren’t

This is

Johnson says, “and we created an |

necessary to spur biz. Word-of-

intelligent American audience.” the- rave notices would

His biggest disappointment is the
j

ve
^?

ne
,

^at. Show is reaching

fact that the Met wasn’t able to ' the sellout stage rapidly

popularize, an opera composed by <
“s final week here,

an American.
Johnson was honored for his

Met service with a* testimonial
pageant last Tuesday night (28),

after ithe performance of “Tosca.”
Pageant ran an hour, with tlie Met
stage thronged by singers, instru-

mentalists, backstage staffs arid

AIL Hitchcock Judges

Royal Acad. Auditions
Auditions for American appli-

cants to London’s Royal Academy
front, stagehands, chorus, etc. Solo i of Dramatic Art were held at the
artists were in costumes of various
operas done under Johnson’s ten-
ure, ‘for an eye-filling colorful
sight. Ticket sale, gifts, etc.,

brought in $46,190, which has been
earmarked to start an Edward
Johnson Testimonial Fund, to aid
the Met.

Guild theatre, N, Y„ yesterday
(Tues. ) with about 40 actors per-
forming a scene from Warners’
“Stage Fright.” Alfred Hitchcock,
who directed the pic, which cen-
ters around an RADA student, was
present to evaluate the various
portrayals.
The American auditions for

Paine Revue Bio& [Academy applicants are held un-

m rs a Vt xt m 6
. ' der the supervision of the Ameri-

TO bet JN.Y. I ryout
j

can National Theatre and Acad.
“These Are the Times/’ cnew re- ferny. Warner’s has contributed

vue by Jay Gomey, based on the
|

a special “Stage Fright” scholar-

life of Tom Paine, will be preemed ship to be awarded the winner of

by the Dramatic Workshop at the .

the final auditions to be held in

President theatre, N. Y., May 4-

21:1 The Workshop has three other
shows scheduled for initial produc-
tion at the President. These are
Milton Ehrlich’s “King of the Hill,”

to be offered May 7-8; Marvin
Gregory's “The \ Other Cheek,”
slated for presentation May 6-9,

and “The Scapegoat,” based on
Franz Kafka’s novel, “The Trial,”

scheduled to bow from April 13-

30.

Group Is celebrating 10 years of
•peration today (WedJ»

/ (March 5-18)
' Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo-
Royal Alexandra, Toronto. (6-11);

Erlanger, Buffalo (12) ; Paramount,
Toledo (13); Empire, Syracuse (15); I

Music Hall, Cleveland (J7-18)v

Ballet Theatre—-Municipal Aud,,
Sari Antonio (6);. State Fair Park
Arid., Dallas (7-8); Convention Hall,

Tulsa. (9); Home, Oklahoma' City

(10)

; Robinson Aud., Little Rock

(11)

; Hyman Arid*. Nashville (13);

Aud., Jackson, Tenn. (14); Poche,
New Orleans (15-18).

Ballets de Paris •— Blackstone,
Chi. (6-18).

“Barretts of Wimpple Street”—
Gayety,. Wash. (6-18).

“Brigadoon” —H. S. Aud., Potts-
vllle, Pa., (6); Lyric, Allentown (7-

8); Rajah, Reading (9-li); Ford’s
Balto. (13-18).

“Consul’— Shubert, Phila. (6-

11 ).

,
“Death of a Salesman”—Nixon,

Pitt*(6-18).
••Diamond Lil”—Hartman, Col-

uiribus, O. (6-8); Taft Aud., Cincy
(9-11); American, St. L. (13-18).

“Harvey”—City Aud. St. Joseph,
Mo. (6-7); Aud., Topeka (8); Music
Hall, Kansas City (9-12); Arcadia,
Wichita (13); Convention Hall,
Hutchinson, Kan. (14); Home, Okla-
homa City (16-17); Convention
Hall; Tulsa (18).

“Inside U. S. A.”—Metropolitan,
Providence (6-8); Bushnell Aud.,
Hartford ,(9-11).

••Kiss Me, Kate”—Shribert, Chi.
(6-18).

“Lend An Ear”—Shubert, Bost.
(6-11); Court Square, Springfield,
Mass. (13-15); Aud,, Rochester (16-

18).
*

“Madwoman of Chaillot”—Cass,
Detroit (6-11); Erlanger, Chi. (13-

18).

“Man Who Came to Dinner”

—

Curran, S. F. (6-11); Civic Aud,,
San Jose, Cal. (12); Mayfair, Port-
land (14-16); Metropolitan, Seattle
(17-18).

“Mister Rober t s ”—Colonial,
Bost. (648).
“Oklahoma”— Convention Hall,

Tulsa (5); Home, Oklahoma City

(6)

; Convention Hall, Enid, Okla.

(7)

; Majestic, Wichita Falls (8-91;

Majestic, Ft; Worth (11); Aud;,
Galveston, (13-14); McNeese Jr.
H. S. Aud., Lake Charles, La; (15-

16); Ft. Whiting Aud., Mobile
(18).

“Philadelphia Story’ —Biltmore,
L. A. (6-18).

“Private Lives”—Locust, Phila.
(6-11); Royal Alexandra, Toronto
(13-18).

“Silver Whistle”—Walnut; Phila.
(6-18).

“Streetcar Named Desire’’ (No.

1)

—Plymouth, Bost. (6-18).

“Streetcar Named Desire” (No.
2) — Lyceum, Minneapolis (6-11);
Robinson Aud., Little Rock (14);
Iowa, Cedar Rapids (15-16); KRNT
theatre, Des Moines (17-18).
“That Lady”—American, St. L.

(6-11); KRNT theatre, Des Moines

(13)

; Orpheum, Kansas City (14-18).
W e h s t e r-Shakespeaje — H. S.

Aud., Ogden, Utah (6); South H. S.
Aud., Salt Lake City (7); Para-
mount, Provo, Utah

. (8) ; Wyoming
U. Arid., Laramie (10); East H. S.
Aud.,, Denver (11); City Aud.;
Pueblo (12); Home, Oklahoma City

(14)

; Convention Hall, Tulsa (15);
Arcadia, Wichita (17); H. S, Aud.,
Topeka (18).

“Wisteria Trees”—Shubert, N. H.
(6-11); Shubert, Phila. (13-181.
“What a Day”—Forrest, Phila.

(6-18).

For the rbad to prosper it’s necessary to take original casts, or ones
just as good, in the opinion of Katharine Cornell. Appearing at the
Lyceum, Minneapolis, in “That Lady,” . she told the Minneapolis Star
that the theatre has survived some “fantastic crises” and she’s certam
it’ll always endure, .

'

Miss Cornell said that stars and leading actors generally make « mis-
take in refusing to tour. “Road experience is always valuable, even if

riot immediately,” she told her interviewer. “It gives people a chance
to like you and believe in you, And in the end it pays off.”

Incidentally, George Grim, Minneapolis Morning Tribune columnist
last Thursday (2) devoted his entire column to an open “apology” to
Miss Cornell for what he considered an inadequate “insulting” turnout
for her opening perfoririance in “That Lady” at the Lyceum and for
the poor business the attraction did in St. Paul, Headlined “Katharine
Cornell gets apology for cities’ ‘insult*. ” and addressed to Miss Cornell
personally, Grim’s article declared the city’s “apathy” to high class
stage far is inexplicable, reviewed the local entertainment situation and
tastes, and paid a tribute to the “That Lady” performance. Professional
basketball and wrestling seem to be the city’s meat, Grim pointed out.

“Judy O’Connor,” which director-producer Frank Ross is considering
as an independent film production, was originally, written by him four
years ago as a legit play, in collaboration with scenarist Andrew Solt,
Ross was the producer and principal backer of the. show, a four-char-
acter cOmedy-drairia in which Don DeFore, William Prince and Anne
Sargent played the leading parts, under the direction of John Berry.
Production was done as quietly as possible, so Ross and Solt would not
lose prestige in Hollywood, in Case (as happened) it was a flop.

Only mention of the show in the New York papers* was a single an-
nouncement of the start of rehearsals, plus Variety’s review of the
New Haven tryout and the gross reports from there and Boston. When
it was decided to close the show in the latter town, Lee Shubert of-
fered to buy the production and bring it to Broadway, but Ross re-
fused to consider it, regardless of price. After the Boston closing, Ross,
Solt and the others who had. come from the Coast to do the play, re-
turned to town and took a plane hack to Hollywood the same day.

While film theatres have been catering to their arch enemy, TV, by giv-
ing away television sets to hypo business, lpgit houses, heretofore!, have
had no traffic with such measures. However, with the tie-in with
RCA-Victor on records by Spike Jones, orch leader is giving away an
RCA tele set- each Thursday on the Great Northern stage, Chi., where
his show, “Musical Depreciation Revue,” is having a run.

Gene King and Franz Steininger
have split up, King bowing out as
co-producer of the musical ‘‘Lady
From Paris.” Latter, as “Music in
My Heart,” played Broadway a cou-
ple of seasons ago.
Show is now scheduled to bow

in New Haven April 20, followed
by a Boston engagement, then
Broadway.

DHMKE IN 'SOLDIER’
Los Angeles, March 7.

Ralph Dumke will play the role
of Col. Popoff in “The Chocolate
Soldier,” which Edwin Lester pro-
duces for the Los Angeles Civic
Light Opera Assn. April 24.

Cast also includes Salvadore
! Baccaloni, Marion Bell and Wilbur
Evans.

Nicola Moscona’s 300th peiiorm-
ance at the N, Y. Met Opera will
be his first Mephistopheies in Gou-
nod^ “Faust” Saturday (11).

Theresa Helburn, of the Theatre

Guild, left Monday (6) for a 10-day

trip to the Virgin Islands; : .Rosalie

Crutchley, who recently came from
England to appear in "Heart of the
Matter,” sails for home Friday (10)

with , her husband, director Peter
Ashmore. Peter llling, who also
came over to appear in the Rodg-
ers-Hammerstein production, re-
turns at the same time. So does
Basil Dean, director arid co-author
of the play. ... A1 Taylor, legit script
agent with William Morris, has
joined John Nasht Associates. His
successor hasn’t been selected by
Martin Jurow.

Mrs. Kathleen Marin, widow of
Sam H. Harris, has sold her one-
third interest in the Music Box the-
atre, N. Y. Ownership of the prop-
erty is now shared by Irving Ber-
lin and Lee Shubert . . Berlin has
returned from Nassau with six
songs for “Call Me Madam,” the
musical fox’ which Howard Lindsay
and Russel Crouse are writing the
book. . Neva Patterson is subbing
for Anne Sargent in “I Know My
Love” . . Robert E. Sherwood leaves
Friday (10) for a month's vacation
at Hobe Sound, Tla., and will go
to England in April to work on
a new play.

Rose Inghram has succeeded Jane
Lawrence as the aunt from Brazil
in “Where’s Charley?” Florence
Lowe, assistant to Lawrence Lang-
ner, of the Theatre Guild, will be
married in June to Don Wolf, song
writer and ex-pressagent . . . Willard
Keefe and Dave Tebet are press-
agenting the Ballet Russe engage-
ment at the Metropolitan Opera
House, N. Y., starting April 9 V,

Victoria theatre sign across the
building front - at 1545 Broadway,
N. Y., will be heightened to cover
the sixth floor windows.. Made-
leine Carroll returned Over the
weekend from Europe.
Maurice Costello is company

manager, Bill Doll p.a., and Vinnle
Phillips stage manager of Jack
Kirkland’s all-Negro cast “Tobacco
Road”. Robert Whitehead and
Oliver Rea* who co-preSented “Me-
dea” and “Crime and Punishment,”
have ended their partnership. Rea
is only nominally associated in the
production of “Mepiber of the Wed-
ding”.. Stanley Gilkey* business
manager for- Guthrie McCliritic, ill

with grippe . . Emlyn Williams’
new play, “Accolade,” will be pre-
sented in London this spring .by
H; M. Tenhent, Ltd. (Hugh Beau-
mont), in association with Joshua
Logan arid Leland Hayw'ard, with
the author as star and director. It
Will probably be done on Broadway
later by Logan and Hayward, in
association with Tennent.

. Lydia Clarke has taken over the
femme lead in “Detective Story,”
succeeding Anne Burr, who with-
drew because of illness . Sidney
Kingsley is working on a dramatiza-
tion of the Arthur Koestler novel
of the Moscow purge trials, “Dark-
ness at Noon” . . .George Cotilouris
and Francis Rowe, both familiar to
y. S. audiences, are playing the
leads m the Bristol (England) Old
Vic production of Moliere’s “Tar-

tuffe,” adapted by Miles Malleson
, . .The New York City Department
of Licenses last week put into ef-

fect the new ticket code worked out
by the Mayor’s theatre committee,

A1 Goldin will be general man-
ager, William Fields pressagent,
and Mortie Halperin production
stage manager for the Peter Law-
rence revival of “Peter Pan,” to co-

star Jean Arthur and Boris Karloff
. .Diosa Costello will play Bloody
Mary in the topririg edition of

“South Pacific,” with Ray Walston
as Luther Billis. The parts are
played by Juanita Hall and Myron
McCormick, respectively, in the
original edition, Janet Blair and
Dickinson Edstham will have the
Mary Martin and Ezio Pinza parts

on the road . Richard Aldrich
spent the weekend at the Cape,
making preliminary plans for his

strawhat theatres at Dennis and
Falmouth.
“Malard Retires,” a new play by

Charles Fue, will be preemed by
Theatre Showcase, newly formed
off-Broadway group, at the Nola
Studios, N. Y., beginning Sunday
(12). . . . John Gerstad’s “When the

Bow Breaks” will be given its,

initial presentation by the Abbe
Practical Workshop at the Master
theatre, N. Y., for three perform-
ances beginning today (Wed.),

.

Dorothy (Mrs. Richard) Rodgers
returned over the weekend from
Paris, where she attended the

opening of “Annie Get Your Gun.”

Viola Roache, vet legiter, left for

Coast fbr first film stint, in Colum-
bia’s “Craig’s Wife,” starring Joan
Crawford. It's a one-pic deal for

her. Miss Roache is playing the

housekeeper, the role she did in the

Broadway version three seasons

ago. Shooting starts March 15.

This Will Probably Lead

To a Horses’
White horse ridden on stage by

Arthur Vinton, as Gen. Washing*

ton, in the final scene of “Anns
and the Girl,” at the 46th Street,

N, Y„ has been the ceriter of vari-

ous complications ' since* the show
opened. Principal difficulty bas

been the cost Involved, recently

cut from $400 to about $250 a

week. But a new Wrinkle arose

last week when police ordered at-

tendants to ' stop bucking 46th

street traffic in bringing the horse

to the theatre.

Previously, there was a hassle

between the Theatre Guild and
Local 1, finally resulting in drop-

ping one of the two stagehands re-'

quired to handle the nag. Manage-
merit wanted to write the animal

out of. the show altogether, but di-,

rector and co-author Rouben^ Ma-
mOulian insisted it be retained,

and there was finally a compro-
mise on director-author billing, by

j

which a proportionate amount was

I saved in lineage in newspaper ads

I for the Show.
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. Two closings last week, one on-f
Broadway and the other out pf
town, involved a combined loss of
about $80,000. Former was “Rat
Race,” Leland Hayward production;
which folded at the Ethel Barry-
more, N. Y., after 84 performances.
Latter was “Heart of the Matter,”
Rodgers 8c Hammerstein produc-
tion which was taken off in Boston
after 11 tryout performances.

“Rat Race,” GarsOn Kanin com-
edy-drama starring Betty Field*
represented a loss of approximate-
ly $70,000. production was fin-
anced at $100,000 and cost about
that to bring in. It drew negative
reviews, but had heavy theatre
party bookings through last week,
so it earned back about $30,000 of
its investment.
There may be additional revenue

for the show, as negotiations are
reportedly in progress for a film
sale. In case such a deal is set,

• Kanin is understood arranging to
include his services as adaptor of
the

.
screen treatment. He would

get a nominal fee for the Tatter
assignment, allotting most of the
proceeds to the rights to the play.
In that way the production would
share in the larger portion of the
coin. Thus, the. loss to the back-
ers would be reduced.

Contract dispute with Daniel
Mann, who was replaced as direc-
tor by Kanin during the play’s try-
out, has not been settled. Mann
has refused to accept a settlement
of the deal, so the 1%% director
royalties stipulated in his contract
have been placed in escrow.
Meanwhile, Hayward’s produc-

tion of “Mister Roberts” has thus
far earned a profit of $950,000 bn
its original $100,000 investment.
In addition, Hayward is associated
with Rodgers & Hammerstein in
the presentation of the musical
smash, “South Pacific,” and is

partnered with Joshua Logan in
the production of the latter’s high-
ly regarded “Wisteria Trees,” cur-
rently being tried out on the road.

“Heart of the Matter,” Graham
Greene-Basil Dean dramatization
of the former’s novel, involves an
Investment of around $110,000 at
present. Although producers Rod-
gers 8c Hammerstein are storing
the scenery with . the idea of put-
ting on the drama next season, if

the collaborators come up with . a
satisfactory rewrite, the venture
must be rated as a total loss, as
of the moment. It would probably
require $30,000 or more additional
to do the show again. “Heart” was
financed at $100,000, subject to a
20%. overcall.
The two other Rodgers-Hammer-

stein productions cent i n ii e to
amass large earnings. “South Paci-
fic,” financed at $225,000 and
brought in for $163,000, has earned
approximately $475,000. It has re-

paid the original investment, plus
a 50% profit. In addition, about
$150,000 earnings have been set

aside to pay for the forthcoming
road company, and there is a siz-

able cash reserve, plus assets in

bonds.
“Happy Time,” produced by Rod-

gers & Hammerstein at a cost of
about $60,000, has already repaid
the backers half of the investment,
and is due to get out of the red
this week or next. It is earning
a steady profit of around $8,000-

$9,000 a Week.

Delfont in N. Y* For
Abbott, (KF Deals

Bernard Delfont planed into New
York from London Monday (6) to

finalize two legit deals which he
started somemonths ago. First is

to close final arrangements with
George Abbott to import his revile,
“Touch arid Go,” to London/ and
try to get Some of the leads. Show
will be presented at the Prince of
Wales in May in conjunction with
Val Parnell and George and Alfred
Black, after the run of Jack Hyl-
ton's ‘‘Take It From Here” vaude-
ville show.

Second objective of trip is to set-
tle an Olsen and Johnson deal pro-
moted by Harry Foster to stage
“Foiies Bergere Revue” on Broad-,
Way sometime in May or June, With
O & J starred.

By HOBE MORRISON

“Streetcar Named Desire”
play a return Broadway engage-
ment this spring at the N. Y. City
Center. As both touring companies
of the Tennessee Williams drama
will have disbanded by then, the
troupe for this date will be an
amalgam of the' two, with TJta

Hagen and Anthony Quinn in the

leading roles, Irene M. Selznick
(

production will play two weeks, i

Conservative element in Actors
Equity won a clean , sweep last

week in the election of members
to serve on the nominating com-
mittee. Added to the three con---

servatives named by the union’s
council, the selection of six Con-
servatives. by the membership gives
that faction complete control of
nominations for the annual elec-
tion tp take place in June,

Possibility is thus seen that an
independent ticket may be entered
by the union’s progressive ele-
ments, and that there may be un-
usually intense campaigning by the
Opposing forces preliminary to the
balloting

. at the annual member-
ship meeting^ Although such elec-
tioneering is forbidden, under the
union rules, it is obviously wide-
spread—as indicated by the results
of the balloting last week and in
previous years.
Those elected last week as mem-

bership representatives on the
nominating committee, are, in or-
der of votes received, Walter
Hampden, Gene Lockhart, Lee
Tracy, Conrad Nagel, Edith King
and William Tabbert. All Were
supported by the conservatives.
The losing "progressive ticket, in
the order of votes received, con-
sisted of Victor Jory, Meg Mundy,
Beatrice Straight, Julie Harris,
Sam Wanahiaker and John Ran-
dolph. They will serve as alter-
nates, in that order. In addition,
Ben Lackland and John O’Shaugh-
nessy each received two wflte-in
votes, while John Becker and Eu-
gene Stuckman got one each.
The council representatives on

the committee, all regarded as con-
servatives, are Dennis King, chair-
man, and Barbara Robbins and
Loring Smith, with Bill Ross as al-

ternate.

About 600 members attended
last week’s quarterly meeting. A
total of 315 ballots were cast, 309
of which ware valid and six void*
The nine-member nominating com-
mittee will hold its first session to-
morrow afternoon (Thor ). It is to
name the regular slate of candi-
dates for 10 council sdats for a
term of five years, one replace-
ment to serve two years and one
to Serve one year.

Victory of the Conservative
forces in the nominating commit-
tee election is a reverse of last sea-
son, When the progressives named
all six membership representa-
tives. Although the conservatives
did not enter an independent ticket

in the annual election, they car-

ried on an active campaign and
polled a substantial number of

write-in votes. In fact, the “secret”
nature of the electioneering by the

^ drop in business on
Broadway last week was a repeat
of the last two seasons; The coal
shortage, involving a brownout and
train cancellations, apparently was
not a major factor, despite whole-
sale Complaints of managers, brok-
ers and others, since attendance
followed much the same course the
corresponding week last year,
when similar conditions did not ex-
ist As a study of the figures in?
dicates, the boxoffice, pattern
varies little from year to year, and
temporary or local factors have

\

little effect.

Last year, while the number of
current shows slipped from 30 to
29 over the previous week, the to-
tal gross fell from $743,300 to
$629,800. The previous season
(1947-48), with the number of
shows current jumping from 29 to
32, the aggregate " gross sagged
from $728,000 to $651,000.

in contrast^ business on the road
is notably worse than at this peri-
od last season.. Total grosses for
all out-of-town shows last week
skidded $452,200 from the previous
week’s $515,900. For the corres-
ponding Week last season, total
road grosses rose a bit to $551,800
from the previous week’s $526,600,
No total figures are available for
road business in the 1947-48 sea-
son. •

With only seven more productions
due on Broadway before May 31,
the number of shows will probably
reach only 54, including City Cen-
ter presentations, a Gilbert & Sul-
livan repertory and such border-
line legits as “Night in Spain” and
Ken Murray’s “Blackouts.” That’s
a sharp drop from the previous
Season’s total of 73 productions,
which was a new low for Broad-
way. The scheduled arrivals in-

clude “The Consul,” *Great to be
Alive,” “Wisteria Trees,” “Cry of
the Peacock,” “Peter Pan,” “The
Liar” and “Tickets, Please.”

If, as past season records indi-
cate, day-to-day conditions are not
the determining factor in boxof-
fice volume, there is little prospect
for better grosses this week or
next. On that basis, managerial
hopes that Monday’s (6) lifting of

the brownout would stimulate
business may be disappointed, Ac-
cording to records of the last two

!

seasons, no sharp upturn is due be-
fore Easter Week (starting April
10), and attendance will taper off,

steadily thereafter until the sea-
son ends May 31.

Shaw’s ‘Brassbound’

Fails to Click in Pitt

Pittsburgh, March 7.

Spectacular success of George
Bernard Shaw on Broadway This

season (“Caesar and Cleopatra’’
and “The Devil’s Disciple”) hasn’t
rubbed off on the Pittsburgh Play-
house. That community theatre,
currently doing “Captain Brass-
bound’s Conversion,” which was in-

cluded by Shaw with those other
two in his volume; “Three Plays
for Puritans,” is having its biggest
flop in a number of seasons.

In fact, “Brassbound” comes off
Saturday (11)week ahead of sched-
ule, first time Pitt Playhouse has
ever pulled a production before
the end of the regular run. It’s

only the second Shaw work group
has ever done, First was “Can-
dida” in 1943. Pitt critics were
unanimous in their opinion that
Playhouse had bit off more than
it could chew in “Brassbound.”

Producers Group May

starting May 23, at $3 top.
i

^ .»'*
.
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Also*: slated for the Center’s
,

conservatives became an issue in

spring drama season are the tour- the union and drew the official

ing “Brigadoon,” Monty Woolley condemnation of the council. Lat
in “Man i Who Came to Dinner
and possibly Tallulah Bankhead in

“Private Lives.”

ter action was subsequently re-

buked in a resolution passed at the

annual meeting.

For Organization Biz

Cooperative ticket office to so-

licit convention and group business
for Broadway legit may be jointly

operated by the Committee of The-
atrical Producers and > the League
of N. Y. Theatres. Project, sug-
gested recently by the CTP, has
been made available to the League,
which will consider the bid at its

regular meeting tomorrow (Thur.).

It’s expected that the plan will be
adopted.
At the start; the office would

contact organizations planning con-
ventions in New York or groups
buying tickets in blocks, with the
idea of getting advance orders for

Broadway shows. Subsequently, it

W’ould handle mail orders for all

productions. At the moment,
there’s no intention of having the
outfit serve as a central office for
the handling of regular ticket sales.

Latter idea has been suggested
frequently by various people, how-
ever,

Musical stock setup will be sot

up in Houston this summer, simi-

lar to that operating in recent sea-

sons in Dallas. Local group, head-

ed by Robert Altfeld, is readying

the venture, having already posted

ai $20,000 bond with Actors Equity
to cover company salaries. High-
school stadium will be used for the

j

outdoor presentations.

Plans apparently stem from a
local operation there last season.
That group gave shows in the Muw

sic Hall with a semi-pro company,
including semi-name. leads, but
without Equity sanction. New ven-
ture will not be associated with
last season’s activities, although
some of the same people may par-
ticipate.

Another musical stock setup,
though on a Smaller scale, is

planned for this summer in Van-
couver; W. H. Buckingham, who
has previously run a non-Equity
outfit there, has notified the union
that he intends expanding the

* Legit situation in Washington,
already sizzling, became even more
active this week; Coincident with
the opening Monday night (6) at
the Gayety of “Barretts of Wimpole
Street” as the first touring show
to play the town since the. summer
of 1948, it Was reported that the -

National might abandon its racial*
discrimination policy and reconvert
to legit. Meanwhile, the. American
National. Theatre & Academy, in
cooperation With members of the
Committee of Theatrical Producers,
is continuing efforts to lease the
Strand there, However, negotia-
tions by ANTA to rent the Belasco
from the Government have been
dropped.

.• According to insiders, the Na-
tional, long the sole legiter in the
Capitol, may soon decide to con-
form to Actors Equity’s rule out-
lawing racial discrimination there.
It s noted that the theatre manage-1

ment has based its previous refusal
to do so on the claim that local
custom required the Jim Crow
setup. Now, with the apparent
public acceptance of non-discrim-
ination at the Gayety, the way ap-
pears to be open for the National,
to adopt a similar policy.

It s reported that the operators
of the Gayety recently approached
Marcus Heiman, president of the
United Booking Office, to see if
that agency would book the the-
atre. Heiman, who is also manager
of the National, is said to have
shown a “friendly” attitude/but to
have advised them to seek book-
ings independently. They sub-
sequently contracted with produc-
ers Harald Bromley and Eunice
Healey to present shows at the
house.

Although the CTP, as an organ-

j

Ization, has decided not to under-
write the lease of the National in-
dividual members will probably do
so. It’s figured that even if the
National, in addition to the Gayety,
becomes available for legit, there
is a large enough theatregoing pub-
lip. in Washington to support, a
third house,, particularly one with
a large capacity suitable for heavy-
budget musicals,

‘Streetcar’ for Gayety
First show definitely set to play

the Gayety, Washington, after
Harald Bromley and Eunice Healey
take over booking of the house, ef-
fective March 20, will be “Street-
car Named Desire.”

. Company,
headed by Judith Evelyn and

project and ^operating under
;

Ralph Meeker, will play a t'nree-

Equity conditions. Another such
j

week engagement starting.-April 3.

venture is reportedly planned for ;

Also definitely set for the house is

Montreal this Summer.
j

Mae West in “Diamond Lil” the

A dramatic stock company, op- l?,

erating under Equity rules, opened 1^ a Pat Lad^
.7̂ X 1, •**. « i

for the week of April 24. .

Opening bill under the Bromley-
Healey management isn’t set, but
it may be Melvyii Douglas in Sam-
uel Spewack’s comedy about Gov-
ernmental redtape, “Two * Blind
Mice*” : That may depend on the
continuation on Broadway of “Bird
Cage,” in which Douglas is cur-
rently starred.

this week at Berwyn, Pa., near
Philadelphia. It has a tieup with
a local TV station for televising

of its shows one night a week,
when the house is dark.

FletcherV Stock Try
Chicago, March 7.

Bramwell Fletcher is huddling
with local moneymen trying to
raise enough money for a local

,

company to present “Berkeley
Square” here.

. Actor will probably fprm stock
group if first play, due to light up
in April, succeeds. I

'ROBERTS’ IN BOSTON
Boston, March 7.

“Mister Roberts,” in for an in-

definite run; had a spectacular
opening last night

.
(Mon,) at the.

Colonial here. Although tickets,for
only four weeks are on sale, the
advance was repbtTedly over $90,-

000 before the first-night curtain.

That's believed to be a record lor
the House for a non-musical show.
Company, . headed by

.
John

Forsyth, James Rennie, Robert
Burton and Jackie Cooper, is

figured a cinch to stay here at

least through May, -and producer
Leland Hayward hopes it may
Stick into July. At a $4.20 top, the
Thomas Heggen - Joshua Logan
play can gross $27*500 in the 1,500-
seat house:

‘Barretts* Opens D. C.
Washington, March 7.

An. enthusiastic audience; large-
ly

^
in evening clothes, .w elcomed

back the; legitimate theatre to
Washington last night (6) as Susan
Peters, in a touring company of
“Barretts of Winripole Street/’

(Continued on page 58)

XE0NARDI BATONS TUNER .

Hollywood, March 7.

Leon Leonard!, composer-con-
ductor, will be musical director for ! similar artistic performances to

N.Y. STATE THEATRE

ASKED IN NEW BILL
Albany, March 7*

Assemblyman Schupler, Brook-
lyn, reintroduced a bill for a state

theatre in New York city, under
supervision of the State Education
Dept, and with a three-member
governing board. Bill also pro-
vides for a $10,000-a-year director.

Object is to “present dramas,
musicals, recitals* operas, plays and

“Of All Things,” Leighton Brill-
j
the public at an admission fixed by

William Trinz musical show, which i the governing board/’
opens at the Century theatre March

j

Bill also includes a $.1,500,000 ap-
22 * proprlation.
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IVmv I Lay/Me Down to
0

'

, Sleep .

Nancy Stern & George Nichola, 3d, pro-

duction of comedy-drama in three acts

<13 scenes) adapted by Elaine Ryan, from
Ludwig Bemeimans novel of same name.
Stars Fredric March, Florence Eldridge;
features Milton Parsons, J*cgueUne Dalya,

'HenrV Lascoe, Stefan Schnabel, Directed
by Hume iCronyn; 'settings, Wolfgang
Roth; costumes; John Derrol lightings

Richard Bernstein. At Broadhurst. N. Y.,

March 2, '50; $4;80-$6 top ($8.40 opening).

Tobacco Road
Jack Kirkland production of comedy,

drama in three acts, adapted by himself,
from Ersklne Caldwell's novel of the same

.

name. Staged by Evelyn Ellis. At 48th
Street. N. Y., March 6, '30; S3 top.

.

Dude Lester. . ........... ...Jimmy -Wright
Ada Lester- ....... .... . . .

.

.Evelyn Ellis

Jeeter Lester . . . . ... , ..... /Powell Lindsay
Ellie May : .. » ..... . . .... . ... Baby Joyce
Grandma Lester . • . > . »

•

• • .Estelle Heinsley
Lov Bensey . < . •••«• • «

*

John Tftto

Henry Peabody . y . . . ,

.

Cherokee. Thornton
Sister Bessie. Mercedes Gilbert

m
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Dravia),

CD (Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

“Cry of the Peacock” (Di-
James Colligan & Donald
Medford; Leonora Corbett, di-

.

“Tickets Please” (R) --Ar-
thur Klein.

Plan Out el Town

Footman .cnaries unapiin, ar. : pearl ... ; ... . . . ... . Dolores Mack
Valet .

Charles Mayer i Captain TJm.v% John Mark
Chauffeur . ....... .-. , . . . .

.

Henry Guettel
! George Payne. /• . > * •> • .

.

•

.

• • John BoUie
Doctor ... •• . . i . • . • , .

.

Richard Abbott
Cure
Gendarme

, . . . , .

.

Norman Barrs
Gregory MortonUViiuauuc : v • * .«> vovi

| When “Tobacco Road” opened on

’SST* December. 1933 , it

L/onSrGravW '.'.V.'.'.' H was given a critical shellacking, but
Coi. Laboucher ... . ......

.

| ran 3,i82 performances. That was
. Leonidas Erosa. . . ... Fredric March 7

“

.Helen .Seamon
Rick Jason

Gen,
Laundress •

Anselmo '

• . .

.......
Portrait Painter
Friend of Gendarmes . . ,

Undertaker ... . ... ...

.

/ .Booth Colman
Alfonso Lopez . . , .:. . ; . . . , Philip Gordon
Gardener . Roy Poole
Se : man . . .Y. . . . Gregory Morton
Second Seaman. . . .. ... Thomas E. Noyes
Ship's Officer Rene Paul
Workman . ; . . ,.

.

Robert. McCahon
Second - Workman . .... Harold

.
E. Gordon

French Child . . Sally Anne Parsons
Young Mother . . Hope Miller
Bebecit'' Lopez . . . . . . Jacqueline Dalya
Young Woman - Passenger Helen Seamon
Child Passenger. . . . . .Sally Anne Parsons
Steward . .

'

. . ... .... . . . ... Norman Barrs
Acrobat: ............ .Charles Mayer.l

Milton Parsons

in the days when production
operating costs allowed sufficient

stef
Hooe

c®eJ Imargin for a manager to keep a
* -show running ion^ enough to find

its public, if it hsid one, despite the
critics. .

:

'''

Even with an old setting from
the warehouse Y and expenses
trimmed to the minimum, no siich

slim-budget Operation is possible
in this day of sky-high costs. So
Jack Kirkland’s latest presentation
of his grimy comedy-drama appears
to be an outside bet tb pay off , even
at the come-on b.o. scale of a $3Polish Refugee

Nurse Marguerite Lewis
j

Indian Dancer Philip Gordon V-P* . /• ..
. , .

Indian Drummer, ......THaroid E. Gordon
|

The play appears to have been
Ghimene

..... revised slightly here and there,

ovoiseer
'

' M

!

‘stetan 'sSSaiirt i
particularly with the insertion of

’rnlians: Roy Poole, Charles Chaplin, Jr.,
]
some dialog about the. injustices, of

Henry Guettel, Richard. Abbott, Lili Va-

1

eharp-emnninif *»rnnnmir»c and a
. lenty, Robert McCahon. Sally Anne Par- !

Sll
f\Fr

pr0P
J?S-

sons. Hone Miller. Helen .Seamon, Charles rather cryptic reference to miscege-
Mayer, Norman Barrs. nation. But it remains a study of

southern degradation and demoral-

The qualities that make “NowIt*za^on ’
With moments of genuine

Lay Me Down to Sleep” a success- !

compassion shining through the

ful novel defeat it as a play, Elaine .
tasteless slapstick,

Ryan’s dramatization captures the I Originally presented with white

lush, satirical, incident-stuff qual- actors (Henry Hull, James and
ity of the Ludwig Bemeimans origi-

[

John Barton, and Taylor .Holmes,

rial to an extraordinary degree, but 1 were among, those starred as the

Bemeimans seems too amorphous !
disreptuable Jeeter Lester at vari-

for the confines of the stage. So 1 ous times), the show is now played

despite sympathetic, expert per- !

hy members of the Negro Actors

formances by Fredric March and !

Group; mostly in terms of hokum
Florence Eldridge, and a generally

j

clowning. Only John Tate as the

fine production, “Now I Lay Me
,
5^.rose ^oy '. Bensiey and Evelyn

Toledo, March Tv-

Scheduled performance of the
Charles A. Wagner company in

“Cayalleria 'Rusticana” and “Pag-
liacci” at the State theatre here
March 2 was not held, though the

almost-capacity audience, many of

them in formal dress, waited until
j

10 p.m.
;

. / v
Company’s musicians cOuld not

appear in time because of a busj
breakdown at Butler, Pa. A, second
bus was chartered but did not ar-

rive until 11:30 p.m; Mrs. Flora
Ward Hinelihe , who had booked
the operas, said many patrOiis de-

cided not to seek refunds on their

tickets in . order not to discourage
her plans for future opera in

Toledo.

The Coiftsvl
Philadelphia; March 1.

Chandler. Cowles and Efrem Zimbalist,
Jr., production of musical drama In three
acts by Gian-Carlo Monottl (both score and
book); orchestra under direction of Leh-
man Engel; settings, Horace Armlstead;
musical coordlhatioh* Thomas Schlppers;
lighting, Jean Rosenthal; costumes. Grace
Houstoh; choreography, John BuUer; .en-

tire production staged by Menottl. Fea-
tures Marie Powers and Patricia Noway.
At Shubert theatre, Philadelphia, March
1. *30 ($4.55 top). •; „ -•

tl
John Corel. . . . . ..CorneU MacNeil
Magda Sorel ........... .

.

.Patricia Neway.
The Mother. . . . . . . . ....... Marie Powers
Chief Police Agent... ...... Leon Llshner
First Police Agent - . . . ... .Chester. Watsdn
Second Police* Agent . . . .

.

.Donald Blackey
The Secretary . . . . . . .... •

;

Gloria Lane
Mr. Kofner . George Jongeyans
The; Foreign Woman. . Marla Mario
Anna Gom6z , . .... ...

.

.Marla Andreassl
Vera Boronell. ... . . .Lydia Summers
Nika Magadoff . . ..... Andrew McKlhley
Assan ; . , . . . ; .... . . ;

.

.Francis Monachino

J^A wMuvvsvtz^ ASV»V A 4JUJT a1 Y i - ' ii ii.
;
Tom Powers arid Hayden Rorke

pown^to Sleep” remains a wttl to* the cast_ of _“LlgMt Up the
pointing show. Because of its

stiff production and operating cost,
, wMU . . .. „

pioS’
lt

’

S d0“btfu1 ^

^bpxoffice
and John Ma?k and

The play follows the original parts.

wf Gcn
el

LeojfidaJ? hVc ! As director, Miss Ellis has failed

Kiviera menage, foUowing H%e 9*

tastic course aboard ship to South !
ner t®iiow actors. ooc.

peirormances, aitnougn ivierceaes
, Cisney^ pro(juce , in association 1

America (omitting the sequence in
New York) and finally taking him
to his death following ap earth-
quake at his ancestral villa in
Ecuador. The three acts and 13
scenes cover eight different locales,
with enough scenery and actors for
a large musical. In fact, the suc-
cession of scenes and the endless
procession of actors back and forth
across the stage suggest a musical
comedy. Perhaps songs and dances
would help.

Despite its many assets, “Sleep”
never quite registers theatrically.
It is reasonably interesting and

. diverting, and seems always about
to come, to *the point and achieve
emotional impact, but the story re-
mains diffuse and inconclusive.
And after so many situations, char-
acters and events, the ultimate ef-
ect is unsatisfying.

As the s.elf-indulgent Ecuadorian
general, Fredric March gives an
admirable performance, expressing
the eccentricities of the character
without lapsing Into caricature, and
retaining the selfishness without
losing the inherent honesty and
sympathy of the part. As the dis-
approving but adoring governess,
Miss Eldridge achieves a skillfull
blend of prudishness, warmth and
dignity.

Effective in principal supporting
roles are Milton Parsons as a refu-
gee-valet, Jacqueline Dalya as one
of the Genei'afs numerous Bitirfurs,
Henry Lascoe as a temperamental
chef, Stefan Schnabel as. a pain-
ter .' arid later as an - Ecuadorian
majordomo. Notable in lesser
parts are Lili Valenty, Rick Jason,
Booth Gplman, Philip Gordon and
Irene Moors.

Hume Cronyn’s staging lightens
the heavy production with innum-
erable entrances, exits and be-
tween-sceiie passages of actors
across the fore-stage, arid his over-
all pacing is flexible. The Wolf-
gang Roth scenery, in the manner
of Bemeimans illustrations, is ex-
paiisive without ponderousness,
and it adds valuable atmosphere^
while John Derro’s

;costumes are
decorative and dramatically sug-
gestive. The elaborate sound ef-
fects, including music,

:
seabird

calls, a crying infant and an earth-
quake, are uneven.
Although “Sleep” is a slim bet

Any doubt (and there Was con-
siderable) that Gian-Carlo Menottl
Would not be able to duplicate the
success of “The Medium” and
“The Telephone;” or that he would
be able to spread his own particu-
lar musical mood over a full eve-
ning’s entertainment, was com-
pletely dissipated by premiere
performance of “The Consul.”
Latter /marks a distinct advance
in the composer’s form of musical
art, is stronger dramatically and
should have wider audience ap-
peal.
. There are some rough spots,
soirie very apparent needs for
tightening and editing, but they
are all relatively unimportant and
can easily be made during the
play’s 10-day stay here* After that
it seems aimed for success, popu-
lar as well as artistic.

The scene of “The Consul” is a
nameless European country,- pre-
sumably one of the liberated ones,
writhing under a constant sur-
veillance, its citizens hounded by
the secret police, its borders
heavily guarded, its liberty in fact,

being in name only. One of the
i persecuted patriots is John Sorel,
who, wounded by the police, has
to flee the country, leaving behind
his mother, wife-; and baby. His
last injunction to; his wife is that
3he go immediately to the consul

f

and procure for herself and his

with James ^Doolittle, oil April 12 other loved ones^ the ^proper pass-

at the Las Palmas. , port and visa serthat they can join

Moss Hart play follows »£trince SS
Z.ll ?,

Producln«
, the endless and boundless red-

group opens March 21.

Center for 10th Anni
Ballet Theatre will celebrate its

10th anniversary with a three-week
spring season at the Center .the-

atre, New York, opening Sunday,
April 23.

It was at the Cdriter theatre that,

on Jan. 11, ’40, Ballet Theatre gave
its first performance anywhere.

the

Cast Set for
» Hollywood, March 7.

Benay Venuta, Florence Bates,

N.Y, City Ballet Co.
(CITY CENTEJt, N. Y.)

The fledgling N Y. City Ballet
Co. continues to surprise, pouring
out a stream of new ballets, while
its ensemble grows more arid more
expert and bigtime. Last week the
company preemed two morb works.
One, “Illuminations,” choreo-
graphed by Frederick Ashton—who
came over from London and his

j

Sadler’s Wells chores expressly *tb
!

stage the new work for the N, Y.
i

troupe—is a stunner. Ballet has
a libretto that isn’t too easy to fol-
low, but it has color, imagination
and excitement, and all in all is

a pretty fine show. It’s a major
addition to an already imposing
repertory this amazing young
troupe is assembling.

“Illuminations,” based on an
Arthur Rimbaud poem, is a scat-
tered series of dance sketches,
more the phantasmagoria or wild
vagaries of a disordered mind than
anything else. But these fancies
give Ashton opportunity for some
striking, highly imaginative dance
effects, which' together with Cecil
Beaton’s lavish costumes and
especially Benjamin Britten’s vivid
score, *making an exciting ballet
abstraction. The -wbrk" is some-
what erotic in tone and frank in
its sex passages, all of which add
up tb boxoffice.

Nicholas Magallenes dances the
central figure with brilliance, evok-
ing much poetry While executing
Some astonishing terp work.
Melissa Hayden practically steals
the show in a vivid dance creation
as Profane Loye, and Tahaquil
LeClerq is effective ini the Sabred
Love role. Supporting ensemble
is choice. ,

Week’s other preerii was a Pas
de Deux Romantique, chore-
ographed by George Balanchine. To
one who likes his pas de deux
straight, this slightly burlesqued
version doesn’t fully come off, be-
ing lightly amusing but not funny
enough. It’s a colorful addition to
the troupe’s program, however,
especially when so well danced by
Janet Reed and Herbert Bliss.

Broil.

L ville s July 10 Teeoff
c Louisville, March 7.

Iroquois Amphitheatre’s 12th
season of summer musical shows
will open Monday, July 10.

Six-week al fresco season will

tee off with “Show Boat,” followed
by “Chocolate Soldier,” “Bloomer
Girl,” “New Moon,” “Merry Wid-
ow,” and “Roberta.”

National D. C.
Continued from page 57

her, as a malevolent police agent*
by George Jongeyans, os a lugubri-
ous suppliant at the Consul’s desk*
by Cornell MacNeil, as the hunted
husband, and by Andrew McKin-
ley, a magician who can produce
rabbits and flags from hats' but
cannot get a visa.
Menottl has directed his own

play with feeling; the settings are
impressive and especially well
lighted.

;
“Thb Consul” is a play of many

moods; it is alternately sardonic
ruieful, melodramatic, poetic and
even (in the case of the magician)
comic, but; in its larger aspects;
it is a grim and relentless tragedy
so excitingly done, however, that
it should have general audience:
appeal. Waters, ;

CohgresslonalBaby
Playhouse production of comedy in

three acts (four scenes) by Eileen Tighe
Stars Nina Foch; features Katherine Em-
mett, Mark Roberts,. Neil Fitzgerald, Jud-
sbn Pratt. Staged by. Harry L. Young,
under supervision of JSddie Dowling; set-
ting, Robert L. Turner. At Playhouse,
Albany, Feb. 28. *30; $2.40 top.
AbigaU Wentworth . . . . . Katherine Emmett
Margaret' MacDuffle . v .... .

,

Mary Farrell
Jefferson Clark ... . . . .Mark : Roberts
Carol; Wentworth . . ... ... ; . ... Nina Foch'
Johnny Addison (Portsmouth Herald)

Rowland Vance
Belle Wheelock (Manchester Union-
Leader) V. ... .

.

. / Eleanor Collier, Jr.
Jean De Passe (Laconia Citizen) ;

.

, Ralph Clifford
Simon Webster (Nashua Telegraph) . . -..

. William Whitehead
Bob Sullivan (Dover Democrat) . .

.

Edward Hunt
Judge Samuel Wentworth Nell Fitzgerald
Michael Francis O’Donnell . Judson Pratt
Mrs. Pomeroy . /. . /•. . ... ... Patricia Ferris
Miss Endicott . , . . . . ... . . . .Barbara Barton
Mrs. Hollister. , . . . . . . . . ; . . Ellen Hardies
Rosemary Brown /. ..... Priscilla Conover/'
Charles Brown .... . Malcolm Atterbury

opened at the Old Gayety theatre.

Town had been without legit since
the close of the National theatre in

August, 1948.
The Gayety, for 44 years a bur-

lesque, was brightened with fresh
paint and toned down in color and
decor. The reserved-seat orches-
tra and first balcony were sold out
and there were a handful of stand-
ees. In addition, there was a conr
siderable sale in the non-reserved
second balcony.

In St, Louis
St. Louis, March 7.

, .... . “East Wind” and “Desert Song,”
for Broadway, the yarn’s colorful ; both by Sigmund Romberg, have
Characters, story exp a n;s e and been added to the 1950 iked of the
wealth of incident suggest film pos- • Municipal Theatre Assn, for pres-
isibilities,.if properly revised.

j

entation in the al fresco playhouse
Kobe. in Forest Park starting June* 8.

Pitt Burley May Go Legtt
Pittsburgh, March 7.

Izzy Hirst, and Jay Horriick; who
operate the Casino, 1,500-seat bur-
ley theatre in Pittsburgh, may con-
vert it to a legiter next season, if

no other- house is available there
for touring shows. However, if the
1 ,750-Seat Senator here is switched
to legit operation, as announced,
Hirst and Hornick have no inten-
tion of trying to compete. for Pitts-

burgh stage bookings.
As operators of the Gayety,

Washington, which became Wash-
ington’s only legit house this week
with the touring “Barretts of Wim-
pole Street,” Hirst and Hornick
are Watching situation closely in
Washington. They're convinced
that a legit policy offers much
greater revenue than burley or
films, provided attractive bookings
are available. But they figure that
lack of sufficient bookings would
make legit operation prohibitive^
With the Nixon due to be demol-

ished May 1 to make room for an
office building, it had been feared
that Pittsburgh would be without a
legit house next season. But it was
announced last week that the
Harris Aitius. Co. intends to con-
vert the Senator, which it owns,
into a legiter to get the road book-
ings for Pittsburgh.

tape which the author believes
prevalent in consular circles of
these countries, In fact, she (and
the audience) never see the consul,
only a super - efficient (arid also
slightly bewildered) secretary. Day
after day, it’s the same old story
of filling out blanks, getting cre-
dentials, being finally rebuffed.
The people who, like Mrs. Sorel,
come here are those “whose name
is a number, whose story is a case;
whose hopes are on file,” Mrs.

! Sorel’s baby dies and her mother-
j

in-laW is at death’s door. The
Yourig wife, after a scene of bitter

i
accusation, seems about to be able
to get to see the consul, possibly
get some action, when she is frus-
trated by the police. Her frantic
husband, hearing nothing; comes
home and is arrested and, in the
end, his anguished wife commits
suicide.

. As in the case of “The Medium,

”

there is a little dialog but Menottl
uses it sparingly and it is gen-
erally in the nature of recitative.
For the most part this is grand
opera but opera told with such
freshness and with the dramatic
tenipo at so fast a pace that it

seems like an entirely new form of
art. There ate only a few arias,
and even these are not of the
stereotyped variety common in
the old Italian or French operas.
The lullaby song by the aged
grandmother at the cradle of the
dying baby is outstanding; so is
Mrs. Sorel’s final, bitter, hysterical
outburst in the Consul’s outer of-
fice, but these are only parts of a
score that is moving, exciting and
impressive. If it has a weakness,
then that Weakness is to be found
in Act III, and there is a similar
letdown in the dramatic substance
here. This Was almost inevitable
in view of the terrific pace and
emotional fervor of Act II. The
author-composer is working on
changes in. this final act, but hot
many are needed.
“The Consul” is going to bring

prominence to Patricia Neway,
who both plays and sings the role
of Mrs. Sorel magnificently. Hers
is an arduous task, and she comes
through neatly. In addition to her
gifts she is possessed of a mag-
netic personality. Marie Powers,
who: starred in “The Medium,” has
the role of Sorel’s mother here.
It i^ Subordinated to that of the
wife’s but Miss Powers scores Un-
mistakably. Then there are out-
standing performances by Gloria
Lane, as the consul’s coldly ef-
ficient secretary who, at the end,
shows she really has feelings and
a heart after all; by Leon Lisch-

“Congressional Babiy” was pre-
maturely delivered, at the first

Broadway tryout here in 20 years.
It will require herculean rewriting
by Eileen Tighe and the skilled,

patient ministrations of Eddie
Dowling to make this infant, lusty

enough for New York. A filming
might be more promising. Mal-
colm Atterbury’s local Playhouse
troupe is making the presentation
here.
Described as a comedy, “Baby”

also incorporates drama and melo-
drama. Funny lines (chiefly about
politics or sex) and a few amusing .?•

situations which should expand as

timing is improved! are balanced
by stretches of excessive talk and
confused action. Miss Tighe rnay

have intended to draw a satirical

parallel between a woman’s private

and public life, but her plot is ob-

scurely involved and her stage

technique unsure.
Story tells of a young lady nomi-

nated as Democratic . congress-

woman in New Hampshire, whose
past^—in the form of a baby .born

after her Republican father-judge

had the marriage; annulled in New
Mexico—ris exploited by political

enehales and reporters in an at-

tempt to cause her withdrawal from
the race. Numerous complications

ensue before the Congressional

candidate ends up in the arms ol

a newsman.
. .

.

•

Fattest part is that of a sapient,

friendly and frank ,

grandmother,
nicely played by Katherine Em-
mett. But it could be built. Jud-

son Pratt’s role, of a dynamic pro^

fane, sometime bewildered Demo-
cratic boss, who thinks morO of his.

party than of a wife, might also bo

developed. Pratt played the first

two acts quite well; he encountered

two rocky moments in last act.

Personality is ingratiating, but dic-

tion could be clearer. Nina Foch

gives a solid performance in the

confused, not-too-sympathetic part

of the candidate. Husky-voiced

blond shows fine presence, wears

clothes stunningly and acts author-

itatively, although she looks a trifle

young for the role. Mark Roberts

creates a likeable, nonchalant,

helpful newsman. Neil Fitzgerald s

characterization of
.

the stolid

father carries conviction. /

One of best supporting bits_is

that of Ellen Hardies’ WCTU
leader. Barbara Barton makes a

gopd-iooking, unmarried temper-

ance gal. Edward Hunt is a
;
prom-

ising comedian. Single set is well

done. Vaco.

.
V

.

1

.
.

1 .1 \

Des Moihe8, Big March
Des Moines, March 7^

March is seeing : the largest

number of shows ever scheduled

by KRNT Radio Theatre.
“Harvey,” with James Dunn, cam«

in March 3, 4 and 5. Stan Ken-

ton’s show is on March 9 ,
and Joe

E. Brown, does his one-man show

M
Hathkrine Cornell in “That

Lady” plays March 13 and Horace

Heidt’s revue does a return en-

gagement on March 14. On March

17 and 18 Judith Evelyn is starved

in “Streetcar Named Desire” and

Mae West winds up the month

with “Diamond Lil” on March 30

and 3.1.
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Ln Danseiise Aux Btollos
'(The Ballerina with the Stars)

Paris, Feb. 28.

Henri Varna production of 'musical in

two acts <19 scenes). Music by, Vincent

mond sta r St the beginning of the

show. >

Acting and singing of Miss
Labar is well supported by Jean
Chesnel, a matinee idol type who

scotto^booiT by Vania and Guy des Cars, i

jjaS a yoice. Varna has given them
j

pmne winm, a neweprn
stars Marta Labarr, Jean Chesnel. Di-

J

*
f the colorfUi sets for which -lin * reaches her strength in the sec

rected bv Varna. Choreography, Maud <..sqnitpi..xne rV4Ul ir i. r' a Anil
nSeid; sets arid costumes. Jose de Za- hiS Casino de Paris experience ^weaK *«Ml

.

niora'-and special^rcccts^Gabriei s^p0(j him well, |
start. Leo McCabe s gentleman

about what Tennessee Williams was
getting at. . Critics all were In
praise of play.

Accents are indeterminate, and
players—-apart from Bessie Love—
sometimes let* their diction slip.

Stanley Illsley gives a good per-
formance, but is a prime offender
on diction in commentaries; Jose-
phine Griffin, a newcomer to Dub-

Caller is a restrained piece of work,At Theatre
.

. ;
Isabelle Fusier. as a ladies’ maid. V

auc
i I

s a^re • - ...
Adeline pupaic^.^ v..-,. >;jM»

eljB plgw . an^ Fernand • Gilbert, as an ex- '• toned to the piece. Mack.

{mripoSes-cn-fAir.'. •• A»* Opera doorman who becomes a

gji1"'"! ; : ::: ; ;

.

Cl
chrirtien?che

5
ikh coachman, form an excellent pair

Mhme Michon ; . v. ToiuoUvCo$te 0f comedians. Other main parts
Pripcesse Mathiidc . . . . .

Josette_Hanson
; apc Beresi, as the menace, a

Daifseus^
1

EtoUe^' .
*.

• •
*. Odette,^t)esforgea ; .former Opera dancer jealous of

Premieres Danseuses Rose Mdy, Jacqueline the star; Robert Allard, BS the
bril

1 faithful, ballet master, and Rene_ .

«••'•*. 1 . u 1 • :,? _ nPremiere de la Maisoti Troutrourx c
, Christiane Jamoi?

Comtesse.de Montebello Yvette Beaumont
Mme Piedplus .... • . ..• • Renee. Maic
Comtesse de Castlglione ;

. , irie Gerbau1

1

Aglae de Cador .

;..*•* LUiane Petney
Ludoyic Vde Chanaleze ... Jean Chesnel

TJlysse Ducailloux ..
• • Fernand Gilbert

Le Maestro Margazim ... Robert Allard

Le Baron de Vatimesrill . - Rene Bechet

Chicard .-. . • • • • • R«*er StefanL

Danscur • • •

•Marechal de V^c-Manon^ ^ |

Becliet, as an old roue. Special
mention goes to Christiane Cheikh,
as a colored sonbrette.

Dansipation is important in the
show and has been well staged by
Maud Mansfield. Odette Desforges,
Rose May and Jacqueline Debriei

Guy^sariin ! give a performance better than the
Jose Dupuis

, excuse for ballet, given in most

The Purple Fig Tree
London, Feb. 2,5. .

Emile Littler presentation of drama , in
two acts by George Ralll. Directed by
Joel O'Brien. At Piccadilly,. London, Feb.
25' *50.

Tony Lambert ... . . .. . .Valerie White
Dr. Costa . .. .... ... ... Ferdy Mayne.
Stephan Nicolaou . . : . Andrea Malandrlnos
Spiros . . . . :: . , ... . .Nino Pastellides
Simon Lambert . . .-. . . .. . ... . . Arthur Hill
Droshka .

.

Paul Demel
Countess . . .

.

* . . . ;

.

.Margaret Rawlings
Jacques Breval . ....

;

. Jack Hawkins
Prof. Carmichael ..... , . Gibb McLaughlin
Paul Nicolaou ... .Michael Yarinis
Col. Coumbaras . . . .... . .

.

Antony Holies

un Aide de Camp imperial
; onV

I shows. The lines of boys and girls

Col de st-Aprernorit . , Aiiems
;
have beqri well picked, and the

Garcon de Cafe Roger Caiiuto
; costumes ai'6 colorful enough to

L-OKicier ae^^t-'Eiysw .
Mmet

make them look their best.
.

.• —

•

Show is slightly too long and
Vin-

Dandy

.. . Kt(A j llno„ TTor.ri Varna will have to be pared down,
Vetei^n ’ cent Scotto’s music is too ren.

.
- r> n *ir>n /Id Paris: cent otuuw s inusu: IS IUU reminis-

who also bas the^Casino ae Pa
, cent 0j his former numerous

and is. in many, show
scores. It is well batoned: by Paul

again .turned °uton^ of 1 ‘yp^al

,

F1orendas. But all told it is a good
mogador good-foi^vei a y a

buy for the ptiblic, and they react
It has ail tn

1 very favorably. It is sure to catchtravaganzas.
necessa.T-ve^ co orfuMets and

, thc touri ts who do„.t have to
costumes, good though reminiscent

music, a large and well-costumed

cast, a good comedy team, and
above all a new appealing star.

She's Marta Labarr. who in private

life is Mrs. Guy des Cars, wife of

the scripter, and who has more
than just looks and a voice. She

has a pleasing, refined personality

savvy French to enjoy it. Maxi.

Despite a number of excellent
artists and conscientious support
from director* and colorful sur-
roundings, this drama of modern
Greece has the effect of a damp
squib. Its dramatic theme, which
could be seen to much better ad-
vantage as a scenario, seems pallid
in its execution arid neither story
nor interpretation are wholly con-
vincing. Its chances are negligible
and not improved by the unsettled
state of the capital following the
election.
Jack Hawkins wrestles marifully

with the complex character of a
French sea-captain who hunts up
old buddies in a small Greek sea-
port. He is eager to participate in
smuggling out of the country a
newly unearthed priceless statue.
He gets involved in a blood feud
that ends in murder by his young

BOSTON
(Continued from page 10)

Way down to $2,500 aftef okay
$4,000 for third.

Memorial (RKO) (3,500 40-85)—
“Cinderella" (RKO) (3d wk). Down
to $26,000 following neat $36,000
for second.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367 40-85)

—“Dear Wife” (Par) and “Un-
masked” (Rep) (2d wk)/ Good
$20 ,000. Last week,

:
solid $26,000.

Orpheum (Loew) (3 ,000 40-85)—
“Key to City” (M-G) (2d wk).
Steady $18,000 after nice $25,000
for first.

'

•

Paramount (NET). (1,700; 55-

$1.25) — “Samson and Delilah”
(Par) (4th wk). Slowed down - to

$12,500 after; neat $19;0OO for
third.

Pilrrim (ATC) (1,700; 35-85) —
“Sundowners” (EL) and “Com-
mandos Strike at Dawn” (Col) (re-

issue) (2d wk). Oke $6,000; Last
w'eek, surprising $9,000.

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85) —
“Key To City” (M-G) (2d wk). Not
bad $10,000 after nice $13,000 for
first. •

..

Annip Dn Far West
(Annie Get Your Gun)

Paris, March 2.
Maurice LeHmarin presentation of oper-

etta in two acts (20 scenes), with music
by Irving Berlin; adapted by . Andre
Mouezy-Eon from. the., libretto by Herbert

” /— avIT'" i e ciirkvt : and Dorothy Fields; lyrics by Albert Wil- \ uiat ciius hi muiucr uy ms yuung
and at a tiiilG wnen x aris is - ! lcmetz. Directed by Lohnunn. Costumes.; QpnomDlioB who licmidates a col*
of leading ladies for musicals and : and scenery by Deuking. Choreography l

accomplice, wno_ nquiqafe^ a coi

• . Ac iJr « Anj i by Victor Gsevsky. At the Theatre dii
revues, is a find.

! Chateiet, Paris.

The story shows the life oL*-.£Sj>hi
ballerina of the Pans Opera who,

; i£““£d
BuUei Mar

pieriw
shortly before the 1870 Franco ; Doily Jane Montange

Prussian war, has an affair with
j

w>n.Ue.

war snatches him away just as they
j
pawnee urn

are to be married, and when he i S5^-^?.V,7.V.V.".'.V.»6»S^b3u«
does not turn UD after the war and I President Fallieres. ... Vilder

„ r • * « A < i _ _ I V-»i ; _t: tf..iChristiane Hubert, Beatrice Hosena and
Wltaly Osins, priricipal dancersa girl has been born to her, she

takes herself off to the U. S. for

a ballet tour of several years. He
j Annie and her gun have settled

turns up finally, for a happy end" info the Chateiet for' what looks
Ing.

This gives producer Varna a

chance to introduce costumes of

Several periods, "-starting- With Na-
poleon III and switching to the

French Republic, Dresses a la

Winterhalter also switch to the

1880 period. Title comes from the

fact that; at the start, Princess

Mathilde, one of Napoleon’s rela-

tives, after a ballet at the Opera,
presents the ballerina with a dia-

PRODUCERS
HOOK YOUR SHOW

in the

NATION'S CAPITAL

WASHINGTON, D. C.

At the New Legit Theatre

Now Available
Put this town on your

Itinerary

Writ# or phono

JAY J. HORNICK
c-o I. HIRST ENTERPRISES

803-05 N. 7th St.

Philadolphia, Pa.

Lombard 3-0988

laborator who had betraiyed his
two brothers to the enerny during
the occupation.

There’s a femme fatale who
slinks in and out and flits from the
arms of a young American busi-

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from page 10)

$10,000. Last week; “12 O'Clock
High” (20th) (2d wk-9 days), down
to $14,000 and $32,500 on ruri;

Penn (Loew’s) (3;300; 45-80)-r^-

“Key to City” (M-G) (2d wk). Clark
Gable starrer holding up fairly

well at $12,000. Last week, hefty
$19,000.

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80W
“Young Man With Horn” (WB).
Kirk Douglas is apparently box-
office since “Champion” and all

Academy publicity. Looks fast $16,-
500. La s t W e e k, “Stromboli”
(RKO), $11,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 70-$l,20)—

“Samson and Delilah” (Par) (2d
wk). Still going strong at around
$23,000, Last week, freezing

Stewarts will all have to go along,
whether they like it or not,” Weit-
man declared. “They’re fighting
for their lives even more than we
are, They'd better join the rescue
expedition*:”

Star tour was one of the sugges-
tions put before the Council Of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations as a bo
booster. With Theatre Owners of
America and other exhib groups
now aiming to keep the new indus-
try public relations setup a minor
volunteer-type organization, it ap-
pears unlikely that it would be in
position to finance a series of Hol-
lywood caravans. Other auspices
Will probably have to he found if
they are to become a reality.

. Aside from the star tours, Weit-
man feels that his own action in
booking Bob Hope arid Jane Rus-
sell into the Broadway Paramount
currently is a contribution to the
kind of showmanship now vitally
needed.

/ “Bringing in Hope and giving
him 50% of the gross receipts was
a gamble,” Weitmah declared. “But
even if We take a loss on it, I feel
it is worthwhile. It’s re-fiving in-
terest in Broadway. What we need
is riiore excitement on the street
and this is one way of giving it to
them. Figure what it means to
Broadway wlien we get 250,000 peo-
ple into the Paramount in two
weeks.

“This isn’t: the last of these big
shows for us and I hope that the
Roxy and the Capitol and the
Strand follow up quick with some
equally big ones; That will do us
all a lot of good. We’ve got to fie

showmen and stop concentrating
on how to save a dollar. One con-
centration has to be on how; to
spend an extra buck to bring in a

Mot of extra ones.”

ness man into the more robust em-
[

weather cramped spectacle some-
braces of the sailor. Even Mar- ' what but still sock at $28,500.
garet Rawlings’ skill scarcely

100 WILLIAM ST.

NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

Bowling Often 9-4420

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCE -1830

Play, Brokers and
Authors1 Representatives
£5 U'CBt 40th Street, New Vork

7623 Sunnet Olvd., Hollywood 46, CaL

like, an indefinite stay in this house
of notable long runs, artd it’s safe

to bet that Irving Berlin’s music
Will be heard everywhere in a mat-
ter Of weeks. Andre Mouezy-Eon
has done a fine job of adapting the
original book, and most of its hu-
mor comes oVer fine in French,
What changes there are, are on the
whole concessions to the Chateiet
tradition, which has always gone
in for spectacle with a capital S.

Hence the finale of the first act

!
represents the Paris World’s Fair

1

of 1900, with the Eiffel Tower and
the Ferris Wheel' in the back-
ground, with then President Fal-
lieres welcoming the Buffalo Bill

! shows to Paris; with their horses,

;
clowns and, strangely enough, ele-

phants, It’s a rousing and colorful
! finale, however, and suits the audi-
ence to a T,

• It would be hard to find anyone
,in France who could. outdo Lily

i

Fayel as Annie. She has looks, hu-
mor, dances well, and has undoubt-
edly studied records of Ethel Mer-
man in order to put her songs over
—which she does in no uncertain

, manner. Florencie is a great favor-
ite with the audience as Sitting
Bull (Taureau Assis in French),

; and Marcel Merkes as Frank Butler
displays a good voice if somewhat

! wooden acting. . An outstanding
'
success is made by Pierjac as Cos-
sard, particularly in his extremely
funny scene as the “inside of the
tiger,” and Jack Claret as the ele-

phant trainer and Jacqueline Le-
jeune as his girl score too, although
their dancing leaves much to be de-
sired.
The scenery and costumes, espe-

cially the latter, ate stunning, par-
ticularly in the Brevoort Hotel
Ballroom scene, in which the corps
de ballet does the outstanding danc-
ing of the evening. Maurice Leh-
mann’s direction of the production
keeps it moving at a rapid pace,
and the orchestra, directed by
Felix Nuvolone, gives full value to
Berlin’s score. All in all, it’s a fine
evening’s entertainment. Fred.

brings her to life, and when she
confesses to the murder to save
her lover it all seems very unreal.
The real culprit owns up to the
crime but, as the victim had been
false to his country, officiatdom
decides to turn a blind eye.
The wife of the American, know-

ing of his infidelity, decides their
ways must part—he to return
home, she to become a nurse and
remain. Parts rire nicely played by
Valerie White and Arthur Hill, and
it isn’t their fault that their roles
are so innocuous.
The supporting pairts are more

colorful and register more empha-
tically, notably Michael Yannis as
the young, hothead. Andrea Malan-
drinos, Antony Holies and Paul
Demel . are good, with Gibb
McLaughlin turning in a neat
characterization as* an imperturb-
able Scottish professor. Clem.

Primrose anil the
Peanuts

London, Feb. 28;
Pat Nyie A John Penrose presentation

of comedy in three acts by Peter Wilde-
blood, in collaboration with Oriel Ross.
Directed by Gordon Crfer. At Bedford,
Camden Town, London, Feb. 27, *BO.
Mabel Pitchforth . . .

.

Ainbroslne Pillpotts
Norman Pitchforth ......... John Penrose
Guy Harding . .... v, .... . ..... .Bill Shine
Sister Holmes— .Pat Nye
Melanie Boulton-Gi’ey . ....... . . Joan Lang
Primrose Mallet ........... Annabel Maule
ChomJja Glyn Lawson
Shinyanga ... . ....... Orlando Martins

STAGE DIRECTOR
SOUND* EXPERIENCED

AVAILABLE—JUNE, JULY, AU&,

BOX V-66-512, VARIETY

154 W. 46fh St. New York 19

Glass Menagorie
Dublin, March 1.

Stanley. Illsley-Leo McCabe presentation
of drama by Tennessee Williams. . Setting
designed by Jo. Mielzirier. Directed- by.
Terance Noble. At Gaiety; Dublin, Feb.
27, *50.

The Mother . . . , . , ... Bessie Love
Her Son .

Her Daughter . .

.

Gentleman Caller . . ,

;

Contrary to expectations, this Is

not a political satire on the govern-
ment’s over-publicized groundnut
undertaking, but is a farcical corii-
edy with a Northern Rhodesian
setting. It’s mainly an unsophisti-
cated romp and is not sufficiently
mature to measure up to present-
day West End standards. The set-
ting provides the opportunity for
caricaturing officers in the colonial
service, and the slender plot of
confused identities a simple ve-
hicle for developing the farcical
situation. Dialog has rare flashes
of real humor, but generally speak-
ing, is pedestrian and colorless.
The plot doesn’t demand any

subtleties in acting and the ca-
pable cast has no difficulties with
its roles. Bill Shine stands out as
a British groundnut planter and
John Penrose and Ambrosine PhiU-
potts are the husband and wife
who are mistakenly led to believe
that income tax would be cheaper
if they were to divorce' and live in
sin. Annabel Maule is too obvious

slShiife rrfrnn !

a? the colonial office inspector who
. . , . .^CQ McCabe hides a natural glamor under a

pair of sunglasses. Myro,

SEATTLE
(Continued . from page 10)

84)—“Key To City” (M-G) and
“Tarnished” (Rep), Stout $13,000
or near, big publicity campaign
helping. Last week, “Borderline”
(U) and “Storm Over Wyoming”
(RKO), $5,700.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 59^

84)—“Chain Lightning” (WB) and
j

Spy Murder” (FC) (2d wk). Fair
$5,500 in 6 days after very fine
$11*300 last week.
Falomar (Sterling) (1,350; 50r$l)

—“Mrs. Mike” (UA) (2d run) with
Billy Eckstine topping stageshow.
Eckstine boosting this to great
$13'000. Last week, “Heiress” (Par)
(2d run) arid stage hill

- headed by I

Donald Novis, fairish $5,500 at
40-65c.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

84-$l)—“Samson and D e 1 i 1 a h”
(Par). Colossal $25,000. Last week,
“12 O’Clock High” (20th) and “Girl
Of Heart” (Mono) (3d wk), $7,700.

‘Brigadoori- to Tee Off

St. Loo Alfresco Season
St. Louis, March 7.

An 11-night run of “Brigadoon.”

the Cheryl Crawford musical, will

'tee Off the 1950 season of the Mu-
nicipal Theatrfc Assn, in its alfres-

co theatre in Forest Park, June 8.

Manager Paul Beisman closed the
deal for the first presentation of
“Brigadoon” by any other than the'

original producers.

Continued from page 3

I.

Ballet Theatre, of N. Y., will give

Bessie Love scored the success
of the evening at the first Irish pre
sentatiori of “Glass Menagerie,”
and got big welcome from a
ly-puzzied audience which seemed

:

to find itself in some difficulty i is set from Aug. 30 to Sept. 9.

phasis now to why i;liey should go
to our theatres.

“Sitting around worrying about
television isn’t going to get us any
place* We’ve got to use the re-
sources we have at hand—and
we’ve got plenty of them—to recre-
ate enthusiasm for pictures and pic-
ture people. We can give them
crowds arid thrills and excitement.
How excited can you get sitting in
front of your TV set?

.“Let’s take our best resources--:
star names—and use them to light
up that old five. We did it for
charity during the war. The time
has come for some charity at home.
Let's get groups of top name peo-
ple and tour theip through the
country, We know what, an attrac-
tion they are in person from the ex-
perience we had during the war
and the excitement we can cause
with a single star in person now.
Let’s make the biggest noise and !

tumult any town’s ever seen. Let’s
show them what we have that tele-
vision hasn’t.”

Star Caravans
Weitmari’s idea is for each studio

to. sponsor* a tour made up princi-
pally of its own players or for all
the studios to join together to set
up touring units! A number of

.

them would * be needed so that all
1

the major cities could be covered l

and it wouldn’t necessitate any sin-

FOR SALE

Flameproof, heavy canvas tent, de-

signed for Arena Staging of musicals
or straight, plays. Seats L000. Inside

capacity with flaps UP—1,250 (Played
to this crowd last summer at Lambert*
villa, N. J.) Now playing to capacity

iri Miami Beach where font can be
soon. Cost new (laat July) $5*500. Nov/
only $3,000 (including all poles, etc.)

FOB Miami. Also available, 500 can-
vas arm chairs end 400 steel chairs—
$2,000.

Reason for salt: Need larger tent for

expanding Lambertvllle and Miami
Music circus.

ST. JOHN TERRELL'S MUSIC CIRCUS
PO Box 4013, Miami Beach, Fla*

NOTICE!!

RENT or
NEW or SLIGHTLY USED

and Other Fine Furs

THE FUR EXCHANGE
Auctioneers . . Appraisers

904 Seventh Avenue, Nr. 57th Street

New York — Phone. Circle 4-7585

SUMMER THEATRE
Puhha—100 miles from New York

Star System Only

/ FOR RENT •

Completely Equipped > AIR CONDITIONED
: Small rental ts financially responsi-

ble with theatrical background.

Write: R. B. BELLO
1003 Commercial Trust Bldg..

.
Phlla,, Pa,

Phone: LO. 7-1358 ,

gerie,” eight performance,? during the first : gle player being away from Holly-
slight- week of the Edinburg International : wood too long.
eemed : Festival of Music and Drama. Stint

!
“The Clark Gables* the SoencerClark Gables, the Spencer

Tracys, Gary Coopers, arid Jimmy

AVAILABLE
For Summer Theatre, auditorium

seating • 750, with/ .
comi>letely

equipped stage 40’ by 29’. Located

in center of 130,000 population*

Address replies to B. A. jPietuchoff,

10 Beacon Street, Lawrence, Mass,
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Confession Open In Canada
Tiie term “confession” cannot he

registered as a trademark in Can-
ada and the whole confession maga-
zine market in that country is

wide open, according to an Exche
quer Court judgment, which dis-
missed a Fawcett Publications suit
In Toronto against Alexander Val-
entine which sought to prevent
latter’s publishing v

of magazines
similar to True Confessions. Faw-
cett Publications was also ordered
to pay court costs.

The Canadian judgment refused
the Fawcett plea that the use of
the term “confession” by the
Toronto publisher was an infringe-
ment on the title of True Confes-
sions magazine and that the Val-
entine books be kept off Canadian
news racks. The judgment also
found that the title, True Confes-
sions, is a “purely descriptive title

which had not acquired a second-
ary meaning and - s h o u 1 d never
haye been registered as a trade-
mark in (Canada.” The court also
refused the Fawcett application for
a renewal of the True Confessions
title; registration and said that
“confessions” is not a registerable
word. Valentine is now permitted
to put out Torrid Confessions, Inti-
mate Confessions or any other
magazine' title incorporating the I-
did-it angle.

‘Next Week—East Lynne!'
“Next Week-VEast Lynne!" ” by

Gladys Hurlbut (Dutton; $3) is a
book that was written with grease-,

S
aint . for a typewriter ribbon!
[ere is a story about a stock com-

pany leading lady that tells all,

and I mean all. It’s always nice
to read a book about show biz by.
someone who is qualified to write
it. Here is a leading lady of stock,
the schoolhouse of the legit, who
knows what it is all about and
Writing it in a way that proves it.

The gal is hep, and anybody
who has enjoyed the old stock
companies, students of the theatre,
and especially -actors; will enjoy
this book because it is honest and
sincere.

,

She writes about her career in
stock in a way that is more inti-

mate than an X-ray picture. She
writes it with humor and under-
standing.

Miss Hurlbut is no strangpr to

Broadway and Hollywood; both as a
playwright, Scenarist and actress
although this is her first book; She
wrote five plays, her first, “By Your
Leave,” starring Howard Lindsay
who, with his wife, Dorothy Stick-
ney, years later was to insist on
bringing her back to Broadway for
the original company of “Life With
Father.” She also wrote “Lovers’
Meeting,” “Ring 2,” “Higher and
Higher” (in collaboration with
Joshua Logan) and “Yankee point,”
besides many screen plays/ Inci-
dentally, she is house-guesting with
the Lindsays while east Tallulah
Bankhead is reviewing the book

_

for the N; Y, Times next Sunday
;

and Patricia Collinge ditto for the
,

Herald Tribune.
It is the best history of stock,

company theatricals that I have
ever read. It would make a great

!

picture. Joe Laiitie, Jr.,

editor of the Lambs Club Script.
Featured in the Jan.-Feb. issue is
a piece by Joe Laurie, Jr,

Anita Loos has about one-third
done on her ’new book, “Sex
Doesn’t Last,” * which Doubleday
hopes to bring out this fall.

Arthur Todd, i or m e r asst,
fashion editor of Esquire mag, has
been appointed fashion editor of
Esqiiire’s Apparel Arts mag. .

Gene Fowler is going to dp a
biography of Jimmy Durante. He

’S SCRAPBOOK
* > » »»+ By Frank Scully >»#•>»»

hb frankest, moat excit-

ing book ever written

about Chicago—lts mob-

sters and. molls, 26-girls, B-

;

girls,, cops and politicians and

underworld tycoons. With the

full, factual story of the /n-

tetnational Syndicate of

Crime; and the men who run

it! The book that da reji to

name names, places
f
telephone.

numbers. ,

e

Confidential

By JACK LAIT
tamed Chicago newsman,
editor at the N. Y Mirror

and LEE MORTIMER
famous columnist

$3.00 at all bookstores, ..

PUBLISHERS

Eire Nixes "1$ More
IriSh Censorship of Publications

Boat'd has given the redlight to the
following 15 novels on the grounds
that they contain “indecent or ob-
scene” material:

'

“Our Dearest Emma,” by Lo-
zania Prole; “Morgan’s Wife,” by
Vincent James; “Men of Stones,”
by Rex Warner; “A Tale of Poor.
Lovers,” by Vasco Pratolini; “r am
Alone,” by Walter . Macken; “The
Bandaged Nude,” by

:
Robert Fin-

nega; “The Flail and the Fish,” by
Francis Gerard; “Lady Godiva”
and “Master Tom,” by Raoul C.
Faure; “The Future Mr. Dolan,” by
Charles Gorham

; “Gunsmoke in
Her Eyes,” by Hank Janson;
“Sweetheart, Here’s Your Grave,”
by Hank Janson; “Vera Is a
Tramp,” by Gerald Foster; “The
Gilt Kid,” by James Curtis;
“Sinuhe the Egyptian,” by Wika
Waitari.

.

Pitt’s Parry Retires
Florence Fisher Parry, actress,

drama critic and columnist, has re-
tired from the Pittsburgh Press,
Scripps-Howard daily, after 21
years of turning out her daily
pillar, “I Dare Say.’’ She’s going
to make her home in Hollywood
with a son, David Parry, former
Samuel Goldwyn p.a. and now in
the advertising agency business on
the Coast.
Mrs! Parry, onetime leading

lady for Otis Skinner and Walker
Whiteside, first entered the news-
paper field in 1927 turning out
theatre pieces for the old Pitts-

burgh Sun,, switching to the Press
two years later. At first She cov-
ered shows for a while, later drop-
ping that stint to concentrate on

. “I Dare Say,” although continuing
to write an amusement page

|

article for the Press every Sunday.
Her regular column, however,

i covered a wide variety of fields
! and was liberally spiked with es-
I timates of entertainments arid
I theatrical personalities.

Bedside Manor, March 3.

One of the things which distinguishes big time from the second-tuns,
of journalism is how. they follow up a story./ The same goes for re-
porters. . "[>

For eight years I’ve wanted to know what happened to a play which
huddled with the comedian at the was to open on Broadway on the night of Dec. 8, 1941. It was called
Chez Paree, Chicago, oh the out- (“The Sailor Takes a Wife.” . It Was to si ar Jose Ferrer. I thought I
line.

i
had. tracked it: down a few weeks ago. Werners released, a pic called

;

Jacqueline Cochran, aviatrix- i

“The Sailor and the Lady,” But that wasn’t it. :

cosmetician, in private life Mrs. 1 The day before the play was to open M. Lincoln Schuster beat me for
Floyd Odium, to do a syndicated once to a story. He told me that Pearl Harbor had just been bombed
column on aviation and general by .the Japs..
topics.

|

. A lot of things went on as usual the day after that catastrophe* but
William Raney; story editor for I

apparently the opening of “The Sailor Takes a Wife” was not among
Rinehart, to the Coast the end of !

them. : So when eight, years later Jose Ferrer dropped .in to Bedside
next Week to huddle With Norman V Manor for a spot Of tea, the first thing r wanted to know was what had.
Mailer, who authored “The. Naked • happened to that play. “Did it ever open anywhere?”
and the Dead” for that firm. He said it never opened, not that night nor any other, night, because

Alfred A^ Smart, prez of Esquire-
j

the blowing up of Pearl Harbor took his whole cast away.
Coronet, joining his brother David

j

“The play,” he explained; “involved a lot of frivolity among naval
A. Smart, board chairman, and < officers at Pearl Harbor, arid the country club .character Of .our

.
de-

latter’s wife, Gaby,, at Boca Raton [Lenses there had become painful, instead of amusing by Dec. 8, 1941.”
where, they Will winter until late

! “Couldn’t you get it ready just before the next catastrophe; change
April.

^

! the name to ‘The Sailor Takes An H-bomb’ or something?”
. Helen TfaubeFs first literary ef- ! “With such a title I doubt if I would be able to line up any investors,”

fort, a mystery called “The Pto-
;
he said.

maine Canary,” will be serialized / He smiled a tired smile through a flock of whiskers, a plaid shirt;, a
by The Associated Press in six in-

;
tie only L cotild love and a sports jacket which looked as if it had been

stallments, beginning Monday,
[ blpwri from Mickey Cohen’s wardrobe by a prewar bonib. His

,
clothes

March .13,
j

were loud but his voice, was quiet. “And beautiful,” the girls around
Maurice Zolotow doing a two- [ Bedside Manor like to add.

parter profile On Jimmy Durante
J That’s what I guess a good actor Ukes about ITollywopd. Once he.gets

for
;
Satevepost. Schnoz has just over the problem of how to dress for the rat race, he can Calm down

been “done” in Cosmopolitan. 1 arid be himself between parts to which he is expected to contribute
more than the writer did.

Who’s Whoj Oil the Bill of Ferrer
Th is Jose Ferrer is no relation to Mel Ferrer, though Mel [Ferrer has

a brother riamed Jose Ferrer. To add a little more to the confusion,

.
all of them went to Princeton. But Mel Ferrer’s brother Jose is a heart
specialist; whereas Hollywood’s Jose Ferrer is a painter between piciure
parts.

In time Hollywood’s Jose may leave show business entirely to Mel
i

Ferrer, because he wants to do two things: be an opera singer and a

.

painter. He is more likely to become a painter first, because lie is

already working at that,

j. Most critical opinion (with no intent to break up the old Front
Hyman Goldberg, N, Y. Mirror

: Populaire any more than life lias already) lias referred, to Actor Jose
and King Features staffer, will

i as the guy whose performance of Iago in “Othello” stole the show
have bis first book, How_ I

[
from Paul Robeson’s Othello. Asked about this, Actor Jose answers

camer a Girl Reporter, published
: jn a qU jet voice, which, is hard to reconcile to those loud shirts, “I

Dolitan maffis mibliriimff
never heard of Iag0 not Stealing the show? Did you? Othello is a much

-Mav iUfi*
8 P

-

Part in
harder part to. play. But Iago is a much more interesting character.”

M
y *

, _ u . , .
• Actor Jose isn’t the sort who would remind you that this particular

Keacler, r renen National production of “Othello” broke a record with 158 performances and it

•nSJh%

\

was
’

** Paul Robeson’s • insistence .• that-Feirer was raised to co-stardom,

mittee of the

^

*««» * Awiet guy you can scratch him anywhere and get an un-

Commission. Seventeen- nation |«?ual E
J
c
.P'

ori«
,

told
,

h‘» •<}«» d« Bergerac” would

group plans $300 000 ad-publicity
‘ be even a bigger failure than “Ihe Ladder,” but he played it and it

expenditures during 1950/ i

turned in a great success; He will now star in it as a Stanley Kramer

Dr. Frank Kingdon’s latest book ;

picture
’

. .

is tentatively titled “The Golden! Bull Session Among Bullfighters

Knowing he was born in Puerto Rico, I asked him how be would like

to play a bullfighter. There is ample evidence around that on occasion
he has proved braver than any bull.'

He said he’d like to very much. I suggested “Montes the Matador,”
which Metro has as a property. 1 had always thought this was the best

Shainmark, Chi Herald-
American city editor, resigned as
the latest personnel change in the
Hearst paper. He held the job; for
the last 15 years, coming from the
old N. Y. Graphic;

Dwight Marvin, editor of the
Troy (N.Y.) Record Newspapers
since 1915, has been nominated by
Gov, Thomas E. Dewey for mem-
bership on the board of trustees
of the N. Y. State University.

Treasury of Franklin D. Ropse
Veit Anecdotes.” He is due in
Washington for a series of confer-
ences with men and women who
were close to the late President.

Edgar Snow, contracted by Ran- story ever written about a bullfight/ but. it came out a few years after
dom House to do a full-length “Carmen” and for the next 50 years had to play second fiddle to that
biography of China’s Mao Tse- classic. Frank Harris wrote it. .

tung, has been invited to the Far Henry Rogers, who looks like an autograph hound’s idea of what a
East to gather new material on the m0V ie actor looks like (as opposed to JOse Ferrer, who doesn’t look like
Chinese leader, whom he already an actor even to me), was Sitting in [on the bull session. He asked if

^1S book - yiat wasn’t the guy who wrote “The Octopus.”
Hea btar Over China. “Frank Harris?” I asked. “Don’t you mean Frank Norris?”

Public Opinion Suspends
Public Opinion, weekly maga-

zine published in Canton, O , far
the past three and a half; years,
has suspended publication (3\ be-

;

cause of lack of reader interest. !

said Felix Hinkle, publisher. He
f

said a majority of people wasn’t
interested today in the trend of

j

events or the repercussions of gov-
ernmental control.
Magazine reached a peak eircu-

I lation of 3,000. Hinkle said lie did

i

not suspend the weekly because
[of financial pressure; but because
• of a feeling of futility.
r

'

i

Hardboiled Literature?
Book trade derides the idea of

j television cutting into reading

]

habits of the American public but 1

i does sees one possible manifesta-
tion, as result of the growing TV
vogue.

That is a new school, of hard-
boiled fiction; as antidote to the

|

prissy , stuff on the .
video. In a

measure, that goes also for the
denatured treatment of virile

stories under Hollywood restric-

tions in film productions,

RKO exploitation chief Terry
Turner helped arrange two

.
forth-

c o m i n g books, ex-Sing Sing
warden Lawes’ “Thou Shalt Not
Kill” (against capital punishment),
and “Angel of Sing Sing,” the
story of Father Cashijn, the chap-
lain at the Ossining, N. Y. peni-
tentiary.

Pocket-size, paper-bound edition
of three Gilbert & Sullivan operet-
tas (“Mikado,” “Pinafore” and
‘Pirates of Penzance”) has been

Rogers put his hand to his head and staggered from the room. This
foot-fault eliminated Rogers and put the master and the mugg into the
finals. '• .where they had been from the beginning.
Though not one to rush to the defense of bullfighting on all fronts,

Ferrer is Latin enough to know it calls for a lot of personal courage.
Americans don’t talk about the “manly art of bull-dogging and brand-
ing” and if the British would stop being disgusted about bullfighting

the Latins would lay off being disgusted about fox-hunting, he said.

I told him that in the 5riuth of France 1 had seen bullfighting that

involved no daggers but took a lot of courage and a lot of skill, even so.

The fighter had a long pole and Used it much as pur polevaulters do.

In fact I thought it was lots more exciting than either the traditional

published by Avon. Book/ pnced Spanish or Mexican bullfight, and certainly left a good deal less gore

at 25c rontain< thp rnmnlptp text around the arena, for those Americans among the Spectators who don’t

and score of the principal songs like the sight of blood (it says here). So if you read one day that

of theworks, with some of Gil- Jose Ferrer played the pari; of “Montes the Matador” magnificently,

belt’s own illustrations.

Irene Kuhn, back from a Euro-
pean o.o/, with accent on Spain, did
a series on ceramics, linens and
laces in the Iberian peninsula for
Women’s Wear arid other periodi-
cals. Ex-NBC feature news spe-
cialist sojourried with Rene Kuhn,
her daughter, now [attached to the
American Embassy in London as
deputy press officer.

CHATTER
Bennett Gerf back from La-

Quinta via Bevhills next Monday •

as). ..

:
-i

Bob Cooke and Ed Sinclair in

Hollywood gandering the . film ;

studios for the N. Y. Herald Tri-

bune; ..

Samuel French has published an
.

85c. soft cover revised acting edi-

tion of John Wex ley’s “They Shall

Not Die.”
Holiday magazine publishing a

14-page report on Jerusalem, by
playwright-author Irwin Shaw, in

its Aprif issue.

William D. Patterson appointed

I to head the Saturday Review of

Literature’s syndicated book serv-

ice for newspapers.
Louis Cline has taken over as

A British edition of American
Photoplay is to be published this

month following an extension of
the tieup between Macfadden Pub-
lications and Argus Press. First
issue will comprise 58 pages, in-
cluding a full color four-page in-

set. Mag will be. dominated by
American material, but this will

be supplemented with a propor-
tion of British features. Selling
price will be 15c.

remember you read it here first.

Meanwhile, he is going to keep on painting between pictures,

next one I make,” he said, “whether good, bad or indifferent, is for

.y'ou.[”
;

Lest this be brought out by some future congressional committee
(between building, up its o\Vn swindle sheet! as prpot of a predated
bribe for an unspecified good notice, I want you to remember that you
read that here first, too!

How
;
Much If Priri ted With Iodine?

In Ferrer’s defense I’m sure it could be easily proved that when it

s own or anybody rise’s, he is as bereft of guile
. crimes to paintings, his (

^ _ n^’. • v ^ .’

as St; -'Francis of Assisi. He told me about an auction he had attended
recently in Beverly Hills. All the culture chumps in the picture biz

were there.

“I bought four paintings that I liked.” said Ferrer. “They came to

$1,000/ I don’t have $1,000 t.0 throw away on fakes so I called up an
art dealer the next night V told him Fd bought the paintings because
1 liked them, not because Of the signatures at the bottom. . .‘All I’m
asking, you,’ I said, ‘is how much can I get for these things if I have
to unload?’ He said probably not more than $15 or $20. "For all

four?’ i asked. He said for all four. ‘What about the frames?’ ‘In-

cluding the frames ’ he said. I called up the auctioneer/ I quoted the
ait dealer. 1 asked if I might return the paintings. He . said, “Sure,

Doubleday’s spring and summer any time’.”
list "ill include several tomeis of 3V then Rogers had returned to the seminar. “I bought one for
show biz interest. Among them are; $m 6,” he said.
“How I Became_a-Girl Repprter/ “it scents in the [art world it doesn’t matter whether paintings, are
by humorist. Hyman .Goldberg; g^nu j n e or not,” explained Fen'er. ‘‘If Knoedler, Wildenstein or ^tos-

Maur^piSy; ^wald a^hei>Ucates them for you, that settles; it. Even if the paint-

ist.” a collection of stories and pro ings are fakes, in fact, they will sell as authentic masterpieces on

files by the Nriv Yorker’s Robert ^ ^
ovv tl^ ^ooms^

ay'/
.

Lewis Taylor' “Ted Malone’s Fa- We 1 1 , that s one kind ot picture busmess. But Hollywoodwould
vorite Stories ” by the ABC raeon- never go for it. In fact right new they’re trying to get Picasso to play

teur, and “Savage Gentleman,” by
radio scriplcr Noel Gerson.

the role of a Left Bank painter, even tf he looks the part.

» that’s a svyitch from “Tbe Jolson Stoi*y” days.

At least



CHATTER Wednesday, March 8, 1950

Traffic Court conference held' in

Harrisburg. Scheuer conducted

.
The

<,hor?ava^fvacatlOTi^
W**'t

'

for a short Havana vacation.
I ttons last fail.

Marion Lee (Hilton &) recuping'
from recent operation.

Loew. talent booker Sid Piermont
recovering from virus infection at

his home.
. By Hal Cohen

Kirk Douglas to Albany to visit Bette Smiley, WCAE single,

with family; then returns to Coast i
okay again after parting with her

by plane on Friday. :
! appendix. •;

4 x

Billy Rose to Nassau to join his • _
. Fi^rinina

°

arH
wife, Eleanor Holm, who's been.; ^ Cabana^ and will

^Margaret" HurkV^heridan, con-! Fre4 Burleigh, Playhouse direc-

cert soprano, due in from Ireland
|

^bck on job following one

Friday (10) on the America.
The Eddie Graingers ! (Shea

Theatres) to Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., for five weeks’ vacation.
Robert Young back to the Coast

after local appearances for Inter-

industry Safety Campaign drive.

,

Geraldine Brooks to the Coast
to dub “Volcano,” Italian-made
pic, for Motion Picture. Sales Corp.

Louis Elliman, Odeon Theatres’
managing director in Ireland,
scheduled to arrive in the U. S. in
May for a periodic look-around.

|

Macdonald Carey set for Studio

;

One on CBS-TV Monday (13) He’s
p.a.ing for two Paramount and one
U-I pix, soon due for release.

Elizabeth Taylor, Metro thesper,
in Gotham for a two-week stay.

She appears in Theatre Guild of
the Air broadcast Sunday (12).

Edward G. Robinson planed in
from Israel last week, where he
was guest of honor at the Annual
Ball of the Israel Journalists Assn:

Joseph Ruttenberg, who lensed
Metro’s “Miniver Story” in Lon-
don, left for the Coast yesterday
(Tues.) after a week’s stay in town.
Mike Kaplan, Daily Variety

staffer,
,

on his Way back to the
Coast after 10-month leave of ab-
sence, during which he also visited
Israel.

touch of virus.

Lois Andrews headed back for
Coast following her Copa date to

make picture for U-I.
B’nai B’rith bringing Sid Stone

here to m.c. annual all-star show at
Syria Mosdue March 26.

Eddie Cantor coming here March
19 to teeoff UJW drive at annual
Advance Gifts Dinner.
Vince Boylan, singing cab driver,

spotted at .Casino again as house
singer for burlesque shows.
Nelson Maples, Cork and Bot-

tle pianist, seriously hurt in auto
accident, expected to pull through.
... Edith Fellows and Tommy Dix
with Wynters and Angeline, dance-
team, Into Terrace Room for two
weeks. •

Bobby Jule, local juggler, bowed
out of Milton Berle’s TV show last

week when he was allotted too lit-

tle time.
Hal Kanner worked the Terrace

Room for five nights without a
vocalist, Shirley Reade being laid
Up with laryngitis.

Norman Lawrence to the Orchid
Room next week.
Eddy Gray goes into the Empire

show for month, opening March 27.

James Bridie’s "Mr. Gillie,”

which had its preem in Glasgow
last month, bows in at the Garrick
Thursday (9), with Alastair Sim
starring.'

’

Arthur Dent has signed top radio
and vaude comedian Ted Ray to
emcee a string of variety acts

which will be a feature in his latest

film “On With The Show.”
Two London hotels, the Carlton

in Pall Mall, and the Washington,
will be Vacated by British govern-
ment departments to make way for
coin-spending U. S. tourists,

Moira Lister and Norman Wis-
dom will be making their debut in

revue when they star in Cecil Lan-
deau’s “Sauce Piquante” due at the
Cambridge end of the month,
Shepard Traube to Paris for a

few days, before returning to

America after a London visit look-

Nancy Sinatra visiting Kitty Kal-
len, topper, at LastFrontier.
Peggy Lee at the Thunderbird

Lou Wilson slated to arrive in
! tf

kuska]*d> Gave Barbour,

the U./ S. from England, next!. .
Alt .Baker of ABC radio .and

month to gander legit shows.. He’s
i

television m town taking pictures

associated with producer Prince *or his video show.

Littler.
George Raft off to Europe to co-

produce and star in a couple of
continental-made pix which he’s
making in association with Joe
Kaufman:
David Lewis, Loew’s Interna-

tional director in Europe, North
Africa and the Middle East, in
from his Paris headquarters for
homeoffice confabs.
Gypsy Rose Lee, just back from

!

Puerto Rico and an Ed Gardner
(“Duffy’s Tavern”) guest shot,
placing her son, Eric, into the
Hunter elementary school.
Metro star Van Johnson planed

out for London over the weekend J

to be on hand for the British
preem of “Battleground” at the
Empire theatre, Monday (6).

Maggi McNellis doll which Juro
is marketing will include a quad-
ruple change of wardrobe, which
Is a new look for merchandizing
tieups with a show biz personality.

Will Yolen is now veepee in
charge of ad-pub of Laurel Films,
the only locally producing indie.
Film Classics aistribs, Rex Cart-r

ton and Joe Lerner, head Laurel.
Sardi’s, w.k. show biz eatery, was

23 years old Sunday (5). Renee
Carroll, hatcheck stalwart, who’s
been with restaurant since its

opening, celebrated her birthday
same day.
Arthur Mayer, former UV S. film

administrator for occupation au-
thorities in Germany, addresses
the American Women’s University
group Monday (13) on the current
situation in Germany.
The late publicist George D.

Lottman’s older Son, Herbert, to
the Sorborine on the Senator Full-
bright (Columbia U), Scholarship:
which includes c year’s free study,
gratis passage and a $150 monthly
subsidy while studying in Paris.
'Carter T. Barron, Metro’s Wash-

ington division manager, cited
Thursday (2) by Secretary of the
Army Gordon Gray at an official
Pentagon building luncheon for
“furthering public understanding
and appreciation of the armed
Services.”

Tony Martin, scheduled for next
month at Flamingo, cancelled in
favor of European tour.
Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inn invit

ing most of
,

Hollywood notables
over for hostelrys preem late in
April.;

Current starrer at El Rancho
Vegas is Romo Vincent, . his sixth
engagement in Las Vegas. Andrini
Bros, in support.
Hal Wallace op location at Hotel

Flamingo, making production shots
for “Friend Irma Goes West” star-

ring Marie Wilson with Corinne
Calvet and Diana Lynn who came

Town officials on prowl for cow-
boy ‘star to head up Helldorado
Week p a r a d e s and celebration
May 11-14 with Hopalong Cassidy
considering if commitments don’t
interfere.

on

P^essburger due in Munich to ne-
gotiate for the production of a
color pic of “The Tales Of Hoff-
mann.”
“A Streetcar Named Desire”

prepped for Thalia theatre in

Hamburg. Another Hamburg le-

giter is planning to stage “Death
Of A Salesman,”

“Titanic,” a wartime German pic

on the famous ship, disaster, now
being re-released and doing great.

Pic was banned by Josef Goebbels,
shortly after its originarrelease in

1943.
" •••

Par’s “The Great LoVer,” 20th’s

“Prince Of Foxes,” Metro's “Ten-
sion,” “The Doctor And The Girl”

and “Adam’s Rib,” UA’s “A Kiss

For Corliss," RKO’s “A Dangerous
Profession” and WB’s “Under Cap-
ricorn” are the latest releases in

Army theatres.

By Geeho Garr

Tenor Miguel Gonzales Bodega
ing for British stars for his Sep-

j

off to Havana to work, in revues.

tember production on Broadway of • Chelo Villarreal, Mexican
_
star,

“The Gioconda Smile.”
(

will open iii May in a Madrid nit-

Lou Wilson has booked Buck ; ery. .

,
'

"... v;
. ^ . j t

and Bubbles for a Stoll tour, open-] Miguel de los Reyes planed fo

ing in England sometime in June.
|

Buenos Aires to appear in Sevilla

Colored hoofers are likely to play Colmado hitery; _ . A -
four weeks at the Empire before !

Madrid , agent of Teatro Argen-

or after their Stoll engagements, i tino, Buenos ^AireS, hks. booked

MaUdie Edwards off to America
j

An
§?J?

^ancer;

early May to open at the Royal
j

& Albano, folk dancers, and gyPvj

Alexandra, Toronto, May 22, for dancers Regia Ortega anti Emjlia

two weeks, after which she meets Escudero, for Argentina in March,

her agent Hyman Zahl in New York .
Spanish .star Jorge - Mistral has

to set some TV appearances in :
signed with ^producer piaz^Morales

Ynrk i to do two pix in Mexico. Producer
1

Vicente Casanova, who has Mistral
under a two-year contract, has en-

tered a protest with the Artists

“Take It From Here” show,
which has been a standout success
at the Victoria Palace, is moving I .. .

into the Price of Wales next Mon-
j

Syndicate.

By Maxwell Sweeney
Baritone Dennis Noble in

concert tour.
Tom Clancy inked for season

with Geofrey Kendal Shakespeare
Co. - •'

“Alive Alive O,” O’Dea-O’Dono
van revue, starts provincial tour
in Limerick,

Sales supervisors Leslie Talbot
(20th-Fox) and Jock Hutchinson
(M-G) in- for looksees.

Stanley Illsley-Leo McCabe op-
ened seven-week season at Gaiety,
Dublin, with “The Glass Menag-
erie.” :

Ben Henry, UI chief in Great
Britain, here with Sydney Jackson
(GFD) to talk with leading local

exHibs,
•

(13) in place of “Harvey,”
which moves to the Piccadilly the
following night.

. The Odeon c i r c u i t has been
chosen by lot to book, as a first

feature, the independently made
Pilgrim picture, “Chance of a Life-
time,” which the Board of Trade]
selection c omm it t e e deemed
worthy of a circuit release.

Stars already signed for new
Ivor Novello-Alan Melville revue
are Americans Walter Crisham and
Lizbeth Scott. Show will be pro-
duced sometime in summer as
special attraction for American vis-

itors, Tom Arnold will present.
Tom Arnold and Jack Taylor

have booked Bob Bromley for their
Jewell and Warriss summer show
at the Hippodrome, and are also
dickering with Charles L. Tucker
for Lucienne, Ashur & Roberton,
who made a hit. in Jack Hylton’s
vaudeville season at the Victoria
Palace.

. .

Eric Portmaii’s next stage role
will be in “His Excellency,” a top-
ical play by Dorothy and Camp-
bell Christie, authors of “Grand
National Night.” Show, skedded
for the West End after a protracted
provincial tour opening at Leeds
Apr. 10, will be presented by the
London Mask Theatre Co.

New revue at the Teatro Madrid
includes the following acts: Use
Meudtner (Germany), dancer; Jean
Edwards (England), dancer; Dun-
dry Bros. (England), musical
clowns; Herta Frankel (Hungary),
marionettes; The Colbergs, contor-
tionists.

Producer Joaquin Gasa has inked
With theatres and music-halls in
France, Italy, Switzerland; and

!
Great Britain to present for a year
a Spanish song and dance com-
pany headed by starlet Maruja
Tamajo, at present filming in Paris,,

and including a number of authen-
tic gypsies from Sevilla.

wife

By Jerry Gaghan
Jack Lynch, veteran nitery im-

£
resario, resigned as manager of
atin Casino.
First service to be telecast from

! jured in ah auto crash.
$ Jewish synagogue will be lensed

!
“Annie Get Your Gun”, will do

By Eric Gorrick
.

“Pinky” (20th) in sock b.o. rec-
ords here.
Dave Martin, Tivoli head, to visit

London soon.
Metro is still getting a lot of coin

with “GWTW” on replay at Liber-
ty, Sydney.
Ralph Doyle, RKO local topper,

is making an extensive biz drive
in New Zealand.

Several U. S. attractions will
plane here early April for the
Royal Easter Fair.
Dave Joel, booker attached to

the Snider-Dean pic loop, was in-

By Maxime de Belx
(33 Bird. Montparnasse)

Laudy Lawrence back to Chan-
tilly.

Linda Lamarr warbling at Jim-
my’s,
Jack Forrester back from Ger-

many.
Roth and Shay clicking at ABC

vaude house.
The Marcel Achards back from

American junket.

By Emil W. Maass
Albert BaSsermann and

resting at Bad Gastein.
August Rieger inked by Schoen-

brunn Co. for film, “Cabaret.”
Curd Juergens, director arid ac-

tor, invited by ISB (USFA) to
Hollywood.

Cafe Fenstergucker, bombed out
during War being reconstructed by
Huebner Enterprises.
Viktor Pruscha appointed gen-

eral manager of all three
owned theatres at Gratz, Styria.

“Polonaise” (Col), chosen as
preem fOr opening April 4 of new-
est picture house here, Forum,
city-owned.

Virginia Field planed in from
England,

Jane Wyatt back in town after
three weeks in N. Y.

Janies Stewart planed in from
the east to resume film chores.

Ned Depinet in town for 10 days
of huddles with Howard Hughes.
Sonny Tufts signed for two

weeks at the Chicago theatre in

King Vidor going to Italy in
June to attend the Venice Film
Festival. :•/

Jackie Robinson planed to Vero
Beach, Fla., to join Brooklyn
Dodgers.

'

'

Dana Andrews returned to work
at 20th-Fox after week out With a
broken nose.
John Wayne planed to Mexico

City to gander toreadors for bull-
fight picture,
Nelson Eddy Opened his 21st

concert tour at Redlands Univer-
sity Auditorium.
Deanna Durbin sold her Cali-

fornia home and is packing for
long stay in Europe.

. Lon McCallister and Lois Butler
to Fairbanks, Alaska, as king^and
queen of annual Show Festival.

Charles P. Skouras won annual
“Man of Year” award bestowed by
B’nai B’rith Lodge in Beverly
Hills.

George Jessel will receive the
Jewish Consumptives’ Relief So-
ciety Humanitarian Service Medal
for 1950.
Humphrey Bogart guest of honor

at luncheon tossed by Air Force
jet pilot caidets from Williams
Field, Ariz,

. Alex Nicol, fresh from “Mr.
Roberts” Broadway cast, planed
in Sunday (5) to start his film

contract with UI.

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Modernaires opened at Mark
Hopkins hotel.

Ethel Merman and Bill Boyd lit

for Crosby waxing.
Mindy Carson to the Venetian

Room of Hotel Fairmont.

^ , T j „ ,

Anne Belfer new publicity head
Darvas and Julia doubling from

j for North Coast houses in Bay
.1 • m- \m. ^ . i. A' /^1 '

I
• V

by WPTZ, under Philco sponsor-
ship, March 25.

Molly Picon’s English - Yiddish
'musical “Abi Gezunt” has been

i

booked for a week at the Shubert,
starting April 10.

Harry Dobbs, bandleader at

Latvn Casino, suffered a stroke
Friday (3) and partial paralysis.
He is in St. Luke’s Hospital.
John D. Scheuer, Jr. operations

assistant to general manager of
WFIL and WFIL-TV, was a guest
speaker at the second annual
Pennsylvania Traffic Safety and

repeats here for J. C. Williamson
after record grosses in New Zea-
land.

Vic Hobler has been appointed
g.m. here for Hallmark Produc-
tions. Jack Thomas returning to
U. S.
Clem Robinson has b e e n ap-

pointed chief-of-staff of Greater
Union Under publicity director
Teddy Lane.
Jack Musgrave, head of the ace

Syhdey dancehall, Trocaderp, will
hook some talent for Down Under
dates during his London visit.

Bal Tabarin at ABC
Vanya Manley and Julio Alvarez

the draw at Bacpara,
Maurice Utrillo promoted to Of-

ficer in the Legion of Honor.
Moune de Rivel from Rue de

Porithieu to left bank Canne a
Sucre. v
Lawyer Jean Rapoport back from

Cannes at European producers' in-
ternational meeting.
Mary Garden in 1 0 wn from

Geneva to greet Gustave Charpen-
tier as he gets promoted to a high
rank in the Legion of Honor.
Michel Ferry of Tele Produc-

tions back from' U. S. where he
inked distribution d eals with
United World Films and Canton-
Weiner Films.

By George F. Gaal
“Sender Unknown,” latest Real

Film production, p r e em e d in
Frankfurt.

Maj, Charles E. P. Danaher
named chief of the Entertainment
Branch of Army Special Services.
Real Film, of Hamburg, sold two

of their pix, “Second-hand Fate”
and “Shadows of the Night,” for
England.
The German Hays office (Volum

tary Self-control) banned a war-r
time Terra pic, “Life Calls,” be-
cause of displaying Nazi mentality.
Michael Powell and Emeric

area.
Al Williams restauranteur debuts

weekly copkery p r o gr a

m

over
KGO-TV starting March 14.
KGO-TV snares : Admiral Magic

Mirror. Revue hour long local live
production show; Starts March 13.

Lou Clayton, Jimmy Durante’s
manager, bedded by flu.

Gertrude Niesen in town for TV
stints and visiting husband, Al
Greenfield.

Carl Kruger, “Golden Gloves
Story” producer, here for pic’s

World preem March 23 at Oriental.

Producer Cecil B. DeMille open-
ed Chicago Red Cross Drive here
with a speech before 1,000 at Ste-

vens hotel,

Jackie Green signed to play the

Eddie Cantor part in “WhOopie”
at St. Louis Municipal Opera by
agent Eddie Elkort.

Joe E. Brown finishes his lec-

ture tour here this week, and then

will take a three-week rest pre-

scribed by medicos. Brown is

scheduled to go to Australia to

play the lead in “Harvey” follow-

ing his rest,

Margaret Whiting, Jimmy Wake-,

ley, Tennessee Ernie and Art Van
Damme quintet among show peo-

ple Who will give a performance
before 500 patients at Vaughn Hos-
pital. Performance sponsored by

Sachar Lodge of B’nai B’rith.

Fran Allison and Burr Tillstrom,

of “Kukla, Fran and Ollie” TV
show, With Anne Jeffreys and

Keith Andes, leads irt Chicago

company of “Kiss Me, Kate,” en-

tertain next
.

week at meeting of

Easter Seal campaign committee.

By Mabel Thomas
Jose Iturbi coming for three con-

certs this month.
Alfred Apaka booked for long

engagement in the States.
Metro’s Robert Alton here look-

ing* over locations for “Pagan Love

Mario Lanza booked for two con-
certs here and then to outside
islands.

Bill Nelson Sc Evylyn Knight
closed a 52-week engagement at
Club Blue Lei,

.
Ken Carney, former western di-

vision manager for NBC, upped to
vice pirez Of KHONi
Massp Koga, Japan's leading

composer, due here this month from
Japan,with sons Takeharu a guitar-
ist; and Teruo, accordianist.

Tats Matsuo’s International Car-
nival, featuring the Mills Bros.,
with Moro & Yacohelli* Sing Lee
troupe, Armando & Lita, Madie St
Ray, Benny Renfro, Nip singer
Karie Shindo, and the Duanes,
drew sock b.o. for its seven days.

By -Gordon Irving

N. Y. City Ballet Co. expected

on tour this summer.
Eric Portman due in new play

“His Excellency,” by Dorothy, and

Campbell Christie. / . .

Allan Jones heads U. S., invasion

of Scottish music-halls by third

visit to Glasgow Empire, skedded

for April 17.

Alex Munro, Scottish comedian,

booked for summer at Ayr Gaiety.

Dave Bruce booked for
,

strawhat

season at Largs.
Glasgow Unity Theatre offering

Sylvia Regan's “The Golden Door,

starring Jewish comedian Meier

Tzelniker, at King’s, Glasgow.
George Clflrkson, Jf., and wife

Gail Leslie, Scot performers caba-

ret-junketing in India, play Delhi

Imperial hotel in May after cur-

rent Calcutta stint.

By Lary SolloWay

Red Buttons into Kitty Davis’.

Lenny Kent, Harvey GrantJiead
up new show at Five O Clock

ClUb. : , . . , n
Rosemarie Brancato featured m

Music Circus presentation of R10

Rita.” ...

Alan Gale returned to ms

Celebrity Club after being out two

weeks with flu.
. .

Sophie Tucker returned to

Beachcomber Saturday (4) alter

being out for two nights because

of virus bug. Joe E. Lewis ana

Frances Faye filled in.
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SID GRAtJMAN
Sid Graumatt, 71, Hollywood the-

atre impressario, died of a heart
ailment in the Cedars of Lebanon
hospital there, March 5.

Details on page 26.

, lehr •

Lew Lehr, 54, film comedian and
newsreel exec, died . in Brookline,
Mass., at the Christian Science
Benevolent Assn, sanatorium March

: 6. Lehr, who was well-known for
his comedy newsreel commentary
and his line, “monkeys is the
cwaziest people,” retired several
years ago. lie Was short subjects
editor for Fox Movietone News un-
til his retirement.
Lehr started in show, business

as member of "a comedy act before
World War I and appeared with
J. C. Mack’s “Mother Goose.” In
1920, he married Anna Leonhardt,
professionally known . as Nancy
Belle, Who toured with the troupe.

Lehr later left the stage and be-
came a gag writer, supplying ma-
terial to Texas Guinan, Bert Lahr,
Bea Lillie and others. In partner-
ship with silent film player Johnny
Walker, he produced two comedy
pictures with scenes from old films.

A few years later, he made ‘-Tin-

type*- and “Adventures of a News-
reel Cameraman,” In 1932, he
joined Fox Movietone as editor.

Lehr latched on to his Pennsyl-
vania Dutch accent after injecting

: it into an account of the training of.

Berlin streetcar conductors. From
that time on, he became associated
with a zany dialect comedy and
his list of accents included all

brands of English from Cockney
to Mayfair.
He also appeared on radio in

the program, “Stop Me If You’ve
Heard This One” and wrote mag
articles.

His wife and daughter survive.

time
.
functioned as executive pro-

ducer at Universal. He became
the studio’s music chief when Uni-
versal merged with International
in 1946.

WILLIAM C. HERMAN
William 0. Herman, .68, who had

been affiliated with the motion
picture industry for 32 years, died
in Paterson, N, J., March 3;

Herman, Who owned and op-
erated the Hawthorne theatre,
Hawthorne, N. J., for the past 20
years, entered the- motion picture
field in 1918, when he joined Uni-
versal Pictures. Shortly after leav-
ing that company, he became
general manager of the New York
City Exchange, a position he held
until 1926.

Surviving are a son, and a sister.

HAROLD WARD
.
Harold Ward, 7.1, editor, author

and brie-time pressagent, died at

Sterling, I1L, March 1. He had
been in ill

, health for several
years. .

Ward teamed with the late Ar-
thur . Gillespie in Writing sprigs,

sketches and plays. He later did
advance work for the Shuberts
and William A. Brady.

Mother of Paul i E. Stelmian,
owner of the Lyric theatre, Win-
chester, 111;, died at her home
there, Feb. 28.

CARL J. TATZ
Carl J. Tatz, 55, former musical

director of radio station WEAN,
died March 1 at EdgeWood, R, L
He was associated with the Yankee
Network affiliate from 1937 to
1944. He spent nine months over-
seas with the USO, arid before join-

ing WEAN had worked With Earl
Carroll’S “Sketch Book” from 1931
to 1935.

Survived by wife, parents; a son,

two sisters and a brother.

WILLIAM J. McKENNA
William J. McKenna, 69, song-

writer who composed “Has Any-
body Here Seen Kelly?” “Down In
the Old Neighborhood” and nearly
100 other songs, died in Medical
Center, Jersey City, March 4.

Shortly after the turn of the
century he collaborated with Tom
Walters' “m writing the music for

“The Mayor of Laughland.” Then,
with John T. Hall, he wrote “Half
Way to Paris.” Other musical
shows he Wrote were “The Mazu-
ma Mari” with George Sidney and
three with B. A. Rolfe, “The Bride
Show,” “The Leading Lady” and
“The Purple Lady/’ Later he wrote
“Joylarid” with Clarabelle Jerome
and a light opera, “The Road to

Mandalay,” with Creste Vessella.

In 1937 McKenna wrote two
songs for the, strident body of Vil-

lanOya College, “Let’s Go Villa-

nova” arid “The Fight Song.” He
was connected with the National
Broadcasting Co. for seven years.

Survived by wife, daughter and
sons.

TOM DUDLEY
Tom Dudley, 40, assistant direc-

tor at 20th-Fox, died in his sleep
[March 2 at his home in Hollywood.
: His family name was Tom Tinling
but he changed to avoid. confusion
with his brother, James Tinling, a
director. He returned last Week
from a location chore in 'New Mex-
ico for 20th-Fox.

Survivors are wife, arid four
brothers.

CHAS. (ZAZA) LUDWIG
Charles (Zaza) Ludwig, 51, one

of northern New England’s best
known dance band leaders,: was
found hanging from a rafter, in the
the barn at his home in Man-
chester, N. H., Feb. 28. A medical
official gave a Verdict of suicide.

The musician had been in ill

health.
Survived by wife, mother, two

brothers and a sister.

PETER VSHANLEY
Peter F. Shanley, 72, last of

the seven Shanley brothers, well-

known N. Y. restaurateurs of pre-

prohibition days, died in New
York, March 1.

Thomas, the eldest brother, in

the ’90s established the first Shan-
ley's at 23d Street and Sixth Ave-
nue, then one of the crossroads of

the amusement world. .

When the center of night life

of the city moved uptown, the

Shanley brothers moved their res-

taurant to Broadway and. 30th

Street, later to Broadway find 43d
...

.
Street j where the Paramount Builds

ing now stands.
Prohibition killed Shanley s as

it killed many famous restaurants

of pre-prohibition glamour.
After leaving the Broadway site,

Peter Shanley ran Shanley’s Yon

GEORGE 6. HIVELY
George O. Hively. 63, pioneer

film editor a rid father of Jack
Hively; screen d i r e c t o r, died
March 2 after a long illness.

He was a writer and producer on
the old Universal lot. In recent
years he edited films at Metro and
RKO.

production chief of J. Arthur Rank tlons made here in strength or
weakness of films should not be

Smith, fbunder end head of British construed as indicating whether of
Lion Films, died Feb. 28 in

> not they’ll, be profitable—-which,
London.

Mother of Helen Menken, , legit

arid radio actress,, died in New
York, March 3. She is .also sur-
vived by another daughter, Mrs,
Grace Menken Lytell, Wife of
Bert actor, and a son.

Fred Lohner, 44, former manager
of Piccadilly theatre, Chicago, died
in that city Feb; 28.

Lohnef: was riiariager of the the-
atre until 1944, when,he retired be-
cause of illness. .

Surviving are wife and a sister;

Mother, 86, of Mrs. Julian T.
Abeles, copyright attorney, died in
New York March 4.

Fla. Cafe Merger
Continued from page 1naturally, hinges on their cost.

r

Analysis, rather, is a reflection of
| ap *

trade opinion on how well Jhe
1
Bel Geddes eonception of a night

films did compared with expecta
finne fhearvi" Koon/i « What adds to the.confusion is re-

anTproductiSn vafues
^" ported settlement of litigation inana production values.

. bankruptcy proceedings instigated
Aside from their comparative.; by creditors last year, wherein

success over the past feW months— /Weinger, several weeks ago, as-

wheri the b.o. has been at its stick- !
sumed responsibility for payment

lest since the war—the 4<eimfrn>ir ^ installments through a three-h
'J

a r g^mi^ year period of $175,000 settlement
pictures, as they ve come to be Qf all Claims at an annual arrange-
kriown in the trade, have proved

,
jrient, New corporation heads dis-

profitable for the past few years. ;

claim any responsibility for same.

This is a further incentive for pro- P***ur
f

reso.ives itself into

;
, i. > ... ahother hassle, in which Weinger/

dpcers .to hunt for scripts on un-
, insists he will: remain as a key

a
e
®n ;.

SS
a°A

say
’

j figure. Arid again, as in negotia-
difficiilt to find and

; tjonS last year (February, 1949,) the
difficult to make properly.̂ Stanley

! cdnflict 0f personalities looks to
Kramer succeeded with “Home oftimid off fnr * time an achiar

Mother, 78, of Joseph A; Tanpey, the Brave ” on the Negro problem, '

V * 1 * an actua

head ,of New York’s S.Q.S. Cinema
;

and industryites are watching care-
j Heightening the situation is this

d,ed m N6W York ^‘“^ifhecan repeat with
1

Dan ny Thomas
a*. The Men, a story brought Copa City into the profit-

I
making class, and currently is be-

Mother of Leland Eastman, man-
ager of Valencia theatre, died in
Chicago, Feb. 27.

MARRIAGES
Eve Soltesz to Fred Herbert, Chi-

Feb. 28. Bride in a dancer
arid he’s assistant stage manager of
touring company of “Kiss Me,
Kate.”

Meg Cole to Tom Smith, Holly-
wood, March 6. She’s a reception-
ist at RKO; he’s a cameraman.
Kathleen Dolan to Robert H. H.

McDonnell,; Dublin, Feb;. 21. Bride
is former Radio Eireann announcer
and disk jockey; he’s with BBC.
Joy Lansing to Jerry Safron,

Acapulco, Mexico, March 3. Bride
is an actress; he’s a filiri distribu-

]

tion executive.
!

.(S? 2L ;
ye

' ton Berle show. Whereas, across

liS?-
1

the street, the Beachcomber, which

(anti-SerStSm^*^nakt
B
rtt™*an- held UP wHh Tohy Martin, though.

sane asvmm ) and “Lost Weekend"
n°t>‘'ecord-breaklng proportion,

’ ana L°st weekend had figured to sustain its in-the^
Aaiconoiismi.

-black take with Sophie Tucker, but
;

‘Intruder iri the Dust,” another
; was hurt when she succumbed to

Negro problem film, and “Hasty J virus bug" arid couldn't make shows .

Heart, about ill soldiers, also
t
through Friday night. Word of

qualify in the “gimmick” class, but
j
mouth led to offish biz, though the

failed to score well at the b.o,—
j Copa was jampacked. However,

indicating orice again the well-
1 with her return Saturday (4) the

known difficulty facing production Beachcomber filled again. But,
execs'of picking future winners on the Weinger idea .eerns to be that.
the basis of past experipnee.

TV Trek West
Continued front page 1

given the fight attractions, lie can
fill his spot to top returns. Next
two weeks Will tell the story.

Beachcomber supposedly shut-
ters after the Tucker engagement
(15). Joe E. Lewis follows Berle
into the Copa on the same night.

However, Schuyler is reported
seeking a top act to follow her until

April.
'

The ciampdown on gambling,

would grab off the programming
honors quickly, once x V got roll-

ing. But, the comparative slow-

ness in stretching the coaxial cable
actU.alIy led to shuttering of one

Doris Ethyl Blyth to Thomas
j

westward and the dissatisfaction on spot before its skedded seasonal
Alexander Fairbanks, San Bernar-

1
the part of many advertisers with ' shutdown -- the Boheme — with

dinq, March l.Hride is a daughter
!
kinescope recordings has retarded i Golden Shores (Dean Murphy and
the process—that is, until the Fair- 1 Lois Lee) continuing (though the

banks filiri system was developed, casino shut down) until the acts

tested and
,
proved successful. ! contracts played out on the 7th.

Fairbanks plan supposedly incor- ;

And, despite all the newspaper

porates the best techniques of both ' headlines and interriescene afgu-

film and video production. System ments anerit control among state

utilizes three cameras, each /and local politicos, after a week of

equipped with a half-hour film mag- quiet, sneak—arid in many cases—
azine and able to shoot simulta- /Open, bpokniaking in the plush

neously. Thus, a producer or direc-

tor can have the long takes and
sweeping action of the video lenses

of the late John Barrymore; lie’s

a writer,

Victoria Suhovy to Philip Van
Zant, Los Angeles, March A. Bride
is a ballerina; he’s an actor,

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Benson Fong, son,

Hollywood, Feb. 27. Mother is May-
lia, of the films; father is an actor
and restaurant owner.

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar de Mejo,
! but also be able to edit and shoot

son, Santa Monica, Feb. 28. Mother
! retakes, as in film. Initial “Silver”

is Alida Valli, film actress.
' program lensed via the system was

Mr. and Mrs. John Bright, soil, brought in for about the same
Hollywood, March 1. Father Is a budget as previous live, shows in
screen actor.

;

the series, but required far less re-

Mr. arid Mrs. Fred Henry, : hearsai time.
Hollywood, March 1-

1 Move westward, with its accom-
Father is program director at panying dependence on film pro-

gramming, is expected to be battled

bitterly by the networks. If the

major dramatic shows switch to

film, then it naturally follows there

FRANCES KEENAN SLOAN
Frances Keenan Sloan, 64, for-

mer actress and daughter of the

late Frank Keenan, actor, died in

Los Angeles, Feb. 28.

Born in Boston, she retired from
the stage after her marriage to the

late Frank H; Sloan.

MARION YOUNG
Marion Young, former manager

of the DeLuxe theatre, Camp
Point, 111 .,

and daughter of A. T.

Blum, owner of the Kozy, Kahoka,
Mo., died in a Quincy, 111., Feb. 18.

hotels is on; one can find a “hid-
den” location to play the tables;

the Hialeah meet closed with rec-

ord-breaking mutuel takes and at-

tendance, as did Gulfstream on its

opening Saturday (4K
Seems the Season really started

late, and with the cold weather
hitting up north .lately, clubs,

.

hotels, bars arid the books are find-

ing plenty of, money type coming
down. More so, than at any time
during the supposed height (mid-
Feb.) of season.
Another prediction being made

is this: That even if the merger

will be less work for the network between the two big Dade Blvd.

employees, studios, etc., and a con- c
J
u bs sues through, another big

' sequent drop in their billings. With, spot wMl b6 around,next year, -to

cycle of this type and the rush has possibility of getting more film again hypo the payoffs for names,
been less than the wild one that • stars for their video shows, how- And the big talent booking offices

ever, the agencies are expected to are keeping their fingers crossed

bypass the networks’ objections, that this will happen. Right now
S».fh nrotframs as video, of course, they’re making their pitch on the

KL£C and KLAC-TV.

'Gimmick Pix’
Continued from page 1

may have been expected in light

of the fine grosses being.turned in

by- the two films,

Comedies

Comedies as a whole are fairly

;

MRS, CASS STAHLEY
Mrs. Mary Stahley, '78, who

toured in vaude for 20 years With
the Musical Blacksmiths, died; in

i Rochester, N. -.Y., March 6; The act

kers> arid then tlie Pell Tree Inn
j

was shelved --in-. 1941 -following. th.e

on Pelham Parkway. For the last : death of her hiisbandoCass Stahley.

15 years he had been manager of ! Turn, which used blacksmith

Such programs as video, of course,

are expected to continue live.

One side-angle to the Fairbanks

-SSura£
eS to

:

eoualiv fmpressive number on the ;

wood film studios. Because it is far

list ot^3?whteh-h1iwiailed to reg- •
less •co^ly than current production

ister

f

With thri strength exDected i

techniqu^s ’
Coast Producers are

On the solid sid^ are- “Francis” eyein^ jt as a Possible answer to

!
bringing in their low^budget B’s at

(which has the
;

added gimmick
a co?3 t that would make nav
off iri the current market.

“one spot” basis, but from the
manner in which the acts are re-

acting. they don’t like the idea of

going back to a norm in salary.

the Commodore hotel bar.

Surviving are his wife, a son

and three daughters.

MILTON SCHWARZiVALD
Milton Schwarzwaid, 58, motion

picture pioneer and head of Uni-
krA'WiMnl Tm 4- A 4 flVt? 1Y1UClp flP»yersal-lriternational’s music de ;

partment for the last four years*

died March 2 in Hollywood after

a heart attack wliile sitting at his rc . ctithiv
desk ori the loti CHARLES IE SrUDIN
A concert violinist at the age' of Charles IE Studin, 51, an attor-

riine Schwarzwaid opened a store { ney who figured prominently. in a

front: nickelodeon in Chicago in
!
number of music and. theatrical

1907. Later, as an arranger for * agreements, died in New Yoik,

Leo Feist, lie made special ar- March 5, after a long lllnesf,

tools to create music; also played a

number of dates abroad.

j

factor in that it’s about a talking
a cost that would make them pay

mule)* “Great Lover” and Adam’s,
i Rib.” Less fortvmate comedies at

,

[ the b.o, have been
,
“Key to the

City,” “Dear Wife,” “Inspector
General” and “AUvays Leave Them
Laughing,”

Continued from page 1 ;

Continued from page 1

ARTHUR CLAYTON BROWN
. Arthur Clayton Brown, 79, re-

tired soap manufacturer who once
sang in support of Enrico Caruso
and Mary Garden with the Metro-,

politan Opera Co,; died in Orlando,

Fla,, March 5. ^

A wife and stepson survive.

(

Gbtog down the complete list of show . with Hope taking out $20,-.
those pig which .have been playing

ooo tor one day’s work.
around the country during the past ..*

three months . illustrates how dif- Last season, when Hope worked

fuse in type the b,o. winners have some of the AMA spots, deaL was

been. They include “Samson and on a stratght'- pBrcentage .-basiv

Delilah,’ a super-spectacle; “Cin- A 1 en
?,

organization is willing to

derella ” a Disney cartoon feature*- •
give Benny the. same ariangemcpt.' have been switched, on over., the

’ ’ r.i-Aim Kolioirnt; fhof cinir<o ii’c Will-
'

. v' A .

looked like a deserted waterfront

area, were burned at the New York

State Fuel Administration for its

bad tim ing in imposing and 1 ifting

the brownout order. . Firstly, the

brownout ws slapped on over a

weekend when normally peak biz

was leveted off. Secondly,
;

the lift

order was sent down on a Monday
afternoon while Broadway y. man-

agers felt that the . lights could

rangements for A 1 JOlson and other

singers,, He arranged arid con-

ducted music for such shows as

“Molly Darling.” “Be Yourself,”
“Tip Toes” and “The Desert Song.”
On the screen he produced more

than 100 musical shorts and for a

A wife and two sons suvrive.

Mother, 88, of Morgan Farley,

actor, died in New York, Feb. 28.

She is also survived by another son.

Mother, 80, of Herbert Smith,

“The Outlaw,” a western being Group believes that since it ^ v

’ sold on years of publicity on its ihg to take a chance, headliners

Sex angles; “On the Town” and a * so should be willing to gamble.

“Jolspn,” miusicals; “Battleground” Benny is being submitted else-

• and “Iwo Jima,” war pix; “All the. where by Music Corp. of America,
!

Kirig’s Men,” political drama; and deals are reported in the

“Pinky,” Negro problem, ahd process of being finalized. Num-
“Francis,” “Great Lover’’ and ber of dates Benny .will do hasn’t. even though thri first two daysVj,i

v “Adairi- s Rib,” comedies. been determined. the week are. normally slow. It

! Doing moderately Well, but not Hope originally started his one- was felt;, that the only aspect of

so strong comparatively as the o(li- nighter tours at $3,000 guarantee, show business which benefited

. er two, is a third war picture, “1.2 Last season ante, was upped to from the dimout was .;
. television,

O’Ciock. High,” $5,000 and this season calls for whose in-the-parlbr shows gjarn^red

Incidentally, d if f erentia- $10,000 guarantee. heavier viewing.

weekend after news of the coal

strike settlement was definitely in.

. Nitery biz and restaurants,

which were particularly Sloughed
by the absence of people on the

street during the last two weeks,

also . immediately began to perk
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The power, scope and structure

of the American Society of Com-
posers., Authors and Publishers

were clipped under terms of the

consent decrees filed in N. Y. fed-

eral district court yesterday

(Tues ). Consent judgments, en-

tered mutually by the Department
of Justice and ASCAP, affect vir-

tually every facet of show business

in their curtailment of the Society’s

licensing authority;

One of the decrees covers

ASCAP’s domestic operations, and
the other covers its foreign hook-
ups, -

Definitively settling ASCAP’s
hassle with the television industry,

the Society is ordered by the de-

cree to issue, upon request, per-

forming licenses for any compo-
sition in its repertory. Also cov-

ering radio and wired music
services, such as Muzak, the con-

. sent decree orders ASCAP to give

video licenses on a network scale

without requiring separate licenses

for each station.

In the film industry the consent
decree upholds the decision won
by theatre exhibitors over a year
ago when ASCAP was enjoined
from collecting performance royal-

ties in the form of a seat tax. Un-
der the decree ASCAP’S film rev-

enue will derive only from motion
picture producers under a single li-

cense covering performance and
synchronization rights. Licenses
with producers can be made either

( Continued on page 50)

Charleston’s Comeback,
And It Ain’t the C

The Charleston is not only com-
ing back as a popular terp step
among the college and highschool
set—it’s back. Though the dance,
which reached its peak during the
’20s, has not developed a notice-
able New York following, Coast re-
ports indicate it’s in full swing
there.
Fred Astaire dance studio re-

ports the Charleston has become a
hot request item in the 50 Astaire
schools throughout .the country.
Arthur Murray chain reports that
though step isn’t in particular de-
mand in its schools, crbss-country
reports to the New York office in-
dicate it’s developing a youthful
following.

Bendix’s Unique

FOR LAS VEGAS NtTERY
Las Vegas, March 14.

Jack Benny may play his first

nitery date at the highest salary
ever given a performer in a cafe.

Deal is on for Benny to preem the
Desert Inn, Las Vegas, April 24,

for three days at $25,000. Sum
would cover the rest of comic’s
airshow personalities including
Rochester and Phil Harris. Deal is

still to be finalized by Frank
Sennes, Cleveland booker, who is

setting the talent for the spot.

Negotiations have been in prog-
ress for a week with some uncer-
tainty on both sides. Benny has been

.
reported as being wary of playing a

£ cafe, while Serines admits it would
difficult to book a headliner of

equal potency to follow Benny.
Sennet offer to Benny is be-

lieved to be a record for a nitery
Stand; Proportionately it’s higher
than what he got on his Roxy the-
atre, N, Y., date two years ago
when he worked for $40,61)0. plus
overages. Salaries of similar mag-
nitude were paid out ' m Miami
Beach this year. Danny Kaye got
$25,000 weekly at the Beachcomber
and Milton Berle got $4,000 nightly
for a stand at Copa City; While lat-
ter salaries were for individual per-
formers, it’s believed that Benny,
in proportion, would still net more
on $25,000 for three days even

,
though he has to shell out for sup-
port talent.

Hollywood, March 14.

In a precedent-shattering deal

j

Howard Hughes today (Tuesday)
placed. William Bendix under a
seven-year contract to RKO Which

!
permits the actor to appear in tele-
vision as well as motion pictures.
This is the first such contract
signed with an actor by a major
studio, and Bendix becomes the
first star permitted freedom to
multiply his earnings through
video.

Conjecture is rife as to what ef-

fect the RKO-Bendix contract will
have on Hollywood talent, since
majors have doggedly refused per-
mission to their contractees to ap-

(Continued on page 61)

“South Pacific,” which completes
a year’s run April 7, at the Ma-
jestic, N. Y., will have grossed a
total of over $2,635,000 by then,
That’s a one-year-run r ecor d,

even topping the amount piled up
by the original production of

“Show Boat” during its first year
on Broadway.

From present indications, “South
Pacific” will have played to the
standee limit at every perform-
ance for the first year. With a
capacity of just under $50,200, the
Rodgers-Hammerstein musical has
grossed more than $50,600 every
week, hitting a total $54,000 for

the Christmas-New Year’s week,
including the New Year’s Eve per-
formance at increased scale.

In the case of Florenz Ziegfeld’s
original “Show Boat” production,
which opened in February, 1927,
at the Ziegfeld, N. Y., it grossed
$52,000 for the first few months,
but skidded to under $40,000 a
week during the following sum*?

mer, regained capacity tempo ear-

ly In the fall, but dropped to un-
der $40,000 again before complet-
ing a year on Broadway. Like
“South Pacific,” it had a $6 top.

Oscar Hammerstein, II, was lyri-

cist and co-author of the books
of both “Show Boat” and “South
Pacific.” Both musicals were

(Continued on page 63)

Tolies Bergere’ On
B’way By & With O&J

Olsen & Johnson will present
the first American showing of
“Folies Bergere” at the Winter
Garden, N. Y., some time in No*,

vember, Deal, still to be finalized,

was negotiated last week by Bern-
ard Dfclfont, British producer, who
is to supply sets and several per-
formers trom the Paris display.

It’s anticipated that some revi-

sions will be made to permit O&J
to amble through the proceedings
in the role of “American tourists

seeing Paris.” .

O&J have had their greatest suc-
cess at the Winter Garden, having
bfeen continuous tenants there for
more than five years with a suc-

cession of shows which included
“Hellzapoppin,’ ” “Sons of Fun”
and “Laughing Room Only,’’

iami Beach Niteries

Convinced There’s No

Miami Beach, March 14.

Miami Beach cafe operators are
now convinced that there’s no such
thing as a surefire attraction, fol-

lowing the biz debacles of Milton
Berle and Danny Kaye, Berle
wound up his stand at Copa City
with what is estimated to be a $20,-

000 loss for the management,
while the Beachcomber hit a 4jtmi-

lar deficit with the recent engage-
ment of Kaye.
Trade opinion holds ..that the

:

saturation point has beqli.bathed
not only in what operators can
shell out for names, hut also in

tariffs that can be tacked onto the
menu. During Kaye’s date at $25,-

000 per week, a $5 beverage mini-

mum was charged,, while a $6 llq-

(Cdntmued oil page 63)

Washington, March 14.

Sen. Edwin C. Johnson lashed
out at the film industry with a

scathing attack on the Ingrid Berg-
man-Roberto Rossellini affair today
(Tues.V, proposing as an antidote

against such attacks on “American
morals” a revolutionary system of

Federal-controlled licensing for ac-

tors, producers and distributors.
^

Motion Picture Assn, qf. America
issued a formal statement on
Johnson’s proposed bill last night?

declaring it would lead to forma-
tion of a virtual police state if

adopted. Bill has in it, the state-,

ment said, all requisites for strict

Government control of all me-
diums of expression. If it ever be-

comes law, all freedoms will

vanish, according to MPAA.
Claiming that a “stupid film

about a pregnant woman and a vol-

cano has exploited America, with
the usual finesse, to the mutual de-
light of RKO and the debased Ros-
sellini.” Sen. Johnson introduced
his bill on the Senate floor as a
method of “protecting the people
in the future against that kind of

a gyp.” Bill will be turned over
to the committee t&Mnterstate and

(Con’ “d on page 63)

Frank M. Folsom, president of
the Radio Corp. of America, just

can’t understand why Hollywood
doesn't take advantage of televi-

sion and utilize it for its own pur-

pose—that is, benefit of boxoffice

—

by trailerizing the new film prod-
uct over TV. “It’s such a natural
that I should think it would be the
simplest thing for the picture busi-

ness, resourceful as it is, to pro-

duce special video trailers.”

‘The very contrast of what good
pix are in store for the movie fan,”

(Continued on page 63)

Bruno-New York, metropolitan
area distributor for appliances of

several major manufacturers, has
temporarily stopped advertising
RCA-Victor television sets. The
order, which affects radio, video
and newspaper ads, is cued in by
the fact that consumer demand far

exceeds supply and that set output
has been hit by the recent coal

strike.

The curb will be on for at least

30 days, and perhaps longer. Howr
ever, where Bruno has advertising

contracts (for e x amp 1 e, with
WNEW, N. Y., its sole AM outlet),

copy is being switched to plug
other products. Dealerrcoopera-1

tive ads on RCA tele sets are also

being cut. In the past, Bruno has
occasionally stopped advertising

the TV receivers to ballyhoo other
'Tteriffe, but the current order is the

most drastic yeCigsqed.

Sid Silverman, publisher of Va-
riety and Daily Variety, died at

his home in Harrison, N. Y., Friday

j

morning (10) after a lingering ill-

ness at the age of 51. He is Sur-
vived by an only son, Syd, 18, a
senior at Manlius (N. Y.) Military
School, and his mother, Mrs. Sime
(Hattie) Silverinan, widow of the
founder of Variety. Mrs. Sid SiL

j

verman, mother of the Manlius
j

undergraduate, died in New York
. Nov. 12. 1941. She was the former

{

Marie Saxon, musical comedy star
i who had also had a brief career in

I

Hollywood.

’] Like his son, Sid Silverman also
‘ attended Manlius, where he was
i an outstanding athlete. He started

j

early as a Variety staffer. As
'j Skigie, when he was only 7, he was

j

assigned by Sime to “cover” shows.
I The prime accent was on vaude-
! ville because,, as the founder of
• this paper felt, this was the then
j dominant “family entertainment.”
Skigie’s reviews, while editorially
footnoted as “not to be taken seri-

ously,” had a certain amount of
juvenile sagacity in some of their
observations. (A few samples are
reprinted herewith^ In one, Skigie
quite remarkably sounded the key-
note for “the movies” at a time
when vaudeville was king' and “the
flickers” were utilized as “chasers,”
i.e., to insure a more rapid turn-
over).

Patterned after the Sime signa-

ture, almost all Variety staffers

fare limited to a four-letter signa-
ture on reviews. Thus Slcigie was
contracted to Skig> eventually Sid.
The Sirrte and Sid relationship

( Continued on page 2).

EQUITY HOTELS’ TO AID

NEGRO ACTORS ON TOUR
Under the leadership of Actors

Equity, a committee is working to

improve conditions for Negro ac-
tors on tour. The idea is that, be^
sides the obvious injustice of dis-

crimination, the difficulties of tour-*

ing tend to limit employment.
Those affected are mostly Negroes*
it’s believed, but the dearth of
tours available in the south for
mixed casts also hits white em-
ployment.
.
The committee, including repre-

sentatives of various other organ- .

izations besides Equity, is first try-
ing to make available better hotel
accommodations for Negro players.
Such spots would be designated
“Equity hotels,” and stars as well
as regular cast members would be
urged to stop at them while on
tour. Equal train and eating fa-

cilities are also being sought.
Chairman of the committee is

Bill Ross. Other members include
Ralph Bellainy, Fred O’Neill, Edith
Atwater, Cornelia Otis Skinner and
James Gelb, of Equity; producers
Lee Sabinson and George Brandt,
and William Butler, editor of
“Travelguide*” which lists accom-

. modations throughout the country
on the basis of racial discrimina-

1

lion policies.



MISCELLANY

Sid Silverman Dies at 51
Continued from pace 1

was extraordinary in the Broad-
way-Hollywood belt, traditionally

known for its cynicism about sen-

timentality. Some of the offkey

veneer was studiously hardbpiled

to cover lip the underneath soft-

ness. That was the tie between
father and Son which, in a large

measure, Sid passed on to his son.

For example, Sime ceded 50% con-

trol of Variety via a unique
news item. This was before the

parent paper had established the
j

Hollywood arm known as Daily
Variety; The statement was a

tworline item under Literati read-
ing: “With this, Sid Silverman will

learn that he is now 50% owner
of Variety:’’ In 1931 Sid’s name
went on the masthead as president
of Variety, Inc. v

When Sime died on Sept. 22,

1933, he Willed the rest of the doim
inant ownership to Sid, with the

exception of a number of Shares to

certain Variety staffers. Among;
these are the business manager,
Harold Erichs, and the present ed-

itor, Abel Green. They* along with

Manlius Tribute
Manlius, N. Y., March 14.

Manlius Military School here
paid its respects to Sid Silyer-
man, one of the top athletes in

the academy’s history, by drop-
ping its flags at half-mast on
Sunday, while funeral services
were being held in. White
Plains, N. Y.

Chaplain William Judge
spoke glowingly of the late

publisher to the entire student
body at chapel services Sunday
morning.

Sid, comprised the management.
Both Green and Erichs continue in
the operation, along with Arthur
XJngar, who edits Daily Variety.
Syd Silverman will attend college
until ready to step into the man-

j

agement of Variety and Daily
i

Variety, whose majority stock he
*

has inherited.
\

When Sid married Marie Saxon,
(

then a reigning Broadway musical
i

comedy star (Clark & McCuL

'

lough’s “The Ramblers,” Lyle D.
j

Andrews’ “Merry Merry,”) Mayor ]

James J. .Walker sparked many of
the :social activities attendant to
their romance. They were married
by the Rev. John Haynes Holmes
at the Hotel Roosevelt* N. Y., on
May 31, 1924.

As an alumna of the S^con Sis-
ters—actually Polly Saxon was her
mother; latter died in New York
last fall—Miss Saxon continued
professionally as a musicomedy
ingenue. With the advent of sound
she appeared in several Hollywood
pioneer filmusicals. About a year
before Syd was born on Jan, 23,
3931, Marie Saxon retired profes-
sionally.

World's Youngest Critic

As Skigie, Sid Silverman was
"the world’s youngest” — and oft-

times the “toughest”—theatrical
critic* The paper put Skigie -s

stuff down just as he said it or
wrote it, including the many ob-
vious misspellings,.

While at Manlius Sid was three-
time captain of his football, base-
ball and basketball teams, and at
the Same time an honor student
with an 85% average. He was a
bug on speedboats and fast racing
cars.

And he loved to play the 'trap;

drums, sitting in with many a pio-
neer jazz band, including the Orig-

inal Dixieland combination at Reis-

enweber's, with Ted Lewis, and
Jimmy JDurante’s band when he
was at Pabst’s in Harlem.
; When Sid came down from Mam
lius vacations to visit the family
he continued covering the shows*
such as the roadhouses or the sum*
mer vaudeville at Brighton Beach
or Coney Island. In 1913 he made
his first voyage to London, cross-

ing on the same boat with Irving
Berlin to see the then just discov-

ered “America's ,• ragtime king”
wow "the Britishers at the Palla*

dium.
During the height of the 1919

White Rats strike, there were re-

ports of “working on Sime through
his hoy.” Sime sent Sid away, with
a bodyguard. This was the year a

disgruntled actor took a shot at

Sime from the street, through the
window of the Variety office, then
situated on the Broadway and 45th
street corner where Loew’s State
theatre now stands* The bullet hit

Sime’s rolltop desk; he continued
editing copy unperturbed.
Weaned* on viaudeville, Sid's

close association with his father
gave him an unusually keen in-

sight on all forms of show busi-

ness. He grew up with, the sundry
transitions from vaudeville to pres-

entation houses; saw the prmVol-
steadian “lobster palaces” (Shari-

ley’s, Rector’s, Reiseriweber’s ) be-

come the speaks of the Prohibition
era and nightclubs of post-repeal;

saw the silents go talker; the up-
coming of radio arid the broad hor-

izons of video,

His Vision on Television

Television was a completely new
excitement all over again to Sid*

He had the same vision about
video as did Sime when the latter

long anticipated the decadence of
vaudeville and the upsurge of films

as a popular mass entertainment*
To Sid, though, the show was*, al-

ways the thing. Video was just

another manifestation—a new me-
dium; a variation of the theme*
But, he figured, the fundamentals
were the same as in all other
media. “You can't fool the cus-

tomers with poor shows,” he said,

in television's earliest days, when
the TV novelty appeal was domi-
nant. He foresaw how quickly
mere novelty must wear off.

Sid had his own ideas on what’s
right arid wrong with video sports-

casting. His analyses in Variety
of sports, camera technique, know-
how in projecting the action of the
game made sharp impact on TV
sportscasters and cameramen.
“Who cares about seeing the pig-

skin (or baseball) in flight against
the sky; show ’em the field action,

(the blockers or runners), etc.,” he
commented in one chairside ap-
praisal.

His editorials were read widely
and frequently commented upon.
When illness precluded a regular
office routine, he pounded out
editorials from his Harrison home,

• and they hit hard. And often* His
film reviews especially were studies

j

in objectivity, and a review signed
I Sid always had the respect of the
. industry. His credo for reviewing
I was: “Be hard—but never hard to

|

the point of destroying the people
you are reviewing. Make them
feel, when they’re reading their
pan notice, that you’re still some-
one trying to help them out, that
you’re a friend with an arm arqund
thei r shoulder giving some friendly
advice.”
Through the years, as he became

more and more immersed in show
business and became known as one
of its foremost commentators on

Vedncficlay, March IS,

f

The following reviews are by Sid Silverman, written
in 1909, when he was 10 years old and signed his Variety
notices under the name of

(<
$kigie”„ He was then known

as “the worlds youngest professional critic
”

The reviews were printed just as they were written^
misspellings and all.

‘Skigie’ at the

Thinks Melville Ellis the Best
Act in Town, Likes the
Animals, and Is Spire

on His Mother

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE

Currently
LATIN QUARTER
NEW YORK
Booked By

Associated
BOOKING CORP.

• ’

. . S .

|

the passing scene,. Sid still main-

tained a love for sports* Football

was his first love, and he traveled

fpr to see a game that caught his

fancy. Though he never weighed
more than 135 pounds, he was a

scrappy quarterback when he was
at Manlius and the captain of the

team though its lightest ihember.

He had a terrific sense of humor;
lie had to in order to organize

a baseball team on Variety. He
dropped the team when a film

reporter rriistook a winging sparrow

|

for a fly ball. It was the final bird

in a losing season.

It was Sid who started a minor
sports department on Variety,
and it he ivas. who wrote a column
“picking the football winners”
which subsequently was widely
copied by syndicated sports prog-
nosticators. “Gosh, I'm really

lousy,” he laughingly commented
on his low average. The next
season he fired himself and hired

;

Benny Friedman, the former Michi-
gan Univ. All-American, to make.

;
the selections. At one time he so

'

impressed the N Y. Herald Tribune
' with his football lore, that he was
asked to cover some of the games,
which he did as an accredited by-
liner.

Manlius was originally St.

John’s-Manlius. Chapel was com-
pulsory. Just as Sid years ago

j

phoned Sime, Wanting to know
about religous distinctions, so in
later years did he tell Syd, “All re-
ligion is good; absorb what you
want from chapel, reject what you
don’t believe in.”

A simple funeral service was
held at McMahon Funeral Home,
White Plains, N. Y., on Sunday
afternoon (12). Rabbi Lawrence
W. Schwartz conducted, There
were no eulogies, no pallbearers.
Advertised as “private;” services
were limited only to the imme-
diate family, the Variety staffers
and intimate friends. General R. W.
Barker, head of Manlius, who was
on Gen. Eisenhower’s staff, came
in especially for the services. . So
did Capt. Leibert D. Sedgwick, fac-
ulty officer of Company C, Syd’s
company, as did Dr. Harry Kallet,
a trustee of Manlius and the de-
ceased’s football coach' at the acad-
emy. Cremation followed at Fern-
cliff, N. Y., where his wife’s ashes
also repose. Abel Green.

(“SKIGIE* is TO years of age.

His comment is not printed to be
accepted seriously^ but rather as |:

the juvenile impression,)
The Colonial was packed this

afternoon (Monday matinee). Van
Camp came on first arid he does
some good tricks; and I liked the
little pig best and it drank milk
from, milk .bottle just like a baby,
and I didn’t care so much for the
Maj estic Four, .

: The funny man
wore a suit turned around arid they
played that same piece (“William
Tell”) and I’m getting sick hear-
ing it so much.
The program had four people for

Felix and Barry and there were
Only two. ;

Elfie Fay was - mad about some-
thing. We could hear her talking
about it where we sat and I didri’t

care for her.
Vii'ginia Harned has a funny

nose and I didn’t care for her
sketch and we had to wait a long
time for the curtain to go tip for
her act and I wonder what was
the matter.

Melville Ellis is the best act in

town and he played arid played
until a fresh guy in the gallery
said something.

I liked William Gould and I
1

caught onto his stuttering story
after a little while and Valeska
Suratt looked all right but she
can’t sing.

The Four Fords used to dance
'

better and I liked the “Lazy
Moon” song the girls used to sing
better than the one they sing now,
arid the boys looked- fine in the
blue suits, and Raffayette’s Dogs
were good, but mot so good as the
act with the drunken dog and the
mart stood on his head on the
dog’s back and I thought that a
good stunt.

I’m sore on my mother because
I didn’t see the moving, picture
and my mother made me skiddoo j

then. I’d rather see the pictures
than a show and when I’m 13 years
old I’m going to do what I want to,

‘Skigie’ Claims He

Knows a Chorus Girl

Goes tp 125tli Street; Growls
Because It Is Still Cold,

; arid Saya Eva Taiiguay
Had a ‘Grouch On’

The first act was Doelseh arid
Ziilbauor (125th Street, Wedriesday
evening). They play accordeons;
They were very bad. A man does
tricks with his teeth next (The ky-
asyas), arid the woman with her
hair. I’d like it better if they would
guit that shooting.
Barry arid Wolford sing songs

and talk about Theiriselves. They’d
be singing yet . but they made the
audience shut up, and they were
fair. Grace Scott has a very nice
act (“DiVorcoiiis”). I like the man
in the act. The act is funny.

,

Bobby North went good and he
was a riot. That’s what Charlie
says. There was one girl hi our
row and she went crazy over Bobby
North, and he is very good. Every-
body hear her was laughing at her
and not at Bobby North. Monroe
and Mack liave a bad act (“Taking
the Third Degree”), and I don’t
think it is funny, but I have seen
badder acts

,
than that.

Eva Tanguay is very good, and
she has some new songs. She had
such a grouch on she wouldn’t take
a bow and the theatre was packed,
and it was as cold as it was the
other week before. She sang “I

Don’t Care,” and the leader got
mixed up and she said “She’s mad
again,” and she went very well.

“The; N a k e d Truth” is a

funny act, and I know one of the
chorus girls (Mary Manson), and
she’s prettier now than When I

used to know her* and they have
too much singing in it. The sailor

that sings is rotten.

‘Skigie’ Shakes the Hand

Of James J. Jeffries
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Cold at 125th Street

Says He Wouldn’t Fight

Jeffries, or Jeffries’ Son;
Wants to Know What
‘’Failing for the Ladies’

Means

Thinks the ‘Green Veil
Woman’ Would Look Better
Were Her Face Fully
Covered, and Says the

Moving Picture
Is Bad

Both UJA and Concerts
Eddie Cantor leaves Hollywood

tomorrow (Thurs.) for a series 6f
concert and speaking dates. He
tees off in Pittsburgh March 19
at a dinner for the United Jewish
Appeal. Two days later (21 ) , lie’ll

do his one-man Carnegie Hall
(N. Y. concert— ‘My 40 Years
in Show Business”—with proceeds
going to the children’s camp which
he helps maintain*
Comedian follows with a Cin-

cinnati speaking date for UJA,
March 26; another “40 Years” at
the Music Hall, Cleveland, March
26; Detroit for UJA, the following
night, and on March 28 lectures at
the Masonic Auditorium/ Roches-
ter. Cantor is also slated for a
talk under UJA auspices in Nor-
folk, April 2, and winds up his
talk-tour by mounting the rostrum
at William & Mary College, Wil-
liamsburg, Va.

Cantor will tape his “Take It or
LeaVe -It” airer for Eversharp in
New York March 30 and 31.

The 125th Street was so cold I

almost froze. Howard’s Ponies had
the greatest finish for an animal
act I ever saw. They played the
bells all right, but one pony the
man had to touch or he wouldn’t
play. Al Carlton was a tall, thin
fellow who sang some songs and
told some jokes that were funny.
Emmett Devoe in an act (“In

Dreamland” ) is good. They use
fire or something like that in the
act, and “The Woman With the
Green Veil” only covers half her
face, and why don’t she cover the
whole, face. She would look; much
better, arid I didri’t like the song
she sang,
Ryan and Richfield were next,

but r don’t think it was Miss Rich-
field; another lady* took her place.
Mr. Ryan did a funny little dance.
The hit of the show was Alice
Lloyd. She sang two new, songs
and looked nicer than ever. Next
was Annette Kellerman. She is the
greatest woman diver I ever saw.
The “Australian Splash” that she
does I can do* She goes in side-
ways from the springboard. The
plays “Diabolo” before she goes
in' swimming.
“The Angel Child” was the pic-

ture and it was rotten.
I almost forgot Ruth Allen (and

“Her Johnnies”). They were no
better than the pictures. I used to
do that drill five years ago with
Henrietta and Josh. •

The Goyt Trio is fair (Lincoln

Square, Monday evening). I like

the dogs. One dog did a good
trick. Mills and Morris are two
girls who make up as minstrel girls

and tell jokes and each sings. I

didn’t care so much for the singing.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Lucas did

some “Scenes From Dickens,” and
the only one I

; knew was “Poor
Joe,” but I’d rather read football

stories than Dickens, and the Mu-
sical SpillerS are four colored men
and one woman and they play dif-

ferent instruments and I liked

them because they didn’t play noisy

ones.
Maude Odell has a new act since

i saw her before and behind and
the first one Was bad arid this one
is worse and she had six girls with
her and when she stood with an
American flag and an English flag

the gallery yelled. Charles Sweet
plays the piano and maybe he can’t

play. He gave imitations on the

pianoiof a banjo, a harp, a fife arid

drum corps going up the street,

arid it was firie.

The big boy was next—James J.

Jeffries;. He must be more than
six feet tall. First he comes on
arid jiimps rope. I liked him. Next
he wrestled, then they play ball

and he did a good stunt with the

chair leaning waybackwards' and
coming up again*

I met Mr. Jeffries before he

came on arid I must have looked
like a shrimp next to. him. He
asked me if I would fight him and

I said “No,” and then he asked me
if he had a little boy would I fight

him and I said “No” again, and I

guess I’m wise. Now I know two
fighters, Mr, Jeffries and Kid Mc-
Coy.

This was the first time I ever

saw Lucy Weston in vaudeville. I

saw her before in “The Follies*”

i (Continued on page 22)
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Matty Fox, who failed of re-elec-

tion to ^he Universal board last

week as the result of the, surprise

appearance of a stockholder with
enough proxies to get himself
elected, will be renamed to the
directorate within a few weeks.
Shareholder who supplanted Fox

oh the board in a dramatic coup
that had the management momen-
tarily, non-plussed is John G. Ei-

dell, a former U statistician, who
is now associated with a California
stock brokerage firm.

Eidell’s success in electing him-
self to the board at the annual
stockholders meeting in Wilming-
ton. Del., last

. Wednesday ( 8 ) is

said to represent no criticism of
the management. Eidell explained
Afterward to several of the direc-

tors that his action was entirely a
personal one and was in no sense
an effort to unseat the present ex-
ecutive setup.

It was for that reason that the
action was particularly surprising
in the election of directors of

.
a

major corporation. Proxy fights, in
which a group of shareholders at-

tempt to get representation on a
hoard, are not unusual. But; to
have an unknown stockholder act-
ing virtually on his own suddenly
appear On the scene was particu-
larly disconcerting. U got a brief
hint of What , would happen in a
phone call Eidell made to prexy
Nate J. Blumberg in frew York
the night before the meeting; He
said as a courtesy he wanted to

(Continued on page 25)

ASCAP Decree
;

Government ,consent decree
in the ASCAP anti-trust suit
was handed down in N. Yv fed-
eral district court yesterday
(Tttes.).

Details on the decision's im-
pact on the film industry on
page i.

Reduction of clearances by the CIJ n!A
major film companies, designed Mfl bFdUnUU) DlOpiCi
for a faster playoff Of feature prod? Sid Grauman Who died last

h?,
1 week* may be the subject of ceh

——
..

.

-

f • Warner Bros, has reportedly set
n* i i%« • n next Aug. 31 as the target date for

Old brauman DlOPlCl : divorcement of its theatres, despito

0 .
•

_ ' r . , - the recent New : York court deci-
Sid Grauman, Who died last sion allowing it* three years to un^

tive costs as ranidlv as possible T
e
-j .

y
. .

su 01 cei* load its circuit. Company is uu-uve coses ^as rapiaiy as possipm, luloid immortalization. Two pro- Herctond nuchin & ahead with tnlk«
IS?? ducers, immediately after his dekth

. SELZNICK
Sir Alexander Korda is due in

New York from London within the
next two weeks. He’s coming to
testify before special master Rob-
ert p. Patterson in his battle with
David O. Selznick over /‘Gone to
Earth,’' which Korda and Selznick
produced in England.
Judge Patterson last week

viewed a rough black-and-white
version of the film in New York in
order to see whether or not it ad-
hered to the screenplay. Points
at issue are Selznick’s charge that
Korda made unauthorized charges
and his demand that switches be
made in the pic. He claims, among
other things, that his wife, Jenni-
fer Jones, Who stars, will be dam-
aged * professionally by the film as
it stands.

First hearings in the case will
probably be held this week, but
they will merely be with the law-
yers to set procedural points and
future dates.
Michael Powell, who actually

produced the film, will also likely
come to New York to give testi-

mony. His partner, Ermeric
Pressburger, will not make the
trip.

OK Now,

vue aacK in n.i. next vvk.

United Artists prexy Grad Sears
expects to be. back in New York
by next week, following a slight
heart attack suffered in Palm
Beach last Friday (10). Sears has
been in a hospital since the at-
tack and his wife flew south to join
him. Hi$ condition, however, was
said not to be serious.
The UA topper has been in com-

munication with his . office by phone
since the^ attack. He has been
having ticker trouble for the past
several years and has been under
doctor’s orders to take it easy.

Eye Ricketson for Gov.
Denver, March 14.

Party leaders are urging Frank
H. Ricketson, Jr., president of Fox-
Intermountain Theatres, to run for
the Republican nomination for gov-
ernor in the August primaries.
Two years ago they tried to get

Ricketson to run for the U. S. Sen-
ate, but he refused.

Hollywood, March 14.

Gone are the days when it was
not: uncommon' for a picture to be
shelved for a year, two or even
three years. System which came
into being, soon after the outbreak
of World War II has been dis-
carded ip favor, &f

.
the fast-order

procedure of prep 'em- shoot ’em
and release .'em. While an ap-
proximate average of . 10 months
elasped between windup of lensing
and date of release for a film dur-
ing the war years, time difference
between canning and release is

now down to a little under, five

months.

With plenty of money
.
to play

around with during the plus war
years, studios Were able to afford
to throw a picture into a delayed
backlog and wait for just, the op-
portune moment for its

;
release.

Policy was especially predominant
at Warners, where such films as
“Arsenic and Old Lace,’’ “Saratoga
Trunk,” “The Horn Blows At Mid-
night,” “Cinderella Jones” and
“Devotion" were held back from

(Continued on page 61)

H’wood Stars in Italy

Angled for Cuffo Roles

In Tourism Bally Shorts
Washington, March 14.

Enit, the official Italian tourist

agency, is planning to make 10
two-reel entertainment shorts with
Economic Cooperation Administra-
tion’s assistance and exhibit them
in this country to promote tourist

trade to Italy. Project has been
quietly under way for several
months, it was learned today.

The proposed films would fea-

ture American name stars who
would be approached to give their

services gratis while they are in

Italy. Production would be under
the supervision of an emplolyee of

the ECA Rome office who has pro-
duced documentaries in the past

on the European recovery program
for ECA.

In addition, the films would be
shipped to other countries, in each
instance to make a profit which
could be used by Enit to promote
tourism.'

The plan includes making a

sample two-reeler which would be
sent to the United States to show.
American distributprs. what the se-

ries would be like. Then a con-
tract would be made with one dis-

tributor for the entire series. Urir

der the program, the Italian tour-

ist agency would receive 20o,-

000,000 lira from the special tech-

nical assistance lira fund, with the

shorts averaging 20,000,000 lira

apiece in cost. At the present rate

of exchange, the lira is 625 to the

dollar.

Trouble in Canada
Toronto, March 14.

The Canadian Cooperation Proj-

ect, devised by U. S. film com-
panies to stimulate tourism in this

country, has become the storm

(Continued on page 22)

of Sid Grauman.'

ing to some exhibitors, too mariy
^ TiSflcatlng^they *?^ing ^ a c«onsent ki*{

films clear their territories so fast - ^ j •

s naicatin
f.

in
- y it hopes to have signed within 60SS th£e TfKm* a
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yarnS °" the Vet

t
Paramourits entry at the Motion

picture Assn, of America title bm definitely to have agreed that theysay, the majors may find they lose ^ au W!), HniivWnhd " whim a
.S

niieiy }° .-nave.agreea max xpey
more money by reducing Clear- will remain on the same side of

ances than they make upthrough and ‘^hP ^e ^nc<v a1
.

1 sticking to Produ<>
a faster playoff. X '

n? UiH rSman -
Tiie tion-distributing. That removes a

Other exhibs, however, favor the
stofy of Sld °rauman

:
, , major potential for long delays in

system of clearances presently set - , _ #
the decree talks with ^ie Dept, of

do’thfneemaTpSfnaTob^n 1 SkOHI*^ FlVlIHF " Plan which the Warners envisage

them ThTK was put" fortS i

JIkUUI d* * 1J U,5 is similar to that of the RKO de-

al the 20th-Fox showmanship meet-
. . _ > . .

“-ee. Shares will be spin two for

ing in Chicago last week by indie DaIaka DnM|.
one

- ^ac!> stockholder will get

circuit operator Harry Brandt. He VlSlt KfilOFfi KSHK “"a
share

.
m ‘he p,ct“re

declared he • could not go aldng fMU ItOim and one in the new theatre com-

with the idea of pictures clearing • pany. Other stockholders wiU.be

a city too fast, as propounded by P »1 f— Jl_ &le both shares, but .the

United Paramount Theatres prez NailC
. fAlf . AlflPFtf2) ^ar

?
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,?
e11

•
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Leonard GoldensOn. But, he said, UflllO 1VI rUIICI lltt theatre holdings. That’s similar

the majors must concentrate on I „ ol : , J .

*9 what Howard Hughes is forced

pushing each’ film to the hilt prior Spyros Skouras jumped the gun to do m the RKO situation,

to its release; In that way, he his colleagues by flying to Lon- Freres Had .considered having

nninted out word-of-mouth starts f don Sunday (12) for huddles with the company 1

sell off the circuit and

buildfng even before a picture
; J Arthur Rank. The British pic then issue a cash dividend to the
tycoon leaves London for New stockholders out of the proceeds,

(Continued on page 17) \ York today (Wednesday) arid the This, it was feared, however, might
*“

:
“ 20th-Fox topper reportedly wants to open them to a minority stock-

continued on page 17)

cbnfab with him before Rank talks (Continued on page 25)
• ..‘‘ i

confab with him before Rank talks
with other company chieftains in

lh

Skouras may also be on hand in WALLIS'HAZEN SELL
;

London to greet Eric Johnston and ^DAVn’ 1 AA0/ TA DAD
Ellis Arnall when they arrive for i mV 1UU^ 1U i All

‘ their exploratory talks OTth Harold Wallis-Hazen, Inc., in an unusual
j
Prez on the British B°ard deal recently consummated, trails-

tion

was
the moment by Mord Bogie, prexy neJ^^eek -

, ^ ; lease this month, “stars Robert
of Schroder - Rockefeller, W a i l 20th prexy was

,

not certain Cummings and Lizabeth Scott,
street investment house, yesterday how lopg be d be abroad, but his Film was “made for Paramount’s
(Tuesday). It was disclosed on the (Continued on page 22) account” by producer Hal Wallis
Coast Monday (13) by producer —

• in lieu of a picture which was to
Jack Wrather that he had tied up /i/\v fkiifi/Apn ht havebeerimadeabroadforthedis-
With the firm for production of (jULUW I N d IWUN IH IN trib. Wallis-Hazen was to have
a series of films abroad.

mi ir hnnAnr fliirvii/i made two overseas and only did
Bogie said in New York that the N Y KK|»()kE SAILING on®

i

Schroder - Rockefeller group was •

. 4
Unit releases through Par,

primarily interested in providing Samuel- .Goldwyn is due back in
.

dollar financing for pix to be shot New York next Sunday (19). He’ll*

in England and on
.
the Continent, remain for a month or so, pending

It won’t even consider, he declared, his departure for Europe, where
the possibility of Hollywood pro- he’ll look into foreign production

duction until it is assured that possibilities.
:

.

account” by producer Hal Wallis
in lieu of a picture which was to
have been made abroad for the dis-
trib. Wallis-Hazen was to have
made two overseas and only did
one.
Unit releases through Par,

iwutai . until it aoouicu uiat' ri i 7 .•

filmmaking abroad is not satisfac- .

Goldwyn was recently east for

tory. about a month, returning to the

0 ^jj Coast to supervise final editing on
Financier said that his firm

0£ poom »v which has now
(Continued on page 25) beep completed.(Continued On page 25)
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Influence of Lent, Federal ’in-

come tax deadline and stormy
;

weather all are being felt at the
|

boxoffice this week. In some key
|

cities covered by Variety, slow
,

economic conditions also are being
,

reflected in dwindling biz.

“Cinderella” (RKO

l

1

,
which was

,

national champ, last week, again :

is finishing first with every spot

big to smash. Despite adverse con--

;

ditions, the Walt Disney opus will

roll up better than $120,000 in

keys covered, currently . by Va-
riety; Ability of color cartoon fea-

ture to hold up on extended-runs

and do remarkably fine night trade

marks its
.

dates this week.
“Francis” ( Ul is a strong sec-

ond with excellent to great biz in

a majority of some 13 spots where
current, Strength of this comedy
is all the more unusual because
not having benefit of major circuit

outlets. “Nartcy Goes to Rio”

. ( M-G ) is pushing up to. third po-

sition while “Samson and Delilah”

( Par ) is wiridirig up fourth. Latter

is being hurt by lack of many new
playdates this round.

Fifth money goes to “Young
Man With Horn” (WB ) , same as

last week. “12 O’clock High”
(20th ) is down to sixth while
“Key to City” is showing sustained

stability to take over seventh slot.

“Outlaw” (RKO ) is eighth, with
“Willie Comes Marching Home”

,

(20th) rounding out Big Nine list. :

Because biz is so evenly split up
among a record number of first-

runs this session, there are more
.

than usual number of runner-up i

pictures; In order of strength }

these are: “Heiress” ( Par ) , “Red
Shoes” (EL); “Love Happy”
(UA J

,

•

“East Side” (M-G > , “Ma-
laya” (M-G) , “AmbUsh” .-( M.-G) ,

•

“Dakota Lii” (20th) and . “Mon-
tana” (WB). :

. “j8ucdaneei’
,

s Girl” . ( U > . and
“Singing Guns” (Rep) shape as

brightest newcomers on basis of

showings this frame. “Girl” shapes
fast in Chi, fine In Detroit and
good in Minneapolis. “Guns” :

preem in St. Loui^ gave the Fox
its greatest week in months. .“Per-

fect Strangers”. ( WB ) / “Outriders”
(M-G) and “Black Hand” (M-G)

,

were hurt by desultory biz condi-

ditions in N. Y., where teed off

this round.
“Sundowners” ( EL) is nice in

1

Buffalo. “Foolish Heart” ( RKO )

,

|

neat in Boston, looks sturdy in
;

Montreal. “Paid in Full” (Par) j

shapes fair in. Philly and Frisco.
|

j

“Iwo Jima” (Rep), nice in De- •

• troit, looms great in Montreal.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on

,

! Pages 10-U) 1
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Tn the hope of ‘getting the quiclc-+
est possible decision outlawing

state and mimicipal. censorship,

film industry will go to the U.

Supreme Court today (Wednesday)

br tomorrow with a petition ashing

it to review the “Curley case. Pe-

tition Will attack bluenosing on the

four broadest grounds available, in

a plea that the tribunal edict a

blanket nix on pre-release censor-

EinjfeUTs First European
FnlW Rptiiirrinfi’ [actress’ contract with nun.

;
ne

inp
>
r liner tveiurmng

| demands $50,000 more as punitive

Sues Morris Agency

For 80G in Client Loss
Los Angeles, March 14.

Damage suit for $80,000 was filed

against the William Morris agency

by Leon Lance, agent, who charges

the Morris office with snatching

one of his clients, Terry Moore.

Lance declares he lost $30,000

through the severance of- the

contract with him. JHe

Meantime, attorneys for Louis de

ROcliemont and. Film Classics are

also moving toward- the Supremo

Court in their fight,
t
v
!l
ichr^r

•"Lost Boundaries as \is focal

point, for outlawing state and local

scissors-wielders.

The
figured by <

Lost Boundaries" case is

attorneys to be in a

. The Charlie (Mae) Einfelds are

making their first European trip

March 23 aboard the Queen. Mary.

It’s also on business, contacting

20th-Fox distribution/ points in

London, Paris and Rome. They
may *fly back, in order to extend

the Continental o.o.

Also aboard the QM will be
A. Ben Fuller, son of Sir Benjamin
Fuller, the Australian impresario,

and associated with his father in

Down Under operations. This; was
the younger Fuller’s first visit to

the States since 1926. He is re-

turning to Sydney via London.

damages.

to

’Cinderella’ Into Summer,

Creating RKO

setting a broad decision
.

by tbe

High Court that films fall into the

same category as The press and

therefore are free from censorship

iinder the First Amendment to the

Constitution.

•Curley” raise was brought by

producer Hal Roach and distribu-

tor United Artists in Memphis and

joined by tile Motion Picture Assn,

of America, The Tennessee W
preme court refused to lift the ban

imposed by Memphis, censor Lloyd

T. Binford on the basis that _no

evidence was presented that U

A

was entitled to do business in the

state,

Lawyers foresee a possibility

that the Supreme Court will .up-

hold the Tennessee court on that

technical point rather than issuing

a decision which would settle the

basic point of films* rights to the

same Constitutional, privileges as

the press. “Lost Boundaries’’ suit,

on the other hand, is clearly on the

Constitutional issue and cant be

sidestepped, the legalites figure.

Paradoxical Battle

Paradoxically, .-while the indus-

try is embroiled on one side in

challenging the right of films to

freedom of censorship, it is em-

battled on the other in defense of

its own self-censOrship regulations.

Two foreign film men, Joseph

Burstyri and Paul Graetz, within

the past few weeks have challenged

the MPAA’s Production Code Ad-

ministration as a result of its re-

fusal to give seals to “Bicycle

Thief’’ and “Devil in the Flesh.’

Petition to the Supreme Court

asking it to take jurisdiction in the

•‘Curley" suit must be filed before

Fr.iday'(17). It has been prepared

by Edward C. Raftery, counsel for

UA and Roach in New York, and
Hamilton L i tt 1 e, of Memphis.
MPAA is footing the bill on the

test, although it is expected that

UA and Roach will contribute to

the cost When all the expenses have

finally been tallied.

Censorship is challenged in the

petition as illegal on its own. Ad-
ditionally, industry plea claims that

the Memphis ban was in restraint

of trade; that it violated the con-

stitutional injunction on freedom
of the press; and that both the

Memphis city and Shelby county
boards acted without due process.

In a direct crack at the Tennes-
see supreme court, the petition

contends that this appeals bench
deliberately sidestepped the cen-

sorship issue by injecting into the

case a question Whether UA was
doing business in the state. Court
said UA was so acting without first

filing a certificate and could not
therefore sue in the state.

Memphis ban on “Curley” was
handed down in 1947. Objection
to the pic was based on a sequence
showing white children playing
with Negroes. When an appeal
Was pressed to the Tennessee su-

preme court, decision, denied lift-

ing of the bait, although the court
criticized the action of the Mem-
phis board.

Pledging cooperation with the

.Motion ..Picture- "Assn, of America
despite that organization’s refusal

to grant distribution seals to the
Italian-made “Bicycle Thief"; and
the French-made “Devil ini the

Flesh,’’ some 50 independent dis-

tributors and reps of foreign film

producers unanimously agreed to

form a mutual trade association at

a meeting held Monday (13) at the

Hotel Astor, N. Y.
New body, which as yet hasn’t

decided upon a name, was .said to

represent a logical step for indies

in the foreign film field since their

business reportedly has grown to

a point where an exchange of col-

lective experiences and informa-
tion would be helpful. Two-hour
conclave saw the participants elect

Morris Ilelprin of LondonJjFilms
(Korda), temporary chairman,
while Lillian Gerard, of Pathe
Cinema, was named acting execu-
tive secretary.

Formation of the organization,
assertedly stems from rising num-
ber of films imported since the
war, coupled

.
wtih expanding au-

diences and development of the art

house circuit. Aims of the asso-
ciation, as stated at the initial

meet, call for improvement of trade
practices; setting up a clearing
house of information available to
distributors, exhibitors and pro-

“Cinderella” which, with a pos-

sible $5,000,000 : domestic gross in

sight, appears certain to be Walt

Disney’s biggest earner since

“Snow White,” was the source of

a hassle last week between RKO
and Harry Brandt. Distrib is pull-

ing the pic from Brandt’s Mayfair

on Broadway Easter Sunday (April

9), so it can open in 90 to 100 New
York metropolitan keys the follow-

ing day.

Brandt had a fouivweek deal for
j

the pic, but wanted to keep run-
j

ning it into the summer on the

basis of its strong b.o: Its Easter

Sunday exit will give it six and a

half weeks at the Mayfair.

RKO and Disney were unwilling

for it to stay indef since they

wanted to take advantage of the

school holiday Easter week to get

it into as many engagements as

possible. They also preferred to
j

avoid having to play off the pic in

New York during the warm
weather.

The Easter Monday plan is for

bookings similar to those given

“Stromboli” by RKO recently. It

will include the RKO metropolitan

circuit, plus the houses of most of

the indie chains in the areal

Pic has proved a , surprising

grosser in that, contrary to experi-

ence with most Disney product, it

is doini'big night biz, getting large

adult audiences. The $5,000,000

gross now being looked for would
make the pic second only to “Snow
White” in Disney grosses. Latter
garnered $6,000,000 when, released

in 1937.

Kramer-Glass Back
After N.Y. Publicity Binge
Stanley Kramer and George

Glass, who haive been in. New York

for the past three weeks confab-

bing with United Artists on re-

lease Of “The Men,” train out for

the Coast Friday (17). Kramer,

who produced the film, and Glass,

associate producer, have also been

doing interviews and other public-,

ity. Pic will be released in Au-

gust, v

Teresa Wright, who co-stars with

Marion Brandb, arrived in New
York from the Coast yesterday

(Tuesday) for further publicity on

the pic. She was accompanied by

her husband, Niven Busch. He’s

east to confab With RKO h,o. execs

bit campaign for his hew, film, “The

Capture,” in which Miss Wright

co-stars with Lew Ayres.

Graetz Appeals vs. ‘Devil’

Nix in Wire to Johnston
Paul Graetz, whose “Devil in the

Flesh” has been refused a distri-

bution seal by the Motion Picture

Assn, of America, charged in New
York this week that it’s “utterly

ducers; closer relations with for-
1 impoSsible to produce pictures in

!

bally
EuroPe within the regulations put

(Continued on page 61)

Hollywood, March 14.

Low-budget B film producers,

finding it increasingly difficult to

turn - a profit on their product un-

der current market conditions,

have been looking into Jerry Fair-

banks’ new multi-camera process

as a possible means .
of cutting

costs. Fairbanks has already hud-

dled with top representatives of

Universal, Monogram and Repub-
lic, and other companies are also

eyeing the process, which may re-

sult in the film industry’s first

actual takeover of a system devel-

oped originally for television.

Chief savings for the B produc-

ers if they grab onto the niultiv

cam process will be in reduced
shooting time; System comprises

a three-camera chain, each camera
being equipped with enough raw
stock to shoot simultaneously from
three different angles; Producer
using the system thus saves the

tremendous time and money usual-

ly consumed in retakes. Cameras
can also be equipped with elec-

tronic view-finders, which will per-

mit a producer or director to see

what each camera is lensing at the
(Continued on page 25)

Magnani in U.S. Trip

For ‘Volcano’ Dubbing
Italian star Anna Magnani is re-

portedly planing out of Rome for
New York and Hollywood Friday*
(17). She’s coming to the U. S. to
do the dubbing on “Volcano,” Wil-
liam Dieterle production in which
she starred in Italy last summer.

Dieterle had planned using the
voice of an American actress, but
has retreated in deference to Miss
Magnani’s plea that any voice but
her own wouldn’t do the job jus-
tice. She has had some difficulty

in making arrangements to come
to Hollywood, however, since she
has a seven-year-old child who is

a polio victim.
Film will be distribbed In U.

by Motion Picture Sales Cprp.

Par Sues Writer For

s.

Minneapolis, March 14.

Responding to another North
Central Allied pica, Archbishop J. .!

G. Murray, of the Twin City Cath-
olic Archdiocese, has modified his
directive against theatres playing

|

the Legion of Decency condemned
pictures.

in force 20 years ago for the
makers of Hollywood films,” Solu-

tion to the difficulty, he pointed
out in a wire to MPAA prez Eric

Johnston, is an amendment to the
Production Code which would ex-

empt foreign producers from the
code’s provisions.

In appealing to Johnston for

special dispensation for foreign
product, Graetz urged that such
films produced by friendly nations
and made within the. requirements
of the laws of their country and
“recognized as an achievement of
art, shall be free to be screened in
theatres belonging or affiliated

with your organization within the
judgment of the theatre manage-
ment alone.”

Graetz noted that the French
film industry* aside from its home
[market, is now forced to turn to
the U. S. playing time, now that
central European countries have
been cut off as a distribution out-
let. In prewar times, he said, Cen-
tral Europe was a main source of
income for French producers, Lat-
ter’s financial return from Amer-
ica, he added, is severely restricted
inasmuch as lack of an MPAA seal
prevents nationwide distribution.

In an effort to adjust the situa-
tion, Graetz disclosed that the

Chaplin Denies

Asking Citizenship
!

<iualIy from the

f “Stromboli,” Which winds up its

first month of release today
(Wed ), is now figured by RKO
sales toppers to do. under $1,000,-

000 in domestic, gross. Iiigrid Berg-
ipan-Roberto Rossellini film, . on
that basis, will wind up as a severe
loss to RKO.
Meantime, another RKO release,

“The Outlaw,” continues to show
surprising

.
power, with domestic

rentals figured to run as high as

$3,000,000. That will be in addition

to about the same sum rung up
by United Artists on the Jane Rus-
sell-starrer’s original release three
years ago.
“Stromboli” has picked up a

little strength since its preem and
appears to be holding up slightly

better in . most of its playdates.

During the early runs it was open-
ing very big with a curiosity audi-

ence and then sliding way off. B.o.

now is on a more even keel.

Major difficulty is getting book-
ings for it, since the combo of

weak biz and the heavy artillery

leveled against it on moral grounds

|

has combined to make exhibs shy
away, RKO. execs for that reason
are reticent about estimating its

eventual take. It all depends on
how many dates they : are able to .

sew lip. In any event, they figure
they’ll be unable to get anything
beyond enough to provide $1,000,-

000 in rentals.

How big a loss that will repre-
sent is also indeterminate, since
the production cost is a hazy fig-

ure. Pic was made in Italy, large-

ly with frozen lire, and the budget
depends on at what price RKO ’

wants to write off the unthawed
funds. Conversion of lire into dol-

lars is always at a considerable
discount from the established -rate.

It is estimated, however, that the
cost to RKO, even at the discount-

ed rate, but adding a considerable
expenditure in dollars, must have
been between ;x$1 ,000,000 and $1

500,000. That means the pic would
have to gross between $1,700,000
and $2,500,000 to Break even.
Aside from “The Outlaw,” RKO

has another big grosser in Walt
Disney’s “Cinderella,” which looks
now like it might exceed $5,000,000
domestically. Unfortunately for

the company, both “Outlaw” and
‘‘Cindy” are indie product in

which it merely serves as distrib.

it owns no piece of the pix. Its

fee on the pair, however, will

amount, to about $2,000,000 and
should help considerably to re-

lieve the losses the company has
been suffering during the past

year.
“Outlaw” Is owned by Howard

Hughes, who is principal stock-

holder of RKO. He is thus bene-
fiim’s suc-

$160,000 on Story 1 “No implications were contained French government has taken uppiuv,vvv
• - J

i *- — -* , ,, , matter with the U. c ‘

Hollywood, March 14.

Charles Chaplin denied a report
that he had applied for American
citizenship. Denial was made in

response to an announcement that

Hollywood American Legion Rost
43 had started a drive to deport
him. Chaplin declared:

“I am a believer in ‘One World.’
I wish to state that my position’ is

unaltered and that I have not made
any request* officially or unofficial-

ly for citizenship. These rumprs and
lies are part of a conspiracy insti-

gated by my enemies to try and
embarrass me.”

Milton
here for

)

Hollywood, March 14;

Holmes is being sued
$160,000 by Paramount,

with studio aiso asking injunction
against the writer lor selling story
he allegedly wrote on Paramount
time.

*

• m any of my pronouncements that
1 a theatre that had ever shown, lin-

! desirable pictures could never
again be entered by a Catholic,” he
wrote the body. However, he again
declined to go full Way, as re-

S. State Dept,
through Ambassador Henri Bom
net. Envoy reportedly demanded
“freedom of the screen and all as-
sistance of the MPAA’’ in behalf of
“Devil in the Flesh.” The: pro-

asked that the ban apply only to
Yarn Is “Sure Thing.” which

|

condemned pictures and not the-
tudid says he developed while em-,1 -atr.es playing them. Catholics Still

ployed for five months as a pro-
J
are forbidden to attend show-

glUcer-writer. Holmes claims he
i houses that continue henceforth to

Wrote story ph his own time.
|
run even Legion “B" pictures.

quested by the organization, which i
ducer, who planed to Paris over
the weekend, pointed out; that
When H. S. film companies want
maximum playing time in France
for their own product they should
at least reciprocate in their own

!
territory for French pix.

L.A. to N.Y.
Eddie Albert
John Alexander
Don Appell
Fred. Astaire
Polan Banks
Joseph Bernhard
Kitty Carlisle
Roy Del

.
Ruth

Mel Dollar
Thomas Gomez
Coleen Gray
Sid Gross
William Guthrie
Moss Hart
Wilson Heller
William Horning ;

Jack Jungmeyer, Jr.

Aram Katcher
Arthur W. Kelly.

Walter Lantz
Robert L. Lippert
David A. Lipton
Ernest H. Martin
Burgess Meredith
Elliot Nugent
Milton Sperling
William L. Taub
Franchot Tone...

Richard Widmark
Teresa Wright

N.Y, to L.A.
Lina Abarbanell
Joe Bigelow
Bob Buttenuth
Norman Corwin
Kirk Douglas
George Glass
Dr. Renato Gualino
Bob Hope
Stanley Kramer
William B. Levy
At Lichtman
Marilyn Maxwell
Joseph H. Moskowitz
A. J. O’Keefe
Jane Russell
Aileen Stanley, Jr.

N.Y. to Europe
George Balanchine
Ludwig Bemelmans
Donald Dame
Charles David
Bernard Delfont

.

Ruth Draper
Peter Glenville
Leatrice Joy
Paul O’Brien
Felix Marouani
Eric Pommer '’*

•

George Raft
Tino Rossi
Udar Shankar
Jules Siritzky

Spyros -P. Skouras
Danny Thomas

.

Minna Wallis
Martha R. Wiesentfia 1

Europe to N.Y.
Hans Curjel
Anatole Litvak
Anna Magnani
John B. Nathan
Perce Pearce
Ron Randell
George Weltner
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j Cheever Cowdin’s intentions*’

regarding RK0 go beyond original

reports that he. is endeavoring to

buv control of the theatre circuit,

it was learned this Week, the Wall

Streeter and former Universal

board chairman and his associates

are trying to acquire Howard
Hughes’ interest in the entire pro-

duction-distribution-exhibition set-

^Xowdin is attempting to take

the same fiscal position that

Hughes holds now. He hopes to

acquire majority control and then

sell off the theatres (as required

under RKO’s consent decree) at

a price that would leave him with

the production-distribution end of

the business at little or no cost.

Former U exec reportedly is

telling Wall Streeters Whom he is

endeavoring to get into a syndi-

cate he’s setting up to swing the

deal that he has indications from

Hughes that he’s willing to sell.

It is reliably reported from other

sources, however, that the Texas

millionaire has no intention of

parting with the production-distri-

bution end of RKO.
Cowdin would necessarily have

to . offer Hughes well in excess of

the $9 a share which the latter

gave Atlas Corp. for its 24% in-

terest in. the company. Hughes
holds 1,000,000 shares for which

lie paid approximately $9,000,000,

The theatres are highly profit-

able, while production-distributio tv

'

has been losing money, so the cir

(Continued on page 22)

Hughes’Exec Committee
Executive committee set up

• by RI^O’s hoard , last: week for
; operation of the company

further ti g li ten ed Howard
Hughes’ control. Hughes, as •

principal stockholder, had
earlier taken clear control pf
the board by election of a ma-
jority of his nominees to that
.body;

Now exec committee con-
sists of Hughes, Noah Dietrich,
his chief aide in air of his en- .

terprises, and RKO prexy
Ned E. Depinet. That gives;
tlie ownership faction a twq-
to-one plurality over Depinet
as a rep of the original mart*
agement group.

Depinet, following the series ;

of board meetings last Week, ;

left the Coast for Phoenix for
a two-week vacation.

Contract Not

Sid Caesar’s Defense
Federal Judge John W- Clancy in

N.Y. federal court on Monday (13V

paved the Way for trial of Capitol

Productions’ $250,000 breach-of-

contract against comedian Sid

Caesar when l>e denied the film

unit’s motion to dismiss the comic’s
defenses and counterclaims.
Court upheld Caesar’s conten-

tions that the pact wasn’t binding
since it was executed when both
the comedian and Capitol’s head,
Milton Bren, were members of the
U. S. Coast Guard. Defense also

claimed that Capitol kept Caesar
under “peonage” since it farmed
him out to other produ/cers instead
of starring him in Capitol films.

New British 30% film quota, sub-
mitted to Parliament by Board of
trade prexy Harold Wilson last

week, is viewed by American trade
leaders as “as unrealistic as the
45%. quota was

s
two years

.
ago.”

Yank distribs see in the 30% figure
a facesaver for the Labor govern^
merit and are not prone to ques-
tion it.

Americans object to the quota
figure in principle, but observe
that they can probably get along
with it, since the government will
have to grant the usual number of
exemptions. Necessity for the lat-

ter is why the 3Q% is viewed as
unrealistic. There just aren’t
enough 1 British-made pix in pros-
pect to fill theatre needs.

Since the 30% represents a 10%
reduction from the current: figure
and 15% from last year’s, Yank
film men think that Wilson . has
gone just about as far As he can
go politically on the issue. Despite
the unrealistic nature of the 30%,
Americans understand that the
B. of T. topper would be losing
face to cut beyond that, since he
was so insistent in pushing it

higher rather than lower just a
few years ago.

Distributors are making a . big
mistake in

.
holding up release of

their top product for the various
holiday seasons. That’s the opin-
ion of many indie exhibitors, who
found out that theatres are open
52 weeks each year. With the cur-
rent emphasis on reviving the film-

going habit among the general
public, the theatres must have a
steady: run of good product’ if that
habit is to take hold;
Because of current boxoffice con-

ditions, the major companies re-

cently "instituted a policy of bunch-
ing their mosi> expensive pictures
for the1 periods of the year which
traditionally mean the biggest
grosses. These, of course, are usu-
ally the holidays, with the rest of
the year getting

.
the lower-quality

product. Majors claim that the
highs and lows in the boxoffice
business curve were more marked
in 1949 than in any year previous-
ly and that present indications
point to an even wider spread this

year. As a result; they aver, they
cannot take a chance on releasing
an expensive filrii during a period
they know in advance will be dull

at the boxoffice.
This system, according to dis-

agreeing exhibs, will only perpetu-
ate the current boxoffice ills. Part
of the public that still has the
film-going habit, will continue at-

tending but the vast potential au-
dience, which either has lost the
habit or never attended fllmeries,

(Continued on page 22)

BACK

report said, TV will provide plenty
of jobs for actors.

Another cause of unemployment
in Hollywood, the report pointed
out, is the tensing of pictures in
foreign lands by American pro-
dueei’Si Still another is the flood
of reissues. Guild has joined with
the Hollywood AFL Film Council
in the fight on reissues, and is mak-
ing an effort to curb “runaway”
foreign production.

BLAMES VIDEO

FOR UNEMPLOYMENT
Hollywood, March 14.

Television was blamed for the

current lack of work among film

tliesps, but heralded as a lucrative
,

I111V) 4VV)
field of employment in time to

j Atlas Corp. is apparently again
conie—a threat and a promise—in

|

putting its foot in the RKO door,
a report mailed- by the Screen Ac-

j

Investment firm's annual report,

tors Guild's board of directors tb|;ssl,ed that “
its membership. Eventually, the I

*’ as acquired 1°0^000 shares of

renort said. TV win nrnvirle rilentv I

stock 01 Radio - Keith - Grpheum
Corp. , the new picture company,
on a “when, as and if issued”
basis.

Atlas already has a considerable
profit i n the “when issued” shares.

Flpyd Odium Outfit contracted to

buy thoni at $365,188. As of the

Dec' 31. .1949, date of the report

they were worth $375,000 and cur-

rently are quoted at about
$425,000.
Atlas had been major stockhold-

er iu RKO until it Sold its shares

to Howard Hughes in mid-1948.

Since then. Hughes has negotiated

a consent decree with the Dept; of

Justice. It calls for divorcement
of theatres from production-distri-

bution. Holders of present RICO
shares get one share in each of

the two hew resulting companies.
These will hot be issued until the,

breakup becomes official, but are

traded “over-the-counter” on the

“when issued”, basis in the interim;

Atlas also oWrted a large num-
ber of option warrants for RKO
shares, but they were permitted to

expire Jan. 31, as they Called for

purchase of stock at a price higher

than the market.

Adds Busch Pic
Arthur Sachson, former

.
general

salesmanager for Samuel Goldwyn
Productions, will serve as sales rep
for Niyen Busch on the indie pro-

ducer’s “The; Capture;” The Teresa
Wi’ight-Lew Ayres starrer goes
into release via RKO next month.
Sachson, who recently set up as

*n indie sales rep, will also handle
A1 Rogell’s “The Admiral Was a
Lady” and “The Gun;” They’ll be
distributed by United Artists. ''Ad-
miral” is completed and will be
released in July. “Gun” starts pro-
duction next month.

Commander Eugene F, Mac-
Donald’s quest for top feature
films for use in the upcoming
Phonevision tests in Chicago is

apparently turning into a “button,

button — who’s got the button”
routine.

MacDonald, prez of Zenith Radio,

asserted at a Chi press conference
Monday ( 13 ). that he has “more
than enough” features from Holly-

wood for his 90-day test but declin-

ed to reveal the source of the films

or their ages. Cecil B. DeMille,
guesting at the meet, said the film

industry eventually must join

forces with Phonevision. Mac-
Donald turned the bail over to

Gael Sullivan, exec director of

Theatre Owners of America, claim-

ing again that Sullivan has been
assigned to learn who is cooper-

ating with Phonevision among the

Hollywood producers.
Sullivan,

;

queried in. New York,

said he had never been requested
by TOA to move in on Phonevision
and that he hasn’t heard anything

(Continued on page 17)

Loew^ Seconds It

Entire Loew’s circuit, in-

cluding theatres which don’t

book 20th-Fox product, have
picked up -the 20th-inspired
“Movies Are Better Than
Ever” campaign. Doew’s thea-

tres veepee Joseph R. Vogel
wired all division managers
arid theatre staffs yesterday
(Tues,) to cooperate fully in

the drive. •'/
;. v .' /"

East Friday (10), Loew’s
publicity heads Ernie Emer-
ling and E. C, Dowden called

a special meet of the home-
office publicity staff at which
circuit exec Oscar A. Doob,
who had attended 20th>

s Chi-

cago meet, detailed results of
the conclave and urged them
to follow through.

Metro sales veepee William F.

Rodgers, preparing for the break-
up of large affiliated circuits via

divestiture and divorcement, has
realigned his top sales administra-
tors in the field. Move is designed
both for decentralization of au-
thority ftonr the homeoffice to the
field execs and* also to capsule the
areas under each, division man-
ager’s supervision. Latter, it is

hoped, will provide for greater
concentration of sales activities

and more direct contact between
the division and branch managers.

Rodgers’ action is believed to un-
derscore the ramifications that di-

vorcement and divestiture will

bring about in all phases of the
film industry. Metro itself is still

fighting in the courts to retain its.

theatre holdings but the Para-
mount split, already effected, has
reportedly resulted in new sales
problems calling for new tech-
niques and policies. With 20th-Fox
and Warners also expected to di-

( Continued on page 24 )

Television, for the first time at
any open conference in the film
business, occupied a focal point, of .

discussion at 20th-Fox’s showman^
ship meeting in Chicago Wednes-
day (8) and Thursday. ,

Instead of
shrugging it off as being of no im-
mediate danger to the film boxoffice.
or whispering about it furtively
behind closed doors, 20th’s top
brass arid the majority of exhibs
taking tiio floor in Chi candidly ,

admitted the threat of TV compe-
tition and unanimously agreed that
soirie

:

method must be found of
adapting video to promote better
film grosses.

Consensus was voiced by Louis;
W. Schine, co-owner of- the Schine
circuit, who declared that “if: we
take the • attitude that television
will put us out of business, then
we’re licked before we start.” Ma-
jority of the indie exhibs familiar
with TV labeled it “the greatest
medium for advertising films that
has ever been devised,” and cited
TV trailers as the best means of
luring the public away from its

video sets! Twentieth ad-publici-
ty veepee Charles Eirifeld prom-
ised 20th would start immediately
to produce such trailers, arid it’s

expected the other companies will

follow suit. Considerable empha-
sis was also placed On theatre TV
as an answer to the problem, whil.e

Zenith Radio’s proposed Phone-
vision was generally derided, at
least from the floor, as being of
little potential help to the indus-
try,

Television’s import to films was
stressed by National Theatres prez
Charles P. Skouras, who said his
grosses reflect the fact that biz is

only off 12% in areas where there
is no TV, but in areas where the

(Continued on page 6)

in

STIEFEL, ROONEY

END PARTNERSHIP
Hollywood, March 14.

Partnership deal between Mickey
Rooney arid

1 Sam Stiefel was offi-

cially ended after an association of

several years, during which they
made two pictures starring Rooney.

William Morris Agency will con-
tinue to represent Rooney in all

fields.

In a unique indie financing move,

A. Pam Blumenthal is attempting

to arrange in. New York currently

the flotation of a $500,000 note is-

sue to provide: funds for television

film production arid- other auxiliary

activities of the new feature unit

he has set up on the Coast with

Howard Weisch and Chester
Erskine.
Recently organized outfit, which

continues to carry the Fidelity tag

of Welsch’s old unit, plans to turn

out five pix between April and
September, Bluirienthai declared

this week. First two will be dis-

tributed by Universal, With no re-

lease set as yet' on the others.

Blumenthal claims that financing

of the films; is all set through Bank
1

of America and private sources.
' Coin raised by the note issue will

not be used for that purpose, but
to make 40-minute and 53-miriute

I TV films, to buy story properties

Metro, in a new move to cut cost
corners and gain bigger returns for
its product in foreign markets, has
launched a new policy of releasing
via black-and-white prints, several
features turned out originally for
U. S. theatres jn color. With Tech-?
nicolor prints costing on an aver-
age about $400 more than black-
and-whites, the company can save
up to $120,000 on the usual 300
prints;

.
Pictures getting the b-w treat-

ment are those which the com-
pany’s foreign department believes
will not be aided enough by color

to make the added expense Worth-
while. Theory Was tested original-

ly on “Easy to Wed,” Van Johnson
Starrer, arid has been used most
recently for “Challenge to Lassie,”

latest in the dog series to be
shipped abroad. Use of black-and-

white prints holds for all overseas

areas, including England and the

Continent.
Savings effected under the plan

[represent frozen currency for the

• most part. As most of the major
companies, Metro does the majori-

ty of its printing for the foreign

market in England, utilizing iced

British profits for the process.

Thus, in addition to saving
;
the

frozen money in print costs; rnost

of the extra distribution profits are
for the feature unit and to sign

talent for the latter.

Fidelity, ;
Blumenthal asserted, also only partially remittable, so

will make tele product for ,45-min-
* '• ” ' 51 ‘ ’ ~1J

ute and one-hour shows and will
that they add: to the pile held over-

seas.

sell the films outright to adver-
tisers, He said the outfit can make irriI . .r,n m i v «rn Ail
a profit on them at $50,000 to $75,-

;

KPH Y S 1ALrS-0N
j
000 for the 40-minute pix and 1 *

$160,000 for the hour-lengths.

The notes will be privately is-

sued to a syndicate which Blumen- i Arthur W. Kelly, United Artists

thal is endeavoring to set up, he . exec, v.p,; returned to New York
said. As an inducement, buyers of from , the C o a s t yesterday

the notes will get shares of stock . (Tuesday) after two days of huddles
in Fidelity, Paper will comprise a with Charles Chaplin. Kelly flew

first lien against the unit after . west over the weekend,
bank loans.

(
Talks were reportedly ori

2 Merged Outfits
j
for reissue of Chaplin's “City

Fidelity is an ainalgam of Lights,” It, is understood there is

Welsch’s Fidelity unit and Chester
j

a 1 s 0 a possibility of further

Erskine Productions. Blumenthal Chaplin reissues through UA, of

became a partner in the latter last

October. New company took over
(Continued on page 25)

which Chaplin is half owner. Com-
pany previously reissued his “The
Gold Rush” in 1942.
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Washington, March 14; h
There’ll be no quickie bill mere-

ly slashing the 20% admissions tax

arid other Wartime excises. In-

stead, there’ll be be a more com-
plicated 4‘put and take” revenue
bill which will reduce the excises—
probably including admissions—
arid at the same time will provide
ior neW taxes to make up the loss,

i It will probably not become law
until late in May, according

.
to

present indications.
Meantime, Abram F. Meyers,

Allied States’ general counsel and
chairman of the COMPO taxation
and legislation committee, lost no
time today (Tuesday) in thumping
for an adiriissiort tax reduction, fol-

lowing Congressrnan Herman P.

Eberharter’s (D.-Pa.) declaration

.
calling for repeal of excise taxes
which lie said are ‘‘regressive or
discriminatory.”
In a statement issued by COMPO,

Myers asserted that ^regressive re-
fers to

;
taxes, the burden of which

is relatively greater upon those
with small incomes than upon those
in the upper brackets:” That the
tax on movie tickets is regressive
is one of the strongest points made
in the MyersrSullivan joint state-
ment filed with the House Ways &
Means Committee. ^

Efforts? for. a quickie bill were
quashed yesterday (13) by the Dem-
ocratic majority of the Ways &
Means Committe. By a vote of
15-10, the Democrats killed a mo-
tion of the Republicans for a meas*
ure merely cutting excises. Then
the Democrats voted for work to-
ward a comprehensive “put and
take” revenue measure. It is ex-
pected that the. excises will be cut
by about $1 ,000,000,000, and that
the same amount will be made up
in nevy taxes and in closing tax
loopholes.

Figuring here is that the meas-
ure will be reported out about the
first week in April and will come
to a vote about the middle of the
month. Then it must go to the
Senate, where the finance commit-
tee will conduct hearings and make
such changes as it desires. Then
the full Senate will debate and
vote, and the nbw bill will go to a
House-Senate Conference commit-
tee. to work out a compromise.

If and When the compromise is
reached and approved by Congress,
the measure will be sent to Presi-
dent Truman. All these steps take
time. Hence, the estimate of late
May for any law to reduce the 20%
tax and probably also the 20% bite
on night club checks.

How to S*ve 1 Ulcer
Bert Schwartz has resigned

as chief copywriter for the
Monroe Greenthal *d : agency
to return to th Spector
agency, where he was copy
chief before joining Green-
thai.

.

He calls film accounts
;
(in

which Greenthal specializes

)

“two-ulcer advertising” as
against general accounts in
which Spector specializes and
which are known as “one-
ulcer advertising.” Aim of the
switch, Schwartz explains, was
thus to “save one ulcer.”

Only one change in Republic’s
board of directors is slated for the
annual stockholders’ meeting to be
held in New York April 4. Alex
Frieder, who owns theatres in the
Philippines and has other foreign
picture interests, is being replaced
by John J. O’Connell. O’Connell
since 1942 has headed Rep’s whol-
ly - owned subsid, Consolidated
Molded Products Corp., and pre-
viously served on the board from
1942 to 1947.

Frieder recently . asked to re-

sign because he will not be in the
U. S. very much during the com-
ing year. Rep’s proxy statement,
wnich discloses the contemplated
changes in' the directorate, notes
that the company'has entered into
contracts with several firms which'
Frieder heads for distribution
rights to pictures in certain foreign
countries.

Scheduled for reelection to three-
year terms,, the proxy reveals, are
Arthur J. Miller and Walter L.
Titus, Jr., veepees of Rep; Harry
C. Mills, J. C. Penny Co. exec,
who has served oh the hoard since
1946, and Leon A. Swirbul, prexy
of Gruman Aircraft, who’s been
on the board since 1945.
Prexy Herbert J. Yates took

|

$20,000 less salary and expenses
from Rep during the fiscal year
ended last Oct. 29 than he did
during the preceding 12 months,
report shows. He got. $153,640, of
which $100,000 is deferred pursu-
ant to Yates contract of March 1,

1946,
V.p. Edward L. Walton took a

the country this month. With Its

exhibitors showmanship meeting

in Chicago last week judged an
outstanding success by those at-

tending, 20th plans to follow up
its drive for more filmery attend-
ance and more ballyhoo by hold-
ing regional meetings March 21 to

23 in each of the company’s 36 ex-

change centers. In line with its
j

out the country.

Statement over the weekend by •

; n i ,

Rep; Franklin D- Roosevelt, Jr., of
remunera-

New York, added additional sup- !-lon having been $28,855. Exec
to prior pledges that the na- i £p *. an<* sales chief James R.

Grainger received approximately
the same as the previous year,
$78,180. All directors and officers
together got a total of $372,758.

There are 1,817,860 shares of

van, TOA : Abraham *F ~MVerTof :

^tock eHgibie to vote at the annual
'A 1

1

* - j meeting.

tion’s exhibitors will give the pub-
lic the benefits of any tax reduce
tion in lower admissions. Among
those whom Roosevelt said had as-
sured him of this were Gael Sulli-

Allied, chairman of the COMPO
taxation and legislation committee;
Charles -P. Skouras of National
Theatres; Harry Brandt, Joe Vogel,
of Loew’s, and Leonard H. Golden-
son; of United Paramount Thea-
tres. Yesterday the Washington
area exhibitors announced they
also would join the procession and
return any sayings to the public.

In Ball Anti-Trust Suit
Washington, March 14.

Supreme Court yesterday (Mon.)
turned thumbs down on an appeal
from a third circuit court decision
in favor of Harry Norman Ball in
the Pennware theatre anti-trust
case. High colirt thus in effect up-
held the court ruling giving Ball
an injunction against RKO, Loew’s,
Pivr and 20th, requiring them to
provide his theatre with half their
product. Circuit court has also
ordered that the amount of dam-
ages suffered by Ball be ascer-
tained. Appealing from the rul-
ing were RKO, Loew’s, Par, 20th
and A. N, Notopoulos, Ambridge;
Pa., exhibitor.

Ball purchased; the Penn theatre
in Ambridge which was leased to
Pennware -Corp., owned half by
Notopoulos and half by Paramount.
At the expiration of his lease, No-
topoulos refused to renew at an
increased rent, but began to build
another house* the State. Ball
sued to protect for his theatre the
share of product which the majors
had been selling to it in Ambridge.

Rep’s $1,000,000 Bldg. Program
Hollywood, March 14;

Regardless of the general waiL
about receding film grosses, Re-
public is embarking on a $1,000,-
000 building program, starting late
this month.

First Under construction Is an
editorial building which will house
16 • offices and eight new cutting
rooms. Second on the list is a new
sound stage.

8 Majors, ML WB

.Chicago, March 14.
majpr . distributors, plus

the Balaban Si Katz and Warner
theatre circuits are propping re-
buttal briefs on their motion to
strike out and get leave to amend
complaint against them by Essa-
ness circuit in latter’s $32,455,500
anti-trust suit, largest in history of
film industry in crimplaint filed last
August.

.

Essaness and 10 associated
groups charged conspiracy by eight
majors With B&K and Warners to
force them out of business during
period from March 1, 1935, to Dec.
1, 1947. Case is before Chi federal
district court judge William Camp-
bell.

Essaness attorney Edward Black-

territory will be invited, whether
or not they are 20th customers.

Regional meets are to be con-
ducted by 20th’s division arid i

manager of Motion Picture Export
Assn., and Charles Mayer, MPEA

.
rep in Japan, were in Washington

man filed his answering brief to last Friday (10) for discussions on

Coatlnutd from pare I

medium has taken hold biz is pff

4Q%. “If we’re smart,” he said,

“we’ll work with television;” Cir-

cuit operator Si H. Fabian backed
up Skouras, declaring that “where
TV is strongest, business is off

most.” TV’s impact today is noth-
ing to' what it will be, he said, ex-
plaining that 10,000,000 video sets

are expected to be in operation by
the ehd of this year, with 40,000,-

000' estimated in a “very short
time.” Where advertisers spent
$25,000,000 on TV in 1949, that fig-

ure should exceed $500,000,000
when those 40,000,000 sets are in

the hands of the public. With the
better quality video programs re-

sulting, Fabian said; “that will be
real competition.”

To combat this threat, Fabian
suggested exbibs “must put their

plants in apple-pie order,” adding
that “when my competitor’s thea-
tre is run badly, it hurts me.” He
emphasized that, TV notwithstand-
ing, the audience is there today
waiting for good pictures. “The
only salvation,” he said, “lies in

great pictures playing iri fine thea-
tres.” Sam Pinanski, head of
American Theatres and prez of
Theatre Owners of Americk, said
he would go back to his Boston
headquarters to buy all the tele-

vision time available. “I want to
1

tell people, through television,” he
said, “that they’re wasting their
time watching their TV sets, and
should come on oyer to our theatres.
Television is a goodmedium of ad-
vertising, but it’s nbt here to take
over our business.” - .. - . ./

avowed policy of promoting
.
its

Sell 'Em Through Tele showmanship plan as an Industry

United Paramount Theatres prez service, rather than one to benefit

Leonard Goldenson cited the need 1 20th exclusively, all exhibs. in each
for special intimate4ype video
trailers; He noted that in the sur-
vey among Stamford, Conn., high-
schoolers reported last week, the
kids voiced their preference for
feature pix as the best category of
TV entertainment. “If they want
to see features,” he said, “why not
sell them the best in features
through television?”

Indie circuit operator Harry
Brandt admitted his original mis-
take in objecting to the use of film
stars on radio, pointing up how
much film biz has benefited from
radio plugs. He suggested

.
the

same type of plugging should how
be done on TV. In his pitch for
the use of video trailers, he - sug-
gested they would look so good
compared to the old features now
playing on TV that people will rush
to the theatres.

Phonevision Derided

Fred Schwartz, veepee of Cen-
tury circuit, N. Y., said Phone-

,

vision will “fall of its own weight.”
He noted the most radio sets ever
tuned into one program was 16,-

000,000. If people were forced to
pay $1 for that entertainment, as
the Phonevision plan suggests, that
audience would be cut? by at least
75%. In addition, he said, Phone-
vision presents a completely un-
controlled audience. “What’s to
prevent a large group or an, entire
community getting together for a
show for that single $1 charge?”
he asked. “Phonevision and thea-
tres cannot exist together,” he em-
phasized. “If theatres are forced
out of business, then the studios
will be able to deal only with two
or three people iri the U. S. to sell
their product.”

Main pitch for large-screen thea-
tre TV was made by 20th prez
Spyros P. Skouras, who predicted
the grosses to be derived from the
medium would dwarf the peak war
years in the business. He cited
the importance of stageshows to
such theatres ris Radio City Music
Hall and the Roxy; N. Y., declaring
the stage bills accounted, for. more
than .75% of their business. : If
thousands of theatres simultane-
ously could present stageshows that
would far surpass in name value
arid entertainment quality the best
Music Hall show, he said, today’s
film grosses would be as insignifi-
cant by comparison as those of pi*e-
World War I days are with today’s
business.

Twentieth-Fox, through its exhibitor showrftanshlp meeting in
Chicago last week, struck a major Wow at the prevailing public
attitude that the film industry is on the ropes. That was the con-
sensus among the exhibs and top Industry officials attending the
conclave. They appeared particularly impressed with the fact
that not only did the 2Qth adrpublicity department offer plans for
rebuilding faltering boxoffices, but also by the company’s emphasis
on launching the campaign on an all-industry basis/ rather than
one to benefit 20th.alone,
Plan reportedly was offered originally to the Theatre Owners of

America by 20th ad-pub veepee Charles Einfeld with the hope
that TOA Would promote the “Movies Are Better Than Ever”
campaign on an industry-wide level. When the exhib organization
was slow in acting on the offer, however, Einfeld decided to go it

alone with the hope that other companies wbuld pick up the idea
later. Chi meet, for which the company paid all expenses of the
delegates, numbering over 350 from all parts of the country, cost
20th over $1:00,000. Regional meetings to be held in all exchange
centers Match 21-23 are expected - to add another $50,000 to the
total.

Twentieth-Fox will take Its ter than ever” slogan, which is to

“Movies Are Better Than Ever” be the backbone of the plan. Twen-
campaigri. to exhibitors throughout ' tieth ad chief Jonas Rosenfield

cited two ads already prepared but
said any exhib in the U. S. or Can-
ada can make up his own ad. Only
stipulation is that the ads must
plug the slogan and upcoming 20th
product. Majority of exhibs pres-
ent indicated; their acceptance of
the offer, signifying It will get gen-
eral approval by exhibs through-

First to take ^advantage of the
co-op ad offer was Harold Fitz-
gerald, prez of Fox-Wisconsin the-
atres. Within 24 hours of the close
of the Chi meet, he inserted one of
th 20th-prepared ads in the Mil-
waukee Sentinel. Addressed to
the public from the circuit, the ad

The ConVincer
National Theatres prez

Charles P. Skouras, detailing
the history of his family in
connection with the film in-

dustry’s history at 20th-Fox’s
showmanship meeting in Chi-
cago last week, explained how
he had convinced his brother,
Spyros P., to come to the U. S.
from their native Greece.
Charles, as the oldest of the
three brothers ( other is

George ) , immigrated first and,
after seeing the opportunities
offered in this country, wrote
Spyros to follow.
Spyros at the time was

studying to become a priest
at a theological ‘seminary and
was reluctant to leave. So*
Charles said, he wrote another
letter telling Spyros he could
become president if he came
to the' U. S. “And,” the NT
topper said, turning to his
brother on the dais, “you can
see I was right. He has be-
come president—president of
20th Century-Fox.”

branch managers, who attended the led off with the notation, “Your
Chi conference. In addition, mem- Pleasure Is All Ours.”

. .
Theme, of the Chi meet was set

by veepee A1 Lichtman, who mod-
erated most of the two-day meet.
He pointed up the fact that box-
office returns today are too low
and operating costs of all factors
in the business are too high. Other
execs then suggested methods of
solving that problem. Sales vee-
pee Andy W. Smith, Jr., and gen-
eral counsel Otto E. Koegel cited
the need; for industry respect by
the public as one phase of show-
manship, emphasizing the neces-
sity for some arbitration or eon*

.

ciliation plan to save the time arid
money involved in the many court
suits, which they said, could bet-
ter be spent on promoting show-
manship.' Ad-publicity veepee
Charles Einfeld stressed the need
for a return to basic exploitation
fundamentals. He pointed out
that the film business developed
the ballyhoo techniques adopted
by all other industries, but said
the filitn industry no longer uses
them.

Aggressive Technique
Hpmeoffice ad-publicity staffers

detailing the plan Suggested ex-
hibs punch the slogan across in
any way possible. Special ad slugs

• have been made up for use on let-

Hew of the homcbfflce ad-publicity I

t
t
rhe

J
a
.
ds

’ •? stickers and for mcr-

department will each Visit One or !

c
'J
1<lls

.
e tie-ins Pitch was also

two of the exchanges to punch up] ,(

or
,

e*£lbs to trv

the sessions with the h.o. view-
do^bells to discover exactly why

point. They'll detail 20th’s basic
«udiences are not attending film-

showmanship plan, incorporated in :

erJes
' AmonI ideas and

the "Showman’s Guide t»-
Business” brochure handed out 1

^^“tiona1 trailers for use m the-

last week. Plan involves basic sug- j S
tres

;
,where it is possible to hit a

gestions to exhibs on how to lure !
“PKi™. receptive audience ;

more customers to their boxoffices, !

Pja
JJ
ned speeches for exhibs to

attract the so-called lost audiences !

malie from their stages or to rep,

and generally revive the ftlmgoing !

resentatlve civic groups; record

habit via an all-out ad-pub cam-
paign on the thesis that filriis still

filyf the public more for its enter-
tainment dollar than any other
show biz medium.

GAB ON FAR EAST

lngs to be played over local radio
stations or through the theatres*

loud-speaker systems, etc.

Overall theirie of the Chi con-

clave was voiced by 20th exec vee-

- i pee W. C. Michel and Motion Pic-
for

' tu^ Assn, of America prez Eric
Ve

^
i

Johnston. Both emphasized that

. .

accepted invitations to 1 there is too much pessimism in the
attend the N. Y. exchange meet

1

March 23 at the Astor hotel. Divi-
sion manager Martin Moskowitz
and branch manager Sam Diamond
have lined up Mayor William
O’Dwyer as chief guest speaker.

S0-50 Co-op Ads
Twentieth prez Spyros P. Skou-

#
Washington, March 14. r„ac a#w1 -

Irving Maas, v.p. and generalj
-.company execs

leading the Chi .discussions empha-
sized repeatedly that the company
has no “gimmick” up its sleeve

motion yesterday (13), and Charles
Stewart, attorney for majors, will
have lrig rebuttal to Essaness’ an-
swer completed by end of the
month.

Industry; today—that “we can’t

solve -our problems by singing the

blues,” Both pleaded for other

companies to follow the 20th lead

arid hold similar showmanship
meets to “put this business over.”

Malta Pix Haarile
London, March 14.

David E. Griffiths, Frank Hill

and Gordon Rayner planed to

in generating the campaign. As
j

Malta today (Tues.) to negotiate

the Far East situation With Eric 1 company offered as one on behalf of British and American
Johnston, prexy of Motion Pirtnr#» P^me factors in its plan the distributors regarding a new hlnis

Assn; of America?
^ ^ ^ to split the costs of an in-

i

bill how pendirig.

Maver is rpppnHV
s
J
ltHtl

,

onal advertising drive on a i Draft of bill, if adopted, would

U. S from Ninnon
y ^ack ln the

j

straight 50-50 basis to sock home ! make film trading in Malta mv*
1 om WjPPon ‘ I to the public the “movies are bet-

!

possible.
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Los Angeles, March 14. + 1

First-run pace here continues^ to

drag and *new entries are adding
little to bolster the overall ,

total,

“Ambush” is shaping up fairly

okay $30,000 in two theatres, and
stays over two extra days. ‘‘Love

Happy” is pointing for $26,000 in
I

five sites, which is good.
Combo of “Pailomino” and,

-Father Is Bachelor” looks slim

$22,000 in two houses. Dick Con-
tino stage unit is helping “Spring
in Park Lane” to good $24,000 at

Orpheiim. “Vicious years/’ de-

spite special preem; is not likely

to top $3,000 at Four Star.

“Francis”, is .providing one of

few bright features, Still being
fancy at $24,000 in five locations,

third week* Second session of

“Man With Horn” is fair $25,000
in three spots.

Estimates for This Week
Beverly Hills, Downtown, Hawaii,

Hollywood, . Forum Music Halls
(Prin-Cor) (834; 902; 1,106; 512; 2,-

100; 55-$l)— “Love Happy”. (UA)
and “Tyrant of Sea” (Col). Good
$26,000, Last week,, “Indian Scout’*

(UA) arid “Cry Murder” (FC),

$23,000.
Chinese, Los Angeles, Loyola,

Uptown, Wilshlre (FWC) (2,048;

2,097; 1,248; 1,719; 2,296; 60-$U—
“Willie Comes Home” (20th) and
“Girl Sari Lorenzo” (UA) (2d wk).
Thin $18,500 in 5 days. Last week,
$36,000.
Downtown, Hollywood, Wiltern,

(WB) (1,757; 2,756; 2,344; 60-$U—
“Man With Horn” (WB) (2d wk).
Fair $25,000. . Last week, big
$39,000.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA)

(2,404; 1,538; 60-$l) — “Ambush”
(M-G). Okay $30,000. Last week,
“East Side” (M-G) and “Challenge
Lassie” (M-G) (2d wk), $25,000.

Pantages, Hillstreet (RKO) (2,-

812; 2,890; 50-$l) — “Palomino”
(Col) and “Father Is Bachelor”
(Col). Light $22,000. Last Week,
“Stromboli” (RKO) and “Tattooed
Stranger” (RKO) (2d wk), $20,000.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 50-$l)
--“Dear Wife” (Par) and “Un-
masked” (Rep) (L. A. only) (2d wk).
Down to $15,000. Last week, oke
$19,000.

United Artists, Ritz, Studio City,
Vogue, Culver (UA-FWC) (2,100;

1,370; 880; 885; 1,145; 60-$l) —

.

“Francis” (U) and “Girl In Heart”
(Mono) (3d wk). Fahey $24,000.
Last week, great $30,000.
Orpheum (D’town) (2,210; 50-95)

—“Spring In Park Lane” (EL) with
Dick Contino

|
unit. Good $24,000.

Last week, “Blue Grass Kentucky
(Mono) (2d run) with Eddie Pea-
body heading vaude, $17,000. /
Four .Star (UA) (900; 60-$l) —

“Vicious Years” (FC). Small $3,-
000 or under. Last week, “Song
Remember” (Col) (reissue) (3d wk-
9 days), $900.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 60-$l) —
“Letter, Three Wives” (20th). and
“Come To Stable” (20th). Okay
$3,500. Last week, “12 O’clock
High” (20th) and “Pinky” (20th),

$2,500.

Ellington Boosts *Lil’ To

in

Estimated Total
This Week . :

.

(Based on 18
Last.

.
Yga'r .7 .

(Based; on 16

Gross
. .$518,500
theatres.)

$577,500
theatres.)

, St. Louis, March 14.

Biz slowed down to walk over
weekend because Of worst rain,

sleet arid snow storm of season.
Despite this “Singing Guns” with
vaude is soaring to big total at the
vast Fox, biggest there iri many
mooris. Personals by Vaughn Mon-
roe helped. “Nancy Goes To Rio,”
Only Other new film/ also is okay.
“12 O’clock High” still is fine in

second week at St. Louis.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)— “Pinky” (20th) (2d wk) and

“Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th)

(m o.)* Down to $9,000 after fast
$15,000 first stanza.

.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—“Sing-
ing Gurts” (R$p) and vaude.- Big
$22,000, best here in months. Last
week, “Great Rupert” (EL) and
vaude, $14,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—

“Nancy Goes To Rio” (M-G) and
“Alias Champ” (Rep). Solid $18,-

000. Last week, “Key To City”
(M-G) (2d wk), fine $11,500.-
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—

“Dear Wife” (Par) (2d wk) and
“Great Rupert” (EL) (m.o.). Down
to mild $9,500 after fancy $14,000
initial session.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
“12 O’Clock High” (20th) (2d Wk).
Still sturdy at $10,000 after open-
ing session of big $16,000.

San Francisco, March 14.

Biz here this session is very
sluggish with few exceptions.
Going against the trend is “Key
to City,” which got a strong

. bally
arid is cashing in on Clark Gable
name to land sock week at War-
field. Duke Ellington band is push-
ing“Dakota Lil’V to okay round at
Fox but not up to hopes for. size
of house. “Paid in Full*’ looks only
fair at Paramount but “Francis”
still Is Strong in third frame at
Orpheum. Second week of “Red
Shoes” is big at United Artists.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-

85)—“Pirates of Capri” (FC) arid
“Flying Saucer” (FC), Light $11,-
000. Last week, “Intruder in Dust”
(M-G) and “Appointment. Crime”
(Indie), okay $13,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—

“Dakota Lil” (20th) plus stageshow
headed by Duke Ellington orch.
Okay $23,000 or near. Last week;
“Mother Didn’t Tell Me” and “Call
of Forest” (Lip), thin $15,000.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)—

“Key to City” (M-G). Sock $30,-
000. Last week, “Malaya” (M-G)
(2d wk), $13,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-851—
Paid in Full” (Par) and ‘‘Grass

Always Greener” (WB). Fair $13,-
(Continued bn page 24)
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‘East Side’ OK $18,000,

Prov.; ‘Sailor’ Trim 150
Providence,. March 14.

Fairly steady week here with
Majestic’s “Lady Takes a Sailor/vl
sturdy. “State’s “East Side West^
Side” looks nice. RKO Albee is

still strong on third round of “Cin-
derella.” Metropolitan’s “Young
Man With a Horn” is over aver-
age.

Estimates For This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)-

—

“Cinderella” (RKO) (3d wk). Solid
$8,000 in 4 days. Last week, big
$16,000.

Fay’s (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)

—

“Paleface” (Par) (2d run) and
vaude on stage. Nice $7,000. Last
Week, “Ball Game” (M-G) (re-
issue) and vaude, oke $6,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Lady Takes Sailor” (WB) and
“Unmasked” (Rep). Active $15,000.
Last week “12 O’clock High”
(20th) (2d wk), neat $12,500.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100H
44-65)—“Man With Horn” (WB)
and “Blonde Dynamite” (WB).
Over average $8,500. Last week

(Continued on page 24)

‘Horn’ NSG14G, Balto;

‘Cinderella' Big 18G,.2d
Baltimore, March 14.

Biz continues spotty here with

best results being garnered by
“Cinderella” in second week at

combo Hippodrome, and “Young
Man with Horn” at Stanley. “East

Side” shapes fine at Century.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

60)—“East Side” (M-G)* Fine $13,-

000. Last week, “Key To City”

(M-G), $12,300. a ’

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

20-80)— “Cinderella” (RKO) (2d

wk) plus vaude. Holding’ mightily

at $18,000 after great $23,200

opener.
"

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-

60)—“Love Happy” (UA), Opened
today (Tues.) after “Dear Wife”
(Par) hit only $9,000.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)—
“Dakota Lil” (20th) (2d wk)- Starts

second round tomorrow (Wed.)
after above average $6,500 opener,

‘•Deadly Is Female” (UA) reached
$5,400 iri ahead.

•

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 2Q-60)—
“Three Camd Home” (20th). Open-
in tomorrow (Wed.) after . “Mother
Didn’t Tell Me”' (20th) (2d wk)
held to $7,000 on heels of pleasing
preem of $9,500; v

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
“Mari With Horn” (WB). Not so

good $14,000. Last week, ;
“Chain

Lightning” (WB), $11,400.

Town (Rappaport) ( 1,500; 35-65)

—“Guilty of Treason” (EL). Starts

tomorrow (Wed.). “Great Ruppert”
(EL) was okay $8,000.

Seattle; ‘Rio' Stout 96,

Seattle, March 14.

Francis” shapes as standout
new straight-filmer, with great ses-

sion at Orpheum. Sarah Vaughan
is boosting “Roseanna McCoy” to
sock stanza at Palomar. “Samson
and Delilah” still is solid in second
Paramount albeit way off from
smash opening week.

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 59-

84)—-“Gun Crazy” (UA) and “Fight-
ing Stallion” (EL). Fair $7,000.
Last week, “Capt. China” (Par)

and “West Wyoming” (Mono), nice
|*$9,300.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;
59-84)—“Red Shoes” (EL). Good
$10,000. Last Week, “Mother Didn’t
Tell” (20th) and “Blue Grass Ken-
tucky” (Mono) (2d wk), $6,300.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)
—»“Nancy Goes To Rio” (M-G). Big
$9,000 or over. Last week,/ “Am-
bush” (M-G) and “Flying Saucer”
(FC) (2d wk-9 days), $7,400. ;

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-84)

—“Intruder in Dust” (M-G). Slow
$2,500. Last week, “Foolish Heart”
(RKO) (2d wk), good $3,700.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 59-

84)—“Key To City” (M-G) and
“Tarnished” (Rep) (2d wk). Solid
$7,500/ Last week, great $12,800.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 59-

84)—“Francis” (U) and “Story
Molly X” (U). Great $15,000. Last
Week, “Chained- Lightning” (WB)
and “Spy Murder” (FC) (2d wk-6
days), $5,400,
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 59-84)

—“Roseanna McCoy” (RKO) (2d
run) with Sarah Vaughan heading
stage. Sock $12,000 or near. Last
week. “Mrs. Mike” (UA) (2d run)
artd Billy Eckstirie in person,
$13,600.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

84-$l)—“Samson” (Par) (2d wk).
Rousing $12,000 but way off from
first week’s $22,000.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . .

.

$2,422,000

(Based on 23 cities, 201

theatres, chiefly first runs, in*

eluding N. Y. )

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year v . .

:
$2,769,000

( Rased on 24 cities'and 198

theatres.)

‘Horn’ Loud $15,

Washington; March 14.

is taking its annual toll at
midtown turnstiles, with newcom-
ers hardest

- hit. “Cinderella,” in
third week at RKO Keith’s, contin-
ues sock* while “Red Shoes,” back
to mid sector in Trans-Lux at pop
prices, looms hefty. “Young Man
With Horn,” solid at the Warner,
shapes best of new arrivals.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2^434; 44-74)—

“Black Hand” (M-G) plus vaude.
Slow $15,000; Last week, “Nancy
Goes to Rio” (M-G) plus vaude, bet-
ter tha* expected at $23,000.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-74)—
“Cinderella” TRKO) (3d wk). Con-
tinues town’s b.o. champ, 'with an-
other big week, $18,000* Last week,
$19,500. Holds again.
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163; 44-

74)—“Guilty Bystander” (FC). Neat
;nal • c

I

* inci Jut if in

$4,500. Last Week, “Desperados”
(Col) and “Renegades” (Col) (re-
issues), nice $5,500.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)—
“Mrs. Mike” (UA). Okay- $15,000.
Last week, “Prince of Foxes” (20th)
disappointing $19,000 in 10 days,
.with biz taking nose-dive latter part
of week.

.Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-90)—
All King’s Men” (Col) (17th-fihal

wk.) Spurted last few days to ex-
cellent $6,000. Last week, $5,500.
Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)—
Man With Horn” (WB): Solid $15,-

000, despite unfavorable notices.
Last week, “Thelma Jordon” (Par),
$12 000 •

../Trarts-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80)—
“Red Shoes” (EL). Hefty $11,000,
with chances of long run at pop
prices. Last week, “Foolish Heart’’

Cincinnati, March 14.

Vaude is
.
boosting “Baby Makes

Three” to town leadership this

stanza with sturdy take, at big
Albee. Of three; other flrstruns

“Paid In Full/’ moderate, is far

ahead Of “Blue Grass of Kentucky”
and “Girl: From Manhattan.” Hold-
overs “12 O’clock High” arid“Key
To City” are okay.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-85)—

“Baby Makes Three” (Col) arid

vaude including Alan Carney.
Stage fare boosting this to* sturdy
$21,000. Last weak, “Thelma Jor-
don” (Par) at 55-75c scale, mild
$10 ,000.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-
75)
—“12 O’Clock High” (20th) (2d

wk). Swell $11,000 after big $16,-

000 preem.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—

“Key to City” (M-G) (3d wk). Hold-
at oke $6,500 on heels of $10,000
last round. *

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-75)
—“Blue Grass Kentucky” (Mono),
So-sb $5,500. Last week, “Border-
line” (U), $6^000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
“Paid in Full” (Par). Moderate $11,-
000. Last Week, “Beyond Forest”
(WB), $10,000.
Shubert (Mid-States) (2,100; 55-

75)—“Girl Manhattan” (UA). Mild
$4,500. Last week, “Willie Comes
Home” (20th), third downtown
week, all right $5,500.

Toronto; ‘Montana 12G
Toronto, March 147^

“Montana” and “Malaya” are
cash register toppers among new-
comers, latter being especially big.

Holdovers of “Young Man with
Horn,” “Willie Comes Marching
Home” and “Heiress” are also
okay; Surprise brodie is “Guilty
of Treason” at Odeon.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown; Glendale, Scarboro,

State (20th) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;
35-60—“Port New York” (EL) and
“Shamrock Hill” (EL)* Okay $10,-
500. Last week, “Dakota Lil”
(20th) and “Blondie’s Hero” (Col),

$11 ,000,

Eglinton, Victoria (FP) (1,080;
1,140; 40-70)—“Heiress” (Par) (3d
wk). Fine $9,000 after last week’s
big $12,500.

Fairlawn, Odeon (Rank) (1,200,
2,390; 50-$1.20>—“Guilty of Trea-
son” (EL). Dim $9,000. Last week,
“Hamlet” (ELI (2d wk), nice
$14,000.

Imperial (FP) (3.373; 40-70) —
“Montana” (WB). Lusty $12*000.
Last week, “12 O’Clock High”
(20th) (3d wk), $10,000.
Loew’s (Loew)! (2,096; 40-70) —

“Malaya” (M-G). Sock $10,000. Last
week, “East Side” (M-G) (2d wk),
satisfactory $7,500.

Nortown, University (FP) (959,
1,556; 40-70) — “Young Man with
Horn” (WB) (2d wk)* Hefty $9,-
000 .after last week’s $14,000/

Shea's (FP) (2,386; 40-70) —
“Willie Comes Home” (20th) (2d
wk). Fine $9,000 after last week’s
$13,000.
Uptown (LOew) (2,743; 40-70)—

“Ambush” (M-G) (2d wk). D\
$4,000 after last week’s $5,500.

GM
Hollywood, March 14.

General Motors is going into the
film production business through a
deal with Hal Roach to make a 70-
minute feature on his lot in Culver
City.

Picture, to be released for gen-
eral public viewing, will be pro-
duced by John K. Ford, GM execu-
tive in charge of films/with Arthur
Pierson as writer and director, and
a number of Hollywood names in
the cast. r
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Detroit, March 14.
“Man With Horn” is landing hot

session at the Michigan this week
but “Buccaneer’s Girl” is the real
standout with big total at Palms.
“Outlaw,” after a sock Weekend
on initial round, is off sharply on
second stanza at Fox.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5.00Q; 70-95)—

“Outlaw” : (RKO> and “Tattooed
Stranger” (RKO) (2d wk). Trim
$22,000. Last week, big $36,000
after great weekend but below
earlier hopes*
Michigan (United Detroit) (4*-

000; 70-95) — • “Man With Horn”
(WB) and “Indian Scout” (Col),
Sturdy $25,000* Last week, “Dear
Wife” (Par) and “Hidden Room”
(EL), $21,000.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95) ^

'
fBiiccaneer’s Girl” (U) and “Taiv
nished” (Rep)/ Fine $19,000. Last
Week, “Guilty of Treason” (EL)
and “Unmasked” (Rep)

, $16,000.
United Artists. (UD) (2,000; 70-

95)— ‘Wirig and Prayer” (20th) and
“Submarine Patrol” (20th) (reis-
sues).. Slow $8;000. Last week,
“Fallen Idol” (SRO), $10,500.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 75-$l;20)—

“Samson and Delilah” (Par) • (8th
wk). Steady at $9,000. Last week,
fancy $10,000.
• Adam (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—
“Red Shoes” (EL) (3d wk). Solid
$7,000. Last week, $8,500.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70-

95)— *G. I. Joe” (UA) and “Stole
Million” (Indie) (reissues). Slow
$7,000. Last week, “Challenge to
Lassie” (M-G) and “Tension”
(M-G), $6,000.

Bliz Bops Mpls. Albeit

‘Malaya’ 14G; ‘Montana’

Mild 9G, ‘Buccaneer’ 7G
Minneapolis, March 14.

Major newcomers are action pix
what with “Malaya/* “Montana,”
“Buccaneer’s Girl” and “Davy
Crockett’ on leading screens. More
blizzards, , sub-zero temperatures
arid icy. streets have been ruinous
to the box-office gnd the only hope
for healthy takings lies in a return
of more bearable weather. “Sands
of Iwo Jima” remains for a third
loop week. None of newcomers is

measuring up to hopes.

Estimates for This Week
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)—

“Sands Iwo Jima” (Rep) <m.o ).

Third week downtown. Here after
two big State weeks. Nice $5,500,
Last week, “Congorilla” (Indie)
arid “Borneo” (Indie), $4,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—

“Malaya” (M-G). Good $14,000*
Last week, “Willie Comes Home”
(20th), blizzards dragged it down
to $14,500.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-

70)—“Davy Crockett” (UA). Light
$8,000. Last week, “Woman in
Hiding” (U), $8,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—

“Buccaneer’s Girl” (U). Oke $7,000
or near. Last week, “Chain Light-
ning” (WB) (2d wk), $6,000.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)—“Mon-
tana” (WB). Moderate $9,000. Last
week, “Sands Iwo Jima” (Rep) (2d
wk), good $10,000.
World (Mann) (400; 50-70)—

“Major 'Barbara” (Indie) (reissue).

Okay $2,500. Last week, ‘In-
truder in Dust” (M-G), $2,200.

Montreal, March 14.

Biz is good in all deluxers here
this stanza. “Foolish Heart”
shapes standout Of newcomers with
fancy sessiori at Palace. “Hvo
jima” looks best holdover, .still

great in second Imperial week.
Estimates for This Week

Loew’s CGT.) (2,855; 40-65)—
“Samson” (Par) (3d wk). Terrific

$31,000 after $39,500 last

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412;
“12 O’Clock High” (20th)
Still solid at $13,000

“

$19,000 opener.
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; 34-60)—

“Foolish Heart” (RKOh Sturdy
$17,000. Last week, “Lady Takes
Sailor” (WB), $13,500.

Princess (C.T.) (2;i31; 34-60)—
' ‘ “ (WB). Big $15,000.

rP’ (FC),

week.
34-60)—
(2d wk).

sock

“Montana”
Last week, “Pirates Capr
fair $9,500*

Imperial
“Iwo Jima”

(C.T.) (1,839; 26-45)—
(Rep) and “Belle Old

Mexico” (Rep) (2d wk)* Still great

at $9,500 after $12,500 opener.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,040; 34-60)—

“Immortal Sergeant” (20th) and
“Wing arid Prayer” (20th) (reis-

sues), Great $8,000. Last week,

Barbary Pirate” (Col) and Girl s
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$47,000,
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,W Fat 11G
Chicago, March 14. -

Business iii shaping up nicely,

this week, both for newcomers and
holdovers. Among the new pix,

‘‘Kev to. City,” at United Artists*

looks potent at^. $16^000. - When
Willie Comes Marching Home,
doubled with ‘'Blue Grass of Ken-
tucky” at Roosevelt, is fast $11,000.

“Nancy Goes to Bio,” with ‘‘Sugar

Chile” Robinson topping staigeshow

at Oriental looks smash $47,000.

“Buccaneer’s Girl” should hit fancy

$12,000 at Gfand< .'

.

Both second week holdovers are

strong. ,
'‘Heiress,” with Billy De

Wolfe in person at Chicago, shapes

sturdy $46,000. ”12 O’Clock High,

at Woods, is socko $30,000. ‘‘Cin-

derella,” ini third week at PalaCfe,

is holding at smash $23,000,

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,400; 50-98)—

“Heiress” (Par) with Billy De
Wolfe onstage (2d wk). Strong
$46,000. Last week, $55,000.

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net/ i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come..
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated;
Include the U. Si, amusement
tax.-

‘Horn’ Lusty. $13,500 In D„^A1| *
-

Buff; ‘Rio
r Sweet 14G ll0p6^AQSS6uM .

Buffalo, March 14,
“Young Man With Horn” shapes 0.1 llfl 41 If H- I. 01 AT*1*

ter
S

with°big
h
sessiom “Nancy Goes Zu hK^ HcMCI "M^SuOW JlOW 45(l*

To Rio” is nice at the Buffalo.
~

‘Strangers’ Weak 28G. ‘Oatriders’ 17G
U
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)-*

uvunu/V) vHfimiv
,

Sl^OOO m°
C
hit

t0
hrtlpr 'nisIP'wM* Overall business picture at $103,500 for second. “Woman of

“Kev Tn ritv” r nnrf Broadway first-run theatres ~ re- Distinction” (Col) opens tomorrow
lddavs

y ’ ?18'000 m mains very sluggish this session, (Thurs.),

Paramount (Par) (3000- 40-70)
but Bob Hope, Jane Russell, et al., Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98) •—

“Barricade” (WB) Ud ‘‘Unmasked”
contll

i
ue to pack the Paramount on “Without Pity” (Indie). Opens

(Rep). Doing surprisingly well at
second .Week.

.
Unfortunately the today (Wed.). Last Week, “Mafia*’

$15,000. Last .week “Paid in Full” g
rosPenty enjoyed by the Par (indie) (2d wk), held comparativelysaw-^ ***«»

$17,000.
Center (Par) (2,100;

“Young Man With Horn

/« < « „r\\ a limited scale. Lent, U. S: iri-

^w’
1

\
borne tax deadline, rain and offish

I o eon • t • i-l 4i/Si •• vvyuuuuv; vuAiuuuuxiia hi ,uic j, •

f LninSwif Lrn!) f” area all are being blamed for the

lO^da^s^
^WB), only $12,000. in present slow; boxoffice.

Lafayette (Basil’s) (3,000 ; . 40-70) Fhina ” ^
—“Father Is Bachelor” (Col) and 2

.
6 »000 ^ se

?
0I

}
d

ne ^rain and offiSi
Tivoli (UAT-Par) <2,092; 9041,80)

economic condiHons
3
in the N Y “‘'Samson and Delilah” (Par)economic conditions i^^he

f

N. Y.
(12th wk)/ Snapped out of de-

vSffW
111

- -

r clihmg tendencies, with, solid week-
xoiuQ.e.

^ . end, and looks okay $15,000 for
r“*na ’ current round; ...;llth week ; was

26,000 in second $16,500. Continues, v

Lafayette (Basil’s) (3,000; . 40-70) . i™
1**1

*.nfjS China,” is current - round; *llth week was
—“Father Is Bachelor” (Col) and se®?1

}
d $16,500. Continues.

“The ; Palomino” (Col), Modest E?^rv R°xy (2(5fth) (5,886; 8041.75) —
$10,000. Last week; “Francis” (U) alf^lori^ime

1

with '‘Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th)
and “Rugged O’Riordans” (U) (2d urdav^sShdav' ^nd ivm h^K

S
on and Beatrice Kay, Buck & Bub-

Wk). fancy $10,500.
da^ ^nd .?

1
;
60 high on

kjeS( Beatrice Kraft and DancersWk), fancy $10,500. ,• Friday P u^eirtra rimws s ^ aim ^ancera
Century (20th Cent) (3*000: ,40- ^ The Postage (2d-final wkk - Looks to

70)—“Sundowners” (EL) and “Port Hone stag! nfckaee S hnnkert
wind up at very slow $40,000 after

New York” (EL v. Very nice $12,- f^oniv two weeks
8
wi«i“Franris”

hi*hly disappointing $48,000 open-
it. T.obf Tiroov ^v1 °.niy tw? weeKs,; wun riancis

. or tv/t™

Plenty of
Boston, March 14.

newcomers around
Shadow of a Doubt (U) and Rolr town this stanza, but no sizeable

Jbw the Boys (U) (reissues). Smart piz upsurge is noted, at most
$6,000. Last week, .Guilty Byv houses. Leading the pack but not
slalde£ A

(HC) an4 flying Saucer too strong is “All King’s Men” at

000 looms; or better. Last week, ^^ todav (Wed )

“Blue Grass Kentucky” (Mono) I

toaay (Wed.).

and “Girl In Heart” (Mono),, fair _ Principal exceptions

$12,500 in 10 days. ;?S?^SSK-P

oven ne to&v (Wed )
er. “Under My Skin” (20th) andopening today (Wed.). China Doll Revue onstage open

Principal exceptions to the slow Friday (17)

anT^rf 'S&P.

(FC), $5,000. State and Orpheum. “Chain Light-• /4 PAA • Un HUU N/il/AIVUUIt WA&O&AA JJ1A1IV-
Grand (RKO) (1*500; 9?)~ ning” at Met and “Dakota Lil” at

caneers Girl (U).^ Fast $12,000
;
Paramount and Fenway are about

Last webk. Deadly Is Female average. “Guilty Bystander” at
(UA), $14,000? ;; . Mayflower and Pilgrim is below

^H0P*hL(3^*400;^r50-98)— hopes. “Cinderella” in fourth
Nancy Goes to^_Rio (M-G) with

j

Memorial still shapes well.
“Sugar Chile” Robinson onstage.
Housing $47,000. Last week,
“Quicksand” (UA) and disk jockey
revue (2d wk), $30,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 98)—“Cin-
derella” (RKO) (3d wk): Still

sizzling at $23,000. - Last week,
$34,000.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 50-95)

“Foolish Heart” (RKO) (6th wk).
Neat $7,000 after oke $9,500 for
fifth.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill, Inc.)

(780-40-95) — “Bicycle Thief”
(indie) (4th wk). Strong $8,000

13G in Mild Pitt

Pittsburgh, March 14.

Lent and after-effects of long

and “Third Man.” Walt Disney
opus still is socko $35,000 in fourth
stanza at the Mayfair while “Man”
Continues its great pace With
around $20,000. for sixth Victoria
frame.

Three new bills, lauhched dUr-

“The ; Outriders” (M-G) (2d wk).
Initial week ended last night
(Tu.es.) is not getting far, with
$17,000 likely, light. In. ahead,
“Key to City” (M-G) (5th wk),
$7,500. .

Strand (WB) (2,756; 55-$2)—
iS!qh^ :^reafkris« Strangers’’ (’WBI /With

.

»

ot a
:tv

gl
2S m wir,

C
ri

George Shearing Quintet, Tito

Pied Piners^H^vev^tonc^onqta^e Guizar, others onstage. Very slug-

at^Cap t6L
hS ^X>ne Hi-

gi
!
h $28^00 or close, one of slow-

.
elUlOl. l^espue a Strong oat pcf nncnintf wppItb in mnnilio

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)— iY^s8 200 for thirdVilli*. Pnniae IV/Tai'/rVi in a alter JOl tnUO
“Willie Comes Marching Home
(20th) and “Blue Grass Kentucky
(Mono). Sturdy $11,000. Las

Lent and after-effects of long ufday-Sunday, combo doesnT^ look
coal strike are putting a blanket likely to go over mild $45,000 in S'fWflilnri^T^>in

G
OnLf^r

gn^on almost everything this. week, its first week ending Friday.
mng .(WB) and Latin Quarter Re-

“Francis” at Fulton Is' the lone “perfect Strangers ” with stage-
VUe

?
tlstage (3d wk)> $21,000,

new entry to make much impres- h ^ tobbed- bv^T-ito Guizar and Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
sion, being great arid holding. Sge Shearing Qhli^et looms fallen Idol” (SRO) (18tli wk). The
“Sundowners” looks fair at the Verv slng^ich rinn nf

’ frame ended Monday (13) was
Barry; Major disappointment is «The ' Outridbr/’ ’ also is taking it ?olid at ^4o° after fine $6,900
innliilifir nf eft'nntf iriQPnKaa lin*J_l,lT .... . .

aiSO lS laiCing .in 1 Rih Txroolr Cf QT70

l
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85) —

t I

“Deadly Is Female” (UA) and “Red
Desert” (EL). Mild $16,000. Last

Jo^
ek,

uS nSn
-^r^ason ^LVweek, “Outside Wall” (U) and

(2d wkh $8,000.
. - OQ “Home San Antone” (Col), fair

$20,000 in 8 days.
Thiid Man (SRO) (4th

j

*
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85) —

wk). Still staunch at $10,000. Last
j

“Dakota Lip* (20th) arid “Backfire”
'V

SU«!.LiT-(B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
! ,WB '- Average $7,000. Last week.

new entry to riiake much impres-
sion, being great arid holding.
“Sundowners” looks fair at the
Barry. Major disappointment is

inability of strong marquee line-up
to: pull them into Penn for “Ma-
laya.”

Estimates for This Week
Barry (Skirball) <1,100; 45-80) —

“Sundowners” (EL). Heavy cam-

Sutton (R&B) (561; 9041,50)—
“Fallen Idol” (SRO) (18tli wk). The
17th frame ended Monday (13) was
solid at $6,400 after fine $6,900

J.lie wuniucto disu IS ltUUIlK 11. 1WU
on the chin with $17,000 for first

in week. Stays.

State week, ,
fine opening being

washed out by dull trade subse-
quently.

Trans-Lux (60th St.) (453; 74-
$1.50)—“Tight Little Island” (U)
(12th wk). Eleventh week ended

“Samson Delilah’ (Par) (4th wk),
(M'G)

r
(5ih Wk2- [fair SLOOO at upped sdale.

Fancy $16,000 or near. Last week,
$15,000.

Mayflower (ATC) (700; 35-85) —
“Guilty Bystander” (FC) and “To

( l-70°: ?P; Ends of Earth” (Col) (wtesuS..'

S?«"nA?
e
^» ' Thin $3,000. Last week, "Guilty

Ji?
s
)o.
w

f.SK’ 1JSS!?* ln of Treason” (Et). sagged to $2,600

“Sundowners” (EL). Heavy cam- lightweight, some houses beh
paign plugging debut of John firmly embedded in the red.

Barrymore, Jr., should bring fair The Music Hall bri n g s in
$7,000. Probably be enough to “Woriian of Distinction” tomorre
hold. Last week, “Guilty of Trea- (Thurs.) after “Stage Fright” f<

son” (EL) out of money at a little down in second and third weeks,
over $6,000 in 10 days. ' Estimates for This Week
,,/uiton, (Shea) _(1,700; 45-8Q) — Astor (City Inv.) (1.300; 60-$l.E
Francis . (U), Talking mulo has —-“Thrpf* Pam. Ufim.” i id

Elsewhere, first-runs are very last Saturday (11) held very well
lightweight, some houses being at $5,500 after okay $6,000 last
n 1

‘

• ; 1. J.1 . 1 . 4 •« round. Continues.

.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 95-

“Woriian of Distinction” tomorrow
j

$1.50)—“Third Man” (SRO) (6tli
(Thurs.) after “Stage Fright” fell wk). Showing marked strength in

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.), (1,300; 60-$l,50)

—“Three Came Home” (20th) (4th

face of * conditions, with fancy
$20,000 likely after $23,000 for
fifth round. Continues indef.

Dust” (M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
Woods (EssanessJ (1,073; 50-98)—

in fourth week.
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—

i •

. j • _ i; • a v- j, * A1A vy XAVAllv AAJVlIi; \itil

wk). Third week ended last Mon-
level in some time. Great $13,000 day (13) night was down to $18,000

“Wrtmt

«

r
* Tn ^tti Thom aft

!
ei' nice $25,000 for second round:

*??aa - Hiding (U), about stays on, although has fallen back
c
12 O’clock High*' (20th) (2d wk). «ci

.

nde
-
ell> (RK0 ). (4th Wk). Fast

Smash $30,000, Last week, $39,600. $18,000 after big $23,000 for third.

»r^
V
?I

ld
/T
(I|

l?
l
?
) Metropolitan (NET) <4,367; <40-

IJ ef” (Indie) (4th- wk). Strong $5)—“Chain Lightning”. (WB) and
$d,000. Last week, $5,800. “Blonde Dynamite” (Mono). Fair

„ $19,000. Last week, “Dear Wife”

New Pix Don t Bolster /
p
kf 8

a
1

n
6
d
0o‘^

nmaskcd” (Rep,> ,2d

FT. nipl rp • (M A AAA Orpheum (Loew) (3.000; 40:85)—
AX,. Wire rair 11U*UUU, “AH King’s Men” (Col) and “China-

zn V,n - T mmgi A,' town Midnight” (Col). Good $22,-

Franci< MllClin 15G 2d °00 ' Last week, “Key to City’
1 IAIIU5 INlllgUp 1«W, LU (Mi_G) (2d Wk), fair $16,000.

Kansas City, March 14, Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)

Town has a fairly sturdy line-up —“Dakota Lil” (20th) and “Back-
of films but biz only moderate, fire” (WB). Satisfactory $16,000.
“Chain Lightning” at Missouri, Last week, “Samson Delilah” (Par)
“Nancy Goes to Rio” at Midland (4th wk), upped prices got oke
and “Dear Wife” at Paramount are $11,000.
all satisfactory, but not big, “Fran- Pilgrim (ATC) (1,700; 45-85) —
cis” is good news in second week at “Guilty Bystander” (FC) and “To
Fox Midwest first-run trio, getting Ends of Earth” (Col) (reissue),

nearly average first week figure for Slow $6,000. Last week, “Sun-
second round. downers” (EL) and “Commandos

Estimates for This Week Strike Dawn” (Col) (reissue) (2d
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45- wk), $5,000.

65)—“Joison Sings Again” (Col). State (Loew) (3,5.00; 40-85) —
First time in town at regular “All King’s Men” (Col) and
scale, and changes house to solo “Chinatown Midnight” (Col), About

$7 ,000 .

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80) —
“Mother Didn’t Tell” (20th). Not
much over $8,500, light. Last
week, “Borderline” (U), $7,000 in
6 days.
Penn (Loew’s). (3,300; 45-80) —

“Malaya” (M-G)V Not even names

.v more Rapidly than expected.
Bijou ’(City Inv.) (589; $1.20-

$2.40) — “Red Shoes” (EL) (73d

n
aS wk); Holding okay around $7,500

u m after $8,000 for last stanza. Con-
v tiriues.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$1.50)

Vr®
S “B]ack Hand” (M-G) plus Art

Philadelphia, March 14.

Rain storms Saturday and Sim-
of Spencer Tracv and James Stew- l‘

Black H^d”
:

^-G) plus . Art.,
1

day nights washed out "the box-
art nan tfof thorn- )n frtr thic nno. I

boney orch, Pied Pipers, Harvey ( office here, with first-runs hav-

JR12 000 iii mai. ween cnuing kuuu ai uie Amine, ivian on juiitei

Stanlev (WB) (3 RftO* 45-80) — Fi*
lday (17). Holds. . Last week, Tower,” at Stanley shapes, nice.

“Man With Horn” ’

(WB) (2d wk) •
“Mother. Didn’t Tell Me,” at Foxf

Staying over 5 days, abbreviated Dnly ^air *

stanza doing modest $6,500. Last iof.SS?
s^a^e (2d wk-10 days), Estimates for This Week

Jj^eek, fair $14,500.
.

. Criterion (Moss) (1 700' 5041 75) Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)-—
Wariioi* (WRl (9. rtnft. l^riienou UVIOSSJ lj.,lUU, Ov m /TXT \ at;...

stanza doing modest $6,500. Last W"AU aa^V Estimates for This Week

^WaVner (WB)
0
(2 000- 70 $1 20) Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)

<<r^
ldi

j;

e J (WB) (1,303; 50-99)-

^ Deinah“^^(Paridd ude)
—“Outside the Wall” (U). Opened inn t

(

F M*-"
TfpM^ lip

^ holHinv we 1 ^hefjv yesterday (Tues.). In ahead, “Bor- Last week ^Outside ^

^ Wall”“ Last wee^ fanev
11^000

y derline” (U) (10 days), mild $15,000. (U
^

(3d wk)
* neat $9,000.

$lo.uUU. Last week, tancy $Zo,UUU. (Umn^in n isno. om Rnvri WR) (9. 50-QQY^_“Fi»an.

second round. downers” (EL) and “Commandos
Estimates for This Week Strike Dawn” (Col) (reissue) (2d

Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45- wk), $5,000.
65)—r“Joison Sings Again” (Col). State (Loew) (3,5.00; 40-85) —
First time in town at regular “All King’s Men” (Col) and
scale, and changes house to solo “Chinatown Midnight” (Col), About
film policy for week; Satisfactory average $11,000. Last week, “Key
$3,500. Last week, “Siren of At- To City” (M-G), fair $9,000 for
lantis” (UA) and “Red River’’ second week.

Storm Slaps Omaha But

Kassel-M. Hutton Boost

‘Book’ 14G, ‘Malaya’ 6G

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$ 1.20) Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—“Fran-—“Outlaw” (RKO) (4th wk>. Down cis” (U) (3d wk). Good $11,500.
to $16,000 this week but still very Last week, $15,000.

profitable, with extra newspaper Earle (WB) .(2,700; 7041.25)-—
ads helping. Last week, big $20,000. “Samson and

.
Delilah” (Par) (6th

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.20) wk). Holding to nice $15,500. Last

lantis” (UA) and “Red River’* second week.
(UA) (reissue), $2,000 in 6 days. ,r^

—

j .

!
-

'

' -

~

iaraf!a« Sdtr» $15,000Mikado” (U), oke $2,000 at 65c top. JJ
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)

.

Denver, March 14.

--“Nancy Goes to Rio” (M-G) and Heaviest snow ot winter and
Border Incident” (M-G); Moderate sub-zero temperatures clipped

Omaha, March 14.

Heavy wirids, sleet and snow-

,

storm tied up traffic and spoiled 1
“Mr. Lucky” (RKO) (reissue) and (2d wk), $16,000.

weekend openings here. Even ! vaude. Playing oldie with vaude
|

Goldman (Goldman) <1,200; 50?

the Orpheum, With Art Kassel band
j

because of product shortage,, and : 99)—“Paid in Full” (Par) . (2d WkL
and Marion Hutton and “Black 1 doing better than recently at $16,- 1 Fair $14,000 after $18,000 opener.

Book” is only fair. The Brandeis ! 500. Last week, “Dakota Lil” (20th)
|

Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)

—“Cinderella” (RKO) (4th wk). week, $18,000.
Still doing big business at $35,000 i Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-99)—“Moth*
after sock $44,000 for third ses-

,
er Didn’t Tell Me” (20th). Not as

sion. Stays on.
[
good as expected at $17,000. Last

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)— I week, “Willie Comes Home” (20th)
“Mr. Lucky” (RKO) (reissue) and i (2d wk), $16,000.'
vaude. Playing oldie with vaude

|
Goldman (Goldman) <1,200; 50?

with “Tell It ‘to Judge” and “Body- land vaude, dull $15000
T _ . A W _ _ 1 i A A A

—“Love
.
Happy” (UA) .(2d

.
wk).

hold” dipped sharply; “The Heir-
[

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$1.50) Okay $12,500 after boff $16,000 inb

ess" at Paramount also suffered :
-‘.Francis' <p with King Cole

j

tial.round.

$12,000. Last week, “The Nevadan”
Col) and “Father Is Bachelor”
(Col), $11,000.

weekend grosses, making whole
Week very sluggish. “Malaya” is

good enough at Orpheum to win a

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)— holdover. “Willie Comes Home”
'Chain Lightnfng’’ (WB) arid “Mule

j

shapes fairly nice in two spots.A • a a . .
• —.r— " Wl .I..*. tsi a • a £1 . mV. V V VWF _ _

from storm. “Malaya” at Stale will

do sock session:
Estimates for This Week

. Orpheum
;
(Tristates) ’

(3,000; 16-

Trio, Larry Storch, Johnny Coy,,} Mastbaum (WB) (4.360; 50-99)

—

Ray McKinley orch. Opens today ' “Mari With Horn” (WB) >2d wk),
(Wed.). Last week, “Capt. China” ! Down to $16,000 after light $22,-
(Par) and Bob Hope[ Jane Russdll,

i
500 opener.

week;

n Ligntning" (

” (Col). Oke
“Stromboli’

$12 ,000 .

(RKO)
Last I

Estimates for This Week
and I

Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 35-

“Tattooed Stranger” (RKO), took It 74) — “Battleground’’ (M-G) \ (6th

on chin from crix, slim $7,500. wk). Fair $5,0Q0. Last week, good
^Orpheum (Fox Midwest) <1,912; $6^00,

. / > oe ....

55-75) — “Mother Didn’t Tell” Denham (Cockrill) <1,750; 35-74)

(20th) (2d wk). Slow $4,000 in 4 ^'Capt China"
^

<Par) (2d
rt

wk)-
days. Last week, fair $9,000. Mild $9,000. Last week, $10,500.

Paramount (United Par) (1 ,900; ;J^r (Fox
)

„(2.525; 35-74) -j

65)—“Black Book” (EL) and* Art ! Les Brown orch onstage (2d wk),
|

Randolph (Goldman) <2,500; 50-

Ka<;<5Pl nrch on staee Mild $14,000 ( held up In remarkable fashion with
,
99)
—“Key to City” (M-G) (4th Wk).

or pear Last week “Sundowners’*^ terrific $126,000, biggest second
j

Down to $10,000. Last week, neat

(EL) and “Song Surrender” (Par), ‘ Session ever for Par flagship. First
j

$11,500; . .

. . _

slender $9 500 |

week was greatest opening week in
j

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16- !
23-year history of house, mammoth “Eiffel Tower” (RKO) Franchot

65)—“The Heiress” (Pari, Okfe ! $I41-;0Q0 1 ! Tone's p.a. helped opening day.

$10 000 Last week “12 O’clock Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$l. 50) Nice $18,000 likely. Last week*

High” (20th ) fine $13 500. —“Astoriished Heart” (U) (5th wk). “Capt China” (Par); $12,500.

Brandeis (RKOr (1 500' 16-65)— Fourth stanza ended Monday (13) Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)—

“Tell to Judce” (Col) and “Body- - wus down to $4,500 but still show- “The Outlaw” (RKO) (2d wk). Nut

hold” (Col) Fair $6 500 Last ing profit. Stays on. Third frame holding to boff start, but still

week “Chaiii Lightning" (WB) and was $6,000.
, „ lt /TlJt ,

plenty strong^ at. $14,000. Last

“Mule Train” (Col), good $7,500. Radio City Music Hall (Rdcke- week, smash $22,500.

State (Goldberg) (865* 16-65)— fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40) — “Stage Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)—

“Malava” (M-G) 'Sock $6,000. Last 1 Fright” (WB) and stageshow (3d- “Passage Pimlico” (EL). Neat $6,-

week “Bagdad’ HJ) -^k).

:

Off>; mild .$9«t0OO: Qr 000. Last ,w^ek
f
“Tight Little I*.

Guilty’^ (MmioL '

|
near in final round after light land’* (EL) (4th wk), fine $5,700.

45-65)—“Dear Wife” (Par) Medium “Willie Comes Home” (20th) and
$10,000. Last week, “Samson and “Western Pacific

.
Agent” (Lip),

Delilah” (Paf) (3d wk) at road day-date with E,squire. Good $14,-
ahow scale, $12,000. 000. Last week, “Chain Lightnirtg”

Tourer - Uptown - Fairway (Fox (WB). and “Green Promise’’ (RKO),
Midwest) (2,100, 2,043, 700; 45-65) $12,000. /w .

- ,
--“Francis” (U) (2d Wk). Big $15,- Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74), * —
000. Last week, gx'ehe $!22,500I (Continued on /page 24)

ate (Goldberg) (865; 16-65)— ' feuersh- (5,945; 80-$z.40) — wage Tra.

taya” (M-G). Sock $6,000. Last fright ’ (WB).and stageshow^ <3d- “Passi

i, “Bagdad” AU) apd Ott^ mUdmOOO. or 000

ty’^ (Moriof, ^4,3(jo, |
near in final round after light land *

plenty strong at $14,000. Last
week, smash $22,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 50-99)—

“Passage Pimlico” (EL). Neat $6,-

000. Last^w^ek, “Tight. Little I*-

land’* (EL) <4th wk), fine $5,700.



12 FILM REVIEWS UfifoETt WninesJay, March 15, 1950

.The Big Hangover
.Metro release of Norman Krasna pro-

S
uction. Directed and written by Krasna.
tars Elizabeth Taylor, Van Johnson; fea-

tures Percy Waram, ,Fay Holden. Leon
Ames. Edgar Buchanan. Gene Lockhart,
ficlena Hoyle, Rosemary

.
DeCamp. Cam-

era, George Folsgy; editor, Fredrick V.
Smith; musical score, Adolph Deutsch.
Tradeshown in N. Y. March 9, '50. Run*

. Bing time, S3 MINS.
David Maldon . . .... . . .

-

.

Van Johnson
Mary Belney. . . . ... . .... .Elizabeth Taylor
John Belney . .... ..........

;

Percy Waram
Martha Belney, . ... . ... ....... Fay Holden
Carl Bellcap . ..... . , . . ...

.

. . .Leon Ames
Unde Fred Mahoney . . .

.

Edgar Buchanan
Kate Mahoney . . . .

.

Selena Ruyie
Charles Parkford, . , . . Gene Lockhart
Claire Bellcap . . . ;•/. . . . Rosemary DeCamp
Dr. Lee . . . . . . . . .

.

. .

.

• o Phillip Ahn
Williams . . ; . . . . . .

.

. .

.

Gordon Richards
Mr, RumUe . . . . . ..... Matt Moore
Samuel C. Lang; . ;.... .

.

inerre Watkin
Steve Hughes ......

.

. .

.

. Russell . Hicks

This is a light, beguiling comedy
with a great deal of charm; Story
idea and thread aren't too strong,
but treatment is smart. Theme is

appealing, and pic has marquee
names of, Van Johnson and Eliza-

, of father-son cinematic relation-

Miniature Reviews
“The Big Hangover" (Metro).
Engaging romantic come d y

,

with Van Johnson, Elizabeth
Taylor. Gbod b.o.

-“Under My Skin" (Songs)
(20th). Mild Garfield-Miche-
line Prelie starrer. .

“Please Believe Me" (M-G).
Mildly diverting comedy of a
romantic chase. Fair b.o.

prospects,
“Shadow on the Wall"

(M-G). Entertaining ... rneller

with psychiatric them*; good
nabe fare.

» “S in gin g Gun s" (Rep).
Vaughn Monroe in his first

oatuner; good b.o.

“The Happiest Bays of Your
Life" (BL). Amusing British
classroom farce.

beth Taylor to give it ample re-

turns on its . apparently modest
budget;

ships, remains apparently inex-
haustible as a story source for
films. What "The Champ" did for

Norman Krasna , as writer-direc- ' Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper
tor-producer; has done a good job Ms probably the hope of John Gar-
on his one-man show. Granted it’s field and young Orley LindgreiD—
a slight story, he’s decked it out in let alone 20th-Fox-Mn this yarn of
some amusing and tender situa- an erratic turf jockey, his esca-
tions, with sprightly, adult dialog i pades and hardships that he shares
and an expert cast of farceurs in

! with, his adolescent son. However,
support of the two romantic leads.

[
“Under My Skin’’ misses. Occasion*

Film gets a little too cute at times, ally it gives ‘ promise of getting
arid has a few dull stretches, but away into the stretch, but then
neither happens often enough to be
ierious.

Story is that of a young idealist,

graduating from law school as lari

honor student and about to enter
a rich,, socialite : law .firm because
of his marks. He’s a poor boy,
from the wrong side of the tracks,
Who’s been able to go to law school
via the GI Bill of Rights; He has
a peculiar, allergy—to liquor—^the
result of his war experierice. He
was trapped in a Win* cellar dur-
ing a bombing, and almost drowned
in a flood of brandy.

v A whiff of
spirits is enough now to send him
into a headspin.

Situation allows for some amus-
ing comedy moments, which Kras-
na properly exploits. But it also
permits him to weave in some ex-
cellent commentary on riian’s self-

ishness and his lack of social con-
sciousness; The message comes
through sugarcoated, told in light

vein, but it’s effective nevertheless,
as the law grad takes the side of
the common people and quits his
new job with the swank law firm
to join the city solicitor’s office arid

fight discrimination.
Meantime, the daughter of the

law firm’s senior partner, who
fancies herself ant amateur psy-
chiatrist, has taken the law grad in

hand to cure him of his drink al-

lergy, with the inevitable romantic
complications.

There are fine moments in
.
the

film, as when the law. student elo-

quently defends the practice of laiw

In rehearsal of his valedictory
speech; or when the city solicitor
explains how his loyal wife helped
him through law school, or when
they welcome a Chinaman, dispos-
sessed from a swank apartment
house, to their fold.

.

Miss Taylor is warm and appeal-
ing as the amateur psychiatrist, in

a role more mature and adult than
usual for her. Johnson, trio, is

rather subdued and serious here,
to just as warming effect. Film,
though slight, adds cubits to both
their statures. Supporting cast is

unusually smooth, with Percy
Waram as the law firm’s senior
partner; Fay Holden, as his under-
atandirig wife; Leon Ames, as the
crusading city solicitor; Rosemary
DeCamp, as his loyal helpmate;
Gene Lockhart, as a practical joker
of a lawyer; Edgar Buchanan and
Selena Boyle, as the law student’s
uncle and aunt, and Phillip Ahn,
as the victim of social discrimina-
tion. Bron.

IJiMiei* My Skin
(SONGS)

peters out into a slough of absurd
sentiment rind romance.

Garfield plays art American jock-
ey working the Continental tracks;
arid “working" is right; He’d throw
a race faster than you. could pick
a loser at Chantilly, and he’s
always gettirig into trouble with
the wrong people. Like Luther Ad-
ler, for instance, a guy he’s double-
crossed on a track in Italy and wh<o
is ultimately responsible, in . a
rather obscure • ending, for Gar-
field’s death in a final race in which
he gives it that big Rutger’s try,

“for the kid."
Micheline Prelle (nee Presle), as

a nightclub operator and . singer, is

the romantic pivot with Garfield,
and she gets a lot of the photo-
graphic breaks. An import from
France, where she was a film star
(“Devil in the Flesh"), Miss Prelie
is slicked up a little too much,
camera-wise, in her American de-
but With some obvious camera-
angles. Her face, however, crimes
off better on the camera shots than
that chassis. She’s an actress who
underplays, and suggests more
ability than the direction would in-
dicate.

Garfield manages to survive
some of that dialog, while the
youngster,. Lindgren, is a good-
looking acting prospect. Adler is

always a believable menace. Other-
wise, the cast is huge and consists
practically of just bits.

The script, from- ,an original
stoiy by Ernest Hemingway, has
little action, though there are some
exciting moments in the final race.
The direction has failed to moti-
vate the story effectively.
Miss Prelle sings two songs in

nightclub scenes, both effectively
dorie. Kahili

collects the gal in the end. Curtis
has peppered his script with dialog

and situations that proyoke a num-
ber of topnotch laughs. But he
needed to be smoother in putting
the good factors together.
; Four leads are uniformly good.

Miss Kerr's character seerns a bit

out of place for her, but she gives

it a good, light touch. Three male
stars are expert, with Lawford’s
character accounting for the most
chuckles. James Whitmore, body-
guard assigned to Walker by
gairibler J. Carrol Naish so the lat-

ter's investment will be protected,

is good, as is Naish.
Val Lewton’s production has

given the film a nifty physical flash,

Robert Planck’s lensing displays it

well and helping the torriedy mood
is the Hans Salter music score.

Brpg.

Shadow flit the Wall
Metro release of Robert. Sisk, produc-

tion. Stars Ann Sothern, Zachary Scott.
Gigi Perreau. Directed by Patrick Jack-
son. Screenplay. William Ludwig; based
on iitory by Hannah Leeg, Lawrence P.
Bachmann; camera, Ray June; editor,
Irvine Warburton; score, Andre .Previn.
Tradeshown N. Y„. March 2, ’50. Run-
ning time, 84 MINS.
DeU Faring. .

.

David I. Starrling,.

.

Susan Starrling . ...

Dr. Caroline Canford.
Celia Starrling , . ...

Pike LudweU. , : . ...

Crane Weymouth...
Miss Burke.........
Olga . ;Barbara Billingsley
Secretary.. .... . . . . .. . .. Marcia Van Dyke
Bobby . .

. .. . . . . . . ... . ,v. .... Anthony Sydes
Boy . : . ... . . .... .

.

. Jimmy Hunt

. Ann Sothern
. . Zachary Scott

. .
. ,

,

. Gigi Perreau
; . . .Nancy Davis

. . Kristine MlUer
....John Mdntire

. . ,
Tom Helmore
Helen Brown

Please Believe Me
Hollywood, March 6.

Mgtro release of Val Lewton produc-
tion. Stars Deborah Kerr, Robert Walker,
Mark Stevens, Peter Lawford; features
James Whitmore, J. Carrol Naish, Di-
rected by Norman Taurog. Story and
screenplay, Nathaniel Curtis; camera,
Robert Planck; musical score, Hans Set-
ter; editor,

;
Ferris Webster. Tradeshown

March 3, ’50. Running time, 86 MINS.
Alison Kirbe..
Terence Keath. . . . .

.

Matthew Kinston. . .

,

Jeremy Tayler .......
Vincent Maran. ....
LUcky Reilly
Mrs, Milwright .... . .

.

Sylvia Rumley . .

.

Beryl Robinson...
Mr; Cooper....,..,..
Edward WaiTehder..
Lily Millwright
Jacques Carnet.
Mmc. Carnet, . , ...

,

The ; Croupier . .... .

.

Deborah Kerr
Robert Walker

.... Mark Stevens
... . • Peter Lawford
. . . James Whitmore
. , .1. Carrol NalSh
.

. Spring Byington
Carol Savage

. - ;
. Drue Mallory

. .George Cleveland
... Ian Wolfe

. . .

.

Bridget Carr
. . . Henri Letondal

• Gaby Andre
Leon Belasco

A variation on the psycho theme,
“Shadow On the Wall” is an ar-
resting miller that will make good
program fare. Neatly dressed and
well performed, pic spins an un-
usual murder story whose solution
hinges on the successful psychi-
atric treatment of a young child.
Lack of solid marquee values Will
limit its chances in the flrstrun
keys, but it will go over nicely at
the riabes.

Gigi Perreau, a talented child
actress, is thrust into the oanter
of the yarn by witnessing the mur-
der of her stepmother following a
violent husband-wife scrap, Zach-
ary Scott, the child’s father, is
charged with the slaying which
even he Relieves he committed
since he was knocked unconscious
directly before the killing. The
child, however, $aw someone else
eriter the room and perpetuate the
crime, but the resulting shock pro*
duces a form Of amnesia in the kid.
With Scott convicted and slated

to be electrocuted in a short time,
story gathers tension as the kid
slowly recovers consciousness and
dimly, puts the finger on her aunt,
Anri SOthern, who killed her two-
timing sister because the latter
stole her fiance. Best portions Of
the pic are the detailed sequences
showing a femme psychiatrist's
techniques in gaining the child’s
confidence and probing her riiem-
ory.
Plenty of melodrama is dished

up as Miss Sothern makes a couple
of efforts to get rid of -the child
before she riiakes a full identifica-
tion Of the Culprit. Once Miss
Sothern uses poison and another
time drowning, but both times she’s
foiled in the nick. At. the windup,
the j|cid receives another shock, via
her aunt's shadow, on the wall,
which , stirs a vivid recollection of
the original crime scene and per-
mits her to reveaj the guilty party.
Around eight years old, Gigi

Perreau registers strongly in a dif-
ficult part which she carries off
credibly with little of the pre-
cocious mannerisms of kid thespers.
Miss Sothern, in the unusual role
of a heavy, handles the assignment
neatly while Scott effectively cre-
ates Sympathy, Nancy Davis is con-
vincing as the psychiatrist and
Kristine Miller in the brief part of

“Lenin," which opened
March 11, 1950, at the N. Y;

' Stanley, is a weak documen-
tary-type story of the Russian
hero’s life. About 85% of the
material is out-and-out pro-
Soviet propaganda, narration
referring to the U. S„ British

and other Allied nations in

slurring terms.
Central Documentary Film

Studios in Moscow produced;
Artkino is releasing in U. S.

No other credits are given.

Film is suited Only for Russo*
language theatres, where it

Will need several shorts to pad
out program since “Lenin"
runs only 61 minutes. v;

dio, record and ballroom
this orituner appears to have . a
guaranteed b.o. in supporting sit-

uations despite a routine stoiy.

Monroe’s broad leap from stick-

swishing to six-guns ties in with
his association with “Mule Train,"
one of last year’s hit novelty num-
bers. Tune is briefly reprised in

the filiri, with the batonerrturned-
thesp handling, the vocal. He also

croons "Singing My Way Back
Home" rind “MexicriU Trail." AU
three ditties blend well with the
pic’s outdoor theme.

.
ScrhenplayCd by Dorrell and

Stuart McGowan from the Max
Brand novel, the yarn has Monroe
portraying a RObin-Hoodish outr

law who steals gold from a mine
which he believes to be rightfully

his. Saloonkeeper Ella Raines,
doctor-preacher Walter Brennan
and Sheriff Ward Bond collaborate
in ultimately bagging the culprit.

While the picture is helped with
good production accoutrements
supplied by exec-producer Abe Ly-
man and associate producer Mel-
ville Tucker, its action frequently
drags due to the padded story.

Running time of 91 minutes is

overlong. About 15 minutes needs
to be judiciously scissored.
Monroe does fairly well before

the camera inasmuch as it’s his
maiden acting stint. He’s helped
by good performances from Bren-
nan, and Bond. Although Miss
Raines has ample physical assets
for her role, she’s inclined to over-
play the part at times. Jeff Corey
impresses as: a menace, and Barry
Kelley and Tom Fadden stand out
among supporting players.

R. G. Springsteen creditably
handles the direction. Particular-
ly well done is Reggie Lannmg’s
Trucolor lensing. Gilb.

An outstanding success as a
West End legit production, this
boisterous farce will make the
boxoffice click m e r r i 1 y when
shown to British audiences. Its en-
tertainment, however, is typically
English, and it’s dubious whether
this type of rollicking humor will

. , .
. , ,

be appreciated by the average
the murdered woman, scores with > American theatregoer. It should

r»
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have a chance in carefully selected
Production interiors; particular- : spots.

I
ly in the children’s hospital’ are

; Brishi imi hi-ict
[
solid without being Ornate.

1
gnt scnpt and busk dnection

The Happiest Days of
Your Life .*

(BRITISH)
London, March 8.

British Lion release of London Films-
Frank Launder-Sidney Gilliat - .production.
Stars Alastair Sim, Margaret. .Rutherford;
features Joyce Grenfel; Guy Middleton,
Edward Rigby. Directed by Launder.
Screenplay, Launder, John Dighton; cam-
era, Stan Pavey; editor, ,Oswald Hafen-
richter. At Carlton, London, March 8, '50.

Running time, II M|Nf.
Wetherby Pond Alastair Sim
Miss' Whitchurch. ; . .Margaret Rutherford
Conrad vMatthews . . . ...... John Turnbull
Arnold Billings Richard Wattis
Victory Hyde-Brown .... . Guy Middleton
Anthony Raimsden Arthur Howard
Richard Tassell.

.

John Bently
Rainbow ............. .

.

Edward Rigby
Miss Jezzard,...

. .Muriel Aked
Miss Gossage. Joyce Grenfell
M»ss Curtis. Millicent Wolfe
Miss Chapel . .Myrette Morven
Miss Harper Bernadette O’Farrell

LPHmiVerft
(Ii'ri Springtime)

(ITALIAN)
Genoa, Match 7EWC release of Unlversalcine (Sandro

#foducHon '

i
PjatUMi Marlo Tn.

gelottl, Elena Varzl, Irene Gemma di
rected by Renato CasteUani. ScrSnPi?y.
Castellanl, Cesare Zavattlnt. Silvio
D’Amico; camera* Tlno Santoni. Pre-
viewed in Genoa. Running tim*, 95 MlNf,

“E Primavera" . is a delightful
comedy, ably scripted by Cesate
Zavattinl, Silvio D’Amico, and di-
rector Renato Castellanl, whose
fine pacing keeps pic moving at a
fast clip. Film will keep 'em laugh-
ing here, but its heavily dialect
brafid of comedy^ particularly at*
tuned to Italian ears, may seriously
hamper its chances abroad. A
somewhat fragmentary: continuity,
bolstered by a spoken commentary,
is a minor flaw.
The wild story

,
deals with ri

young man who commits bigamy
and the complications ensuing
when his two wives (one a fiery
Sicilian, the other a placid Mil*
anese) meet. Tale isn’t the type
to be quibbled over, but the direc-
tor has guided his nob-pro players
in such a delightfully natural and
believable manner that audiences
are kept from worrying about
story discrepancies. As Bcppe
Agosti, the bigamist, Mario Angel-
otti is a find—a' completely irre-
sponsible, carefree youth with an
irresistible Italian charm thrit al-
lows hirii to get away with murder,
Elena Varzi and Irene Gemma are
completely believable as his wives.

Castellani’s careful attention to
detail and his* good sense of timing
emerge throughout, with many
background touches adding that
certain something to many scenes, ••

as well as ^maintaining a steady
flow of laughs, Shot almost entire-
ly on location (in Milan, Florence,
and Sicily), pic is further aided by
fine . photography (Tino Santoni ),

plus a nicely-scored musical back-
ground. Hatch.

(Boys From the Streets)
(NORWEGIAN)

Oslo, Feb. 20.
Kommunenea Filmccntral release »f

Norsk Film production. Features Tom
Tellefaen, Ivar Thorkildseh. Pal Ban»'-
Hansen, Svein Bj. Byhring, Per Arne
Knobelaqch, Per. Frlsli, Ella • Hvai. Finn
Bernhoft, Eva Steen, Carsten Winger; In-
grid Bothner, Jack Fjeldstad, Helge Ess-
mar. Directed by Ulf: Grebcr and Arne
Skouen. Screenplay, Arne Skouen: cam-
era, Ragnar Sorensen, Finn Bergan;
music, Gunnar Sonstevold. Previewed in
Oslo. Running time, 78 MINS.

Dealing with the Scandinavian
counterpart of New York’s “Dead
End Kids,” this film lias appeal
that should make it a good bet for
worldwide distribution. Using lo-

cal boys recruited from the Streets
of Oslo, pic studies the reasons re-
sponsible for some of these kids
ending up as youthful criminals.
• Direction, acting, camera-work
arid music are all firstrate. Winq.

Topst
(Thirst)

(SWEDISH)
Stockholm, Feb. 28.

Svensk Filmindustri production a lid re-
lease, Stars Eva Henning, Birger Malm-
sten; features Birgit Tengroth, Minii Nel-
-son. Hasse Ekman, Bengt Eklund, Onby
Stenherg, Naima VVifstrand, Svcn-Erio
Gamble, Directed by Ingmar Bergman.
Screenplay by Herbert Grevcnlus; camera,
Gunnar

: Fischer; music, Erik Norilgren.
At Snegeln, Stockholm. Running time,
71 MINS.

A Swedish dramatic film that is

very Well done, built around actress
Birgit Tengroth’s sensational novel.
This fijm may be limited to Scan-
dinavian markets, because of the
way it deals with some erotic prob-
lems, Whole story takes place
during a train journey from Zurich
to Stockholm,
Performances, ‘especially by Eva

Henning and Birger Malmsten, are
[outstanding,. )Winq.

Vithnilf hpiriP hrnaio pnn j i ‘o** 1 umi uuor uiicvuoh
20th-Fox release of ca§ey Robinson pro-

i

“Please Believe Me" is a wacky, 1 score and expert lensine add to Ponc.

ea ^ st^ge origin. The story,
duouon; .Stars John Garfield, Micheline

i Uiildly diverting comedy. Pacing is ;i the enteriaiSm VaUms.
g
H?rm, ?

Wld
f* canvas and isn’t

Prelle; features Luther Adler, Orley
Lindgren. Directed by Jean Negulescb.
Screenplay, Casey Robinson; based on
story ‘ by Ernest Hemingway; songs, Al-
frt'vl. Newman, Mack Gordon and Jacques

good and the story .anticri broad
|

enough to account for a good round
of chuckles. Male names brack-

wing time, 86 MINS, " I.Off should
Dan Butler

,. John Garfield i although
Paiile Martet ............ .Micheline Prelle

“

I.o ii i s Bork . , ..... . ; . .

.

Luther ‘ Adler..

«J,
oe • • • • ..... ,

;

. Orley Lindgren Nor
George Gardner. ; ,v...,. N " ~

Man rice , i . . , ... .... . . ..... A. A.
Bico; . . ... .

.

.Ott

if?nv;MV*

"

! ‘ ‘ ‘ ; ^ -• . Paul uryar j^iot ot iNatnamel Curtis’ story ore
gmS:

I

scn
l«

‘he romantic chase of
y
Deb-

Rigoii , ..... . . . . , ...... Joseph War/ieid !

orah Kerr by three males. She is

Nurse.
Detective
Hotel Clerk .Ernesto Morelli

l ess Man— jean Del Val

;

Wanting in action. In fact, the
Kpace never lets up and one hilari-

.Sin^iiig Ciiins ous farcical incident only ends to

(SONGS) ;

give place to another.
Republic release of ; Abe Lyman (BIei-1 Setting of the film is a . college”

'

V'MT~ ”;us “u— - result of a
Education.

The

dirpptihri mart ' u • ti
Noel Drayton I afieS considprahlp’

- ^ soneay -JbJjnny Langb, / Fre"d
Merola f.S..?

vOnsmeraOle smoothness in I Ghcknian, Hy Heath, Wilton Moore, A1
George ^^velling^the erratic story twists. I

Skyi a,, J
,
music, Nathan

Br,,,- Plot of Nathaniel Curtis’ sfeorc- 1

’ 1',arch '*0.

Rhiannon

: ; : :
: Issaa i f

^

wh0 has
e

:
......... .Alphonse

:

Marten {
a J0,000-acie Texas ranch from aman she befriended during the war.
Enroute to take possession Robert
Walker moves in to marry her and
pay his gambling debts. Peter
Lawford is a millionaire playboy
who figures what fun he might
have is worth a breach-of-promise
payoff. Mark Stevens is Lawford’s
attorney, out to protect him from

4<r_, ,

gold-diggers.
The Champ,” which served as

| The male trio oour on tlie mthe springboard for a typical series i iriance but Stevens is the one

Attendant
Flower Woman. ....
Doorman

. Barman .

Ofticial
i . . r rniiK Arnold.

American Mother . . . .

.

.Elizabeth FloUrnoy
Italian Officer . . . . * . . .

.

. . , . Mario Silotti
-v. . . . . .

,

Guy Zanette
Andre ChariseDiake . . • ; . , ... ...

.

Hafry Martin

• Hans Herbert
. . .. Esther Zeitlin
, .Maurice Brierre

.
. Gordon Clark
Frank Arnold

Nan Morgan ...

.

j

Dr. Mark. . .

Caradac . , ......

Richards ......
Mike- •...

;

.

Judge Waller .

.

Express Agent
Traveler . . . . .

.

Stage Driver .

.

Smitty...
Albert .......

.

Mother ........
Stage Guard ..

. . Vaughn Monroe
Ella Raines

. . Walter Brennan
, . . Ward Bond

• Jeff' Corey
Barry Kelley

...Harry Shannon
. .. Tom Fadden

'.••••• Ralph Dunn
Rex Lease

. George Chandler

....... Billy Gray
. , . Mary Bear
.. .

.

Jimmie Dodd

Bandleader Vaughn Monroe es-
says Jus first screen dramatic role
in Republic’s “Singing Guns,”

ro- Manifestly, he’s no thespic wonder,who
; but. m view Of his rep in the ra-

ious
...... climax iri

which the respective principals are
trying to conceal the real situation
from visitors to the college.

There is no shortage of laughs,
particularly in the earlier- part of
the film, but the joke is a little
too protracted and wears thin -be-
tore the 0nd. It’s an ideal ve-
hicle for Alastair Siiiv as the
harassed headmaster, while Mar-
garet Rutherford admirably sug-
gests the overpovveririg headmis-
tress.

^
Joyce -Grenfel never fails

to raise a chuckle as the over-
anxious sports mistress and there
are fine contributions from John
Turnbull, Guy Middleton and Ed-
ward Rigby, with a trivial touch of
romance added by John Bentley
and Bernadette O’Farrell. Myr.o.

Le Tresor De raiilniac
(The Treasure of Cantcnac)

(FRENCH)
Paris, March 7.

David O. Selznick Continental i'>le;is«
or Boris Morros production. Written, di-
rected by and starring Sacha Guitry:. IVar
lures Laria Marconi, Pauline .

Carton,
Jeanne-Fusier Gilr Rohart- Seiler. Cinnera,..
Ranette; music, Louigny; editor, Roligier.
At. Marignan, Paris, Running- time, 100
MINS.
Baron ...... : Sacha Guitry
Clerk 4 . .... . .

.

; Lana Marcimi
Centenarian , . . . . . ..... .

,

Marcel Simon
Maid . ... ... . . , . .... Pauline Carton .

Mother . . . . . .... .

.

v, /. .Jeanne-Fusier G|i‘

Boris Morros has pulled out a

plum in his first European pioduc*
tion. He lias weaned Sacha Guitry
away from bis filmed theatre- rut

and the result is a pic strong! y
reminiscent Of Guitry’s best at-

tempt. Guitry is Once more iri his

metier ' as the raconteur, and his

clever malicious dialog is admi-
rably illustrated, Film is full of

the sly, Gallic wit and satire, which
has been missing from French pix
for some time* It cross-sections a
small Frerich town in all its pro-
vincialism, bigotry, loyalties, loyesV
and hates. On the Guitry name
arid subject, pic . should place we 1

1

(Continued on page 22)
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Out-of-town geography appears to be enticing the Hollywood studios.

Columbia last wfeek became the 23d producer to register with the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America’ title bureau a label with a

.

place name
followed by the word “Story.” Col’s registration was “The Arizona
Story.”

’ AIDS COL TO

NET 945G FOR 6 HOS-
Reflecting the huge profits ob-

tained from “Jolson Sings Again”
in the final three months of 1949,

Columbia Pictures came through
Only two pix With such geographical titles have been made, The£ with a ne( profit^f $945>000 in the

six-month period ended last Dec.

31 as against only $148,000 net in

are Metro’s ‘‘The Philadelphia Story” and Paramount’s short,

Lambertville Story.!' Registered within the past two years, however,
and still claiming MPAA protection are the following:

“The Washington Story” (Allied Artists, and Roy Del Ruth Produc-
! comDarable neriod of 1948 “Jol

lions), “The Texas Story” (Edward Alperson), “The Canada, Story”
I Son^ tuJneci^in i

(Cromien), “The New York Story” (Selznick, Goldwyn and Santana),
;
.L- >i on^nnn Si nSr

“The Miami Reach Story” (Enterprise), “The Miami Story” (RKO and
, vpmhpr

0^00t°h flc
Wavher Bros.), ‘‘The Pittsburgh Story” (Film Classics), “The Hollywood I

Venlber in the key cities covered

Storyy (Film Group, Paramount; Pioneer and Wallis), “The Western
Story” ;

(Ihternational), “The Calcutta Story” (Oriental-International),

“Tbe'.Beverly Hills Story” (Seltzer), “The Los Angeles Story” (Small)

ahj ^Tbe Australian Story’’ (20th).

Hollywood, during 1949, compiled its best record in a decade for
producing ‘‘clean arid Wholesome” entertainment, according to ratings

pf the ieadirigt women’s Organizations which tag all pix through a na-
tional preview committee. Of 232 pix previewed by the committee last,

year, 177 or over 76%, were classified as suitable for the family. Figure
was an 8% iiriprovement over 1948 and '9% over the threfr previous
years. Previewers’ ratings are sent out in Joint Estimates of Current
Motion Pictures, a semi-monthly mag which goes to schools, libraries,

church and civic groups throughout the country.

Eagle Lion’s “Red Ryder” oater series, though not tied in directly,

is benefiting through * a contest being held by the Boys Clubs of

America. Some 300,000 moppet members of the organization are com-
peting for a j unior citizenship award for Which first prize is two weeks,
at the “Red Ryder” ranch in Pagosa Springs, Colo, Winner will be
guest of cartoonist Fred Harman, creator of the McNaught Syndicate
strip. EL has released several of the westerns which are made: by Jerry
Thomris’ Equity Pictures.

Bara Hadeii 16 years ago was discovered by George Cukor, when she
was working in a Broadway legit show, “Trigger.” At Cukor’s insist-

ence she shifted to Hollywood in 1934 to become a celluloid thesp in a
picture called “Spitfire.” Now Miss Haden is thesping for the first

time under Cukor’s direction iri Metro’s “A Life of Her Own.”

Continued from page 5

about it. He reiterated; though,
that TOA has not attempted to

throw a blockade in the path of

the“pay-as-you-see” video system
and does not intend to do so,

intimating it might be unwise to

attempt to stop any method of

progress even though it might i

complete with the theatres of TOA !

members.
j

Possibility that Zenith might be
! Tawiia ^PAll

dealing With indie producers, who '

* lUffllv uvCll

aid has asked help from the indus-
I try. If the industry does not find a

way to extend it to him, he Will

help himself.”

j
DeMille refused to state whether

j
he has turned over any of his pic-

j

tures to MacDonald for the test run
iri September, but intimated

'

strongly that he would.

would have less to fear from the
wrath of exhibitors than would
the major companies, was also

pointed up this week. Spokesman
for United Artists declared the in-

dies releasing through his company
hadn’t shown^ much interest in

Phonevision but revealed that one
producer has suggested turning
over two reissues for the tests.

Spokesman declined to identify the
producer but emphasized that HA
has not sold any product for
Phonevisiori to which it controls
rights,

British producers, too, are be-
ginning to show signs of interest in

Phonevision, touted by MacDonald
as the best form of “boxoffice
video” devised and thus the saviour
for the film industry from regular
TV’s competition. Morris Helprin,
veepee of Sir Alexander Korda’s
London Film Productions, declared
this week that Phonevision has
asked for films of producers he
represents for use in the Chi tests.

“I have refused,” Helpris said, “on
the grounds that if they use our
films and the experiment is suc-
cessful, then Hollywood will rush
in with its product to claim Phone^
vision, television and every other
vision as their own—and our pic-
tures will get that Ol’ Debbil label,

‘British.’ But I haven’t turned
down Phonevision because it’s

wrong. I think that it’s the only
way film makers can earn more
money in the future than they ever
dreamed of in the past.”

MacDonald said Zenith will

spend $500,000 on the tests. “If

the public will spend money twice
a week with Phonevision, he add-
ed, “the firm will gross $1 ,200,000,-

000 in five years, with only 50%
01 the sets equipped.” He said
Zenith will Bcejnsb Phonevisiori to

other mantff&drers wishing to in-
•

i
. t,.V

Stall it; in
1

their sets at a cost of

5% per unit.
*

Zenith topper cited figures to
show that the Chi boxoffice was off

.52% during the last six months
ending Jari; 1; off 19.29% during
the last three months of 1949, and
dowp 20.42% in January. DeMille,
invited to the press meet by Mac-
Donald, said: “If some way of
turning, the home into a boxoffice
is found, the film industry must go
along. Phonevision is home box-
office. What I am urging this in-
dustry to do is not to turn its back

. °h progress. Commander MkcDon-

Asking Divorcement Of

3 Fox Theatres in Decree
Chicago, March 14.

Towne theatre, Milwaukee, will

ask divestiture of the three down-
town Fox houses in Milwaukee as

part of its proposed equity decree
in its anti-trust suit against the
majors. Hearings on equity decree
begin March 27 before Judge John
P. Barnes in Chi Federal district

court. ;

Decree will provide relief for

Towne in “monopolistic” situation

found to exist in Milwaukee by
Judge Barnes on Feb. 7, when he
awarded Towne $1,295,878 in triple

damages under Sherman and Clay-

ton anti-trust acts. Towne attorney

Thomas C. McConnell must submit,

his proposed decree to defense,

.lawyers by Friday (17). He re-

vealed last week that he would
ask divestiture of the Palace, Wis-

consin and the Strand, the three

20th-Fox downtown houses. He
was undecided, however, about

how he would deal with the two
Warner showcases, the Warner and
Alhambra.
, Findings of fact by Judge
Barnes are expected to play an im-

portant’ part in the decree as it

finally emerges after hearings; In

his award to the Towne, Judge
Barries found that majors had
conspired to set- up 41-day . clear-!

anee system : between first arid sec-

ond-runs, a zoning system for first

runs, and: higher admission prices,

and had conspired to prevent the

Towne from getting. firsMvuns.

It is to be expected from these

findings that Judge Barnes will

set. down a decree which will

break down clearance, zoning and
admission prices. Something like

the Jackson Park decree is expect-

ed to emerge from the hearings.

But whether he will force sale of

the Fox houses will.-orily:-. be /knawn
when the decree is. actually issued.

by Varjjety with another substan-
tial total in December.

The vast pickup in earnings en-
abled Columbia to shriw $1.22
earnings per common share as
against nothing shown iri the cor-
responding six months Of 1948.

The net profit, in the half year end-
ed Dec. 25; 1948, was so slim that
the corporation showed only $2.08
per preferred share, or not quite
enough to cover preferred divvy
requirements of $2.12 for six

month's on the 414% preference
issue.

;
Columbia’s operating profit for

the six months ended last Decem-
ber was $1,650,000, company set-

ting aside $705,000 as estimated
provision for Federal taxes. Co-
luqibia’s fiscal year ends near July
1. With rental coin still coming
in from “Jolson” and “All King’s
Men” a big moneymaker, corpora-
tion should be able to hold Close
to this earning rate in 4he first

nine mpriths of current fiscal year.

Gomersall Acquires

2 Houses From Piiblix
E. T. Gomersall, who resigned as

assistant to Universal sales chief

AV illiariv A. Scully last December
after 20 years with the coinpany,
became an exhibitor this week for
the first time when he acquired
two Illinois theatres from the Pub-
lix-Great States Coi*p., a United
Paramount Theatres subsid.

Houses are the Grove in Elgin
and Luna, Kankakee. Both first-

run theatres, the duo are iri two of
six Illinois towns where Par has
been ordered by a Federal court
to divest part of its holdings to re-
store competitive c o n d i t ions.
Gomersail’s acquisitions are saijl to
be the nucleus of what will ulti-

mately be a new independent, cir-

cuit. *

Smith Gets Till March 21

To File Briefs in Pic Suit
Tulsa, Mprch 14.

’

Gerald L. K. Smith,; was given
until March 21 to file briefs in a

$800,000 suit against 20th-Fox in

which he charged he was defamed,
and his right of privacy invaded by
the unauthorized use of his name
in a recent 20th film.

,
/

Judge Royce Overruled a motion
for a new trial in a case brought
by Martha ivers, 18-year-old West-

ville, Okla., farmgirl, whose suit

against Paramount,; seeking

$400,000, was dismissed in January,
Miss Ivers had charged a film re-

lease, Using her name iri the title,

had damaged her reputation,

f Problem of financing the Motion
Picture ASsn. of America in light

of divorcement will face the mem-
bers of the Association at the ait-:

nual meeting to be held shortly*

Loss of their theatre subsidiaries

will put a much greater burden on
the member companies in making
their annual contribution to the
trade body.

Technically, t he divorcement
which has already taken place at

Paramount and which is virtually
certain to follow at other compa-
nies, will hot affect the MPAA'*
income. Dues are based on a per-
centage of each distrib’s film rent-
als. The take of affiliated theatres
has neVer figured in.

With divorcement, however, each
of the Big Five's contributions to
MPAA Will comprise a much high-
er ratio of its total earnings. In
other words^ if theatres accounted
for 75% of Paramount’s total in-
come arid distribution accounted
for 25%, loss, of the theatres means

Washington,.March 14. that the company’s dues to MPAA
Supreme Court was asked Fri- will be proportionately four time,

day (10) to wipe out a technicality
|

largcr than they were before

Siodmak Signed
William L. Taub, indie producer,

signed Curt Siodmak to direct

!“Fire Island, N. Y.,” which is to

;
be shot on location in New York
and Fire Island, N. Y., in May.
Ilona Massey and Helmut Dantine
are co-starred.

Geza Herczeg is doing the

screenplay.

Hollywood, March 14.

Three films will be shot within
the next few months at Pioneer-
town, 125 miles front Hollywood:
Gene Autry's “Indian Territory;”
Phil Krasiie’s “Cisco Kid” and
Pine-Thomas’ “Passage West” . . .

Jan Grippe's ; next Bowery Boys
feature will be “Prison Break,”
starring Leo Gorcey . . . Republic
bought “Phantom Rider’s Re-
venge,” written by Bob Williams,
as a Monte Hale starrer . . . “Trial
Without Jury” is the release tag
on Republic’s “State Police Patrol”
... Richard Green flying in from
London to co-star with Yvonne de
Carlo in “Desert Hawk” at UI . . .

Joe; Kane's “The Golden Tide” at

Republic will Have three < femme
leads, Adrian Booth, Barbara Fuller

and Adele Mara.

Sam Katzman shifting from “B”
to “A” production on his Columbia
program with three high-budget
Technicolor films slated for 1950

. Frank Ross bought “Rendez-
vous,” authored by Maxwell Ander-
son and Andrew Solt, for indie
production in Sicily . . . Frances
Dee returns to films alter an ab-
sence of five years for a role in

“The Story of a Divorce” at RKO
. Anthony Quinn and Charlita

signed; for roles in “The Brave
Bulls”. . . . Tom Ewell leaving for

Manila for a role in “An American
Guerrilla in* the Philippines” ;

Celeste Hplm d rew one of the top

roles in “All About Eve” at 20th-.

Fox ... Hairy Horner will direct

“The World Inside” for Filmakers
. . . First chore for Keefe Brasselle

under his Metro contract will be a

lead role in “Standoff” . . . Jack
Donohue will direct “Watch the

Birdie,” starring Red Skelton, at

Metro: >

Gene Tierney’s player ticket re-

newed by 20th-Fox . . . Richard
Irving signed to direct two short

subjects for RKO . . . Movita drew
a key role in Jack Schwarz’s indie,

“Narcotic Agent” . . . Keenan
Wynn joined the “Royal Wedding”
cast at Metro . . . June Haver and
Dennis Morgan will co-star in “My
Irish Molly-O,” Technicolor musi-
cal at Warner!

and hear an appeal in an anti-trust

action against the big Griffith the-

atre circuit of Oklahoma.
.

.

The petition was filed by Mary
Kathryn Castle Steinway, of New
York City, against the Majestic
Amus. Co., Hotel Last Frontier of

Las Vegas, Griffith Consolidated
Theatres arid Griffith Metropolitan
Theatres, Inc. Mrs. Steinway owns
3,750 of the 52,000 shares of Ma-
jestic Amus, Co., owner of * two
Tulsa Theatres, and is a rriinority

stockholder in the Ritz theatre

there. She charges the exhibition

group was- swallowed up by Grif-

fith in violation of the anti-trust

laws. She claims a legal technical-

ity resulted in her suit being
tossed out by the U. S. district

court and by the circuit court.

Suit claimed Ralph Talbot,: presi-

dent and majority stockholder of

Majestic, quietly switched control

to Griffith and then demanded
that Mrs. S t e i n w a y and her
mother, who owned .15,000 shares
between them, sell their stock to

him. “Upon their refusal (Talbot)

then threatened that he would so

operate the Majestic Amus. Co.

that they would realize so little

from their investment that they
would be forced to sell, and also

threatened that if they did not sell,

he would operate, other motion pic-

ture theatres in the city of Tulsa
in competition to the Majestic
Amus. Co. arid thus ruin its busi-

ness.” Mrs. Steinway alleges that

in 1946, Talbot transferred the
majority control of the Majestic
and Ritz corporations to “the Grif-
fith combination” for upwards of

$ 1
,
100

,
000 ,

When Griffith was threatened
with action, continues the petition

to the High Court, Griffith trans-

Paramount, where divorcement
became effective Jan. 1, is the only
company to date hit ' on a largs
scale. Other companies, however,
have been forced to divest them-
selves of morieymaking houses in
their chains-and more of that is

happen irig all the time—so that
distribution income continually be-,
conies larger in proportion to over-
all earnings.

Problerii of the MPAA board is

that the Association’s activities can
scarcely be cut. Survey has been
made by member company reps
and the conclusion has been
reached that the operation is just
about as tight as possible.
The organization is relatively

small for a trade body serving a
major industry. There is no waste
manpower, so that the orily saving
could be in eliminating certain ac-
tivities. The activities, however,
such as the Production Gode Ad-
ministration, the Advertising Code
Administration, the international
division, the title registration bu-
reau, the research bureau, the pub-
licity department, etc., are all con-
sidered, vital.

The only department that has
been enlarged in recent years is
international and the companies
agree that that more than pays for
itself. It has added reps in vari-
ous parts of the world to watch
out for American film interests.
Feeling is that iriore rather than
less foreign representation is need-
ed, if anything. S'
That leaves the distribs with vir-

tually no alternative but to shoul-
der a heavier burden. Method of
assessing dues is to compute ths
total budget and then charge each
company a pro rata share based
on a formula. Latter is propor-
tionate to the total domestic grossferred its stock to Frontier Hotel,

a Nevada corporation. Frontier
j.
done by each company,

moved tq quash the suit on the
ground that it was not authorized
to do business in Oklahoma and

,

had not appointed a service agent.

Griffith filed to dismiss because ’

Continued from page 3
j
Frontier was “an indisperisible

party” but could not be served in plays the first-runs and continues
Oklahoma. to mount through the subsequents.

According to Goldenson, he
oa , n \t |

averred that people “don’t move

Metro, 20th Buy Yarns i

fast enough” either to spread th«
1 J

I good word about a picture or ta

Frnm NflW YnFtrpr Moa i
take advantage of such free pub-

I I UlIl llyW 1 Ul Kyi ‘ licity when they hear it from their

Two major companies have friends. He pointed out, as an exr

[
bought five New Yorker mag sto- ample, that 20th-Fox’s “Sitting

|

ries of late; 20th-Fox has pur- j Pretty” would have grossed far.

i
chased three and has an option on more than it did if it had been

i a fourth, while Metro acquired; two given the proper chance to build,

i by John McNulty, which also ap-
,

Subsequent “Mr. Belvedere,” which
peared in the mag. followed up on the character orig-

Quartet for 20th include another mated by Clifton Webb in “Pret-

; McNulty story, “Jackpot,” a factu- ! ty.” grossed more, he said, sines

; al account of a Newport, R. 1.^ “Pretty” actually served as a trail;

; family which copped first prize in er for.it.

' a radio giveaway. In addition; 20th
; Slightly different note was

• holds “Man On the Ledge,” by. sounded by indie circuit operator
; Joel Sayre, as well as St. Clair ' Si H. Fabian. He complained the

I

McKelway’s “Old 88.” Latter ap- majors were guilty of poor show-
peared in the New Yorker last fall marishlp by releasing too many

; as one of the author’s “Annals in films of the same type, such as the
Crime” series. Company also has number of big-budgeted westerns

! a six-month option on John W. currently flooding the market. In
: Hazard's “The Flying Teakettle.” : addition, he charged the majors

j
;
Metro’s two McNulty buys are

1

with failing to take, account of

I

“Count Me In” and “Overlooked their competitors’
:

product when
J
Lady.” Iri line with the trend to-4 the same star is featured^ For ex-

ward buying short stories, Metro
;
ample, he pointed out, three differ-

recently purchased “Star in the
;
ent pictures starring John Wayris

Window,” a Satevepost tale by,
;

recently played Broadway theatres

Norman Katkov. at the same time.
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Paris legiters are singing the

blues. Political and economic up-

heaval isn’t helping show business,

despite the fact that at bad times

in history the public usually tries

to find relief in shows.

A good, gauge of French Show-

biz are Sunday grosses, when most
houses play matinee and evening,

resulting ; in Su h d ay grosses

amounting to. 30% of the Week,

Saturday can be counted another

15%, which with one day a week
compulsory . .

closing ’ amounts
,

to

45% for Saturday /and Sunday
takings.

On Sunday, Jan. 8, always a big

dip following the holidays, Paris

legit; grosses had sunk to $54,200.

They recouped a bit Sunday, Jan.

22, with a $60,000 total. But Feb.

19 dipped again to $56,400/.

For the full week ending Sun-

day, Feb. ,26, total legit grosses

amounted to $207,000 net, taxes de-

ducted.

There are a few exceptions to

the general slump; The most
striking one is “Petite Hutte” at

the Nouveautes, where the Andre
Roussin play in its third year and
with substitutes for the original

cast is still ringing down a capacity

$700 nightly.

Contrary to custom, the Folies
Bergere, with an average $1,500

nightly take, Or the Casino de
Paris, with $1,000 nightly, aren’t

the top grossers by a long sight.

At the Chatelet, Maurice Leh-
mann’s excellent presentation of

Irving Berlin’s “Annie du Fair

West,” starring a find. Li# Fayol,

nets $2;400 per performance. At
the Mogador, Henri Varna’s new
show, “Danseuse aux Etoiles,” with
another newcomer, Marta Labar,
starring, takes $1,900. This is

slightly topped at the Empire by
the draw of Luis Mariano, who gets

$2,000 for Francis Lopez’s “Belle

de Cadix” revival. At the Theatre
de Paris, the Jan Kiepura-Marta
Eggerth team’s take with a con-
troversial adaptation of “Princess
Czardas” averages $1,500 per per-
formance.

,

Straight plays doing well are the
Antoine’s revival of Yves Mirande’s
“Petit Cafe,” with a nightly $800*
and Colette’s “Cheri” at the Made-
leine with $850, At the Sarah
Bernhardt, the draw of Edwige
Feuillere in “Camille” gets $1,000,
and Elvire Pppesco in the new
Andre Roussin play at the BoUffes
Parisiehs, “Nina,” also draws
$ 1 ,000. At the Marigny, Where the
show changes frequently, Feydau’s
revival of “Occupe toi d’Amelie”
fetches $800, but the revival of the
old meller “Le Bossu” (“The
Hunchback”) pulls a hefty $1,200.

Riviera Film Producers’

Get-Together Is Little

More Than Tourist Stunt
Paris, March 7.

The Riviera junket of European
picture producers groups, which
took place in Cannes so as to per-
mit using the theatre built there
for festivals, ended without achiev-
ing much more than the tourist
stunt it was primarily intended to
be, and deciding to meet again
every year.

Austria* Belgium; Denmark,
Egypt, France, Germany, Spain,
Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Portu-
gal, Switzerland and Sweden were
represented. U. S. was not active-
ly represented, Gene Van Dee of
Motion Picture Assn* of America
acting merely as an observer and
to assure the European members
of U. S, goodwill in their efforts
to solve their problems;

About 20 producers and $0 news-
papermen were present, besides
lawyer Jean Rapoport, who acted
as adviser for drafting the mo-
tions. Also: a few French starlets.

i’ Wins Rome

Rome, March 14,

A “Prize of Rome” award total-

ing $1 ,500 was
.
given to Roberto

Rossellini Sunday ( 12 ) for his film

“Stromboli;” A new award of a
foundation headed by Rome’s
mayor Salvatore Rebecchiiii, the
Prize of Rome also meted out sim-
ilar amounts to Giuseppe Ungaretti
for poetry and Ugo Betti for
drama* •

.Vittorio de Sica received honor-
able mention for his film, “The
Bicycle Thief.” Neither Rossellini

nor pic’s star, Ingrid Bergman,
were on hand for the ceremonies.

: .

Mexico City, March 7.

Forced exhibition of Mexican
pix in Mexico; that has long been
looming, seems to have been defi-

nitely killed. Members of the Na-
tional Assn, of Exhibitors, after a
long conference here with Jesus
Castillo Lopez, director: general of

the Cinematographic Supervision
Board* decided to abandon the
idea.

Announcement gave no explana-
tion of the decision. But trade talk

is that with too many cinemas for

a too small public, and only the
strongest pix yielding in the black,

this isn’t the time to force Mexican
pix’s exhibition. There’s been a
a move for some time to force all

cinemas in Mexico to devote at

least 26 weeks a year to Mexican
pix.

‘GILLIE’
London, March 14.

/‘Home at Seven,” new mystery
play by R. C. Sherriff, presented
by Reandco* Ltd., and H. M. Tern-

nent, Ltd.,, at the Wyndham’s the-

atre last Tuesday (7), is fine. Ralph
Richardswn is brilliant in the role

of a quiet suburban bank official

obsessed, with the belief that he
committed murder during a spell

of amnesia. Marian Spencer heads
an excellent supporting cast as the
devoted wife, and director Mur-
ray Macdonal exploits ,to the full

the taleijts of author and players.

Enthusiastic reception by first-

nighters and press makes show
look a hit.

Janies Bridie’s latest comedy,
“Mr. Gillie;” made its West End
debut at the Garrick theatre
Thursday (9), following a Glasgow
tryout. Play is presented by Stan-
ley French; Ltd., and directed by
Alastair Sim, who scored in the
leading role of an altruistic school-
master undismayed by a series of
failures in work, prospects and
sponsorship of budding genius.
Megs Jenkins shares honors with
him as his placid wife and George
Cole clicks as an emancipated pit-

boy who takes the wrong turning
to fame.

Story provides food for thought
and should attract specialized audi-
ences, but its universal appeal is

problematical, being localized in
theme and treatment. Drawing
power of* author and star’s names
are greatest assets for a profitable
run.

Aldo Fabrai Only Pro

In Rossellini ‘Francis’
Rome, March 7.

Aldo Fabrizi’s next film is “Una
di Quelle” (“One of Those” )

.

Universalis will produce, with
.

D*

Blasetti directing.

He will also play the part of

Ferruccio, a farmer, in Jtlie Roberto
Rossellini production of “$t. Fran-

cis* of Assisi.” He will be the only

actor in it. Others in the cast are

priests of the Catholic church.

By MAXIME DE BEIX
Paris, March 14.

An astronomical phenomenon
has taken place in the French mu-
sical comedy sky. What astrono-
mers call a 1 nova* meaning a star

of first magnitude, where there
was nothing hut darkness before,

has suddenly been discovered.

The astronomer is producer
Maurice Lehmann, of the Chatelet
theatre, and the star is Lily Fayol,
currently doing an Ethel Merman
in the title role of “Annie Get
Your Gun,” retitled “Annie du
Far-West” for French consumption.
She was born in the provincial

city of Grenoble , and started, learn-

ing classical dancing when she was
five years old. At 15,, under her
real name of Odette Fayol, she
was considered a good dancer and.
five years later; With a partner,
created a fancy adagio; act which
under the name of “Baby & Da^
vis,” toured Europe, including Po-
land, Czechoslovakia and Russia,
to land finally in Henri Varna’s
Casino de Paris revue titled ‘•Ca-

resses de Femmes.”
The act was going to play South

America when the war caused it

to be stuck for two years in Afri-
can Senegal. There, to improve
the act, Miss Fayol added a sing-

ing turn and for the first time, in

1943, in Tunis, appeared as a full-

fledged chantoosey. However, she
still felt a hankering for dancing
and if she had not been eiicour-.

aged by such stars as Maurice
Chevalier and Damia, would have
given up singing to return to terp-
ing. However, she came back to

France and casting off the “Baby”
moniker, played the Cintra at

Nice Under the name of Lily Fayol.
She then sang in Paris and Bel-
gium with such success that she
was booked in the Etoile theatre,
Paris, and the Casino de Paris,

after which it was a cinch for her
to play the ABC (With two return
engagements) and mbke a tour in

Portugal, Canada, Belgium, Switz-
erland and North. Africa, finally

landing as “Annie” at the Chate-
let.

The strange* thing is that Leh-
mann had - first offered her the
part which she had turned down
because, not knowing the play,
she was afraid of not making the
grade. Thv Compagnons de la

Chanson, who had seen the play
in New York, told her about it,

and what a part it would be for
her, but “I just refused the offer,”
said she. “Don’t be a sap,” was
the answer; “No, it’s all over,”
she persisted. But the next day
she got another call advising her
that Lehmann had been specially
to the Soustons Arenas where she
was playing a gala to catch her
show and insisted on getting her.
She surrendered.

British Seeking Law; To
Compel Foreign Pix Bub

London, March 7.

,
, .. . .... Introduction of legislation which

*ipnr.i
>l

nf
discussed the mci-

. would compel distributors to havedence of TV on pix. Also dis- foreign nix dubbed in Britain ie
cussed was an attempt to promote - P " Buta,n 1S

international rather than national
censorship.

>

being recommended to the Board
of Trade. Similar legislation

m ,

[exists in a number of continental
,

Two French pix were previewed, countries.
Jean Cocteau’s “Orphee,” report- j. The scheme, which is being but
edly arty but non-commercial, and forward by one of the major dub-
Marcel Carne’s “Marie du Port,”

I bing companies in Britain, carries
his first comeback in four years, ! with it a suggestion that such films

,

reportedly fair for local consump- should be neutral for quota in !

tion but not for U ° ------ - - 4 v
-

Power Lack Slowing

Foreign Pix in India
• &

Madras; March 7.

Due to poor rainfall in thfe

south.: electricity has been ra-

tioned in . many areas. Theatres
are allowed to have Only two shows
a. day. Matinee shows on weekends
have bee.n tabooed.

Main sufferers are foreign films
which normally play for morning
and matinee shows on weekends
in such stations. Loss, however,
is compensated by the fact that the
continued paucity of Indian prod-
ucts compels picture houses to
show foreign films for regular
shows even in the interior.

Turks to Tuni Out 15 Pix

IN ’50; U.S, Leads Imports
Washington, March 14.

Turkish producers are expected

to turn Out about 15 films this year,

U. S. Dept; of Commerce reports.

During the last four months of

1949, Istanbul, capital of the coun-

try ,
saw 98 new pix, of which 10

were homemade. Large bulk of the

hew features, 70, came from the

U S.
"

v'
: '

The Turkish group was in sec-

ond place arid the seven British

films shown got that country third

honors. Ten of the foreign films

Were dubbed in the Turkish lan-

guage. Big ; question facing the

Turkish studios is to obtain enough
foreign exchange to pay for im-

ported rawstock*

Copenhagen, March 7.

The three original copyright
owners of the Danish tango; “Jeal-

ousy,” Wilhelm Hansen Music Fpr-
lag, Warny’s Forlag and the com*
poser Jacob; Gad®, will in a short
time bring a Case « against former
German (now French) publisher
Charles Brull, in the French courts,
demanding an accounting for the
shfiet music license for all the
world outside Scandinavia since
1930.

They charge; that they have re-

ceived neither statements nor
money during the last 20 yeafs.
For the U. S. alone they believe
the amount is over $50,000.

“Jealousy” was written in 1926.
Jacob Gade was then leader of the
orchestra at the big Paladsteatret
cinema in Copenhagen. As a sort
of theme song for the Doug Fair-
banks silent pic, “The Mark of
Zorro,” he composed the tune. It

was published by Gade and Warny,
the latter, another famous Danish
bandleader at that time. After the
tune was published ’and had be-
come a big hit in Denmark, Wil-
helm Hansen, through a non-ex*
pired contract between Hansen and
Gade, became part owner of the
copyright. Later, Gade sold his
part of the Gade-Warny publishing
firm, which continued under
Warny’s management.

In 1928 Charles Brull. Who had
heard the tango when he visited
Copenhagen on a business trip
from Berlin, got the right to sell

the orchestra and sheet music
rights on a percentage basis for all

the world outside Scandinavia. But,
Warny asserts, since 1930-31 the
Danish copyright owners have re-
ceived no" accounts at all from
Brull. The tune was an interna-
tional hit at the start of the thir-
ties, but became a real world hit
during the War, both in U. S. and
Great Britain.

AUSS1E-U.S. T1EUP IN

KANGAROO KID’ FILM
Sydney, March 7.

Dorothy Malone, Veda Borg;
jack O’Mahoney and Douglas Dum-
brille planed in to play in “The
Kangaroo Kid” for Embassy Pro-
ductions. Director Lesley Selaii-
der and cameraman Russ Harlan
came by an earlier plane to set the
details.

“Kid” is being jointly produced
by Torn McCreadie, head of Em-
bassy, and Howard Brown, of Hol-
lywood. Pic will be shot in the
Bathurst zone, one of the richest
ranchlands of Aussie.

Embassy, has. made two prior pix*
“Always Another Dawn” and “Into
the Straight,” strictly for home
payees* Anticipated that “Kid”
will be made for U. S . dating 1

vi a
the Brown interests.

Buenos Aires, March 14;
Film interests In Argentina,

who have been hoping from month
to month that some agreement
would be reached between U. s.
pix distributors and the Argentine
government/ to permit renewal of
imports of U. S. material, seem to
be no nearer realization of their
hopes than they were in March
last year, when all imports were
suspended.

'

U.% distributors themselves are
still hopeful that* eventually, some
agreement will be arrived at, al-

though it is plain that everything
hangs on what kind of an economic
deal can be worked out in the talks
due to start in Washington soon,
Argentine Minister of the Treas*
iiary Ramon A. Cereijo will be the
representative in those tfilks-r-and

When it comes down-' to the pix
problem,; he is well acquainted
with it, as the U. S. distributors
have been dickering with him for
exactly a year.

Argentine producers will try and
stall any arrangement, as they are
cashing in heavily in the present
impasse. What they would like to
see is U. S; pix interests; being in-

duced to come and make films in
Argentina. This Would allow them
to pick up some Yankee knowhow*
and also focus the attention of
other markets on Argentine pic-

tures. A sample of what produc-
ers desire is contained in cabled
news from Paris that Dr. Enrique
Telemaco Susini, onetime legit im-
presario and musicologist, has
inked a deal with* the General. Cin-
ema Union of France, for co-pro-
duction of “A” pix, in both Argeriw
tina and France, with Franco-Ar-
gentine talent Intermingled. The
first picture is to he rolled in Ar-
gentina and also in Peru.
Of course, permits for U. S. pix

imports could be available imme-
diately, if the U. S. Motion. Pic-
ture' Producers Assn, were willing
to accept the Argentine govern-
ment’s yen to impose a quota. This
is generally believed to have been
fixed at 200 pix a year* less than
half the average requireirient of
the last five years. U. S. producers
have steadfastly resisted quotas on
principle; insisting on free impor-
tation, or none at all*

the sureseater circuit.

S. outside of view of the money that would be
!

1 expended on labor costs in Britain*

Other Foreign

On Paffe.^0

Eugene Van Dee, assistant to
. Gerald Mayer, Continental rep for
I Motion Picture Assn, of America,
!
arrived in New York over the
[weekend on personal .' business,
<He’lI be in the U. S. about a week
before returning to his headquar-
ters in Paris.

Alltime Record; U.S. Pix

Not Showing Up So Well
Buenos Aires, March 14.

The Argentine-made comedy pix
“Avivato” (Interamericana)

,
which

broke all boxoffice records last
year, at last wound up its firstrun,
after six months between the Gran
Rex and Gran Palace theatres,
grossing $160,000 (U. S.) in 25 out
of 26 weeks. The picture was im-
mediately reissued in 54 nabe the-
atres, at an unusually high admis-
sion scale of around 40c (U. S,),

and grossed over $13,000 in its first

day. This is a higher record than
achieved previously by any picture
in Argentina, even including ’Be-
linda.”

“Almafuerte” (Arg-Sono-Film).
voted the pest Argentine picture of.

1949. is now in its twelfth week at
the Ambassador, and grossed $67,-
340 (U. S.) in nine weeks. “Danza
de Fuego” (Emelco), runnerup for
the “best picture” orchids, ran five

weeks at the Gran Rex, but only
two at the Broadway. The picture
was reissued immediately at the
Luxor.
“The Virginian” (Par) was re-

leased at the Gran Rex, following
“Danza de Fuego,” but lasted only
two weeks, with a gross of $1 4,000
(U* S.). Another Argentine-made
picture, “Nacha Regules” < Sonp ),

followed at the Gran Rex, and is

expected to set up another, record
for a locally-made film, as it teams
Zully Moreno arid Arturo de
Cordova once again, and is a ter-

rific tear-jerker*
“Filomena Marturano” fLunrii^

ton) held on for five weeks at the
Ocean, grossing $35,325 : ( U. S.)

,

M’hile “Los Perez Garcia” ran three
weeks at the Normandie and
grossed $12,140.
The few available North Ameri-

can pix have not shown up any. too

well, “Give My Regards to Broad-
way” (20th) lasted only one week
at the Ocean, and has been fol-

lowed by a British release, “The
October Man” (EL). Another\Brit-
ish picture, the “Adventures of

Jeannie,” has been released this

week at the Broadway,
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Rend every word of this Money Review from FILM BULLETIN (Feb. 27, 1950)

is sure to

duplicated—and probably surpassed—by this new Red Skelton starter

from M^G-M. Sure to make the masses howl.Top attraction.Jf

M-G-M presents RED SKELTON in "THE YELLOW GAB MAN” Co-starring GLORIA DE HAVEN with WALTER SLEZAK
EDWARD ARNOLD • JAMES GLEASON • Screen Play by Devery Freeman and Albert Beich • Story by Devery Freeman

Directed byJACK DONOHUE • Produced by RICHARD GOLDSTONE
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Lisbon, March 7.

.

It is now quite definite that two

j
new Lisbon 2,000-seater filmhouses,

;
the imperjo and the Monumental,
will not open until next fall as

there would be no product to in-

augurate them during the summer, i

Mex FlX Scripters Ease
.

{ m seaside resorts, however, 10 new

WWkV Production Halt i

cinemas will be opened between;
vy eeK s rnmucuun

| Easter* and Juiy t0 take advantage
Mexico City, March 7,

; 0f the holiday business.
Pay hike demand of scripters

and adapters union, that halted

production of Mexican pix for a

week, was settled with a pact made
by Haul de Anda, prez of the Na-
tional Producers Assn., and Ro-

dolfo Landa, acting secretary gen-

eral of the National Actors Union,

acting for the writers.

Demand was that writers be. paid

extra for 16m use of their works.

Pay, $1,160 per script and ditto,

per adaptations, making a total of
nnA ^ 1m.A . Ail AMifttlAn-

Sydney, March 7.

Top Aussie pix exhibs are hud-
dling with Australian Performing

$2,320 per script and adaptation,
) Rights chiefs covering a new pay-

had only covered 35m pix. Writers
|
ment basis. Huddles have been

allow producers to make as many
j

16m copies as they desire.

to

Dr. Renato Qualino, Italian film

industry delegate to. the Motion
Picture Assn, of America’s newly
formed Foreign Films Advisory
Unit, planed to the Coast Monday
(13) to confer with Production
Code Administrator Joseph Breen
as well as o.o. the studios. Gualino,

who is president of the Italian Film.

Producers Assn., met foreign man-
agers of the majors in New York
last Thursday (9) in connection
with the

;
Advisory Unit’s plan to

aid overseas filmmakers in improv-
ing American distribution of their

product.
Giialino reportedly has become

increasingly convinced _ of the
MPAA’s sincerity in establishing

the Advisory Unit. He’s the first

emissary from some six film pro-

ducing countries to arrive in the
U. S. to meet American industry

toppers in an effort to resolve a

wider .market for his fellow film-

makers’ product. Meanwhile, reps
of the Italian government who
were to have accompanied Gualino
have been bogged down at home
with legislative problems. They’re
now expected later.

MPAA’s consultative service,

which . is headed by B. Bernard
Kreisler, is said to have been en-
thusiastically received by the film

industries of the five other coun-
tries initially invited to participate

in the program. These include
France, Sweden, Argentina, Spain
and Mexico. French producers are
now in the process of selecting

their delegates. Gualino, it’s un-
derstood, will stop off in Paris on
his way back to Rome to apprise
Gallic film meh
on his current

going ori for several weeks. Un-
derstood that exhibs object to pay-
ing any/mpped fees to APRA, and
that for some time past coin due

! to APRA has been, paid into a spe-

|

cial fund pending the ironing but
;;of current difficulties,

CharleS; Woodbridge, general
manager of APRA, said he couldn’t
give out any information covering
any alleged “battle” between ex-

hibs and his organization. He was
sanguine that a formula would be.

Worked out satisfactorily to all

parties.

decided not to pay APRA any. ma-
jor rental rise covering city, sub-
urban and country theatres; One
exhibs’ school of thought has it

that all pix should be free from
any

, APR^ charge, pointing out
that producers should see to it that

music put into their pix can’t be

Frankfurt, March 1. •

The issue of German control and
eventual ban of further foreign

film imports reached a highly con-

troversial * climax last week when
a Frankfurt newspaper announced
in a brief news item, buried in the

inside pages, that the Ministry of

Economics .
controlling foreign

trade has decided to stop further

imports immediately. Ministry

spokesman flatly denied that such

action had taken place.

Immediately after, mother re-

port got around, claiming that the

Allied High Commission will pro-

test this action as a violation of

Law 5 of the occupation statute.

(Law 5 provides the securing of

freedom of press, radio, motion;

pictures, etc.)
:

However, Army
officials similarly disclaimed knowl-

edge of the ban, let alone the pro-
;

' test. So did . Marion F, Jordan,

Motion Picture Assn, of America

.
representative in Germany:

If true, the major significance of

such a ban would be the prohibi-

tion of import of independent
American ' products. Time and
again, U. S. independents have
been accused of trying to flood the

German market. There hasn’t

been indication yet of such a

.flood. Apart froni the 15 pix each
to be imported by the 10 majors
under a voluntary quota system
(approved recently by the federal

government),
,

only a handful of

other U.. S. products, those of. Gold-,

wyn and Selznick and a few Disney
pix, have been sold so far for Ger-
many.

Strongest supporters, of such art

import ban have been a group of

parliamentary deputies in the Bonn
assembly, all members of three
rightist parties. One of them, Dr.
Vogel, recently introduced a mo-
tion, which would curtail foreign
film

,
imports “in order to aid the

ailing German film production.”
There have also been plans to

woo foreign producers fo use their

money in productions within Ger-
many. This plan is directly aimed
at the majors, who have some 25,-

000,000 marks (about $6,000,000)
blocked here. It would call not
only for making American pix here,
but also to put this money into
financing German films; So far
only two pfx haye been made in
Germany, “I Was a Male War
Bride” and “Quartered City,” both
20th Fox. Anatole Litvak, who
was here a few weeks ago, is plan-
ning to do a third in Munich, the
Reich’s film metropolis.

Interestingly, local producers
generally are against foreign im-
port curbs. They speculate that
more films^-while meaning com-
petition-serve a general interest
by creating a “film-friendly” atti-

tude among patrons. Thus, they
say, . the success of ah American
film might draw patrons to see
German films and vice versa. An-
other truth is that postwar German
pix hardly reach the standard of
prewar products.

DUKE IN PARIS DATE;

SET FOE ITALY TOUR
London, March 14.

j
planed, to Mexico City yesterday

j
company’s" ’ continental manager;

Duke Ellington and band of 20
;

(Tues.) for a five-day stay. While
j
have left Paris for Rome and Tel

open in Paris in April for two i iu Mexico he’ll confer with top
|
Aviv.

weeks, after which they will tour i government officials in regard to ! : : : :

Italy. ' securing improved playing time for
Gino Arbib, of the Jack Hylton Italian product in that country,

office, is dickering with Ellington
j

producer of the Franco-Italian
to do a weeks concert at Claude

j
“Au Dela Des

.
Grilles,”

London
j

Guarini expects to be back in New
fl son *P*ter: .in hf» fhiiniiupH hv nnp.

"York in time for the opening, of

‘Quo Vadis’ Set..to Roll

In Rome During
Rome, March 7.

The lortg awaited $5,000,000 pro-

duction of “Quo Vadis” will start

shooting some time in April* and

by May the Cine-Citta Studios will

. be humming, according to Henry

j

Henigson; Metro unit production

'head.'

Mervyh Lerpy, the director, who
has been in London for the past

two weeks, has returned to Holly-

wood, but will be back in Rome
April 8. William Horning, Who. de-

signed the sets under the direction:

of Cedric Gibbons, Herschel Mc-
Coy, costume designer, and Court-

ney Haslam, wardrobe expert, will

be the first of the technicians to

arrive, .with others following soph;

Russians Still Go

m

Vienna, March 7.

. Soviet control; of the Austrian

radio system, Ravag, came into the

news twice in the past few dhys^

Many Down Under exhibs have t*#
I1agree on new allocation of fre-

quencies for the country’s AM sta-

tions; noted that the Russians

vetoed : the new wavebands Aus-
trian engineers had put forward.

Apparent reason for this was that

Sydney, March 7.

David ,N? Martin, head of the
Tivoli vaude loop, is on a big
vaude-legit splurge the current
season. Being shy of houses to
spot his show upbeat, Martin' re-
cently made a. deal with the Ful-
lers for lease of the King’s, MeL
bourne, to sked his “Command
Performance” after ^completion of
its Sydney replay. “C. P.” has
Maurice .Colleanp,

. Ganjou Bros
Krista and Kristel, and Ivor More-
ton and Dave Kaye. Show has al-

ready played" New Zealand for a
lengthy run via the Kerridge lbo p.

Martin has niade a tieup with
J. C. Williamson for lease of His
Majesty’s, Melbourne, for later
this year to spot his big U.S.-Brilr
ish-Continental ice show, making

.

a similar deal With General Thea-
tres for the Empire, Sydney, to :

house this one.:

In Melbourne, Martin has Ar-
thur Askey hi “The Love. Racket”
doing turnaway biz, ahd is also
running a troupe in Adelaide to

sock trade. Martin is playing once-

.

nightly with two matinees weekly,
making the Aussie date a lush one
for overseas talent. Several im-
ported acts have been with Marlin
for over one year covering Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide, Brisbane and
New Zealand, latter on a deal with
the powerful Kerridge loop;
/ Martin still can’t get a geivern-

J

mental okay to* erect additional
theatres in Sydney and Melbourne,
but hopes to get a gfeenlight in

,
the not too distant future. He ex-
plained that he’s finding no diffi-

in hooking overseas’ talent

the U. Si-sponsored but Austrian-

classed as falling under APRA iu-
.'Operated Red-White-Red network,

classed as tailing under afka ju
! >vhicH ju <.t opened a new ,10kw
transmitter on a mountain outside

risdiction. Exhibs also say they
know the APRA charge is tacked
onto film rentals by the distribsr

Vienna with the avowed purpose of

intensifying coverage in the Rus-
sion zone between Vienna and Linz.

[Soviets don’t like to take any offi-

|

cial act recognizing the permanent
; status of the R-W-R net;

Second hassle arose over the
grab of a two-hour Ravag spot on

With the Mack Triplets launch- ^

32nd. anniversary of the Soviet
'Army. Show was done from a con-

Calloway in Europe Dates
London, March 14.

ed at the Colony restaurant yes

terday (13), where Lew Grade
.booked them for two weeks with
option/ Grade is taking off for a

continental jaunt covering Paris,

Milan aind Switzerland to confirm
his many bookings for his Ameri-

cert hall whefe local and Kremlin-
ite Reds joined in extolling Stalin

ahd the army he sent to “liberate”
Austria; Number of Austrian en-

tertainers, including Marcel Ben-
ard,t6pflight Ravag producer; Her-

runs,
acts keen to play the territory. He
hopes to hook some top Broadway
attractions during the year, giving
hiin vaude, legit and ice shows.

Paris, March 7.

Admission scales to picture thea-
tres, strictly regulated by ukase in

! France for the last few years, are
now left again to each exhib to

decide for himself.
Though a trend upward is ex-

pected, it’s considered that in Paris
the admission prices won’t be tilt-

ed much, since they already rep re-

p
A* ’

A
;

, . 1
cently returned . to his homeland,

Among his big names are Artie
ari(j actor Albin Skoda, participat-

^haw, set for a Eiiropean tour
j
ed. Beef to Parliament was that

l r - • j* T » ' ^ ,«. .. v 'vAiivv vuvjhjuv^uj i vjyi v- ^

j

man Leopoldi, a N. S. citizen re-
. sen t practically all the traffic can

' non t I \r ronivnnH Ia hie hAmnl onH I. . .

bear in normal cases. .
Against

which in the provinces, where ad-

missions are much lower, the raiseopeningm Scandinavia in August.
! Austriiin radio time and Austrian

“11SMOnSs
.

a
i
e

. y
1

,

1
•
s

and rah rallhwav whosp first.
’
AU“lll?n iaa10 ume ana Ausuian

ls expecte(j to bring the total a \ er-ana Va
S,

uaiioway, ''hose nisi; performers were used in a show I in Franny tn a inci*pa<P
stand is Teatro Lyrico, Milan, Aug,

. which blasted the Austrian govern-
;
grosses

;

ment and people as undemocratic 1

5
*

and fascist.Others Grade has booked are
Julie Wilson, opening at the Col-
ony May 29 for. four weeks, and

since no more ceiling ex-

ists, vauders are anticipating a
Some of the performers told the chance to get acts on stage again

Guarini to Mex City For

of MdtaS Sed me *rb0WirW tr starln tile
' *** had appeared to^do

|

with films. To date, this had 6nly

iunk^t
8 81

' George Abbott and Bernard Del- S J****^
material they were asked obtained In very few situations.

JunKel*
i n« »» a„o , What they couldn’t say is that

j

• •

.

...
t

. ,

.

.. . ... .
.

, India Banning Pix To
MeanwhUe, Lew & Leslie Grade

|

fe* that
.

..turndowns

re to bDen a snecial film denart- ^ woula exP°se them to reprisals™ _ i
which can range from blacklistingment ahd are" dickering with a

' >VI,1 ''U ^ange fiom blacklisting

Alfredo Guarini, veepee of ENIC, wellknown film personality to take i v
S
f
ib
n

li

K
T
.r
at S

an Italian film organization which charge.
piessuie and its felt by all in

controls the Cinecitta Studios in
1

Rome, cancelled his plans to return

radio.

Murray Silverstone, 20th-Fox for-

.

. • a • * • .a'iv . (

.j

to Europe Sunday (12), and instead
; eign chief, and Albert Cornfield,

'

i rilnno/l fn Mnvinn Pifxr uncforH QV AM'isvl am m Mam

8.500 seater, to be followed by one-
night stands in English key cities. the picture at the Paris theatre

Monday (20). For its Gotham
preem the pic has been retitled

'

“The Walls of Malapaga,” Isa
iTish-British-French

Tlirpp.W9v THpntrp Tie hi? wans
.
or . iviaiapaga, isa

i nree Wd,y i neaire l ie
, Miranda and Jean Gabin have the

\

Dublin, March 7.

Visiting London and Paris, Bren-
dan Smith, prexy of Brendan
Smith Productions, has made con-
tacts designed to foster relations
between the Irish, English and
French theatres. In Pans he met
top officials of the Comedie-Fran-
caise, including Administrateur-
Generale Picrre-Aime Touchard,
and it has been arranged that there
will be a regular exchange of
views and ideas on theatre prac^
lice between Smith and the Co-
medie-Francaise.

In: London, Smith met Sir Ken-
neth Barnes, principal of the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Ait, and
again a regular exchange of ideas
Was arranged between Smith and

leads. “Walls” won '.its
•

Rene Clement, a prize at the 1949
Cannes Film Festival. Guarini has
been in the tl. S. for several weeks
attempting to arrange a joint pro-

j

duction deal with American fil m-

1

makers. i

•Pimperrier in Retakes
London, March 14.

Retakes expected to last five

,

weeks have commenced on Alex- /
ander Korda’s “Elusive Pimper- 1

nel,” release of which, has been
,

held up due to Sam Goldwyn. who
[

has big a interest in pic, insisting

on drastic alterations.

Current London Shows
( Figures show weeks of run

)

. London., Mairch 14.
“Annie Get Gun,” Col’s’m (145).
“Beau Strategem,” Lyric (46).

“Black Chiffon,” West’ster (46).
• fBoiiavehture,” Vaude (14).

“Brigadoon/* Majesty’s ( 18),

“Castle Air,” Adelphi (14);

:

“Eliz Slept Here,” Strand (20).

“Fallen Angels,” Ambass. (14).

“Fiowers,” Dutchess ( 3).

VFplies Bergere,” Hipp. (23).
• (lfarvey;!* Prince of Wales (63).

“Heiress,” Haymarket (59>.

“Home at. Seven,” W’ham’s (1).

“King^s RhabSddy,” Palace (26).

“Lady Mislaid,” St Mart (7).

“Larger Than Life,” York (5).

.“Mr, Gillie,” Garrick (1).

“Murder at Vic,” Playhouse (13).

“Oklahoma!” Drury Lane (145).
Old Vic Rep, News (22).

“On Mon. Next,” Comedy (41)
“Ring Round Moon,” Globe (7).

“Schoolmistress,” Saville (6).

“Streetcar” Aldwych (23),

“Traveller’s Joy/’ Criterion (92).

“Treasure Hunt,” Apollo (26),

Annabella’s Spanish Pic;

Other Madrid Activity

Madrid, March 5.

Annabella has been signed by
Chapalo Filmes as femme lead in

“Don Juan,” directed by Saenz de
Heredia. Portuguese star Antonio
Vilar plays The Don. Work has
already started on location and at;

Ballestreros Studios,„ Madrid.
Mexican star Maria Felix is very

busy, these days. While completing
a Spanish pic, she’s been pacted for
other stints. One is with Argen-
tine director Luis Saslavsky. to be
be femme lead in

(“Beautiful Maria”), work to start-
ih May in Buenos Aires,. She will
also work in Madrid on another
pic based on “La

;
Couronne

!

Noire” (“The Black Crown”), by
:
Cocteau, for which Spanish writer

I

Abad pjuel is preparing: the script.
! Dancers Rosario and Antonio
j.
vyill be choreographers arid prin-

! cipal dancers in two pix, “Tempra-
i riillo” and ‘JEl Rey de Sierra Mo-
rena.”

Pakistan Due to Axings
Madras, March 7.

The Central Indian Government

j

has imposed a total ban on-.thf ex-

;

port of Indian films to Pakistan.
'Pakistan treasury would thus lose

j

annually $8,000,000 in entertain

-

i ment tax and excise duty.

|

India government action is d i e-

ta ted by Pakistan’s Continued ax-

ing of Indian pictures on censor-

ship grounds.

:
Kids Banned From Pix

Bombay, March 7.

The Madhyabharat state govern-
ment has imposed a ban on chil-

dren between ages of five and 16

from seeing any pictures “other

than religious and educative.”

Motion Picture Society of Bom-
Maria Bonita”

[
bay has lodged a protest with the

gpv.ernment, saying this is
.
ca r rv-

ing the
.
crusade for morality top

farV

Retakes are expected to cost

Barnes on the executive side, and i
additional $150,000. David Niven

between the two student councils, arrived from U. S. to work in iU

!

Ezra Mir, Indian indie pix pro-
ducer, has signed up with United
[Artists for production of two pic-

Venus Observed,” St. Janies (8).
[

tures with( Indian background.
“Way Things Go,” Phoenix (2). First feature would center round
“Worm’s View,” Whitehall (151). ; the visit of- Laurel and Hardy to
‘ Young Wives Tale,” Savoy (35).

,
India.

Ceylon Wants Axe
Ceylon, March 7.

Mayor of Ceylon would hence-

forth censor all pictures that en-

ter the island; Hitherto pictures

censored at Bombay were passed

without any hitch for exhibition in

the island.

Most of the foreign products en-

tered the island Via Bombay.

E r i c h Wolfgang ’ Korngokl s

opera, “Cathiin,” to be directed

by Heinz Arnold of Dresden m
Vienna Volkspper.
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Put I like her best in vaudeville

and she sang five songs but I didn’t

understand “Tlie Doctor” song. I

wanted to know what “falling for

the ladies” meant but no one would

tell me. The Fassio Trio had some
good tricks. The girl is a peach

and she stands on the man’s head

with one hand while he walks back-

wards up and down stairs. - She

never moved an inch.

I wasn’t so glad we stayed for

the pictures for they were punk.

at

Says the ‘Orchestra Is Aces,

1

‘Torn Walker Was Sore as

a Fool,’ and Hopes He
‘Won’t Make a Bum’ of

Pat Rooney’s Shoes

Syracuse, Feb. 22r

There were as many people com-
ing out of the Grand°to-day (Grand
Opera House, Syracuse, N. Y.;

Washington’s Birthday matinee) as

there were going in, and before I

tell about the show, I’m going to

Bay that the orchestra at the Grand
is aces and as good as any I. ever

heard in New York.
Reynolds and Donegan are good

skaters and the girl did a hard

stunt on rollers. She played a ban-

jo, spinning around like a top.

They wear very nice clothes.

Juggling DeLisle looked very

nice in a white suit and he did

something new with Indian clubs.

There were little mirrors and they

reflected all over the house. His

trick with the fire hats I’ve seen

before.
I liked Dan Burke (“Dan Burke

and His School Girls”) better when
he had six girls. He’s been doing

the act so long, I think he ought

to get a new one. Paul Quinn and
Joe Mitchell (“The Land Agent”)

were all right. They talked.

I was glad I ran into Tom Walker
again (“The Devil and Tom Walk-?

er”). I liked it better this time than
before (Alhambra last week). The
“wireless” was broken and Tom
Walker (John B. Hymer). was sore

as a fool. * Kelly and Rose are

singing new songs.

The Brothers Byrne are pretty

good. It’s all rough house.
I could write more about the

show, but I’m going to be in a min-
strel show (amateur) tonight, and
dance with Pat Rooney’s wooden
shoes. I hope I don’t make a bum
of it.

their mouths open and I threw pea-

nuts in. •••..• _

.

The “loop-the-loop (“double

somersaulting automobile”) is very

good, and the girl (Mile. La Belle

Roche) is very good. The auto

turns a double, somersault. The
acts in the air are fair. T liked th6

way they dropped in the net at the

finish (The Jordans).

There was one man (clowh) and
his ears lit up all the time and
there is an act where the elephants
telephone each other and the ele-

phants are very big.

The camels are very greedy. If

you give one a peanut all the

others want some, and I almost got

my finger in a camel’s mouth be-

cause I held the peanut out in-

stead of having it on my hand.
They have some zebras hitched

to a wagon in the parade and the
boy who drives them has to throw
stones at them to make them go,

and one of the men said of all the
animals to teach anytjiing to. the
zebras were the worst.

Film Reviews
; continued from page IX

as

Camel Almost Bit Him ; Thinks
Mrs. Wulff Is ^Gelling Fat’;

Curzon Sisters Look
Like ‘Angels’

Skouras’ Visit
Continued from page 3

office expected it might be a week
or 10 days. He has been closer to
Rank than any other company
chief and has won some conces-
sions from him for 20th that have
not been enjoyed by other distrlbs.

Purpose of his hurried huddles with
Riahk has not been revealed, but it

is believed they may have to do
with theatre acquisitions by 20th
abroad. 20th is partnered with
Rank in his British theatre hold-
ings and Skouffes has at various
times been reported interested in

acquiring Rank houses in Canada,
Australia and South Africa.
Rank sails on the Queen Mary

today (Wed.) and will be in New
York next Monday (20). His visit

to the U. S. is said to be his routine
annual affair. He’ll meet in New
York with Robert Benjamin* head
of the Rank organization in the
U. S.; will attend one, or perhaps
two, Universal board meetings in

New York, since he is a stockholder
in the company; and will visit Chi-
cago for talks with directors of

Bell & Howeil, with which he has
an association.

He’ll also go to Kansas City and
Denver to meet exhibs and to

Toronto briefly for a meeting of the
board of the Rank organization
there. He’ll be accompanied by
his Wife and they’ll then go to Cali-

fornia to visit their daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Packard. They’ll be in the U. S.

about five weeks.
John Davis, Rank’s operating

chief, will fly to New York next
week to join him and accompany
him on part of the U. S. tour;

Hollywood, March 14. t

Metro’s projected episodic film,

“It’s a Big Country,” will include

nine different stories, instead of

the six originally planned.
,

pro-

duction veepee Dore Schary said

this Week that five of the short

stories have •
been prepared and ap-

proved for filming, with the pic-

ture ’ 'slated to roll this spring;

Overall theme will depict, contend

porary life in the U. &,

Each story is being adapted by

one of the studio’s top Writers, arid

each is to be reined by a different

director; Film will spotlight a ma-
jority of Metro’s stable of stars,

Story lirteup so far includes “My
Song, Yankee Doodle” by Carl;

Glick, scripted by Allen Rivkin;

“Load” by Dudley Schnabel,
scripted by Luther Davis; VRbsi-

ka> the Rose” by Claudia Cranston,
scripted by Isobel Lennart; “Count
Me In” by John McNulty,, adapted
by Helen Deutsch, and “Four
Eyes” by Joseph Petracca, script-

ed by George Wells,

i All acting and directorial talent

will be utilized for the film accord-

ing to their availability between
pictures'. Set thus far for top roles

are Walter Pidgeon, Van Johnson,
Gene Kelly, Ethel Barrymore;
John Hodiak, Keenan Wynn, Mar-
shall Thompson, George Murphy,
Ann Sothern and James Whitmore.
Eight directors for seven episodes
are George Cukor, Charles Vidor,
Robert Z. Leonard, Gerald Mayer,
Roy Rowland, Don Hartman, and
the Norman Panama-Melvin Frank
team.

Film will be patterned somewhat
after “Tales of Manhattan,” turned
out some years ago by indie pro-

ducer Boris Morros, and J. Arthur
Rank’s more recent “Quartet.”
Metro film will have a narrator to

bridge the various episodes.

(This article is written by
"SKIGIE” without a program, his

usual aid.

)

I am glad the circus is in town
again. (Ringling Bros.,. Madison
Square Garden.) I have never
missed a year the circus has been
in town, and I think this circus is

as good as any circus I ever saw.
|

They had a very good band in
the circus, and the clowns were the
best I ever saw at any circus.

The girls who fly in the air

(Curzon Sisters) Were very good,
and they do the same thing I saw
them do at the Hippodrome. There
were some people next to me last

night, and When they went around
a man said they looked like angels.
The horses that jumped through

barrels (my pop won’t tell me the
names of the acts) were very good
(Schumann Horses). There was
another horse act I like, too. There
were eight horses (James Dutton’s
“Eight-Horse Act”), and they did
a peach stunt.

There was a lady I saw at the
Hippodrome (Mrs, Maude Wulff).
She is getting' fat; They had a pig
act I liked (Lil Kerslake), and they
had the horse (Hippodrome) races,
and they let the girl beat. The
chariot races were very good, and
the men that ride at first after the
grand parade (finale of “Introduc-
tory Pageant”) are very good, too.

Before the circus started I went
down and saw the animals and the
baby camel* and the elephants held

20th to Rank Studio
London, March 14.

.. Spyros Skouras confirmed 20th-
Fox quitting Sir Alexander Kordas
Shepperton studio at expiration of
the existing contract in June.
Skouras is finalizing a deal with
Rank to move Into either Denham
or Pinewood on a

'
picture to pic

ture basis.

20th prexy refused to negotiate
a longterm lease as company might
be forced to abandon production
owing to increasing difficulties.

Stars in Italy
Continued from page 3

Lo Tresor de Cantenge
in stateside situations. Though not

of art house stature, proper cueing,

good exploitation arid word of

mouth should give it a boost.

Film has a slim plot, and the
bulk is a series of sketches depict-

ing the characters jrt an Inbred,

practically feudal town,
.
A color-

ful group includes the woman liv-

ing with her husband and lover,

the village idiot, the tpwn drunk,
and the pair of twins serving as

mayor and priest who despise each
other. The. priest gets no flock, and
the mayor teaches history only as

far as Robespierre and the French
Revolution. The baron of the town
(Guitry) comes back to his estate,

and being financially ruined, de-

cides to take one look at the town
before suicide. A rambunctious
centenarian shows him a royal
treasure he has guarded, for years.

Here the film slips into gear. The
town gets a face lifting, the baron
rebuilds his ancestral home, the
characters tell ; each other what
they really think, and the twins
make up, with the priest getting a
flock and Napoleon being added
to the school curriculum.

As most foreign pix, it is over-
long for its theme and story. Many
episodes, such as a gypsy passing
through town, which add nothing
to the characters, can be"sheared to
give the film a better pacing. Pic is

pleasantly risque; and Guitry in
a dual role is his impeccable, slick
self. Outdoor lerising is good, and
the whole flock of rustic

4

characters
give fine color to the proceedings;
with Marcel Simon a standout as
the 12,6-year-old who lives on just
to spite his family. Film, •.pur-
portedly done for $100,000, is a
good investment; Mosk.

Der Bagnostraefling
(The Fugitive)
(GERMAN)
Frankfurt* Feb. 25.

Schorcht FUm release, of Rolf Meyer*
Junge Film Union production. Directed

written by Gustav Froehlich. Stars
Richard Haeusler, Winnie

Markup. Camera, Igor Oberberg; editor,'
Rolf Meyer. Tradeshown in Frankfurt.
Running time, 100 MINS.
Robert , . . . . ................ . /Paul Dahlke
Pierre • ............. , .

.

.Richard Haeusler
Eugenie Kaethe Dorsch
Cyprienne . . . ............. Winnie Markus
Courbet ..............

.

Walter Franck
Dr. Bianchon. . , .... ...... .Paul ’Hoerblger
Nanette .... . , . ........... .Jaester Naefe
LevreuU. . ... . . . . ; . .

.

. Albert Florath
Viktor Adrian Hoven

Heart,” which is completely mis-
interpreted. The murderer tells
his story of the killing of the old
man with the “evil eye,” and the
thumping of the heart that will
never stop.
The next, and the best, is the

story of how a jealous rival buries
his enemy alive in his wine-cellar.
Jules Berry and Fernand Ledoux
.manage to wring a little horror
from this one. The last is a drag-
ging portrayal of the disinherited
nephew, and the murder of his
rich uncle. All ends well as the
ingenious butler exhorts & confes-
sion from the guilty culprit.

Pic doesn’t have the necessary
low key photography needed for
the mood. Director Jean Faurez
doesn’t take advantage of his ca-
mera and editing to wring the sus-
pense and psychological horror im-
plicit in the goings-on. Music is

properly eerie, and the acting out-
side of Berry and Ledoux doesn’t
have the proper stylization. Mosh

Continued from page 5

will not he lured into the thea-
tres. Such people, these exhibs
say, have proved from their past
actions that they: usually have
something else to do on the holi-
days. Thus, a concerted effort
should be made to bring them into
the theatres throughout the yeari
This can only be done, they say,
if the top films are spread out
over both the traditionally good
and bad, periods.
Bunching of top pix around the

various holiday seasons has cre-
ated particular booking difficulties
for some smalltown exhibs who
have a wide choice of product.
While the system, actually pays off,m that it necessarily means they
get. better product throughout the
year, it also means considerable
bickering

-
^th distributors. Exhib

buying from two or three of the
majors only has one date available
for each holiday and thus the dis-
tribs gang up on him for that

!

choice booking.

center of a hassle between friends

and critics of Hollywood pix. CCP,
launched in *1948, was designed to

smooth opposition against the flow
of the dollars to the U, S. via pro-
motion of Canada as a vacatiori-

land~ on the American screen.

Through some misunderstand-
ing, however, belief has grown
that the CCP had the aim of stim-
ulating film production in Canada
through influx of American coin
and personnel. Gerald Pratley, a
radio commentator, expressed this

mistaken idea on a. recent broad-
cast in which he called the CCP
“a not too successful idea” to en-
courage American producers to
make films in Canada.

Don Henshaw, project rep for
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica, slapped Pratley by stating:

“Ypu are either badly informed or
you are sadly ignorant of the CCP.”
Henshaw cited reports showing
that screening of Canadian scenes
on U. S. screens had increased
tourist travel iip north.

Shifting his stand, Pratley re-
plied to Henshaw, declaring: “HoK
iywood considers it has ah undis-
puted right to flood our screens
with American items and films,
while, at the same time, Canadian
film showing in America is looked
upon: as intrusive propaganda.”
Governmental officials, meantime,
are still standing behind the CCP
as a way of offsetting the drain of
dollars caused by U. S. pix earn-
ings.

s Bid
Continued : from page S

cuit is obviously the much more
valuable portion of the company,
Hughes has figured on getting 'as
much or nearly as much for his
stock in the chain as he paid for
his shares in the entire company.
Cowdin’s idea is to give Hughes a
profit and then pull the same thing
that Hughes has in mind.

Reportedly associated with COw-
din in the venture is Charles D.
Prutzman, former v.p. and general
counsel of U.

A meller set in 19th-century.
Paris, this film is too long, but
otherwise should do well.

Pie deals with the fate of two
brothers, the first

f
a blue-blood

bandit and the latter later becom-
ing the police prefect of, Paris,
and their legal and romantic tan-
gles. The slow plot is consider-
ably improved by very good pho-
tography, an

. appropriate musical
score and realistic sets, as well
as good acting by Paul Dahlke and
Richard Haeusler.

Winnie Markus is weak, but
Kaethe Dorsch, as the pair’s moth-
er, is excellent. So is Paul Hoer-
biger, as an old doctor; Walter
Franck, as a secret police chief,

Florath, as president
of the Banque de France. Two
young newcomers, Jaester Naefe
and Adrian Hoven, are good as the
young lovers. Gaal.

Histoircs
Extraordlnafrcs
(Extraordinary Stories)

(FRENCH)
Paris, Feb. 18.

Grain production and release. Dl-
an

^
wrltten tw Jean Faurez. Adap-

,
n
^f
nd Guy Decomble. based

rvi
of E£gar AUan.Poe and Thomas

De.Quincey,. Stars Jules Berry. FernandLedoux; features Suzy Carrier. Guy De-combie, Roger-Blin, Maurice Schutz. Cam-
Louis Paige; editor, Suzanne De

ISUS C* George Van Parys. At
Marbeuf, Paris. Running time. IS MINS.
Manresor. .Fernand Ledoux
muna^° • • • • • • • • • • v • . . ... . . .Jules Berry

.Guiu&inc.'. 1 1; (i .

,

, Roger. Blin
i.eonune . . . . . , ...... ;.. . , .... Suzy Carrier
Young Man . •••••...

.

.

.

. . , Guy Decomble

This is a "multiple-story pic us-
ing wellkftown short stories of Poe
and De Quincey, and packaging
them as tales told by a. group of
gendarmes to a new recruit. The
police, telling

. the story have a
comic operetta aura, and the fa-
mous stories are not well handled.
The filmic knowhow to engender
the stories with Poe’s horror - and
nuance is completely absent, and
the tales are a travesty of their
original selves. Pic, on the curio
appeal of Poe ahd De Quincey,
could be slotted as a good filler
in second-run situations.
The first tale concerns a psycho-

pathic killer, who gets into a girl’s
school and roams around with a
wicked-looking knife until out-
smarted by two young girls. The
next is Poe’s “The Tell-Tale

On ‘Samson’ in Chi

After Court Okay
Chicago, March 14.

Paramount has sent out invita-

tions for bids on “Samson ana De-
lilah” to all loop theatres, includ-
ing two second-run houses, fbl 1ow-
ing extended run and three-week
clearance granted last week by Chi
Federal district court Judge
Michael Igoe. Bids are expected
back late this week; and Para-
mount will make its choice of
houses known early next Week.
Judge Igoe granted the extended

run on the basis of the picture’s
cost and the acclaim accorded it

by religious leaders, He declared
in his ruling that ordinary market-
ing would nbt permit film to make
UP its costs.

While, decision does not grant all

of what Paramount had asked, it

was considered by Par toppers here
as a victory. Distrib had asked
pre-release engagement of indef-
inite duration, “reasonable” clear-

ance and then a normal first-run,

subsequent-run setup. But Thomas
C, McConnell, attorney for Jack-
son Park theatre, respondents to

Paramount petition, had declared
at hearings that any exception to

decree would help “erode” the in-

junction. In view of fact that
Judge Igoe delayed a, decision to

read McConnell’s brief to circuit

court of appeals challenging for-

mer’s right to make exceptions to

decree, this decision had been con-
sidered a critical one. Final rul-

ing delighted Par heads.
McConnell is placed in position

where he can only sit and wait.

He has filed his brief with appeals
court challenging Judge Igb.e’s

right to grant extensions, basing,

case on jurist’s extension for

“Come to the Stable.” The ap-

peal is scheduled to be heard next
month, and meanwhile attorney has
to sit tight.

Question of whether the appeals
court has jurisdiction over the case

is a fine legal point itself. Judge
Igoe laid down the decree in No-
vember, 1947, after years of liti-

gation in the Jackson Park’s suc-

cessful anti-trust action against

the majors. Igoe bases his right

to make exceptions on the point

that where a situation has mate-
rially changed after the decree was
made, issuing judge can grant tem-
porary relief.

Point at issue in appeal Is

whether a higher court can re-

strain district court judge from
granting exceptions to his own de^

cree. McConnell maintains it can,

provided lower court judge is de-

stroying the decree by doing so.

And this point Was hammered
home by the lawyef ih “Samson”
hearings, He declared that the 12

exceptions granted by Judge Igoe

were “destroying a decree which

has proved itself of benefit to the

community.”

Producers Name

Hollywood, March 14,

Y. Frank Freeman* Dore Schary,

Fred S. Meyer, B. B. Kahane and
Nornian Siegel were named to rep-

resent the Motion Picture Pro-

ducers as delegates to the Mblion

Picture Industry Council; •

Maurice Benjamin and Mendel
Silberberg were appointed to fuhe-

tion as legal advisers of AMPP.
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Clips from Film Row
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Wallerstein back from vacation in

Sun Vcillcy*

Alliance Circuit starts its ,15th

annual showmanship drive in .70

midwest houses April; 16. Drive
i e a t u r e s give - aways, amateur
nights, and stageshows in larger

spots.
--' -''

‘V

Harry Walders takes over as

United Artists’ branch manager
here, filling spot vacated when Nat
Nathanson was upped to company’s
Eastern and Canadian general

sales manager, Walders recently

was With Paramount iri Chi as

special sales rep.

Wednesday, March IS, 1950

NEW YORK
Harold Baumstone, .long active

in the 16m industry, Al-

manac Films, Inc., to distribute

educational and Informational

films. Previously Baumstone had

been With Pictorial Films, Post

Pictures and Family Films. He
resigned as general sales manager

of latter ‘firm in January.
# ;

Continuing its switch m policy

from its own offices to franchise-

holders for distribution Of its

product, Motion P i c t u r e. Sales

Corn, has named Charles, Lindau

and Max Roth in Chicago. Pair

have been operating the Henri El-

mart Independent Exchange there.

Roth was formerly midwest divir

sion manager for Film Classics and;

Lindau is a Chi exhibitor.

TOLEDO, O.
Plans for new $2,000,000 theatre

here apparently shelved by Bala;

ban & Katz, Chicago. Firm sold;

its. site back to the original own-

ers, the Toledo Service Parking

Co., for a reported $120,000, same
price paid for it by chain in 1947.

At same time the B. & K. lease

bn the 3,400-seat Paramount was
not renewed. The firm had hoped
to complete a new house by June,

1948; when its Paramount lease ex-

pired, Latter house has been, op-

erated by Carl Schwyn circuit

since then while B. & K. remod-
eled its Princess here into a first-

run house. ..{•••'• _• •

J. W. Christopher, St. Marys, O,,

S
urchased the Indian Lake theatre,

ussells Point, O., from E. Vv Fof-

rich. •' r
The Star, Delaware* Q., pur-

chased by Steve Polies rind Ray
Watts of that city. ,

. „
Warner Bros, recently sold- all

its Springfield, O., interests to lo-

cally-owned Springfield Theatre

Co., which acquired long-term

leases on Regent, State, Majestic,

Fairbanks and Ohio, plus sole own-
ership of some real estate there.

Hunt Theatres, Cincinnati, ac-

quired the interests of Jaickson-

Murphy Theatres in. the Uptown
Columbus nabe, and the McCook,
Dayton neighborhood house.

i
•

.

’

-
•

CHICAGO
Alliance Circuit general man-

ager S. J. Gregory in Richmond,
Wash., for opening of new 1,200-

seater there. New theatre, owned
by Midstates Amus. Alliance sub-

sidy; will cater to atomic bomb
workers in that plant town.

Hamilton theatre booking
features for week in new pc

Wreckers started to raze LaSalle

theatre, in Chi’s loop, this week.

Theatre will make way for a
church. Property was purchased

last June from Marshall Field by
Franciscan Fathers for $515,000.

Arthur Greenblatt, Lippert Pro-

ductions sales manager, here last

week for huddles. ;

Tiffany Theatre Building Corp
took over house from operator

Dave Beck last week.
Balaban & Katz topper Dave

hibitors to reject percentage terms
being demanded for smallest sit-

uations.
Frank Mantzke, Home Theatres

head, vacationing in Florida.

Volk brothers, independent cir-

cuit owners, starting construction

of a new 1,250-seat theatre in Rob-
binsdale, Minneapolis suburb. Will

be largest Twin Cit;

atre.

ty suburban the^

ST. LOUIS
Clark Armentrout; Pittsfield, 111.,

purchased a 14-acre site near Pitts-

field for new 400-car drive-in.
.

The Avenue, West Plaines, Mo.,
operated by Dean Davis, will; be
shuttered when the New Avenue,
a 500-seater, is completed in June.
Theatre owners in Southern

Illinois and Southeastern Missouri
are expected to ask for concessions
on their film contracts because of

biz lost during recent floods and
strike of soft coal miners in those
areas;
Harry El Miller, Festus, Mo.,

celebrating his 60th anni in show
biz. His father opened first opera
house in Festus and • soil later

entered exhibition and now oper-
ates the Miller, successor of old
Idle Hour.
Marc Jay Steinberg resigned

from St. Louis Eagle Lion staff to
devote all his time to operation of

the Ritz, Alton, 111.,
,

recently
purchased by him and his brother.

Clifford Hough sold his interest
in drive-in’ near Lebanon; 111., to
his father; he will build an ozoner
near Aurora, Mo.

BOSTON
Robert Manson, formerly assist-

ant manager of Loew’s State, ap-
pointed manager of Michael Red-
stone’s new Revere Drive-in.

Hatton F. Taylor, here to take
over duties as branch manager of
RKO exchange. Formerly
manager of several Canadian ex-
changes for RKO he comes here]
directly from Detroit, and succeeds
Ross Cropper, who died last Japu-
ary.

'

Operators of Drive-ins are
skedded to organize at luncheon
meeting of Independent^Exhibitors
March 22 at Hotel .Statler.

Robert M. Stemburg named sec-
retary and member of board for
New England Theatres, Inc. He has
been district manager In Hub area
for chain for years.
Samuel Pinanski, American The-

atre Corp. prexy and national head
of TOA, appointed by Secretary of
Treasury John W. Snyder as na?i

tional chairman of industry’s com-
mittee for Savings Bond drive
which gets under way May 15.

PITTSBURGH
Liberty theatre at Sligo, Pa., re-

cently transferred to Mrs. Mary
McNeill, has reverted to its. former
operator, Joseph Trdese.
With Astor Corp. headed by

Gabe Rubin taking over Senator
theatre, George Josack was named
manager.. Bob Taylor, who piloted
house under Harris operation,
switched to the Newsreel, Jack
Hooley, vet pilot of house, be-
comes a relief manager for the
circuit,

Frank Reller resigned as UA
rep in West Virginia area and
joined Republic sales staff.

Paul Blumer, formerly assistant
manager for WB in Washington;
Pa., named manager of Blatt Bros.
Denman in Girard, Pa. replaces
Ray Adams, resigned.

J. C, Lund, general manager for
Al-Penn . Theatre Corpus jthree

units in Aliquippa, appointed Carl
G. Broady to manage the Strand.
Broady has been In the industry
for more than 40 years. He. was
formerly associated With Par-
Publix.

Baden, Pa., theatre sold to Gust
Hages by Martin and Abe Rothen-
stein.

Harold tMirisch, Mono - Allied
Artists exec,; acquired Penn and
Victor theatres in New Castle, Pa.,
from Ted Gamble Enterprises,
Karen theatre, run for seiven

years by Paul Bronder, trans-
ferred to Nick Meliicci. Bronder
continues to operate three local
houses, the Avenue, Grandview
and Castle. , .

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued on page 10)

000 or close. Last week, “Back-
fire” (WB) and MCapt. China” (Par)

(2d wk), okay at $13,500.
‘

SL Francis (Par) (1,400; BO-85)—
“Young Man With Horn” (WB) (2d

wk). Down to passable $9,000.

Last week, big $15,000. .

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448.; 55-

85)—“Francis” (U) arid “Bodyhold”
(Col) (3d wk). Strong $10,000.

Last week, husky $16,000. k
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

55-85)—“Red Shoes” (EL) (24 wk).

Looks hear $10,000, great. Last

week, $9,800.
. ,

Stagedoor (Ackerman-Rosener)
(370; 85-$l)—“Pygmalion” (Indie)

(reissue) (3d wk). Big $5,000. Last

Week, $5,800.
Clay (Roesner) (400; 65-85)—

“Easy Money” (EL). Trim $3,200.

Last week, “Chips Down” (Indie)

(4th wk), $2,200. I'V . .

Larkin (Roesner) (400; 65-85)-—

“Scott Antarctic” (EL) and “Can-
terbury Tale” (EL) (2d wk); Down
to $2,500. Last week, big $3,600.

LOS ANGELES
Bill Parker bought a partnership

in Cinema Distributors, headed by
Ed Barison. Company deals in
foreign films.

Lippert Pictures^closed deal for
“Baron of Arizona” to play the
Fox West Coast Circuit.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
Rockefeller Center

RAY ROSALIND

l MILLAND •. RUSSELL
KPMUND OWENN In

*'A Woman of Distinction

A Columbia Picture

4 SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION

>i

DALLAS
William Boyd will be guest of

Fiesta San Jacinto at a* special
children’s festival April 15 in San
Antonio.

Joe L. Love of Seminole, Okla.,
theatre operator, purchased equip-
ment and leases on five theatres
at Snyder formerly operated by
Mrs. T. L. Lollar and managed by
her son-in-law, Ni R. Clements. In-
cluded are four downtown thea-
tres and one ozoner.

.
(licit I. ObMIIIb’i maitirplic*
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MINNEAPOLIS
Bennie Berger, independent cir-

cuit owner and North Central A1
lied prexy, now halLowner of the
l.OOfcseat Gopher, 'loop first-run
“B” house, which Minnesota Amus.
Co. recently relinquished in com-
pliance with the Paramount con
sent decree. Berger acquired his
half interest from Ted Karatz who
bought the theatre from S. Heller
and associates immediately after
Paramount circuit disposed of it to
the latter. .

Reported here that a new loop
theatre will be built for 20th-Fox;
no confirmation yet.
Campaign of territory’s theatres

against federal admission tax yield-
ing large petitions.
Four local neighborhood houses

playing four-day ^‘Hamlet” road-
show dates at $1.20 scale.
“Hy” Chapman, Columbia branch,

back from an Arizona vacation re-
covered in health.

J. J. McFarland and Jack Green-
berg, National Screen Sales branch
manager and salesman, respective-
ly, recovering in hospital from in-
juries sustained in auto crash.

Blizzards and sub-zero tempera-
tures again dented grosses through-
out territory,
Metro insists “Battleground”

sales in territory have not been
affected by North Central Allied’s
bulletin urging independent ex-

M-G Selling
Continued, from page 5

vest their theatres and the RKO
split coming up, such problems are
expected to. be all the more inten-
sified.

Chief factor in the Metro re-
alignment is the upping in num-
ber of division managers from five

to seven, so that each will now
have less territory to' supervise.
That will give the managers also a
chance to spend more time in their
headquarters, instead of roaming
far afield as they formerly were
forced to do. Rodgers also as-
signed one man each to devote all

his time to the New York and Los
Angeles metropolitan areas, which
have the most concentrated cir-

cuits.

Herman Ripps, formerly assistant
to eastern sales chief John P.
Byrne, drew the N. Y. assignment
and will move his headquarters
from Albany to the N. Y. exchange,
Byrne Continues headquartering at
the homeoffice. Samuel J. Gard-
ner, heretofore assistant to west
coast sales chief George A. Hickey,
moves his headquarters from San'
Francisco to L. A. to supervise sell-

ing in metropolitan L. A. only.
Hickey ' will continue to operate
from L. A. also and will supervise
the L. A., San Francisco, Portland
and Seattle offiefis.

Other changes include the up-
ping of John S. Allen, formerly as-
sistant to southern sales managers
Rudy Berger, to the neWly-ereated
post of southwestern sales man-
ager. He takes over the Dallas,
Oklahoma City, Memphis and St.
Louis offices; with Berger continu-
ing to supervise Washington, Char-
lotte, Atlanta, New Orleans and
Jacksonville. I Frank C. Hensler,
until now assistant to central sales
manager John J. Maloney, has
been promoted to manager of the
newly-created intermountaiii divi-
sion, supervising Kansas City, Den-
ver arid Salt Lake City. Maloney
continues in charge of the .Pitts-
burgh. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indi-
anapolis and Detroit offices.
In the midwest, Ralph Maw has

been named district manager to
concentrate exclusively on the wide
territory serviced out of Minne-
apolis, in which city he will head-
quarter. Burtus Bishop, Jr., mid-
Western division manager, contin-
ues to supervise the Chicago, Min-
neapolis, Milwaukee, Des Moines
and Omaha exchanges.

L’rille; ’Borderline’ 7G
Louisville, March 14.

With the weather unpleasant,

and downtown pics shaping up of

good quality, biz' along main stem
is currently fairly good. Pace at

both State with “Ambush” and the
Rialto with“Dear Wife” is pass-

ably good. . Neat biz is being turn-

ed in at the Strand, where ’’Blue-

grass of Kentucky” is having a

strong local appeal. “Borderline”
looms okay at Mary Anderson.

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

45-65)—“Borderline” (U). Getting
nice play at $6,500. Last week,
“Young Man With Horn’’ (WB), ro-

bust $8,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

45-65)—“Dear Wife” (Par) and
“Tarnished” (Rep). Billed as se-

quel to “Dear Ruth,” this one is

making appeal with same cast, and
femmes are responding. Satisfac-

tory $11,000. Last week, “Mother
Didn’t Tell” (20th) and “Radar Se-
cret Service” (Lip), neat $13,000.

State (LOew’s) (3,000; 45-65)—
“Ambush” (M-G) and “Challenge
Lassie’’ (M-G). Neat $12,000. Last
week, “All King’s Men” (Col) and
“Secret St. Ives” (Col), strong
$15,500.

Strand (FA) (1,200; 45-65)—
“Bluegrass Kentucky’’ (Mono) and
“Bomba Panther Island” (Mono).
Strong $6,000. Last week, “Live
By Night” (RKO) and “Threat”
(RKO), about same.

JRO’s Nitery Dates For
Anton (‘3 Man’) Karas

SeizniCk Releasing Organization
has been forced into cafe booking
as a sideline to publicity for its

pix. It is arranging a unique
cross-country combo exploitation
and nitery appearance tour for An-
ton Karas, the Austrian zither
player who jumped to fame via
his background music for SRO’s
“Third Man.”
~Music Corp. of America was sup-
posed to book Karas, but apparent-
ly couldn’t get far on the one-and-
two-day stopovers planned by SRO
flack chief Robert Gillham as the
zither-zinger crossed the country.
As a result, Gillham has taken to
doing his own booking.
Karas played a two-day Monday-

Tuesday date at the Darbury Room,
Boston, this week, and moves to
Philly today (Wednesday). He con-
tinues to Washington, Chicago,
Toronto, Detroit, Cleveland, Cin-
cinnati, St. Louis, Kansas City and
San Francisco, will Gillham at-
tempting to set nitery engagements
in each. He’ll wind up in Holly-
wood, where he may appear at
either Giro’s or the Mocambo.
Mel Strauss, of SRC’s flackery,

is traveling with Karas arid serving
as interpreter in interviews.
Strauss speaks German. •

SDG Contract Near
Hollywood, March 14.

^
Formal signing of a new contract

between the Screbn Directors Guild
and the major studios was assured
by the Government’s okay elimi-
nating second assistant ^directors
from Wages and Hours regulations.
Following the Government action,
junior members of the guild voted
to accept the terms offered by the
studios.

Under the hew, ticket, second as-
sistant directors will be paid $150
a week, with

. $4 • day extra for
location work.

‘12 O’CLOCK’ BEST BET

IN INDPLS, FINE 13G
Indianapolis, March 14.

It looks like Lent is- being felt at
first-runs here, biz mostly beinn
off. “12 O’Clock High” is leading
town with nice figure at .Indiana
while “East Side” is oke ait Loew’s.
’’Thelma Jordon,” at Circle; is dis-
appointing. ’’Johnny Holiday” is
holding up well in second Keith’s
week after sock opener.

;
Estimates for This Week

Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,800; 44-
65)—“Thelma Jordon” (Par) and
‘•Blue Grass Kentucky” (Mono).
Thin $7,500. Last week, “Backfire”
(WB) with Tommy Dorsey orch on-
stage; stout $20,000 at, 50-90c scale.

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65) —
“12 O’Clbck High” (20th). Fine
$13,000. Last week,“Man With
Horn” (WB) arid “Cry Murder”
(FC), modest $9,500.

Keith’s (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)

—

“Johnny Holiday” (UA) and “Belle
Old Mexico” (Rep) ‘(2d wk). Solid
$8,000. on top of smash $11,400
first stanza.

Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)—
“East Side” (M-G) arid “Intruder
in Dust” (M-G). Oke $11,000. Last
weeky “Malaya’* (M-G> arid “Ten-
sion” (M-G), $10,500.

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)—“Da-
kota Lil” (20th) and “Bomba on
Panther Isle” (Mono), Mild $5,500
in 6 days. Last week, “Purple
Heart” (20th) and “Guadalcanal
Diary” (20th) (reissues), sturdy
$6,500.

DENVER
(Continued on page 11)

“Willie Comes Home1
’ (20th) and

“Pacific Agent” (Lip), also Denver.
Nice $2,500. Last week, “Chain
Lightning” (WB) and “Green
Promise’’ (RKO), $2,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—

“Malaya” (M-G) and “Man of Evil”
(UA). . Trim $15,000. Last week,
“East Side” (M-G) and “Satan’s
Cradle” (UA), (2d wk), $10,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)

—

“Nevadan” (Col) and “Mary Ryan,
Detective” (Col), day^date with
Webber, iOkay $8,000 or near.
Last week, was on moveovers.
Vogue (Wolfberg) (600; 60-74)—

“Carnival in Flanders” (Indie) and
“Rubens” (Indie) (reissues). Mod-
est $1,700. Last week, “Scoundrel”
(Indie) and “Crime Without Pas-
sion” (Indie), same.
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74) —

“Nevadan” (Col) and “Mary Ryan,
Detective” (Col), also Paramount.
Good $2,200. Last week, “Chain
Lightning” (WB) and “Green
Promise” (RKO), fair $1,700.

PROVIDENCE
(Continued on page 10)

“Red Shoes” (EL) (2d wk), so-sSO

$5,500.

'

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
“East Side” (M-G) and “Silent
Dust” (Mono). Okay $18,000. Last
week, “Mrs. Mike” (UA) and
“Satan’s Cradle” (UA), $14,500,

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44^
65)—“Dear Wife” (Par) and “Body
Hold” (Col). Opened Monday (13).

Last Week, ‘‘Fallen Idol” (SRO)
and “Once Upon Dream” (EL),
disappointing $8,500.

ruin's only out
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Universal has contracted to dis-

tribute three indie Aims, but this

was said authoritatively this week

to represent no permanent change

in policy. Company has no other

Indie product in prospect and has

no immediate intention of veering

further from the dictum of about

J8 months ago that it would han-

dle exclusively its own pix.

First of the qutside films is “Bor-

derline,
n produced by Milton Bren.

It went into release Feb 9 and was

taken on by U after it was in the

can. Next two will be from Fidel-

ity, the new Howard Welsch-Ches-

ter Erskine-A. Pam Blumenthal

unit; Initialer will be “Man on

the Run,” starring Ann Sheridan

and Dennis O’Keefe, which goes

into production April 22. It Will

be followed by “Illegal Bride,”

starring Ginger Rogers, which goes

before the cameras in June.
Universal has no interest beyond

its distribution fee in the pix.

It lias made no guarantees on loans

or otherwise participated in financ-

ing"

Continued from page . I

as part of its assets “House by the

River/’ with Louis Hayward, which
had already been completed by
Welscli.

Blumenthal, who for a time was
associated with Enterprise, as-

serted he feels the time ripe at the
moment for a multi-picture indie

unit since the elements can be put
together now at the best possible

prices, Cost of talent and facilities

have come down, he said/ while
market conditions appear likely to

stay at least eveii. He added that

he is also counting importantly on
eventual income from TV rights on
the features.
Bank of America loan, which is

cross-collateralized on the five plx
on the schedule, is for an amount
in excess of $2,000,000, Blumenthal
declared. Second money and guar-
antees are being put up by the
three principal partners, he stated.
They’ll also take deferments on the
pix, which will be budgeted at
around $700,000. They'll be shot
at Motion Picture Centre studios,
but latter will get no participation
ini return for deferments for fa-
cilities, Blumenthal said.

First pic, which goes into pro-
duction April 22, will be “Man on
the Run,” starring Ann Sheridan
and Dennis O’Keefe. That will be
followed June 1 by “Illegal Bride,”
starring Ginger Rogers; in July by
“My Wife, the Celebrity”; in
August by. “Life of Helen Morgan,”
starring Paulette Goddard, and in

September by “The Gentleman
From Chicago,”

Five additional pix are planned
for next year, Blumenthal said.

.

Stung By B’s
Continued from, page 4

same time and thus have his pic-
ture practically edited in advance.

Cost of the average B picture is
now estimated at $200,000 and they
are brought in car a seven or 14-
day shooting schedule. Producers
usually work on a five-day weekly
rate, so that the extra two days at
the end of the first or second week
represent costly overtime. Fair-
banks believes his multi-cam

.
proc-

ess can result in lopping that over-
time work off the schedules, which
can result in a 40% savings in the
negative- cost.
Producers also think they can

adapt to; their advantage some of
the television acting techniques
that will be made possible through
use of the multi-cam system. Ma-
jor studios, with sufficient money,
top actors and experienced direc-
tors, can take the time, it is point-
ed out, to reshoot scenes from var-
ious angles, which require shifts in
the lighting, etc. With less money
and less experienced actors and di-
rectors, however, the B producers
believe the best alternative may be
t° play full scenes in their entirety,
as is done in, TV. This system is
made, possible by multi-cam..:

.
System received its initial video

impetus last week when Interna-
tional Silver, sponsor of CBS-TV’s
Silver Theatre/' decided to shoot

the final 13 shows of the current
cycle via the Fairbanks system on
the Coast. With sponsors and pro-
ducers of other video dramatic
shows now dickering with Fair-
banks also, the system may result
in a major move of TV production
from New York to Hollywood.

PICTURES 25

WB Divorce
Continued from page 9

holders’ suit by groups which pre-
ferred to remain in the lucrative
theatre end of the biz.

Aug. 31 target date has been set
as a result of the brothers’ feel-
ing that divorcement is Aow inevi-
table and the quicker they take the
step and set their house in order
under the new scheme of things
the better. Also, since ; they have
made the principal decisions oh
the method of divorcing and on
the fact that they won’t try' to
split themselves, between produc-
tion-distribution and the circuit,
they might as well push full steam
ahead on the more minor issues.

Although the three years ,the
court allowed to complete diVorce-
menit-isMraluable in extending the
tinie-from which the company will
be 'getting income from the thea-
tres; other advantages are seen in
arriving at a quick decree. D. of
J. Would undoubtedly be more lib-
eral ih the consent provisions of
a rapidly-made agreement than it

would in a long fight.

Major issue on which the com-
pany has to come to terms with
the Government is which houses
the chain must divest itself of,

whether or not there’s divorcer
ment. If Justice shows liberality
in this respect, the circuit will be
of much greater value to a buyer
and Warners will get a higher
price for their shares.

Also, by coming to quick terms,
the Government might be per-
suaded more easily to allow the
production - distribution company
to retain showcase theatres.

Decision to make a saie by Aug.
31 of the theatre assets is said to
be behind the drastic retrench-
ment recently made in the War-
ner organization. Desire is to show
maximum net during this period
to enhance the Value of the shares
prior to sale. Current Warner
prospects are said to be for a con-
siderable reduction in gross earn-
ings, but an upturn in net as a
result of reduction in costs.

20th-Fox, which is legally in the
same position as WB, is said to be
awaiting further crystallization of
the Warner decree before pushing
for termination of its own case.

U5.-BRIT. PIX VENTURE
London, March 7.

New Anglo-American production
venture is being lined -up in Lon-
don by Andre de Toth, Veronica
Lake’s husband. Negotiations are
proceeding on a basis of equal
partnership with finance to come
from both countries, According to
present plans, it’s hoped that pro-
duction will be able, to .. begin in
the fall, and an initial program of
thrCe pix is scheduled.
.Hollywood stars, producers and

directors are to be imported and
part,

,

if not all the program, may
be in Technicolor. Each produc?
tion will be in the top budget class,
probably in excess of $1,000,000.
Puring his London stay, de Toth

has visited most of the studios, but
will not make a decision on which
outfit will be used until the deal
is finalized.

Continued from page 3

represented a “very private east-
ern syndicate” which was putting
lip the coin for the new venture
and it itself would also be a prin-
cipal. Avery Rockefeller, jof the
millionaire family, is the member
of the firni represented in it title.

Bogie revealed a ceiling on its

participation in the venture had
been set, but refused to name it.

He said the plans for foreign pro-
duction were “very .fluid” and more
or less than the five pix announced
by Wrather might be made.
Wrather will be exec head of the

operation, Bogie explained, and
Will furnish screenplays, top stars
and directors. 6 Wrather and the
Schroder-Rockefeller group will
Share in the financing the neces-
sary dollars for production abroad,
with local outfits overseas provid-
ing the currency of the country.
American group will get western
hemisphere rights and foreign fin-

anciers the eastern hemisphere.
.
Financing-distribution tieup in

England might be with Associated-
British-Pathe, with which negotia-
tions are taking place currently.
Operation, however, is not limited
to production in Britain, Bogie said.

Continue*} front page 3

inform the U management of his
intentions.

Nevertheless, U toppers had no
idea how many proxies Eidell held
and when during tlie voting in
Wilmington it became clearly evi-

dent that he would be successful
in electing himself, company, reps
present had to make a decision in
a matter of minutes as to which
of their own members they’d drop
from the board.

.

Finger was put on: Fox, since lie

appeared; to be most deeply in*

volved in other activities at the
moment. He wasn’t at the stock-
holders meeting, at which the man-
agement and directorate f- were
repped by John J. O’Connor, who
presided; Robert Benjamin, Leon
Goldberg; Adolph Schimel and Eu-
gene Walsh. Blumberg was ill and
not able to attend.

No Criticism

Fox’s colleagues insisted in - New
York this week that there was ab-
solutely no criticism of him in-
volved ih the hasty decision to
make him the low man in the cast-
ing of the proxies. There were as-
surances that he Would be returned
to the board as quickly as possible.
That might be through the resigr
nation because of severe illness of
Paul G. Brown or by enlargement
of the board from 15 members to
16.

,

Odd angle of Eidell’s election
was that the management group
never before held proxies on so
many of the 800,000 shares out-
standing as it did for this meeting:
Eidell voted a total

.
of 63,000

shares, of which about 30,000 are
said to be owned by his family.
The rest he collected through a
proxy solicitation. U management
had heard some word of this, but
apparently didn’t believe Eidell
would be successful in getting
enough to elect a director.
That was made possible, how-

ever, by the system of cumulative
•voting the company uses. This is

similar to proportional representa-
tion. It offered Eidell the oppor-
tunity to vote his entire block of
proxies for a single director if he
chose, rather than spreading the

•proxies among~the 1$ tp be elected.
By concentrating his proxies on
one director they had the effect of
being multiplied i5-fold and thus,
in voting for ‘ this single . board
member, they had the power of ap-
proximately 900,000 shares. .

U reps oii the scene, not knowing
of Eidell’s friendly attitude or how.
many proxies he had, had to do
some quick maneuvering to find

out if he could elect more than one
director. They discovered after*

ward that he had no desire to do
so; They explained in New York
this week that had they known of
the number of shares Eidell con-
trolled and his yen to be on the
board; they undobtedly would have
found a place for him on the man*
agement slate.

Incidentally, J . Arthur Rank*
one of U’s largest stockholders,
handed his proxies to the manage-
ment to Vote. He has three direc-
tors—himself

,

’ Benjamin and G. I.

Woodham-Smith. Other directors
re-elected were Blumberg, Brown,
Preston Davie, Albert A. Carth-
waite, William J. German, Leon
Goldberg, R. W, Lea, Franklin Ne-
vius, O'Connor, Budd Rogers arid

Daniel M. Scheaffer.

ECA German Setup

Nearer Realization
Washington, March 14.

The 1950 European Cooperation,

Administration iriedia guarantees

for the film compainies sending
films into the Allied zone of Ger-
many moved a step nearer actuality

last week with the signing of sim-
ilar guarantees with 12 American
book and magazine publishing
firms.

The deals have been awaiting
approval by the Western German
government. The book-magazine
proposition was lined up, directly

ahead of the picture program.
With the publications approved
and out of the way, the German
government can now turn its at-

tention to the pix. ECA spokes-
men predicted that the film con-
tracts were just around the corner.

Another find product of

lever Brothers Company

9 out of 10 Scroen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap
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Despite? the fact that Art (A, C,)

Nielsen paid in excess of $600,000

to C. E. Hooper for his; network
AM and TV, plus Pacific Coast,

rating services; and the initial con-

clusion that the competitive rating

situation would be brought to an

end, there’s growing sentiment

among the tfrade’s top researchers

that the picture is becoming more
confused than ever.

The report is that Nielsen, hav-

ing forked oyer, the 600G for the

Hobper business, is plenty burned
Over subsequent developments
since signing on the. dotted line.

Not that Hooper isn’t sticking to

the letter of the law in carrying

put his end of the, deal Avith Niel-

sen to stay put of the network and
regional picture

,
but apparently

nowhere in the agreement is there

a clause which says that Hooper
Cannot embark on ai campaign
which would reorient trade think-

ing and “reeducate” the radio and
television industries in regard to

national
:
vs. city rating services.

And . Hooper, always one for get-

ting maximum results from pro-
motional hoopla (as witness his

ability over the past five years to

parlay his name into a household
word) appears to be embarking on
just such a campaign.

Going to Town
While Nielsen, a far more

reticent operator, has settled for

the distribution of .a single
pamphlet for industry distribution'

detailing, his annexing of
''

the
Hooperating services. Hooper has
been going to town with an almost
daily barrage of “educational”
literature calculated to shift the
accent away from the national pic-

ture in favor of city ratings.

Having divested himself of the
Pacific Coast service to Nielsen,
for example, Hopper is now
springing his own Coast service,

offering at the same price three
different reports monthly based
on his “shift of accent” to major
'city studies and thus skirting any
legal entanglements. Similarly,

the “shift of accent” . will be
projected on a national scale,

Hooper again playing
,
it s a f e

legally, via a five-city study.

Researchers concede that Hooper
Is within his rights in reorienting
trade thinking, even at the ex-
pense of sniping away at the type
Of national service which Nielsen
has inherited from him at a fat

fee.

Instead of a peace treaty, re-

searchers are of the opinion that
coming weeks will witness a
Hooper vs. Nielsen competitive
race that will far outstrip any-
thing that has gone before.

Shift of Accent
Here, in essence, is the new

“Hooper Pitch” slanted toward
his revamped operation, with
its unwritten implication that

“what I’ve got is more mean-
ingful than Nielsen’s”:

“The most significant dif-

ferences are no longer between
networks or between programs.
Today, on both radio and TV,
the biggest differences are. be-
tween cities.”

But Sez Don Lee Web

Is Not Being Sold—Yet
Hollywood, March 14.

Reports that a deal for the sale

of the Don Lee Network, regional
unit and

:
stockholder member of

Mutual, were denied here yester-

day (13). by, Lewis Allen Weiss,
Chairman of

.
the board. Weiss ad-

mitted, however, that he has been
approached by a lot of ‘prospective
buyers, mostly prompters.

.

Weiss said that the public ad-
ministrator of the estate of Thomas
Lee; who. leaped to his death three
months ago, cannot even entertain
a bid until the estate has been ap-
praised, which will take another
two months. : He added that the
web could riot be sold until there
is a division of the estate’s assets,

now tied up in litigation. Lee had
willed the properties, which in-

clude automobile dealerships in
California, several AM stations and
a television station, to an uncle,
but other relatives are contesting.
All of Lee’s enterprises might be
sold as a package, Weiss indicated,
but there Would be no piecemeal
disposal. _

Would-be purchasers of the web
are apparently reasoning that the
heirs will want to sell in order to
pay inheritance taxes.

Samuel C. Gale, ad yeepee of

General Mills, has been elected

chairman of the Advertising Coun-

cil, succeeding General Foods mar-
keting veepee Charles G. Mortb
mer, Jr., who served in the post
for : three years. Mortimer now
heads the Policy Planning Commit-
tee. •

AC board also reelected Lee H,

Bristol, Bristol-Myers prexy, as

vice-chairman, and elected two
new vice-chairmen. Young & RU-
bicam exec v.p. Louis N. Brock-

way, and Philip L. Graham, Wash-
ington Post publisher. Frederic R.

Gamble, American Assn, of Advert
Using Agencies prexy, and Paul B,

West, Assn, of National Adver-
tisers topper, Were elected secre-

tary and treasurer, respectively.

Theodore S. Repplier: Was reelect-

ed president and Allan M. .
Wilson

and George P. Ludlam were re-

elected Veepees.
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MPLS. FM ON

TO FACE LEGAL
Minneapolis, March 14;

City Attorney J. F. Bonner is

Investigating to determine the le-

gality of radios in streetcars and
buses to carry music and commer-
cials. The plan has been an-

nounced by the traction company,
Which signed a contract with a
group which will have its own FM
station provide the programs.

The city attorney believes the
streetcar company proposal may be
governed by a 1938 ordinance : regr
ulating broadcasting vehicles. It

provides an annual $50 license fee
for each such vehicle, an amount
In excess of which the company
will : receive, unless 'for the sole
purpose of presenting a program
of charitable, educational or .re-

ligious nature.

Since the company’s announce-
ment of the plan the newspapers
have published numerous letters

from readers protesting against it.

ZENITH 9-MONTH NET

HIGHEST IN HISTORY
Chicago, March 14^

Zenith Radio Corp. net profits

for nine months ended Jan. 31
were highest for the period in the
company’s history, prez Eugene F.
McDonald, Jr., reported last week.
Net for the period hit $3,138,938,
compared with $2,025,781 for the
same period last year. Sales rose
to $65,196,527, comparing with
$56,951,492 a year ago.

Operations in all plants have
been skedded for capacity pro-
duction for tlie next several
months, McDonald said. But de-.

spite full production, company will

continue to allocate radio and
video sets.

National headquarters .of the
American Federation Of Musicians
has nixed the Philadelphia Orches-
tra’s proposed series of transcribed
Sunday afternoon radio edneerts
from New York, which were slated

to start the end of April at the
close of the New York Philhar-
monic broadcasts.
>The Musicians Union action, it

was understood, was taken after a
protest by Local 802. Although the
plan was agreeable to CBS sym-
phony members; it was said a
squawk was raised by a score of
other musicians who were called in

during the summer months to aug-
ment the web’s orch, in perform-
ance of certain works.
Union execs minimized this fac-

tor and said the Philadelphia Or-
chestra tape programs were against
the union policy, which never
wants to Supplant live shoWs with
transcribed music. The action

came as a surprise^ to the Philadel-

(Continued on page 38)

ROGERS’ HI. POST
Chicago, March 14.

William A. Rogers, Frederic W.
Ziv Co. special services director,

has been named account exec for
Illinois. He’ll handle markets out-

side the Chicago area.

Rogers was hews director of WSAI,
Before joining Ziv last year,

Cincinnati.

Government’s Blast vs. Richards

D

s 52JG
Marshall; Tex., March 14;

Request has been made to the
FCC for transfer of Control of
KMHT, here, from the Marshall
Broadcasting Co., to the Fort
Worth Broadcasting Co. for k con-
sideration of $52^

Principals in the new group in-
cludes Frank M. Skinner, with
D8%; John: R. Crouse, 33% (he’s

V.p. and chief engineer Of KXOL,
Fort Worth), and Russ N. Lamb,
With 1.67%* •A V

* t n , r. i - 3 r \ r

Hollywood, March, 14.

Government charges that G.~*A.

Richards fabricated news, used
threats of dismissal against em-
ployees to force obedience to his

instructions, that members of his

staff resigned rather than carry
out his orders to distort news were
outlined Monday (13) \ here on
opening day of FCC hearing
against operator of KMPC.
Fred Ford, chief coirimission

counsel, declared that Government
will show Richards’ license should
not be renewed. “In the case of
certain persons,” Ford said* “Rich-
ards believed to have Communist
leanings he ordered the items
about them to be preceded with
news about Communism. Jn some
cases Richards tried to tie in the
Communist news itself with the
news of that person.”

Hugh Fulton; chief counsel for
defense, charged that hearing “was
asked by James Roosevelt on
stationery of the democratic party
of California” and that complaints
against Richards included asser-
tions that “in recent years he was
in favor of Republicans and op-
posed to election of Democrats,
and, was opposed to Communists ,

'
ft ii F. ., '.fa • ' t r F c 1

Now soap opera producers not only have to-follow their Nielsens,

they’ve got to watch' hemlines go up and down. Procter & Gamble
has set a big promotion with McKettrick-Williams, dress manufac-
turer, with the latter bringing out a line of 10 gowns named after

and plugging P8cGr

s Washboard weepers. Styles will be preemed
at a party at the Stork Club, N. Y., April 10, with 50 other fashion

shows to he held at department stores across the country shortly

afterwards.
Stunt* on which Compton agency is working, involves “Life Can

Be Beautiful,” “Big Sister,” “Road to Happiness,” “Brighter Day,”

“Right to Happiness,” “Guiding Light,” “Rosemary,” “Ma Perkins,”

•‘Young Dr. Malone” and “pepper Young’s Family.” Ih case of

the latter two alters, frocks will be tagged “Peggy Young” and
“Anne Malone.”

Centralizing Power
Washington, March 14,

President Truman asked
Congress yesterday. (13)

,

to

adopt a recommendation of

the Hoover Commission to

place greater responsibility for

the administration pf the FCC
under its chairman. The Pres-

ident said the plan may not
result in substantial immedi-
ate savings but will probably
improve operations, during the

next few years “which will re-

sult in a reduction of expendi-
tures as compared with those

that would otherwise be nec-
essary.”

The plan reserves to the full

Commission its functioning
regarding revision of budget
estimates, and distribution of

;
appropriated funds according
to major programs and pur-
poses.

and proponents of extreme left

j wing views.” He added that charges

j

came from “disgruntled former
employees of KMPC.” Clete Rob-
erts, currently a newscaster on
KFWB, will be Government’s key
witness. Roberts was head of
KMPC news bureau two years ago.
He was discharged, along with
George Lewin and Maurie Star-
rels, Government alleges, because
of their refusal to obey Richards
instructions to color news preju-
dicial to certain ^minorities.
Hearing may take from three to

six weeks.

Ferguson Attacks Inquiry
Washington, March 14.

FCC’s inquiry into the G. A.
Richards Stations,

,
now under way

in Los Angeles, was indirectly at-

tacked yesterday in Congress by
Sen. Homer Ferguson ( R;-Mich. )

,

declaring that the commission has
taken no action against an • un-
named licensee who has been as-
sociated with “numerous Red-front
organizations,” Ferguson said; “On
the other hand, I apt informed that
the commission has vigorously in-
vestigated another station owner
who has expressed strong personal

(Continued on* page 42)
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WUI AFRA Win? Will

Kay Retire to WWJ? A1

Ctevetad k Tmed h
Cleveland, March 14.

. By week’s end, AFRA’s local and
WJW’s top echelon including pres-
ident William M. O’Neill are ex-
pected to have ironed out the Walt
Kay dispute.

At the moment, station officials

are standing pat that the Kay in-

cident is finished, that; Walt Kay
and his “Kousin Kay’s Komers”
are no longer part of their pro-
gram since Kay resigned following
a dispute over whether a five-min-
ute horse results and sports stanza
should follow his 25-minute juv-
enile stint at 6;30.

AFRA’s pitch is believed revolv-
ing around the possibility of a Hol-
lywood ending; of being able to
bring station and Kay together on
behalf on all AM radio in .Cleve-
land. AFRA has asked O’Neill for

a meeting and the station presi-
dent, who has returned from a
Florida hiatus, is expected to meet
with the local. Other station execs
say if the request is made they’ll
be happy to sit down and talk.

Latest voice to be raised along-
side the already hubbub of listen-
ers, columnists,. ministers, etc., is

that of George H. Bender, former
Congressman-at-large from Ohio
and GOP chairman of Cuyahoga
County. In a letter to O’Neill,
Bender wrote: “I feel that the is-
sue is one of such large public in-
terest that you will accept this let-
ter as the considered judgment’ of
the executive leaders of the Re-
publican Party in Greater Cleve-
land community

“I airy in no way questioning the
right which your station

.
exercises

in compelling Mr. Kay tb resign,
but I am sincerely hopeful.that you
will reconsider this position.

Kay resigned after station 1 re-
fused to permit him to state his
position on sports program follow-
ing his stanza and thus clear up

|

his original editorialization (25)

i
that raised the entire issue. Sta-
tion had agreed to permit Kay to
return if he would drop the entire
matter, but Kay felt some explana-
tion was in order.

Washington, March 14.

The FCC took the first step last

Week in a far-flung internal reor-
ganization; when completed, it is

expected to expedite processing of
television applications, come the
lifting of the freeze. The plan
calls for the organization of the
staff along functional rather than
professional links. It provides for .

the establishment : of a Broadcast
Bureau with its own engineering,
legal and economic Units. It con-
forms in general with certain rec-
ommendations made in a staff re-

port of the Hoover Commisison on
Reorganization of Government and
certain provisions contained in

pending legislation.

Agency is buzzing wth specula-
tion as to who will be chief of the
Broadcast Bureau. Name most
mentioned is that of Harry Plotkin,
assistant general counsel in charge
of the broadcasting division of the
present Law Bureau. Plotkin has
been directing examination of wit-
nesses from the Commisison’s legal
table at the current television hear-
ings.

•

First of the. four operating bu-
reaus to be established is the Com-
mon Carrier Bureau, which begins
operations April 3 with Harold J.

Cohen, presently assistant general
counsel, as chief. While concerned
primarily with regulation of tele-

phone and telegraph rates and
services, the Bureau enters into

television matters in connection
with use of coaxial and microwave
relays for video interconnection*
It is also Involved in use of trans-
mission facilities for theatre tele-

vision and Phonevision.

With the creation of the Com-
mon Carrier Bureau, the Commis-
sion abolished its present law, en-
gineering and accounting bureaus,
whose staffs will ultimately be as-

signed to the various operating bu-
reaus. However, pending the es-

tablishment of the remaining three
bureaus, broadcast functions of the

old bureaus will be under the re-

spective jurisdiction of new offices

of general counsel, engineering
and accounting, which will0 operate
as major staff units.

Named to head the new Office of

General Counsel Was Benedict P.

Cottone, presently general counsel.

Curtis B. PlUmmer, now chief of
the television broadcast division of

the Bureau of Engineering, was
named head Of the Office of the
Chief Engineer, with John A. Wil-

loughby as Ascsistant Chief Engi-
neeh. William J. Norfleet, now
head of the Bureau of Accounting,
was appointed to head the Office of

Chief Accountant.

Others named were J. Fred John-
son as Chief Hearing Examiner and
William K. Holl as Executive Of-

ficer. Johnson is presiding at the

hearings in Los Angeles on the

Richards cask.

NBCU Summer Oater
NBC Will cut a record within the

next Id days of a new half-hour
weekly \veiteni dramatic series
which would go on this summer.
Series is to \»e based on characters
created by William Colt McDonald
in stories that have been filmed by
Republic and Monogram.

Detroit, March 14.

For the second year,: WJBK has

been assigned the key station role

in the Goebel (Beer ) Baseball

Network of 28 stations blanketing

Michigan for broadcasts of Detroit

games.

Harry Hellmann, former Tiger

outfielder and
.
American League

batting champion, will again han-

dle the play-by-play. He’ll be as-

sisted by Van Patrick.

Using the successful program-

ming formula which last summer,
gave WJBK as much as 50% of

Detroit’s afternoon radio audience,

per Hooper, the station will sched-

ule disk jockey Jack the Bellboy s

show before and after all Tiger
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Perhaps at no time since the M
let’s-keejp-oiir^kilocycles-untainted^

boys moved into the' radio-vTV picture, has there been such wide-

spread apprehension and activity within network-agency circles

designed to ferret out the so-called subversive elements.

Notably in television, top stars, supporting talent and bit players

alike are being screened as to present or past political ideologies

by the networks, clients and agencies involved. Oddly enough, in

one known instance, a top Hollywood performer was designated

“okay” for one TV guest dramatic shot, but nixed for another on
the basis Of some elusive left-tp-centre sympathies in the past.

The widespread repercussions stemming from the recent appear-
ance of Paul Draper on the Ed Sullivan “Toast of the Town” show
on CBS has served particularly to alert others, especially since the
reports have been circulating the trade that it almost cost Kenyon
& Eckhardt the Lincoln-Mercury account Nobody is going out on
a billings limb/ regardless of individual talent merits.

Chief spur in the current AM-TV loyalty campaign is Counter-
attack mag, which has been going to town with “case histories.”

Mag has practically become a Radio-TV Registry. in servicing agen-
cies and the webs with a “who’s who” among alleged subversives.

This was the mag which had to retract on Fredric March and
Florence Eldridge, his wife.

‘I’ll Stand Pat’
Three years ago when Bud

Stimson learned he was being
transferred from ABC publici-

ty to station relations he broke
his leg skiing. •

Last week Stimson learned
he was to be moved to ABC-
TV network sales. On the
Weekend he Went Skiing—rand
ended up with a badly bruised
face.

Although NBC has been riding -f

the ctest "on nighttime sales> with
fewer time availabilities than any
of the major networks, the web is

taking it on the chin to the tune
of nearly $2,500,000 in annual
morning gross time sales via the
cancellation route.
Both Kraft Foods and Sealtest

have served notice that they’re

bowing; out of the radio sponsor-
ship picture, dropping the brace of

morning Monday - through - Friday
stanzas they’ve been .bankrolling
this; season since exiting the Thurs-
day night NBC roster.

Kraft is bowing out of the
“Marriage For Two” serial in the
10:30 a m. segment, and Sealtest is

relinquishing the Dorothy Dix strip

in the, adjacent 10:45 period.
Neither has been able to make a
dent in the high-rated Arthur God-
frey competition on CBS, with
“Marriage” currently settling for
a 2; 3 in the face of Godfrey’s 8.2,

and Dorothy Dix getting 2.5 op-
posite Godfrey’s 8.4. _ •

. . , ^ -

For years previously both clients
Sterling Drug, considered one of

have been -identified with major
j
the shrewdest buyers in radio (it’s

nighttime
.
radio programming 1

Also one of the top spenders in

(Kraft riding the Bing Crosby ban- - the medium!, is hiking its budget
ner for years), but whether they’ll

: non 000 annually to strength-
return- to radio next season is con- ' ^ annpaiiy to strengtn

jectural. It’s been indicated that
j

®n Its hold in the daytime radio

they may switch to Video for the - picture.
50-’51 season,
On top of the two morning

checkouts, NBC is also losing.Mars
sponsorship of the , Wednesday

Sterling is taking over all seg-

ments of the°ABC “My True Story”

program, the 25-minute Monday-

Broadcasters around the nation
appear to be storing Up plenty of
ammunition for 'the upcoming CM
convention of: the National Assn,
of Broadcasters, and from all indi-
cations both the small station Oper-
ator and the bigleague network
boys Will be well represented on
othe firing squad.;

With the NAB powwow deadline'
only a few weeks off, the gripes
are mounting, and it’s the Opinion
of many that the convention will
resolve itself into a climactic show-
down bn the NAB leadership and
administration.

;

•* '

'

The networks, with the possible:
exception of NBQ, want to pull
out completely, if they do, taking
along with them the owned-and-

' Operated stations, the NAB would
be hard-pressed financially, since
so much of the organization’s in-

come is derived from these highly-
lucrative operations. The webs feel
that they have little to gain from
the industry’s parent organization
as it is presently set up. NBC,
taking its cue from exec veepee
Charles R. Denny,;will string along
not from any recognition that the
NAB has the solution to its prob-
lems, but on the premise that “good
or bad, the industry needs an or-
ganization and it must be sup-
ported.”

Small Stations Griping

The small stations are griping
because,, it’s felt, the NAB hasn’t
provided the necessary ammunition
to translate success stories into

sales in competing With other me-
dia. They point to the long-await-
ed, highly-touted all-industry film,

“Lightning That Strikes,”, which
was officially preemed at last

week’s .luncheon of the N. Y. Radio
Executives Club, and which got an
almost universal panning : from all

segments of the industry. (Some
of the boys have subtitled the film

“Radio’s Stromboli”).
The current groping to find a

general manager for NAB, a move
authorized at the recent NAB board
of directors, meeting, with as yet

(Continued on page 40)

The Ratner Touch
The Show-hiinded merchan-

dising hoopla attending those ,

R. H. Macy’s full-page adver-
tisements in the New York
•dailies sin q e Vic Ratner:
checked in as the $60,000-a-

,

year ad-promotion veepee for
• the department store, is oc-

casioning, plenty of trade com-
ment.
Last week’s Bob Hope layout,

for: example, tying in the
store’s “Pays to be Thrifty” :

slogan with the star’s b.o.

record at the. paramount,
N. Y., (on top : of the

.
Jack

.Benny ad a few weeks back)
was recognized as a hangover
from the Rather CBS promo-
tional technique, In terms of
department store advertising,

the show biz fillip is regarded
as one of top 'merchandising
stunts of recent vintage.

bight “Curtain Time” and the : through-Friday airer. Sterling has
Anacin bankrolling of the Satur- been sponsoring the program bn
day night Hollywood Theatre.” a twice-weekly basis, but with Lib-

by relinquishing its bankrolling on

the Other three days of the week,

|
after a six-year identification with

the program, the drug Outfit is

moving in for the fulltime spread,

j
The three-day additional ride for'

Sterling adds up to between $950,-

000 and $1,000,000 in gross bill-

ings.
,

NBC is still undecided, how it
will fill the 6:30 to 7:130 Saturday
evening time during the six-week, .

,

Period .; that the NBC Symphony \

Sterling also sponsors the cross-

orchestra will be touring the ma- ; therboard “Bride and . Groom” on
jor cities of the country during

! abC and for years has been solid-

. I lv entrenched in the daytime se-
However, one thing appears vir- *.

•
•

•

TX . ,,

to ally certain—that U. S. Steel
|

rial .field. It also sponsors the

.Won’t come in for the summer i

Sunday night NBC Album of

Bob Crosby Gets Off

L.A.-to-N.Y. Hook By

Exiting Pet Milk Show
Bob Crosby has Obtained a re-

lease from the NBC Sunday night

Pet Milk show, despite willingness

of the sponsor to Ink him to a firm
< 52 :week deal for the ’50-’51 season,

j

Crosby returns to the five-times-
' a-w'eek Club 15 Campbell Soup

i

show, which originates on the

Coast. Since the Pet Milk musical
emanates, from N, Y„ It would ne-

cessitate Crosby’s L. A.-to-N. Y.

junketing weekly. Milk client

agreed to Crosby taping a Couple
shows monthly In advance to. ease

the burden, but bandleader asked

ouh However, he’ll stay on until

a substitute can be pacted.

NBC affiliates in the 20 cities

which Arturo Toscanini and the
NBC Symphony orchestra Will visit

in April and. May have been asking
“hoW come?” in view of the fact

that RCA, which is sponsoring the
tour, Was allotting considerable
coin for newspaper advertising but
was expecting a free ride from the
stations. •

As a result, RCA last week ear-
marked an additional fat chunk of
coin for a heavy schedule of spot
announcements, starting this week,
to precede and follow the regular
Saturday night broadcasts.
As it . stands now, the tour will

cost RCA $250,000. That includes
$150,000 for newspaper and radio
advertising and another $100,000
for the 70 stand-in musicians NBC
must hire for network program^
mirig for the six-week duration of
the tour. NBC will hire the musi-
cians, but will be reimbursed.
RCA estimates that the boxoffice

take in the various cities will just

about take care of the actual tour
expenses, including traveling, etc.

Toscanini, incidentally, will have
his own private railroad car, with
fully equipped kitchen, refrigera-

tion, etc.

summer
sponsorship ride of the symph at
the end of its regular season as
bankroller of the “Theatre Guild
On the Air.”

.

.

U. S. Steel picked up the symph
tab last .summer as a prelude to
moving over the “Theatre Guild”
dramatic show from ABC. The
bteel directors have indicated that,
come June and' termination of the

Familiar Music;’

HAYMES, JO STAFFORD

TO

Re:
New York.

CAMPBELL GOES INTO

The radio-TV cigaret sponsor- :

ship picture will undergo radical
and perhaps unprecedented
changes by the time the ’50-’51

broadcasting-telecasting, c u r t a i it

goes up in September. Agencies
and clients alike are currently do-
ing some overtime reappraising to
balance the rating-cost charts and
to stake a more impressive claim
in the video sweepstakes,

Out of the current maneuvering .

and looking toward the new sear
soil,

;
the picture shapes up' thus:

Camels: The R. J. Reynolds and
Williafn Esty agency boys. are re-

ported looking closely at the. Ed
Wynn Saturday night situation on
CBS-TV. It’s all very well to ride
the prestige tide in the wake of the
critical acclaim accorded the Wynn
kinesebped show, but those ratings,

particularly now that NBC looks to
rule the Saturday TV roost, aren’t
particularly conducive to rejoicing,

A cancellation at the seasons’ end,
if the rating don’t shape up more
impressively, wouldn’t surprise the
trade. Meanwhile, Ganiel is shed-
ding itself of the “Screen Guild /

Players” radio program and is

shopping around for a new pro-
gram deal.

Lucky Strike: Vincent Riggio
and the America Tobacco hier-
archy are so bullish on TV that
they eventually envision a Mon-
day-through-Sunday video repre-
sentation. In the Monday night
Robert Montgomery “Lucky-Strike
Theatre” on NBC, Luckies feels
it’s got TV’s counterpart to radios'
Lux dramatic, stanza, and is now
staking a Sunday night claim in
sponsorship of CBS’ “This Is Show
Business.”
On the other hand. Lucky Strike

is looking twice at some of its radio
properties, notably the erbss-tbe-
board Frank Sinatra “Light Up
Time” on NBC. Ciggie company
isn’t too happy over: the rating
pull, considering the shows high
cost- including the $10,000 weekly
earmarked for Sinatra, Rumors as
to the fate of the Saturday night
“Hit Parade” crop up annually at

this time, but best guess is that

(Continued on page 40)

There’s an NBC

m

Chicago, March 14.

First shakeup following arrival

;

of Wendell Campbell, H. ; Leslie
;

Atlass’ protege who recently took 1

over here as CBS radio sales man-

1

Editor, Variety:

ager. was slicing yest«dax;<13>.of !

Sso^s^ng/br^1lctdi}HS
that it would have, been a lot better

if the NAB committee members j.

over

had Asked their program people .

MUluaA S *
.

to sit in on some of the sessions.

There are certain, things which the

retreat from radio.

to
^pavidsoh Taylor, formerly of
LBS, leaves tomorrow ..(Thursday)
on the SS Saturnia for a four-
month vacation in Italy, taking a
villa in Florence with his wife,
Mary Elizabeth Plummer, and
daughter, AUson.
While primarily a holiday; Tay-

lor may stay on to produce a film

JJ
Italy; He’s also been offered a

Government Job.

Ontmerle to CBS
Haymes and Jo Stafford

,

Will be the new starring team on : industry’s managerial and cornmer-

,

“Carnation Contented Hour” start- jcial brains just aren’t equipped to w_rvnm^prlpwhowat. a
contract, they’ll beat a hasty

j
ing March 19. Show has. been using ! tackle, and the creative side of our Harry ummerie, wno was a

guest singers since the death ofIbusiness ought to be given a chance producer 15
.

years ago, moves back
j

Buddy Clark! Haymes is dropping
|
to help.

, , !
Into the Columbia fold effective

off ‘'Club 15,” which Miss Staf-
I

Next time the committed goes to
iMarch 20 when he becomes man-

ford is joining for twice weekly • work on a project of this kind, it > V
•

9 J 8
' would be wisdom to invite men

|

ager of radio program sales. He

like Jim Gaines, Bob Saudek, Bob i succeeds Tom Connolly, who has

Heller, Bill Fineshreiber, Ted Cott moved over into CB^ television
and others (their omission here by !

_ Q i0.
name doesn’t mean they shouldn’t

program^sales.
_

be there) to help shape It. Man- Since leaving CBS Om-
agers are really wonderful people, merle has been identified with

but they Just can’t know every- 1
talent agencies, notably William

thing. /

. Arnold'Bartley*
(Director of Programs, WOV),

Sheldon Coons, NBC consultant
and closely identified with the
David Sarnoff-Frank Folsom RCA
management, has been projected
into a sphere of importance within
the Pepsi-Cola company, reported-
ly at the instigation of Milton
Blow, who handles the Pepsi busi-
ness. v
As the new public relatiOns-

promotion minded board member
of the reorganized soft drink com- ;

pariy that is trying to reassert it- !

self in competition with the
more affluent Coca-Col a operation,
Coons’ move-in is seen as clinch-

ing an NBC future in Pepsi’s ad-

vertising programming plans. Ini-,

mediate conjecture within; the
trade, was whether the company’s

.

present tenancy of ABC with its

sponsorship of “Counterspy” would,

be affectea. :

In its present Thursday night
7:30 berth; program fetches ABC
its highest rating for the night,

10 3, arid outrates all competing
shows in the same time period.

pairing With Bob Crosby.
On the new Carnation setup,

Haymes will be the program’s star

and Miss Stafford the featured

singer. Contracts are effective

March 28, the slngefs making a

guest appearance the previous

Sunday. Carnation Is one of ra-

dio’s long run musicals, having
been on the &r ,

ainct January .ef

1932.

Ronson Prefers To

Morris and A. & S. Lyons. For the

past couple of years he’s, been oper-r

atlng hit own package letup.

Ronson Lighters Is dropping the
Johnny Desmond five-minute show
on ABC after tonight’s (Wed.)
broadcast;
Reason for the move is Ronson’t

use of TV, With the bankroller hav-
ing placed the televersion of MBS'
“20 Questions’* on AB.C-TV and
WOR-TV, N. Y. Agency is Grey.



It's SHOWMANAGEMENT Time

For the 17th year. VARIETY is conducting its

annual SURVEY of SHOWMANAGEMENT in

American broadcasting.

This, the mid-century mark, is a particularly

good point for a reappraisal and stock-taking.

Radio is no longer playing a "single." It's now
AM-TV in the biggest* next-to-closing "sister act"

in the history of show business. The younger

member of the team may be grabbing the spot-

light more often; but over the past year there

has been growing realization that oldtimer AM
is still smash boxoffice. Only a year ago some

* overexuberant trade gentry thought the video

kid would relegate his partner to the small time.

But Taint so.

And so VARIETY wants to find out in this sur-

vey of SHOWMANAGEMENT who are the. out-

standing leaders, innovators and creators in both

sight and sound broadcasting; those radio broad-
casters# stations and personalities who during the

past year Contributed the most in demonstrating

that radio is still an effective and potent medium
for entertainment, education and sales. We
want to know about those shrewd and realistic

radio showmen who didn't try to play King
Canute in stemming the TV tide, but rather re-

fused to write off their own great medium, and
accepted video as a new—and tough—competi-

tor that could be met by ingenuity and resource-

fulness:

By the same token VARIETY wants to single

out the imaginative leaders in TV who have

played dominant roles in helping the young me-

dium achieve its present stature; those who have

in the post-war span of only four years parlayed

video into its position as a major force on the

American scene. Naturally VARIETY realizes

that television is still a pioneering medium#

searching for new techniques, new patterns and
new formulas. It still doesn't know all the an-

swers, But in appraising the contributions of

the TV entrepreneurs and creators, VARIETY
believes the pace of TV development has been

so rapid that video must be judged by the same
high professional standards as apply to radio

broadcasting. What seemed fresh or daring only

a year ago may be cliche today.

As usual# VARIETY has set no categories for

awards. They may range from recognition for

programming# promotion, public service, to sales

effectiveness, technical advances and all-round

managerial skill. Your entries will decide.

VARIETY will also reprise last year's Phi Beta

Variety keys for outstanding personalities in both

AM and TV.

So tune up. The downbeat is April 28. Don't

bother over orchestrating your contribution.

Keep its short and concise. How it sounds is

more important Jhan how it looks.

19, N. Y
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Washington, March 14; -f

Radio stations in Savannah, Ga., i

in a move to maintain “proper ethi- ‘

cal standards” of broadcasting/]

banded together last week to pro-

test an FCC grant of a permit for a

new outlet in the city to Eurith D,
Rivers, Jr., son^of the former gov-
ernor of the State. Under an asso-

ciation called Savannah Radio
Council, the City’s five stations told

the Commission that Rivers’, prac-

tices* selling time for religious

fiind soliciting programs, raise “a
serious question” as to his qualify
cations.

Council’s petition, filed through
Marcus Cohn, Washington counsel,

was unprecedented in showing a
united front by all existing stations

in a community, to keep out a new-
comer on grounds that he has fail-

ed to live up to previous commit-
ments on programming; Action is

considered to have broad implica-
tions in possibly setting an ap-
proach to the problem of overpopu-
lation of stations in certain areas.

City’s broadcasters are concerned
that Rivers will establish in Sav-
annah another WEAS which he op-
erates in Decatur. Council inform*
ed the Commission that despite
representations that WEAS would
devote only 5% of its schedule to
religious programs, all of which
were to be carried sustaining, the
station is now giving 27% of its

time to such programs, the majority
of which are sponsored by ministers
soliciting funds.

WEAS Operation Checked
In support of its petition, the

Council monitored Rivers’ WEAS
operation for a three-day period
last month, It reported that 36.7
of the time was given over to reli-

gious programs, that all such pro-

(Continued on page 40)

‘‘Junior Celebrities,” a stanza on
which children of show business
and society figures will be

; inter-
viewed at Billy Reed’s tittle Club
oh East 55th street, N. Y.* will be
aired shortly by WOR, N. Y„ with
probability that it will go network
on Mutual after the fourth broad-
cast.

Parents will also appear on the
airer, but the youngsters will be
featured. Show is a Jack Barry-
Dnri Enright production and

. will
be' heard Sundays at noon. BaiTy-
Enright outfit is also auditioning
an amateur talent program, ‘‘Stars
and Starter^,” for NBC, as a pos-

summer replacement.

aeverai. amiiaiea stations are Affl f IIFFiFF I1
complaining . of a network “move- UllliaUS Will fiXlt

Baltimore, March 14’

Announcement last week by
Charles Boeder, in charge of news
and special events at WCBM, the
Mutual affiliate in. Baltimore; that
the station would not carry Nor-
man Corwin’s United Nations doc-
umentary, scheduled for a March
26 airing, has brought a vehement
denial from John Elmer, owner of
the outlet.

Boeder’s announcement, printed
in last week’s Variety, added that
the station would send a letter of
protest to Mutual execs. Both Mu-
tual and United Nations officials

expressed surprise over the report-
ed move, but were given assurance
by the station that the program nix
was without official sanction.

in” that miy cut their revenues
and tip the Scales in favor of the
chains. , Latter,, meanwhile, retort'

that what helps the webs benefits
the. outlets in the long run.
The station’s' gripes, covering

both AM and TV, grow out of these
developments:

(1) ABC’s request to its stations

to waive charge? for local cut-ins

forJTrimOunt Clothes on “Stop the
Music.” \

(2) NBC-TV’s “Saturday^Night
Revue,” which stations feel siphons
oft coin that would otherwise go
into spot business, on which sta-

tions make more than, network ac-

counts.
(3 ) ABC-TV’s request for oiit-

|

lets to give Procter & Gamble two-,

j
year rate protection for a telever-

! sion of “Beulah ”

]

(4) ABC’s “four by five” plan,

according to which two sponsors
exchange segments Of time so that
each gets four plugs; daily on two
shows at the cost of a half-hour
Weekly show, which is far below
what comparable spot announce-
ments would cost.

. (5) Moves by all the webs, in

both AM and TV, to sell clients

restricted hookups, thus paying
stations at the national rate for
business which might otherwise be
spot and paid for at a ' higher rate.

(6) Requests from chains for

commercials in station-option time.

Behind these developments is

the drop in web billings, impelling
the nets to ink business which sta-

tions feel they should have. ‘ When
a large soap company can get min-
ute announcements for several
products on a network airer, affi-

liates claim, it reduces spot expen-
ditures. At the same time* it’s

charged, outlets yield to requests
for free cut-ins and similar con-
cessions, because “we’re afraid to

stand up to . the networks.” .

protracted legal battles.” TR, it
j

• The cuffo cut-ins have been used
said, “is still in its infancy, and if

;

by Mutual for two years and, ARC
it is to survive it must grow. This argues, it has to follow suit in

growth can be stunted by the pend- order to meet the competition. Ad-
ency of an investigation by the ditionally* ABC says, if it can gar-

Conimission, and if the, periods of
j

ner more business by waiving cut-

, Pittsburgh, March 14.

Russ Offhaus, who came to

WPIT from Boston just a year ago
to be local station’s No. 1 disk
jockey and headspinner on the Mil-
lion Dollar Ballroom, and down-
town indie have parted Company.
Offhaus is reported to be consider-
ing number of other connections,

i although there’s nothing definite
yet. ••••'.

Nick Perry has temporarily re-

placed him on the. Million Dollar
Ballroom, but John Mcrdian, man-:
ager of WPIT, has dickers on with
a local personality to take dver
Offhaus’ old, berth permanently.
Expects the deal to materialize

.
in

next week or so. :

Washington, March 1 4.

Transit Radio joined
WWDC-FM last week in asking the
FCC to throw Out a petition by
Franklin S, Poliak and Guy Mat-
tin, Washington lawyers, to have
the music-as-you-ride service de-
clared illegal. Transit charged the
opposition with operating on the
theory that “if they cry long and
hard enough of constitutional vio-
lations, some people will believe
their cries.”

Transit told the Commission an
investigatory hearing might be

I
fatal to “a new endeavor.which has
not yet achieved the economic sta-

bility which is required to fight

indecision were - sufficiently

tended it could be fatal.”

ex- in charges, stations will get back
many times the dough they waive.

As for technical questions raised ! ABC adds that 200 stations have
by Poliak and Martin, including

j

already agreed to waive those fees,

use of a supersonic signal to boost
j

Stations’ Objections to rate pro-

commercials, Transit suggested ! tectipn on “Beulah,” similar tp

that the Commission decide such
i

beefs On General Mills ‘‘Lone

matters immediately and not allow
them to become the forum for non-

Ha nger” deal last year, is that they
will be bound to low rates despite

technical attacks on the service. ! mounting costs and growing circu-
lnti'nn fTtion if'e" tfitrintrTransit said the Commission has lation

given its approval to the music-
news type of radio operation in

areas served by a large*number of

stations. “It is submitted, there-

fore. that a station whose entire

broadcast day is devoted to pro-
grams of a type which transit com -

i panies find suitable fqr their pa-

Then, it’s argued, giving

(Continued on page 43)

Elmer cleared up the situation • irons is in all probability opera!

-

with the following statement: 1 inf* 'n mihiio ihterpst Noing in the public interest. No

Elect Bill McAndrew
Washington, March 14.

William R. McAndrew, general

manager of WRC and WNBW, the

Seattle, March 14.

A “public interest program”
form, dreamed up some time ago
by George Dean, public relations
manager of KOMO, NBC outlet
here, has aroused a great deal of
interest nationally and has also
brought; new revenue to the sta-

tion.

The, form, Which KOMO requires
[every applicant for free time to
fill out. asks pertinent questions
about the applying organization’s
aims, functions, what it expects
radio to do, etc., and ends with a
statement, which the applicant
must sign, that states the organiza-
tion is not spending any money in
any other advertising medium, and
that if it. does it will pay KOMO
lor services rendered.

More than 50 stations through-
out the country have requested
copies; of the form, and the Broad-
cast Advertising Bureau of the
NAB has also expressed interest in

its use;

•. Use of the form has not changed
KOMO’s policy on public service
programs in any way, says Dean;
Free time is duly given to organic
zations and causes which deserve
it, and he also says that the sta-

tion does not care whether or not
they are paid for such services.

But lie emphasizes the fact that if

an organization is spending money
for advertising in other media it

should also pay for radio time. If

it does not, then KOMO is happy
to cooperate in giving time.

By SANFORD MARKEY
Cleveland* March 14.

AM radio remains a healthy,
vital, growing advertising media in
the Greater Cleveland area despite
television’s soaring set sales that
now stands at over 177 ,000.
What’s more,'- radio official*

aren’t showing thO slightest jit-

ters about - alleged television in-

roads.. They point to the opening
of two

;
new AM stations; of in-

creased billings as of a year ago
and new programming.
Newest Cleveland indie, WERE;

poo-poo’s television. Station voice,
Sid Andorn, points out that since
WERE turned from FM to AM, it

lias moved into the black; is gain-
ing new sponsors, and enticing
those who have moved into tele-

vision to move, back into; radio
‘“where they’ll realize the greatest,
market for the dollar spent/’
WEREs mushrooming position

is due, to a great extent, oil its

getting the broadcasting rights for
the Cleveland Indians, and appar-
ently, the ali-but-in-the-bag con-
tract for the professional football-
ers; the Browns.
Andorn maintains, however, that

the station’s entire program policy
will be so flexible that it will give
to the public what the public wants
and not be bound to the moribund
network policy,

WGAR’s John F. Patt maintains
talk that AM radio is dead in
Cleveland is like Mark Twain’s fa-

mous retort to his passing. “It is,”

declares Patt, “a great exaggera-
tion.”';

Recognizing that TV has nipped
the sales market, Patt maintains
“we found it necessary to sell hard-
er radio was and is the greatest
mass advertising media ever de-
vised we have tried to punch a

(Continued on page 40)

(Continued on page 40)

“The announcement (that WCBM : useful purpose could be served by
; NBC ,owned outlets in the national

;

a
.

hearing on this ques-
j

eapital, was elected president of

^ . . » ,. ... . , . 'the Radio Correspondents Assn,
i

TR Said it didn t contend that a
la^ week . A charter member of

licensee should program solely foi
the association, he succeeds news-

i the riding public, but claimed its
; Klmer Davis

j

riders ‘ constitute a large riumei i- ,

.

/

.

others chosen . by the associa-

.

cal segment of the public, and rep-
j jon which controls the radio gal-

Vnnlr I mnliAAii DVocic ( Teseni a cross-section of various
, ]ertes 0 f Congress were: Francis

lank luncheon B casts economic and social groups.
: w. TU 11V . *Jr.. Yankee Network,

Pitt Nitery To

economic and social groups.
Company said, the FM sets in

(Continued on page 40)
Pittsburgh, March 14.

A ruling of the
,
State Liqiior

.
....

,

.
.

Control Board has forced Monte •

:

~

Carlo, downtown nitery, to discon- «r j Iirrni? C ^
tiiiue its daily luncheon broadcasts n0dl vVIKIj uWltCll0V€r
oVer WPGH. Show, started cou-
ple of months ago to boost the
noontime, business, had Len Fire-
stone ahd Paul Richardson inter-
viewing guests and passing ou t as-

sortment of prizes.
Booze licensees have" a regula-

Cues Cleve. Browns Move dio

W. Tully, ”.Jr„ Yankee Network,
vice president;. Bill Shade!, CBS,
secretary; Hollis Seavey, /Mutual,

treasurer; members of the board

at large, George Marder, of U.P.

radio; George Reedy, Arrowhead
Network; and Rex Goad, Transra-

Headley Expands
H R Representatives, Inc/, sta-

tion rep outfit formed last month
by Frank M. Headley and Dwight

Cleveland, March 14.

Bob Neal has resigned from
WGAR to move over to WERE, in

^ what is believed to be the first

tion which prohibits any giveaways ; step in bringing the Cleveland
in places were whisky is sold.

‘ Browns’ pro football games to S. Reed, has inked WGFG, Kala-

Either WPGH and Monte Carlo WERE. Neal handled the Browns i rnazoo, and WJOM and WJIM-TV,
managements were upaware of or !

oyer WGAR for the past four Lansing.
/

had forgotten it, but investigators !

years, and had been with the sla- WGFG is a 1 kw ABC affiliate

put the finger on^ the show and ti.on for five years. and WJIM is a 250-watt ABC out-;

program was yanked. As a result, f It is also expected that Neal will let. Latter’s TV adjunct is sked-

spot has dropped itS luncheon ses- : work with Jack Graney and Jiiii ding to preem around April 1.

Sions altogether, except for a Sat- i

Dudley in broadcasting the In- H R has appointed James M.
urday m-tince, when show fs also ;

dians over WERE and he
.
might ' ALspatigh as its Sail Francisco man-

preseni ?d, and doesn’t open now
,

also be utilized during the simul-
i ager. Alspaugh was formerly with

Until 5 p. m. i cast over WXEL* |
John Blair.

Of 2 Tune-0 Sponsors
Pittsburgh, March 14.

KQV. w'hich bought the local

rights to the . hotter-than-a-pistol

Tune-0 package, record-platter

version of Bingo, has already dis :

posed of the program to a couple
of local sponsors. Across the board
Show -will hit the air next week,
in an afternoon . .slot, under joint;

auspices of Fashion Hosiery Shops
and Brent’s Cleaners.

Station had flock of prospects

for. Tune-O, but Fashion ' and
Brent’s were .first on the line. Lat-

ter has been off the air since last

May when it washed up a two-and-
a-half-year deal

.
.with Harold V.

Cohen, drama editor of Post-

Gazette and Variety mugg here,

who had been airing his Cohcning
the Town for cleaning shops every/
Saturday night over WJAS.

McHUGH’S TEXAS POST
Dallas, March 14.

Philip McHugh, ex-CBS in N.Y.,
will head the radio and television

department of Tracy-Locke Co.,

Inc., local agency,
lie formerly was with Brown

Radio Productions, Inc., Nashville.

Cleveland, March 14.

Federal Judge Emerich B. Freed
turned down a defense plea to.

end the Government’s anti-trust
suit against the i Lorain Journal
after the prosecution had complet-
ed its case showing the Journal
took accounts away from compet-
ing WEOL in. nearby Elyria.

In asking for the dismissal, De-
fense Counsel Parker Fulton said
the Government failed to establish
ID restraint of trade’. (2) that
interstate commerce was involved,
and that even if such commerce
W'as involved, there Was no re-
straint on trade and (3) no con-r

spiracy was involved to monopolize
trade. In rejecting the plea, Judge
Freed said he: wanted the case car-
ried through to its conclusion.
The Government, through anti-

trust attorney Victory Kramer, had
sent more than 60 witnesses to the
stand and introduced 256 exhibits

(Continued on page 40)

Radio Writers Living In

‘Purgatory’ State as TV

Spreads, Sez D.C.
Washington, March 14.

Radio writers today are living in

something of a ., “purgatory” be- :

tween the advent of television and
the threatened obsolescence of/

sound broadcasting, Louis Hazarn,

i
NBC documentary scripter. told

the National League of American
Pen Women here last week. But
Hazarn, who authors the web’s
weekly series, .“Living 1950,”
\vhich has won; five major awards
the past year for public service,

said he is not yet convinced that
' radio writers'“will pass out Of the
picture.”

Most of the TV budget today,
! he pointed out, goes for technical

j

improvements and equipment,
' leaving very little for creative

|
(Continued oh page 40).
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Washington, March 14. 4
After a two-week recess, FCC

resumes its color television hear-

ings tomorrow (15), with every

indication the. agency will push

hard to get out a decision as soon

as possible. Efforts of latecomers

to join the proceedings are ,being

turned down, except where a Show-

ing is made that something sub-

stantial can be contributed toward

clarifying the issues.

Nine hearings have been sched-

uled for the balance of the month,

arid it is believed these should per-

mit completion of direct testimony

of the color phase of the proceed-

ings; Gross-examination of wit-

nesses will then take place, fol-

lowed by rebuttal testimony. _Bar-

, ring unforeseen, delays, it is. likely

the sessions will Wind up by the

end of April. Several months Will

then probably be required to ana-

lyze the testimony and prepare the

case for Commission action.

Upon resumption of hearings

this week, it is expected that Frank

Stanton, CBS prexy, will take the

stand iri an all-out bid for adoption

of Columbia color, on the grounds

the system is ready for commer-
cialization While others are still

being perfected, Stanton called on
President Truman last week and,

while evasive on the purpose of

his visit; admitted he discussed

television, ft’s possible he may
have talked on broad patent ques-

tions involved in the color contro-

versy, from a standpoint of na-

tional policy.
. .

That the Commission means
.business iri its desire to wind up
the hearings was shown in its de-

nial last week of two requests to

present testimony. To Wells-

Gardner & Co., of Chicago, which
wanted to testify regarding public

demand for large-size screens and
•'probable” public reaction to the

three proposed color systems, the

Commission wrote that in view of

its desire "to reach a determina
tiori at the earliest possible date

with respect to the issues relating

to color television,’’ intervention at

this late date "would not be war-
ranted.”

Similarly, to the Communica-
tions Measurements Laboratory of

New York, which is working on a

continuous dot Sequential color

system to operate With 8 me, the

agency said it has already speci-

(Continued on page 43)

Autry Burned at Atlanta

Videoing of Show; Gate

Seen Hurt as a Result
Atlanta, March 14.

Gene Autry was plenty burned
when he found^ut that his mat-
inee, starting at 4:30 p.m., was to

be televised over WSB-TV, Atlanta
journal station, when he brought
his own shew here Tuesday (7).

Most school kids hiked immediate-
ly from their classes to their TV
sets, generously inviting non-set-
owning cowpoke devotees to join
them at Autry parties. .

Cowboy star’s beef had consid-
erable basis in fact, since he drew
but $4,000 worth of patrons into
6,000-seat Municipal Auditorium.
The night performance attendance
was a mere corporal’s guard, since
most of the moppets caught the
show in the p.m. or on TV, and a
$2 40 top at the night show proved
to be a little steep for the natives
hereabouts to pay out to see the

.
Autry opus.

Enough’s Enough
Washington, March 14.

Yesterday’s (13) press dem-
onstration of the color system
of Color Television, Inc.,

turned into a news conference
as a result of the presence of

Chairman Edwin C. Johnson
(D., Colo.) of the Senate Com-
mittee on Interstate and For-
eign Commerce. The senator,

who is often credited with be-

irig responsible for the FCC
color hearings, answered most
questions freely.

But when he was.; asked
when the Commission Would
act on the color question, he
arose arid said, "I . better get

out of here.” ;

‘Pat V
Detroit, March 14.

The “Pat V. Johnny” show,

which has picked up nearly a full

quota of sponsors in less than, a

month on WXYZ-TV, has been ex-

panded from five to six afternoons

s week*
New Saturday show will feature

music and interviews of special in-

terest to teenagers and men with
special emphasis on visits : with
ports celebrities, outdoor sports

films and the like.

Washington, March T4.

Color Television, Inc.,, of Sari

Francisco, put on a highly success

ful demonstration here yesterday
(13) of its tint process and got back
in the running for FCC considera-

tion. Due to operational difficulties

resulting from transfer of its labo-

ratory equipment from the Coast,

the system had failed to function
properly when it was shown at

comparative demonstrations before
the Commission, But this time it

was a different story. The colors

were good and the pictures came
through excellently on black and
White receivers, proving the sys-

tem’s compatibility. *

Chairman Edwin C. Johnson of

the Senate Commerce Committee,
who witnessed the performance,
said: “I’ve seen a lot here that
satisfied me. No one can discount
CTI after this demonstration.”
Johnson told CTI prexy Arthur
Matthews he would like to have
other members of his committee,
which has jurisdiction over FCC,
as well as Other Senators, see the
system. “There’s a great interest
in these demonstrations,” he said,

Matthews said he will ask for
another opportunity to stage an
official demonstration before the
FCC. He Said he would prefer to
show the system in Frisco where
CTI has better facilities and can
operate at its best, but he indicated
he would settle for another Wash-
ington test; Company demonstrated
informally for Commission mem-
bers last Friday (10) with satisfac-
tory results. Additional demonstra-
tions will be held this week.
Johnson told reporters he would

like to see “a composite” of the

(Continued on page 43

)

Candy, companies are moving in-

to video in a big Way arid now
rank seventh among all product
groups in tele, according to Pub-
lishers Information Bureau data.

Reasoft for the splurge is that con-
fectionery comniercials in the me-
dium do so well that retailers are
asking jobbers for orders of “those
television bars,” Trade is also

pointing up the significance Of

TV’s effectiveness in moving low-
COst, large-volume merchandise.

Curtis Candy last week bought
“Knot-hole Gang” on WOR-TVV.
N. Y„ to precede baseball . (see

separate story) and M&M Candy
dropped radio (CBS’ “Joe DiMag-
gio Show”) to pick up a segment
of ABC-TV’s “Super-Circus.” Part
Of the latter series is also spon-
sored by Canada Dry for its soft

drinks, in a similar classification,

biggest .spender in the group.
Pepsi-Cola is also heavily in TV
spots.

Among the companies already in

are Powerhouse, sponsoring “Cap-
tain Video” on DuMont, apd Mars
backing, part of “Howdy-Doody”
On NBC-TV. Nestle, Clark and
Fifth Avenue bars also are pro-
moted via spots; In addition, New
Englahd Confectionery (Necco)
and Peter Paul are looking over
the field.

Another sign of activity is the
sweets outfits’ agency shifts. M&M
Candy has just shifted from Lynn
Baker to William Esty, and /on
April 1, Peter Paul will consoli-

date its account with Maxon be-
cause of its hiked budget for all

media.

Norman, Okla„ March 14.

FCC Chairman Wayne Coy said here tonight (Tries ) he hoped
'

but would not predict that the freeze on TV stations would be
lifted before the year is out. Speaking at the annual conference

on station problems at the U. of Oklahoma, Coy said he hoped that

the RCA singie-tube will be developed and perfected;, “However,”

he said, “in the case of this tube, as in the case of other much-
heralded color television marvels, neither the Commission nor the

rest of the country can afford to count such eggs before they are

hatched; In the past few months I have seen too many press re-

leases describing perfect television badly mutilated by bad per-

formance.” \
'

•
•

.

\

Taking a crack at bad taste in radio ari
y
d teevee programming,

Coy suggested that stations and nets “clean .house before public

opinion demands the more drastic remedy of governmental action ”

He referred to complaints received by the FCC on “vulgarity” and
‘'degrading antics” and said, “When a comedian gets so big that his

network can no longer handle him, then we have a case of the tail

wagging the dog. The
.
boy

,

who used to express himself with chalk
on a wall is nOw provided with a television Screen, The world has
moved from the horse-and-buggy days to the electronic age but
this type of comedian is still peddling livery-stable humor. The
radio . arid the television carry it straight into the home without
havirig taken the precaution to see that he is house-broken. Pro-
priety is sacrificed for profit. The result is off-color . television—

^

tainted television.”

Coy also criticized broadcasters for overdoing crime on the air,

saying that the FCC is receiving “mounting protests against the
merchants of death and hawkers of ;horrori.” He added that the
situation is worsening. .

Cleye’s Record Set Sale

Cleveland, March 14.

February .
television • set sales

totaled 22,134, an all-time high for

any one month. This brings sets

in this area to 176,474.

Previous high for any one month
was December, when sales reached
18,197.

Alternate-Week Sponsor

For ‘What’s My Line?’
Stop-Ett deodorant this week

signed to pick up the tab on CBS-
TV’s “What My Line?” Mark Good-
son-Bill Todman package which
has been aired as a sustainer for
the last several weeks. Show will
occupy the Wednesday night

. 9 to
9:30 slot on alternate Weeks, start-
ing April 12, It Will rotate with
the show to be sponsored by Tcrni,
which tees off a week earlier.
What program Toni Will buy has
not yet been decided.
Wednesday night period is pres-

ently occupied by the “Abe Bur-
rows Almanac.” CBS has made no
decision about whether to find an-
other slot for the Burrows show
or drop it from the air and try to
peddle it from a kinescope print.

Dizzy Dean’s Du Mont

TVer (Fore & Aft Yanks)

Importance of sports to broad-
casters in providing revenue not
only throrigh the games them-
selves but also in programs around
them is pointed up in Philip Mor-
ris’ purchase, via Biow agency, of
Dizzy Dean on WABD, N. Y. The
erstwhile

.
pitcher Will conduct 10-

minute pre-gariie and post-game in-
terviews with baseball players,
writers and celebs at

.
the N. Y.

Yankees 63 daytime games, Be-
fore the 14 night frays Dean will
stage a 25-minute telecast, with, a
10-iriinute stanza after the game.
This Will be the fourth year WABD
has carried the Yankee sked.

Philip Morris is backing the ex-
hurier with coin saved by cancella-
tion of the Herb Shriner cross-the-
board show on CBS-TV. In order
to take the PM assignment, Dean

[
has dropped the midwest network

!
he had for the St, Louis Browns
bailcasts, WABD buy marks the
ciggie outfit’s bow in TV sports, a
field in which Chesterfield (N. Y.
Giants baseball) and Luckies (col-

lege football) have been active.
PM backs “Candid Camera” on
CBS-TV and has five AM network
shows. ;

.

Chi Sox at HOG
Chice^o, March 14.

The possibility that TV cameras
won’t gain entry this summer into
Comiskey park, home of Chi White
Sox, looiried larger last week as
station salesmen appeared to be
losing their zest in their attempt to
peddle the expensive package.
With American League entry’s
opener skedded for April 18, time
is growing short to land a bank-
roller or bankrollers willing to pick
up $110,000 tab Sox owners are
asking for video rights.
WGN-TV, which had an exclusive

option on the Sox, has dropped the
exclusive, having its hands full sell-

ing its remaining half of the Chi
Cubs' telecast. Peter Hand Brew-
ing Co.* for Meisterbrari Beer, is

lined up for sponsorship of half of
WGN-TV’s Cubs telecast. WBKB
is off the hook on their Cub games,
with two bankrollers pacted last
month.

Besides the price, the 20 night
games of the Sox schedule have
weakened both WGN-TV and
WBKB’s enthusiasm in landing
sponsors. To carry the night games
this summer will mean displacing
several advertisers with attendant
problems. Possibility remains that
the two stations still in the picture
may work out a deal with Charles
Coriiiskey, Sox prexy, td’ carry only
day games for a reduced tab.
WBKB, with its CBS tieup, Would
find the night games difficult to
handle.

ASGAP Decree
Government consent decree

in the ASCAP anti-trust suit
was handed down in N\Y. fed-
eral district court yesterday
( Tues,).

Details on the decree's Im-
pact on television-radio on
page h

Philadelphia, March 13.

Weekend ruling of the Pennsyl-
vania Liquor .Control Board pro-

hibiting holders of liquor licenses

from conducting contests for prizes

on the licensed premises threat-

ened three television programs
here.
Coin machine' operators have

been using video as means of pro-
moting product, notably by stag-

ing championship run-offs in vari-

ous sections of city at recreation
centers, clubs, fraternities, etc. in
recent months, “Q-Bail” and Shuf-
fle Bowling have both set up TV
tournaments, with selected con-
testants appearing on telecast to

compete for grand prizes, as Well
as awards in the eliminations.

“Q-Ball” is carried by WFIL-TV
and Shuffle Bowling has half-hour
segments on both WFIL-TV and
WCAU-TV. Liquor Board Interest
in the tele 1 tournaments stems
from fact that many of the “recre-
atipn centers,” from which the con-
testants come, are saloons and
neighborhood taprooms. Bars are
obvious locations for eoin machine
games and the additional fact that
most bars have television sets
make medium Ideal for promotion.

Frederick T. Gelder, chairman
or Liquor Board, said regula
tioris prohibiting “giving things of
Value” to get customers had been
enlarged to include “contests for
prizes.” The order, Gelder said,
includes all types of Contests,, such

(Continued on page 43)

BILLION TV BILLINGS

BY 1955
,
SEZ VOGa

Syracuse, March 14.
A rriericah: business will be spend-

ing $1,000,000,000 annually to
bring topnotch television programs

[into 24.600.000 homes by J955,
,
Ernest H. Vof/el, manager of nriar-

! keting for .the.." General Electric
.
electronics ' department, predicted
in a talk here to the Syracuse Ad-
vertising’ and Sales Club.
He estimated that over 500 tele-

vision stations would be in opera-
tion at that tipie, interconnected
by four major networks, and more
than 28,500,000 tet-vision sets will
be in use, with 3,600.000 homes
having two receivers.

Minneapolis, March 14.

Duluth, Minn., which hasn’t any
television broadcasts of its own but
where the handful of TV receiving
sets get the KSTP and WTCN pro-
grams from here about half of the
time, has banned television not
only from its barrooms, but also
from stores that sell liquor by the
bottle for consumption off the
premises.

The city commission,/ wrestling
with the problem for more than
eight months, had petitions signed
by more than, 3,000 bar patrons in

favor of the barroom TV and peti-
tions against them signed by more
than 500 church people, but it

voted 3 to 2 to prohibit the tele-

.

vision. The ban, effective April 10,

was hailed by the Rev. J. J. Run-
yan, Duluth Council qf Churche*
executive secretary, as a great vic-

tory. “We think the city council
majority is willing to consider the
churches’ influence,” he said.

Jean James Minneapolis Tribune
staff writer, sent to Duluth to get
the story, said in

t

her yarn "there
is a strong suspicion in Duluth that
the jukebox interests, and maybe
the theatre owners, are happy
about it, too.”

Miss James also Wrote iri her
story that “several tavern owners
predicted that the end of the bar-
roorii TV saga is yet to be written.”
One of them, she said, put it this

way: “There’s going to be a lot

more stink before this thing is set-

tled.” She found that fewer than
10 of Duluth’s beer and liquor
establishments have TV sets now
and that the opinion is that it’ll

probably be more than two years
before television broadcasts are

started there.

At least half of the tavern own-
ers don’t want television anyway,
ban or no ban, because they fear

patrons will come in, sit down, buy
one bottle of beer and nurse it

through a whole basketball game,
for example, according to Miss
James.

NBC, CBS TO SPARK

Both NBC and CBS moved this

week to strengthen their ear ly Sat-

urday evening programming as

part of the intense competition for

the Saturday night audience. NBC
set a new half-hour program star-

ring Hank Ladd as emcee to t ake

over in the 7:30 to 8 p.m. slot,

Starting this week (18 ). Titled

“Waiting ; fori a Break,” the show
will feature understudies from cur-

rent Broadway musicals and legit-

ers, as well as outstanding chorus

talent.

CBS, for its part, inked a pro-

gram featuring magico-mi nd read-

er Kuda Bux for the 7: 1 5 to 7:
n
30

p.m, period. With Mason Candy
Bars as sponsor, it tees off March
25. NBC? show will be launched as

a sustainer, with the initialer in-

cluding Lisa Kirk, featured iri

“Kiss Me, Kate,” who will intro-

duce, her understudy, Joan Ki-

bring, as well as Rudy Tone, un-

derstudy for Harold Lang tri

“Kate.”



NBC television, reflecting the greater number of*Hs primary af-
filiates in comparison with competing networks! again led the
other three major video webs in average sponsored program ratings
in the January network Hoopers^ most recent available, Web* in
addition, led with more sponsored shows, more homes reached and
more stations uSed. As a result of the larger ratings and greater
number of stations available to NBC advertisers, the web claims
it is able to deliver an average of 130,000 more homes per pro-
gram than CBS-TV, its nearest competitor.
Following is the four-network breakdown in the various cate-

gories for January:
Average

Average Homes Hooper
Reached .Per City Stations

Average No. of/: Program in
Rating Programs Hooper Cities
27.2 28 853,300
21 26 723,175
20 11 314,553

DuMont » . . .

.

14.7 6 305,908

NBC

V * • • • • .*. •

Per Network
Program

23
i7

- 15
12

Chicago, March 14.

Problems facing the TV industry
were given full airing at the three-

day National Television Confer-
ence attended by 260 video officials

which ended here last Wednesday
(8>. Station managers, wrestling
with red-ink operations, presented
divided viewpoints on programming
methods. Agency people offered
varying opinions as to the effec-

tiveness of the
.
medium fbiv indi-

vidual products. This diffuse qual-
ity of video success stories, ranging
from strong approval to friendly
skepticism, was echoed by adver-
tiser representatives along with
complaints against unstable pro-
gram costs.

Morning session of closing day
was enlivened by argument be-
tween Henry C. Bonfig, Zenith
Corp. veepee, and Robert II.

O'Brien, secretary-treasurer of
United Paramount Theatres, over
impact of video on theatre audi-
ences. Bonfig, in describing Ze-
nith’s Phonevision, said tele view-
ers are going to film theatres less
arid less, and some will stop alto-
gether. This, O'Brien denied, say-
ing TV will result in no such dras-
tic change in theatregoing habits.

* There will be changes, he admitted,
but the theatre, “rooted as it is in
our oldest and most cherished so-
cial practices, will survive them.”

Story Increase in Pix
Russ Johnson, v.p. of Jerry Fair-

banks Films, speaking at the Wed-
nesday luncheon, predicted a strong
increase in use of TV films over

(Continued on page 38)

*

‘Beal the Clock’ on TV
“Beat the Clock,” radio quiz

show which had a run oil the CBS
network last year, will be aired by
the web as a television

,
program

starting next Thursday (23); It’s

to be slotted each Thursday at
9:45 pirn., starting off as a sus-
tainer.

Show is a Mark Goodson-Bill
Todman package.

.

Pressing to round out its day-
time television plans before the
new schedule tees off May 2,
WNBT, key N. Y. station of the
NBC-TV web, has retained Martini
Stone Associates, indie package
agency, to supervise an hour-long
audience participation show for
womep, which will probably be
patterned after radio’s “Breakfast
in Hollywood.” Show is to be aired
from 10 to 11 a. m. cross-the-board,
preceding Kathi Norris.' “Televi-
sion Shopper,” Quarter-hour cook-
ing show featuring Josephine Mc-
Carthy will probably follow the
Shopper” program, from noon to

12:15 p.m.
Stone program, tentatively titled

(Continued on page 43 1
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Greater percentage Of television
setowners are now using their sets
than ever before in the industry’s
history. That fact, revealed in a
roundup of the most recent net-
work Hooperatings, indicates not
only that the so-calied novelty fac-
tor in video viewing is less than
was originally supposed, but that,

if the trend continues as set cir-

culation increases, other forms of
show biz are in for* a maximum of
competition.
Hooper report for January, the

latest available, also reveals Tuesr
day night regained its place as the

top viewing night of the week, with
Sunday a close second. In addi-
tion, the report underscores the
heavier competition for audiences
in N, Y." than in other network
cities surveyed. Of 62 shows on
which ratings for' both are avail-

able, 49 showed a network rating
bigger than its N. Y. rating, while
eight liad a difference of less than
one point, and five had a . higher
rating in N, Y.

Steady increase in the percent-
age of sets tuned in during the
month resulted in a sets-in-use fig-

ure for January of 60.3, highest of

any month since network Hooper-
atings were instituted. Industry
analysts point . out that set sales

enjoyed a tremendous spurt during
the final three months of 1949. but
believe the number of new’ sets was

(Continued on page 431

By GEORGE ROSEN
The old adage “the good that

men do lives after them” carries
an “even into TV” appendage'in re-
gards to NBC currently trying to
peddle its highly-lauded “Saturday
Night Revue” to potential clients.

In the face of the critical and lay
acclaim accorded its Saturday night
marathon video showcase, NBC
had hoped

,
that the . burden of

wrapping up the necessary 15
bankrollers would be considerably
eased. But the going hasn’t been
easy, and even though the network
last week signed its fourth sponsor
—Whitman's Chocolates—NBC is
frankly disturbed over the general
agency-client attitude toward the
Web.

In effect, NBC is now feeling the
TV repercussions Pf g recognized
lack of creative braintrusters in its

programming operations. For de-
spite the avowed merits of the Sat-
urday night s h o w, prospective
clients, it’s known, have been
throwing back at the network such
comments as: “Why hasn't NBC
got a Tony Miner?” Or, again,
“Why hasn’t NBC created a ‘My
Friend Irma' or ‘Godfrey’s Talent
Scouts’?” V

A Few .Questions

While acknowledging such Short-
comings in radio, NBC, however,
feels such criticism

. is unwar-
ranted as regards TV. Who, the
network argues, was the first to
innovate the arena theatre produc-
tion technique in video? Who was
the first to recognize the potentiali-
ties of a major dramatic showcase
by sustaining the Theatre Guild TV
series? Who was the first among
the TV networks to bring cham-
pionship prize fights tp the view-

continued on page 42)

WBZ-TV Shaves ‘Sat. Rev’

To Pick Up Gillette Coin
Boston, March 14.

Three top basketball games
which Gillette is sponsoring on 26
stations via ABC-TV will be seen in
this city on WBZ-TV, the NBC-TV
affiliate, because WNAC-TV, the
ABC outlet, is tied up with a local
commercial. To carry the games
WBZ-TV will have to cancel the
last half hour of NBC’s “Saturday
Night Revue.” Cut into the big
NBC show is reportedly being
made because of Qillette’s impor-
tance to both webs.

Telecasts; . all of which start at

10 p. m. and originate in Madison
Square Garden, will cover the Na-
tional Invitation Tournament
finals on Saturday (18); National
Collegiate Athletic Assn, eastern
regional finals, March 25; and the
annual East-West all-star game,
A pril 1 . Agency is Maxon .•

TV a ‘Luxury’
Cleveland, March 14.

Television sets are a luxury
and won’t be tolerated by city

and County relief -officials in
homes of persons receiving
charity.

Furthermore,\ reliefers who
have TV sets must either sell

them or else be stricken off

the roles. To return to be-
lief, they’ll have to be rein-
vestigated. . Cleveland and
Cuyahoga County relief heads
turned up more than 25 sets
among their 4,000 clients. Sev-
eral had purchased sets before
they had been forced into
relief.

General Foods, in the first move
to spend some of that new $30,000,-

000 yearly ad budget on television,

is working on a deal with NBC
to take over sponsorship of the

Hopalong Cassidy western films on

stations throughout the country.

Through Young & Rubicam, one

of the three agencies sharing the

account, GF is shopping for con-

tracts on the westerns, buying

them up on local stations as fast

as the pacts with local sponsors

expire. Series had been sold by

NBC originally on a local partici-

pating basis.

Which of its many products GF
will plug on the video films hasn’t

been determined, but it will prob-

ably be a breakfast cereal to. be

grooved for the moppet viewers.
Outfit also is currently bankrolling I

a radio version of “Hoppy” Sunday
afternoons , on Mutual, which will

give it a virtual monopoly on the
services of Bill Boyd, who portrays
the title role, on AM

,
and TV.

Move will also put GF in the video
picture alongside General Mills,

one of its chief competitors, since
the latter firm sponsors the “Lone
Ranger” series of vidfilms on
ABC-TV.

Deal for the “Hoppy” westerns
is believed to mark only the be-
gining of GF’s anticipated splurge
into video. Food firm will undoubt-
edly increase its evening program-
ming.

Taking a hefty swipe at gloomy
predictions that televisiori’s sky*

rocketing production costs would
soon drive out all but the top-

spending advertisers, CBS-TV has
come Up with a new expense^sav-
ing, technique that will save a total

of $750,000 this year for its spon-
sors arid its house-built sustainers.

Secret of the new system lies in
the establishment of production-
line methods for the usual produc*
tion facilities, such as sets, props,
costumes and other program neces-
sities. Web now has 18 different
weekly shows which require dif-

ferent scenery, and the produc-

tion line has resulted in a weekly
savings on these of $15,000, from
which is derived the: $750,000 per
year. For another example, CBS
points to “Studio One,” a house
package which Is now bankrolled
by Westinghouse. Through use bf
the new system, production costs
on the show have been cut 26%
over last year.

Cost-saving method is based on
steady reemployment of sets and
storage of props. Where the web
at this time last year was building
expensive sets, using them once
and then destroying them, it now
has a catalog of basic sets which
can be repainted, rearranged and
used over and over again. (Same
situation holds true for props.
Without adequate storage space,
CBS last year was forced to rent
props at consistently high rates.
Web now has 1,800 square feet of
space filled with props which it

owns, and plans to have another
12,000 square feet by next fall.

Consequent savings from the refuse
of props alone is estimated at 20%
over last year.

Decrease in costs, CBS empha-
sized, will be passed on to adver*

(Continued on page 42)

Robeson on Mrs.

Armstrong Cork has purchased

|

the Tuesday night 9:30 to 10 slot

on NBC-TV for a new haif-hour

dramatic series starting next
month. Show will replace “Life
of Riley,” which leaves the air fol-

lowing expiration of the current
cycle sponsored by Pabst Beer.
Armstrong show, which will be
packaged by NBC, has ;been set on
a firm 52-week basis and will get
a full ride on all the web's live

and non-interconnected stations.
Total time and talent budget for
the year runs over $1,000,000.

Addition of Armstrong to the
list of video advertisers underlines
the growing importance of the
floor covering companies to TV
broadcasters. All of them repre-
sent “hew” money in that they
had almost completely shunned ra-

dio. Bonafide Mills now bankrolls
the “Bonnie Maid Versatile Varie-
ties” on NBC-TV, Congoleum-
Nairn has that web’s “Garroway at

Large,” NBC also has the “Mo-
hawk Showroom” ( Robert Quin-

CBS’ 50G STUDIO NUT

‘02’ FOR FAU PREEM
“The Wizard of Oz” fantasy will

,

Probably emerge on television wvx(
fall when Burr Tlllstrom, eo-ou not
of the “Kukla, Fran and OUie”
TVer, puts it on out of Chicago.
1 1 will be a combo of li ve a u cl p u

p

-

peti-y, with an extensive, produc-
Hon setup. It would be a mi!:
hour, weekly,
The teevee rights are owned by

AI Levy.

CBS television will spend a re-

ported $50,000 to build a studio on
' the third floor of the Stork Club.

;
N.. Y., from where it plans to orig-

inate a 15-minute across-the-board
stanza. Faye Emerson will prob

:

ably be tapped to femcee the show,
in which; she’ll invite visiting

eetebs to. chat with her before the
cameras.

Deal for use of the Stork’s fa-

cilities was inked last ;

l

. Week with
Sherman Billingsley, owner of the
eatery, by CBS program, veepee
Hubbell Robinson, Jr. Starting

! date for the series has not been set

but it wilT probably be slotted from
'7:15 to 7:30 p. m.

• - vt *
> / Jl.t

Scheduled appearance of Paul

Robeson on Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
,

ye It’s NBC-TV show next . Sunday *!

(19)' • for a discuss ion ^of “The-

Negro’s Position ip the? American
“

Politicar Picture,” threw the, whole
radio-teievision “loyalty” issue into

;

Page 1 newspaper prominence
Monday (13 Result was that

:

within , 24, hours after the an-

nouncement that Robeson had been
booked: the scheduled program
Was yanked and NBC was breathing
easier,

Fact (bat RPbesqn would appear:

next Sunday, along
.
with Rev.

.

Adam C. Powell, Jr.
(

was an-
nounced by Mrs. Roosevelt at the

close of her program last Sunday.
No sooner had the show gone off

trie, air than trie NBC phones
Started buzzing, demanding “how
come?” NBC started putting the

heat on Elliott Roosevelt, who
packages the .'program along with

> * r i

Martin Jones. ThP cit Hal irin r
lan ), and .Masland sponsorsme situation was
Earl Wrightson “Masland

intensified Monday when the N. Y.
;

Joiirnal-American projected the is,
j

Home snow
.

on

Sue via a Page 1 story, pointing to <>,nlTC . nP , nmn

the
at

DU PONTIV AWARDS
Television kudos, included for

the first Time in the Alfred I.

mounting squawks over, the sched 1

nuled a p‘p e a r a n c.e, particularly
among Negro leaders.

.

NBC’5»discomfort increased, with
the pressure on Elliott Roosevelt
and his mother to “forget the
whole thing,” with the Roosevelts duPont Awards, went last week to;

finally yielding; calling off the pro- ABC-TV for its “Crusade in Eu-
gram. Another 'panel of speakers rope” vidpic series and to WP1X,
is being substituted with. Mrs. N. Y., for its telecasting of current
Roosevelt discussing t h e ; Slate news and events.

Dept. Cash awards of $1,000 apiece

. NBC found itself in trie middle; . went to. Morgan Beatty, NBC com

-

for on the one hand it found itself mentator, for news reporting and
putting, the pressure on Mrs, interpretation: WNOXy CBS affiii-

Roosevelt to yank Robeson but at ate in Knoxville. Tenn., for public

the same time not desiring in any : service. by a station of more than 5.

way to antagonize her in view of
;

kw; and WW.J, NBC’s Detroit out-

lier standing and the fact that. she’s let, for public service by a station

parlayed the program into consid- of 5-kvv or less, DuPont awards
erable stature and one Of the most have been made for eight succes-

i

prestige -laden m video. sive years.
J > 1 . f .ii

j i i '! « * ( 01. J vl ) > *ti
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WHO NEEDS

Hope doesn’t* When he arrived on Broadway two weeks ago, the Great

White Way was darker than a clergyman’s waistcoat. No coal.

There didn’t seem to be many people around the city of Times Square, either.

That is; not until the Paramount Theatre opened its doors to a record-smashing

crowd eager to see and hear America’s funniest comedian.

Where was Hope when the lights went out? Packing them in at the Paramount.

Almost a week went by before the lights went on again. When they were bright

eiiougb to read the small print at the bottom of the attendance ledger, Bob Hope

had broken records by the theatre -full.

Since the marquee lights went on at the Paramount 23 years ago, the biggest

box-office names in show business have played there. Now Hope has topped them

all by smashing every existing b. o. record—daytime, nighttime, week-end and

holidays. Not only a shot-m-the-arm for a show business sagging under dirnmed-

out lights, but Hope’s jet landing On Broadway has hypoed business all along

the street.
*.* 1

But that’s not particularly unusual, either. Hope’s visits to Boston and San Fran-

cisco create the same sensation they do in Father Knickerbocker’s grown-up burg.

Hope gets around, but there’s one place he visits regularly and he’s plenty wel-

come. Every Tuesday at ^9:00 pm| (EST) Hope drops in on millions of American

homes, where radio listeners are tuned to NBG. When Hope’s athome in America’s

living room, he’s not content with warming the cockles of an occasional heart;

Hope’s humor heats the whole darned house.

a greatpey* . .at his

The' National Broadcasting Company--*A service ofRadio (fotywration
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tJP FOR PAROLE
With Arthur Vinton, Chet Stratton,

Rod Hendrickson, Jimmy Lipton,

Mary Michael, Joe Julian, Ed
Latimer, Susan Douglas; Harry
Marble, narrator; Lee Vines, an-

... nouncer
Producer-director: John Dietz

Writer: Allen SHoane:
30 Mins,; Fri., 9 p^m,

CBS, from New York
“Up For Parole0 is a twist on the

usual whodunit. Instead of plac-

ing, the emphasis on detection of

Crime, it stresses moral and ethical

. factors and listeners are asked to

sit in judgment as a parole board
sifts a convict’s, plea for release*

After the dialer has made his de-

cision, whether the prisoner re-

mains in .lair or goes free, he can i

compare his choice with the action 1

of the parole board in the actual

case.'
1

Tire concept is good in that the

stanza is dealing With human values

father; than violence; and it impells

audience participation and; discus-

sion oh right and wrong. And
where most suspense shows are

weak in motivation, “Parole” , ex-

plores the \ whys of lawbreaking,
However, on the series opener Fri-

day (10) the psychological insights

lacked real depth and the drama
tended in spots to hokiness;
v Story concerned an interne, only

two days away from getting his de-

grees, asked to help his brother
who was shot in a holdup. Moved
by family loyalty, he performed the

operation, thus violating several

laws, including practising without
a license and harboring a crimi-

nal. But the questions were put,

should society be deprived of his

abilities as a doctor and were h is

motives good in trying to save his

brother’s life? . It made an inter-

esting moral poser and a realistical-

ly complicated one too, because
the brother died as a result of in-

experienced attention; However,
case chosen to kickoff the series

could have been more direct.

Format of a hearing before the

parole board plunged into the yarn
quickly and incisively, With flash-

backs to earlier action and inter-

rogation,by the jurists; varying the
narration. Acting and scripting

were generally good and had an
authentic ring, although in some
scenes the interne’s conflict was
over-dramatized. : Harry Salter’s

musical bridges were highly effec-

tive.- Brit.

MASTERPIECES OF LITERA-
TURE

With Peter Gravina, announcer
Producer-Director: George Wal-

lach
25 Mins., Wed,, 8:39 pirn.

Sustaining
WNYC, N. Y.

WNYC, N. Y., is bringing some
literary masterpieces of yesterday
and today to the ether in this new
recorded series, Selections played,
judged by the opening program
(I), are. a little highbrow and
rather too specialized in material,

but they will undoubtedly please
a certain segment of literati. Selec-
tions themselves seeih to be col-

lector’s items, and all in all made
up an interesting, unusual airer.

Preem program, ably collected

and prepared by George Wallach,
had material from Elizabeth
Browning, Gertrude Stein; James
Joyce and Edgar Allan Poe. With-
out much preliminary, it went
right to the subject-matter, • With
Basil Rathbonc’s affecting reading
of Mrs. Browning’s sonnet/ “How
Do I Love Thee?” Then cariie

the late Miss Stein’s voice, read-
ing her “Valentine to Sherwood
Anderson” somewhat quickly and
indistinctly, to make the sequence
rather confusing.

Joyce followed, in a reading
from his “Finnegan’s Wake” (the
Anna Livia Plurabelle passages).
Joyce’s musical voice and attrac-
tive reading helped make up for
material which sounded incompre-
hensible over the air. Closing
selection, the longest* jyas a dra^
matic reading of Poe’s “The
Raven” by Benjamin de Loache,
with its effect heightened by
musical accompaniment played by
Leopold Stokowski and the Phila-
delphia Orchestra.

Peter Gravina did a good job
of introducing the various seg-
ments. Program, in addition to
content, has added appeal by use
of famous names on their air like
Miss Stein and Joyce. Perhaps
Miss Stein and Joyce are too much
to take on, one airer with Miss
Browning and Poe, but that’s a
matter of taste. This series, any-
way, is a little unusual and provo-
cative,: and off the beaten literary
path. Bron.

RADIO BOXOFFICE
With Larry Curtis, Shirley Booth
Producer: Curtis
20 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 9:05 p.m.

THEATRE GUILD
WMCA, N. Y.

The Theatre Guild has a novel
ticket selling device in “Radio
Boxolfice,” a 20-minute Monday-
thru-Saturday scries began on
WMCA, N f Y. Monday night (13).

Prospective patrons of the Guild's

four current Broadway shows can
reserve tickets by phoning the
station, and ducats assertedly will

be held for at least 48 hours in

the caller’s name.
While the program concededly

will save theatregoers time in wait-

ing on line or writing letters for

seats, it goes about drumming up
business by means of the , same
blatant, commercial techniques
which are more in keeping with
tire exploitation of liver pills than
the promotion of theatre tickets.

Format has emcee Larry Cur-
tis doing a spiel for the quartet of
Guild shows iir every gap between
records. Appropriately, tlie latter

were culled from. Guild musicals
of the past— “Oklahoma! ” “Car-
ousel,” etc. Sole bright spot was a
brief interview with Shirley Booth
of the “Come Back/ Little Sheba”
least. . However, it's doubtful that
many dialers were still tuned in for
her stint r after those triphammer
reminders to call “Circle 6-2500!”

Gilb.

t»•» » ~

- .

With its star returning to his
chores with the N. Y. Yankees,
CBS’ transcribed Joe' DiMaggio
show faded off the air Saturday
(11) until late this summer. Fare-
well shot was highlighted by the
appearance of ex-President Her-
bert Hoover who spoke in behalf
of National Boys Club Week
(March 20-26).

Former c h i e f executive’s stint

was preceded by p brief dramatiza-
tion of the peaks of his career.
Sketch of his sports background
and Horatio Alger-like rise in the
business world fitted in admirably
With the general youth-building
tone of this Jack Bairy-Dan Em
right package for juvenile dialers'

Rather • incongruous, however,
was a maudlin singing commercial
for M. & M., candy which came
only a few seconds after Hoover’s
dignified encomia for the Boys
Clubs. Balance of the show com-
prised the usual boys vs. girls
sports quiz, . the Joe DiMaggio
“Award of the Week” and a short
sequence Where the Yank player
answered audience queries.

DOCTOR GINO’S MUSICALE
With Henry Levine orch; Gene
Hamilton, announcer; guests

Writer: Bill Rafael
Producer: Hamilton
30 Mins.; Mon., 10:30 P*m.
Sustaining
ABC, from N.Y.

Dixieland is surging back and

this show is climbing on the band-

wagon. It’s a direct throwback to

the “Chamber Music Society of

Lower Basin Street,” Which held

forth on the airianes almost a

decade ago. This show has virtually

the same format; - the same beat
and the same musical director in
the person of Henry “Hot Lips”
Levine, For those Who like hot
jazz, this session is whipping it up
according to taste;

, By the iron law of all Dixie lay-

outs, this airer teed off with the
classic “Muskrat Ramble” with
plenty of zest. , Martha Lou Harp
delivered a neat vocal of “Em-
braceable You’’ the band worked
over assorted numbers like the
“Original Dixieland One-Step” and
“After You’ve Gone.” Departing
radically from the usual type of
jazz instrumentation, Tony Di
Girolamo fiddled through “I Sur-
render, Dear.” Musically, the show
was solid.

.

On the
,
preem, guests Paul

Whiteman and Walter Kiernah
chatted pleasantly about musicians,
their habitat and their jargon.
Gene Hamilton also did a neat job
of handling the introes with an
unstrained line Of gab and sense
of humor, Hem.

'r 4 *
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ONE GREAT HOUR OF
,

.SHARING.
;

Producer
,
Director Writer:

Crews .

30, Mins., Sat. (11), 6:30 p.m.
CBS, '.from, N. Y.
Put on by CBS Saturday (11 ),

this show served as a potent traiiei’

for a chain of one-hottr church
services held Sunday (12), ‘at 11
aim;-.' Program, like, the prayer
meets, was conducted in line with
the Protestant and Eastern Ortho-
dox Churches' appeal to secure
funds for the resettlement of
DPs and the furtherance of Chris-
tianity in Europe and Asia..

In presenting its case, 'broad-
cast hit an effective ridte in pic-
turing U S. living, conditions as
contrasted with those; in foreign
countries still suffering from the
results of the recent war, Situa-

. tions portrayed were dramatically
handled With a realistic quality
that should have had little trouble
iiv fermentingsympathy among the
listening audience,
Harold Stassen. Pennsylvania

U. prexy, filled a brief spot with a

g
it eh for the dialers to join in the
ttnday services.

'

.* A. l

John B. Gambling celebrated his
25th anni in radio with a marathon
Stint on WOR and WOR-TV, N. Y. t

last Wednesday (8). His “Musical
Clock” stanza (7:15-8 a.m.), which
has been aired continuously on the
Bamberger station for the quarter
century, originated from the Long-
acre theatre which Was packed
with loyal listeners. Program was
an informal gabfest, a family af-

fair that included his 81-year-old
father who came over from Eng-
land for the event, his son John
A, Gambling, wlip ' has his own
series bn the Dartmouth College
station, and his wife. Among the
guests were Gov, Alfred Driscoll
of New Jersey and Manhattan
Borough President Robert F . Wag-
ner., Jr./ Berriarr Macfadden, who
sponsored Gambling when the
“Musical Clock” featured setting
up exercises in the early days, told
how the . old N. Y. Graphic used
to run pictures of girls doing their
calisthenics in the WOR studios,

Other WOR personalities—Mar-
tha Deane. Barbara Welles. Doro-
thy and Dick Kbllmar, Joe Bier,
Arthur Van Horn, Bruce Eliot, Dan
McCullough and engineering vee-
pee Jack Poppele (who originally
hired Gambling when engineers
doubled .as announcers) took part
in the ceremonies. It was all
Gambling’s party, but also a trib-
ute to the hold that veteran radio
performers have on their audi-

ST. JOHN PASSION
With Robert Shaw Chorale; Ed

Michael, announcer
Director: Walter Scanlon
Producer: Albert Crews
30 Mins.; Sun.; 7 pan.
Sustaining
ABC, from N.Y.

For the longhair segment of the
radio

. audience, this rendition of
Bach’s “St. John Passion” will be
a welcome addition to the flock of
pre-Easter programs. Aired under
the auspices of the Protestant
Radio Commission, this massive
choral work is being presented in
four weekly sections with the finale
slated to fall on Easter Sunday.
The work was specially recorded
in complete form and is being aired
via transcriptions,

Robert Shaw’s choral group,,
which' has waxed several large
Bach compositions for RCA Victor,
gave a superbly dramatic rendi-
tion of the opening section. At its

best in serious music, this group
infused feeling and. color into this
number for an overall impressive
achievement, It’s unfortunate tfiat
the work had to be cut up in this
form. Shaw made a brief intro to
explain the nature of the composi-
tion. Herin.

enees *
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KITCHEN KAPERS
With Doc Wheeler
Producer-director: Wheeler
30 Mins.; Mon,-Fri., 10 a.m.
Participating
WWRL, N. Y.

Another in the WWRL lineup of
shows slanted towards the Negro
market, this half-hour . cross-the-
board disk jock session is an en-
tertaining airer with general ap-
peal. Program follows the routine
pattern of most disk shows, but
concentrates more on recordings
by Negro artists. Airer’s jockey,
Doc Wheeler, frequently heard as
.emcee of WMCA’s “Harlem Ama
teur Hour,” creates a friendly at
biosphere, throwing^ some light
chatter when the turn-tables aren’t
in use.

Slotted in the 10-10:30 slot,

broadcast should find favor with
WWRL’s morning listeners, prin-
cipally the housewife contingent.
Commercials are given satisfactory
handling by Wheeler.

;

TODAY IN ISRAEL
With Isaiah L. Keneii
Producer: Sam Elfert
10 Mins., Moh.-Fri.; 6:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WJLIB, from N, Y.

WLIB should have little trouble
drawing its Jewish - American
listening audience to this 10-iriin-
nvinute cross-the-board airer. Pro-
gram

, a daily news report on hap-
penings in Israel, giyes listeners
a brief, but practically up-to-the-
minute picture of the newly-
formed state- s problems and prog-
ress.

*

Newscasting on the show, broad-
from the Israel Consulate

building in New York, is capably
handled by Isaiah L. Kenen, direc-
tor, of information for the Con-
sulate. Initial show/ which bowed
on March 6. was ushered inAby
Israel Consul - General Arthur
Lourie. A portion of the show, is
also devoted to answering ques-
tions on Israel sent in by the
dialers..

if Uii I i lv'- 1 fi r r, n't i i\>, \
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NBC television did it again with

its “Saturday Night Revue” last

week (11), staging a tro-and-a-haif

hour show that was tops to date.

Program, including both the Chi-

cago and N. Y. originations, was
standout in talent, originality and

production; So far, the web has

given proof that its /cast, producers

and directors have, the stuff to re*-,

peat week after week; .

Judging from the: trio aired so
far, it appeals that the program
will fall into a definite pattern.
Jack Carter’s hour from Chi will

follow a vaudeo format, with Max
Liebman’s N. Y. production stick-

ing closely to the revue policy.

Thus. Carter pulled a near Mil-
ton Berle on last week’s session,
taking part in practically every act
and .climaxing it via a sock turn With
Cab Calloway and the Step Bros;
in a “Minnie the Moocher” bop
routine. Film actress Marie Mc-
Donald thrushed ohe

.

tune neatly
and then paii*ed with Carter for a
funny marital agency skit* Bari-
tone Don Richards and comic
Benny Baker repeated their good
work and, of equal importance, the
entire show’s timing

:
was on the

button.;
'

N. Y. ‘‘Show of Shows” was
marked by several factors, includ-
ing the fitie emcee work and sur-
prising comedici talents of Rex
Harrison; the terrif comedy of Sid
Caesar : and Imogepe Coca; the
“Tramp Ballet” finale, reprised
from last year’s “Admiral Revue,”
and the originality of the songs,
dances and sketches. Caesar’s im-
personation of a; baby lying in his.

crib Was as good as anything he’s
done and his teaming with Harri-
son to depict the; difference in mer-
chandise methods between Eng-?
land aiid America was bright hilar-
ity. That “Radio'City” skit sung
by Miss Coca and the chorus should
be restaged on the Music Hall
Stage, it was that. good. Operatic
work of Robert Merrill and Mar-
guerite Piazza, plus the latter’s

“Still of the Night,” was equally
fine.

Against stiff competition from
the “NBC Saturday Revue,” CBS-
Tv's “54th Street Revue” last;

week (IX) hit its stride with a high-
ly entertaining airer. Joey Faye,
supported by some diverting orig-
inal sketches by Mel Diamond,
clicked in a satire on Gallic films,
in Which the characters’ French
was translated by the comic
through poster sub-titles. This was
a fairly long scene, but it moved
quickly and there were several
amusing variations on the theme.

'that he had to invent a country
“Lower Slobbovia,” to make use
of his penchant for dialects. Bur-
rows picked up the idea to point
out that all mass media are now
faced with the same constricting
forces.
Duo got in their spare of witti-

cisms but. impressed, in the main,
with the fact that they’re both
plenty erudite and deep-thiolring.
Charles Collingwood did his usual
capable job of moderating the ses-
sion.

Jack E. Leonard, on a repeat
engagement on Ed Suilivan’s
“Toast of the Town,” Sunday (12),

again romped off with tlie show.
He has a collection of hep humor
and a superior delivery. Leonard
Utilizes his king-sized features to
good effect; even doing a fairly
graceful bit of terping. Leonard is

a unique comic who now seems to

be oh the verge of the bigtime, and
a few more video sessions of equal
impact is likely to put him there.
Leonard walked away with top

honors despite the presence of the
Ink Spots and Don Cornell, latter

a singer who’s been
;
making a

splash of late. The Ink Spots cov-
ered themselves well with two
tunes aiid a bit of clowning with
Sullivan during the rendition of
“If I Didn’t; Care.” Corhell, With a
full-bodied voicb did two tunes in-

cluding “There’s No. Tbmorrbw.”
both of Which came off nicely.

Sharkey the Seal provided a good
warmup and Renald and Rudy with
graceful hand-to-lunnding shared a
healthy mitting. As an afterpiece

of latter stint, Sullivan became an
understander for a quick hand-
stands- ^

Because of time limitations,

dance team of Virgin ia Gorski and
Don Liberto took a bpw in lieu of

their

with Mandy Kaye, Mort Marshall
arid Joe Silver aiding the bur- _ _
lesque, A good deal of originality

! \vay ’preem of “Now I Lay Me
limn t • ^Tlth fho nUA/lii/itinri a ' t-v _ * a. _ m . *» _.;i. • > ' 1 Jl

CBS-TV’s “Ford Theatre” put on
its old hat Friday night (10) to

present “Room Service,” : aged
farce penned by John Murray arid

Allan Boretz. With Jack Carson
bringing his warm personality. 1o

the role of the fly-by-night lefit

producer, the hour-long show
rambled amiably along but it never
overcame its senility; What with
its original Broadway production,
the Marx Bros, film and its more
recent presentation on NBCrTV’s
“Kraft Theatre,” the play prob-
ably was familiar to the majority
of Viewers. For those who had
never seen it, it. was probably
good entertainment.
Producer Winston O’Keefe and

director Marc Daniels cbuld not
have their usual rehearsal time on
this one, since Carson Was called
home to the Coast by his father’s

death earlier in tlie week and
Hume Cronyn, who played tlie di-

rector, was tied up with the Broad-

wen t Into . the production. One ' Down" to Sleep;” which he is di-
skit, which took place in a. subway recting. That factor was apparent
rush hour, concluded with a dis- in several fluffed lines, camera mis-
embodied arm hanging from one of 1

the straps and one standee walk-
ing out with six aims, like an

cubs, etc. Also, the necessity for
cleaning up . the language of the

! original: didn’t help matters. But
oriental diety. Staging of a “Candy

: the two stars, aided by a gener-
and Cake” vocal also had a fresh ' ally good supporting Cast, wrapped
touch, with chirper Virginia Gor- 1 up the show okay, Chester Stral-
ski being crowded on a bench by i ton was good as the naive play-
the quartet. Ballet routine by

; wright and Philip Coolidge and
John Butler, a gay dream-like se-

1

William Layton did neat jobs as
quence in ‘the. fost and found de-| the harassed hotel' execs. Alexafl
partment of Grand Central Sta-

1

tion,. was neatly done.

The stanza’s regulars—nsongwri t-

ers Dick Lewine and Ted Fetter,
vocalists Marilyn Day Sind Jordan
Bentley, terper - singers Tommy
Wonder and Miss Gorski—did a
good ensemble job. with Fosse and
Niles adding a slick dance routine.
Finale was a fair blackout sketch
With Faye playing a would-be pic
actor.

Cartoonist Al Capp and come,
dian Abe Burrows kicked around

der Astro socked across his screw-
ball waiter role and Morris Shrog
scored as Carson’s flunkey. Daniels
achieved the necessary pace, both
with the actiqn and camera cuts,

to sustain interest.

NBC-TV’s “Philco Playhquse”
turned to an older novel for last

Sunday night's (12) 'stanza, via a

good adaptation of Booth Tarking-
ton’s “Uncertain Molly Coilicut.”

With Lilli Palmer starring, the
show overcame a slightly pedes-
trian pace in the first act with a

heart - warming denouement to
1 ot

^!i
ca

n

' emerge as one of the better in the
,r? CBS-TV s

t
Peo- series. Story was intelligent, adult

Fr*day night (10). fare . dealing with the growing up
Two didn t reach any overall con- overnight of a young Wife with a

Ut
f
ac
^

forth
, desire to be a perennial 18. (Why

^

points in a dis-
;
Trirkington didn't call it “Eighteen”

lts ' is W1-® of those literati - Riple.vs.)

^

,^aPP reiterated
| Under the. supervision of pro

0 humor,
^
a s^^- being

; jucer Fred Coe and diredor Gor-
s in^l)^nity, to . don Duff, the cast was standout.

?e
4?
u
^i

lc s feel-J Miss Palmer showed signs of v\hal
S
K
U
,

Pe^0ny
y to the. bum por- might haVe been “ike” fright - l).v

;

KoIX^
Lhaplur as. the fiuffing several times but riiore.

5PaP^
in s humori Burrows jthan recompensed with .an appeal

-

humor is based
j
ing portrayal in the. title role.

^Se
.

slla
r
pA

lpeis1^ manner in
i
Philip Bourneuf. an old harid at

vuuch it cuts, away sham,
I TV. was fine as her husband arid

Probably most important was the
[
Ben Lackland turned in a neat

point on which the two agreed— characterization as his wealthy

— T . r - r *v. w* A.VW VliV
time virility. Capp noted he was
forced to eliminate his “Senator
Phoggbound” from his “Li’l Ab-
ner” strip because the Character
portrayed a crooked politico, and

ders. William Kendall Clar

adaptation maintained the me ;
r

the Tarkiflgton story and the „

and Other production a ; ct>u !

.

ments were up to par.
t \ 4 >
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bFOUEST performances
with Irv Kupcixtet, emcee; RichardW

Hayes, Menasha Skulnlk, ftferie

McDonald, and Jayne & Adam
Di Gatano

. , , „ _

Producer-director: Donald Cook
Announcer: Myron Wallace
on Mins.; Sundays 6 p. m. (CST)

WILLIAM A. LEWIS CLOTHING
WGN-TV, Chicago

(W. B. Doner)

With the top name talept in

town plus an excellent time slot,

this show should have no trouble

drawing a top Neilsen rating, once

the bugs are ironed out—and there

are plenty. Working on the early

principles of Ed Sullivan, NeW
York columnist, Irv Kupcinet, Sun-

Times chatter Writer, has garnered

hiniself, and his advertiser, a $2r
OOP to $3 ,000 package, at minimum
talent rates;

However, lack of proper techni-

cal skill and also overlong com-
mercial, mitigates much of the of-

ferings. Middle ad was way Over-

long and with the models used to

display clothing* plugs could have

been inserted throughout the pro-

gram rather than a solid, weary
slug; Camera man is obviously

enchanted With facial movements,
with very few shots moving from
above the neckline. Lack of sets,

all performers working before a

curtain, seems shoddy with surely,

some old flats around, that can be
used to relieve monotony.

Irv Kupcinet : (Kup) is a scale

above his local newspaper cohorts,

but still is ill at ease before the

lights. However, his personality
makes him warmly acceptable and
with some . coaching he’ll know
what to do with his hands. He
knows his acts and perhaps a lit-

tle inside material on each one
before, he brings them on might
give his Status / as a columnist

• boost.' /y/: •':/

Richard Hayes, personable young
singer, was one of those hampered
by static camera, but got across,

in fine fashion, fastie, ‘‘Old Mas-
ter Pairiter.-’ Menasha Skulnik,
Yiddish • stage comic, had several
bits, which : would have registered
better with the aid of some stooges
and background, especially a court
bit Marie McDonald, of the
screen

, didn’t have the proper
lighting or scenery to show off

lush blonde's warbling of “Maybe
You’ll Be There.” Adam and
Jayne Di Gatano, top ballroom
team, register with waltz to “Jean-
pie l^ith the /Light Brown Hair.”

Emcee uses the spot to point out
prominent entertainers seated in

the audience and brings on sepia
juve, Sugar Chile Robinson, for
some quips, which child gets the
better of him. Ending of the show
was oyerlong and bring back of
guests reminds of amateur shows,
rather than program of this cali-

bre, Also, undefined horseplay
with Victor Borge' was mystifying
to viewers as no attempt was made
to explain what was going on.

Zabf,

MOR-

courtesy hour
With Jim Moran, Danny O’Neill,

Wilfred DuBois, Christine &
Mol, Eddie Bartell, Noble Trio,
Bob Nelson and Dorothy Dorben

Line (7); Al Marney, conductor
Directors-producers: Greg Garri-

son, Al Sweetow ./

GO Mins,, Fri., 10 p.m.
COURTESY MOTORS
WENR-TV, Chicago

( Malcolm-Howard

)

Here’s a show that’s a dead
cinch to: please its sponsor. In
fact, this sponsor is an important
part of the show; Besides picking

Up what must be a heavy tab for

this hour-long showcase of pro-
fessional vaudeo talent, sponsor
Jim Moran, as emcee, gets right
into the stint. Arid on preem (3),

he Carried off top honors in a good,
field. . Even more impressive than
the acts he introduced and paid
for, was the guy’s obvious fond-
ness for show biz arid its people.

The segment built up steadily
from a rather slow opener featur-
ing the Dorothy Dorben dancers
with Bob Nelson singing offstage
to a strong /closer whith had
Danny O’Neill leading the studio
audience in “When Irish Eyes Are
Smiling;”

Wilfred DuBois’ juggling rou-r

tines in the second slot set the
pace, Camera brought the reac-
tions of the audience into the; act
for a good touch of video show-
manship.

Christine arid Mol, tapping dpo,
came off nicely in next spot. Mim-
ing arid toe; work of pair Were
made even more effective video-
wise by facile camera action.

Foliowing act, a series of stand-
ard iinpersonations done by Eddie
Bartell, lacked sparkle arid slowed
the tempo. The acrobatics of the
Noble Trio on their 20-foot
parallel bars also was weak video
fare as long-range camera used
failed to capture full effect of
their ^ork.

Show was wound up pleasantly
by O’Neill’s closer. With sponsor
Moran obviously having a good
time leading the “Irish Band” in
accompaniment, O'Neill scored
Warmly with “The Old Shillelagh.”

Surprisingly enough, the com-
mercials fell far below the quality
of the program itself. Aside from
the generally high-flight talent
used, much of the success of the
stint can be credited to the direc-
tion and good overall camera
Work. Al Marney and studio orch
supported ably. Bape , .

FUNNY FACES
With Jackie Gleason, Ken Niles,
Harry Stewart, Jack Pierce, Lou
Kosloft’s Orch (15)

Producer-director: Frank Ferrin
Writers; Dick Conway, Dick Miller,

Harry Stewart
30' Mins.; Sat, 8 p.m.
Sustaining
KNBH-NBC, Hollywood
^rank Feri’in, long-time radio

packager (“Lassie,” Smiliri’ Ed Me-.
Connell), is shooting the works on

.
his entry into television. After all

the bills are in, he’ll write off close
to $10,000 for two shots of “Funny

; Faces’’—one for a kine and the
other a live ’oast. : He has irivested
the half-hoiir

.
show 'With “the best

money can buy” for this type of
program and for the two showings
rented the El Capitan theatre at

$250 a night.
. . . w (12), tb confirm past impressions

For a local venture it must be
,

,

” _ . ...v -,.4

rated with the topi 10 highest bud-

OPERA TELEVISION THEATRE
(“La Traviata**)

With Lawrence Tlbbett, Elaine
Malbin, Brooks McCormack,
Janet Southwick, Nancy Trickey,
Luigi Vellucci, Valfrido Patacchi,
Manfred Hecht, Ben de Loache;
Fausto Cleva, conductor

Producers: Henry Souvaine, Tlbbett
Directors: Herbert Graf, ByrOn
'•.‘Paul

Scenic ; designer: Richard Rych-
tflrik' '

*

90 Mins., Sun.(12)/5p,m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

CBS continues to make opera

an .^exciting entertainment. It fol-

lowed its imposing “Carmen” of

some weeks back with an equally

effective “La Trayiata’’ Sunday

BEULAH KARNEY-KAY
ROW SHOW

Producer-Director: Dick Locke
Writer: Dan

,
Schuffman

60 Mins.; Thurs., 3:30 p.m.
Participating
WENR-TV, Chicago

This
, afternoon show with Its

kitchen patter, fashion notes arid

household hints has the ingredients
to appeal to the housewives. Its

major handicap is its length. On
the show viewed (9), the material
was spread a bit thin Over the
hour-long stint. The first half-
hour with Beulah Karney prepar-
ing, describing and spreading a
Mexican dinner held sturdy video
interest for audience aimed at.

But second segment with Kay Mor-
row, devoted to interior decorating
arid fashion notes, lost the pace
and some of the interest of pre-
ceding portion.

Miss Karney, plainly at home in
the attractive kitchen set and aided
by good camera action, moved
easily through her demonstration
of preparing Mexican dishes, from
market to table. The live com-
mercials, plugging fopd products,
were smoothly integrated but. film
commercial used suffered by’ loss
of intimacy.

Unfortunately for overall qu a 1-

ity of combinedvsegments, direction
and camera work appeared weary
during second half. Most of Miss I

Morrow’s stint was a deiribnstra-
.
tion of slip covering a chair by a

local interior decorator. Talking
as he worked, his back was to the
camera during practically the en-
tire time he was on the set. The
remainder of this portion dealt

fashion notes with Miss Mbr-

INVITATION TO FAITH
With Rev, J. Edward Carothers

Rab.bo Gerald Klein, Rev. Wal-
ter Whitney, Northern Echoes
Singers

Director: Bob Stone
30 Mins.; Sat., 5:30 p.m.
New York State Council
Churches

WRGB-TV, Schenectady
!. New series represents a forward
i step in the allocation of. a block, to

:
State Council of Churches for

I weekly program. More television/

;

time, local and network, for all the
j

major faiths would be in keeping
|

with, the public service opportuni-

;

ties, and responsibilities of this me-

geted shows arid its; sales tag of

$8,500 giVes it a further distinction.

Ferriri has . a fresh idea and hew
approach to the audience participa-
ion format and though . the pilot

show came off riot too well, the in-

gredients are there. After
.
an

hilarious first half; the pace slack-

ened and the show sheared, off

rom , its game-of-faces pattern.
Yogi Yorgerison, an alumnus of the
old Al Pearce radid troupe, was
brought on for two songs iri sVensk
dialect, with Yogi (Harry- Stewart)
decking put iri femme garb. In an
earlier spot he revived his crystal-

ball bit with Jackie Gleason
straighting. /

Domiriating the piece are Glea-
son, a forthright emcee and cur-

rently TV’s “Riley,” and Ken Niles,

who photos as .
Well as he sounds.

Together they keep the laughs roll-

ing, ; /.aided/ and abetted by four
audience, stooges and a makeup,, ex-

pert, Jack Pierce. It’s when the
main idea is skirted that the show
loses its comedic Values arid needs
bolstering.

“Funny Faces” tries to be just

that. Participants are made up by
Pierce or by each other to re-

seriible some well-known character,

such as on the opener, Groucho
Marx, John L. Lewis arid George
Washington; Each contestant is

given $25 for submitting to the

makeup, another $25 if they, do a

turn suggestive of their portrayal,

arid a $200 jackpot payoff for iden-

tifying the historical figure who
‘‘wears a gray wig, has a Roman
nose and store teeth.” Everyone
gets a guess and for a finale Glea-
son was made up as G. Washington
to cue the winner. This bit tended
to drag for the show’s only serious

note.

Ferrin unquestionably, has a sale-

able idea with a high quotient of

belly laughs but straying from the

format isn’t to its advantage. It

should evoke some sponsor interest

if the price is shaded. Show of this

type doesn’t need an orchestra of

15 men. “Funny Faces” has enough
potential of its own without ex-

traneous padding but Ferrin a.d-
liii wau” onH Willmits he’s “feeling his way” and will

make changes dictated by the gen-

eral, reaction. Felm,

Monday ( 13) morning, that, despite

dium. i Washington, March. 14.
Program seems shaped in ac- Color Television, Inc., smallest

cordance with the ideas of the 0f the currerit contenders battling
group who hold that religious f0r FCC approval, demonstrated
videocasting should not be a pick- ' - *

up or a reproduction of church
services. Aside from a 'figured

window against which the vocal
group sings, there are no symbols
and no vestments. Rey. J. Edward
Carothers, Rabbi Gerald Klein and
Rev. Walter Whitney are dressed
in street clothes; they are seated in

a room with no recognizable back-
ground.

Dr. Carothers, active in the tri-

city Religious Radio Council and a

broadcaster over WGY and WTRY,
coordinates the half-hour, as well
as reads religious news. Rev. Whit-
ney; who conducted a rural pro-

gram. 1 via; WRGB for some time,

tells a /children’s, story with a

moral. Rabbi Klein, of Temple
Gates Synagogue in Schenectady,
speaks on the devotional period.

The Echoes, an Albany Negro quin-
tet (with a sixth man accompany-
ing on the quitar), offer spirituals

and hymns, their contribution be-

its disastrous experience at last

month’s comparative tests, it is still

in there punching.

Demonstration for the press

showed great strides since com-
pany’s “Rainbow Revue” of Feb.

20 (reviewed in Variety Feb. 22).

Improvement, according to com-
pany’s, reps; is due, .riot to added
experimentation or improvements
in the system; but rather to sue-

of the appeal of this longhair art

as a video medium—whieri proper-

ly presented, The 90 minutes of

song-story were absorbing, drama-

tically as well as musically.

Of course, CBS - had the help of

the most tuneful of all of Verdi’s

operas. The opera had an appeal-

ing tale, the ,
tfragic love-story , of

the castoff lady of the camellias.

But this cbuld have been botched
up; or presented literally and flatly.

Instead, a group of sensitive, im-
aginative men transformed Verdi’s

opera for the new TV medium, and
did a sterling job of it. The opera
was done in English, in an excel-

lent translation, by George Meade..
The dialog was colloquial, real and
readily grasped. The necessary
music cuts were \nade with good
judgment. The third-act gypsy
party music, for iristapee, was
eliminated, to keep the dramatic
story in focus; Pictorial bits were
added that heightened the story, to

make it more convincing as roman-
tic drama than it is on stage.

The; presentation
:
had' much

more movement than in the opera-
house/despite the limited focus of

the TV camera. The camera moved
along naturally from room to roorri,

and from singer to singer. Richard
Rychtarik worked wonders with
limited scenic effects, and Herbert
Graf did the rest With some fine

staging. The exquisite first-afct. and
fourth-act preludes had an added
surprise, the first one being played
against a pictorial prolog that

showed Violetta buying camellias at

a florist’s shop and Alfredo first see-

ing her there, and the other being
performed against a. montage of

the dying Violetta's romantic fan-

cies.

Fausto Cleva conducted an ex-

cellent orchestra superbly. The
singers, on the whole, were good
Elaine. Malbin and Brooks McCor-
mack made a good-looking roman-
tic pair, and Miss Malbin did a

virtuoso job histrionically as well

as vocally. “Traviata” calls for

sbme varied, challenging singing

—

a lyric soprano (with coloratura

stretches) for the first act, a dra-

matic soprano for the others three

—and she handled the music beau-
tifully. She’s a charming, sensi-

tive adtress, besides; McCormack
sang with a somewhat metallic,

nasal tenor, but was otherwise
quite satisfactory.

Lawrence Tibbettj as the elder

Germont, made up in impressive

bearing and dramatic coriviction.

for some vocal ,
imperfections.. He’s

still a distinctive performer, and
got in some robust singing in the

middle and lower registers despite

a worn voice. All the singers were
at the added disadvantage of sing-

ing familiar music in English, after

years of training on it in the na-

tive Italian, which made their

work that rnuch more remarkable

Music lovers and lay viewers

shared in a treat. Bron.

BERWYN PLAYHOUSE
(“The Tmaglnary Invalid”)

Starring Harry .K. . Sinitih;/ /with
Penelope Gray, Bradford Hunt,
Will Sandy, Brad McCall, Bill

Tregoe, Basil Maeknlk, Frances
Greet and Fran HalMs. Play by
Moliefe, adapted by Denis Brown

Stage Director: Sherwood Keith
Producer; Harvey Marlowe
Television Director: Dwight

Hemiori •

Settings: Brad McCall
60 Mins., 8-9 p.m. Mondays
Sustaining
WFIL-TV

#

The Berwyn Playhouse, in Main
Line suburban comriiunity, is put-
ting on the first hour-length
dramatic series ever attempted
locally. Opening production given
Monday night, March 6,' was aii

adaptation , of Moliere’s classic

comedy, “The Imaginary Invalid.**

tinder the terms of ; a unique
arrangement with V. Nelson Bar-
rington, owner of the Berwyn thea- *

tre, : the production was given
twice nightly (March 2-3-4) with a
Saturday matinee at the suburban
playhouse, before it was considered
ready for the TV cameras.

The onstage advance workouts;
Were evident in the smooth-run-
ning tele-show. The Denis Brown;
adaptation cut the original French
play down* to slightly more than 50 ,

minutes which/ left plenty time
for production credits and com-
mercials, of which there Were none.
Play ran straight through and cuts
in no way Seemed to impede story
line, nor mar characterizations.

“The Imaginary Invalid” is set
in Paris in the late 17th Century.
Central figure is the hypochondriac
Argari, who insists that his daugh-
ter Angeline marry a : doctor, in
spite of the fact that she loves
another yourig man. Through the
efforts of her maid, who seerns to
have an unusual run of the house,
arid Argan’s healthier brother, the
invalid” is cured, his shrewish

wife is trapped by her avarice, and
true love trumphs for the daugh-«
ter.

Barrington’s choice of the
stylized classical comedy is com-
mendable froiri the artistic and
scholarly st’aridards, but its mass
appeal is limited. Moliere’s noted
phobia for the medical profession,
however, still comes through per-
tinently, Settings wore Grade A
for video and the properties looked
as if stage crew had gone to great
trouble to simulate furnishings of
the Louis Quatorze period.

Acting of mixed professional
and amateur cast came through
acceptably; although the laughs
weren’t as many as there might be.
But players romped through
costume piece, and previews at the
Berwyn Playhouse removed all
signs of “jitters,” which, was the
primary purpose of fun-throughs.
Cameras played It straight, covered
action fully arid without tricks.
Large stage gave plenty of op-
portunity for movement as well as
group scenes. Director Sherwood
Keith relied on the most elemen-
tary and traditional bits of foolery
for the comedy business. .

Barrington has veered his play
series heavily on the classical side.
With succeeding Monday evenings
to bring drarriatic fare from Ibsen,
Shakespeare, Goldsmith, Oscar
Wilde, etc. Gagh.

GAIL & BILL
cessful ironing out of iriechariical

| With Gail Meredith, Bill Har
wrinkles encountered as the result

of the cross-country transportation

of equipment arid the 11th hour
setting lip of shop.
Accent on latest CTI tests, which

are to be repeated for various in-

dustry arid government groups
throughout this week, is on color

rather than production. No ef-

fort. has been made, as in previous

rington
Director: Edward Stasheff

15 Mins ; Mon.-thru-Frl., 7:15 p.m/
Participating
WPIX, N. Y.

Gail Meredith and Bill Harring-

ton form a pleasant singing team.

Their voices register nicely arid

they have an ingratiaiirig manner.

irig the largest on the basis of time,
j

possibilities than a production unit.

The inusic ties the block together
! Lack of definite form in produc-

arid also lends an entertainment [( ion, however, shapes to advantage

value. ;

I for system, since there’s no resul-

Feature is viewable for the de- tarit confusion. It s strictly a color

voiit arid the mildly religious . The show, and. stands or_faUs on .basis

Singers, nicely dressed, display the
j

of its tint, merit,. .. Effects of the

vocal talent arid the deep fervor
j

press show on the assembled news-

tests; to line up an array of top- Thev also complete the cycle by
notch talent. Format is informal,

! . anDearanee
rather a merchandising of color

,

making a Rice appearance.
1

So far, this duo appears to be

working hard to build up an audi-

row, using two housewive guests
as examples, described proper

characteristic of their race men was all on the credit side of

Dr. Carothers. who photographs !

in|^“ge
B

r-.
n

HOLLAND’S HAPPINESS
HOUSE

With Jimmy Nelson* Annette Ol-
sen, guests; Sid Breese,. an-
nouncer

Director: Bob Cook
Producer: Hal Polalre
30 Mins.; Wed., f p.m.
HOLLAND’S JEWELRY STORES
WGN-TV, Chicago

( Malcolm-Howard

)

Brightest switch on this mildly
successful variety half-hour debut-
ing Wednesday (8) was the emcee-
ing of Jimmy Nelson, ventrilo-
quist, using his wooden friend,

Danny O’Day, as mouthpiece.
Quick patter of not-so-duriib and
smooth, nori-visible work of his

master lifted show a notch above
mine-run quality. Pair would
have scored stronger had they left

the vocal chores to Annette Olsen,

as their duets with her came off

to no one’s advantage. O’Day’i
gagging of “Best Things in Life

are Free” with Nelson puffing

cigaret while dummy sang was
gqod video and all the falsetto

singing the show: needed,

Paul Regan fitted nicely into

the stint with a fast-moving im-
personation routine covering a

round dozen of Hollywood celebs.

Benham Bros., tap duo, bogged
pace slightly with a too-

Show seen on receivers at the
clothes for certain figure types. A

! well, is fairly poised. He reads the / c tatipr Hotel had a sample of
^hlied by weak presen-

! news «
!
everything— fashions, color-laden

i r

thm^h
h
a’

S

^d/°r^n^
,e:

Ribbi i * ostumes •
fam,liar tommercial

Klein is JSZm ^^UuaSve* i packages, fruit, flowers, etc. If
direct and peisuasive,

; nicn cipt eppme onhinipte.

ence. They take time off to an-

nounce birthdays, anniversaries

arid do a driving commercial on a

nylon special which appears to be

a pretty - good buy. They’re also

running a contest to get a theriie

song. The charm invested in this the - v .

narticular program should result /lengthy skit. Miss Olsen ably sola
r . —n — “Summertime” as feature solo.

tation.

With stroriger : material, more
effectively offered, during last, .

half of session, the program® Mould
|

Rev, Whitney is folksy.^ three
; fm/her add to the pie^ant mood

:

neatly^ith firm direction

The ,etfi and camera
1 work are ! Sid Breese spieled the commer-

okay a degree of imagination be- !
rials with a shade too mocItEus o.

"ng used in® an attempt to provide Camera wort was .Benerany

some good shots.. Most of the p.e
: S w« ^d

nothing else, , CTI seems complete- tutes are nicely framed and i
backed fitmiy.,

J. t
W

a . . f. * A . • ^ . .a. • 4 ..... - A . _ - _ - _ -1 M. ^ia-\ 1 « • I n I'H

make a dehnite bid for afternoon ( speak to viewers. In their “homes. .

audience. . Dave. I Jaco. 1
(Continued ori page 42) ! qf the show. Jose,

Dave.
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ABC program veepee Bud Barry to Florida on month's vacation . r

CBS’ Robert 0. /Lewis due back tomorrow (Thur.) after week in Ber-
i n nnnr vAla in "Wolftn TrAnt" this WPPk ‘

muda , . Jack Manning started a new. role in “Helen Trent" this week

. John Gibbs has postponed his Coast trip to March 29. ; ABC
script editor Pete Martin left Friday (10) for week at Vero Beach, Fla.

j

EdWard DeGray, of CBS station administration, taking part in.

Eastern Indoor Tennis Championships starting Friday .(17) . . Nancy
,

Douglass and Lauren Gilbert into cast of “Young Widder Brown’ .
•

|

CBS’ Larry Lowman to Europe for four weeks . . .Norman Corwin to

Coast for several weeks . . . WJZ and “Miss Liberty" baritone Johnny

Thompson triples into Raleigh Room beginning tomorrow (Thur;) . .

Hank Sylvern named music consultant for Radio Registry Damon Run-

yon Fund costume ball in Waldorf March 31 . . . National Assn, of Radio

Station Representatives topper Torn Flanagan left Friday (10) for three-

week vacation in Arizona
,

. Bob Dailey, McCann-Erickson Cleveland

AM-TV director, and copywriter Jean Kane in Gothami as part of the

branch office’s video indoctrination; looking toward increased TV ac-

tivity in Cleveland ... :Rick Pack, of WNEW, to become a' country

squire in Great Neck. . . :MBS prez Frank White on a 10-day tour of

southern affiliates:

, ABC engineering veep Frank Marx became the father of twin boys
Saturday (11) . .. .

.

WMGM airing 1A pre-season gam/es of the Brooklyn
Dodgers on the “Grapefruit Circuit’- with Schaefer and General Foods
sponsoring . . WFDR’s Lou Frankel out With the flu . Radiodiffusion
Franca ise beaming a program with pianist Sondra Bianca to France .

.

Mel Goodman, Compton’s assistant casting director; in Toronto for

Week handling recording of Procter & Gamble commercials . ... Nancy
Craig to open the International Flower Show when she does her ABC
program from Grand Central Palace on Monday (20) . . , . ABC's Harold
Day elected -proxy' of Colgate U’s N. Y. alumni assn . . ..Peggy Bruder,
13-year* old “Juvenile Juror,” understudying Iris Mann in “The Inno-
cents” on Broadway and. stepped into the role last week On her first

day on the job . Art Ford, of WNEW, WPIX and ABC-TV, and Buddy
Basch, of Gibraltar agency, fly Sunday (19) for tVo weeks in: France
and England, Ford will gather disks for his broadcasts and Basch is

seeking American video rights to British and French films . . . : Morris
Novik, American Federation of Labor radio consultant, in Hollywood
confabbing with labor leaders and AFL

. commentator Frank Edwards
on labor’s help in film industry campaign to lift the 20% ticket tax.

IN HOLLYWOOD .

J. Donald Wilson, erstwhile ABC program head in N. Y„ has formed
a partnership with Don Sharpe, agent, for 'the packaging of shows;

.

CBS continues to sustain “Escape” on the Coast while Richfield Oil
sponsors the Bill Robson chiller on 50 stations in the east. Richfield
out here (ho business kin) doles out its billing to ABC . . Ben Alex-
ander, who does 11 shows a week on radio and TV, took time out last
week to many Lesley Spurgeon of “Queen For a Day” staff .... Ayer’s
Glenhall Taylor became a papa last ,week. . Harry Ackerman, Cy
Howard and J. Carroll Naish flew to Catalina last week to chat With
P. K. Wrigley, but never did get on the ground. Fog drove their ship
back to the mainland . . .

.

CBS took an option on “I Dive For Treasure,”
based on the tome by Lt. Harry Reseberg and Will air the audition
script on “Escape” . . . Arch Obolcr must qualify as a prophet of sorts.
In September of 1945 Mutual broadcast his “Rocket to Manhattan,”

which had to’ do with the hydrogen bomb (by that name): . . ,Phil Harris

must go where Jack Benny goes so theyTl both do their shows from

Palm Springs March 26 and April 2. . . Rexall will give up its Sunday

NBC time and move Dick Powell into a Wednesday night niche come

summer. . . . Grouch© Marx's summer sub may be “It Pays To Be Ig'

nprant”, ... In his audition of “A Slice of Life” for NBC, Tony Leader

wrote, directed, narrated and acted John Guedel, who is Uncle Sam s

best penny postcard customer, is buying up all m sight because of their

imminent discontinuance. Qn most of the cards he just writes the

word “thanks” , ; .

.

Sam Cherr, Young & Rubicam’s merchandising vee-

pee, around for a week* Another Y & R arrival from New York is

Bob Hussey, returning to handle talent on Silver Theatre’s tele series

Nick Keesley, radio-TV topper for Lennon & Mitchell, due out to

set up two: radio originations for Ted Mack's Original Amateur Hour.

Mack will fly back for the TV’er.

IN CHICAGO . V
Bud Campbell will do playrby-play of eight-game Chi Cubs exhibition

stint aired on WIND, sponsored by Peter Fox Brewing . . . Irving Show^

erman, NBC v.p. and general manager of WMAQ, - received annual

award from National Conference of Christians and Jews presented to

WMAQ for best local program last year dealing with human relations.

;

Show was written by Richard Durham . . . Adc Hult, MBS v.p. in charge

of sales, and PauV Jonas, MBS sports director, visited Mutual Central

division officers here last week. . ; - Harold Safford, WLS program di-

rector and president of Illinois Broadcasters Assn:, on speakers' panel

at public relations conference at Illinois State Normal University

March 11. * . .Gene Wilkey, newly-appointed general manager of WCCO,
Minneapolis, here last week visiting Chi CBS toppers at WBBM

. ..

Mary AJflick, producer of Mutual’s ‘‘Tom Mix arid His Straight Shoot-

ers” smitten by flu bug last wreCk ... George .Halleman, NBC national

Spot salesman, on business trip to ’St. Louis and Kansas City. . . Don
Kelley, former WBBM publicity director, joins 1VLS promotion staff

this week. . .New NBC continuity Staffer is Robert Pierron . . .“Be the

Good Lord Willing,” song written by Jack Fulton, WBBM musician,

and based on the Arthur Godfrey signoff line was introduced on Gene
Autry show March 11.

.

Ted Bates & Co. has inked two-year pact for

National Nielsen Radio Index service . . V . Carroll Marts, MBS central

division manager, back in town after N.. Y. business trip : . . Tom Moore
will air “Ladies' Fair” from Atlanta, Ga., April 5-6 , . .Bob Brethauer,

ABC account exec, in Minneapolis this week . . . . Marc Platt of “Kiss

Me Kate” cast guested on NBC’s “Quiz Kids” last week, Keith Andes
and Anne Jeffreys of same show will visit “Kids” March 24.

Henderson, MayfairTo

Charles Henderson and Mitzi

Mayfair, co-producers of ABC-TV’s
“Stop the Music” for the Louis G.
Cowan office, are slated to take a
nine-week leave starting early in

May for; a onceover of television
in Europe. Duo will divide their
time among England, France, Den-
mark and Italy, hoping to discover
some new techniques which they
can incorporate into “Music” on
their return. Show, incidentally,
stays on throughout the summer,

with Old Golds and Admiral con-
tinuing as sponsors.

Henderson, meanwhile, is now
working on a new video package
titled “Meet Your Mate,” which is

to be an authentic TV version of

the lonely hearts clubs. He plans
to bring members of the organiza-
tions before the cameras to intro-

duce them face to face. Casting
has not been completed yet.

Detroit — WXYZ-TV show
“Detroit -Tigers in Training,” has
been purchased by Hygrade Food
Products Corp. Program will be
telecast five nights a week begin-
ning March 27.

Philadelphia, March 14.

WPTZ is launching a commer-
cial coverage technique in which
each participating sponsor gets

hour-long coverage . for the cost of

a single participation.

Known as “six-for-one” cover-

age, the WPTZ plan provides audio

and video coverage and sponsor
identification for all four sponsors
at each commercial period on daily
full-length

,
feature film, “Holly-

wood Playhouse.”

Besides getting a full participa-
tion commercial, each" sponsor gets
a product identification slide and
audio mention at the time each
of the other sponsors gets his min-
ute-long participation spot. Addi-
tionally, each participating sponsor
is given ah opening and closing
Slide

;
and ,audio credits,

Only four sponsors are accepted
to a program and commercials are
rotated day by day. The five
“pluses.” however, guarantee each
sponsor program-long recognition:

Alexander ' W. Dannenbaum, Jr.,

WPTZ commercial manager, said
the station had been looking for
a method of assuring complete
coverage for low-budgeted adver-
tisers ever since WPTZ had
brought its daytime schedule - out
of the blueprint stage. The six-

for-one plan is geared for local
advertisers* particularly tho$e at
the retail level.

Dallas’ TV Upsurge
Dallas, March 14.

Television biz iri the Dallas

area due to improvement in pro-

grams and the debut of two local

TV outlets, reached the boom stage
during the last quarter of 1949.

Radio Manufacturers Assn, re-

ported delivery of 9,045 sets in the
Dallas area during the final quar-
ter of '49. This number was 63.7%
of the 14,802 sets shipped fo Dal-
las during 1949.

him, is about

a

horse...

well, the ear steps up beside me and tells me
in no queasy terms that he has for me a very

Special Sunday horse. He recommends a horse

of such considerable name that I am unable to

forget it—WOR’s “The Damon Runyon The-

atre”. Furthermore, this four-legged jockey

jouncer which is to carry all my potatoes is the

hottest local hayrburner on any track!

Now I am not one to squander my fish in

a rash manner whatever. And it is more re-

markable than somewhat that I should pass on

one of the Ear’s honorable hints. But I am
thinking that in these times nobody—especially
an advertiser— can afford to pass up a sure

thing which is what this certain “Damon
Runyon Theatre” is.

WOR’s “Damon Runyon Theatre" is real

Runyon A crack Sunday night show, peopled

with the beloved Broadway characters who

have won the hearts of approximately */* mil-

lion homes in Metropolitan New York, ft’s a

show large in heart—small in price

,

WDR
that power- full station

at 1440 Broadway,
in New York
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The 1949 Alfred I. duPont Radio Awards i

ONE*-to Morgan Beatty, NBCY ace newsman, heard daily at

on News of the World, sponsored by Miles Laboratories, Inc

the 1949 Alfred I. du Pont Radio Commentator Award fori

Accurate coverage of the day's biggest news stories;

Expert analysis of world and national affairs.

Reliable interpretation of significant events.

Aggressive reporting of the news as it happens.

; m.

news by radio.

Just as Morgan Beatty has distinguished himself in 1 949 ... . So NBC newsmen

correspondents have always been the recognized leaders in

gathering and reporting the news with traditional accuracy and timeliness-

TWO--to our longtime affiliate, WWJ, Detroit, one of the two

1949 Alfred I. duPont Radio Station Awards for:

^Outstanding and meritorious service in encouraging, fostering,

promoting and developing American ideas of freedom Loyal and

devoted service to the nation and to the community served/'

This honor is particularly timely in 1 950 as pioneer station WWJ
«

rounds out a quarter century of operation. From its first broadcast,

WWJ has been a notable example of American radio at its best.

' % \

'

America’sNo. INetwork

•

'tfv.V-

The Notional Broadcasting Company

A service of Radio Corporation of America

S7
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Chi TV Conference
sx. Continued from page 31

live shows in the next five years.

Filins can apply nia'ss-production

methods, to programming, he point-

ed out, with resultant savings and

improvement in quality.' Touching

upon what he called . the “grave

problems'; of kinescope, he said

6he of the reasons Hollywood

names are avoiding kine is its in-

ferior quality.

Divergent approaches to pro-

gramming highlighted the Tuesday

panel,'moderated by John. Mitchell,

general manager of -WBltB, Chi,

dealing with station sales arid man-
agement. Francis Van Konynen-
Oerg, general manager of WTCN,
Minneapolis, stressing the need for

business-like operations, defended
the double-shooting technique. He
pointed put the arrival of the cable
will eliminate part of this, revenue
because of the shorter station

break period. Exception to double-
spotting was taken by Hoyt An-
dres, of *WKY, Oklahoma City. Be-
cause of tlie need to increase set

circulation In this new iharket, the
station is stressing program quali-

ty, Andres said, and is avoiding
double-spotting and limiting com*
mercial time on shows.

Sports Angle

A likely decline in sports re-

motes was indicated by statements
made ori this and subsequent parir

els. At Tuesday session, Van Kony-
neriberg and E. Y. Flanigan, gen-
eral manager of WSPD, Toledo,
warned against too much emphasis
on sports telecasting, ’this View
was reflected by Arthur Fielden,
radio and TV director of Campbell-
Ewald agency, Detroit, who point-
ed out that sport remotes have
more than their share of technical
difficulties which works against
video in the eyes of sponsors. He
also mentioned the difficulty of

WJBK-TV to Proem

getting a firm price on remotes
from stations and networks.

Question of TV paying off or not
was threshed out on Tuesday after-*

noon panel riiade up of agency
and sponsor reps and moderated
by Holman Faust, Schwimnier &
Scott, Chicago. Expression of partel

was best summed up by Hal Rorke,
J. Walter Thompson radio director,

who said the answers vary frith the
products. He said he would, like

to ,see. more TV success stories on

.

mass-produced staples with small
profit margins. This view was also
expressed by Lester Haddington,
radio director of Miles Labora-
tories.

'

Ranel
.
devoted to research heard

Hugh M. Belville, NBC research
director, ask survey agencies for
better and more frequent ratings,

improved Set figures by markets
and better measurement of non-
set owning audience.

Carl Haverlin, BMI prez, ori

panel discussing program prob-
lems, said his organization had
been preparing for television since
its formation in 1040. In the face
of any possible withdrawal of
ASCAP music from video, Haver-
lirt quietly inferred BMI services

^will rernain available.

At the first day’s session, >Charles
R. Denny, NBC executive veepefc,

arid John McLaughlin, ad manager
of Kraft Foods, warned TV offi-

cials against too reckless an ad-
vance. McLaughlin also protested
strongly against coat-tail riding of
spots on expensive shows.
The Conference-sponsored Chi

Television Council is slated here
again next year,

Detroit, March 14.

Because of “the increased de-

mand for daytime television enter-

tainment,” Richard E. Jones, gen-:

oral manager of WJBK-TV, an-

nounced the addition of ‘‘Matinee

With Murphy” from 3 to 4 p. iri.

across-the-board, featuring disk

jockey Bob Murphy.
Jones said the show is planned

as an educational, and. instructional

program.
.

Included in the regu-

lar format will be instructions to

Boy and Girl Scouts ori earning
merit badges, tips to homemakers
ori child care, interior .

decorating

and tailoring, etc.

Lansing, Mich.—r-Roger S. Under-
hill has been appointed director
of Sales for WJIM-AM and TV.
For the past year, Underhill was
general manager and sales mana-
ger of WCIU-TV, Erie, Pa.

; Dallas, March 14.

The Dallas Morning News has
received the FCC approval for the
purchase of KBTV for $575,000
from the Potter Television Co.,

headed by Tom. Potter, Texas oil-

man. The News took an option on
the outlet iri December: and exer-

cised it in late January.
Martin Cainpheli, general man-

ager of WFAA; stated tlirit the TV
outlet would retain its old call let-

ters for the time being but. later

It would be changed to WFAA-TV.
Bprt Mitchell- formerly produc-

tion manager of WFAA, will super-
vise the integrating proceedings
between the two operations, radio
and TV.
According to Campbell, one of

the first moves will be to put
KBTV on the air seven -days a
week, it is now silent on Wedries-
days. -

'

This gives the newspaper an
AM outlet, FM and TV. Potter is

expected to stay in an advisory
capacity.

“SOCK S0WBKI

“PANICS THEM”

Gazette

Sex VARIETY

LORRAINE
ROGNAN

On the

Cavalcade ol Slats

Sat., 9 P.M. (Mar. 18)

Management!

matty rosen

The Seattle local of the American Federation of Radio Artists has
signed a new contract with three network stations iri Seattle. New
contract calls for a raise of $1.90 per week for announcers, newscasters

and writers, retroactive to Feb. 15, and also includes a definition of a
newscaster for the first time. Newscaster definition says that “any an-
nouncer whose regular duties include the rewriting of wire reports and
gathering of original news shall be classified as a newscaster for the
time so employed.” Newscasters receive approximately 7% more pay
than straight announcers’ wage of $85.90 per week.

Negotiations are continuing on fees for freelancers and for* specified

announcers etc.

New contract to be negotiated with independent stations is not ex-

pected to present any difficulties. In the past the indies have always
followed the lead of the network stations in signing with AFRA.

WMGM’S ‘‘Books on Trial,” which has just won a Newspaper Guild
‘‘Page One” award, will be rebroadcast overseas by the State Depart-,

merit. Sterling North, syndicated book critic who conducts the pro-

grain, was signed this week to a five-year pact. Tome up for discus-

sion on next Tuesday’s (20) broadcast is “"My Son, the Lawyer,” by
Henry Denker. Latter is e radio scripter, who hhs written and di-

rected “Greatest Story Ever Told.”
Raymond Katz produces and Milton B. Kaye directs “Books.”

In a lriove designed to solve the problem of how to cope with the
many requests from charitable organizations for free air time, WNBC,
N; Y., has decided to slot them in unsold participating time. They’ll

thus be treated the same as one-minute commercials but will, of course,
continue to get a free ride.

’

Most of the public service pitches now flooding the station, it’s

pointed out, are on disks Which run a full minute. In that form, they’re

too long to be used at station breaks, so WNBG decided, on the new
slotting procedure. Station: usually has five or six open participating

spots each week and will make these available to the charitable groups.
Under the new system, all requests for time go first to program

manager Harvey Gannon for screening, who then turns them over to
pub relations chief Schuyler Chapin. System will work the same way
for WNBT, the station’s television sister.

Radio Registry is : staging a Damon Runyon Costume Ball in the
Waldorf-Astoria, N* Y:y on March 31, With proceeds going to the Damon
Runyon Cancer Fund. Prizes will be awarded for the most original
costumes representing radio; television arid Broadway stars. Alfred de-
Liagre, Jr., Moss Hart and Russell Markert will be among the judges.
Doi'is Sharpe is chairman of the ball, with James Sauter heading the
executive committee. A1 Rylartder is heading the publicity committee
and Herb Sanford is arrangements chairman. Ed Cashman will pro-
duce the show, with Henry Sylvern acting as musical director.

prilboard

., Pacts 2 Shows

On Dodger Ballcasts

WOR-TV, N. Y., has built and

sold two shows to be aired around

its Brooklyn Dodger ballcasts.

Curtis Candy, via C. L. Miller

agency, has bought “Knot-hole

Gang,” a 25-minute stanza to be

broadcast before the Dodgers’ 50

daytime arid 21 night home games.

Ehler’s Coffee, via Weiss & Gel-

ler, is picking up the tab for a

15-minute series, “Clubhouse

Quiz,” to be carried following the
play-by*plays. Airers will also
go on before Dodger exhibition
matches.
“Knot-hole” will feature Happy

Felton as emcee, with youngsters
from sandlot teams; clubs, Police
Athletic League arid school organ-
izations interviewing athletic stars
and pitching or batting ori the Eb-
bets Field diamond. Moppets who
win contests staged bn the show
will get autographed equipment
and at the season’s end an exhi-
bition game with the youngsters
will be telecast.

“Clubhouse” will star Bob Edge
In a telephone quiz with three
viewers called on each broadcast
to identify a “mystery Dodger,”
past or present, from clues that
will include photos; film clips and
recordings: Prizes totalling $50,-
000 Will be awarded during the
season.. Ernie Byfleld, Jr., TV di-
rector of W&G, will produce..

in In

From L.A. Palladium
Hollywood, March 14.

Freddy Martin and his orchestra
have bfeen set to helm a once
Weekly television layout o ver
KTTV. Program titled“Band of
Tomorrow,” will bow April 11
when Martin’s crews opens at the
Palladium.

'

KTTV will give $1,500 per week
to Martin until .station can corner
a sponsor/ Outlet also will kine-
scope program for distribution
through its Television Recording
Corp. Martin would get extra coin
for such commercial sales; ditto his
sidemen.

Martin will do show from the
Palladium during his four-week
stay there at 50% of the gate ad-
missions plus a guarantee. He
then will do a studio show for nine
weeks, simultaneously playing one-
niters hereabouts, thus giving him-
self and crew a partial vacation.
Bandsmen will be kept on full

salary throughout.

Buell Making Chase

Continued from page 26

phia Orchestra officials, who had
made a previous arinouncement of
the coricerts and indicated that
James C. Petrillo had given his
blessings to the project.
The seri es, which was to run sus-

taining. Sunday . afternoons be-
tween 8 and 4:30 p.m., was expect-
ed to continue until the Philhar-
monic resumed in the fall; Action
of the National board of the AFM
will cost the 105 musicians of the
Philly Orch something between
$50,000 and $60,000 in Wages, it

was said here. The musicians were
to be paid for their services, and
in addition some extra revenue
would have gone to the Orchestra

Cleveland—WEWS has sold
to Lelsy Brewing the Harry Wis-
mer film “1950 Baseball Preview,”
Station also gets the General Mills
Golden Gloves Finals. Third an-
nounced sale is local-package Hi-
Time, with Coca-Cola buying the
Barbara Page Monday through

Hollywood, March 14.

American Releasing Corp. ,
head-

ed by Jack Dempsey, will roll a
series of westerns for television
starring the heavies of motion pic-

ture paters. Jed Buell will pro-
duce the pix.

Dick Wiley agency
.
has set

Charles King in lead role through-

j

out the series. King will partic i-

J

pate in the net profits front the
sale of the films to television.

Courtesy of M-G-M

THE GREAT RUPERT'
For Gaorga Pal Prbds.
THI CAMEL SHOW

vary Friday Nit#/ 9:30 l.S.T./ NBC

M9K: LOU CLAYTON

Board Room Available
Telephone service. deik.thairi; $60

amonrii.

Radio ‘Writers' 9«i)ld

4 1. 39th Street. New York City
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"She proves herself a smash right from

opening fbr any style patron.

"Miss Gibbs, more polished and pleasant-

ly-stylized than in the past, is on first and

gives Caesar a hard act to follow. She looks

good and sells so well she puts one in mind

of the Sophie Tuckers and Jolsons of previ-

ous generations rather than the immobile and

unshowmanly crop of latter-day warblers.

"Rhythm is Miss Gibbs' strength, and she

wisely sticks pretty much to it . . • she stuck to

such tunes as 'Taking a Chance on Love,'

'Funny That Way,' 'Manhattan Towers' and

'Somebody Loves Me,' which she could bend

to her style. She did a total of seven num-

bers and had o hard time begging off."

Variety. Issue Feb. 15th Herb.

"Georgia Gibbs is doing the best girl-sing-

ing to be heard anywhere in town."

Doug Watt—Daily News.

"For a pleasant change, our town is load-

ed with good singers at the moment and one

of the best is a girl named Georgia Gibbs,

at the Waldorf-Astoria’s Wedgwood Room.

For some reason Georgia has been allowed

to languish away from New York but at the

Wedgwood Room, she proves that she's an

original stylist with complete control of every-

thing she tries, and she can try any kind of

song in any range and make If sound good.

Perhaps the nicest thing about her is that she

isn't, like most microphone singers, brash.

There's music and melody and imagination in,

everything she does and it looks as though

nobody can stop her from here on in."

Robert Sylvester—Daily News.

"Georgia Gibbs a bundle of musical

nerves. A smash on the Berle stanza."

Sid Shalit—Daily News.

LATEST CORAL RELEASE

(If I Knew You Were Cornin')

I

1D'VE BAKED A CAK
Backed by

WITH THE HAPPY F

- 7SL

m
cir

Direction—WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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Cleveland AM vs.
Continued from page W sa

little harder with the sales tools

of promotion, publicity and mer-
chandising .

.

“The results have been highly

encouraging. WGAR has main-
tained. an upward trend in sales

for the past 19 months, .1949 was
the greatest year in our history.

In January and February of this

year, our figures are larger than
those of 1949. The list of WGAR
advertisers is now the greatest in

our history and we have good rea-

son to believe; that .1950 will be
greater than 1949.*' WGAR is a
(DBS 'outlet,.;;

Over at WJW, similar opinions

are expressed. Larry Webb de;
dared that figures from November
through the past month, were as

good as if not better than during
Nov.y 1048, through Feb., *49. Ah
though the station lost the Cleve-
land Indians, it won’t be down on

.

the
;
financial side since ABC net-

1

work commitments and new biz

through new programs will see
billings moving ahead of a year
ago.;"; .

••

.V-,..;

Hal Gallagher, sales manager of
WTAM (also WNBK-NBCs TV
outlet) compared television to a
“rapidly growing infant . . requires
a great deal of rest. There are
three TV stations in Cleveland;
they are on the air of 172 hours
per week there are seven AM
radio stations. . on the air a total

of 924 hours per week .--.broad*

casting is still the main course,
with TV the dessert. Of Course,
everybody loves dessert and to
fully enjoy it we are willing to
forego some of the main course.
But in 1950 there isn’t enough des^
sert to go around.”

The extent of AM’s drawing
power is further evident by two
mail counts made at WTAM.
Sportscaster Tom Manning in brief
announcements offering free base-
ball schedules on his two daily
sponsored programs for a period
of less than two weeks realized

. more ;
than 12 ,000 pieces of mail.

Each letter also contained a ; 3-

cent stamped return envelop.
WTAM’s Farm Editor, Jim:. Chap-
man, has just , started a juvenile
safety club, and through his 6: 15
a. m. announcement has already
received 1,500 requests for mem-
bership, i

David M. Baylor, vice-president
and

.
general manager of indie

WJMO, maintains that the novelty
of TV is wearing off and that there
is a “swing back to the favorite
radio programs. Thus it can be
assumed that television will not

soon announce names of other
prominent speakers who will ad-

dress the convention on responsi-

bility in Industry, advertising, gov-

ernment, agriculture, and coming
generations.

replace AM radio as an entertain-

ment medium; more likely the two
will be supplementary.”

K. K. Hackathorn, WHK (Mu-
tual) points to the opening, with-,

j

In another . 60 days, Of WDOK, the

'

eighth AM station as evidence that
radio isn’t moving out of the pic-

ture, “Cleveland,” he adds, “is

going through a competitive situa-

tion hot heretofor experienced in

this market, but the end result
may well be an increase in radio
advertising for all of us as the
good word of the real worth of
radio advertising is spread, through
our competitive efforts,”

There are three TV stations in

Greater Cleveland. Besides
WNJBK, there are WEWS, the
Scripps-Howard Unit, and W3CEL,
indie.

Savannah
Continued from page 29

NAB Hotfoot
Continued from p>|t 2T

no definite idea as to just what his-)

qualifications should be; the bid to

bring out the broadcasters for the
convention by putting the accent
on top-ranking speakers rather
than a promise to tackle vital in-

dustry problems-T-these are inter-

preted as part of the Uncertainty
and bewilderment besetting the or-

ganization;
It’s the consensus that the fur

will be flying when the broadcast-
ers get together for their annual
assemblage.

. < i

'

11

Romulo Heads Up Speakers
.
Washington, March 14.

The NAB will have Gen- Car-
los P. Romulo, president of the
UN General Assembly, as a princi-

pal speaker at Its 28th annual con-
vention* April 12-19 in Chicago.
Romulo will open the agenda of
the April 17 sessions with an ad-
dress on “The Broadcaster’s Re-
sponsibilities In World Affairs.”

Romulo is a Pulitzer prize-win-
ning editor and author who served
as aide to Gen. Douglas McArthur
in major battles in the recapture
of the Philippines. He' was elect-

ed president Of the fourth regular
session of the UN at its opening
last September in New York.

First four days of the NAB con-
vention will be devoted . to engi-
neering matters and the last three
days, beginning Monday, April 17,
to the Management Conference.
Theme will be “The. American

j

Broadcaster’s
;
Responsibility in the

World Today.” Association will

grams were.- sponsored, that 88.6%
of the time was commercial, that

no time was devoted to educational

programs, and that only two news
broadcasts were made.

Council said the operation of

WEAS is a “complete reversal” of

the policies proposed by Rivers

when he applied for the station in

1946 and when he filed for license

renewal in 1948. Present schedules

it added, show “marked discrep-

ancies” from previous representa-

tions.

In view of Rivers’ record at

WEAS; Council stsked that the

Commission set aside its grant for.

a daytime station to Rivers or hold

up the permit pending a hearing on
the case. Council said that FCC
would not have granted the Savan-

nah permit without a hearing if it

had been aware of Rivers’ policies

in Decatur,
The Council was formed in No-

vember, 1948 “to provide for uni-

form action by the radio stations of

Savannah in matters where uni-

formity promotes- such public in-

terest, as well as to maintain and
protect proper ethical standards,

including the maintenance of non-
discriminatory practices . . .

”

Members of the Council are

WCCP, WDAR, WFRP, WSAV, and
WTOC,

Continued front pift It

would dot
.
carry the Corwin pro-

gram) was made without my knowl-
edge. Neither myself nor program
director George Boeder (brother of
the newscaster) was told that any
statement would be given out, and
we knew nothing of wh^t had trans-
pired until we received a telephone
call from Abe Schechter of Mutual;
When the situation was explained
to/us, we assured Mr. Schechter
and Mutual that we had no objec-
tions to the documentary. We told
them also that no letter of protest
would be sent, and we added that
we would take the broadcast. That’s
how the situation stands.”

Radio Writers
Continued from page 29

r .

writing. When the medium is pre-

pared to spend a much larger share

for programming, he said, it will

need trained writers and will turn

to radio and the film industry for

them.
“Very little in the way of a true

documentary has been done in tele-

vision,” lie said* “but I believe we
Will do tremendous things in the
future.”
Hazam said he’s been told the

radio writer is about to be as ex-

tinct as the passenger pigeon or
“the fellow who makes holes In

the rolls for a player piano.” But
he feels heartened, he said, by
Fred Alien’s comment that TV is

“a : wonderful medium for puppets.
I give huhian beings just one more
year.”

If that’s the shape of things to

come, he observed, “I -ye nothing
more to worry about than anyone
else.”

Hazam has been writing docu-
mentaries for 15 years and has ac-

cumulated so many awards and
citations he’s stopped counting
them. He lives in suburban Sil-

ver Spring, Md., Where he does his

work.
He has been doing the “Living”

series for NBC since it began as
“Living, . 1948.” Show is

c carried

sustaining on Saturday 4-4:30 p. m.,

with Ben Grauer as narrator.

Continued from page 27

Amarillo, Tex.^-Mark Roberts,
formerly chief announcer for
KAMQ here, has been appointed
program director for . another lo-
cal outlet, KFDA.
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VARIETY, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1, 1190 Speaking of variety

have you tried Regents?

Luckies will continue to ride along
with it.

Competing With Self?

(While not exactly competing
with itself, Luckies’ sponsorship of

Jack Benny Sunday at 7 on radio,

and inviting an. immediate switch-
over to video for the 7:30 pickup
of “This Is Show Business,” pre-
sents something of a media Ripley
to the trade.)

Chesterfield: Company is report-
ed unhappy over the Perry Como
Sunday night TV showcase on
NBC, since all the rating laurels

are being snared by the competi-
tion, namely, Ed Sullivan’s “Toast
of the Town,” on CBS. Some say
Chesterfield wants out on the
show.

Philip Morris: . It’s a tossup
whether PM will play along with
“Candid Camera” at the end of the
current TV cycle, the ciggie com-
pany having also been hesitant at

the previous option time. It’s con-
sidered entirely likely that a video
version of the Horace Heidt show
may move in as next season’s sub-
stitute. Company has also bought
Dizzy Dean for DuMont baseball.

Old Gold: Still getting one of the
best per-cost buys in AM and TV
with its dual spread of “Original
Amateur Hour” and “Stop the
Music,” with no changes contem-
plated.

Pall Mall: Ditto with its AM-TV
“Big Story,” “and we’re very hap-
py, thank you.”

Continued from page 29

transit vehicles are “the bonus fac-
tor” which attracts sponsors to FM
stations. It expressed hope that
“at some time in the future” the
transit sets will be a small minority
of FM receivers in operation, “blit
until that time arrives, the tran-
sit sets in use serve to create circu-
lation which is otherwise difficult
to establish and even more difficult
to prove, They make possible the
program service that is required to
build FM receiver use.” ;

./•J Cleve. Next?

Cleveland, March 14.

Soon there may be music for this
city’s streetcar and bus rider.

Cleveland Transit System offi-
cials have indicated they are study-
ing the possibilities of wiring their
equipment. CTS General Manager
Donald C. Hyde says he likes and
wants transit radio, and that a de-
cision might soon be forthcoming
on whether radio would be in-
stalled, at iio cost to the CTS, but
with advertising revenue going to
the CTS.

Big Springs, Tex., March 14.
The West Texas-New Mexico

Broadcasters Assn, has beep
formed here. Emphasis will be
placed on regional as well as na-
tional problems related to the radio
industry.
Membership is open to all sta-

tions operators in the area. Jack
Wallace, of KBST* here is prez,
and J.- M. McDonald, of KCRS,
Midland; is secretary-treasurer.
Directors of the organization are
Jack Hawkins, KRIG, Odessa; Har-
ley Hubbard, KXOX, Sweetwater;
•Lewis Seibert, ICGKL, San Angelo;
W. D. Dixon, KVWC* Vernon; R. E.
Bruce, KRUN, Ballinger, and W. E.
Whitmoijjp, KGFL, Roswell, N. M,

Stations now affiliated in the as-

sociation include KRIG, KGKL,
KCRC, KGFL, KVWC, KXOX;
KBST, KRUN, KOSA, KTXN;
KIUN, KTXL and KVLF.

Continued from page 29 055

aimed to show merchants that ad-

vertised over the radio from a sta-

tion just nine miles from Lorain
were not permitted to advertise in

the paper.

As the second week of testimony
got under way, the Government
called Donald Heisner, radio store

operator, to the stand. He testi-

fied t)iat late in 1948 he had a

contract with the journal, that

just before Christmas he took time
on WEOL, and then was notified

by the paper that his contract had
been cancelled, Later, when h«
tried to advertise again, he was
refused by the paper’s advertising
manager, Victor Bremer, Who said,

“If I’d play ball with the Journal
they’d play ball with me.”

Several other merchants* includ-

ing James Resar, tool rental op-

erator; George LleWelyn, Pontiae
dealer, told of similar instances of

being forced, to either drop WEOL
or losing

.
their contract with the

Journals

Another witness was William E.

Bennett, sales promotion manager
Of the Chicago group of Scars &
Roebuck stores. He said, he moved
onto the scene when the Lorain
Journal rejected advertising copy
from the Lorain store after two
Sears ads

.
appeared in the Lorain

Sunday News, the other competing
media in the Lorain area. Bennett
added Sears spent about $20,000
annually with the Journal, and
that subsequently the News ac-

count was dropped.

The Journal and four of its ex-

ecutives are charged with viola-

tion of the civil anti-trust law in

that merchants were denied adver-
tising space when they bought ra-

dio time from WEOL.
Judge Freed lias already noti-

fied opposing attorneys they would
have a month to prepare their

briefs. He will then hear their

arguments and decide at a later

date whether he will order the
Journal to stop the practices ab
leged in the Government com-
plaint. The case is expected to

conclude this week.

The Lorain Journal rested its

defense' yesterday after one wit-

ness, Publisher Horvitz, testified

paper’s policy was against doing
business with concerns using
WEOL.

TV ADVERTISING

BUDGET ACCOUNTS
ONI ffINUTI FILM

WITH VOICI

WRITE CAll

OR. SEE

FILM ACK
1333 SOUTH
WABASH AVE.

CHICAGO
HA. 7-3395

Schenectady— G. William (Bill)
Givens* supervisor of farm broad 1*-

casting at WGY, WRGB and WGFM
for the past two years, has been
appointed supervisor of the sta-
tions’ publicity and promotion, by
Robert B. Hanna, stations mana-
ger.

Apts, for Rtnf .

NEWLY REMODELLED BLDG.

448 West 5.5th Streot, N«w York

fmmidioti Occupancy

t l< 3 Room Fur'd Apts., $120-$145
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New Ydrfe
Bea Lillie and Dinah shore were

§
acted this week to guest on the

oh Hope-Frigidaire show Easter

Sunday via jNTBC - TV . . , • Bob
Ketfshan, portrayer of “Clarabeile,

the Clown” on “Howdy Doody,”
now doubling as the new Indian
character on the show .

• . As a

result of his success in the TV
. version of “On Borrowed Time,”
seyen-year-old Tommy Rettig has
been inked by Metro for a role in

the next Jane Powell starrer, “In
the Tender Hours” . . . Actress
Marie Kenney, featured on NBC-
.TV’s “Big.Story” .twice last ltionttr-

set for a role in CBS-TV’s “Escape”
tomorrow night (Thurs.) . . . Harry

' Blackstone has packaged a magic
show for TV, which Dan Tuthill,

as exclusive rep,; is now peddling
to agencies and clients . .Stanton
M. Osgood upped to coordinator
of CBS-TV production services . .

With Sunset Appliances picking up
the tab for Dennis James’ Monday
night boxing via DuMont, the
announcer’s sports Schedule is now
completely sold out . . . INS-Tele-
news sports review, “This Week
in Sports,” will be sponsored by
Guiftness Stout via WPIX starting
this month , . ; CBS-TV’s “Faye
Emerson Show” became a five-
station network program starting
Monday night (13), with four sta-
tions outside N.Y. picking it up .

Special Purpose Films pacted to
lens a series of TV spots for Seal-
test, through N. W. ‘Ayer.

WJZ-TV is airing 30 minutes
earlier on Fridays (at ‘1:30 p.m.) to
carry “Adventures in Sewing,”
which Apollo Distributing Corp.
and Sulzman Distributing Corp,
are backing ... Arthur Godfrey’s
Mariners Quartet planning a classi-
cal concert in N. Y., similar to their
recent venture in Baltimore

,

. .

Lenore . Lbnergaji, recently in
•‘Alive and Kicking,” on Broadway,
will play the telephone operator in

. “Holiday
.
Hotel,” which preems

March 23 On ABC-TV. Tom Adair
will script and Don Sadler will di-
rect the choreography . . . Tony
Charmoli, choreographer for “Stop
the Music.” will guest on CBS-TV’s
“Winner Take AH” Saturday (18)

. . Sylvia Peyser, wife of CBS-TV
director John Peyser, playing
‘Little Women” in Gotham hos-
pitals.. . . Lute Pease, 8t-year-old
Pulitzer Prize-winning cartoonist,
to guest on “Life Begins at 80”
next week . . Charles Gollingwood,
of CBS-TV’s “People’s Platform,”
to conduct debate at Philadelphia
Bulletin’s fourth annual forum

Destiny.” Hugh Burden, Brian
Coleman and Percy Walsh are
featured . . . From Monday (13) un-
til next Wednesday (22) there will

be six telecasts of the World and
European ice-hockey champion-
ships from Wembley, Harringay
and the Empress Hall . . . Next
Sunday (19) and the following Fri-

day there wilfbe a revival of “Men
of Darkness,” which was first tele-

cast two years ago. Royston Morley
is producing and the cast is topped
by Clement McCallin and Victoria
Hopper.

Color TV Followup
Continued from put M

Continued from put 26

views Which appear to be pro-Re-
publican and anti-Communist.”
One of the Richards’ stations in-

volved ih the commission’s investi-

gation is WJR, in Detroit; Rich-
ards has also proposed to trans-

fer voting control in his stations

to three Michigan trustees. The
qualifications of the trustees (two
directors of General Motors and
the

;
president of Michigan State

College) tp take over Richards’ op-

erations is An issue in the proceed-
ings.

Ferguson suggested the possi-

bility that FCC; “may be using its

authority over radio stations for

political censorship. If this is so,

it is of vital concern to every
member of the senate and to the
country.”
The; senator said that “if radio

station owners of one particular

leaning are being favored and
those of opposite leanings are be-

ing frowned upon, clearly then the
Commission is embarking upon the
dangerous course of political cen-

sorship.”
Clete Roberts today (Tues.V testi-

fied at FCC hearing here that

while he served as director of

KMPC department of public affairs

Richards gave him instructions to

place FDR and Mrs, Roosevelt al-

ways in an unfavorable position in

Station’s news broadcasts: to mini-
mize Truman* administration, to

present Republicans in best and
most favorable light and to quote
frequently from such columnists as
Westbrook Pegler and Fulton
Lewis.

Richards, he said, referred to

Truman as “that necktie salesman
in the White House.”

what its system can tackle. There

was even a demonstration of, a

spinning white rod, highly touted

at recent FCC comparative tests

as the most difficult technical feat

for color TV. Object is. to show
that white, which is a composite

of all colors, emerges on the screen

sans color break up. Results were
convincing; at its highest speed oi

rotation there Was a pale green
fringe, but general effect was one
of whiteness. •.

CTI color, at its best test here to

date, is bright and faithful. Such fa-

miliar objects as a bunch of grapes,

package’ of““well known breakfast

food or household soap flakes,

flash onthe screen as almost exact
reproductions as the original.

Contrasts between colors is sharp,

and closeups are excellent. Facial
features are still the weak .point

of the system, but there’s marked
improvement.

Skin tones are truer than in any .

of the competing systems, even
that of CBS. There is a faint color

fringe, which could easily be the
result of lighting, but even this

is not objectionable. Haziness in

long shots has still to be overcome,
but general effect is impressive;

Biggest improvement showed up
on the black and white receivers,
proving company’s claims of com-
patability. In past tests, the black
and white images were hazy and
unsteady; Use of direct view,
rather than projection receivers,
undoubtedly helped, as seen Mon-
day the black and white reception
of the color test was of first rate
quality.

Sen. Edwin Johnson (D., Col.),

present at the test, summed up the
situation by stating, “No one can
discount CTI after this demonstra-
tion.” This reviewer is inclined to
agree with the senator, Lowe.

CBS television this week pacted to moye the transmitter for WCBS-
TV, its N, Y. flagship station, to the Empire State building, N; Y., from
its present site atop the tower of the neighboring Chrysler building
CBS shift represents the fifth of the seven N. Y. video outlets who will
be broadcasting from the same transmitter site, which is expected to
prove a boon to the majority of setowners. Only station holdouts in
the metropolitan area are WOR-TV and WATV, both of which now
transmit from across the Hudson river in New Jersey.

WCBS-TV transmitter will be installed on the 83d floor of the
Empire State, with the antenna to be set up on the new tower now
undergoing construction. Pate when the station will begin transmit-
ting from the new site has not been set, but there will be no holdup
in present operations.

CBS-TV’s“Ford Theatre” may be the next big dramatic show to
switch to film via the Jerry Fairbanks multi-camera system; While
nothing has been signed yet, spokesmen for the Kenyon & Eckhardt
agency, which produces the show, said this, week they had been hud-
dling with Fairbanks reps in N. Y. qn the possibility of testing the sys-
tem on an experimental basis. Ford might run into difficulties over
film rights, . however, which would, make it more difficult to procure
scripts. K&E does not kinescope the series, specifically so as not to
buck the major film companies for TV rights to story properties.

Agency has decided, meanwhile, to set up two separate production
units on the Ford show when it goes once a week next September.
Move will virtually double the overall budget, since Ford will be forced
to spend each week as much as it now spends on its alternate week
setup. Certain economies might' be. effected, however, by having some
of the administrative personnel double in their duties.

New promotion stunt for “Howdy Doody” devised by Martin Stone
Associates and NBC to find the boy in the U. S. who most closely re-
sembles the television puppet is expected to be one of the major TV
promotions of the year. All 25 NBC video outlets carrying the show
will be tied in On the search to splurge on publicity at the local level,

In addition, the kid who eventually wins will be brought to N. Y. to
guest not only on the H-D show but on several other top video pro-
grams.

Contest tees off March 17, which marks the 500th program in the
series. Total of 500 prizes will be awarded, 250 going to the “Double-
Doody” winner and another 250 to the charitable organization of his
choice. Prizes include such items as film projectors, bicycles, record
players, radios, TV sets, etc.

CBS-TV Savings
Continued front page 31

London
The Oxford-Cambridge boat race,

which last year proved to be one
of the topical highlights of British
TV, is to be telecast again April 1.

Four mobile
,
units Will be used to

insure stroke by stroke coverage
. . . Film Star Valerie Hobson
makes her bow in a TV play when
she will have the part of the
strange lady in Shaw’s “A Man of

Boston—Joseph Lopez, formerly
manager of Yankee Network’s
Providence outlet, WEAN, has
been appointed sales manager for
the newly-formed sales office in
Boston. Lopez will direct sales for
network . stations outside Hub,
which include WEAN, Providence;
WONS, Hartford and WICC,
Bridgeport. Mowry Lowe of
WEAN sales staff will take over
management of WEAN during
Lopez’s absence.

tisers. Web spokesmen pointed out
that they are in business to sell

time to sponsors, not to make a
profit oil production facilities. In
fact, the spokesman said, CBS in

the past has lost money by quoting
a price to sponsors which was less

than the show actually cost. . New
production rates have been lined
up to hit a break-even point. While
t|je web is taking advantage of the
lower costs now, all advertisers
will reap the benefits at their next
option times. CBS claims it can
now give a sponsor and agency a
flat price according to a script and
make that price firm.

In addition to sets and props,
the web has effected savings up
and down the line. It has pacted
with Eaves and Brooks costume
outfits for bulk buying, which
brings down the overall price. In
addition, it now rents trucks on a
yearly basis, which again means a
savings of 25% in trucking
charges. Other savings in produc-
tion facilities include 9% in the
hour rates for set design; .6% for
operating labor; 30% for lighting
supervision; 23% for prop shop-
ping, and 25% for Wardrobe at’

tendants.

Following a report of the Stamford ,
Conn..survey last week showing

high school students with video sets spend as much time watching their
screens as they spend in their classrooms, it was revealed this week by
the Fort Worth Star-Telegram that highschoolers in that Texas city
benefit from TV via better grades. Survey conducted by S-T video
editor Ira Cain showed 60% of all students with TV sets had boosted
their grades over the previous year, 5% more than the decrease m
grades shown by the remaining 40%. Less than 15% of the students
listed any restrictions from parents on viewing time. From that group,
one student dropped from a B to a C-plus average, one raised from
B-plus to an A, while the others maintained their A averages.

WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, received a trans-ocean phone call from a
Bermuda-bound DC-4, flying 200 miles southeast of the city. Col.
Victor Dallin, director of the Philadelphia International Airport, called
the station and said the guests aboard at that moment were watching
the Dennis Janies’ “Okay Mother” show on WFIL-TV and the program
was “coming in fine.”

The plane, the “Esso-AtlJs Sky ‘Merchant,” was transporting a group
of civic and business officials from Philadelphia for an introductory
“week-end in Bermuda.” The trip was made to induce airlines to
schedule regular service between this city and Bermuda. Among the
passengers were the mayors Of York, Allentown, Bethlehem, Chester
and Williamsport, Pa. Col. Dallin represented Mayor Bernard Samuel
of Philadelphia.

DuMont this week reshuffled its programming setup; integrating its

production facilities under supervision of a central group of execs,
instead of spreading them out under local studio chiefs as before.
Moye was. taken, according to program director James L, Caddigan, be-
cause of increased programming activities resulting from more shows
being fed to affiliates and renewed emphasis on daytime programs.
New setup includes four basic department^—program development

and procurement, production, studio supervision and training. Alvin
Hollander, formerly supervisor of the web’s Studio A, N. Y., Was upped
to the newly-created post of production facilities, manager. Don Russell
has been named chief announcer, and Duncan MacDonald supervisor
of training.

February ?TV Pulse reports 7 out; of 10
top once-a-week TV shows in Cincinnati

are seen oh

-tv .

TV STA. B .

.

TV STA. C.

...... . . and in multi-weekly TV ihowi
WCPO-TV take, 4 out of the top 10

2

I

WCPO-TV . 6
TV STA. B . 4

TV STA. C 0

CINC IN N A T I . O H I

O

NBC’s ‘Me, Too’
Continued from page 31

Call a Branham Man for Availabilities

ers? Who7
introduced opera and

rodeo to TV fans?

Who was the first to successfully
achieve the cross-fading split
Screen technique, for video? Or.
again, who, but NBC, provided
video fans with one of the alltime

;

single . telecast sparks by that
memorable. 'initial; performance by
Arturo Toscanini and the NBC
Symphony?
How, too, NBC argues in pre-

senting its ease for TV leadership,
can you laugh off a $40,000,000 cash
reserve as revealed in the RCA
parent company balance sheet?

The network refuses to yield to
contentions that CBS outstrips
NBC in TV imagination and initia-
tive, whatever the general reaction
about radio rivalry.

. The projec-
tion of the “Saturday Night Revue”
with the emergence of Max Lieb-
man Into variety production lead-
ership; the Tuesday night rating
bonanza; the ability to transfer
Monday night CBS allegiance on
radio to NBC allegiance on TV
through the Robert Montgomery
‘‘Lucky Strike Theatre” dramatics
—j-these are cited as evidence that,
video-wise, NBC is alerted to the
need for creative knowhow in pat-
terning for the TV .future.
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Color Hearings
Continued from page SO

lied 6 me for color and, further,

that it Is not Interested in systems

which are still in the "theoretical”

Stage. •

'

New Converter

However, the agency told the

Celomat Corp. of New York, which

has developed a converter for CBS
color to be marketed for $9,95, that

«‘this information is pertident to

the issues relating to color televi-

sion and should bp made a part

pf the record” in the hearings.

Celorhat’s converter is for use lit

sets which would be adapted to re-

ceive CBS 405-line color in black

arid white. This would be accom-
plished by, incorporating adapta-

tion (compatibility) in.new sets at

the factory through use of a device
invented by CBS and improved
upon by an FCC engineer which
would automatically tune in color-

casts from three different systems

in monochrome.
•

' Incorporation of adapters, either

at the factory or by set owners, is

predicated on adoption of CBS
color or of multiple standards,

which would give broadcasters a

choice of color transmission sys-

tems' and the public a choice of

color receivers or converters; FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy pointed out

recently during Commission hear-

ings that if adaptation was built

into sets at the, factory, the com-

ln 1927 television by

radio was demon •

strated— both image

andsound on thesame

frequency band by a

single transmitter

.

;*•

Blair TV Inc. was the

first exclusive repre-

sentative of television

stations

MMISINTINO
Birmingham ........ ...WlttC-IV

c#i«f«bu* w*ns-tv
u* AnS«i«t ktsl
Hiw Orkana ... ... ......WDSU-TV
Omaha ...WOW-fV
HUhmond .....WfVR

taka City.....;...,..... .KPYl-IV
Soattto ........KINO-TV

patibility problem of CBS color
could be

.

licked on all new sets;
and that in a few years, with pro-
duction climbing, only a small pro-
portion of existing sets would be
incompatible > or incapable of re-
ceiving color.

While. FCC has no control over
manufacturers, it is anticipated
that adaptation would be built in,
once color is authorized. Should
the larger companies resist putting
in adapters, it is believed the
smaller companies would take the
lead and force the issue. However,
it is regarded doubtful that, rep-
utable firms would risk almost
certain public censure, to say
nothing pf possible Federal Trade;
Commission or anti-trust action, to
avoid a relatively slight change in
cost and design of receivers.

. Actually, it is suggested, there
is nothing to prevent manufac-
turers from putting in adapters
now--without waiting for the color
decision. With the possibility! that
buyer resistance ritiay develop .as
action on color draws near, it is

believed that the first
, producer!

who can offer "all-compatible” re-
ceivers may gain a distinct com-
petitive advantage.

water but I would favor them as

a last resort.”

Johnson said that color video is

"no longer just around the corner.

It’s here, though it’s not per-

fected.” The CBS system* he said,

is further advanced than the
Others, ‘‘It could give very good
service. With respect to its poten-
tial, I won’t commit myself."

Pa. Liquor Board
Continued from page 30

only partially responsible for the
king-sized sets^in-use total. -Fig-

ure* they contend, also reflects the
act that those people owning their
sets for a long time previously also
had them tuned in during the
month. As more sets are sold,
consequently, new Viewers will be
added to the older setowners, which
will result in increased competi-
tion for radio, films, etc!

While Tuesday night regained its

spot as the No, 1 viewing night,
the,, spread in sets-in-use figures
or the various nights of the .week
showed a tendency . to decrease
again reflecting that more people
are watching their sets more of the
ime. Tuesday figure was a 64.8,
with Sunday a close second with
64.2. . Other nights showed Mon-
day with 62; Wednesday, 58.6;
Thursday, 59;2; Friday, 58.6; and
Saturday, 55.8. Intensified compe-
tition among the networks for Sat-
urday nights is expected to boost
the total on that night.

as raffles, dance contests, and
other tournaments. The order apr
plies not Only to the

. bars, but to
all parts of the licensed premises.

Gelder* said change was made
after numerous licensees, and
others had inquired if Urierised
places could be used for such con-
tests. Gelder said“Licensed places
are for the sale of food arid the
dispensing of liquor and are not
places of entertainment. A place of
entertainment needs an amuse-
ment license.”

The order, according to Gelder,
Was aimed directly at the recently

i
organized leagues playing the pool

I

bowling machines and shuffle
boards. This ban, however, does
^apply to clubs, which are exempt
from the amusement provisions of
the liquor law, nor to private par-
ties held on licensed premises.

A bridge club, for example,
would still be permitted to award
prizes in a hotel or restaurant and
a private organization could still

award dance prizes. But the 11

censee, under no consideration, is

permitted to offer or award prizes,

Gelder emphasized,

WNBT Daytime
Continued from page 31

Continued from page 31

Affiliates Cry
‘

Continued from pare *9

some bankrollers firm rates means
that others will have to get simi-
lar guarantees and will tend to

hold down rates generally, both
local and national.

Works Both Ways, Says Rep
Chain spokesman reply that pro-

tection is a two-way proposition,
with the stations being assured of
a 104-w;eek contract and no can-
cellations- Even though an affil-

iation contract is for only one year,
pacts are firm regardless of pos-
sible changes in affiliation. ‘"Lone
Ranger” plan got heavy accept-
ance, it’s stressed, because broad-
casters feel it is a strong audience
series;'.-.

,

•.

While local outlets may beef that
some spot spenders are going net-
work, chains answer that on an
overall basis national spot was up
7% and local biz up 6!4% in 1949
with net billings down 4%, which
doesn’t indicate the stations suf-

fered. Additionally, the webs ar-

gue, shifts in ad allocations from
AM to TV or from spot to network
are reflections of the advertisers’
needs and preferences.
On the charge that webs - are

moving into station option time,
it’s pointed out, about 95% pf na-

tional commercials are in network
option time and the remaining 5%
in station time with tlie outlets’

consent, (FCC regulations limit

network option time to three morn-

ing, three afternoon and three eve-
ning hours.) However, those air-

ers in local time are strong and
affiliates would gripe if these Were
dropped for any reason.

Although stations, may contend
that nets can pressure them to
yield station time and other con-
cessions, webs argue that stations

are free agents. On one AM
.
web

last year there were -over >3,000
Single broadcast cancellations (be-

cause ; of public service or local

commercial 'broadcasts) Snd many
more delayed broadcasts. These *

cost! the chains money and endan-
ger accounts; And in TV; it’s

stressed, stations' »are - calling the
tune.

Webs admit that some big spon-
sors using net shows to plug many
products may Withhold coin frojn

the spot field- But, it’s pointed
out, these Sponsors are paying for

good programs, which offer the af-

filiates lucrative adjacencies for
local bankrollers.

Many of the affiliates’ gripes are
handled by station representatives
on behalf of their clients.

;

But,
webs counter, if the outlets are; uh- ’

happy with their affiliation, why do
so many seek chain ties and why
do the reps use their influence to

obtain network
'
pacts for their sta-

tions? Answer, they say, is that

stations need the networks as

much as vice versa.

“Ladies First,” will originate from
a remote location in line with the

I

station's plan of spreading out to

solve the studio space problem
I WNBT and Stone are now dicker
ing with the Tavern-on-the-Green
eatery, in Manhattan’s Centra
Park, as a possible site. While
some cash prizes will be handed
out to winners of contests staged

on the program, emphasis is to be
placed on entertainment. Ed Her-
Iihy has been pencilled in as

emcee, with Dick Doan handling

the show for the Stone office.

Cooking show is being packaged
by the Moie-Davis agency,

WNBT’s daytime plan received

a push forward this week with the

signing of Sacks-34th Street, de-

partment store, to .continue as

sponsor of the first half-hour of

“Shoppers Matinee" when Miss

Norris moves the program over

from its present spot on the Du-

Mont. web. Second half-hour vis to

be pitched to participatiug bank-

rollers under the same system as

it was sold on DuMont.

.v.

Continued from page SO

best features of the CTI, RCA and

CBS systems worked out as the

solution to the color problem. “I

realize it’s not simple,” he said-

“It’s like mixing an ox, a camel and

an elephant, but I do hope that

some composite standard can be

developed.”

Asked what he thought of

multiple standards which would
giye the public a Choice of all

three systems, he said: "I don’t

take to them like a duck takes to

tf..i POUGH
*

And on this farm he has

need for new implements, fencing,

paint and electrical appliances for his home. Farmer

MacDonald also has the money . . . plus the incli-

nation to spend.

lust where can you Find this potential customer?

Right in the heart of WLW-Land. And there are

089,999 other WLW-Land farmers just like, him; AH •

together, they plan to Bperid $890,000,000 in 1950.*

It'* the greatestfarm market in history

And the quickest, surest fw&y tt> reach this rich

market is via WLW, ‘which attracts onc-tixth^i6A%

—of all rural radio .listening ;
throughout WLW’*

four-state area.**

THE GREATEST FARM MARKET IN HISTORY

THE GREATEST SELLING MEDIUM IN THE MIDWEST

Of all firm families in the WLW Merchandise-Able
Area, 38.7% listen to WLW more often than to any
other station (with 257 stations competing). WLW
/caches ....

•5.2%. of all rural radio hamat In fouir w««ks

. 69.1%. of all rural radio tiama* during an avtrqg* w*ek .

And, the average rural home reached listens ONE
HOUR AND TWELVE MINUTES PER DAY to

WLW,

for further information, contact any of
,
the IT LW Sales Offices hi

Cincinnati,
Net 'v York,
Chicago or '

Hollywood.
* Special farm consumetsurvey-^nowavaiUiblt

:+*‘Nici$c.n Rtulid Index, Feb-March, 1949 :

WLW
the nation s most merchandise-able station
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Rossiter, 83,

Chicago, March 14.

Two of Chicago’s pioneers in the

music publishing and composing
business will have celebrated their

50th and 60th years in the busi-

ness within 10 days of each other;

Tomorrow (15) marks the 83d

birthday and 60th year in publish-

ing , for “Uncle” Will Rossiter.

Egbert
:
Van Alstyne, composer of

. “Memories” and: “In the Shade
of the Old Apple Tree,” celebrated

his 72d birthday and 50th year in

the field on March 5.

'Both are active. Rossiter still

has his publishing Arm and is busy
plugging his latest compositipn,

“You Haven’t Changed.” Van Al-

styne, although confined t<rhis bed,

is still writing and is awaiting re-

lease of the Warner picture, “Pret-

ty Baby,” which features his bet-

ter-known turtes, including the

title song.
Both have their individual i£eas

on the tunes of today as compared
to those of 20 and 30 years ago.

Rossiter doesn’t think today’s com-
positions compare. He points to

one 61 the. present hits and makes
a wry face. But he Can’t quite pin

down the reason for it. -At one
point he is definite, though. The
older

,
tunes had the quality of lei-:

sureliness and stateliness that are

lacking today.:

Van Alstyne, on the other hand,
says, -‘There are wonderful songs
written today.” He points Out,

though, that he can use only his

Own experience as a guide as to

what makes a good song. “I’ve

been very fortunate,” he says, “in

being able to write songs for com-,

nrion individuals whom I know.”
He feels’ that a good song niust

have some element of universality

to it. And some of the songs today,
he goes on, have this element of

universality.

. Modern Plugging
But both agree that whatever

good music is written today doesn’t
last for long. And they agree in

attributing this to modern methods
of song-plugging and to radio. The
average life of a song 30 years
ago was four or five years; today
it is four or five weeks. “They
hammer them to death,” both say.

“You can’t eat icecream 10 times
a day and continue to like it, no
matter how good it is. And it’s

the same thing with a song. No
matter how good it is, if you keep
hearing it, you’re going to get
tired of it.”

Neither sees any way out of the
dilemma. In fact, they feel that
with the successful advent of tele-

vision* it will be accentuated. “An
ambitious composer/' Van Alstyne
says, “isn’t going to tell his pub-
lisher not to plug his tune ”

Rossiter points to another de-
velopment radio has brought about.
Radio artists, he says, won’t touch
a new tune until somebody else
does it, whereas in the vaudeville
days a performer would, pay to
be the first to introduce it.

The paradoxical thing about this
situation, he goes on, is the fact
that the vaudeville performer had
to stand in front of an advertising
curtain, which carried ads of stores
and restaurants, and try to deliver,
the song while the audience sat and
read the ads. Today over radio,
the audience in the studio ap-
plauds on cue. “What in the
world,” he wants to know, “are

' they afraid of when the audience
is guaranteed to applaud?”

Rossiter Started in 1890
Rossiter started in the business

in 1890. He had written, his- first

song, “Sweet Nellie Bawri,”, and
had been turned down by pub-
lishers. When he decided to pub-
lish it himself, he was in business
to stay. Other hits came quickly;
he published “Some of These
Days/' “Darktown Strutters Ball,”
‘‘Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland/’
“The Vamp” and “Turkey in the
Straw.” Under the pseudonym of
;W. R. Williams, he wrote a score
of hits, including.^ “I’d Love to
Live in Loveland With a Girl Like
You,” which is still selling. The
list of composers who Wrote for
him is a “Who’s Who” in modern
pop music. One of these was Van
Alstyne, who, after realizing that
he was hot good enough to be a
successful concert pianist, started
to write.

Rossiter published a march and
iome waltzes for Van Alstyne.
That was about 1900. In 1903, Van
Alstyne wrote his first hit—
“Navajo.” Then came “Memories,”
'In the Shade of the Old Apple

Tree,” “Pretty Baby,” “Pony Boy”
and “Goodra-Bye, John,”

“Good-a-Bye, John” was the only
tune ever interpolated into a Vic-
tor Herbert score. Montgomery
and Stone, leads of the “Red Mill,”
wanted a song which they could
sing to a barrel organ with, a
monkey capering round it. Her-
bert felt that to write such a song
was beneath his dignity, arid they
called upon Van Alstyne to write
it.

'

..

Van Alstyne’s 20 Scores
Van Alstyne wrote about 20 mu-

sical comedy scores, but quit after
his greatest success, “The Broken
Idol,” which ran for two years iri

Chicago. “Top much work, too
much worry and anxiety,” he says.
He, has written several film scores,
and his total of compositions num-
ber over . 700. For the past 45
years, Remick Music has been his
publisher, ever since his first con-
tract with them was a shake of the
hand with Leon Remick.
Van Alstyne’s bed, from which

he celebrated his birthday, was
canopied with strings of telegrams
and cards of congratulations, arid
he has been named guest of honor
at the Chicago Music Festival iri

August..- Rossiter has a cabinet-
full of recorded radio tributes to-

him.

Best British Sheet Sellers

( Week ending March 4),

London, March 7.

Dear Hearts . . ....

.

• ^Morris

Jealous Heart , New World
Harry Lime Theme .. . Chappell

Down in the Glen . . . . Maurice
Bunch of Coconuts Box ’& Coj^

Garden of Weeds , . Box & Cox
I’ll String Along. .. . Feldman
Hopscotch Polka . > • • Leeds
Music, Music . ... . . .

,

.Leeds

Is It True About Dixie , Wood
Why Is It V. .Cinephonic
Breaking My Heart Sterling

Second, 12
Our Love Story. . Carolin

Mule Train ... .
. , Chappell

Where Are You . , . Victoria

Scottish Samba .
., •. Sun

Forever, and Ever . . F.D. & H.

Is It Too Late . ... .... Yale
. Song In pur Heart . . 20th-Cerit. •

Clear Blue Sky ; ...

.

Yale
Kiss in Your Eyes ; ; Bosworth
Someday My Heart . . Chappell
Best of All . . .

.

Connelly
Confidentially . New World

By HERM SCHOENFELD

GETS VI RIGHTS

TO ENGLISH DP TUNE
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. last

week obtained the American sales
rights to “Where Can I Go?” Eng-
lish song about displaced persons
in which a number of U. S. pub-
lishers had Shown interest. Song,
in a minor key, was written by
Leo Fuld and Sonny Miller
(words) and Sigmund Berlant
(music). Fuld has an international
reputation as a singer.

Shapiro, Bernstein acquired the
number via transatlantic phone
conversations with John Firmin of
B. Feldman & Co., original pub-
lishers of the song in England.

.
A1 Donahue’s 8-\Veeker

,
A1 Donahue band closes at the

Hotel Statler, Washington, D. C.,
March 18, following an eight-week
run.

, : Orch goes into the
Houston, April 11,

ROBBINS

ON FOLIO’S COPY ACT
Charging unfair competition, J.

J. Robbins & Sons, Inc., brought

suit in N. Y. supreme court last

Week against Ashley Mu'sic Supply

Co. The Robbins firm complains

that it published a series of books,
from 1947 to 1949, called “Music
for Milliohs.” These • voluiries,

which contain selected copyrighted
and public domain songs, were
said to have Sold in excess of 70,-

000 copies prior to the “fraudu-
lent and deceptive” acts of the de-
fendant. N

Originally a jobber for Robbins’
series, Ashley . assertedly set up
Amsco Music Publishing Co. to

publish “Everybody’s Favorite Se-
ries/’ an allegedly similar group of
albums. In papers filed by Abeles
& Bernstein, it’s claimed that,

prior to forming Amsco, Ashley
had never before engaged in the
publishing business.

To “palm off” the defendant’s
series on the public by imitating
the Robbins’ format, the suit

charges that Ashley eVen hired the
same printing firm; Last fall Ash-
ley was said to have been twice
notified to discontinue its “un-
fair” practices,' but continued to
do so.

An injunction, accounting and
damages sustained by the allegedly
unfair competition is asked in the
action, Julian T, Abeles, Robbins’
legalite, is scheduled to move for
a restraining order in N. Y. su-
preme court next Monday (20).

Frankie Laine “Swamp Girl -“A
Kiss " For Tomorrow” (Mercury).

“Swamp Girl” has all the earmarks
of a standout /

hit, It has a dra-

matic lyric, a driving tempo and
a deep-colored vocal job by Laine.

Even more so than ‘’Cry of the

Wild Goose,” this number is tailor-

made for Laihe’s flamboyant style,

particularly because of its pashy
overtones. Disk is effectively back-
grounded with Loulie Jean Nor-
man’s eerie soprano arid Harry
Geller’s orch. Reverse is a good
item with a quasi-Latin beat; /

Stan Kenton “Innovations iri

Modern Music” (Capitol). This
four-disk album won’t diminish
Kenton’s rep as a purveyor of dar-

ing music that strays way off the

beaten commercial track. Yet, de-

spite all the atonal dissonances

and other ultra-modernistic flour-

ishes, Kenton retairis a basic syn-

copated attack that, keeps him with-

in the pop precirits, Jocks with a

taste for the unusual will give

some of these sides a big-play. A
few of these numbers are in the

straight pop vein except for soine

superimposed fancy instrumental
twists. Kenton’s new orch is far

better than his former aggregation,

giving out with more depth, reson-

ance and, above all, a self-assur-

ance of style. Tipping off the mrir

sical approach, disks' are titled

“Trajectories,” “Conflict,” “Theme
For Sunday,” “Incident In Jazz,”

“Lonesome Road,” “Mirage,” "Sol-

itaire” and “Cuban Episode. Latter
j

both singers wrapping it up with
a sense of humor. The Mindy Car-
aon-Don Cornell pressing for Vic-
tor is equally good, according to
taste, with the number dished up
iri a snappier beat. M-G-M’s Betty
Garrett-Larry Parks Version is okay
but doesn’t have the personality
touch of the other two. Reverse
of the Columbia disk is another
nice novelty,, but designed for the
younger generation.
Sammy Kaye ‘‘Wanderin’ ’’-“The

Bicycle Song” (Victor). KaVe
gives a powerful ride to “Wander-
in’,” a moving folk-type, ballad in
the manner of “Lucky Old Sun.”
Disk is impressively dressed with
a Tony Alamo vocal backed with

1

choral harmonies. It’s offbeat from
Kaye’s normal light rhythms but
it hps a solid b.o. impact nonethe-
less. Bottom deck has more of
the usual Kaye flavor/ a deftly ex-

i
eeuted pop with a duet by Laura
Leslie arid Don Cornell.

Lionel Hampton “Sad Feeling”-
“Hamp’s Gumbo” (DeccaV. Both ’

firstrate jock and juke items for a
racey change of pace. “Feeling” is

a slow-tempoed number with a
solid beat vocalled in blues-shout-
ing stlye by Sonny Parker, a fine

jazz singer, who is particularly
impressive here. Flipover is in a
jumpier style also well-vocalled by
Parker, Hamp’s vibraharp solos.,

are spotted on both sides:

Eddie Cantor “Enjoy Yourself
“I Love Her” (Victor). Two cute
numbers that could catch on. Can-
tor’s style has been standard for

is driven by a powerful drum and
, ^ •

• •• •

voice solo by Carlos Vidal, Vocalist •
those many_ years, and ho t

Tulip riiristie is SDotted on a cou- 1

tampering with it in his last couple
waxings for Victor. “Eajoy

Yourself” is a bright inspirational
pie

in?nts a
D
la Kay ‘Savis’ln

1

Duke’ll- !

number with a good lyric and some

Son's ‘•Creo
y
ie Love CaT“’ French-accented ho,^eplay by Can-

Fran Warren-Tony Martin “Darn
It Baby—That’s Love”-“That We
Is Me and You” (Victor). This disk

falls in line with, the marked up-
beat in mixed vocal duets. Miss
Warren and Martin join on a cou-
ple of cute numbers that should
garner heavy jock and juke play.

“Baby” has a clover lyric arid a

light bounce that easily sells on
basis of the duo’s neatly blended
styles. It has a better chance than
the flipover, which has, however,
a pleasant novelty lilt. Background
orch is batoned by Henri Rene.
Mary Martin-Arthur Godfrey

“Go To Sleep/Go To Sleep, Go To
Sleep”-“But Me, I Love You”. (Co-
lumbia). A takeoff on an a.k. ro-

mance, “Sleep” is slated for the
hit lists, It’s a clever number wind-
ing on a once-lightly-over risque
note that doesn’t hurt. The Martin-
Godfrey disk is solid in its vocal
contrast and well-timed crosstalk

1, MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC (7) (Cromwell)

.

X ' % RAG MOP (7) (Hill & Range) . .........

Week of Mar. 11
» »

\ Teresa Brewer .. .... . London
‘

] Eddie Miller . . . . ...... . Rainbow

j Ames Bros. ..... . . . ; . . . . , Coral
’ | Ralph Flanagan ^ . . Victor

3.

4.

5.

4 .
6 .

7.

CHATTANOOGIE SHOESHINE BOY (5) (Acuff-Rose)

I SAID MY PAJAMAS (8) (Leeds)

CRY OF THE WILD GOOSE (2) (American)

DEAR HEARTS, GENTLE PEOPLE (13) (Morris)

Foley

» 4 • • •

THERE’S NO TOMORROW (15) Paxton)

ENJOY YOURSELF (1) (Morris)

DEARIE (1) (Laurel) . . .

CRAZY HE CALLS ME (3) (Massey) ; ^ .

Second Group
I KNEW YOU WERE COMING (Robert); .

DREAMER’S HOLIDAY (15) (Shapiro-B)

I CAN DREAM CAN’T I (25) (Chappell).

FOOLISH HEART (Santly-Joy)

OLD MASTER PAINTER (13) (Robbins).

C’EI^T SI BON (Leeds) . . ... O'y, ...

DADDY’S LITTLE GIRL (Beacon) .

[Red
‘

|
Bill Darnell

Martin-Warren

. Frankie Laine

.

( Dinah Shore . . ..

*

IBrnp. Crosby

j Tony Martin

.Decca
Coral

Victor

... . »

.

.Mercury

:Columbia
. . . Decca
. . . . Vidor

8.

9.

10,

IF

!

' •••• * ’ * “
]
Alan Dale ..... , . .Harmony
Guy Lombardo .... . . , . . . . Decca

I Merman -Bolger
* *

’

; ) Stafford :MacRae
. . . . . Billie Holiday ,

,

Eileen Barton . . Mercury

J
Perry Como ... < Victor

‘

‘

(
E. Wilson-Jenkins .. . . . , . . .Decca

BROKEN DOWN MERRY-GO-ROUND (Vogue)
HAVE I TOLD YOU LATELY (Duchess) . .

. • • • 4
'4

- e • lit

Andreios Sisters .

.

Gordon Jenkins . . .;

• i Sinatfa-Modernaires
] Shooky Lanson
Johnny . Desmond .

,

yjjick Todd . . . .; . .

.

1
Mills Bros. , . . . .

.

Whiting-Wakely , . ,

.

Crosby-Andreios * • 4

QUICKSILVER (Morris) yCrOsby-Andrews . . . . . Decca
. . .... .. .........

j Pori!i . Dhy " <:v .

; ^ , . Columbia
'

SITTING BY THE WINDOW (Shapiro-B)

BIBBIDI BOBBIDI BOO (Disney) ....

. J Dinah Shore .

.

. j Billy Eckstine . : . \

. Columbia
.M-G-M

[ Perry Como : ........ ... . Victor
’“ \ Dinah Shore . . . , . ; . . . . Columbia

Johnny Long. . . . . . ; , . .
. ,, king

Patti Page ... . .... . ... Mercury
Sammy Kaye . ..

.

. . . Victor
Ames Bros, . .... v ; . Coral

[Figures in parentheses indicate nufnbew oj ipeeks song has been in the Top 10.3
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WE’LL BUILD A BUNGALOW (Algonquin)
EYES WIDE OPEN I’M DREAMING (Crawford)

IT ISN’T FAIR (Words-Music) . . .

SENTIMENTAL ME (Knickerbocker)

&

tor. Reverse is a clap-hands type
of bouncy ballad with Cantor hav-
ing a good time. Three Beaus and
a Peep lend a rhythmic choral
background.

Platter Pointers
Approach of the Easter season .

is hatchirig another mystifying
holiday hit like last Christmas’
“Rudolph the Red-Nosed Rein-
deer.” Now it’s “Peter Cottontai 1,”

which has been waxed by almost a

dozen diskeries. It’s another kid’s

tune that’s getting a big play on
I regular pop labels. Among the best

versions (although they’re all very
much alike) are Gene Autry’s (Co-

lumbia) and Jack Day’s (Coral'

Guy Lombardo has at least tried

to put a neat dance twist on his

Decca pressing. Lombardo lias also

Sliced two fine novelties with or-

ganist Ethel Smith, “Zing-A Zing-
A Zing Boom” arid. “Scottish Sam-
ba” (Decca) . ; ; The oldie, “Rain.”
is coining back with Toni Arden’s
ace out for Columbia and Demi
Martin’s for Capitol. Larry Fotine’s

orch version for Decca arid Frank
Petty Trio’s for M-G-M aren’t

likely to
;
get the same play . . In-

terest in the “Third Man Theme”
is generating those “zither dithers”

On disks, Irving Fields’ Trio has

cut a tricky version for Victor as

has Dave- Apollon for National.

Best arrangement, outside of the

original by Anton Karas, is Ray
McKinley’s for Victor , . . J e r r y
Gray’s cut of “Star Dust” for Decca
is a solid jock bet, . . Reports that

Dizzy Gillespie has given up on
bebop are not backed up by his

latest sides for Capitol, “Caram-
bola” and “Horieysuckle^ Rose.”

both wild
,
and woolly . . . Lisa Kirk

has a solid juke and jock itefri in

“Kiss Me” (Victor) ... .Ditto Mar-
garet Whiting’s “Dream Peddler s

Serenade” (Capitol). . Art Mooney
has a good; though slightly late,

waxing of “Flying Dutchman” and
“Cry of the ‘ Wild Goose” for

M-G-M ; ; B i l ly Holiday (Decca)

cuts a fine side in “Gimme a P.ig-

foot arid a Bottle of Beer,” a stand-

ard, worked over by the late Bessie

Smith.
‘

Standout hillbilly, western ,
race

polka, ja^s, etc.: Red Alton. “I

Keep So Many Women” (Capitol'

. . Jimmy Dickens, “Then I liad to

Turn Around arid Get Married
(Columbia): . . Buz Butler,: “A A ear

of City. Living” (Decca) . . Dclmoie
Bros., “Sand Mountain Blues

, ,

(King). Alvino Rey, “A Snow
.Decca 4 I White H o r s e” (Capitol) . . Mae

Williams, “Don’t Take Your Love

From Me” (Crystalette) Brother

John Sellers/ “When the Rolls Is

Called Up Yonder” (Decca) •

Pee Wee Hunt, “Royal, Garden
Blues” (Capitol) , . “Fat Man” Rob-

inson Quintet, “Gimme a Pound
O’ Ground Round” (Decca l

Decca
Capitol

Decca

. .

;

pecca
; Decca

Columbia
. . London

.• M-G-M
Rainbow

. Decca

Fiske Join* MCA
Former bandleader Charlie Fiske

has joined the band dept, of Music

Corp. of America N. Y. office.

He’ll work with Johnny Dugan
In handling bands for theatres.
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'49s “Battle of Speeds’ Generates 1950

After sloughing the record busi-4

ness last year, “the battle of the

speeds” has begun to pay off with

increasing sales for both the 33V6

and 45 rpm type of disks, industry

leaders regard the upbeat in the

slow speeds as the direct result

of the heavy competitive promo-

tions by Columbia and RCA, which

made the public “record con-

scious” on a wider scale than ever

before. '•

:v,=

:

•

• Columbia, which launched the

LP development about 18 months

ago. has jumped away from the

rest of the field in disk sales; Ac-

cording tb: the company’s latest

figures, 5,500,000 LP disks have

been produced since their birth, or

an equivalent of about 27,500,000

conventional 10-inch platters. Cur-

rently; Columbia has stepped up
production of the LP ?s to 600,000

per month; ;
:

' '

In the pop field, Columbia is

cutting approximately 1,000,000

seven-inch LP disks! monthly. Vic-

tor; which entered the field months
later with the 45 rpm disks, is now
turning them put at the rate of

over 600,000 per month and is

planning to step up that figure to

1,200,000 before the end of the

year. Victor, at the same time, be-

gan marketing its 33 Va records
this week. Columbia, however, is

making no move to enter the 45
rpm field but, on the contrary, is

renewing its promotion of tlie 7-

inch LP’s for pop music arid short-

er classical selections.

Latest figures on LP machines
show that approximately 2,500,000
homes are Currently equipped to

play 33Vri, while there are about
1,000,000 45 rpm machines in circur
lation. Columbia, through the VM
company of Chicago, is presently
turning out 1,000 player attach-
ments daily and it’s estimated that
all other companies are producing
ap equivalent number.

1

JIM MURRAY NEW

In a unique promotional tieup,
Sigmund Romberg’s concert at
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., March 17, re-
ceived heavy plugging for a full
night last Thursday (9) in the
New York metropolitan area via
the Muzak system.

: It’s the first

time that Muzak entered into such
a deal with any composer or con-
ductor and it Was done on a

,
test

basis for possible similar projects
in the future.

D. Squires, Romberg’s
manager, angled. Muzak’s coopera-
tion on a reciprocal arrangement
iri which Squires paid for ads in
the daily press for both the Rom-
berg concert and Muzak while the
latter agreed to pipe Romberg’s
music in 800 restaurants and hotels
in N. Y. Muzak also distributed
printed programs to each of its

outlets detailing the time and
titles of the Romberg compositions
to be played arid the date Of the
concert. Carnegie Hall date,

which was made on short notice
Feb. 22, is curreritly near to an
advance sellout.

Hollywood, March 14.

Jim Murray, formerly a top ex-
ecutive with RCA-Victor and Co-
lumbia, has been made a v.p. of
Capitol Records. Murray begins
his new. job this week.
.Murray left RCA several months

ago, resigning ai vice-presidency
during a policy battle at that
waxery. Before going with RCA
in 1942 he was with Columbia for
more than 10 years, after breaking
into the biz with the old Okeh label
in 1928.

Dancery in Brooklyn
Another indication of the pos-

sible resurgence of the dance band
field is the addition to. the New
York ballroom scene of the Cas-
cade Gardens, Brooklyn. New
dancery, forrnerly a rollerskating
rink, opened Friday night (1 0

)

witb a weekend ( Friday, Saturday
and Surday

) policy of three bands
nightly.,

Opening orch array last Friday
comprised Art Mooney , Esy M!6-
cales and Lee Merrill’s 12-man
house, crew. Blue. Barron replaced
Mooney Saturday and Sunday, lat-
te 1’ having started a Capitol thea-

J|e, ; N. Y„ run Saturday. Band
lineup for this coming weekend is
Shep Fields Friday night, Elliot
Lawrence Saturday and Sunday;
and Jose Curbelo for the rhumbas
over the three nights, in addition
to the Merrill house orch> Pen-
cilled in for Sundayy March 26, is

Charlie Spivafc !

Cascade Gardens also is trying

J hillbilly square dance policy
fuesday nights, first of which teed!

last night (14). Typical west-
ern talent will be offered at 50c.
* head. Weekend admission is $1.
Ballroom, operated by Harry

fiifkin, has an approximate capaci-
ty Of 2,500, and drew 6,000 over
me first! three nights; Leonard
Lreen is handling the band-buying
for the spoL

Columbia Records’ new “press
’em and sell ’em” speedup plan
has paid off with two hits released
during the past three weeks. One
of the biggest

1

Columbia Sellers in

several: years, the Mary Martin-
. Arthur' Godfrey, waxing of “Go to

Sleep, Go to Sleep, Go to Sleep”
is hitting well over the 200,000
marker since its release Feb. 23.

Diskery is also getting big action

on Gene Autry’s “Peter Cottontail,”

which is currently, around 175,000;

Under the hew regime inaugu-
rated by Mitch Miller, Columbia’s
pop artists chief, “Go to Sleep”
Was pushed into distrib channels
within three days of the initial

Martin-Godfrey recording session.

Similarly, “Cottontail,” first cut by
Decea, was readied in a couple of

days, with Gene Autry flown in

from the West for the recording

date.

Columbia’s a.&r. division, mean-
time. was slightly reshuffled last

week to give Miller more elbow
room on the creative end. Joseph
Higgins, formerly assistant direc-

tor of the division, was upped to

associate director to handle pub-
lisher contacts and release dates,

Percy Faith also stepped into his

new job as musical director.

Kaye Wants Ex-Vocalist

Sammy Kaye is angling to get

vocalist. Don Cornell on the bill

with him when lie! opens ,at the

Capitol, N, Y., April 8. Singer’s

appearance looks dubious, how-
ever, since theatre! has already hit

its budget for the show.

Bandleader is still looking for a

vocalist to replace
.
Cornell, who

recently left his aggregation to do

a solo.
;

;!
'

Irving Field s’ Kine
The Irving Fields Trio is kine-

scoping a half-hour TV show for

audition, purposes. Program, la-

beled “Melody Cruise,” is being

produced by Arthur Modell. Made-
lame Chambers, who was in the

recent Broadway production of

“Alive and Kicking,” will appear
as vocalist on the show.

A dance
,
team will also be spot-

lighted.

Major music publishers who for
some time have been finding it

increasingly difficult to interest
recording companies in their plug
material, because of the diskers*
Strong desire for “exclusive’* rights
to new songs, are now turning that
desire to their own advantage. In
recent months a number, of pub-
lishers have used one or another
of the disk firms as a proving
ground for tunes not scheduled for
a No^ 1 plug and sometimes still

only iri manuscript form.
Pubbers feel that since the re-

corders are so hot in their quest
for . that exclusive hit platter they
might as well let them try and
find it among their own tuneS not
slated for any particular plugging
attention;

;

Giving one waxworks
a temporary exclusive on such ma-
terial results in a good test of the
song for the publisher, with the
expense all on the side of the disk
firm. If a .hit emerges, the pub has
a readymade moneymaker that he
might otherwise have relegated to

lhe shelf; If nothing happens, he’s

had a free test of a song that he
didn’t expect much from anyway!
’The system of exclusivity has its

drawbacks, however, in the case of
times in which publishers place
great faith .* Poor performarice of

a song can ruin the disk’s chances,
arid unless immediate sales

strength is shown, other labels

aren’t likely to cut the number,
thus removing the possibility of

another platter version tlfat might
have made the song a hit. But
where a publisher gives an exclu-
sive on a tune which he himself
feels has little chance to hit, he
figures he’s not taking too much
of a risk that way.

'*

.The record companies’ yen for
exclusive material has been as

rough on major pubs trying to line

up disks ori plug tunes as it has
been a boon to smalltime song-
writers $ rid publishers who don’t

care what financial or other con-
cessions they have to make as

long as they can get their tunes
on a record; Big publishers can’t

afford to invite antagonism from
other diskers by giving one com-
pany a temporary exclusive, and
the stymie becomes, complete with
the reluctance of recording men
to show interest in plug tunes
which they know everybody else

will be cutting.

CARLE ‘EXHAUSTED,’

FORCED TO REST
Maestro Frankie Carle will be out

of action for the next few weeks as

the result of nervous exhaustion

which, caught up with him last

weekend .
while playing a Cleve-

land ballroom; Doctor’s orders call

for complete rest for at least a

couple of weeks, and the band-
leader left Cleveland for Califor-

nia yesterday (14) to follow the

prescription.

Orch will be forced to cancel a

hatch of midwest dates, and will

be idle until Carle’s return, un-

less a suitable substitute front

in an can be gotten to fill in on

some of the one-niters.

incidentally. Carle’s orch has

been peiclled in for a big push, this

spring by RCA Victor: under the

company’s dance band promotion.

Following his waxing of a brace of

Frank Loesser numbers in Victor’s

’design for dancing” series, Carle

will reebrd a “Sweethearts” al-

bum for April /release; Bandleader
has also cut singles for Victor, in-

cluding ‘‘Spaghetti Rag” and “Lit-

tle More Time.”
Before his moveover from Co-

lumbia to Victor- Carle was a ma-
jor piano album seller. .Manie

Sacks, Victor’s artists relations’ di-

rector, intends , to maintain the

keyboard accent in Carle's upcom-
ing disks.

Les Brown band booked for one
riighter, at Club Scvenoaks, San
Antonio, April 12, when spot opens
its Starlit Terrace .for summer
season^

RCA Eyes ‘Kukla’ Album
Chicago, March 14.

RCA-Victor hopped on the
“Peter Cottontail” bandwagon last

week when it cut the side, featur-
ing Fran Allison, star of the
“Kukla; Fran and 6llie” television

show here.
.

••
.

Columbia has been promoting
Gene Autry’s version of the song
as another “Rudolph the Rednosed
Reindeer.! ' Since “Petter Cotton-
tail” has the seasonal angle, Victor
is speeding pressing to get it on
the market in time for Easter sales.

This was Miss Aliisori’s first rec-

ord date. She cut only two sides.

Victor is huddling with Burr Till-

strom, who does the other voice
parts oil the TV show and writes
the show, on prepping a “Kukla,
Fran and OlUe” album,

4- American Society of Composers,
Authors arid Publishers board of
directors is finally giving serious,
consideration to a completely re*

vised system of publisher classifi-

cation; which has been suggested
to it on previous occasions, but
which has periodically been tabled.

Proposed new publisher ASCAP
classification plan would do away
with the present 55-30-15% payoff
split! for, respectively, perform-
ance, availability of catalog, and

|

seniority in the Society. Replacirig
the three-way classification system

ASCAP Decree
Details on the Government

consent decree in the ASCAP
anti-trust suit, handed' down
yesterday (Tties . ) , on page 1

.

would be one whereby publisher
revenue from ASCAP would be
based 100% upon performance.

Under the revised setup dis-

cussed at the last ASCAP board
meeting, performarice points on
songs would be weighed according
to the age of the particular tune,
with a 1 0-year-old song, receiving
more points than a five-year-old
one, and so on up and down the

}

line, even though the actual per-

|

formanee values on copyrights of
different ages : might be equal.
Thinking behind this is that a song

' which has survived as a good per-
formance tune for 10 years is en-
titled to greater • payoff considera-
ation than one Whose durability
has been proven over a period of
time only half as long.

The major reason for the elimi-

i

Music Merchants, it was indicated
j

^ and when, of the avail-

last week ability and seniority sections of

The Record Retailers Assn
the present Pul> classification sys-ine Record Ketaueis Assn,
tern would be to obviate the pro-
tests and embarrassment that have

Chicago, March 14.

Record retailers may organize

|
ort a national scale and hold their

[

first convention here in July si-

j

multaneously with the annual cortr

: vbntioil of the National Assn, of

voted to send letters to record
dealers all over the country ques-
tioning them on the advisability

of such a move.

Dealers feel that the advent of
three speeds iri records is putting
theiri in unfavorable position in a

always stemmed from the loose-
ness and intangibility of the avail-

ability rating. While performarice
arid seniority are a matter of rec-

ord and bookkeeping, availability

, . „ „ ,
—the overall value, importance;

number of ways.. First, they feel
;
prestige, etc., of a catalog—has al-

fUef • 'f an .economic neces- :

way’s been a sore spot for. publish-
sity” for them to have

.
at least a

10% return privilege. Some deal-

ers charge tie-in sales, others de-

ers with complaints about their
ASCAP ratings, as well as a dif-

ficult and embarrassing annoyance
livery discriminations and trap- to the ASCAP board before which

I ehise holders .point out that 45-
j. the complaints are laid.

;
r.p.m. record franchises are being i . . - . u, .

I handed to appliance shops, hard-
• . 1;^y

Pu
Ca *

°1 s
f

l?^ embarrassment

ware stores, furniture dealers and ' JVf
® $riuaw pu

P"
1

automobile dealers. ,

lisber who fell his availability rat-
1 mg was less than it should be, and

They argue that the three speeds
j

^5 compared his catalog with
in records are. forcing them to that of another pub in substantia-

!

build up inventory without a corre
I sponding acceleration in sales, and
claim the situation is further ag

lion of his cla^m. The ASCAP
board found it could not raise the
protesting pub any higher, but de-. - . i i • ai 1 | •if* vyvuv*i*jj KU.W lliguviv MUV U V.

gravated^ by constant shifts
_

by
j that in all fairness the cata-

manufacturers in distnbutorsh^s,
^0g with which it was compared

injuring their credit setup.
i had to be lowered. What made the

~
I matter even more uncomfortable
was the fact that the publisher
whose rating was dropped was a
member of the board.
With any adoption of a piib rat-

ing based 100% on performance,
i Continued on page. 52)Hollywood, March 7.

With the purchase of 140,000.

. shares of; stock, Arthur R. Hogan
' has gained complete control of

Universal Recorders.
.
Hogan bought

out the interests of his partner,

|
Wesley I. Diimm. Universal is

capitalized, at $500,000, with. $250,-

000 iri capital stock.

MERCURY WINS 100,000

Chicago, March 14.

,
-

.
. ,, , . . A quick decision by Mercury

Dumm will retire Irom the busi*. Records to switch release date on
’ j ^ . • i. _ A. ! ^ •

• JTw k « m .i

. ness to devote his time to four y
^ “Swariip Giri,” Frankie Laine’s

; Frisco radio stations he . owns*,
j

j a test side; brought it an advance
KSFO, KPIX^TV, KWID and distributor order of^100,000 disks.
KWIX. Decision was made at Music— —:—.

. . Operators of America meet here
last week, wheri persistent rumors
circulated to the effect that Co-

f Durante, Sinatra, Rooney
1

•••
^ • VA& VllifAVUU ' VV VIJ.V VAIWVV

Help Daitione in Jric oOW i lumbia musical director Mitch Milr

Hollywood, March 14. ler was going to record tune* with

. Vic Darrtone will break into pic-

tures in Metro’s “They All Sing,”

Frank Sinatra; Mercury pushed
release date from April 1 to im-

tlie story of a singer breaking into mediate release and . secured or-

pictures.

Film is slated for summer shoot-

ders from; distributors at meeting
for 100,000 disks. Waxing was

ing, with Frank Sinatra, Jimmy Miller’s last session at Mercury be-

Durante and Mickey Rooney play- tore he took over present Columbia

,
ing themselves. P

Song was written by Michael

1 Dick Kuhn Music Corp., N. Y., Brown, young '• pianist-singer-corri--

1 changed name to Margold Music poser, now appearing at the Butr

Corp., i^ccordirig to papers filed iri tery here. publisher is Hill-

Albany. i
Uarige.
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RELEASE 60- I t

MINDY CARSON AND DON CORNELL

Go to Sleep, Go to Sleep, Go to Sleep

Ask Me No 'Questions (And I’ll Tell You
No Lies) 20-3718—(47-3718)*

FRANKIE CARLE

Spaghetti Rag
A Little More Time 20-3719—(47-3719)*

THE HONEYDREAMERS

Silver Dollar

Plaything (To You)

GENE KRUPA

20-3720—(47-3720)*

Dust

These Foolish Things Remind Me of You
20-3721—(47-3721)*

THE THREE SUNS

Blue Prelude

I May Hate Myself in the Morning
(For Falling in Love Tonight)

20-3722—(47-3722)*

LUCYANN POLK

It’s So Nice to Have a Man
Around the. House

(If I Knew You Were Cornin’)

1’d’ve Baked a Cake‘ 30-0027—(54-0027)*

-fTl

MERRIE MUSETTE

Chug-a-Lug Polka
Chalet In the Valley 25-1152—<51-0059)*

ELTON BRITT AND ROSALIE ALLEN

Acies of Diamonds (Mountains of Gold)

Prai rieland Polka

HANK SNOW

21-0302—148-0302)*

I Wonder Where You Are Tonight

The Drunkard’s Son 21-0303—(48-0303)*

BLUES
THE fOUR TUNES

Am I Blue?

There Goes My Heart 22-0072—<50-0072)*

*45 rp.m. cats let number*.

. designates that record is

one of RCA Victor's "Certain

Seven" — among the leading

numbers oh the trade paper best sell*

ing retail sales charts. Obviously, sure
things!
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Vaughn Monroe

Candy and Cake
Mindy Carson .

.

lie Shoe Shine
Phil Harris

Q I Said My Pajamas
Tony Martin-Fran Warren

Q It Isn’t Fair
Sammy Kaye

Q Marta
Tony Martin

Q Mommy and Daddy
Eddy Arnold

Q Music, Music, Music
Freddy Martin

Rag Mop
Ralph Flanagan

Q There’s No Tomorrow
Tony Martin

20-3627—(47-3143)*

. ; ^ . ; . . .

.

; . 20-3681—(47-3204)*

,, . 20-3685—(47-3208)*

, . . ... .

.

20-3613—(47-3110)*

. . . . . .

.

; 20-3609—(47-3115)*

; . ... 20-3598—(47-3104)*

9

.>, . .. . ... . 21-0146—(48-0150)*

. . . . . ......

.

. .

.

.20-3693—(47-3217)*

9
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30-0025—(54-0020)*

. . .20-^582—(47-3078)*
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indicates records which

have enjoyed better than
average initial consumer acceptance

and stand an excellent chance bf enter-

ing the top-selling hit category. The
trade is advised to watch these records

carefully in order to maintain, stocks

consistent with demand.
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C’est Si Bon
Tommy Dorsey . 20-3712— (47-3712)*
(.Billboard Tips on Tops March llth.)

Wilhelmina

Freddy Martin. . .20-3693—(.47-3217 )**

(“The catchy novelty ditty from the
“Wabash Ave.” flick gets a crisp, sparkling
orking and happy warbling from MerV
Griffin and group.” Billboard Possibilities

March 11th issue.)
(Number five the Disk Jockeys Pick. The
Billboard March 11th.)
(Number two the Operators Pick. The
Billboard March 11th.)

Roulette

Tony Martin .
.
, . ,

20-3695— < 47-3219)*
’ (Number one the Disk Jockeys pick. . The'
Billboard March llth issue.)

(Number one the Retailers Pick.. The Bill.'

board March 1-lth . issue,)

Count Every Star

Hugo Winterhalter

.
20-3697—>47-3221)*

(Number, two the Disk Jockeys Pick.
.

Bill-

board March llth issue:)

O

O

I Almost Lost My Mind-

Fran Warren . . . . 20-3686—(47-3209)*
(Number three the Disk Jockeys Pick. The
Billboard March llth issue.)

Did Anyone Ever Tell You, Mrs.

Murphy
Perry Como., . . . 20-3684—(47-3211)*
(Number seven the Disk Jockeys Pick.

The Billboard March llth issue.)

We’ll Build a Bungalow

Larry Green , . . . 20-3624—<47-3130)*
(Number nine the Retailers Pick. The
Billboard March llth issue.)
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are on RCA VICTOR Records
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Chicago, March 14.

First annual Music Operators of

America convention closed, on note

of strength as members swept pres-

ent officers back into office arid

unanimously voted to hold a con-

vention in 1951. Time arid place

»were left to the executive • commit-
tee..

..

George A. Miller will serve

again as national chairman: and
trustee and Al Denver as vice-

chlairman. Present executive board
Was reelected and board Will be ex-

panded to include heads of ; each
state operator association^

One factor indicating Success of

1951 meeting was reaction of ex-

hibitors. Every major record com-
pany had an exhibit, and some
srnaller ones came in for the meet-
ing. The exhibits, originally de-

signed for benefit of the operators,

soon became a sort of market place

where contactmen hit talent pres-

ent for the show, record companies
met and got orders from distribu-

tors, and, publicity men met With
. reporters!

Certainly ffihe exhibitors consid-

ered their : ^me and money weli
Spent, and^rill have given indica-

tions thoj$l^be back in greater
force ne^t^ea'r. Add to that the

fact that manufacturers arid record
companies paid for. associate mem-
berships in MOA; land it adds up to

a stronger convention for 1951.

Final day of convention was
spent on public relations. Opera-
tors reiterated need to change pub-
lic opinion of the industry. Along
these lines, Hirsh De La Viez,

Chairman of the Washington, D. C.,

Music Guild, outlined a program
for operators to get into public fa-

vor. Program included cutting
records for charities and public
health drives arid placing them in

machines, bringing in talent for
charities, donating jukeboxes and
records to community centers and
schools, and generally participating
in civic and charitable activities.

.Pinball Machine Gripes

Objection of mdst operators to
being associated in any way with
pinball or slotmachine operators
was pointedly demonstrated during
the convention. At one point,
while De La Viez was illustrating

value of public relations and men-
tioned a legal battle involving his
pinball machine activities, a mem-
ber' rose from the floor and ve-
hemently objected to De La Viez
having brought up the pinball in-

dustry. Miller then ruled De La
Viez out of order, and forbade all

mention of any coinmachines othel
than jukeboxes.

Objections to slot and pinball
machines were more sharply
voiced when, discussing MOA cam-
paign to bring industry under the
fair trades acts of the states, Miller
said that purpose of campaign was
to. “eliminate possibility of the in-

dustry being degraded by the in-
troduction of other types of equip-
ment inimical to our interests.”

Also on the fire for the next con-
vention is an educational program
in merchandising. Most operators
displayed complete lack of knowl-
edge of the music business. D. M.
Steinberg, head of New Jersey’s
Music Gpild of America, outlined
merchandising methods used by
that organization in order to select
records which would bring in most
business. Organization used its

own “record play scoresheet,” “Hit

Parade” service, radio logging sys-

tems tfnd tradepaper lists of best-

selling records. All information
was distributed to members of
Guild, enabling them to save “thou-

sands of dollars in hidden costs,”

according to Steinberg.

Individual operators left conven-
tion with feeling that they had an
independent organization that

would both represent them on a
national basis and

;

would help
them on the; local level* with pub-
lic relations and rrierchandisihg

studies, arid organizational prob-
lems. Orie indication that the
MOA might become a strongly^

knit body was a vote to have local

groups study advisability of incor-

porating the executive board and
make known . its decision to the
board in 90 days. Up to now, the
whole thing has been purely' vol-

untary and informal,

Non-Profit N.Y. Series

Enrico Leide, conductor Of the

Atlanta' Symphony, has been ap-

pointed musical director of Carne-

gie Pops, longhair series which
will be presented during May at

Carnegie Hall, N Y. Leide will

also conduct, along with Alfredo
Antonini, . of CBS; Franco Autori,
N. Y. Philharmonic’s associate con-
ductor, and Igor Buketoff, Fort
Wayne Symphony maestro. Musi-
cians (65) will be members , of the
N. Y. Philharmonic.

Concerts will be given six nights
a week (Sundays- omitted), starting

May 3 and ending May 31. Series
will be managed by a new non-
profit org, Music Sponsors Founda-
tion, with Arthur Judspn as * ad*-

visory manager and William M.
Judd as manager. Weekly budget
is estimated at $20,000.

Series was started four seasons
ago by Daniel Rybb, a Philharmon-
ic player, and ran three seasons,
being discontinued last year. This
year’s event is. admittedly ai setup
to give Philhairinonic players an
extra month’s work, between regu-
lar winter and the summer £ew-
isohn Stadium seasons. Judson is

manager of the Philharmonic, and
Judd is associated with him in his

Columbia Artists Mgt. concert
work.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

fr om leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk*.

March II

Title and Publisher
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As Victor Ballyhooer
Henry Onorati, RCA Victor field

promotion^rep, has been named to

succeed Herb Hendler, Who exits

this week as the company’s promo-
tion manager in New York under
Dave Finn. It’s understood that
Hendler’s former chores will be
split up between Onorati and an-
other staffer, as yet undesignated.

Hendler resigned from Victor to
join Bernie Woods in the manage-
ment of the new Ralph Flanagan
band which recently completed au-
ditions for its roster of sidemen
and vocalists.

DIXIE VOGUE REVIVES

2 BASIN ST. -HUSICALES’
Concurrent with the Dixieland

music “revival/’ a npw “Chamber

Music Society of Lower Basin

Street’*v is scheduled for an NBC
audition Friday (17). Show, which
was a popular airer about a decade

agp, has been under wraps for

about severi years. Half-hour pro-

gram will spotlight Arthur Treacher
in the moderator role, originally

handled by - Milton Cross. Also

featured iff the “music society”

Will be Henry (‘‘Hot Lips”) Levine
and an 11-piece orchestra; Abrasha
BarQdkin and his chamber music
string quartet and vocalist Martha
Lou Harp. Robert K. Adams is di-

recting the show written by Wel-
bourne Kelly.

Also in line With the Dixieland

trend is “Dr. Gino’s Musicale,”
half-hour show, Which bowed over
ABC Monday (13) flight. If the

NBC audition pans out, Levine will

be holding down two radio spots

since he’s musical conductor also

on the ABC airer.

Ex-Sec to Start Jail

Term for Orch Fraud
«D« •

Tulsa* March 14.

Wanda Wall, 27, former secre-

tary of Leon “Take-It-Away”
McAuliffe, western orch leader, is

in Tulsa County jail awaiting trans-
fer to McAlester state penitentiary
to start serving two concurrent
four-year sentences for embezzle-
ment of orch funds/ Miss Wall
admitted taking nearly $10,000 dur-
ing a six-month period and spend-
ing it on ‘‘clothes* whisky and liv-

ing.”

Coral Re-Pacts Roberts,

Takes on Day, Coleman
Coral has inked western singer

Kenny
,
Roberts to a new two-year

pact and has taken on another
couhtry artist, Jack Day, on an ex-

clusive disking basis.

Pianist Cy Coleman, head of a

rhythm trio currently at the Shel-

bourne hotel, N. Y., has also been
pacted by the Decca subsid.

Chicago, March 14.

Spike Jones will play the Hol-
lywood Bowl this summer in a
giant benefit, at Which he will pay
all' costs of musicians and produc-
tion, the proceeds to go to the
Damon Runyon Memorial Fund.
Although no definite date has been
set as yet, it will probably be late

iii July.
Group, currently at the Lyceum,

Minneapolis, for two weeks open-
ing yesterday (13), starts a long
one-night trek March 27 and end-
ing on the Coast June 11. Tour
starts in Minneapolis, swings south
into Virginia and North Carolina,
then back for 25 days in Canada
alone before hitting California.

Donahue Cuts 1st Four
Sides for Dana Records

Sam Donahue cut his first four
sides for Dana Records this week,
including the novelties, “Go To
Sleep” and “If We Could Be
Alone.”
Donahue orch is booked -for..the

Paramount theatre, N. Y., starting
March 29 and will wax additional
sides for Dana following that date.

‘HOPPY’ TOPICAL SONGS
Two songs, born of topical radio

and video situations, have just

been hatched. Harry Ruby with
Joe Cooper whipped up “Sugar
Throat Burns,” a novelty western
inspired by the recent radio run-
ning gag Wherein George N. Burns
(& Grade Allen) fancies himself a

crooner. Edwin H. Morris will

publish. *
.

Al PiantadOsi, in collaboration
with Charles Nields, has written
and is self-publishing “I’ll Tell

Hoppy On You,” a kid song in-

spired by the television-popularity
of the “Hopalong Cassidy” west-
erns; with the youngsters.

Bill Boyd's Objection

Hollywood, March 14.

Al Piantadosi and Bob Stabler,

i Bill Boyd's (Hopalong Cassidy

)

manager, are tangling over publi-

cation of the former’s tune, “I’ll

Tell Hoppy on You.” Controversy
stems from fact that Boyd long
ago copyrighted all phases of

“Hopalong Cassidy” usage, includ-
ing, according to Stabler, incor-

porating the word. Hoppy in a

song, particularly where it obvi-

ously is a direct reference to Cas-
sidy character.

Six months ago Stabler notified

publishers that all tune inaterial

on the subject must be submitted
to Boyd and that only one .number
would be officially okayed. Piania-
dosi did not submit his song and
he defies Stabler to stop him from

(
exploiting it.

VENTU
JWumllIv* G£D *nd hasa regular MuuteviYfeKICK. FINISH. Anyone can "stopNte show’’with this NATURAL 1

ROSSITER 173 WESTMADISON STREET, 'CHICAGO. 2. IU..

U. S. Jazz Disks Going

Over Big in Denmark
Copenhagen, March 7.

Danish jazz expert Timme Rosen-
krantz, recently returned from New

.York, is bringing out a series of

American disks under the special

label of Baronet the plattet’s being
pressed and distributed by the big

Danish gramophone co m p a n y,

Tono.
'

The first bupch of, seven disks

has been enthusiastically received
by Danish fails and crix. Mary Lou
Williams and Jfoe Sullivan in piano

solos, Teddy Wilson’s arid Lennie
Trlstano’s trios, Yank Lawson’s
band and Moe Koffman’s Main
Stemmers present old and new
styles in American rhythm, and
Coleman Hawkins plays solo-varia-

tibns on sax.

New L.A. Ballroom
Inglewood. Cal., March 14.

While Coast band biz isn’t boom-

ing, new ballroom here is the Haw-
thorne, which unveiled Saturday

( 1 1 ) here with Denny Beckner’s

12-piece crew/
Glenn Hepler, formerly floor

manager at the Aragon, is heading

the new spot* Beckner will get
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Beneke Charges RCA

That perennial row over the im-f

heritance of the late Glenn Mil-

ler’s mantle has broken oUfr again

in the band field. Latest hassle

revolves directly around the new
Ralph Flanagan orch and Tex
Beneke’s crew, botb with RCA-
Victor, With the Jerry Gray band,

on the Decca label, also getting

into the act.

Beneke, currently on the Coast,

brought the smoldering dispute

out in the open last Week when
his manager, Don Haynes, asked
Victor to release the band from its

recording contract, which expires I

next • January. Haynes charged that

;

Victor had been brushing off Bene-
ke in its advertising campaigns in

favor of Flanagan, who also plays
in the Glenn Miller style.

While on the Coast
v
recently,

Manic Sacks, Victor’s new director
of artists relations* attempted to
iron out /Beneke’s grievances.
Haynes, however, put in his bid
for a contract release "following
Sacks’ departure to his New York
homepffice.

Decca, meantime, has also been
building up Gray as the logical
successor tp the Miller organiza-
tion. It’s being pointed out that
Gray was the arranger for Miller
and composed some of the latter’s

most popular tunes, including
“Pennsylvania 6-5000,” “Sun Valley
Jump” and “String of Pearls.”
Gray has recently been on the re-

ceiving end of a strong Decca pro-
motion in line with the disk indus-
try’s general accent on dance
bands.

Tops of the Tops
Retail Disk Best Seller
“Music, Music, Music”

Retail Sheet Music Seller

“Music, Music, Music”

^Most. Requested” Disk
“Cry of the Wild Goose”

Seller on Coin Machines
“JMusic, Music, Music”

:: Best British Seller •;

”Deiar Hearts, Gentle People
PP

Cap Times Distrib

With Kenton Dates
Capitol has set up a staggered

distrib arrangement for. Stan Ken-
ton’s new album, “Innovations' in

Music,” through which the four-

disk set is being released in con-

junction with Kenton’s concert

dates. Album, being marketed this

week, will first be shipped to the

half-dozen midwestern cities where
Kenton has already played this

month. Future distrib points - will

be spotted in Detroit, Buffalo and
several Canadian cities, where
Kentbn’s itinerary will take his

crew this month.
Kenton . is due in New York in

April for a Carnegie Hall debut
of his new 40-piece orch,

Continued froin page 1

Seek Jenkins Release

For Performance Of

Gordon Jenkins’ television pres-

entation of his “Manhattan Tow-
ers” on the Ed Sullivan CBS-TV
Sunday :imht show in New York a

couple of weeks ago resulted in a
demand by radio artists and re-

cording companies for the release
for performances and disks of the
“New York Is My Home” theme of
the work. “Towers,” since iti Dec-
ca album issue by Jenkins, has
been on the restricted list as re-

gards performance and waxing.
Reaction from its recent video

airing and the appearance of New
York’s Mayor O’Dwyer on the show
to pay tribute to Jenkins and his
composition aroused enough pub-
lic response to bring on the in-

creased pressure from diskers for
recording oermission.
“Towers” has never been avail-

able in published form nor been
given blanket release for record-
ings and performances largely be-
cause Jenkins has felt that in-

ferior interpretation or indiscrimi-
nate performance of it might weak-
en the value to him of his close
association with the composition
not only as composer but as its

principal delineator. Further rea-
son, for reluctance on the part of
Pickwick Music, newly-activated
Lou Levy firm, which controls the
copyright on the Work, to issue
a blanket release at this time
stems from interest of several pic-
ture companies on the possibilities
of getting rights to the title and
story line of the work.

by individual members of ASCAP
or by the Society itself. Film li-

censing provision of the decree- is

for a two-j'ear trial period, unlike

other licensing arrangements
which may be made for a period of

not more than five years.

Right of individual ASCAP mem-
bers to make deals for their inusic

independently of the Society is

only one aspect of the loosening of

ASCAP’s authority :
over its mem-

bers ordered by the decree. Mem-
bers may now resign from ASCAP
and take his music with him; on;

one year’s notice. Members also

Will now be able to carry appeal>

for reclassification beyond the pre-

vious limit of the ASCAP board of

directors to an
:
outside panel of

impartial arbitrators.

Users
.
of ASCAP material also

have further recourse as regards
dissatisfaction witji * fees fixed by
the Society. Licensees may now
take ASCAP to court in the event
of a dispute over the amount. of li-

censing costs.

Foreign Rights

Consent judgment in the inter-

national cartel field orders ASCAP
tp terminate all arrangements
which give it exclusive control of

a, foreign country's music or which
compel foreign societies of authors
and composers to deal only with it.

ASCAP was further restrained
from belonging, to any interna-

tional organization of such socie-

ties which would help it to create
or maintain a monopoly of foreign
music in this country.

In video, broadcasters won a ma-
jor point in the consent decree’s
ordering of ASCAP to license th'e

use of recorded material for both
radio 'and television programming.
Up to now, video broadcasters
were forced tp get such rights for
the use of recordings from indi-

vidual publishers and composersj
since ASCAP refused to license

j

directly the use of music on disks.

Elections to the ASCAP board
of directors will also have to un-
dergo a change in procedure.
Under the decree, the full board
has to be voted in every two years
in place of the current practice of
electing eight members out of the
24 directors on a rotating annual
basis.

JOE OLIVER ORCH (7)

With Carmen Velez
Eddy’s, ' K. C.

!
' '

Band originated on the Coast
four or five years ago under the
leadership of Dale Gross. When
he died a few weeks ago, drummer
Joe Oliver stepped in to take the
helm and keep the outfit intact and
on the job at Eddy’s Baltimore
Ave. eatery, where the crew has
been since last December.

Oliver is holding the band
pretty much to its established
style—essentially sweet music with
emphasis on the reeds and drums.
To section of three reeds Oliver
has added trumpet, string bass,

piano, and drums for compact in-

strumentation. The prettier Cur-
rent ballads are the basis for dance
tempos, Oliver working up a fairly
good balance with Dixieland, jump,
Latins and novelty numbers in-

termixed. Eddy’s iS one of the
newer downtown spots, and the
evening crowd there is a hep terp-
ing patronage. They’re finding the
Oliver rhythms suitably danceable
as evidenced by the 12-week stand'
for the band.

In the vocal department Oliver
has Carmen Velez, young singer
Who handles ballads in firstrate
fashion and also doubles in amiable
manner On m.c. work for the even-
ing shows and band specialties.
Crew adds to its

,
versatility with

generous sprinkling of Vocals, cal-
ling on nearly every member for
solo, trio or choral work. -

Following its date at Eddy’s,
Oliver takes the crew into Loui-
siana, but will continue more or
less in the midwest area. Quin.

Oscar Peterson, Canadian pian-
ist, Who bows at Bop City, N. Y.;
March 16, signed recording con-
tract with Mercury.

Wrigley,

f ‘Spearmint • Tie
Benny Strong’s waxing of “Does

the Spearmint Lose Its Flavor (On
the Bedpost Over Night?)” on the
Rainbow label has whetted

,
the in-

terest of Wrigley Gum in the* 25-

year-oldie. In a tieup with Mills
Music, publishers of the number*
Wrigley is sending every disk
jockey a box of Spearmint*

Billy Rose and Ernest Breuer
authored the words and Marty
Bloom wrote the music.

RECORD ROOM
With Bob Wortendyke
ZViHrs.; Sat., 1:30 p.m.
Participating
WROW, Albany

. Unadorned and unpretentious
platter-patter has drawn as many
as 800 letters and cards per broad-
cast, the only offers being theatre
tickets and an album of records,
for identification of two mystery
tunes.
Wortendyke, who started at

WTRY, introduces numbers in
simple, straight-forward style. He
lists names of those who have re-
quested the transcription . and
“dedications.” Style is friendly
though not too personal. A record
shop gets a moderate amount of
plugging (an MGM album) is of-
fered. Spot announcements are
included,

Considering length of program,
Wortendyke’s voice holds up well.
It’s resonant, but has a throaty
drag and some tonal unevenness.
.

' Jaco.

Col. Irving Fogel, president of
Hollywood’s Tempo Record Co. of
America, sails from New York to
Genoa March 21.

The top 30 songs of the week (more in case of ties), based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of
Research, Jnc., J>r. John G. Peatman, Director.

Survey Week of March 3-9, 1950

A Dream Is Wish Your Heart Makes-^t“Cinderella,? Disney

Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo—t“Clnderella” . ...

.

V Disney

Big Moyie Show In the Sky—*"Texas, Li’I Darlin’ ” Chappell

Blossoms On the Bough . . . ;

.

. . y . * .

.

* * .

.

< >

.

.••» Bourne
Candy and Cake • > • < « •»> Oxford

Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy , . .... i * . . . . . . .

.

Acuff 8; Rose
Cinderella Work Sofig-rt“Cinderella” . . . . . .

,

^. Disney

Copper Canyon—t“Copper Canyon” . . • .... . • . .

.

.Famous

.

Daddy’s. Little Girl » . . . < . .

• . . ... «•»» *• •••• * • .Beacon

Dear Hearts ari.d Gentle People , • y. • *••»* ....

»

J .

,

. . Morris

Dearie, • . i /. .'V.‘ . . . Laurel

Echoes: . . . . . . . • >
»
•*.> • • * -• Laurel

Enjoy Yourself . . , .. . ... . . . • • ... . .

.

..
.

... . . • • • • . . Morris

Happy Times-—!“The Inspector General” . ,y ... . . . .Harms

I Dbn’t Know Whether To Laugh Or Cry Over You, Porgie

I Said My Pajamas . . i ... . . . . . ^ .

.

Leeds

I Wanna Go 1Home . > . . .

.

; Paxton

If I Knew You Were Coming . ; • - • Robert

Little Gw House:—*“Lost In the Stars” . . . * ... .

.

Chappell

Music, Music, Music . : «.y . • > • . » • • • • • Cromwell

My Foolish Heart— i “My Foolish Heart” . . .. ,

,

. Santly-Joy

Old Master Painter . ... •* .... <. . • • »
•

'« ...>••>• Robbins

Quicksilver. .. .... . ... . . . .

.

. .. *V. « Morris

Rag Mop ; . . . ... , . . . .... . .:• . . , . . , ,
, . , . .

.

v

.

.Hill & Range

Sitting By the Window . . . . .
. .

. ... •
•
^bapiro^B

Some Enchanted Evening—*»'“South Pacific^ Williamson

There’s. No Tomorrow. . v . . . . .
. V • • .... . Paxton .

With My Eyes Wide Open . . . . .
Crawford ;

YoU Missed the Boat • • ....

.

• . . .

.

Advanced

You’re Wondeirfui—t“Paid in^•FiiUV.i.

^

• Famous

The remaining. 20 songs of the week imdfe in case of ties),

based on the copyright Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popu-

lar Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office

of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director,

Bye Bye Baby—’“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”. .

.
y. J. J, Robbins

Charlie My Boy , . . ..... ... ... • • . . . . .

.

. . Bourne

Girl That I Marry—t“Annie Get Your Gun’ . . Berlin

God’s Country . . . . ;
..

./. ^ . .

.

. . . . v .
Robbins

I Can Dream Can’t L y .-..•. ^ ... • • • • * . Gnappell

J Gotta Have My Baby Back . . . • • - •

» t ,

.It Isn’t Fair < . , . . .

.

,

.

. . . .

.

Words-Music

It’s So Nice To Have a Man Around the House . ... . Morns
I’ve Got LoVely Bunch of Cocoanuts . . , . ...... Cornell

Johnson Rag . , i v , .,.i. Mil^r

Leave It to Love • • . . . •
.'

^

. • • «.* ^ - ' • • • • • * •
• 5 ,

Let’s Bake a Sunshine Cake-^t“Riding High^ . . . . Burke-VH

Marta .. . .• . ...... .. . . . . . .

;

• •

•

• • • • • • • • • • •

»

Marks

Out Of a Clear Sky . . .

.

y .

.

..» • . . . . • • * * ‘ 1

Scarlet Ribbons . . . ... . ....... . .

.

• • • * • • k

Sorry ; ... . , . . . . : . ...... - . ... . .> •

;

*
•

Sure Thing—t“Riding High” . Burke-VH
Third Man Theme—t“Third Man” : . . , . . , . . .

.

• , Chappell

Toot Toot Tootsie Goodbye—t“Jolson Sings Again” Feist

Wilhelmina— i “Wabash Avenue’’ . . . .

,

• • • ; Feist

You Kissed Me—‘•‘“Arms and the Girl” . . . . . , ...... Chappell

Zing-A Zihg-A Zing BoOm . . . . . : .

.

*

.

• • • • • • Pemoi’®

y Fihnusical. * Legit musical.

Far-reaching progress in the manufacture of high fidelity records is

expected in- the wake of a new record-cutting technique developed by

Columbia Records’ engineering department. New' technique, known as

the thermal engraving process, is currently being used by Columbia

for its Long Playing disks.

Advance is based on the use of a heated stylus which provides a

much quieter cut with reduced loss in the. high frequency area. Ordi-

nary cold styli require a compromise between high frequency loss

and quietness of the recording. New cutting tool is electrically heated

by means of hair-thin wires wrapped around^the stylus.

The N. Y: Times ran an ad for Macy’s Music Festival last week with

a picture, of Guy Lombardo and his name spelled put as “Umpdy-ump.

It was a mistake ot the department store’s ad department, wrhich forgot

to fill in the right name when Lombardo was set as the festival’s dany

guest. Lombardo, however, got a special spread the following day with

an apology from Macy’s under the heading of “To the sweetest Guy

this side of Heaven.” •

Jaxson Sisters, Decca’s newest trio, which recently cut “Stranger In

the House,” is comprised of three Negro youngsters, aged 14, 16 and is,

who were first heard on” disk jockey Johnny Clark’S show on WIN Jit,

Newark, Gordon Jenkins, another Decca performer, was instrumental

in getting the trio pacted by the disk company. Decca is planning a.

snecial Push for the trio’s first platter.

PHIL BRITO
MEMORIES OF SANTA LUCIA (sung in

I DON’T KNOW WHETHER TO LAUGH

M G M RECORDS
HI I

' I F
’

I NA’.’i

lix.

'

and Italian)

OVER YOU
MGM -649

Watch for "SQUARE DAHCE KATY " a Monogram picture starring Phil Brito

o. ~i ^
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A„ lL^ IT.T X Cole Trio set for eight days at seating capacity for engagement of
I ill fllP I IlmAilT Riviera Club, St* Louis, starting Louis Armstrong, which startsVII UlV UUUVQI April 8. . . . Leo Pleper to Music May 18., . . < Lee Angelo to Cla-

Box, Omaha, for a week, starting ridge hotel, Memphis, for two
M . *'

. , March 29. . . . Will Back to Troca- weeks starting April 21. . , , Don
NeW York week stand at the Ajagon, Chi, dero, Henderson, Ky., for two

niflnicr fiirk rarev rpniafprt ai
starting May 5. weeks starting March 31, then to AprH 25 for two weeks. : „ . Ray

wfckSin in the Jhhinv Dorsev ^ Bl,®ndoh, currently at the Music Box April 19 for Week. . . ,, Pearl to Greystone ballroom, De*

Kmt current at the Motel Static/
P^pheum here, starts soon on a Mercury musical directors Harry troit, March 29 for a week.

Merrill writer of “Candv
Cohcer* tour, a two-hour, one- Geller and Joe Carlton in to cut Chris Cross, divides' this week by

«nri rake » sSd to an exolusSe
woman show, through Nevada, four sides with Dave LeWinter and shuttling back and forth betweenand use, signea ip an exclusive New Mexico PnlnraHn Donnoi #xicrwt with

i«op« soVc folio Bass Sincer ff*^*®* personals at the Long mghters , first two weeks of April. He goes into Hotel Claridge* Mem-
tsmmv Rirn of the Raven, miartpt ?eacJl. auditorium March 18 . . Bill Bishop to Peabody, Mem- phis, for four weeks starting March j

l
Qr .Westside Boys flub building phis, for three weeks starting 24. . . . Gary, ind,, station WWCA

.#!n.ri»nt nt Ron Citv where four- '
;

* ®*ike Gaynes looking for March 20. , , Wayne Gregg starts sighed Joe Monroe,, former trump-
|

Some winds un two-week stint Pian? teams and singles for late two weeks at Trocadero, Hender- eter with Glen Gray and Jack Tea- i

SoIoohi 'lM
U

R.irl Ives* 'mother [

®veninS stretch at the Dells . . . son, Ky„ Mareh It. . . . Sharp garden, for three one-hour disk
‘

iS
n
»he hosnital in serious eondi- ®°$®n ®*acRae will do a one- label has signed organist Bob jockey shows daily. ... Davenport,

Mnsie nf.sSarr.h Fo^?nria-
"‘ghter

_
at Russ auditorium, San Karnes, author of “You Are My la., station WOC held Bix Beider-

•!on noii-nrofit memhershin eorno- Ple8°, April 15 . . . Herschel Gil- Own Trite Love,” . . . Jim Martin, becke memorial pr ogra m last

•rafion'^e^le^ed^^to the'^eveloD-
kertwriting the musical score .for \Sharp prez and midwest distributor Week. ^

-

Of music as »n »dWrt£ *• G- Goldsmith’s ’‘Three Hus- for London, off to England for 10 >. ^

Srhf of the^aDv in medicine and £and,

s '" indie tor UA - Al days of huddles with London top- Mrs. Vaughn Opens Agency
nswhlatrv !?Sartihe^an intenSve

®ra?kman named general pro- -pens,: ... Page Cavanaugh in in- Oklahoma City, MArch 14.

momhe^hin drfve to heln ra so
lessional manager by Lou Levy definite engagement at Fort Wayne Mrs. Jimmy Vaughn, wife of

Omrfs io ovnanrt tls wnrk
P for the Pickwick Music Corp. hotel, Detroit. ; , . Russ Carlyle orch leader Jimmy Vaughn, has

j

-Gus Mevers former musical di
' ——— signed with Associated Booking. ... opened a booking office.

rector In Chicago tvWNew
..

England, now _ bSto.5in6

-

a Music- Operators of America con- doing another raft of Dixielandsmall band on. the 5. S* LaGuardia i vention Last week had record com-- sessions pn Victor. . The Horse- in New York Capi

the ^ajor^
pany toppers flooding in. .

•

. King shoe, Rock Island, 111., is doubling shares. no bar value

rangemeiitS fOr a number Of pUb- -V

' '
'

'
'

'

Ushers, authored a series of books
on “How to Play Popular Music,” Mmmume w mm -

' -

which Charles H. Hansen Music Co. D laT 11 1W 11 CIf D P "l* PPI 1 PHP
is publishing^ ... Milton Page, Ittl ftAAll UluA Duu 1 biMiImMIbI
music editor of Ethel Smith.Music,

*****• mmmmmm-

m

RPAApIHUflBV
awarded a degree of Doctor of ^
Music -from Southern College of
Fine Arts, Houston. r- — -i
Ray Anthony's orch and Mel

.

r/\ZrZltlt 1 /
Torme into the Click, Philadelphia; - Survey of retail disk best^ °5® week beginning March 27, sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

N Y^Aprii a.

1

^ Mastery Guar-
12 cities and showing com-

tet, Vocal group, signed to a rec- fSiS-
tatmg ^or

ording contract by Philadelphia’s ana, last week.

Palda Records. . . , Mindy Carson .

scheduled to return to the Copa- fit

_

_i_ fi__
cabana, N. Y., June 30. . . . Ink National WCCK LIluIIlQ
Spots cut four, sides for Decca this Rating ^

9
week. MhmIi 11

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

"< Survey of retail disk best
sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

Hollywood
j

Gene De Paul is at the Ready !

Room for four weeks . . Billy •

Daniels held over at the Mocambo
until March 28 . . / Ted Campbell"
now in his fourth year as organist
at the Kopper Kart ... Bobby True
Trio returns to the Showtime Club, •

starting March 15 \ . Madelyn
Russell and Doye O’Dell cutting
four sides for Mercury.: #
Frank DeVol waxed three of his

and Charles Bird's originals for

'

Capitol—“Time Will.Tell,” “Simple
|

As a Simori^and “About That” . . ,

Dick Stabile batons the square ]

dance sequence in Paramount’s 1

“My Friend Irma Goes West” . . .
|

Leith Stevens used a 65-piece

;

band in two days of scoring George ;

Pal's “Destination Moon” ... Jan
.

Garber orch moves from the Grove
j

to the Trianon ballroom, Chi. April
(

8 . . . Jack Fina orch set for six-

National

Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

Week Ending

March 11

Artist, Label, Title

THE Riqp BARITONE VOICE OF
HANDSOME...

LARRY ROUGLAS
IS WORTH THINKING ABOUT
FOR* 1950'S . , .

Critics Say Nicest Things
About HM.

“Singing with idW with • smooth
romantic blond in his bary 4al*
ladotrlng, Larry Donglas broshos
fom can ]nst the right way.

1 '

—BILLBOARD.

THE EVER POPULAR
STANDARD

DEED

TERESA BREWER (London)
“Jdusic, Music, Music”—604 ..... 1

TONY MARTIN (Victor)
“There's No Tomorrow”—20-3582. I

T. MARTIN & F. WARREN (Victor)
“I Said My Pajamas”—20-3616 . . .

RED FOLEY (Decca)
“Chattanoogie Shine Boy*'-—46205 . 2

SAMMY KAYE (Victor)

“It Isn't Fair”—20-3609 . . - . . . 1(

EILEEN BARTON (Mercury)
“Knew You Were Coming”—5392. I

FRANKIE LAINE (Mercury)
“Cry of the Wild Goose”—5363 .

'

AMES BROS. (Coral)

“Rag Mop”—60140. . ....... ... i

ANTON KARAS (London)
“3rd Man Theme”—536 .,y. !

GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Enjoy Yourself”—24825 .

'<

J. STAFFORD & G. McRAE (Cap.)
“Dearie”—858
B. CROSBY & ANDREWS SIS. (D.)

“Quicksilver”—24827 . .

BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“My Foolish Heart”—10623A . . .

E. MERMAN & R. BOLGER (Decca)
“Dearie”—24873 ...

DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
“So Nice to Have a Man”—38689 \

ARTHUR GODFREY (Columbia)
“Candy & Cake—38721 . . .

M. MARTIN & A. GODFREY (Col.)

Go To Sleep, Go To Sleep—38744 . .

MERVIN SHINER (Decca)
Peter Cottontail—46221

JIMMY DORSEY (Columbia)
“Johnson Rag”—38649. . -

RUSS MORGAN (Decca)
“Sentimental Me”—24904 ... . . . . .

VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)

“La Vie En Rose”—24816 . . ; . . . . .

DICK TODD (Rainbow)
“Daddy’s Little Girl”—80088 . ....

LIONEL HAMPTON (DecCa)

“Rag Mop”—24855. ... . ... - •

GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)

“3rd Man Theme”—24839 , .

M. WHITING & WAKELY (Cap.)

“Broken Merry-Go-Round”—800 .

.

’/ 37

12 11

13A 15

13B ..

4 10 10..,.

. 10 .. 8 8 25

5 .

.

6 5 21

4 8 .. 2 19

« • • • • * * .
6 18

15 12

16A ..

16B ....

17A 13

17B .

18A 15

18B 10

19A 14

19B ;.

19C

7 3 5

6 ..

10

6 .. 10

8 . • • • t •

2 . . .

.

1 .. .. ....

7 ..... .. .. 4 11

.. 1

7 .

.

. . 2

2 .

. 10

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

SOUTH PACIFIC GENTLEMEN PREFER SONGS OF DIXIE BY DORSEY
BLONDES BILLY ECKSTINE

e,6.Jw.y C«.
grMdw(ly c, Billy jEc(««n.

,

.
Columbia

.
Columbia M-G Columbia

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
(Based on Points Earned)

TEXAS in
DARLINf

Breadway Cast

Decca.

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
1 61 f Broadway, N. Y. If

Label
No. of
Records Points Label

No. of
Records Points

Decca ... . 9 149 Coral ... . . 1 30

Victor . . . ... . ..../ ,.V. . . . .
.3' 133 Capitol ... ... .

.

. . .

.

.'2 29

London . . .

,

i • • » • * ^ 106 M-G-M 1.. 18

Mercury 2 67 Rainbow . . /> ... . . .

.

9

Columbia . . .

,

4
, f . « • f t. A •* * • * • •• * < f * 50

Gordon Jenkins

Sunday, February 25th,

Gordon ' Jenkins presented

his world - famous musical

tribute to NeW York.

.

MANHATTAN

on the

ED SULLIVAN
SHOW

'TOAST OF THE TOWN'

CBS-Televisioft Network

In 88^ weeks of consecutive

TV broadcasting, Sullivan

reports, he has never had a
more sensational response

. . . and the mail is still

pouring in! Just a few days

ago, Sullivan devoted his

entire column to Jenkins and
his wonderful composition.

DECCA Album

Available In 2 Speeds
(Long Play 33 1/3 RPM

and 78 RPM)

DAU-723 Two 10-inch 78
RPM DECCALITE* Rec-

ords Price $2.7$

A Unbr«akabla Undar Normal Uw

DL 8011 {coupled with
CALIFORNIA 12 -inch
Long Play Microgropve
Unbreakable R e c o r d
Price $4.85

DECCA
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SONG
»» (Musical-Historical Review: 1800-1950)

Compiled for p^RlETY
By JULIUS MATTFELD

(Copyright; Varioty, Inc. All Righto Rosorvtd)

Legends and other basic background information^ attendant to tho compilation

and presentation, appeared in the Oct. 4, 1949, issue when the Variety Song

Cavalcade started publication serially. It is suggested that these installments be

clipped and filed for future reference.

m

Cavalcade Into Book
There have been sq many

inquiries about Variety's Mu-
sical-Historical Cavalcade be-

ing published in book form

that such a volume will be

brought out this fall by Pren-

tice-Hall at $4.

It can be ordered in advance

through Variety.

< t_ Green. Famous Music Corp., cop.

Attention »' h*r*by called to tho fact that this material it copyrighted and may aot
j

1931; . COp. 1945,

kt reproduced either wholly or in part.

.

Aren't You Glad You're You-
(film; The Bells of St. Mary's), w,,

Johnny Burke, m., Jimmy Van
Heusen. Burke & Van Heusen,
Inc., cop. 1945.

Autumn Serenade. ‘

w,> Sammy
Gallop, m., Peter DeHOse. Robbins
Music Corp., Cop. ,1945.

Cruising; Down the River. >v.>

m., Eily Beadell arid Nell Tolley
ton. Henry Spitzer Music Pub.
Co., Inc , cop. 1945 by Cinephonic
Music Co., Ltd.

pig: You Later—A Hubba-Hub-
ba-Hubba (film: Poll Face), w.,

Harold Adamson, m., Jimmy
McHugh. Bobbins Music Corp.,

Kaye. m„ Billy Reid. Peter Maurice
Music Co., Ltd., cop. 1945 by World
Wide Music Co., Ltd., London; cop.

1945 by Peter Maurice Co.* Ltd.;

Cop. 1946 by Peter Maurice Music
Co., Ltd*

If I Loved You (Carousel), w.,

Oscar Hammerstein, 2d; m . , Richr
ard Rodgers. Williams Music Inc ,,

cop. 1945. :

It's a Grand Night for Singing
(film: State Fair). *av.„ Oscar Hah>
merstein, 2d. ml, Richard Rod-
gers. Williamson Music Inc., cop.

1945,
It's Been a Long, Long Time, w.,

You Won't be Satisfied, wl, m.,

Freddy James and Larry Stock.

Mutual Music Society, Inc., cop.

1945, .V-.

Bands at Hotel B.O.’s
Cover* Total

Week* Vast Cover*
Band ,

Hotel Flny*d Week On Dnt*
Eddy

;
Duchih* . , . . .Waldorf (400; $2) . , . . ... *>,- * .... tl 2,170 2,170

Guy Lombardo ..... Roosevelt (450; $1.50-$2) . . . .

,

Jimmy Dorsey. . . . . Statler (450; $1.50-$2h ... . . . . .

.

Tony Pastor* . .... . New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50). ,

.

24
5
tl

2^250
1,390
800

63,925
8,140
800

* New Yorker has Connie Haines; Waldorf, Dorothy Shay*
t 5 days. '

«? ^Chicago

cop. 1945 by Twentieth Century ! It Might as Well Be Spring (film:

anese homeland, for which the
greatest fleet ever- assembled in

any waters was waiting, . was not
needed, A long and costly research
project by American and British

scientists to discover the secret of
atomic fusion had been successful.

With President Truman rested the
drehdful decision to use. the A
bomb. One was dropped on Hiro-
shima Aug. 6, another on Nagasaki

0 ~ a „ -va i three days latter. Japan sued for
Sammy Cahn. ih., Jule Styne. Ed-

,
peace and her formal ;

surrender
win H. Morris & Go., Inc,, cop. 1 ^ - -

1945

Johnny Aladdin (Swiss Chalet; Bismarck, 250; $2 min.-80c. cover).

Slow with only 1,000 tiiatomers..
‘

Pick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstorie, 350; $3,5Q min.-$i cover).
Dunninger holding biz up nicely with 1,800 covers.

'

•
••

., T ! Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 720; $3.50 miri.-$l cover).
The; actual, invasion of Ihe Jap-

, fa show biz:up with trim 3,515 patrons.
men 1 nnmalQnn -frkV whu>h TilA >' ' ' •:••••

Music Corp.
For Sentimental Reasons, w.,

Deke Watson, m., William Best.
Duchess Music Corp., cop. 1945.
Give Me the Simple Life (film:

Give Me the Simple Life), w.,

Harry Ruby. m„ Rube Bloom,
Triangle Music Corp., cop. 1945
by Twentieth C e ri t u r y Music
Corp.

: I Can't Begin to Tell You (film:

The Polly Sisters), w., Mack Gor-
don, m., James V, Monaco. Breg-
man, Vocco & Conn, Inc., cop. 1945
by Twentieth Century Music Corp.

I'll Be Yours—J'attendrai. Eng-
lish words, Anna Sosenko. French
words, Louis Poterat. m., Dino
Olivieri. Southern Music Pub Co.,
Inc.,- cop. 1938 by P. Leonard!,
Milan; Cop. 1945 by Southern Mu-
sic Pub. Co.

I'll Close My Eyes, w., Buddy

GOD’S
COUNTRY

:
recorded by

VIC DAMONE ...Mercury

Bill FARRELL . ,.. ...... V...M.G-M

PHIL HARRIS ..RCA Vidor

AL JOLSON .; Decca

SNOOKY LANSON London

RALPH SIOWALD. .: . Magnolia

FRANK SINATRA. . .. . Columbia

ROBBINS MUSK CORPORATION

State Fair)* w., Oscar Hammer-

Srir ’
' tI^t’

*
JRichard ^Rodgers.

: and 56,867 missing
Williamson Music Inc., cop. 1945.! __ •

. . . .

took place on the battleship Mis-
souri in Tokyo Bay Sept. 2. 1945.
Ih human life, World War II cost

us 201.36* killed, 570,783 wounded

June is Bustin' Out; All Over
(Carousel).

,
w., Oscar Hammer-

stein, 2d. m., Richard Rodgers,
Williamson Music Inc., cop. 1945.

Laura (film: Laura), w., Johnny
Mercer, m., David Raksin. Rob-
bins Music Corp., cop. 1945.

Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let
It Snow! w., Sammy Cahn. m.,

Jule Styne. Edwin H. Morris &
Co., cop. 1945.
The More I See of You (film:

Meantime, in the European The-
atre (March), Patton's army
reached the Rhine, and Germany's
last defense line was breached. In
addition, the Russian forces, ad-
vancing from the East, captured
Berlin—-where Hitler had already
committed, suicide—and Germany
surrendered in May.
Aside from ’ “Objective Burma,"

with Errol Flynn, there were no
war films of moment during the

Diamond Horseshoe), w.. Mack ! first half of the year. Two of the

2 ;Great Song*? 4 »

best pictures to come out of the
conflict—-“Pride of the Marines"
and “The Story of GI Joe" were
released just after the surrender of

Japan. Most popular non-war
films of the year were “A Song to
Remember," “A Tree Grows in

Brooklyn," “The Valley of De?
cision" and “Wonder Man: ij

(FOR HER HAIR)

— o —
91

A LOVELY
LAKE IN LOVELAND*

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway. New York 19

Gordon, m., Harry Warren. Breg-
man, Vocco & Conn, Inc., cop.

1945 by Twentieth Century Mu-
sic Corp.
No Can Do. w., Charlie Tobias,

hi., Nat Simon. Robbins Music

|
Corp,, cop. 1945. «.

Oh! What It Seemed to Be. w.,

m., Bennie Benjamin, George
Weiss and Frankie Carle. Santly-
Joy, Inc., cop. 1945.

Oh the Atchison^ Topeka and
the Santa Fe (film: The Harvey
Girls), w., Johnny Mercer, m.,

Harry Warren. Leo Feist, Inc,,

cop. 1945.
Rodger Young, w., m., Frank

Loesscr. Bob Miller Inc., cop,
.1945.-

..

.

Some Sunday Morning (film:

San Antonio), w., Ted Koehler,
m., M. K. Jerome and Ray Ilein-

dorf. Harms, Inc., cop. 1945.
Symphony, w„ Jack Lawrence,

m., Alstone. Chappell & Co., cop.
1945 by Editions Salabert, Paris;
assigned 1945 to Chappell & Co.

That's For Me (film: State Fair),

w., Oscar Hammerstein, 2d. m.,

Richard Rodgers, Williamson Mu-
sic Inc,* cop. 1945.
There Must Be a Way; w., m.,

Sammy Gallop, David Saxon arid

Robert Cook. Stevcris Music Corp,.
cop. 1945.

Till the End of Time. . w., m..
Buddy Kaye and Ted Mossman,
based on Chopin’s “Polonaise in

A flat, op. 53.” Santly-Joy, Inc.,

cop 1945
Waitin’ For the Train to Come !

‘“t0
.
3 hnge torch in the

* r-m r,. . I IllAnl H'c* h 1 ithort . hi ana
In. w., m., Sunny Skyla r and

Favorite subject of conversation
and admiration was Joe Rosen-
thal’s “Flag Raising on Iwo Jima,"
the greatest v far photo to come
out of the Pacific.

The top U. S. singer of all time
was still Bing Crosby, whose re-

cordings had sold 75,000,000 copies
in two decades. When he signed
a Decca contract, to run to 1950,
the following sales figures were re-

vealed: “White Christmas," 1,700,-

000; “Silent Night," 1,500.000;
“Don’t Fence Me,InJ ! 1,250,000,

George Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1.20). New show
opened Friday (10). Fair 1,800 diners.

Eddie O'Neal (Empire Room, Palmer House, 500; $2.50 min.-$l boyer).

Biz took sudden drop here in Victor Bprge’s second week, but still

okay with 3,037 tabs. ••

Bill Snyder (College Inn , S»herman, 500; $3.50 min.V Last few weeks
of room’s riitery format lifts biz to bright 2,200 customers-.

Jan Garber . (Ambassador, 900; $ 1 .50) . With Evelyn Knight, first week,
okay 2,495 covers. .

Paul Neighbors (Biltmore, 900; $15Q). So-so 2,000 covers.

Phil Oilman (BevCrly Hills, 300; $4 min.). Good 700 . covers.

Location Jobs, Not in

(Chicago)

Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 560; $3.50 iniii.-$l cover). Jimmy Durante
boff 6,000 in fourth week.

Jimmy Featherstone (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm,). Biz so-so; 5,000 danc-
ers despite easing of cold weather.

Eddie: Howard (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 min.-80c. cover). Howard’s
last full week here lifts traffic to fair 1,700 diners.

_

Orrin Tucker (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm ). Bjz better, but Still off with
6,500 terpers.

.

(Los Angeles)

Harry Owens-Nick Stuart (Aragon, Santa Monica). Solid 8,100 ad-
missions.

'

Claude Thornhill (Palladium B., Hollywood). Second week eased to

11,990 admissions.

NEW DECCA
. Comedian Peter Lind Hayes has
been inked by Decca to a new two-
year recording pact for kiddie and
pop labels.. Hayes has been disk-

ing for Decca since 1946.

Hayes’ initialer under the new
pact will be “Darn It, Baby, That’s
Love," duetted with his wife, Mary

arid . “Sunday. Monday and Al- j-Healy*

Ways," 1,000,000. 1

EnOmy ; fire
v killed Ernie Pyle

during the battle on the island of
Ie in the Pacific, and all Ameri-
cans—but most especially the GI
Joes in all theatres of operations—
mourned the loss of the nation’s

j

sUch situations could not arise; for
most beloved war correspondent. I a publishers’ classification would '

A B-26 borilber, piloted by a war
j

be determined purely by book- !

>a4a**avi avw ill An 4L h i_ . vifi. J _ _il . . Xi • 1

Continued from page 45

It's Millie ty

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yesterday's

KITTY FROM

(Feist)

Martin Block. Martin Block Mu-
sic,- cop. 1945.
You Came Along—Out of No-

where (film: You Came Along), w.-,

Edward Heymain, m., John W.

TOM

ELORIDGE

i «• . • /uil

MAIN STREET RECORDS

THERE’S AN ACHE IN MY HEART
•«ek*d hy THEY’ltf POSITIVELY WRONG

;
(8011

PONT FEEL SORRY PDit ME. lacked by
THE WOMAN WHO DONE ME WEONG (till l

veteran unfamiliar with the New I keeping. Whether such a system

nlv
headlong _mt° would be as workable as it appears

j

g
le

. ^Tth stoi;y ^ to be on the surface was one of ;

tt!e d^to^le
'

^

’

of office workers, and turned the
me auecioiate.

How such classification, as
against the present setup, would
affect publishers financially is a
moot question. With large, long-

world's highest blaze.

In February, U. S. Marines
landed on Iwo Jima. We paid
heavily for this air base (in 26 days
of fighting there were 20,196 cas-
ualties, of which 4,305 were killed),

but the victory was invaluable.

Later that year, Okinawa, con-
taining naval anchorages and air

bases from which all sea lanes
from Japanese and Chinese main-
lands could be controlled, was in-
vaded. After 82 days of bitter,
bloody fighting—during which des-
perate Japanese resorted to suicide
crashes of bombing planes which
hit 250 vessels, sinking 34 of them
—the enemy was defeated. Japan
lost not only 109,000 men (our
forces, 39,000), but her Empire.
America suffered the worst win-

ter, weather-wise, in 50 years, witlv
hardship aggravated by fuel and
some other shortages. In April,
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
died. The nation remained in a:

state of shock for 24 hours, and
no such public grief had been
known since the passing of Lin-
coln.

Vice-President Harry S, Tru-
man, virtually unknown to the
average American citizen, triok on
the back-breaking task of leading
the country in the worst war re-
corded by civilization.

General George S. Patton, who
commanded the American Third
Army in its smashing drive frorn

i the^Normandy Beachhead into the
i heart of Germany, died in the mil-
itary hospital in Heidelberg as re-
sult of injuries received in an auto
accident.

(Continued Next Week)

[

established firms it would be un
likely that any great changes in

their annual ASCAP revenue
would occur, and sriialler or new
pubs who benefit to little or no
extent from availability and se-

niority possibly might do better
under a straight 100% perform-
ance payoff; In the case of old
music firms with fair Catalogs arid
little current activity, removal of
the “security” of the combined
45% for availability and seniority
bright have an adverse monetary
effect.

J

Evert if the ASCAP board should ;

vote in the near future to change
the publisher classification setup,
it would take at least, six months
to become operative, due to the
big clerical job that would be nec-
essary to assign the proper poin^
to every song in the ASCAP file.

Tht American Love Song

I CAN'T GIVE YOU

ANYTHING BUT

LOVE, BABY

Music by . .

.

JJMMY MeHUGH
Mills music

PETER COTTONTAIL
(TKa Rabbit of Distinction)

LIKES

JUDY

"MUSIC FOR DANCING"

HIS ORCHESTRA.
10th WEEK.' % HIS TRUMPET AND SONGS

FRANK
Daileys MEADOWBROOK

Nightly-‘NBC-Mutupl Networks

LONDON ^RECORDS
ALLEN BEST, 149 W. Slit Stf**t r Now York
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By GEORGE PHAIR t

Hollywood, March 14.

When you ask a cafe owner or a

bai'keep on Hollywood Boulevard

how business is, he will shrug his

shoulders and Say: VHow do I know?
I ain't seen it lately.” He Will tell

you that business has not been
hanging around that vicinity sinqe

last December when Santa. Claus

wrapped up his prop reindeer and
went into cold storage.

Six blocks south of the* cele-

brated boulevard, on Vine street,

is a spot where business goes on
day and night. Outside is a sign

bearing the legend: VWe Never
Close.” It is known as the Ranch
Market. Showmanship and smart
merchandising keep it going at top

speed; too.

It has no cocktail bar, no floor

show, no stseamlined hat checkers
and no dance band, but the boys
and gals of the film industry con-
gregate, there in the wee hours
when the night clubs have turned
off their charm and restaurants

'

113 West 44th Street

NEW YORK
LUXEMBERO 2-2300

3-Room Suito, Complete Kitchens,

Well Furnished

Suitable 3-4 People

$150 to $225 MONTHLY

2-Reem Suites, Well. Furnished

Suitable 3-4 People

.

$90 to $100 MONTHLY

Single and Double Rooms
With and. Without Roths

$3 50 to $5 DAILY

$13 to $28 WEEKLY

Full Hotel Service
In All of the Above
Suites and Rooms

have turned off the gas in their
kitchens and the saloons have turn-
ed off their televised wrestling
jousts.

Along the Vine street front of
the market is an outdoor soda foun-
tain where the customers gather to
inhale^ their banana splits or dunk
their doughnuts while weeping on
each other’s shoulders and bewail-
ing the fact that the old town
ain’t like it used to be, pausing
now arid then to stop inside and
buy a carton of eggs or a can of
beans for the morrow’s breakfast,
* The Ranch Market, which never
sleeps, was once .known as the
Mandarin Market, which went to
sleep for good during the prewar
depression, - The old oriental en-
semble, once visible in the market’s
architecture, has disappeared corn,
pletely since the new owners
moved, in. They moved adjacent
bungalows to make room for park-
ing lots, a modern necessity in any
choW tpart. They bought the old-
fashioned restaurant next door
and replaced it with an al fresco
snackery where the lights gleam
long after Hollywood Boulevard
has folded for the night.
Along about sun-up the ranch-

ers rumble in from San Fernando
Valley with truckloads of rutaba-
gas, cabbages, oranges, Mexican
squashes and other comestibles for
the neighborhood trade. All day
the housewives prowl the shelves
and vegetable bins and bakery
counters while a. loudspeaker
breaks out now and then to hand
the shoppers timely hints on to-

day’^ bargains. They can buy any-
thing from a watermelon to a jack-
knife, including imported cheese,
beer on ice, slick*riiagazihes, fertil-

izers and the latest editions of the
afternoon papers:
And when the sun sets amid the

California smog, the lads and
lasses who have been working, or
looking for work, in the film stu-

dios, gather at the non-alcoholic
bar. That is Hollywood night life

in Vine street*—vintage 1950.

PAR, HOLLYWOOD, TO

RESUME VAUDE POLICY
Hollywood, March 14.

Stage shows resume at the
downtown Paramount Thursday
(16) with Marco Wolff and Fan-
chon Simon, operators of the
house, staging them. One top.
name weekly, a line of girls, and
fill-in acts will b.e used. Rube
Wolff will conduct the orchestra.

Rube, Marco’s brother, has been
managing director of theatre since
stage shows were droppedjn 1941,
Ross Stableton, of F&M booking
Office, is lining up the acts.

Republic’s “Singing Guns” is

film accompanying new policy,

COMEDY MATERIAL
Fur til branches of theatricals

FUN-MASTER
"Tho ORIGINAL Shew-BIx Gag fllo"
• No* 1 thru 35 <B $1.01 Oo. *

(Order In Sequence only)
SPECIAL: First 1) files for $10

All 35 files for $30
• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book. $10 o'
• MINSTREL/ BUDGET . . ... $25 •
• HUMOR-DOR -FOR EMCEES. $25 *
O 4 BLACKOUT IKS., oa. bk. $25 •

—or all 4 difF. Yols. for $15—
• "HOW TO MASTER THE CERE-
MONIES" (re-issue)— $2.00 per copy—

Np C.O.D.'s

FAU LA SM ITH
200 W. 54th St. Dept. V

NEW YORK If

JR. BYFIELD PREFERS

CONTINUING IN VIDEO
Ernest Byfield, Jr., as director of

television for Weiss & Geller
agency, feels he prefers remaining
in this field than returning to the
hotel chain founded by his late

father in Chicago. This includes
the Sherman . and Ambassadors
West and East—latter with its

famed Pump Room, and the Sher-
man famed for 40 years via its Col-
lege Inn—along with other affili-

ated hostelries.

With Jimmy Hart elected man-
aging director of the Chi hostelries

: and Frank Bering continuing as
' board chairman, Byfield, Jr., along

}

with his brother Hugh, retain vot-

j

ing control. But the agency man,
I after a stint in Hollywood, thinks

j

TV is more his metier, and is con-
centrating thereon.

Atlantic City- March 14.

“Ice Capades,” which played
here for six weeks last summer,
was the top single attraction at

the Municipal Auditorium; paying
the city $24yl 18.63, according to
an audit Of . the auditorium ac-

counts just released by the city
comptroller.

Altogether the big hall was a
profitable Venture for the city dur-
ing the nine-month period just
passed. Receipts for the period
were $737,727, including $100,000
deficiency appropriation from the
city; Expenses were $646,480, in-

cluding costs of management and
stigirig of all attractions. Cash on
hand at the end of the year was
$442,876.46.

Stores and conventions paid the
hall management $372,635.47. The
Miss America Pageant brought in

$15,677.75; while ice hockey re-

turned $11,037^78, boxing and
wrestling $4,734.70, and basketball
$4,905.40.

Uncle Sam didn't do too badly.
He got $72,602 in amusement tax-?

es while the city,, took in $12,186
in city luxury taxes.

America's First Lady of Magic

’49-’50

Full page in color -
life Magazine

.Full page—Televiews,
Feature story—
Associated Press

Numerous guest

appearancesr-
Radio and TV

NOW
leum Theatra,

Own Shew, Sundays—NBC-TV, New York

THEN
Club Capri—Caracas, Venezuela

Paramount Theatre—Havana,. Cuba
Olympia Theatre—Miami, Florida

Fax Theatre-^St. Louis, ’Ma,

Color Television Demonstration for Federal ..

Communications Commission—Washington, D. C.

Concert ToUr—Two-Hour, One-Woman Show

NEXT
L. A. Orpheum Theatre, Oakland

Al Morgan Settles With

Chi Bistro for $16,800
Chicago, March .14.

Al Morgan settled his hassle

with Bill Helsing, operator of Hel-
sings" nitery yesterday, (13) when
he agreed to pay $16,800 to pick
up his six-month contract. Singer-
pianist, booked in for a six-week
engagement, quit after opening
night, Friday, Feb. 24 and his doc-
tor refused to let him return. Date
was to have been the first of four
engagements under a delayed con-
tract commitment. *

Morgan was catapulted to fame
last year with his London disking
of “Jealous Heart” and a six

months run at Helsings. He’s also

on the DuMont TVweb for Strom-
berg-Carlson, and if manufacturer
doesn’t pick up renewal in a

month, frigidare is set to take over
and move the show to New York,
Morgan paid $1,000 down and

will pay the remainder out of earn-

ings. He also signed a five-j’ear

booking pact with General Artists

Corp., but retaining Frank J. Ho-
gan as personal manager.

Under doctor’s orders Morgan is

prohibited from taking long bistro

engagements and will limit his

activities to concerts and TV with
occasional excursions in one' or

two week nitery dates.

The vaude revival , which. Started
out in high gear last year is

figured to slow dqwn to pedestrian
pace by summer,

1

according to tal-

ent agency, execs, . In fact, per-
centers feel there will be less out-
lets- for acts, lower salaries,,, and
this consequently will affect the
income of the agencies, \

Situation is ' pointed up by the
fact that the Orpheum, Los
Angeles, may shutter for the sum-
mer with fall policy rather bleak.
At the Same ..tithe, the RKQ Palace
roadshows aren’t going put with
the frequency originally planned;
Simultaneously, several houses, in-

cluding the Adams, Newark, have
dropped regular displays in favor
of spot showings when a suitable
potent attraction is available.

The niajor encouragement is the
continuance of the Schine time;
which while not as lucrative as
some of the other circuits, provides
a developing ground for new talerit

and keeps more than 50 acts em-
ployed weekly.
On a longterm basis, the p;er-

centeries are hopeful that a stifr

ficierit amount of talent is being
developed via the smaller houses,
and new acts may come out of the
video shows.
However, the agencies feel; their

cooperation with smaller houses
has failed to pay off, so .far. The
Palace, N. Y.’s small talerit budget,
has proven to bookers of the de-
luxers that many standard names
can be delivered at a reasonable
price. At the same .-time houses,
such as most of those on the Rko
route; which used to buy names,
are now getting by with lesser
salaried talent. Coriiinissioris aren’t
as lucrative as they used to be in
vaude. ... i

Agencies Are still hopeful that

the lesser houses may open up
more vaude time, but it will be «
matter of a few years. The major
studios, by Federal order, will
eventually divest their theatre
holdings and thus create terrific

competition. Orice that starts

there won’t be sufficient picture
product arid the agencies hope for
increased playing tiriie.

Vic Hamone has been signed for
the Starlight Roof Of the Waldorf-
Astoria hotel, N. Y„ starting June
1. Singer was originally slated to
start a film for Metro on that date,
hut shooting has been postponed
for a

;
month.

The Guy Lombardo orch, which
will be on the bill with Damone;
will add several strings for this en-
gagement.

" v

NX LATIN

Buddy Rogers will play his first

nitery date at the Latin Quarter,
N. Y., April 12. The former
filrnster recently has been making
theatre appearances, and also on
video and radio. He recently ap-
peared at the Paramount, N. Y.
Rogers will precede his LQ

stand with a date at the Oriental
theatre, Chicago, but after that will
have to remain in New York be-
cause of his new video show, prob;
ably on ABC, next month. He
how does a Monday, through Fri-

' day radio show for that web.

COMEDIENNE

PERSONAL
APPEARANCES

WM. ti, KING
2025^ N. Argyle Ave.

Hollywood 23, Calif.

ain for N.Y. Roxy
Roxy theatre, N. Y., is slated to

restore ice shows in June. Blades
display will probably run until the
end of the year.
Roxy plans to use this type of

show for six months a year in con-
junction with its regular stage

PATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently

LATIN QUARTER
BOSTON

ESCO LA RUE
Currently Being Held Over Bellevue Casinoy

•k TRIXIC

starts 5th year with ICE CAPADES, Atlantic City, July 15

Montreal; till March 22

"Comedy corner gees to Esco
L« Rue whose drunk set gets
him Into the shew In spit# of
gag efforts to throw him out.
La Rue teams up With dancers
Hlbbert end Bird for some
very funny acre-ballroom
work."

—Max Newton/
THE STANDARD,

". . . when La Rue comas up
out of the audience pretending
he Is a customer who has one
tee many, the result Is seme
comedy of • vary high order,"

—Harold Whitehead,
THE GAZETTE,

"Esco La Rut as a drunken
customer evades the maitre 4 '

and sparks up the dancing Of
Hibbart and Bird with timing
and sly farce."

—Brian MacDonald,
the Herald.

Will Noed Replacement of Self for Present

Routines with Hibbert and Bird by June 20

Contact ESCO LA RUE, MU 8-4558 or

Miles Ingalls, Hotel Astor, New York City

r—TTTP ..... ..... * *: • • • # . # « • *,* * « » « « > -t» 4
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K.C. Centennial Abo Some
Kansas City, March 14.

The Centennial Assn . is going to

depend upon show business at-

tractions during the peak of the

celebration here June 3-July 4.

For that purpose it has appointed

a Centennial Attractions Commit-

tee headed by John Antonello, lo-

cal impresario. V
Antonello and his committee,

have set two major attractions for

the celebration and are working on

a third. First show is “Holiday on

Ice
0 set for June 16-24. in the

Municipal Auditorium. This marks

the first time art ice show has been

set for the main arena rtf the audi-

torium, and means that a 60x120

foot rink will be built there, With

a seating capacity near lO.OOOi An-

tonello said the top price will be

held to $2.50 to give the show as

large a play as possible.

Second show is “Water Follies

NEW! NEW/ NEW!

* /V %

CHRISTINE

GARDONI
•SINGS WITH HER HEART'

APPEARED SOLOIST
*

N. Y. PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY
CAROUSEL-MONTREAL
ST. REGIS-rTORONTp

Currently of

CORONET—QUEBEC
on a Hold Over Engagemsnt

•
DELL-SPEAKER

1650 Broadway, N. Y. G.
Suit# 301-3 PLaia 7-3195

of 1950,” also set for the Audi-
torium arena, to play June 26-

July 8.

Third attraction is to be *a cir-

cus. Plans are underway on this

already, but dates and details are

not completes
These attractions will be in addi-

tion to the historical pageant
which the Assn, has scheduled fop

Swope Park to run for the entire

June 3-July 4 period, with pos*-

sibly extended playing time.

Legit may also be called upon
for bookings here in connection

With the Centennial. Although
the season usually lets down irt

May, Antonello said the commit-
tee may book attractions

,

during
June if there are any available.

The Music Hall where these would
play is air-conditioned, and has

had legit attractions
:

during the

warmer months; at times in the
past.

The combination of the pageant,

the arena attractions and legit in

the Music Hall would give the city

a fitting line-up of entertainment
during the celebration.

For Riviera, B’way Spots
The opening of the Riviera, Ft.

Lee, N. J., is being eyed with
greater interest this year because
of a possible change in Broadway
cafe-going habits. The Riviera’s
preem may mean a battle for head-
liners between Broadway spots and
the Jersey nitery.

Currently the Latin Quarter is

getting major Broadway trade. The
Copacabana, which also gets a
large sprinkling of Broadwayites, is

also expected to be affected.
Bill Miller, Riviera operator, has

already lined, up Tony Martin for
three weeks starting May 14 and
Danny Thomas is set to follow,
He’s still dickering for a headliner
on the opening show. Deal has
been on* for sometime for Sam
Levenson, but it’s still to be
finalized.

•THE BODY’ SUBS FOR JCHN0Z
Chicago, March 14.

Marie (The Body) McDonald subs
for Jimmy Durante at the Chez
Paree for two nights starting to-

night (14) as comic planes to the
Coast to meet picture deadline.
Tony Martin, who opens March

17, was unable to get here before
that date. Rest of the* show holds

raggjg3g|
Chicago, March 14.

Four Step Bros, have been pact-

ed for six irtonth stint at the Lido,

Paris, starting June 1- Marcus
Glaser, of the Charles Hogan of-

fice, set the dealv ..Margaret

O’Brien makes her vaude debut, at

th& Oriental theatre, March 23,

followed by another MGM star,

Lena Horne, April 6. Chicago.the-

atre counters with Dean Martin &
jerry Lewis, March 31 • Willie

Shore opens at the Beilerieye. hotel,

K Cm April 21 . . . Peter Zantato,

formerly of the Blue: Note nitery,

joins the staff of Associated Book-
ing, .replacing Bob Phillips, who
left to take over the Coast opera*

tion.

Keane Sisters have been added
to the Chez Paree new show, March
17 . , . Charlie Hogan off to Florida

for several weeks . . . Sophie Tuck-
er set for Lake Club, Springfield,

III., April 6 . . , Jonnie O’Brien in-

to Eddie’s, K. C. March 31 ...

Harry
.
Stevens opens at Helsings

March 17.
'

CU Cafe

Influx Seen
British show business prospects

for the next two years are exceed-

ingly bright, according to Bernard
Delfont, English producer, who
flies back to London today (Wed.)

after a quick trip to New York.

Delfont thinks that the opening

of London niteries coupled with

the fact that the tourist influx

next season will be the heaviest in

the history of the Empire because

of the British trade fair next year,

will provide tremendous impetus

to the entertainment Industry.

Delfont says that since Jan. 1

,

when bottle clubs were; outlawed
and niteries Were’ permitted to sell

beyond midnight, cafe business has

been excellent. Already 10 cafes

are in operation and that number
will most likely be doubled within

a year. Delfont says that the Ber-

nard Bros.’ recent engagement at

the Colony indicated that name
acts can do Well in London nite-

ries. Delfont will attempt to get'

Kay Thompson, current at thO” Ver-

sailles, N. Y., for a London cafe

date.

showbuslhess is in solid shape. He
says “America has the best acts,
best songwriters and the best ma-
terial, but Britain has the best
showbusiness.’’

Greene with Later Agcy.

Irving Greene has joined the
Ken Later Agency* N. Y. He’ll
work in cafe and vaude depts;
Greene previously was with the

William Morris cafe dept, in New
York and Chicago.

.
Henny Youngman opens tonight

(15) at the > Beachcomber, Miami
Beach.

Hearings on Revocations Delfont declared that British

over.

LOEWS
THE THEATRES

OF THE STARS

Chicago, March 14.

Chicago Cafe Owners Assn., un-

der revitalized program which
brought Paul Sander in as execu-

tive secretary, jumped membership
100% in two weeks.

;
CCOA, which

has been inactive for^the past year,

is going into the personal service

angle rather than former basis.

One of the new planks will demand
court hearings on revocation of

licenses, which have been taking
place without hearings.

The group is also fighting the re-

turn of the refund of the 2% sales

tax on nitery receipts, which was
declared illegal several years ago
and then ruled legal this winter by
Illinois S t a t e Supreme Court,
Money involved is over $300,000.
Bistro ops are also cooperating
with other amusement industries
ip asking for the revocation of the
20% cabaret tax. Among other
measures that CCOA is backing
are: Extension of consumer credit

past 30 days, elimination of single

drinks in package-stores, and self,

patrol of undesirable bistros.

Tom Rosenberg and Milt Raynor
are retained counsel and Belle
Kozak is In charge of the office.

Taubman Buys In

.

On Penthouse, N.Y.
Paul Taubman has purchased an

interest in the Penthouse, N Y.,

from Phil Rosen, who has beeft

running it solo. Purchase price
wasn’t disclosed.

Taubman, who has been working
as : an organist . at the Shelton
Corner, N. Y., leaves that spot
Saturday (18). Hjs spot there will

be filled by guitarist Tony Colucci,

Relations b e t w e e n nightclub

operators and pressagents may un-

dergo drastic revisions in the next

few months. Publicists. Guild, re-

cently for m e d organization of

flacks, is setting up an economic
research committee to survey the

field. It’s expected tfyat when
their findings aire reported, press-

agents will demand contracts and
minimum scale. Same is expected
to apply when a performer em-
ploys a publicist.

SG meets Friday (17) at the War-
wick hotel, N. Y., to elect perma-
nent officers. Group is as yet un-
decided as to whether it will be-
come a union or trade association.

Sam Geison is temporary chair-

man, Kay Norton, veepefe and
tre&surer, and Frances Kaye, secre-

.
tarty. ,

Darcel’s Nitery Bow
Denise Darcel, French film im-

port who appeared in Metro’s
“Battleground,” will make her
U. S. nitery debut at the Latin
Quarter, Boston, March 26. She’ll
be followed into the spot by Ted
Lewis and his revue.

Other dates are being lined up
for Miss Darcel by Music Corp. of
America.

Fred Harris, formerly of the
dance team of Harris, Claire and
Shannon, has turned agent. He
joined the Abner J. Greshler agen-
cy last week.

A 'Jlr

MARCUS
LOEW

^300KING AGENCY
..... GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

O EWBU ILDING A N NE X
}*0 W. 46th St., N.Y. C. • JUdson 2-2000
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Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y., March 14.

Johnny Lake, radio actor-an-
nouncer, who rated tops during ob-
servation period; skedded for an
operation.
Jean Perry in from Cleveland to

pay a weekend visit- with her hus-
band, Arthur Perry, and at the
same time celebrate their 11th
wedding anniversary, a bed side
blowout that packed plenty of good
cheer. Among the gang attending
were Ed Gaiser, Joe Fallon, Joe
Bishop, Larry Garber, Jack Was-
serman, Mary Lou Weaver, Jenny
Foley and Nurse La Vern Hiilt.

Dolly (Warners) Gallagher
upped for pictures twice weekly,
and showing good progress.

365 patients from the Raybrook,
N. Y., sanitarium and. 26 from the
Northwoods san here, wish to
thank the Jerry Vogel Foundation
for its kindness. Every patient re-
ceived gifts and candy. f)

Dr. Grace Moyer, house medico
of the Variety Clubs hospital, leav-
ing for Honolulu, where she’ll do
medical and missionary work;

j

Write to those who are ill.

Entrancing Da ncing
of the

TALBOTS
Now at

COTILLION ROOM
Pierre Hotel, New York

Managtmanh
INTERNATIONAL THEATRICAL CORP.

1501 Broadway; Now York 19, N. Y.

With KATHLEEN McLAUGHLIN
BROWN HOTEL
Louisville, Ky.
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Chaster Jo# Anton
LQRCH HILLER ICIBILIA

Hollywood's Newest
Discovery

Young Comedian and Harmonica
Virtuoso

Now starring as "Danny” fn Colum-

bia's "Military Acadsmy" soon to be
rslsastd. Also soon in "City Across

ths Rivor," "Mr. Soft Touch,” "The

Vicious Ysars."

Available for Limited Psrsonal

Appsaranct Tour

Contact Psrsonal Mgr.

r

• LOU WELTON
6141 W. Olympic Blvd„ I* A. 36

WEbster 3-0269

JERRY

COOPER
Radio and Record

Singing Star

HELD OVER

MOULIN ROUGE
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

NOW PLAYING
WEST COAST

MAX AND HIS GANG

MAGE AND KARR

RUBY RING

JOAN BRANDON
ALL PLACED BY

KALCHEIM * SMITH
R. K. O. Bldo., NSW York City

JUdson 4-3345
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Wedgwood Room, S*Y.
(VVALDORF^ASTORIA HOTEL)

Dorothy Shay* Eddy Duchin

Orch, Mischa Borr Orch; $2 cou-

yert.
.’

The Wedgwood Room generally

hits an amazing stride when it goes

on the single-act standard, espe-

cially with acts that proved their

value at this hospice previously.

Dorothy Shay, who demonstrated

that mountain music can be a mag-

net for the, carriage trade, enter-

tains for a solid 40-minute session;

Eddy Duchin also contributes han-

dily with literate dansapation and

his full-bodied ivoryings. Together,

they’re a parlay that should main-

tain the high biz standards of this

room, even in these parlous times.
'

iviiss. Shay has increased her
stature with the eastside set. From
her beginnings at the late Glass

Hat at the Belmont Plaza hotel,

she’s come up considerably with

her particular specialty, having
picked up a great skill in the han-

dling vof her bucolic ballads. De-
spite her succession of the varia-

tions on the same theme, she is in-r

genious enough to provide suffi-

cient variety within that * frame-
work. One number may catch the

crowd’s fancy because of lyrics,

another for: infectious rhythm, but
at all times her upper-shelf deliv-

ery is an important factor. She
makes for contagion throughout;

Miss Shay is capable of song ex-

position in other than the rural

fields. She delivers a pair of sen-
timental numbers that also shows
her ability in that department.

Duchin has been at this room sev-

eral times during the past year.

He’s a hard working maestro
either off or on the podium.
Whether his major value is as a
table-hopper or as music-dispenser
Is <of little Import. He’s tops in

both departments. Mischa" Borr’s
relief-orch work is similarly upper
crust. Jose.

Marine Room* Xtil
(EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL)

Chicago, March 10.

Amazing Mr. . Bailantine, Mau-
rice it Maryea, Dorothy Hild Dan-
cers (11 ) , Charles Sheldon, George
Olsen Orch (13 ), Betty NOrman;
minimum, $1.20.

Quality of new Marine Room
show is far above previous dis-
plays. Producer Dorothy Hild, re-
taining pattern of two feature acts,
plus opening and closing produc-
tion numbers, has come up^with
type of acts that fit perfectly..
Amazing Mr. Bailantine is ex-

cellent, both as magician and Come-
dian. Routine Involves tricks
which don’t come off when he
wants them to but somehow man-
age to come out right when no-
body is expecting. In closing trick,
for example, he pulls cloth off
empty flowerpot after telling au-
dience they will see roses in pot.
When no roses appear, he lifts pot
off stand and roses ‘spring out of
stand. Magico employs staccato
type of delivery and his self-depre-
ciatory patter gets fine reception.

Maurice and Maryea contrib a
heat act. Dance team works ball-
room style, and relies mainly on
series of twirls. Maurice is smooth
and steady as he twirls blonde
partner around, and she shows
grace . and equilibrium as she
emerges from whirl into regular
dance steps as if she were merely
stepping off the. curb.

Hild dancers are okay in show-
opening production number of
Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy.”
Nifty costuming, good line work
by eight girls and fine ballet by
three boys add up to an exciting
humber,

George Olsen orch provides ex-
cellent backing for show and fills

floor for dance sets. Betty Norman
and trumpeter Marshall Gill han-
dle vocal chores capably. Chan.

Fan<clion & Arnold's
. (NEW YORK),

Betty Reilly
, Robert Clary; no

minimum, ncr cover.

This is Betty Reilly's first at-
tempt at playing a spot as intirne
as mis, but there's no denying her
cuck whether it’s a 75-seater or the

JJg
Capitol theatre on Broadway.

I his. spot certainly allows Miss
fienly to experiment with certain
types of songs that she couldn’t do
Jh .a bigHcapacity theatre or larger
mtery.

:

T’he blonde -Irish senorita”—

•

Sr
0 kets.' that billing because of

joe Latin-type tunes that she fea-
tures—has had to tone down her
spirited rhythm numbers, or else
Jhe d blast the customers out of
fhe joint. But this she’s done, and
it gives listeners a chance to hear
julss Reilly do the softer numbers,
j
oat baby spot idea, incidentally,

which, shels. seated -oh .the
t I *1 1 || | I II i « • I I t I I till M

Cotillion Room, X*. V*
(HOTEL PIERRE)

Jimmy Carroll, The Talbots (2),
Stanley Melba (10 ) and Ralph
Lane (5) orchestras; $3 minimum. :

piano, is plenty cute and effective
salesmanship.
Robert Clary, French chanter,

.

the only other act bn the bill, has I
This is a sprightly show for the

a habit of over-selling, this coupled class Cotillion. Jimmy Carroll
|

with a foghorn voice that likewise gives out with song in the lighter
fails to click. Kahn. manner, and the dancing Talbots :

are likewise in the popular idiom.
1

Personable terpers, Byron and
Margaret. Ann Talbot; with several
film stints in their background,

Oval RiMini, Boston

'

(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)
Boston, March 10. * * . . « - .

Martha Stewart & Blackburn were^ off .form at the premiere,
Twins; Harry Mafshard’s Orch j

hotably the attractive femme. Bur-
(U), Tony Peters Trio; $2 coder. i

den seemed to be extraordinarily
• •

' '

~

: on Byron Talbot as the anchor
•
V The teaming of Martha Stewart ^ th<; : team. Their cavalcade

and the Blackburn Twins brings ef dance styles, from the turn of

together three talented and lively the century, is
.
appropriately at-

youngsters in what should even- J^ned ;

to
:

the :mid-cenUiry mark; re-

tually be a neat entertaining 'act.

As it stands now, however, their
stint lacks the Solid punch nec-
essary to capture ringsiders’ atteri

prising the bunny, hug, maxixe*
turkey trot, Charleston, black bot-
tom, etc.

Carroll is a robust, uninhibited
tion for. the 45 minutes' expected chirper who works in a bouncing
in this swank room. . / manner whether with straight
The youngster, plenty . hand- pops, musicomedy or Irish ex-

some, have sufficient talent and an 1 cerpts. He brings to the room a
enthusiastic and refreshing ap-

j

mild rep via RCA Victor records,
proach, but they iieed bolstering i

radio and niteries like the Ver-
of material before hitting the | sailles and Wedgwood Room; He|s
mbney belt; Miss Stewart, a cute

j

professional all the way and Audi-
ence response is commensurate.
Per usual Stanley. Melba, who

is the ambidextrous chef d’orches-
, She vocals standards like j tre and also entertainment vdirec-

“Soon” and ”1 Get a Kick Out of tor of the Hotel Pierre, emcees and
You” for nice results.

:
;
purveys the key dansapation, al-

The Blackburns sing well and
j

ternating with the equally fetch-
dance well, but their neatest bit 1 ihg Ralph Lane ensemble. Biz

gal, has a pleasing but not a strong
voice: Also has a neat flair for
the comic to blend nicely with the

WEEK OF MARCH 15

Numerals in cennectton with bills below indicate opinlni day af ihaw
whathar full or split week

Letter In parentheses Indicates drcult (FM Fenchon Marco; (1) Independent)
<L> Leew) (M) Moss; <P) Paramount) (K> RKO; <S) Stall) <W> Werner)

CWR) Wattor Reade

is their mirror Stunt, always okay
for returns. In general, however,
the show lacks Sock save in a cou-
ple of numbers ' like “Baby- It’s

Cold putside” and “Sister Kate'.”

Marshard’s band backs them nicer
ly, with Toby Peters’ Trio filling

good. Abel.

Terrace Rooin,N. V.
(HOTEL NEW YORKER)

Connie Haines , Tony Pastor

, Jrch (14), with Adele Castle,
the lulls competently. Biz was only Buddy James; $l-$2 cover,
so-so. Elie.

Kitty Davls% Miami
Miami Beach, March 12.

Current show here is the slim-
mest in content and entertainment
value . sinefe this room abandoned

. rv - j n . ..jjt . i i ^ 1 uuo. . auuiiuimvu
Red Buttons with Alan Walker, i ice^how policy some months

Jackie^Bright KermtiDtwis^piy Bill Consists of a single act,
Ainauds (2), Johnny Silvers Orch, Connie Haines, with the Tony Pas-
no minimum, or cover.

! tor band supplying only the regu-

mv V. .. . 1 lauon dance sets and backing for
There s a ^well-knit^ show on tap the former Tommy Dors.ey and

currently, \yith Red Buttons, head-
jiarry James vocalist,

liner, hitting solidly via fresh com- „ . - . .

,jv irf^nc Miss Haines is a cute, person-
al 1*

. > , able chirper who knows how to

, .

The: cleancut youngster has - an
j
sell a lyric with, maximum effect,

intelligently written line of chat-
j
particularly in the rhythm depart-

ter and gags, anent his trip here, r ment, but the job of carrying a
?how by herself is more than she
can handle. She possibly might
get away with it in small, intimate
clubs, but as the sole attraction in

a spot of the Terrace Room’s pro-
portions she needs the help of
supporting acts.

Singer’s arrangements are also
very much in need of help; For
the most part they are straight,

one-chorus affairs that fail to

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (U II

Art Mooney
Harvey Stone
EUeen WUson
Fontaines
Mu*lc Hall (I) U
Earl William
Roy Raymond
Adriana & Charly
T & F Vallett
Lucienne &

.
Ashour

Myrna GaUe ,

Alpheus Koon
Rockettes .•

Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace (R) H
Gus Van
Wiriton A Diane
Tu.Tones
Ross Wyse. Jr, A

. Peifgy Womack
Brick Bros Gloria
Cletn Bellings Co

2 -to fill

Paramount (P) IS
King Cole 3
Larry Storch
Johnny Coy
Ray McKinley Ore

Roxy (I) 17.

China Doll Rev
Ming & Ling
Lee Mortimer's •

.

China Dolls.

.

Long Tack Sam
Toy Sc Wing
Kanaawaha 3
Florence Ahn

Strand (W) 17
3 Winter Sis
Geo Andre Martin
Tito. Guizar
Roger Ray
Geo Shearing 5.

BALTIMORE
Stated) 14-11

Telaks . :

Blossom Sis
Dick Carlson
Vernons

1S-22
i.Jimmy Jimae Co
Gene Jimae • ' /.-•

Jimmy Husson .

R Sc M Norman .

BUFFALO
Buffalo IP) 17-1*

Jack Carson
Jahis Paige
Robert Alda.
Tommy Wells

,

Honey. Bros
'

Arden Sc Hartman
CAMDEN

Towers (I) 14-11
LockweUs
Lee Bartell
S A S Arthur

' Steve . Evans
Barkleys

CHICAGO v

Chicago (P) 17
Ink Spots '

Dean Murphy
Lina Romay
Martin Bros

Oriental (I) 17
Sugar "Chile"
Robinson

Richard Hayes

.

Saul Grauman. Co
Elsa & Waldo
4 Continentals
Carl Sands Ore

DAYTON
Keith's (R) 14

Roulettes
D Sc D Workmaii
Virginia Lee
Thank-A-Drink
Hoffman

Rex Weber
M St M . Viera Sc

Monkeys

his knowledge of the town, and the
school-days autograph book bit for
nostalgia that pays off. His sock
routine on New York's east side

types is another topper, and the
sketch of; the not so punch drunk
young ex-pug, with Alan Walker, is.

is a show stopper bit. Comes back
for the Yiddish radio commercial
“Joe and Paul” for additional
plaudits.

\ The Arnauds are terp familiars
j showcase properly Miss Haines’

here; they work smoothly and with • cbnsiderable vocal capabilities,
charm to score handily with their

: And the thinking behind linking
waltzes, faster tempos and latin- such diversified items as a ballad,
airs, to highlight their easy lifts.

, “So. This Is Love,” with “Bibbidi-
Kenny Davis contribs his usual Bobbidi-Boo” in medley form is

routine of pops to nifty reception, somewhat, peculiar.

Jackie Bright’s giveaway idea in
,

pastor Orch distinctly short-
auctioneering is smoothly handled..; changes the customers by doing
He gets the ringsiders up for the

; nothing for the floorshow but back
hat bit, the stripping-down-to-waist. up Miss Haines and add a bit of
idea with the males, all to continu- ensemble 'Chanting to her “Sugar
oiis howls. Act is neat asset to Coated Lies.” Considering Pastor’s
warm lip an audience, and at the comedy and rhythm singing and
same time satisfy them. Lari/. his band’s predilection for novelty——-—— ! tunes, it’s especially strange that

Latin Ouart<*l% X. Y. the crew isn’t allowed an opening

(FOLLOWUP) : number Or two .before running _
Will Mahoney, back on Broad- Miss Haines on. As it is, she starts

! cox* Twins

way after, a 15 year absence, hasn’t and ends the^show, period.:

lost- the knack of being a. show- For the dance sets the band does

stopper before American audi-
j its usual capable job, with a nice

! ences. In the intervening time, he ; balance maintained 'between bal-

nearly became a permanent resi-
1
lads and jump stuff and .an occa-

dent of Australia* where life found
;
sional rhumba thrown in for the

national favor by doing periodic ! addicts who find it impossible to

appearances on the Tivoli ciro»jit
, last through a whole evening with-

and had a permanent income as
. out the Latin touch; Pastor’s

operator of the Cremorne theatre, i gravehvoiced vocals spice up the
I Brisbane. He sold the theatre some i rhythm arrangements, and Adele

time ago to revisit Broadway, and Castle and Buddy James are. ade-

according to reaction at the Latin
.

quate in the boy-and-girl lyric

Quarter, he made a wise move. roles.

Alan Carnvy
SallcIPupp«ts

ERIE
Warnar (W) 20*22
Jack Carspn Rev
Janis Paige
Robert Alda'.
Tominy Wells
3 Honey Bros
Arden Sc Hartman

HARTFORD
State (I) 18-19

3 Suns
Charlie Ventura7 Q
Paul Wihchell
Llpham

. 3
LOS ANGELES
Orpheum (1) 17

Noyellos
Mort Hcrold
BurnsJhds
Knight & Day
B "Pat'* Moreno
Rochelle . Si Beebe
West Sc Lorenzo
Cycleonians . :

Rene Williams Ore .

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 15

Lary & Lynn.
Norman Brown
Lois. Lee ;

Basil Rathbone
Sammy Walsh •

MINNEAPOLIS
Radio City (P) 17

Horace Heidt. Rev
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (I) 15

Johnny Mack Co
Hank Sciman .

.

Nancy Walker
Mario & Francisco

POUGH-
KEEPSIE

Bardavon - (P) . 14-17
Robinson Sc Martin
Henny Nadell
Wilbur Hale Sc .

Rene
Yvortne Moray .

Vic Sc Adio
ROCKFORD

Palace <l> 17-1*

Talley Sc Dexter
Wilkie Sc Dare
2 Harmoniclefs
Barr & Estes

• 1 to fill

ST LOUIS
Fox (FM) II

Vic Damone
Frank Marlowe
Rowena • Rollins .

Kemmys
3 Rhuthmettes
Victoria Tp
AEcher Sc Gila
Del Stanton
ST PETERSBURG

La Plata <P) 1* Only
Johnny Long Ore
Pat Rooney. Sr
SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate (R) 15
Dick Contino Show

SPRINGFIELD ..

Court Sq (I) 14-19
Marie-Louise 4s

Charles . ,

Unger Twins
Billy Bishop
Florida 3 .

Billy Gilbert
Bobby Whaling Sc .

Yvette
WASHINGTON

L
Capitol (L) 14

Blair 4c, Dean
De Witt 4c Allison
Dave Barry
Jaywalkers

Howard (I) 17
Dizzy Gilespie Ore
Will Maston • 2
Amos. Milburn Bd
Corigaroos

Douglas Franda
Harry Korris

Sheridan 4c Bea
Eddy Bayes
NOTTINGHAM
Empire <M)19

Deqek Roy
Nina Rlaltpr
Charles Cole
7 VoUtants
Spike MUligan .

Rona Ricardo Co
PORTSMOUTH

. Royal (M) 13
Harry Lester Co. :

Regon 4c Royal
B 4c M IConyot
3 Astons
Prince Wales (M) 13
Jimmy Edwards
Joy Nichols

.
Dick Bentley
Wallas Eaton'.
SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I). 13

Rhodes. St Lane''
Dorothi Neal
Paul Newington

.

Avrll ,4c Grant :

Tommy Dee

Bon <SoJr Mesdamei
SHEPHERDS

BUSH
^ Empire <S) 1*
Frank Rahdle
Hal Swain
Swing Sis

1

Rita Shearer
Jon Boden
Mandalay Singers
Kay Sotherh
Gus,.Aubrey
Hal Mack
Dancing Demons : .

A J. Powell--
Stan Stafford
Jimmy Clitheroe
A Wazzan Tp

'.YORK..:
Empire (l) IS

Denny Dennis
Frazer Haze 4
M Si J Mangean
Chas Hague
Lea Brunos
Sasha Hanhel Co
Moreton 4c Plant
Hal Blue
Hal Yass
Clownettes

NEW YOKE CITY

BRITAIN
BLACKPOOL

Wfntet Gardens
(I) 13

Lee Lawrence
Boris
Jackie Crt
Clifford Henry
Zio 3
3 Aberdonians
Reino' Co~
Bolton & Gardner

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 13

Cyril Dowler
Richard Bell
Rhoda

Mahoney’s hard clogs, prattfalls

and tapping atop a xylophone

S
are still sock items. His comedy
terps stopped the show cold at

session, catight. It’s virtually the

, same routine that he did before
. .

' his departure in .1934, and it’s Orch (15<) ; $1.50 minimum.

! still boffola in the U. S. At Sun-
;

focoanut Oriiyp, LA,
(HOTEL AMBASSADOR)

Los Angeles, March
Eyelyn .

Knight, Jan *

“*

Noble Sc Denester
Whitehead St

Blades
New Look Girls

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 13
Arthur Lucan
Kitty McShane
Wilier Neal
LeRoys
Flannigaii Bd
Keith 4c Cortez .

Dancing Colecns
S 4c R Maxwell

BRISTOL
Empire (D 12

Phil Strickland.
Joanne Gaye
.Johnnie Laycock

.

3 Lamarres -

Noel Talbot
Jackie Crosby
Gordon Jones
10 Adoreables
Fred lien wick
Matt" Lamar

. Garber !

Ve^ f?uzctte

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 13

FraiikicHowcrd
Clive Richardson

the sccDnd show -of^ has offered, in..some time,.

:

^en ^dl the extraneous matter The Knight gal clicks strongly
,

Edinburgh^

was cut out, his skill with the with gf’oup of five:-'^bnes a”d is
' Piadlnf;tons

SrnndwflV trade made itself evi- brought back for three more. MacDonald 4cBioadway trade maae us e
Garber, making his

;
first appear-

;

_ .

The surrounding show holds up ance in the Grove since .1934, re-
; Libert w'heian

fexU-emcly well, with Landre and ceiwd. royal welcome^^ from ther
;

Verna getting salvos with top ball- packed bouse.
I Mbrecambo a Wise

roomology; Ben Yost’s Vikings hit- Teeing off her routine', with
j

Jg^Pertwra .

i ting good hands with their har- “There’s Gonna Be 91 Great Day,
.

! monies, Ernestine Mercer making
t

the bell-clear voiced; Decca disk
(

j<eo Fuld.

a good mark in the production star really hit her stride with My
;

suma Lamonte

numbers and Sberrier getting by Fickle Eye” .and A Woman Likes
, ^Ja & I illia|1

with his cOriiedy shuffles. Linda to Be Told. Displaying poise and , Arthur Worsiey

Lombard and the Spanish ballet natural showmanship, she impress-

line do well in theii' departments, es with her apparently effortless

a 9 *
1.1 y iinh i i « • eWflf*

- -

Oeovge Meaton
ToVarlch Tp

GLASGOW
« il 1

Cheerful Charlie
: Chester
Ken Morris
Fred Ferrari •

Arthur Hayes
Edwina CardI
Len Marten
Grip 4
Mariotti 4c Wehinan
5 Brahm.^
Gene Ander'son
Harry Richards.
12 Tiller Gills

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 13

S St M Harrison
Andre Twins Sc
Sandra

Bob 'Grey .

Freddie Mii-field Co
Skating Coldrados
Susan Pet

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 13

Edmundo Ros Bd ..

.Peter Sellers
North 4c Stoyle
Dorothy Gray Co
Denvers
Veronica Mavtell

LEEDS
Empire (M) 13

Jean
: Sivbl'on

2 Valettos
Jimmy Wheeler
Frances Duncan

.

Sheridan Boys-
Terry Hall
Dorn. .Sounders
Alan Clive

I LINCOLN
Royal (I) 13

j
Monty Marks-. • :

Francis Whitmar
3 Loonies
Paxil Sheridan
Louise Lorraine
Spangled Beauties .

George Alex
Terry's Juveniles

LONDON
-Casino.- (I) 18

Vie Oliver :
.

Leu- Compagnons
Svlvie St Clair
Cl^fk Bros
Walton Sc O’Rourke
Lela Moore
Kerinond Bros
T.es Curibas •

Dynamite Jefferson
Fortuhia

MANCHESTER
Hippodrome (S) 11
Vera. Lynn .

!
Calroli Bros
Arnaut Bros
Sirdanl
Maurice 4c May
3 Astaires .

Revel 4i Fields
NORWICH

Hlppodronip (1)13
Ray Ellington 4
Bartlett St Massey
Lei Raypor <i

'Birdlano
B Darnell
Les Young Ore
Miles Davis Ore

Bluo Angoi
Garland Wilson
Stuart Ross
Eadie 4s Rack
Mickey Deams
Imogene Cocq.
H Chittisoii 3 :

Portia Nelson
Bop. 'City

Doc Sausage Ore
Ravens
Amos Milburn .

’

Cato Society
Mervyh Nelson
Thelma Carpenter
Cliff Jackson

Copacaoano
Ted Lewis :

Geraldine DuBois
Reed Sis
Meribeth Old
Gordon Gaines
Patricia Adair
Toni Carroll
M Durso ' Ore
Aivares Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Walter Dare Wahi
Gloria Leroy
W. C. Handy
Billy. Banks
Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Ore
Iligolelto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

El Chico :

Roslta Rios
Los - Gltanos
Pilarin Tavira
Sarlta Herrera
D’Alonso Ore
; Havana-Madrld

Castila Twins
Gayner 4c Ross .

•

Eulalia Del Pino '•

Fausto Ore
Pupi Campo Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Biltmore
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Tony Pastor Ore
Connie

. Haines
Adele Castle
Peter Kent Ore

Hotel Pierre
Jimmy Carroll
Talbots

'

Stanley Melba Ore
Ralph Lane Ore
Ralph Teferteller

Hotel Plaza
Lisa Kirk
Nancy Donovan
Eric Victor
Bob Grant Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Payspn Re Ore
Nicolas Matthey

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo
Hotel St. Moritz

Roberta Welch
Leo PJestkow
Erwin- Kent
Ramoni Ofc

j
Hotel St. Regis

]
Julie Wilson

j.Laszlo Sc Pepitd
• Milt Shaw . Ore :

1 Hotel Shelbourne
Monjca Boyar

<Phil Leeds
Eddy Manson
Marjorie Welles '

:

Paul Villard 1

Cy Coleman
Hotel Statler

Jlhimy Dorsey Ore ,

Hotel Teft
Johnny 'Thompson.
Lopez Ore

Hotel Warwick
J Thompson Ore
Airline Trio

Latfh Quarter
Will Mahoney
Vikings
Linda Lombard
Francis 4c Grey
Ernestine Mercer
Landre 4c Verna
Art Waner Ore

Le Coq ltouge
Oscar Calvet Ore
Jack Towne Ore

Leon A Eddio'e
Eddie Davis

f'Rosette Shaw.
Bella Smaro
Frank Stevens.

Macombo
Baer 4c Rosenbloona
Roy Sedley-
Boylan 4c King .

Gordon Andrews
Monte Carlo

Dick Gaspare Ore
La Playa 6
No; 1 Fifth Ave

Wafiing 4e McHugh
Downey 4c FonviUe
Hazel Webster

Old KnlcR
Billy Bryant
Paul Killiam
Janie Stevens
Frank Wayne
Charlotte Ray
•Bob Gallagher
AJ Cooper Ore ,

Old. Roumanian
Sadie Banks.
Jackie Phillips
Irving Grossman
Diana Goldberg
Susan Brooks
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore

Park Ave
Robert Clary
Four Tones
Beverly Dennis
Benny Payne

Penthouse
John Conte
Herb Schutz

. Ruban Bleu
Kirkwood Sc -
Goodman

Larry Blake
Estelle Loring
3 Riffs
Ronnie Graham
Julius Monk
Norman Paris 9

Versailles
Kay Thompson
Lee Scott
Buzz Miller
George Martin
Emile PettJ Ore
Panchlto1 Ore

Village Barn
Homer & Jethro •

Fletcher 3
D,avfd Blight
Bobby Myers .

Village Vanguard
Weavers •

Clarence Williams
.Waldorf-Astoria

Dorothy Shay
Eddy Duchin Ore
Miftcha Borr Ore

CHICAGO

Blackhawk
Jack; Tygett

iJancL Campbell
! De.on Shcrniafl

j

Joyce .Harley
|

Jean Stanley

|
Sammy Shore

j Sherman Hayes- Ore-
.

I Blackstohe Hotel
•

i
Dunningei: :

'.Dick L; Salic -Ore
Chez Pare*

i Tony Martin .

Joey Bishop
S/yonis (2)

All Wallis
Adorabies (12)-

Gee Davidson Ore
Helslngs.

A1 Morgan
Margo Good .

Don Bradfield
Billy Chandler Ore

Hotel Bismarck
Noble 4: King
Joe Isbell
Johnny Alladih Ore
H Edgewater Beach
Mr Bailantine .

/Charles Sheldon
! Betty Norman,
|
D Hild. Dcrs (11)

i
George Olsen, Ore

I Hofei Stevens
I Joan Hyldoft
• Arnold Shod*

v « Wfe ; 1 1 i ; ; » ; tivwisl; ; in

;

DoUiJas Duffy
.

Harjper Flaherty
Bob' Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdeart
Jack Raffloer
Buddy Rust
Jerry. Mapes
Frank Masters Or*

palmer House
Victor Borge.
Oracle . Barrie

,

A Sc B Lund
M Abbott Dcrs
Eddie O'Neil Ore

Sherman Hotel
College Inn
Story

v

Phyllis Gehrig
Don Weismuller
Christine Nelson
Carmen Albino
Norman Fields.
Frank Wagner
Ward Garner
Kenneth Remo
Eileen Green
Cliff Norton
Cqrolyti Gilbert .

Les Welnrott
Vera Gahart *

Bill Snyder Ore .

. Vine Darden*
Adeline Neice
Lew Saxon;
Adams Bros
Mel Cole Ore

I-
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Capitol* N« V*
. Art Mooney Qrch (17) . with
Johnny Martin, Jimmy Grosso

,

Harvey Stone , Eileen Wilson, Foil-

taiiies (3 V; “Black 'Hand” (M-G),
reviewed in Variety Jan. 25, *50;

There are too many familiar

Items ‘ on the
.
Cap bill to provide

ahy major excitement. Harvey
Stone and the Art Mooney band
have lost a. good deal of lioyelty

in the past few years Respite the
infusion of new material by both.

Thus the focal' points of this lay-

out present a known entertainment
picture devoid of surprises,
Although Mooney merely sug-

gests his hit di$k of a couple of
years ago; “Four Leaf Clover/’ at

the closing of the show, the num-
bers with .banjo kerplunks arid

chimes suggest a familiar treat*

> merit,. and one that lost its fresh-

ness with a. pair of recordings.

Mooney, though, still -puts out a
congenial show. The stage is well-

dressed with an instrumentation of
five reeds, seven brass „ and four
rhythms, and the maestro backs
his musical presentation with some'
good ,

corn items. The spirit of

Canadian Capers/' in which all

parties concerned seems to have
fun . because of the smart and de-
liberate razzmatazz of the '20s,' isn’t

as evident or as well produced in

the other numbers.
The band entertainers include

johnny Martin, in a single: of

“Wild Goose;” his bary fits The
temper of this particular: piece.

Jimmy Grosso gets^a strong palm
with his vocal impressions of va-

rious singers. Although the vocal
fidelity isn’t up to par, he indi-

cates some good showntanly values.

Stone, as always,: Comes in. with
new* material and delivers his GI
routine as an encore after he’s set

himself. His opening stuff isn’t up
to his par, but his Army rem-
iniscences still rate prolonged ap-
plause.

Openers are the Fontaines, a
two-man-arid-girl acro-terp turn,

who show up handily despite the
space limitations of this platform.
Their lifts and hand-to-handing
are excellently conceived and ex-
ecuted.

Eileen Wilson : is listed under
New Acts; Jose.

Palomaiv Seattle
,

Seattle, March 9.

Jack Wolcott, Dale Hall, Michael
Foster, Berk & Hallow, Billy Eck-
stine, Ray Watkins House Orch
( 8 ); “Mrs. Mike” 0/4 ).

Billy pckstine tops current bill

in fine fashion, putting over his
slick vocalizing for boff returns,
ably supported by Michael Foster,
jr comer, and Dale Hall in some
neat terping.
Jack Wolcott opens with a zany

bit of drumming, using a chair,

the stage, ,
and goes out . into the

audience clicking his sticks with-
out losing a beat. Miss Hall, on
second, has an Unusual turn and
vjmover a Mexican fantasy num-
'IV arid an Indian dance for nice
returns.

Foster, elongated comic, who
doubles as emcee, now in his third
Week at the Palomar, does a fine

Job with a radio
;
quiz sketch for

solid applause.
Berk and Hallow click with their

precision taps and aero routines.
Eckstine projects his vocalizing

n top fashion, opening with
‘Yours Is My Heart Alone” arid

S
etting solid returns with “Bewil-
ered,” “Body and Soul” and

“Caravan.” He does as well in a
change of pace with “You’re Driv-
ing Me Crazy” and ties things up
With “Sitting By the Window” for
bow-off with the packed house
clamoring for more. Reed.

Casino, Toronto
Toronto, March 10.

Elia Fitzgerald, Larry Foster,
David Powell, Coco; Steve & Eddy,
Jimmy Cameron, Marion Lynn,
,Charles Gregory Girls ( 18 ),

Archie Stone House Orch; “With
out Honor** XUA).

!

production numbers. They open
with a colorful number, with girls

in scarlet and silver gowns and el-

bow-length black gloves; and Ma-
rion Lynn on for a specialty shawl

dance. Coco, Steve and Eddy score

with comedy acrobatics and dif-

ficult head and shoulder stands,

spaced by knockabout antics.

Their effortless teeterboard com-
edy catches get terrific response.
Larry-Foster also gets over with
double-switch impressions of film-

sters : introducing current popular
singers, then sandwiching in im-
preshes of Jimmie Stewart, Hum-
phrey Bogart, Peter Lorre, et al,

requesting numbers from Vaughn
Monroe, Perry Corno, Tony Mar-
tin and Frankie Laine, for a
smash finish. ....

, David Powell, with a blend of
ballet-taps and use of drumsticks
On golden chair and floor, also

clicks. Strombolite full-stage pro-
duction number of line girls for a
Voodoo routine in a jungle setting
provides a sock finale/ McStay.

Fflix, St^ LOWiS .

St. Louis, March 11.

Vaughn Monroe i
Vic Damone,

Frank Marlowe, The Keinmys (2 ) ,

3 Rythmeites, ROwena Collins,
Frank Panus Orch; “Singing Guns”
(Rep),

It was a photo finish between
Vaughn Monroe, making a p.a.

with his first starring picture,

“Singing Guns/’ and Vic Damone
with the audience that turned

out in such numbers for the teeoff

that it constituted the biggest

opening house since vaueje was re-

vived. Both warblers scored - terrif

and even though they Went far
beyond the usual repertory the
ducat holders demanded more.

At the conclusion Of the pix that
also copped a hand. Monroe opens
the stage show with a vocal of
“Ballerina” and then With the
Moon Maids, four gals, warbles
“There, 1 Said It Again,” and then
with Moon Men “Ghost Riders in
the Sky” and soloing on “Bamboo”
and “Some Day.”

It was in the final slot that Da-
morie grabbed hi$ share of audi-
ence appreciation with “What Is

This Thing Called Love?/’ “Little
Girl,” “This Shouldn’t Happen
Again,” “You’re Marvelous,” “Be-
gin the Beguirie” and “Return to
Sorrento,” the latter in Italian,

The balance of the layout is

above the average in entertainment
value, with Frank Marlowe; arriv-

ing, just five minutes before cur-
tain time, due to a delayed plane
journey, m.c.’ing and doing some
swell ad libbing in addition to his
regular routine.. His prattfalls,

tumbling into the aisle from the
stage, chasing an audience stooge
out of the house and a one-man
baseball skit score heavily.

The Keinmys, an agile gal, and
an equally clever male sock over
one of the slickest rOiighhouse
comedy aero stints presented in
this house.

Three Rythmettes, eye - filling

and well stocked gals, have a
Clever dancing routine on. miniar
ture stairs in addition, to individu-
al and collective tap dancing, arid

are well rewarded by the palm-
pounders. Rowena Rollins, a tall

blonde looker, also cops a terrif
hand for her burlesk of a house-
wife preparing a stewed chicken
in wine and getting on a swell
bender while so doing. She also
wins hefty hand for her impersona-
tion of Mrs. Franklin D. Roose-
velt.

There was so much talent that
the management dispensed with
Joe Schirmer, the talented banjo-
ist with the band, for this session.
Frank Panus* orch backs show
neatly. Sahu

.

Str»nd, N. Y.
Tito Guizar, George -Shearing

Quintet, Roger Pay, George Andre
martin, Three Winter Sisters, Dave
Schooler Orch; “Perfect Strangers-

*

(WB ), reviewed in Variety,
March 1, ’50.

Current layout at the Strand
has solid entertainment values,

but it’s not the type of bill to
have much impact at the b.o. Most
unusual facet of the bill is the
headlining of the Qeorge Shearing
Quintet, an esoteric musicrew
which has stirred up some excite-

ment in the jazz niteries but has
limited appeal in large houses.

Tito Guizar tees off tepidly with
a brace of south-of-the-border
tunes : rendered in Spanish and
English. He builds into a strong
finish, however, with a colorful vo-
cal of “El Rancho Grande,” which
arouses the customers into giving
out; with cowboy yells; It’s a stand-
ard tune with which he’s become
associated; Guizar also does a cute
boogie-woogie iteiri lot an overall
crowd-pleasing tutu.

The Shearing quintet is one of
the best: rhythm combos in the
business but it’s slightly lost in
this spot. This music is designed^
for the cognescentl and, in any
case, needs a more intiiriate set:

ting. Shearing, in his iritroes of
£acn number, impresses as an in-

gratiating personality With a stock
of clever lines.

,

Threb supporting acts neatly
round Out the bill. In the opener,
Three Winter Sisters flash a snap-

py brand of tumbling,; balancing
and somersaults. Gals drive hard
throughout with some Standout
leaps to earn strong mitting.

.

George Andre Martin’s clever
mimicking of hoofing styles with
his fingers is still an unusually ef-

fective bit. On a miniature stage,
with the spots directed on his
hands. Martin creates a remarks
able illusion of full human beings
going through various dancing rou-
tines, from the tango to the ka-
zatska.

Roger Ray dishes up the show’s
comedy segment in a well-varied
and casually-executed turn. Open-
ing as a straight instrumental act,.

Ray rolls out his vibraharp, then
does some for some gagged-up mu-
sical Commentaries and horseplay
with, the background, orch; Ray
closes with a firstrate acro-hoofing
routine with zany twists that get
plenty of laughs.

Dave Schooler, batoning the
house orch, does a nice job.

. Herm.

Orphctiin, L. A*
Hollywood, March 8.

The Dick Contino Show with
Dick Contino, Pat Therault , Jerry
Rathous, 3 Ladd Sisters, Johnny
Mungall, Glen Pigott, Johnny Tu-
lucci, Nadine Jensen; “Spring In
Park Lane” (EL),

Ella Fitzgerald is packing them
In for the

.
biggest audience re-

aponse In many weeks. Working
with a background trio of piano,

bass and drums, Miss Fitzgerald

gives her usual standout perform-
ance that had the customers
pounding their palms. The affable
singer, whose evident enjoyment
In her work is communicated With
enthusiasm to her listeners, Was

.
also generous In her request mim-

J
bers. Her songs include “How

" High the Moon/ “Can’t Give You
Anything But Love,” “You Turned
Hie Tables” and . “Basin Street
Blues.” Then they begged for
“Tisket a Tasket,” with the singer
throwing in “Mule Train” In baby
Voice to stop the show.

In a fast-paced 70 mins, all acts
On the bill score solidly, with the
Work of the Gregory line a stand-
out this week, enhanced by nifty
costuming and seta for the two

Olympia, Miami
Miami, March 11.

Herb Shriner, Lina Romay, De-
val, Merle & Lee, Frank Paris,
Asia Boys, Les Rhode House Orch;
“Sands of 1wo Jinia” (Rep).

Herb Shriner’s humor in the
Will Rogers tradition and Lina Ro-
may’s zingy Latiiiairs standard
pops add up for sock fare on cur-
rent layout here. •

The dry humor in the Hoosier
vein as purveyed by Shriner makes
for solid laughs all the way. Miss
Romay’s hip-swinging and songs
also hit for sock effect.

Asia Boys (recently at Copa
City for a long run) repeat for-
mer Click here. Their balancing
and acroantics atop table win hefty
applause. Puppet work blends .well
in the lineup via Frank Paris’s
slick manipulation of dolls, includ-
ing Carmen Miranda, ballroom
team, skeleton and Sonjo Henie
for solid returns.

Satirical dances of DeVal, Merle
and Lee garner plenty laughs and
mitts. Les Rhode house orch are
okay on the backgrounding. Lary,

,

Orpheum is headlining the Dick
Contino Show this week, featuring
Contino arid seven supporting acts.

Unit, first to be booked Into this
theatre since it opened up for
vaude, is Comprised of acts which
competed in the Philip Morris
amateur hour contest radio show.
Layout lacks punch and profes-
sional poise registering as a better
than average amateur program
only. A few of the acts show prom-
ise that should be fulfilled with
further trouping.

Contino handles his accordion
expertly for the strongest applause
of the day, but he runs through
10 tunes during the course of the
66-minute program. Though his
techniaue .is top-notch, none but
the accordion aspirant can weath-
er Close to 25 minutes of the
squeeze box soloing., Glen Pigot
steps out of the orchestra for a
single solo number and should be
allowed another as he shows top
talent on the 88 and brings in
strong response from payees. Pi-
got ran through “Lohisiana.”
Pat Therault hits solidly with

his three banjo numbers, the top
number being his opener, “China-
town.” Therault unfortunately fol-
lows last week’s . headliner, Eddie
Peabody. The difference in show-
manship is all too obvious. Jerry
RathOus displays versatility through
his beating of the vibes, pounding
of the drums and jangling on the
piano. Rathous puts his drum-
sticks to use on anything in sight,
pounding away on the boards;
chairs and piano, ‘ arid iriakes it

sound good.
Johnny Tuliicci gets sock re-

sponse with his imitations of mu-
sical instruments, using naught but
his vocal chords. His imitation of
a slide trombone is especially true.
Tulucci, In an imitation of vocal-
ists, runs through a Frankie Laine
number. He Catches Laine’s man-
nerisms perfectly blit gets none
of the voice quality or inflection.
Johnny Mungall gives with a few
Irish tunes in tenor tone for strong
applause. Mungall

, however, - ap-
pears strained and lacks smooth-

ness in presentation. His strongest
is “When Irish Eyes Are Smiling/’
The Three Ladd Sisters sing and

dance, both in amateurish style.

They do well enough in vocal ef-

forts and tap routines show ade-
quate rehearsal, but inadequate
originality and styling, Nadine
Jensen also displays versatility by
vocalizing, playing piano and trum-
pet. Her best turn was shown
when seated at the piano.. Vocal
efforts are by no means inspiring
and trumpeting sounds Sas though
much more practice' is in order.

Unit is backed by a six-mian unit;

three ”-rhythin, a clarinet, a trom-
bone and trumpet. Group man*

.

ages Well enough though backstop-
ping behind Gontirio’s emcee chore
is overdone and confusing, Free,

Palace* IS/V*.’. ;•

Cdthalos Trio, Dietrich Sc Diane,

Ford & Harris, Jan Rubini with
Terry Walker, George Conley , Da-
vid Street Sc Mary Beth Hughes,
Helene Sc Howard,, Roland Marcelli
Sc Janice; “Mr. Lucky” (RKOh

Standard eight-act bill has its

good, moments, also its bad.
There’s hardly any Indication of a
heavy nut for this one.
Opening are the balancing Cath-

alos Trio, two guys arid a girl,

who g6 through the standard
stunts with balls, hoops and lad-

ders. ; They’re effective.

Dietrich & Diane fail to hold
the pace with their luminiscent
puppetry; the male-woman manipu-
lators working against a darkened
stage. They fail to give enough of
an illusion of the puppet*?’ ac' .

Ford and Harris, male cc * vew"
comedy-hoofers, are stage waib as
the fat boy. sings, gags and hoofs
while the lean lad hoofs arid
heckles.
Jan Rubini, back in- America

after several years in Australia
and South Africa, is still giving
out with the old violin schmaltz,
and effective with it, too. With
Terry Walker, who comes out
later, he indulges - in some poor-
taste talk and sour gags.
George Conley, using the mate-

rial all the comics love/ gets
laughs despite standard material.
He’s a likeable youngster who is

even more effective here than he
was recently at the nearby, plush-
ier Roxy.
David Street and wife, Mary

Beth Hughes, do the usual song
duets and a takeoff on a Mr. and
Mrs. radio show just casually di-
verting.
Helene and Howard, next-to-

closing, are the bill’s most effec-
tive turn with their ballroom buf-
foonery and the finale zoot-suit
standard; They got the best
laughs and applause when caught.

Roland Marcelli and Janice are
a wire-act who go through the
standard stunts entertainingly, in-
cluding the male’s one-wheel bal-
ancing, his slip through a hoop
while balancing on a slack wire,
etc. They’re the closers. Kahn,

Oriental, Oil
Chicago, March 9.

Saul Grauman Trio, Richard
Hayes, Elsa <& Waldo, The Conti-
nentals (6), Frankie “Sugar Chile”

Robinson; “Nancy Goes to Rio”

(M-G),

year-old plays terrific boogie and it
solid in the comedy department.
Youngster gets chuckles with
“Teaclier, Teacher.” Also displays
a gravel undertone in “I Can’t
Give You Anything but Love” and
gets fine reception for “Numbers
Boogie.” Ia his give-and-take with
Carl Sands, orch leader, he ac-
quits himself neatly. Closes strong
with “Caledonia.” Carl Sands orch
suffers under; the bad p. a. system
along with the rest of the acts.

Zabe.

THE JUGGLING COLLEANOS
Juggling
10 Mins,; Full
Colonial, Albany

. Jimmie arid Julie Colleario,
youngest members of the famed
Colleano circus family, offer a fast
and skilled juggling turn in which
he predominates. In appearance
arid style, it suggests an outdoor
background; for the more intimate
vaudeville mediiirii, a change, in
costume and greater facial anima-
tion by the lad might be desirable.
He is dressed in a toreador outfit;

she wears ; a same-colored attire,

with short dress.
They start with hoops, after

which Jimmie^who is also a wire
walker under fhe big tent—takes
up tennis balls. He does a number
of tricks, at various speeds, witli
three; four and five spheres. Then
Jimmie switches to Indian clubs,
for a series of arresting passes
Under the legs, climaxed by jugg-
ling from the rear. Sister returns
to stage for a five-club exchange
between the legs. Opening night
he missed twice with three balls,

[.but from then on performance was
flawless.,
A small audience brdught pair

back for three bows in trey spot-
third Straight silent act. Jaco.

JACK BVRON
Songs
18 Miiis.

Ruby Foo’s, Montreal
Jack Byron, an’other of the in-

numerable musicomedy alumni to

hit toWn, is clicking with his first

appearance in the Starlight Room
of Ruby Foo’s Montreal eatery.
Taking the

.
leadoff slot in the

new revue, Byron starts too fast

with “Beautiful World” and it takes
a couple of following vocals to get
back into stride. An awkward, mike
manner doesn’t help but Once lie

forgets this menace offering builds
neatly.
Noveuty piping to “McGinty’s

Goat” clicks with new lyrics* and
gimmick of working some of the
simpler feats of magic into one of
his songs pleases. From “Briga-
doori,” Byron reprises “Come to

Me, Bend to Me” for nice recep-
tion but his begoff, “Nothing Like
a Dame,” is a poor choice, being
handled too fast and Without pres-

entation, .Newt.

While perhaps one of the best
playing bills since the first of the
year, much of the flavor is lost in
a faulty public address system.

.

Saul Grauman returns with his
musical stairs, minus one femme,
leaving only two stately girls to
tap out rhythms. It seems a lit-
tle light during one selection espe-
cially, “Overture to the War of
1812,” which should have been
the finisher, rather than “Bells of
St, Mary.” Two straight tap num-
bers' before the chime work is

i overlong.
Richard Hayes, cleancut young-

ster, was the first to be hampered
by the balky mike. His “Toot,
Toot Tootsie; Goodbye” is a fast
Opener but “It Isn’t Fair” is slow.
However, he clicks with his record
hit, “Old Master Painter.” Elsa
and Waldo, eccentric tap dance
team, score with their slow motion
panto Work and grotesque getup.
Gal does soirie neat taptoe work,
and her partner seems double-
jointed With his bend back. Close
with semi-jive stint for hefty re-
turns.

_

The Continentals, five male sing-
ers and piano leader, beside being
okay in the song department, have
borrowed a page from the Kay
Thompson book, acting out all of
their material in comic vein. After
intro, they give out on “Persian
Market,” taking the parts of beg-
gars, dancing girls, and salesmen.
Bob Garson does a slick job of
Whistling “Flight of the Bumble
Bee ’ and Freddie Bixler gets good
reception with his

.
tenoring : of

“Donkey Serenade/’ However,
their medley of Negro spirituals
as a closer seems a little weak.
.
Diminutive “Sugar Chile” Rob-

inson has not grown much in the
two years since seen here, but has
solid

. entertainment Value. Ten-

EILEEN WILSON
Songs
9 Mins.
Capitol, N. Y*

Eileen Wilson, singer on the

“Hit Parade,” has some solid vocal
values which she is still to display
to best advantage. She’s capable
Of good interpretation and delivery,

but indicates that she must learn
much in stage deportment. En-
trances, exits, bows arid gown need
considerable improvement.

Miss Wilson is armed for this

Capitol showing with a series of

sock tunes of former years, befit-

ting a Hit-Parader, and one new
number, “If I Knew You Were
Coming.” These tunes are deliv-

ered with a proficiency that leaves
little room for personality to come
through.: Her returns, though,
were strong When caught. Jose.

BILL PARKER
Songs
15 Mins*
Bucharest, Montreal

Bill Parker shows much im-

provement over last appearance in

Montreal. A grad frorii “FinianV
Rainbow',” Parker shows pienty of

stage savvy. Taking a last opener
with “No Business Like &how Busi-

ness,” he drops into “Why Was I

Rom” with ease and sells in

staunch fashion with “Old Man
River.”:'

Manner throughout is a click for

this small cafe although a few of

the
:
hoked-up dramatics during

such numbers as “Lucky Old Sun
could be trimmed for better visual

and listening effects. But. general

styling good for the intimeries and.

yaiideo. Newt,

New Fall River NItery

Fall River, Mass., March 14;

The Candlelight Room, Fall

River, Mass., is slated to open on

the of the former El Morocco,

April 0
Spot will have medium bra^k^cd

talent.
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Guaranteed profit of $40,000 at^1

least on the Coast .engagement of

•'Lost in the Stars’* this summer
will probably pay off the balance

of the show’s production cost. Max-
Well Anderson-Kurt Weill musical

drama has thus far earned back

about $40,000 of its $100,000 pro-

duction cost arid, until the recent

slump in Broadway attendance,

Was making an operating profit of

about $3,100 a week on its ca-

pacity business of $26,600.

Under the deal with Edwin Les-

ter, general director of the Los
Angeles and San Francisco Civic

Light Opera companies, the pro-

duction will close July 22 at the

Music Box, N. Y., open Aug; 7 for

four weeks, at the Curran, Sari

Francisco, and Sept. 4 for four

more Weeks at the Philharmonic
Auditorium* Los Angeles. Edwin
Lester is paying all the expenses,

including transportation, royalties

and. salaries involved; and has
guaranteed the Playwrights’ Co. a
minimum of $40,000 against a per-

centage of the gross.
.

Depending on business between
now and the closing July 22,

“Stars” may be brought back to

Broadway in the fall. If so, a
larger house will be sought for it.

..Because of the limited capacity

of the Music Box (1,012 seats), the
show has not been paying off as

rapidly as the management had
. hoped.

'•

Angle ori the situation was that

the cast of the musical was en-

larged shortly before the premiere,
but after the boxoffice scale, with
a $5.40 top; was announced and
the advance sale opened. Because
of press agitation, the manage-
ment decided not to boost prices
thereafter, even though various
non-musical shows subsequently
charged $6 for weekends.

Two other current Broadway
hits have also announced closing
dates for early In ttye summer, ob-
viously as a move to hypo advance
sales. “Caesar and Cleopatra”
will shutter June 2 at the Na-
tional, and “I Know My Love” Will
go dark the same date at the Shu-
nert.

Managements of both shows
hope to reopen on Broadway in
the fall, preparatory to tours. In
the case of “Caesar,” Sir Cedric
Hardwicke has agreed to stay with
the Shaw play on the road, but
Lilli Palmer isn't definite and may
have to be replaced. Alfred Lunf
and Lynn Fontanne will tour With
“Love” and are set to star, in the
play in London the following sea-
son.

Joe E. Brown will do “Harvey”
with the Community Players of
Hawaii in Honolulu the week of
April 24. Comic is leaving the
Coast April 14 for Australia, stop-
ping off for the Honolulu stint.

He leaves the Islands for Aussie
May 8, to open in “Harvey” for
J. C. Williamson Theatres May 27
at the Comedy, Melbourne.., Doro-
try Stewart, Williamson’s N. Y.
rep, signea pact with Brown last
weekend.

Paul Foley is going out from
N Y. to direct “Harvey” in both
Hawaii and Australia.

’UBOGet

n

.

The Shuberts arid the United
Booking. Office have been granted
an extension until April 23 . to file

answer to the anti-trust suit
brought by the Government. De-
jay was granted yesterday (Tues.)
in N. Y. federal court.

The Government action, which
seeks to force the defendants to
give ;up either the production or
booking of shows, or the owner-
ship of theatres, was filed Feb. 21
Jnd called for an answer within
.20 days/ . Named as defendants
Yjere Lee and J, J. Shubert, Select
Theatres Corp., the XJBO and its

president, Marcus Heiman, and the
LAB Amus. Corp.

'Hasty Heart* for Pallas

Pallas, March 14.
The Edward Rubin Studio Playr

ers will present “The Hasty Heart”
Instead of “Two Blind Mice”

24-29.

Louisville, March 14.

Effort of Louisville Negroes to
share the Iroquois amphitheatre
with white patrons was given a
setback lastweek by Federal judge
Shelbourne. In sustaining a mo-
tion to dismiss a suit as to the
Louisville Park. Theatrical Assn:,
the judge gave Robert L. Carter,
New York Negro attorney, . Until
March 27 to amend the complaint
to show the amphitheatre opera-
tors perform a public function.

Carter, rep of the National Assn,
for the Advancement of Colored
People, argued that while the
Louisville Park association is a pri-
vate corporation^ it uses a public
park leased from the city; . As a
private corporation, the amphithe-
atre did not violate the 14th
amendment of the Constitution in
denying admission to a municipal
college student, it was argued by
the Theatrical Assn. Carter said,

the “equal protection under the
law” clause Of the 14th amendment
has been construed to mean no
state can deny to Negroes the facil-
ities afforded whites.

Mgt bn 'Shoes’ Royalty,

to
/ Stephen Longstreet, author of
the. book of “High Button Shoes,’*
has served notice on co-producers
Monte Proser and Joseph Kipness,
cancelling their rights in the show
and revoking a royalty reduction
agreement dating back to the
Broadway opening Oct, 7, 1947.
Similar notice served months ago
by composer Jule Styne, is appar-
ently in abeyance. Position of lyric-

ist Sammy Cahn in the matter is

Uncertain.

According to Longstreet, he re-

ceived no royalties from the musi-
cal during its last six .weeks on
tour; Under his contract, he has
the right under such circumstances
to demand payment within three
days. If that is defaulted, he may
cancel the producers’ rights in the
property. Proser arid Kipness in-

tend fighting the author’s move on
the ground that the contract is

illegal, as the Dramatist’s riiini-

mum basic agreement covering
such pacts has been outlawed by
the courts.

Another recent legal action In-

volving “Shoes” has been brought
by Ned LitWak, one of the back-
ers, demanding an accounting of

profits. A breach-of-contract suit

brought by Mary Hunter, who had
been signed

.
to direct the show,

was paid in full and a damage
suit by Mack Sennett was settled

out of court,

‘SNOW WHITE’ OPERETTA

LOOMS FOR BROADWAY
Operetta version of “Snow

White,” with a score by Franz
Schubert, arranged by Felix Wein-
gartner, and libretto by Otto Maag,
is a possibility for Broadway pres-

entation next season. Rights to the

musical, which has been produced
in Switzerland, Stockholm and
Brussels, are heid by Hans Curj el,

of Swiss conductor-director; who
is trying to interest New York
managements in the property. The
work has not been translated into

English.

Curjel, currently in the U. S.

on a two-month survey of produc-

tion methods on Broadway and in

university and. little theatres, is

also readying the first theatre

seminar to be held at the. Salzburg

Festival this summer. About
;
90

students from various countries

will attend the four-week session,

at which English will be the ofr

fleial language.

Harris Eyes ‘Bay Tree*
Jed Harris Is considering a re-

vival of “The Green Bay Tree,”

with Basil Rathbone and Jay Rob-
inson in lead roles. Latter at pres-

ent has the Le Beau role in “As
You Like It.”

Production would be for next

season.

Langner’s Protest
During a recent discussion

of the Washihgton legit situa-
tion at a Committee of Theatri-
cal Producers meeting, Law-
rence Langner arrived just in
time to hear one of the mem-
bers describing the disreputa-
ble neighborhood in which the
Gayety theatre is situated

"there.
' ' 0

Langner, who, besides being
co-director of the Theatre
Guild, is a ripted patent attor-
ney, immediately protested,
“That’s: not a rundown neigh-
borhood,” he declared. “I
know, My Washington office
is in that same block; almost
directly across the street from
the theatre.*’

Ezio Pinza’s numerous absences
from the cast of “South Pacific,” at

the Majestic, N. Y., arb figured to

have cost him between $25,000 and
$26,000 salary thus far. In accord-
ing with standard legit practice,
the star is not paid for missed per-
formances, so he loses one-eighth
of a week’s pay for each missed
show; He’s been out of / the
Rodgers-Hammerstein musical 56*

times to date.

The actor-singer’s contract gave
him 7% of the gross until the pro-
duction was paid off, and V/z%
since then. At the unvarying pace
of $50,600 per Week, that amounts
to nearly $443 for each perform-
ance at the old rate and over $474
at the present rate. Moreover, be-
sides the $25,000-$26,OQQ he has
lost iri earnings, the missed per-
formances have cost him a sub-
stantial amount in doctor bills, etc,

Situation is unfortunate f or
everyone, concerned. Besides the
financial loss, it is emotionally up-
setting to Pinza to be out of the
show. Like any performer, he
likes to appear before the public,
in addition to which he is a con-
scientious artist and feels a re-:

sponsibility to the show and to the
theatregoers .who have bought
tickets to hear him sing.

The male lead in “South Pacific'*
is not a tough one for a basso of
Pinza’s power; But he has re-
currences of laryngitis and on sev-
eral such occasions, in his anxiety
to get back in the show, has re-
turned to the cast before being en-
tirely recovered. That has had 111

effects.. In one recent instance, the
star had ear trouble that compli-
cated his. chronic . condition.

Although. Pinza’s absences ac-
tually increase the “South Pacific”
profits, since his understudy, Dick-
inson Eastham, is paid only a frac-
tion of the star’s^ salary, it Is a
headache to t h e management.
There is natural resentment and
criticism from the public, particu-
larly those who have bought tickets

for the show far in advance. Also,

although It apparently hasn’t les-

sened the production’s boxoffice

draw thus far, it may do so ulti-

mately.

But despite the financial sacrifice

and aggravation to Pinza and the
Worry to the management, there
doesn’t appear to be any solution

to the difficulty. Pinza takes as

good care of himself as possible,

and misses performances only
when he cannot avoid it. Further-
more, he will go to Ormond, Fla.,

for a rest while the show lays off

during Holy Week; Meanwhile,
the management has an under-
study ready to go on whenever the

star is out of the Cast. And, al-

though demands for ; refunds are

extremely rare, they are always
immediately available when Pinza
doesn’t appear.

L A. Will Vote On
New Auditorium

Los Angeles, March 1 4,

This city will have a new munici-
pal auditorium and music centre

if the citizens vote that way in the
November election. City Council

voted unanimously for a $31,000,-

000 bond issue for that purpose*

If the vote is favorable, the audi-

torium will have a seating capacity

greater than New York’s Madison
Square Garden; and will be used
for national conventions as well as

musical and dramatic exhibitions.
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A Ben Fuller Eyes U.6.

For Aussie Importing
A. Ben Fuller, general manager

of Fullers Theatres of Australia,

arrived in the U. S. last week to

look oyer American talent and
Broadway legit shows with an eye
to importing some acts and plays
for his Down Under loop. De-
spite a dollar' shortage, Fuller has
been able to present -Streetcar
Named Desire” for . Aussie audi-
ences. Royalties are remitted on
a partial dollar basis,

Fuller’s U. S. visit is his first

since 1926. Before sailing for
Britain March 23 on the Queen
Mary, he plans to swing through
several other key American cities

besides New York. Theatre top-
per, who is the son of Sir Benja-
min Fuller, the: circuit’s chief,

o.o’d Washington over the week-
end.

'

In Car Crash, Forced To

Forego Atlanta ‘Light Up’
Atlanta, March 14.

Diana Barrymore, injured in an
automobile crash last week near
Charlottesville, Va., discovered up-

on her arrival here by train that

she had received injuries to her
spine and was forced to cancel her
engagement to play lead in Moss
Hart’s “Light Up the Sky.” Ac-
tress was due to open six-night run
at Atlanta’s Penthouse theatre,
Greek-type playhouse atop Ansley
hotel. Management secured Au-
drey Christie, who played in orig-
inal Broadway production, as re-
placement.

Miss Barrymore was traveling
in car with Robert Wilcox, her
leading man. He was tossed Out
of car by impact of crash, but, with
exception of black eye and super-
ficial bruises, escaped urihurt. He
opened opposite Miss Christie at
Penthouse last n I g h t (Mon.).
Heading supporting cast, for Chris-
tie-Wilcox team are Robert Mc-
Bride, business manager of Pent-
house, and Elsbeth Hofmann, who*
with her husband, Don Gibson,
produce all Penthouse plays.

Cesar Romero closed Saturday
(11) night in Preston Sturges’
“StirctTy Dishonorable,” setting a
new boxoffice mark for Penthouse,
$7,500. Romero broke his own
record, since best previous gross
Was $7,400, garnered when he was
here before in same play.

*

Romero opened Monday (13)

night in “Dishonorable” at Pent-
house No. 2 in Roosevelt hotel
ballroom, Jacksonville. With him
went Jean Barnes and Carl Betz,
members of local Penthouse com-
pany, Who have been here with
company since it Opened 26 weeks
ago. They will stay in Jackson-
ville during six-week test at that
spot. Miss Christie and Wilcox
will also move to Jacksonville with
“Light Up” after their week in
Atlanta. Prior to Romero’s record
week,. Guy Kibbee grossed $4,100
in “The Late Christopher Bean.”

Penthouse is scheduled to close

its run here after three more
weeks. Mady Christians is, sched-
uled to open Monday (20) in “The
Vinegar Tree.”

Los Angeles, March 14.

Agreement to sell the Earl Car-
roll theatre-restaurant to a syndi-

cate headed by Gene Mann for $1,-

025,000 has been vacated by L. A.
superior court. Showplace is now
open to bids by other theatrical

groups. Understood several N. Y.
producers are seeking control.

Meanwhile Carroll’s niece, Mrs.
Patricia Carroll Peck, has accepted
$63,500 for her Interest in the

estate.

Molly Picon Vacation*
Molly Picon, currently starred at

the 2d Ave, Theatre, N. Y., in

“Sadie Is a Lady,” will Interrupt
the run of the Yiddish musical for

two weeks for a vacation.

Miss Picon will close “Sadie”
this Sunday (19) night. It will re-

l

open April 3.

> Four shows closed -last Safur-
day (11), two on Broadway arid

two on the road* First two were
“The Bird Cage” and the negro-
cast. “Tobacco JRoad,” both quick
flops.

,
Other two were the No. 1

compariy of “Streetcar Named De-
sire” and “Inside U.S.A.” Former
was a major smash, while the lat-

ter, never quite paid off, despite
nearly a year’s run in New York
And a season ori tour.

Broadway company of “Streetcar
Named Desire,” which closed in
Boston; was one of the top hits of
recent seasons* Irene. Selznick pro-
duction of the Tenessee Williams
drama opened Dec. 3, 1947, At the
Ethel Barrymore, N. Y., running
a trifle over two years. It Was
finanaced at

: $100,000 and cos#
about $94,000 to bring in, includ-
ing bonds.

Second company, financed from
profits from the original, went on
tour that season and continues
through next April, 22 winding up
with a three-week stand at the
Gayety, Washington. After that, a
cast chosen froiri the two troupes
will play a date at the City Center,
N. Y„ opening May 23. Thus far,

the aggregate profit from the tw^
companies, plus the production
share of the down payment fro*$
the film rights, comes to alhusP’
$700,000.

“‘Inside U. S. A.,” revue with
music and lyrics by Arthur
Schwartz and Howard Dietz and
sketches by Arnold Auerbach,
Moss Hart arid Arnold B. Horwitt,
was presented by Schwartz, with
Beatrice Lillie, and Jack Haley co-
starred. It opened April 30, 1948,
and continued 399 performances
until Feb. 19, 1949, when it went
on the road. The tour, spanning,
two seasons but with a summer
layoff, was marked by the repeated,
illness of Miss Lillie. Latter
situation aroused disputes between
the star and management, the lat-

ter complaining, to Equity on at
least one occasion.

“U. S. A.” was financed at $250,-
000 and cost $243,000 to bririg in,

including bonds. During the Broad-
way run 80% of the Investment
was repaid to the backers, and vir-

tually all the balance was earned
back. However, the performances
cancelled because of Miss Lillie’s

illnesses caused severe losses sev-
eral times, so the show never ac-
tually got Into the black. Besides
the 80% repayment, there are re-

portedly assets of about 10% in
bonds and deposits, plus about 5%
in cash reserve.

“Bird Cage,” a melodrama by
Arthur Laurents, was presented
Feb. 22 by Walter Fried and Lars
Jorgenson arid played 21 perform-
ances. It was financed at $75,000
and was brought in for $73,000, ln-

(Continued on page 60)

•so. PACIFIC’, ‘ROBERTS'

SEED HOLIDAY SIESTAS
Broadway’s two top hits, the

musical “South Pacific” and the
straight-play “Mister Roberts,”
have already scheduled layoffs for
Holy Week and next pre-Christmas
week. In the case of “South Pa-
cific,” it will be the cast’s first

vacation, coinciding with the
show’s first anniversary on Broad-
way. “Mister Roberts” laid off pre-
Christmas week last year, but this
will be its first Holy Week hiatus.

With the April 7 anniversary of
“South Pacific” occurring during
the pre-Easter layoff, the manage-
ment has scheduled a party for the
cast for the following Wednesday
night, April 12, at the Ritz-Carl-

ton hotel, N. Y., after the perform-
ance. Members of the “South Pa-
cific” touring com pariy, which will

be in rehearsal at that time, will

be invited: So will the cast of.

“Happy Time,” the other Rodgers
& Hammersteln production on
Broadway.

A musical version of George
S. Kaufman and Moss Hart’s “Once
in A Lifetime” will be preemed by

;

The Fifty, newly foriried off-

Broadway company, at Carnegie
Recital Hall, N. Y., from March 31
to April 8. Julie Mandel has writ-

ten the music and lyrics for the
reduction. Show will be directed

y Michael Case and choreo-
graphed by Vivian Smith.

Cost of presentation Is budgeted
at less than $750.



. a series of periodic spot checks of

broker and theatre records, and is

prepared to seek revocation of li-

censes of violators. However, feel-

ing in the trade is that the new
code contains a broad loophole that

may seriously weaken its enforce-
ment. Meanwhile, with legit at-

tendance currently in a slump, re-

ports of ticket scalping have been
scarce.

According to James II. Shiels,

new commissioner of investigation,

succeeding John
.
M. Murtagh ,

he
will have a regular crew of three

or four men assigned to the

theatre ticket situation. They will

be men Who worked on the scalp-

ing probe of last
,
summer arid are

familiar with the trade. They will

make checkups every four or five

Weeks, picking agencies more or

less at random.

The routine will be for the crew
to visit an agency without warning,

ask for all records, including “ex-

tras” and “exchanges." These will

be taken to the Investigation De-
partment offices and *' carefully

checked, including comparison
with the corresponding allotment

and allocation records of theatres.

While at the broker offices, the in-

vestigators will also check, inven-
tories. The possibility of agencies

having tickets for shows for “Open
weeks” will also be watched,
Shiels says.

Brokers are not required to' sub-

mit weekly records of tickets, , but

they and theatres must file state-

ments of allocations and allotments

at the start of an engagement, and
must notify the License Depart-
ment of any change in the alloca-

tions and allotments for any show..

Joker

According to those in the trade,

there is a joker in the hew regula-

tions for both brokers and theatres.

In each case, its specifies that the

licensee may not be penalized for

violations by an employee unless

it is proved that the violation was
with the knowledge and consent of

the licensee. In other Words, the-

atre owners are not responsible for
the actions of their boxpffice men,
and brokers are not liable for the
actions of their employees, except
on the slim chance that they can
be shown to have known and ap-

proved of the infractions. The
code, adopted recently by the De-
partment of Licenses, was drawn
up and approved by the Mayor’s
theatre committee, including repre-
sentatives of the various elements
of Broadway legit, including pro-
ducers, theatre, owners, brokers
and Actors Equity.
Meanwhile, License Commission-

er Edward T. McCaffrey announced
last week that nine brokers whose

,

licenses were revoked during the
scalping probe last year had been
given new licenses and and put on
probation. They included the Louis
Cohn agency, Bernard Jacobs,!
George Hader for the Hollywood
Ticket agency, Joseph Davascio,
Oscar Alexander, Jacob H. Rubin
for the Manhattan ticket agency,
Henry Martino for Henry’s Ticket
office, George Ziegler and Hickey’s
ticket agency.

Special D.C* Revue
Washington, March 14.

“Spring Is a Wonderful Thing,”
special musical revue being staged
this year iri connection with Wash-
ington’s annual Cherry Blossom
Festival, is being produced by Al-
lan Zee, production manager of
the

. Capitol theatre, New York,
and Joel Margolis, manager of
Loew’s Capitol, Washington.
Revue will be presented for

matinees at the Watergate theatre,
town’s civic open airer on the
banks of the Potomac, on April 1

and 2. Cherry Blossom Festival is

being given a special push this
year by the fact *that it is being
tied in with the sesqui-centennial
pf the District Of Columbia.

. ./ . . . •

,

Actors Lab Lead
Hollywood, March 14.

Kathryn Steele moves up from
the ensemble to become ingenue
lead in “The Banker’s Daughter,”
Actors Lab production at the
Globe theatre hefe; Marjorie
Nelson has bowed out of the spot.

Connie Lee has been added to
the ensemble to replace Miss
Steele.

Canadian Drama Festival
Montreal, March 14.

Iii the usual effete atmosphere'
that surrounds the annual Cana-
dian Drama Festival, a first-class

hassle developed last Wednesday
(8), when adjudicator William
Wray threatened

.
to walk out of

the festival altogether: following
an outburst of heckling and in-

sults qt Les Compagnons theatre.

Wray, author and drama critic

brought, from England to handle
adjudications: throughout Canada,
was heckled off the stage a few
minutes a^ter he began his com-
ments on Les Compagnons’ produc-
tion of “Le Malade Imaginaire/’
Interruptions, were led by Jacques
Herbert, freelance journalist, and
a group of other spectators, . who
shouted attacks on Wray’s adjudi-

cation of La Compagnie du
Masque’s offering of Jean Coc-
teau’s ‘“Antigone” the night be-

fore;, Hecklers objected to Wray's
“clowning remarks’”

^
about “Anti-

gone,” which was being given its

initial North American try.

Revamp in Met Dance

With Ballet Theatre In

Setup; Tours Continue
1 A sharp change in the ballet pic-

ture at the N. Y. Metropolitan
Opera House is seen for next sea-

son; Lucia Chase, co-director of

Ballet Theatre, is in negotiations

with the Met’s incoming manager,
Rudolf Bing. Although details

haven’t been definitely set, it ap-

pears that the Met will take in a

new ballet unit next fall to re-

place its present Setup, the new
unit to be picked by Miss Chase.
She’ll likely utilize many dancers
in the present Met setup.

Contracts with Boris Romanoff
and Alexander Gavrilov, the’ Met’s
present choreographer and ballet

master, respectively, which expire
this season, won’t be renewed, it’s

believed, with Miss Chase to ap-

point the successors. It’s thought
likely she’ll pick Anthony Tudor,
artistic director of hef ballet

troupe, and Edward Caton, for the
respective posts. Caton has been
ballet master at the Met before.
New unit will have the Ballet

Theatre tag, being in a sense a

branch of the troupe, as well as a
feeding school" for the dance com-
pany. But Ballet Theatre isn’t ex-
pected to dance at the Met during
the opera season, as reported. Nor
will the Met setup interfere with
Ballet Theatre’s regular touring
season, the troupe to go out next
fall as before.

Pitt Nixon’s Last Days

Nipped by Cancellations
Pittsburgh,. March 14.

It’s beginning to look as if his-
toric Nixon theatre here will pass
into eternity in anything but a
blaze of glory. Management had
hoped to give playhouse’s last days
a big lift before the wrecking
crews come in May 1 to raze build-
ing to make way for new Office
skyscraper of Aluminum Co. of
America, but booking hazards seem
to be ruling otherwise.

Final month, of April was to be
highlighted by “Lend An Ear”
week of April 3, and there Was con-
siderable interest in this musical
because show had its inception
here at the Pittsburgh Playhouse.
Date's been cancelled, however,
>vith show bypassing this city to
chance a Chicago run. Judith
Evelyn company of “A Streetcar
Named Desire,” booked for April
10, is likewise but; that one’s going
into Washington’s Gayety theatre
instead, on April 3 for three weeks.
Only thing definite is that Nixon’s
closing week, April 24, will go to

t

Mae West’s revival of “Diamond
Lil ” Otherwise, house has nothing
else except Ballets de Paris March
27.

So, indications are that the final
days of famed Nixon will be pretty
limping ones. Senator theatre,
heretofore a film house, gets tour-
ing attractions next season; it was
recently taken over by a local syn-
dicate under corporate name of
Astor Theatre Corp. 1
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Wi#i the new ticket code now in>

force, the N. Y. City Department

of Investigations will soon begin
Gallic Tempers Flare At

Vetlncgday^March 15, 1950

Balanchine’s Brit Stint

George Balanchine, artistic di-

rector of the N. Y. City Ballet Co.,

sailed for London Saturday (ID to

stage, his “Ballet Imperial” f<fr

the Sadler’s Wells Ballet. The
Balanchine work; now in the reper-
tory of the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo, will be restaged in a new
choreography, with scenery and
costumes by Eugene Berman.

Ballet will proem at Covent Gar*
den April 5, after which: Balanchine
will, return to the U. S. to prep his

own troupe, the N. Y. City Ballet
Co., for its first visit to England
this summer.

The devil was to pay at City Hall i» Pittsburgh last week following
an interview in the. Post-Gazette with Paul Langton, who plays older
of the two sons in the national company of “Death of a Salesman” with
Thomas Mitchell. Reporter took a cameraman out to the Larigtons’
suite at Hotel Schenley and he lensed them with their Dalmatian dog
and parrot, two pets actor has carried with him ever since he went into
“Salesman,” Then somebody remembered that there’s been an anti-
parrot ordinance in. Pittsburgh ever since city had ' a parrot-fever scare
back in the early ’30s. Department of Health, City Solicitor and other
biggies in the town, got their heads together, called Langton down to
City Hall and after several sessions told him he’d have to get rid of
the parrot. So Larigton shipped it back to California, where it’ll be
taken care of by friends until the Pittsburgh engagement’s over, Mean-
time, show got plenty of space since all three dailies kept the story
alive for couple of. days.

“Wisteria Trees,” which has been haying its breakin troubles since
opening iii Princeton, is almost completely revised from its opening
version^ Overhauling in New Haven consisted mainly of a session of
rewriting, with scant opportunity, for restaging. It is oh latter chore
that efforts will he concentrated during show’s current two-week Phila-
delphia stand.

Show did terrific business here, almost 90% of the take being ad*
vance sale, based on the Helen Hayes name draw,:

The death; of Brock Pemberton
last week came while his most suc-
cessful production, “Harvey,” con-
tinued to pile up profits. The 64^-

•year-old producer succumbed to a
heart attack Saturday (11) at his
New. York apartment exactly a
week after making one Of his stunt
guest appearances in the comedy
at the Sombrero Playhouse, Phoer
nix, and after stopping off in To-
peka, Kans., to catch the touring
edition of the play, starring James
Dpnn.

“Harvey” was the climax Of
Pemberton’s 30-year career as a
Broadway producer. The Mary
Coyle Chase comedy has thus -far
earned a profit of *nearly $2,000;-
000 on an investment of $30,000.
That does not include returns from
the film rights, which were sold
for $1,000,000, with payments in
installments Over a period of
years. Other notable Pemberton
hits included “Personal Appear-
ance,” “Strictly Dishonorable,”
“Kiss the Boys Goodbye” and
“Ceiling Zero.”

Mild - mannered, unobtrusive,
Pemberton had been a driving,
force in the legit production field.

He had been suffering from a heart
ailment for several years, but re-
cently seemed to have that condi-
tion under control.

The Critical Side

TJnlike most of his contempo-
raries, who generally vaulted into
producer spots from either acting
or directing, Pemberton matricu-
lated via the newspaper field.

After graduating from college, he
became a protege of William Al-
len White, editor of the Emporia
(Kans.) Gazette. After a time he

.hit out for New York, where he
landed a job on the old Evening
Mail, His interest in the theatre
soon won hint the post of second-
string reviewer for the paper. He
later became drama reporter and
assistant to the late Louis DeFoe,
drama critic of the old N. Y. World
and later assistant to Alexander
Woollcott, then critic of the N. Y.
Times.

It was on the latter beat that
Pemberton met and joined with
Arthur Hopkins, producer, and
after three years with him iri vari-
ous capacities, decided to do some
producing on his own, He took
his initial fling in 1920 with a play
by Gilda Varesi, “Enter Madame,”
in which she also starred and was
a Broadway hit. Some of his fol-
lowup productions did not fare as
well until he acquired Zona Gale’s
“Miss Lulu Bett,” which won the
Pulitzer Prize for 1920.

Later, he produced Sidney How-
ard’s “Swords” and Maxwell An-
derson’s first play, “White Desert,”
both having modest runs On Broad-
way. He subsequently took “Ma-
dame” to London and while it
failed to evoke enthusiasm there,
he acquired the rights to Piran-
dello's comedy, “Six Characters in
Search of an Author,” which: he
produced in New York in 1923.
He also produced Pirandello’s
“Henry IV” under the title of
“The Living Mask,” with Arnold
Korff in the leading role, which
put Pemberton in the money again.

Iri 1929 Pemberton began his
long association with Antoinette
Perry, former actress who came
out of retirement to direct “Strict-
ly Dishonorable,” This was the be-
ginning of an association that
lasted until her death several years
ago. She directed all of Pember-
ton’s productions, such as “Per-
sonal Appearance,” “Ceiling Zero,”
“Chalked Out,” “Christopher

(Continued oil page 00)
|

Elmer Rice Is. working on a new
play at his home in Stamford, ,

Cheryl Crawford leaves Friday (17)

for a three-week v a c at i on in
Florida, . Irving Winter will

join. “Now I Lay Me Down : to
Sleep” next week, succeeding Rick
Jason, who goes to the Coast on a
Columbia film contract, , “...Next
meeting of the Assn, of Theatrical
Press Agents & Managers will be
held April 20 at the Claridge hotel

,

N. Y. . . . Pressagent Phil Steven-
son to work on the reissue ,o.f IJrii-

versal’s “Story of Gi Joe,” ; . ;

Harry Shapiro is manager and Jim
Keefe p.a. for the touring “Silver
Whistle.”

.

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-
mersteln, II, have optioned John
Steinbeck’s “Iii the Forests of the
Night” for production next season

, Anthony Brady Farrell plans
London arid Australian, editions of
his “Texas, L’il Darliri’ ” produc-
tion . ,

. : Show-of-the-Month Club
bought out five evening perform-
ances and part of a matinee last
week of “As You Like it” , . .Broad-
way click of T S. Eliot’s “Cocktail
Party” surprised the cast as well
as coTproducers Gilbert Miller and
Henry Sherek. Players figured on
appearing in the show only a few
months in New York, but now may
have to remain here into next sea-
son, while a second company is

formed to do the verse-comedy in
London Donald Flamm, back
from Florida vacation, is planning
Broadway presentations next sea-
son of the London hit, “The Late
Edwina Black.”

“Talent ’50,” third annual show-
case for nori-featured legit players,
will be held April 28 at the Guild
theatre, N. Y. . . . Francis L. Sul-
livan takes over the Pothinus part
Monday night (20) in “Caesar and
Cleopatra” while Nicholas Joy
takes a month’s Leave to appear in
a .film edition of Richard Wright’s
“Native Son,” to be produced in
Buenos Aires by Argentina Sono
Film . . . Herb Kneeter is manager
and Samuel J. Friedman agent for
“Cry of the Peacock”. . . Joe Shea
has taken over as advance man for
“Harvey,” succeeding A1 Butler,
Who will p.a. the touring “South
Pacific” . .

. . Jack Potter has re-
placed Dixie French as irianagef
of the No. 2 company of “Streetcar
Named Desire.”

George Oshrin is subbing as
manager of “Oklahoma!” until
Herb Farrar is fully w recovered
from his recent operation,- on the
Coast , .... Tyrone Power will be the
star of the Broadway original of
“Mister Roberts” this summer,
while Henry Fonda vacations . . .

Max Gordon announces that he will
produce a new musical, authors
being E, Y. Harburg and Fred
Saidy, for which a composer isn’t
selected . . . Louis Cailiern has
agreed to star in a Robert L.
Joseph revival of “King Lear” next
'Season.

Peter Qlenville, stager of “The
Innocents” and the recent “Brown-
ing Version,” sails today (Wed.)
for England. . . . Ernest H. Martin,
co-producer of “Where’s Charley?,”
returned last week from the Coast,
put will go back again shortly to
resume search for cast leads for
his and Cy Feuer’s production of
“Guys and Dolls.” . . . Don Rus-
sell joins the cast of “Where’S
Charley?” next week*, succeeding
Bob Held, who’s leaving to play

.
the .William Tabbert part in the
touring edition of “South Pacific.”
. ..MaxwellAriderson’s libretto
of ‘‘Lost in the Stars” was pub-
lished yesterday (Tues.) by William
Sloane Associates; “Cry, the Be-
loved Country,” Alan Raton novel
from which the show was adapted,
was published two years ago by
Scribner’s.

Robert Keith, Jr., whose father

created the role of the ship’s doc-
tor in “Mister Roberts,” takes over
a small part in the same play next
week, succeeding Alex Nfcol.
Robert Burr joins the same cast as
a super. . Rebecca Brownsteiri,
Actors Equity attorney, left over
the weekend for a two-week vaca-
tion iri the Virgin Islands. . . , Rex
Harrison sails March 30 on the
Queen Elizabeth. . ... Dorothy
(Mrs. Oscar) Hammersteln, II, is
designing the decor for the new
Rodgers & Hammerstetn offices.
Incidentally, her husband will not
have an individual room in the
layout, but will continue to work
from his lioriie. . . , Webb Tilton
Will succeed Dickinson Eastham in
“South Pacific” whin the latter
leaves to play the lead in the road
company.
Gertrude Apple has joined the

office of Dorothy Willard Produc-
tions, which is readying a presen-
tation of a musical adaptation of
“The Liar.” , . . Aldrich & Myers,
unable thus far to sign a top
femme star to resume touring in
“Goodbye, My Fancy,” may lease
the show tor Lewis & Young for
presentation on the Coast. Stock
rights to the Fay Kanin play may
be available for strawhats this
summer. ... Ben Steinberg, as-
sociate conductor with Ballet: Thea-
tre the last two years, will be
rnusical director of the Peter Law-
rence revival of “Peter Pan,” to
costar Jean Arthur and Boris Kar-
loff. . Douglass Montgomery will
star in the London production of
“Detective Story,” to open March
25. . . . Bibi Osterwald has been
signed as understudy for Carol
Channlng. femme Tead of “Gentle^
men Prefer Blondes.”
Mary Hinton, British actress

who recently appeared on Broad-
way in “Yes, M’Lord,” sailed* from
New York Saturday (11) on the
Queen Elizabeth to star in Sir
Charles B. Cochran’s upcoming
London production of William
Templeton’s “Ivory Tower”.

Off-B’way Show

When the Bough Breaks
(MASTER THEATRE, N. Y.)
A realistically touching drama,

“When the Bough Breaks,” was of-

fered for, three performances last

week by the Abbe Practical Work-
shop. Play, centered in a lying-in-

hospital, presents a compassionate
study of a couple’s reaction to news
that their new-born son shows
signs of abnormalcy. With some
ironing out, this Work, authored by
Robert $, Scott and John L. Ger-
stad, might find a Broadway audi-
ence. A vivid picture of incidents
and characters familiar to a lying-

in-hospital is also brought into lo-

cus.
Toni Darnay is excellent as the

baby’s mother, While William Win-

dom gives a fine performance as

her husband. Priscilla Morrill, A1
Thaler, John Boruff, Anne Dough-
erty and the rest of the cast all

turn in good portrayals. Peter
Wolf’s sets are creditable, while
George Schafer shows a capable di-

rectorial hand.

‘Salesman for Zurich
Zurich, March 7.

Following the recent German
preem at Theater in der Josefstart t,

Vienna, Zurich Sqhauspielhaus is

rehearsing Arthur Miller’s .

“Death

of a Salesman” under the German
title “Der Tod des Handelsreisen-

den.” Preem is set for March 18.

BaSed oil Ferdinand Bruckners
translation, play will be directed

by Joseph Millo-Pacovsky, with

sets by Teo Otto and background
music by Max Lang.
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Th* following <w*« the comparative figures based on Varikty’s
botfoftlct estimates for last week ( the 41-st week of the season)
and the corresponding week of last season^

This -Lilli'
BROADWAY Sfison leiion

Number Of show* current ,. *.. .. .... 20 20
Total weeks played so far by all shows. ... 868 036
Total gross for all current shows last week $629,000 $601,200
Total season's gross so far by all shows . .

. $21,719,900 $22,366,000
Number of new productions so far *7 68

ROAD
(Excluding Stock)

Number of current touring shows reported 23 23
Total weeks played so far by all shows. . 79$ 028
Total road gross reported last week . ... . $478,500 $524,000
Season’s total road gross so far. . . . . .

.

;v. $16,273,600 $19,090,000

Chicago, March 14.

. Chi boxoffice picked up last

Week after previous Week’s slump.
•‘Madwoman of Chaillot” opened
last night (13) to healthy advance.
Initialer Of two-week stag, despite
lukewarm reviews, of the Ballets de
Paris, brought terrific trade at the
Blackstone. Also slightly On the
upgrade is “Kiss Me, Kate.” .

Spike Jones, with his “Musical
Depreciation Revue,’’ wound up
five-week stay with a profitable

week closing Saturday (11). Black-
stone, the magician, also closed the
same day but with light take.
In the offing is “Borschtcapades”

at the Blackstone, March 20, buck-
ing the opening of “Private Lives”
(Tallulah Bankhead), returning to

the Harris for four weeks* “Lend
An -Ear” goes into the Great
Northern March 27.

Estimates for This Week
Ballets de Paris, Blackstone

(1.358; $4.40). Sock $27,000.

$22,000 IN ST. L
St. Louis, March 14;

Despite the worst rain, sleet and
snowstorm of the winter, a near-

capacity house greeted Mae West
in “Diamond Lil” at the opening of

a one-week stand at the American
theatre Sunday (12), Comedy was

[
greeted with mixed reviews, but a
good advance points to a profitable
engagement. House is scaled to
$4.27.

“That Lady,” Kate O’Brien’s
drama, with Katharine Cornell in
the lead role, drew panning from
the local crix but natives paid nO
attention and the piece wound up
a week’s run at the American (11)

Blackstone, Erlanger (3rd week)
;

#with a fine $22,000, scaled at $4.27

(1,334; $2.50).
;

Light $8,000 for
final week. Closed Saturday (11).

“Kiss Me, Kate” Shubert (25th
Week) (2,100; $6.18). Dropped to
$28,700.
-•Madwoman of Chaillot,’* Er-

langer (1,334; $4 33). Opened last

night. (13) with strong advance.
“Musical Depreciation Revue,”

Great Northern (5th week) : ( 1 ,500;
$3.71). Closed Saturday (11) with
bright $21,000.

for eight performances.

IN

Peters-'Barretls’

New Haven. March 14.

Pulling power of the Helen
Hayes name was evidenced last

week when it drew thousands of
playgoers to Shubert pews to view
the untried “Wisteria Trees” in a
full-week stand (6-11). Coming in
with a hefty advance, final* figures,
on eight shows at $4.20 top, regn
istered just over $30,000-—a house
record for a straight dramatic play.

Legit takes a siesta this week,
then resumes with preem of “Cry
of the Peacock” March 23-25. Next
in line is another curtain-raising,
the Hartmans bowing in With
“Tickets, Please” (March 30-Apr.
1). Alfred Drake -Edward Eager
musical, “The Liar,” is pencilled
for an April 13-15 unfurling,

Mae West-‘UT Neat

$28,000 in Split Wk.
Cincinnati, March 14.

Mae West in “Diamond Lil”

grossed over $14,000 for four

performances the last half of last

week in 2,500-seat Taft theatre at

$3.69 top.
First half got a reported $14;000

at the Hartman in Columbus.

D.C. Return to Legit
Washington

, March 14.

Return of legit to nation’s capital
was given a rousing b o. cheer by
natives to tune of $19,000 for the
Susan Peter’s starrer “Barretts of
Wimpole Street,” Potential is $22,-

|

000, at $3.00 top, (including tax) for
' the newly converted , 1 ,500-seat
Gayety.

Faye Emerson and Sam Wana-
maker in “Goodbye, Mr. Fancy”
follow for two weeks starting
March 21. House will be scaled to
$3.60 top.

‘Stretcar’ Ends, 19G,W $20,000, Boston
Boston, March 14.

“Mr. Roberts,” coming in for an
Indefinite run with a top advance,
was the only opener in town this
Week, but it gave the local rialto
a much-needed shot in the arm as
other attraction's faded. No pros-
pects of much in the future, either,
save for Cornelia Otis Skinner, and
all indications are that the local
season has

:
conked put six weeks

early. “Streetcar” coasted out in
its finale her# and “Lend an Ear”
failed to be too sharp in its second.

Estimates for Last Week
“A Streetcar Named Desire,”

Plymouth (3d week) (1,200; $3.60),
Final week here, with cast break-
ing up as of Sat. (11); this attrac-
tion lost its grip on the b.o. Wound
up at abbpt $19,000, but had a
profitable run nonetheless.

“Lend* an Ear,” Shubert (2d
week) (1,750; $4.80). Tins one was
priced but of the market for a no-
star v lineup and began to dip on
its second to an offish $20,000, with
cold weather blamed in part.
Moved out for the whistle stops
enroute to Chi,

“Mr. Roberts,’* Colonial (ist
week) (1,500; $3.60). A wow attrac-
tion, with $90,000 in the till before
it opened. Went clean first week
to take almost $30,500, against a
capacity of about $31,000. Should
be here in June.

.’IN WINDIN’ HITS

‘Streetcar’ Poor $10,000

In 9 Shows at
Minneapolis, March 14.

Playing a return’ engagement,
“A Streetcar Named Desire” ran
into blizzards, below-zero temper-
atures and icy thoroughfares, with
unfortunate boxoffice results. At
$3.60 top for six nights and three
matinees in the 1,900-seat Lyceum,
it pulled poor $10,000.

Cast, topped by Judith Evelyn
and Ralph Meeker, Won praise.
Spike Jones is current for a fort-
night, with “Diamond Lil” and
‘Death of a Salesman” underlined.

Monte Carlo Ballet 21G
Toronto, March 14.

On annual visit, Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo did a satisfactory
$21,200 at the Royal Alexandria
(1,525), scaled at $3.60 top.

Hartford, March 14.

“Inside U. S. A ,” With Bea Lil-
lie, grossed about $28,500 in its

windup stands last week, split be-
tween the Metropolitan, Provi-
dence, and the Bushnell Aud. here.

Show played the Metropolitan
Monday-Wednesday (6-8), coming
here Thursday (9) and playing
through Saturday (ID.

Woolley-Dinner’ Nice

$18,000 in Frisco
San Francisco; March 14.

“The Man Who
.
Came to Din-

ner,” With Monty Woolley, hit a
nice $18,000 for its final and third
stanza at the 1,550-seat Curran
last week.
Curran remains dark, with the

Geary, town’s other legit house,
showing “Bicycle Thief,” which
opened Sunday (12). Geary a 1,-

775-seater, is scaled to $1.80 for
pix.

‘Lady iii Dark’ Added
St. Louis, March 14.

“Lady in the Dark;” Moss Hart
musical, has been added to the
repertory of the Municipal Theatre
Assn’s 1950 sked and will be
presented for the first time under
al fresco conditions in the Forest
Park theatre during the.season that
tees, off June 8 with an 11 -night
stand of “BrigadOon” and winds up
with a two-week engagement of
“Carousel.” Other pieces already
selected- are “Rosalie,” “East
Wind,” “Of Thee 1 Sing,” “Desert
Song” and a Rodgers and Hammer-
stein concert.

“Lady,” produced in 1941, was
presented at the American theatre
here several years ago,

Philadelphia, March 14.

Legit biz Was generally okay
last week although there were no
actual smashes among the quartet

of shows on display.

This, week the Locust is dtfTk,

cutting the number of active play-
houses down to three and next
Week, according to all indications,
there will be only one legiter in
town,. “The Wisteria Trees,” the
new Helen Hayes Vehicle which
opened a two weeks’ run at the
Shubert last night (13). Not only
is the immediate prospect dismal
but the future bookings are few
and far between.

Estimates for Last Week
“What a Day,” Forrest (2d

week) (1,766; $4.55). Vinton Freed-
ley musical has been doing a
steady trade, but a long way from
capacity. Did $26,700 last week

—

second of three. House has no
definite booking in sight.

“The Silver Whistle,” Walnut
(1st week) (1,340; $3.90). Theatre
Guild offering won nice notices
with Lloyd Nolan getting praise
too. Biz was fairish at $12,200. Of-
fering is sixth and last of this sea-
son’s American Theatre Society
subscription offerings. Show prob-
ably folds next week.

|

“Private Lives,” Locust (oner
week only) (1,580; $3.90). Return
of this Tallulah Bankhead starrer
didn’t do biz expected after last

season’s sensational enagement.
However* its $14,000 gross Wasn’t
too bad. House dark for two
weeks and gets “Cry of the Pea-
cock” March 27. 0
“The Consul,” Shubert (2d

week) (1,877; $4.55*). Gian-Carlo;
Menotti musical led the town with
$27,500, excellent after the satis-

factory $13,700 for five perform-
ances the previous week. House
has nothing in the offing after

;

“The Wisteria Trees,” Helen Hayes
|

vehicle, which opened a two weeks’

;

tryout run last flight (13).
|

‘Okla.!’ Over $37,000 in 5

Through the Southwest:
Fort Worth, March 14. I

;
“Oklahoma !” racked up, over $37,-

000 in five engagements last week.
Musical played the Convention
Hall, Tulsa, Sunday (5);. Home,;
Oklahoma City, Monday (6); Con-

:

vention Hall. Enid, Okla., Tuesday
(7); Majestic, Wichita Falls, Wed-

1

nesday-Thursday (8-9) and the
Majestic here, Saturday (ID. i

Show is splitting the current
j

week between three engagements.

'

; ;

'

i

Shows in Rehearsal
j

Keys:. C (Comedy), D (Drama),.;
CD (Comedy-Drama ) , R f Revue) ,

M ( Musical y, O ( Operetta).
“Cry of the Peacock” (D) ~

James CoOligan & Donald Med-
ford; Leonora Corbett, director.

“Peter Pari” <D) —• Peter Law-
rence, John Burrell, director.

“Tickets Please” (R) •— Arthur
Klein.

Legit business on Broadway was
generally spotty last week. Four
shows registered capacity grosses,
several others improved the previ-
ous

: week’s offish pace, but some
others sagged to new lows. The
combined gross for all 29 entries
was 68.78% of capacity,; a decrease
of .34% from the previous week.
“Bird Cage” and the Negro “To-

bacco Road” folded Saturday night
(11), arid “Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950”
and “Touch and Go” are sched-
uled to close next- Saturday (18).

Only one opening is slated for this
week.

Estimates for Last Week ;

Keys: C (Comedy j, D (Drama),
CD ( Comedy-Drama )> R (RevUe),
M (Musical), 0 ( Operetta).
Other parenthetic figures refer,

respectively, to top price, number
of seats and capacity gross. Price
includes 20% amusement tax, but
grosses are net: i.e., exclusive of
tax, •

“All You Need Is One Good
Break,” Mansfield (4th wk) (D-
$4.80; 1,041; $26,000). Hasn’t caught
on after reopening; under $5,000
again*
“Arms and thei Girl,” 46th St.

(6th wk) (M-$6; 1,319; $39,000),
Slipped a bit to nearly $36,500.
“As You Like It,” Cort (7th wk)

(C-$4.80-$6; 1,064; $27,000): Kath-
arine Hepburn name remains the
primary draw; bettered $25,700.

’

“Bird Cage,” Coronet (3d wk) (D-
$4.80; 1,027; $27,000). Arthur Laur-
ents play 'failed to make the grade,
folding Saturday night (11) after
21 performances; finale grossed
sad $8,800.
“Caesar and Cleopatra,” National

(12th wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $30,-
000). Shaw revival got about the
same; $20,000.

“Clutterbuck,” Biltmore (14th
wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $22,600). Lon-
don comedy also improved, with

j

Sunday performances an apparent
factor; $12,100.

“Cocktail Party,” Miller (8th wk)
(C-$4.80; 940; $21,600). Goes clean
at all performances; $21,600.
“Come Back, Little Sheba,”

Booth (4th wk) (D-$4.80; 712; $20,-
000). About the same; $12,700.
“Death of a Salesman/’- Morosco

(57th wk) (D-$4.80; 914; $23,800).
Eased a trifle, but has a strong ad-
vance sale; $18,500.

“Detective Story,” Hudson (51st
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,016; $23,675).
Up to $16,500. .

“Devil’s Disciple,” Royale (3d
Wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,035; $27,500).
Held almost even at $20,200.
“Geritlemeh Prefer Blondes,”

Ziegfeld (14th wk) (M-$6 1,628;
$48,244). Another capacity week;
topped $48,200.

i

Happy Time,” Plymouth (7th
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019). Made
a quick jump to $28,000.
“Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950,” Cen-

ter (42d wk) (R-$2.88-$3; 2,964; $58,-
000). Business has skidded, re-
cently arid the show is now slated
to close Saturday (15); down to
$15,000.

“I Know My Love,” Shubert
(19th wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,391; $33,-

000). Rose with the field; $21,900.
“Kiss Me, Kate,” Century (62d

wk) (M-$6; 1,645; $46,650). Eased
a trifle- to $43,400.

“Lost in the Stars,” Music Box
(19th wk) (M-$5.40; 1,012; $26,600).

j

Ebbed slightly to $23,800.
I

“Member of the Wedding,” Em-
pire (10th wk) (D-$4.80; 1.082;

$24,000). Back to over capacity;

$24,200,
“Miss Liberty,” Imperial (35th

wk) (M-$6.60; 1,400; $44,500).

Climbed back from the previous
week’s low, but must do consider-
ably better at. the lowered scale
($4.80 top week nights arid $6 week-
ends); $20,500.

“Mister Roberts,” Alvin (108th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 1 ,360; $34,276). Le-
land Hayward production going
along at powerful tempo; up to
$28 000
“Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep,”

Broadhurst (2d wk) (CD-$4.80-$6;
1,160; $29,500). Elaine Ryan-Lud-
wig Bemelmans play has started
promisingly; first full week grossed

$21 ,000 .

“South Pacific,” Majestic (49th
wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186). Never
fails to get all the house will hold;
bettered $50,600 again.

“Texas, Lil Darlin,” Hellinger
(16th wk) (M-$6; 1,543; $42,000).
Faded a bit to $24/500.
“The Innocents,” Playhouse (5th

wk) (D-$4.80; 819; $18,740). Tapered
a bit further; $12,200.
“The Man,” Fulton (8th wk)

(D-$4.80; 966; $23,000). About the
same; $7,600.
“Tobacco Road,” 48th Street (1st

wk) (CD-$3; 917; $15,000). Jack

’
Out, Ice,’ Toadi’ Next;

'

‘Sleep' 0K21G
Kirkland’s sharecropper saga, with
a Negro cast, couldnF

t weather the
unanimous critical beating, and
closed Saturday night (11) after
eight performances; $1,800.
.
“Touch and Go,” Broadway (22d

wk) (R-$4.80; 1,900; $46,300). Didn’t
get the expected response front
the lowered scale and is set to quit
Saturday ( 18); slumped to $16,000.
“Velvet Glove,” Goldeii (11th wk)

(CD-$4.80; 769; $18,127). No
change; $7,900.
“Where’s Charley?,” St. James

(73d wkt (M-$6; 1,509; $37,800).
Also registered a healthy rises
$30,500.

Opening y:

“The Consul,” Barrymore (M-
$4,80-$6; 1,066; $30,000). Opera by
Gian-Carlo Menotti, presented by
Chandler Cowles and Efrem Zim-
balist, Jr.; financed for $100,000,
production cost about $68,000 (in-
cluding $21,000 in bonds) and can
break even at around $16,000;
opens tonight (Wed.).

Future Dates
“Great to Be Alive,” March 23, at

Winter Garden; “Wisteria Trees/,
March 29, at Martin Beck; “Cry of
the. Peacock,” April 6, at Mans-
field; “With a Silk Thread,” April
17; at Lyceum; “Peter Pari,” April
23, possibly at Imperial; “Tickets#
Please,” April 24, at Coronet.

Pittsburgh, Marclj 14.

Freezing cold weather and con-
tinuing .economic slump locally
brought on .by coal strike held
“Death of a Salesman” down some-
what in first of Show’s two weeks
at Nixon* But session was still

plenty profitable at $22,500. Sal#
for the windup indicates current
gross will be even better than that
by a couple of grand or so.
“Salesman” got a unanimous set

of the kind of notices every attrac-
tion dreams about, and while a
little sluggish at the getaway begari
to go into high at the midway
mark.

:
Weekend performances

were SRO. Scale was $3.90 top,
including federal and city taxes,
and while not under ATS-Theatre
Guild auspices, subscribers were
offered tickets at slightly teducea
rates, which accounted for some
cash deflections.

Following finish of “Salesman”
this week, house will be dark again
for a stanza, relighting March 27
with Ballets des Paris.

.

-MADWOMAN' OFF TO 14G

Detroit, March 14.
“Madwoman of Chaillot” drop-

ped to $14,000 in the second Week
at the Cass after a good $19,900
the first week. The Cass goei
dark for a week, reopening March
2.0 with Les Ballets de Paris, in
for six days.

Shubert reopened Monday (13)
afte^ two months with Blackstone,
the magico, in for 10 days.

‘Philly Story’ Neat

In LA. at
Loi Angeles, March 15,

Biltmore continues to lead th#
scanty legit field here presently,
with “Philadelphia Story” (Sarah
Churchill), holding up: well in it$

second week. Only other attrao
tion going at the moment is “Th#
Banker’s Daughter,” at the small
Globe theatre. . Okay, too,

Estiinates for- Last Week
“The Banker’s Daughter,” Glob#

(285; $2.40), Still near capacity af
$4,200.
“The Philadelphia Story,” Blit*

more* (1,636; $3,60) (2d week),
Sound $18,000, almost as good ai
first week.

’Congressional Baby’

$9,300 in 2 Wks., Albany
Albany, March 14.

‘'Congressional Baby,” staged bj
Eddie Dowling, drew an estimated
$9,300 in two-week tryout at $2.40
top in the 850-seat Playhouse.
Gross was racked up in the face of
divided notices and unfavorable
weather.:

It was the first Broadway tiwout
here in two decades. Nina Foch
starred. 55103111
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Home at Seven
London, March 8.

Alec Rea, E: P. Clift & H. M. Tenrient,

Ettl.,’ presentation of drama in three acts

by R. C. Slier riff, Directed by Murray
Mnrdnnald. At Wyndham's, London,

is likely to prove a prolonged West
End attraction, „

The author puts the focus on

I an impoverished duke and the
' members of his family, brothers,

sisters, aunts and uncles, who are

wondering what the future holds

in store for them, Only one .is

high-principled and be inevitably

is regarded as the “bolshie" of the
1 ' ‘ * * ^weJKrFoSS 1 family. This view is reinforced
*'* 4 f *

I ikrltAn 1

Macdonald. At Wyndham

DavhJ Preston • Ralph Richardson
Mrs. Preston . . . ... ... .

.

..Maria»-wsP«
ncer.

Dr Sparling ; . ; . .

.

Cyi‘11 Raymond
Major^Watsori . . : . .Philip .f^lnton
Inspector Hemingway.. . .CiunnhoU
Mr. Petherbrldge . . Frederick .Piper

. Peggy -Dobson

From every angle this latest

opus by R. C. Sherriff is good
theatre.' It has . a ;

suspenseful

story, faultless direction arid superb

acting, being always slightly under
than overplayed, Which enhances
its dramatic value. -With studied

casting and adaptation, it might
well appeal to U< S; audiences aiid

would make good screen material.:
; Would a man’s honest and decent
Character change during a spell of

amnesia and turn him' into a thief

and a murderer? This is the

appalling situation facing a hum-
drum, respectable bank Official

Who. returns .
home at his usual

time to find his wife in deep
distress over his complete absence
for 24 hours. He has no recollec-

tion of the lost : day and tragedy
sOon follows. The local club funds
are

.
missing and one of the

stewards . is found dead in the

woods, with damning evidence
revealing the banker was seen, the
previous night at the safe by his

victim, providing a motive -for the
crime; Also, he had been borrow-
ing money to get put of a jam
An understanding doctor probes

1 Direction^ by Anthony Pelissier is
His patient’s mind and tries to highly , efficient, and Michael
convince him that

,

inherent' good- Weight’s decor admirably fills the
ness couldn’t suddenly become bill.

’ Myr.o.
vicious even in a mental blackout. • .. —-

—

He becomes obsessed with the idea
j

he must be guilty, makes ail I

domestic plans for his wife’s future I

and calmly awaits arrest. When a
j

complete alibi materializes, the
j

tortured man seems too dazed with
j

relief to believe it. Unknown to !

his wife he had been in the habit
of dropping in to a. saloon before
catching his train. A backfiring
car in the street had jarred his

mental balance due to liis nerve-
racking experience as an air raid!

warden. The kindly landlord had
cared for him overnight but didn’t
know his identity until he read the
case in the paper.
Ralph Richardson has seldom;

been seen to better advantage as
the sensitive, suburban citizen con-

( March 12 :25)

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
Erlanger, Buffalo (12); Paramount,
Toledo (13); Empire, Syracuse (15);

Music Hall, Cleveland (ly-'ljjl.

Bushnell Aud., Hartford (21-22);

Aud., Worcester* Mass, (23); Klein
Memorial, Bridgeport, Conn. (24)

Municipal Aud., Providence (25).

Ballet Theatre — Ryman Aud.,

Nashville (13); Aud., Jacksop,
Tenn. (14); Poche, New Orleans

(15-18); Lanier H.S. Aud., Mont-
gomery, Alai. (20); Tower, Atlanta

(21); College Field House; Clemen-
son; S. C. (22); Page Aud., Durham,
N. C. (23); Academy of Music,
Pliila. (24); Rajah, Reading (25),

Ballets de Paris — Biackstone,

Chi. (13-18); Cass, Detroit (20-25).

"Barretts of Wimpole Street” - r—.

Gayety, Wash. (13-18).

"BOrschtcapades” — Blackstone,
Chi. (20-25).

“Brigadoon”^—Ford’s, Balto. (13-

18); Playhouse, Wilmington (20-22);

Community, Hershey
,
Pa. (23-25).

Cornelia Otis Skinner — Wilbur,
Bost (20-25).

“Cry of the Peacock”-^-Shubert,
N. H. (23-25). •

"Death of a Salesman”—Nixon,
Pitt. (13-18); Hanna, Cleve. (20-25).

"Diamond Lil” —- American
St. L. (13-18); Music Hall, K. C.

(20-25),

"Goodbye, My
.
Fancy”—Gayety,

Wash. (20-25),

"Harvey”—Arcadia, Wichita (13);

Convention Hall, Hutchinson, Kan.
( 14); Home, Oklahoma City (16-1 7);

Convention Hall, Tulsa (18); Me-
morial Hall, Joplin, Mo. (20

Slirine Mosque, Springfield; Mo.
(21); Aud., Memphis (23-25),

"Kiss Me, Kate”—Shubert, Chi.
(13-25).

"Lend an Ear”— Court Square,
Springfield; 'Mass. (13-15); Aud.,
Rochester (16-18); Empire, Syra-
cuse (20-21

) ;
Erlanger, Buffalo (22-

25); t-

.

"Madwoman of Chaillot” —

-

r,.,. . . . T . Erlanger, Chi. (13-25).
Pittsburgh, March 14. "Man Who Came to Dinner” —

-

June Walker, playing femme Civic Aud,, San Jose, Cal. (12^;
lead in national company of ‘‘Death Mayfair. Portland (14-16); Metro-
of a Salesman,” opened in Pitts- e-politan. Seattle (17-22)

;
Temple,

When he refuses to marry an Amer
ican heiress, because he is too poor
and she too rich. ...

This is clearly an ideal vehicle

for. Lonsdale dialog; although the

flimsy situation is difficult to sus-

tain for two-and-a-half hours.

Nevertheless, there are frequent
scintillating lines and intriguing

situations, uppermost of which is

a single scene held almost entirely

by Glynis -Johns (as the hoiress)

trying to persuade Michael Gough
(duke's brother) to seduce her;

That the show is rich in charac-
terization as well as comedy is due
as much to the capabilities of the
cast as to the script, Gough; as
the duke’s only non-parasitieal
relation, strikes a note of complete
sincerity, while Miss. Johns as the
ardent wooer is captivating; She
also establishes herself as a first-

rate comedienne. Ronald . Squire
is happily: cast as Lord Crane, the
duke’s uncle who cannot see why
a mere $10,000,000 should stand
in the way of true loVe. Kenneth
More gives a perfect performance
as the whisky-drinking brother and
Robert Adair is effectively cast as
the heiress’s father

burgh last week (6) against doctor’s
orders. Three days before, she
had broken a rib in Cincinnati, fall-

ing against her wardrobe trunk
and missed final trio of perfor-
mances there because of the severe
Pain-

Physician told actress to rest for
at least another week, but she de-
cided only couple of hours before

fronted with the awful possibility I curtain time to do the Pittsburgh
he. may be a Jekyll and Hyde.
Marian Spencer is human and
natural as his devoted, distraught
wife and Cyril Raymond makes a
kindly, neighborly personality of
the doctor. Meriel Forbes brings
light relief as the pert, matter-of-
fact barmaid who saves the situa-
tion, and Philip Stainton and
Campbell Singer make contrasting
individuals of the blustering major,
chairman of the club, and police

. inspector. Clem.

preem despite her physical --condi-

tion. Audience noticed that she
Winced every Once in a while from
pain while forced to stoop or bend,
but Miss Walker got glowing no-
tices from the reviewers, most of

whom were aware of her condition.

‘Harvey’ Was Sock
Continued from pace SB

•i

The Way TliingS'Go

Patrick’s ‘Savage’ Headed
F<>r Broadway Next Fall

Hollywood, March 14.

John Patrick’s new play, "The
Curious Savage,” will be presented
on Broadway next fall by Russell

London, March 6.
Stephen Mitchell (for London Theatrical

Productions) presentation of comedy in i LeWiS and Howard YOUng, pOS
two acts by Frederick Lonsdale. Directed

! cihlv with Patricia Prill nc ctnr
by Anthony Pelissier. At Phoenix, Lon- slD1> witn BatriCia UOIIinge as Star.

dori, March 2, '50.

Charles ... ...... Ronald Squire
Bishop of Weston Tristan . Rawsori
Venetia .... ..............

.

Janet Burnell
Ernest David Stoll
Helen... ...........
-John.....
Anne ... .... . . . . . ... Cecily Byrne
Duke of Bristol- . . .... . .Peter Macdonnell
Dr. Shaw ...... . . . . ... Arthur Hewlett
Tlnne . .....' .Edward Wheatlelgh
An Old Lady • . ........ Frances Waring
Robert Flemin...— Robert Adair

, . .
. Contrary to usual Lewis & Young

Mary Flemin. . , . , • • * * . Glynis Johns.; nnijpv thp Qhnw will ' not hp tried
Gerard ... .... ... Michael Gough.jP°«cy, llie snow Will not oe Uiea

out on the Coast.
Patrick, Whose previous plays

have included "The Hasty Heart”
Margaret Gordon

j aiid “The Story of Mary Surratt,”
enne oie

1

is also readying an adaptation of

Dickens’ "Bleak House” for pos-

sible production by Lewis &
Young, with Cornelia Otis Skinner
figured for the star part. His adap-
tation of "Earth and High Heaven,”
the Gwethalyn Graham novel, has
been shelved.

For his latest comedy, Frederick
Lonsdale' has picked a trivial, scant
plot and embellished it with wit
and humor. * The result is enter-
tainment with many laughs and an
occasional sparkle, but an odd dull
patch which minimizes the effect
of the play as a whole. Its minor
defects notwithstanding, the show

Tacoma, Wash. (23-24).

"Mister Roberts,” — Colonial,
Bost. (13-25).

"Oklahoma!” — Aud,. Galveston
(13-14); McNesse Jr. H. S. Aud.,
Lake Charles, La. (15-18); Poclie,
New Orleans (19-25).

"Philadelphia Story”—Biltmore,
L, A. (13-25^

"Private Lives”—Royal Alexan-
dra, Toronto (13-18); Harris, Chi.
(20-25).

“Silver Whistle”*—Walnut, Phila.
(13-18).

;

“Streetcar Named Desire”- (N6.
2) — Robinson Aud., Little Rock
(14); Iowa, Cedar Rapids (15-16);

KRNT theatre, Des Moines (17-18);
Orpheum, Davenport (20-21); Pal-
ace, South Bend (22-23); Shubert,
Detroit (24-25).

"That Lady” — KRNT theatre,
Des Moines (13); Orpheum, K. C.
( 14-18 ) ; Municipal Aud

. ,
Topeka

(20); Convention Hall, Tulsa (21 v
;

Home, Oklahoma. City (22); Melba,
Dallas (23); Worth, Ft. Worth (24-
25)..

•'

Webster - Shakespeare — City
Aud., Pueblo (12); Home, Okla-
homa City (14); Convention Hall‘
Tulsa (15); Arcadia, Wichita (17>;
H. S. Aud., Topeka (18). Fraser,
Lawrence, Kansas (20-21); Techni-
cal H. S. Aud., Omaha (23); H. S.
Aud., Spencer, la. (24); H; S. Aud.,
Ames. la. (25).

"Wisteria Trees” — Shubert.
Phila. (13s25).

L
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803-05 N. 7th St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

LO i-d 3-0988

in

. Reading, Pa., March 14.

"Brigadoon” took in an okay $18,-
400 in t h re e engagements last
week. Musical played Pottsville,

!
Pa., high school Aud. Monday (6);

' Lyric, Allentown, Pa., Tuesday-
, Wednesday ( 7.-8) ahd the Rajah
• here Thursday^Saturday (9-11).

I
Show is current at the Ford’s,

! Baltimore.

Stevens Back in Hosp
. Chicago, March 14.

‘

Asbton Stevens, vet Chicago
drama critic, suffered a severe
bronchial * infection Thursday (9)

and was taken back to Passayant
hospital here*

Doctors found, it necessary to
feed him oxygen over the weekend
but he is now recovering.

Henry Sherek is readying "The

‘Cage/ ‘Road’
Continued from page 57

eluding production costs of $54,-

100, a tryout loss of $7,500, pre-
opening expenses of $3,700 and
bonds and deposits of $7,700, The
play had an operating profit of $1,-

600 the first Week, but had a deficit

thereafter and ended with a loss
df approximately the entire
$75,000.

"Tobacco Road,” which made a
fortune for author:producer Jack
Kirkland in its original, record^
breaking Broadway run; wais pro-
duced, for around $15,000 in this
Negro edition; it opened March
6 and, despite a straight sharing
arrangement with the house and
minimum operating «costs, went
into the red on its single-week en-
gagement. It had a spotty record
before reaching Broadway; with
some profitable and several losing
weeks. Everything considered, the
venture lost almost $15,000.

Donagh MacDonagh, Irish play-
wright who authored "Happy as
Larry,” seen briefly on Broadway

Comes Across,” "Red Harvest” and
many others.

TWO stories recalled by former
pressagent-manager Ralph, T. Ket-
tering illustrate some of the "op-

posite” characteristics of Pember-
ton. While advance man for

Gladys George in "Personal Apr
pearance,” Kettering was in Dal-

las With no booking beyond' Hous-
ton. After twice wiring the pro-

ducer a query about wliere the
comedy would go next; the p. a.

telegraphed Gus Pitou, of the Unit-

ed Booking Office, to find out the
future route, receiving ah answer
an hour later. .

In Los Angeles 10 days later,

Kettering received a postcard from
Pembertorij which had gone to Dal-

las and been forwarded along the

route, with the desired informa-

tion. As usual, Pemberton had de-

clined to pay for a wire Or a three-'

cent stamp for a ietter when a
penny postcard would do. But true

to his "opposite” nature, he gave
Kettering two undsked-for $50
raises during that season,

Kettering also remembers how,
as a practical joke, he sent Pem-
berton What he thought was a ter-

rible script
j
by a young actor.

When the producer decided to do
the play and offered him a share
of the

.

production, : Kettering
alibied his way out of the propo-
sition. The show was "Strictly Dis-

honorable,” Pemberton’s first big
money-maker, which launched the
spectacular ; Hollywood career of

its author, Preston Sturges.
The producer’s long association

with Miss Perry, starting With her
staging of ‘‘Strictly Dishonorable,”
began when they struck up an ac-

quaintance during intermission at

a concert. Reaching home after

that incident, Miss Perry told her
husband, “I just picked up a mian
at the concert, an4 I’m going to

direct a play for him.” She subse-
quently supplied substantial back-
ing for many of the Pemberton
productions.
Probably one of his, most curious

productions was "The Ladder” in

1926, which made theatrical his-

tory on Broadway by remaining for

264 performances despite an all-

time low in critical reviews and
attendance.. The play’s' backer,
wealthy Edgar B. Davis, was will-

ing to spend $500,000 on his belief

in reincarnation, the’theme of the
play, /Pemberton quit the assign-
ment after several months. During
the 1829 depression he was a prime
factor in setting up the Stage Re-
lief Fund to assist the needy of
the theatre. During World War II

he had been active with USO-
Camp Shows and the Theatre
Wing canteens.

In 1944 Pemberton produced
"Harvey,” with Frank Fay as star,

at the Playhouse, N, Y. Comedy
had a phenomenal run and .chalked
up top grosses. It also copped the
Pulitzer Prize, Pemberton formed
a road company with Joe E. Brown
starred, which was equally success-
ful. Fay later took to the road
while "Harvey” was still current
on Broadway, with Bert Wheeler,
James Stewart and others, taking
over the star role at various times.
On out-of-town dates Pemberton
made intermittent appearances in

the play. His last production was
"Mr. Barry’s Etchings,” starring
Lee Tracy, which recently closed
after a brief run at the 48th Street,
N. Y.'

.

In addition to his production ac-
tivities Pemberton was president
of the League of New York The-
atres. His wife, Margaret McCoy
Pemberton, did the costuming for
most of his productions. A brother,
Murdock Pemberton, former press-
agent and Writer, also survives.

Virtually a Who's who ‘ of show
business attended Pemberton’s fu-
neral services yesterday morning
(Tues.) at Christ Church (Metho-
dist ) ,

N. Y. The 60 honorary pall-
bearers included the producer’s
close friends among fellow-mana-
gers, authors, actors, editors and
critics, Lawrence Tibbett sang
"The Lord’s Prayer” and Bert Ly-
tell delivered the eulogy, calling
Pemberton "a friend of the actor”
afid recalling how, as former pres-
ident Of Equity, he had always had
friendly dealings with the * pro-
ducer as head of the League of
N. Y. Theatres.

in N. Y. He was in town fOr the
opening of a four-day run of his
production of "Harvey,” with
James Dunn, in the /Music Hall.
Much of the current recession in

theatre attendance can be laid at
the feet of the critics, Pemberton
said, . They kill a play before it

gets going, before the public gets
a chance to determine its true
Value. :

v /.
'

A case in point is "Mr. Barry’s
Etching/* with Lee Tracy, which
closed last week on Broadway after
a four-week run. It wasn’t a good
play, Pemberton frankly admits,
but the public seemed to like it. A
few words from the critics, how-
ever, and; the theatre Was empty;

"In the days before the war, ex-
penses Weren’t nearly as high, and
a producer could keep the play
going four to six Weeks until the
play overcame the critics’ disap-
proval, or he was shown that it

wasn’t a success,” Pemberton said.

"WIth expenses like they are to-

day, a producer can’t afford to play
to empty theatres while waiting for
a; play4o catch on.”

N.Y City Ballet Co.
, . (CITY CENTER. N. : Y.) • /

For the final preem Of the six
new works done this winter sea-
son, the enterprising N. Y. Gity
B a 1 1 et Co. presented "Jones
Beach” at its home grounds last
Thursday (9). The work is a pleas-
ant frolic, eulogizing the familiar
summer playground on Long
Island. It isn’t a great piece of
work, blit it’s topical, fresh and
engaging. Geo r g e Balanchine
choreographed the ballet, with an
assist by Jerome Robbins. More
could have been made of it with
some of the satire - and slapstick
Robbins put into his bathing num-
ber in "High Button Shoes.” biit

it’s entertaining enough on its

own.
The crowded beach, with a

bather stepping gingerly to seek
out her playmates; the rescue from
drowning; the pesky mosquitoes;
the jazz hour, picnic and hotdog
sequences, are all amusing or
tender Americana. Music by a

young Dutch composer, Jurriaan
Andriessen, is lean, breezy and
colloquial, to fit the subject-
matter. The young N. Y. Gity
Ballet dancers had a merry romp
going through the motion in at-

tractive bathing suits. Robbins
and Maria Tallchief, in the jazz

sequence; Tanaquil LeClerq and
Nicholas Magallanes, in the ro-

mantic drowning scene pas de
deux, and Todd Bolender, William
Dollar and Roy Tobias, as the pest-

beset bathers, led the terp festive

ties admirably. Broil

.

Cocktail Party’ for London, with
|
this season, has finished a musical,

Donald Houston to play his orig- ' "Sweet is the Music ” Adrian Bee-
j nal rol e when _tbe_show was pro-

j

chain, son of Sir Thomas Beecham,
did the score and holds a two-yearduced at the 1949 Edinburgh Fes-

tival. option.

Ballet Theatre $26,700

In 6 Southwest Stands
Ballet Theatre racked up some

good grosses in mainly one-night-
ers through the southwest last

Week. Troupe did an okay $26;-

700 in Six performances.
It played two nights in Dallas

for a $10,000 take. Single-nighl-
ers were San Antonio, $3,300; Lit-

tle Rock, $6,000; Oklahoma City,

$3,800, and Tulsa, $3,600.

Mpis. Concert Series

Minneapolis, Marclv 14.

U., Of Minnesota Artists Course
for 1950-51, just announced, will

have LuCia Chase and Olver
Smith’s Ballet Theatre as its

principal attraction.
The course also will include six

other attractions;
—— i

"

")00 WILLIAM St.

NEW YORK 7. N.Y.
•wling Grten 9«44?P

SUMMER THEATRE
FOR RENT

KxculUnt
:
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Fully «<|ul|ip«>d -- •»f*l»ll*H#d-

•ok V-2 14-42/ Vorloty

154 W. -4.4th ft.# N»w York lf» N. Y-

Raps N. Y. Critics

Kansas City, March 14.

Brock Pemberton teed off on the
New York critics In an interview :

with the Kansas City Times here
last Thursday (9). This was two
days before his fatal heart attack

secretary
ExfMriMeod. officiont.

references; $55-$45.

Pleeie write Bex V-4IS2, Variety

154 W. 46th Street. New York IT
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Ewen’a Berlin Bio*

“The Story of Irving Berlin” •—

first book on the sorigsmith since

Alexander WooBcott’s biography in

the early ’20’s~wili be published

by Holt April 10, ....
.
> -

Book was written by David

Ewen. It is his 25th to be putar

fished-
; " .

'

McKay Pub Housfe Sold

David McKay Go., Philadelphia

book publishing firm; lias been sbld

to Kennett L, Rawson and Quentin

A BoSsi, who will be president

and veepee of the new company,
respectively. Both are execs of

g; pV Putnam’s : Sons.

McKay firm has specialized in

foreign language dictionaries, clas-

sical translations, juvenile publica-

tions and game hooks. The new
regime plans to extend the publica-

tion list by adding fiction, biogra-

phy and travel. Rawson and Bossi

will
'

also set up their headquarters
in New York.

.

• Wilson’s Reverse “Curtain”

Earl Wilson may do a flying trip

to Europe this summer, with a
Doubleday book idea as the ob-

jective.

,
This would be something along

the lines of “The Iron Curtain Be-
hind Wilson,” visiting the . other
European countries which the N. Y.

Post columnist didn't cover last

season.

N. Y. Herald-Trib. Votes Guild

Editorial and commercial; depart-
ment employees of the N; Y. Her-
ald Tribune last Wednesday (8)

voted 487 to 89 for a shop affiliated

with the Newspaper Guild of N. Y.

Ballotting represented a union
security vote under the National
Labor Relations Board. Previously
the Guild also triumphed in a test

at Standard &; Poor’s where em-
ployees approved a full Guild shop
211 to seven,

Oursler Parlay

An anthology of Fulton Ours-
ler’s “Modern Parables” is being
brought out by Doubleday in
July. These are his writings in the
N. Y. Journal-American and syn-
dicated by Hearst.

In the fall, burster's “Why I
Knpw There Is a God” will be pub-
lished by the same firm.

New Distrib Tests

Cities of Columbus, O., and
South Bend, lnd., will be the
scenes of an experiment by the
Curtis Publishing Co. early in April
for the distribution of its period-
icals directly to householders in-
stead of by mail; and Reading, Pa.,
is the scene of a similar experiment
being conducted now by Curtis and
the McCall Corp.

the plan is being tried out as a
result of the House-passed postal
bill which would raise rates to
some publishers as. much as 50%.
The plan provides for shipping the
magazines to a central point in
each city. Salaried agents then
pick these up and distribute them
to subscribers door-to-door.
Marvin Pierce, president of Mc-

Call, said he favored further ex-
perimentation with the plan even
if the higher postal rates are side-
tracked, At the present, in Read-
ing, only Redbook and McCall's
are being distributed under the
system. When the plan is tried in
Columbus and South Bend, addi-
tional McCall publications will
then fall under the new method of
distribution.

Field men of the Curtis Circula-
tion Co., a Curtis subsidiary, were

C(>lumbus studying routes and
other details, ; in preparation for
the test.

Cashraan’s Show Bis Tome
Series of valuable hints to actors
^il phases of show business, as

well as public speakers, has been
bounded up into 19 brochures pen-
ned by Betty Cashman and pub-
lished by Pama Press, N. Y. Over-
aU title Is “Personality of You,”
With Miss CaShman detailing; how
a thesp in legit, films, television
and radio can best punch across
ms individual personality for top
results. Series has three separate
categories, devoted to personality,
acting and public speaking.

First ope details such factors as
speech and voice and how to attain
vocal, emotional and word color,
second one features a short liis-
tovy of each of the four acting
media, details acting techniques

5
ncl presents short scenes on which

readers can try their abilities,
public speaking section stresses
*he study and use of “personable
speech” and lists some speeches of
tamoiis personalities in history.

CHATTER
Peter Martin, ABC scripter, has

been inked by Little, Brown for a
series of three novels.

Howard S. • Cady
.

is repping
Doubleday on the Coast, with of-
fices in San Francisco.

Beth Harker, f o r m er 1 y with
WMGM, N. Y„ appointed beauty

!

editor of Seventeen magazine.

:
Legit-film director Elia Kazan

has been -profiled by author-sce-
narity Walter Bernstein; for Col-
lier’s.

Berinett Cerf tossed a party- in
Hollywood to introduce Leonora
Hornblow’s first novel; “Memory
and Desire.”

Omar Ranhey in Hollywood to
round up intimate material about
the film studios as drama editor of
the Cleveland Press.
Max Brand’s “Singing; Guns,”

written as a screenplay for Repub-
* lie, is being issued in novelized
form by Fawcett Publications,
Jack Sayres resigned as veepee

of Audience Research, Inc., to join
Cowles Magazines, Inc;, publish-
ers of Look, Quick and Flair.

Robert A. Low, ad manager of
Saturday Review of Literature, on
leave of absence to join Washing-
ton staff of Sen, Herbert H.
Lehman.'

' '•

Vanguard publishing “The Name
Is Fogarty” by Jonathan Titiilescu
Fogarty March 21. It’s under-
stood that Fogarty is the pseudo-
nym for novelist James T. Farrell:

Irene Kittle Kamp appointed
executive editor of Seventeen mag.
She was formerly managing editor
of Glamour and theatre critic as
well as feature editor of Cue.

R. Kenneth. Kerr, publisher of
the Lancaster Eagle-Gazette, has
been elected president of the Ohio
Newspaper Assn., succeeding Roger
N. Ferger, publisher of the Cin-
cinnati Enquirer.
Robert Downing, production

stage manager of “Streetcar Named
Desire” No. 1 troupe, has an ar-
ticle on his collection of 5,000
books on the pioneer theatre West
of Broadway in the Antiquarian
Bookman for March ,4. .

Overseas Press Club is staging a
St. Patrick’s Day convocation on
Friday ,(.17) evening in its club-
rooms. As a gesture of friendship
to. an ancient rival, Irish OPC

! members will honor Eugene Eng-
lish, just returned from Europe.

Ezra Stone will write the fore-
word to “Actor’s Auditions” (Henry
Koosis & Co.) by Eddie Lawrence,
one of the writers of the Kay
Kyser show. The book is designed
to give actors material that will
be of practical aid to them in get-
ting jobs.

,
Dick Condon, former Disney and

20th-Fox publicity c h 1 e f
,
is sub-

ject of an article in April issue of
Holiday mag on his methods of
promoting Paramount’s “Samson
and Delilah.” He’s been handling

j

special flack chores on the, film for
many months.
Annual dinner of the Women’s

National Press Club will be given
for President and Mrs; Truman in
Washington on April 15, Of the
four press-radio dinners given
each year for the President, this
is the only event to which men
and their wives come together.

|

“Almost a Hero;” M-G scribe

i
Bill Ornstein’s short story, appears

i in “Practical English,” currently

;

being distributed to public schools
I throughout the country. It will be
! reprinted in April “Literary

;

Cavalcade,” monthly supplement

j

by Scholastic Magazines, edited by
Eric Berger.

Richard Joseph’s “Your Trip
Abroad” due from Doubleday
April 20; He’s travel editor of
Esquire with a wide knowledge of
many foreign lands as working'
newspaperman and film publicist,

variously stationed in London and
Paris, among other capitals. He’s
an ex-VARiETY correspondent.

National Book Award dinner at

the Waldorf-Astoria; N;: Y.. to-
morrow (16). will be attended by an
impressive list of publishers, edi-
tors Writers, designers, booksellers
and manufacturers. More than 100

I: w.k. . authors will be guests at the
i affair at which awards will be
S made for fiction, non-fictiori and
' poetry.

earnings. Pact also calls for RKO
to pay him every week for the first
four years, although he will make
but two annually. It is customary
for contracts to give stars 40 weeks
pay per year, or a lump sum per
picture, Bendix will continue to
appear on the “Life of Riley” air-
show.. He has no teevee deal lined
up at present, but says he will-re-
cord a television series on film as
soon as his contract goes into ef-
fect.

ContinueA from page 4

the specialized film in the U. S,
and; taking steps to secure more
outlets.

,

Those at the conclave expressed
hope that their objectives would
best be accomplished by working
Closely with theatre men and dis-
tributors in

; the U, S.; as well as
with producers abroad and the
MPAA. A policy planning com-
mittee; jncludes Joseph Burstyu

,

Mayer & Burstyn; Jacques Cha-
brier, Pathe Cinema; Jack Ellis,
Crest Films; Mrs. Gerard; J. H.
Hoffberg, Helprin, Edward Kjngs-

|

ley, Oxford Films; Marty Devine,
; Distinguished Films; George Mar-,
golin, Continental Films; Ilya Lo-

I
pert, Irvin Shapiro, Films Inter-
national and E. R. Zorgniotti, Lux
Films, Next meeting is scheduled

j

for March 28.

India, Ireland Give
Nix to Several Pix

Madras, March 7.

Bombay Censor Board banned
Russian film, “Triumph of Youth,”
which ran to good houses both at

Bangalore and Madras in the
south, Board has also • put “Ma-
dame Bovary,” “Sand of Rope”
and “Mourning Becomes Electra”
under Adult classification; which
means children under 18 * Should
not see the picture.

Walter Wanger’s “Rope” also has
been put on the banned list by
the Bombay Board. “Rope” played
at Madras.

‘Without Honor’ Nixed
Dublin, March 7.

UA’s “Without Honor” has been
handed a rejection slip by Irish

Film Censor Richard Hayes.

Film stars Laraine Day, Dane
Clark and Franchot Tone’

‘Get-’Em-Out’
Continued from pace 3

Continued from pace 1

pear on television, even to denying
them right to take bows for teevee

audiences at film premieres, Beii-

dix’s contract with RKO begins

May 1 ,1951 ,
immediately upon ex-

piration his present pact with? Hal
Roach,
Under the new deal he will

;

make two pictures per year, and
• realize approximately $i,000,000 In

public view for up to 30 months in
order for the lot to whip into re-
lease such then topical films as
“Air Force,” “Edge of Darkness,”

,

“Mission to Moscow” and the note-

!

worthy “Casablanca,” Holdups
|

worked for the studios by helping
to bring in top grosses on the topi-

i
cals, but style changes and produc-

I

tion improvement played havoc
;

with some of the others.

|

Long Wait On Shelf

|
Policy is still followed to some

extent, but format worked out to

; get ’em out fast has narrowed down
the list of shelved films to only

!

seven at this time, five of them
resting at RKO; Of quintet there,

i

two, “Vendetta” and “Mad Wed-
jnesday,” the Harold Lloyd com-
edy, are Howard Hughes produc-
tions. Both wound up over two
years ago. One, ‘-Montana Belle,”
is an indie purchased by the studio

i
following its completion in Novem-

;
ber, ’48; Remaining pair, “Weep

: Nori More,” which was canned in

[May, ’48, and “It’s Only Money,”
i
completed in December of that

i year, are both straight RKO pro-
ductions. Only other /pair of

shelved films, are “Curtain Call
from Cactus Creek,” Donald O’Con-
nor starrer which wound a year ago
at UI, and Warners’ “This Side of

the Law,” canried 15 months ago,

,

Policy of “release as soon as pos-
sible” has brought the. list of top-

budgeters completed but not yet
tradeshOwn to a low of 106. Fig-

ure includes all top pictures from
the majors, smaller lots and inde-

pendent efforts. Paramount, for

instance, is in the position of hav-
ing but nine pictures completed
Which have, not been shown to the
press. UA has eight. Highest is

Warners, with 13.

All in all it's a healthy sign.

Policy is keeping the studios up-
to-date on what the public wants
and allows for a quick shift in

case of a trend change.

;

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank .Scully »»»

’

•,
• •*

No, Mo;, March 19.

Back in the dear old days when a split atom was a smaller catastrophe

i
than a split week, a handsome hunk of olive-skinned manhood visited

i me at a Riviera villa where I was convalescing as a five-star general in

the Great Army of Pain, in his middle years, tall, dark and lean, he
looked Spanish but said lie was descended from the Dutch branch of

the Sephardic Jews, the aristocrats of these people. He told me he had
retired from mknhf^tiiring kiiives in Chicago and was going to devote

the rest of his iife to writing.

i He didn’t look like a retired business man and he must-have seen a

look in my eye that suspected as much. So he explained further that

he had befln- general secretary of the Socialist party in America, which
could easily account for his leanness. He took a . typically American
pride, however, ini' the fact that even as a revolutionist, he had made
good; He had 'managed the campaign when Gene Debs parlayed a
handful of parlor reds into a million votes. Nobody had,; done as W®U
before, or since in getting money to liquidate capitalism in America,

But he wasn’t calling oh me to air his past. He' wanted to discuss

his new career, with rhe.

The other day I saw his face on the cover of The Saturday Review of

Literature, it seems he had authored “Two Friends of Man: The
Story of William Lloyd Garrison and Wendell Phillips and Their Re-
lations With Abraham Lincoln.”

It struck me that in 20 years our positions had changed so cpinptetely

that I ought to be making a pilgrimage to him to pick up his current
know-how. or perhaps to salvage his old political organizing ability,

because only a few days before reading of his latest literary success I

had been lulled into running on the Democratic ticket for the office of

lieutenant-governor of California.
; /

The Answer Is, “Not Much”
: “What is this?” I heard myself saying to the split personality which
shares my thoughts; “ail ex-politician comes to me for some guidance in

the field of writing and 20 years later he’s the; bestseller and I am a
guy who has written himself out of that class and into politics. How
crazy Can you get?”

; ^
The sketches of the author of “Two Friends of Man” made him look

as if he had not gained a pound nor a line in his face in the years since

we first talked about the hazards of .switching horses in midstream.
So it was the same Ralph Korngold. I recalled that his first writings

read as if he had read too much of Stendahl. I think at the time he
was living on 500 francs a month (about $20) in a little room in Nice,
having given the rest of his income and his knife business to. his wife
and son back in Chicago.

I haven’t ever seen his writings of that earlier period in print, so I

suspect they ended fheir days as contrapuntal exercises. But around
1938 a French publisher brought out his “Robespierre and the Fourth
Estate.” It was subsequently published in this country. It was a very
good book and ultimately Was published in at least six languages.

Like others of his politics and his creed. Korngold reached America
in 1940 with the hot breath of Hitler on his neck. In 1941 I ran into

him on upper Broadway, near Columbia U., where he was researching
on “Citizen Toussaine.” It seems that his studies in the French Revo-
lution and its effects uppn slavery had led him to the West Indies, and
from there to the U. S.

The only trace of his earlier years as a worker in the field of political

economy which could be found in his latest book is that Lincoln does
not emerge as the great emancipator. At best he becomes the reluc-

;
tant emancipator.

Utopias On . Paper

Rarely has a writer gone into politics* and succeeded. Now and then
one like Bruce Barton, who hovered between inspirational, writing and
advertising, might succeed for a while in politics, but in the main the
thing will destroy them because it is. geared for people who are built

like tractors not sulkies.

The author who has . deserted writing for politics and, seeing himself
sinking, has managed to get back to his original calling, is even rarer
than a day in June. The only oiie I remember who managed to cross
the stream and get back with his talents reasonably intact was Upton
Sinclair. In fact he not only was able to tie together the threads of his

broken career but he seemed to write better after the ordeal than he
did before. At any rate he had greater popular success. During the
period of his political activity he niust have written millions of words
which were just about as good or as bad as those he published for
profit, but only a painstaking research student like Ralph Korngold
would ever bother to look up those writings today.

Like Korngold, Sinclair had been a Socialist of sorts. In fact in

California he used to run for governor on the Socialist ticket and get
50.000 votes and the next election he’d run for U. S. senator and get
51.000 votes. He persuaded himself and his friends that' these small
gains represented great progress.

The Old Switcheroo
'•

# • «

But then one day in 1934 he decided to take his old bill of goods
and stop peddling it on Skid Row. He moved his program, almost bodily
into the Democratic primaries arid the idea took on such momentum
that by election time he had moved up from the sort of guy who could
get 50,000 votes as a Socialist to the Democratic nominee with 450,000
votes. It looked as if California would surely get a governor who not
only could read and write but who could spell.

This so terrified Hollywood that its producers besieged the eastern
seaboard to save the state from such a fate. Lord & Thomas’ adver-
tising copywriters were brought in, and the billboards were deluged
with propaganda to stop this menace to the American way.
The election ended so close ; that, to this day most non-partisans

believe that Sinclair actually won blit was counted out at the count of
nine. , ..;

Les Wagner in the L. A. Mirror reported the other day on the wacky
character of California politics and dealt me in as proof of same. He
told about a state Convention in Sacramento when some years ago I was
mistaken for ^ Tom. Scully, the late Democratic party Wheel horse, de-

scribed by Wagner as my opposite.
'

^olon As a Gag Mari

\ Torn Scully was working like a beaver Id get himself elected state

Chairman. I was working just as hard to elect Jimmy Roosevelt in-

stead. An assemblyman assigned to make Tom’s nominating speech

passed me.on the way to the mike.

He dwelt long on the virtues of his candidate, holding back the name
to the last gasp.

Then he cried: “I give you that great. Democrat., that man among men
. Frank Scully!”

•

Ifis eyes glazed when he realized he had blown up in his lines. “I

mean,” he pleaded, “Tom Scully!” .
;

- But according to Wagner, 1 didn’t hesitate a second. I hobbled io

the microphone and said-
. ;

“I heard you the first time. I accept the nomination.”
Amusarit, but I’m telling Les Wagner et al. that I’m . not accepting

the nomination this time. Teamed with General Hpldridgc, who was
running among the gubernatorial goobers, I was pencilled in as his

lieutenant-governor. But I found I \yas cavrs’ing more weight than a
Derby winner, So I pulled out this week to do a book for Holt on flying

,
saucers instead (do I hear prolonged laughter)*
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Geraldine Fitzgerald back from
« trip to Ireland Saturday (11) on

the America.
.

•

Hedy Lamarr, who just com-
pleted “Visa" for Metro, left Fri-

day (10) for Florida.

Show biz attorney Paul O’Brien

planes to Rome today (Wed.) with

his wife for a two-week Holy
Year visit.

: Ann Vernon, French actress, re-

turned from the Coast Friday (10),

where she was screentested by Uni-
versal-International.
The Benny Fields (Blossom See-

ley) feted backstage at the Capitol

theatre, last week, on their 30th

wedding anniversary.
John A. Cassidy, RKO Thea-

tres' flack, addressed Fprdham U.
journalism students last night
(Tues.) on theatre publicity.

George Raft off to Europe to

co-produce and star in ‘Til - Get
You For This,” Which Joe Kauf*
man is making in Britain and;
France.

Pat Ballard, songsmith, to con-
duct; summer course in television
and pop songwriting at N, Y.
State Music Camp in the Adiron-
dacks.

;

The Arthur Schwartzes (Kay
Carrington) to Palm Beach this
weekend, directly after his, final
"Inside U. S. A. for Chevrolet”,
video show.
The Fitzgeralds (Ed and Pegeen)

made it an all-Viennese soiree
when Anton Karas, composer of
"The Third Man” score, gave out
with his zither at their apartment
last' week. ;

. Coleen Gray in from the Coast
Monday (13) for short vacation be-
fore trekking to Europe to appear
In the George Raft starrer, “I’ll
Get You For This.”
George Sidney, and his wife,

Lillian Burns, ailing With colds
which they contracted shortly af-
ter arriving front the Coast for a
three or four week Vacation,
Ruth Draper, Danny Thomas

and former silent screen star
Leatrice Joy (Mrs, L. J, Wester-
mark) sailing for Europe today
(Wednesday) on the America;
Tenor Donald Dame sailed Sat-

urday (11) for his first concert tour
of Europe. Johanna Beek, Dutch
concert manager, has set up a tour
that will cover six . countries.
Henry R. Arias, film exporter

and importer, sailed front New
York Saturday (11) for a two-month
swing through continental Europe,
to look over new foreign product.
.Paul Henried returned from
Cannes this week, where he filmed
"Pardon My French” with Merle
Oberon. Headed immediately for
the Coast to do "Last of the Buc-

handling of newsreel assignments

durihg and after the war and for

work on feature films with a war

Susan Peters, here in Barretts

of Wimpole Street,” rates as num-
ber one guest of week, with par-

ties by Senator Harry Cain, and
Rep. Walt Horan, tossed in her

honor, plus invitation to Congres-

sional Club party in honor, of the

Vice President,,.and Mrs. Barkley.

By Helen McGill Tubbs

Director John Brahms vacation-

ing in Vienna. .

Hollywood s cri p t e

r

Richard
Shermah visiting Rome*
W; Lee Wilder left for,

J
Holly-

wood, but returns to Italy dri June.

George and Gwynne Pickford
Ornstein returned^ from a month
in Austria.
Hollywood scriptwriter Homer

Croy seeing Rome on his way back
from Egypt.

;

,

Walter and Ruth Resce in Italy

to do a series of documentaries on
Italian subjects.
The Wanda Osiris Revue fea-

tures the Nicholas BrolS. at the
Teatrb Adriana. .

•

Maurice Chevalier did a sellout

concert business at the Teatrb
Palazzo Sistine March 5.

Faye Marlowe, noW playing in
"Thief of Venice” in Italy; is the
daughter of Fanchbn and Marco of
Hollywood;
Vittorio DeSica’s new film,

Miracolo A Milano,” with story
by Cesare Zavattini and DeSica,
Will be made in Milan, Starting
late. March.

cancers at Columbia.
Sol A. Schwartz; RKO Theatres

veepee-general manager, arrived on
the Coast Monday (i3) after a stop-
off at 20th-Fox’s showmanship meet
in Chicago. Stays a fortnight in
Hollywood to O.O. fresh product.

Charles Schlaifer, head of the
ad agency bearing his name, in
Washington this week to appear be-
fore the Senate Appropriations
Committee in behalf of the nation-
al committee for mental hygiene.

William Horning, art director for
Metro’s "Quo Vadis,” planed to
London and Rome last Week in ad-
vance of other unit members who
start leaving the Coast the end of
the month for the Italian produc
tion.'

Joseph H. Moskowitz, 20th-Fox
veepee and eastern studio repre-
sentative, leaves for the Coast to-
morrow (Thurs.) for a series of
huddles With production veepee
Darryl F. ZanUck and other studio
•xecs.
Bryan Dority, of Chicago, and

Robert Kurka, of New York, both
ex-GI’s, are Winners of the fifth
annual George Gershwin Memorial
Contest. Dority’s prizewiiining
work, "Allegro arid Pastorale,” will
be given its first performance at
the memorial concert at Carnegie
Hall, March 26.

London

By Lewis Garyo
Ferruccio Tagliavini and wife

Pia Tassiriari singing at the San
Carlos theatre until mid April;

Songstress Amalia Rodrigues
back from Brazil ; Will return to
Rio de Jarieiro in May to work
in radio.
American tenor Riccardo Manin

(Richard Manning) touring Spain
and* Portugal With Opera Comica
Co. from Milan.

J. G. Priestley’s "Dangerous
Corner,” produced at Estrela Hall,
was a sock; Will be transferred to
the Teatro Nacional.

Spanish revue company of Ja-
cinto Guerrero, president of Span-
ish Society of Authors and Com-
posers, is at the Teatro Variedades
until Easter.

Teatro Apolo’s big success at

the moment is "The Light of
Heart,” by Ertilyri Williams, star-

ring Alves da Cunha, Maria La-
lande and Alvaro Benamor.
Swedish artists Lisa Ericson,

Gunnar Bjornstrand, Karl Holm-
Ster and Jan Molander, with di-

rector Allen Ekelund, in Portugal
and Madeira for a month to film
location scenes for a pic produced
by Aktiebolaget Svensk Filmin-
dustri.

George Formby in hospital re-

covering from appendectomy,
Mary Ellis' husband, J- M; S.

Roberts, killed while mountaineer-
ing in Scotland.

.

Ben Henry sailed for vacation

to South Africa and due badk
shortly after Easter.

.

.
.

Oscar Barber appointed ‘ drive

captain” for RKO’s 20th anniver-

sary ..sales campaign.
Anne Shelton is booked for six

weeks With option in South Africa,

opening sometime in May.
Gabriel Pascal in town ana al-

ready lining rip cast for filming of

Bernard Shaw's "Androcles ana
the Lion.”
Arthur Pincus to Frankfurt and

Berlin on the first leg of his con-
tinental survey and due back here
end of

.
April.

Theo Lageard producing a new
Columbia British film "Midnight
Episode” in Which Stanley Hollo-
way is starring.
Jack Hylton's new ‘‘Crazy Show,”

starring the Crazy Gang, to return
at the Victoria* Palace tomorrow
(16) with $70,000 advance bookings

Councillor Harry P, E. Mears
elected new Cinematograph Exhibi-
tors Assn, vice-prexy by ballot,

scoring an almost 2-1 victory over
his opponent Dennis Walls.

William Douglas Home, author
of "The Chiltern Hundreds” and
"Now Barrabas,” . making a stage
adaptation of Desmond Young’s
bestselling book, "Rommel.”
John C. Dennett, of the Hank

Organization, elected chairman of

the Film Industry. Publicity Circle,

succeeding Jack Griggs, of Asso-
ciated-Britlsh Pathe, who held the
post for two years.
Renown Pictures added "Tom

Brown’s S Ch o o l d ays” Thomas
Hughes* classic, to its 1950 pro-
duction slate. Film is due to roll

in midsummer with John Howard
Davis in the title role: Noel Lan-
gley is writing the screenplay.

By Les Rees V
Irik Spots underlined for Radio

cinema, Cine Coliseo, it operated
for some time in Tbluca, the state

capital, and will use. proceeds to

build a 300-bed public hospital,

Sidney T. Brukner, long chief

here of Col's Spanish pic produc-
tion department, readying to make
pix in Spanish on his own. A No-
velii takes over

,
as department

chief.
Manuel Espinosa. Iglesias, cine-

ma chain operator, is the new prez
of the national cinema operators
association. Other officers are
Luis R. Montes, veepee; Antonio de
G. Osio, secretary; and

,

Adolfo La-
gos treasurer./

By Hal Cohen
Lois Dorin is taking a rest on

the orders of her doctor.

Wyriters and Angelina playing

their eighth date at Terrace Room.
;

Evans Family signed for spot on
Ken Murray’s. TV. show March 18.

Connie Sawyer heads for Eu-
rope- in July to play London’s Col-

ony.
Reuben Rablnovltch in town

beating drums for Les Ballets de
Paris.
•Stan Kenton brings his new

band to Syria Mosque for concert
Friday (17);

.

Eddie Klein, former nitery own-
er, out of danger On Coast after a

heart attack.
Bobby Breen joined Doraine and

Ellis and Duke Alderi in show at

Monte Carlo.
• Lawrence Welk band gave Bill

Green’s the biggest Saturday night
in its indoors history;
Pneumonia has delayed Gordon

Contee’s departure for Washing-
ton to take over UA exchange.

Billy Hinds pinch-hitting for
vacationing Rosey Rowswell on
latter’s daily WJAS waker-upper.

* J; English Smith, head of school
of acting at Pittsburgh Playhouse
arid frequent actor in community
theatre productions, has resigned
to join promotion staff of Ket-
chUm, Inc., here. New post also
washes up Smith’s summer-time
connection with Civic Light Opera
Assn.

Jack Carson arid his Hollywood
revue to Fox stage March 24.

Russ Hall, former summer re-
placement announcer at WXYZ,
added to regular staff.

Singer Dee Parker and her orch-
leader husband, Phil Brestoff,

opened Sunday (12) at Statler Ter-
race Room.
Fred Wolf, WXYZ sportscaster,

named outstanding sports broad-
caster by the Detroit Council of
Management Clubs.
John Pival, WXYZ-TV program

director, off to Lakeland, Fla., to
direct filming of "Detroit Tigers in

Training," a video feature,

Alexander Uninsky here for
piano recital.

Dome has Red Allen orch With
J. C. Higginbotham.
Martha Raye back at Club Car-

nival with Ben Yost Singers.
Carol Bruce and her husband

here from NeW York to visit .tat-

ter's- 'relatives.',

Jimmy Nederlander, manager of
Lyceum, legit house, in N. Y. in
search for more shows.
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace

has Bert Wheeler, Slate Bros, with
Linda Bishop and Cecil Golly or-
chestra. •'

A1 Bloom, vet explbiteer, han-
dling Northwest V a r i e ty club
safety slogan contest to raise more
funds for its heart hospital project,
Myrus into Hotel Radisson Flame

Room for fourth engagement
'.there, heading show that also in-
cludes Jean Nelson and Bob
Cross orch,
Luba Malinri went from Minne-

sota Terrace here to New York to
confer with Jed Harris about role
in his forthcoming new show,
"Gala Premiere.”

By Florence S. Lowe
Nathan Golden, Dept, of Com-

merce film Chief, back on job after
two-month tussle with illness.

Alec Templeton, here for a con-
cert, feted with Mrs. Templeton
by American Newspaper Women’s
Club.

Sidney Farr, of Corpus Christi,
Texas, joined staff of National
Assn, of Broadcasters as an at-
torney and assistant to Don Petty,
NAB general counsel.
•MPAA- prexy Eric Johnston

named by Tau Kappa Alpha; na-
tional; speech honor society, as
year’s outstanding speaker in field
of business and commerce.

Robert Young, screen and radio
star, in town last week for series
of p.a.’s on behalf of National
Committee for Traffic Safety cause
he espouses weekly on his NBC
•irer, "Father Knows Best.”
Tony Muto, Fox Movietone News

City

Arid 20th rep here, received Army _
Certificate of Appreciation for his 1 rado production.

By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis
Dancer Jeanne Essex at Rio

nitery.
Angela Maria Vargas, singer, a

hit at Bolero nitery.

Hawaiian trio, TaU Moe, at the
Bagdad nitery

;
also the Marley

Ballet.
Fernando Fernan Gomez to star

in "El Ultimo Cabello,” Edgar
Neville production..

Anriabella, for the time being,
has fixed her residence in Madrid.

: Henry, Salvador at Rio nitery.
Valeriano Leon and Aurora Re-

dondo company give first perform-
ance of comedy; "Algo fiota sobre
Pepe,” at the Barcelona theatre:

Quiritero and Guillen have pre-
sented a new play at the Comedia
theatre, "Johnny Lobito,” story of
a Spanish gangster in New York.

Lola Membrives’ legit coinpany
has arrived from Buenos Aires.
She’s due in Madrid April 8 to be*
gin spring season with Peman’s
play, "Pepa Almuzora.”
After minor throat surgery, pic

star Alfredo Mayo made final
scenes in "Maria Antonia, la
Caramba,” arid is in Barcelona to
work on "Debla,” the Rariion Tor-

By D. L. Grahame
Zully Moreno, Argentinian ac-

tress, here to play in a pic.

Pepe Iglesias, top Argentinian
comic, here to play El Patio nitery.
John Jones has taken over as

WB manager. He Came here from
Havana.
Pianist Beatriz Murillo and

Juan Garcia Esquivel, orch leader,
married;

Stella In-da'' (Soledad Garcia Co-
rona) back to pix after long stage
trouping.
Arturo de Cordoba back frorri a

long stay' .in South America to
make three Mexican pix.
Pay paid actors in the 1 10 pix

produced iri Mexico last year
totaled $1,500,000, a nbw high.

Cesar Santos Galindo, manager
!
of the Azteca studios, organizing a
Mexican pic distribution company.

Opening of the swank 4,000-seat
Real Cinema by» Luis Castro brings
to 111 the number of cinemas here.
Pedro Infante inked for lead in

j

the pic, "Sobre las Olas” (‘‘Over
the Waves”), with Ismael Rodriguez
to*produce. .

Rosita Fornes, Cuban . corriedi-
enrie, now a naturalized Mexican.
She and her husband, Manuel Me-
del, Mexican comic, to produce re-
vues here.

Teatro Lirico, revue house, has
inked Charles Trenet, French sing-
er, and Sofia Alvarez, Colombian
comedienne who’s a Mexican stage
and screen star.

Government to build a 60,000r
seat national stadium here, replac-
ing the 55,000-seat bowl that’s
being razed to make a site for ,a

1,000-family apartment house.
The State of Mexico has sold the

By Maxwell Sweeney
Forsyte, and Seamon in for

vaude stint at Olympia, Dublin.
Sean O’Casey reported to have

two new one-acters ready for pro-
duction.
Jimmy Campbell named as resi-

dent musical director, Belfast
Opera House.
Tenor Christopher Lynch

skedded for concerts in July on re-
turn from U. S.

Attorney James C. F$gan has
been named as 1950 prexy of Irish.

National Film Institute.
Ida Shepley, Earl : Cariieron,

Dorothy Rolston inked for Illsley-

McCabe presentation of "Deep Are
the Roots” at Gaiety, Dublin.

.
Michael A. Bowles, foriner con-

ductor of Radio Eirearin symphony
orch; leaving for New Zealand
soon on three-year stint as con-
ductor of «N, Z. National Symphony.

Buenos Aires
Nini Marshall back from making

pix in Spanish studios.
Imperio Argentina signed for

broadcasts on Splendid network.
George Abbott giving B. A. the

onceover as guest of U. S. Ambas-
sador Stanton B; Griffis.

Mexican: pic star Maria Felix to
broadcast for Belgrano web in June
at $1,000 US per half-hour.

Oliver S. Johnston of Walt Dis-
ney Productions in Argentina to in-

spect Walt Disney Dibujos Anima-
dos, B A. affiliate.

Cinemactress Mirtha Legrand
and director husband Daniel
Tinayre postponing European junk
et to make- two pix. each
Artistas Argentinos Asociados.

Carlton Alsop laid up With virus
pneumonia.

Stewart Granger hospitalized
with pleririsy,

Ruth Warrick to Phoenix for a
strawhat stint.

Jimmy Van Heusen in town after
a siesta in.Acapulco.

Charles Coburn celebrated his
60th anni as an actor.
Alfred Hitchcock in from N. Y.

for huddles at Warners.
Samuel GoldWyn tossed a lunch-

eon for Sarah Churchill.
Jack Baur moved from Warners’

casting department to join MCA.
George Jessel opened the Na-

tional Orange ShoW. iri San Berna-
dino.

Jimriiy Durante in. from Chicago
for L. A. operiing of "Great Ru-
pert.”.

Richard Thorp leaves for Lon-

.

don next month to Work in Metro’s
“ivanhoe;”
Ruth Roman laid up With virus

while "Lightning Strikes Twice” is
shot around her.:
Nick Castle named stage director

.of Academy Awards show at Hol-
lywood Pantages.:

Jean Hersholt s p o k e at Occi-
dental College to honor a delega-
tion of Danish gymnasts.

Marilyn Maxwell joins Bob Hope
this week in 12-day personal ap-
pearance tour of - .midwest;
Franklyn ..Farnum s tart Cd his

550th film role in "My Friend Irma
Goes West” at Paramount.
Henry Wilcoxslon off for the

midwest on his fourth plugging
tour for "Samson and Delilah.”

Charles Heston in from N. Y.
for huddles with Hal Wallis about
a picture to- be made in London
rieXt surnrner.

Albert Rogell was named prexy,
pro-tem, of new Irving Thalberg
Lodge, an entertainment affiliate

of B’nai B’rith.

.
Ann Blyth won the Ancient Or-

der of Hibernians’ award as out-
standing Iris h personality on
screen and radio.

Joe Kirkwood wound up his film
acting for a time and left for
Georgia to practice for Masters
Golf Tournament,

Francis, the mule in Universal-
International picture, will be jest-
of-honor at luncheon tossed by
the N. Y. Comedy Writers Guild.
Frank Whitbeck and Cary Grant

made a short subject at Metro for
Variety Clubs International’s Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital at Sara-
nac Lake.

By Jerry Gaghan
Dick Mabry, WIBG gabber,

leaves in April to join staff of new
Cleveland station, WDOK.

Sidney Bechet’s combo, cur-
rently at Rendezvous has had its

one-week run extended to three.
Marie Powers will sing the Mine;

Flora role in "The Medium,”
which will be filmed in Italy this

fall.

Metropolitan Opera Assn, - an-
nounced Philly would get only five

productions next year. In previous
seasons Met has given as many as

22 operas here.
"The Consul,” which preemed at

Shuberi here, picked as the bene-
fit show, which Toscanini will

conduct in New York, March 21, to

aid the Casa Verdi rest home for

musicians which Verdi founded in

Italy before his death.

By John Quinn
Ice-Capades set for Pla-Mor rink

on annual stop April 3-9. \

Smiley Hart,
.

AGVA rep, back
on job after bout with flu;

Hamid-Morton shows into Muny
Auditorium for Police; Circus for
10th straight year.
Bob Hope and troupe set for

matinee and night March 19 with
$4.88 top in Muny Auditorium.

Georgie Gobel set to open at
Statler, Washington, D. C., March
20 ; following fortnight at Eddy's
Restaurant here.

El Casbah, dinner-dance spot .of

the Bellerive hotel, went to a $1
cover charge policy during date
of Henny Youngman.
Katharine Cornell returns Or-

pheum. to legit, after a run of films,
when she brings "That Lady” in
for five-days March 14.
Hess Mayer moving his booking

office out*of town to take over a
deal for booking and publicity at
Shamrock hotel in Houston.

By Lary Solloway

Teddy Powell’s orch into Ciro’s.

Red Buttons and Sophie Tucker
at Lord Tarleton.
Buddy Lester follows Lenny

Kent into Five O’clock club at end
of month,
Henny Youngman. due to follow

Joe E. Lewis into Copa City in two
weeks. Lewis opened Sunday
night -(12).

Leon Enkeri, Jr;, son of the ex-

Leon & Eddie’s, N, Y., boniface, is

a junior partner in the operation

of Wplfie’s, Miami Beach, .
.

AGVA benefit show) ait Roosevelt

theatre here disappointing in at-

tendance to toppers Reriry Dunn
and Jack Irving, W7ho are in town.

St.

Only two plays so far on Theatre

Guild-ATS series: *

Mae West in “Diamond Lil
;

set

for St: Paul Auditorium April 1.

Ice-Capades grossed $117,000 at

Auditorium arena Feb, 28-March 5,

Television sets have been seljing

at rate of 2,000 weekly, but warm
.weather has started decline m
'sales., . .

. ,

Macalaster College Choir, under

Hollis Johnson, which is on nation-

al broadcast over Mutual, finisnea

a record album. .
• _ ..

"Excursion” at Edyth Bush Lit*

tie Theatre. After, this show, di-

rector Howard Lambert is leaving

with no new director selected*
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Washington, March 21.

Capital dopesters see more pol-
itics than morality behind the
charges hurled at the film industry
by Senator Edwin C. Johnson, of
Colorado, the past week. They
view the attack as a cleverly-con-
ceived, double-pronged jab at the
growing boom in Denver to elect
Frank H. (Hick) Ricketson, Jr., to
the governorship.

.Ifcicketson is president of Fox-In-,

tervnountain Theatres, a 20th-F6x
subsid. He’s also a Republican.
Senator Johnson is a Democrat.
Ricketson two years ago was urged
to run against Johnson for the Sen-
ate, but refused. The anti-film

drive by Johnson is seen as a body-
block in the event Ricketson
should heed the bid to run for gov-
ernor in the August primaries,
Johnson himself is in no danger

of losing his post, since he won in

1948 and will serve until 1955. His
move is seen, therefore, as being
made for his party, so that in the
event Ricketson runs, he’ll be im-
mediately tied UP with the big, bad
people of Hollywood who are re-

sponsible for “Stromboli,” Ingrid
Bergman and the myriad of other
changes Johnson has seen fit to
hurl.

All that is aside from the usual
(Continued on page 4)

N.Y.-L.A. Coaxial Cable

Still Nowhere in Sight;

Video Link a Year Off
Washington, March 21.

It’s going to be a long time
before television networks extend
from coast to coast Even Ameri-
can Telephone & Telegraph Co.,

Which will make the interConnec-
tipns, doesn’t know just when the
twain will meet. It depends on a
number of factors, including the
company's telephone expansion
plans. Coaxial cable usually carries
telephone as well as television
transmissions.

Testifying before the FCC last
Week, Frank A. Cowan, engineer
for A.T.&T.’s Long. Lines Dept.,
said that even if work were to
start immediately to modify the
telephone coaxial in the southern
route to the west to carry TV, it

would take a year to do the job.
Cowan asserted that A.T.&T. “will
probably” undertake this project,

(Continued on page 63)

TV Upsurge Cuts Into

Home Movie Projectors
Television is being accused this

week of killing off another indus-

try—the so-called home movies. Re-
tailers are complaining that, with
TV spreading so rapidly in the

homes; their sales of 8m and 16m
projection equipment, as well as

film cameras, have fallen off dras-

tically.

Rentals of film, especially those
with sound, have similarly slumped.
In several cases, however, it has
been found that the individual
customers, who already own projec-
tors, will come back to rent films

after the novelty of their video
sets has worn off. In addition,
many parents still rent film for kid
parties, since TV programming to
date is not yet selective enough.

By ABEL GREEN
The • Government’s crackdown

on the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors & Publishers via

consent decree last week, its sec-
ond since 1941, should have a Salu-
tary effect on American popular
music. It figures to be the shot-
in-the-arm that Tin Pan Alley has
been lacking for years. In fact,

ever since it graduated from the
now-historic West 28th street,

N. Y., where the late Monroe H.
Rosenfeld, a Broadway newspaper-
man and songsmith of another era,

first dubbed it an “alley,” the
music business perhaps has be-
come too plush because of its

sleek associations with the chromi-
umed environs of the ad agency
and Radio City set.

It is probable that the decree
may inspire the music biz to stop
resting on its laurels and start

writing the " type of songs which
made it a great institution; As it

has been of late, a sorry commen-
tary within the trade is that, for
years, those “good old solid songs”

(Continued on page 49)

Due on Tele

Philadelphia, March 21.

Drive-in theatres are being en-
couraged to book live talent by the
National Assn, of Drive-In Thea-
tres. . According to the organiza-

j

tion, number of exhibitors turning
to live talent as a business stimu-
lant is on the increase. Since drive-

ins aren’t built with stages, some
theatres have put on the shows on
the roof of the concession building,

while others have built platforms
to accommodate the acts.

One group, the Sleepy Hollow
Gang, a hillbilly unit, has already

I

playe;d many of these spots.

CBS BECAUSE OF LYRIC
Columbia Records’ top current

: pop tune, “Go to . Sleep, Go- to

|

Sleep, Go to Sleep,” has been put
i under a broadcast ban by CBS be-

cause of an alleged suggestive lyric.

CBS directive riot only hit its

disk company subsid, but its top

airlane salesman, Arthur Godfrey,
who duets the number with Mary
Martin on the platter.

Chicago, March 21.

Television set manufacturers,
currently riding the" crest of the
greatest sales boom in their short
history, plan another slash in re-

tail prices of 15%-23% when the
new price structures become ef-

fective about July 1. Set produc-
ers anticipate no foreseeable end
to the boom so that the price cuts,

while dictated partly by competi-
tive reasons, will pass on savings

to consumers resulting from low-
er production costs.

With only a few new stations

having taken the air during the

last several months, manufactur-
ers are looking for other reasons
for their tremendous sales th^ah

the opening of new TV market
areas. Majority of them believe

the chief factor is the recent GI
insurance refund, pointing out that

TV prpbably benefited more; from
the vet’s bonus than did any other
industry. Also playing a part in

the sales have been increased pro-

gram quality, lower prices effect-

ed .
shortly before Christmas, larg-

er screens and better cabinet styl-

ing. As one manufacturer put. it,

“the sets are now designed as

! furniture, not as electronic instru-

!
ments.”
Of equal importance is the psy-

chological reaction among the gen-

eral public, referred to by manu-
facturers as the “period of germi-
nation” having set in. With TV
now practically a byword in most

(Continued on page 61)

Two top circus giants are gird?
ing for a colossal battle of the
Big Tops this

,

season with two irii*-

jor television stars as bait. It
1

will be Hopalong Cassidy vs, “How-
dy Doody,” The Ringling Bros?
Barnum 8c Bailey Circus is coun-
tering the attraction of Bill Boyd
(Hopalong Cassidy)* featured in

I the qpmbined Cole Bros.-Barnes
! w :

*
' a • • • All _. ‘

i_^ i_* ^

Armstrong Turns Into

Hot Literary Property
Louis Arinstrong, currently on

tour in the west, has turned into

a hot literary property. Harper
Bros, has already commissioned
Satchmo to write his autobiogra-
phy, while Doubleday is planning

j

Bros, "outfits, with the booking of
to publish a study of the jazz man,

j “Howdy Doody.” The prize in this
who will celebrate his 50th birth-

; battle is not only the lush booking
day July 4.

i at Madison Square Garden, N. Y.;

Also in the offing is a legit in 1951, but also supremacy in the

adaptation of Armstrong’s auto- entire outdoor field,

biog in which Satchmo would star. i- Battle lines are being drawn so
Joe Glaser, Armstrong’s manager,

! that the crucial actions will be
is trying to set lip the play for

: fought in cities where there are
production in London next fall. . • most television sets. Barnes-Cole

——

—

: - ; : „ .

*' '•**
I 'is designing its schedule so that

|
there will be at least oncK head-on
Clash, probably in Philadelphia,

: The Hopalong show is expected to

take advantage of Boyd’s video
lure. When Ringling plays Philly,

it’s- likely that Hpppy will put up
;
his (Cole-Barnes) tent in the

f Municipal Stadium of that city so
’

;
.

that several days of the erigage-
Withthe Bob Hope-Lever Bros.

_
ment will coincide. Itwill be the

splitup at the end of the current first time that any two major cir-

season now considered a. foregone 9uses play one city simiiltane-

cpnclusion, some quarters say ouslv*

don’t be surprised if the comedian Whatever outfit Wins this battle

winds up in the Chesterfield spon- is expected to get the Madison
sorship columns wheri the ’50-51 Square Garden stand from 1951
curtain goes up in September. on. Since the Ringling lease at

The Liggett & Myers tobacco the garden expires at the end of

hierarchy became Hope-conscious the Ringling s engagement on May
when the comic a couple months Garden is now in a position to

back, along with Perry Como and deal with whichever

Arthur Godfrey (also Chesterfield outfit it chooses,

salesmen), helped originate the Another- Important phase In the

Como NBC show out of North ; (Continued on page 63)
Carolina in connection with the : —-— -

'

.

company’s plant expansion. Fact
that the Comp stanza shot up from
70th position on the Hoopers into

a Top 10 payoff was attributed in

large measure, by the Chesterfield
boys to Hope’s contrib.

With Chesterfield now doing

,

some of the fanciest ciggie spend- Word that has seeped through to
ing with Bing Crosby, Como and 1

film companies that Cardinal Fran-.
Godfrey, a Hope acquisition (a cis j ( Spellman is riot kindly dis-
$25,000 per week package) wduld : posed toward “The Cardinal” ha3
hike the budget to an all-time cooled whatever interest there was
radio high. among major film companies for

r — — the Henry Morton Robinson novel.

n i ii miAIIO'rhlTiC rvi Iff
Deal is Still pending, however, by

SAM BR0NST0N S HIM
SHOT INSIDE VATICAN

.
After 15 months in Rome, Sam- serialization in. Cosmopolitan and

uel Bronston, film producer arid is now being published by Simon
production chief of All-Nations & Schuster simultaneously in a $1
Television Corp., has; returned to aind $3.75 edition. Field’s interest

the U. S. with an all-color film, • in the film version Stems - from his

shot inside the Vatican. Pic is principal stock ownership of S&S.
slated for! theatrical ,

distribution Major company interest has
this summer. In addition, footagewavered from intense to nil in the
will be broken up into a series of fictionalized Story of a top church-
shorts for the video market. man. There were high hopes duf-

Pic, termed “a cavalcade of ing early part of the Cosmo se-

Christianity,” includes shots of the realization, but they appeared to

carefully - guarded excavation un- die off later; and now, with Cardl-

der the basilica of St. Peter’s nal Spellman said to be viewing

Cathedral. Still photos of this op- the. project askance, there’s no

eration are scheduled to appear in major visible interest at all.

a forthcoming issue of Life mag. i
The • de Rochemont deal _is tem-

Filtfi will also include shots of cur- !

porarily- stalled. If it goes through

rent Vatican activities. I (Continued on page 55)

Nix 'Cardinal’ for Pix
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DeHaviHand. Crawford, ‘Kings Men’

Hollywood, March 21.

JtSffSS^aaa ! Stofe’s New One LeeksOK

ArV“l'”ira«,
MSTr®SK i

' . »n». ltoh ,1,

based on a tally of 20% of the.

vote, was completed last night. Of clinrtav ( 101 at the
the Academy's approximately 2,000 p
innm her*; more than 10% didn’t ..Nuremberg, Opera House. Piece

participate iii the annual voting.
aPPears assured of a long run.

“Fruehling im Prate®/' Robert
s newest operetta, opened

S\n
i““n\oon'bv HI

whom flew iri from London for the
wore out of town and hadn’t re-:)

turned their ballots, and a few

;

Pre®ni.

stated tlicy “dipt yotedasthey;
were zvot ' -sati«fie.d - with some of ' PAma flnli
the nominations; I lUSfl K0D16 LIUD
. A

.
zunrjber. of members voted

only oh a portion of the selected
nominees.

.

!''

Result? in ; top ^classifications

Wf"o:
Pest picture, “All the King's

M n."

>

f

-Exclusive'

Rome, March 21.

Economic Cooperation Adminisr

Best actress, Olivia de Havilland. j

(ration, which recently, agreed to

Best actor, Broderick Crawford.
!

provide funds for a series of film

Best moporting actress, Merce- shorts to promote Italian tourism

do - McCambridge. i
by Americans, is causing some ele-

^est supporting actor. Dean Jag* ,

yated eyebrows among U. S. tax-

g0r payers here by allowing its com
Best director, Joseph L. Mankie- tp be used for construction of a.

wicz. ;
swank club to which blue blood

Best song. “Baby, It’S Cold Out- 1
or a documented facsimile thereof

side.**
' is the sole ticket of admission,

Best screenplay, “Letter to .

Club is called The Open Gate.

Three Wives’* (20th). It was erected as a hangout for

Best original story; “Stratton
|

distinguished guests to Rome. It

SjoryV (M*G). ;
cost about $15,000 to build, The

Final tally of straw poll shows ’. money came out-- of a, $3,000,000

winners in each classification out '

/allocation by ECA to the Italian

In "“front b; wide margins. Here I government for construction -and

are the breakdowns:
!

reconstruction to better take care

Best picture: “King’s Men,” 139 of tourists during the Holy Year,

vo es; “Letter to Three Wives,” '" The . overall allocation was. made
83: “Heiress.” 56; “Battleground,” by ECA when the Italians realized

55 “Twelve O’Cluck High,” 32 ^ that present a c c omo d a tion

s

.Best actress : Miss DeHavilland wouldn’t suffice for the large nutti-

( “Heiress” ) 179; Susan Hayward her Of tourists and pilgrims due

(“Foolish Heart”), 78; Jeanne i

during 1950. As a result, Rome*
Crain A“Pinky”), 47; Deborah !

Genoa and Naples - now boost of

Kerr (“Edward, My Son”), 29;
\

Pilgrim’s Specials, where travelers

Loretta Young (“Come to Sta- can get a clean bed and three

ble ” ) , 19. > ; meals a day in a reconstructed pa-

Best actor: Broderick Crawford 1 lazzo for .1,700 lire (less than $3).

(“All King’s
,
Men”), 156; Kirk There are- 17,000 such accommoda-

Douglas (“Champion”), 85; Richard
;

tions available.

Todd (“Hasty Heart”), 46; Gregory ' The Open Gate Club is some-

Peck (“Twelve O’clock High”), 39;
John Wayne (“Sands Iwo Jima”),
35.

Best supporting actress: Mer-

thing else again. It consists of a
swank nitery, lounge rooms and a

bar and grillroom. Here one can
entertain at breakfast, .

luncheon,

Cedes McCambridge (“All King’s |

cocktails, tea or dinner in exceed-

Men”)- 146; Ethel Waters (“Pinky”), ingly plush surroundings. Late in

86; Ethel Barrymore (“Pjnky”), 61; (Continued on page 55)

Elsa La n Chester (“Come to —* —
Stable”), 34; Celeste Holm “Come

I n •• f. 1* fl n
to stable”), 25.

i Brit. Studio Bars Press
Best supporting actor: Dean

Jagger (“Twelve O’clock High”),
138; Ralph Richardson (“Heiress”),

85; James Whitmore (“Battle-
(Continued on page 56)

After Peck Interview

Kay Buckley’s Pic Pact;

London, March 21.

A Sunday newspaper interview
‘ with Gregory Peck has resulted in

the closing of Denham Studios,
' where Raoul Walsh is directing

Warner Bros.- “Capt. Horatio
Hornblower,” to the press.

Interview was published in the
Another from the Versailles-

; Sunday Express Under the name
Copacabana (N. Y.) nitery lines to of show columnist Logan Gourlay,
click with a Hollywood contract is following a visit to the “Horn-
Kay Buckley who starts a straight blower” set. His report of the
one-year Columbia contract April interview ended with the follow-

1. plus the usual options. Col prexy ing comment: “What is the tough 1-

Harry Cohn personally set the deal.
;
est job he’s had to face? He told

Van Heflin, “agented” it at a party me that it is making a bad picture
which Miss Buckley- attended, I when everyone* except the direc-

whcre she attracted Cohn’s atten- tor, knows it’s bad. ‘You try to

tion. do something about it. Usually
Like Lucille Bremer, who went it’s hopeless. It’s like, swimming

from the Copacabana to a Metro upstream.’ He did not say-—and
contract, Miss Buckley went from . I did not ask-—if he is swimming
cafes to stock, then with Bert l'.ahr upstream as Captain Hornblower.”
in “Burlesque” in his successful The bajv imposed by Walsh ap-
Broadway revival, and later in the plies not only to the press, but
strawliats. also to normal studio visitors.

1 1 11
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Jack Lalt lias been signed by
NBC for a summer series of half-

hour shows* With June 15 as the
approximate starting date.

The N. Y. Mirror editpr and co-

author of the recently-published

“Chicago Confidential,” will star in i

the series,* handling the narration^

continuity, background, etc., an
dramatized versions of real-life

stories and personalities on the

N, Y;-Chi scenes,

u to

EnRoute*Abroad On

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE

Currently LATIN QUARTER, N; Y.

VARIETY (March 15) said—“\Vi)l

Mahoney, back on Broadway* hasn’t

lost the knack of being • a show-
stopper. , . . sock ,

items . .

stopped the show cold.”—Jose.
‘

. Booked By
ASSOCIATED BOOK I NG CORP.

N. Peter Rathvon treks east from
the Coast ' this week for confabs

with Eagle Lion toppers on new
indie financing deals. Erstwhile
RKO prez who now heads his o\vn

film-backing outfit is scheduled to

cross, the Atlantic,; March “1, to

study the possibilities of pic pro-

duction oil the Continent. Euro-
pean trip, in which hewill be ac-

companied by his wife, has ho con-

nection with his role as produc-
tion consultant to EL.
RathVon will meet with William

McMillen, exec veepee of EL, and

,

William J. Heineman, distribution '

. t

veepeei while in New York. Four current year, 20th hoped to give
^ 7

1 •• A n aM « A.m A'M • L. * 1. ? _ I '

London, March 21.

Comebaick statement to the
critics of 20th“Fox for bringing

bver^Irene Dunne to. play Queen
Victoria in “The Mudlark” was
made by the company’s Topper,

^pyros Skouras, at a press con-

ference in London last week. His
retort came 24 hours after Nunnal-
ly Johnson and Jean Negulesco;
who are here to produce and direct
the picture, had sought to j ustify
the importation policy.

To suggest that .20th-Fox in
particular, and Hollywood gen-
erally, was trying to keep British
star names off the American
screens was sheer nonsense, said
Skouras. “We are literally starved
for new names and new faces, and
would be only too eager to use
British whenever possible.

’
’=

In the program of four pictures
which it had planned for the

many opportunities to British
actors and technicians, Skouras
added. He warned however, th at
innumerable obstacles were being
placed in the way of British pro-

Rome, March 21.

Roberto Rossellini has an ace-

in-the-hole in his battle with RKO
over the latter’s editing and ex-

ploitation of “Strpmboli.” It’s in

the form of a private print of the

film which was cut and scored
by the Italian producer-director.

Whether Rossellini’s version - of

“Stromboli” will go into commer-
cial distribution, however, will

hinge on the outcome of legal con-

tests between him and RKO.
Surprise aspect of Rossellini’s

“Stromboli” was its copping of the

top film prize awarded annually
by the Italian government,, the
Rome Prize for Poetry, Drama and
Cinema; Until the last minute,
it was thought that “Bicycle Thief”
would win handily. The unpre-
dictable Rossellini, however, com-
pleted his “Stromboli” print, gave
a showing for the committee and
created so much comment that it

was necessary to screen “Bicycle
Thief” over again. Final verdict

gave the palm to Rossellini.

It’s not yet known whether
RKO’s contract with Rossellini

gives him the right to dispose of

the private print as he sees fit.

It’s understood, however, that the
legal pact has enough loophopes
to permit Rossellini to show his

version in some countries at least.

Meantime, Joe Bellfort, RKO
Continental manager, is heading
to Italy from Paris to ready a

European version of “Stromboli,”
which will run 25 minutes longer
than the pic shown in the U. S.

potential film packages are up for

decision on financing. Three of

these are EL projects, while one
is a personally sponsored Rathvon
production, '

; . , A .

AH four films, if financing is ,

duction by American companies—
given the greenlight* would 'be'' i-Jiot by the Board of Trade, “which

made in the fall for EL release I

Was most cooperative”—and if that

next vear |

persisted and was intensified, 20th-
‘ T ;

.. i Fox might be forced to abandon its

program.

Rejecting outright the criticism

M I 111 T/Y nillYADt!1
i

a2flinst Miss ’ Dunne, Skouras

LAM TO EUROPE argued that here was a star of

|

international repute whose talent
and ability had never been ques-
tioned. Her name at the top of
the cast list would play an impor-
tant part in insuring the success
of the completed film wherever it

was shown.

The same theme had been

Samuel Goldwyn, Jr., and writer
Blaine Littell are slated to leave
New York for Germany this week
to do research and writing on “No
Time Like the Present*” which
young Goldwyn will produce under
his father’s banner. Goldwyn, Sr.,

and his wife, Frances, arrived in t
, u .

New York over the weekend f:rom { vv
^previous day by

the Coast, prior to departing
*

iat * 118

Fiiron#* Anril 14 ,

was a top budget production ex-

GoldwVn Jr and Littell spent I

Peeied to cost $1,500,000. .and it

week Wi
.
de

t°":‘
ng

getting clearance on filming their :

America to make it a

story abroad. It concerns a GI °f they made
fhei Annunatinn armu T.itfpll whn •

the film With British ai'tistS U’hO
may be unknown in America, they
would have been faced with sales
resistance froin the exhibs there

the occupation army. Littell, who
is on leave from the Denver Post,

is the son of a Reader’s Digest edi-

tor and grandson of Walter Dam-
rosch.
Young Goldwyn and Littell will

probably headquarter in Frankfort.

The Goldwyns, Sr., will visit Eng-
land and a number of countries on
the Continent and then fly to Is*

rael. While in New York they'll

hunt talent for their forthcoming
“Billion Dollar Baby.”

whose first question always is:

“who .is in it?” If they .were to
cite the names of three British
stars Unknown to him the inevi-
table answer would be “what have
you got With Betty Hutton ?

’

’

Both Johnson
. and Negulesco

have met with resistance to the
granting of their labor permits,

!
hut in defending the company's

j policy not only stressed the obvious
jangle of substantial employment
I
which was provided to British
technicians and actors, but also

Television wrestlers are in for ' ^80“ thal

Baer, Slapsie Turn Up

As Rasslin’ Gabbers

another major push forward—or
baickward. Max Baer and “Slapsie

! Maxie” Rosenbloom were signed
yesterday (Tues.) to handle the
“color” narration for a new series

of wrestling matches from Hernp-

3 22
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Hollywood, March 21.

Jack Benny hops off in May for
a tour of 22 one-nighters, first

such short-stand junket he’s ever

j

essayed. He’ll give a two-hour
show iii each town, supported by
Phil Harris, Rochester, a femme
pic star, vaude acts plus Harris
orch.

Local charities at each stop will
' get: a portioii of the proceeds,
Tour starts May 16 in Wichita, with
Kansas City, Des Moines, St. Paul,

j

Moline* Milwaukee, Peoria, St.

;
Louis, Indianapolis, Grand Rapids,

j

Detroit, Toledo and Cincinnati al-

ready set. Troupe of 40 will make
jumps by train.

The French Idea
Paris, March 17.

Producer, to secretary/ on
Saturday morning:“Make but
a check for payment of sal-
aries,”

’ Secretary: “it’s going to; be
hard to Cash now, vvith early
closing of banks.”

Producer: “Do you find it

easier to cash a check when
the bank is open?”

London was regarded as a “loca-
tion.’’ Pictures were only made in
Britain which could not logically
be made elsewhere*

Film starts lensing May 15 at

stead, L. I., starting tonight (Wed.)
! on^pRer^0n

,

an^ ' be- the last

via the N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX. ;

JOth-Fox picture to he made at

Former fight champs turned
|

s ^°t.

Hardwicke Sounds Off

Twentieth-Fox’s action in cast-

coftiics are expected to detail the
various grunt ’n’ groan holds for
the edification of their viewers, , w ^
while WPIX announcer 'Jack Me- “8 Ilene Dunne as Queen Victoria
~ - - - --- in the company. s London location-

er,.“The Miidlark,” drew support
in New York last week from vet-
eran British

.
actor Sir Cedric

Hardwicke, He found it “deeply
disturbing” that his fellow thesps
criticized the selection of Miss
Dunne solely because

.
she is an

American and not because ot her
acting ability.

In rapping the objections of his

colleagues, Sir Cedric held. “You
might as well argue that a man

Carthy will be on hand to fill in the
more serious aspects. Duo, current
at the Mocambo, N.Y., will continue
the telecasting as long as they are
in New York. Matches are: being
sponsored by the local Studebaker
dealers.

Sherrill’s Hollywood Deal
Stumbles Because of Tax

; ; London, March 21,
Because the British government

, . ... , .

would not agree to an accommoda-
j

“as to be a Itturderer to play a

murderer. It strikes at the very
root of my craft.” At least lliree

Presidents of the U.S,, he pointed
out, were played in his time by
English actors* He then asked em>
phatically, “What the hell has act-

ing to do with being an English-
man?”
Meanwhile* Alec Guinness, *

British actor who’s been appearing
in the Broadway production oi

“The Cocktail Party,” has beer
inked by 20th-Fox for the role ol

Disraeli in “The Mudlark.” H«

tion arrangement and accept 99.9
percent of his Hollywood earnings
as a gift instead of taking it in
taxation, playwright R, C. Sherriff
has turned down a Hollywood
script offer which would have
brought in $28,000.

Sherriff, whose hobby is arch-
aeology, had suggested that he
should retain only $280 of the fee
and the balance should be given to
the Society of Antiquaries for the
endowment of an excavation site
in Norfolk. He has been told that
it would be regarded as a prece- ' is scheduled to leave the ploy June
dent and has therefore not ac- 3 when his agreement with pro

cepted the Hollywood offer.
j
ducer Gilbert Miller expires.. :
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Any time a Senator Edwin C. Johnson (D.-Col.j wants to make
the headlines, the easiest approach is to latch on to Hollywood.
That's an old story; Even the lay press gives this sort of space-
grabbing the tongue-in-cheek.

Policing of human behaviorism, whether it’s in tha orbit of

the Brown Derby or the RKO Stromboli,. will always be one of

those things. But self-regulation, where it is feasible, is some-
thing else again. Particularly if the human equation . is govr
erned, as it is, by radio's and television’s intrusion into the home.

Deportment there must be most circumspect. When a Mae
West gives s.a. line-readings to ari Elsie pinsmore type of script,

the association, at least) is hot totally unexpected. Buit when
comedians known for their

;

folksy style of peddling sponsors’

products slip over indigo comedy it is not only inexcusable but
rather silly. It also encroaches on investments in time and
talent,

This doesn't apply only to Godfrey. Vaudeo Necessarily culls

from the niteries, and sometimes the saloon brand of humor is

not exactly for home-and-hearth consumption. It embraces
song material, gags, bits of business, manner of delivery (the

arched eyebrow) semi-leer, etc.) and everything else.

Pop songs loom importantly at. the moment. The music busi-

ness has been wise through the years to regulate Hfcelf. If some
innocuous romantic lyrics are interpreted beyond their true

;

meaning, that is something; beyond control as long as the basic

single meaning is sufficiently forthright. Postwar standards,
however, have given rise in some quarters, and with certain
artists, to a“cUte" lyric. That’s usually synonymous for polite

double-entendre. Polite or more directly French-postcardy,
the double-meaning is there. CBS banned one of its own af-

filiated Columbia recordings for th%t reason.

Hollywood periodically fingerprints to the pyramiding in-

terest certain foreign film productions seem to enjoy, and
wonders whether the self-regulatory Production Code warrants
some revision, at least commensurate with mid-20th century
standards as against the popular thinking that came with the
turn of the century. Whatever the merits in that direction, con-
servatism—with the exception of the uncontrollable backslid-
ings of a relative handful of personalities—generally obtains.

On all fronts, show business is fighting a boxoffice battle.

Certainly the hazard of public antagonism is not worth en-
gendering by trying to be flip, smart or pseudo-sophisticated.
If television is making the inroads on pictures that Hollywood
alleges, that’s a basic plus for TV. It can be a serious minus
if video complicates its future by permitting smut.

It’s a show business adage not to try rewriting a hit. If TV
is growing, it should qiiit cracking spiOy gags while it’s ahead,
That goes for all show business.

Pix, radio, television—next to boy-meets-girl—are still the
most popular (and cheapest) forms of mass entertainment.
Let's keep it all above suspicion and sidestep any target practice

for publicity-seeking solons. Or just targets for nervous net-
works. •

itish Pix At

When J. Arthur Rank, British

producer, arrives in the U. S. to-

day (Wed.) on his annual visit, he

will find British pix at their high-

est earning point ever. While the

tumult and bally over British fea-

tures as a possible challenge to

American films has faded com-
pletely, fact is that Rank’s pix in

1949 netted the producer in excess i

of $4,000,000. This net is close to
[

100% higher than any previous
yeaiv

Rank’s lustre as a successful
filmmaker has been dimmed by the
troubles of his film empire, stem-
ming mainly from a loss of $9,^

000.000 last year on production.
However, although his rep lias

been hit in the U. S., Rank’s films
showed greater progress here in
the past 12 months than at any
time in the past. Diminishing do-
mestic returns rather than in

America spelled his stumble.

. Big success of “Hamlet” and
The Red Shoes,” former handled

here by Universal and ’ the latter
by Eagle Lion, is the main factor
in the rise of U, S. revenues.
Rank’s deal with U permits him to
withhold $2,000,000 in earnings
from U’s pix in Britain as a re-
coupment on profits of “Hamlet”
in this country. A somewhat par-
allel deal with EL gave the Brit-
isher another $1,200,000. Smaller
pix, mainly “Quartet," another EL
release here, makes up the balance,
Combined With the sudden spurt

(Continued on page 4)

JOHNSTON MAY EYE

JAPAN THIS SPRING
Washington, March 21.

.
Eric Johnston is reportedly

considering a trip to Japan in the

late spring to get a first-hand look

at the motion picture industry

there. If the prexy of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America goes
through with the plan, the trip

would come some time after the
Anglo-Arherican film agreement
huddles. Since no definite date has
been set on these yet, Johnston
cannot make plans for the trip to

Nippon,
Meantime, the MPAA prez leaves

for the Coast Friday (24), planning
to be there about a week. It is

understood he will inform the
studio toppers on international
developments. He may also visit

Frisco.

Comparisons of the take in’ TV
and non-TV areas in an effort to
determine how big a bite the new
medium is digging into film b.o.s
has proved a dud. No one these
days is denying that tele is taking
its toll, but the coniparative sta^
tistics for various parts of the coun-
try don’t clearly reveal it.

Effort to get a correlation be-
tween tele areas artd drop in film
biz has been made by one of the
major companies, which has sup-
plied Variety ; with the figures,
but requests that its name not be
used. Five top distribs are show-
ing their concern over video’s in-
roads by instituting . various types
of surveys. Companies are Para-
mount, 20th-Fox, Columbia, War-
ner Bros, and Republic.
Comparison of business in the

five exchange areas which did. not
have TV outlets during 1949 with
those that did shows very mild
correlation, at best. Nationwide
increase in rentals of 15% was
weighed by the company against
the percentage of increase in each
exchange area.
Four of the five key cities sans:

TV showed an upturn in biz great-
er than the 15% national average.
But there were, likewise significant
increases in film rentals in: such,
heavy TV areas as New York and

(Continued on page 16)

Meet the Mrs.
Billing on RKP’s “Every Girl

Should Be Married’* was given a
neat twist when showh last week
at a nabe N. Y. second-run house;
Marquee of the Alden theatre,
Manhattan, which booked pic for a
three-day run) gave starring credit
to Mr.; and Mrs. Cary Grant,

Film’s lead roles are handled by
Grant and Betsy Drake, Who be-
came his Wife after picture’s initial

release early last year.

Hollywood, March 21.
Republic prexy Herbert J. Yates

has started his salesmen on a na-
tionwide survey to determine to
what extent video has encroached
on film

.
boxoffices. Study began

Feb. 1 and will run through July 1.

Research is being conducted
through Rep’s 32 exchanges, with
the salesmen making weekly re-
ports on how many telesets are
sold in each city and town in their
respective territories. The film
peddlers also make a concurrent
report on b o. conditions, stacking
these figures against grosses of
Same houses last year.

.

Rep salesmen have also been in-
structed to enlist Chambers of
Commerce in various cities to get
them interested in the problem of
declining boxoffice and its causes.
Spokesmen for Yates said this

The market for revived oldies
has taken a definite downbeat trend
during the last several months.
Only solace to be found in the
situation is that it possibly repre-
sents the improved quality of new
product

.
emanating from Holly-

wood, with the public passing up
reissues in favor of the more re-

cent films,

Underscoring the new deempha-
sis being placed on reissues, 20th-
Fox has virtually abandoned its

national release plans for them.
Company several years ago set up
a special reissue department under
assistant sales manager William C.
Gehring, whose job it was to screen
20th’s old films with an eye on the
then-lucrative reissue market. Geh-
ring established the package plan
for the oldies, pairing them for
double-billing purposes on a na-
tional release basis.

.
Such pack-

ages now, however, are being sold
(Continued on page 16)

Appeal to the U. S. Supreme
Court from, the anti-trust decision
ordering complete divorcement will
be tal^n by 20th)-FoX, it was offi-
cially confirmed this week. Step is

being taken by the major to clear
the way for a retreat in the event
peace talks With the Dept, of-

.
Justi.ee,: scheduled for renewal ’

in ,

the near future, fail to jell in a
deal. Appeal by 20th is.' expected
to trigger a cross-appeal by the
Government, which will attaick the
lenient three-year, grace period for
divorcement ordered by the Fed-
eral district court,

.

Spokesman for 20th said that
the appeal would be filed before
March 3 1 , date when the deadline
works against f u r t her action.
Twentieth will also file simultane-
ously an application for a stay of
the present lower court decree. If
granted, it would take 20th off the
hook so far as the requirement to
Nlo a plan for divorcement within
one year and divestiture in six
months. ;

While no confirmation is forth-
coming from Warner Bros., it is
reliably reported that Warners
will take similar steps. If so, the
move would be. to avoid burning
its bridges by permitting the: time
for appeal to expire while settle-
ment talks were on. From Wash-
ington, there are r e p o r t s that

(Continued on page 22)

Roach Sues Former

Los Angeles, March 21.

Charging a shortage of $35,000,
Hal Roach filed suit for $60,000 in

L A; superior court against Hugh
C. Huber, former veepee-treasurer
of the Roach organization,

Plaintiff asks the recovery of
week it was still too early for any

|

$35*000 and punitive damages
solid findings, . amounting to $25;000.

Captures 1st Place,

/ ‘Rio’ Next

After Mild Heart Attack
Grad Sears, who suffered a slight

heart attack in Palm Beach 10 days
ago, returned to New York by
plane yesterday (Tuesday). United
Artists prexy has informed his staff
that he’ll be in his office today.
He has a number of major prob-

lems facing him, including the lin-
ing up of flirther product for next
year and some switches in the sales
staff in the field. He’ll presumably
restrict his activities somewhat for
the time being, however, with his
exec aide, Paul N, Lazarus, Jr., ham
dling most of the day to day chores.

Skouras Back From His

Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy,

is due back in New York today
( Wednesday ) after 10 days in Ehg-
laiid. While abroad he confabbed
with J. Arthur Rank, looked into

the production situation on “The
Mudlark,’’ which 20th is produci ng
there, and talked with officials on
the Anglo-U. S. pact, which expires

June 13.

On the 20th topper’s immediate
agenda is preparation of the com-
pany’s annual report, which will

he issued in about three weeks. It

is understood that Skouras will

have considerable to say in it on
video. He’s also planning to go to

the Coast within a few weeks.

20th foreign chief Murray Silver-

stone, who was with Skouras in

England, is coming to New York
by ship. He arrives Monday (27).

Trade Still Sluggish; ‘Francis'

‘Cinderella* Second ;
‘Horn

Although helped in some spots Happy” (UAV, “Eiffel Tower"

j

by St. Patrick’s Day crowds, the • ( RKO ), “Malaya" (M-G ) and
Lenten influence and continued “Black Hand” (M-G) in that or-

I cold weather continues to make biz der.
• very spotty this week in key. cities Few of new entries are doing i

. covered by Variety. Several new much this round. “Under My !

: pix are not shaping up too strongly Skin” (20th ) looks very slow in p

in present session, although bbvi- : N.Y. on initial date. In contrast, I

busty both distributors, and exhib-
;
"Singing Guns" (Rep) loomsokay

;

(tors arc holding., back much in St. Louis and L.A., and fair in

stronger product until Easter.
.

' Buffalo; “Wornari of Distinction"

“Francis" (
U >V a close second ( Col

)

' shapes mild in N. Y. “Out-

l

last .stanza and fourth in week side the Wall" is not doing
1

ahead . of that, is roaring ahead ! too badly • in
1

view. > of, conditions,.:

into first position this week, Uni- being fine. in. Phillv, good in Seat-

! formly strong to smash previous., tie arid fair in N.y, •

- engagements, pie is landing some “Three ... Came Horne" (20th >

,

•VunusUally big totals currently, in- . which started its first engagement
‘ eluding. sock week at big N.Y. Par- ' several weeks ago. is shaping, solid

! amount. It is topping both St,.' in. Phillv and Boston, but. is mild

Louis and Toronto, With showing , in
.
Providence; .“Buccaneers’ 0irl”

‘

. in N.Y. tops for any new picture. • (U > , which started nicelv last

“Cinderella" (RKO) , champ for ! round, is not faring sp well, this

:

last two weeks, is winding up sec- frame.

I ond. “Man With Horn" .( W.B.V,' .
“Love Happy" '(.UAV,-. \yith a

‘.much stronger in recent. Sessions, flock of new dates, is perking this

: is solid third. Fourth money goes session in several spots; being best

to “Nancy Goes to Rio” ;(M-G>, in Phillv and K.C. "Paid In Full” ,

while “Key to City" (M-G ) is tak- > ( Par ) . looms good in Detroit.
.

Ung over fifth slot, “Johnny Holiday” (UA ) is stout in

j. “Red ~hoes" (EL) is pushing up Cincy and nice in Indianapolis.

• to sixth place, with “12 O’clock
,

“Samson" (Par) is nice in De-

.

! High" (20th ), seventh, “Dear . troit and Philly. and. okay in N.Y.
' Wife” (Par), “Outlaw" (RKO) “Ambush" (M-G i. is big In Den- •

! and “Third Man" ( SRO) round ver.
j

! out the Big 10 in that sequence,
j

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
j

Top runner-up films are “Love \ Pages
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Boston, Mardh 21.

New England exhibitors, in an

M nprecederted move to .follow up
on 2bth-Fox's drive for more film

merchandising, banded together. at

20th’s regional meet Jrere today
(Tues.V for a mass institutional

campaign throughout the territory

to hypo Pix. Exec committee, coni*

prising the heads of all indie and
affiliated circuits, as well as lead-

ing indie exhibitors, will appoint
an advertising manager to work
full t. ini ^ for one year to get the
drive rolling at top speed.

:

Exhibs attending the meet from
Rhode Island, meanwhile,- started

to. lay plans today to have every
theatre operator in the state pledge
$10 per week for a year to defray
the costs of running 20th's insti-

tutional ads. on which the. com-
pany has offered tp split charges
on a straight 50-50 basis. .

Meet was presided over by 20th
division nianager E. X. Callahan,
with Paul Terry, producer of
Terry-Toons. and Roger Ferri from
the honmoffice as guest speakers.
Samuel Pinahski and Martin Mul-
lin modni’:ited the afternoon open
forum. Despite one of the .worst
snowstorms of the year, more than
500 exliibs from all* parts of New
England attended the session.

Antidote to B.O. Dip
Theatre exhibitors in all parts

of the country hopped on the 20th-
|

Fox showmanship . bandwagon this

Week, accepting the “Movies Are
Better Than Ever” drive as one, of
the most potent antidotes to dwin-
dling grosses offered them in the
last several years. As 20th start-

ed its series of regional showman-
ship meets in all of Its 36 exchange
centres yesterday (Tues.l, indie
theatre operators, as well as the
major affiliated circuits, planned
a mass revival of oldtime exploi-
tation and ballyhoo techniques to
revitalize* the filmgoing . habit
among their potential customers.

(Continued on page 20) .

Praise From Allah Dept.
Outspoken admiration; by

other companies* for 20th-Fox
initiative in running its series
of shovymanship meetings took
tangible form this week in an
unusual ad in the tradepapers;

;
by Columbia, to say: “Thank
you, 20th Century-Fox. We
join with /the exhibitors of
America in congratulating you
on ..yo.ur. showmanship meet-
ings. They are a fine, forward-

/ looking contribution to the
general welfare of everybody
in the motion picture busi-
ness.”

(leaders’) for Pix Sales

Philadelphia, March 21.

Suggestion that exhibitors adopt i

department store techniques of

“special sales” and “leaders” was
broached at the 20th-Fox regional
showmanship meet here today
(TuesJ by guest speaker Laura
Lee. film critic of the Philadelphia
Evening Bulletin. Despite poor
weather, the meet attracted 418
'exhibs to the Benjamin Franklin
hotel. Undoubtedly the largest
turnout of theatre operators ever
to attend an event in this area.

According to Miss Lee, exhibs
should start working more with
community groups. To achieve this,

she suggested setting aside nights
for family groups at special bar-
gain prices and other adaptations

(Continued on page 20)

STOCK GIFT TO
Washington, March 21.

Major Albert Warner, veepee
and treasurer of Warner Bros;, has
gifted :4.26b shares of Warner com-
mon to. the United Jewish Appeal
of New York. At present quota-
tions, his stock donation amounts
to some $60,000. Warner still

holds 438,800 shares of WB com-
mon outright and another 21,000
shares in trust.
Harry M. Warner, WB prexy, has

just made donations of 6,000
shares of common to charities;
Warner report does not identify
these

0

charities. Company topper
now owns 259,750 shares of conir
mon stock.
Joseph H. Seidelmian, Univer-

sal’s foreign dept, veepee, has sold
3,000 warrants On U ’s . common
stock; Overseas chief holds a bal-
ance of 9,000 warrants.

Industryites will get: their first,

gander into the profit-and-lo$s ac-
counts of the nation’s largest non-
affiliated theatre circuit on April
16, United Paramount prexy
Leonard Goldenson revealed last

week. Goldenson said the first

quarterly : statement . of the new
corporation would be sent out on
that date with a dividend check.

Financial side of the industry
has been looking forward with con-
siderable

4

interest to the initial re-
port by UP, since it* is the first

major chain to break away from
its production-distribution affiliate

under divorcement. The split was
effective Jan. 1 and the initial

quarter will end March 31.

First statement by Paramount
Pictures, the production-distribu-
tion* company, will be considerably
later in coming out, since the ac-
counting is much more complicated
than it is for a theatre chain, which
is entirely a cash biz. Comparison
of earnings of the two outfits will

be avidly noted, since it has always
been widely stated and accepted
that the theatre chain in any afr

filiated setup is the big profit-

earner, while the production end
makes very little or may actually
lose money. Par figures will give
a good look-see into that situation
and undoubtedly influence think-
ing by other integrated companies
that are on the list for breakup
and will also probably have an
effect on tire stock market.

FEB. PIC DIVIDENDS OFF

Washington, March 21.

Motion picture
.
industry divi-

dends during February were a thin

$198,000, U, S. Department of

Commerce reported today (21 ).

This is a reduction from the $224,-

000 of February, 1949.

During the three-month period
terminating with the end of Feb-
ruary, the stockholders received

$9,398,000. compared to dividends

of $10,939,000 for the sanie quar-

ter of a year e.ar.1 ier. Commerce
department estimates t h a t these

piiblicly reported dividends amount
to. about 60 Or 65°p of all divi-

dends paid out in an industry.

Possibility of there being no re-
newal of the Anglp-y. S. film pact,

when the present agreement ex-
pires June 13 has cropped up with
increasing frequency in intra-in-

dustry. discussions during the, past
few weeks. Talk results from the
apparent reluctance of the British
government to

1

have negotiators for
the U.S. come to England until

late April or early May; at the
soonest.

While 'company toppers are op-

erating on the assumption that a

variation of the present $17,000,-

000 annual remittance contract
will be worked out, they are not
precluding the possibility that

they won’t be able to come to

terms with the British government.;
An important segment of the; in-

dustry is adamant that it, will not
give approval to a deal which it

does not consider satisfactory.

For one. thing, there’s a feeling

that failure to re-enact a ^contract

may prove to be an advantageous
pressure move against the British

government. Without a pact all re-

strictions on the conversion of

pounds to dollars are off and the
Yank distribs—in theory, at least

—could get out all their future
earnings.

Actually, no one expects that

the British government would al-

low that to happen. Bank of Eng-
land would undoubtedly refuse
permits for such free export of

currency/ Americans figure, how-
ever, at that point they’d be
in a great position to yell and
force intervention of the U S. gov-
ernment, since there are several
treaties and agreements requiring
free exchange. Most recent is con-

(Continued on page*18):

Exception to the Rule
The Motion Picture Assn . of

America, which long has im-
posed an official nix on naugh-
ty words in titles,.-, has given
Warner Bros, a special dispen-
sation;.'--

It has been given an okay
by the board of directors on
‘•The Damned Don’t Cry,” to

be filmed from Henry Hervey’s
novel of the same title.

In the wake of the new consent.de-

cree fixed on activities of the Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Au-
thors & Publishers, the film indus-

try appears uncertain whether; the
added charge against production,

which now must clear performance
rights on vmtisic, can be retrieved

from exhibition via score charges
or upped rentals, The studios are

faced with an added headache, the
need to dicker with ASCAP on per-;

formance rights. ASCAP ,
for its

part, will undoubtedly seek to

make up the . loss , of $1,400,000
which it annually tapped exhibs.

Plight of pix production is deep-
ened by reliable reports now cir-

,

culating that the Government is

studying the possibilities of bring-
ing a new divorcement suit to force
the majors to give up their music
publishing subsids. Warner Bros.,

Metro, Paramount
,

and 20th-Fox
Would be most affected by this

San Francisco, March 21,

Three main stem Paramount the-

atres, the Paramount, St. Francis

and State were stench-bombed, last

Saturday (18> night only about 15

.'minutes apart by a shabbily*

dressed man. He was not caught,

although a full description \yas

given to the police since, singled

out by Paramount management
when asked to leave because of

odor of his clothes. Five minutes
later, the stink bomb was dis-

covered.
Bombings cost each house about

$1,000 in Saturday night biz.

Amusement stocks in the past
30 days eased off slightly frorn the

big peak reached at the end of

January. At the same time* enter-

tainment shares listed on the New
York exchange were still far ahead
of prices quoted for most of 1949.

Total value of all stocks listed on
the big board, including major film

companies, radio networks and disk

firms, has reached $1,016,083,549

or an average of $17.63 per Share.

Latest total represents a slide of

$17.256,0.26 from the late January
peak which came after a protract-

ed bull market on all stocks. Per-

share average is a shade off from
the $17.93 figure at that time, En-

tertainment stocks are still hold-

ing up against the ,1949 year-end

figure of $990,202,136.
« During the same period, bonds
in the amusement field traded on

the big board reached $6,389,310 or

an average per-bond figure of $89.

COMPO’s Next Confab

Awaits Ned Depinet’s

Return; Need It Now?
Next all-industry session on the

Council, of Motion Picture Organi-

zations awaits the return of /chair-

man Ned E. Depinet from a euiTertt

vacation in Phoenix. Ariz. RKO
proxy’s office anticipates that he’ll

be back at his desk in a week or

10 days.

Since all of the 10 groups par-

ticipating in COM PO; have now
stamped their approval on the all-

industry public relations .plan,

, next meeting, according to inten-

!
tions, was to be for the purpose

I of actually setting up the organiza-

'tion. Some of the constituent

.groups, however, have put such

serious reservations on their ap-

,
proval that considerably more dis-

cussion will be needed.

Theatre Owners of America has

thrown the principal block in its

objection to tile, size and scope: of

I (Continued on page 56)
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stock holdings in .Metropolitan interpretation . of the ASCAP
Playhouses

.
and Gifts; Inc , two j: decree in the Music Dept. -

partnership, circuits, gives both the a
major and the trustee. ^to be n>> myd move. With the ASCAP decree out
by the Federal district court, plen- of the way, the road is cleared for
ty Of room to maneuver either a this supplementary, move by the
sale or purchase of theatre Jnter- Dept, of Justice,

ests. Flan, now in the hands of

the court, also paves the way .
for

the trusteeing of the company’s
slice of both the Trenton-New
Brunswick and Springco chains, if

current actions for their dissolu-

tion fail to Win that decision.

RKO has acted under the anti-

trust consent decree which calls

for breakup of all theatre partner-

ships. Plan recites that RKO has
been unable to dispose of its hold-

ings in Metropolitan and Gifts on
fair, terms. Trustee would be in

control for five years jtf the ma-
jor’s interests in the big New
York circuit is not ended through
Sale or purchase in that time. At
the end* of five years, trustee must

,

come forward with a plan for fur-

ther action.

Reportedly, the Government be-
lieves that so long as ASCAP mem-
bers are affiliated with studios,

there can be no fair division of per-
formance and synch charges among
filmmakers, Membership in ASCAP
gives the studios involved an edge
on the payment of fees since part
Of these are recouped in the form'
of royalty payments by ASCAP.
Adding another fillip to the de-

velopments of the week is the fact

that ASCAP paid $160,000 in
damages to the Harry Brandt group
as part of the price for the more
than 100 members of Brandt’s In-
dependent Theatre Owners Assn,
dropping their collateral action.
Another $75,000 was given to Weis-
man, Celler, Quinn, Allen & Spelt,
attorneys for the Brandt group,

Court is to name, five trustees I This outfit, of course, went along
from the Bankers Trust Co., Irving

j

with the Government in accepting
Trusit Go.,. Empire Trust Co., Na- the consent decree,
tional City Bank and Chase Na- This would appear to open the
tional Bank, all listed as eligibles

j
door for a flood of actions by other

in the plan. When tapped by the i

^

court, trustees will take over tile

stock and give RKO certificates of

interest in their stead. Company
lias the right to pledge these cer-

tificates for any indebtedness now
owing or hereafter incurred.

While the trustee votes the

stock, RKO collects the dividends.

(Continued on page 56)

2D FILM TO DE BASED

ON SYLVESTER NOVEL
Script is now in preparation in

New York for a second film to be

made from Robert Sylvester's

novel, “Rough Sketch.'’ Colum-
bia’s “We" Were Strangers” was
made from a section of the .

x
book

on Cuba. Now another, section,

on the subject of jazz, is being

screenplayed by .Robert Condon,
working with Sylvester.

IPs being done on an option 1

basis for Roberts Productions, in-.

(Continued on page 43:

Vic Hoare, as New SRO

Victor J. Hoare, managing di-
rector of. Selznick Studio Releasing
Division, Ltd., London, signed a
new longrterm contract with Selz-
nick Releasing Organization, Inc.,

of New York, and also has been
named ; veepee in charge of the
company's foreign distribution.
Appointment of Hoare to the top

foreign berth reportedly is in line
with SRO’s worldwide expansion
in the distribution field, Company
has branches in France, Belgium,'
Mexico and the Philippines. Deals
are underway to set up offices in

Germany and Austria and future
plans call for: inclusion of Japan.
Israel and South Africa in the SRO

Hoare, 35, was overseas branch

die unit in which Jotih Garfield j,
HdPervisor .for tlie: Rank Organlza-

partnered. Garfield and Lena ton w** to joining. SRO as .exeeu-

Hnrnp wiit ton the cast if serint tlve director in 1948, Following

'fcj. rL.-fipM 'aiefi ciairert year he took over as managing di-
wff!,1s out Ga. field, a.,0 starred kct0r for the t,n itedKmga6m,Eu.

la : amusement editor/
rope and the Middle East.

(

f Nv V. Daily News. Condon. is
. nil ravin inna! of \. s . ....

. . . ... .

United Artists account exec with
' Buchanan ad agency. Bandleader
: Eddie Condon (no relation) is act-

/ ing as technical adviser on the
j

1 musical portions. v.

NEW AT U-I
Hollywood, March 21.

Universal - International h a s

;

adopted a new production policy

designed to maintain a steady flow
the

Lena Horne Exits Metro
Hollywood. March 21.

Lena Horne and Metro parted of employment throughout
amicably after an association of

:
year. With its 1950 program in-

nine years. Pact had more than a creased to 36 pictures, the studio

year to run; will put three pictures into work
Singer has lined tip a series of every month in the year,

bookings in Europe; winding up i In the past there have been sud-

in September with four weeks at ' den spurts of activity, followed by
the London Palladium.

1 slack periods.





f

Edgar Bice Burroughs, who died in California Sunday (Id), is

believed to h*ve earned more from the screen than any other
Writer in the history of Aims, The 27 pictures which have been
based oh his “Tarzan” character reportedly paid him well Over
$2,000,000 in royalties. Sol Lesser, who currently controls the
rights but is only one' of many producers who have made the “Tar-
zan” pi* since National Film Co. did the original in 1918, estimates
that he alone has paid the author better than $1^000,000. Bur-
roughs received as high as $160,000 royalty from Lesser on a single
picture. -•••.. •/•’•/'

Best part of this coin was that it entailed no worthy the author.
First few pix were adaptations of his yams, but after that they
were written entirely by studio scriveners. Burroughs- payoff was
strictly for the “Tarzan” character. Lesser recently inked a deal
giving him the right to make 15 more pix in the next 10 years. He
owns rights to each film for Only seven years, anything beyond that
requiring a new agreement. / V

Washington, March 21.

The tax-writing House Ways; apd

Means Committee will not. approve

any reduction of the 209?? admis-

sions tax which bars low-priced

tickets from the benefits of such a

slash. This is flatly predicted here

by leading members of the com-
mittee following disclosure that

such a recommendation has been
made in executive session.

Qne suggestion by a committee
employee was to maintain the 20%
bite on tickets costing under 75c

and to reduce it only for the
higher-priced paste boards. “That
was suggested,'- said a member of

the committee, “but it will get

nowhere. We. want to help the

little fellows. They get the relief

even if the establishments selling

expensive tickets do not."

So far the committee has not
even begun to work on any indi-

vidual excise tax. It is merely con-
sidering the overall situation, and
the possibilities of new levies to

make up some of the revenue to

be lost from the cuts. : It now
appears that a bill may hot be
ready until after the Easter holi-

day.

COMPO’s committee oh taxation

and legislation huddled here last

Thursday (16) under chairmanship
of Abram F. Myers and pledged a
fight for complete repeal of the
20% admissions tax. Committee
said it was not in favor of only a
reduction and that there existed a
genuine possibility that full repeal
could be effectuated. In a state-
ment issued after the meeting,
committee said/

Ex-Sureseaters
Universal, which as a princi-

pal distributor of British prod-
uct playing such houses, has
its flack engaged in trying to
find a Satisfactory substitute •

for the ‘‘art theatre" tag. It

feels that the “art” appellation
has long since oeased to be an
apt description and that it

hurts business.
Best that anyone ; has come

up with yet, but still not felt
to be completely satisfactory, is

“class house,” moniker which
Variety has used in recent
years in a like effort to get
away from the “art” mis-
nomer.

Three major companies con-
tinued active on the New York
exchange in picking up their own
stock as part of a drive to stream-
line capital structure. As in the
past, biggest campaign was waged
by Paramount. Company bought
up 12,300 shares of common at a
cost of approximately $240,000.
Par now holds 72,710 shares in its

treasury, all acquired since divorce*
nient, Jan. 1 of this year.

. .
Columbia bought 300 shares of

fis high-priced preferred stock in
the same period. Col how holds
2,870’ shares of preferred in its

treasury for ultimate retirement.
Block of 166 shares of preferred
Was also picked, up by 20th-Fox.
Company’s ' preferred purchases
thereby hit 34,500 shares.

.

No activity during the 30-day
stretch was registered by Universal.
Previously, that major had been
accumulating shares of its limited
Preferred issue.

DOS A SONS TO P H.
' O. Selznick left New ,

tor Puerto Rico over the weekend.
He s vacationing there with his two

A
0ns

.* They’ll be away until about
April 1. Selznick’s wife, Jennifer
Jones, returned to the Coast from
New York last week.

. Selznick is planning to leave New
tork for Europe in May. He in-
tends being there most of the sum-
mer

« setting up production deals.

Hollywood, March 21.

Petition for union shop election

among publicists is expected to be
filed today (Tuesday) with National

Labor Relations Board by Screen
Publicists Guild. Guild needs sig-

natures of only 10% of eligible
membership, or 15. It has 109 and
expects to obtain more at the mem-
bership meeting tonight. Guild has
requested a meeting with majors
for pact talks but qp date has been
set as yet.

” " '

Petition grows out of the war
between the SPG and an IATSE
flack group, Local 8i8, SPG, was
recently certified as bargaining
agent for studio press agents. The
vote, conducted by the National
Labor Relations Board, was 64 to
62.

Dan Thomas, SPG prexy, de-
clared the Guild would move for
immediate contract negotiations
with the major companies. Mean-
while, the IATSE group said the
vote was indecisive and announced
that it will not be necessary for its

members to join or pay dues to

SPG. IA group said it would seek
another election and ask .support
from AFL unions to stymie Guild’s

attempts at contract negotiations.

Telenews

1

Double features may be in for*

a new attack as a killer of box-
office grosses, Long *n aspect of
the film industry about which
everyone talked but Seldom did
anything about, the dual bills

have become the subject of re-

newed trade discussion during re-

cent weeks. With the entire indus-
try scouting every possible method
of stopping the current boxoffice
dip, new tests of the power, of

double-billing may result in a
switch to single-feature policies in

some areas.

Key to the new thinking on dual-
lers was sounded by Interstate Cir-

cuit chief Hobart J. O’Donnell.
Claiming that Texas, the home ter-

ritory of Interstate, was the last

territory in the country to feel the
b.o. decline, he suggested that
maybe it’s because Texas is a sin-

gle-feature . area. Twentieth-Fox
veepee A1 Lichtman was more
blunt about it, labeling double fea-

tures one of the scourges of the
industry. But, according to Licht-
man,

.
the policy is one which must

be corrected by exhibitors. Distrib-

utors can do nothing about it, he
said.

.Exhibs, for their part, recall that
attempts to switch front a dual to

single-feature policy in several test

regions a few years back almost
invariably resulted in decreased
grosses, New policy was okay in

a non-competitive situation but,

wherever two theatres were lined

up against each other, one would
switch back to the dualers as soon
as his business fell off- And, the
exhibs claim, with the customers
to the dualihg house, forcing the
competing theatre to follow
through.

. Chief argument against the dual
bills is that the policy is a tremen-
dous dissipator of product. Subse-
quent run and nabe houses in

(Continued on page 18)

Making Em Eat It

New kind of party was
staged by Arthur Lubin, direc-

tor of “Francis.” Universal’s
current release *pn a talking
mule, when the film was com-
pleted. Director, who was in-

strumental in U’s purchase of
the story from David Stern,
invited to dinner every pro-
ducer in Hollywood who had
turned down • the yarn. Story
was peddled around consider-
ably before U picked it up.

After the knife - and * fork
work was over, Lubin screened
the film. He did it to demon-
strate that the story, rejected
widely on the grounds it

couldn’t be done, was picture
fare. Incidentally, every pro-
ducer invited showed up.

Chicago, March 21.

Chicago is left with one newsreel
theatre as a result of the Telenews
theatre’s decision Monday (20) to

convert to a first-run policy.

Change takes place April 8, when
house brings in “Red Shoes” for

an extended run at popular prices.

Only newsreel house left is the

Today theatre on Madison street;

Changeover reflects poor /returns of

newsreel houses, Telenews’ sister

house, the Carnegie, was converted

into art house last December after

a month of newsreel operation.

Telenews has shown newsreels

for a decade. Name of house will

be changed, possibly to Loop the-

atre, and prices will be competitive

with rest of loop first-run houses,

with 98c top.

Paramount is beginning to sell

its product on competitive bids in

a scattering of situations where its

circuit previously took first-runs

on an automatic basis. Latest
swing into competitive selling is

New Orleans. Previously, United
Paramount as successor to the E.

V. Richards chain bought Par’s re-

leases without the need to buck
rival offers on terms.

All Par’s product will hence-
forth be sold competitively in the
N. O. sector. Besides that city,

company is using the same method
in a few situations where exhibs
have asked* for the right to match
rentals with UP following the
chain’s divorcement under the an-

ti-trust decree.
In the main, however, divorce-

ment has failed to develop a flood

of requests by outside exhibs for

a crack at Par’s lineup In competi-
tion with UP, Hence, distrib is

dealing with its divorced chain in

hundreds of spots where UP is in

,

position to take first-runs on the

basis of its choice fiickeries. /

As a result/ Par has
;
been ob-

taining about the same terms from
the. new chain as it previously

Charged the circuit when the two
wings were commonly owned.

Possibility of the Italian govern-

ment removing all restrictions on
export of frozen film funds report-

edly contributed to the falling
through of a deal by the American
industry to thaw 1,000,000,000 lire

( about $1,300,000). This would
have been the second 1 ,000,000,000
lire deal in recent months. First
was consummated successfully a
few months ago.by the Motion Pic-
ture Assh. of America for benefit
of its member companies.

Both transactions were with or-
ganizations associated with the
Catholic Church and called for
payment by them of dollars in the
U. S. in return for release of frozen
lire to them at a discount in Rome.
Italian government stamped its

okay on the first one, but found
a number Of flaws in the second.

Meantime, there were reported
developments that may mean the
end of all restrictions on the con-
vertibility of lire into dollars. As.
a result, the MPAA decided not to
push the negotiations, but rather
to wait further action. In the event
there, is a lifting of restrictions,

coin can be removed without giv-

ing the discount necessary under
present conditions.

MPAA is pushing hard to have
the freeze removed. Most of their
earnings are now being obtained
by U. S. films from Italy, but
there ’d be a saving in eliminating
discounts. Even more important,
however, it would be the .first im-
portant country to lift its coin

blockade officially and thus might
encourage similar action by other
nations.

Goldwyn Unfair,’ SWC

m
• , .

Hollywood, March 21.

Samuel Goldwyn was placed on
1
the Screen Writers Guild’s unfair

list, following a complaint regis-

tered with the Guild’s grievance
committee by Milton Krims,
scripter.

; Krims declares he was hired by
Goldwyn to write the screenplay
for “Christmas Present” and dis-

I charged without; pay.

In Laurel’s Indie Pic

Grunt - and - groan boys who’ve
made good on TV. in various sec-

tions of the country are going to

"get a Chance to repeat in “Mr.
|

Universe,” feature which Laurel
Films will make in New York. Jack
Carson was inked last wgek to star

iii the pic, a comic expose of the
! wrestling dodge.

Laurel exec producer Joe Lerner
is lining up 20 wrestlers for chores
in the pic. Tieins will be- made
later for publicity and exploitation
on the TV outlets in the territories

! in which each of the muscle artists

j

is a local hero.

With shooting slated to start

,

April 2, Lemer is still hunting a
combo of Man Mountain Dean,

• Adonis and the All-American Boy
i
for the

.
principal rassler role. No

I release has been set for the pic

|

as yet. Laurel’s “Guilty Bystander,”
: with Faye Emerson and Zachary
;
Scott, is now in distribution by
Film Classics.

Carson’s appearance in “Uni-
verse” is his first since release

•t Film patronage at the present
time consists of “an undulating
audience that still responds in

huge waves when we sell pictures
creatively,” David Lipton, Univer-
sal’s ad-pub chief is convinced.
Lipton tabs himself as optimistic
of future business because he be-
lieves a “vast audience’" is on tap',

despite the overworked crying tow-
els. Intensified showmanship drives
have turned out a big following for
such U pix as .“Francis,” ad-pubber
declares, and there is room for the
entire industry taking the cue.

‘.‘The variations in boxoffice fig-

ures in small towns are simply
astounding when we do something
the right way,” Lipton said. “Sell
a picture in. these towns with show-
manship and the Sunday business
can be better than that of the en-
tire week on a cut-and-dtied oper-
ation. The business is there and
can be done when you keep in close
touch with the needs of the
people.”
•/; U is so convinced of the need for
showmanship ,

Lipton went on, that
when no player is available for hin-
terland. tours, company is drafting
not only producers but behind-the-
scene personnel from the lot. For
instance, he said, U sent Mel
Hanks, technical advisor, on one
trip and its hairdresser on another.
In bpth instances, treks paid off in

|
plenty of newspaper space.

Lipton is Operating on the Coast
because the closest liaison, includ-
ing physical organization, is essen-
tial between ad-pub forces and
those of production. His staff is

how consulted On scripts, casting,
story ideas and almost every other
phase of filmaking for the promo-
tional possibilities of pix. Com-
missary has a huge display of all

exploitation stunts to stress the
needs of selling on producers.
U lias also revamped its ideas so

that longrange planning of cam-
paigns is now the order-of-the-day.
Campaign oii “Francis,” company’s
current big grosser, was mapped
from the script. “Harvey,” filmi-

zation of the play which does not
go before the cameras for several
more months, already has a cam-
paign pencilled in with eve nthe
release date and preem site chosen.
Because U is now completely

sold on the needs of exploitation,
locale for the shooting of pix is

judged frequently on what it will

mean for the film when it hits the
theatres. “Outside the Wall,” U's
new release, for instance, was shot
mainly in Philadelphia because
that area had not been, the back-
ground for a pic in many years.
Within the limitations prescribed

by the studio toppers, television ii

being used as much as possible.

Lipton disclosed that the lot is now
distributing bi-weekly a five-

minute video program consisting of
stills plus a running commentary.
Some 45 TV stations are using this

fodder, he said,

Lipton is east for h.o. confabs.
He expects to return to the Coast
next week.

U.S. Moves to Avert N.Y.

WB Collarites Walkout
In a move

,
tb avert a threatened

strike of Warner Bros.’ 525 home-
office employees, Federal media-
tion officials are stepping into the.

picture this week to attempt re-

sumption of contract negotiations
between the company and collarite

Local H-63, International Alliance

of Theatrical Stage Employees.
Local H-fi3 moved closer to a walk-
out, meantime, with a unanimous
strike vote Monday (21 > author-
izing the union’s exec board to

launch a strike whenever it saw
fit. Richard F, Walsh, IA prexy,
also gave the local permission to
carry through the action.

Dispute between WB and the
union centers oyer the 10c. hourly
Wage hike demanded by Local
H-63. Company made a counter-
offer of 6c„ which . was turned
down. Both sides have been in ne-
gotiations for a new pact since
last September, when the previous

from his Warner Bros, contract, contract expired.
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LA. Still in
Prov;Dips But Francis*

Los Angeles, March 21.

Seven new bills are current this

week but the first-run boxoffice

picture has failed to improve, and
overall doldrums continue. From
a money standpoint, ‘'Red Shoes’ * is

collaring the largest total with

$42,000 or near, in five theatres.

While not hefty, this is considered

okay in view of fact that film has

played about 18 months in this

area and is first time at regular

Estimated Total
This Week . .

.

(Based ori

Last Year,
(Based on

18

16

Gross
$452,500

theatres.)
. . . . $489,000
theatres.)

"Key to City” shapes
4

$33,000 in two spots, being com-
paratively best, in the Hollywood lo-

cation. New vaude bill at the
downtown Paramount is helping
"Singing Guns” to okay $28,500 in

two sites. "Perfect Strangers” is

slim $25,000 in three houses, stay-

ing single week. "Guilty of Trea-
son” in two spots is very dull $17,-

000 while "Buccaneer’s Girl” .also

is way off for five locations With
$20,000. All other houses are in

line with general biz slowdown.
Estimates for This Week , ... ,

Downtown, Hollywood, Beverly to hopes, Mrs. ^Mike

Hills, Hawaii* Forum, Music Halls

'

a* Goldman while

1,106;(Princor) (902; 512; 834;
2,100; 55-$l)—"Love Happy” (UA)
and "Tyrant of Sea” (Col) (2d wk).
Light $20,000. Last week, $29,000.
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola, Wilshire (FWC) (2,097;

2,048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 60-$l)—
"Red Shoes” (EL). First time at
pop prices after more than year’s
roadshow run. Okay $42,000. Last
week, "Willie Marching Home’*
(20th) and "Girl San Lorenzo” (UA)
(2d wk-5 days), $18,000.
Hollywood, Downtown, Wlliern

(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 60-$l)r—
"Perfect Strangers” (WB). Slim
$25,000. Last week, "Man With
Horn” (WB) (2d wk), $24,500.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA) (2,r

404; 1,538; 60-$l)—"Key to City
(M-G). Fairly good $33,000, Last
week, "Ambush” (M-G) (9 days),
$32,800.

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

890; 2,812; 50-$l) — "Guilty of
Treason” (EL) and "Beauty on
Parade!' (Col). Very dull

.
$17,000,

Last week, "Palomino” (Col) and
"Father Is Bachelor” (Col), $18,000.
Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-

mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 40-$l)

Philadelphia, March 21.

Lent has started to exact its toll

on first-runs here and « biz was off

all .along the line. Two newcomers,
"Nancy Goes to Rio,” at the Boyd,
and "Three Came Home,” at the
Fox, drew good trade but not up

” shapes fair

"My Foolish
Heart” is nice at the Randolph.

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (i;303; 50-99)—

"Guilty of Treason” (EL) (2d wk).
Down to $8,000 after neat $15,000
opener.

oyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99)—"Nan-
cy To Rio” (M-G). Fine $25,000.
Last week, "Francis” (U) (3d wk),
mild $11,000.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 70-$l.25)—
"Samson and Delilah” (Par) (7th
wk). Still nice at $14,000. Last
week, $15,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—"Three

Game Home” (20th). Solid $25,000.
Last Week, "Mother Didn’t Tell
Me” (20th), slim $16,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50

99)—"Mrs. Mike” (UA). Fair $13,-
000. Last week, "Paid in Full”
(Par) (2d wk), $12,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-99)

—"Love Happy” (IJA) (3d wk).
Nice $6,000. Last week, $8,500.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

"Man with Horn” (WB) (3d wk).
Down to $13,500 after sour $16,000
second round.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—"Foolish Heart'* (RKO). Big

9
i««iiiv

Providence, -March 21.

Everybody, is complaining this

week because biz is way dbwn.

Best of the lot are State’s "Key

To City” and Majestic’s "Three

Came Home,”
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) --

"Francis” (U) and "Black Shadows”
(EL). Fairish $14,500. Last week,
"Cinderella” (RKO) (3d wk-4 days),

good $8,000.

Fay’s (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Twi-
light in Sierras” (Rep) and vaude
onstage. Fairly good $7,000. Last

"Paleface”, (Par) (2d run)

and vaude, oke $6,500.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
"Three Came Home” (20th). MikU

$15,000 or near. Last week,

ly Takes Bailor” (WB) and
"Unmasked” (Rep), good $15,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

65) —• "Beau Geste” (Par) and
"Lives Bengal Lancer” (Par) (reis-

sues); Not too bad $7,500. Last

week, "Man With Horn” (WB) and
"Blonde Dynamite” (WB), nice

$9,500.

State (LOew) (3,200; 44-65)
;

"Key To City” (M-G). Fair $16,-

500. Last week, "East Side” (M-G)
and "Silent Dust” (Mono), $17,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)—"Paid in Full” (Par); Started

Monday (20). Last week, "Dear
Wife” (Par) and "Body Hold” (Col),

weak $7,500.

Del Auto

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross >
.

This Week . . ,. ... $2,349JfOO

(Based on 23 cities,' 203
theatres, chiefly first runs , iftr

eluding N. Y.Y *

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year . . ..

, $2,641,000

(Based, on 2* cities and 202£

theatres.)

W11 rii
P
T Dmh

h
iSSSr $19,000. Last week, “Key to City

Dill headed by Gil Lamb, Herb 7m-G) (4th wki toono
Jeffries at L. . A* nnUr - - in WK^ ^UUU -

only. Okay $28,-
500, but not standout in view of
L. A. stage policy. Last week,
"Dear Wife” (Par) and "Unmask-
ed” (Rep) (L.A. only) (2d wk),
$15,000.

United Artists, Ritz, Vogue,
Studio City, Culver (UA-FWC) .(2 -

100; 1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 60-$l)— '

"Buccaneer’s Girl” (U) and
"Palooka Meets Humphrey”
(Mono), 'Slow $20,000. Last week,
"Francis” (U) and "There’s Girl
In Heart” (Mono) (3d wk),
$23,300.
Orpheum (D’town) (2,210; 50-95)

—"Blonde Bandit” (Rep) (2d run)
with eight acts vaude. Light $14/
500. Last week, "Spring Park
Lane” (EL) (2d run) with Dick
Contino unit, strong $25,300.
Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l) —

"Vicious Years’! (FC) (2d wk). Near
$2,500. Last week, oke ~$2,600.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 85-$1.25)
—"II Trovatore” (Indie). Good
$5,000. Last week, "Letter Three

(20th) and "Come, to
(20th), $3,500.

Wives”
Stable”

Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99)—
"Sundowners” (EL). Fairish $14,-
000. Last week, "Eiffel Tower”
(RKO), $15,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99)—

"The Outlaw” (RKO) (3d wk).
Okay $7,50Q. Last week, hefty
$14,000.

Omaha Off ; ‘Wife’ Okay
At $11,000, ‘Willie’ 10G

Omaha, March 21.
"Dear Wife,” shaping okay at

Paramount, and "When Willie
Comes Marching Home,” fair at

•Orpheum are leading mild week
here. "Young Man With Horn” at
Brandeis looks good. For the
third time recently openings had to
contend with blustery weather.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800;

16-65)—"Dear Wife” (Par). Okay
$11,000. Last Week, "The Heiress”
(Par), fair $10,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; *16-

65)—"Willie Comes Home” (20th)

and "Federal Agent” (Rep). Fair
$10,000. Last week, "Black Book”

(Continued On page 22)

Toronto, March 2L
Though business generally is not

spectacular, "Dear Wife” is doing
okay at Imperial, with "Francis”
sock at Loew’s and "Mother Didn’t
Tell Me” nice at two houses. Of
holdovers, "Willie Comes Home”
and "Heiress'’ are holding up well
"Train of Events,” British film of
the "Quartet” pattern, is doing
near-capacity at Humber on third
week.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,

State (20th) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;
35-60)

—"Baby Makes Three” (Col)

and "Kazan” (Col). Okay $10,500.
Last week, "Port New York” (EL)
and "Shamrock Hill':’ (EL)* $11,000.

Eglinton, Victoria (FP) (1,080;

1,140; 40-70) — "Heiress” (Par)
(4th wk). Fair $8,000 after* last

Week’s $10,500.
Fairiawn,- Odeon (Rank) (1,200;

2,390; 50-$1.20>—"Guilty of Trea-
son” (EL) (2d wk). Light $9,000
after last week’s $9,500,
Humber (Rank) (1,203; 50-80)—

"Train of Events” (EL) (3d wk).
Still near-capacity at $3,700 after
last: week’s $4,000.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 40-70) —
"Dear Wife” (Par). Fine $12,500.
Last week, "Montana” (WB),
$11 ,

000 .

Loew’s (Loew) (2,096; 40-70) —
"Malaya” (M-G) (2d wk). Satisfac-
tory $8,000 after last week’s fine

$12 ,000 .

Nortown, University (FP) (959;
1,556; 40-70)—"Mother Didn’t Tell
Me” (20th). Very good $12,500.
Last week, "Man with Horn” (WB)
(2d wk). Nice $11,500.

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-70) —
"Willie Comes Home” (20th) (2d
wk). Okay $8,000 after last week’s
$11,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-70)—

“Francis” (U). Sock $12,000. Last
week, "Ambush” (M-G) (2d wk),
poor $4,000.

4 .

Denver, March 21.
“Ambush” at Broadway and
Dear Wife” at Denham are getting
go6d weeks here. Weather is right
for theatres, too. . "Mother Didn’t
Tell Me” looks, fine in two houses.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 35-

74)—"Ambush” (M-G). Big $12,000.
Last week, “Battleground” (M-G)
(6th wk), fair $5,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)

—"Dear Ruth” (Par). Fine $14,000.
Holds. Last week, "Gapt. China”
(Par) (2d Wk), fair $9,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)—

“Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th) and
^'Unmasked” (Rep), day-date with
Esquire. Fine $15,000. Last week,
"Willie

;
Comes Home” (20th) and

Western Pacific Agent” (Lip), good
"4,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)—

"Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th) and
"Unmasked” (Rep); also Denver.
Trim $3,000, Last week, "Willie
Comes Home” (20th) and "Western
Pacific Agent” (Lip), good $2,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)

—

"Malaya” (M-G) and "Man of EVil”
(Continued on page 22)

u

Kansas City, March 21.

Big money is going to "Twelve

O’clock High,” heading for a huge

session and a certain second week
at Fok Midwest first-run trio, the

Tower, Uptown and Fairway., Rest

of films currently are moderately

good* including "Love Happy” at

Missouri, "Black Hand” at Midland
and “Young Man With Horn” at

Paramount. "Francis” is sticking
around for third stanza in move-
over to Esquire and kicking up
nice capqrs there. Weather turned
off cold for weekend and was no
help to trade.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwe$t) (820; 45-

65)—“Francis” (11)" and "Blonde
Bandit” (Rep) (m.o.), Third down-
town week for mhle comedy. Looks
hefty $4,000, and possible hold-
over. Last week, "Jolson Sings
Again” (Col), first time at regular
scale, 8 days, $3,500.

Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 75-$1.20)
—"Hamlet” (U) (2d wk). Holding
up nicely at pleasant $2,500 and
likely will go a third. Last week,
$3,500.

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 45-65)—
"Black Hand’ (M-G) and "The
Palomino” (Col). Just topping av-
erage at $13,000. Last week, "Nan-
cy to Rio” (M-G) arid. "Border In-
cident” (M-G), $11,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)—
"Love Happy" (UA) arid "Killer
Shark” (Mono). Good $11,000. Last
week, “Chain Lightning” (WB) and
"Mule Train” (Col), $9,500.
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;

45-65)—"Man With Horn” (WB).
Nice $11,000. Last week, "Dear
Wife” (Par) $10,000.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100, 2*043, 700; 45-65)
—"12 O’Clock High” (20th). Smash
$23,000 and best money for this
trio in months. Holds. Last week,
"Francis” (U) (2d wk), great $15,-

000, over hopes.

W RICH $13,000 h

Cincinnati, March 21.

"Cinderella” is stepping out in
fantastic style to top town this
round. Two other new bills,

"Nancy Goes To Rio” and "Johnny
Holiday,” are in solid stride ana
helping to boost biz generally
above seasonal level.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75) —

“Cinderella” (RKO). Wham $21,-
000. Had benefit of city-wide Cin-
derella search, merchandise tieups,
co-ops ads and windows. Last week,
"Baby Makes Three” (Col) plus
Vaude onstage, all right $20,000 at
55-85c scale.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-
75)—"12 O’Clock High*’ (20th) (3d
wk). Good $7,000 trailing swell
$10,500 second round.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) —

44 To Rio” (M-G). Bright
$14,000. Last week, "Key To City”
(M-G) (3d wk), oke $6,000.

Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-
75)—"Capt. China” (Par). Favor-
able $7,000. Last week, "Blue
Grass Kentucky” (Mono), so-so
$5,500. ,

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
"Johnny Holiday” CUA). Sturdy
$12,000. Bolstered by 5-station ra-
dio campaign and press smears on
p.a. of "Ronnie” Alcorn, film’s pro-
ducer, native of nearby Hamilton,
O, Last week, "Paid in Full” (Par),
$9,000.

Shubert (Mid-States) (2,100; 55-
75)—"Here Come Co-Eds” (Indie)
and "Can’t Cheat Honest Man”
(Indie) (reissues). Fairish $4,500.
Last week, "Girl From Manhattan"
(UA), $3,500.

Baltimore, March 21.
No decided lift noted in the

downtown sector here this week.
Best current action is being rec-
orded by "Three Came Home,” at
the New, and "Nancy Goes to Rio,”
at Loew’s Century. Some interest
also in "Love Happy” at Keith’s
but nothing really big in any situa-
tion;

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3>OO0; 20-

60)—"Nancy Goes Rio” (M-G). Big
$13,000. Last Week, "East Side”
(M-G), $11,800.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-80)— "Cinderella” (RKO) plus
vaude (3d wk). Maintaining good
pace at $14,000 after . fine second
session at $17,700.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
60)—"Love Happy” (UA). Okay
$10,000 or Over. Last week, "Dear
Wife!’ (Par), $9,300 in 10 days.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-65)—
"Outside the Wall (U). Opening
tomorrow (Wed.) after second
week of "Dakota Lil” (20th)
drooped to $5,000.

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
"Three Came Home” (20th) (2nd
wk). Starts second round tomor-
row (Wed;) after doing very well
in opener at indicated $13,500.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
“Barricade” (WB). Not up to hopes
at $8,500. Last week, "Man With
Horn” (WB), slow $9,000 the final
count.

Town (Rappaport) (1*500; 35-65)
—"Sundowners” (EL). Opens to-
morrow (Wed.) after week of
"Guilty of Treason” (EL) did slow

take.

Detroit* March 21.

Biz has sloughed off again with
the Chrysler strike getting major
share of the blariie. Patronage is

nearly back to point it was near
the end of the coal strike. "East

Side, West Side" looks about live*

liest at the Adams. "Paid in Full"

shapes okay at : United .Artists.

"Eiffel Toweri” is only fair at Fox;
"Man With Horn” is slipping badly
iri second semester at Michigan.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 70-95) —

"Eiffel Tower” (RKO) and "Masked
Raiders" (RKO): Fair $22,000.
Last week, "Outlaw" (RKO) and
"Tattooed Stranger” (RKO), fine

$21,000 in second week.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—"Man With Horn” (WB)
and "Indian Scout” (Col) (2d wk).
Slipping $15,000.. Last week, lusty
$23,000.
Palms <UD) (2,900; 70-95) —

"Black Hand” (M-G). Okay $17,

r

000. Last week. "Buccaneers
Girl” (U) and "Tarnished'! (Rep),
$16*000.
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-95)

—“Paid in Full” (Par) and "Palo-
mino” (Coi). Good $16,000. Last
week* "Wing and Prayer” (20th)
and "Submarine Patrol” (20th) (re-

issues), $8,000.
Madison (UD) (1,800; 75-$1.20)—

"Samsbn arid Delilah" (Par) (9th

wk). Steady $8,000. Last, week,
$9,500.
Adams. (Balabari) (1,700; 70-95)—

"East Side” (M-G) and "Leave To
Henry” (Mono). Good $10,000. Last
week, "Red Shoes” (EL) (3d wk),
$7,000.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; VO-

95) — "Red Shoes” (EL) (m.o.).

Fourth week dowhtowri. Okal $8,-

000.! Last week, "G. I. Joe” (UA)
and "Stole Million”: (Indie) (reis-

sues), $6,000.

at

Hub; ‘Buccaneer’ $18,000,

in 5th

Boston, March 21.

Biz shapes a little more solid

this stanza after big letdown last

week, new product and St. Pat-
rick's Day helping. “Three Came
Home” at Paramount and Fenway
looks nice With "Buccaneer’s Girl”
at Boston and "Young Man With
a Horn” at Met okay. "Cinder-
ella” iri fifth • week at Memorial
still is solid and "All King’s Men”
at State and Orpheuiri still is nice
on holdover.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 50-95) —

"Foolish Heart” (RKO) (7th wk).
Down to $4,500 after neat $7,000
for sixth,
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill, Inc.)

(780; 40-95)—"Bicycle Thief” (In-

die) (5th wk). Still nice at $6,500
after fine $7,800 for fourth.

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85) —
"Buccaneer's Girl” (U) and "Sa-
rumba” (EL). Fair $18,000. Last
week, "Deadly Is Female” (UA)
and "Red Desert” (EL), $15,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85) —

"Three Came Home” (20th ) and
"Western Pacific Agent” (Indie),
Oke $6,500. Last week, "Dakota
Lil” (20th) and "Backfire” (WB),
$4,800.

Mayflower (ATC) (700; 35-85)—
"Four Days Leave” (FC) and "Cry
Murder” (FC). Fair $3,500. Last
week* "Guilty Bystander” (FC) aqd
"To Ends of Earth” (Col) (reis-

sue), $2,500.
Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)—

"Cinderella” (RKO) (5th wk). Neat
$16,000 after nice $19,000 for

fourth.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-

85)—"Man With Horn” (WB) and
"Tarnished” (Rep). Fair $18/000.

Last week* "Chain Lightning’
(WB) and "Blonde Dynamite"
(Mono), $14,000.
Orpheum (LoeW) (3,000; 40-85)

—“All King's Men” (Col) and
"Chinatown . Midnight” (Col) (2d

wk). Okay $20,000 after strong

.$26,000 opening. •

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85

—"Three Came Home”; (20th) and
"Western Pacific Agent” (indie)

Nifty $18,000. Last week, "Dakota
Lil” (20th) and "Backfire” (WB),.

$12,000. •

x

Pilgrim (ATC) (1*700; 35-85) --

"Four Days Leave” (FC) and Cry

Murder” (FC), Mild $6,000. Last

week, "Guilty Bystander” (FC) and

“To Ends of Earth” (Col) (reissue)*

same.
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-35).

"All King's Men" (Col) and .China-

town Midnight" (Col) “2d jjk •

Neat $11*000 after tasty $17,000 m
first.
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Chicago, March 21

.

With only two first-run features

showing in the Loop this week;

biz is spotty and off ; a bit in many

houses. ‘‘Young Man With Horn;”
' teamed with the Ink Spots onstage

at Chicago, should do nice $53,000,

"Black Hand," at State-Lakb, looks

moderate $17,OOd. .. .

Of the holdovers, ^‘Third Man

V

is surprising with upturn of busi-

ness in fifth week at Selwyri, Hose

to sock $12,000 from $10,000 week
before, with increase accredited to

excellent retail record sales of

zither music. “Cinderella” in

fourth week at Palace, is strong at

$16 ,000 .

“Key to City” shapes prime $10,-

000 in second frame at United Art-

ists. “Nancy Goes to Rio” and
Sugar Chile Robinson onstage at

Oriental for second week is hold-

ing to trim $33,000. “buccaneer’s
Girl.” in second frame at Grand,

is fair $8,000. “12 O’Clock High”
is holding well at lusty $20,000 in

third week at Woods.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-08)-^-

"Man with Horn” (WB) and. Ink
Spots topping stageshow. Fat $53;-

000. Last week, “Heiress” (Par)

and Billy DeWolfe onstage (2d wk),

$44,000. 7 •;

Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-98)—
“Blossoms in Dust” OVLG) and
"johnny Eager” (M-G) (reissues).

Slow $4,500. Last week, “Shadow
of Doubt” (U) and “Follow Boys*’

(U) (reissues), $4,000;

Grand (RKO) (1,500; 98)—“Buc-
caneer’s Girl” (U) (2d wk). Fair

$8,000. Last week, $12,000.

Oriental (Booth) (3,400; 50-98)—
“Nancy To Rio” (M-G) with Sugar
Chile Roblnsoh onstage (2d wk),

Looks trim $33,000. Last week,
$46,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 98)—“Cin-
derella*’ (RKO) (4th wk). Showing
strength at solid $16,000. Last
week, $23,000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—
“Willie Comes Home” (20th) and
“Blue Grass Kentucky” (Mono) (2d
wk). Modest $7,500. Last week,

$11 ,
000 .

, Selwyri (Shubert) (1,000; 98-$1.20)

—“Third Man” (SRO) (5th wk).
Remarkable $12,000. Last week,
$10,000; .

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)

—“Black Hand” (M-G). Looks fair

$17,000. Last week, “Battleground”
(M-G) (5th wk), $13,000. *

.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-
98)—“Key To City” (M-G) (2d wk).
Fat $10,000. Last week, $16,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 50-98)

—“12 O’clock High” (20th) (3d
wk). Smooth $20,000. Last week,
$28,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Bicycle

Thief”: (Indie ) (5th wk). Smart $4,-

500. Last week, $5,000.

‘Francis* Wow $18,500,

St. Loo; Tower’-Vaude

15G, ‘Horn’ Hefty 13G
St. Louis, March 21.

Hypoed by sock bally, “Francis”
is proving big noise here this week
despite another weekend of bad
Weather.

.
Playing at the St, Louis,

it is smash. “Black Hand” also
is being helped at Loew’s by fact
that a weekly quiz program origi-
nates from stage. “Eiffel Tower”
with vaude is good at the Fox.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; .

50-
75 )—^“Singing Guns” (Rep) and
“12 O’Clock High” (20th) (m.o.).
Oke $13,000. Last Week, “Pinky”
(20th) and “Mother Didn’t Tell
Me’’ (20th), $14,000.
Fox (F&M) t5,000; 50-75)—“Eif-

fel Tower” (RKO) and vaude. Good
$15,000. . Last week, “Singing
Guns” (Rep) and vaude, socko
$21 ,000 .

„ Loew’s (LoCw) (3,172; 50-75)—
“Black Hand” (M-G) and “Dalton
Gang” (Lip). Good $14,000.. Last
Week, “Nancy to Rio” (M-G) and
Alias the Champ” (Rep), $15,500.

r Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
* Man With Horn” (WB) and “Tat-
tooed. Stranger” (RKO). Fancy
$13,000. Last week, “Dear Wife’*
(Par) and “Great Rupert” (EL) (2d
wk), $9,ooo. ; :

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)—
Francis”

. (U) and “Blondie’s Hero”
(Col), Smash $18,500. Last week,
12 O’Clock High'* (20th) (2d wk),

$11 ,000 ,

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported
.
herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net, i.e.,

without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come,

' ;

'

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include; the U S. amusement
tax.

Louisville, March 21.

Town has only medium biz on
tap, best being done by “12 O’clock
High” at Rialto, single-billed.

“Malaya” ’

at Loew’s State is none
too strong, while “Backfire” v at

Mary Anderson is mild. Plenty of
excitement in downtown area over
weekend, with the High School
Basketball Tournament bringing

mob of high schoolers but not any
help to trade.

. Estimates for This Week ...

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
45-65)—“Backfire” (WB) Medium
$6,000. Last week, “Borderline”
(U), $6,500.

. Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
45-65)—“12 O’Clock High” (20th).
Strong $13,000. Last week, “Dear
Wife” (Par) and “Tarnished” (Rep),
nice $12,000 and m.o.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65) —
“Malaya*’ (M-G) and “Daring Ca-
ballero” (Col). Modest $9,000. Last
week, “Ambush” (M-G) and “Chal-
lenge Lassie” (M-G), neat $12,000.

Strand (FA) (1,200; 45-65)—“Red
Light” (Mono) and “Masked Raid-
ers” (Mono). Satisfactory $5,000.
Last week, “Bluegrass Kentucky”
(Mono) and “Bomba Panther Is-
land” (Mono), strong $6,000.

KitW Lofty 10G,

Triads’ $8,000 ia 2d
Pittsburgh, March 21.

Biz showing a slight pick-up gen-
erally with a break, in the weather
and economic conditions showing
some slight improvement all along
line, ‘‘East Side” is doing well at
Penn and “Dear Wife” has been
getting attention, too, at Stanley.
Holdovers of “Francis” at Fulton
and “Sundowners” at Barry are
fair enough, “Outside the Wall”
is showing some life at Harris.
“Man On Eiffel Tower” at Warner
also is good.

Estimates for This Week
Barry (Skirball) (1,100; 45-80)—

“Sundowners” (ED (2d wk). ' Fall-
ing off to around $4,500 should still

be profitable. Last week, neat
$7,000.

Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)—
“Francis” (U) (2d wk). Word-of-
mouth keeping mule comedy in the
black at $8,000.. Last week, fine

$12 ,000 .

Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; .45-80)-^-

“East Side” (M-G). Crix weren’t
very kind to this one, but marquee
is in its favor. Okay $15,000.
Goes to Ritz for another stanza.
Last week, ‘Malaya” (M-G),
$14:000.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)—
“Outside Wall” (U). Melodramas
ol’. this type go well here. Fine
$10,000 or near. Last week,
“Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th),

$8 ,000 .

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80)—
“Dear Wife” (Par). Fairly nice,

$13,500. Last week, “Man With
Horn” (WB) (2d Wk), $7,000 in 5
days
Warner (WB) (2,000; 45-80)—

“Eiffel Tower” (RKO >. Good cam-
paign producing results at $9,000.

Last week, “Samson and Delilah”

(Par) (3d wk), fine $20,000 in 9

days at upped scale.

Exhib Reelected
Durham, N. H., March 21.

Arthur P. Stewart, owner of the

Franklin theatre, has been reelect-

ed town clerk And tax collector* ,

‘Rio* Fancy $18,000 In

Cleve.; ‘Francis' 12G, 2d
Cleveland, March 2jl.

Lenten influence is producing
only middling trade at key houses
this

: week. “Nancy Goes To Rio”
is making best showing at Loew’s
State; Others are only okay to

light. Sturdiest holdover continues

to be “Francis” at Allen which is

better than some new entrants.

Estimates foir This Week
Allen (Warners) (3;000; 55-70)-^

“Frahcis” (U) (2d wk). Kicking Up
lusty $12,000 or close; Last week,
sock $15,000.

Esquire (Community) (705; 55-
70)—“Red Shoes” (EL) (4th Wk).
Nice; $6,500 following $7,500 last
lap.'./-;;-

Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
“Never Fear” (EL). Light $13,000.
Last week, “Man With Horn” (WB),
$16,000.

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-70) ~
“Tarzari and Slave Girl” (RKO).
Slow $10,000. Last week, “Outside
Wall” (U), Oke $12,500,

State (Loew.’s) (3,450; 55-70) —
“Nancy To Rio” (M-G). Strong
$18,000. Last week, “Malaya”
(M-G), $14,000.

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-70)
—“Malaya” (M-G), Oke $8,000.
Last week, “Stars in Crown”
(M-G), same.

Washington, March 21.

Two sock newcomers, plus a

brace of hefty holdovers, are lick-

ing the usual seasonal slump;

“Third Man,” at the Playhouse, is

crowding the house record
.
in a

smash first week. “Key . to City”

plus vaude, at Loew’s Capitol,

shapes big, though nowhere near
record-breaking. “Cinderella,” in

fourth week at RKO .Keith’s, and
“Red Shoes” in second week at

regular prices at Trans-Lux, show
solid staying power.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (2,434; 44-85)—

“Key to City” (M-G) plus vaude.
Solid $28,000. Last week, “Black
Hand” (M-G) plus vaude, better

than hoped for, $16,500.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)—

“Cinderella” (RKO) (4th wk). Still

holds to sock $14,000 for this stage

of run. Last week, big $17,000.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)

—

“Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20tli).

Opened Saturday, with mild week-
end biz shaping week’s take to fair

$15,000. Last week/ “Mrs. Mike"
(UA), so-so $14,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-85)

—“Third Man” (SRO). Terrific

opening, $12,000 or better, crowd-
ing house record of -$12,500 set by
initial stanza of “All King’s. Men”
(Col). Last week, “King's Men”
(17th wk), $4,500.
Warner (WB) (2/164; 44-74)—

“Dear Wife” (Par). Disappointing

$13,000 or less. Last week, “Man
With Horn” (WB), not up to hopes
with $14,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80)

—

“Red Shoes” (EL) (2d wk). Very
steady $9,000. Last week, $11,000.

‘KIDHXAS' RUGGED

13G. BUFF; ‘HAND’ 12G
Buffalo, March 21.

Biz is offish in most spots this

stanza With only two bright spots

among newcomers,' “Kid From
Texas" shapes good at Lafayette

while “Red Desert” is being
boosted to big total by Jack Gar-
son, Robert Alda, and Janet . Paige
onstage at Paramount,

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)—

“Black Hand”: (M-G), Okay $12,-

000. Last week, “Nancy To Rio-’

(M-G) and ‘‘Wolf Hunters" (Mono)

,

$14,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—

f

Despite six new bills and a slight

assist from $t. Patrick’s Day, Broad-
way! business generally

continues its offish trend. Lent
and general business conditions
still hurt most,

Pacing the hew pictures is “Fran-
cis,” with King Cole Trio, Larry
Storch, Ray McKinley band, at the
Paramount. ; Getting a strong open-
ing, the Universal comedy about a
“talking” Army mule of the past
war is pushing to sock $73,000 in
first week, biggest this year since
“Samson. & Delilah” year-end holi-
day session, Of * course, aside from
Bob Hope’s two all-time record
weeks just ended.

“Woman of Distinction” With
Stageshow is very disappointing
with mild $107,000 at the Music
Hall, “Without Pity,” Italian-made,
is doing sock $12,500 at bandbox
Rialto, to win a holdover.

“Under My Skin,” with nightclub
revue Onstage, shapes up at very
slow $50,000 at the Roxy, making
one Of the lightest opening sessions
at this big house in months. “Out-
side the Wall” is only fair $14,000
at Criterion but holds four extra
days. “Davy Crockett,” With vaude,
is leaving the Palace around recent
losing level at $16,000.

Both “Third Mari" and “Cinder-
ella” continue to battle the down-
beat, each being big on their ex-
tended runs. Former, on a. spurt
for two weeks running at the Vic-
toria, figures to wind up seventh
week at hoffo $27,000. The Disney
cartoon feature also is perking,
beating previous session, with
smash $35,200 in fourth round at
the MayfaiV.

Elsewhere, excepting most of
sure-seater houses, current busi-
ness is at' the lowest ebb this year.
Indicative of how dull trade has be-
come is the fact that both the Cap-
ital and Strand are bringing in new
bills this week after only two stan-
’zas at each house for current com-
bos.

’
'

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 60-$1.50)

—“Three Came Home” (20th) (5th

wk). Not holding so well at $15,000
in fourth round ended Monday (20)

after $18,500 last week. Stays on,
with new film due in for Easter.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-
$2.40)—“Red

.
Shoes” (EL) (74th

wk). Firming tip a bit with about
$8,500, sock, this round, after
$8,200 last week. Continues indef.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 55-$l.50)
—“Black Hand’,’ (M-G) with Art
Mooney orch, Pied Pipers, Harvey
Stone topping stage bill (2d-final

wk). Down to dull $36,000 after
mild $44,000 opening week. “Yel-
low Cab Man” (M-G), with George
Paxton orch and Artie Dann head-
ing stageshow1

, opens Saturday (25).

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
—“Outside Wall” (U) (2d wk-4

j

days). Started yesterday (Tues). •[

First week was fair $14,000. In
ahead, “Borderline” (U) (10 days),

$15,000. “Buccaneer’s Girl” (U)
opens Saturday (25).

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.20)—“Outlaw” (RKO) (5th wk). Reach-
ing $12,000, very good for stage of
run after $15,000 last week. Stays
oil, with “City Lights” (UA) (reis-

sue) opening April 7.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.20)
“Cinderella” (RKO) (5th wk). Con-
tinues very strong with $34,500
after $34,000 for fourth session.

Continues until April 9, when
“Guilty of Treason” (EL) is due in.

Disney opus could run well -past
Easter at present pace but goes to
subsequent-runs Easter Day.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.20)—
“Davy Crockett” (UA) and vaude.
Still dragging along at recent mild
pace with about $16,000 likely this
week. Last week, “Mr. Lucky”

j

(RKO) (reissue), with vaude, $16,-

200. . 'I

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55-$ 1.501

!

around, and likely ... won't better
mild $107,000. Holds/ with “Daugh-
ter of Rosie O’Grady” (WB) coming
in with Easter Show March 30.
Last week; “Stage Fright” (WB)
and stage show (3d Wk)/ $95,000.

Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98)—
“Without Pity" (Indie) (2d wk).
First week vended last night (Tues, )

hit sock $12,500. In ahead, “Mafia”
(Indie) (2d wk), $7,500..

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 907$1.80)'
---“Samson and Delilah” (Par) (13th
wk). Still okay at $13,000 after
$15,000 last week. “Comanche Ter-
ritory” • (U) due in next, around
April 7.

'

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$l.75)—
“Under My Skin" (20th) with China
Doll Revue onstage. Disappointing
at very slow $50,000, but holds one
Week. Last Week, “Mother Didn’t
Tell Me" , (20th) with Beatrice Kay*
Buck and Bubbles, Beatrice Kraft
and Dancers onstage (2d wk),' $38,-
000. House brings in its Easter
show with “Cheaper By Dozen”
(20th) on March 31.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$l.50)—
“Outriders” (M-G) (3d wk). Opens
today (Wed ). Initial holdover ses-
sion fell to $13,000 after mild $18,-
500 opener. “Nancy Goes to Rio”
(M-G) due in next as the Easter
picture.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 55-$2) —
“Perfect Strangers” (WB) and
George Shearing. Quintet,

, Tito
Guizar, others, onstage . (2d-final
wk). Down to dim $18,000 after
$26,000, very dull Opener. “Barri-
cade” (WB) with Count Basie orch,
Billie Holiday/ The Cliocolateers
opens Friday (24).

Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50>—
“Fallen Idol” (SRO) (19th wk).
The 18th session ended Monday
(20) held to $6,700. after $6,400 for
17th week. Stays on, with “Wins-
low Boy” (EL) penciled in to open
next;

Trans-Lux (60th St.) (453; 74-
$1.50)—“Tight Little Island” (U)
(13th wk). Twelfth round ended
last Saturday (lgi was $5,000 after
$5,500 for 11th , week.

Victoria (City inv.) (1,060; 95-
$1.50) — “Third Man” (SRO) (7th
wk). Picking up to around $27,-
000, socko, after remarkable spurt
-in sixth frame which sent this to
smash $25,500, about $2,000 ahead
of fifth week. Stays on indef.

Satchmo Lifts *Wife* To

“Red Desert” (Lip) plus Jack Car- “Francis” (U) and King
son, Robert Alda, Janet Paige on-

1

Trio, Larry Storch, Ray McKinley
!

stage. Big $13,500 in three days. > orch onstage (2d Wk). Starts today ;

Last Week; “Barricade” (WB) and
|
(Wed.). First week soared to big !

“Unmasked” (Rep), $16,000. . $73,000. In ahead, “Capt. China” j
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70) — • (Par) and Bob Hope, Jane Russell,

|

“Man With Horn” (WB) (2d wk). i Les Brown orch (2d wk), smashed/
Holding near $10,000. Last week,

|

house all-time high for second week

!

big $14,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—

"Kid From Texas” (U) and “Mary
Ryan, Detective” (Col). Good $13»-

000; Lakt week, “Father Is Bache-
lor” (Col) and “Palomino.” (Col>,

$10 ,000 .
.

Century (20th Cent) (3,000;

70) — “Singing Guns” (Rep) arid

“Tarnished” (Rep); Fair $9,000.

Last week, “Sundowners” (EL) and
“Port New York” (EL). $12,000.

here at $126,000 after beating 23-

year-old record on initial week with
$141,000.
Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$ 1.50)

,

—“Astonished Heart” (U) (6th wk).
Fifth round ended Monday (20) was

!

I $4,300 after $4,200 for fourth Week.
40- /Continues.

Radio City Music Hall .(Rockefel- -

lers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Woman of

;

Distinction” (Col) with stageshow.
j

Crix pushed this light comedy

.

‘Outlaw’ Terrif $18,000
Seattle, March 21.

Big blasts and. ads herald show-
ing of “The Outlaw” at Paramount,
with terrific session likely. Louis
Armstrong band is boosting “Dear
Wife” to smash total at Palomar.
“Francis” still is sock in second Or-
pheum session.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 59-

84)—“Outside the Wall” (U) and
“South of Santa Fe” (U). Good $4,-
000. Last week, “Chain Lightning”
(WB) and “Cry Murder” (FC) (3d
wk), $2,900. t

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 59-
84)—“Nevadan” (Col) and “Mark
Gorilla" (Col). Fast $10,000. Last
week, “Gun Crazy” (UA) and
“Fighting Stallion” (EL), $6,800.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,349;
59-84)—“Red Shoes” (EIA (2d wk).
Strong $8,000. Last week, bjig $9,-
600.

€

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)
-^“Nancy To Rio" (MrG) (2d wk)

8
Id's 60 minutes of shorts. Big $7,--

00. Last week, $9,600.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-84)
—“Guilty Bystander” (FC), Poor
$1,500 in 6 days. Last week, “In-
truder in Dust” (M-G), $2,600.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 59-

84)—“Malaya” (M-G) and 60 mins,
of shorts. Great $11,500. Last
week, “Key To City” (M-G) and
“Tarnished” (Rep) (2d wk), 8 days,

$8 ,000 .

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 59-
84)—“Francis” (Ul and “Story
Molly X" (U) (2d wk). Sock $11,-
000 after great $14,600 opener.
.Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 59*84)— 'Dear Wife" (Parr (2d run) with

Louis Armstrong orch onstage.
Smash $12,000. Last week, “Rose-
anna McCoy” (RKO) plus stage-
show topped by Sarah Vaughan; big
$9,500.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;

59-84)—“Outlaw” (RKQ).. Wow
$18,000. Last week, “Samson, and
Delilah” (Par) (2d wk), rousing $12,-
000 at $1 top.
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P.S. Please tell Dad that we’ve got a lot of fine

pictures for the fans, for instance:

"STARS IN MY CROWN”
Great Family Film!

"THE REFORMER AND THE REDHEAD”
'Fhe Comedy High of 1950!

"THE OUTRIDERS”
Technicolor Spectacle!

"THE YELLOW CAB MAN”
Red Skelton’s Riot on Wheels!

"BLACK HAND"
Sock Thriller!

"ANNIE GET YOUR GUN"
Soon! The Technicolor Giant!

THE ASPHALT JUNGLE"
Powerhouse!

"THE HAPPY YEARS”
Wild and Wonderful Days! (Tech.)

"DEVIL’S DOORWAY”
Action All the Way!

THREE LITTLE WORDS"
Technicolor Musical Wow!

"NANCY GOES TO RIO"
Technicolor Musical Joy !

"MYSTERY STREET"
Unique Detective Drama!

"PLEASE BELIEVE ME"
Romance and Fun!

"DUCHESS OF IDAHO”
Big Technicolor Musical!

THE BIG HANGOVER"
Romance of Today’s Youth!

"FATHER OF THE BRIDE"
Best Seller Now A Screen Gem!

"SUMMER STOCK”
Stars! Music! Technicolor!

"CRISIS’’
Tops in Thrills!

'THE SKIPPER SURPRISED HIS WIFE”
An AudienceRiot of Everyone’s Life!

"THE TOAST OF NEW ORLEANS”
Romantic Technicolor Musical!

"A LIFE OF HER OWN”
Star*bright Delight!

"THE MINIVER STORY”
At Last! The Sequel!

(Don’t Relax Uutil We Ax* The Movie Tax!)
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73
Directed by ANTHONY MANN

MA AND PA KETTl

00 TO TOIW//

Directed by CHARLES LAMONT

*s

.i.V-V.V.'.V.l \V.

Directed by GEORGE SHERMAN

ONE WAY SWEET
Directed by HUGO FREGONESE

DEPORTED
Directed by ROBERT SIODMAK
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ADD IE MURPHY • GALE STORM
UTHE HID FROM TEXAS"

Directed by KURT NEUMANN

MAUREEN 0
?

HARA - MACDONALD CAREY
*

•

"COMANCHE TERRITORY

"

Directed by GEORGE SHERMAN

SCOTT ORADY - MONA FREEMAN

ANDREA KING

i WAS A SHOPLIFTED
Directed by CHARLES LAMONT

RICHARD RASEHART • MARILYN MAXWELL

SICNE HASSO • DOROTHY HART

"OUTSIDE THE WAIL"
Directed by CRANE WILBUR

AUDIE MURPHY - WANDA HENDRIX

HURL IVES • DEAN IAGCER

"SIERRA"
Co/or&YmiZtUMtLMtli*

Directed by ALFRED E. GREEN
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parliament “will not debate the

30% quota order until a day be*

lore it must be officially . enacted.

Matter will be raised in the House
of Commons Thursday Week (30)

but will almost certainly be pre-

ceded by a discussion in the House
of Lords. Under terms of the

Filins Act approval of both Houses
must be obtained six months be*

fore the operative date for new
quota -Oct. 1.

The :
quota

:
.wilt provide the first

opportunity for a full dress film

debate in the ‘new Parliament and
opposing interests in the industry

are already briefing their support-
political observers : have no61*S'

doubt that the Wilson order will

be adopted and that only a very
small minority will be induced to

campaign in favor of retention of

the 40% , or even going back to

the 1948 level of 45%.

May Try to Cut Supporting Pix

While the Commons debate will

fqeus attention on the first fea-

ture. quota, exhibiting interests are

beginning to whip up a campaign
for slicing the quota on the sup-

porting 'program which has re-

mained Solid since 1948 at 25%.
Provincial theatre owners argue
there is little prospect of fulfill-

ment and the figure bears little

relations to product availability.

Denis C. Walls, a recent presi-

dent of Cinematograph Exhibitors'

Assn., Has initiated a: move to rer

diice the supporting quota to 15%
in his home territory of Manchest-
er. and support is forthcoming
from CEA branches ih other areas.

This campaign is too late to af-

fect the issue for current year,

but may bear fruit later.

Indie Producers Fight New Quota

Representations have been made
to. the Board of Trade by inde-

pendent producers on the conten-
tion that the 30% quota will nearly

put them out of business. The
first feature market will virtually

be closed to them, they claim, with
the, main hope of survival through
the limited, and not too profitable

second film field.

For the three main circuits, a

total of 45 British films is all that

is required to fulfill the 30% in

theatres playing a six-day program.
For the twice-a-weekers this total

will, in most cases, also prove ade-
quate:

Associated British Pictures Corp.
has a program for’ current year
of at least eight pictures, which
will be stepped up to 10 or 12 -in-

coming year. For their ABC cir-

cuit of more than 400 theatres
they have therefore, already con-
tracted for more than half their

quota, In addition, it will have
the British pix: being made by War-
ner Bros, and Metro as well as

having first options on Korda prod-
uct.

Rank Set on Product

For the two circuits in Rank
group, the necessary total of 30
pix is also more or less assured i

well in advance. In addition to
;

the limited amount of direct pro- 1

duction from the Organization* ac-

count must be taken of the in-

creasing co-production tie-ups with
Hollywood which Will emerge dur-
ing the year.

Indie producers realize there is
;

little* scope for playing time either

on the circuits or With the major .

independent theatres who. play
,

concurrently with the main groups.
j

One indie film maker, Arthur
j

Dent, chief of Adelphi Films, told
Variety that he has scrapped his

future program and is only carry-,

Washington, March 21.
While . U/ S, exhibitors have

pledged admission price cuts if the
Federal theatre tax is reduced, the
British industry is seeking a re-
duction in the admissions levy
Without any easing off of the ticket
price. British Film Producers'
Assn, and Cinematograph Exhibi-
tors’ Assn, are seeking a formula
to present their* government, on the
ground that they need/additional
revenue, according, to a report is-

sued today by Nathan- D. Golden,
chief of film branch of U. S, Dept,
of Commerce.
The Exhibitors want the admis-

sions tax lifted on all tickets up to

7 cents British (about 8 cents in

American money), with a 1-cent
British tax reduction on all higher
price admissions.

Irish Tour Guides on Air
Dublin, March 21;

Produced for the Irish. Tourist
Assn,, a series of Irish holiday
brochures in sound are to be aired
over Radio Eireann,' state-
controlled radio here, starting next
month. Programs have been disked
covering all regions of the coun-
try..;

Aim is primarily to reach Eng-
lish listeners and encourage them
to spend holidays in Ireland, prob?
able that disks will be offered sta-

tions in U. S. later.

In Deadlock

Manila, March 21.

;

Philippine Islands government
is considering clamping a 50% cut
on the import of American pix, ac-

cording to reports here. Action
would be taken to conserve dollar
remittances

.
since country is suf-

fering a currency crisis. Since
American films earn $4,000,000 an-
nually, the action would be a blow
to Yank distribs.

.

If the government makes the re-

ported move, it would be a reversal
of a recent ruling that American
pix be treated as a basic commod-
ity. At that time, PI government
fixed remittances on films at 72%
of the total in 1949,

On ‘Bad’ Pix Exports
Mexico City, March 14,

Increased censorship of pix is

wanted by Congress; A bloc,

headed by. Congressmen Matias
Rebollo, Marib - Romero Lopetegui
and Alfonso Reyes, is demanding
that the ministry of the interior
prevent the export of certain Mex-
ican pix. -

These .films, say the solons, do
great harm to Mexico and the Mex-
ican pic trade, because they “dis-

tort the realities of Mexico by being
tinged with interclass hatreds andj
guns and the firing thereof,'’

Champs Elysee Ballet

Set for Aussie Tour;

Sydney Preem in July

Sydney, March 14.

A, Ben Fuller, son of Sir: Benja-
min Fuller, currently in New York;
booked the Champs 'Elysee Ballet

for an Aussie tour. Company of

40 will be planed in for the stand.

Opening is slated for a house here
some time in July. Following its

local run, ballet will be routed
throughout Australia and New
Zealand.
Meanwhile, the Fullers present-

ly have two British comedian play-

ing this area. “‘Old Wild Oat” is

how in its 20th week at the Pal-

ace with Arthur Rigby in the top*} it

role, and “Is Your Honeymoon
Really Necessary” is chalking up a

1 run at the Princess, Melbourne.

Fuller Sails from N. Y.

A. Ben Fuller, who’s been away
from Sydney since Dec. 10, 1948,

on a talent hunt, is due to sail from

N Y. this week on the Queen Mary
for London after a three-week U.S.

stay. He leaves Britain April 20,

bound for Aussie.

March 21.

Strike in the national theatres,
now dark for three weeks and
with little prospect of reopening
soon, is calling attention to an in-

volved situation that needs read*
jiistment. The walkout, which
started at the Opera with the pit

orcli striking several months ago,
was promptly called off when Min-
ister Petsche promised a readjust-

ment of Conditions . When Petsche
was replaced by Minister Plehveri,

the latter disclaimed any respon-
sibility.

Nevertheless, the m li s i c i a n s’

strike is not official, arid, as gov-
ernment officials, they are drawing
their salaries as if

.
working as do

other staff members excepting
stagehands and electricans. Latter
two groups are officially striking

and darken the house. All others,

including talent contribute 10% of
their pay to support the strikers,

and consequently there is no rea-

son to reopen since they all get

90% of their salaries without
working. Walkout is said to have
been engineered by the Reds for

political motives.

But shuttering of the national
theatres has started a probe. Ad-
mission scale at the opera ($1.50

for operas and $2,50 for ballets) is

about a fourth what is -charged in
other countries. This explains the
subsidy given the theatres (Opera,
Opera Comique, Comedie Fran-
caise, Luxembourg, Chailot) be-
cause it enables those with mod-
erate means to see better enter-

tainment.

Subsidy of the Opera (about

$800,000 annually four years ago)

has been amended so that the gov*
ernment promises to make good
any losses. This has grown until

it now is about $2,000,000 yearly.

Georges Hirsch, manager, claims
if. he operates the Opera as re-

quired by. the unions it will total

about $3,000,000:

When Hirsch took the French
Opera Ballet on a tour of the U S.,

is claimed that the final gala

performance could not be done be-

cause Hirsch insisted he be paid

an additional amount. He runs
both the Opera and the Comique.

At the Francaise and Luxem-
bourg (former Odeon), the position

of manager Aime Touchard also is

difficult. The company has been
increased apparently far beyond
real needs, and now an attempt is

being made to break up into sepa-

rate units, releasing many actors.

Madrid, March 14:

Spanish studios are doing their

best to produce pictures with U S:

and other foreign film stars and di-

rectors in order to sell their pro-
ductions in Central and South
America. Also in an effort to make
headway in the American market.

Unofficially the Madrid Govern-
ment is helping this policy by giv-

ing foreign artists entry visas and
permits promptly to export part of
earned pesetas, This is a big
change from usual very slow pace
of bureaucracy here, possibly
showing, a strong desire on the
part of Franco regime to establish

the most friendly relations with
America. A spokesman for the
Foreign Office said a few days ago
that every foreign artist who
comes here becomes automatically
the best propagandist abroad of

present day Spain.

Among the U. S. players ex-
pected here soon are Ava Gardner
and James Mason. They will star

in “The Flying Dutchman.” It will

be shot on the picturesque Cata-
lunia coast. . Hungarian director
Ladislao Vajda is also inked to di-

rect a pic in April.

Antonio Vilar gave a big party
at his Madrid house to announce
formation of the new Iberia Films,
organized: with Portuguese produ-
cer Artur Duarte and sorrie Span-
ish capitalists. Pix will be made in

Spain in Spanish and Portuguese,
using artists of the two countries.

Intercontinental Films is pre-

paring a big musical biopie about
famous singer Malibran. Royira
Beleta will direct and the title role

will go to soprano Maria de Los
Angeles Morales, who recently
scored in Paris after a European
tour.

Cifesa toppers are trying to get

the loan of some Mexican stars

for their productions in. exchange
for their own leading players.

Starlet Aurora Bautista has been
offered 2,400,000, pesetas (about

$70,000) for two pix to be made in

'Mexico City under director Juan

t
, An Army regulation which, limits

film distribution in Japan* to one
importer from each producing
country will be lifted within very
short time, according to Charles
Mayer, Motion Picture Export
Assn, of America managing direc-

tor in Japan. Prospective change
in the original ukase would enable
any outfit , to secure a license to

import pix.

Pointing' but that the MPBA’s .

Japanese setup exists solely* be-
cause of the occupation authori-

ties’ original directive, M.a y e r
said he would like to see others
come in because their entry would
offset claims of monopoly against
MPEA. Although MPEA is acquir-

ing a substantial amount ,• of yen
through its Nippon operations, he
noted, there is no indication when
there will be free convertibility
of earnings. However, member
companies are receiving $1,600,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30
this year. Under an arrangement
approved by Gen. MacArthur.
Reviewing MPEA’s operations in.

Japan Since entering there in 1946,
Mayer declared, that audience-im-
pact of American pictures upon
the Nipponese has improved, tre-

mendously after the organization
hit upon employing Jap lecturers
to tour schools, colleges and fac-
tories. For several years these
speakers have been explaining the
cultural, artistic arid entertainment
aspects of Yank films: Their talks/
he said, are invaluable since with
superimposed titles, there was al-

ways the chance that the filmgoer
would miss/the meaning:
Based upon results to date,

Mayer is convinced that U. S. 'films

are an ideal means of spreading
democracy among the Japanese.
One of the prime supporters of
Yank product, he revealed; is the
American Movie Cultural Assn,
which was formed by : some

:
30

prominent Japanese including ed-
ucators, scientists, legislators and
publishers. With a current mem-
bership in excess of 10,000, this

group interprets American pic-

tures through the medium of.

roundtable forums, special publi-
cations and radio broadcasts.
Mayer returned to Japan yester-

day (Tuesday) via plane after sev-
eral weeks in N. Y, for homeoffice
confabs.

Revue a Hit in London;

‘Latin Quarter’ Also Big
London. Match 20.

The Crazy Gang, whose last show
drew packed houses for more than
two years, is back at Victoria

Palace for as long as it cares to

stay: “Knights Of Madness,” which
opened there last Thursday (16),

received a great ovation, and unan-
imous press praisev

. Bud Flanagan. Nervo and Knox,
and Naughton and Gold are as ir-

repressible and boisterous as ever.

A great hit was registered by Pat
Hill and Lenny Delma with their

singing puppets, and femme angle

is nicely handled
.
by Grace -Draper,

and Linda Lee. Show is lavishly

Into

set because Cifesa, which has Bau-
tista under a six-year contract.

Name of Jean Louis Barrault has
|

will release her only if she can get

been mentioned as possible man-
|
a Mexican femme star to work in

ager for the Luxembourg, if and i Madrid studios,

when it branches out of the Fran-
'

caise.

XUvAIVv V/ VJ wvw* V

Bustillo Oro. Deal is not definitely
!

sta

/
c^w edition of (he ..Latin

Quarter," which had a West End
run of about 10 months last year,

bowed at the Casino. Saturday.

. .
Growing belief here is-. that the

Mexico City, March 14.
' French subsidized theatres re a

Grand opera artists and chorus on the French economy, with ’

• •IK *’ava induced the National Actors
j
g

ag
KSrpto Wing for paW

m-odurtinr,
P»«ures actual 15 m

|
Umon to take them m as members,

Qf the ratllcl. a
H
ppal.ent waste .

so a S' to
. .

on

production. v i^r nf thpir
-""..The-, situation has been made !

"r0feGt ^Heir intereSts.
1 Irma Gon

more acute by the attitude of many J* Mexican diva was
exhibs who would automatically !' Mg™* the uniS

a^ritish ‘which™*

fear tW^migM ^ead^the Board
1 ^P101^ limited opportunity in

j

(18). Produced by Tom Arnold and

I

Emile Littler, current edition,

,
“Latin Quarter 1960,” should dupli-

: cate : the successful business done

j

by iast year’s show. Lavish, it

! fa 1 Is short in comedy division.

Staged ’by Robert Nesbitt, it fea-

tures Vic Oliver, Les Compaghons
De La Chanson. Sylvie St, Clair,

Clark Bros.,* Walton & O’Rourke,

grand opera in Mexico for native

K-D Sues Eastman In

France for $30,000,000
Paris. March 21.

acting

Vienna, March 14.

Viennese supreme court will de-

cide whether Austro Mechana. the Lela Moore, Kermond Bros.. Les

mechanical rights branch of AKM, ^ ll5^as .

an.^ Dynamite Jeffei son,

performing rights
^

••

i

0 . ..

,.Ar» Attorney Paul-Francois, cu-tnig

;
talent. .^?relf

®

’ p
for the French color process Keller

^ii 4 v«a miAir mine nun niiv - _ , . , • ,

.

has introduced in the

might
of Trade to increase the present

... v ,
i

1

imhm
,

*will fix (Dorian Co:; has introduc

for tnc oprva local either the 60^ Fi ench cow t .suit asking overw
1 Mexican domination it has for

London/ March 14. ' theatres or the 50% it has for pix.

N«t profits of the Theatre Royal, ! Miss Gonzalez cited as a case oi

New British Indie Distrib

Theatre Royal Net Off 50G

the Austrian

sdeiety, is entitled to collect coin

from the Austrian broadcasting

system, Ravag, when it platters London. March 14.

tunes for public performance on “ Ralph Bromhead, who recently

000,000 damages from the Ameri- the air. AM demands a fee, even/ resigned from board of Eagle Lion,

can Eastman Kodak Co. French
1

if records aren’t alired, claiming - and Eric Fredman, who re-

company alleges that, \vhereas the j dishing is a reproduction under the - linquished his directorship with

American company was to exploit : copyright law.

Indicative of AM's reason forDrury Lane, where “Oklahoma!” is foreigners excluding Mexicans^m
, the p£ltents of the French company,

now in its third year, declined over
|

grand opera in this land tne ®
i li. . m drlrnt tn

$50,000 during the past year. Final
result of $57,000 compares with , , . . .... ;

$108,000 in 1948. I Italian soprano, an inking that i

Divident is being maintained at
|

totally bars Oralia. Dominguez, top

«28-°
t

00 -

1

as T Hie
era

new ! iourts against Eastman Kodak and in favor of AM was already 1

fo, detored
be
renal?s

mt°
season:

' Technicolor for similar reasons. ed down in a lesser court.

kept them, from the market to bringing sdit was a paragraph in .independent
*”g

nf limionatr he
; Plug *he Technicolor process. AUtxMen/.eitung, official AKM pub- # overseas& sSno^ an thM Already the U. S. Keller-Dorian lication, which; noted thM Ravag Pa"y will be

Italian soPl^no/ ^ 1

sU bsid, Colorfiim Keller-Dorian. ! could sell and lend Such platters ,
Fredman p

,
lmperadio Pictures,, joined forces

j

in forming a sales organization for

in has a

Already
Keller-Dorian, I could sell and lend

suit pending in American ’ without AM control.

platters

decision
hand-

independent producers in Britain
Name of new corn-

announced shortly.

Fredman plans to negotiate sales

contracts for recent Herbert Wil-
cox productions which he is con-
tinuing to.handle.

.
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Chicago, Most that can be s*id is

that there seemed to he slightly,

more strength in the non-tele ter-

ritories.
‘

Slightly Better Here
Latter include Denver, where

. . rentals were up 32% for the year

Large-screen television in the- \
delivering am equivalent product against the 15% national average;

the creation of exclusive I

direct to the fireside for free, Des Moines, up 19.9%; Omaha, up
atres and the creation ot exciu

“gy the Simple process of buying 27 2%* Portland, <

shows to fill those screens is seen I

a Ty Set (through convenient iri-

foy Spyros Skouras as the answer
j stallment payments) the picture

to the present threat to the film in-
[
patron acquires a franchise to rC-

j * u rr'ir *>ntH Fhv i
ceive motvon pictures free of

dustry by TV. The 2Qth-Fox
! ârge and for rest 0f his life.

prexy’s ideas are among several
j

uj
• s aimost axiomatic that when

Ore., up 18.3%

hundred received since Variety s

editorial of March 1 ,
“Nothing to

Fear But Fear,” deploring some
present industry attitudes toward

the hew medium.
Deepening concern among film-

ites Over the invasion; of TV is

pointed up by the unusuat number
of Opinions the editorial has
brought. A large number of them
take the theme-^with a good many
variations^that a return to old-

fashioned salesmanship (by
^
both

distrib to exhib end by exhib to

the public) will provide at least

part of the picture Industry’s an-

swer to tele.

There is a large measure of.

agreement in the letters; With - the
editorial’s stance that TV must be

viewed in the same vein as radios
as ; another source of competition
(like night baseball or roller rinks)

for the amusement dollar. This
point, however, also brought the

sharpest dissents:

Numerous readers
;
denied, the

analogy of TV to other sources of

:competition so far as films are con-

cerned. Morris Helprin, U. S. rep
for Sir Alexander Korda, declared:

“The difference is that TV is films,

Except that instead of being pre-

sented in theatres, these are

presented right in your own home.
Television is precisely the same
visual medium as theatres offers
this isn’t night baseball or radio or

some other entirely different form
of competition.”
The Helprin school finds further

support from David E. Milgram,
Philly circuit operator; He opines:

“Seeing a picture at home can in

many ways replace the same visual
entertainment the public gets at

the movies. It’S going to hurt a lot

more than - radio did at the first

Crack:”'.

Milgram, incidentally, also suc-

cinctly voices the fear which most
exhibs, who have written, intimate.

That is, whether indie producers
Will turn to television With their

prdductr’as a new source of rev-

eriue.' From the Hollywood replies
Reappears that * Milgram has a

ah industry sets out to give away
what another industry is selling for

an average price of 46c each; it

doesn’t take an Einstein to figure

out which one will emerge on top,

y
u
l was in a good position to

watch what radio did to the talking

machine business. When the first

Red Seal Victor Artist (Sofie Bras-

lau) ‘ condescended
,
to broadcast

over the radio, the directors of the

Victor Talking Machine Go. had^to
scurry around and borrow sets

from -the neighbor's in order to

hear her.
“If the industry will face the: un-

palatable fact that television is the

miracle, that is fast installing; ‘pic-

ture projectors’ in the homes, and
furnishing their former patrons
with free motion pictures in great
variety to suit most

,
tastes, and it

i will continue to furnish this mate-
rial for the rest of their lives,

"

i
“And this process is aided and

I abetted by a dozen of the finest

laboratories, staffed by hundreds of

technicians and hy thousands of

advertising and merchandising meii
coupled with an endless list of na-

tional and local sponsors, working
to give away as *a free premium

arid Oklahoma City, which at

12.9% was the only non-tele area

that showed less increase than the

overall average.
Milwaukee, which has TV. was

Up 29%, however, and.' Dallas was
up 28%. New York, Chicago*

Washington a,nd Atlanta were other

cities that exceeded the national

average, Los Angeles was right

at the 15%- marker, while cities

that Were below that included A1

bariy, 'St.- Louis, Indianapolis, Kan
sas City and Sari Francisco.

Film rental .figures: were used

in this study rather than boxoffice

returns, since there is no
.

single

circuit. With houses in every ex

change area.,

All of the five distribs making
surveys of TV’s effects were reti-

cent on giving information, claim-

ing they did not have broad enough
studies to shed any real light. It

has been' learned, however, that

Warner Bros.’ Results showed, -k

drop, of 3% to 4% directly attrib-

utable to tele at the. moment: Para-
mount had previously disclosed re-

search indicating individual fami-

lies with video ' sets go to theatres

20% to 30% less often than before.

... In theory the Warner figures

should gradually creep up and
meet those of 20th as more and
more families buy receivers, - Set
sales are Said now to he running

cities. It pays off—not only in

helping to sell our product* but in

learning first hand what our cus*

tomers want us to give them.
We aren’t theorizing— we’re

speaking from experience when
we say that if you really hustle for

a buck you can 'still get It. Call

it work If you want—-but it’s fun

too if you really love showbusiness.

Ex-Loew’s Manager
Edward Melnikfcr, former man-

ager of theatres for LOew’s:

I think an answer to the *ail1

ment” of the moment; which we
will call, coining a phrase, “Re-

ceipts Decreasitis,” is the great

lack: of merchandising in the field.

Not merchandising at the national

level, but merchandising kt the

local level. I don ?t mean the pe-

riodical visits of the “flacks’;’ and
“pub-ad men;” who work out of the

branch or home 'office, but, rather,

t^e “go after ’em” job that should
be done' by the man running the
theatre in his community, of which
he should be part arid parcel,

The ideal man should know his

community* the resources most
commonly used for his advertising

and exploitation purposes—-but lie

must also know* his “merchandise,”
Many managers, with the. possible

exception of those operating thea-

tres in exchange centers, never see

a picture before the playdate. Pro-
ducers and distributors spend a lot

of money on press hooks with
pretty synopses and star biogra-
phies. They "are fine, but not the
answer;; 1

'

How many managers of theatres

what the motion picture industry between 75,000 and 100,000 a week.
• . . - _ ' T4- Unn * ftl mA KAAM ' 1 AO o/i • tn (it

It has also been learned that

Par in its survey was able to get a

correlation of Broadway biz last

year, arid the Milton Berle tele

show on. Tuesday-nights. Boxoffices
were hit at all the theatres with
stageshows similar in style to the

Berle entertainment.

has been making and selling

they wiH, perhaps, come to realize

the position they are in and set out
to do something constructive to

meet the challenge.
“As it is, divorcement, clear-

ances, devaluation and quotas seem
to occupy their attention. Where-
as, if they go on neglecting the
major matter of TV usurpation,
they Won’t have much need to

worry about the former,”

Spyros Skouras’ Stance
Excerpts from some other typical

letters follow:
Spyros P. Skouras, president of

20th Century-Fox:
It might be well for all of us to

remember how the automobile in-

dustry met the challenge of radio, Affi } found we got the money to

which for a time almost “kayoed” Bft those C.O.Ds.
.

.

.

it. The automobile manufacturers The writer has no fear, and

eventually installed radios in their When his thinking becomes as old

today take the time to dissect, their

attractions? I don’t mean be critics,

because the majority are not quali-

fied to criticize the product. Do
managers sit down and ask them-
selves, “What’ is the best selling

angle for this picture?” There are
many ingredients that go into the
making of a picture. The star

value, the story value, the author
value, the title value arid; even the
director value. In many pictures

One of these values can be found
arid in some a combination of these

values are present.

when I was a state-righter; they oc-

casionally used to ship the film to

me C.O.D. I used to have a. funny
feeling, call it fear or anything
else, everytime I saw an American
Express truck. But I overcame it

very easily. All I had to do was go
out and work like a sdn-of-a-gun,

Sell enough film, ship enough film

Major distribs are piling Up V
string of

,

straight wins ini' courts

throughput the country in answer

to a stream of legal attacks;on per-

centage-chiselling actions levelled

by exhibs. During the past couple

of Weeks,, Federal courts in Iowa,

Utah, - Louisiana, Kentucky and In-

diana havp ruled against exhibs at-

tempting to knock over percentage

actions for lack of jurisdiction arid

other grounds.

In Iowa, latest ruling denied
three motions by R. M: Bernau to
dismiss four suits for lack of j u-
risdictioh; to strike out parts of the
complaints; arid compel Warners;
Universal, RKO

,
and, Metro to

make their; suits riiore>deflnite arid

certain. Federal district court in

Salt Lake; City has granted an audit
in six actions against Samuel L.

Gillette and Associated Amuse-
ment Co.

Utah court also denied plea to
dismiss the suits for failure of ju-

.

risdiction. Distribs suing are Metro,
Warners, United ‘Artists , Universa l,

Columbia arid RKO. Defendants
operate three houses in U tali as

well as five Coast drive-ins.

Louisiana court has beaten down
an attack of H. Paternostro against
actions Of Metro and Universal.
Recently, Kentucky bench ruled
against a dismissal motion of Price
Coomer in suits, of Columbia. UA
and U. Plea of Mailers circuit in

Indiana for a separate trial of coun-
terclaims was also denied by Judge
Swygert.

genuine source of fear—most pro-

duction people indicate their belief

that it will only be a matter of

time before they’ll be making TV
product. ^ ;

Heightens Pix-Miridedness?
On the optimistic side is W. K.

Hedwig, operator of Nu-Art, an in-

die film exchange in New York. He
sees TV, making people picture-

conscious and increasing the mar-
ket.

Similarly to the views expressed
in most: of the letters received by
Variety in the past few. weeks, at-

titude of most industryites at 20th-

Fox’s recent: showmanship conclave
In Chicago (where the “What-shall-
We-do-about-TV?” them e domi-
nated) was that tele must be ac-

cepted like radio as another gadget.
Like Helprin and Milgram, how-
ever, those who disagree with that
thinking are strong in their
opinions,

,

A New ‘Opposition*
Russell R. Kelley, of New York,

makes the case as follows:

“I think it would help in soundly
appraising the impact of TV if the

film industry would look, upon TV
not as just an added gadget to the

;

existent radio setup* but as an
‘electronic transmission of motion
pictures’ into the home.

“In short, it is a new method of

‘broadcasting’ motion pictures . ..

a method that is owned and oper-
ated by another industry, abetted
by an ‘Alice-in-Wonderland’ finan-
cial setup in the form of well-
heeled sponsors, all dedicated to

one central purpose:
.
How to de-

liver as many hours of ‘motion pic-

ture entertainment’ as possible
each day, free Of charge,

“In other words, another indus-
try has virtually destroyed the mo-
nopoly-use of motion pictures as
the basis of mechanized show busi-
ness, and has erected a miracle
setup that has ; completely short-
circuted the established producer-
exh i hitor cha nnei of distribu tion by,

cars and increased their sales! The
quicker we heed this analogy the
better it will be for all of us, and
I firmly believe that we should
install large screen television in

the theatres—with shows that will

be televised exclusively for the the-

atres—and give the public the high-
entertainment it demands

as yesterday’s newspaper he Will

give the younger fellows a chance.
He. does not believe they have
nearly as much fear as some of the
older ones.

In the past four years, in nearly
all of my public utterances on the
industry, I have stressed this, but
no one paid much attention or gave
it serious thought. Now, there is a
growing need for us to create the
type of entertainment that is being
demanded^ by the American public
and other audiences everywhere.
Today

j
good pictures won’t do busi-

ness—the have to be GREAT.
Therefore, to stimulate greater

public attendance at our theatres,

I believe we should provide added
entertainment through television—-

|
the new medium of coriimunicatiori

' that offers limitless facilities and
possibilities that we should make
full use of.

The Iridie Exhib

David E. Milgram, president of
the Milgram circuit, in Philadel-
phia:

'

I think you are off the beam on
comparison of TV to radio in its

days of infancy. True, radio hurt
us for a While, but not near as
much as TV. The reason, simply
is that seeing a picture at {giome

can in many ways replace the same
visual, entertainment .the public
gets at the movies. It’s going to

hurt a lot more than the radio did
at first crack.
The exhibitor’s main worry is:

Will independent producers (with
no theatre holding interests) turn
to television for new channels of
revenue? '

.

•

Go Out and Sell

Max E. Youngstein
,

publicity-

advertising director of Paramount:
I have been making a spot check

with some of the circuits, particu-

larly with reference to smaller sit-

uations which normally do not re-

ceive co-op advertising. In every
case where the exhibitor has put
on a special campaign and taken
special effort, the picture has done
better, and in many cases far beK
ter, than in the situations where
they just go through the motions
and depend on the picture alone
to pull people in.

I realize how trite .this must
sound to you, but the fact of the
matter is, neither the exhibitor nor
the distributor is doing as much
as he could to bring in the dollars.

Sees TV Benefits
W. K. Hedwig, Nu-Art Films

N. Y.:

T am of the firm belief that tele-

vision will in the long run benefit
all phases of the film industry.
Many of my friends have television
sets, and reaction is all ready set-
ting in. People will riot only go
out to see pictures in theatres, but
they will also continue to show pic-

tures in their homes with their Own
projectors. On the other hand,
many^ people who were not picture-
conscious are becoming so because
Of television. In short, Americans
always did and will select their own
entertainment. They : will never
live by a pattern.

Big-Screen TV
Continued from page 4

to capture the auto ticket-buyers’

dollar while fending off possible

competitors froiri building ozoners

on, these sites.

Waiting for Big Payoff
Exhibs still regard large-screen

TV as being in its experimental,

stage' without an immediate pros-

pect of paying its own way. For
that reason,: chain operators say,

it is considered bad business judg-

ment to dig deep for the necessary

coin. Average cost of equipment
runs in the neighborhood of

$25,000 per set.

When and if there is an assur-

ance of a steady supply of tele

programs on an exclusive basis for

flickeries, number of exhibs say

they will jump On the gravy train.

Without that assurance, equipment
Will only be a headache to keep
in shape while those notes .come

along monthly as an added burden;

Exhibs are still convinced tliat

there is no need to rush for TV ap-

pabatus. If it ptoves itself, there

will be time enough. Besides* they

say, the cost will more likely drop

than the reverse.

Reissues
Continued from page 3

VIDEO WILL BOOM B.O.

A Film Sales Manager
Abe Montague, genera sales-

mianager for Columbia Pictures:
Television, of course, whether

we want to acknowledge it or not,

is in its infancy. And from where
I sit it looks to me as if it cOuld be
quite a competitor, I don’t see
anything to be afraid of; I don’t
think there is any fear of our going
out of business. It may be the very
thing we need to stimulate* us so
that we won’t forget that we are
salesmen selling pictures to the
public. And l am one of those fel-

lows who believes; there is quite a
public for each picture made if you
ace willing to go out and find that
particular public for the particular
picture arid not sit in your office
waiting forr^hat we call the “nat-
ural” that will pack the theatres,
be it yesterday, today or tomor-
row, without any effort on our part.

I remember in the old > days,

Those 2 Bouncing Bills

William Pine and William
Thomas, independent .producers for
Paramount release:

We all know that too many peo-
le in this business have been

spending too much time- at the cry-
ing wall. If theyTl read arid digest
the Variety editorial,

; “Nothing to
Fear But Fear” they’ll adjust
their thinking, quit crying and get
back to ballyhooing.
Tn our humble opinion, too many

men who make pictures figure their
jobs end when the pictures have
been previewed and shipped. We
don’t agree. Certainly the inde-
pendent producer, has no right to
figure that way. >

Last year we hit the road ahead
of our pictures and personally beat
the drum. We Visited 47 cities and
did everything from addressing
gatherings of 50 to TOO theatre
owners and managers to visiting

department stores for window tie-

qps.

SO far this year we’ve made 16

.

Hollywood, March 21. :

Video will be the biggest boon
to the film industry since the ad^
vent of sound, Harry Brandt, New
York circuit operator, opined here
this week. He predicted a wedding
of films and TV via large-screen
reception in theatres.

In the meantime, Brandt admit-
ted, the new medium constitutes

ffhe worst opposition to niovie the-
atres in history.” He 'added, how-
ever, that he felt it would soon lose
its novelty and constitute no great-
er threat, than any other form of
entertainment.

’

“When television is able to pre*
sent programs good enough to
serve as added attractions in the
theatre, we’ll have the greatest
boom we’ve ever seen,” he said. He
asserted, he foresees the day When
every theatre will have TV

.
Wave-

lengths on which news arid sports
events will be piped iri as a cost-

free addition to the film program.

individual territories; rather

than nationally, with Gehring

querying the 20th division man-
agers in the field to ascertain what

pix would go best in each separate

market. Company still turns out

an average of four reissue pack-

ages a year in each; territory, but

few, if any, of them are iriade avail-

able throughout the country:
. The Palace on Broadway .testt'd

the drawing power of a reissue last

week, When it booked in RKO's
“Mr. Lucky” With its regular vaude

bill. Warners is now revivirig two

Errol Flynn Oldies, “Virginia City

and “Dodge City,” but the latter,

released originally in TechnicolO 1'?

will play its repeat dates in black-

and-white.
Also coming up a re Parariiou nl s

“One Hour With You” arid ‘-Love

Me Tonight,” both starring Jean-

ette MacDonald and Maul ice Che-

valier. Universal, through Real art.

is reviving “Ladies Courageous

and “We’ve Never Been Licked..

Title on the former has been

switched to “Fury in the Sky

.

while the latter has been re-

tagged “Fighting Commandos,
In addition, .United Artists ts

issuing several Chari* p. L? »»

oldies, starting with “City Lights.
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Complicates ‘B’

‘ New hassle over payments on the,

British “B” pool has chopped up in

London between the Motion Pic-

ture , Assn, of America and the
British government with ho solu-

tion of the tiff in sight. Argument
stems from the devaluation of the
pound by the British late last year.

Ihvolved is a payment of $400,000
to the.-American distribs which has
been authorized by the British but
is being held up pending -settle-

ment of the dispute,

Remittance . Of the $400,000 was
ordered by the Bank of England
before devaluation was fixed on
the pound by the British governs

j

ment. Between that authorization
and the date set for payment; the
devaluation ukase was imposed.
American companies now claim
that the old rate Of $4 to the
pound should apply to the $400,000
while the British are insisting on
the current $2.80 basis.

If the British win out, 142,867
pounds would be used up in mak-
ing the remittance against the 100,-

000 pounds under the old rate.
Amount of dollars is not affected
by the tiff since the $400,000 total
stands either way.

Fayette Alport, MPAA London
fep, is fronting for the companies
in the dispute, It is expected,
however, that the battle will con-
tinue until Eric Johnston, MPAA
prez, and Ellis Arnall, head of the
Society of Independent Motion Pic-
ture Producers, come to Britain to
discuss a new Anglo-U. S. film
pact. Duo will also take up the
question of the payment.
“B” pool is created by the earn-

ings of British pix in the U. S.-

Under the current^film accord,
amount of these revenues are
added to the $17,000,000 which the
British permit to be remitted an-
nually, Several previous “B” pool
payments have been made.

No Duffer
As a golf addict, J. Arthur

Rank is taking the challenge

of American courses literally.

Because the British filmmaker
was told that the Pine Valley,

N. J v, layout is particularly

tough, he is making a special

trip to that nearrPhiladelphia
course this week along
with Nate Blumberg; Univer-
sal’s prez, and Daniel M.
Sheaffer and Robert Lea, U
board members. Blumberg is

in danger of being drafted as

caddy, sipce he plays*no golf;

;

Rank also has a da*fe to meet
Elmer C. Rhoden and Frank .

H: (Rick) Ricketson, Jr., Na-
tional Theatres biggies, in
Kansas City while eri route to

:

the Coast. He played golf with
them in England, and is * ac-

cepting a return bout in KC.
Ricketsen is coming in from
Denver to match' Swings with
Rank.

Anglo-U.S. Pact
Universal charts the mounting pressure ot exhib anti-trust actions in

a detailed statement of^their growth filed this week with the Securities

& Exchanges Commission, Total of 44 triple-damage trust actions were
filed against U during the single fiscal year of 1949, report states. At
the close of the year (Oct 29, 1949), there were 82 suits pending against
the company, U discloses, compared to 52 actions in existence when
the 12-month stretch started.

While U’s report indicates the hypoed pace in volume of trust ac-

tions, same totals' wbuld not apply to the other majors. ‘Big’ five com-
panies, for instance, are named with even greater frequency. Para-
mount recently disclosed 94 actions pending against it as of the end of
1949, In most Instances, suits name all or the greater number of
major distribs.

.

Impact of the actions on the pocketbooks of the majors have not
been too great as yet, U’s report indicates. On this score, company
said: “It is the belief based upon the experience of Universal and its

Subsidiaries in similar suits during previous years, that ultimate liability

of Universal by reason of such suits will not be substantial as com-

Continued front page 5^
tained in terms of >the last $3,-

750,000,000 loan to Britain and an-

other is in Economic Cooperation

Administration regulations.

75% Duty Dodge '
;

British got around Such restric-

tions in 1947, of course, when they

instituted the 75% ad valorem
duty. That was a customs: charge
and not a tax or currency block,

officially. Similar move now
woul$ be cause for considerable

governmental pressure and loud
squawks by American firms.

.

* The ad valorem duty brought ^n
a boycott. of . Britain hy U.S. dis^ 'pared with total resources of Univei-sal,' but the company makes no
tribs-—which; is the one thing no representation as to amount which may be ultimately decreed, as dam-

ages in Connection with such suits."

During the 12 months of fiscal ’4$, 14 suits were completely disposed
of in one form or another, U said. Seven of these by judgments or
stipulations of dismissal either before, during or after trial. Eight
others were: settled.

Harlem’s Apollo Again

Outbids RKO on Picture
Leo Brecher and Frank Schiff-

man have taken another nip at the
RKO circuit in New York by walk-
ing off with a bid for Warner Bros.’
“Chain Lightning’’ for their Apollo
theatre in Harlem, They grabbed
the pic from the competing RKO
A4hambra in what is believed to
be the only active bidding situa-
tion in the New -York territory as
yet.

.

Apollb opens the Bogart-starrer
Friday (24). Alhambra will present
a stage show and has resurrected
a 1936 WB film; ! “Green Pastures,”
to fill the playing time.

“Lightning” is the second pic in
j

11,637 U
WaShhigton, March 21.

j. Cheeyer Cbwdin, who resigned
jan. 3 as director of Universal
Pictures, notified the Securities

and Exchange Commission that he
owned 11,637 shares of Universal

$1 par common at that time, plus
another 1 ,005 shares through hold-
ing companies, and warrants for

91,538 shares. Information is con-
tained in the SEC report on “in-

sider transactions Covering the
month* from Jan. 11 to Feb. 10.

Albert W. Lind, a Republic Pic-

tures board member, reported sell-

ing his last 500 shares of that cor-

poration’s $1 cumulative preferred.
Douglas T. Yates made a late De-
cember report. He. said he had
purchased 450 additional shares of

Republic’s 50c par common, which
gave him a total of 1,600. Through
a subsidiary, Tonrud, Inc., he also

owns 106,635 shares of the common
and 12,200 shares of the preferred.

Frederick B. Ryan said he bought
200 shares of preferred. That gave
him a total of 400. He also has 500
shares of the common.

In RKO, * Frederick L. Ehrman
sold 800 shares of the $1 common;
that left him 200 shares. Joseph
McCoiiville added 200 shares of

Columbia pix no par common and
now has 1,000.

Abraham Schneider bought 200
shares of Columbia common and
then gave away 250. This left him
with 9,542. He holds options for

an additional 12,500.

Harry Brandt made a belated re-

port on his December holdings in

Trans-Lux Corp. His Brandt Foun-
dation made a gift of 100 shares
of the $1 par common, but still had
2,200. In addition, Brandt owns
93,315 shares; his Wife has 14,700;

and a subsidiary, Broadyork, Inc.,

has 1,000 shares. A second sub-
sidiary, Harday, Inc., holds 1,400

one expects to occur again,

whether or not there’s agreement
on a new pact. Main reason is that

a: boyeott requires unanimity
among the Americans, and that’s

highly unlikely. For one, 20th-F6x
would undoubtedly not go along
on withholding its product from
England.

An odd part of failure to re-

the present contract is that

Bob Hope's two weeks at the • N. Y. Paramount (he took around
$133,000 as his share of his engagement) apparently still is helping the
Par flagship. Ad-publicity on “Francis," current .picture there, was tied

into the smash trade done by Hope .while the comedian was still at the

fl
ew

. V?® -Present _e°ptract is tnar p^r . including newspaper ads in which Bob Whitman, managing director
it might save the Yanks from xnak- of the house, promised that the picture was top fare. Jack Mclnernev,
ing a forced contribution to a

’ r -

British cultural fund of part of.

recent weeks that Brecher and
Schiffman have nabbed from the
Alhambra. Previous one was
“Prince of Foxes.” House didn’t
quite meet its nut that week, blit
figures it was a profitable venture
since house had a very weak stage
show on which the owners felt
they would otherwise taken a
beating. •

They also have obtained one
other film from the Alhambra,
“Undertow,” but that was relin-
quished by the house without the
necessity of bidding, since it was
one of the occasional weeks that
the Alhambra had a stageshow.
Plan ‘of the Apollo is to bid on
about 10 to 12 films a year to
bolster its programs when it feels
its flesh presentations aren’t strong
enough to make the grade with its

ordinary subsequent-run product.

Breclier and Schiffman have also
attempted to invade the product of
Loew’s Victoria on “Intruder in
the Dust,” ‘‘Home of the Brave”
and ‘‘Lost Boundaries,” but couldn’t
get bids accepted. Suit Is now
pending versus United Artists be-
cause of its failure to allow bidding
on “Brave.”

A report on the Hilton Hotels
Corp. disclosed that Y. Frank Free-
man sold 800 shares of the $5 par
common but still Owned 13,646.

SLAFF’S 1 SHIFT
Hollywood, March 21.

Further reduction in Samuel
Goldwyn’s staff was marked last

Toronto, March 21.

With the former 20% amusement

tax dropped on children’s admis-

sions to picture houses, and the

levy on adults’ admissions now to

be 15%,. the film industry is thank-
ful for small favors as indicated in

Premier Leslie Frost’s weekend
announcement of his new govern-
ment budget. Decision was a result

of longtime lobbying by exhibitors'

associations who had . sought the
total lifting of the onerous tax,

which had been brought in some
years ago as a wartime tax-collect-

ing measure. The tax reductions
will be passed on to film theatre
patrons—with all admissions to be
lowered but with! the attendant
headache of cashiers making
change in pennies.

Replacing the former 20% tax,

new tariff effective April 1 is as
follows; straight 15c admission,
where such prices obtain, for chil-

dren’s tickets (this mainly apply-
ing to Saturday matinees; on

the coin they have frozen in Eng-
land as of the June 13 expiratioii

date. If therd is no new Compact,
the original 1948 agreement states,

the parties “reserve their full free-

dom x)f action” to utilize their fro-

zen money during the two-year pe-

riod ; ending June 14, 1952, for

similar purposes as during the
first two:year period, “except that

no expenditure of such funds shall

be permitted for the purchase of

foreign distribution rights in Brit-

ish films.”.

However, if the agreement is

extended for a second two-year pe-

riod, 50% of the unexpended resi-

due as of June 14, or £ 2,000,000
sterling, whichever is the greater,

shall be carried forward into the
second two-year period. “Disposal
of the balance,” pact states, “shall

be subject of consultation and un-
less within six months after June
14, 1950, there is agreement on a
definite program of uses for such
balance or any part thereof, then
such balance or any remainder
shall be disposed of by transac-

tions to be agreed , upon by the
parties prior to June 14, 1951. . . .

It is contemplated the transactions
may take the form of charitable
or public uses, including encour-
agement of the arts and sciences.”

Delay in departure of Eric John-
ston and Ellis G. Arnall for Eng-
land results from advice of Fayette
W. Allport, Motion Picture Assn,
of America’s British, rep. That pre-

sumably followed consultation with
the British negotiator, Harold Wil-
son, prez of the Board of Trade;,

It is thought that Wilson wants
the delay because of the problems
raised by the shaky Parliamentary
majority held by the British Labor
party following the recent elec-

tions. In any event, postponement
until late April or May means that
the trip by the MPAA prez and
his opposite number in the Society
of Independent Motion Picture
Producers will likely not be of the
exploratory nature that Johnston
has suggested. There will hardly be
time, it is thought, betweeh the
Johnston-Arnall visit and June 14
for both exploration and a later
visit to England by a team of ne-
gotiators consisting of company
heads.

Par theatre ad-publicity director, get a tape-recording .of the mule, fea-

tured in the film, doing its spiel and Hope answering.

Aside from the huge crowds the Par staff had to handle during the
comic's two weeks, the entire Paramount flagship crew still remembers
Hope because of the gifts given out the final day. It was the first time
that every member of the theatre’s staff, including the stage clew, was
gifted by a visiting performer. Even the ushers and usherettes were
so treated, gold pencil-pen sets going to them.

For the final show, Hope stayed on the stage for two hours; from
10:30 until 12:30 at night, longest any star had held sway. Later he
tossed a backstage party thkt: lasted until 3 a.m.

Although the Academy’s Oscars are felt by many Hollywood ites to

have lost some of their gilt in recent years because of the multi pli city •

of other awards, the nation’s press apparently doesn’t feel that way.
Business of handing out the statuettes, set for the Pantages theatre,

J1.0S Angeles, tomorrow (Thursday), appears to be getting wider news-
paper coverage thaji ever.

.

This Week mag ran a major piece last Sunday (19) by its film editor,;

Louis Berg, titled “The Inside Story of the Oscars.” N. Y. World-
Telegram & Sun started a series Monday (20) by its critic, Alton Cook,
labeled “The Truth About the Oscars: They're a Hollywood Headache.'’
Neither writer gave much “inside” beyond reprising the genesis of the

Oscar and last year’s decision-—later reversed-—of Motion Picture Assn,
of America member-co,mpanies not to support the award-giving finan-

Oscar-derby will be aired as usual tomorrow by the American Broad-
casting Company at 11 p.m., EST, in the U. S. and by ABC relays

around the globe.

Citing misleading advertising as a present cause for b.O, difficulties,

Harry Kosiner, sales chief for Edward Small, has gone whole hog for

the opposite type pitch on “Davy. Crockett, Indian Scout.” George
Morttgomery-starrer has been doing considerably better than average
biz for this type western and Kosiner thinks the ads may be the reason.

Same technique will be applied on Small’s next hoss opry ,
‘‘The Iro-

quois Trail,” due in June and likewise a United Artists release.

Ads are extremely simple with a minimum of text. They carry a

large illustration of typical western action arid just a one-word head-
line, such as “Massacre” “Danger,” “Adventure” or “Action.” Kosiner
feels that this provides a definite draw for action fans and touts others
off the pic. Word-of-mouth is therefore good, because patrons are a

selected audience who go for this typb product and are not going to be
disappointed.

• Republic, which never went in for reissues before, is now distributing
eight of its oldies in streamlined versions. Pictures originally ran 75

to 90 minutes, but are now reedited down to around 60 minutes. New
prints, accessories, pressbooks and posters have also been prepared for

the pix all of which have been retitled. Original tag, however* is
;
con-

tained on all prints and ad matter.

Rlock of films include “Rhythm Hits the Ice," re-edited from “Ice-

Capades Revue”; “Change of Heart” (“Hit Parade of 1943”), “Beyond
the. Rio Grande” (“Mexicana”), “I’ll Reach For a Star* ’(“The Hit Pa-
rade”), “Music in the Moonlight” (“Ice-Capades”), “Inside the Under-
world” (“Storm Over Lisbon”), “The Tiger Man" (“Lady and the

Monster”) and “The Castaway” (“Cheaters”).

Continued from page 7

many sections of the country, and
even some key city first runs, have

Period during closing chapters of the Civil War is becoming a new
favorite for producers. Where once picture-makers refused to eon.si de

r

a story which touched on this phase in U. S. history, on ground 1 hat

experience showed the public shied away for some unexplained reason
from such films, now they’re going all-Out for this colorful era.

Past few month's have seen several films in this category either com-
pleted or planned. Four definitely are Set for production between''now
and summer. Other producers are toying with idea of turning out films

of this order. Project is such -a full-scale movement that actually it

marks a very definite cycle.

„ ..
Paramount execs found some grim humor in the appearance of Cecil

been combining the best pictures
| ®Wnf Ji

de'by

F

:

- MacponaW, JrJ, .prcz of ^eriitb.

• *
. ... ; .

• while the latter expounded m Hollywood last week on, the advantages of
put out by the majors in recent

( phbnevision. DeMille indicated considerable sympathy with Mac-

' _ I I . , . , .. MMVMJLMUJ IftiUbAIlWVg* Vli
week by the resignation of George

,

tickets over 15c and up to 18c, 2c
Slafl, who Served, in a combination — * ~ • --

capacity as the
counsel and

tax; up to 23c, 3c tax; up to 31c,
producer s studio 4c; up to 36o, 5c; up to 44c, 6c;
t-wnter. up to 50c, 7c; up to 57c, 8c; up to

Slaff left Goldwyn to . become 64c, 9c; up to 70c, 10c; up to 77c,
general counsel for Charles K. ; 1 lc; up to 83c, 12c; up to 90c,-. 13c;
Feldmiin Group Productions and up io 99c, 15c; $1 • and over,
Feklihtiri's Famous Artists Agency. : of price of admission.

months. Several theatres in Chi
cago last week, for example, were
duaiing such pix as “All the King’s

Men” ' and “Inspector General,”
Such a policy, it’s claimed, can
have nothing but a deleterious ef-

fect on business in the long run.
In addition, with impending di-

vorcement creating the need for
more and better pictures, continu-
ation of the double-feature poliqy
in too many situations might prove
disastrous. X

Interstate, instead of dualing,
spends considerable time and ef-

fort in setting up good shorts to
replace the second feature. That
is suggested as one^basis on wliich
the double-feature policy might be
permanently outlawed.

Donald’s plea for product to ; run a 90-day test of his W'ired video
method.

It was suggested facetiously at Par with that if DeMille were reaHy
anxious to see a test the company might oblige by^supplying MacI)on«Tlcl

with “Samson and Delilah.” DeMille has a percentage participation in

the film.

Republic toppers are holding heated huddles to determine how lo

sell “Macbeth,” Which was Svithdrawn from circulation a year ago
after one engagement in Boston. Film has gone through several re-

dubbing sessions to eliminate the heavy Scottish accent used by Orson
Welles in the original version. Herbert J. Yates and Janies R. Grainger
are wondering whether to sell it to the art houses or release it through
the regular channels.

Oldtime producers on a major lot are reported grumbling because
some of the new producers brought in by the producing chief a i e draw-
ing some of the best story properties. Several of the veterans are i)oW

without assignment, or have only one picture in preparation, "• Idle

most of the newcomers have from two to five films on their progranis.
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Seawlals of Clocliemerle
their own eyes before they’ll be-
lieve it.

New York State censor boards
has given “Clochmerle” a seal with
obviously little scissoring — al-

though its commendable liberality

in dealing with foreign product
must have been strained close to

the edge. And as for Hollywood’s
Production Code Administration,
if it objected to the youngster re-

lieving himself against a wall in

the Italian “Bicycle Thief,” Its re-

action to this should be too funny
even to consider. .

Aside from censorableness oh
its frank treatment of biological

functions, cuckoldery, just ! plain

sex arid Some <qf the lowestrciit

gowns in Screen history, pic is ex-
tremely anti-clerical. The comfort
station around (arid in) Which the
yam takes place is purposely
erected next to the church by the
“progressive” politicians as a sign
of disdain,,. The clergy is depicted
as a hapless and ineffectual wine-
imbibing lot With a suggestion of
worse in the finale seene in which
the priest is Saying a prayer While
eyeing his housekeeper.

Pic is Way overlong . on its 86-

minute running time and lacks a
sustained story line in switching
back and forth among various in-

cidents and characters in telling
of the “scandals” of Clochmerle;
Aside froiri the satirized lovemak-
ing by varied lusty Wives with the
town’s caricatured pretty boy;
principal story is the mayor’s ef-

forts to win votes by erecting his
“monument” in the square. Funni-
est sequences are of the dedication,
with the band out, a grandstand
for celebrities and the prettiest gal
in town elected to break a bottle
of wine. over the fresh-air utility.

That’s followed, of course, by cries
from the crowd for the mayor to
succeed his dedicatory address by
christening the new facility.

Production quality is good. Eng-
lish subtitles are just about ade-
quate, being neither very literate
nor very funny. And an English
off-screen commentary at begin-
ning and end is entirely too obvi-
ous, belabored and fulsome.

Herb.

justice, Film is sure to reap
healthy returns if properly ex-
ploited. .

Outdoor locations and cheap in-

teriors give a feeling of realism.
Direction of Sam Newfield neatly
blends a tight script arid fine tech-
nical aid. Screenplay by Fred
Myton, from an original . by Mil-
ton Raison, builds up the charac-
terizations and mood • to give a lift'

to the story-line. Never subordi-
nated, however, is the popular ac-
tion ingredient;
Yarn sees Knox commit robbery

and double-murder at the start.

From there it is merely the case
of Kent Taylor, agent called in on
the case, getting the right facts
to trap his victim. In to help' foot-
age along is Sheila Ryan; as sister

of the murdered railroad, pay-
master arid later love interest to
Taylor; Robert Lowery, as’ pay-
master who

, xis murdered and
Morris Carnovsky, father of the
killer. All register soundly. In
for soriie fine comedy bits is Sid
Melton.

Ernest Miller’s photography is

Chips” flavor that will enhance its

commercial prospects, picture’s

spiel on behalf of religion is told

simply and obviously. Yarn
leaves little to the imagination, but
does hit some effective spots in its

essayance of a pastor’s usefulness

and service to a community.
Story, told in flashback fashion;

follows a seminary student from
his graduation, to retirement as

pastor of his second parish. The
various tributes paid the pastor by
his congregations, the. loss of one
of his sons during the first World
War and ; similar incidents woven
into the story will probably find

favor; with the • femme elements

Picture, however,
,
is snagged a

number ' of times by corny exam-
pling of goodness itself.

.

John. Beal carries Weight as the

hard-working pastor, while -Peggy
Stewart fills the bill nicely as his

wife. Paul Guilfoyle does okay as

a drunkard who finds his salvation

in the Church. • Production, except
for some shots of trench warfare
probably clipped from some other
pic, . is mostly confined . to > larid^

scapes and ort^-story wooden
structures.

Gates of the Niglit
(FRENCH)

. Films International of America release
Qn,. oiH ic [c the musiral bv i of Marcel. Carne production'. ^Stairs;an am, as is ine musical score. oy

! NathaJie Nattier, Yves Montand, Pierre.

Brasstur, Serge; Regglani. Directed by
Carne. Story and screenplay. Jacques
Prevert; camera, Philippe Agostini. At
55th Street*Playhouse, N. Y.» starting

March 15, *50; Running time, 17 MINS.

Malou .

.

. Nathalie Nattier
Diego . ... . ; . . . .v ...... Yves Montand
Georges 7 . . . . . .

:

Pierre Brasseur
Monsieur Senechal Saturnfn Fah're

Raymond Lecuyer. . . . .Raymond Bussieres

20ths

Albert Glasser. Editing; by Carl
Pierson keeps .the pace fast.

•Iiggs and Maggie Out
West ••

.

.

Hollywood, March 18.
Monogram release of Barney Gerard

production. Stars Joe Yule, Rente Riano,
George McManus; features Tim Ryan, Jim
Bannon, Riley HiU, Pat Golden, June Har-’
rison. Directed by.WlUiamBeaudine, Sr,
Screenplay,. Barney. Gerard and Adele
Buffington, from story by . Gerard and
Eddie Cline; based on ' George McManus’
cartoon strip, “Bringing Up: Father”;
camera, L. W. O'Connell; editor, R$y .V.
Livingston. Previewed March 16, ’50.

Running time, 44 Ml NS, "

jiggs . . . . ,— . . v, . ;

.

Maggie
George McManus.

.

Dinty Moore ...... . . . ..

Snake Bite . . . . . . . ;

.

Serge Regglahi
. . . Carette
Jean Vilhr

Guy
Monsieur Quinquina.

.

Le Clochard .
. , v .• ..... . . .. _ .

Claire Lecuyer . . : .-. . ; . . . .... Sylvia B.ataiUe

Madame Quinquina..,..., Maddy Berry
Cri-Cri ..........

.

. . . .

.

Christian Siriidn'

Etiennette ...
.

'. . ........ Dany Robin

Bob Carter
DUgan.

. , .

.

Nora ; . .

.

“Bomber”.
Cyclone
Lawyer Blakely .

.

Joe Yule
.

. Renie Riano
, . Ggorge McManus

: . . Tim Ryan
. . .

.

; Jim Baiinon-
. ....... Riley Hill
. . ... .

,

Pat Goldin
. .June Harrison

, Henry \ KulkoWich
. , Terry McGinnis

: ; Billy Griffith

(In French; English Titles)
;

“Gates of the Night” is intrigu-

ing melodrama most of. the way.

It is only when the story tries to

ring in some symbolism that the
plot goes slightly awry. A strong
entry for many arty houses and
surefire for foreign-language spots.

Although it sometimes wariders,
j

dinner and a sneak screen-
1 _ I ; H * _ 1 ... _ .. ~ 4M 4- AktAnfi Mlf l

7
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Circuits affiliated With major
producers in direct competition

with 20th likewise are preparing

to push the campaign, indicating

It has assumed the industry-wide
proportions for which the 20th

execs originally intended it. Illus-

trative was a memo sent to all

Loew’s theatres personnel from the

homeoffide, noting that the circuit

is obtaining for every* house man-
ager, • division • manager and pub-
licity representative a copy of

20th’s “Showman’s Guide to Bet-

ter Business,” in which is detailed

the company’s point-by-point show-
manship plan. Memo declared:

“\Ve urge you to sit^own and
read every note in this brochure

,
^-theri'do something about it. The
'campaign on ‘Movies Aire Better

Than Ever’ has : ceased
#
to . be' a

one-company (Fox) promotion. In

la display of unity seldom seen in

our kirid of industry, circuit heads
and independent Showmen all over
the country have enthusiastically

latched onto the idea. It provides

us with our one great opportunity

to retard or bring to a complete
halt our tobogganing boxoffice re-

ceipts.”

Twentieth’s regional meetings,

which are expected to attract over

8,000 exhibitors in all parts of the

country, kicked off yesterday

(Tubs.) in 1 3 key cities. Exhibs
in each area, whether or not they

are regular 20th customers, .
were

invited to attend, with conclaves

in the other cities scheduled for

today And tomorrow. Meets are1

being conducted in bach city by
a 20th division or branch manager
who, with a homeoffice ad-public-

ity rep, details plans for the cam-
paign and the “Showman’s Guide.”
Afternoon parts of the huddles are

turned over to the exhibs for an
open forum on showmanship tech-

niques and problems, with exhibs
then being hosted by 20th to cock-

Gates” is always interesting
^ w - ..

|

ing of one; of the company’s top
This screen adventure of George whether trying to point up the : —-----

cMamis’ strip characters takes treachery of an old man’s son, the

Sariimlia
EagleLiori release of

.
Marion Gering,

George P. Quigley and Julian Rolfman
production. Features Doris Dowling, Mi-
chael Whalen, Tommy Wonder. Directed
by Goring. Screenplay, Jay Victor; cam-
era, Don Malkanies. Tradeshown N. Y.,
March 17, ’50. Running time, 45 MINS.
Senor Valdez. . . . .Michael Whalen
Hildita . .

.'

, , Doris Dowling
Joe Thomas .Tommy Wonder
Maria. . Dolores Tatum
'Rodrigue?. . . .Rodriguez Molina

1 Helen., ... ... . ... . ..... Shelia Garret.
The Beggar. , .Manuel Folgoso
“La Paloma” Manager . . . Red Davis
Sailors..-...., Ira Wolfer, John D. Bonin,

.
Collins- Hay

Laurie. . . . Laurette Campeau

Few entertainment values are
contained in “Sarumba.” Story
and dialog are weak, and the over-
all production reflects a skimpy
budget. Market for this musical
appears to lie almost entirely in
situations that are in need of a
filler; Exploiting the film’s tropi-
cal romantic angles via peppy
lobby and marquee dressings may
help promote audience interest,
but for the most part the picture
offers a tough challenge to theatre-
men.

While the pic was lensed as. a
locationer in Havana, little use has
been made of the Cuban capital’s
natural surroundings. Most of the
action takes place on a couple of
nightclub sets. Plot is one of
those time-honored “boy-meets-
girl” themes. Toriimy Wonder, a
sailor who’s jumped ship, falls for
dancer Doris Dowling. Wealthy
Michael Whalen is an obstacle to
their happiness, but ultimately
things work out satisfactorily.
About the film’s Only saving

grace is Wonder’s terp routines.
Best of these is the title number,
which combines portions Of the
samba and rhumba. Miss Dowling
does fairly well ;as his hoofing
partner. Whalen handles liis rqle
in mechanical fashion* and little

can be said for the supporting
players, Veteran director Marion
Gering didn’t have much to work
with on this one. Don Malkames’
camerawork is standard. Gilb.

McManus
them to the rough and ready out-
doors on a gold hunt. What comes
off in “Jiggs and Maggie Out West”
will prove sufficient fun for the
family trade and the youngsters,
indicating best hookings are in the
smaller situations.
Barney Gerard produced, did the

original with Eddie Cline arid the
script with Adele Buffington.* All
hands keep it light and laughable
up to the conclusion, which' sags,
but there’s enough plot realization
to that point to make it prove okay
for release intentions.
William Beaudine, Sr.’s direction

is broad; and the playing by Joe J
Yule and Renie Riano, in the title

characters, is in keeping; Maggie
inherits a home and goldmine in
the west from an

.
uncle, sets out

with her family to claim the prop-
erty, The treasure hunt goes on in

the face of plenty of opposing skull-
duggery from Jim Hannon, out to
claim the mine for his own,
Gerard and Beaudine inject a lot

of sideline laughs, including a
wrestling match staged in the
boomtown saloon operated by Tim
Ryan (Dirity Moore). Jiggs is a
ludicrous sight in western regalia,
as is Maggie. For romantic heroics
there's Riley Hill and June Harri’-.

son, latter the Jiggs-Maggie daugh-
ter. Finale sag is the way writers
have explained all the previous
action as the whim of George Mc-
Manus, who appears as himself in
this sequence. Device is an unsatis-
factory conclusion to the comedy
and leaves the tag without a laugh.

Cast is uniform in furthering
comedy aims of the script and, on
the technical side, picture shapes

hardships of a railway worker un-
der the Nazis* an ardent love af-

fair. an especially violent suicide

or the vague ramblings of a rich

man over his comely wife. Paris,

here is pictured as a melancholy
place after the first thrills of lib-

eration, with constant reference to

incidents under the German yoke
before the actual main theme is

unfolded. There is the hurried
but vivid romance between Natha-
lie Nattier, the wealthy man’s wife,'

and Yves Montand, the Parisian

who served the underground dur-
ing the war.

Film spots an old street musi-
cian in sort of Voice of Destiny
role, doing a forecast of what is

going to happen to the main char-

acters. This odd character is pic-

upcoming pictures in the evening.

Several indie circuits, following
up on the unprecedented trade-

paper coverage given 20th’s orig-

inal Chicago meet last week,- are

holding special sessions of their

own: with their managers after the
regional meets. New England
Theatres chief, M. J. Mullin, for
example, in a note reminding his

house managers of the 20th con-
clave called for Boston yesterday,
declared*

“Within* a short time after this

meeting, it is our intention in this
! office to sit dowji with each man-
ager and discuss his individual
problems. We ask that you be

To Press Tax Repeal
Washington, March 2i<

All exhibitors attending the 20th-
Fox regional showmanship meet-
ings are being urged by the Council
of Motion" Picture Organizations
to redouble their efforts Toward
complete repeal of the 20% aclrnis-

sions tax. Wire from Abram F.
Myersv chairman of the COMPQ,
ta^x committee, is being read at the
meetings through the cooperation
of 20th, which adds

.
its personal

“Amen” to the message. /
:

Film industryV has marshalled
tiemendous forces for the repeal
of the tax, with result that
15,000,000 petitions to date have
been received by Congress de-
manding tax relief,. A. Julian Bry-
lawski, head of Washington’s The^
atre Owners of. America’s regional
and a member of thev industry’s

tax committee, fold the 325 exhibs
attending 20th’s showmanship meet
here.

A COMPO poll reveals that 19
of the 25 members of * the House:
Ways & Means coriimittee stand
committed for tax relief,: Brylawski
added. Two others are doubtful;
two oppose and two more have not
been contacted. Some 338 Con-
gressmen out Of the House total of
435/ have declared themselves in

favor of a tax slash.

CoritlniiCd from page
.
I

of department store merchandising.
She also urged exhibs to return to

mailing lists and criticized news-
paper ads and; trailers for over-
doing the lurid adjectives. -

Meet was chairmanned by divi-

sion manager Howard Minsky,
branch manager Sieg Horowitz and
homeoffice exploitation chief Rod-
ney Bush. Also seated on the dais

were Lyle Treriehard, general man-
ager of the Goldman chain, and
Sidney Samuelson, prez of Allied

of Eastern Pennsylvania. Harold
Cohen, indie exhib from Lewis-
burg, Pa., moderated the open
forum during the afternoon.

Good Buffalo Attendance

Buffalo, Marqh 21.

TWentielth-Fox regional meeting,
held here at the Statler hotel to-

day, was well attended by western
New York indie arid circuit exhibs.

Morning session, presided over by
brandy manager Charles Kosco
and Dave Golding of the homeof-
fice publicity department, consist-

ed of a recap of speeches of Spy-

theatre, such as admission prices,

x . . . u . . . -
,
policy and clearance information,

tured paying » harmonica from
p ^ product best for yoiir the-

time to time—the theme tune^^ of j.^ Jt. ~L,
the picture

, ros P. Skouras, A1 Lichtman. and
prepared for such a meeting by

4̂ n(jy Smith, Jr!, delivered at the

recent Chicago meeting.

atre, advertising costs* new media
_ . . , of merchandising, television, chil- *

-

Marcel Carne’s influence's vis-i !
moderators.

Chicago meeting.
Afternoon session

: was an open
forum for exhibs, with William
Dipson (Dipson Theatres) and El-

mer Lux (Darnell Theatres ) as

WB PAIR TEES OFF

OFF 41ST

Western Paeffie ilgeni
Hollywood, March 15.

; ^
Lippert. release, of. SiKiiumd Neut'eld pro-

duct ion..... Stars Mickey Knox, Sheila Ryan,
Kept. Taylor,. Morris Carnovsky, Robert
Lowery; features Sid Melton,. Frank Rich-
ards, Dick Elliott, Anthony Jochinv Di-
rected by Sam Newfield. Screenplay, Fred
Myton; story, Milton Raison; camera,
Ernest W- Miller; musical score, Albert
Glas.ser; editor, Carl Pierson, Previewed
March 15, ’50. Running time, 41 MINS.

upwell fpr budget- Lensmg, edit-
j
outdoor: and moving 1

,
shots. Wear,mg and musical score are good. 1

: Brog.

Messenger of Peace
Astor Pictures release . of Roland Reed

production. .Stars John BeaL Directed* by
Frank Strayer. Screenplay, Glenn Tryon,
based on story by Jlcnry Rische; clergy
advisor* Rev. Lawrence Acker; production
supervisor, Guy V. Thayer, Jr.; camera,
Walter Strenge; musical director, A1 Cb-
lumbo; editor, Jack Ogilvie. Tradeshown
N. Y., March 16, '50. Running time,
•7 MINS,

'

Pastor ’Annin Ritter . . . John Beal
Evangeline Lockley . . . . Peggy Stewart
Pastor Willig Von Adel. William Bakewell'
Peter Kerl. ; * . ,,, . . ... Paul Guilfoyle
Hans Dache. . . . ... Preifl Esslcr

...
s

i

nnuenVe -5 ; .dren’s attendance, special active
ible m building lesser incidents, t- f

*

his direction helping over the
j

’

rougher spots. It is his skill, too,

that enables a cast of players vir-

tually unknown to U* S. audiences
to come through . with polished
performances. Miss Nattier, ,an
unusually pretty blonde, is excel-
lent as the wife who is trying to

get away from her rich mate. Mon-
tand, central 'figure in the plot,

makes a superb, loyal .Frenchman
Who falls in love with the gal.

Sergi Reggiani, who has been seen
in many French pix, is adequate
as the informer son. Pierre Bras-
seur heads a fine supporting cast;

Philippe Agostini’s lensing is re-

markably good, "especially on his

Sparked by a fine performance
from Mickey Knox* * Lippert’s
“Western Pacific Agent” shapes
lip as good action-drama twirled

.
National Board of Review’s 41st

Anniversary Conference starts to-

morrow (Thursday) at. the Hotel
McAlpin, N. Y., With some 400
delegates from the group and its

affiliated organizations scheduled
to attend* the one-day conclave.
Subject of the meet will be “The
Motion Picture 1950.” Current
public interest is said to have
prompted

, the Board to put em-
phasis this, year on activities in-

volved in ‘‘Making Motion Pic-
tures” and “Showing Motion Pic-

*
'i tUl’GS

some .healthy figures on the black I

s®ssi
p
n include Mam ice Bergman,

side considering its obvious bless- Hniver
?
a
^;

Bertram Bloch, 20th-

ing of the Church. j

Fox; Arthur DcBra, director of

‘.•Messenger of Peace” is on the
order of 16m films released for

Giis Frommel . .

.

Matty Frommel
Harry Franzmeirer

.

Lottie Franzmeirer.
Jacob Tbrucl . . ... ,

,

Hilda Toffjel .

Magda Torgel.
Ted Horner........

.Raphael. Bennett:

. ; Maude Frlckett
AI Bridges

. . .Elizabeth 'Kerr
. . .William Gould

. . . Edythe Elliott

... ; Brook Shayne
. Joe Brown, Jr.

Church and school showings. How-
•round a crazed killer’s flee from f ever, it docs have a “Goodbye, Mr.

j

the MPAA community relations
department; Joseph Lerner, vee-
pee Laurel Films; H. M. Richey*
Metro; and George L Schaefer;

Hollywood, March 21.
Two high budgeters* “Two for

Two” and “Breaking Point,” will

roll at Warners tomorrow (22) to
tee off recently announced sched-
ule of 20 pixWithin the next four
months. Studio currently has
three lensing on the home lot plus
“Captain Horatio Hornblower” be-
fore the cameras in England.

“Tea,” Technicolor t u n e f i 1 m,
stars Gordon MacRae and Doris
Day, with. Eve Arden, Gene Nelson
and S. Z. (Cuddles) Sakall, with
David Butler pegging for producer
William Jacobs. “Point*” John
Garfielcf-Patricia Neal starrer, has
Mike Curtiz megging for Jerry
Wald. Next month studio has three
to go, “Dallas,” starring Gary
'Cooper; “We're Working Our Way
Through College,” a Technicolor,
turiefilm, plus an untitled Humph-
rey Bogart starrer.

Coast Lauds Grauman
Los Angeles, March 21.

Opening session of 20th-Fox’s

Southern California showmanship
drive at the Elks Club here fol-

lowed the pattern laid down at

the Chi meeting. It was opened by
Clyde Eckhardt, L.A. branch man-
ager, who introduced west coast

sales chief Herman Wobbe'r. He;

read the Chi speeches of, Spyros
Skouras, Al Lichtman anq Andy
Smith.
Edwin Schallert, L.A. Times film

critic; advised some 300 exhibs

present that television can t be

blamed for all troubles. He cited 0

several instances of Coast, crises

and hoiv showmanship overcame
them. He also paid tribute to the

late Sid GTatunari as an example
of a master showman.

Mgr. Gets Damages
For False Arrest

Minneapolis, March 21.

Bert G, Langley, manager of the
Lake theatre, Duluth* Minn., has
been awarded $1,050 damages by
a district court jury for “false and
malicious arrest.”
Policemen making the arrest

charged that Langley was operat-
ing without a license while the
Lake theatre’s license application
was resting in the license bureau’s
files, Langley was acquitted . in

1
municipal court.

D.C/s Big Turnout
Washington, March 21.

Big turnout of exhibs at 2GV h-

Fox regional meeting here today

( Tues. ) indicated theatre ope ra-

tors’ interest . in 20th’s plan lor

revitalizing showmanship. Repre-

sentatives of all major affiliated

circuits were numbered among the

325 exhibs from this area.

Glenn Norris, 20th's Washingt o

n

branch manager, presided, along

with Stirling ,
Silliphant of ( he

homeoffice ad-publicity staff.. Jay

Carmody, Evening Star film .
critic,

was principal guest speaker*
minimized television’s threat to

the boxoffice; pointing out that

TV could never hold an audience

theWay pictures played ill -a.:
''thea-

tre-do. As iri other regional meets,

the D.C. session followed the pat-

tern set down at 20th’s Chicago

meet last week.





PICTURES
exploitation head, will address
20th-Fox regional showmanship
meets in Cleveland March 21 ahd
in Cincinnati March 23,

Alliance Theatres, 70-house cir-

cuit centered in Illinois and In*

diana, will follow through on the

N. % Paramount’S stageshows).

. m r r
.

OMAHA
NFW YORK N. Y. Paramount’s stageshows).

a°jerfes
X
0/thre?manager imeeUngs . (Continued from page 8)

' *77
,

Suits, who has
t
managed theatres

starting tomorrow (22) The meet- XEL) and Art Kassel orch, onstage,
Following addition of two sales in Pittsburgh, Cleveland, St. Louis,

will be held to prepare for $13,800 was below average for
divisions by Metro, company re- Kansas City and Toronto, replaces

Alliance's 15th annual 16-week stageshows. '

,

aligned its h o. forces. Charles P. Norman H. Eailey, who resigned showmanship
8
drive? which heglns Brandels (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—

Deesen will handle
,

Cincinnati, to .move to Tucson, Ariz.
.

;
- S ?6; Following today’s (21) "Young Man With Horn” <WB> and Minneapolis, March 21.

phia, NeW: ^aven, New. Jersey and owner, has formed a syndicate to Tnursday' (23) in Kokomo, ^‘‘Dakota Lil” (20th) and “Sham- Despite continued near-zero
N J.

sectors go .to PaulJv launch a
.
chain of

c
drive-ins in SVthird meeting will to place rock Hill” (EL), Mild‘ $BiP00

;
weather and more snowstorms,

rath. Irving Helfont^ ^cr Puerto Hico, San Salvador and Marc}j 28 in Chicago. All three Last week, “12 O’Clock High Heidt is demonstrating powerful
Cuba

‘ conferences will be headed by Al- (20th) (m.o.) oke $10,000. pulling power. Straight film new-
sas^ .pty, Koruana,. aeauie .ana

liance tobpers James - Gregory, ctafe YGoldberc) (865: 16-65)— comers getting a good play are

dlh5g
La

Atianta,°
n
Cha”»Me^ DaHas? BOSTON Pete Penagos $nd John Doerr. “Malaya” (M-G) and "Angels in “Young. Man. witl*

,
a

.
Horn” and

Washington and New Orleans; Sid-

BOSTON
Weymouth Theatre, Weymouth,
>ld by Bill Deitch and Oscarhey Lefkowitz gets Chicago, Des ^ hy^ WU Wt(* ai^ ^ar ^ CAM FRANCISCO

Moines, Omaha, Milwaukee and foldberg to Joseph and Philip ^"7 £ ^ ^ a,
Minneapolis - Averback of Lawrence, Mass. New Sherrill C. Cefwin, head of

Tamp? H ’ Graincer Republic's °wh$rs are newcomers in the in- North Coast theatres, appointed

sales chief and his assistant*, E&- dustry and have appointed Dick Graham Kislingbury to succeed

ward Rubin of State Theatre, Saugus, to Cliff Giesseman as division man-
week for onceover of the com- handle buying and booking for ager of houses here, the Orpheum*

£m£s

^

ancL^ swing them.
. . . • I^iited^Artists ^d^squire ^For-

through western exchange centers. Annual Retreat lmld by Catholic mer had been ad-puhlicity director .

.

.,sco March 21. Last week "Sands Iwo Jima"
T

(Reni
Fred Goldberg Paramount’s Motion Picture Guild set for for the last year. Giesseman will

<4

-&an rranci^co, i « heme '.fsS

-

a - p *

trade press contact, promoted to March 31-April 2ct Campion Hall, replace Allan Warshauer, who re- tattooed
bfi “"Hion by

b
Diek

3
Rad1o «tr?ParM4 000‘ 50-85)—

Syndicate contact. Goldberg’s old North Andover. Tom O'Brien, Go- signed as manager for Blumenfeld boosted
.Initdnstagethls week at “Free for AU” (U)’and Horaee

post goes to John C. Allcpa^,.vrliU;''^>Jiw -maMg^,.j: heads:j-.resenrg- theatres In the East Bay. y Golden* Gate.
°Stenchhombing of Heidt ami his stagere“e. HcidVs

moves over from Eagle Lion. y
P
n,,®rvA Krttfe. manadfno diVAA. ^ . .

, ._i . paramount hurt but “Sundowners radio Urag is real turnstile grease.

» --L ~
. tor of indie Beacon H?ll "awarded OKLAHOMA CITY is fairly nice. Biz elsewhere is Special Sunday night Philip Mor-

KANSAS CITY a 10-day Vacation tr“ toFlorida Annual convention of Theatre dullish. ’'Francis” is doing okay on ris

aiHpH ThMtrPs. will pnmhinp bv his new bosses. Ben Sack and AirUKnmo will v»o held moveover., .

seats reservddat $1.60 ^helping to

Disguise” (Mono) (3d wk), upenea r , . 4.
-

Mondav (20). . Second week of Wall” looks moderate at RKO-Fhn.Sw'
^
alone nice $4,800. Estimates for This WeekMalaya aione, nice

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)-^
“Guilty of Treason” (EL). Mild $5,-
000. Last week, “Willie Comes
Home” (20th) (2d wk), $4,500.

Lyric- (Par) (1,000; 50-70)—“Mon^
tana” (WBLJm.b.). Here after fair
first stanza at State. Mild $4,000.

:

San Francisco* March 21. Last week, “Sands Iwo Jima” (Rep)
•• a.. • t -L. .•« •-

• 1 la. Atf •a « • W .V ‘ .AMA . 1 •
* ‘

Allied Theatres will combine by his new bosses, Ben Sack and Owners of Oklahoma will he held
equipment*show and drive-in"th^ Ining' Sisson, to ofstandiUg-^ SlIaShM^* for‘dSl >

60,atre owners convention with its motional efforts in connection cussion are television, trade prac- Golden Gate (RKO) (
f;
8% ?nn

K0

annual spring convention. Date witlv foreign films featured >t
™
cl excise tax reduction^ A 95)—‘‘Tattooed^ stranger ^(HKO)

- Orphemn (RKO) (2 800-
Is set for May 9-10 at Phillips ho- theatre. divorcement and^irhUraUpn. Gael pMs h^^ W
*
Kansas-Missouri Theatre Assn, MINNEAPOLIS America executive, and "Herman “Pirates Capri’'’ (FC) and “Flying Good^

<.paVy
S

Croc^

Hiillips Hotel ?ere $laSeh^M? TMs
h*
ey J

’ r'
^

‘ discusstolsu
18^ c°hnsel,' will lea

•

~

'«.
7oyis in lieu of regional meetings it Quist has held ^auction .night

.—,—,—— Of Arizona” (Lip) and “Whirlpool!’ 7"
has held in previous years. gimmick under which a Virginia, r>brrMCDADA M p (20th). Okay $16,000 In 5 days. -;?2in

de^ Moderate
Three-man board of city cen- Minn., film tiieatre gives away

^
a GREENSBORO, N, C.

Last weekTi “Dakota Lil” (20th) ^5sLyeek
’ Buccaneer s

ors reached an impasse in St. Jo- bicycle, illegal under unlawful gift Frank P. Bruton, present man- piuS Duke Ellington orch, $22,500. Kt\ vtw +
seph, Mo., last week on an official enterprise, even though not a lot- ager 0f the Carolina theatre at Warfield (Loew’s) (2,658; 60-85) ^Btate (2^pb»,50-70)— Capt

attitude toward “Stromboli,” and tery. _
r . , , k l > . Burlington, purchased Burlington —“Key To City” (M-G) (2d wk.^ „ Qyg

/wT^’«o°hnh
Last

film likely will be booked and .Northwest; Variety club^in final Alamance theatre from North Fine $19,000 in 10 days. Last week, we
«S;risi

Mc
5?iSll«\ Xnn.’

shown before official reaction is stage of drive to raise additional Carolina Theatres, Inc., of Char- sock $30,000. T
known. H. D. Allison, mayor, said funds for its heart hospital project *0^ and wiU assume direction of parsiiiiiiiit (Par) (2,646; 60-85)-*- # ?

eWt« •

he believed no action to block by safety slogan contest with valu- Operatl0n. Bruton said he will “Sundowners” (EL) and “Palooka n®

film’s showing could be taken le- ablf p^2®s*
.
.... . ^ leave his Carolina theatre position Meets Humphrey” (Mono) 'with

gaily unless it has been seen. . Central. Allied again has with Wilby-Kincy organization, op- John Barrymore, Jr., doing per- ?1trSr^li^alv
^
inrt3

C
w^

lm,
- --- ehanged date of its annual conven- erators of North Carolina Theatres, sonal firttfwo days. Nice $15,000.

PITTSBURGH ’
Ktay 87la placeM^prilA^.^Rei- *° ^ev^te his^me^o^Bi* Alamanc*.

^^"GraSs Al^yz <3reener” (YW) ligh't

National AMPTOA convention ?on for. postponement is fact that urMnuie A>W«S», $^200. ..

scheduled for the William Penn better hotel accommodations can . MLWlrHlO Francis (Par) (1 400 ; 60-85)— .
r“—'

—

Hotel here Oct. 2-4. be obtained. j. I. Miller of Brinkley, Ark., “Man with Horn” (WB) (3d wk). <w% t i l D • Li
Six outdoor houses owned land 20th-Fox symposium om’TIow to awarded contract to build Holly F̂ r $8;000 after $9,000 last week. DaChelOr Dlient With

operated by Norbert, Ernest and Get More People into Theatre, springs theatre at Holly Springs, Ornheum (No Coast) (2448* 55- . •

George Stern, will be run this year patterned after recent Chicago con- Miss. New building will replace 85?!?ThV pffin§now ICol) 'and 19fi Inilnlc # 4
Wlfp’ 1 1

H

under corporate name of Asso- ference, setfor,March 23 .here., the theatre destroyed last Dec. 15 “Tyrant Of Sea” (Col). Thin $8,500.
IDUpiS^ fillv llu

r mated Drive-In Theatres. Norbert by an explosion and fire of unde^ £ast^ week/
5

^Francis” (U) and Indianapolis, March 2L
Btern was pioneer in this type of f^^tbree days,^beating dyum for termined origin. “Bodyhold” (Col) (3d wk), strong Grosses are moderate here this
operation

_
here, having opened ^— -

$10,000. Week, with special promotion effort
South Park Drive-In ll years ago.

TH°J I YNPHRURG VA United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; giving “Father Is Bachelor;” at^rdon Contee resigned as man-
J
a^sl

’f2S’rShl cWvh v «
L ‘ V “*

55-85)—MRed Shoes” (EL) (3d wk). Loew’s, top money. “Dear Wife” is

°fT A°tl!‘
F®X

i.
e?

5
cha

5r
8e

J}
e
5S ^ “Tf *SBC2?t

d
c
c

. .
Contract Tor complete^ renova- Husky $7,500. Last week, $10,500. oke at Indiana, “Johnny Holiday”

head UA branch hi Washington, har®
if

gfls bfth tion of the Trenton, recently taken stagedoor (Ackerman - Rosener) is getting : satisfactory return in
his home town. Being replaced Palace vaudeville unit in mid- over by Warners, was awarded to

(370; 85-$l) — “Pygmalion” (Indie) third week at Keith’s. Special pro-

fL vnfh ^'TWrS+
rly SaleS chief A

Georfle Turner M-G salesman
W'$WA J

?
I

Snn
I
nnn

f facal fting t0
(reissue) (3d wk). Gke $4,000. Last motion, exploiting state boy’s school

for 20th m Detroit. e

e

' cost about $300,000. week, $5,000. locale Of story and one-night preem
Jaek Simons, fomerly ^with ?inm r— IMi— ' ' '"

1 Esquire (No. Coast) (955; 55-85) here last Winter, paid off on this
0a
5

r s
i^

erfe an^ 1,1 ^5W Bb®laud.
I —“Francis” (U) and “Bodyhold” one, too.

m S
wScmn

a
0
Sf^a

So
ger for Warner3

west
tl 1 t p through far aail llnilo9l (Col) (m.o.). Fourth downtown ^ Estimates for This Week

in Washington, Pa.
j

We
ninni« RpP«,w Nnrfh rwr«i ZUIII 1100691 weeki Hefty $7,500. Last week, Circle (Gamble-Dolle) (2,427; 44-

RarPs Newsreel Theatre altered .Rjunie Berger, North C^i^ral
_ Widnw’^ itT

A

) and “Strange 65)— “Sword in Desert” (U) and
its policy to include a feature pic- ^ tUrn®? from * «== Continued from page Z ==i

^reissues), l o w “Woman in Hiding” (U). So-so $9.-
ture daily after 6 P- JU. and all Florida vacation.

Warners has been revising its con- $1 900 s ' 000. Last week, “Thelma Jordon”

Shd 1hSrtT'win
U
be
n
the

le

fme
r,^ tHPAMTA ^nt decree aims in light of the ^Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65^85)- (Par) apd “Blue Glass Kentucky”

* H.
S

&^cffi.
tf™ ,

mana- _ .
TORONTO _ court decision which gives the ^ove^ LHe

,

divorcement ana aronraupn. ew nnn T»it week 50-70)—“Man With Horn” VWB)
Sullivan, Theatre

“Pirkte?
1

CaDr?”TFC) and “FlyS Good $1^000 and .top straight
America executive, jnd Herman * y

fllmer. Last week, “Davy Crock-
Levy, general counsel' will lead Saucer ^p) $IL000,

, _ ett” (UA), fair $9,000.
discussions.

OfArS^L® RKO-P«n (RKOV (1,800; 50-70)-

^—ii.n/vAA *. A (vnihy nksv *16 000 in 5 days “Outside the Wall” (U). Moderate
GREENSBORO, N. P S VeoS

? “ffla La-- (20thV Last .Week, "Buccaneer',

12G, Indpkj'WifeTIG
Indianapolis, March 21.

Grosses are moderate here this

Week, with special promotion effort
giving “Father Is Bachelor,” at

Loew’s, top money. “Dear Wife” is

*VA AAA -
—— W.^ — 7 — —— 7

Jack Simons, formerly With and Hack Heywood, New Rich-
Loew’s here and in New England, mond, Wise., exhibitor, back from
resigned as manager for Warners vacation motor trip through far
in Washington, Pa. west. . -V,

. ^
Harris Newsreel Theatre altered Bennie Berger, North Central

its policy to include a feature pic- Allied president, returned from a
ture daily after 6 p. jh. and all Florida vacation,

day Sunday. During the day, news -
-

. :

and shorts will be the fare. TOffONTH
H. J. Bechstein, former mana- lURvnlv

Continued from page 3

Mov. of Toronto’s City ^council co^a»F ‘^11 ‘thr^
recently t™#1 Paul ^ n^and^ mardiieic

0
/ln^

n
WrQ?

productidn-diStril) ties
xale ft (EL) <2d wlc) $2,500. cret Serviced (Lip). Satisfactory

Bronder* Nick Melucci* ^s now si^ns snd in&raucc^ slons first its thestres*
. . pAaFir ^Tn/iiA^ yi aa ti qa> Sll 000 L&st week 4<12 O^Glock

managing the Castle at Castle four-mile leg °f main stems sub- Twentieth expects to pick up the “Bkvcle Thief” (indie)’ only $6000 High” (20th), $13,000*.
Shannon. way, under Yonge St. has^the 111 settlement threads on the return desDite crix raves Last week leRit Keith’s (G-D) (1,300; 44-65.)—
Academy Pictures Corp. organ- ' Of Kenneth. C. Boyall, former U. S.. operation

’ 8
“Johnny Holiday” (UA) and ‘‘Belle

% kSIsrrness while new rules on u.s. pix -
intoilt in pAn np.pn CUftOTINfi

• man and producer here and head- mercantile as well as theatrical, driving for a peace deal, it is un- tUK KULll MlUUlInU "SeVadan" (C?H
h

Bturdv SiaoOO
8

•d Mode-Arts Pictures for years. «*?•»>>«« necessarily ,removed as derstood the Government is Washiireton, March 21. Last week. “East Side” (M-G) and

NEW REES ON US. PIN

FOR REICH SHOOTUK
Washington, March 2 1

.

SYRACUSE snut.hwrarri
8
^nn pllv'.

:

nnf
peeypd “vpr the beli®.f t

l
lat

l
hes

,
e Scripts for motioii pictures with "Intruder in Dust” (M-G), $10,600.

thnSSfa^ wfth ritv
P companies are. now playing hard-

i0CaieS in the U. S. zone of Ger- Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 44-65)-"12

: ‘SS. m^;mu*tfn,»w;
:

li.: ***« with O:^;HI«h»;0»U0 to.S;
h
:
Good

Keith’s (G-D) (1,300; .44-65.)—

“Johnny Holiday” (UA) and “Belle
Old Mexico” (Rep) (3d wk). Nice
$5,000 after brisk $8,500 second
stanza, making about $24,500 for

run. Year’s sleeper here.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)—

“Father Is Bachelor” (Col) and
“Nevadan” (Col). Sturdy $12,000.

Last week, “East Side” (M-G) and
“Intruder in Dust” (MrG), $10,600.

Lvrlc (G^D) (1 .600: 44^65)—“12

jie^^V^'ld^tz^P^S shSdd^iot^ re-ere?tedf
ln3 «s main ^MectiVe, complete di- Chmf «T Last? "igkma LU”

chased Midtown theatre from Jack -— vorcement, the only solid ground. High Commissioner of Germany,
{
20

5J}?
?°m

4V5 2? rSa” rnn
Zurick and Otto Cratzner. House PHIPAPn availableTo it for a counter-appeal according to a new directive sent (Mono), mild $5,500 first-

has been on arty policy and J. . .

1S
. .
fr
?
ri
}
the three-yearj>enod pro- to American army and civilian

6 days.

Schwartz will continue house that ?ill Hollander, Balaban & Katz vided by the court. D of J was brass functioning in the Reich.
-T"

-

way. publicity director,. persuaded three set back on its heels on this pro- The basic procedure for Hollv- nmuircn
The Midtown, Syracuse’s only !?

blCa
.
g0 dailies to use^. slogan ,viso since it argued that these wood studios wishing to shoot on PENVER

arty theatre, purchased by Vance Movies are^ Better Than .Ever to companies should get no greater location in western Germany was (CohtinUed from page 8)
Schwartz, hejd of Distinctive Pic- ’ ^ time period than the one-year iaid down in March S <UA) (2d wk). Poor $8,000. Last
tures, from Jack Zurich and Otto j ^me.

I
!

1

1

can
> granted Paramount and RKO. eVer the n6w chance comes about week, good $15,500.

Af’iun? ^narS
*

i

11teco^l onerSe
® ap<

^
DalIy Ne^s Wlll co-

It is believed the ebuntermove because a ^man-Bi^^oiS- Paramount (Fox) (2 200; .35-74)--,

part of little cinema circuit which op®rate* _ t ... . _ will be t)res<;ed bv the Government $

caus® a civilian nign commis
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RESTRICTING ‘3DW
Selznick Releasing Organization’s

action in restricting the publit} per-

formance of music from “The
Third Man” until March 1 has paid

off tremendously, sales chief Sid-

ney Peneau opines. He credits

that as a major reason for the un-

usual strength pic is Showing in its

current run at the Victoria on
Broadway, where the sixth week
beat the fifth by $2,000 and the

seventh topped the sixth by another

$500; .
' 1 ..

Failure of the film to show the

normal drop in biz from week to

week is seen by Peneau resulting

from the fact that the restriction

on the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors & Publishers per-
mitting the tunes to be played on

' the air wasn’t lifted until “Third
Man” had completed the first

month of its run at the Vic.

Further benefit: from the restric-

tion is anticipated in that ‘‘The

Third Man Theme,” the principal

tune, will be hitting its peak of
popularity in April just at the time
the film is going into general re-

lease. Pic has Opened so far only
in New York and Washington.

.
.

Victoria figures have been very
strong, particularly in light of gen-
erally weak biz on the Stem. Preem
session was $38,500, with the suc-
ceeding week $31,600; third week
$30,000; fourth week $20,500 (that’s

the stanza the Broadway dimout
hit); fifth round $23,500, the sixth

$25,500 and the seventh $26,000.
‘‘Third Man Theme,” composed

by Viennese zither player Antoni
Karas, has had 17 different record-'
ings. More remarkable, according
to Chappell, the publisher, is that
ho lyric version of the song is

available..

THROUGH TAUSIG'S DOORS

THE TOPS IN SHOW BUSINESS
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L.A. Bank Forecloses

On ‘Town/ ‘Dorseys’
Los Angeles, March 21.

_
Two foreclosure suits were filed

by the
,
Bank of America in L.A.

superior court bn two pictures:
“Magic Town” and “The Fabulous
Dorseys,” released respectively byRKO and UI in 1947.
Bankers declare RiSkin Produc-

tions owes $660,258 on “Magic,”
and Embassy Productions is be-
hind to the extent of $260,486 on
“Dorseys.”

ILL.JUDGE UPHOLDS

OZONERS AS LAWFUL
Chicago, March 21.

An amendment to a zpning ordi-
nance banning drive-ins from vil-
lage of Skokie, a Chicago suburb,
has been declared invalid by Judge
John A. Sbarboro in Illinois Su-
perior Court. Suit was brought by
Skokie Amus. Co. and Trust Co. Of
Chicago after the village refused
them a permit to build a drive-in.
Village then passed an amendment
banning drive-ins.

“It is clear,” Judge Sbarboro
ruled, “that the amendment was
adopted for the purpose of out-
lawing an admittedly lawful busi-
ness; i.e„ a public theatre.”,

Ohio Supreme Ct. Hears
Plea on *Weed’ Pic
Columbus, O., March 21.

Ohio supreme court has been
asked to compel Dr. Clyde Hissong.
State Education Director and heaa
of the film censorship division, to
permit the showing of “The devil’s
Weed,” in a suit filed last week by
Hallmark Productions, Inc., Wilm-
ington, O., film producer and dis-
tributor.

The^ film, dealing with mariju-
ana, was turned down by the film
censorship division on March 10
“on account of being harmful.”
Dr. Hissong said' the film \was not
a “deterrent to the use of mari-
juana and should not be shown un-
der any circumstances.” He said
the showing of the film would
“only accentuate interest in the
weed and stimulate people to buy
some and see how it reacts on
them.”

Freed Takes Metro
Troupe to Hawaii
Hollywood, March 21.

Metro is sending a troupe of 66
to Honolulu this week, headed by
Arthur Freed, producer, and
Esther Williams and Howard Keel,
co-stars, to shoot “The Pagan Love
Song.”
Company will spend five weeks

on six location spots on the Island
of Kauai.

Father-Son Team
Another father-and-son film

setup will develop within a
few months when Hayes
Goetz, Metro producer, leaves
the Coast for England to shoot .

his first “Bulldog Drummond”
feature. Hayes is the son of
Ben Goetz, managing director
of Metro’s British studios. It

will be the first time that the
two will work together.

Hayes recently became a
full - fledged producer after
serving his apprenticeship
under Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
Ben planed into

.
London over .

.
the weekend after a two-week
visit to the Culver City lot
for

.
talks with Dore "Schary,

' M-G : production chief, on
:
plans for British filmmaking.
He was accompanied by Al-
fred Junge, art director for
the British studios.
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roughly handled in the .original
Senator Johnson statement anent
Ingrid Bergman and Roberto Ros-
sellini, will come.

Modifies Bergman Stand

The Senator from Colorado, who
earlier had declared that moral
turpitude barred Ingrid Bergman
from returning to the U. S., con-
siderably modified this position
yesterday (20) in a statement on
the Senate floor. He admitted that
our law would permit her to return
in -connection with her marital
suits. The Senator went onto pre-
dict that she would

.
probably re-

ceive a royal reception, and to be-
moan that situation.

“If she returns here, he com-
mented, “in all likelihood she will

receive a reception greater than
that accorded Charles Lindbergh,
General Eisenhower, or the King

I

arid Queen of England. Americans
!
might trample orie another for a

I close view of her, for she is a no-

torious attraction.

“The youth of the Country will

have cause to thiri* that America
approves her conduct. Such an in-

terpretation would be most un-
fortunate since it would not be
true, but it would be far worse if

we should bar her eritrance for a

temporary visit and thereby deny
to her her day in court.”

Johnson pointed out that Miss
Bergman is likely to be a plaintiff

in one case and a defendant in an-

other. In such situations, he con-

tinued, it has been the American
policy to permit aliens in tempo-
rarily. He added that “she should

be admitted for that purpose, even

though guilty of moral turpitude.”

Hollywood,
Alec Guinness will play the Dis-

raeli role in “The Mudlark,’’; to be
produced for 20th-Fox by. Nunnally
Johnson in England. . > Metro’s

“Dink Stover,” formerly “You’re

Only Young Twice,” will be re-

leased as “The Happy Years.” . . .

Jack Elam signed a player ticket

at 20th-Fox. ! . John Sutton

joined the “Story Of a Divorce’

cast at ltKOj where Bette Davis

and Barry Sullivan are co-starring.

Emlyn Williams got a two-day va-

cation between “Three Husbands,”
which . finished Friday, and <‘The
Dungeon,” which started Monday,
both pictures produced by a Brit-
ish outfit, Gloria Films, for United
Artists release. . .

*
'

. Nicholas Ray
leads his RKO troupe to Denver
this week to shoot “Mad With
Much Heart,”* s t a r ring Robert
Ryan.
John Ireland signed with Lippert

Productions for “The Return of
Jesse James.” . . . “Lucky Losers”
is the new tag on “High Stakes’-
at Monogram. . . . David Loew
shifted his headquarters from Gen-
eral Service to Motion Picture
Center! . . . John Beck is bicycling
between Columbia and tJI, putting
the final touches on “Kill the Um-
pire” and prepping “Harvey.” . ...

Ann Pearce and Frank Ferguson
drew support roles in “Louisa” at
UI. . . . Tracey Roberts assigned to
the femme lead in William F.
Broidy’s “Sideshow” at Monogram.

. Thomas Browne Henry plays
a medic in UI’s “Saddle Tramp.”
Dick Powell’s pact with Olympic

Productions for the star role in
j

“Cry Danger” gives the company a
call on his -services for TV per-
sonals to plug the film. . . Joe
Vitale plays a comic-heavy in Hal
Wallis’ “My Friend . Irma Goes
West/’ . ... . Charles Kemper drew
the top support role in “The Gol-
den Tide” at Republic. . . . Robert
Rossen signed , Pilar Castrilla for
the moppet role in “The Brave
Bulls.” . . Julian Johnson’s 19th
option as story chief picked up by
20th-Eox. . . , Two former Olympic
swimming champs, Stubby Krueger
and Chuck Horvath, joined the
“Last of the Buccaneers” cast at
Columbia. . , . Paramount bought
the Horace McCoy novel, “This is

Dynamite,” as a starter for Alan
Ladd.

Ida Lupino brought in “Outrage”
$47,000 under its original budget
at RKO. .... ... Republic picked “The
Showdown” as the release title for
“Sleep All Winter.” . . . Next film
by Sidney Buchman Enterprises
for Columbia release will be “The
Hero,” with Buddy Adler produc-
ing and David Miller directing. ...
Lippert Productions will film “The
Missiori Play,” based on the drama
written by the late John Stephen;
McGrdarty.

Short to Plug Industry
Hollywood, March 21.

Metro is round irig up a symphony
of tunes from filmusicals for re-

lease as a short subject, titled “Mo-
ments in Music;” Film will be
sponsored by the Motion Picture
Assn, of America and the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sci-

ences as a plug for the film indus-
try in general.

y
Cary Wilson is editing the short,

Which will include brief appear-
ances by Bing Crosby, Xavier
Cugat, Judy Garland,' Betty Hut-
ton, Nelson Eddy, Betty Garrett,
Danny Kaye, Jeanette MacDonald,
Harry James, Jose Iturbi, Yehudi
Menuhin, Leopold Stokowski, Red

j

Skelton^ Rise Stevens, Mario Lanza
and Lily Pons.

U. S. and British Governments
ate cashing in on the public’s cur-
rent appetite for war pjx under a
peculiar deal between them arid
Film Renters, Inc., distrib headed
by Nat Sanders. FR has the 35m
theatrical rights in the U. S. and
Canada to a large number of of-
ficial documentaries made by both
governments during the wai;. Un-
der the; terms of his deal, distrib
splits net proceeds 50-50 with the
British government* Latter, in
turn, has the. American films on a
lend-lease basis from the

;
U. S, :

With four pix already making
theatre rounds, Sanders is prepar-
ing another package consisting of
“Target for Tonight” arid ‘‘Coastal
Command.” Distrib kicked Off
with ‘‘The True Glory” and “Burma
Victory” which cbpped bookings in
2,300 situations including such af-
filiated chains as Fo^-West Coast,
Loew’s, RKO, Kalahari & Katz arid
Fox Midwest.
Second package consisted of

Frank Capra’s “Tunisian Victory”
and “Desert Victory.” Sanders is

also readying “The Story of Lili
Marlene” , arid “Close Quarters,”
submarine pic for early entry on
the U. S. scene. Understood that
while FR pays directly to the
British, latter splits proceeds with
the American Government. Net on
teedff package approximated $60,-
000.

Couple of /majors are also hop-
ping on the grapeshot bandwagon

. via reissues of war films. Latest

m
Washington, March 21.

National Labor Relations Board
handed down two important Holly-
wood decisions over the weekend,
stemming from the drive by Inter-
national Alliance

.
of Theatrical

Stage Employers to become the mo-
tion picture industry’s all-in-one
union.

In the first, involving the Assn,
of Motion P i c t ure Producers’
Screen Publicists, NLRB okayed
the results of an election last De-
cember in which the celluloid
flacks had voted 64 for the Screen
Publicists Guild, 62 for IATSE arid
One, for no union at all. Challenges
of three other ballots were sus-
tained. Thus, the labor board
found the publicists’ guild the
proper bargaining agents for the
publicists working for Columbia,
Loew’s, Paramount, RKO, Re-
public, and Warners—the AMPP
members. Election Covers only
flacks working in California.

The second^ a highly involved
ruling, brings close to settlement
the long jurisdictional fight for the
studio painters between IATSE and
Local 644 of the Painters Union.
Decision covers several different
groups but final decision was found
in only one instance.

The Painters were approved as

the appropriate bargaining agent
for film companies affiliated with
Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers Assn,, the small indies.

Of the ballots cast; nine were
for the Painters, two for IA and
three were challenged.

In the other cases, the Labor
Boaid ordered certain challenged
ballots to be opened and counted
to determine the results, These
were:

Assn, of Motion Picture Pro-
ducers, 95 votes for IATSE, .69 for

the Painters and 649 challenged.
NLRB ordered 347 of the chal-

lenged ballots to be opened arid

counted. It sustained the chal-

lenges against the other ballots.

Ressan*. Inc., unaffiliated em-
ployer, seven voted for IATSE two
for the Painters and 47 were chal-

lenged. The board ordered a

group of 18 of the challenged votes

to be opened and counted.
Motion Picture Center Studio,

six voted for IATSE, three for the

Painters, and 12 were challenged.

All the challenged ballots were or-

dered counted.
Pine-Thomas Productions, four

voted for the Painters; three for

IATSE and one was challenged.

The bo&rd ordered that vote to be
opened arid counted.

The count of ail challenged bal-

lots must be completed by March
26.

in the field is RKO with /a dualer
in the form of “Back to Bataan”
and “Marine Raiders.” Twin of-

fering is currently playing a largo
number of RKO houses in the New
York metropolitan , area. Distrib
reports fair returns to date.
Paramount has released a war

package in “Wake Island” arid “So
Proudly We Hail.” Dualer is now
playing in a number of Coast
houses,

.
Par is using some 100

prints on ‘the reissues in territorial

playoffs. Films will be brought
east, June 1.

Par’s oldies were marked for
general release after test bookirigs
were made in four-five spots by its

special art house division, Latter
wing, headed by Monroe Cfoodinan,
is handling a large number of
Par’s big pix of the past on limited
bookings, Package came up with
strong revenues in its .pre-test en-
gagements resulting in a decision
by Alfred W. Schwalberg, distribu-

tion veepeb, to book them gen-
erally.

Arthur Stern Withdraws
3 Houses from Essaness

“Chicago, March 21.

Arthur Stern will Withdraw his
three theatres froiri operation by
Essaness circuit and start his Own
circuit, the Triangle Amus. Co.
Move is effective April 30! Stern
is the son of Emil Stern, former
partner in Essaness and flow; re-

tired.

Reason given for move by Stern
is that the Way pictures are bought
today, on a bidding"basis, there is

no extra advantage in belonging
to a circuit. He described the de-
parture as “completely amicable.”

Three houses are the Argmore,
Avon and Liberty, all on northwest
side. Argmore will continue “art
picture” policy, while others will
be subsequent-run houses.

— RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU -—

-
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Ip the wake of last week’s can-^

cellation of Paul Robeson as a

panel participant on Mrs. Eleanor
Roosevelt’s Sunday afternoon NBC
Video show, industry pro and con

]

sentiment projected the Conflicting

issues;
'

1) iyas NBC’s action high-handed
and

;

indicative of “radio’s latest

crime against freedom of the air”

as charged by the Voice of Free-

dom Committee in a telegram des-

* patched by Dorothy Parker, chair-

man? or 2) Did Elliott Roosevelt,

as Owner of the show, put his moth-
er in an embarrassing position and
administer a setback to the whole
cause of liberalism on radio-TV?

.

As far as NBC is concerned, the

web has a special gripe of its own.
On ;

the basis of the stature

achieved by Mrs. Roosevelt's pro-

gram in its initial few telecasts,

there were three sponsorship nib-

bles, with indications that the show
would wind up* in the>commercial

Double Feature?
Washington, March 21.

WTQP, the 50,000-watt CBS
affiliate here, has booked in a
piie-shot documentary for next
April 11 under the title of
“Sex Offenses in Washington.”
With a perfectly straight

face the station discloses that
the show will be substituted in
the 10:30 p.rti, slot normally
occupied by the web meller,
“Pursuit.”

M

Philadelphia, March 21.
Judge William H. Fitzpatrick in

columns shortly. On the heels of U. S; District Court dismissed libel
the Robeson notoriety, however, suits brought, against four Phila-
NBC execs fear that the show’s a delphia radio stations**by Attorney
“dead duck” so far as snaring a David H. H. Felix,; who asked dam-

RUFE DAVIS
Hoi lywood’s Favorite Hillbilly.

Featured thi« season In Gene
Autry’s Road Show.

Appearing. Saturday, March 26th,

Max Liebirian’s “Show of Shows-
Telavi sio h, Chaonel 4—?NBT.

Week March 30, RKO Palace,

New York.

Peraonal 4 Management
KALCHEIM AND SMITH

RKQ Building,

uiMag s z-way not dwai
NBC sees a two-way radio-TV

future in Joe DiMaggio’s career,

the network last week finalizing

plans for inheritance of the ex-.

CBS Saturday morning stanza.

Effective April 15, the -Yankee

star moves into the Saturday eve-

ning 7:30 to 8 slot. Only the quiz

insert will be retained from the Old

show; with the kids-only format to

he dropped and the program slant-

ed toward adult listeners,

NBC also signed DiMaggio for

TV arid is even thinking of a Sec-

ond radio sports show.

bankrolled is concerned. Web ages of $200,000 from the stations
spokesmen argue that Elliott because pf a political speech aL
Roosevelt and his package partner, legedly made during the iast mu-
Martin Jones, not only put Mrs. nicipal election campaign.
Roosevelt in an awkward and em-
. Felix demanded payment from

Mct
S
ft? u ^ nrn^rtinh the owners of stations WCAU,

WFIL, WPEN and KYW, each of
of controversial issues, and partic- „’ .... ».
ularly the Negro problem, on radio-

TV programming.

which carried an address by Re-
publican City Chairman William F.
Meade. In; the broadcast Meade

KALCHEIM AND SMITH Networks and stations are tak-

RKQ Building, ing a “let’s .wait and see” attitude

to the proposed Broadcast Audi-

ence Measurement, Inc.k which

win seek approval of Broadcast

Measurement Bureau’s board to

<1 1 A .. take over the iatter’s assets. De-

i AvH IWlAyoflAll clsion to incorporate BAM came
liUI (I VllCI AllUll last week when committees of the

A Assn, of National Advertisers,

It looks like “no dice” in the American Assn, of Advertising

m
Within the trade there’s the charged Felix had been a member negotiations between Phillips Lord Agencies and National Assn, pf

mounting conviction that too 0f the Socialist party and added and CBS whereby the latter would Broadcasters met to hash* out the

many flaunting the banner of lib- that “socialists and communists are acquire Lord’s package operation, plan for continuing BMB s. work
eralism via their programs are -cir- the same thing ” it Was alleged Which is on the market for $900,- after the bureau is dissolved next
cusing” public

a
opinion because Felix was a member of the 000. This involves a takeover of July. w „

ing the cries of “censorship,” and
thus harming the sincere liberals

who also get it in the neck.

the same thing,’* it Was alleged, Which is on the market for $900,- after the bureau is dissolved next

Felix was a member; of the 000. This involves a Takeover of Ju^r.
, v .

; . .
• . __

Americans for Democratic Action, such properties as “Counterspy, Among those incorporating BAM
a group which backed the Demo- “Gangbusters,” “Mr. District At^ would be the agencies, advertisers

cratic candidate, Richardson pil- tomey” arid “We, Pie People^ plus and bro^casters wflo are injavor

worth, for city treasurer. The suit one TV entrant, The Black Robe., of the kind
^

of studies BMB has

was tiled Nov. 18 (Latter, however, is bemg dropped made. Details of the BAM’s setup

In ruling for the defendants by NBC after a year’s unsuccessful have not been officially released,

Judge Kirkpatrick found that the effort to wrap up a sponsor.) but the broadcasters will be given

they’re primarily concerned with Americans for Democratic Action, such properties as “Counters
parlaying sensationalism into big- a jn.0UD which backed the Demo- “Gangbusters,” "Mr. District
ger and better Hoopers. Xhese“ex- cratiHanmdKichardion ^ tomey’’ and

worth, for city treasurer. The suit JY eJ1
‘Y?.Y

t
’. T!*t5I

a
-
c^5‘

was filed Nov. 18.

•

Vo
l
Ce

xT«
fwFreeiom P°mmittee 8 FCC forbids radio stations to CBS nix is said to stem from a more of a say in BAM than they

censor the speeches of political feeling that, while“Gangbusters” had hi BMB,
^
The latter, many

'

f
552?2L

1 S candidates. The fact that Meade (sponsored by General Foods) and radioites feel, has control .divided

®t himself was not a candidate Was “Mf. District Attorney” (Bristol- between AAAA, ANA and NAB,
not a factor. Since candidates Myers) can be classified as sure- although the broadcasters provide

must be permitted the uncensored Are bankroll deals, “We, the Peo- allfhe financial .backing,
show because Paul ^Robeson was

uge ^ radio, the same privilege pie” has always Involved a succes- Radioites control of BAM would

Wp must be extended to their cam- sion of option-time huddles with be assured through broadcasters
We are horrified that NBC permits ^ managers arid spokesmen, the sponsor, Gulf, and Pepsi-Cola’s constituting nine of the 15 mcor-

Kirtpatrickteld;
P '

‘^Counterspy” coin is reported porators,
v,

with advertisers- and

Cincinnati, March 21.
Time bonuses of up to 25% for

AM and 50% for TV spot adver-
tisers on Crosley stations to keep
them on the air during the sum-
mer are offered under a bonus plan
announced by Robert E. Dunville,
president. The plan was set up at
the Crosley Broadcasting Corp,
sales meeting here last week, it

is said to be the first such major
station inducement. V

Dunville said the brinus plan will

be more than justified if it
. helps

solve the “recurring summer prob-
lem of the hiatus, Which for years
has meant poorer summer pro-
gramriiing, added expense; and a
three-month anarchy in schedules
for station owners generally.”

A spot advertiser’s regular bill-

ing is not reduced by the bonus
plan, Dunville said, For example;
he explained, an advertiser spend-
ing $1,000 weekly on 50,000-watt
WLW Would receive $250

;
Weekly

additional time; arid an advertiser
spending the same $1 ,000 on WLW
video stations would receive a
bonus in time of ..up to $500 to be
used during July/ August and
September..
The plan is not applicable to net-

work accounts^
For current 52-week advertisers

on WLW, said Harry Mason, vee-
pee iri charge of sales, the bonus
would be 20% of their gross bill-

ing during the three summer
months.
For new accounts using any time

between April and Sept. 30, for

less than 10 weeks, 20% in added
facilities. New accounts who will

broadcast not less than five months
from May through Sept;, 25% in

additional time.
Regular accounts buying addi-

tional facilities will also be en-
titled to a 25% facilities bonus. On

.Crosley TV stations in Cincy, Day-
ton arid Columbus, O., advertisers

can use either the established 40%
summer cash discount or the 50%
bonus in extra time.

all the financial backing.
Radioites’ control of BAM would

be assured through broadcasters On Its Hooper Pull, As

who shall or shall not be heard on •

,Its network as a public service fea* r # vir# lf 1#

Ewing Wins 23G Verdict

vice^hrirman of the Progressive VS. Former WJBW Owner

shaky, agencies the other six. AAAA and

It’s understood that Bernard L. ANA would not participate of-

Schubert, another bigieague pack- -ficially in the incorporation, ^but

age operator, may negotiate a deal agencies and sponsors would take

It’s understood that Bernard L.

enubert, another bigieague pack-

with Lord for a takeover.

“Mr. Robeson is eminently quali- New Orleans, March 21.
Red to discuss the question ofVThe pt K. Ewing, former gen. mgr.
Negro m American Political Life,” - WTn«r .

both as an outstanding leader of .^
0I1 a suit against

the Negro people and one of the
foremost Americans of oUr time*
Millions of listeners would like the breach

Charles C. Carlson, former owner
of station, for damages for alleged SHOW VICE ‘Rmm

contract. was Frarico-American Division

part as individuals. They would
also have an important say on
committees, etc., in determining

(Continued on page 38)

It Still Scares ’Em
Berlin, N. H., March 21.

This area had a scare reminiscentprivilege of hearing Mr. Robeson’s awarded judgment of $23,799.68 Campbell Soups, via Dancer, Fitz- This area had a scare reminiscent
views on the subject. We urge Wednesday (15). Originally Carl- gerald, Sample agency, is still in pf the Orson Welles “Men From
that you remember that the air son filed suit in civil district court the market for a show (in addi- Mars” broadcast of some years ago
still belongs to the people, and is in May, 1946,. asking - cancellation tion to its present sponsorship of when a forest fire prevention pro-
only leased to the broadcaster; We of a contract entered in December, Ed Murrow cross-the-board on gram became too realistic over
demand a rescheduling of the orig- 1943, under Which Ewing was to CBS). WMOU here last week.
Inal show, including Mr. Robeson, serve as gen.mgr. for five years. Outfit originally wanted to pact • Although the real nature of the
or we shall be obliged to petition The contract was offered in evi- Rochester (of the Jack Benny stan- program had been announced in

demand a rescheduling of the orig- 1943, under which Ewing was to CBS )

.

Inal show, including Mr. Robeson, serve as gen.mgr. for five years. Outfit originally wanted to pacl

or we shall be obliged to petition The contract was offered in evi- Rochester (of the Jack Benny stan
the FCC.”

U.S. Secret Service

To Secret Service

New Secret Servi
NBC is all set to roll (with an j

audition platter coining up in two
weeks) on the new Douglas Fair-
banks “Silent Men” series, based
on U. S. Secret Service files,; But
for the privilege of having access
to the* Government documents,
NBC will; have to submit to a bit

of snooping on the part of the
Secret Service agency.

Actually, the scripts will be based
on the mccoy records of the Immi-
gration, Secret Service arid Nar-
cotics Divisions of the U. S. Gov-
ernment, but in each instance the
agencies reserve the right to
double-check on script material
and all NBC production details.

Furthermore, without the stamped
seal of the agency, no script gets
by.
To add to the show’s authentici-

ty, NBC has passed along the word
to its special events men in all

parts of the world to record sound
, events on the key thoroughfares in
the major cities. Thus a “sound
library” will be held in reserve
and utilized when the proper
•cript—Raris, London, Berlin,
Shanghai, etc., comes up for air-

ing.

deuce in the suit.

In his answer arid re-conven-
tional demand Ewing charged that
Carlson had violated numerous
provisions of the contract and had
forced him (Ewing) out of his posi-
tion, Ewing asked judgment of

$63,666, his estimated earnings
during the life of the contract.

za) to a deal, but American To- advance, many listeners were stillWaaaa If . A ’ll _ a 1. •

***'—
.bacco, Benny’s sponsor, nixed it.

The ASCAP Decree
Details of the analysis and

interpretation of the ASCAP
decree in the Music Dept.

startled when announcer Phil
Brown came on the air with an
“on-the-spot” newscast of a fic-

titious Inferno raging in; the area
with orders to evacuate.
The entire eastern half of Coos

county was in an uproar until the
excitement died down

NBC is taking over, the “Falcon,”
beginning in May, arid it will go
into the Sunday afternoon at 4
period, back-to-back with the web’s
“High Adventure” show. Chief

factor in the web’s decision to buy
the Bernard Schubert mysteribso
package has been its ability to

snare a better than 9 rating in the

Mutual Sunday at 7 niche despite

the competition of CBS’s Jack
Benny.
NBC figures it will also be elimi-

nating some of the Sunday at 7

competition in its own bid to make
a respectable rating dent.

In a further reshuffle of its Sun-

day afternoon schedule, NBC
moves Dick Powell’s “Richard Dia-

mond” (which Rexall is picking up
for a summer ride), out of the 5

p. m. segment and into Wednesday
night at 10:30, succeeding “Curtain

Time,” Which Mars Candy is drop-

ping. The web’s “Voices and

Events/’ now heard Saturday after-

noons, will be returned to the Sun-

day at 5 time, but with a revital-

ized format using a name emcee

and getting a “March of Time*

format dressing.

With the following breakdown on New York City ratings C. E. Hooper is hack in business-like
Henry Ford, when he replaced Model T with. Model A, except we didn't stop to retool,” as Hooper
explains it. On the premise that uthe big differences are no longer between networks or between
programs; the big differences are between markets,'* Hooper in this. New York breakdown claims
the

u
shift of accent" is to pinpoint the radical audience differences 'between such markets as N:. Y;

(with 44% of the evening audience: devoted to TV) arid Portland, Ore* (with 0% of the evening au-
dience devoted to TV ) . The following N. Y. Hoqperatings are fot February:

ALL HOMES
Sponsored Network Programs
Milton Berle . . . .... 25.5 TV
Talent Scouts . . , . .

.

17.6 TV
Toast Of the Town. . .16.2 TV
Talent Scouts .... ... .14.5 Rad
Radio Theatre , . . .

,

.14.0 Rad
The Goldbergs ...... 13.9 TV

‘RADIO-ONLY’ HOMES
Sponsored Network Programs

TV HOMES
Sponsored Network Programs

Talent Scouts . . .. ...14.5 Radio My Friend Irma
Radio Theatre . . . .

.

.14.0 Radio Jack Benny .

The Goldbergs 13.9 TV Walter Winchell
My Friend Irma . .... 12.9 Radio . Gtoucho Marx
Bing Crosby .......12.9 Radio Louella Parsons
Godfrey & Friends. . .12.7 TV Suspense . . , ,

.

Studio One . . . 12.3 TV ...
.
Mr. Keen . . . .

.

Talent Scouts . . , . .

;

.21.3 Milton Berle . ; . . . , . . . .

.

.\ .68,3
Radio Theatre .21.1 Talent Scouts .45,3
Bing Crosby ; : . . . . ... . . v. . ;

.

19.3 Toast of the Town ; ....

.

, 42.4
My Friend Irma ....... i .... .18.9 The Goldbergs . ;35.1

Jack Benny . . .... .

.

.12.2 Radio Bob Hawk
Philco Playhouse . . . .12.0 TV Fat Man .

.

• t • •••• • • • •lOiSJ. ihe Goldbergs . . * , , , ,

,

p *

;

. 35.1/.
• • • . . ••« . ... • .18.4 Godfrey Sc. Friends . ........ .33.9

. .. • • • *,i • • • ... 16.1 -Studio One . .. . , , . 33.8<
» • • • ., • « • • « . .15.5 Philco Playhouse ... ....

.

, ... 31.1
• • • • • • • • • • • • 1 15.2 Man Against Crime ... • • . .

.

30.7
.•••••••••• ..

.

14.4 Lights Out . 30.5
• • ••• • »• • • ;,i .14,1 Suspense

. , , . , » . > ,. . , , ,28.8
. . . 1 1 « • i . . .. . 13.6 Silver. Theatre • , 27.0

Philco Playhouse . . . .12.0 TV Fat Man ..13.6 Kraft Theatre ............ .26 9
Walter Winchell .. .11.8 Radio Fibber & Molly ...... .......13.4 Lone Ranger ...... ....... .26

5

Lights Out .... .

.

....11.8 TV The Sheriff .12.8 Stop the Music ...25.5
Suspense ... ..... • 11,5 TV Phil Harris.- ... ....*»•*•• , . .

.

•12.3 Break -the Bank 25.4
Robert Montgomery ......

.

25.4

“Counterspy,” currently spon-

sored on Tuesday and Thursdny

nights on ABC under Pepsi-Cola

bankroll auspices, may soori

emerge on a three-times-a-vveek

basis, with the network peddling

it for Saturday airing, too.

Pepsi has expressed willingness

to let another sponsor ride on the

third niglit, although there have

been some reports that the soft

drink may bow out of its partici-

pation at the season’s end.

Lee Tra.cy’s WOR Show
Lee Tracy will launch a 15-min-

ute weekly theatrical gossip and

news stanza for Baker Brushes on

WOR, N. Y., April 5 at 9:15 ami.

Show will deal with Broadway but

bypass the film field; . •

1
-

Baker has used radio previously

On test campaigns in New England,
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Amidst all the rumors and counter-rumors as to ABC’s future
sphere in the radio-video realms the network, whose capital ex-
penditures in TV to date have totaled $8,200,000, has just entered
into a standbyrloan agreement with the New York Trust Co., in-

volving a $2,500,000 commitment. Loan would have a maximum
maturity of five years, payable at the rate of $500,000 a year.

In order to make the loanr ABC had to get a go-ahead from
Prudential, from whom board chairman Ed Noble had previously
borrowed $5,000,000. It appears that maturity date on the Pru-
dential loaf; starts in 1951 and in order to get ABC off the “too
many maturities" hook, Prudential agreed to balloon the 1951-td-
1955 maturities back to 1960.

In essence, ABC says there are no alarming overtones to the
loan; merely am “anchor to windward” cushion in case the net-
work needs it for Continued radio-TV programming expansion,
etc; “We might not even touch it," says a web spokesman, "but
the chances are we will.” ..

When anything appears to*
.

amiss at NBC, the prevailing jest

circuiting the web ever Since the

jBooz, Allen & Hamilton adminis-

trative blueprirtters stepped in

goes like this: "Let’s have a re-

organization.” That the whimsy
carries some kidding-onrthe-level

overtones was demonstrated anew
last week when Tom McCray’s pro-
gram dept, was put through an in-

tra - departmental personnel re-

shuffle.

The administrative scorecard
now reads:

Tom McCray as director;

Leslie Harris, assistant national
program director, becomes produc-
tion manager;:

James E. Kovach, operations
manager of the Production Divi-

sion, becomes manager of Program
Operations;

Mitchell Benson, administrative
assistant and coordinator of new
package programs, becomes Pack-
age Program and Talent Contact
manager; *

Joel Hamrnil, manager of literary

rights, becomes program submis-
sion supervisor;

Samuel Chotzirioff ,
general music

director, and Sterling Fisher, man-
ager of Public Affairs and Educa-
tion, will continue in their present
positions and will serve both in

radio and television.

Within the trade, it’s the convic-
tion that a dozen reorganizations
won’t resolve NBC’s programming
troubles unless the still-elusive

creative flair is accented. Within
the NBC organization itself, how-
ever, some point to the fact that
the execs entrusted with master-
minding the programming are en-
meshed in red-tape agenda; that'

the department is so set up as to

Involve a multiplicity of extra-cur-
ricular activity, attendance at meet-
ings, etc. Thus, it’s argued, with
so much energy expended on de-
tail, there’s little time left to hit

a creative stride.

Until such time, they argue, that
the program men are given carte
blanche and a free play for cere-
bral planning, the situation isn't

likely to alter itself.

One Big Show Biz
; Jack . (CBS) . Benny - Fred
(NBC) Allen “feud" was pro-
jected last week into, the
Macy’s - Gimbel’s department
store competition in New York.
Following Macy’s “Pays To be
Thrifty” displays wHh Benny
and Bob Hope, Gimbel’s broke
out with full page ads featur-
ing a large photo of Allen and
a shot of Benny on a teevee
screen.

Slogan was “No Benny* But
No Benny Is Thriftier.’’

Borden’s is launching a big na-
tional spot radio campaign on
April 3, which will And it spend-
ing heavily on 100 stations in 90
markets, after it drops CBS’
“County Fair” on April T. Rea-
son for the switch in policy is that

65% of Borden’s sales are in fluid

milk arid ice cream, for which it

had no distribution in half of the
168 cities it bought on CBS.
That fact, Borden feels, resulted

in waste circulation aind building
up only the brand name. At the
same time, dairy outfit found that

in the three minutes of network
time.it had weekly it couldn’t plug
the 10-12 products it wanted to

hypo. The new selective approach,

(Continued on page 38)

Hedda Hopper piay be the next

occupant of the Sunday night at 7

slot on NBC, according to present
thinking of the network program
brass. Hollywood film colony gos-
sip columnist has fust been pacted
by the web for a half-hour pro-
gram, which will be taped on the
Coast. It is scheduled for a June
kickoff and * unless the present
Sunday at 7 tenant, “Christopher
London,” chalks up a more impres-
sive rating, the Hopper show will
be tossed in the opposite-Benny

Ad Exec Predicts

Days for Radio If

Mutual network, it’s reported,
can be had for $1,200*000, although
in some quarters the price tag is

said to be $1,600,000. At any rate,
it’s stated that’ MBS, which has
been billing itself as the ‘•'world’s

largest network” (with upwards«f
500 affiliates) is definitely on the
block. •.

' v

The deal whereby Metro would
take over Mutual is now dead. Ap-
parently Metro wasn’t interested in
the web on a “money considera-
tion,” rather expressing a willing-
ness to program the network and
put its roster of topflight film tal-

ent at the web’s command in re-

turn for converting Mutual into
more or less of a promotional arm
for the Metro pix dynasty.
The situation of the controlling

stockholder stations would tend to

lend credence to the report that
Mutual Wants to uriload. Both
Yankee and Don Lee regional net-
works-r-two of the major Mutual
supports—are reported to be for
sale;, with Yankee previously hav-
ing gone through initial stages of
negotiations.
Elsewhere along the line of

stockholder interests, retrench-
ments are. said to be popularly ’ in

vogue, notably on the WGN-Chi
Tribune front and the WOR, N. Y.
(Macy’s). shaving of costs on the
Washington end of its Operations.
Thus far this year, it’s under-

stood, Mutual is in hock to the
stockholder-owning stations to the
tune of $500,000, with biz consider-

ably off in comparison with a year
ago.
For -the $1,200,000 consideration,

Mutual, of course, is disposing of

no stations; since it owns none;
merely the goodwill of the net-

work, its billings, and an estab-

lished 500-station affiliation*

Sale of Mutual would be the first

major casualty in radio in the
wake of TV’s upbeat, since it’s

recognized that from here on in

radio stations will go begging at

the auction block, although the AM
stations with the proper opera-
tional pattern, it’s conceded, have
plenty of healthy and lucrative

years ahead.

I’s Tbscy Topper
' John Boyal,- NBC veepee, .

who has been closely identi-

fied with Arturo’ Toscanini
and the NBC Symphony Or-

chestra since its inception,
will accompany the ensemble
ori its cross-country junket

: starting next month; in the
role of NBC’s public-station
relations advisor.

For the . occasion, Royal is

dusting off his silk topper-^
the first time he’s used it as
“working equipment” since
his Keith-Albee days as a top
vaude exec.

Format will differ from the cur-
rent flock of gossip columnists on
‘Ihe air, with all portions (including
news flashes, interviews, etc.) to
be done via a dramatization tech-
nique.

Chicago, March 21.

A verbal spanking was delivered

to radio industry by John Mc-
Laughlin, Kraft Foods advertising

manager, at meeting Of Chi Radio
Management. Club last Wednesday
(1 5). The Kraft exec added his

voice to the demand that AM rates

be reduced in those areas where
teevee is cutting into the audience.

Arid he told Chi radio toppers that

medium has been on downgrade
program-wise for past 10 years.

McLaughlin predicted that by
the end of the year video would
have 50% of the nighttime audi-

ence and warned that the time is

near when few advertisers can af-

ford both major radio and TV. He
said both media would suffer until

the problem of AM audience loss

is compensated by a rate card re-

duction. v;

The other major problem facing

the radio industry, McLaughlin
said, is the lack of new ideas.

“Radio today is the same old bill

of fare with a few bits of garnish

added,” he said. He warned the

radio men they must spend money
to get new talent and. to come up

with something fresh in program-

ming ideas.

Hollywood, March 2i.

With AFRA entering objections

to arrangement, deal for Lux to

take over “Screen Guild Players”

next season has been officially

called off. Under setup, Lever
Bros. (Lux ) was to make $10,000

weekly contribution to Motion Pic-

ture Relief Fund for gratis use of

film stars, Camels currently has

similar arrangement.
Pic Stars reportedly protested

Lux takeover because of long re-

hearsal period for the Lux hour

show and attendant loss of reve-

nue. Negotiations had been under
way for months between J. Walter

: Thompson for Lux and L. K. Sid-

ney, of Metro, repping MPRF.

‘Answer Man’ to Play

‘Mars’ Panics ’Em
.

Everybody wants to do a show
with a science-fiction format. Mu-
tual just preemed its “2000, Plus”
series; NBC is excited over its up-
coming “Dimension X” series. CBS
practically did handsprings in some
atomic fervor Over a Ray Bradbury-

industry speculation .mounted
last week* as broadcasters were siz-

ing up the agenda for the upcom-
ing NAB convention in Chicago, as
to the organization’s future sphere
of influence. New developments
were shaping up thusly:

It's a virtual certainty that, for
the first time, none of the CBS high
command will show up at thb Chi
meet. That goes for prexy Frank;
Stanton and all the other 20th floor

top management at 485 Madison,
along with the o & 6 station man-
agers;' The CBS Affiliate Advisory
Board dinner, always held in the
past as an qdjunct to the conven-
tion, will also be, bypassed this

year; In fact, present thinking at
CBS is to just send along a station
relations rep “to case the powwow.”

Similarly, Columbia has definite-

ly committed itself to bowing out
of NAB. Only thing that remains
to be decided is setting the time.
ABC will follow in CBS’ footsteps.

(However, NBC and Mutual will

stick it out).

It’s reported that Bill Ryan, gen-
eral manager of KFI, Los Angeles,
will get. the nod as NAB’s general
manager as second in command to
prexy . Justin Miller, That’U put a
practical broadcaster in the’ key
operational post.

A top CBS spokesman, express-
ing his company’s viewpoint, takes
the position that, in the present
scheme of broadcasting, the NAB
high command, and notably in the

scripted show Called “Mars in
j

person Of Judge Miller, has out-
Heaven, and is set to ride With its

| ,,, , .
'

own weekly series.

In fact, NBC originally had the
same ideas about the “Mars in

Heaven” excursion into the fanta-
sies Of science. But apparently
there was nothing scientific about
the way Bradbury’s agent first ped-
dled “Mars” to NBC for audition
purposes, then submitted it tp CBS.
Latter web got the

.
jump, for in

accepting the script for audition, it

exercised its “option to use” clause
as well, necessitating NBC’s relin-

quishing of the script.

Similarly, the NBC “Mars” audi-
tion was directed by Mitch Gray-
son, whom the web wanted for the
“Dimension X” series. Subsequent-
ly, Grayson has been talking a deal
for a producer-director berth at

CBS, and has already moved in to

meg the new “Up for Parole” Fri-

day night series; . As result, Ed
King will probably do the NBC
show.

(Continued on page 38)

Atlanta Dailies’ Merger

“Answer Man,” show now airing

on WOR, N. Y., and in Rochester,

Chicago and the Don Lee network,

will get Italiari, French- and Ger-

man productions from. Paris, Lux-
embourg, Berlin, Monte Carlo, the.

Armed Services Network and the

British Forces Network in about a

month. Deal was set through the

Economic Cooperation Adminis-

tration and Bruce Chapman, pack-

ager of the show, who flew to Paris

on Sunday (19) to complete ar-

rangements
.

and staff offices in

Europe.
Format of the foreign-language

versions will be the same as that

of the U. S. stanza, with an
“Answer Man” replying to a va-

riety of queries. Some, however,

will be on the U. S. and Marshall

Plan aid.

.

If, as reported in some quarters,
there is doubt as to Blatz picking
up Ed Gardner’s “Duffy’s Tavern”
for a continued ride next season.
One of the factors is said to be
the sponsor’s looking-askarice at'

Gardner taping the show in Puerto
Rico.

NBC, too, is said to be Unhappy
over the prevailing sentiment that
the program has lost much of its

onetime flavor since originating via
tape outside the country.

“Duffy’s” present rating is 8.2,

lowest on the Thursday night NBC
roster and a far cry from the Hoop-,
ers it piled Up when it was back-
to-back with “Mr. District Attor-
ney” on Wednesday nights.

Gardner is reported squawking

ivrnAiT n . * • n l
over his present Thursday 9-9:30

WCON Fate ID Balance period and although there has
.

, , ,
been some talk of mitiatmg over-

Atlanta, March 21. lures with’ CBS, it’s understood
Impending merger of the Allan-

j that he has a longterm deal com-
ta Journal and Atlanta Constitu-

1 mitting him to NBC.
tion will have an important effect

on the broadcast picture here.

Amalgamation announced last

weekend (see story in Literati sec-

tion) will mean that the Constitu-

tion must divest itself of WCON , 5

kw ABC outlet here.. ;TVith the
t*ai m

Journal owning WSB, 50 kw NBC Jj
1™ wnrC WNBT NRC’^ew

affiliate, FCC anti-duopoly rules agfr °.f WNBC-WNBT, NBC s^New

ouS.
jWnt ^transferring to th.

WSB has AMi FM and TV ad- 1

Coast, in a realignment oLthe net-

juncts, and WCON has AM and
j

'york s o At o stations.
. .

Pivr with* a XV construction permit i

McFaddeii,
.

who stepped la as

fvfdSoutlet^^^$d^
tliree months). If WCON,
represents a $1,000,000 investment,

is sold, it would probably remain
an ABC outlet. However, if no buy-

er is inked and the station signs

off, ABC would probably shift to

WGST (a Mutual outlet) or WATL.

Miles Shaves Hill

head oj all o & o operations,

head up KNBH, the NBC-owned
video outlet in Hollywood; The
transfer becomes effective April 5.

Don Norman, sales manager of

WNBC and second in command of

the N. Y. flagship, may inoye into

McFadden’s spot.

PET DAlBY’S SPLURGE
Pet Dairy products has bought

the Fred W. Ziv Co. “Guy Lom*

Miles Labs is dropping the Tues-

day and Thursday airings of Ed-
win C. Hill on ABC at the end of

; , . ,

March, but will return after the
;

bardo Show” for sponsorship in

28 markets in six southern states.

Deal, set through Robert
;
E.

Clarke agency of Atlanta, start!

summer.
Monday, Wednesday and Friday

broadcasts of the five-minute se-

ries, heard at 7 p.m., will continue. early next month*
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Frahk Stanton, CBS president, is now a licensed walkie-talkie
station operator, one of the few in the country to be assigned an
Individual call letter, and the first person in America to actually
possess a “walkie-talkie network” of his own—even though, as
presently set up, it shakes down to a car-to-car network*

Stanton’s * Citizens Radio Station License” came through last
week from the FCC. His call-letters are 2-W-6012.
The CBS prez is putting the “network” into operation this sum-

mer^ when ke embarks on a 6,000-mile auto tour of the northwest.
He’s taking along both Of his cars and a party of friends, Through
the walkie-talkie apparatus he'll be able to keep in constant touch
With the other car. Among the “guests” will be talent—but
“strictly sustaining,” says Stanton.

Washington, March 21.

E. D. Rivers, Jr., son of the for-

mer governor of Georgia, told the

FCC yesterday (20 ) that efforts of

the Savannah Radio Council to

keep him from starting a station in

the city is motivated “purely and
simply” by fear of Competition;

In a vigorous opposition to the
complaint by the Council, which
asked the commission to set aside
his daytime permit in Savannah;
Rivers, through his counsel, Philip

M. Baker, said his accusers have no
basis for, questioning his qualifica-

tions, He charged that his pro-
gramming policy of non-discrimina-
tion, which he practices in his

WEAS in Decatur (just outside At-
lanta) is what the Savannah sta-

tions, .which banded together to

form the council, don't want to see
introduced.
“The Savannah stations,” he

said, “know that WEAS has a tre-

mendous popularity with the Negro
people of Georgia and surrounding
areas. This popularity has con-
sistently grown because WEAS has
given the Negro people a real

chance to express themselves
through the medium of radio. The
Savannah radio council wants no
part of such a policy in Savannah.
In fact, they want no new compe-
tition in Savannah.”

In his operation of WEAS, Riv-

ers said, he “has sincerely tried to

be of service to all of the listeners

without regard to race, creed or
color.” Expressions of gratitude
“from thousands of listeners each
month,” he said, give proof that

“this policy has succeeded.” (The
council charge^ that Rivers has
been devoting *a large portion of

his WEAS schedule to commercial

(Continued on page 38)

Pitt Theatre Circuits

on

For Small Fry Trade
Pittsburgh, March 21.

Harris theatre circuit has taken
over sponsorship of Virginia
O’Donnell's WPGH kiddie show,
‘Stars of Tomorrow,” in a bid to
get some of the Saturday morning
small fry trade away from Warner
Bros.

; Latter has had a children’s
program broadcast for years over
WWSW direct from stage of En-
right in East Liberty, an attrac-
tion that weekly packs that house
to the rafters.

Hariris interests will do the
same thing with “Stars of Tomor-
row,” airing it every Saturday a m.
at 11:30 from stage of Liberty the-
atre, only a few blocks away from
Enright.;'

The O’Donnell airer started on
WPGH just ;a few months ago, and
has been going out every Sunday
afternoon as a sustairier.

Love That ‘Consur
Musicians connected with

the NBC Symphony Orchestra
report something of an un-
precedented nature occurring,
at last Thursday’s rehearsal of
the NBC. symph* when
maestro Arturo Toscanini,

. while batoning the y b o y s

through their paces, inter-
rupted them while he broke
out in song.
However, Toscy wasn’t sing-

ing from rehearsal score, but
snatches f rom Gian-Carlo
Menotti’s new musical drama/
“The Consul,”
Toscy the previous night

had attended the preem of the
“Consul” on Broadway. He
later described the score to
friends as “sensational.”

Washington, March 21.

The State Dept; was told today
(Tues.) not to trim its “Voice of
America” broadcasts as the House
Appropriations Committee released
Its omnibus spending bill.

The Committee recommended
$34,000,000 for State’s Interna-
tional information division, which
includes the “Voice” program.

It gave the FCC $6,625,000 for
operations in the new federal fiscal

year beginning July 1, next.

In addition, the Committee re-

emphasized the interest of Con-
gress in anti-monopoly action by
allocating $3,850,000 for the Justice

Dept.’s anti-trust division which
has been moving vigorously against

several angles of show business in

recent years.

The $34,000,000 for State Dept.’s

overseas information work is $2,-

645,000 less than the Department
requested. It is, however* about
the same as what was allocated for

operating expenses Of the division

during the current year. While
the current year's appropriation

was about $11,000,000 more, the

difference was for construction of

hew shortwave transmitters, not

for operations.

Hamblen Exits KFWB
Hollywood, March 21.

Stuart Hamblen has received his
Notice from KFWB after 17 years
Of announcing Over the outlet.

Hamblen is handling, currently, the
only live variety program being
beamed by the station.

,
Hamblen feels the reason for his

being pink slipped was because of
general cutback at KFWB. An-
nouncer also related that the six

Sponsors plckiiig up the tab on his

Jix-day weekly show have indicated
\h*t they will go Where he does.

i S P * <4 A + w u 5- * .•

With the '49-'50. broadcasting
season in the homestretch, there’s
a growing uneasiness around the
networks and the agencies Over
the realization that, ;by and large/
radio sponsors cancelling Out on
programs are exiting for good and
are not interested in finding re-
placement shows.

In previous years, it2*-. pointed
out, there was a 50-50 chance that
a sponsor, in dropping a show.
Served notice that he was holding
on to his time franchise and was
interested in picking up the tab
for another program. But not so
today. Ti\e client scramming out
of radio either moves into TV or
earmarks the coin for other pro-
motional-advertising activity. With
renewal time coming up, the webs
and agencies have • their fingers
crossed.

Industry sentiment is that it rep-
resents short-sightedness on the
part of the client in view of radio’s
continued sales potency. They
point, for example, to the ability
of ‘‘The Faicoft” on Mutual to snare
a 9.4 in the Sunday at 7 slot on
Mutual opposite CBS’s Jack Benny.
With Anahist cancelling out on the
Show, Bernard Schubert, owner of
the package, got little or no agen-
cy-sponsor response in peddling
it. This, in spite of the fact

that, as a $2.500-a-week package,
it’s one of the choice

;
per-point-

payoff buys on the market. As a
result, Schubert has sold the pro-
gram to NBC for a sustaining ride;

The Kraft Foods and Sealtest
notice of cancellations on their
NBC morning cross-the-board pro-
gramming; Roi-Tan’s dropping of
the Joan Davis CBS show; U. S.

Steel’s alerting of the Theatre
Guild to its anticipated checkout
on its $2,500,000-a-year sponsorship
of its Sunday night dramatic show-
case-—all these are cited as alarm-
ing' factors in the “we’re-getting-
out-of-network-radio” credo.

The situation is highlighted on
still another front. It appears that
for every radio package peddled to
agencies, 10 TV shows are submit-
ted; The packagers contend that
the agencies “aren’t interested” in

radio properties, they in turn re-

flecting the attitude of their clients.

Thus the packaging of radio
shows is reported to be at its low-
est ebb today.

Would Probe FCC
Detroit* March 21.

The Michigan Dept, of the
American Legion called for an
investigation of the FCC to
determine whether it has set
itself, up as a Censorship bu-
reau. Request was in the form
of a resolution adopted by the
Legion's State Executive Com-
mittee which met Sunday (19)
at the Book-Cadillac hotel.

“We question whether the
FCC has the right to look into
a radio station owner’s per-
sonal opinions to determine
his right to operate,” the reso-
lution stated;

State Legion recently award-
ed G. A, Richards and Jiis

WJR its annual Americanism
Award fpr public service. /

WFIL, Philly, Goes On

A Nighttimi

to

St. loo’s
‘

St; Louis, March 21.

Through KMOX, CBS outlet, the

Westinghouse Electric Co., will

bankroll “Beat your Wife,” prob-

ably the most ambitious quizzer

ever produced in this burg and
should the program, skedded for

a 13-wCek trial click it may become
nationwide. The program will

originate from the stage of Loew’s

State theatre, downtown, and

$5,000 in prizes will be dished out

weekly. The top prizes will range

from an all-expense paid seven-day

plane trip and sojourn in Havana,

and a $500 diamond ring to lesser

prizes.
. / :

It will be husband and wife

I teamed in answering questions
„ V. u if •-.» * <-0 . V t.,-4 * .« « « “ «

Philadelphia, March 21.

A move to strengthen WFIL
nighttime radio schedule and at

the same time attract new busi-

ness has been Successfully worked
out in the last month With a

]

sweeping revision of the evening
program lineup and the skedding
of a number of low-cost tran-

scribed shows.

Immediate effect, according to

Roger W. Clipp, general manager

^

has been increased revenue for

station and large savings for the t

sponsors.

The transcribed musical and
mystery programs were purchased
by WFIL * from Charles Michel-

son, Inc.* and Harry S. Goodman
Productions, both packaging firms.

The programs include “Musical

Comedy Theatre;” “The Avenger,”
“The Sealed Book,” “Mystery
House,” all of which are geared
to provide entertainment for lis-

teners at bargain rates for adver-
tisers, Clipp said.

In addition to these low-budget
productions, WFIL. has skedded
four 30-minute shows produced
and transcribed by M-G-M Radio
Attractions and as well as several

live and recorded musical shows,
originating in its own studios. To
make room for newcomers, sta-

tion discontinued approximately
six hours of local and network

Pittsburgh, March 21.

Charles M. Kern, Jr., freelance
radio man and former program di-

rector of WJAS who was named as

a Communist in Washington hear-
ings before the House Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee, lost his
daily program on WMCK in Mc-
Keesport last week when station
refused to allow him to continue.
Kern, once a candidate for mayor
of Pittsburgh on the Progressive
ticket, had been speaking nightly
Monday through Friday at 6:30 on
a program called “The Voice of
UE” Under the sponsorship of the
United Electrical, Radio and Ma-
chine Workers, Local 601.

Union immediately demanded an
investigation by the FCC, charging
that the action was, a “conspiracy
between the Westinghouse Corp.
arid WMCK.” . Gene Kline, man-
ager of the station, refused to cogn-

ment other than to say Kern’s re-

moval was “a matter of policy.”

Frank Panzino, business manager
for the local, called the action “a
further illustration of the efforts

Of big electric corporations and
their IEU - CIO company union
agents to deny UE members free-

dom of speech in the approaching
Taft-Hartley election.”

Matt Cvetic/ FBI undercover
man who worked in the Commie
ranks here for a number of years,

identified Kern as a Communist in

sessions of the House Un-American
Activities Committee. Cvetic said

Kern was chairman of the Pitts-

burgh Chapter of the Progressive
Citizens of America. UE immedi-
ately hired William Moody to

carry on its WMCK program.

^Hollywood, Mrireh 21.

Second week of theFCG’s hear-
ing into renewal of G. A. Richard*
license to operate KMPC got under
way with a duel developing be-
tween Clete

.
Roberts, chief FCC

witness, and,Hugh Fulton/ counsel
for Richards. Fulton bore down
hard in an effort to sweep aside
Roberts’ charges of discrimination
and news coloring against Richards
and KMPC. '

Rarely ruffled, the; ' newsman
meticulously answered questions
ranging from his experience as
radio newsman, his fitness as a
news judge, his employment back-
ground, whether he lifted certain
confidential material from station
files and his personal opinions on
many subjects connected with
broadcasting. Roberts outlined his
experience, including coverage of
both Democratic and Republican
1948 conventions, exclusive inter-

views with Austrian president,
Mussolini’s widow, coverage of
atom bomb explosions, etc;

;
Fulton asked if Richards* with

his experience,- “had just as much
right” to select news as Roberts
did. The newsman answered “Yes,
if when he changed news to put in

opinion he labeled it as opinion.”
Fulton elicited from Roberts that
alleged coloring of news was so
“cleverly done it would have taken
a full-time listening group to .detect
the way itews was slanted by cou-
pling items on. Jews, Communists
and Eleanor Roosevelt;”

Roberts denied he thought only
facts should be broadcast, adding
his belief that “opinion should be
labeled.” Fulton sought to deter-
mine if Roberts thought it was true
that he was ‘‘radio’s top reporter,”
as billed by KFWB, where he now
works. Newsman referred question
to station’s promotion department,
but when asked point blank if he
thought the statement false, re-
plied “No* it probably has the same
value as KMPC calling itself the
goodwill station of Southern Cali-

fornia.’’

Fulton spent the good part of the
day trying to have Roberts identify
numerous KMPC broadcasts. Fred-

(Continued on page 38)

CBS Sets Mental

as

To ‘Mind in

(Continued. 00 page 38)
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Enright Mulls Bid To
Revamp Israeli Radio

Dan Enright, veepee of (Jack)

Barry-Enright Productions, has
beep asked by the U. S. State De-
partment to take a post as con-
sultant to the Israeli Government
for two or three months to re-,

organize the Israeli radio. Enright
is mulling whether he can take a

leave from his firm, which pack-
ages “Juveriile Jury,” “Life Begins
at 80,” “Joe DiMaggio Show” and
“Junior Celebrities.”

Enright, former program opera-
tions manager of WOR, N. Y.j lived

in the Near East for 10 years
before the war.

CBS Documentary Unit is cur-
rently prepping a sequel to its

“Mind in the Shadow” program
which was aired in February,. 1949.
New program, to be scripted by
Arnold Pefl and produced by Wer-
ner Michel, chief Of the Docu-
mentary Unit, will be broadcast
Wednesday night, May 3, in the
10:30 to 11 segment to tie in with
the National Mental Health Foun-
dation’s observance of Mental
Health Week.
Program will explore the prog-

ress made in the past year on the
overall mental health question,

With particular stress on the no-
table achievements made in Min-
nesota. (The initial “Mind in the
Shadow”; documentary, also script-

1 ed by Perl, was the springboard
for far-reaching Minnesota legis-

lation).

t ft U

S
Hollywood, March 21.

Frank Cooper has. picked up the
radio and television rights to Gene
Fowler’s book, “The Great Mouth-
piece,” story of the late criminal
lawyer William Fallon, which was
picturized with William Powell

CRAWFORD’S 500G

• * > 5 * .'4 * U. V * <

First sign of an impending bat-
tle of the suit-makers in the New,
York area is the uncorking of a
$500,000 campaign by Crawford
Clothes, to start tomorrow (23).

Clothing chain will use 10 stations
in the metropolitan district, with
the bulk of the budget being allo-

cated for the upcoming 13-week
period. Agency is A1 Paul Lefton.

Crawford’s move is likely to cue
a fullscale radio war in th#
highly competitive clothing field,

with Baarney’s, Robert Hall,
Bond’s, Prentls, and other re-
tailers hypoing their radio expend!-
tures.

K #
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Any television viewer planning

to spend time in front of his set

this summer Will have slim pick-

ings, at least from among the top

programs now on the air. While
sponsors of several of the top-rated

shows plan to ride out the summer
dog-days, which will improve the

TV fare considerably over the

virtual sloughojf bankrollers gave
'

video last summer, the majority of

them plah to pack up for the usual
eight-week hiatus. Reason, of

course, is their assumption that the

TV audience dwindles drastically

during the -hbt' weather. \

• Broadcasters have been scratch-

ing their craniums trying to figure

a way to keep the bankrollers on
the air. To date, however; they

have not been able to explain away
the fact that vacationers don’t take
their TV sets with them and that

portable sets for the beach or for

cars are practically non-existent.

Discount of 35% being offered by
NBC on its network rate, card for

any sponsor sticking it through the
cummer hasn’t achieved any results

yet. Bankrollers point out that

their time ,
costs are practically

negligible, compared with program
and production costs, and thus the
discount doesn’t mean too much to

them.
Other networks are mulling simi-

lar discount deals but now tend, to

discount their., effectiveness. In adr

ditiori, both ABC and CBS have an-

nual discount systems in their reg-

ular rate cards which can mean a

greater savings to an advertiser

than the 35% being offered by
NBC, Thus, ABC offers a 12^%
discount and CBS one of 10% to

any advertiser remaining on the

air 52 weeks consecutively. And,
as an ABC spokesman pointed out,

12^% of : 52 weeks’ time charges
totals, more than 35% of the eight

weeks that NBC offers.

To date, DuMont looks as though
. it will have the*greatest number of

sponsors remaining on the air

throughout the summer. Network
chief Chris Witting declared this

week he knew of no sponsor yet

who planned an eight-week bpwout.
CBS expects to lose such shows for

the Summer as Fred Waring,
“Goldbergs/* “S us p e n s e” and
others but will retain “Godfrey
and 1? r i e n d s’’ (Chesterfield),

“What’s My Line’’ (Stop-Ett) and
the new Toni show, among others.

Web, in addition* plans to sustain

“Toast , of the Town’’ through the

summer, aS it did last year, even
though Lincoln-Mercury dealers

will take the standard vacation.

Definitely set to remain on ABC-
TV are high-rated “Stop the

Music” (Admiral and Old Golds),

“Lone Ranger” (General Mills arid

American Bakeries) and ‘‘Blind

Date” (Esquire Polish), Several

other possibilities are open but
their sponsors have not yet indi-

cated their intentions.

NBC expects several shows, such
as “Kraft TV Theatre,” to remain
on through the summer. So far.

though, the web has received no
time Orders for the vacation period.

Cherchez Le Feyte

!

.William Esty agency was
forced to scout the country
this week to find the correct
male lead for NBC-TV’s “Col-
gate • Theatre” Sunday night
(26). Agency bought a three-
minute vidfilm lensed by Jesse
and Milton Stern, then called
in scripter William Kendall
Clarke to pen a story which
would be acted live, with the
film to be tagged on the ehd as
a climax.
Agency then . discovered,,

however,, that Robert Feyte
Who had played the lead in the;

.Rim* had left N. Y. Since the
script is to lead directly into
the film portion of the show,
the same characters would
have to be employed. Esty
staffers, - therefore, sent V a
search call to all parts of the
country. Feyte was' finally lo-

cated Monday (20) in Florida,
from Where he flew back yes-
terday to start rehearsals for
the show.

Louisville, March 21,

Teeoff of WHAS-TV, which was
scheduled for Monday (20) has been
postponed a. week, due to technical
difficulties, said to he troubles in

the camera chain. When station

gets on the air, the CBS-TV shows
will switch from WAVE-TV, which
has been carrying the; CBS-TV
shows for about a year.
There Were 25,901 television sets

in the Louisville area as, of Mar. 1.

BALTO

1

Frigidaire’s 100G Tele

Show So Big It Requires

L.A.-N.Y. Split Rehearsals
Unique for TV, a. single show

will be rehearsed on a nationwide
basis. . Practice sessions for the
Bob Hope Easter Sunday show for
Frigidaire, ..April 9 on NBC, will be
split into two sections: Producer
Max Liebman will put the eastern
Clements through their paces, while
Eddie Sobol has been retained to

handle the Coast segments. They’ll
be collated by Liebman shortly
after Hope and others in the Coast
contingent arrive in New .York tor
the telecast.

It’s planned to have Sobol ham
die the bits between Hope, Dinah
Shore arid Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,

plus others that may be signed
from the Coast. Bea Lillie will
work With Liebman from New
York.

Talent and production costs on
this NBC show Will run around
9100.000, the most expensive pro-
gram to date 4 Hope’s cut will be
940.000. Time allotted the program
Is 90 minutes from 5:30 p, m. It’s

the first in a series of five shows
ef similar calibre by Frigidaire.
Next program is scheduled for
Mothers Day. Foote, Cone & Beld-
ing is the agency.

CBS television* in another major
program reshuffle, is dropping two
sustaining half-hour programs,
seeking a new time slot for an-
other one and looking again for a
show to slot opposite the high-
rated “Texaco Star Theatre” on the
rival NBC web.

Being axed in the rearrangement
are “The1 Girls,” which bows out
of its Sunday night at 7 slot after
this week (26), and “Escape,” which
leaves the Thursday night at 9 slot
after March 30. “Abe Burrows’
Almanac” will abandon the Wed-
nesday night at 9 period after the
March 29 stanza, but CBS hopes to
slot it at a new time, as yet unde-
cided. Web Will replace “Girls”
with “Romance/* a series of half-
hour dramatic shows which had a
short sustaining run last year. “Es-
cape” will give way to the Esso-
sponsored “Alan Young Show,”
Which tees off April 6. Burrows’
stanza must be moved to make
Way for the new Toni program and
“What’s My Line?” latter to be
bankrolled by Stop-Ett deodorant,
which will alternate in the Wed-
nesday night- period.
“Command Post,’’ the Arrny

training program now occupying
the Tuesday night at 8 slot oppo-
site NBC’s Texaco show, bows pff

April 4 after the completion of its

scheduled eight-week run. CBS
has not yet decided what show will
replace it, but, with the Milton
Berle stanza still leading; the
Hooper parade with ratings of 60
or better, it’s expected that CBS
will revive its series of feature film
oldies, which formerly held down
that spot. Pictures, running to

about a $1,500 top, represent prob-
ably the least expensive program-
nung for prime evening time.
Web has taken kinescopes of

“Girls,” “Escape” and the Burrows
show and will continue to pitch
them to potential sponsors and
agencies in that version.

Laraine Day (Mrs/Lippy)

Set for Pre-Giant Show
N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX is offer-

ing Larairie Day to sponsors, for a
15-minute sports interview show
preceding all home games of the
N. Y. Giants, which the station is

;
carrying this year.. Leo Durocher,
Giants’ manager and husband of
^Miss Day, is expected to appear on
the program whenever possible.

!
- Show is to originate from a
special booth at the Polo Grounds,

• N. Y., with Miss Day interviewing

i

ballplayers, guests celebs, etc.

McCahon Join* WPIX
j

Robert McCahon, legit actor,
producer and director, joins WPIX,
N. Y. Daily News TV outlet, as an

!
associate director next month. Mc-
jCahon, currently appearing on
Broadway in “Now I Lay Me Down
to Sleep,” will boW out of the pro-
duction April L

Earlier this season, McCahon as-
sisted George Abbott in the pro-
duction of “Touch and Go,” which
ended its N. Y. run Saturday (18).

, CBS-TV’s “Ed Wynn Show” this
week deferred to the tremendous
competitive attack launched against
it by NBC-TV’s highly-touted “Sat*
urday Night Revue.” CBS, in a
desperate bid to hang onto Camel
cigarets as sponsor of the Wynn
stanza; has decided to move the
show from its present Saturday
night at 9 slot to Tuesdays at 9
starting April 4—but only in those
cities Where it bucks the NBC
program. In cities where the NBC
show is* not Carried, Wynn Will
continue in his present Saturday
night time.

.

Wynii stanza thus far has been
unable to snare a rating commen-
surate With the critical acclaim ac-
corded it. Launching of the NBC
“Revue” shoved its Hooper even
lower; with the program drawing a
7.9 network Hooper the first NBC
Week, as against the 39.6 snared
by the half-hour segment of the
two-and-a-half hour NBC spread
directly opposite. William Esty
agency, which handles the Camel
account; reportedly passed the
word along to CBS to find a bet-
ter time segment or else Camels
would bow out.
Show Will now be carried on

Tuesday nights in 14 markets. Sev-
eral single-station areas, although
prime NBC affiliates, will continue
to bypass the NBC show for Wynn
because of contractual commit-
ments and; in those cities, the
show will continue on Saturdays,
It is expected, however, that they
too will pick up the “Revue” at
the end of their current Wynn
cycle, at which time the latter
show will be moved to Tuesdays
also. Fact- that, the show is kine-
scoped on the Coast makes it pos-
sible to be aired at various times
in different areas.
Wynn program will still be fac-

ing some stiff competition in those
areas where it plays Tuesday
nights; It will be bucking NBC’s
“Fireside Theatre,”! which drew a
network Hooper of 36 in the last
report, and the first half of Du-
Mont’s “Cavalcade of Bands,”
which showed a 22.1 in the last
Hoopers. (ABC-TV does; not .pro-
gram Tuesday nights. ). Wynn's
move means CBS must find an-
other slot for “Stage Door,” sus-
tainer now occupying the Tuesday
9 to 9:30 slot. No decision on that
time switch has been made.

Baltimore, March 21.

February sales of TV sets iii

the Baltimore area have brought
the total to 146,191. This was an-

nounced this week by the Balti-

more Television Circulation Com-
mittee. Sales for the month
amounted to 12,943 sets.

All TV managements, of which
there are three in this town, state

they will be out of the red by
June 1, due to the influx of new
accounts; and a reduction of over-

head by a revision of network
charges. Back to back spotting on
Ibcal accounts is helping revenue.
Rates on local accounts seem due
for a heist June 1.

Boston, March v21.

Home grown video shows are on
the upsurge at Hub’s WBZ-TV,
where the station now programs 43
live studio productions weekly.
With three months to go before
celebrating its second anni., station

has shown a lively interest in

local talent and personalities to the
point that 15 hours of its weekly
schedule is local live talent.

Programs show diversified types
with educational, news, musical
and kiddie shows featured along
with dramatic and sport telecasts*

Encouraging feature is that ma-
jority of local shows are sponsored
with advertisers becoming more
alert to the advantages of video
pitches in this area, which is fifth

ranking in the country.
Two recent additions to WBZ-

TV’s sponsored shows are a five

day a week hour-long pickup from
R. H. White, Hub department store
at the early afternoon hour of 2,

specifically beamed to the house-
wife, and a dramatic TV show
preemed Sunday (19) with cast of

Washington; March 2f.
A delegation of European radio

technicians, invited by the State
Dept., begins a two-week tour in
New York next Monday of u. s.
television operations* What they
see here may determine how in-
ternational TV broadcasting stand-
ards are set and have a bearing on
feasibility of trans-Atlantic tele-
casts. Sale of American equip-
ment abroad is also involved.
With the Radio Manufacturers

Assn, as industry host, the dele-
gates will be given a state Dept,
reception at the Statler Hotel,
N. Y., <m Monday. Gn Tuesday
will visit Du Mont studios, see
a theatre video demonstration at
the Paramount theatre; inspect a
variety of TV receivers at the
Hotel Commodore, and tour NBC
operations. A demonstration at
the Waldorf-Astoria by Zenith
Radio Corp. of Phonevision is in-
cluded in Wednesday’s schedule.
Group will later inspect A, T.

& T. relay operations in Nutley,
N. J.; RCA camera and receiver
plants in Camden, N. J,; Philco
broadcasting arid manufacturing
activities in Philadelphia and CBS
studios in New York.
Tour will wind up with confer-

ences in Washington where the
Europeans will also observe idemon-
strations of the RCA, CBS; and
Color Television, Inc., color video
systems.
The technicians represent Aus-

tria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, France, Hungary, Italy,

Holland, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom and Yugoslavia.

I. Invitations to 45 others countries . to
send guest representatives were
also extended by the Governrnent.
Following their U. S; visit, the
delegates Will observe TV opera-,
tlons in Paris, Eindhoven and
London.

WPIX Grabs Off 118

in

Crosley Stations Plan

in

In AFM Negotiations
Cincinnati, March 21.

Crosley AM and TV stations, the
only ones in Cincinnati employing
union musicians, are expected to
make a 50% reduction of their
music staff, the payroll for Which
has exceeded $400,000 under a one-
year contract expiring in April.
A new agreement is being nego-

tiated by Crosley executives and
bargainers for Local 1, American
Federation of Musicians, headed by

i

Oscar Hild, president and a veepee
of tfie national union.
James D. Shbuse, board chairman

of the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
said he would not “venture com-
ment on statements of statistics re-
lating tq

. the use of musicians on
our stations,” and added, “the com-
pany and the riuisicians’ union are
presently negotiating a new con-
tract as they have done successfully
for many years.”

Presently the Crosley music staff
numbers 60 musicians, arrangers
and directors.

Four other major AM stations
and two other TV stations here
have been Without AFM card mem-
bers for periods ranging from one
to several years.

1

Their music is
mostly canned, and five of them
u&e hillbillies and amateurs for live
music.

Eventual position of a strictly

local television station in a major^ v,.... u,,. network eity was underscored this

players from local popular Brattle I
week by the N. Y. Daily News’

Theatre company. *i
WPIX, which latched onto 118 fall

j-/. ...
-

• and winter sports events at Madi-
, son Sq. Garden, N. Y., fox' next

milll/rn M 1 IIP
j

season. Station lias acquired an ex-

clusive on the package for an un-
specified tiriie, and is already pitch-
ing it to potential Sponsors and
agencies.

Since the webs are tied up with
their network contrtctua i commit-
ments, they have been finding it

increasingly difficult to broadcast
any event of a more or. less local

character, into which category most
of the Garden sports fall. Both
CBS and NBC, it is pointed out,

lost their pickup rights to the home
games of the Brooklyn Dodgers
and NV Y. Giants, respectively, for

!, just that reason, with WOR-TV and

SERIES OF TV CHATS
New York’s Mayor William

O’Dwyer is planning a series of
semi-monthly TV chats discussing
“current situations and problems
of interest to the people’’ with
members of his staff. Stanza,
which will probably be in the for-
mat of a roundtable, would go be-
yond strictly governmental probr
lems. The city’s six video stations
were invited to send representa-
tives to a meeting today (Wed.)
tb
L«7

SUh
v
e.S?r^ taking them over. Garden

"fTadio char b!causi
n
If

a
hffun

SW Avihter

Hapriness ^pvlss treatment of
1 slate “ a Package toe some limeHappiness oi press tieatment

;

of
, d with thp wphc nnahlr to find

CBS Cooks Kiiie On

the election- campaign. However ?*?; "wll.v *
.
WCbs

,
n,
V
,blc

the series has not 'materialized. !

WPIX stepped in and. took
over.

Station’s contract with the Gar-
den calls for ail events except t lie

Friday night boxing matches, which

<IIFL f t* 1 • of
will continue to be carried by NBC.

Whst S Lnnkp-inp ' and possibly the Saturd 'y .night

;
. / / .

v* ; events. During the wc
• < (hough,

CBS this Week is auditioning a ! it will have access to c0 (
'“e b‘ ,<s

"

new naif-hour TV talk shoiv featur-
1
ketball, pro tennis, the roclop. dog

mg Dwight Cooke as moderator show, horse show, etc. In addition,
and called “What’s Cooke-ing?” i WPIX will repeat with; the N. Y.
Audition

: kine will also
, feature

j

Ranger and Rover hockey games,
Russel Grouse and Jan Struther,

j

the Siiver Skates tourriey and Gold-
and, if it comes up to web expec-
tations, efforts will be initiated to
pact the trio on a permanent basis.

'* Idea behind the flexible format
is to kick around such questions as:
“Are films going to the dogs?”
“Should women Wear hats in thea-
tres?” “Is it proper to put your
feet on the coffe table?” etc.

LeyiiMon’t Story Sale*
. Leonard L. Levinson, president

of Impossible Pictures, h a s
switched from comedy to suspense.
The producer of cartoon pix has
sold three radio

, scripts to Anacin’s
“Hollywood Star Theatre.”

“Death Comes By Night,” first
of the AM scripts, has been bought

021® McLeod for ‘‘Chevrolet
Tele-Theatre” oh NBC-TV.

y vvw ywv«* —

eri Gloves boXirig, all of which it

carried this year. Station prob-

ably Will relinquish its exclusive

oil tlie package, however, i f it fa i 1 s

to line up a bankroller for the en-

tire: schedule.

Indpls. Bailcasts
Indianapolis, March 21.

WFBM-W will televise 55 home
games of the Indianapolis Indians

beginning April 24. This will in-

clude all home games except those

on Sundays, Harry Bitncr, P»‘esi-

dent of city’s only video outlet,

said.

WFBM-TV started televising

hoirie games on experimental basis

in midseason last year, DickPit*

tenger, chief,sports announcer, will

hapdie play-by-
w
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. , . „ . , /., Washington, March 2a.
i • A gala all-network, radio -and television show to kick off the an-
imal U. S. Savings Bond drive on May 15 is the goal of the Treasury
Savings Bond Division, This year's campaign is labeled the “Inde-
pendence Drive.”
The • radio end is mostly Shaped; up and the television end is

making steady progress.
/-. David Levy, who served during part of the war as war bond
radio director, on loan from the navy, has been appointed special
television consultant for the independence drive. Levy, now with
Young & Bubicam, is due in next week for conferences. His job is
to organize arid produce a one-hour all-star video show. It will be
on the ether from 10 to 11 p.m. (EST), at the same time as the

. radio show, but will riot be a simulcast. Already two networks
have agreed to clear the time to carry the TV' show and efforts are
being made to bring the others into line for the one shot.

. ft will mark the first use Of television in a treasury bond drive
kickoff and the first use of video on such a scale by the Treasury
with all networks expecting to come into line;
The radio show, to Which the four national networks have al-

ready pledged futt cooperation, will follow the 1949 format of an
all-star performance out of Hollywood. But it is expected to be
even bigger. Last year 1,981 stations carried the program. This
year more than 2,000 arte already signed.
Cornwell Jackson, J. Waiter Thompson veepee in charge of the

Hollywood office, is whipping up the sound radio show with the
cooperation of the Hollywood coordinating committee.
President Truman and Treasury Secretary John Snyder will make

brief addresses.

By GEORGE ROSEN

;
CBS’ 20th floor echelon broke

but into a sweat last Week in the
wake of repercussions ~stemming
from Arthur - Godfrey’s ad libbed
crack on ;his Wednesday night
Chesterfield video show—a crack
that provoked guestar Jack Carson
to pull: his hat below his eyes and
comment: “Remember, 1/ wasn’t
here when you said it!”

CBS president Frank Stanton
spent the better part of Thursday
trying, as he later admitted, “to
keep the network together.” .The
network, however, failed to come
out of it intact, with two stations,
including one of the major, basic
affiliates in the midwest, refusing
henceforth to carry the hour-long
program, “Arthur Godfrey and his
Friends.”

Stanton and the other network
brass are particularly sensitive
over the incident since it followed
within 24 hours after FCC Chair-
man Wayne Coy’s warning to the
industry—in an address Tuesday

CBS PHILLY TOAST’

Television networks are retard-*-*
/ing the development of film facili- !

ties for TV in order to maintain :

program control. That is the]
charge being leveled at the webs j

by video film producers who
|

claim that, while broadcasters
j

Ed Sullivan and his CBS Sunday
have worked long and diligently

J

night ‘‘Toast of the ToWn” TV
to improve the reception quality shew will originate from Philadel-
of live shows, little or nothing has !

phia on April 16, show to be staged
been done to turn out better film j

either in Town Hall or the Forrest
reception on TV. New inventions.

|

theatre, legit house,
such as RCA’s flying spot scanner,

j

Program will climax a three-day
they claim, are sitting still in the Philly* celebration commemorating
laboratories while stations are I

Connie Mack's Golden Jubilee as
forced to use oldhat equipment for f Athletics’ mentor. Program will be
film projection. (built around the event, and will

Broadcasters, for the. most part, :
utilize Philly talent,

will concede that the quality of
;

TV film reproduction in no way
,

compares with the quality of live
j

program reception. They disclaim,
though, any responsibility for the

j

fact that film too often looks
washed out arid glaring when,
projected over their. TV systems.
They maintain that TV requires so
much programming that there is

room in the medium for all pack-
agers, whether they turn out live
or film shows and that it’s just a
matter of time until they get the

Damm Damns ‘Filth*
Walter Damm, general man-

ager of WTMJ and WTMJ-TV,
Milwaukee Journal stations,
sent the following wire to CBS
following last Wednesday’s
Arthur Godfrey telecast:

“Godfrey’s remarks to Mor-
ton Downey during the street
sweeping skit last night were
the most obnoxious and filthy

that he has ever inflicted upon
the TV Viewers of this coun-
try. Unless we can have your
definite assurance that hence-
forth Mr. Godfrey’s remarks
and gestures will conform to
the recognized standards of
good taste and decency, The
Journal Co. must refuse to
carry any further programs in
which M r. Godfrey appears; ”

night at the State Radio Confer-
I ence at. the University of Oklaho-
i nia—that neither he nor his FCC
j

colleagues will tolerate, off-color
TV. CBS is even willing to admit
that Coy undoubtedly had none
Other than Godfrey in mind when

;

he stated in his talk; “When a
comedian gets so big that his net-

Droiertioii mialiiv of film* fm Anticipated trek of television
;

work cart no longer handle him,

uroved
1011 quallty of turns im-

prociucers from N. Y. to L. A. as ]
then we have a case of the tail

p * a result of Jerry Fairbanks’ hew

+ Television’s hold on the mrippet

market, which has had some educa-

tors seeing red, is continuing to

draw new* kid-slanted shows and

sponsors into the medium, vNewest
entry is Peter Paul/ which will

back a live production of “Buck
Rogers” on 19 ABC-TV stations

Saturdays at 7 p. in., for eight
weeks, starting April 15, via Maxon
agency.

Web had originally
:
pitched the

candy manufacturer Keith Pal-

mer’s “Dick Tracy,’’ but lost the
property when Palmer gave CBS-
TV ap option; CBS, however, lias

relinquished its option and Music
Corp, of America is now handling
the package. NBC-TV was . also

after the Peter Paul billings and
was offering “Winslow of the
Nayy” outside of Gotham and a
clown stanza iri N. Y. .

“Super Circus,” which is backed;
by Canada Dry, International Shoe
and M&M Cady (latter two outfits

to take a half hour on alternate
weeks), has been renewed by the
soft drink outfit for another 52
weeks, with the station lineup ex-

panded from 16 to 21 outlets. Fur-
ther development of the chain’s
kid block will be insertion of a
film series beamed to the young-
sters on Thursday at. 7 p. mv, pre-
ceding General Mil Is’ “Lone Ran-
ger,”

WOR-TV/N. %. has found its ad-
dition of kid airers paying off in

_hypoed ratings, which have gone
[up an overall 13%. Reason, ac-

cording to WOR programmers, is

.that'.' getting' the young' set to tune
in

,
early- helps hold family audi-

ences. In the hours from 6-8 p.m.,

station feels, crossrthe-board sched-
uling is important, because it sets

Television is taking up the quiz dialing habits. After 8 o’clock,
shows where radio left them off,;, however, it figures that the hori-
Where AM, with several excep- zontal pattern isn’t necessary.

; tions, has eased off on its emphasis
j . Besides the candy bankrollcrs,

on
.
quizzers of several .years,. 10

|

;fv is finding a bonanza in ice
such programs will have

^
prime creai^ (Sealtest on NBC-TV’s

spots on TV by next month—and ^ukla> Fyan arid oilie”), tooth-
many of these.an? video

. versions of
, pastes (Ipana backing : “Lucky

shows that tried and failed on
! Pup” on CBS-TV and Colgate pick-
ing up part of the tab. for NBC-TV’s

It Pays to Be Cleiait
Washington, March 21.,

It pays to be clean, said
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy on
the subject of programming in
his much-discussed speeph last

week at the University of
Oklahoma. Said Coy: “When
Harry Lauder died . : there
was a wave of sadness in the
hearts of millions of Ameri-
cans who had been delighted
with his entertainment. Talk
about -giving the people what
they want.’ The American
people responded to his whole-
some humor by flocking to him
and helping him break box
office records. He did not find
it necessary to resort to livery
stable humor or any other
kind of off-color humor. Joe
Laurie/ Jr., writing of Lauder ;

in Variety, said that the Scot-
man’s material was ‘always
clean , . /clean as a kitten’s
gum.’

.

“
’Clean as a kitten’s gum’

is the way that American radio
and television — the g r e a t

American home entertainment
—ought to be always,” .

Reasons put forward for the
emergence .of quizzers on TV vary,
but most trade observers agree that
economics is probably the basic

“Howdy Doody”), cereals (Kel-
logg’s “Singing Lady” and General
Mills’ “Lone Ranger” on ABC-TV)
and juvenile clothes arid shoe*

: K0^''^ay'4ie
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A *-borrilng. Fairbanks revealed this

tne living spot scanner at the. RCA ~

e

labs in Princeton or Camden.
(Continued on page 34)

week the establishment of com-
plete film facilities in N. Y. at a

wagging the dog.”

TV Censorship involved

CBS makes no bones over the

,

fact that it is worried. At. stake, i

piviv. IIIIU AUVU1V1VO 1U ll.i JL • ai fit • . . M
,
new studio on which he has taken

11

J? iI1

10
'hi ^a

iu u°^
re

;
y

i

an extended lease. Several adver- theweb

Itisers have* already signed for pro- ^
0esn minimize the fact that, as

,

duction of spot commercials at the •

studio and, with the installation of Is” rri’n™ «
,y

fnr
n "

1

a multi-cam system there by late nnn
P
nnn

U
//

:

spring, Fairbanks hopes to be able
;

-000,000 in. network

to take care of the longer dramatic ? ‘

'

s l10ws .
. But CBS also, recognizes that the

iiT.iu; >i.A • future cementing of an entire net-

a woi;k and industry censorship is
use p£ three cameras shooting a

involv ,,a . that Coy’s closing com,
be a day of

be interpreted as
warning that, unless TV stops

;

factor. With the exception of a ! (Sundial Slides on “Lucky Pup”),
large-scale variety program such as DuMont’s “Small Fry Club” is cor
“Stop the Music,” they point out,

.
op; With a variety of advertisers* .

an advertiser can wrap up a quiz
1

Spots and participations are bring-
slrow for comparatively little cost ing in coin both locally .and net-
and. usual ly come; up with a respect- workwise.
able ratings—especially if there are —r-— • :—
cash prizes Involved for audience
participants. Usually all that’s

necessary for such/,programs are
art emcee, some times an orchestra
and some inexpensive production
techniques./ Fact that some quiz-

j

zers succeed on TV while they,
j

failed on -radio, however, is attrib-
j

utecl to tele’s greater degree of in-

timacy. By merely putting the 1 Cleveland, March 21.

cameras on . such a show, it’s Poor homework, poor grade*

pointed out,, the emcee and par- and television appear to go hand-
iicipants, who often had little im- ' in-hand at Cleveland Heights High

School,.

eleyision Directors Guild simulta^Tusly su;Pb"edly
that W

Uv ^embeF?'nP. combines the best features of live

/^J0n?'d*r *' Stnke ;TV production and films. Young & S tZist DnMnnt: -if.-, a warning that, ui
Rubicam recently decided to shoot

Radio-Television Directors Guild
has called
Monday (27)

vote against DuMont.
Union has been trying to negoti- rh7 fma’l ‘rsTeekroHrs 'current

‘ ' Iiw'’5 stable hul'>W'
ate a contract With DuMont, cover- "SMvci The/tre” series* (CBS-TV I

'

(

?
s Go/ remarked in his addressi

ing about 20 staffers in the web’s
: vri mditTc^^ on tte^JoaslMancH ^ FCC l

l
as

,

th
5

right to hold up .

New york headquarters, since Oct.
.; was believed that other sponsors I"’,,0* statlQns carry,ng ' the

6, an RTDG spokesman declared,
|

and agencies would follow the P ‘ ^ :

.
4

’but the company has stalled us.
[
Y&R-International Silver lead,

i ,P
la
f Patrolling

this time.” Union said , that
j
Now that Fairbanks will have the Godfrey ./is next to impossible ,

j

DuMont salaries for
;
associate di- ; system for use in N. Y., tlie, adveiv S1

r
,c

f. l
^0 dmch of his matenal is

rfectors range from $32 to $34, • /rnnUnupH nn naw ifi) : ?
c

. ,

lb
’.

Wednesday night s
,

while directors get from $35 to $75/
j

Continued on page 36)
, incident, involving a street-clean-

Minimurn starting salaries at the

(Continued on page 34)
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.
Pittsburgh, March 21

DuMont’s WDTV, only tele-

When teachers complained the
quality of home work began to de-

teriorate. Principal E. E. Morley
took a survey of 274 students, arid

found that 112. or 41^, had TV
More than 89 of them

watched television for more than.

sir webs are $85 for associates
and $125 for directors and hit $100
and $145, respectively, after ayOar.

;

ing scene with Carson and Morton
(

! Downey, was. CBS admits, but one
i in a series/of questionable telecasts ,

j
that goes back many years. The
CBS anxiety is further intensified

;

Gincy’s 100,000 Sets
Cincinnati, March 2 1.

: Sets served by Cincy’s three TV
j
in view of the fact that last Wed-

’

t irai ni , [ stations reached the 100,000 mark ; nesday’s TV incident follows in the :

S IV Shot ' this week, reported Don Miller. wake of the widespread notoriety •

! Croslev Broadcasting Corp. re^ ' given Fred Allen’s crack, via Time

(Continued on page 36

)

Hollywood, March 21. i

Ruby Keeler goes to N. Y. 'within
search d lector.

The ASCAP Decree

the next two weeks for an appear* His figures, based on sales by ^
ance.on the Ken Murray television retail dealers, rank this area as;

(

show. This will be her first per- 12th largest in the nation for set
,

formance in. seven years, i ownership, with nearly/25% cover- /
Costumes are being made here are at^ong 405,500 families and -

. Details of the analysis and.

exactly cluplicaling thbsc she wore about 2.000 installations in taverns, interpretation of the : ASCAP
when she . was a; filni dancing /star, i cl ubs and public place*. I decree in the Music Dept.

vision station in this area, is fi-/
v

, ,
„ .. ,, ...

nally
.
going to have a stUdip/^pr.I.-f^^'J

10
-^*

8 -’^^'* ^em.

live. program origination. Web has i I*
18

! v]
s watching handicapped

leased 7,.?00 square feet of space j

Uieir school work,

in the Chamber of Commerce !
“Maybe really good

.
students

building in the. downtown Golden ,

could stand the diversion,” de-

Triangle section and plans to start
|

clarcd Morley. but he doubted
remodelling it by May i> Equip-/ poor Students can. Although he
merit should be installed about ’/indicated it is possible for some
July 1. With the studio ready for

|

students to handle their home
lull operation by late summer or .

work and listen to the radio at

early fall. •
,

the same time, Morley claims it is

Plans call for the new space to ‘impossible for them to watch TV
be converted into a 58x48 feet and study at the same .time. ...

studio, a client’s room, dressing
|

/ lie has' urged teachers to check
roqins land office space. Accord-

j

students who have trouble witty
ing to WDTV manager Donald A. i their work. If it turns out thosP
Stewart, about one-third of the ' having trouble also have tele-
station’s income is now derived /Vision sets, he vvould urge parents
from local advertisers, and he^ said 1 to “clamp down” on the amount
that several Pittsburgh sponsors of TV watching allowed. Mean-
arid agencies are already .building

j
while, another survey is under way

shows in preparation for the
studio opening. Bankrollers in-

clude Duquesne Brewery.

to determine whether TV or. non-
TV watchers have the better
grade*. X
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ALCOHOLISM IN WASHINGTON
Narrator-scripter: Gunnar Back
15 Mins,, Tues.* 9:45 pm.
WMAL, Washington, P. C.

Sparked by an intensive cam-

paign, backed financially by^ the

D. C. Health Department; and in-

spired by a newly created Alcoholic

Clinic, this program sets a new
high here for public service cru-

Gunnar Back, whose brain child

this is, brings to the new. project

a Wide background in public serv-

ice type of airer. His VD series,

‘‘The undiscovered,!’ written when
he was a staffer with CBS, won him
a national award, and a subsequent

series on the same subject, ‘‘The

Lonesome Hoad,” has been widely

syndicated. His latest effort rates

attention from any community
which is wrestling with ^the prob-

lem of alcoholism. / \

Series; judged from first two air-

ers, packs a punch by reason of its

factual restrained quality which
carefully avoids a “holier than

thou” attitude: Approach to prob-

lem is medical, rather than psychia-

tric, driving home the point that

the chronic drinker is a sick person

and that here, in Washington,
treatment is readily available.

There is a minimum of detail in-

jected and absolutely no preaching.

Format consists of a brief introduc-

tion outling purpose of series, tape
recordings of actual, interviews

with alcoholics, largely, though not
entirely,; cured cases, recruited from
the files of Alcoholics Anonymous
and the Police courts, as.' well as

some made on the spot along Skid
Row, Narrator Back’s statement
that the problem exists on “quiet,

shady avenues of the City” as well

as in its slums, is dramatically,

brought out by the interviews. Fol-

lowing the stories of the “patients”

themselves, there is a short talk by
a. worker . in the field, and an ex-

planation of how help can be ob-
tained.

"

Strength of the program lies in
j

the technique of Back in skillfully

drawing out his subjects, in his

careful editing of his material to

avoid repetition and, at the same
time, keep the meat of the inter-

view, and in the unexpected drama
contained in the storjes as they,

unfold on the tape. There is a
strong documentary quality to the
15-minute show, and a convincing
air of authenticity. Reputation of

Back himself is, assurance that

there is nothing faked but, even
without this, one could hardly
question the sincerity of a house-
wife, a successful member of AA,
who tells how she was “constantly
living a life of fear that I Wouldn’t
get that next drink.” The subdued
matter of fact account of a Skid
Row habitue, just sentenced by the
court, as he describes his- d.t.’s, has
the effect of high drama and is

unexpectedly moving. . There are
no laughs on this show, and there
is certainly no room for them.

Plugs for the new clinic are kept
to a minimum, but the approach to

alcoholism as a public health prob-
lem is so strongly brought out,

that, as a result of the first pro-
gram, 85 calls were received at the
Alcoholic Information Center,
Whose phone number is repeated on
each broadcast:

“Trailer” technique used by Back
to drum up listeners for subsequent
airer. is effective. Shows heard and
outline of “things to come” made
this reviewer, want to tune in again.
There’s little doubt it Will register

as effectively in
;
homes all over

town, In its present form, it could
be used anywhere with local angles
deleted. Lowe.

H. Dryer,

2,000 PLUS . .

With Ralph Camargo, Cathleen
Cordell, Luis Van Rooten, Mer-
cer McCleod, Ktn Williams,

Arnold Robertson
Producers: Sherman
Robert Weenolsen

Director: Dryer
Writer: Peter Barry
30 Mins.; Wed., 9 p,m.
Sustaining
MBS, from New York
Mutual has won the race to get

a science fiction series on the air^—

with CBS arid NBC also readying
stanzas in the Jules Verne tradi-

tion, What apparently will be a

new cycle, is Cued in by the mount-
ing sale of books and magazines
in the field of fantastic prophecy
and developments in science—A-
bomb, H-bomb, germ warfare, su-
personic planes, radar, television,

etc. Sherman H. Dryer, who pre-
viously did “Exploring the Un-
known” for MBS, wrapped up a
fairly suspenseful half-hour which
included most of the traditional
astounding stories elements—-war
between the Worlds, interplanetary
travel and incredible technical in-

ventions.

Yam concerned an impending
invasion of the earth by insidious
forces from the planet Klagda,
who - demanded immediate uncon-
ditional surrender or complete de-
struction by zultsnium rays. Fortu-
nately, one Scientist and his physi-
cist-girl discover, that Ariti-A and
Anti-B gases will neutralize the
Z-rays, but the problem is getting
the formula from a professor who
had been banished to the Gobi
desert. They manage to convince
the genius to yield his secret, and
your great-grandchildren’s lives are
spared.

“2,000 Plus” was heavy, with
psuedo-scientific jargon such as
brain reconditioning, selective am-
nesia, galvanic adrenalin, automa-
tic brains, audiovoxes, etc.; which
will probably be meat to the scien-
tifiction aficionados. But the 21st
Century w or 1 d, apart from its

Weird technology, was alarmingly
full of this-century jealousy, politi-

cal intrigue arid treachery (in the
person Of a Klagda fifth-column-
ist). The broadcast was at its best
in those segments dealing with
apocalyptic problems in present-
day terms: should the earth fight

and face destruction or accept
slavery, and can scientists allow
the world to destroy itself?

Productionwise the airer was
neatly done, with flutter boxes,
oscillators, spark gaps, echo cham-
bers and other sound effects, to-

gether with Richard Du Page’s
music for the Emerson Buckley
orch, building Up the illusion of
monsters from space threatening
the world of 2124 A. D. Ralph Ca
margo made a good hero-of-the-
future, with Luis Van Rooten as
sisting capably as a scientist. Use
of filters and musical background-
ing on news flashes were impor-
tant in view of the danger of an-
other Orson Welles “Martian in

LILLIAN ROBBINS’ MUSICAL
DIARY

With Aime Gauvin, announcer
Producer: Herman Younglleb
Director: Jan Bart
15 Mins,; Sun„ 1 P«m.
HELEN T. BROOK CANDY
WMGM, New York

(A, P, Landau)

Airer
.
is : an assortment of gab,

interviews, disks and songs that

packs a lot into its 15-minute span:

Lillian Robbins opened her “diary”

Sunday (i9) with an entry on tele-

vision, poiriting out that video va-

riety shows which use the same
standard acts will kill themselves
off. She followed with a cultured

but cold soprano rendition of

“They Didn't Believe Me” and “I’ll

Never Forget You.” Her guest, on
tape, was Ted Lewis, who was in-

troed by his waxing of “When My
Baby Smiles at Me/’ Tete-a-tete,

in which Lewis discussed his video
plans and marriage, was brief and
pointed, but Miss Robbins’ manner
tended to be stiff and scripty. A
warmer, more informal delivery

would also help her commentary*
which was newsy and tightly writ-

ten.
'

.

Commercials and editorial copy
were nicely integrated with the

slogan “candy of the stars” tied

up with WMGM’s “call letters of

the stars” line. Miss Robbins also

gave a iniriiature review of Gian-
Carlo Menotti’s “The Consul” and
chocolate Oscars” to Patricia

Neway (of “The Consul”) and. the

talking mule in “Francis/’ Bril.

vasion” scare. Bril.

SONGS WE SING
With Hal Totten, Frank Sweeney,

Paula Rae, guests; Bob Trendler
orch

Director: Glenn. Ransom
/Writer:; Toni; Elvidge

.

30 Mins.; Thurs. 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WGN, Chicago

This musical half-hour makes up
partly in friendliness and enthusi-
asm what it misses in quality. But
it falls short of beirig major night-
time entertainment. Only the
emceeing of longtime radio man,
Hal Totten, measured up to any-
thing near professional standards.
The singing of Frank Sweeney and
Paula Rae, latter subbing on show
caught (16) for regular Nancy
Wright, was generally unexciting.
The amateur guest quartet, regu-
lar weekly feature, lacked punch.
And the singing of studio audi-
ence, asked to joiri in for a couple
of numbers

j
was perhaps fun for

the guests but tedious for the
home audience. ...

The local stint, bucking some
heavy network competition on its

Thursday night slot, might score
more strongly on, say, Saturday
night. Also needed are a spot* or
two of straight instrumental music
to break up the vocalizing. How*
evei^ neither show’s format nor
talent seem sufficiently sturdy to
make a firm bid for week night
audience or sponsor, Dave.

Ezio Pinza’s disk jockey guest

shot, on the cuff, with Jack Eigen

at the Copacabana, N. Y., last

Thursday (16) was basically a senti-

mental journey by the “South
Pacific” basso-star to a saloon, in

order to oblige a friend, Bennie
Bonacio, and plug the latter’s song,

“Te Ame” (I Loved You), with

Charre Gil and (the late) Eugene
West authoring the Spanish and
English lyrics. It’s an oldie, pub-
lished by Mellow Music, but
Bonacio got to Pinza for a Colum-
bia disking, plus a buildup via

single-shot deejay stint. Inciden-
tally, it’s a single 10-inch platter,
coupled with a “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” excerpt, “Just a Kiss
Apart.” Eigen handled Pinza very
well. The basso manifested that
this was indeed a strange new
world to him. The phpner-inrters
palpably included a number Pinza-
struck babes, who apparently put
on a frank pitch for dates/ caus-
ing him to reiterate he is married,
goes home; every night to his
family, etc. As contrast, Eigen
put Maxie Rosenbloom on as vis-a-
vis to Pinza, but it all bounced off
Very well. Eigen had trailerized
the Pinza date for several days,
arid the Copa Lounge did a turn-
away that night.

JUANITA HALL SHOW
Producer: Ted Cott
Director: Jack Grogan
15 Mins., Sun.; 1 p.m.
Sustaining,
W.NEW, N. Y.

Juanita Hall, whose character*
zation of “Bloody Mary” in the
current Broadway production of

“South Pacific” is one of the
show’s high spots, is turning in

another sock performance via this

15-minute WNEW session. Gal has
an ingratiating quality that should
draw hefty listenership. Her first-

rate song styling is a top-drawer at-

traction in practically all facets of
show business.

Show’s weekly foripat has Miss
Hall delivering tunes relative to a
particular overall subject. On pro-
gram caught, numbers with a

spring flavor were spotlighted. A
line of chatter, pleasantly handled
by Miss Hall, paves the way for
the various songs*rendered.

Tunes that blossomed from the
springtime theme were “April
Showers,” “All The Things You
Are,” “Blue Skies” and “Younger
Than Springtime.”

,
The Roy Ross

Trio provides a rhythmic back-
ground.

WAYNE HOWELL SHOW
Director-producer: Clay Daniel
30 Mins.; Wed., 7:30 p. m.
Sustaining
WNBC, N. Y.

This is a neat job of grafting
celeb interviews onto a disk jockey
idea. Wayne Howell, who also has
a regular morning disk series on
this station, is spotlighting new
platter releases during this session
in addition to making live chatter
with the recording artists who
guest on each show. Howell is a
personable gabber blit the impact
of this airer will hinge chiefly on
the stature of the artists partici-

pating in the interviews and the
quality of the music that’s in the
groove.

Preem show (15) was launched
promisingly. Guests included Lisa
Kirk, Frankie Laine, Kenny Del-
mar, Mary Hatcher and Russ Case
and the showcased disks were first-

rate. Each of the recording art-

ists engaged in some chitchat with
Howell prior to the playing of
their latest releases; Show; ran off

at a snappy rate with almost id
numbers featured. Hernri :

With, the shifting of CBS commentators from New York to the Cap-
ital, station WTOP in Washington is claiming the distinction of being
the biggest news program origination center in the U. S., if not the
world. The 50 kw outlet, owned 55% by the Washington Post and 45%
by the web; will be feeding out 31 separate news broadcasts per week
to the network, effective April 3.

Network staff changes, which takes Edward R. Murrow to D. C.

during part Of March and most of April and results in the web’s “News
and News Analysis” show being transferred to the Capital, will raise

the number of news broadcasts originations by 16 per week.

Under the expanded schedule, Allan Jackson will, broadcast daily

from the Capital on “News of America.” Jackson will also take over
the 6 p.m. daily show broadcast by Eric Sevareid, while the latter takes

over the 11 pm. “Analysis” program now handled by Richard C. Hotte-
let; Murrow will conduct his regular 7:45 p.m. daily show temporarily
from Washington.

In addition, Charles Collbigwood and Jacksori will continue their

weekly Saturday arid Sunday broadcasts from WT0P. Other weekly
web Shows originating from Washington are the Friday “Capitol Cloak-
room/* the Saturday “Science Service News” and the Saturday “Farnri

News.” .C.
"

.

'

>V

A plan for the communications industry's participation in the Wash*
ington Sesquicentennial, . to be held iri the nation’s capital next yearj

has been submitted to the NAB by Ed Kirby, public relations consultant

of the President’s Committee on Religion and Welfare iri the Armed
Forces. /
Kirby suggests that a permanerit Showcase Exhibition Hall be built

by the American communications industry, Comprising AM, FM, fac-

simile, TV, manufacturers of sets and equipment, NAB arid Radio
Manufacturers Assn. Hall would house a library and museum with
historic instruments such as Morse's, first telegraph

; key. Bell’s first

phone; Conrad’s first microphone, important records arid films,, etc. In
addition to display rooms, building would include studio facilities, pub-
lic message centers and displays for wireless and telegraph companies
and facilities for individual stations. . . Kirby also envisions a bombproof
underground communications center for use in a defense emergency.
With an estimated b.o. of 7,000,000 coming to the fair, public rela-

tions and sales promotion value
.
of the building would be great, Kirby

feels. Hall would be self-supporting via admission fees and adminis-
tered by a board of trustees.

Bob Hope slipped in a Couple of
trade references to Bankoff &
Girlie and Frances Lastfogel as
part rof his show last week, at the
same time trailerizing his im-
minent video debut. Cbmediari’s
timing remains canny, frequently
extracting extra values from his
sometimes** thin material; ' •

CRIME REPORT
With Hal Stewart
5 Mins.; 10:15 p.m.,Mon.-thru-Frl.,

•• Sun.
Sustaining
KMOX, St. Louis.
A switcheroo on the prevailing

crime programs has been inaugu-
rated by this CBS outlet and
instead of ope crime being drama-
tized for 30 minutes this one break
down into short segments a daily
report of criminal happenings in
§t: Louis and surrounding terri-
tory. The siren, gunshots, banging
Of the police teletype machines,
etc:, that are used in “Gang-
busters” are utilitized in this for-
mat and is quickly followed . by
Stewart who goes into a rapid and
brief review of street stickups,
store robberies, burglaries, purse
snatchirigs, auto thefts and van-
dalism particularly when the latter
is committed by teenagers.

Stress is laid on the proceedings
in the criminal courts in the area

(Continued on page 39)

Cedric Adams, WCCO, Minneapolis, and CBS network personality.

Was given civic blowout on return to Minneapolis from, his vacation
Wednesday (15) arid gifted With Cadillac car in return for plugging his

home town. ..:'*•

Adams promptly announced cash value of the car Would be donated
by him to charity. Committee was asked to select Catholic, Protestant
and Jewish charities as recipierits, Adams Specifying a fourth benefi-
ciary as Little Sisters of the Poor.

It made a busy week for Adams who, en route to Minneapolis, did
guest shot on Arthur Godfrey morning show and Sunday night (19)

guested as Judge.;rin Horace Heidt network talent show. Back from
three weeks’ rest; he resumes schedule of 25 air shows and seven
newspaper columns: as well as juimerous personal appearances, a week.

. , .
• •

Former members of the Writers War Board Who campaigned ag-
gressively in 1944 against use of “racial stereotypes'* in radio, films,

magazine fiction and so on take strong exception to the March 17 car-

toon “Our Boarding House” (J^EA Syndicate) which pictures a Negro iri

loud Check suit, flaming necktie, big puffy lips and saying, “I is com-
pletely moneyized.” In this same connection, white condescension, it

has again been remarked of a certain Virginia-born radio personality
that try as he will (and he has tried) he can’t shake his early thinking
habits. Introducing a Negro singer recently he called him “boy”
several times. Negro happened to have plenty of dignity and poise*

making that condescending “boy” the more conspicuous.

WPAT, Paterson, N. J., platter spinner John Henry Faulk not only
has to get up before the chickens to do his early a.m. stint, he has to

prove he can cook ’em too'. Recently when Faulk was discussing hit

recipe for* frying chicken Texas style, a local listener, Joan Tonkin,
challenged him to a contest. Event was staged in the Tonkin kitchen
Monday (20) night with four judges and 10 eaters present. After de-
vouring, the fried fowl from neck to derriere, panel voted 3-1 in favor
Of the disk and dish jockey.

WXYZ (Detroit) disk jockey Bill Silbert casually mentioned on his

“Pow Wow” program that he thought Detroit needed a theme song.
His listeriers took him seriously and he was swamped with 500 original
songs. Bill and Ted Mossman, writers of “Till the End of Time,” judged
the entries and gave the nod to Caroline Smith’s “My Country Cousin
Has the Motor City Buzzin.”
Mossman set Miss Smith’s lyrics to music and it will be published by

Fanfare Music Co.

George “The Real” McCoy, vet man-irirstreet radio broadcaster, has
submitted an unusual program idea, “Breakfast at Nedick’s,” to WJZ,
N. Y. Initial test program he has recorded is framed around east side
lunch-counter establishment near 42d and Lexington. McCoy plans to

use set opening line of “Here We Ate in Orange Room of Nedick’s,”
with 15-minute interview stint taking in usual topical questions.

Fri.,

JUBILEE
With Mildred Joseph
15 Mins.; Mon. - thru

11:30 a.m.
UNION-FERN FURNITURE CO.
WTRY, Troy

“Jubilee” is no riot of enter-

tainment, but it is a fairly Well

planned program of transcribed

music interspersed with chatter

and a women’s angled new story.

Mildred Joseph came into pro-

fessional radio from Russell Sage
College’s “How Do You Pronounce
It?” program. She possesses a
pleasant though slightly metallic
voice, and reads script com-
petently. Occasionally an inter-
view is scheduled; one heard (17)
was with Barbara Anri Scott, star
of “Skating Sensations.” Both
gals started slightly arch and fenc-
ing, but they established rapp-
ort and clicked off a reasonably
interesting discussion of skating
and the show. More interviews
and air appearances would un-
doubtedly benefit Miss Joseph:
Each block has a central musical

idea. Advertising leaves no ques-
tion of sponsor’s identity. Group
sounding like the Landt Trio adds
their bit to the plugging, In theme.

t * Jaco.

MYSTERY MOVIE STAR
15 Mins.; Fri., 6:45 p. m.
JOHN HAMRICK THEATRES
KIRO, Seattle

This giveaway show, the first

sponsored by a local theatre group
for some time, seems overloaded
With clues and mechanics. Format
makes for confusion and amount
of work necessary to try and vvin

the weekly $100 prize
:
seems in-

ordinate, particularly when com-
pared with the average quiz or

giveaway show.
Format uses three clues for the

mystery star; first being two jin-

gles; second being the dialing of

eight telephone numbers. Listen-

ers must count the clicks so as to

know whether the sequence is 2—
3—(ABC—DEF) etc. • When num-
bers are learned listener is told

to use six of the eight three let-

ter combinations to get the second
clue to the star. Third clue is

posted weekly in every John Ham-
rick theatre in Seattle, Tacoma and
Enumclaw. ,

Gordon Tuell and Dick Ross do

a good job in putting over the

clues and tiein the commercials
nicely, but fact remains that over-

all impact is one of a difficult job

in squeezing out the answer from

the given clues.
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BALTIMORE CLASSROOM—1950
producers: Mrs* Eletnora B* Kane,

Joel Chaseman
Director: Dennis Kane
30 Mins*; Fri., 7-7:30 p.m.

.

Sustaining
WAAM< Baltimore

Here's a public service £how with

an evesdropping slant that figures

td keep viewers * by their sets;

^Classroom” takes average classes

from Balfo school system, moves
kids, teachers, and equipment to

huge WAAM studio and a replica

of their original room. Pupils run
through average lesson with sur-

prising disregard for lights, cam-
eras,

fand so forth. Result is in-

formal schoolroom lesson seen by
TV audience.

Show has value to educators as
public relations, and station re-

ports teachers' and PTA groups
discussing each show and teacher

,

methods. Board of' Education arid

yVAAMer- Joel Chaseman cooper-
ated since September in tours of
every grade level in all parts of
city. All ages and types of lessons

to be shown on 13-week series. ;

... Show Caught, Negro school No,
132 shown in fourth grade arith-

metic lesson. Kids' working in

groups were covered by well-used
closeups as they ran through ex-
ercises. Mistakes Were made by
the young Einsteins, and there was
even usual classroom giggling and
byplay. Director Kane had hands
full, with action all over room, but
teacher’s route seemed to be logi-

cal from group to group. Content
and camerawork add up to a valu-
able show for all concerned.

Station reports that prospective
teachers and pupils are taken for
tour of facilities during week be-
fore show, so they won't be over-.

Whelmed by strangeness of sur-
roundings. Effort is also made to
dress them as usual in school.
Flannel shirts and one-piece
dresses predominate,

Only “professional" scripting Is

evidenced at beginning and end.
when station announcer reads ex-
planation of show oyer moving title.

Message tells viewers to expect a
real lesson, and reminds . them
show is done live from studio With
Board of Education backing.

TElUVmON REVIEWS SI
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OFF THE RECORD
With Ed McMahon. Skin Allen
BO Mins.; Sat., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WCAU-TV. Phila.

"Off the Record," one of the
shows used to expand WCAU-TV’s
late evening coverage shapes up
as good entertainment for Satur-
day night, especially for the dat-
ing crowd. Show is combination
disker and quizzer, with plenty
platter time to permit stepping for
the youngsters who have the rugs
'bp.

.

. Dancers in studio, on whom the
camera focuses periodically, also
suggest the home terping. Skip
Allen, who lias an acquaintance
with recordings and a jazz back-
ground, is the platter spinner,
while McMahon roves about the
studip a s k i n g questions of bptli

dancers ahd spectators.

For the home audience, there
are specia l questions w h i c li are
run off on tape against background
of the spinning disk. Name brand
prizes are available both for the
studio audience and the home
viewers. On original show, "Off
the Record" asked for telephone
callers to answer tape queries and
response tied up all midtown ex-
changes. On program caught (IT)

boys used device of telephoning
listeners, while tape reiterated
warnings against calling station
switchboard.

Type query employed: "What
star of a Berlin musical is identi-
fied with this number?" while
recording plays "My Darling, My
Darling." Wrist Watches, Wallets,
perfume, Toni home kits, etc. are
distributed for correct* replies.
Guests appeair for interview shots.
Among those on program caught
were Don Cornell, currently at

Latin, Casino, and Cathy Allen,
now singing at Big Bill’s. Both
singers did Larry Parks’ routine,
faking vocals on their hit num-
bers: Cornell’s "It 'isn't* -Fair.” with
Sammy Kaye’s orch, ;and Miss Al-
len’s waking with Louis Prima of
“Love That Man,”.

;
Program is adding gimmicks

such as bringing on a couple from
Arthur, Murray studios to dance
and explain the intricacies of the
Momba.

: Studio dancers are asked
to suggest title for song, and then
each individual is asked to add a

j

line as Allen improvises tune un-
til whole spng is written. Con-
tributors of each line are given
prizes for, help.

McMahon has an informal style
and is quick on the trigger. * Allen
}s not quite as much at ease* but
Js a great help at the pianistics and
the interviews of musical person-
alities, Boys have song and piano

.

intro, which they could easily do J

without. Gagh.

Rex Harnson (Who made his
video debut on "NBC’s Saturday
Night Revue’’) had his teevee dra-
matic bow oh NBC-TV’s "Chevron
Jet Tele-Theatre" Monday (20).Tho vehicle was a charming com-'
e
^I'u

The Walking Stick,” in
which Harrison played a stutter-
ing, milquetoastish assistant bank
manager who inherited a stylish
cane. Enchanted by the vision of
the stick’s pVoqd previous owners,
Harrison was transformed into a
self-asserting man, changing his
baggy suit for a smart outfit and
dropping his shy bearing for a
swaggering manner; An appeal-
ing sub-plpt had him beset by a
Wiley femme fronting for a bank
ropber, but possession of the cane
impelled

.

him to foil the thieves
and : win

: the managership—and
with it the hand of the girl who
had loved him silently all along.

Conception
: of

,
the . drama was

that of a broadly played fantasy,
with Harrison changing almost in-
stantaneously from the obsequious
clerk to a dapper dandy;? Narra-
tion was by the cane itself and the
inanimate Object was endowed
with near - miraculous p 6 w e r s—
tripping the boss- and Harrison
when they became too cocky and
becoming the weapon for thwart-
ing the robbery. Supporting cast
in the comedy /included Dennis
Hoey, Una O’Connor, Elizabeth
Eustis arid Eileen Peel;

Duplicating: its coverage job of
last year, WPIX; N Y , turned the
St; Patrick’s Day (17) parade into
a four-and-a-half-hour video spec-
tacle for the benefit of the few New
Yorkers who Weren’t at the line
of march. Not doing much beyond
training the cameras on the
columns of paraders that passed
the reviewing stand at Fifth ave-
nue and 64th street, , the program
managed to capture all of the mass-
iveness and lots of the color of this
annual turnout of the sons of Erin.
It more than satisfied normal I-
loye-a:parade sentiments.

Like last year, the best feature
of this elongated airer was the
sparkling commentary of Jack
McCarthy. McCarthy, a natural
spieler in the best Irish tradition
of eloquence and humor, furnished
a burred background of inventive
gab to sustain the basically monot-
onous screen, material, considering
the limitations of black-and-white
cameras. The greatest section of
this program was carried solely on
the strength of McCarthy’s enthusi-
asm and flow of fresh descriptive
phrases.

Occasional variety Was also fur-
nished by interviews with march-
ers of all ages conducted in first-

rate style by Joe Bolton and John
Crosson. Equipped with walkie-
talkies, the two reporters collared
both celebs and ordinary Hiberni-
ans for brief chats while proceed-
ing in formation. During the gaps
in the parade

*
top political figures,

such as Mayor William F. O’Dwyer
ahd Lt. Gov. Joseph R. Hanley,
made their usual ceremonial
speeches.
Only difference between WPIX’s

coveragefthis year arid last was the
occasional insert Of a filmed plug
for R&H beer which bankrolled

;

this year’s broadcast.

contribution is showing consider-
able gains. Sobol, with his show
biz background, knows how to show
acts to advantage. The session
achieved sock pacing arid the cam-
eras got -most out of the perform-
ers.

The permanent company which
includes Carter, Donald Richards
and Benny Baker worked with tneir
usual proficiency, in both individual
spots and in sketches. Probably
of greatest interest was the spot
by Smith and Dale, the vet comedy
team, who performed a shipboard
sketch which had as high a .laugh-
content as their- "Dr. KrOrikhite"
bit. Duo really mopped up On
laugh returns. Other guests in-
cluded Copsey and Ayres, who im-
pressed handily With East Indian
and modem terps. Frances Lang-
ford also hit it handily, while Rex
Ramer registered with his impres-
sions of musical instruments.

The N. Y. portion of the stanza
was tops, Sid Caesar continuing to
gain in stature with this show. He’s
a performer with authority who
shows up excelleritly in both his
individual bits and sketches. His
resume: on fight pictured was ter-
rific arid he got in a yocker with
the old Niagara Falls bit done with
Imogene Coca.. He was also up to
par oil the photographer bit and a
dissertation; on ski instruction* It’s

a herculean Task lining up this
amount of good material weekly.

Melvyri Douglas emceed the .pro-
ceedings solidly and took part in
the show with a satire on "Impor-
tance of Being Earnest.”

Regulars Marguerite Piazza hit
with the Musetta Waltz from "La
Boh'eme" arid Robert Merrill scored
with "Song of the Flea.” The Ham-
ilton Trio, Nelle Fisher and Jerry
Ross and the Billy Williams Trio
did well in their respective spots.

Max Liebman’s production was on
its Usual high plane. .

Arthur Schwartz’s "Inside U S.A.
with Chevrolet" bowed off CBS-
TV Thursday night (I6V, after/ a
run of 13 stanzas, with a half-hour
revue that was on a par with the
better shows in the series; While
CheVvy dropped the show because
its top-heavy budget failed to pay
off with the desired ratings, the
finale e y i d e nee d anew that
Schwartz has learned ’the knack of

adapting the legit-type revue to
video’s facilities.

Regulars Peter Lind Hayes and
Mary Healy carried most of the
show, with guest Joan Blondell
doing a fair Mae West impersona-
tion in an overlong western bar-
room skit. Hayes was standout in
the "Rip Van Winkle Room”
sketch done by Jack Haley in the
original Broadway "U.S^A.” and
Miss Healy, with the ballet arid

chorus backing her, did a neat job
on "Greenup Time." Dancer
Sheilah Bond suffered from the
lack of closeups on her terp num-
ber biit still managed to please as
a widow being courted by three
suitors. Entire cast appeared
slightly woebegone in that final

commercial, s i ri c e Hayes
.
was.

forced to omit his usual "see you
in two weeks on this same station.”

It was a good show while it lasted.

film, were interesting, particularly
that charade plug worked out by
Miss Francis with the character
dressed as the sponsor’s brand
identification.

Last Friday’s installment of Du
Mont’s "Hands of Murder,” the
Larry Menkin - Charles Speer-
scripted mysterioso series, was an
inventive bit of TV legerdemain
called "The Hiroshima Ghost;”
Actually, it resolved -itself into a
very effective arid sincere plea for
peace without in any way under-
mining the dramatic and suspense
elements,-;

A cleverly-contrived plot using
a. radiated Japanese ghost (victim
of Hiroshima) as the story's pro-,
tagonist permitted espousal of an
idea without detriment to the
dramatic content;' Production and
direction were smooth and the act-
ing on an equal par.

"Texaco Star Theatre” last Week
achieved a terrific pace with
Geofgie Price at the emcee spot;
Price was the

: second of two em-
cees subbing for Milton Berle ;

while he played a Miami Beach
Cafe engagement. Hank Ladd* did
the first installment.

Price had the good sense to let
the show stand on the strength of
the acts and sketches gathered for
this display. His intrusions, into
the proceedings were as minor as
possible. His main function was
to give the acts a hearty sendoff
and work in the sketches alloted
to him. Price functioned in this
capacity with a high degree of ex-
cellence.
The collection of talent was gen-

.

erally good and . was distinguished
by the tele bPW of what appears
to be one of the best jugglers
around. Bela Krerno, a recent im-
port; did five minutes of manipula-
tions, with, hats and cigar-boxes.
He showed adeptness at both,
forming some unusual patterns.
_ Another good spot was taken by
Jack Gilford, who recreated the
"I Feel Like a New Man" sketch
from the defunct musical revue,
"Alive and Kicking.” The bit
Scored solidly. Also from that
revue, Bobby Van did a Ray Bol-
geresque dance turn for good
effect;
Lew Parker did two pieces of

business that registered nicely and
June Havoc’s singing and comedy
tune with Price came off nicely. Act
lineup was completed by Adriana
and Charley on the tram poline

WAITING FOR THE BREAK
With Hank Ladd, emcee; Joan

Kilbr)^ Rudy Tome, Gizella
Svetlik, Lorenzo Fuller, Cynthia
Risley* Stan Rose, Penguin Trio

Producer-Director: Herb Moss
Writers: Coleman Jacoby, Arnie
Rosen

30 Mins*, Sat., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining *

WNBT, N. Y.
"Waiting for the Break” is a

variation on the talent finding
theme* The idea behind this one
is sound arid it. could eventually
build into a pleasant half-hour of
variety entertainment. The idea
is to project to "front and center
stage” the, understudies, the
supers and the bit players in the
.Broadway musicals and plays who
otherwise are relegated to virtual
Obscurity, waiting for that one big
break that might or might not
come.

Obviously, the program wiil rise
or fall on the talent that is show^
cased. Initial stanza last Saturday
brought on the "also ranB;” from
the "Kiss Me, Kate” musical, in-
cluding Joan Kilbrig, understudy
for Li$a Kirk (Who inevitably went
into the "True : to You in My
Fashion”); Rudy Tome, a person-
able hoofer who understudies
Harold. Lang and who, accom-
panied by Gizella Svetlik, did an
acceptable vocal duet and inter-
pretive terp around something
called "Paint and Powder You,
Pipe and Slippers Me." Latter is
an original by one of "Kate’s”

.

lowercase sepia performers, Lo-
renzo Fuller, who also was
projected for the TV break, Cyn-
thia Risley, the show’s ballerina,
teamed with

.
Stan . Rose for an-

other vocal - dance twosome and
the Tmlf-hour closed with still
imore/dancing in the novelty idiom
by three more "Kate" aspirants
calling themselves the Penguin
Trio.

In and out of ail this moves
Hank Ladd as eriicee who, unfor-
tunately, brought little else than a
backstage

.
scratch sheet prop to

the proceedings w h e r e some .

needed drollery might have pro-
vided spontaneity to the stanza.
The overaccent on dancing, the
need for comedy which eluded
Ladd, and the overall slowness . of
pace all contributed toward the
conclusion that the program laclu
a spark.
The idea remains good; perhaps

the aspirants in the other big-
league Broadway shows will merit
the TV buildup. But the emcee
sppt is basic, and needs attention.

Rose.

"The Plan’s the Thing” (ex-

Actor’s Studio), the Friday night
CBS ’ series that alternates with
"Ford Television Theatre," came
lip with a delightful bit of Ben
Hecht zanyism last week in the
adaptation of his ‘‘Pink Hussar."
Production-wise, it offered a quo-
tient of entertainment and supers
lative dramatics that put TV on
an equal footing with any dramatic
fare. It was notably in the ability

of David Pressman as director and
an excellent array of actors to

j

capture the Hechtiart comicalities
of this piece of nonsense that made
"Hussar" one of the TV delights
of the season. The casting of Jo-
seph Byloff as the; Budapest im-
presariprin-exiie was nothing short
of insight-

This CBS lend-leased World
Video package, incideritally, con-
tinues as one of TV’s highlights in

the realm of dramatics, betraying
a .wider scope in its choice of
material and qualitative production
values than most of the play act-

ing stanzas;

NBC’s Saturday night parlriy,

"Your- Show of Shows" on the
March 18 session more thari main-
tained the standard set by previous
displays. Every succeeding install-?

merit, so far, has improved in some
respects, with the major hypo com-
ing out of Chicago, where early

shows evidenced weaknesses. How-
ever, With Eddie Sobol coming i

from the Coast to iron out some

!

production kinks. Jack Carter’s
1

ABC-TV’s "Blind Date" Set off

on a hew commercial cycle Thurs-
day night (16) Under the sponsor-
ship of Esquire Boot Polish but,

in so doing, lost much of the
sparkle that featured it as a sus-
tainer. Commercials themselves
did not siow down the pace but the
show, in an obvious attempt to

present something new. emerged
almost as a, variety program.
Sacrificed, as a result, was most of
that bright telephonic banter be-
tween the young boys an

;

d gals on
which tlie show made its name-
even though some of the lines pre-
viously tossed back and forth
seemed pre-rehearsed-

:
Producer

Bernard Schubert is to be com-
mended, for trying to inject a new.
note into the program but perhaps
a h^ppy medium between the two
formats would result in a better
show. '/•

Arlene Francis continues as the
femcee. demonstrating again last

week her welcome Vivacity, gUb-
ness arid dextrous touch in bolster-
ing the lagging parts; Because of
the emphasis on "acts." last week’s
show presented only two girls for
whom two teams of boys competed,
instead of three as heretofore.
Male contestants were drawn from
the Columbia Univ. and Yale stu-
dent-bodies'. One of them, a

nephew of N. Y.’s Mayor O’Dwyer,
soloed with the Columbia glee club
instead of telephoning, and ari-

other, from Texas; yodeled a cow-
boy tune. Also on hand was
"Francis," so-called talking mule
from Universal^ film of the same
title, - Commercials, both live and

FRIENDSHIP RANCH
With Olivia Santoro, Cricket

"ho did okay in the opening spot; I Produce/ Allc<?CI«nent«
Price’s finale, based on a eollec- Dl?“to/*Marifvn Gustention Of Gus Edwards’ tunes, came *

1 -M>r*
•
arUyn 0l,sten

off well; A crop of talented riiopr
pets assisted for this blowoff

.

15 Mins.; Thtirs., 6 p.m,
Burry biscuit co. -

WBNT, N. Y.
(Clements Co. )

“Friendship Ranch,"
preemed on WNBT, N. Y.. Thurs-
day (16), has a format which calls,
for a “children’s variety show With
a western atmosphere." Presum-

w h i c h
"Phllco Television Playhouse” on

NBC-TV Sunday (19) presented an
interesting courtroom drama, "The
Trial of Steven Kent;" based on the

crux^ of
P
^hP Vflrn

h€
Jac

1
;
ably OliVio Santoro, a guitar-play-

t riir yodeler; Cricket Skilling, a tyro

iinu?
J

oc’
1I)Slde

i

cowboy, and several smallfry in
; flintier garb all fit into the re-

who, sincC’ early 'Childhood, hated
j oiiireH oategnrv

lo
i Participants, for the most part;

>^?
C°!?C ^ !

confine themselves to giving out
.
Ada l)tatlon by

; Avith copious wahoos!, plus tossing

,^
lrr

}
stead (who als? Pjayed off a couple of hossopera ditties be-

of the jurors) opened with, the
j

tw’ixt ample plugs for Burry’s Bis-
court m session, then moved to the

i cuits. Inaugural show' was a slip-
room and flashed back to

, shod, disorganized affair with the
highspots in the trial as the fore-

j
musical aspect particularly hap-man won one after another of the hazard

panel to vote "guilty.” However; what this show appears to need
when at the end the score was 11-1 most of all is some kind of cori-
^,or .conviction, the foreman’s vin- tin uity which Would provide it a
dictiveness.was exposed and Kent reason for "Friendship Ranch,"

,

was acquitted. . along with a script that would
Fred Coes production involved build interest from moppet view-

a large ^ast. to fill the jury box,
;
ers. It’S not enough to say "boys

judge s bench, lawyers tables, Wit- and girls^—here we are at ‘Friend-
nes$es, etc., and it was a generally ship Ranch’ with Olivio and
apt group of thespers. Particularly Cricket!’’, tlien pad ouf. the time
effective was John Newland, as de- witli songs and blurbs. Gilb.
fense attorney, while Richard

.
.

Sanders; as the d a,,. in a couple- of FIVE BOROUGHS QUIZ
spots gave tentative readings of his With Vivian Farrar; Ben Grauer,
lines. Richard Frasier was con- Grover Whalen, guests
vincing as the accused and Alfrccla Producer: Hal Schaffel
Wallace had one solidly played Director: Peggy Gannon
scene as the defendant s sweet- 30 Mins.: Wed * 7:30 p.m.
heart under crossrcxamination. Sustaining \
Reed 'Brown, Jr,, was fair in the WpiX, New York
hart ot the biased foreman and this quizzer is of purely local
was handicapped by- an overuse of interest, pitting boys and girls
the inner-thought device, which re- from New York's live boroughs
quired him to do a lot of smirking against each other in a geography-
w;hile ;his revengeful ideas were history-civics bee. To give the
aired on tape. Delbert Mann’s di- queries a visual slant, youngsters
rection fully solved several prob- had to identify scenes from models
lenrs involving flashbacks and han- borrowed from museums and to
dling of; group scenes in \Vhich a identify some historic hats. Young-
dozen oi -'more characters; were slers were bright and showed good
present. knowledge of their city, although

— as might be expected they were not
/ Morey Amsterdam's "Silver too familiar with some subjects
Swan Cafe" on DuMont last , (such as celebs of a generation
Thursday (16> was an undistin- 1 agoi;
guished comedy offering.

;
Material ' Vivian Farrar made a pleasant

was weak and lacked freshness at- : femcee. Ben Grauer; who was By
thougtl midway in the

.
.stanza Am- f

her side for most of the broad-
(Continued on,, page 3i)< } ,

^Continued, pit page\^)
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'fLSndan Mails Mail's National Radi* Award

WHO’S HE? Stewart MacPherson by name, dubbed

“the Rajah of Radio” by 16 million adoring Britons/

Comedian, commentator . . . a man of mammoth
energy and sharp-tusked good humor* (And the elor

quence that converts listeners into cash customers !)

WHERE’S HE? On WCCQ now. We heard about him*

wooed him, won him.

HOW’S HE OOING? Nothing BBCish about the Rajah, In

his first three weeks on WCCO, he took on three new
i

•'
.

.

shows. Three new sponsors. And at last count, mail

' for one show alone was coming in at the rate of more

than 1,000 letters per program 1

PHENOMENAL PACE? Not for the Rajah* Back in Britain

he emceed two of the “Top Ten” shows ...won the

1949 British radio “Oscar” t...doubled in sports and

special events on top of a schedule of writing and

music hall appearances that would kill an elephant.

SIGNIFICANT? As sure as WCCO’s Cedric Adams, Larry

Haeg, Halsey Hall; George Grim and Bob DeHaveh

are nO'W- the nabobs of Northwest radio, His Majesty

MacPherson is our newest Prince of Sales* He’ll be

glad to give you an addfence. A big one!

ifUVv 50,000 waits

Minneapo lis -St , Paul

Represented by Radio Sales

> - t'-f,
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Hollywood;, March 21. f
Radio Television Directors

Guild council held a hurtled meet-

ing following the Screen Directors

Guild move last, week to challenge

jurisdiction over video directors

and producers,

Videoites were taken by sur-

prise by the SDG move. Session

was chairmanned by Los Angeles

local prexy Murray Bolen who,

after a 'two-hour huddle, was in-

structed by the council of eight

to huddle with SDG tele consult-

ant Edgar J. Leaman. Bolen is

expected to arrange a meeting for

later in the week.

RTDG local prexy criticized the

SDG for making its move public

before making plans known to the

TV group, declaring such actions

are generally preceded by notifi-

cation. Bolen admitted some of

his Guild members had been ap-

proached by the SDG but he had
interpreted it

v
a$' “spadework'- not

to be. taken seriously at this time.

He believes the vidgroup is

within its rights in claiming jurist-

diction, having 36 directors in its

membership out of a round total

of 45. Every station is represented

on the roster except Don Lee,

which has not been “pressed.” He
said his Guild would meet the

challenge of the SDG up to a final

determination as bargaining agent

by the National Labor Relations

Board. RTDG has an AFL charter.

. National office of the RTDG yes-

terday (Tues.) backed its Coast
local in its jurisdictional dispute
with the SDG. RTDG stressed the

fact that it had the AFL’s backing
for jurisdiction in the TV direc-

torial field and that it already had
pacts in New York with CBS:TV,
ABC-TV, NBC-TV, and WPIX, and
was in negotiations with WOR-TV.
In Chicago it has AM pacts with
the four Webs and members at

the four network Video outlets, al-

though ho contracts have been
signed.

Wrigley Gives Autry

Okay on TV Films;

Rejssues a Poser
Chicago, March 21

.

. Gene Autry, casting jealous eyes
at Hopalong Cassidy’s tele-inspired

spurt of popularity^ will produce
and star in a series of six 30-minute
TV films slated for early summer
production in Hollywood. Pics will

be designed to test audience:
response and will not be aimed at

any particular sponsor. Autry was
here last, week and got clearance
on the project from Wm. Wrigley
Co., sponsor of his radio show.
Gum company has been paying
cowboy star $500 a week extra for
staying away from video.

Autry’s move into teevee films

seems likely to throw a hitch into

Republic's plans to peddle 50 of
western favorite’s full-length pic-

tures to TV clients for $1,000,000..,

Republic's Herbert Yates reported-
ly had turned down an offer from
MCA of $750,000 for the old Autry
product.

Cincinnati, March 21.
The Passion Play, 2 -hour dra-

matic story of Christ’s Passion and
death, which has been an institu-
tion in Cincinnati since 1918, will
be telecast this year by WCPO-
TV on Passion Sunday (26) at 2
p. m.

’ Station will televise the play;
under the direction of the Fran-
ciscan Fathers, from the audi-
torium* of St. John’s school, Where
it ' has : been presented 10 times
every Lenten season for the past
33 years,
Drama uses a cast: of over 100

and a chorus of 30 voices.

Philly TV Sidewalks No

in

Autry’s KOWL Sale
Washington, March 21.

Gene Autry has sold his 50%
interest in KOWL, Santa Monica,
Calif. Control of the station goes
to, Arthur H. Croghan, who bought
Autry’s stock for $80,000. FCC
okayed deal yesterday

.
(Tues. )

.

Philadelphia, March 21

.

Charles Vanda, Coast radio and
television exeb who recently came
here as director of television for
the WCAU stations, balked at the
notion that Philadelphia folds at
10 p.m. and has expanded the sta-
tion’s programming time until mid-
night. “The Ghost Rider” is run
Monday through Friday from 11

p.m. to midnight and “Off the
Record*” has been added oil .Satur-

day nights from 1.0 :30 to midnight;
“Up to now, there seems to have

been some sort of rule that televi-

sion must shut down at. 10 o’clock,”

Vanda said. “We certainly think
the television set owners deserve
a better break than that. They’re
entitled to good programming at a
time when the kids are asleep and
they can sit back and relax.

Indicative of the public response
to WCAU-TV’s new late program
schedule was the breakdown of
telephone service in the entire mid-
town area, when “Off the Record,”
a quizzer, premiered recently. ‘‘The

reaction of televiewers to (Off the
Record’ is very encouraging,” Van-
da added. “I think it proves we
are on the right track and it’s a
'good signpost for other television

stations to consider.”
Vanda conceived the idea for

“The Ghost Rider” program (5:30

to 6:30 p.m ), which consists of two
principal ingredients: a daily- first-

run western film and a “perform-
ance card” for youthful viewers,
use of which by parents makes tele-

viewing a reward for children. “We
have enlarged this program to in-

clude the late-evening Showing,
primarily because We want parents
to see what sort of entertainment
we are showing children.

“Response to the afternoon
showing of the ‘Ghost Rider’ has
run well over 10,000 during the
first three weeks,” Vanda stated.

“In, addition, all our surveys show
adults want to see these programs,
too.” Letter replies from adults
praising the fate film programs
have convinced Vanda, Philly is no
early-to-bed town.

ABC AWATI1NG COIN

NOD ON NEW TVEKS
ABC-TV will decide this week

whether to take the financial

plunge to launch several new video

series for spring showcasing as sus-

tainers. If w,eb prexy Bob Kintner
okays the expenditure of a large

chunk of program coin, as appears
likely, it will be to hypo time bill-

ings with new product.

The network is already com-
mitted to air an Art Ford series
and. Phillips H. Lord’s “Golden
Game,” Bible charade using non-
professionals which preeriis April
2 at 6:30 p. m, preceding Paul
Whiteman. Among the stanzas be-
ing considered if the budget comes
through is “Counsellor at Law,”
based on , the Elmer Rice play
Which Universal-International
filmed with John Barrymore. ; Se-
ries would be scripted under Rice’s
supervision by Sig Miller and Elihu
Weiner, with Sam Wanamaker pen-
cilled in for the title role. “Coun-
sellor” was seen as a one-shot

,
on

•‘Philco Television; playhouse,”
With Paul Muni, who starred in the
Broadway production, in the lead.
Series is being packaged by Martin
Stone, in cooperation with Rice and
UrL
Tlie programming hypo follows

ABC-TV’s policy of first building
up its technical plant (in which it

has sunk $8,200,000) before .invest-

ing: heavily in shows. Now that its

facilities have been completed, the
time may be ripe for expansion in
the field of showmanship.

CHI HOTTEST TV SET

IN MIDWEST
• Chicago, March 21.

Chicago is the hottest teevee set

market in the midwest; according
to a report issued last, week by Chi
Federal Reserve bank. Tele, radio
and phonograph sales here in Jan-
uary were 98.8 per cent higher than
same

:

pionth last year. Chi sales
-

spiraled the gain for the entire
Seventh (Midwest) District 80.9%
above 1949 monthly average.

Next iii line in sales increase
Was Milwaukee, up 58.6%; Indian-
apolis up 28%, and other cities in

district up 28.8%.

To Com m Tele

HENRY WHITE TO CBS;

ASWVPREZ
. .
With Henry S; White leaving

World Video to take Over as. as-
*ociate program chief for CBS tele-
vision, the indie package agency’s
hoard la$t week elected Richard
H. Gordon, Jr., heretofore exec
veepee, to replace White as prez.
Latter joins Jerry Danzig, who is
to retain his current duties, as asr
sociate to CBS-TV program direc-
tor Charles Underhill.
Wallace A. Ross, publisher of

Ross TV Reports, was appointed
sales chief of World Video and
also was voted stock in the organ-
ization. Ross Reports will con-
tinue to be published under his
name, with a new staff taking over
to supervise the Operation. John
Steinbeck continues as v.p. and re-
tains his stock interest.

BBC 'CAFE' TV SHOW

TO GET U.S. SPONSOR
“Cafe .Continental,” top-rated

j

BBC television show, will bow on
eight non-interconnected U. S, sta-

tions April 20 sponsored by Con-
mar Zippers, via William Wein-
traub

.
agency. Series of hour-long

monthly telecasts, which has been

J

on BBC for four years, will consist,

of 13 quarter-hour shows in the
American version . it will be filmed

in London iwith John Nasht
.

pro-

ducing and Henry Caldwell direct-

ing, with the same French, Ger-
man, Belgium and other Contin-

ental talent used on the British

stanza.
'

Series will star as hostess Isabel

Begley, currently playing the lead

in the London production of “Okla-
homatf’

Nasht, who arrived here last

week, returned to England yester-

day (Tues.). After winding up lens-

ing of “Continental,” Nasht Will go
to Paris to shoot series, “Follies
Parisienne,” with European nitery

and vaude acts, which will be of-

fered here for fall TV sponsorship.

Stations carrying “Continental”
initially are WNBT, N. Y.; WBZ,
Boston; WPTZ, Philadelphia;

KNBH, L. A; WGN, Chicago;
*WSB, Atlanta; KSD, St. Louis; arid

WBAB-TV, Fort Worth.

Hollywood, March 21.

Commander Mortimer Loewi, di-

rector of DuMont television, here

for two weeks on business, says

all television stations must move
into daytime programming if they

are to make money. Nighttime

beaming alone won’t support the

medium, he said.

Loewi cited KFI-TV arid KLAC-
TV as having the right approach.
These stations, he pointed out, are
hitting the buying audience and,
at the same time, are holding down
production costs..

The FCC’s “freeze” is prevent-
ing (quality programming,

.
Loewi

said. He pointed out that, if the
“freeze” is lifted there Will be
more stations and more sets which,
in turn, would mean rriore coin for
prograniming.

Loewi will be here until the end
of 'this Week discussing a closer af-

filiation with Don Lee’s KTSL.
The DuMont director is dickering
for a closer exchange of kinescope
programs with KTSL.

MCApNiwRep
L.A. Grunt-&-Groaners

For Television Shows
Hollywood, March 21.

MCA will agent wrestlers locally.

Deal was set here last week with

Johnny Doyle, promoter, and name
wrestlers; Move is a logical one
for the talent agency which has
had its eye on the grunt-and-groan-
ers since they proved themselves
top television entertainment prior
to banishing themselves from the
medium.
Move of MCA into, the wrestling

field means than behemoths will be
back on TV—if the agency can get
the fee currently being asked for
a single card. Agency is asking
$3,000 for two hours of grunting
one night a week*. Figure means
that sponsor Would have to come
up with between $4,500 and $5,000
to cover the rights, station; time
and facilities charges.

Present plans call for wrestling
to be beamed on either Friday or
Saturday night 'only. This means
bouts must come from Ocean park
Arena or Jeffries Bam; both small
factories. It is understood that
name torso tossers being repped
by MCA would refuse to go into

any arena where teevee cameras

(Continued on page 34)

WjRK-TV’s Pix Package
Detroit, March 21.

• Total of 49 feature pix, released
by Eagle Lion in 1945, 1946, and
1947, have been purchased by
WJBK-TV at package price of $12,-

250.

Features will become a regular
weekly supplement to WJBK-TV’s
programming, and for summer
hiatus Use.

Washington, March 2L
FCC resumes hearings on color

television , tomorrow
.
(Wed.) with

Frank Stanton of C.BS and Dr.; E.

W. Engstrom of RCA making direct
bids for adoption of their systems.
Advance interest was in .a reported
“hot development’* stemming from
Stanton’s testimony, Arthur Mat-
thews of Color Television, Inc.;

which has regained its position as a
contender for authorization, will

also testify,

FCC hearings last week on color
television definitely proved that
the proceedings are shaking out
of the laboratories improvements
that were supposed to be riot feasi-

;

ble only a few months ago. With
Dr. Peter Goldmark of CBS re-

porting that he has gotten 525-line

definition into his color system and
David Smith of Philco disclosing
that his company is working im
a single tube, there appeared to
be justification for hope that the
*Tdeal” system might yet be . de-
veloped. ; ,. ,

(These outstanding developments
led Commissioner Frieda Hennock
to suggest that the manufacturing
industry now get together to help
CBS ove. its big hurdle—compati-
bility. She asked Smith if Philco
would help out. Smith, while ex-
pressing the belief a compatible
system at reasonable cost can be
.developed,' didn’t think compati-
bility could be given the CBS sys-
tem. As far as he was concerned,
CBS color should be abandoned as
a solution of the problem,

But Dr. Goldmark was more in-

sistent than ever that the CBS sys-
tern ghould be adopted. On the
basis of the performance of other
systems, he didn’t see how the
Commission could set standards for
any but. the CBS process.

Suppose RCA perfects its single
tube, he Was asked. That would
make no difference, he declared, as
far as the RCA color system is

concerned; It would still have
problems of color stability, cost
arid bulk of design, he . said.

What about multiple standards,
Commissioner Robert Jones asked
him; would CBS be afraid to com-
pete with other systems in selling
its system to the public?

No, said Goldmark, CBS
wouldn’t be afraid. But not being
a manufacturer of sets, how criuld

it, he asked, get its systerii to the
public? There would be no prob-

fContinued on page 34)

New York
Dr, Peter Goldmark, CBS re-

|

search chief, bedded with penicil-

lin poisoning Diana Herbert,

daughter of playwright F. Hugh
Herbert, guesting on DuMont’s Vin-

cent Lopez show tomorrow night

(Thurs.t . . . Boltaflex buying a par-

ticipating run on WJZ-TV’s after-

noon show, “Market Melodies”.:. .

Verne Behnke, formerly with Video

Varieties, named sales rep of CBS-
TV’s film syndication department.

Reed Brown, Jr., who played the

jury foreman on “Philco Television

Playhouse” Sunday (19), broke his

ankle shortly before the broadcast
but went on despite the injury. He
was taken to the hospital after the

!
show,

John Derr; CBS associate sports
director, directed wrestling and.

boxing pickups, for CBS-TV when
Judson Bailey was called home to

!
West Va. last week because of ilL

ness in family . . Ted Esterbrook
new director at WPIX . Larry
Lowenstein, Benton & Bowles fiack,

doubled as bit-thesper on ‘‘Big

Story” Friday (17); . American
Home Products expanding use of
WJZ-TV's “TV Telephone Game”
to 30 participations weekly . Matt
Harlib, associate director of CBS-
TV’s “Goldbergs,” to wed Dorothy
Nestler in May . . Johiri Ryan
switched last week from WQXR
to WOR-TV sales staff ABC-TV
last week closed-circuited Pack-
ard’s “Holiday Hotel,” which

preems tomorrow
film import Denise
ing.

(Thu rs.) with
Darcel guest-

Chicago
Hal Polaire of Sandra TV Pro-

ductions is producer of WENR-TV’s
“Courtesy Hour” . . . Sheila John
Daly, Chi Trib columnist, launched
tele amateur show on WGN-TV
March 20 . . . Fred Kilian, WENR-
TV program director, in Detroit
last week looking over operations
of WXYZ-TV . . ; Dorsey Connors,
WNBQ’s woman commentator,
started new five-minute cross-the-
board strip March 20, from 10:10
to 10:1 5 p.m. Clifton Utley’s news
telecast, formerly heard at that
time, moved to 10:15 p.m. slot . . .

Jerry Mum to

headline acts on “Courtesy Hour,”
WENR-TV, March 24 ; ,

Frail Al-
lison’s new personal rnanager is AI
Levy . . , Marian Vinay is scripting
WGN-TV’s “Hollands Happiness
House” . . Arthur Godfrey will do
his end of “Arthur Godfrey and
His Friends” show from here
March 29. Rest of cast will be in

New York . . . Martha Rountree ad-
dressed annual joint luncheon of
Assn, of Commerce and Industry
arid Business and Professional
Women here March 15 . . New
WNBQ production assistant is

Fred Giles ... Cliff Norton, coniic

on NBC-TV’s “Garroway at Large”
show, and wife, Patsy, celebrated
their joint birthdays March 21 . . .

Nearly 6,000 entries came in dur-
ing first two days of a puppy-nam-
ing contest being conducted on
“Quiz Kids” televersion*

Two-Timed on Plugs
Chicago, March 21.

Stromberg-CarIson is reported to
be writing Al Morgan out of com-
pany’s weekly 30-minute show on
DuMont web when singer-pianist’s
contract comes up . for renewal
April 15. Tiff between sponsor and
star grew out of a series of radio
spots Morgan made for Motorola
Television" recently.
Stromberg company, which is

using the DuMont stint to plug
its own video sets had warned
Morgan against airing the Motorola
Spots, while under contract to them
but warnings, they say, were
ignored. The company has dis-

closed no future plans for the
show.

NBC Kine-Auditions

Paul Winchell, Marshall
NBC televi$ion, getting set; for

the upcoming summer hiatus pe-
riod, lenscd

o
kinescope auditions

this week on° two new packages—
Herbert Marshall starring |n a TV
version of his ex-radio whodunit
series, “Mari Called X,” and a
half-hour vaudeo program starring
Paul Winchell arid Jerry Mahoney.
If the kiries emerge successful, the
two shows will probably be used
as replacements during the sum-
mer in the hope that they will at-

tract sponsors for a commercial
ride next season.

“Mari Called X” is a video ver-
sion of the mellers in which Mar-

1

shall formerly starred on the NBC
radio web. Winchell and Maho-
ney, with the exception of occa-
sional guest shots, have not been
seen on TV since the, windup of
their BigelovV-sponsored series on
CBS-TV last year.
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cast, helped get across the ques-

tions and was excellent in a

charades spot. Grover Whalen, on
hand to plug Gotham, told of the

city’s fabulous role as host to

visiting millions. His guest stiflt,

however, could have been more
closely integrated into the quiz

format. And more could have been
done to point up the borough
rivalry as a hypo to viewer hi*

terest. 'V'.!' Bril.

done by Jane Quinn in adjoining
kitchen set, was smoothly worked
into stint. Although this show
was nicely balanced by presence
of Miss Skinner, Elson-Topper duo
must keep in mind ^kitchen appli-

ance sponsor wants show to appeal
to femme viewers and should
angle their material accordingly.
Camera work was fluid and firm
direction kept program at good
pace. Dave.

VACATION WONDERLAND
With Richard Joseph
Producer: Caroline Burke
Writers: Rick Frcdericks/ Joseph
30 Mins.; Sundays, 3:30 pjm.
Sustaining
WNBT, N. : Y...

•

This is a bright inexpensive

travelog aired with an assist from
Pan American World Airways and
P a nag r a (Pan American-Graced
plugging tourism Via the faster air

route. It’s done obliquely, with
accent on the fast air coverage in

limited time and on modest bud-
gets to South America. ; Past Sun-
day afternoon’s stint dwelt on the
west coast of S. A., embracing
Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia. Argen-
tina and Brazil next week. While
not bankrolled by Pan-Air it plays
like, it should be—in fact figures

a natural for that type sponsor,
Richard Joseph, as president

.

of
the Travel Writers . Assn, and' as

,

travel editor of Esquiire, gives the
j

travelog authority. He also speaks
from experience, getting over his

first-hand knowledge of each ter-

ritory, sans any of the dry Bae-
deker approach. His narration is

always offrscreen, and the scripting
is in the dryly humorous technique
of PeteJMGM) Smith, which; isn’t

a bad standard at any time. The
pix shots are good, informative
and replete in historical as Well
as the lush tourist life appeal. Ac-
cent is put on how far the Yanqui
dollar stretches' -good hotels and
food at low dollar exchange, etc.

Basically good travel pix, Joseph
further adds values with his chatty
information; Abel.

Continued from, page 31

sterdam had a fairly amusing
mock-blog monolog, in Which lie

accompanied himself with comic
punctuating phrases on the cello.

Art Carney, as the waiter stooge,
was also handicapped by soggy
scripting,

Eileen O’Dare, an aero-dancer,
did a fair turn that included some
neat flips, blit on the whole^the act
lacked flair. Another colleen (it

was St. Patrick’s Day eve) bypassed
the Irish theme to do “You arid

the Night and *the Music,’* one of
the better spots in the broadcast.

Final number was a takeoff on
the Steve Brodie legend with some
whacky action in a Bowery saloon.
It was an uneven sketch, and didn’t
rise above the slapstick level.

ADVENTURES IN SEWING
With Louise Winslow
Writer: Miss Winslow
Producer: Ray Culley -

Director: Charles Ranallo
30 Mins.; Fri., 3:30 p.tn.

APOLLO DIST. CORP., SULZ-
MAN DIST. CORP.

WJZ-TV, N. Y.

(Fuller, Smith Sc Ross, Inc:'*

“Adventures in Sewing’* is. a
practical, educational stanza for the
average housewife with an inclina-
tion and aptitude toward needle-
work. New series, appropriately
enough, is bankrolled on WJZ-TV
by two firms Which distribute Do-
mestic Sewmachines in the met-
ropolitan area. Sponsors signed
for 13 weeks and in that period
Viewers will be briefed on custom
tailoring, drapery and curtain mak-
ing and similar operations.
Filmed program amounts to a

one-woman stint since Louise
Winslow 5

works unassisted for a
full 30 minutes to point out tailor-

ing hints and demonstrate the
strong points of the Domestic Sew-
machine. On Friday's (17) airer,

she outlined the steps necessary
for her audience to make a skirt
and jacket.
However; if Miss Winslow is try-

ing to convert women into machine
users who have no previous experi-
ence with them, she went through
her routines a bit too rapidly on
program caught. On the other
hand, her reprise of machine sew-
ing’s basic steps will be found art

excellent refresher by most house-
wives who already have learned
the art either in school or from rel-

atives. She competently handled
the commercials. ’ Gilb.

Ed Sullivan turned actor on CBS-
TV’s "Toast of the Town’’ Sunday
night (19) arid did a good job of it.

Emcee took part, with David Burns
and Mickey Deems, in a skit lam-
pooning the medical profession,
which was lifted from the late

Broadway reVue, -‘Alive arid Kick-
ing." 1 Trio, with Metopera soprano
Mimi Benzell also joining in the
fun, made it the high spot of an
otherwise lacklustre evening, even
though the American Medical Assn,
might have objected.
Program suffered from extreme-

ly poor routining of the acts.

Hillbilly erper Frieda Wing, with
little to offer except a couple of
overdone hick gestures, led. off.

Her amateurish routine was enough
to chase 'em from their sets. And
then she came back for a second
mrinber. Then Miss Benzell, who
scored- in her solo spot with “Over
the Rainbow" and an aria from
“Romeo and Juliet,” held down the
next-to-closing, where for top im-
pact she should have been slotted
last.

Dunhills, trio of fast-stepping
tapsers, did well in the final slot
but, appearing after Miss Benzell,
found it difficult to sustain, viewer
interest. Herkie Styles, while
showing promise as a comedian,
never projected fully. Hd spent
more time berating the Studio audi-
ence for their deadpanning than
he did in trying to make them
laugh. Ted and Flo Vallett im-
pressed as a good sight act with
their intricate baton-twirling.

&
Continued from page .33

FIVE STAR FINAL
.

With Bob Elson, Roy Topper
Director-Producer: E. Joiiny Graff
15 Mins.; Tues. and Thiirs.,

6:I5p,m.
DORMEYER MIXER CO.
WBKB, Chicago
Bob Elson and Roy Topper

squeeze a goodly supply of sturdy
video fare into the lix-mlnute seg-
ment. The flexible format, using
news flashes, sports comment and
guest interviewee, offers

.
a little

something of interest to all mem-
bers of the adult audience.

Elson. backed by years of radio
experience, handles the bulk of
the show’s gab easily and with
good poise. He ad libs a few min-
utes. of sports news and on show
caught (14) did most Of the inter-
viewing of guest, Cornelia Otis
Skinner. Topper, less at ease than
his partner, contributes a series
of news “scoops.’’
The middle commercial, a dem-

onstration of sponsors food mixer 1

are located with the exception of

the Burbank and Ocean Park pal-

aces. Prior to the ban KECA-TV
was telensing from Ocean Park and
KNBH was readying its crews for

beaming out of Jeffries Barn. Sta-

tions are now sponsor searching as
tab is too heavy to permit sustain-
ing beaming;

MCA deal set by Mickey Rock-
ford calls for agency to take its

10% off the top. Promoters and
wrestlers, will get their share of
the coin from the remaining; Sta-
tion exec said wrestlers were to get
their cut according to stature and
position on the card.

week that the scanner still has
numerous technical bugs and, with
the outfit’s chief engineers tied up
with color TV currently, they have
had little chance to work on it.

Chief difficulty, they said, was the
Synchronization of film projection

with TV scanning; in that film

runs at the rate of 30 frames per
second, while TV scans at 24
frames.

.

Network engineers, meanwhile,
claim they are ail pushing for bet-

ter film reception and are grad?
ually licking the problem. Reiterat-

ing that the scanner is still in the
labs, they claim other iedhniques
now iri the works may be equally
good.
1 Vidfilm producers point out
that, once they get their feet in

the TV door, the networks might
lose whatever program control
they still possess. Agencies and
sponsors, they aver,; can deal di-

rectly with the film producers for
all shows, which will leave.- the
webs only iri the position of time
salesmen. In addition, they point
out, if a majority of the prQgrams
now being transmitted live make
the switch to film, the webs will

lose whatever revenue they derive
in the way of studio facilities

charges. Thus, according to the
vidfilmers; the webs want to keep
them out of business as. long as
Possible.

TV Color
Continued from page 33

lem. he said, if RCA would iriake

CBS sets "but I. have a hunch

they’re not excited about the idea."

Color For Survival; Goldmark
If color is denied a commercial

standard now,; said Goldriiark, re-

search would be discouraged ‘‘and

I think.it would be the death blow”
of the art.

Jones asked what would be the
effect of color authorization on
patent monopoly. Goldmark re-

plied that ‘‘a minor revolution"

has been going on among big pat-

entees, that there's less and less

monopoly. “We in Columbia,” lie

said, “are trying to give more and
more service with patents. So is

RCA. I think it's a tfend.”
What’s really needed to stimu-

late color advancement, said Gold-
mark, is commercialization.

Indication that the Commission
will dig deeper into the possibili-

ties of multiple standards was
shown in an exchange between
Jones and Smith. Jones cited tes-

timony given the Commission in

1940 when black and white stand-

ards were being considered which
showed that DuMont favored dual
standards allowing both 441-line

apd. 625-line definition.

Did Smith know, Jones asked,
that at that time RCA’s Dr. E, W.
Engstrom testified that sets which
could receive two systems of black
and white TV could be built for
only $10 to $15 more than the cost

of single standard sets?

Smith didn’t recollect and Jones
asked him to brush up on the rec-

ords for further examination at

later hearings.

jContinued from page 29

Continued from page 29.

Camel cigarets, via William Esty, is prepplng a new series of 40-50
minute commercials, which Trans-Film is shooting. Fix are budgeted
on a sliding scale from $1,500 to $8,000,’ Interviews with individuals,
e.g., the control tower operator at an airport, are brought in for around
$1,500, testimonials from celebs such as Vaughn Monroe are more
expensive and animated cartoons come to between $3,000 aind $4,000.
Musical comedy routines, which are elaborately set, costumed,, cast
and choreographed* hit as high as $8,000.

Approach to the 60-secOnd vldplx is getting a quality product, and
costs of the individual commercial are determined by its requirements
rather than the overall budget. Attempt is made to get full entertain-
ment values to impress the “how mild can a cigaret be” jingle in the
public inind; through a variety of techniques. In the past 18 months,
Camels has used almost 20(F different spots. In addition to chain
breaks, the coinrriercials are used on “Man Against Crime,” "Camel
Newsreel” and "Ed Wynn Show."

New and intense competition for television's Saturday night audi-
ence' has prompted DuMont to expand its ballyhoo for that night. Web
has at stake its “Cavalcade of Stars,” which topped all Saturday night
ratings until NBC moved in a month ago with its two-and-a-half-hour.
“Saturday Night Revue.” DuMont, as a result, has expanded and
strengthened its programming on both sides of “Stars” and is now
touting, via paid newspaper ads arid publicity handouts,, the four-hour
round of shows it is offering.;

With “Stars” holding down the 9 to 10 period, DuMont starts its

Saturday night parade with “Dinner Date,” from 8 to 8:30, featuring
the Vincent Lopez orch and guestars and originating via remote pickup
froni thfc grillroom of the Hotel Taft, N. Y. From 8:30 to 9, "Rocky
King, Inside Detective,” featuring Briscoe Kaims, takes ^over. From 10

o'clock, immediately after “Stars” until its midnight closing, the .web
carries pro wrestling matches from Marijgold Gardens, Chicago.

CBS television, which ; has encountered considerable difficulty in

lining up its Thursday night programiriing for. the last several months,
has Come up with a pattern which is to be firm— least until the sum-
mer hiatus period sets in. Starting early next month, the web will ail*

Robert Q. Lewis' “The #Show Goes On" each Thursday from 8 to 9;

the Esso-sponsored "Alan Young Show” from 9 to 9:30; Ilka Chase’s
»"Glamour-Go-Round ," bankrolled by Harriet Hubbard Ayer, from 9:30
to 9:45, arid “Beat the Clock," video version of the onetime radio quiz
program, from °9:45 to 10:30. “Blues By Bargy” and a newsreel; will

Close out the evening.
Indicative of CBS' earlier Thursday night programming throubles;

the hour-long Lewis show started at a different time Virtually every
week. Constant moving was necessitated by.the fact that“Inside U S.A.
With Chevrolet," which was dropped after last week’s (MS) stanza, was
aired only On alternate weeks and by Miss Chase's show being, only a
15-minute program. Giving “Beat the Clock" the unusual 45-minute
running time; of course, will compensate for the latter factor in the
new lineup.

The Hal Roaches, Senior and Junior, are in full production ori tele*

vision film commercials. Roaches will film one-minute TV blurbs for
35 different sponsors within the next two weeks. Sponsors include
American Tobacco, General Foods, Gillette Razors, Drene and Ivory
Soap. Studio will make an average of six blurbs for each of the 35
films. In addition father and son are putting before the cameras a
General Motors feature length film and an audition telefilm of “Fibber
McGee & Molly."

N; J., maintain that the picture it

furnishes compares favorably with
the finest commercial theatre
projection. While, details of the
scanner have not been revealed,
it is said to work on a principal
similar to the carbon arc pro-r
jectiori of regular, film houses!
Vidfilm producers, meanwhile
claim they are forced to> show-
case their product via the old
iconoscopes, which the broad-
casters tossed but of live program-
ming several years ago in favor
Of the more sensitive studio orthi-
cons, and projectors that in many
cases have been adapted from the
* "m “home movie” projectors.
RCA spokesmen declared this

,

pact on radio, are readily accepted
by the TV audience and the show
catches on.

Listed in the latter category are
such programs as CBS-TV’s “Win-
ner Take All” and “Beat the
Clock” and NBC-TV’s “Who. Said
That?” ‘‘Winner’’ r a n several
years as an across-the-board radio
airer but was s u b s e q u e ri 1 1 y
dropped. On TV, it was bankrolled
for awhile by Chevrolet Dealers
and, .after they dropped it, has been
retained as a CBS sustainer. "Beat
the Clock,” starting next month on
CBS. also had a sustaining run on
AM but failed to click. “Who Said
That?” started as; an NBC simul-
cast, but the AM version was
dropped, while the TV show has
snared acceptable ratings in most
market areas and is now being co-
opped by NBC.
Other video quiz shows now be-

ing aired range from the high-
budgeted “Stop the Music" (ABC)
and NBC’s “Kollege of Musical
Knowledge” (Kay Kyser) to the
simple audience participation pro-
grams sucli as ABC-TV’s “Auction-
Aire.” CBS now has “What’s My
Line?” arid has recently kinescoped
radio's "We Take Your Word” for
audition purposes. NBC, in addi-
tion to those mentioned, now airs
"Break t lie Bank’’ and ”Quiz Kids”
on both AM and TV.

ABC-TV managed to hold on to Ronson's “20 Questions” (which
WOR-TV airs in N. Y. and MBS carries on AM) although it was a close
shave, Probleny was that ABC had trouble delivering outlets in Cleve-
land, Cincinnati and Columbus, markets which Ronson considered
necessary for the -deal. Web thought clearing the stations would be. a
simple matter, since in the Friday 8 p.m. spot DuMont has a sustainer,
“Hands of Murder.” But DuMont opened “Hands" for co-op sponsor-
ship, and in the key Ohio cities DuMont dealers ordered the show.
ABC trouble-shooters, however, went into the field last week and were
able to clear time just two days before the preem,

Show, biz arid newspaper personalities, including Dariton Walker,
Earl Wilson, Ham Fisher,

. Alma Archer, Monica Lewis, Lisa Kirk and'
Johnny Thompson, will serve as auctioneers on “Beth-El Benefit Auc-
tion,” which WOR-TV, N. Y., will air Saturday (25) from 5:30-6:30 p.m.
Ray Morgan will emcee.
Merchandise such as tele sets, autos and radios VvilL be auctioned off

to contributors to the hospital’s fund during the broadcast.

With producer Robert Montgomery acting for the first time next
Monday night (27) in his “Lucky Strike Theatre" series via NBC-TV,
the show will be one of the most ambitious yet staged on video. Play
is. to. he an adaptation of "Ride the Pink Horse,” with Montgomery re-
peating his role fpom the Universal film of several years back. Script
calls for 23 speaking parts plus 35 extras, including 16 Mexican kids
who are being recruited from the Spanish neighborhood, in upper Man-
hattan. Thomas Gomez will have the leading supporting role.

Multiplicity of props will be capped by a full-sized carousel, imported
intact from the amusemhnt resort at Long Beach, L. I. Merry-go-round

,

measuring 22 feet, in diameter, will occupy so much space at the WOR-
TV studios (which NBC leases for this series) that the orchestra and
live commercials will work from two studios in Radio City, N Y;, from
Where they’ll be cut into the show on cue. Montgomery’s next in the*

series is to be an adaptation of Thornton Wilder’s "Our Town.” for
which the cast has riot yet been set.

New television production technique to overcome the hazards of
super-imposition shots will be tried out Friday night (24) on CBS-TV’s
"Ford. Theatre” by producer Winstori O’Keefe and director Marc Dan-
iels. Adaptation of Sir James M. Barrie’s "Dear Brutus” calls for a
real garden of’ ari English country home to dissolve into an "enchanted”
garden for the second act fantasy. Instead of designing only; the two
gardens and then, super-imprising the actors from- one over the ollieiy
scenic designer Samuel Leye built two- identical living-room sets, which
are to be lined up side-by-side in the studio.

Actors will then move from one room to the other during the play.
With the two separate gardens to be seen through the living-room
windows. . Cameras will then be able to shoot the tliesps directly, 'in--.-.

ri®ad of via super-imposition, which will provide the maximum light
intensity usually lost in an s.i.. shot. System will also eliminate the
u$ual danger of aligning the actors correctly, one of the other hazards
of super-imposing.

Merchandise representation being handled by Martin Stone Associ-
ates, indie radio-TV package outfit, is gradually assuming a position of
major importance to the firm. Already exclusive agents, for all mer-
chandise carrying tlie name of either Howdy Doody or Brooklyh Dodger
star Jackie Robinson, Storte this Week set deals to represent Dodger
Peewee Reese and Sonja Henie. Latter Will endorse skate equipment,
knit goods, etc.

;

Stone is planning, a major campaign on the Robinson-Reese articles,
plugging them to kids as the "greatest doubleplay in baseball” repre-
senting also the top doubleplay in tolerance arid democracy. Indicating
the payoff in handling the stuff ,* Macy’s, N. Y. department store, is

plugging Robinson-endorsed articles in' its regular newspaper ads arid
Sears-Roebuck features them in its latest catalog.



I
N eight major markets (New York, Chicago,

Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Boston, Cleveland,

Washington and Schenectady -Albany -Troy) the

nation’s largest magazine has a circulation of

1,715,854*

In these same markets, television’s circulation is

2,783,500f . . . over twice as large.

Ybur advertisement in a magazine is a combina-

tion of printed words and static illustrations.

Your advertisement in television is a combination

of spoken words and living productdemonstrations.

You can capitalize on the unsurpassed impact and

the mass circulation of television, today. YoiU’ first

move is to call your NBC Spot Salesman. His

expert counsel will be invaluable in planning your

television campaign in these eight major markets:

•Latest published market breakdown of circulation of the magazine

fNBC Research Dept, estimates February 1950
o

. Television Television

Circulationt Station

New York 1,060,000 WNBT
Chicago 388,000 WNBQ
Los Angeles 376,000 KNBH

Philadelphia 370,000 WPTZ

Boston 277,000 WBZ-TV
.

•
. i

Cleveland 154,000 WNBK
Washington 101,000 WNBW
Schenectady-AIbany-Troy 57,500

Total . . . 2,783,500

WRGB

NEW YORK ). CHICAGO . CLEVELAND > HOLLYWOOD . SAN FRANCISCO
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magazine, to the effect that God-
frey works with a short-handled

broom, ‘’so he can be closer to the

dirt.”.

Coy Lays ' It on the Line

Washington, March 21.

FCC Chairman Wayne Coy’s

speech last week at the U, of. Okla-

homa Radio Conference is arousing
considerable discussion here. In

some respects it is considered his

most important pronouncement
since lie assumed office over two
years ago: What- he said about
•‘livery stable humor” and ‘‘horror”

programs on radio and TV is at-

tracting big press comment. His
summation of the color television

problem has driven the smart boys
to wondering, “was it pro -or anti-

color?”
.

Coy’s reference to the comedian
who ‘‘gets so big that his network
can no longer handle him” was be-

lieved to be aimed at Arthur God-
frey. This wasn’t the first time
Coy has lashed out at “bad taste”

verging on “obscenity” In radio
and v i d e o • programs. Several
months ago he broached the sub-
ject at a meeting here of the Amer-
ican Veterans Committee. He has
spoken of it on other occasions.

But complaints have been piling up
and Coy decided to “shoot the
works” on the subject in his Okla-
homa address.
As Coy indicated, the Commis-

sion doesn’t relish going after

broadcasters On the obscenity issue
and for that reason he appealed to

them to clean house rather than
force “such delicate matters as

1 good taste” to be made a public

;

proceeding.

i Significantly Cdy stated: “The
i

Commission is rightly prohibited
from censorship. On the other
hand, it is required to see that the
stations operate iii the public in-

terest. Violating the law regarding
obscenity, indecency and profanity
is not iii the public interest. Poor
taste is not in the public interest.”

What is “the law” Coy referred
to? It is i: provision which, like

the lottery law, was formerly a

part of the Communications Act
and is now in the tL '.S, Criminal
Code. It provides: “Whoever ut-

ters any obscene, indecent; or pro-
fane language by means of radio
communications shall be fined not
more thaii $10,000 or imprisoned
not more than two years, or both,”
FCC rules applicable to commer-
cial broadcasting incorporate this

section of the Code.

How t h e . Commission would
move if the “day. of reckoning”
comes has not yet been determined
but in previous actions involving
programming policy the approach
has generally been through hear-
ing of a station’s liceiise renewal
application, with t he decision
setting out

.
the agency’s ^‘more

drastic remedy of 1 governmental
action.”

; However, it is believed that be-
fore things would come to such a
pass the network wouid either pull

out or tone down the offending

a

it is

In Detroit, WWJ is

more than a grea

t

radio station . more
than a source of en-

tertainment for the

nearly one million
homes in the Detroit

area. WWJ, Detroit’s

FIRST station; has

consistently been the

leader in community
service and enterprise.

Its acceptance by ad-

vertisers is indicative

of the faith Detroit
has in its voice. One of America’s leading ad-
vertisers has consistently employed WWJ daily

with an hour-long program for 16 years.

When you give your product story the benefit

of WWj’s community acceptance, it receives

added prestige, more attentive ears, less selling

resistance . resulting in increased sales in a
market that did three billion dollars retail busi-
ness last year!

Basic NBC Affiliatt .

AM — 950 KILOCYCLES— iOOO WATTS
fM-CHANNEl 244-9/ 7 JWfGACTCtff

f(Hit IN DITHOIT , . . Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Kopretontotivet: THE GEORQEftP. HOLLINOBERY COMPANY

Attpeidfe TeltvitiPn Station WWUTV

program: as pressure from affiliates

reflects public opinion. In the last'

analysis, the public would force

FCC’s hand. Coy was attempting

in his Oklahoma speech to cut

corners by making the broadcasters

do the job themselves and save the

Commission a big headache. *

Coy laid it on the line to broad-
casters on programming policies.

When the Commission, he • said,

considers a station’s renewal of

license, “it weighs the overall Oper-

ation during its entire license pe-

riod to determine if that overall

operation has been in the public

interest. The most effective day-

to-day. check' oh a licensee’s pro-

gram is an immediate and intelli-

gent reaction from the listening

public.” ••

- Consensus of reactions here .to

Cby’s delineation of the “hydra-

headed0 color video problems was
that it wais pro tint, although giv-

ing little indication, as to whether
one system or more than one will

be authorized. Considered sig-

nificant was the chairman’s remark
that the Color proceedings have

advanced the art by months and
years and will result “in a more
enduring system of . television”

than if the Commission left it to

chance for color ‘to be developed

“at some unknown date in the

future.” : .
.

In the light of his statement that

failure to use the VHF and UHF
bands fdr color would mean post-

poning the development for a gen-

eration, it was believed that action

on color was implied In his speech.

The Middle’ Technique

Hew Orleans, March 21.

In line with its overall expan-

sion, WDSU has divided its sin-

gle-unit radio and TV program set-

up into two separate operational

entities, Robert D. .Swezey, gen.

mgr., announced Fi'iday (17).

Decision was reached, he said*

after station plans board survey

showed two mediums could not be
operated jointly for maximum re-

sults. . ,

Stanley Holiday; who formerly
headed department, has been
named manager of AM and FM
operations, «id Ray Rich placed in

charge of video
-
programming and

production; Holiday has been
with WDSU since 1935, while Rich
cattie here after Swezey assumed
general management of WDSU and
WDSU-TV.

Other appointments announced
simultaneously were Leroy P.

Laudemann, musical director; Carl
Junker; director of TV operations;

Mel Leavitt, sports director, and
Mrs. Joyce Smith, director of wo-
men’s programming.

COME IN LIKE UON
N. Y. Daily News’ WPIX, con-

tinuing its drive for new bank-
rollers, snared 17 during the first

j

two weeks of March for programs,
participations and spots.- Present
rate, if it continues through the
rest of the month, will top the
February record, which was the
peak for .billings in the station’s
history.

topping the list ol new hank-
rollers is the local Studebaker
Dealers organization who pacted
for 13 weeks of wrestling from
Hempstead, N. Y., starting tonight
(Wed.) Agency is Roche, Williams;
& Cleary. Guinness Stout, through
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
signed for the “Guinness Caval-
cade of Sports,” at 15-minute
sports reel, starting March 30 for
13 weeks. N; Y. News will pick up
the tab on the weekly 45-minute
“Voice of the People” forum; and
Dynamic Electronics will bankroll
a dne-hdur remote Saturday (25)

I to plug: the opening of a new store;

j

Signing for spot commercials
were Standard

;
Brands. Jamaica

Race Track and Nestles Candy.
New participating sponsors include
Shop by Mail, Associated. Doll &
Toy Co., Duke Industries, Jack
Baker Sportswear. Schneider In-
ternational Co., John Middleton
Tobacco, Ukelele, Michael Electric

i and Kalart Cameras.

#7V NEW YORK CITY
j

Jim Llpton left last week for Greece, to play in Tanagra Films pro-

duction of “Wheel of Fire.” Actress wife, Shirley Blanc, will join him
in Paris in June ; . Ted Granik of NBC’s “American Forum of the

Air” profiled by Ben Grose in Collier’s, March 24 . , . Ray Diaz upped to

ABC’s stations dept., with Reginald Willcocks filling the traffic man-

ager spot ... Father of Lester fiotfikb died Wednesday (15). Bob Heller

subbed for the CBS producer last week. . , .Margery Maude, Sylvia

Leigh, Arliiie Blackburn, Sidney Smith, Gene Leonard and Jimmy
Stephens new “David Harum” players . Arthur Kohl and Doris Dalton

into “Helen Trent” . . . Frank Thomas, Jr., and Audrey: Egan join “Our
Gal Sunday”. . . .Treva Frazee added to “Stella Dallas” : ..Jimmy
Dobson added to “LqrenzO Jones” . . Ronald Long and Elizabeth Mor-
gan join “Young' Widder Brown” . ; : Helen Claire, Patsy Campbell,
Richard Janaver, Ray Johnson and: JamesMonks added to “Front Page
Farrell.”

Red Barber bowed as newspaper columnist last Week, to sub for the
jouriial-American’s Bill Corum for two months . . .ABC ad scripter

Willis Parsons appendectomized Thursday (16) . . . . Arnold Staiig to

appear at Yonkers Boy Scout circus Saturday (25) . .

.

Dan Seymour
appointed chairman of judges for Boys Club of"America contest ,> .

Alvin Sullum into NBC’s “Road of Life”. . . .Benton & Bowles basket-;

ballerS, aid league champs, beat Time Mag last week . \ WJZ has given
Nancy Craig an additional five- minutes cross-the-board; she got three

hew sponsors. WOR’s John Gambling and.WJZ’s Ed Fitzgerald duel
for title of worst singer on WOR today (Wed.) . . .VnUiam Rafael, of

ABC’s script and production dept., now program manager of Radio
Free Europe, which will beam recorded shows in six languages to the
Continent . . . McCapn-Erlckson prexy Marlon Harper, Jr., guest-speaks

at Radio Execs Club tomorrow (Thurs.) Bill Tabbert of .“South

Parific” goes into featured spot on CBS’ “Main Street Music Hall” Sun-
day (26) ... Norman Reader, French National Tourist flack chief, added
to consultants committee of Radiodiffusion Franchise in North America.

MBS’ Cecil Brown to Coast last weekend to address United Jewish
Appeal on Israel . : . Youngsters appearing in Broadway shows and
Studying at Professional Children’s School will be on the N. Y. edition

of “Quiz kids” (WNBC) Sunday (26) . .... Fired Freed doing a biog-

series on a paraplegic vet for Bill Leonard’s “This Is N. Y.” on WCBS
. Ralph Well (WOV) off on a West Indies cruise ... Jim Gaines

(NBC) thrown for a virus ibop .
,•

. Marjorie Morrow, CBS audition
director, vacationing in Caribbean , Johnny Olsen : flying to Chicago
March 29 to appear at National Assn, of Tobacco Dealers annual con-

vention. . . Betty Scott appointed assistant to BBD&O’s jack Zoller;

director of Cavalcade.

Sam J. Slate, NV Y. program director; for BBC* flies to London today
(Wed.) for thred-week confab on American operations, with emphasis
on video . . . Elliot Lawrence cutting special recordings for Voice of

America in conjunction With his deejay show. . . Amalgamated Cloth-
ing Workers expanding sponsorship of ABC’s “Town Meeting” co-op
tef include WMAL, Washington. Union now has WJZ . . .WLIB’s Hotel
Theresa studios in Harlem to be ready April 1 . . . . Master Glow floor
polish will sponsor “Dr. Kildare” on WMGM starting March 29
Cecil Woodland, WCSS (Amsterdam, „N: Y. ) prez, in Gotham on visit.

US CHICAGO
Key Taylor leaves^WGN post as traffic manager and supervisor of

announcers to join WGN sales staff. Win Jolly moves into* traffic and
announcer super slot from assistant public relations post Latter job
taken over by Larry Whitney, up from WGN continuity acceptance
office . . James V. McConnell, NBC director of national spot sales, and
Jacpb Evans, national spot sales promotion manager, due here next
week for confab With local NBC sales execs

,
. . Bob Finnigan, sport s-

easter and staff announcer, leaves WIND next week, being replaced by
Bud Campbell up from WIBR, Baton Rouge, La. . . . Frank Samuels,
ABC v.p. in charge of western division, stopped off here last week
enroute back to Coast from N. Y, . . . John Harrington, WBBM news
and sportscaster, has been pacted to broadcast 11 football games this
fall for R. J. Reynolds. . . .Vaughn Monroe’s ‘‘Camel Caravan” will be
aired on CBS from Marquette Univ , Milwaukee, March 25 . John W,
Mulholland has joined Chi NBC national spot Sales staff. He was for-
merly radio sales rep with Independent Metropolitan Sales and WOAK;
Oak Park, 111. . Richard Lewin, general manager of KTRE, Lul'kin,
Tex., visited MBS Central Division offices last week . . . “Music For
You,” WBBM’s half-hour variety show, returns to CBS web March 26.
Stint features singer Billy Leach and music of Frank Smith with
WBBM orch. Skee Wolff is writer-producer . . Nancy Wright, WGN
vocalist, in Wesley hospital fighting flu bug last week . . : : Andy Murphy
joined WBBM-CBS public relations staff March 20 , . Paula Rae, t'or-

merly Vocalist with Freddy Nagel band, new member of WGN’s “Tom
Moore Show” . . . Betty McCord is new secretary to Dave Moore,
WBBM-CBS public relations director.

**- —
.

.

-
.

Continued from page 29

New Orleans— Ken Muller and
Irwin F. Poche, Jr., video camera-
men, and Bryon Dowty, announcer,
wpre promoted to tDroduccr-diree-
tor statu*? by Ray Rich, newly ap-
pointed director of video opera-
tions of WCSU here.

tisers will have to decide whether
the greater availability of film stars
in Hollywood will make the west-
ward trek worthwhile.

N. Y. Operation is to be headed
up l^y veepee Russ Johnston, with
Robert: Lawrence named as produc-
tion chief. Production has started
so far with new units lensing
filmed spots for Masland Hugs,
through Anderson, Davis & Platte;
Camels, with Fran Warren and Bill
Stern starred,

,
through William

Esty, and General Foods, through
Benton & Bowles. Fairbanks’ N Y.
studio will have complete facilities
for 35m and 16m filming, sound re-
cording, dubbing and re-recording.

Several of Fairbanks* Hollywood
staff wall be transferred to.N. Y.
J. Burgj Contner will, take over as
director of photography and
Wayne Colvin will head tip the cre-
ative art department. In addition,
Austin Croom Johnson, of the erst-
while (Alan) Kent and Johnson
team, is to supervise the music de-
partment.

WTFM HANGS IN AIR
Tiffin, O., March 21.

Resignation of Dale Schussler as

director of Tiffin’s FM station,

WTFM, has caused the station to

suspend operations temporarily,
i pending reorganization, announced
i Richard Roll, Lima, O., one of the
owners:

Schussier ; will become an an-

I

nouncer in Wheeling, W. Va-

Cleveland—WGAR is planning to

i

turn 8 to 9 p.m. Friday night stanza i

; into local hour for development of
|

' talent.
j
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WPIX Fi
SuitIon in America to win

\ \ The du Pont Award

WPIX has received theAlfred I. du Pont

Award for “outstanding public service

... through the television presentation

of current news and events.’*

WPIX is • pleased with the recognition

and proud to serve the public interests

of the largest city in the world.

'T«‘W*IMX 2VEWSKEEL”
P.M. and Station

Closing Daily, Except
Saturdays

"NEWS O.Y THE HOUR"
7 P.VI. and Station

Closing Daily

THE >EW TORK NEWS TELEVISION STATIONT

CHANNEL

NEW YORK TELEVISION - for NEW YORKERS'
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Richards
•Continued fi-om page 21;

eric Ford, FCC counsel, objected

repeatedly and only those on which

Roberts collaborated or worked
‘ alone went into evidence. Roberts

admitted that many times David

Lilienthal and Bernard Baruch

were riot .given worst of it as he

earlier' charged Richards had or-

dered him to do, and that he thus

broadcast in direct opposition to

station owner's instructions.*.

First Week a Three-Man Act
First week of the hearing de-

veloped nothing sensational and

proved , a three-man act. In the

middle was Qlete Roberts, a stub-

born chap who’s been around, giv-

ing as good as. he received most
of the way during cross-examina-

tion. At the close of last week’s

run of crossfire, Hugh Fulton was
heard to remark, “I-m getting a

little tired of this guy.”

When Fulton did find an open-

ing arid take after Roberts he drew
from him several admissions that

tempered his withering appraisal

of Richards as ; a mail with fixed

r a c i a 1 and political hatreds.

Charges of anti-Semitism against

Richards were hot and heavy while
Roberts was under direct exami-
nation but later in the week Ful-

ton exhibited a letter Roberts
wrote to Richards nailing Roberts
as an anti. While in Europe on
assignment by ABC, R ob e r t s

wrote Richards a three-page, sin-

gle-spaced “note,” wherein he
stated, “The Italians south of

Rome aren't worth a tinker’s dam,”
Fulton wanted to know if that

didn’t render him unfit tp own
stock in a radio station. Roberts
didn’t think So because, as he put

it. “After they “were fed arid

helped they were worth a tinker's

dam;”: '

..

Who! Does It First?

Admission by Roberts that he
injected his own personal philos-

ophies into his commentaries drew
a barrage from Fulton . who con-

tended that there is little or no
difference between a newscast. and

a commentary. Then he threw a

Sunday punch ;
“Do you mean to

say that you had the right to slant

the news your way arid your em-
ployer didn't?’’ Stubbornly through
the trial Roberts has maintained
that being a commentator he was
justified in interpreting th£ news
in his own way. :

Considerable importance will be
attached by the Richards defense
to the removal of records by Rob-
erts from KMPC files after he was
discharged, Fulton insisted that

any memoranda kept by Roberts
while in the employ of KMPC bei

longed to his employer. It was
necessary to subpoena some of the
documents, which Roberts said/

were hidden beneath his daugh-
ter’s bed. Roberts got his walk-
ing papers on a Friday and re-

moved the papers from the sta-

tion files the following Sunday.
Fulton thought that was a little

improper, holding that Roberts
had no right to remove property
that didn’t rightfully belong to him.

Another high point in the trial

is expected to stem from Roberts’
testimony that he ignored Rich-
ards’ instructions to “slant the
news” when the owner was out of

town. That together with only
one letter from a listener express-
ing resentment dyer the alleged
bias gave Fulton a tack to go on:

very little of the so-called colored
news ever got on the air. Roberts
will have to jog his memory con-
siderably to recall the dates Rich-
ards was out of town.
The issue of news slanting, took

a sudden turn the other way when
a memo from Richards to Roberts
read: “If you don’t stop slanting
the news I’m going to let someone
go down there, I won’t go for it

at all.”

Martha Dearie, WOR; Jack Sterl-

ing, WCBS; and spots on WMCA
and WMGM.

In Chicago the dairy has picked

up a 15-minute segment of Dave
Garroway' on WMAQ and is build-

ing its own show, “June Davis’

Hostess House,” Borden’s will

make June Davis a house name
and is mulling syndication of

WNEW’S “Let Yourself Go.”

Continued from page 3*

especially on convictions. The
name of the defendant, the style

of crime on which he has been
found guilty arid the length of the
sentence imposed is emphasized. •.

The wiridup Warning of each pro-
gram is “crime doesnt pay when
the cell door closes upon you.”
This is accompanied by the loud
clanging of ah .. iron door and the
turning of a key in a lock. •

Stewart has a delivery similar
to “The Shadow” and should drive
fear into the hearts of juves with
.criminal notions if *they afe_ awake
at this hour.

Continued from page 35

SATURDAY SPORTS REVUE
With John Derr
15 Mins., Sat., 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from N. Y.

John Doerr, CBS’ new associate
sports director under Red Barber,
has stepped into the latter’s Sat-
urday night spot to dish

.
up the

Week’s highlights in sports. Derr
is a good gabber with a solid grasp
of the field/ He handles the mate-
rial with sound judgment, avoiding
any attempts at either scoops or .re-
hashing the obvious while at the
same time, keeping abreast of
sporting developments.
On his opening show, Derr ac-

cented the baseball training scene
with some apt comments on the
new mechanical “umpire” which
was tested at the Brooklyn camp
last week. Derr minimized the pos-
sibility Of the gadget replacing the
men in blue while making a sharp
dig at basketball referees for their
inaccuracy. It was a complete
roundup of news freshened with
slight interpretative angles.

Herm.

In 1884 Paul Nipkou) in*

vented the television scan-

ning disc and thus began

the history of television*

Blair-TV Inc, was the first

exclusive representative of

television slatiqns.The first

company to recognize and
ad on the television st&

tions* real need for hard

hitting, single minded, ex-

clusive representation*

:

H i

ptp
\ f-, '< ??

/

mpiisentino

Mnntashom ..././.WgRC-tV

.....WBNS-TV

Im Angolos .........KT5L

Now OrlMNi ......... .......WOSU-TV

OimIm WOW^TV
Richmond .....WTVR

s*tt Nt* air....... ..Koti-fv

toatM* ...KINO-TV

it’s reasoned, will allow for pin-
pointing sales messages according
to local conditions.

Policy also involves a change in
agencies, with Young & Rubicam
getting the bulk, of the business,
although Kenyon & Eckhardt re-
tains the instant coffee account
(Y&R has a competitive brand).
Local agencies are also being used,
with Cowan & Dengler handling
Chicago, R. E, McCarthy servicing
Florida arid TraCey-Locke working
in Texas.

Majority of the programs, spots
and participations are still to be
inked, but the N. Y. picture is al-

ready set. Company has bought
“Let*'Yourself Go” cross-the-board
on WNEW, with Roy Ross orch,
vocalist Peggy Ann Ellis, emcee
Allyn Edwards and Teddy Wilson
as featured pianist/ Also pacted
are daily participations on Nancy
Craig, WJZ; Bob Smith, WNBC;

MR. AND MRS. BUDD HULICK
SHOW

Producer: Paul Martin"
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4:30 p.m,
Participating
WKBW, Buffalo

Tliis new Mr. & Mrs. show had
its preem March 31, . Budd Hulick
Will be remembered as co-partner
of Col. Stoopnagle who also
started in radio in Buffalo. This
marks return of Hulick to same
station where he began his career
more than 20 years ago. Mrs.
Hulick has pleasant, easy, pro-
fessional delivery and combo pro-
duces a very lively half-hour.
Format is directed to house-

wives with information on local
women’s activities. They also iiir

terview interesting personalities.
Prepm had winner of “Stop the
Music” who collected big bundle
day before. Mystery tune hap-
pened to be “Fond of Chewing
Gum” which was Stoopnagle &
Budd theme song years ago. Sec-
ond show featured interesting in-
terview with ZaSu Pitts. This Mr.
& Mrs. stint gives local listeners
a fine afternoon show which, with
time, should get good listener at-

tention.

Dallas — KRLD has moved its

AM and FM studios from the
Adolphus hotel where they have
been since 1926 to the new KRLD
Bldg, which houses KRLD-TV.
This will give the outlet all opera-
tions under one roof.

WFa's Binge
Continued from page 37;

sustairiers weekly. At present,

only two of the 12 new programs
remain unsold. .+ .

One of the locally produced
items added to evening lineUp is

“Abbott's Teen Age Time,” a live

show which has become estab-

lished as a Saturday AM feature.

Now aired on Tuesday evenings

at 7-pjn., 30-minute package of

laughs and music is gaining new
listeners under the continuing

sponsorship of Abbott's Dairies.

..7 Revamped program lineup has

been contemplated for some time.

Clipp said, and station moved to

replace non-profitable . sustainers

when it became apparent that

transcribed broadcasts would pro-

vide outlets for potential clients,

as well as add to enjoyment of

listeners.

“By obtaining these programs
at comparatively low cost, WFIL
has been able to show a profit

on former no-sale time periods,

while passing along consequent
savings to the advertisers,”. Clipp

pointed out “Everybody gains,

nobody loses-r-arid that goes for

the radio audience, also i
because

the shows wre have "added to our
program log add up to surefire en-

tertainment.”

CBS-NAB
Continued from page *5

lived its usefulness. However, he
was quick to add that this NAB
(‘term of usefulness” generally runs
in five-year cycles; that perhaps a
rejuvenated setup after the current
blowup may resolve a lot of prob-
lems and provide needed answers.

More Convention Speakers

Washington,. March 21.

NAB has lined up four more top
speakers for its 28th annual con-
vention next month in Chicago.
Added to^the agenda for the man-
agement sessions, April 17-19, are

FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, U.S.
Chamber of Commerce pr^xy Her-
man W. Steinkraus, ECA adminis-
trator Paul G. Hoffman, and H. E.

Babcock, agricultural expert * and
author.

Carlos P. Romulo, president of
the U.N. general assembly, will be
principal speaker.

Continued from page 24
;

the kind of research to be under-
taken.

Financial control would be in

the . broadcasters’ hands, With the
industry buying all the stock
issued. BAM* would also have to

take over BMB’s liabilities, which
include a $75,000 loan from NAB
and servicing of Study No. 2..

One of the key problems facing
the new group will be that of get-
ting support from individual sta-

tions. Four networks and their
owned-and-opetated stations sub-
scribed to Study No. 1 and three
backed the second report. How-
ever, there were only 600 sub-
scribers to the latter study of a
possible 2,000 AM stations.

Kansas City—WHB has a new
announcer in Jack Layton who re-
cently moved over from KTOP,
Topeka. He replaces Lou Kemper,
longtime K. C. announcer, who
Shifted to Ft. Worth and KCNC.

New Nielsens: CBS, 15-NBC,

Current Previous
Rank Rank Program

1 2
.

Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)

.

2 1 Jack- Benny (CBS)
3 3

:
Godfrey’s Talent Scouts (CBS).-* . ......

4 13 Fibber & Molly (NBC) ......... ... . .

.

V i .

.

5 5 Amos ’ri’ Andy (CBS) . . . .. . , . . . . . . , . . , ...

,

6 . 11 Walter Winchell (ABC) . . .... .... . . . ,

.

. .

.

7 6 Edgar Bergen (CBS) . . ... ,....* vi ......
8 4 My Friend Irma (CBS), . .... . ... .... . . .

;

9 7 Mystery Theatre (CBS) . . . . . . , .

.

10 17 Mr. Chameleon (CBS) . . .... . . . ....

.

, .

.

11 37 Bob Hope (NBC) . , ......................
12 10 FBI in Peace & War (CBS) ; . . . ; . .. .... . .

.

13 9 Mr. Keen (CBS) V
14 19 You Bet Your Life (CBS)

7

./* .* V.
15 14 Dr. Christian (CBS)
16 23 Mr. District Attorney (NBC) . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

17 20 Inner Sanctum (CBS) . ... ......

.

18 8 Red Skelton (CBS) . . . . , . . ... , . . .... .

.

1& 32 Fat Man (ABC) . . v . . . . . . ... . . . ... .....

,

20 24 Gene Autry (CBS) . . ••

.

• • # •

Homes Homes Points
(000) % Change

10,017 25.5 0.0
. 8,603 : 21.9 —3.6
. 8,328 21,2 —0.5
. 7,856 20.0 +3.0
. 7,463 19.0 V —1.7
. 7,267 18.5 + 1.3

v 7,188 18.3 —2.4
. 7,071 18.0 —2.8
. 6,874 17.5 —1.8
. 6,756 17.2 +0.7
. 6,717 17.1

: +2.5
. 6,638 16.9 —0.8
. 6,599 16.8 —1.3
. 6,599 16.8 +0.5
. 6,560 16.7 —0.1
. 6;521
V. 6,481

16.6

16.5
+ 0;6

+0.2
. 6,285 16.0 —2.7
. 6,089 16.5 +0.8
6J)89 15.5 ~*0.3

Chicago, March 21.

Ralph, E. Ellis, Grant advertis*
ing account exec on Mars candy,
moved with the account to the Led
Burnett agency yesterday (20).
According to Vic Gies, Mars ad
riianager, Grant resigned the ac-
count several months ago, but

‘

agreed to remain at the reins until
a new agency was appointed.
At present Marp has no radio,

having recently dropped both “Dr.
I.Q.” and “Curtain Time.” Alloca-
tion of the film’s ad budget, which
in the past has topped $2,000,000,
will not be made for several weeks.
An agency spokesman said the
candy manufacturer will get hack
into network radio/ and will add
heavily to its video schedule,
which at present consists of a seg-
ment of “Howdy Doody.”

This iriakes Leo Burnett’s third
major * grab in recent months, the
others being parts of Kellogg and
Procter & Gamble billings. Latter
account is still in the research
stage.

/Continued frpm page 27;

religious programs, exceeding rep-
resentations he made to the com-
mission).

Rivers charged the council is try-

ing “to smear the reputation” pf
WEAS and himself. But the facts
are, he said, that WEAS has made
“gigantic strides” in improving ra-

cial relations, curbing Negro juven-
ile delinquency,

.

and giving ’ oppor-
tunity to Negro musical and ath-

letic talent.

Rivers said the nori-discrimina-

tion policy of WEAS is “far dif-

ferent” from many radio stations

fn Georgia. “The Sayannah radio
council,” he said, “can be sure of

one thing; when the new station

authorized by the commission
starts operation in Savannah, it

will not dictate to E. D. Rivers, Jr.,

Concerning the types of programs
that he should or should not carry.”

In a detailed analysis of pro-

gramming of the five stations

which compose the council, Rivers
claimed that none have lived up to

their representations to the com-
mission- He noted that WSAV de-

voted almost 83%. of its evening
hours in 1948 to commercial pro-

grams, that WFRP sells time for

religious fund solicitation pro-

grams, that WDAR carried substan-

tially more commercials than it

represented to the FCC, and that

WTOC and WCCP have done like-

wise.
•'

RiVers also charged that after he
filed his Savannah application he

was approached indirectly, by

WDAR and WFRP with offers to

sell to him.

Cleveland-’r-Rena & Bob Ledyard
Who conduct “Breakfast Parly”
daily over WHK from homes of

listeners had the table turned on
them *When 200 women gave Led-
yards surprise party crowning
them “king and queen of radio en-
tertainment.”

Courtesy of M-o-M -

THE GREAT RUPERT’
For Goor§o Pol Prods.

*
. THI CAMKL SHOW

CJ
__

Ivory Prtdoy NltO/ 9:t0 I.S.T^ JJ®®
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DELUXE

CONSOLE WITH

New Zenith "Lincoln,"
de luxe television 'con*

sole. Traditional cabinet

design that blends beau-
tifully with America’s
most'popular trends in

interior decoration. Gen-
uine Mahogany veneer
cabinet with all exposed
woods finished to a sat-

iny lustre.

SQ. IN.

only

*359”
F«4«r«l iatfM tai *»tra

the Royalty of Television with the

BLACK MAGIC of the Amazing Blaxide

ack" Tube and New "Super-Range" Chassis
Now—even ifyou live in an outlying location^-you can
enjoy television pictures at their finest ! For Zenith’s

New "super-range” chassis and blaxide tube will

bring into your home pictures of amazing new de-

tail, clarity and steadiness .... . free from eyestraining

glare or blur even in daylightor fully lighted rooms !

This is how medical authorities recommend viewing

!

What’s more, these and all the other great develop-

ments perfected by Zenith® are standard in all Zenith
models— not in just a few at high prices!

That’s what makes every one of the new Zeniths o
truly sensational value for 1950 . . .not built down to

a price, but up to the high standards of the ROYALTY
of television!

Remember anyone can - make claims. But your

Zenith dealer invites you to prove in. a demonstration

the superiority of these Black Magic Zeniths. See for

yourself how Zenith’s famous engineering foresight

keeps Zenith always ahead . . . in quality and perform-

ance . . .in topValue for your television dollar I

V Built-in provision for tliO' now ultra-high fro-

quencies, expected to be introduced by the Federal

Communications Commission. With a Zenith, you will

not need to buy a new set to receive the coming ultra-

highs on present standards, nor will you have to use an

expensive external converter.

2 Built-in."Picturamagnor' aerlal-^in many locations

—without outside antenna—just plug in and get pictures

that come in beautifully dear! Mvery Zenith Television
‘ model offers this feature.

3 One-knob simplified automatic tuning— with the

Zenith Turret Tuner. All the necessary adjustments are

made automatically— does away with knob fiddling and

fussing even when you switch from station to station!

me
4 Giant Circle Screen with pictura control—gives you

the LARGEST possible picture in relation to tube size,

with a CHOICE of circular or rectangular shape pictures!

5 "Gated" automatic gain control— shuts out inter-

ference, maintains uniform picture quality and audio

volume automatically. .

<6 Gehuirto Zenith- Armstrong FM sound — coupled

with Zenith-built Alnico speaker, provides greater sen-

sitivity, far greater rejection of interference noises,

superior tone quality.

7 Master Crafted quality cabinets, offering a wide

variety of sizes, styles and finishes. Every one is a furni-

ture piece of enduring quality and beauty, whether you
choose a table model, console Or combination.

COMPARE the picture size!

COMPARE the value!

V DELUXE >
TABLE MODEL WITH

f DELUXE \
COMBINATION WITH

isctiisfPi

SsaSsfisI
i|p

SSMSHSSSiSSSsSSB
SsIsiBallsilsSIS

SQ. IN.

New Zenith -"Garfield'/'

de luxe, table model tele-

vision. A distinguished re-

ceiver Vith all of Zenith’s

great new developments.

Strikingly attractivedesign

with smooth, trim lines.

Smarts long-wearing lug-

gage type finish in Walnut
Brown.

SQ. IN.

only

*219?2
fOtmt Ik«Im Im

New Zenith "Madlsen," de luxe television-

radio-phonograph. With sensational new 3-Speed

Cobra® Automatic Record Changer! Simplest, easiest

way to play records of all sizes and speeds! Plus new
Super -Sensitive FM and Long-Distance AM radio.

Genuine Mahogany veneer cabinet of graceful Con-

temporary styling.

only

$44925
fUwl Into Tm mm

See

of m

the new Zenith '‘'PRfSIDiNTIAL* line

idols with sizes for every home heed.

Priced from $219,95 to $625,

See Your Zenith Dealer for an Eye-Opening Demonstration - Now!

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS

Over 30 Years of "Know-How" in Radionics * Exclusively

Also Makers of America's Finest Hearing Aids

-l*'i .S''/'*A

rEN!TH
«U0K MSTUKZ* RADIO
and TCLBVISION

pApl

.v.v.v.\
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Annual
In the general sales upbeat of slow-speed disks, RCA Victor s

45 rpm platters are currently being pressed at the rate of ^pproxi^

mately 2,500,000 per month or over 30,000,000 annually. Current

production rate, covering both the pop and longhair catalogs* was

hit during February and January and will be. increased before

the end of the year in line with upped distribution of the 45 rpm
player attachments. . v . . .

, A -

Capitol Records, one of the diskeries which joined Victor’s 45

rpm camp, has. also felt the rising impact of that disk speed.

Capitol execs report their monthly production of 45’s is now around

the 1.500,000 monthly mark.

HffiPORTANeE OF

mm

Ed McKenzie (“Jack the Bell-

boy”)
j
Chicago's John- McCormick,:

Hollywood’s Gene Norman or A1
Jarvis, Pittsburgh’s Bill Brandtr-
and if space permitted, a pretty (ex-

haustive list could 'be included. :

Deejays’ Merits
The disk jockey has given new

talent a wonderful break.
;

Num-
bers of today’s top stars got their
respective starts via the potency

Jones Rides Sky
Eight months late. Spike

Jones is finally getting around

to waxing “Riders in the Sky*

for RCA-Victor. While the

number was hot last summer,
Edwin H. Morris Music re-

fused to give Jones permission

to record the number since it*

was felt - that any hashed-up

version wpuld hurt the copy-:

right Currently, however, it's

hoped that Jones’ gagging will

revive interest in the song.

On the reverse side of the

“Sky’’ disk Jones is slicing

“Mule Train” with a Chi-

nese vocal.

Bob Crosby—‘ If You Can’t Get (Coral). Coral worked fast to get

» D
??wh

With
M

8
e
B"°m

'wX Ives’°cut for
t

Columbia.
ee

it’s°a friid
Boom - When My Sugar Walks number with a western rhythm
Down the Street0 (Coral). Crosby wrapped around a factory town
has come up with a solid novelty lyric- Xt*s. .^doubtful, however,

in “Drum,’’ has initial'waxing for \ ^tiiist
aC
with

C
a

S

Mum
Coral. Number has a catchy lyric n^ does okav bv ^rioke”but
that Crosby carries off neatly S more at hoihe wfth the flfoovi -
against a * clever instrumental ^ t2ne vvftli ^oodiUko notPn

*

Dixie background .dished out by a.5
ol:

Gorda^MricRaeV^
the Bob Cats. Flipoyer is well- 5$
done - standard executed m a

straight twO-beat-to-the bar groove
y0ca\

glty stralnea quailtJ 111 tlie

with Crosby bouncing the chorus.
Don Cornell — “Mv Baby Is

ON INITIAL BOOKING^ (Se
Back to? MC”

b
tVic- top recording

tor).

Decca is pitching up some of its

p recording names on a series of

r.".' • tor). “Baby” is fit for a big jock- 1
disks in . its new “faith series”

Boston, March 21. and-juke r i d e . A smoothly which jocks can play in specialized
Ralph Flanagan’s initial date at rhythmic item, it gets a saleable situations. Initial five platters

the King Philip ballroom. Wren- cut by Cornell, who handles the have an authentic religioso air and
thain, Mass;, resulted in a total at- vocal tastefully with fine pacing restrained vocal interpretations,

tendance of 7,800 in four days, by a vocal quartet. Bob Eberly’s Series includes Ring
.

Crosby,

Band, which started its engage- version for Coral is equally good ‘‘What A FriendWe Have In Jesus”-

ment Wednesday (15), broke the and should help the tune catch jon, 'He Leadeth Me"; Andrevya Sis-

Pridav nieht record with 2 600 Reverse of the Victor disk has ters, In .The. _Gaiden t Count
b riaay night _recora wiuv z*j>uu

Cornell working over a fair lyric Your Blessings Red Foley, “Just
payees.

.
On Saturday night (18),

set to the popular Italian song, a Closer Walk With Thee’V‘Steal
st^te police closed the doors after

‘‘Santa Lucia,” no relation to Away”; Hamilton Quartet, “Now
2.800 were admitted. Admission

‘‘Spaghetti Rag.” ; the Day Is Over”-“God Be With

Richard Hayes-“It Isn’t Fair”- You”; Jack Owens, “JHave Thine

“Thunder in My Heart” (Mercury). ?wn
JESv;.

the King Philip ballroom. Wren-
of a disk jockey push. Disk jock- I tham, Mass;, resulted in a total at

eys have also weeded out a lot of
|
tendance, of 7,800 in four daysNew York; :eys nave also weeded out a lot ot

Editor Variety: .

: no :talent people. A navel-depth

J Fred Coots’ letter anent what skin tight evening gown or a. size,

he calls the evils of today's song- !
39 sweater might sell on the floor

Writing-publishing business just i but it -tfOesn t help a record.
_

about floored me. I
:
say “just On? partmg thought about the

about” because I have
.
known J. disk jockey. He has helped. create

Fred for probably 11 years and • employment by .bringing to life

have had association with him, dead names, who in turn were able

both as a collaborator (“It's Too to book engagements and employ

Late Now”) and in a trade maga- persons associated. He has proved

zine publishing venture. Consider- ;

Ihel sometimes the independent,

trig him a close and wonderful |

Producer might not be a jerk sim-

friend, I also know how lie' can
|

P1^ because.he didn't wear a Coun-

soapbox it when his typewriter's
j

(?“ Mara fie or know all: the .“tech-

had an oiling. It was well oiled
,
of voice-selling or musical,

the day he double-spaced your. Besides this compe-

2 000 words.
' tition has actually helped the . ma-

Freddie’S biggest lament .seems- j°r producers by makiiig them

to be for the good old days. That’s ^
perfectly all right because those There is certainly nothing per-

u C?An o I in fKiA^nAnlv* -4-a ama

no-talent people. A navel-depth Band, which Started its engage-
skin tight evening gown or a size, ment Wedtresday (15), broke the
39 sweater might sell on the floor ! Friday night . record with 2,6Q0
but it -doesn’t help a record. payees. On Saturday night (18)

,

One parting thought about the state police closed the doors after
disk jockey. : He has helped create 2,800 were admitted. Admission
employment by bringing to life was scaled at $1.25 and $1.50.
dead names, who in turn were able

. Flanagan opens at the Meadow-

Series includes Bing Crosby,
“IVhat A Friend We Have In Jesus”- \

“He Leadetli Me”; Andrews Sis-

ters, “In The Garden”-“Courit

Away”; Hamilton Quartet, “Now
the Day Is Over”-“God Be With
You”; Jack Owens, “Have Thine
Own Way, . Lord”?“My Jesus, I

brook, Cedar Grove, N. J>, tomor- Mereurv is climbing aboard the Love Thee.” The disks are back-

row (Thurs.), ^ a ’S edi Swunded with ®rgai»,dd choirac-

;t— V-' - by Hayes, who may pull this disk compamment.

W w „ , ^ on the strength of his “Old Master Mel Tonne “I Hadn’t Anyone
Sacks Heads Committee Painter” popularity, v Backside has Till You”-“Cross Your Heart”

ta n ri a .*.• even a stronger potential with its (Capitol). Tonne gets a chance to

JOI oOIlg Competition pounding,* dramatic quality and show off bis stylized pipes to the

Harrisburg, Pa., March 21. powerful rendition by Hayes., It’s best advantage in “Till You.” apowerful rendition by Hayes., It’s

slightly out-of-the-way for a ro-tition has actually helped the . ma- Manie Sacks RCA Victor diree- slightly out-of-the-way for
,
a ro- firstrate ballad by Ray Noble,

jor producers by making them tor of artists relations, has been mantic_ ballad and co^ild catch on
more alert. abDointed chairman >f the award hig. Raymond Scott s orch gives sonality treatment under covei of

TiL

~

.• L I
aPPPiniea . cnairnian I me avyaio

' u.il J • ..a Koof on/1 a Ann nccicf

Mel Townie “I Hadn’t Anyone
Till You”-'‘Cross Your Heart”
(Capitol) . Torme gets a chance to
show off his stylized pipes to the
best advantage in “Till You ” a
firstrate ballad by Ray Noble.
Torme gives it a palatable “per-

ioerfectlv all Tisht ^hecSuse Ihose There is certainly hothing^
^

per- iommfftee^^ ih tlm ^omnetUimi for firstrate support on both sides. ?
smooth beat ^and a fine, assist

perieciiy an ngni uecapse uiose
sonal in thjs yeDiv to one of m̂v 2 • ,

n
«iA
n co^ r»i» raiiAirav “Ppfa P from the Mel Tones and Harold

days were good .to hnn. He^ ceiv^ taiented-and closest person- if*- ^i?1
v Jel^u^ Mucura?^^ 0*oiid(mf ^ Mooney’s batoning. It’s a saleable

tainly did come^ up with^some great ^a^ea a^<^e^p^^ Song/- Contest, which will wind item as is Torme’s workover of the
ones, too;,. You Go to My Head, ^ ?u

ca
!!?

e ni
i .!?

ail
?.

e 111
1 up in October, is open to amateur -ineres no reason ai an wny tne

reverse tune in a more rhvthmic
“Rpantifni T.ariv- in Rliie.” “Santa bve via the many hits he has < nr 4>i.nfpccinnai nnninhsp'r.c: rpsldin^ current dance rhythm upbeat also .

firstrate support on both sides;

Cab Calloway — “Pero Que
Jelengue”-“La Mucura” (London).

a smooth; beat and a fine assist

from the Mel Tones and Harold
Mooney’s batoning. It’s a saleable

•‘Beautiful Lady in Blue,” “Santa
Claus Is Coming to Town” and been able to signature.

some 700 or 800 more. His beef I

I?am? ahd bis receive $1,500 in prizes
seems to be that the competition is ^ think -he s crying in the

. Sacks appointed a iu
i.A wrong beer. (I also think he knows ... - P? .

n i1 *
*z

4.UV AU WtVUVA • Ag VMVAA W UAAAHVV.iAA
. . A . * A 1 1 ' ,. « ’ rPVHl

ie
, hf® - or professional composers residing 2^ »?

ance
«
r
^u ?ii° vein.

Pennsylvania,
. Best entries will ““ t cover those sou^h-of-the-

too tough' these days for what he 'Y
1
.
011® t)eer. ( I also think he knows

calls the “great and talented” "
. .

songwriters of yesteryear. He
f
®Vt t® ??e .

^
anything sinis-

jnentions some wonderful names, ter in the fact that the recording

good for a nostalgic night of rem- Pre?ently^^ havethe song-

iniscing, but by the same cry, the ^bs m ^theu* bands

past few years have produced putting up the money that

some fairly fine writers, too. . Of , !5
aSe? a son8^ bor can I see the

not dated vintage: for instance is 1
jockey as a sinister, evil and

ppIvp li ^nn in ^Itpq ' border sambas, rhumbas, etc. Johnny ^Desmond “Daddy s
ceive $1,500 m prizes.

Calloway has cut a solid coupling Little .Gyl’V^grwnir a Little
Sacks appointed a judging com- 0f Chile numbers that really jump. Longer” (M-G-M). Despoond’s cut

A W..1.JaL 2maL. « TJ a TT1 . ,mt _ 1 ._. i. ; j • i_ii /n _ 1 BT\a J T «4>^1a 1 •«!^ aaiiI rl 4 r% Ir /%
^v*. x* uau.uciuiuw8

mittee which includes Joe Higgins, The vocals are served up with

1 fail to epp ahvthinfF associate director ,of artist rela-’ loway’s usual driving tei

the fact that the rpphrrtintf tions Columbia; Harry Meyer- Neither of these sides is likelj

companies presently have the sonR-
son, M-6^I record exW; Lou Levy, theJiit. Uste- but jocks could

writing reins in their hands
| £

e
?t
ter

„
S“ks>

J?
1**

1

H
S?

ry thlm f°TJ •?
ang?„°

f

e putting ud the monev that sPltzer *
Mac Goldman, Hal Wer- Dean Martin— “Muskrat 1

map and Paul Barry. ble“-“J'm Gonna Paper All

The vocals are served up with Cal- of “Daddy’s Little. Girl” could take

loway’s usual driving tempo, a hefty slice of this tune’s climbing

Neither of these sides is likely for acceptance. Disk; opens with a

not dated vintage; for instance is

one Frank Loesser and despite all

the present-day evils of the disk
jockeys, jukebox “syndicates,” he
has done admirably well.

My beloved cohort says that “the

foreboding influence. Coots speaks
about Haven Gillespie’s recent
song successes* “Lucky Old Sun”
and “Master Painter.” I think rec-
ords had a lot to do with both

Constance Hope’s RCA Post

Dean Martin— “Muskrat Ram-
ble”-‘Tm Gonna Paper All My
V/alls with Your Love Letters”
(Capitol). Two cute sides with that

. VVItilVHUVV AWVV0 AVVA* A ,vg«
«r<h. • • ' i , . ,i%jr « '* . . « • .| m

Constance Hope, who recently P^ie twist. Muskrat Ramble _is

exited her RCA Victor post of di- hot usually vocalled but Martin

for acceptance. Disk; opens with a

use highly pleasant though conven-
tional vocal with Desmond neatly

am- switching the lullaby tempo for the
jurv second chorus. It’s among the

,rJ» better versions of this pop. Re-

hat vers® ^ * flavorsome rendtion of
V 7C “Dream,” with : Desmond giving a

wvivvyu waivav oujg viauv %ta.v j % ••.*• -
'

songwriting business used to be- f
a who would

' long to the songwriters and pub- the park benches,

lishers who were imbued with re- ^ Jor ft
0
!*
16
*
10 yeaFs, if a

spective talents for writing and
!

3 Jockey (Al Jar-

nlolrincr enntf lnifc frr*m t-V»A vprv I Y- .
.hadn t Set the. 'Spark—Frankiepicking song hits from the very

moment such songs were con-
ceived .

” and goes on to say all

you heed today is “cheap combina-
tion of words and music” and an
“important disk jockey pal located.
In a strategic section of the coun-
try^ to give you a solid plug.”

Belongs to the People'
The songwriting- business, like

the air, should belong to the peo-
ple who want to write songs. If

they find the doors of Fred’s be-
loved Tin Pan Alley closed to them
and they want to hock their fam-
ily jalopy to go out and make a
record of one of their brainstorms
with Joe Fritz’s Home Town Band,
God bless ’em, it’s their jalopy.
If a hinterlands disk jockey, tired
of the brush from the major league
publisher and big label manufac-
turer, wants to

.
play his “Country

Cousin’s
,

10” production, made
Without benefit of Manie Sacks,
Gordon Jenkins; Mitch Miller or a
Whip—why shouldn’t it be okay
with any double AA Ascaper?
As for; any tirade against the

disk jockey, I’d like to say this.

They don’t accept everything that
is thrown at them. Coots knows
this, too. because he and I have
pitched them ' a few things and
they soon spotted the dogs (and
they cooperated, as he knows,
when the “performance” was
there). Certainly the .right of se-

lection belongs to the d* j*

I’ve been in the publicity busi-
ness, in various capacities, for a
considerable while; I’ve represent-
ed knowns and unknowns, names
and no-names, the talented and the
untalenled. I have contacted and
worked with various persons arid
departments of all branches of the
music business arid the people, who
make it popular. I’ve also “ro-
manced” my share of columnists,
newspaper Writers, and other out-
lets for publicity information and
benefit. This much I can say for
the jockey; he's inexpensive arid
he’s fair-minded. While I read
about payolas, I can name a num-
ber of No, 1 d. j.’s you . can’t pick
tip a coffee check for; Detroit’s

Laine.
spark—Frank
Tim Gayle.

rector of artists relations for the beats it out like it was meant to

Red Seal label; has been retained he with his easy-going Crosbyish

by Victor as consultant in mer- style. Flipover is good without be-

chandising and promotion. ing standoutm the pop novelty
. / vein. Martin gives it a bouncing

Jack Mills, whose firm publishes IJlL with
.
Paul Weston’s Dixie

There’s a Lovely Lake in Love- Eight backing up spiritedly.

Dixiii twist. -Muskraf Ranible” Is
^'bxifad*

not usually vocalled but Martin

land,” nanied an honorary citizen
of Loveland; Colo.

Eight backing up spiritedly.

Bill Darnell—“River of Smoke”-
“I Had Trouble with You Before”

Week of Mar. 18

MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC (8) (Cromwell)

CHATTANOOGIE SHOESHINE BOY (6) (Acuff-Rose)

RAG MOP (8) (Hill & Range) . . .

.

|

CRY OF THE WILD GOOSE (3) (American). . . . .. .

I SAID MY PAJAMAS (9) (Leeds). . . . . . . . . .. ...

ENJOY YOURSELF (2) (Morris) . .. . ... . . . ...

.

.[ Teresa Brewer . . . . . .... London
. . . .

,

j Eddie Miller . . . . . . ,. . . .Rainbow

,x {Red Foley ......... .... .Decca
e; • • * • •

•

: j Bill Darnell........... .. Coral

j
Ames Bros . ... ... .... . . . Coral

. . . . . .

.

v
j Raiph Flanagan. ..... . . . . Victor

DEARIE (2) (Laurel)

Frankie Laine.

Martin-Warren

Guy Lombardo

.

Merman-Bolger

. . . .. . . .Mercury

* . . . Victor

....... .

.

.Decca

• r. ,9 ..... • fiCCCO

IF I KNEW YOU WERE COMING (1) (Robert)

THERE’S NO TOMORROW (16) (Paxton) . . .

.

• • •
•

CRAZY HE CALLS ME (4) (Massey). . . . .

• • a #..# # # • 4 • '• #

I Stafford-MaeRae . . ...... Capitol

Eileen Barton . . . . . . . . . Mercury
{ Tony Martin . .. . . . .... Victor

\ Alan Date . . . . ... . . , . . .Harmony
Billie Holiday . ........... Decca

.Victor

. Decca

Second Croup
IT ISN’T FAIR (Words-Music) . . . ,.;V. . .

.

Sammy Kaye .Victor

MY FOOLISH HEART (Santly-Joy) . ; Gordon Jenkbis.

.

. .Decca

DEAR HEARTS, GENTLE PEOPLE (13) (Morris) . . . . . 1 ... ..... . .

.

j^ia?l ’ ' * ' " ,C° lt

^cca

OLD MASTER PAINTER (141 (Robbins);,.
. '.^LbS

DREAMER’S HOLIDAY (16) «Shapir.-B)
j ^

C’EST SI BON ; (Leeds) . . . ... ..... . Johnny Desinond. ... . . . 'M-G-M

(Shapiro-B) . . ... * . . ... . ;

: |

SENTIMENTAL ME (Knickerbocker)

DADDY’S LITTLE GIRL (Beacon)

Columbia
. London
. . . Victor

• * * * ‘ •'v

8

‘
*

; 1 E. Wilson-Jenkins Decca
• • Johnny Desmond . . . . . . . .M-G-M

. ( Ames. Bros

l

........ ;

.

; . Coral
.... |Kuss Morgan . . . . .. . .Decca

: {Dick Todd Rainbow
v . . . ... .4 ..... .... v.f Mills Bros. . . ; . . ....... . Decca

• • « t « •

SITTING BY THE WINDOW (Shapiro-B), .... . . ....... < ... , .

.

BIBBIDI BOBBIDI BOO (Disney)

QUICKSILVER (Morris) , . . . .. . . .

;

Vv . .....

BROKEN DOWN MERRY-GO-ROUND (Vogue) . . . .... . .

HAVE I TOLD YOU LATELY (Duchess) >

WE’LL BUILD A BUNGALOW (Algonquin) ... , ......
EYES WIDE OPEN I’M DREAMING (Crawford) . ; . .. .;

THIRD MAN THEME (Chappell) . ,*.-. ... . . .

;

\ Vic Damone . .

.

) Billy Eckstine .

.

I Perry Como , :

.

) Dinah Shore
. ,

.

j Crosby-Andrews
j
Doris Day . ; .

.

Whiting-Wakely .

Crosby-Andrews
Johnny Long;.

Patti Page . ...

.

j Anton Karas . .

.

. . . . . , , .Mercury
,,.-M:GM

, . . ... ... . ; . . Victor.

. . . .

.

Columbia
........ Decca

... . .

.

. Columbia

. .. .• ..... Capitol

* ... Decca

.;
.

.' Mercury

Vv. London**»M*v*aa i ....... , . S r J ;(Guy Lombardo . ........ .Decca
{Figures in parentheses indicate number oj weeks song has been in the Top lOJ

Tasteful orch backing by Tony
Mottola on both sides.

Platter Pointers
Margaret Whiting and Jimmy

Wakeley sliced a neat duet on

“Let’s Go To Church Next Sunday
Morning” for Capitol. , . Discovery
has waxed a hangup instrumental
session with Georgie Auld’s orch
on “Mild and Mellow’’ and “Settin’

the Pace,” both solid jock items .

Cliff Seward arid the San Francisco
Boys have a likely novelty in “Why
Do They Always Say ‘No’?” (Coral)
... Also in ' the same category is

“Little Peach from East Orange”
cut by Ray Anthony orch arid the
Slyliners for Capitol*. . . Eddy How-
ard’s version of “Daddy’s Little

Girl” for Mercury is okay but per-
haps too late to mean much...
Empey label has a good item in
“I’m Disillusioned” With vocal by;

Charles Linton . “La Vie En
Rose,” the French cafe ballad, is

getting some action with Macklin
Marrow’s fully orchestrated ver-
sion for M-G-M and Paul Weston’s
for Capitol ... Tex Beneke turned
out another of his slickly rhythmic
jobs on “Sunshine Cake” arid

“Dream A Little Longer” for Vic-
tor. . .Jocks are getting a wide
Choice of versions on “God’s Coun-
try”, with tlie addition of Bill Far-
rell’s good slice for M-G-M arid

Phil Harris’ fair one for, Victor.

.

Coral has faced the Ames Bros
*

“Sentimental Me” with another
good item, “Blue Prelude” ...

Danny Kaye has a couple of good
sides in “Confidentially” and “A
Paper Full of Fish and Chips”
(Decca) . . Aside

.
from his new

album, Stan Kenton has waxed
some of, his progressive music on
a Capitol single under the titles of
“Blues in Riff” and “Mardi Gras.”
both

4

unusual and good . ,
Atoinic

label comes up with a good side in

“Come Into My Arms” with vocal
by Lynn Avalon.

Standout western, race, hillbilly,

jazz, polka, etc.; Tex Ritter,

“Boogie Woogie Cowboy” (Capitol)

. Peach Tree Logan, “Heap Sees
and Few Knows” (M?G-M) ; . John-
ny Brown orch, “Red Pepper In
My Pie” (Decca) ... Doye O’Dell,
“Somebody’s Stealing My. Baby’s
Sugar” (Mercury) . . Wingy Manone,
“Japanese Sandman” (Kerii)

.

Eddie Condon. “That’s A Plenty”
(Signature) , The Pinetoppers,
“Buffalo ' Gals” (Decca) . . . Ernie
Benedict Polkateers, “Dance With
Me” (Victor).
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Lengthy hassle between the Mu-.f*

*ic Publishers' Protective Assn,

and the Wage and Hour Division

of the Department of Labor, Re-

garding the status of music con-

tactment under the Wages and

Hours Law, was settled last .Week

when the N. Y. regional director

of the division handed down the

opinion that piuggers are '‘admin-

istrative employees’' and thus ex-

empt from the /provisions of that

law. ...

Controversy started in the sum-
mer of 1948, when a Wage and
Hour Division investigator put in

the claim that a pub’s contact em-
ployees were covered by the act

and that the publishers had to pay
time and a half for overtime, keep
regular records on such employees,
etc. MPPA appealed the claim,

matter going from the N. Y, re-

gional director to Washington and
finally back to the N, Y. office,

whence last week’s decision ema-
nated.
Under the decision a plugger

who receives $75 a week or more
qualifies as an administrative em-
ployee and is therefore not subject

to Wages ‘ and Hours regulations,

Publishera .. have always claimed
that their contactment are sales-

men, and, as such, exempt from
the wage provisions, but the N. Y.
Labor Department office stated
definitely that piuggers could not
be so considered, their only grounds
for exemption being under the ad-
ministrative employee category.

Decision. comes as a big relief to

publishers who would have had not
only to pay future time and a half,

but also substantial sums in back
payments. With the average con-
tactmen working a 60-70-hour
week, amount of past and future
overtime would have run into seven
figures for the whole Industry.

SUIT FROM MANAGER
Los Angeles, March 21.

Contract as business manager
held by Fred Goodman with Art
Lund, singer, was cancelled here
last week by superior court Judge
Clarence M. - Hanson. .Goodman’s
contract was voided because he
held no license from the state of
California as an artist’s manager
and judge ruled that he did not do
any strict financial advising for the
singer.

Goodman, who is Benny Good-
man’s brother, was collecting 20%
of Lund’s gross take. Lund sued to
break the contract and to ask for
return of some $9,000 he had
paid to Goodman during the past
two years. Judge Hanson took un-
der advisement the matter of re-

payment of commissions and his
decision is expected soon. Evidence
showed that Goodman did not ad-
vise Lund oh any investments, and
that whatever services he rendered
were those ordinarily performed
by a licensed artist's manager.

to Use

Hollywood, March 2.1.

Amateur
. windjammers will be

Used, with full permission of Mu-
sicians Local 47, on Freddy Mar-
tin’s 13-week television program
over KTTV starting here in April.

Martin will use college bands and
college musicians in an amateur
contest. Arthur Michaud, Martin’s
manager, got okay from Phil
Fisher, the union’s representative,
because of the contest phases of
the show. .

Fischer forced a stipulation,
however, that Martin will not re-
duce the number of union men in
his crew. “Band of Tomorrow’’ is
name of Martin’s program. Con-
test will be conducted to fill each
chair of a 13-piece orchestra, with
audience and board of Judges vot-
ing.

in
Hollywood; March 21.

Kay Starr is beefing at Capitol’s
plan to release an album under the
tag “Songs for Stags by Kay Starr,’’
She feels some people might con-
strue “Stag” in association with
the gathering of men to view a
lewd performance;
Diskery had in mind “Stags”

who form a line at college dances;.
Since Cap has already prepped the
album for release, it hasn’t yet
heeded her demand for .title

change. All six sides in the book
are oldies released as singles, in-
cluding “Poor Papa,” “Steady,
Daddy,” and “You’ve Gotta See
Momma Every Night.”

Talent agencies are intensifying

efforts to sell name bands in hotels
* . •

. i

and niteries. Percenters are telling

bonifaces that Inasmuch as a name
that will mean anything at the box-

office cannot be bought under

$1,000, and since the cost of a local

band must still be considered as

part of the overall talent costs, it

might be better to experiment with

a band that’s well known via rec-

ordings and could be gotten at a

fair price.

The agencies
^

are selling the

point that under present business
conditions, experimentation is nec-

essary. A switch in format, they
argue, may attract wider audiences
and it's possible that results,

budget and business-wise, may be
better than those that have been
obtained with the regulation type
floorshow.

It’s also being argued that, under
present circumstances, a band plus

a few surrounding acts may cost

less than the usual type of display.

Trade is watching the results at

the Statler hotel, BuffaU), which
has set a series of name orchestras

for the rest of the season. Other
spots may follow if business picks

up at that spot.

AUTRY INKED TO NEW

5-YEAR PACT BY COL
. Gene Autry, Columbia Records’

top disk seller in the past 20 years,

has been inked by the company to

a new five-year term. Cowboy sing-

er, whose “Peter Cottontail” is one
of Columbia’s current hits, has

sold over 25,000,000 records since

joining Columbia in 1930.

Autry will continue to turn out

platters for both the kiddie and
Americah folk music divisions.

RCA Maps Extensive

On the heels of its recent dance
band push, RCA Victor is launch-
ing a large-scale expansion of its

pop division with a pressing proj-

ect that’s slated: to cue the hottest

competitive battle within the disk

industry in many years.

Plan, which goes into effect this

week, calls for the coverage by
Victor pf virtually every: hit disk
or likely click waxed by rival
diskeries. Word has come down
from RCA’s upper echelons to
“top the other companies and don’t
spare the coin.” New policy repre-
sents a Sweeping reversal of Vic-
tor’s conservative policy during the
last nine months of limiting its re-
leases to no more than three or
four disks per week.

In taking the wraps *off the re-

leasing schedule, Joe Csida, head
Of Victor’s artist and repertory
division; has been greenlighted to
bring the diskery’s full stable of
performing artists into play. Top
vocalists will be coupled with top
bands

.
as a general procedure.

New policy is frankly aimed at

cutting into the gravy Decca has
earned over the past few years by
its strategy of getting on every
hit tune in double-quick time.
While it’s not likely that Victor
will be able to duplicate Decca’s
operational speed, Victor execs are
banking on the array of talent on
each platter to compensate for any
delay in getting to the market.

Since last summer, Victor has
eased up its pressing program due
to the fact that large Inventories
were piling up in their distribs’

warehouses. As a result, company
was concentrating on developing
its own hits without much concern
for Other diskeries* output. Up-
beat in record sales and the liqui-

dation of distrlb backlogs in the
last couple of months however,
has spurred Victor into the current
expansion.

BHI RENEWS FOR 3

YEARS 1,000 HOTELS
Chicago, March 21.

Broadcast Music, Inc,, has

signed three-year license renewals

with all .1,000 BMI-licensed hotels,

Hasry Sommerville, BMI hotel li-

censing head, announced last week.
These do not include summer rer

J

sort hotels.
I

Here for the Midwest Hotel
Assrt. convention, Sommerville
also announced a new licensing

rate policy for summer resorts,

based upon the amount of enter-

tainment used. If less than $5,000

worth of talent is used in a year by
the resort, it is entitled to a $10
discount from its annual licensing

fee of $40 for the following year.

Incidentally, the Cuban Village,

local nitery, and BMI settled their

dispute over licensing of BMI
tunes.

Bistro signed a three-year pact
with BMI last week.

In TworYear Deal
Milton Berle, after a three-year

recording layoff, has been repack-

ed by RCA Victor to an exclusive

two-year deal. Berle is slated to

do a series of singles on both the

kiddie and regular pop label, with

his first to be one of his own
tunes, “I’ll Kill You a Million

Times,'* taken from : a line fre-

quently used in his video routine.
Berle " waxed au Rodgers and

Hart album for Victor; with Betty
Garrett and. Vic, Damone, in 1947,
,a year before he clicked on tele-

vision.

Chicago, March 21.
The long-standing legal principle

that publication and sale of a song
prior to copyright constitutes an
abandonment of rights to the tune
was extended to include phono-
graph records by Judge Michael
Igoe last week in Chi Federal dis-
trict court.

Ruling for Miracle Record Co.
of Chicago, defendants in a copy-
right infringement suit brought by
Shapiro-Bernstein, Judge Igoe de-
clared, “It seems to me that pro-
duction and sale of phonograph
records is just as much a publica-
tion as production and sale of
sheet music. I can see no practical
distinction between the two. If one
constitutes abandonment, so does
the other.”

Suit centered around Miracle re-
cording called “Long Gone;”
which S-B claimed was really
“Yancey Special,” copyrighted by
Meade Lux Lewis in 1935 but re-

corded by him before that. S-B
wanted triple damages amounting
tc $24,000.
Judge Igoe agreed with defense

attorney Edward H. Norton’s con-
tention that recording of the tune
prior to copyright constituted
abandonment of rights by Lewis.

“I might add,” he said, “that
Lewis abandoned his rights, if any,
by permitting his composition to
be produced On phonograph rec-
ords and sold some time before
copyright.”

Ruling for Miracle was also
based on the tunes themselves.
Both employ a certain type of boo-
gie-woogie bass, supposedly origi-

nated by Jim Yancey. Judge Igoe
j

Decca racked up the heftiest

profit In the disk industry during

1949 with a net take of $803,870

after taxes. Despite the general

sharp dip In last year’s revenue due,

primarily to the rpm coiifusiph*

Decca’s earnings dropped off only

about $50,000 from; 1948’s profit Of

$854,000; according to the, com-
pany’s annual report released last

week..’ "
j

Indications that Decca had suc-
ceeded in cutting overhead costs
and streamlining operations during
last year were seen in the fact that
While 1949 net sales of $19,820,987
were approximately 17% less than
the preceding year* the profit de-
cline was only 6%. Sales and
profit figures in the annual report
also included returns for Decca’s
subsid, Coral Records, which was
created . in 1948 and began to hit
the profit columns late last year.

Decca’s
;
fluid financial position

was highlighted by the better than
two-to-one ratio between the com-
pany’s assets and liabilities. Total
current assets totalled $9,483,00Q at
the end of the year as: against $4,-
408,000 in liabilities. Decca’s cash
balance, moreover, equalled

. $5,-
477,000, or more than its total lia-

bilities, Including an outstanding
six-year credit of $1,333,333 to the
First National Banh^ of Boston.
Company’s 1949 earnings repre-

sented $1.04 a share on the 776,650
shales of capital stock as against
$1.10 the year before. Regular
quarterly dividends, totalling 50c,
were paid during 1949, marking 13;
years of uninterrupted cash divi-
dends declared by the company.

In his statement to stockholders,
Milton R. Rackmil, Decca prez,
nixed any possibility of art early
entry by the company into the 45
rpm field. Rackmil stated; how-
ever, that Decca could enter the 45
arena speedily, if warranted, with-
out additional capital investment or
material change in recording equip-
ment or techniques. Decca entered
the 33 rpm field last September,
with release of several show al-

bums and has since extended its

long-play catalog.

BALLROOM OPERATORS

AIDING BAND REVIVAL
Ballroom operators are following

the lead of the disk companies in
pushing the current dance band
revival. In the past fewv weeks a
number of d an c e promoters
throughout the country have been
hypoing the resurgence with show-
manship and promotion techniques.
In addition, some of the operators
have gotten behind the platter
outfits in their pitch for disk
Jockey concentration on dance
band recordings.

Operators, who take time on

Vs.

Promotion on
RCA Victor has mapped an ex-

tensive longhair promotion for its

Arturo Toscanini disks to coincide

with the maestro’s 83d birthday

tomorrow (23). Company has en-

tered into a .number of merchan-
dising tieups spotlighting the Tos-

canini albums.

As port of its own consumer rec-

ord department promotion, Satur-

day Jleview of Literature is featur-

ing three separate articles on Tos-

canini In the current issue, in ad-

dition to a cover-page photo. One
of the articles covers a complete

listing of the conductors* recorded

works.

A $2,000,000 damage suit against

Continental Records has beert filed

j
in N. Y. supreme court by Paul

Feyer as assignee , of Peter Kelen

j of Budapest. In 1940 Kelen as-

sertedly made a one-year agree-

ment with Continental and the lat-

ter’s prez, Donald H. Gabor,

whereby the American firm re-

celved western hemisphere rights

to Patria Records of Hungary;

War intervened and the deal al-

legedly wasn’t renewed. But de-
spite the non-renewal, the suit

claims, Continental continued to

use the Patria platters without pay-
ment of royalties. Action dame to

light last week when the defendant
withdrew ; a motion to dismiss

Feyer’s complaint.

, j . .. .local stations, have been angling
ruled that the trebles were differ-

, ^eir requests along the lines that
ent, and set down new law when he

: the terp outfits are their bread
declared that a bass is _top com-] an^ butter, and the playing of

A*?
be copyrighted. He classi-

1 their platters would be a definite
fiedv this type^ o„ bass as. median- ’help jn promoting a boost in b.o;
ic
^

rather than ..creation, • and
j
receipts. In contrast; the promot-

ruledtlmt copyright laws were ^de-

1

ers have noted that the spinning
signed to protect creation rather

; 0f vocai recordings does
,
little in

than mechanical application. . '
;
the way of helping business.

.fr* rep^re have not yet de-
- ^ line with the dance band

cided whether they, will appeal.
. a few New York booking
offices have cited a considerably:
sharp upturn in one-night bookings
for |he spring months. According

n I , n I to one agency spokesman, spring

.....
;32 Sides for

Louis Armstrong’s combo of jazz-

ists is currently cutting a total of
32 sides for Decca on the Coast irt

sessions arranged by Dave Kapp,
Decca vice-prexy now In Holly-
wood. Armstrong is disking a ma-
jor portion of the repertory of

standards played by ills crew dur-
ing its cross-country swing of one-
nite concerts.

Satchmo’s group comprises Jack
Teagarden, trombone; Earl Hines,
piano; Barnie Bigard, clarinet;

Cozy Cole, drums; Arvell Shaw,
bass, and Velma Middleton,
vocalist.

Victor Herbert Nominated
To NYU Hall of Fame

Victor Herbert has been nomi-
nated for the Hall of Fame for
Great Americans oh the New York
University campus. Nomination
was made by the American Society
of Composers; Authors and Pub-
lishers via prexy Fred Ahlert.

Elections' to the HalL of Fame
will be made by a group of 118
electors, with results to be an-
nounced Nov. 1.
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M Text and Interpretation

«fc

Because of the widespread interest in the new antt-triist consent

decree eovemine future activities of the American Society of Com-,

posers. Authors and' Publishers and Its impact on. all branches of enter-

tainment, Variety publishes below the entire decree, except for intro-

ductory matter. Where questions are raised by particular provisions,

expert legfal and trade opinion on the operation, of these clauses are

also set forth. Even the experts, legal or otherwise, are not entirely

clear on all the ultimate results of the decree and it may be that some

of the opinions can prove wrong:.
, ’ i 1.1 i:

.. Decree itself will be supplemented .by Articles of Association which

the ASCAP board will prepare for Federal courtand Government ap-

proval. These rules will have an important bearing on the internal

workings of ASCAP and the rights and privileges of ASCAP members,

it is expected that the articles will be completed within 60 days.

In the final analysis, some clarification by the court will undoubtedly

result from test actions and disputes over license fees, Court's, attitude

on fees, for instance, must play an important part In determining,

whether ASCAP's annual income will maintain its present level. Skip-

ping the preamble and definitions, ASCAP decree is as follows:

***
! maintained by Section XiV: herein.

the repertory shall be deemed to

consist of- only those compositions

The provisions of this Judgment
applicable to the defendant
ASCAP shall apply to such defend- Appearing on such list,

ant, its successors and assigns, and
to each of their officers, directors,

agents, employees, and to all other
persons, including members, act-

ing or claiming to Act under,
through or for such: defendant.

None of the iiijunctions or require-

ments herein imposed upon the de-

fendants shall apply to the acquisi-

tion of or licensing of the right to

perform musical compositions pub-
licly for profit outside the United
States of America, its territories or
possessions, Such acquisition or li-

censing being subject to the pro-

visions of the Final Judgment en-

tered this day in Civil Action No;
42-245. '

.

(The opening clause is aimed
at making this decree stick to

any organization which may suc-

ceed to the rights ,and privileges

of ASCAP. Paragraph also lim-

its the decree to domestic licens-

ing of music since a second con-

sent decree covers foreign
rights).

... IV •

"
-

Defendant ASCAP is hereby en-

, Joined and restrained from:

(A) Holding, acquiring, licens-

ing, enforcing, or negotiating con-
cerning ahy rights in copyrighted
musical compositions other than
rights of public performance on a
non-exclusive basis;

; (B ) Limiting, restricting, or in-

terfering with the right of any
member to issue to a user non-ex-
clusive licenses for rights of public
performance;

(C) Entering into, recognizing,
enforcing or claiming any rights

under any license for rights of pub-
lic performance which discrimi-

nates in license fees or other terms
and conditions between licensees
similarly situated;

(This provision compels uni;

fortuity on ASCAP rates to user*

of music who are in the same
classification so far as extent of

use; type of operation, etc.)

(D) Hereafter granting any li-

cense for rights of public perform-
ance

1

in excess of five years' dura-
tion, except for motion picture per-

formance rights which are licensed
pursuant to Section V (C) of this

Judgment;
(Aimed at easing the resigna-

tion of an ASCAP member since
ASCAP can no longer tie up
members* rights for a pro?

longed period. It bars repeti-

tion of the current nine-year
deal Which ASCAP has with the
radio networks.)

(E

)

Granting to, enforcing
against, collecting any monies
from, or negotiating with any mo-
tion picture theatre exhibitor con-
cerning any motion picture per-

formance rights.

.
(This important clause ends

ASCAP’s right to levy seat taxes
on theatres for performance
rights. ASCAP previously
grossed some $1,400,000 yearly
from this source. However, it has
been barred from so doing in the
past year because of d decisioji

of Judge.. Vincent L. Leibell in
N.Y, federal district court in a
suit brought by over j.60 exhib-
itors. Claxtse conforms to the de-
cision.)

.
.

..•

*

( Paragraph ends all copyright
suits against exhibitors .

)

(G ) Restricting the right of any
member to Withdraw from mem-
bership in ASCAP at the eiid of

any fiscal year upon (1) giving

three months' advance written no-

tice to ASCAP, and (2) agreeing
that his resignation shall be sub-

ject to. any rights or obligations-

existing between ASCAP and its:

licensees under then existing li-

censes and to the rights of - the
withdrawing member accruing un-
der such licenses.

( Government purpose in this

provision is to encourage the
withdrawal Of groups from
ASCAP to set up competing or-

ganizations and thereby further
open ;

competitive conditions.

However, the right of withdraw-
al is subject to important strings

and complications. A member
who resigns cannot upset exist-

ing deals that ASCAP has legiti-

mately made on performance
rights to the member's music in.

any showbiz field. He can then
deal privately with any user of
music on a non-exclusive basis

who does not hold a contract
with ASCAP on the members
music. For example, the mem-
ber, after resigning, cannot make
a deal with NBC because of
the existing contract between
ASCAP and NBC, which

%
covers ,

the entire ASCAP catalog; and,
necessarily, the members music.
Jje may, however, sell to a film
Producer because there is no
deal at the moment.)
(H) Asserting or exercising any

right or power to restrict from
public performance for profit by
any licensee of ASCAP any com-
position in order to exact addi-
tional consideration for the per-
formance thereof, or for the pur-
pose of permitting the fixing or
regulating of fees for. the record-
ing or transcribing of such com-
position. Nothing in this subsec-
tion shall be construed to prevent
ASCAP, when so directed by the
member in interest in respect of a
musical composition, from restrict-

ing performances of a composition
in order reasonably to protect the
composition against indiscriminate
performances, or the value of the
public performance for profit

rights therein, or the dramatic per-
forming rights therein, or. to pre-
vent ASCAP from restricting per-
formances of a composition so far
as may be reasonably necessary in

connection with any claim or liti-

gation involving the performing
rights in any such composition.

Defendant ASCAP is hereby or-

dered and directed to issue, upon
request, licenses for rights of pub-
lic performance of compositions in,

the ASCAP repertory as follows:
( A ) To a radio broadcasting net-

work, telecasting network or wired
music service ( as illustrated by
the organization ; known as “Mu-
zak”), on terms which authorize
the simultaneous and sd-called
“delayed' 1 performance by broad-
casting or telecasting, or simul-
taneous performance by wired mu-
sic service, as the case imv be, of
the ASCAP repertory by :y. some
or all of the stations in the United

ASCAP Decree
Reprints of the ASCAP de-

cree ( abridged ) ,
with its

trade analysis, along, with

other, salient stories trade-iri-

terpreting its nuances, may be

made available at 25c. It is

anticipated there will be con-

siderable demand for inter-

,

prctafive Stories, as well as the

decree segments, and these

stories will be printed up on :

glossy stock within the next

two or three weeks.

There are a number of con-

tradictory phases about the

decree, hence the extent of the

reprint is problematic. The
next week dr two will further

,

crystallize certain interpreta-
‘

tions by Hollywood, radio-TV,
music business and other in-

dustry legalites If the re-

prints : become ,
necessary , in

light of future events within
the next tWo weeks, they may
be ordered from Variety;
N, Y. City 19 while the sup-
ply lasts,

(F) Instituting dr •threatening 1 States affiliated with such radio
to institute, or maintaining or con- network or television network or
tinuing any suit or proceeding by all subscriber Outlets in the
against M ) any motion picture the-; United States affiliated with any
atre exhibitor for copyright in-

f
wired .music service and do not

fringemerit relating to motion pic-

ture performance rights or against
(2) any user for copyright in-

fringement of any musical com-
position not contained in the
ASCAP repertory. After the prep-
aration of the list required to be

require a separate license for each
station or subscriber for such per-
formances.

(This opens the waxj for net-

work licensing of television sta-

tions. It bars ASCAP from, seek-
ing. separate licenses from each

member station in a tele net.

it also, prevents separate rating
charges for simultaneous and de-
layed-^kinescope or otherwise—

r

telecasts.) ;

...(B) To a manufacturer, pro-
ducer Or distributor of a transcrip-
tion or recordation of a composi-
tion in ASCAP’§ repertory which
is or shall be recorded for per-
formance on specified commercial-
ly sponsored radio programs or
television programs, as the case
may be, on an electrical transcrip-
tion dr on other specially prepared
recordation intended for

,
radio

broadcasting <pr
.
for television

broadcasting purposes (or to any
advertiser or advertising agency
on whose behalf such transcription
or recordation • shall have been
made) of the right to authorize the
broadcasting, by radio or by tele-

vision, as the case may be, of the
recorded composition by means of
such transcription or recordation
by all radio stations or television
stations in the United States enu-
merated by the licensee, without
requiring : separate licenses for
such enumerated stations for such
performance.

(This clause extends para-
graph A to manufacturers and
distributors of transcription pro-
grams.)

, (G) To any person engaged in
producing motion pictures (herein
referred to as a “motion picture
producer”), so long as ASCAP
shall not have divested, itself of
such rights, *a single license of mo-
tion picture performance rights
covering the United States, its ter-

ritories and possessions, without
requiring further licenses. Such
single license shall be issued in ac-

cordance with the followihg re-

quirements and in accordance with
all other provisions of this Judg-
ment not inconsistent • therewith

:

(This provision works a com-
plete change in dealings with the
film industry. Heretofore, film
producers did not deal with
ASCAP since they obtained
synchronization rights from the
publishers directly. Performance
rights were granted by ASCAP
directly to exhibitors. Producers
must now obtain their perform-
ance rights by negotiations with
ASCAP or the individual mem-
ber' These rights ivould then
extend automatically to all the :

atres, having been paid for at
the source. It also represents
an increase in the cost of film
productionl)

(1) Such license shall be limited
to pictures produced or in produc-
tion riot later than one year after
the effective date of the license,

.

and shall not make any charge for
any performance occurring prior
to the date of this Judgment;

(Provision was inserted at
ASCAP's insistence. It is in-

tended to prevent a producer
from obtaining a license to a
composition and then holding up
production of a picture indefi-
nitely.)

[

‘

(2) Upon written request of any
motion picture producer such li-

censes shall be issued on a “per
fiim” basis for the compositions in
such film which are iii the ASCAP
repertory;

/Provision restrains ASCAP
from demanding, payment on its

complete catalog when U pro-
ducer wants only one or more

.

songs for a single film ) .

(3) All licenses of motion pic-

ture performance rights under this

Subsection (C) shall be negotiated

with and issued to individual mo-

tion -picture producers, and not on

an “industry-wide” basis;

(To prevent a repetition of

the deal ASCAP made with the

radio indust'fiy. Government does

'not want a blanket amount fixed

from films by ASCAP with the

intention that it be split up
diriong film producers.)

(4) Where within a period of

nineteen (19) months prior to the

entry of this Judgment a motion
picture; producer has obtained a

license for motion picture perform-
ance rights directly from members
of ASCAP and has paid a sep-

arately stated amount therefor,

such . licenses issued by ASCAP
covering motion picture perform-
ance rights shall, at the request of

such producer, include the rights

conveyed by the previous license,

in which event ASCAP shall allow
the motion picture producer a
credit against the amount other-

\vise payable, equal to the amount
! paid under the previous license.

r (Diiring the past 19 months,
while ASCAP was under an in-

junction from Judge Leibeir ban-
ning collection of seat taxes
froin theatres, producers have
obtained perforniance rights di-

rectly from publishers on a
when, as and if basis. Since
the performance rights are still

lodged in ASCAP under this de-

cree, this paragraph prevents
ASCAP from attacking these

> when-and-if licenses although,
actually, the publishers' never
did get these rights. In short,

it recognizes' those deals and
bars double, payment.)

(5) No writer or publisher
member of the Bbard of Directors
of ASCAP shall participate in or
vote on $ny question relating to

negotiation, execution, perthe
formance or enforcement of any
such license where such member
at the time, directly or indirectly,
has any 'pecuniary interest in any
motion picture producer, in any
subsidiary of affiliate of any mo-
tion picture producer, or in any
contractual relationship with any
such producer.

;

(This is directed against pub-
lishing houses that are stibsids

of film companies. It is to pre-
vent these studios from getting a
better break on rates because of
discriminatory; action of their
own companies.)

VI
Defendant ASCAP is hereby or-

dered and directed jo grant to any
User making written application
therefor a non-exclusive license to
perform all of the compositions in
the ASCAP repertory. Defendant
ASCAP <shall not grant to any user
& license to perform one or more
specified compositions in the
ASCAP repertory, unless both the
User and member or members in
interest shall have requested
ASCAP in writing so to do, or un-
less ASCAP, at the written request
of the prospective user shall have
sent a written notice of . the pros-
pective user's request for a li-

cense to each such member at his
last known address, and such mem-
ber shall have failed to reply with-
in thirty (30) days thereafter.

VII

Defendant ASCAP, in licensing
rights for public performance for
radio broadcasting and telecasting,
is hereby:

(A) Enjoined And restrained
from issuing any license, the fee
for which

(1) in the case of commercial
programs, is based upon a percent-
age bf the income received by the
licensee from programs which in-

clude no compositions in the
ASCAP repertory, of

(2) in the case of sustaining pro-
grams,. does ijot vary in proportion
either (a) tq the performance of
compositions in the ASCAP reper-
tory during the term of the li-

cense, or (b) to the number of pro-
grams on which such compositions
or any of them are performed, un-
less the radio broadcaster or tele-

caster to whom such license shall
be issued shall desire a license on
either or both of such bases.

(Paragraph intends to halt the
former ASCAP practice of de-
manding compensation on the
program preceding or following
that using ASCAP music. It has
been ASCAP’s contention that
both these programs benefit
from, the listening audience that
tunes in on the program using
ASCAP music.

(B) Ordered and directed to is-

sue to any unlicensed radio or
television broadcaster, upon yvrit-

Terms of the foreign rights
judgment against the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, filed in New York Fed-
eral court last week, represent a
complete reversal of the Society’s
former practices In regard to the
licensing of foreign music in the
U. S, Foreign section of the con-
sent decree requires ASCAP to
end all .arrangements which gave .

it exclusive , control of a foreign
country's music here or which Com-
pelled foreign author-composer so-

cieties to deal only with it. .

Basic points of the foreign
rights judgment against ASCAP
are : . • v' v

(IT The Society cannot hold,
acquire or license any rights in
foreign music, other than perform-
ing rights on a non-exclusive basis.

( 2) Every member of ASCAP
has the unrestricted right, free of
any regulation or requirement of
ASCAP,. to license non-exclusive
performance rights outside the
United States.

(3') No license from any foreign
society can exceed 12 months’ du-
ration,

.

y'

(4) ASCAP cannot refuse to li-

cense any foreign society, :

(5) Every license from ASCAP
to a foreign society must expire
six months after the expiration of
any license from the foreign, so-
ciety to ASCAP

(6) ASCAP cannot negotiate
for a license to a foreign society
while negotiating for a license
from that society

; ft . cannot pre-
vent any foreign society from
granting non-exclusive licenses to
a performing rights society other
than ASCAP. and it cannot offer a
license to a foreign society in ex-
change for a license to It.

. (7) ASCAP cannot have any in-

terest in or relationship with any
international group of performing
rights spdeties if such an interest
or relationship restricts a memr
ber’s right to license non-members,
limits membership in any desig-
nated territory, prevents any so-
ciety in the U. S. from dealing
with any foreign society, and al-

locates or restricts territories or
eliminates competition among so-

cieties.

(8) ASCAP
;
must rfow arrange

to terminate all existing agree-
ments with foreign societies.

ten request, per program licenses,
the fee for which

(1) in the Case of commercial
programs, is, at the option of
ASCAP. either (a) expressed in
terms of dollars, requiring the pay-
ment of a specified amount for
each program in which composi-
tions in the ASCAP repertory shall
be performed, or (b) based upon
the payment of a percentage of
the sum paid by the sponsor of
such program for the use of the
broadcasting or telecasting of fa-

cilities of such radio or television
broadcasting,

(Restricts the rate basis on
I radio or television jo now un-

licensed broadcasters to either a
flat payment or a percentage or
the sum paid by the sponsor.)

(2)

. In the
,
case of sustaining

programs, is at the option of
ASCAP, either (a) expressed in

terms of dollars, requiring the pay-
ment of a specified amount for
each program in which composi-
tions in the ASCAP repertory shall

be performed, or (b) based upon
the payment of a percentage of the
card rate which would have been
applicable for the use of its broad-
casting facilities in connection
with such program if it had been
commercial, and

(3) subject to the other provi-

sions of Section VIII, takes into

consideration the economic re-

quirements and situation of those
stations having relatively few com-
mercial announcements and a rela-

tively greater percentage of sus-

taining programs, with the objec-

tive that such stations shall have a

genuine economic choice between
per program and blanket licenses;

(C) Enjoined and restrained
from requiring or influencing the

prospective licensee to negotiate

for a blanket license prior to ne-

gotiating for a per program *. li-

cense.
(Both this and the following

(Continued on page 43)
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varagrapb are intended to limit

ASCAP’s activities m seeking

blanket licenses,)

VIII

Defendant ASCAP, in fixing its

fees for the licensing of composi-

tions in the ASCAP repertory, is

hereby ordered and directed to use

its best efforts to avoid any dis-

crimination among the respective

fees fixed for the various types' of

licenses which would deprive the

licensees or prospective licensees

of a genuine choice from among
suiih various types of licenses.

;' ;»
(A) Defendant ASCAP shall,

upoii receipt of a written applica-

tion for a license for the right of

•public performance Of any, some

or all of the compositions in the

ASCAP repertory, advise the ap-

plicant in writing of the fee which
It deems reasonable for the license

requested. If the; parties are un-

able to agree upon a reasonable

fee Within sixty (60) days from the

date whew such application is re-

ceived by ASCAP, the applicant

therefor may forthwith apply to

this Court for the determination of

a reasonable fee and ASCAP shall,

upon receipt of notice of the filing

Of such application, promptly give

notice; thereof to the Attorney Gen-
eral. In any such proceeding the
burden of proof shall be on
ASCAP tg establish the reason*
ableness 6i the fee requested by
It, Pending the completion of any
such negotiations or proceedings,
the applicant shall have the right
to use any, some or all of the com:
positions in the ASCAP repertory
to which its application pertains;

without payment of any fee or
Other compensation, but subject to
the provisions of subsection (B)
hereof, and to the final order or
Judgment entered, by this Court
in such proceedings.

(This provision is unique. It

takes from ASCAP the exclusive
porter to fix rates and givds the
court the privilege to determine
whether a fate is reasonable .. It

may prove to be a strong* factor
in reducing ASCAP’s revenues.
Moreover, it places on ASCAP
iii any court proceeding the bur-
den of proving the rate is rea-
sonable.)

(B) When an applicant has the
right to perform any compositions
in the ASCAP repertory pending
the completion of any negotiations
or proceedings provided for in
Subsection (A) hereof, either the
applicant or ASCAP may apply to
this Court to fix an interim fee
pending final determination of
what constitutes a reasonable fee.

If the Court fixes such interim fee,

ASCAP shall then issue and the
applicant shall accept a license
providing for the payment of a
fee at such interim rate from the
date of the filing of such applica-
tion for an interim fee. If the ap-
plicant fails to accept such license
or fails to pay the interim fee in
accordance therewith, such failure
shall be ground for the dismissal
of his application. Where an in-

terim license has been issued pur-
suant to this Subsection (B), the
reasonable fee finally determined
by this Court shall be retroactive
to the date the applicant acquired
the right to use any, some or all
of the compositions in the ASCAP
repertory pursuant to the provi-
sions of this Section IX;

.

1 '

(C) When a reasonable fee has
been finally determined by this
Court, defendant ASCAP shall be
required f to offer a license at a
comparable fee to all other appli-
cants similarly situated who shall
thereafter request a license of
ASCAP, but any license agreement
which has been executed without
*ny Court intervention between
ASCAP and another user similarly
situated prior to such determina-
tion by the Court shall not be
deemed to be In any way affected
or altered by such determination
for the term of such license agree-
ment;

(p) Nothing in this Section IX
shall prevent any applicant or li-

censee from attacking in the afOre-
side proceedings or in any other
controversy the validity of the I

copyright of any of the composi-
tions in the ASCAP repertory nor
shall this Judgment be construed
as importing any validity. or value
to^any of said copyrights.
No officer or director of ASCAP,

.

or any person acting on its behalf,
shall participate in or vote on any

question relating to any transac-
tion . or negotiation involving
ASCAP and a licensee, or . prospec-
tive licensee, where such officer,,
director, or other person has. any
pecuniary interest in such licensee
or prospective licensee, or in any
subsidiary Or affiliate thereof, or
in any contractual relationship
With any such licensee or pros-
pective licensee.

(This is d wider application of
a previous paragraph which, bars
publishing houses Affiliated with

. film . producers/ from, participat-
ing in negotiations with the stu-
dio in 'question; It is intended
to prevent discriminatory rates.)

: XI-/-.V

Defendant ASCAP is hereby or-

dered arid directed to distribute to

its members the monies received by
licensing rights of public perform-,

ance on a basis which gives pri-
mary consideration to the perform-
ance of the compositions, of the
members as indicated by objective,
surveys of performances ( exclud-
ing those licensed by the member
directly ) periodically made by or
for ASCAP.

(This provision is a blow at
the “prestige” and oldster com/
poser members of ASCAP. It
makes the number

. of perform-
ances of a cofijtposer’s music in
each year the primary gauge on
allocation of royalties. How far/
ASCAP can go in including in-

tangibles or imponderables such
as prestige, length of member-
ship, etc., is a moot question.
Government has indicated it ivill

oppose a classification systeni
that gives substantial value to
these imponderables, called se-

niority and availability in trade
circles.)

XII
..

.

Defendant ASCAP jg hereby or-

dered and directed, within three

months after the entry of this

Judgment, to provide in its Arti-

cles of Association, effective as of
the date of this Judgment, that
ASCAP’s! members . be prohibited
from:

(A) At any time, while a mem-
ber of ASCAP or thereafter, insti-

tuting, or threatening to institute,

or maintaining or continuing any
suit or proceeding for acts of copy-
right infringement relating to mo-
tion picture performance rights

(1) alleged to have occurred prior
to the date of this Judgment, or
(2) where corresponding synchro-
nization rights have been granted
prior to the date of this Judgment.

(This provision puts an end
to a device whereby ASCAP
members acting individually
sought to enforce seat taxes
against theatres as a way of
skirting the Federal court in-

junction against ASCAP itself

seeking to collect. It supple-
ments previous clauses in the
decree ending ASCAP’s power
to levy against exhibs for per-
formance rights .)

(B) While a member of ASCAP,

PfisSEff ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC 4S

of directors* Elections for the en-
tire membership pf the Board of
Directors shall take place annually
or every two years. The Board of
Directors shall,, as far as practica-
ble, give representation to writer-
members and publisher-members
with different participations in
ASCAP’s revenue distributions,

(Aimed to “democratize”
ASCAP and end the Government
claim that the board of directors
is a self-perpetuating body. This
paragraph does away with the
previous arrangement whereby
board members served for three-
year ternis, with eight directors
elected . to the: 24-rrtan board an-
nually on a rotating basis.)
(B) that the general basis of

rtiertiber classification for voting
and revenue distribution purposes
shall be set forth in writing and
shall be made available to any
member upon request;

(To carry out the Govern-..
mentis avowed intention that all
classifications be openly arrived
at on an. inipartidl basis.)

.

/(C) That any member may ap-
peal from the filial determination
of its classification by any ASCIAP
committee of board to ari . impar-
tial arbiter of- panel;

(This provision takes
;
class

cation appeals out of the hands/
of ASCAP and: puts them be-
fore an impartial body. It is di-

rected at barring the ASCAP'
board from acting as prosecutor

,

judge and jury oh classification
matter?.) /

ii)) That records be maintained
by the officers, / committees, or
boards of ASCAP, and tfie impar-
tial arbiters or panels referred to
in Subsection (C) of this Section
dealing with the / classification: of
members and distribution of reve-.

hues, which Will adequately ap-
prise the respective members of
the determinations made and ac-
tions taken by such officers, com-
mittees and boards of ASCAP, arid

arbiters or panels as to such merrir

bers and the basis therefor. /

'

"'XIV
Immediately folioWing entry of

this Judgrrierit defendant ASCAP
shall upon written request from
any prospective user inform such

user whether any compositions
specified in such request are in the
ASCAP repertory, and make avail-

able for public inspection such in-

formation as to the ASCAP reper-
tory as it has. Defendant ASCAP
is furthermore ordered and direct-

ed to prepare within two years,
and to maintain and keep current
and make available for inspection
during regular office hours, a list

of all musical compositions in the
ASCAP repertory, which list will

show the title, date or copyright
and the author, cornposer and cur-
rent publisher of each composition.

XV.
Defendant ASCAP is hereby or-

dered and directed to admit to

membership, rion-participating
otherwise;

ports in respect of any such mat?
ters as may from time, to time be
reasonably necessary for the
proper enforcement of this Judg-
ment, provided, however, that in-

formation received by ; the means
permitted in this Section XVI shall

riot be divulged by any representa-
tive of the Department of Justice

to any person, other than a duly
authorized representative of the.

Department or Justice, except in
the course of legal proceedings in
which the United States is a party
or as otherwise required by law.

(Standard clause in consent
decrees to give the ;Government
power of surveillance/ and en- I

forcement of the decree. )

' XVII •
•

'!

Jurisdiction of this cause is re-

tained. for the purpose of enabling
any of the parties to this Amended
Final Judgment tb make applica-
tion to the Court for such further
orders and directions as may be
necessary or appropriate in rela-

tion to the construction of or car-
rying out of- this Judgment, for
the inodification thereof, for the
enforcement' of compliance there-
with and for the punishment of
violations thereof. /

It is expressly understood, in
addition to the foregoing, that the
plaintiff may, upori reasonable no-
tice, at any time after five (

5")

years from the date of entry of
this Amended Final Judgment, ap-
ply to this Court for the Vacation
Of said Judgment, or, its inodifica-

tion in any respect, including the:
dissolution of ASCAP (arid any
time Within tWo (2) years from
said date apply tb this Court for
the vacation ©r modification of
Section V ( C ) hereof ).: During
the applicable -periods specified
above, defendant ASCAP is hereby
ordered, arid directed to conduct
its affairs, including the making
of agreements to acquire or li-

cense the rights of public perform-
ance, so as not unreasonably to
complicate or delay the enforce-
ment of any such further relief

requested by plaintiff and granted
by this Court pursuant to the
terms of this Section/

(Government preserves the
right to seek, dissolution of
ASCAP after five years. Because
operation of* ASCAP so far as

film production is concerned re-

mains uncertain* a two-year
clause on modifications of the
decree is preserved On that divi-

sion.)

XVIII
This Ariierided Final Judgment

shall become effective from the
date of entry hereof, except that
the provisions of Sections IV (G),
Xlil arid XV shall become effec-

tive three months after the date
of entry hereof, and the provisions
of Section XI shall become effec-

tive eight months after the date
of entry hereof. This Amended;
Final Judgment supersedes the
Civil Decree arid Judgment en-
tered herein oil March 4, 1941, but,

shall not be construed to make
proper or lawful or sanction any
acts which occurred prior to the
date hereof which were enjoined,

( A) Any composer or author of
I

^strained or Prohibited by said

S In granting a consent decree to

the American Society of Compos-

ers, Authors & Publishers, the

Government recognized the need

for such an organization to sim-
plify the sale of performance

‘

rights, Sigiriund Tiniberg, head of
the Dept, of Justice’s judgment
section, told the Federal district

court iri New York. Timberg made
his. statement in conjunction with
handing up the decree last Week /

for court approval. He was as-

sisted by Harold Lasser and Wil-
liam D/ Kilgore, Jr,

/ ‘‘This judgment is largely based
on the hitherto unchallenged as-
surnption that important users of

:

ASCAP music must, as a practical
matter, have a blanket license
from ASCAP covering the entire
ASCAP reporto.ry,” Timberg; said*

“That assumption has been ad-
vanced as the basic reason for
ASCAP’s continued assumption .’V

Timberg also detailed the new
order in ASCAP so far as classi-

fication and other internal matters
are concerned. These will be in-

corporated in the new articles of
association. Understood that Rob-
ert P. Patterson, former U. S,
Secretary of War who :acted as
chief Counsel for ASCAP, has ad-
vised the Government that these
articles will be completed and pre-
sented to the court Within 60 days.

“Classification of ASCAP mem-
bers and the basis for distribution
of revenues among them is to be
modified,” Timberg said, “so as to
provide objective standards and
impartial procedure for reviewing"
ASCAP’s determinations. Primary
consideration is to. be given to the
number of perforniances of com-
positions of members, as reflected
by objective surveys.

“Other provisions require that
suitable records be kept and made
available by ASCAP officers and
committees; so that affected mem-
bers may know how they arrived
at their determinations; and that
members may appeal their classi-
fications and revenue distributions
to an impartial arbiter or panel.”

or

a copyrighted musical composition
who shall have had at least One
work of his cornposition or writing

‘regularly published;

!
<B) Any person, firm, corpora-

tion or partnership actively en-

Decrte
March 4, 1941;

and Judgment
v

of

‘
!
gaged in the music publishing busi-

cording right for any musical com-
; ness whose miisical publications

position to any motion picture pro-
j have been used or distributed on

ducer unless the membei’ or mem-
1
a commercial scale for at least one

bers iii interest or ASCAP grants
| ycar, and who assumes the finan-

corresponding motion picture per-
;^ ^ involved in. the normal

formance rights ln conformily with
; puhlication of musical works.

fnA 1 iM«Airfc<-iAMc Af thin TiinrtmAnt ;
*

.the provisions of this Judgment.
(This prevents the splitting of

synch and performance rights so

far as films are concerned: Both
must be granted either by the
ASCAP member or ASCAP it-

self. Splitting of these rights

were branded illegal by Jiidge
Leibcll.)

Fred E. Ahlert, American So-

ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers president,, and Johri

,
Tasker Howard, chairman of the

i ASCAP executive committee, left

! New York for Hollywood Thursday
(16) to

,

meet with Coast writer-

;
membership next Monday

.

(27).

Herman/ Finkelstein, ASCAP at-

In order

Xltl

to insure a democratic

(Provision liberalizes member-
ship eligibility requirements in

response to a volume of com-
plaints lodged with the Dept Of

justice.)

XVI
For the purpose of securing com-

pliance with this Amended Final

Judgment, duly authorized repre- ^ in on the meeting
seritatives of the Department of

} Coast confab is in

ASCAP Load
Continued from

,
page 5 ' .555

exhibs to recover seat-tax payments
made by them to ASCAP in the
past. However, copyright attorneys
believe these suits would be beaten
because of an old ruling which bars
recovery of licenses paid on illegal

patents or copyrights, It is the
same sort of defense successfully
used by distribs in exhib counter-
claims on percentage - chiselling
suits. In these cases, exhibs have
vainly defended non-payment of
rentals on the ground the film
licenses were granted under mo-
nopoly conditions.

As a matter of fact, Federal
judge Vincent Leibell denied the
Brandt plea for damages in the ac-
tion now settled on those grounds,
although the court ruled ASCAP a
monopoly. Appeal from this de-
cision was filed by Brandt but
never pressed,

$1,400,000 From Theatres

.

While ASCAP grossed some $!,-

400,000 from fliekeries, its cost of

j

administration in licensing thou-
sands of houses Was far greater

aHm'inUfratioh otthfe ^ VF^*
n ‘

^

e;
:

: with ASO byelaws' .wflich
:

ttall ft>r
.
/negotiation^ \vfth it wi

adnumstiation of the affairs ofde quest of the Attorney General or
, such meetings 30 days prior to gen.

• probably deal; with these ihdiyidi
fendant ASCAP, and to assure its an Assistant Attorney General,- and

! era j membership conclaves in N. Y,
i ally rather than as a group, D<

V. _ ^ X Ji. -a 1 -1. X 4. m. 1 ^ a ^ I.. 4 _ A 2 V ^ ^ ^ J a ^a ^ J m 4- 1

) * . - . . . a* I. w - .

^

members an opportunity to protect
|
on reasonable notice to defendant,

their rights through fair and im-
; be permitted ( a ) reasonable access,

partial hearings based on adequate during the office hours of said de-

information, defendant ASCAP is fendant, to all books, ledgers, ac-

hereby ordered and directed to i counts,
;

correspondence; memoran-
proyide in its Articles of Associa-

I da, and- other records* and docu

torney and legal mainspring for

the Society in its Dept, of Justice
j thari it will be in dealing with a

dealings which ' resulted in last I handful of film producers. Hence,

Week’s consent decree, departed,
j

the iriusic groiip may be satisfied

|
for the Coast the following day to to get about $1,000,000 from Holly-

/
Wood.

conformity
j . when ASCAP is i

;eady to go on
will

iridiyidu-

ally rather than as a group, De-

tion:

(A) That the menibers of the

Board of Directors .shall be elected lating t^o any of

by a membership vote in which all ;
tained / In this

author; composer and * publisher

members shall have the right to

vote for their respective repre-

sentatives to serve on the Board

of Directors. Due weight may be

to the classification of the

merits in the possession or under
the control of said defendant, re-

tire matters Con-

Amended Final

Judgment; ( b ) subject to the rea-

Next week’s discussion obviously

will revolve around, the decree arid

its provision for a revised writer

plan which would place primary
consideration on performance.

cree bans any industry-wide fixing

of a total sum. Moreover, reps
from smaller companies have in-

dicated to Variety that they would
rather deal with ASCAP op a lone
basis rather, than find themselves
lumped with the big/ users of

iriusic.

Major difficulty . in recovering
the additional outlay facing pro-

RCA TO PAIR
R. C. Dove and H. V. Somerville

upped to positions of operating as-

! sistarit and technical assistant, re-
; .

sonable convenience of said de- i spectiVely, to Robert A. Seidel; • 4ucers 1S the fact that there is no

fendant arid without restraint or/ vice-prexy over RCA-Victor distrU
,

®asY of pinning^ it on rentals*

interference from it. to interview bgtion. '
.1
AMr,»ttCT»Bt -to

;>
»!>»t tgrjns ojyjnx.

‘A-

Aofficers or employees of said de-

! fendant, who may have counsel

:

|
would automatically bring on

Tom Jones, formerly associated ,

full-scale battle with exhibs.

SbJr r^dl^ ^iuch mat-
'^^WiUvw<S^ tod^ Al hodman, septate charge fo, perforrnance of

SfillMth* number of votes each - ters; and said defendant, on such has joined Southern Music as pix is not deemed feasible by those

member mayMSt for the election I request, shall submit such re- .repertoire director. 1 studying developments.
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RELEASE $0-12

RALPH. FLANAGAN
Spring Will Be a Little Late This Year

(From the Universal film, “Christmas
Holiday”,)

Joshua 20-3724—-(47-3724)*

MINIFY CARSON
Liftle Dartin’, • Little Angel
Be Mine 20-3725—(47-3725)*

LARRY GREEN
Bewitched

(From the. musical production, “Pal
Joey”)

If I Had You On a Desert Island

20-3726—(47-3726)*

FRAN ALLISON
Peter Cottontail

Stars Are the Windows of Heaven
20-3727—(47-3727)*

PHIL HARRIS
Muskat Ramble
Walk With a Wiggle 20-3723—

i 47-3723)*

PHIL REGAN
Scattered Toys
On the Other Side of the Water

20-3729—(47-3729)*

TEXAS JIM ROBERTSON
Rubber Knuckle Sam
Wedding Bells Will. Never Ring Again

21-0304—(48-0304)+

ROSALIE ALLEN
Choc’late Ice Cream Cone
My Dolly Has a Broken Heart

21-0305—(48-0305)*

hhytHm
JOHNNY MOORES THREE BLAZERS
Rock With It

Misery "Blues 22r.0073—<50-0073)+

ERNIE BENEDICT
Tic-Tock Polka

Broken-Down Merry-Go-Round
25-1153—<51-0060)*

Ml r.p,m. talalof numbtri.

|tiMs**

.v..v<X»K*

IS
xy.'.v.'.’.v!

in
Mw

tut

*
mm

pH
|§P|
wi
i$l§
pit
nil
..mi.
illl

.n

HH

8t|

'

lf§

l§!

fit:

/

Cfon
/

Vaughn Monroe

Mindy Carson- . ; . ......

[ie Shoe Shine
Phil Harris

. . . indicates records which,

according to actual sales, are

recognized hits. The trade is urged

to keep; ample stocks of these records

on hand or to reorder promptly when

current stocks begin to approach the

“sold^out” stage.

. . . designates that record isWM one of RCA Victor** “Certain

Seven” r- among * the leading

numbers on the'.' trade paper best sell*

ing retail, sales charts. Obviously, sure
things!

.... 20-3627—(47-3143)*

..... 20-3681—(41-3204) *

* • .r i t .» t

© I Said My Pajamas
’ rwi .. .«'r . .A'e . »v. '• mTony Martin-Fran Warren

© It Isn’t Fair

©

Sammy Kaye

Tony Martin

. .. . . . .. . 20-3685-^(47-3208)*

. . .

.

. . 20-3613-^(47-3119)*

. . . , . 20-3609—(47-3115)*

j IllHVI.V)

Freddy Martin

;.wV. . ; .20-3598—(47-3104)**

.20-3693—(47-3217)*

Ralph Flanagan

Me in Your Arms and Hold Me
Eddy Arnold .

... .

’s No Tomorrow
Tony Martin . . . , . . . . .....

r • . * f • * 30-0025—(54-0020)*

.2L0146—(48-0150)*

. 20-3582—(47-3078)*

©
©
©

w

i
000̂

Up--
o . indicates records which

have enjoyed better than

average "initial consumer acceptance

and stand ah excellent chance of enter-

ing the top-selling hit category. The
trade is advised to watch these records -

carefully in order to maintain stocks

consistent with demand.

o

o

o

dearie

Fran Warren & Lisa Kirk
20-3696—(47-3220i*

(Number four. .Retail Picks March 18 Bill-

board.! .

•

.

(Number t\vehty-t\vo, Records Most Played
by Disk Jockeys .March 18 Billboard.)

Wanderin'

Sammy Kaye . . .
,20-3680—(47-3203 1

*

(Number one. Disk Jockeys Pick March 18

Billboard.)
(Number nine. Juke Ops Pick March 18

Billboard.) •
. •

(Number ten. Retailers. Pick March 18 Bill-

board—the first week on sale!)

I A Imost Lost My Mirid

Fran Warren . . . 20-3686—-(47-3209 1 *

(Number five. Retailers Pick March 18 Bill-

board.)
(Number eight. Disk Jockeys Pick .March
18 Billboard.).

O Roulette

Tony Martin .. . .20-3695—(47-321 £)*

(Number six. Disk Jockeys Pick March 18
Billboard.)
(Number eight. Retailers Pick; March 18
Billboard.)

O Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy

Bradford and Romano
20-3685—(47-3208)*

(Number eight* Records Most Played by
Disk Jockeys March 18 Billboard.)

O Quicksilver

Elton Britt and Rosalie Allen
21-0157—(48-0168)*

(Number four, Country and Western Most
Played .by Disk Jockeys Billboard March
18.)

:
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The stars who make ihe hits

are on RCA VICTOR Records
RCA VICTOR DIVISION RADIO CORPORATION Of AMERICA CAMDEN. NEW JERSEY
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ORCHESTBAS-MUSIC
Wednesday, March 22, 1950

Bands at Hot^I' B.O.’s

Band Hotel

Eddy Duchin* - ... * .Waldorf (400; $2) • •> . . . . . . .

•

Guy Lombardo . , . . . Roosevelt (450; $1.50-$2) .

.

Jimn)y Horsey,. . . . Statler (450; $L50-$2)
_ ^

• • • • •

Tony< Pastor* , . . ... .New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50) . .

.

Coyer* I’otal

Weeks P»»t Cover*
Ployed Week On l?o*e

2 2,400 ' 4,570

25 2,350 66,275

6 1,670 0,810

a i,ioo 1,900

66,275
9,810

1,900

* Nett) Yorker has Connie Haines; Waldorf,
' Dorothy Shay.

Topi of the Top*
Retail Disk Best Seller

“Music, Music, Music”

Retail Sheet Music Seller

“Music, Music, Music”

“Most Requested*. Disk
“Cry of the Wild Goose"
Seller oh Coin Machines
“Music, Music, Music”
Best British Seller

“Music, Music, Music”

m., Buddy Kaye and Ted Mossman,Chicago m., Buddy Kaye and Ted Mossman,

johnny Aladdin (Swiss Chalet; Bismarck, 250; $2 min.-80c. cover). based
_ n

R
4n

ht
?
9ni
5?Hoh Music Sohas

Noble dc^King opened Wednesday X15), hut kjz ^tilLslow,^ g°
rJ

c ®
o
r t ® 2 ’ Barton

Is a Wish Your Heart W
Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 350; $3.50 mm.-$l cover).

Girl That I Marry (Annie Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo—t^Cinderella”
Traffic.down to medipcre l ,300 ^covers

^^ ^ .

. ce) Get Your Gun). w.r m , Irving Blossoms On the Bough . . :

.

Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 720, $3.50 mm. $1 cover).
B(jrlin Irvirtg Berlin Music Co., Candy and Cake .

.

Ice show fair with 3,340 tabs.
.

.
- ^ .- mn cod. 1946 by Irving Berlin, nhattanonrift Shoe Shine Boy ,

Richard Himber’s new development in lodging'' broadcast perform*

fauces lists tunes in the survey, based on four major network schedules.

They are compiled on the basis of 1 point for sustaining instrumental
,

2 points f6t sustaining vocals. 3 /or commercial instrumental. 4 for

Commercial vocal* respectively, .in each of the 3 major territories, Neio

York, Chicago and Coast For example, a commercial vocalm all three

territories counts 12. Added to. these totals is the listener ratings, of

commercial shows. The first group consists of the top 30 songs.

Week of March 10th to 16th

V.. First Group
Songs . .

Publishers

A . Dream Is a Wish. Your Heart Makes— “Cinderella- . . , .. . ... . Disney

Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Bpo—i”Cinderelia* ...Disney

I Blossoms On the Bough . . . ..... • • • • > • • • •' • • • • • • • «*.. •* » • ... r Bourne
. Oxfordr rankie masters inouievaro picvcMO, v— BerUn Irvirig Berlin Music Co., Candy and Cake , . •; ...... . .v.v.

.

.uxtord
Icc show fair with 3,340 taps.

i hAa ai nn\ \f j , i enn cop* 1946 by Irvin® Berlin* Chattanooci© Dhoc Shine Boy . . • • < * » ••••••• # • « • ^ Acuff-Roso
George Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $1,20), Moderate 1,500 Tj- e Gypsy, w., m,, Billy Reid, copper Canyon-r-i “Copper Canyon” . . ... . . .... . . . .

. r
. .

,

Famous

Eddie O’Neal (Empire Room, Palmer House, 500; $2.50 nun:-$l cover). Petel. Maurice Music Co., Ltd., near Heart” Ind Gentle People . . . . . . . . Morris
Victor Borge brings in trim 3,385 patrons. London; cop. 1945 by Peter Mau- nta Anyone Ever Tell You Mrs. Murphy .Johnst6neTM

Bill Snyder (College Inn; Sherman, 500; $950 nun.). College Inn rice, Inc., New York; cop. 1946 by ^Anyone fiver reu *«u v y ...... 6iorris
Story still strong; 2,000 napkins._ ^“Thln^ in G.occa Mor- Hal? I Told You iWThat I Love You?

,
-

Los Angeles
j Harburg m ^ craw- If I Knew You Were Coming rd've Baked a Cake. . . Robert

Jan Garber (Ambassador, 900; $1.50). With Evelyn Kjnght, second
fppd MusiC Corp., cop. 1946 by The I Gotta Have My Baby Back . . -

T
Pe

^
r

n>Aair' rxiroar '9 ftoni AAirarc . niA..A«n nir,ieiA r*nnn .
' t .Qairl. Mv PaiaiTias ; . . .

Lieeas ..week, okay 2,300 covers.

Paul Neighbors (Biltmore, 900; $1.50); So-so . 2,000 covers,

Phil Ohman (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min.). Mild 1,800 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

(Chicago)
Cee Davidson (Chez Paree, 560; $3.50 min.-$1 cover). Jimmy Durante

closed Tuesday; Tony Martin opened Friday (17); Marie McDonald filled

in two days. Traffic down to so-so 4,000 tabs.

Jimmy Featherstone (Trianon; $1-$1 .15 adm.)
. ,

Poor 5,000 dance,rs.

Sherman Hayes (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 ihin.-80c. cover): Hayes opened
Wednesday (15) after Eddy Howard, closed Monday (13). Show remains.

Fair 1,700 napkins; \ .

:

Dick Jurgens (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Weak 6,000 dancers,

.

Players Music Corp. I Said My Pajamas
I Got the Sun in the Mbrning Johnson Rag .

(Aniiie Get Your Gun). W„ m., Irv- Little Gray House—
.•• ••

. -_T Marta . . .

.

- Vb f 1, 1
Monday, Tuesday, V

Cavalcade Into nook Music, Music, Music

There have been so many My Foolish Heart—

1

inquiries about Variety’s Mu- Peter Cottontail . . .

.

sical-Historical Cavalcade be- Quick Silver . .. . .

.

ing
.
published in book form Rag Mop ..

. ......

.

. .

that such a volume Will be Rain . . , . . . . . .

.

v .

broiight out this fall by Pren- • Sitting By The Wii

tice-Hall at $4. Sunshine Cake—1‘ R

It can be ordered in advance There’s No Tomorro

through Variety. With My Eyes Wide

(Los Angeles)
. ing Berlin. Irving Berlin Music

Harry Owens-Nick Stuart (Aragon, Santa Monica). Good 7,200 ad- Co ,
cop. 1946 by Irving Berlin,

missions. in i av* in Vain (film: Cente

XJLVVY vail AVI! WUJ .

If I Knew You Were Coming rd've Baked a Cake. ; . ./Ropeit

I Gotta Have My Baby Back . .

;

^Peer

Johnson Rag . . . ... ... ... • • • . ••• ... ........... ..Miller;

Little Gray HOuso—*“Lost In the Stats . . . .. . . Chappell

Ujp.^gi ,
,

. . , , L , . .... . . . «•»»«».••» i •» •* ••••'•• Mirks •

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday » . . . . ... •

,

. . . • • . . Leeds-

Music,' Music; Music .•
..

* • . • • * ‘ • • • • • • • • • • • • • * • • * v • • • Cromwell

My Foolish Heart—fMy Foolish .Heart
:

. . . . ..... • Sontly

Peter Cottontail . .
y

.

* •.*.••• • •• •• • • r
.Hill & .Range

Quick Silver . ..... . . ... . . .•••••. • * * • • • ........ . .

.

• • • • .• • •
•

:

• Motps

Rag Mop . . . . . . ;
• • • •• • * * Hill & hinge

Rain . . , . . . . . .
.

#

..... ..... .Miller

Sitting By The Window . . ... ; ... • • • • • • • • . bnapiro-B

Sunshine Cake—f JEUding High" ; .Burkc-VII

There’s No Tomorrow . .
. ... ;• • •

^ ^
Paxton

With My Eyes Wide Open I^m Dreaniing ... . . . . ..... ...

.

- Cravvfoi d

You Missed the . Boat .... . .

.

• • • • •
/’ * *... .... . Advanced

issions. In Love in Vain (film: Centen^
Claude ThoiTihill (Palladium B., Hollywood). . Okay .1 1,650 admissions. nja| summer), w., Leo Robin, in.,
" ~“ :

“ “1
"r_ “

: Jerome Kern. T. B. Harms Co.,

SONG CAVALCADE
4 4 (Musical-Historical Review : 1800-1950) tf and Jack Marius. Shapiro, Bern-

J

r -v aV stein & Co., Inc., cop. 1946; cop. It Isn t Fair .

. ^Compiled fpr 1947. It’s So Nice To I

By JULIUS MATTFELD Old Devil Moon (Fintan’s Rain- Kiss Me ••

(Copyright, Variety, Inc. All Rights Roiorvtd) bow). W„
.

m »
®ur-

a ^ itHi* Sii

Prentice-Hall, lnc.r will publish the complete VARIETY Musical-
c0Pr 1946. Sorry . . .

Historical Song Cavalcade later this year, at around $4 a copy Rumba Rhapsody, instrumental Wedding Samba

(price will be determined later). Orders may be placed now piece, m., Rafael Audinot and Al- Wilhelmlna— 1 v

EB#Sfk VAPIFTY Na«*# Yorlr CSi%# C 10^ I berto de Bru. Remick Music You’re Always 7
with VARIETY, New York City (1*)> & Corp., cop. 1946. You’re Wonderfi
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(1945-^Continued) Woods. Capitol Songs, Inc., cop.

Ezra Pound, Ariierican-born poet, Doin’ What Comes Natur’lly (An- 1946.
^ They Say It’s

indicted for treason for broadcast- nie Get Your Gun), w ,
m., Irving. Sonata, w., Ervin Drake and Get Your Gun).
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tg Berlin Music Second Group

nhfilm- Centen- All the Bees Are Buzzin’ Around My Honey . .^.Santiy

rln Rnhin m Big Movie Show In the Sky—*"Texas Li'l Dsrlin' . . . ..

.

Chappell

Jerome Kern. T. B*°Itorms Co: Bye Bye Baby-*“GenUemen Prefer Blondes • J. J. Robhm,

rnn 1946 Charley My Boy ; . . . . .

...... ..noume,

Linda, w.. m.. Jack Lawrence. Cinderella Work Song-t“Cinderella .
, • Disney

Edwin H. Morris & Co., Inc., cop. g*^e
Do ’ something To Someone Else Fisher

Midnight Masquerade, mv ^
Bernard Biermari, Arthur Biermau God s CoujurY^ . y

.

•

. Chappell
and Jack Manus. Shapiro. Bern- J Can Dream Can 1 1 ..... • ........

^
naPP«“

^7
n&C°- InC ’ C°P- 1946: C°P

- rVlo N^eto' Have a Mah Around the House .‘ Morris

Old Devil Moon IFtnian’s Rain- Kiss Me . . . v. • : • • • • • • • • • • v; • .
• • v< • • ;

• • •

ton Lane. Crawford Music Corp., Save a Little Sunbeam ... . ... . . . . . . . .... ....

.

• • :^apuoi

cop. 1946. • Sorry w- • • v • • • • • - .-•••• ••••• • •

Iv instrumental Wedding Samba
Audinot and Al- Wilhelmina— 1

‘

‘Wabash Avenue” • • . .

.

* • ••• • • • * • • ;

Remick Music You’re Always There . . , . . . .
. v . . . . . » ...

.

*

.

• * • • • ?
• • •

You’re Wonderful—t“Paid In Full” . . ;. ........ .... .... Paramountwith VARIETY, New York City (19)> ^ Co?p., cop. ?946.
Remi<?k MUSlp

You’re WonderAil—t“Paid In Full” V7.
’. *. ’.

’. V. ..... • Paramount
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(1945-^Continued) Woods/ Capitol Songs, Inc., cop.

Ezra Pound, Ariierican-born poet, Doin’ What Comes Natur’lly (An- 1946. They Say It’s Wonderful (Annie Allie Wrubel. Saritly-JOy, Inc., cop.

indicted for treason for broadcast- nie Get Your Gun), w ,
m., Irving. Sonata, w., Ervin Drake and Get Your Gun). w„ m., Irving Ber- 1946.

ing pro-Axis propaganda from Berlin. Irving Berlin Music Co;, Jimmy. Shirl. m.; Alstone. Oxford lin, Irving Berlin Music Co., cop.
...

Italy during the wa,T; was commit- cop. 1946 by Irving Berlin. Music Corp., cop. 1946. 1946 by Irving Berlin. The U. S.Navy unyeiledits new-

ted to a mental hospital in Wash- Five Minutes More, w., .Sammy South America, Take It Away To Each His Own. w., m., Jay -ggt and largest flying work^
ington. Cahn. m., Jule Styne. Melrose Mu- (Call Me Mister), w., m., Harold Livingston and^^

^
Ray^

k

Evans/-
.Para- the Lpckheed^Cqnsti^

Theodore Dreiser, noted Ameri- sic Corp., cop. 1946. Rome. M. Witmark & Sons, cop. mount Music Corp., cop. 1946.
ifift nassengers

can author, died in his home in For You, For Me, For Evermore 1946. u 2^ 1

pounds, including lou p s e
t ;

(film: The Shocking Miss Pilgrim).

rneoaore ureiser, notea Amen- sic i/orp., cop; •im
.
nome. ivx. vyiuiwik « mounr iviusic i^orp., cup.

I ; ihr nascpneprs
can author, died in his home in For You, For Me, For Evermore 1946. ^ . _ *_ The World is Singing My Song,

j

f complete
Hollywood. (film: The Shocking Miss Pilgrim). There’s No Business Like Show w jJann CUrtis. m., Vic Mizzy.

! o
g
Q00 feet and taking off

General MacArthur ordered the w., Ira Gershwin, m., George Business (Annie Get Your Gun). Robbins Music Coro cop 1946. ^rnnhf 9^151 nf sneeds
arrest and trial for war crimes of Gershwin, Gershwin Pub. Co., co>. w, m., Irving Berlin. Irving Ber- Robbins^usic corp., cop.

j

^

a run of» fe^ of^
59 high ranking Japanese leaders, 1946. ^ Un'hluste-Co, cop.'.194«-^ Hviwf.- **

-
*

' '

^ r..ii of the SAuth)* w» Rey ijrilDert. m*, oDeFdtiiis UD to 25,UtMJ teet.
including Prince Morimasa Nashi-
moto, Kiichiro Hiranuma, presi-
dent of the privy council, and Koki

”

Hirota, former foreign minister
anRl premier.
Maurice Chevalier, the French

actor, was acquitted in Paris of
the charge of collaboration with
the Nazis. . .

\

FBI reported it had rounded up
,

1,500 Axis spies in North and South ;

America during the war.
Academy, Awards for the year

were: Best Film, “The Lost Week-
end,” Paramount; Best Actress,
Joan Crawford in “Mildred Pierce”;
Best Actor, Ray Milland in ‘‘The
Lost Weekend”; Best Supporting
Actress, Anne Revere in “National

{

Velvet’’; Best Supporting Actor, I

James Dunn in “A Tree Grows in
Brooklyn.”

1946
All Throiigh the Day (film: Cen-

tennial Summer), w ,
Oscar Ham-

merstein, 2d, m., Jerome Kern,
i

Williamson Music IncM cop. 1946. :

Along With Me (Call Me Mister),
w., m., Harold Rome. M. Witmark '

6c. Sons, cop. 1946 i

Anniversary Song (film: The Jol-

;

son Story), ww m„ ' Al Jolson arid
,

Saul Chaplin, based on J. Ivano-

1

vici’s waltz ‘Donauwellen” (Dan-
j

ube Waves). Mood Music Co.; cop.
1946.

Colas Breugnoh. Overture for
orch. m., Dmitri Kabalevsky. Leeds !

Music Corp , cop. 1946. (First per^ i

. formed in the United States, Apr.
11, 1943, by NBC Symphony Or-
chestra under Arturo Toscanini.)
Come Rain or Come Shine (St.

Louis Woman), w., Johhny Mercer,
m., Harold Arlen, A-M Music Corp.,
cop. 1946. (Selling agent, Crawford

{
Music Corp.)

1

Do You Love Me (film: Do You
Love Me), w., m., Harry Ruby,
Bregmah, Vocco & Coiin, Inc., cop.
1946,

Full Moon and Empty Arms, w., Berlin.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

——
• ISariety—

—

Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading, stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and Iasi week.

National

Rating

This Last

wk; wk.

•1,/ 1
/'

2 2

3- 5

4 3

5 11

6 4

7 97
8 6

9 9

10A ..

10B 12

11 9

12

13 .

14 6

Title and Publisher

“Music, Music, Music” (Cromwell)

“Chattanopgie Boy” (Acuff-Rose)

;

“Dearjje” (Laurel)/. , . .... .

,

“I Said My Pajamas” (Leeds) ... .

:

“Knew You Were Coming” (Rob’t)

“Dear Hearts, People” (Morris) .

.

“Daddy’s Little Girl” (Beacon) . .

“There’s No Tomorrow’’ (Paxton)

;

“Candy and Cake” (Oxford) . . . , .

.

“Peter Cottontail” (HilLRange) .

.

*lt Isn’t Fair” (Words-Music) . : .

,

“Enjoy Yourself” (Morris), , ;

.

“Have I Told Lately” (Duchess) .

.

“My Foolish Heart” (Santly-Joy) .

.

“Rag Mop” (Hill-Range). .

.

of the South), w^ Ray Gilbert, m., operating up to 25,000 feet.

.

' ; ’

, ... ...
:

"

James C. Petrillo, president of

the American Federation of M11-
"“*^1 sicians was named in a criminal in-

- 1

.

formation filed by the Government
PIW1V V pilfl on charges of having used force

^1" l.l-l” land coercion to compel WAAF,
iJllllllUllll Chicago, to hire three additional

;

record librarians and, after the re-

jection of his
.
demands, to have

* called a strike arid picketed the

station.

^ State taxes amounted to $6,800,-

p O .
000 this year, an increase of

^ 4^ I
>» ® 12.5% over 1945.

'to § •
*& o i / Total deaths due to automobile

2 g r 3 -
. jg !

accidents in the country were 33,r

U p I'.w o B- T I

700,
.
as against 28,076 the preced-

es Q
|

o . 6 £ . g S 0 ing year.
'

"-S'."i ,.§ 2 c- T I The first Atlantic crossing by »

^ :

iS S m 3 A four-engined Douglas C-54 Sky-
^ £ .) ^ S £ c f " master of the U. S. Air Force was

© 9 ' — 3 ©. ^ B
j

recorded. The plane was guided

g 'p, ft $ ' from its takeoff to its landing by

o 2 .

®
. r2

'

^ *3 a A pre-set electronic arid mechanical

£. •
u £ S U Y rcontrols. The flight, from New-

£ : i 3 2 2;. 2 L foundland to Brise Norton, 40 nnlcs;

• ' J2 i h) S3 -3 1 .-N . from London, took 10 hours and 15

5 P'S I- .. 2 § 3 § T minutes. The “mechanical brain.

eff, - fti . w 1 m. : .
£.. ft -S

j
which guided it involves time se-

• '
“.* '

;
quences and radio beams and cai-

3 2 3 2 1 2. 4 100 culates all details about the flight

1 7 11 8 8 1 91 !
as well as flying the plane itself.

3 9 6 4 4 10 67 At a rally in New York’s Madl*

x in c"
—'

'
. a "

p. q
* son Square Garden sponsored by

2 10 4 > 9 5 . . 3 58 the National Council of American-
0 4 . . . . 3 3 • . 56 Soviet Friendship, Soviet Deputy

7 5 o -

7 . v 2 45 Foreign Minister Vishinsky said
. .vv' "

that his country was ready to sign
9 1 . . . 3 7 5 . . 41 non-aggression pacts with all ‘ bour-

4 6 8 5 . , . . 5 39 geois states” and also to agree to

iV 77^ g g g 23 the
^
destruction . of “permanent

1

• -
'

: armies.”
. , 9 „ 4 2 . . ...

»

22 The most disastrous hotel fii'®

. . . 10 .. 1 ... 22 in America’s history swept the 15-

in ft 17 1

story Winecoff Hotel in Atlanta,

—rrvv.' 1 V .
"

:

:- -v a taking a toll of 121 persons. -Jnr
, . . . . . iu , , . • v y, vestigation showed the h^d .

7 12 no fire escapes or other safety
"g"

7
' =' •

:

' •• ^9 emergency measures.
' (Continued Next Week)
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48 aBCMESTRAS-MUSIC P^RIEff

j

; . Chicago, March Si-

Mercury Records musical direc-

tors, Harry Geller and Joe Carle-

ton, iA an effort to make up four
weeks- of inactivity following resig-

nation; of Mitch Miller as its mu-
sical head, have cut total of 46

sides, since their appointment three

weeks ago.
.
indications are they

will continue recording at rapid

pace, so as not to be -left behind by

.

other majors.

With the reshuffling has come
. testing of new talept aimed at Dix-

ieland and dance band fans. Mugg-
sy Spanier has been signed to cut

four Dixie sides, with
.

options;

Singer Bette Chapell, featured on
the Dave Garroway TV show, has
been signed under similar condi-

tions." ••••••

Company’ is planning a dance
album by the augmented David Le
Winter group, with sides also to be
released as singles. Toppers have
set another Frankie Laine session
for April in New York, and Jan
August will combine with the Har-
monicats for more sides on basis

of their success ; of “Bewitched.”
Louis Prima is set to cut four sides
this week in New York.

All 46 sides, 32 Of them cut in

New York and the others here, are
. already in release.

Ray Anthony to Get

Buildup by Capitol

;
In a move to build up a name

. band in line with the major disk
companies, renewed accent on
dance music, Capitol Records is

launching a promotional buildii

p

for the Ray Anthony orch simulta-
neously with a one-a-week releas-
ing schedule of the iriusicrew’s
disks, Orch has been cutting heav-
ily for Capitol over the past cou-
ple of weeks.

Anthony will open a six-week
stand at the Statler hotel, N. Y.,

early in April, following the cur-
rent Jimmy Dorsey engagement.

Coral Signs Ross
Coral Records has inked the Roy

Ross band and has made Ross one
of the diskery’s musical directors.

Ross is also a musical- director
at WNEW, N. Y.

2 Great Songs! -ft

fFOR MR HAIR)

THERE’S A LOVELY
LAKE IN LOVELAND::

' o

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
1619 Broadway. New York 19

GOD'S
COUNTRY

recordod by.

VIC tiAJAONl . .MetCory

f I LI fABREtL ... .......M-G-M

PHI! HARRIS.
;
RCA Victor

Ai J0LSON ““Aecca

'

SNQOKV UNION .London

RALPH SI(iWALD...,....Magnoiia

PRANK SINATRA. .. a Columbia

;y‘ ROBBINS f^USIC CORPORATION

THE EVER POPULAR
STANDARD

DEED
I DO

(

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
Hit Broadway. N. V. If

‘40th Anni’ Concert

In Carnegie Sellout

For Romberg Troupe
Sigmund Romberg arid his con-

cert orchestra climaxed the com-
poser’s “40th anniversary in show
business” tour with an appearance
before a sellout 'house at Carnegie
Hall, N. Y., last Friday night (17).

The concert was the finale to a
six-week jaunt that marked Rom-
berg’s 10th year of conducting ’his

music and other light classical

works in a Series of more than 700
podium appearances; After a three-'

week rest the composer and his

50-piece group and soloists start

another trek of five weeks of con-
cert halls.

.

Romberg’s concept of his pro-
gram format ("jazz bands would
call it highbrow, symphony Orches-
tras Would call it lowbrow, but I

call it middlebrow^) has broadened
over the Past decade to include
an increasing number of comppsi-
tipns of greater musical stature.

Each year the composer-conductor
has' injected a little more of the
truly classical . into . his program
selection, in place of

,
the 100%.

operetta and light classical mate-
rial that comprised his earliest

concerts.;

Friday night’s performance was
still mainly devoted to the lighter

works Which, after all, are Rom-
berg’s forte, both as a composer
and a • batoneer, B u t spotted
through the program, were selec-

tions such' as Suppe’s “Beautiful
Galathea” overture, two Mascagni
arias, ' “The Lord’s Prayer,” a
Brahms medley, arid the . dream
song from M a s s e n e t ’ s opera
“Manon.” This type of prograrri-

mirig is reflective of Romberg’s be-
lief that he can now bring to his
mass-public audiences finer music
iri a way that they can understand
and enjoy, after their musical in-

doctrination via his semi-symphon-
ic offerings of more popular music
during the past 10 years.

To mark Romberg’s 40th show
biz -year more fully, the seebrid
half of his Carnegie concert was
made up entirely of Romberg ma-
terial. Composer’s usual program-
ming has been to confine his own
works to the post-intermission
section, but to throw other writers’
compos into this half also. Array
of Romberg numbers, however,
was not on a par with the occasion.
“Blossom Time” and “Student
Prince” medleys, “One Alone”
from “Desert Song,” and “Stout-
hearted! Men” from “New Moon”
were happy choices, but “Close As
Pages in a Book*’ and “Carousel
in the Park,” both from “Up in
Central Park;” could easily have
been replaced by stronger songs
out of the composer’s repertoire.
Encores, however, took care of
some of the real Romberg staples
like “Maytime,” “When I Grow to
Old to Dream,” etc.

Combination^ of well-rehearsed
orchestra and Don Walker’s superb
Scoring made for an evening Of top
listening, instrumental highlight of
which was a brilliant arrangement
of “South Pacific” music. With em-
phasis always on the melodic line
as to both song selection and scor-
ing of it, Romberg pitches to the
aural . enjoyment of the average
listener, not to the technical ap-
preciatiori of the Juilliard student.
Composer keeps his stick-work

down to a minimum, his interpre-
tation on piano of his own compos
being effective and unostentatious.
Latter quality surrounded* the
whole evening, with a complete
air of amiable informality lending
an added charm to Romberg’s de-
lineation of his own numbers.

,
Composer’s refusal to take himself
and :his works too seriously riot
only

,

impresses but also points up
even more strongly the quality and
loveliness of the Romberg compo-
sitions.

Soloists were Gene Marvey, in
his third season with Romberg;
Kirsten Kenyon arid Gail Manners,
who have toured with the orch
before, and Christina Carroll, new-
comer to the group. Singers are
uniformity good, gals, in particular
possessing fine vocal equipment as
well as being blonde lookers,
Frank Cork takes over the baton

when Romberg goes to the Stein-
way for his own tunes. Alexander
Alexay is pianist and vocal coach,
and orchestra manager is Edward
C. Rubsam. Harry Squire^-handles
the tour direction^ Rich.

Regina Music Corp. chartered to
conduct a music publishing busi-
ness in New York. Capital stock is
1,000 shares, 100 “A” at no par
value, and 900 “B” at $20 par
Value.

Best British Sheet Sellers

( Week ending March 11)
London, March 14.

Music, Music , . . . ..... .Leeds
Dear Hearts . . y . . , ... . . Morris
Jealous Heart . ; , New World ,

Harry Lime Theme . . Chappell
Down in

.
the Glen . ; » . Wright

Hopscotch
;
Polka .... Leeds

Is It True About Dixie . Wood
Bunch of Coconuts Box & Cox
Garden of Weeds . , Box & Cox

v I’ll String Along . . . ; . Feldman
Breaking My Heart

. Sterling
Why Is It .... ... ... Cinephonic

Second 12
Mule Train ....

.

. Chappell
Song In Our Heart . ,

20th-cent.
Our Love Story . . .

. Carolin
Best of All ; .

; > . . . Connelly
: Clear Blue Sky ; . . .

.

Dreyer
Where Are You . , . . .

.

Victoria
Forever arid Ever. . F.D. & H.
Is It Too Late . . . ; . ; . Yale
Scottish Samba .y ...

.

. Sim
Heart Will Awake , . . Chappell
Don’t Cry Joe . ... ;

.

Feldman
Can-Can Polka. . .Connelly;

BUDDY MORRIS IN

CHECKUP IN LONDON
Hollywood, March 21/

E H. (Buddy) Morris leaves for
London April 7 on his annual
checkup of ,Morris Music; Ltd;,
British pubbery he owns in part-

nership with Max Dreyfus. Teddy
Holmes is his London rep.

Morris has added Sid Goldstein;
recently iri biz for himself, to staff

of pluggers here.
•

1

A
•'

/ • .*

Odd-Price Coins Pressed

By Jukebox Industry
Washington, March 21.

Substantial portion of show busi-
ness will be pushing for success of
the 2V2C and TVzc coin bill on
Which hearings open tomorrow
(22) before the Seriate Banking and
Currency Committee.

The measure to mint these pdd-
price coins has the strong backing
of the nation’s jukebox operators,
who see an opportunity for 7V6c in-

stead of nickel jukeboxes. In addi-
tion, many Of the picture exhibitors
are actively interested. According
to Edward J. Mehren, president of
the American Institute for Inter-

mediate Coinage, Gael Sullivan, ex-
ecutive director of Theatre Own-
ers of America, is an active sup-
porter and Ellis Arnall, president
of the Society of Independent Mo-
tion Picture Producers, has also

endorsed the plan.

“Issuance of these intermediate
coins will permit greater flexibility

in .pricing popcorn, candy bars,

soft drinks; etc., which have be-
come an important source of rev-
enue to theatre operators, espe-
cially the smaller ones.” y
Mehren, a softdririk bottler in

Southern California, has pushed
the campaign for the “pop” busi-
ness, which is the most interested
of all in getting the odd coins.

Talking’ Instruments
Latest version of the “talking”

musical Instrument is the London
record of “I Found My Mama,”
waxed by Floyd “Salty” Holmes.
Disk features harmonica and voice,
with the foriner “answering” ques-
tions in simulation of a child’s

tones.

Tune, which is published by
Mills Music, is set to be waxed by
Decca, Victor and Columbia thus
far, with various instruments tak-
ing the Holmes liarmcriica part
Holmes is one of the h illbilly

performers on NBC’s “National
Barri Dance” in Chicago.

DINAH skORE WAXING
Hollywood, March 21.

Mitch Miller, Columbia diskery
waxing chief, left for Houston for
a shellac. Session With Dinah Shore.

He will return to N, Y. from
there.

Syriiph Drops Accused Red
Pittsburgh, March 21.

Pittsburgh symphony Orchestra
last week dropped Max Mandel,
first violinist for last five years,
wlieri Local 60 of AFM dismissed
musician for his alleged Com-
munist leanings,
Mandel had been named by Matt

Cvetic, FBI undercover man; as a
Communist iri Washington hear-
ings before House Un-American
Activities Committee.

Wednesday, Mardi 22, 1950

A name bandleader had to nix a $6,500 television package show
because of the large music rehearsal costs. Personnel of 30 would
have required 20 hours of band rehearsals, at $7 per hour per man
This comes to $4)200. Actual broadcast; cost is $18 per hour. Less
commissions, advertising, etc., the net differential is relatively so
slim that the maestro frankly told the sponsof he was uriable to sign
At its ceiling price for a regular series. #

Harriet Parsons (subbing for her ailing ma, Louella) Went overboard
in her reporting of Frankie Carle’s “nervous breakdown” on her Sun-
day (19) radio show. She had; Carle out of commission for seven or
eight months, and recounted that he had to be taken to his Hollywood
home in a wheelchair,

.

Actually, the bandleader wiii be resting only for three Or four weeks,
arid arrived at his Coast home Very much under his own power. His
/office remarked that they “appreciated Miss Parsons’ concern but hated
to think of what a report like that would, do to his booking schedule.”

Metro Preps 3 Additions

M-G-M Records is prepping three

additions to its Long-Playing cata-

log, with the top release iri : April

slated to be a soundtrack set of

Irving Berlin’s songs from Metro’s

upcoming musical, “Annie Get
Your Gun.” Album will feature
Betty Hutton, Howard Keel, Louis
Calhern arid Keenan Wynn.
“Annie” Will be the company’s first

album to be released simultaneous-
ly in both 78 and Long; Playing
versions. .

Other two platters for LP re-

lease, taken from M-G-M's stand-

ard catalog, will be “Tschaikow-
sky’s Melodies,” played by Mack*
Tin Marrow orch, and “Strauss

I
Waltzes,” by Harry Horlick orch.

On the Upbeat

New York
Bernie Sherer named new pro-

fessional manager of the Dorsey
Bros, music firm ... Sellmari S.

Schulz, DeCCa veepee in charge of
midwest distribution, in N. Y. last

week for homeoffice confabs .

Elliot Lawrence orch cutting spe*
cial disks for State Dept.’s “Voice
of America” broadcasts this week.

Roy Eldridge, ex-Gene Krupa
trumpeter, set to join Benny Good-
man’s new eight-piece unit for its

European tour this spring ; .

Charlie Spivak looking for a gitl

singer . . . Cliff Leeman left the
drum slot in Bob Chester’s hand
to freelance . . . Gene Krupa in
New York for a week’s vacation at
his Westchester County home . . i

Sonny Dunham returns to band-
leading this Week, beginning a
southern tour with three days at
the Naval Base, Norfolk, Va.
June Hansen and Bill Blackburn’s
Herdsmen signed by Esquire Rec-
ords to wax a series of western
songs.

Songstress . Madeline Greene,
signed to recording contract with
Domino Records last Week, waxed
“I’ve Got a Right to Be Blud’’ and
“Be Sure” for release around
March 31 ... Danny Scholl, cur-
rently appearing on Broadway in
“Texas, Lil,’ Darlin’,” signed* to a
contract by National Records.

Chicago

^
Payson Re into Drake hotel for

indefinite engagement s t a r t i n g
April 8. . . Cab Calloway into Sil-
houette Club March 24 for 10 days.
. , . Louis Armstrong to Horseshoe,
Rock Island, 111., May 18 for two
weeks.

.

. disk jockey Rosemary
Wayne back on air again following
operation on her nose. She’s an-
gling for tele date. . . . Jimmy
McPartland to Play-Bowl, Calumet
City, April 1 for two weeks. . . .

Red Ingle to Tony’s Venetian
Room, De$ Moines, March 24 for
nine days, then to Sky Way Cafe,
Cleveland, for three weeks start-
ing April 14. . . . Hot Lips Page
follows Count . Basie sextet into
Brass Rail here March 22. Basie
reports that his unit has been
booked into N. Y. Strand theatre
next month, . . , Bernie Cumitiins
/to Edgewater Beach hotel for four
weeks starting April 7. ... Chick
Kardale appointed coritactman for
Duchess Music. . , Jan Garber
into Trianon ballroom April 8 to
May 21. , Ray McKinley to
Roosevelt hotel, New Orleans from
April 8 to 24. , . . Jimmy Palmer
into Casino, Quincy, 111,, April 5
far two weeks, then to Hotel Cla-
ridge, Memphis, from April 21 to
May 5. . . ... George Towne to
Trocadero Club, Henderson, April
28 fox' two weeks. , . . Lenny Tris-
tano sextet combined with Errol
Gairner trio last week in concert
at Orchestra Hall. ... Eddy JMeyer,
former member of Eddy Howard
hand, joined flack Sam Honigberg
as assistant. Howard is a Honig-
berg account.

PEER IN LONDON TO

SCOOT FOR MUSIC
London, March 14.

Ttalph Peer, head of Southern
Music, arrived here this week and
expects to stay in London for a
month. Primary object of trip is

to launch some of his American
hits here; and also unearth British
songs suitable for America.

Leaves. London for Paris April
16 in time for his three-day music
convention of his 10 European
companies. Expects to fly back to
New York April. 26.

Album for Atlantic

Joe Bushkin, pianist, recently
featured in the Garson Kanin
legiter, “The Rat Race” has
waxed a keyboard album of stand-
ards and some of his own composi-
tions for the Atlantic label under
the title of “I Love a Piano.”

Bushkiri’s trio, which closed a
1-2-week run at the Little Clu b,
N. Y., last weekend, opened a four-

week stand at the Grandview Inn,
Columbus, O., Monday (20).

Raid Chicago Diskery
1 For <Obsceno, Records

Chicago, March 21.

Chicago police continued their
drive on “obscene” phonograph
records iast week when they raided
the plant of the Armour Plastic

Molding Corp. and confiscated 425

.

labeled recrirds and 52 masters, all

of which they charged were ob-

scene.,
'

'

Officers arrested John. J. Shferi-.

dan, owner of the plant, and Alois
T. Daniels, plant manager. They
face charges iri Chi felony court.

Thr American Love Song

I CAN’T GIVE YOU

ANYTHING BUT

LOVE, BABY

Music by . . .

JIMMY McHUGH
MILLS MUSIC

%

PETER COTTONTAIL
(Tha Rabbit of Distinction)

“It's Music By :

Program today Vostorday’s

ON THE BEACH
WITH YOU

(Words & Music, Inc )
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Spur To Music Biz
Continued from page 1

iiava not been written. In fact,

the need for their revival has only

accented the deficiencies that

Seem inherent with some of the

present-day song output.

It isn't as if the writers are

cone: they're still around, more or

less professionally working their

craft but seemingly lacking the

dark that made their yesteryear

output so distinguished that re-

vivals of a quarter-of-a-century

jater click all over again.

It's been an open secret that a

to-called “country-club set" within

ASCAP thought more of picking

winners, sitting in the sun on the

third base line, taking it easy in

Hollywood, indulging in intra^-

ASCAP P°htics, and the like, than

their basic craft of songWriting.

Just as important, if not more so,

is the business of making a song

/into a hit; This calls for exploita-

tion and working to further the

popularization thereof.

The result has been that Broad-*

cast Music, Inc., which perhaps7

may have started off more or less

as a company union of music copy-

right owners, for particular bene-

fit of the radio industry, none the

less has been the dominant licen-

see of some of the most popular

current songs in recent years.

Sortie of the provisions under the

hew decree are palpably a blow to

seniority and availability with the

increased accent on current per-

formance. There is a group of char-

ter members of ASCAP who told

Government investigators that the

wealth of older copyrights, along
with the seniority arid availability

of these Works, had special intrin-

sic value to set them apart from
such current quick hits as “Nature
Boy," “Rag Mop," “Third Man
Theme," “Hair of Gold, Eyes of

Blue," “You Call Everybody Dar-
ling" “Roomful of Roses," “You
Can’t Be True, Dear,'' and the like.

The Governmerit decree, how-
ever, does not feel likewise. Appar-
ently the currently popular faves,

arid the extent of their perform-
ances, are deemed as astute a meas-
uring stick as anything. Certainly
the degree does create an open-
sesame for what has been a closed
door to higher ASCAP classifica-

tions for new writer-members. It

removes ’ ASCAP from the pseudo-
Hall 6f Fame it fancied itself to be,

and reduces the organization to the
fundamental of a collection agency
for the usages of musical copy-
rights in public performance for

profit
'

As such it carries out the letter

arid spirit of the ASCAP pioneer,
Victor Herbert, and ASCAP’s
founding attorney, Nathan Burkan.
It will be recalled that the factor
to inspire Herbert's ASCAP pio-
neering was . Shanley's restaurant
playing his “Mile. Modiste" music
as a gastronomic lure, but paying
him—the composer-nothing. For
the privilege of hearing his own
works,performed by a three-piece
ensemble, semi-hidden behind
some potted palms in those 1913-
1914 days, it was costing him a fan-
cier fee for his food. Burkan's test
case, which paved the way for the
organization and prosperity of
ASCAP, is now history.
ASCAP has long been the envy

of creative writers all over the
World. So' long as the melody lin-

gers on, the income has likewise,
apparently. Dramatists, Writers for
the screen, novelists and others
have long wondered how they could
create counterpart sources of con-

100

Composer needs arranger. Must have
tiyo. contacts with . successful pub*

Ushers.
. I .

.

Write: 0. H. N.

45*47, T72nd Sf., Flushing; N. Y.

tinning income, rather than have
the economic fruits of their liter-*
ary labors die with the peak sales
or production of their works.
The new decree may achieve ari

incentive objective which the rich-
and-gone-lazy, established song-
smiths seem long to have lacked.
In fact, mariy a Lindy's vet has
wondered,/“Why does Berlin knock
himself out that way year after
year when he doesn't have to?"
They can’t understand the differ-
ence between replenishing- per-
formance versus stagnation—if you
can call it "stagnation" at $20,000-
per-year.

ASCAP cari still remain a gold
mine for double-A writers. As Billy
Rose once expressed himself, "of
all my worldly goods, the best
thing I could leave Eleanor (his
wife) is my AA rating' in ASCAP."
At an $18,000-$20,000 surefire an-

_ MALE OR FEMALE
E^P»rl*nc« and contacts desirable.

Plug songs for producing unit.
.Commission basis.

• J*w V,3974,- Variety
<54 W. 46th St., New .YarK It. N. Y.

A Savvy Decree
In working out the expertly

documented decree, the Gov-
ernment called in a number of

outside interests, including

major film company attorneys'
as well as legalites of Broad-
cast Music, Inc,, to explore
their views. Talks were either
•exploratory or for background
briefing. Trade Circles, how-
ever, credit them with consid-
erable infii^ence in the prepa-
ration of some of the peculiar-
ly intricate, intra-trade music
angles,

Despite some 01 the uncer-
tainties over interpretation,
the consent decree is replete
with much savvy on the nu-
ances pertaining to ASCAP.

nual dividend, that's like a $1,000,-
Q00 cash annuity at 2%, or if you
figure on a generous yield of 4%. it

is compared to having $500,000 in
gold bonds.
The decree puts a new measure-

ment, possibly, on the manner of
disbursing ASCAP'b revenue. The
one-hit songwriter will be enabled
to collect quicker and better coin
for his current popularity, without
worrying about a prolonged wait-
ing period and a reclassification

upwards.
*

Hollywood, March 21.

Turk Murphy’s jazz band is the

latest pixielaiid crew inked by

MCA, which recently inked the

Firehouse Five Plus Two. Murphy
crew down from Frisco's Hang-

over House /for deal, also sigiied

a new scalerplus-royalties
;
deal

With Les . Koenig’s Goodtime Jazz
Records. He received only scale

.before; ' v
First sides under new pact, call-

ing for minimum of 16 disks an-
nually, Will be “Curse Gf An Ach-
ing Heart," “1919 Rag " “Waitin’

!

for Robert E. Lee” and “Struttin’

With Some Barbecue."

DISK HEST SELLERS

Survey of retail disk best
sellers, based on reports ob-

tained front leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

National

Rating

This Last
wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title
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TERESA BREWER (London)
“Music, Music, Music”—604 .

.

2# 3 2 10 80

ANTON KARAS (London)
9 “Third Man Theme"—536 5 10 -51

TONY MARTIN (Victor)
“There's No Tomorrow'"*—20-3582 8 8 7 2 .4 10 45

SAMMY KAYE (Victor)
“It Isn’t Fair”—20-3609 ; , ........ 10 9 6 10 8 44

EILEEN BARTON (Mercury)
6 “Knew You Were Comihg”—5392

.

42

RED FQ^EY (Decca)
6A '4 "Chattanoogie Shine Boy"—46205

.

8 1 8 40

FRANKIE LAINE (Mercury)
6B 7 “Cry of the Wild Goose"—5363. . . 6 6 8 40

AMES BROS. (Coral)
7A 8 “Rag Mop”—00140. 6 26

7B
T. MARTIN-F. WARREN (Victor)

“I Said My Pajamas"—20-3616

.

9 26

E. MERMAN-R. BOLGER (Decca)
8 13 “Dearie"—24873 . 10 22

9
BING CROSBY (Decca)
“Chattanoogie Shine Boy"—24863 19

BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)

1.2G 10 “Enjoy Yourself”—24825 . .

.

10 14

13

GEORGIA GIBBS (Coral)

“Knc^W You Were Coming”—60169 12

GORDON JENKINS (Decca)

“My Foolish Heart"—24830 . . .

.

8 6

DICK TODD (Rainbow)
14B 18 “Daddy’s Little Girl"—80088 3 10 9

14C 17
. RUSS MORGAN (Decca)

“Sentimental Me"—24904 9

14D 15
ARTHUR GODFREY (Columbia)

“Candy and. Cake”—38721 .

>

;

9

VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)

15 18 “La Vie En Rose”—2481 6 . .

” JOHNNY DESMOND (M-G-M)

16A

8

16B .

JO STAFFORD (Capitol)

“Diamonds Girls Best Friend"—824 ... 4Tt .**•*.*
L*.

•

- /
t

'7-

16C
M. WHITING-E. DE VOL (Capitol)

"I Said Mv Pajamas”—841. .. . .

/ )
’ ;; 4

*n

'
'> A —

i

. .. . • .7

'

1 2 3 , 4
'

• 5

FIVI: top SOUTH PACIFIC DIXIE §Y DORSEY SONOS BY

BILLY ECKSTINE

GENTLEMEN PREFER

BLONDES

TEXAS LIT

DARLIN'

ALBUMS Broodwciy Cast

Columbia

Jimmy Dorsey .

Columbia
Billy Ecksline

M-G-M

Broadwqy Coftt

Columbia

Broadway. Ceil

Decca

Disk Best Seilers by Companies
.
(Based on Points Earned)

No. of

Label Records

Decca . . ...

9

London • • • •

Victor' . . . . . • • • . «

•

* • • * • • '

Mercury .2

Columbia ; . . .
• • 3

Points Label
152 Coral ...
131 M-G-M
115 Capitol

82 [ Rainbow .
^

.

No. of
Records

2
2

... 2
...’I

Points
38
24
14
8

39 |.

IpA 13 “My Foolish Heart’’—10623A . . . . 5 . . 3 8 .
A

• • .• 4 • • * * 17

10B 19

:

GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Third Man Theme"*—24839 .

.

. 7 3 6 • 17
\ :

11 16
M. MARTIN A. GODFREY (Col)

“Go to Sleep, Go to Sleep”—38744 9 9 .. 9 . • ' «’ • • • 1 .

.

. 16

12A 16
MERVIN SHINER (Decca)
“Peter Cottontail"—46221 . . . . . ... 5 * • t i • • • • .. 3

•* »;

14
^ -

12B 14
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
“So Nice to Have a Man"—38689 .... . 7 9 10 . 6 9 • • .. 14

GUY LOMBARDO (Decca) 1

prsssnting ths TOPS ill

and

SACRED
MUSIC

3 CURRENT
FAVORITES

suri<) by tht

MILLS

cou with

DECCA 24872

with

L

DECCA 25046

coupled with

DECCA 14503

Single Records
75c each (plus tax)

DECCA
RECORDS
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Night Club. Reviews

to Riiltan llleii*, IV. V.
Julius Monk, Larry J. Blake,

Ronnie 'Graham, Estelle Lonng, 3 t

Rips, Norman Paris 3; $3.50 ana $4

minimum.

Julius Monk has a good, show
lined up this semester which he

imcees expertly. There is a nice

ialance of song, satire arid comedy
ri which Estelle Loring (New Acts)

s the sole distaff : note.

Larry J.
.
Blake, heralded as

‘back from the Coast,” has a fine

tense of delivery in his dialectic

stuff. The gestures and accents

ire different arid riot done tpo

jroadly , and the suiri total effect

s socko. Ronnie Graham, pianol-

>gist with a Dwight Fiskean mien
md riianner, clicks with bright;

ielf-writteri material about rieu-

•oses, benzedrene, psychoanalysts,
‘Hamlet” and the like;

The 3 Riffs are a personable;
rocal combo, doing straight vocal-

sthepics as well as hokum Irik

Spots takeoffs. Norman Paris is a
iptop accomp at the piano with a
socko trio. Biz good.

,
Abel.

riro’s, Hollywood "

Hollywood, March 18.

Jerry Wayne, Dick Stabile Orch
'7), Nappy Ldniare & Dixieland
3and (6

) ; $1.50 cover, no mini-

num. ..

' "

Sudden booking brought Jerry
Wayne into Giro’s following Ella
Logan. Nappy Lamare and his
land are also new, following a one-
light tryout. Latter were inked to
offset the draw of the* competition.
Mocambo, whose “ Monday night
Charleston seshes by the Firehouse
Five Plus Two, comprised of Walt
Disney Studio technicians, has
caused Ciro’s boniface Herman
Hover no sriiall headache.

Lamare may be* the answer, as
ividericed by the fact that the film
folk custoiriers hove to heartily i

vitfi the Black Bottom and

Charleston, accompanied opening
night by Dah Dailey on the drums
and Jerry (Martin &> Lewis on
trumpet; all extemporaneous. This
off-the-cuff folderol is becoming
quite the thing on the Subset
Strip, all good for biz, of course,
especially with tourist season just

around the corner.

New to the Coast, Wayne wins
his audience easily. However,
the youthful,

.
cleancut Crooner

needs a sock windup. Hi$ “War-
saw Concerto;” with new verbiage
about, unrequited love, is a sock
number but hardly the best get-

away routine in his songalog. Mid-
way item, “By the Light of the
Silvery Moon,” complete with cane-
and-kelly soft shoe; is. the re-rou-

tining that would turn the trick.

Wayrie opens big with olio of
“The Dickey Bird Song,” “You
Call Everybody Darlin’,” ‘‘Room-
ful of Roses” “You Can rt Be True,
Dear” and “She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon.” Then a slow number

,

;

“September Song,” with his own
guitar accomp, and this really gets
’em off their hands; smartly pro-
jected “A Mari Could Be a Won-
derful Thing,” “It’s the Talk of
the Town,” “Silvery. Moon” with
tap, “Melancholy Baby” commu-
nity sing, arid “Concerto,” to wind
a thoroughly pleasant turn.
Backstopping and pre-show term-

ing are provided by Dick Stabile
and his orch, arid good. The La-
mare crew spells Stabile, replacing
Felix: Rale's rhumba rhythms, oust-

ed by the Charleston craze; And a
real Dixieland Combo it is.

WEST COAST

2 WEEKS

BELLEVUE CASINO
MONTREAL, NOW

ALL PLACED BY
KALCHEIM & SMITH
R. K; O. Bldg., New York City

JUdson 4-3345

and DOLL
Mold Over

NIXON CAFE
PITTSBURGH

Thonk you,

JOE HILLER

Club Carnival? Mpls.
Minneapolis, March 18.

Martha Raye (2 ) , Ben Yost’s
“Guardsmen” (5) ,

Carmen Gar-
cia’s Rhumba Band ( 3) , Bob Lock-
en’s orchestra (12 ) ; $1-$1.50 cover.

This is a return' engagement in

this room for Martha Raye and
she’s back with the identical act,

that packed ’ein in before. Even
though not a piece of comedy busi-

ness or a line of her patter is

changed, the singing comedienne
again scores solidly with her broad
Clowning, indelicate banter and
lusty vocalizing; She* once more
works with the excellent Ben Yost
singing group, the Guardsmen, for
heavy laugh returns. Repetition
apparently doesn’t dull her songs,
heard before, or her rowdy cut-
ting-up.
Miss Raye is off to a noisy,

lively start with “There’s a Great
Day, Manyanna” and then un-
limbers herself with “His Feet’s
Too Big,” “Stormy Weather,” etc.,

roughing up things along the way
with her occasional rough chatter
arid didoes. She’s on later, after
changing to hussar uniform, to
clown with the Guardsmen.

If there is any better male sing-
ing group thpn the Yost “Guards-
men” it hasn’t come this way.
They put fire gusto and drama
into their fine vocalizing arid their
interpretations of a “South Pa-
cific” medley, the “Come and Get
It Day” from “Finian’s Rainbow,”
a grand opera travesty, “Old Mari
River” and “Flying Down to Rio”
riot only beguile the ear, but stir

the emotions.
Starting the show, Bob Locken

sings “Sunny Side of the Street”
to his orchestra’s accompaniment.
Room well filled for dinner show

1

Sunday. Rees.

Chez Paree* Clil

Chicago, March 17.

Tony Martin, Joey Bishop* Betti/

<& Jane Kean, Siccardi & Brenda,

Al Wallis, Chez Adorables (16/,
Cee Davidson Orch (12) t Chico
Rhumba Band (5); minimum $3.50,
cover $1.20.

After the boff run of Jimmy Du-
rante, which set new records for
this bistro, .the Chez comes up with
another slick layout topped by
Tony Martin and sparked by Betty
and Jane Kean Jpr another solid
session.

Show starts off with Sister and
brother team, Siccardi and Brenda,
who work fast with their lifts arid
spins. Tawny near nude blonde
ihakes an exotic appearance, and
male partner,

;
clad in gaucho attire,

are a fiery teain. Whip dance and
sabre number register strong. Bet*
ty and Jane Kean, from the musi-
comedies, score solidly. Be’tty tees
off with sharp impresh of Mae
West arid Margaret Truman hag-
gling over Sidney Greeristreet, She
brings ori her sister, Jane, in a
moth-eaten wrap; and duo toss off

imaginary conversation with Dar-
ryl Zanuck for hefty yocte. After
short tap session by jane, pair re-;

count hilarious story of their life,

which includes satires on Bette
Davis, Joan Davis and Judy Gar-
land for hefty laughs. Then give,

out with more filmland swifties be-
fore going into their finale from
“Call Me Mister,” “South America,
Take it Away” Complete with ba-
nana munching arid all. Gals had
to beg-pff.

Joey Bishop, wan-faced comic
with the soft voice approach, also
goes Over effectively; Comic has
gained polish, since last around. His
gravedigger bit gets a nifty mitt
as do his barbs at some of Holly-
wood: greats. After his Ted Lewis
impression, which goes over well,
he reprises his army days, and al-

though Chez habituees have heard
other service tales, he gets a big

“ hand for the Sad Sack yarns.

Tony Martin, star of the show,
punches all the way; doing more
than 45 minutes opening night.
However, though/ the voice still is

one of the top in cafe bistro circles,

former film star has garnered some
affected mannerisms; similar to
Harry Richman’s approach. They
should be discarded for former
free and easy style. Starting with
“Enjoy Yourself” he glides into his
disclick. “There’s No Tomorrow,”
which gets hefty applause.

He follows with “Toot, Toot
Tootsie. Goodbye” for change of
pace, and “Marta.” Then injects
a seasonal tune, “Easter Parade”
and finishes his first set with “Wait-
ing for the Robert E. Lee” for sock
applause. Encores with another
fastie, “For Every Man There’s a

Woman” and winds with lush “Be-
gin the Beguine.”

After applause dies down, singer
recalls the days at the Chez when
he was band vocalist) opens his col-

lar and invites the folks to dance
while he sings three numbers, and
packs the floor.

The Chez Adorables have been
augmented With four additional
girls,, and present two entertaining
numbers, “Black Lace” and “Lady
in a Dream,” both backed capably,
by Al Wallis,

. production baritone.
Cee Davidson has rearranged orch
with four clarinets arid three fid-

dles for the Martin stay and does a
smart job of shovhjiacing. Chico
does the rhumba chores for the
fill-in sets neatly. Zabe.

Midwest Vaude Dates ufiiy,

Chicago, March 21.

Ray Lyte has taken over the

hooking of Eddy’s, Kansas City,

and has set Johnny O’Brien there
for two weeks .

starting March 31
. . Jimmy Costello into the Troca-

dero, Evansville, Ind., March 31

, . . Lenny Colyer had his option
picked up at the Venetian Room,
Des Moines . . , Larry Nixon, Car-
los & Linda join the Jackie Heller
show at the Vine Gardens March
31. . . Gil Lamb set for the Lake
Club, Springfield, 111., March-24;
Sophie Tucker comes in April 8

. . Bonnie Baker, Park A Clifford
into the- Main Theatre, Racine,
Wise., March 24 v . . Rex Raymer
opens at the Brown hotel, Louis-
ville, ! April 7.

Mimi Benzell set for the, Radis-
son hotel, Minneapolis, March 24

. . Vera Love terps at the Jeffer-
son hotel, St. Louis, April 7 . •

Casino continues its comic shows
with Mickey Sharp, Phil D’Rey,
Lorraine Fortune and Nola Party
all due in March 24 . . . Vic Brown
of the Dave O’Malley agency is

booking ABC’s tele show, “Super
Circus.” . . Duplicators pacted
for Pastiriie Club, Des Moiries,
April 14, with Dell O’Dell follow-
ing in April 28 . . ; Jack ’Paiges
off to Florida on honeymoon.

•

'

'

'

.

' '
'

' V > :

Hypoed Biz Delays New

LOEWS
HE THEATRES

F THE STARS

Chicago; March 21,

Plans to convert the College Inn
into the Ernie Byfield Room have'
been delayed temporarily due to

hypoed business. Closing date for
the Inn had been set for April 1,

but has been pushed backed and
“College Inn Story” has been re-
vamped into almost a new revufl.

Since the closing notice went up
patronage has doubled,

Since the passing of Byfield,
several weeks ago, plans had been
to change the format of the room
to smart supper spot similar to
the Pump Room in the Ambassa-
dor East hotel.

Senator, Pitt, Installing

Vaude Policy April 8
Pittsburgh, March 21/

1

The Senator theatre, Pittsburgh,
will install a vaude policy starting
April 8. > Anton Scibilla, of the Joe
Hiller agency in Pitt, will hook it.

Initial layout will be a Hawaiian
revue featuring Johnny Pineapple.
“Grand Ole Opry,” with ROy Acuff,
goes in the following week. .

House will operate on both a >

name and unit policy depending on*
what's available in the area, Book- .;

ers will attempt moderate priced
layouts until stageshow policy is

firmly established.
The Senator will be the first Pitt

house to operate on a regular
vaude basis since Warners’ Stanley
theatre there reverted to' pix sev-
eral years ago.

Dinah’% Nitery Date
Hollywood, March 21.

Dinah Shore plays her first

nitery date May 2, opening a four-
week stand at the Cocoanut Grove
of the Ambassador hotel, Benny
Strong orch has been also set for
same bill. ’

She follows Phil Spitalny’s all-

girl orch, which opens April 4 for
four frames.

Chicago, March 21
,

First warning to operators of
Indiana bistros operating after
midnight, state closing hour, was
given via a raid last week in Gary
Ind. _ Both city police and state
excise agents raided 10 “after
hour” clubs; Indiana has been
relatively wide open with gam-
bling casinos; arid late spots
flourishing especially in the near
Chicago locations and southern
tip. If the raids continue several
name spots in Evansville and
Terre Haute may eliiriinate top
acts until the heat blows over, a$
has; been, done in Illinois, .

-
. Raids are t h ought to be
prompted by Governor Henry
Schricker, who promised

:
group of

Gary clubwomen last year a clean-
up campaign tp > abate the crime
situation in that area. I

Miller Out of Flamingo

/ Deal, Preps N.J. Nitery
Bill Miller, operator of the

Riviera, Ft; Lee, N.. J., gave
;
up at-

tempts to buy the Flamingo hotel.

Las Vegas. According to Miller,

he had been informed that $3,000,-

000 could buy the inn, but was
later informed that amount would
buy only a 50% interest. He sub-

sequently lost interest.

Miller has already lined up 17

parties for May at his Riviera,

He’ll run three days, prior to the

formal
,
opening on April 25 with

sold out prevue ; houses. The
opening headliner isn’t set as yet.

He had been dickering with Sam
Leveriison arid with the unit cur-

rent at the Clover Club, Miami;
comprising the Vagabonds, Jan
Murray and Rose Marie.
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I Village Barn. NT. Y. f
rl

°J
ch

> whlch °Pens April 4 for I NE1

Tex Fletcher and His Cowboys,
r trames

- I
,

—
Lilian Lee, David .Blight, J. Kirk

I
& Madeline, Bobby Meyers Orch
(4); Saturday minimum, $2.50. at

m

BB nn BB BPB UB^k

Meyer Horowitz’s Greenwich II Hfl Ih Igv
Village landmark has another typi- "...n IB' n :

call.v bucolic show which should IV' B IM 'BB BVI I II
please Barn regulars and 'favorably f Bi Vi BflBW HW IIWI HfliH Vi
impress newcomers to the spot. ! / .

:

Ha* JM,t Concluded a Very Successful 8 Weeks at
tnc dancing in yokel costume and j
comes back in the closer for TLJC r CAAOIDC
straight hoofing in a tuxedo. Ini a : I I1C CiVirilCC
clever series of bits; showing how
various dances originated, in the A I lim LlAl irt" ^
inevitable impression of Ra^ B61- K/VriV\tfr Hi J|_ISr . -K\\
ger, and in a straight routine that

1 1 ' V
includes tabletop tapping, Blight
indicates ability and class that "fit

;
ond o Very Successful 2 Weeks

him for any type of bistro.’ Lad
has a definite and fresh talent. ^LJI^ TUCAT

Lilian Lee’s hillbilly warbling in I nCM I

an evening gown suggests Dor-
j

Shay, but the similarity ends
j a* ij*.; uebbici >

. j
with Miss Lee’s weak material and i

^ Thenks to Miss MERRIEL ABBOTT cind N
the nasality of its delivery. Gal

j
Alio

also strives too much for humor I A u/w,j 1m i. iiaiibi^e ,

in announcing and selling her I A Word of Tnonks to MAURICE j

Stuff
|

for Taking Some Wonderful PI
J; Kirk’s hayseed character also

suffers from lack of punchy mate- R»p,: EDDIE' ELKORT I

make up to some extent for • the !

25ft WEST 57TH STREET Borna

hoary gags of thfe first half of his
J

NEW YORK 19. N. Y. LC

(Continued on page 5Z) ^
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• MINSTREL BUDGET . . 533 *

• HUMOR-DOR FOR EMCEES 535 *
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., *a. bk. 53S a

—or all 4 dlff; Vols. for 5S5 -
• "HOW TO MASTER THE CERE-
MONIES" (ro-lssuo)— $2.00 par copy —

NO C,O.D/s
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I[fMoj
and a Very Successful; 2 Weeks at the

Thanks to Miss MERRIEL ABBOTT and Mr. N. M. PLATT
Alio

A Ward of Thanks to MAURICE SEYMOUR,
for Taking Some Wonderful Pictures

Rop,: EDDIE ELKORT
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250 WEST 57TH STREET
NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
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Approximately 60 performers*

representing 25 acts, most of whom
are slated to join the Ringling

Bros, and Barnum & Bailey circus,

are being detained on Ellis Island,

according to Henry Dunn,,AGVA’s
national administrator. Most of

these acts are being held, Dunn
says, for contract and • security

checks plus the fact that Immigra-

tion dept, regulations stipulate that

artists being brought into this

country must be outstanding in

their field;

Dunn claims the closer check is

a result of AGVA’s attempt to re-

strict ti?e number of foreign per-

formers playing 'U. S. stands to

40% oHhe bill.

• Union is currently battling it out

with the Ringling show in an effort

to unionize the show. AGVA’s out-

door head, Vic Connors, and organ-

izer Emil Lowe are currently in

Florida in an attempt to get a

union agreement. According to

Dunn, organisation is proceeding
satisfactorily, although there are

many kinks to be ironed out.

. Dunn declares that if no agree-

ment is reached by the time circus

opens at Madison Square Garden,
N. V., on April 5, the Garden will

be picketed and action will be
taken to put the house on the un-
fair list. If that; occurs, perform-
ers in all the Associated Actors a rid

Artistes affiliates will be forbidden
to work the Garden and it- may
mean the end of big shows and
benefits there for the time being.

Morgan by Remote
Singer-pianist A1 Morgan will

miss the first show opening night
. (27) at Lookout House, Covington,,
Ky., because of his Chi-originated
television show, However, Morgan
will be seen in the nitery during
the missed performance via a 16-

foot TV screen.
Lookout band is being rehearsed

on numbers being used on TV pro-
gram and will play them in club
simultaneously with video show.
Morgan will plane in for the sec-
ond show.

AGVA Dissidents Suit

Vs. 4A’s Ordered to Trial
The Appellate Division of the

N. - 'Y;, supreme court last week
denied the petition of the Asso-
ciated Actors and Artistes of
America to dismiss the suit brought 1

against the organization by a dis*
sident group of American Guild of
Variety Artists members. Suit is

attempting to invalidate recent
conventions and e 1 e c t i o n s by
AGVA; ;.--" :'•

:
v /

Case is expected to go to triad in
the fall.

'

Loew’s State, N. Y., which elim-
inated stageshows several, years
ago, may restore vaudeville to its

stage. Several Loew executives
feel that the house on a straight
film policy isn’t able to compete
with vaude theatres in the area,
and added incentive must be given
if grosses are to be resuscitated,

Feeling that vaude should be
brought back to this house came to
several in the organization after

the poor showing made by the
Clark Gable-Loretta starrer “Key
to the City,” which has been doing
well out of town, but failed to hold
up at this house.

It’s felt that the house isn’t get-
ting sufficient big pictures such as

“Jolson Sings Again” and “Easter
Parade” that rack up terrific

grosses. Pictures that they've been
getting Would do considerably bet-

ter if a vaude layout were shown
along with them. It’s reported that
some in the Metro sales dept, also

would like to see stage shows re-

turn here to give added prestige*

to Metro product. Metro could

(Continued on page 53)

Jack Lyiich Takes Over
Zodiac Room, Philly
Philadelphia, March 21.

Jack Lynch, who resigned last

week as manager of the Latin Ca-
sino, is taking over a new spot

—

the Zodiac Room of the Hotel War-
burton. It comprises an upstairs
cocktail lounge and a downstairs
room which seats 300.

Tentative plans are to convert
the downstairs club into an inti-

mate entertainment spot, pat-
terned after the Blue Angel or
Le Ruban Bleu, in New York, a
type of club operation which hasn’t
been tried locally.

Chi’s Boulevard Room

In 2 Yrs. Run oflcers
Chicago, March 21.

Sunday (26) marks the second
anniversary of the most successful
bistro operation here. Boulevard
Room of the Stevens hotel has
packed in about 500,000 customers
in that time, with average tab
about $6 racking in $3,000,000.

Room has been averaging well
over 4,000 tabs each week. Most
of the trade comes from conven-
tioneers who jam both dinner and
supper shows to see the ke re-

vue, which has been running, with
successive editions, for two years.

At present, this is the longest run
for such a show in any hotel.

The ice rink is the largest in
any hotel. Frankie Masters or-

chestra has been there since the
beginning of the blade displays.

Edgar. Bergen has been signed
for the opening show of the Desert
Inn, Las Vegas, starting April 24.

Bergen is in for a week* Subse-
quent headliner is still to be lined
up. Frank Sennes, Cleveland book-
er, who is pacting talent for the
spot, had originally planned to get
Jack Benny for the opening, but
deal failed to jell.

The CharliVels, currently at
Copa City, Miami, are also set

for the opening show.

Abe Lastfogei resigned last;week
as president of Veterans Hospital
Camp Shows to become ‘Chairman
of the board of that organization.
James Sauter, head of Air Fea-
tures, Inc., and wartime head of
the United Theatrical War Activi-
ties Committee, succeeds to the
presidency.;

Sauter will launch VHCS activ-
ities in the- fall with a $1,265,000
campaign, sparked by a two-hoUr
television show on major video netr
works. It’ll be an all-star affair

emanating from New York and
Hollywood. It W a s originally
planned to have this show on VE
Day, but time couldn’t be cleared
on several nets.

VHCS will close for the summer
early May when all entertainment
units wind up the tour of Army,
Navy and Veterans Administration

Harry Kilby, General Artists
Corp. veepee in charge of the cafe
dept.; has resigned that post“effec-
tive July 1; He’s been with GAC
since 1940 having organized the
nitery dept, of -that agency.

Kilby expects to move to Florida
and g o

-
,

i n t o semi-retirement.
There’s the possibility that he'll
rep GAC there, but that’s not set
yet. He’s currently dickering for a
bathing suit manufacturing plant
to keep him occupied.

Kilby booked bands aS well as
acts, having sewed up the Jules
Epstein chain of hotels some years
ago. Latter controls the Hollen-
den, Cleveland; Deshler-Wallick,
Columbus, as well as others which
are importafit band and act buy-
ers.

Successor to Kilby hasn’t
.
been

selected as yet, although Buddy
Howe is likely to get most of the
cafe accounts covered by Kilby.

hospitals. Organization will re-

activate in the. fall. Just how many
units will be' sent out will depend
on the success of the fund-raising
campaign.

Lastfogei, general ’manager of
the William Morris Agency, gave
up the VHCS post because much'
of the work in setting up the new
VHCS structure will have to be
done in New York, Inasmuch, as
Lastfogei must spend a great deal
of time’ oh the Coast, he relin-
quished this position after a nine-
year tenure. He started as presi-
dent of USO-Camp Shows in 1941,
and succeeded to the same post
when

,
VHCS took oyer Cam£

Shows’ functions.
Sauter has been a director of

VHCS since its inception; He has
also

;
functioned as head of the

Mayor’s Entertainment Committee,
which framed the legit ticket code,
and is a deputy commissioner of
the N. Y. City Dept, of Commerce.
VHCS is aiming to make the

organization a show business proj-
ect. Toppers hope to get all seg- ;

ments Of the industry interested
now that the entertainment in-
dustry is left oh its own to collect
sufficient funds to carry on the
project.

.Crisis in the VHCS started Jan.:.

1, with the dissolution of United
Service Organizations,

, ,
parent

group of VHCS. Monies that were
left in the USO treasury were
allotted to VHCS. It was sufficient
to last Until the units- now on the
road wind up the tour.

Gardella Benefit’s 4G
Benefit for the family of the late

Tess Gardella (Aunt Jemima) held
Sunday (19) at the Latin Quarter,
N. Y., grossed around $4*000 with
attendance of 400;

Milton Berle emceed and others
that appeared included Frank Sina-
Kaye, Leonard Sues and others,
tra, Maxie Rosenbloom

, Georgie

Mabel Scott, vocalist current at
Birdland, N. Y., signed with the
Gale agency.
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i mentally to compare
.

favorably;Villago Barn. >. 1 ... ,

routine. Burtesque waltz indicates with any outfit around today,

that Kirk.’s forte is aero dancing, The Shaw books
,®}}

cef
.

*Sajin

ha mitfh* to aprent it tain items like. I Surrei
con-

Com City, Miami
Miami Beach, March 19.

Joe E. Lewis with Austin Mack,
Les Charlivels (3), Lind Bros. (31,

Carol King, Arden-Fletcher line

(12), Herb George, David Tyler
Orch; minimums, $3.50, $5. Bar-

ry Gray in Flamingo Lounge ; min-
imum $1.50.

tain items; like "I Surrender,
1 This display is probably the last

moi*e and tlie cornbaff jokes less. Dear.” “Softly As in a Morning
! show 0f the season for this plush-

Tex Fletcher is a standard west- Sunrise,” and (as Shaw puts it) ! ery and the return oi Joe E. Lew-

ern combination of guitar ( Fletch-
;

“Begin th<? Evertovin’ Beguine,
j i s

, who opened the original spot

er ) accordidn and bass. Mountain
|

all arranged with the accent on • after the war, seems fitting. For

instrumentals and vocals receive melody and a strong dance beat.
[ the puckish laughmaker is as po-

typical treatment, with tlie one In the case of tunes like “Dancing tent as ever and fits surprisingly

Vsock number Coming from the ac- in the Dark” and “Stardust:
! well into the huge room,

cordionist on, oddly enough, a. which Shaw featured before the
! As usual, he returns with a fresh

Hungarian czardas. Squeeze-boxer war when he added strings to his
; batch of song lampoons and paro-

displays a surprisingly excellent instrumentation, the same arrange-
> dies, outstanders being “Will

ments are utilized now as then,
. There Be a Race Track in the

with the present reed section talc- /Sky?/’ and “When Oysters -R’ in
in* over the fiddle passages.

,/ ! Bloom*’! There’s the interweaving
Shaw’s return to his old style is

; of ad libs and gags and the howls

on^ sSTnd* formed
1

n^ail?‘^ !
^nted up even more via the fact

j
provoked keep tft values . mount-

f'orrmanvine the customer square- i
that when caught he

:

allowed his
(
mg throughout his 50-minute stint.S sessions Meyers’ piano- jump group, the Gramercy^ Five;

' Had to beg off.
.

drums-trumoet-sax setup suppliesl one number per set. Combo
i The Charlivels, French imports,

above-average - dansapation for a
;

(Shaw, Lee Castle on trumnet,
; follow some sock novelty acts that

crew of its
S

size and format ex- ! and four rhythm) sounded particu-
1 have appeared here (the Asia

hibitirie in' particular a fine dance on ^"WShaw favor-
;

Boys,, et .at), but top them with

bent. Orch also plays a good do- Summit Ridge Drive.
! ease. Their mixture of mstrumen

technique and cblhmand of his in-

strument.

Fletcher trio, alternates with

Bobby Meyers* four:piece . combo
1

show. Rich.

f, x. v.
Artie Shaw Orch

.
(14)

.

with
Dodic 0*Neil, Oscar Peterson: ad-

mission, 9$c.; minimum , $ 1 . 50;

Only other Bop City attraction i tal/ vocal bits and acroantics, plus
for the current show is Oscar Pe-

1
the solo spots each essays, is par-

terson, Canadian pianist making
! layed into a show-stopping canto,

his U. S. debut. Negro artist plays
j Lind Bros, also add impact to

conferencier going over, while hi?

impersonation of the interlocutor,

ip a chichi joint is Reavilymrem-
iniscent of Kraft-Ebing. vTanff-

payers, however, gave the turn a

good mitting. Nelson has an easy,

comic flair, but needs sharper

scripting. And some lines border-
ing on the blue ( even though de-

livered in French) should be edit-

ed out. •.

.

' . -
. , .

Tony Scott Quartet, which
backed Nelson expertly, handles

variations in the progressive' jazz

idiom neatly: Comprising bass,

drums, piano and clarinet, group
opens with “I’ve Got You Under
My Skin,” follows with “How High
the Moon” and winds up with “Yes-

terdays.” Instrumentalists, most of

Whom have been with larger orchs

in the past, have a good beat and
an engaging style distinguished by
Scott’s muted clarinet, backed .by

fast-moving rhythms on the other

pieces. ;
Bril.

*. Ovul lloom, Boston
(COPLEY PLAZA HOTEL)

Boston, March 17.

Frankie Laine (3) , Harry Mar-
shard Orch ill), Tong Peters
Trio; cover, $2.50-$3.

Shelburne Lounge, N, V.
(SHELBURNE HOTEL)

Monied Boyar, Phil Leeds, Eddy
Manson with Margery Welles, Paul
Villard, Cy Coleman Trio, Norman
Wallace; $3.50 minimum .

excellent piano ahd scores heavily
with extremely imaginative ar-

the show. It’s a return date for

them, and they’ve come back with

Artie Shaw’s current repeat a p-

pearance here is a : far cry from
the musical flamboyance of his

Bop City stint last year. Gone are
the outsized orchestra and the mu-
sical esoterics wliich surrounded
that performance, and in their
place are a standard 14-piece crew
and a flock of show-tune arrange-

j

mouts that are the closest to the
Shaw of a dozen year? ago that, he

j

has come in a long time. The re

j

rangements of a repertoire; that
[
several new arrangements; but it

I

ranges from blues to slow ballads
;
is when they apply their vocalistic

! like “I’ll Remember April/’ tak,-
— ‘ ... --

ing in such jump items as “Get
Happy” along the way. It’s one of

the best keyboard performances
heard in this spot since it opened.

Rich.

magic to “Eili,JSili” and “Ave Ma-
ria” that they wrap up.

Teeoff spot is capably handled
by ballerina routines of Carol
King. The production numbers
staged by Arden and Fletcher, are
colorful and imaginative to frame
tlie proceedings nicely, with Herb
George solid on the songs. Dave
Tyler’s orch is tops on background-
ing, and of course, Austin Mack

( Iren? Romiu Boston
(HOTEL BRADFORD)

Boston, March 16.

Jack E. Leonard, Penny Cald- i is Invaluable to Lewis in his stint,jiiuo vuiot; ..-iii a luug tuuc. i nu it- lf ,, •

-t • hjt •

“ F

Version to type is 3 very rruich for Four
m

SJcating; Moe j with piano accomps.
tire Wetter Solomon. Oreh (5); no cover, no

Maeomho, !V. V.Present Shaw instrumentation is

six brass, four rhythm ahd four
reed, in addition to the leader’s
clarinet; The setup and the unclut-
tered arrangements that it plays
are still another indication of the
attempt to bring back the- sort of
straight dance-band music that hit

its peak 10 years ago with Miller,
tlie Dorseys, James — . and Shaw
himself. The orch Shaw has now
may not have the fresh and driving
rhythmic quality and fine dansa-
bility that were the hallmarks of
his band when he first hit the
heights, but the present crew has

opened here several days after lie

scored so heavily on “Toast of the
Town” teleshow, an appearance that
was evidently seen by most of the

minimum.

t* V i. -r* o; vi; •'

r
' Baer & Rosenhloom, Roy Sed-

Ralph E. Snider is back at the
|e iy

( Boylan & King , Gordon An-
helm of. the Hotel Bradford and ap -

1

drews; $3 minimum.
parently intends to attempt to _____
bring the hotel back into its former

; The Macombo’s boniface, Joey
prominence in nitery circuits. He

! Kaufman; is apparently attempt-
has abandoned the local talent in

;

ing to reviye the hectic atmos-

.

the Circus Room in favor of names, r phere prevalent in the old Club 18,

!

Teeing off the new policy is Jack which is to be remembered as a
E. Leonard, hefty comic, who

j unique institution. The combina-
tion of Max Baer and Maxie Rosen-
bloom, together with Roy Sedley,
does a great deal, to recreate that
feeling. The general looseness of

i the proceedings suggests that this
show Would have fitted the ifite

52d street spot extremely well.
Sedley, of course, was a regular at
the old 18, and it seems that it’s

the only way he knows how to
work. ...

Baer and Rosenblooin are mak-
ing their first N- Y. date since
their recent reunion. The Ma-
combo is too small a room to sup-
port an act in the B&R price class.
Consequently, they’re in on a per-
centage deal;
The former pugs haven’t changed

their modus-operandi since ! their
last appearance here. That is, they

fingsides. Comic follows no particu
enough' rhythmically and instru-

i

lar format, just rambles along let-

ting the gags fall where they may.
a very successful stunt the way he
does it, and surefire, with the audi-
ence. He is tops quelliog a heckler
and his ribbing bf everybody from
owner Snider to the band buys gets
yocks. Guy does about 40 minutes
with stint, including a vocalizing
and terping, but his forte is the
zany line of chatter done in offhan^l
delivery:;
Also on the bill is Penny Cald-

well, an attractive femme thrush,
and the Four Skating Macks, a fast
roller skating group With some

CHRISTINE

GARDONI
SINGS WITH HER HEART"

STARRED MW YORli

RADIO PROGRAM
WEEKLY FOA 2 YEARS

Appeared .

CARNEGIE HAIL POP CONCERTS
CAROUSEL—MONTREAL

..
St; REGIS—TORONTO

Currently at

CORONET-QUEBEC
HoldOvtr

• .

DELL-SPEAKER
1650 Broadway, N Y C.

Suit# 301 -3 PLazd 7,3 1 95

Hub’s swank. Gval Room
#

has
taken bn a slightly different tinge

this stanza with Frankie Laine
dishing out a. brand Of vocalizing

unique to these surroundings. His
appearaAce is pulling solid biz, but
mostly with the younger set not
usually associated with this room.
Making the most of a solid

rhythmic feel and an energetic
approach, the guy succeeds in sell-

ing himself to almost any type
of audience. On for almost an
hour, he gives out with everything
he has from “River Saint Marie”
his Opener,, through such numbers
associated with him as “Lucky Old
Sun ” “Mule Train,’’ “That’s My
Desire/’ and a neat ballad of own
composition, “Wb’ll Be TogetheT
Again,” to his record-breaking
platter “Wild Goose.” At show
caught, ringsiders demanded tlie

latter so , loudly he was forced to

stop the introduction of a number
to quiet them. When he finally'

wound with “Wild Goose” palm
pounding reached its peak forcing
him to encore with “Shine” be-
fore begging 'off. .

Laine does a neat job Of intro-
ducing his numbers, displaying a
solid sense of showmanship and
timing and an earthy sense of
humor. Carl Fisher and Morey
Field, his pianist and drummer,
aided by Harry Marshard’s orch,
back him solidly. Also on hand is

the Tony Peters Trio. Biz solid.

\ - Elie.

Current bill is comprised of
standard acts for the intimeries,
and the playoff is feood for a pay-
off.

.

Monica Boyar, with her mixture
of calypso ahd Latin numbers,
clicks, though inclined to be overly
dramatic in that finale “One for the
Road.” Thfe latter is undeniably an
intelligent choice as a pace-
changer from her usual rhythmics,
but' she should simplify it consid-
erably; the lyric itself can do much
more to dramatize the song than
anything ahy singer can give to it.

The audience liked her.

pliil Leeds is One of those under-
playing comics who is a relief from
the hard-punching funnymen, lie

has a lot of what seems to be new
material; And some of it, while
rewrites, is done as if it were
new, but that’s because of his ef-

fective; style/
'

'

Eddy Manson, ' harmonica-ist,

with wife Margery Welles, at the

piano, does okay but he must build

the personality element more;
Paul Villard, described by come-

dian Leeds as the “Kinsey of tlie

: ccordion,” has a lot of s.a. for the

gals with his sea chanties, self-

accOmped on the accordion and
garbed according to type; How-
ever, he should relegate that

opening “Foggy Foggy Dew,” a

folk ballad that has nothing to do
with the sea, unless, maybe, Vil-

lard feels it gets foggy at sea, too.

Since Villard is essentially a. re-

citer-chanter of the 'sea, it would
be best to establish his identity

from the start with a sea tune.

Cy Coleman’s trio of himself at

the 88s, plus guitar and bass, is a

click aggregation for an intimate

spot. Norman Wallace handles the

introductions simply and neatly.

Kahn.

neat tricks that serve nicely, as I haven’t improved or deteriorated,
openers. Moe Solomon V. orch I The duo make the same mistakes
handles backgrounding and cus-
tomer terping. Biz fair. Elie.

Italeigli Room. IV. Y.
(HOTEL WARWICK)

Johnny Thompson, Airlane Trio,
Fred Fassler Trio. $1.50 cover.

in performance and merjtal lapses
in executing their lines, but they’re
a funny pair and the audience
laughs With them and at them.
There’s a naturalness about these

|

Would-be comics that, serves them
better than well-written material
and polished delivery.

Sedley is the same rapid-fire
While the Raleigh Room’s current i comic. The old Club 18 influence

layout has little marquee value, it is still with him. He gets laughs
nevertheless comprises sufficient throughout his own turn and con-
basic entertainment essentials to tributes bits with his co-workers,

i provide a diverting evening. Other turn on the bill is Boylan
Johnny Thompson, from the cast • singing pair. Their harmonics and

of “Miss Liberty,” capably holds
[

choice of numbers is good, Gordon
down tfie vocal chores. He lias an ( Andrews at the piano backstops

' infectious baritone whidh he uses
|

the acts capably. Jose.

I
to advantage on such varied num- :

.
——

bers as “Hands Across the Table”
, Cafe Soeiefv. IV. V.

and “Little Bit of Heaven.” -
i

Airlane Trio is a versatile combo .

j

Swiss CUalet9 Clii
(BISMARCK HOTEL)

Chicago, March 16.
Barry Noble & Frances King,

Rddcay, Johnny Aladdin
'

Orch (5); minimum $2.00, cover •

80c.

Minii). Terrace. >I|»ls.

(HOTEL NICOLLET)
Minneapolis, March 15.

Bert Wheeler, Slate Bros. (2)

with Linda Bishop, Cecil Golly

Orch (12j with Mildred Stanley;

$l-$l-50 cover; $2.50 minimum..

Comicalities by such expert fun-

sters as Bert Wheeler and the

(Continued on page 55)

Thelma Carpenter. , Mervyn Neb
~ ^ _ ., . v son, -Tony Scott Quartet; $3.50Composed of guitar, organ and ac-, minimum.
cordion, the group runs the gaihut

|

‘ ' '

fF
011™ dixieland. Acous^i Thelma Carpenter, headlining at

tics of this softly-lit room help
;
this intime Greenwich Village spot,

accent the small crew s arrange-
;

pleases with a quintet of torehy
ments. and haimopies, A holdover

: and bluesy numbers. She has a
is Fred Fassler s trio. Accompanied i strong and at times hiusky voice
by piano and accordion, violinist that puts over “Baby, Won’t You
Fassler injects a continental flavor

,
; pieaSe Come Home,” “Sweetie

by soloing from table to table;
•• ' Gilb.

' Show tunes go over well in this
1

small room, and neat delivery by
Harry Noble and Frances King:
bring hefty response. Their at-

1

rangements are unusual, and com-

1

edy bits interpolated into songs are
refreshing. Team sings with spirit
and finesse, and King’s piano ac-

1

comp adds zest to the act. _ :
^ i

Team runs into trouble on bal- l

lads, though. While striving for
‘

unusual harmonic effects, they
i

tend to lose track of the basic
j

melodic structure and rhythmic I

feeling of the song. “So in Love”
'

and “September Song” renditions
suffer from this fault Keeping
closer to melody or possibly get-
ting rhythm accompaniment" from
orch would help.
But they are excellent on “Great

Come and Get It Day,” “You Make
Me Feel So Young,” and “If This
Isn’t Love,” Latter, the closer, is

sprinkled . with extra comedy lines
which enhance the version greatly.
But outstanding number is “Show
Business,”: into which they have
inserted samples of old vaudeville
songs and dialog in a fresh and
lively manner.

Chalet has a new yodeler, Harry :

Rodcay (New Acts), who handles
stint capably.

;
Johnny Aladdin

Orch doesn’t have too much to do
during Noble & King stint, but
does fine backing job for Rodcay

COMEDIENNE

PERSONAL
APPEARANCES

WM. H. RING
2075 N. Argyl* Avc.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

"SWEETHEARTS OP HARMONY"

PALACE, New York
MARCH 16-22

Personal Manager:

F. DERR SWISHER
155 E. 52nd Street, Now York City— EL 5*7600

|;Pie,” “LoneSomest Gal in Town” I
and fills floor witli*^ smooth dance i

,

and similar tunes. A looker, and
j

sets. \ Chan. '

[

attractively gowned, colored song-

|

stress registers with intensity.
! However/ her eyes-closed stance,

j
while conveying the romantic

;
mood, tends to cut off her rapport

|

with the clientele, and some less

j.
familiar selections don’t click as

! solidly as those With ready-made
|
appeal.

i Comedy assignment is handled
!.by Mervyn Nelson, who holds'

j

forth for some 25
s

.

minutes. Nel- :

soil’s approach is satiric, but his
jibes are directed for the most
part at already well-peppered tar-

gets, the Gallic vocalist, the folksy
balladeer, nitery emcees and the
mad psychiatrist, Nelson’s mate-
rial is uneven, With his takeoffs
of a swing club emcee and “a Latino

YOU MUST VISIT

RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY

yvhtit In LONDON for Bargain* in

Furs/. Fur Coats. Luggage, Trav#!

and Sparfs Goodisi—Call af 1 Port-

man Stroaf ; (cornur of Oxford

Sfruut), Marblo Arch, London, W.l.

CuiTontty

ORPHEUM, OAKLAND
Man#o#m#nt:

MARCUS CLASER

CHAS. HOGAN OFFICE

203 N. Wabash/ ‘

.
Chicago

Thanx to

All Cpneorned on th«

WRst Coast
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May Become Public Park Project
Atlantic City* March 21.

Fate Of the big Million Dollar

Pier top attraction from the time

it was built until after the first

World War, hangs in the balance.

Both the Atlantic City Hotel

Assn and the Chamber of Com-
ynprc'e powerful groups, came out

with demands last week (18) that

he pier, partly razed by fire last

September, be acquired by the re-

sort and operated as a part of the

public park system.

The groups in joint letters
.
to

Mayor Joseph Altman and city

commissioners, expressed ‘‘grave

concern” over the future opera-

tion of the pier and the type' of

amusement which might be offered

there.

and comfort and convenience of
the visitors to Atlantic City.”

Tlie pier previous to the fire had
a huge dance floor and another
building used

.

as a roller skating
rink and later a bingo parlor in the
front. Behind the dance hall was
a vaudfilm theatre. Another the-
atre Was located near end of pier,
which had a. stadium where water
sports were held and for years a
top attraction,

Should the city take oyer the
pier, it would be the, second such
structure it has acquired. The
Carden pier, uptown' amusement
center with its big dance hall and
legitimate theatre, . is now being
transformed into a * public park
after having been foreclosed by

Ireneti Blue Angel, N. Y.
Charles Trenet, will play his first

IT. S. date in two years at the Blue
Angel, N. Y„ starting- April 13.
Nancy Andrews, recently in the
legiter ‘‘Touch and Go,” will be on
the same bill.

Previously, Trenet’s N. Y, nitery
stands were at the Embassy and
Persian Room. It’s the first time
that he'll play an intime N. Y, spot.
Portia Nelson will remain on the
show, and piano team of Eadie arid
Rack will move into the main room,
as well as doubling in the lounge.

Their letters followed the opera- ,'

^e delinquent taxes

tion of the pier last year by Charles
Island promoter.Costello, .

Costello lost his three-year lease

following a court fight when he was
accused of violating its terms.

Meanwhile Clarence K. Crossan;

president of Allied Realties, of

Philadelphia, owners of the pier,

refuses to comment on the situar

tion. Reports are circulating that

Crossan is about to or has conclud-

ed a 10-year lease with, another

lessee which will operate the pier

in the coming season.

M. B. Markland, resort construc-

tion company owner, haSv had men
busy cleaning up fire debis. The
four towers of the pier, long a
landmark, are being tom down.
Workmen are also demolishing all

superstructure of the pier to deck
level in the section charred by the
fire.

The two civic bodies Want the
pier taken over by the city to pre-
vent further use of “this property
for amusement purposes detrimen-
tal to the tone of the Boardwalk

To Install

% Omaha, March 2iv
Closing of deluxe Stork Club

has encouraged lesser local non-
gambling clubs to splurge more
liberally on talent. Result has
been that the Cave (Hill Hotel)
has been using, a band, a couple
of acts and featured singer. Frolics
too has put in regular attractions,

also the Seven Seas.
Stork Club, where there was a

casino operating, is hopeful that
it will be able to open again but
general impression is against it.

About a half dozen downtown
lesser spots of larger tavern type
are putting in entertainers with
the result that there is more talent
here now than in many months,

N.Y. Sets Support

Show for Sinatra
Booking of the Copacabana,

•N.Y.-, show opening tomorrow
(Thurs.) was completed early this

week. With the exception of head-
liner Frank Sinatra, who was set

some time ago. Copa operators
had been shopping around for a
surrounding bill. Layout will in-

clude Larry Storch, who will dou-
ble for six days out of the Para-
mount, N. Y.; Fred and Sledge,
who’ll bicycle from “Kiss Me,
Kate;” Russ Emory and Lorna
Lynn.
Ted Lewis winds up at the Gopa

tonight 'Wed.).

Barbara Ann Scott leer

Expect Vaude
Continued from page 51

''TOPS” In DAZZLING
THRILL-A-BATICS!

Currently

TORONTO, CAN.
MARCH 17-25

Direction:,

MILES INGALLS
Hotel Alter, New York

WANTED
.One week’s, work ' at the Palace The*

New York. Having played all
.jne leading theatres in the country,
including the Keith's, Boston; Golden
vate T,, S. F.; Orpheum, h. A.; Pnrav
mount, nIcny York; Boxy, Earl, Phila.;
'-apitol, Wash.; Olympia, Miami.

i
WHITEY ROBERTS

see or call c/o Kalchelm and Smith
R.K.O. BldiL, N. Y.

play off some of their lesser prod-
uct in one or two week runs, and
bigger films could continue at the
Loew-operated Capitol and nearby
Radio City Music Hall.

;

As it is, Loew. sold two films to

the nearby vauder the RKQ-Palace.
/ “Sidestreet.” starts at that house to-

I morrow ( Thurs. ) and “Challenge

j

to Lassie” April 6. It’s felt that

[these are the type pictures that
• could very well be shown at the
State in conjunction with, a stage

I

bill.

j

At the same time. RKO execs
i are expected to study the results

|

of the Metro pictures at the Pal-

ace. There is some feeling that if*

they could guarantee runs longer

|

than one week, they could increase
• grosses and thus book two-week

[
bills to overcome the scarcity of

i
suitable acts. However, most RKO

Hildegarde and her . personal
manager, Anna Sosenko, sail from
New York April 12 on the S.S.
America to fill some dates at
Les Ambassadeurs, Paris, the
Kursaal in Knock, Belgian' water-
itig place, and Rome. They will be
abroad until the end of June and
plan to pick up a new wardrobe,
some new European songs and the
like.

Having trailblazed some out-of-
the-way towns in Florida, in
Springfield, 111., and the like, Miss
Sosenko feels that there is a broad
new market, potential for Hilde-
garde in the lesser keys where
there is plenty of money but Where
people , can’t get away, to New
York, Chicago of San Francisco
too frequently. Coppiqus & Schang
have Hildegarde set for a five-

week concert tour, starting Oct.
23, at around $3,000 a night against
percentage. She returns to Marble-
head and Dennis, Mass., and other
strawhats for one-woman shows
this summer. This is in addition
to return bookings in late 1950
and 1951 at the Olympic, Seattle;
Mark Hopkins, San Francisco; Co-
coanut Grove, L A.; tl\e Thunder-
bird, Las Vegas; the Copley Plaza,
Boston, etc.

A deal had been pending for
Hildegarde to open at and convert
the Tapestry Room of the Park
Lane hotel, N, Y., into a nitery.

spot. There is the likelihood also
she may return to the Hotel
Plaza’s Persian Room, although
Miss Sosenko insists on some radi-
cal rebuilding and renovations.
Hildegarde has been seven sea-
sons,

,
sometimes tvvice-a-year, at

the Plaza, and before that four
years at the Savoy-Plaza^ across
5th avenue. Their idea is for a
change of pace. Between her
Decca record buildup? television,

etc., the idea of exploring new
horizons and getting away from
the same “route” of Hilton, Statler,

Schine and kindred hotels is the
present thinking;

Hits Bif $17,000 For

7 Skows ia Troy, N.Y.

Troy, March 21;.

“Skating Sensations of 1950,” in

its first American engagement at

Renselaer Polytechnic Institute

Field House, grossed $17,000 in

five- days (seven performances) at

$3. top. Frank Gorman, son of

j owner Tommy Gorman, Ottawa
hockey - baseball promoter, . ex-

pressed satisfaction w i t h the

patronage attracted by , Barbara
Ann Scott troupe, in view of re-

moteness of location—House is

four long blocks from a bus line

—and fact it Was the first ice show
to play Troy.

Scott show, touring Canadian
cities arid towns since October,
has played to more than 700,000
people. Only other American date
scheduled was three days. (20-22)

at Hamilton College Field House
in Clinton, N. Y; Troupe has no
portable freezing equipment. Well
received here by critics and the

public, “Sensations”
;

will finish

run end of April.

Cafe disk-jockeying is fast be-

coming a haven for personalities

without radio backgrounds. The

nitery lounge .spielers coming from

radio are getting tc be in the mi-
nority, Indicative of the new trend
is the fact that Gypsy Rose Lee
is being considered for the platter-

pilot role at the Diamond Horse*

shoe, N; Y.
.
If deal is made, she’ll,

join the ranks of N. Y. Post col-

umnist Earl Wilson (Monte’s),

pressagent Ed Wiener (Hickory

House), singer Bea Kalmus (Hut-

tons) and Jack Eig (Copacabana).

Latter came from radio.

A deal is on for Dave Elman, who
at one-time headed the radio show,;.

“Hobby Lobby,” with the Lsitin

Casino, Philadelphia; Harry Stein-

man, Latin Casino boniface, turried

to Elman after inability: to come
through with a deal for Barry
Gray. Latter .asked for a $1,250

weekly guarantee plus 35% of the

commercial coin. Terms Avere con-

sidered too steep.;

The Diamond Horseshoe deal for

Gypola is still up in the air. Ne-
gotiations are expected to resume;
in two weeks when Diamond
Horseshoe boniface Billy Rose re-

turns from a Nassau vacation; ;

Conriee Boswell has signed with
the William Morris Agency follow-
ing a term with Music Corp. of
America.

Jean Sabion is slated for an ap-
pearance at the Etoile theatre,

Paris, April 14, following current
tour of the Moss Empire theatres,

England.
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Saranac Lake
By Happy Bemvay

Saranac Lake, N. Y., March 21.

Daisy Nolan from N. Y. C. to
help her son, Johnny (IATSE)
Nolan, celebrate his top medical
report.

Birthday greetings are in order
to Jack Wasserman. RKO staffer,

and Frank Walters, publicity man-
ager from Atlantic City, at the
Variety Clubs hospital and doing
OK.
Tom Lamb in from Chicago to.

bedside and chat With Jenny Foley,
Who has been upped for meals" arid

film shows.
Joe Fal Ion , deckhand from

Houston, celebrated his birthday
via a bedside party,

Jeannette: Binkley shot ih from

toppers feel that the house Is; doing - skiing vaca-

dkay, despite some recent reverses. tion. She visited the lodge arid

and Sam
almost eritii;ely on its flesh

!
LaBal bo flash trig good clinic" re-

and they re unwilling to change the
• ^

!• situatiori unless business tumbles
1 severely

ports.

Princess Alda Benedict., former
Rogerite, now at -the Raybrook,
N. Y. f

sanatorium, .anticipates an
all-clear soon.
Delpbin (RKO) Streder ended

I observation period with a top

i
clinic report which ups him for

! meals and picture shows.
I After mastering the Munokli
operation with a longtime bed rou-

tine, Ed (IATSE) GaiSer drew his

first real good clinic report.

Write to those who are ill.
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Sarah Vaughan for Bop City

Sarah Vaughan is scheduled to

headline the first anni show at Bop
City, N. Y., beginning April 12.

Songstress is slated for a threer

Week stand there following a 10-

day date at Giro’s, San Francisco,

! beginning March 30.

• CURRENTLY, BEACHCOMBER, MIAMI—H«ld Over 4 Weeks

• April 1. «, 15 end 22, ON THE NATIONALLY SPOTLIGHTED

'SATURDAY NIGHT REVUE'—NBC-TV

• Opening April 23, LATIN QU ARTER, New York

Perioneil Menagement:

ALBERT end ESSRIG ASSOCIATES
1419 Broadway, N«w York— JUdion 4-1S4B

‘i
.

'
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MUSIC CORPORATION OP AMERICA
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Wednesday, March 22, 1950

MnbIc Hall* X. Y. stars, does a yocklng Version of
Hildegarde, and closes with 1m-

Roxy, X*?Y%
China Doll Revue with Ming &

Ray Mcf
Nunley;
“Francis
RIETY, L does slick iiooungk ueu ringing oy Koon> Cd1fp$ fa Ballet, Rockettes,

the two Shepard Bros, is tuneful choral Ensemble % Music Halt Four, Ink Spots walk .away The transfer of a nitery show

ST. S-h
Cole

0t
and Wtet bertesque Wthtte™. ^^s^^tMSr^m;-A preW'shS f.

‘

‘/good ..-marquee ‘"Strength toliack up
t ^he Pepperettes, a femme sing-

vtewe* tn
;

variety march », bu.
into slick version of “Maybe,” en^ exUa

the much-publicized Francis trio; scorg with “I Didn’t Know - QnA nni\ cu hanced by some jitterbugglng by aiUdends front tne hoi^e.

business should register better
th| Gun Was Loaded” and “Ghat- Traditional know-1how .and p^ish two of the lads. “With My Eyes In the case of the Roxy's pur-

than the house average after ,
the tanooga shoe Shine,” given some embellish the current Music ^Hajl wide Open” is neatly done. Close chase of the nearby China Doll

record-smashing Bob Hope-Jane production trimmings. ^ bill-of-fare, a skip-and-hop through wit̂

i

DidnT Care” for solid show, the benefits are self-evident.

Russell previous show. ... “The Glory Road” gets effective the European scene with a lengthy retUrns. Th5 ?
afe £as a fairly slight display,

Cole works with more variety treatment -from Jessie Owens, a stopover in Dublin m deference
t •

, « n - ftrch backs DUt the .Roxy’s; production makes
and humor than when last caught

ftne Sa Selv Thnine of to St.Pat’s Day, Vaude turns are ChUn u look like a big deal. The sets

here. In addition to his soft-voiced
<jancer$ , cOmes on again to intro- nicely worked m to harmonize with *cts in superb style. cna

, amj the orchestral backing give

Fox. St. Louis
Baby, " M

i Almost x.osi iviy mum hoofine bv Jean Harvey and oth- ineir coiortui oest. upsnoi is «] ’
•
• - me caie. xne euiiecuon oi urien-

and a medley of his past disk hits,
ets -finy five-year-old Ernie Gam- revue with zingy. pace and enough St. Louis, March 18. tail acts performs pleasantly for a

he does a keyboard bit that’s a
erota, with his parents providing mixture for .broad .appeal. , .

. 'Frank Marlowe, Cedric Aigy, Eh good all-around effect,

showmanly combination of. Plan- musical accompaniment on ac- Labeled ‘Going Places, • layout ton Britty Peggy Taylor Trio, Re- The theatre makes, excellent use
istic virtuosity and subtle humor,

cordion and banjo, brings down opens in a. London fog, giving the nard & Arden, Joe Page, Joe of the cafe’s line. The nine Orien-
plus a calypsp vocal away from the house as he warbles two num- authentic feel

,
of auto traffic pick- Sehirmer, Frank rPanus Orch; tais perform some fetching hiim-

' iirhinVi ' no- CPI iC- ' WITH . j.a " iriet Ifc iirav tnrrtnffn rna miniMT Tract iPaiuamM : : ....n .

and the orchestral backing give
* the show more authority arid bet-
ter playing values than it has in
the cafe. The collection of Orien-
tal acts performs pleasantly for a
good all-around effect;

The theatre makes, excellent use

the piano which he sells bers from atop a chair....
. .a ... , .. irtS.its way through the Murk- Fast “Mm im the Eiffel Tower** iRKQ). bers on their own as well as pio-

maximum appreciation of the hum- Comedy again pokes itself to the switch is effected to a brightly lit -
:

v__ vide atmosphere for, the rest of
ber’s clever wordage. Piano and fore as Don McElvey ably traves* stage in which the Rockettes. pour-

r.nn tininmr in the hieh eear of the talent. The costumes are high
hnncfrt Hrnms instrumental is an- i.: at iner denenhvclv nut. of a diminu- continuing in ine nign gear oi ,

other deviation ..ftom^the hereto- Hitz> from the band, coritribs neat tive, Crosley, knocks out a rapid
^ ^ The Roxy show brings back Long

.rather '.straight Cole .routjne
solo trumpeting. Heidt ts^es a- 9i&g r(>“tine: Their precision formations; oy*IV.iMtill^coM>pg4uffawsigtn Tack Sam for his first date in this

Of multiple ballads. Bongo, drum; at vocalizing and then his troupe and smartly synced terping are par ^L“nrhe eUrrenriavo^t w country in many years. This ven-
mer, newest addition to. the

^

tr^>
ai ,ide with ^ &gns signifying they for the, course. ;

. erable Chinese, who at one time
(which actually makes it * four- «

int another boss. They^re onir Pans transition is .handled via headed one of the top flash acts,
some .

gets a well deserved pahn
kiading, however, for they wind up a giant spinning record accompany- ment value pi .tne prcceaing ses

shows only „ sn,au portion of his

.
for his superb hand-beating on the telHng how they lovC hiirir

' ing the canned singing of^Ll Vie S®"- i“
t
* thr ateies from stage tricks. He has two small spots

hides. .. Jerry Singer, ex.Marine, Is a en Rose by EdithPiaf . ThePlaf
a

* jajjsgoLl-J.,, stuff inkid- of his own in which he does a

,
McKinley

,

is one of, the few name knoctoht wll* his one-legged danc- rendition, a.now-classic demonstra- :
adds some^ swell stuff in kid

few^ M rtagi<.. He hasn’t lost
leaders who realize that a .theatre

ing and acrobatics. The produc- tion oftorchyprowess.firmly sets mg the^customers ana aismng
hjs 0,d skill . And he emcees caps-

engagement is different than a
tion number . “Country Style,” pro- the atmosphere. Lucienne and °ut some mity cnatter,

bly.
dance date and that a frontman vides more lively rustic stepping Ashoiir then swing into

^
their But Marlowe must share -top Comedy is by Ming and Ling,

has to sell himself as well as his
and paves the way for the show’s knockabout and acrobatic Apache honors with.Gedyic and Algy, a wh0 show their familiar line of

music. Genial and personable, Me-
biggest laughs as the dancers go dance. Routine is spectacular^but pair of English balancers who in hillbilly i numbers and vocal im-

Kinley distinctly sparks a stage-
i the au(jience and bring part- there is too much rough stuff to striped trousers, cutaway coats and preSsions for good returns. The

show with hjs dry and drawling ngrs onto stage, including suit the bland and tasteful format buttonaires wham over1 one qf the Kanazawa trio get their usual
emceeing. Leader does only a brief

Dlants to ^6 dance with them. of Music Hall shows. Bhital, if slickest acts of its type, And not quota of applause with their risley
stint behind the drums on the The drums get a terrific work- cleverly faked, display of a male far behind are Renard and Arden, work t

. while Toy and Wing do ex-
“That’s Aplenty” opener but has

out from 12-year-old Tommy performer beating and kicking a a pair of comic dancers; the gala cellently with their familiar line
several vocal spots,^ pairing .with Checfc who handles his sticks With tattoo on his femme partner is looker^and shapely, and the male 0f ballroomology. Latter make an
Dale Nunley for

;
Go to Sleep, the aplomb and skill of an experi- nitefy format curiously off base a dead pan, goofy looking guy. especially good impression in an

Band chirper on her own is only enced veteran. Blind Pierce Knox for the family following of this His slow motion stuff to the gal s exposition of oldie terps,
sorso with “I Get a Kick Out of wins a big harid with his xylophone premier showcase. fast pace gets merited applause. The act lineup is completed with
You.” Orch performance is round- playing but the greatest applause Piece-fie-re$istance comes on in Peggy Taylor Trio, two males Florence Ahn, a slight gal who
ed out With a Rodgers-Hart med-

all is reserved for Ralph Sig- a toast to the Irish patron saint and another looker, present a has a big voices General effect is

sorso with I Get a Kick Out of wins a big hand with his xylophone premier showcase.
You.” Orch performance is round- but the greatest applause Piece-de-re$istance come
ed out. With a Rodgers-Hart med- reserved for ^albh Sig- a : toast V the; Irish patn

British characterizations a bit too Lotd >

s Prayer” the foundation; a would be trite with repetition but joe Page, balancer and juggler,
heavily, but are efneraBy expert

stil
.ring, moving productioh number the season makes

.

them tight. performs*on a miniature’ teeter
i-h2moJ^®:

,®SSt .bits,are, an
enlisting most of the cast is socko Standout is Raymond's manly goard atop a tab]e. Outstanding

HngUlL, Sn
1?.

,

i
nC

!
r —a smash finale before Heidt's re- chirping of “The

.
Meadows of. stunts are balancing himself on

the fights, end^ a, .femme, drunk introductions of the performers.^ Heaven." Glee club’s support puts his head while keeping the board
with a crymriaiwt wbai^ Impres- ifs a lot of show, but apparently the rlcff touches to the solo work. ln actt0n and later working his

S
ii not too much, judging by the cus- Insh format also sees the sensa- way through a steel hoop while

although brief, is also a standout.
toraers , sustained interest and ap- tional baton twirling and even atop the hoard. Customers likedA Par veteran^ Johnny Coy im- Diause Larger lower floor well more spectacular juggling of the hinT

K
proves With each repeat at this n0Dtn ated for first of four perform- sticks by Ted and Flo Vallett. This • ^aiind K«i.tn ««Use. ;^His tapping- Is 'imaginative W team is good and the patrons Went A &&

Olympia, Miami
Miami, March 19.

Basil Rathbone, Sammy Walsh,
•• t »r_ n * .' •• o

and technically superior, highlight
of his current act being a tapster’s

nightmare wherein he tries to
stamp out the tap echoes that
haunt him. Coy’s informal style

of handling his announcements is

also an assist,

McKinley band does a solid job
of backing the acts through a bet-

ter-than-average 60-minute bill.

Rich,

Radio City, Mpls.
Minneapolis, March i8.

ances opening day. Rees.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, March 19.

Blair & Dean, Dave Barry, Jay-

team is good and the patrons went . -f*’ There isn’t much sparkle to the
all-out for the. display. Commodi- lineup current here, which ^at best

nuuic luncimg wosco ui uic uurona. iit UJ uaillllir Tfaipil.

Turn has a sock finish in which - Toplirier Basil Rathbone is pur

... .
ime omn aiiu vnaixj.

1 {’ Ia1a„v. a< 1UUCU Ui a DClin U1 J.COMM1KO, uiu
Accent in current C&pitol lineup jn keeping with the Irish decor, ^b^bis interp of material of the legit and radio stai'

is oh nostalgia and cornea combo canvas comes on in the guise of. a a
i
e on

C
instru-

js around the classics from
which has obvious appeaMor house haywagon hauled by an ox team. ment * Biz fair. banu. Browning and Shelley to Shakes-
regulars. Headliner is Sam JacK Act is crisply delivered in a solid

;
peare. It’s a bit over the average

Kaufman,. Capitol maestro, who is combo of the comic and acrobatic. SAJifilA vaude fan’s head, despite excellent

is built around the classics from
Browning and Shelley to Shakes-
peare. It’s a bit over the average
vaude fan’s head, despite excellent
projection,

Miss Lee is a comely
,
songstress

Minneapolis, March i8. IcTiKc
combo of the .comic and acrobatic. Palomar, Seallle vaude fan’s head, despite excellent

Horace Heidt Variety Revue celebrating his iOth anniversaiy Body flips and leaps off the canvas _ ’ _ _ , projection,

with Musical Knights (12), Heidt with tbe. big ^Loew ai
J^

jre fairly routine but nice timing
.

,

Seattle, March 16. Miss Lee is a comeiy, songstress

Steppers (121, Russ Budd, Shepard around whom show is biiUt. Payegs for the laughs in some slow-mo- Mehta h Arnow, Michael Foster, with a solid delivery which em-
Bros. 12)., Rudy & Lee, Pepperettes raliy to the senUmcntal motif, and tion. gymnastics deserve and cop a Townsmen Trio, Paddy Wing, braces musicomedy and operetta

(3), Jessie Owens, Jean Harvey, go
c?*

1

#
ol

r.i.»A
!

iA
t
oSj

10
Kav

t
^ tf^Witt

S0Ug„ *?
and

' „ . . . .
Vaughan, Ray Watkins Orch standards with equal facility to cop

Jackie & Connie Barrie, Camerotas *ivnn AillSm
Bl1

.
1 'S. smartly conceived fo close (10), “Rosegnna McCoy" (RKO), top honors.

(3), Don McElvey, Al Hitz, Jerry — Walsh, who sometimes looks and
Singer, Tommy - Check- Pierce P°.

w
„
a WMtawton Itousegatl,. exhibition of virtuosity by the current show at the Palomar is sounds like a carbon of Joe E.

Knox, Ralph Sigumld: “Free for n hl’r oWn
s; a

J?f
d
S right uMo standard^with thwsUck Lewis, gets over nicely with songs

All” (U) • gai being spotlighted m her own Ballet. Girls, use white-feathered “.fri , A ie
c,
sllC

u and gags. He also emcees in af-
right and then joining forces in a fang to work Out some attractive ,31^ «u

nusu
®i*

vbc
2|

lz
J^
n® ^ fable manner

Playing its first vaudfilm thea- duet. Miss De Witt, a local dis- floral effects. Routine is not new Sji?*
131

?-
Tiding hjgh. Ray Wat-

Unicycle and bicycle work of

ire engagement in more than -a but^the Surprise combinations still
on^stage

g
fo?^thU ^essfon^dds^o Larry And Lynn is standard stuff,

year and a half after devoting it-
Capitol audiences.

_

She has a rock the house. This goes;double 1
’

dd to and fits well into the lineup, while

self to radio and to ohe-nighters, strong versatile flare
.

yfien.
;

costuming and lighting ef-
0v
^
aU

,

imp
^
ct

* Norman Brown adds pace to t lie

this Horace Heidt revue stacks up fPr
which has

v£i
fects are as_ expertly handled as is Melita and Arnow open with a proceedings with bis dancing-

as socko boxoffice and a big tune attention. n
/!«w

the Music Hall custom. Wit. tomd dance and carry on in a mod- drummer routine. Les Rhode and
motley’s worth bf entertainment, f

'
'

1

•.

'

' Flamenco and a flirtation house orch are okay on the back-

It’s'different from the show which ^ riilea^n Fhl dance with a flash ending thats groundings. Lary.
Hpiilt hrniiffht hprp a fpw vcar«? °t ber local fans. MlSS Allison IlttUgU9 t HI okay.

lu*
1

'was ' startine[
W
his^na^ still registers with a sweet, though Chicago, March 17. Michael Foster empire «hnw ahlv , w

’

?ades^of • vLStful
3
Went :

dwcov-' conventional, soprano. Both gals
. Martin Bros. (2 ), Lina Romay, an^ ^Lo?es^L own snoLwit^^^

Empire, V.ondon .

Jries
* youthtul talent disepv

chose sentimehtal tunes for the Dean Murphy, Ink Spots (

4

>y Louis -'SSSj }

'

l*

}
Sf ' London, March 6.

Heidt’s initial offering ihade no occasion. The De Witt medley of Basil House Orch; «Yoimg Man drunk trying tb uiS g
his ”ea? Empire] Girls (24)> Empire -Bat-.

prSfioa^^oM3^ Paris is especially Witli dHorf (WB). ^
other^ontest'winners TaJe

n
|arry 1 the VM, Ripple'’ of WhUe new ’^There is heavy ^^

ever, he brings & Well-staged, elab- .the Jnnmy Durante an ei, fills the bii vocalizing, there is enough ac- men Trio, three lads who give out
Battleground (M-G).

^ bS >cal Sn5; ^is^ Allison

ago when lie was starting his pa- registers

rades ; °f ' youthful talent discov-

. , . : nuiuiciii muwii auus wcitc .
tu ui«

Melita and Arnow open with a proceedings with bis dancing-1

tornd dance and carry on iri a mod- drummer routine. Les Rhode and
ified Flamenco^ and a flirtation house orch are okay on the back-
qance with a flash ending that s groundings. Lary.
okay. ••

.

Michael Foster emcees show ably Empire, London
; London, March 6.

Empire Girls ( 24), Empire Bal-

let (20), Choral Ensemble (12 v

with real form, some class and success than his predecessors of into a well balanced layout, Show and guitar on “Fly Right ” “Rain” Although not seen until the last

more of a professional aid. recent weeks. Material is fresh and is well-paced and runs smoothly. and “My Wife Has Left Me” Thev five, minutes of this hour showi .1 lie

. The mixture of song; dance, tail- f
A
u,
IPy* 5est is his takeoff on Martin Bros: open with two ma- wind up^pantomiming to records of Empire Girls once again won big-

sic and comedy is served in front Arthur Godfrey, a^hometown lad. rionettes doing Spanish-Americaii “Timptashun” and “Cigarettes gest ovation. Their precision work
of the Heidt 12^piece Musi^l'-Mlxe5JP?1

l
:a’t\ob-s

' wi
1̂ .Jbbfpbs®Abd' dances. A sort of drag dance by Whiskey and Wild Wild Women” and routines continue on a high

Knights, comprising four each of bw
^
Ripple gargling of a tune, two skeletons brings good re-r for heftv applause

’ level, especially the ballet, ; ..

rhythms, brass and saxes. The rou- aii’ to nice Yeception. sponse. A recalcitrant doll is amus- New Nat Karson production is

lining is effective and the pacing • Blair & Dean. impress as a terp jng. Closer is a pair of puppets x-**
3
^*! Kaiilf

”

titled “Magazine Follies.” “Lovely

fast, with each of the numerous team with a future.
#

Couple strive giving out on “Darktown Strutter’s
taps anc» ballet taps, selling ably. to Look At,” expeftly played by

. . . _ A. . J . • . X AAU AA A A 1 Xaa' AkA A A .A J A aa' . A A A X X1a A A « « 4 O ' ^ ^ — A* ^ T a a _ .1 _ A - - . J *
- a A. .<4 . 1 . 1 A >.4

acts necessarily limited in running for^ novelty, roUnding out their Ball.”
giving but 6ti “Darktown Strutter’s

laps anc* Dallet tflPs » selling ably. to Look At,” expertly played by
Ball.” Miss Vaughan comes on to open the George Melachrino orch is an

Lina Romay: turns on the charm with “Once in a While showing attractive opening to an all abound
for a swingy version of “Tico a surprising range and slick com good bill. Reg Redcliffe; fast mov-
Tico.” Medley of “Not For Me” trol for socko results. She fbllows ing, hard working and imaginative
and “A Good Man Nowadays Is up with “I Cried for You,” “Body rhumba xylophonist gets over withmaking being infantile, crude, caught on nicely at show seen. and “A Good Man Nowadays Is up with “I Cried for You,” “Body rhumba xylophonist gets over with

staid or in bad taste, but despite
x
Jay Walkers have a formless -Hard to Find” brings hefty ap- and Soul” and then segues into a sock. The Craddocks are a trio

this deficit the show also holds type of acro-clowning act, bound plause. Her standard, “Chui, Chui” “Mean to Me” in faster tempo. She of continental knock-abouts whose
plenty of laughs, together to a convincing entity via registers well. Closer is a novel displays excellent phrasing plus nonchalant antics get laughs,

.

.

A pretty girl appears before the a “theme” line dance. They work version of “Music, Music, Music,” the ability to sing in a minor key As in previous Empire vaudfilm
curtain to tell the customers in hard for laughs With creditable in which she dances off with a against the band that make ,for a shows, the finale proves to be the

a half performance. The Heidt At that, they get plenty of laughs] Dean Murphy, impressionist. Me.” Called back she begs off routines make for a zingy getaway.
Steppers, comprising 12 young peo-J and mitt action. Lowe .

1 goes through a brace of Hollywood 1 with "While You’re Gone.’’Reed. Myrd.
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HOUSE REVIEWS

Bowers, 4 D’Lovelies, Ross Wyse,

jr & Peggy Womadk, Gus Van,

Briefc Bros. & Gloria; “Davy Crock*

5t« Indian Scout” (UA), reviewed

in Variety Jan; 11,
>

50.

The Palace presentation this

weeK has a good overall character

despite a couple of lapses, fliere ?s

a great deal of strength in the lat-

ter portion of the show, where it

r?ally counts, and generally im-

with 16 minutes of song inter-
spersed with gags.

Benito’ “Pat" Moreno completes
the bill and his midway stint holds
attention. He works easily, using
an operatic tenor to get onstage
with “There’s No Tomorrow," in
Italian, slides neatly

,
into vocal

imitations of pop singers and gets
off strongly with straight delivery
pf “Granada." Brog.

pressioft is good. _ .

The return date by Gus Van,

who’s in the next-to-closing slot,

gives a considerable lift to the

show. Van is one of the better

showmen who ingratiates himself

With his delivery. His oldies find

favor with the assemblage, arid he.

takes sortie solid bows,
-.J

The bill really starts perking

;

with Ross Wyse, Jr. and Peggy

}

Womack. Mixed duo, in fifth posi- !

tion, warm the house up all over

>

again with comedy arid aero work.

:

« It’s a smooth, laugh-laden turn that

goes over with top effect

Show’s openers are Wiriton arid

Diane in a pleasant assortment of

taps. Clem Billings, in the trey,
j

has a good dog turn, but his own
approaches at humor are rather I

heavy. Cookie Bowers' caricatures 1

. of various types also bring a good i

return.
;

-i

New Acts arc:
,

Tu-TOnes, Four
.

D'Lovelies arid the Brick Bros.
(2) and Gloria. 1

Don Albert’s orch does its usual
proficient job of backing the show. I

Jose.
|

fasino^Tor^mfo
!

' Toronto, March 17.
j

Mel TorrnC, Joe de Rita & Wan-

1

nita Bates, Larry Foster, King
\

Bros. (2), Jimmie Cameron, Irene !

Cooke, Charles Gregory Girls
(18 ) , Arch Stone house orch;

j

“Arson. Inc** (Astral).

. Mel TOrrtie is the headliner of
current layout and rates the
squeals of the downfront teenagers
but it's Larry Foster and the King

!

Bios, who share the general ap-
plause honors, Foster is held over
for his fine song impressions of r

screen and .radio toppers; the King
;

Bros, sock over on their gracefully-
timed acrobatics that are perfec-
tion in slow-motion balancing.
Tonne, with that sophofnoric.

routine that sends the youngsters, j

gets over nicely with his varied
styles on “Somebody Loves Me,”
“Blue Moon," “You’re Driving Me
Crazy" and “Old Black Magic;’’

j

but he could dispense with much *

of the in-betweei chatter;
Joe de Rita and Waunita Bates

score with their knockabout may-
;

hem; and the line, girls point up
St. Patrick celebrations with an :

Irish policemen’s ball motif; plus.

!

jigs, and a nice song chore by
|

Jimmie Cameron and Irene Cooke.

,

Production finale by the line is one
of those Nile numbers. McStay.

j

Orpheiliii, I.. A.
Los Angeles, March 15.

The Cycleonians ( 3), Mott Hcr-
old, Burn’s Birds, Knight & bay;
Benito “Pat” Moreno, Rochelle &
.Beebe, West & Lorenzo, The No-
vellas (2), Rene Williams . House
Orch T9); “The Blonde Bandit’’
{Rep).

This week’s offering is standard
vaude all the way with nothing •

s.ocko but all acts delivering com-

1

Patently to please the fans, Two =

muscle acts, a bird turn, a dance
team, instrumentalist, and song
and patter make-up the bill.

:
At show caught, the Novellos,

!

combo trapeze and ladder-balanC-

!

jng turn, are out first. Femme does
the muscle work on bar; while

teeters around stage on the
ladder. Act climaxes with trained
pooch joining . master bn top . of
ladder. Two-spot is held by Mort
weroid, young . accordionist who
pleases with four' numbers on the
squeeze box. His personality lacks
punch but the tunes come over
cleverly and that’s what he sells.

* ^
urh.s Birds is the best feathered

-kicking. around the vaude
stage these days! He uses 12 bara-

1

stage these days! He uses 12 para-

1

xeets and a fast line of patter to i

earn good returns. Birds dash
|

through fire, ride trains, perform

!

acrobatics and other stunts that
Java, been well organized. Knight,

Hay are two femmes who fresh-
their pantomimes to records

.

J
itii yarmtions on routines, arting

jair i esuits # The Cycleonians (3) I

uash on stage with unicycles and
two younger members of trio do
111

0 ^le wheel-turning. Third
member clowns on, trick cycles,

}
eain

,

°f the bill is Rochelle &
Beebe witlj their takeoffs on bail-

v

roomolpgy, arid West & Lorenzo

,

? standard song and patter

tr d hid school, Femme of
me K&B act is a natural clown
who catches audience fancy and
the burlesquing of ballroom terp-

w! \con??s;°ver strongly. The tall

!

west and the short Lorenzo amuse
,

Paramount, L.A.
Los Angeles, March 1 6.

Gil Lamb, Herb Jeffries, Bedell
& Mattson, Rosalie & Alvo, Ronnie
Gibson, Fanchonettes .(20), Rube
Wolf Sc Orch (14); “Singing Guns”
(Rep).

'

The downtown sector took /what
it hopes will be a new lease on
life with the Fanchon & Marco
decision to return; flesh to the
Paramount stage. It gives down-
town two regular stage presenta-
tions, tlie other being the ! Or-
phepm’s vaude policy, plus the in-
termittent stand of name talent at
the Million Dollar.

By the best show biz standards,
the offering is not a good one, but
considering the hurry-up decision
to bring it in! today (16), a decision
reached only Sunday (12)* the of-
fering stands up surprisingly well
as entertainment.

, Another surprise
element is the trirnming, : rather
than upping, of admissions. There’s
the bargain rath of 40c until 1

p.m., then 50c to 6 p.m. arid a
straight 80c thereafter. Kids under
12 get in free if accompanied by
parents.;

Formula for the flesh layout
sees just about the same stage set-
up used by F&M in the past for
its presentation shows. Attractive
costumes on comely girls who fea-
ture precision production riuriibers,

a singer and a comic with familiar
names, a couple of fill-in turns, and,
of course, Rube Wolf batoning a
14-piece orch, tossing in asides
arid generally running off the show;
The Fanchonette line of 20

seems likely to become a mainstay
attraction of future presentations.
Lineup was a bit ragged at first

show with the initial number,
“Park Avenue Fantasy," but the
finale offering of “Scottish Preci-
sion’’ brought down a good curtain
and time will smooth out the kinks
and make therri a real precision
line.

Gil Lamb scores best with his

;

impression of a bebop fan at the
;

movies. Otherwise he fosses in
j

some eccentric dancing, a takeoff
on radio commercials and a nur-
sery tune during a long 21 minutes
on stage. Herb Jeffries gives his

vocal style to five tunes at the
j

first show but reception was not:
strong. Numbers, are all slow tempo

[

and lie needs to mix in a/ change
of pace to pep up, his stint. Includ-

1

ed are “Basin Street Blues’’ and

:

“Flariiirigo," latter a tune lie did I

with Duke Ellington on tlie Para-
mount stage not long before it

went dark in 1941.

Bedell & Mattson are record
panlominists who have nothing
that is unusual. They clown to

Carmen Miranda, Crosby-Martin
arid Spike Jones

.
tunes for okay

results. Rosalie & Alvo are a dance
duo with good rhythmic sense that

edmes across in two numbers, Ron-
nie Gibson is the orch chirp and
rates the spotlight on two numbers
that get over nicely, “It’s a Great
Day’’ and “That Mari of Mine.”

Carlos Romero, assisted by Patty
Kinney, produced the show. As a

quickie, the sight values are okay.
Costuming is fresh, stage hangings
good* and lighting indicated that

as soon as cues are established
there will be an all-round neat
physical flash to the presentation.

Brog.

W lminiill , London
London, March 14,

,

1

: Arthur English, Harry Locke .

Johnny McGregor, Jackie Joy,
Goldwyn Duo, Bruce Sc Forsyth,
Keith Lester, Penny Culvert, Rom
hie Hudson, Renee Baxter Sc Wind-,
mill Girls.

There is a set formula for the
vaude shows at this intimate West
End house which pays off hand-
somely. Producer Vivian Van
Da.mm stages a slick 90-mimite
stanza which has a predominant
male appeal. A resident company
of dancers, vocalists and comedians
are supported by guest artists.

Central feature of current show
is the Windmill Girls, With their,

scanty costumes and a wide variety

of routines., One of the newcomers
on the bill is Harry Locke, whose
impressions win nice round of ap-

plause.
'

Arthur Enlish, resident comic/ is

a high powered cockney with an
easy flair for getting laughs. Apart
from the song and dance scenes

there is a neat acrobatic act by the

Goldwyn Duo, a pair of attractive

femmes who perform atop ped-‘

estal. Myro.

Apollo, N. V.
Illinois Jacquet Band (10, Ella

Fitzgerald, Tirnmie Rogers, Berry
Bros. (3), The Juvelys (2); “1

Cheated the Law” (20th). .

Current Apollo show- is geared
at a fast pace, registering top audi-
ence reaction all the way. House
should rack up good returns, since
most of thri acts on the bill are
faves, here.

Comprised of six brasses, five
reeds and three rhythm, Illinois
Jacquet band opens session with a
snappy “Mr. Jazz,” followed by a
vocaling of “Since We Said Good;
bye." The Juvelys., ofay aero team,
\vin salvos with some neat head-to-
head balancing. :

Three Berry Bros.,- a sock act,
bring down the house with their
slick hoofery and.fancy cane twirl-
ing. Tirnmie Rogers, in the comedy
spot, starts off slowly, but soon had
the payees in his corner in re-
sponse to a number of ybck-com-
pelling bits.

Ella Fitzgerald's, song styling
goes over big* with nifty versions
of “East of the Moori," “Don’t Cry
Joe” combined with “Happiness Is

a Thing Called Joe,” “How High
the Moon.” “Fellow Tone” and
“Basin Street Blues" hitting ap-
plause jackpot. The Jacquet orch
is melted down to a nirie-man
combo aggregation in the closing
stint. Composed of three horns,
three sax and three rhythm, group
contribs solid session on “Black
Velvet," “Blow Illinois Blow" and
“Flyirig Home;”/ Miss Fitzgerald
joins: in on latter number for solid
getaway; '

• J

Continued from page 2 ssjsT

the evening there is supper danc-
ing to the tunes of a Danish fave
on the continent, Sven Admussen;
and his orch;, Maty Raye & Naldi,
American dance team, are an add-
ed attraction.

Not just any old tourist is wel-
come;’ however, and that’s what,
has some Americans here burned
when they realize the club was
built with dollars provided by the
world’s greatest democracy. To-
get in, v the tourist must be rec-

ommended by one of the club’s

members (they iriclude the Infanta
of Spain and a good many of the
old native favorites of the Musso-
lini-era) or by a top official of one
of the embassies here.

If one belongs to “a good club"
at home, showing of' proper cre-

dentials will also get him in. Fee
for visitors is 2,000 lire ($3.20) for

a 10-day card. To be a Charter
member costs 50,000 lire ( 85),

while a year’s membership is

10.000 lire ($15).

Since anyone has 10,000 lire, ex-

plains Madame Vaiensano, who
with her husband runs the estab-

1 i shmen t ,
th e money factor means

nothing. Therefore, she says, ad-

mittance is limited to those who
are leaders in their field or who
get the open sesame from their

embassies or from the ECA.
“It is not necessary : to have blue

blood to join this club," Madame
j

Vaiensano states. “Naturally, we I

have many names in the Roman
nobility and we hope to keep our
club with a good name by having
only the better classes from Amer-
ican. France and Spain! etc., here.”
One floor of the building is oc-

cupied by the Fiametta film thea-

tre. This 220-seater features “for-

eign films" in the original version

and is handsomely decorated. The
Valensanos expect also to book
concerts when not playing films.

They have been trying recently, to

wet Yehudi Menuhin. \

Continued from page 52

Miim* Terrace* 1 Mpls. ,
Flame, plushiest nitery in town;

Slate Bros., with some first-rate ' a S°0
°d

,

tu
“,„i

n
hoofing tossed in for good meas- i

iianspoiting the De Salvo .aggie-

ure, make this show pleasing cn- Mteon-' -Ute Greek’s Duluth,

tertainment and an appetizing^'.'Mi??-. boite (the pamej as^a mag-
; laugh dish for this plush room's : h®£ £or the Phoenix trade. They’ve
patrons. It’s a return engagement ,

been pack'ne em in since opening

at this spot for WheelerT a loeal' daX;S5d,?haF 9,p,
as a

.f
olld dl;aw.

favorite. ' With the De Salvo sidemen dou-

Wheeler still has his top hat, blihf in brass, woodwinds, and
cane and sandwich, but otherwise i

rhythm instruments, .the .combo
his comedy business and patter are Siyes out m.ore Rk®, ri .frill band
new here for the most part, In his

;

a fiyC-pmce outfit. Instrumen-
informal, intimate manner, he con- tal breakdown includes Hammond
fidentially gives the customers the °n?ari(

,
celesta, piano, accordion,

lowdown on the Slate Bros.,, a fa- sax, clarinet,
.
drums, violin, and

miliar ; laugh device; relates
:

his ;

fl,rite. Combo is potent right down
own ups and downs amusingly;,un-\U* Rne rrins through Latunfes

corks some good gags and yarns, 1 American standards, with equal
and then combines fun forces^^with Xadlity and ^ririve; placing heavy
the Slates. They laiid yaks with a emphasis m the rhumba and samba
bit

:
of comedy business that has divisions,

one of the Slates whispering into Distaff Vocalist Mickey Hunter,
Wheeler’s ears the lyrics of a song, a Central America alumna, deliv-

i
“I Took Her Home in a Taxicab," ers with authenticity, and impact,
which, in some of its stages, Jprob-

:

arid is especially potent in num-
ably goes beyond the bounds of lurs of the “El Tumbaito" and
propriety for this room, but which

:
“Brazil" genre. De Salvo holds

stirs up plenty laughs. Junoesque down the male vocril end arid turns
Miss Bishop, towering over Wheel- :

in a commendable job, giving out
er like a lighthouse, contributes to in full measure on “Little Augie".
the; merriment with vocalizing and other race tunes,
clowning in which all join. For a 1 When caught, band ran the ga-
R lia^^ Wheeler does some hoofing nuit, from the sock score of “Okla-
witli the Slates. homa!" to “Twelfth Street Rag,"
The Slates in their own act en- “Red River Valley," ‘-Brazil," “My

gage in irianities that hit a peak Happiness" and “You. Are My Sun-;
of zaniness. Their “satirical im- .

shine.” Solid all the way: Jona.
preSsioris” of chorus, boys, John L.

;

'

r———

-

’’

Lewis, a Russian spy, soap operas !
. iliiio lindKiii. O

and a man phoning his wife he’sj (HOTEI ROOSEVEr tvbringing a friend home to dinner I
'

i k
arc all in the broadest vein. They

|

Orleans , Mm:ch 14.

utilize various freakish apparel :

Orch ( 15 )
,^

u>tth

arid makeup devices, too, in their
assaults on the risibilities. Their :

Fddie Garry C. Ray Smith; $2.50

soft shoe and; precision tap rou-

;

tines stamp them as excellent '

ei - • , ;. . - ,

dancers. •
!

Skinnay Ennis and his orch and

Attractive vocalist Mildred Stan- a Quartet of toprdrawer, acts make
ley and Cecil Golly and his orches- th® smart^rPackaged. bill now
tra arid glee club Open the show^^

being presented in, .this swank
With ; a snappy Conga song. As ro°m.

.

pdf one with appeal .for

usual, the boys play the show arid f 'f
afieW of tastes and hits, tor

for customer dancing with usual hefty returns.:

efliciericy! Business off for sup- 1
Ennis, playing initiaL erigage-

per show Saturday night with ex- ment here as maestro, has a large,
treme cold an adverse factor. versatile band that puts plenty of

Rees. zest in. its nurhbers. Ennis’ show-
• —— manly touches, singing and bits of

I ’1iek piiiHv business add lustre. Crew starts

Philadelphia, March 17, tvlUch’^potiight^'^pianiS^^red
Louis' Prirna Orch., ^ith. Keely .Otis, and '’warbling of Biir JaMibS.

|

Smith, Jimmy Vincent , Diab Ijto s Latter also contributes a. laiigh-
!

Rhumba Band, Danny Marshall & provoking version of “Ballerina."
Fronkie, Joan Terry; no cover, no Toppin g the acts is lovely Patti
minimum.

;

Page, a vivacious personality and
.

. ' deep-throated songstress who reg-
This town never seems to get isters neatly. She captivates them

' enough of Louis Prima, who was with tunes such as “That Old

;

in at the Earle for a week’s vaude reelin’,” “When I’m with My
run. early in January, and now is !

“With My Eyes Wide
i back at the Click for two-week Open” and others. Called back

P Continued from, page 1 • •• *

changes wilt be made to •.win.

church approval, since cooperation

would be needed for location

shooting, among other things. It is

understood that efforts are being

made by Leon Shimkin, of S&S;
to set up a company, the Cardinal

Corp., Which would make the pic

and in wh i ch Fiel d ,
de Rochemon

t

and Robinson would be partnered;

Alan Coilins of . the Curtis

.Brown agency, which was origi-

nally handling the property, is not

involved in the de Rochemoiit deal,

but would get his commission in

any case. Shimkih. has been nego-

tiating tlie setup. In the. event it

falls through, property will revert

to Collins for peddling.

“Cardinal” and John Hersey's

“The. Wall" are expected to be the

biggest books of the year. Negotia-

lions by an indie are said to be in

progress on “The Wall."

stand —his fifth trip to the Clickr ^^"^ous encores, she^charms

incidentally .‘ Prima draw's them additionally with _Money, Marbles

in, getting good enough business a,
?

cl
,
C

.

lia
!
k

’
in whl^h the custom-

during the week and sock returns
01 s. join in.

on the weekend. Bandsman is in', Rita and Allen Farrell came
on a percentage deal, which will with httle fanfare, but

show' both him and house profit,
-...clinched a mcheTor themselves on

Prima band is supplemented by end of the opening stanza the
a floor show Which leader emcees, voung performers were “in solid.”
There’s a couple of outside acts, Effectively garbed, the handsome
but mostly show is the trumpeting duo tee off with impact in an
and boisterous comedy of the lead- imaginative and delightful rou-
er. Louis paces band through in- line; They net plenty of palm-
numerable number of choruses

.
pounding from then on with sev-

w'ith his horn on a blast rendition era] effective show pieces, espe-

of “Chinatown, My Chinatown,” cially an “Old. Fashioned Medley,”
Keely Smith, the band’s attractive. in which dances of the past are

warbler, is right in there^ with that reprised.

Prima standard “Charley, My The laugh department is in the

Boy.” and doubles with the maestro e
rVAnvPAif m ...jiu f,/v*‘nA JEcI(1ig* • Garr, vviio contribLitos . a™ Enjoy . YourseH , with spme

.soj,^ stanza. Losing no time , in
special amusing Prima ljncs

gc,mng ,,is rib-tiekling attack
juUlcd. started, Garr offers a succession
. Jimmy Vincent, band s^ flashy 0f gags, imitations of celebrities,
drummer, takes off on a solo flight .song or two and a pantomimic-,
with Prima spurring him on and drunk bit. Latter has table-
calling off the different beats. It’s, holders howling. He encores with
a bit too long, but skin-beater dramatic bit, “The Refugee,"
works hard arid sustains interest which leaves ringsiders misty-
by sheer volume of : sound. The eyed;
band is on the brassy side, arid

;

C. Ray Smith trots out a flock

ignores the soft pedal except w'hen of . fascinating puppets, all of

Prima wants the lyrics to be heard, which are deftly manipulated.

Diablito, who leads the altcrnat- ‘ Both adults and moppets at dinner

irig fhumba . unit, goes, on with liked the act. , ,
.

soiric Latin terping and Arnaz-type L«nis does capable jpb
_ of em-

'vocalizing to kick off the revue, oeeing and adds some of his own

Ho js followed by Danny Marshall u? fi w

d

an
P° S ’

.ind Fronkie, mixed comedy duo. ^‘cSpHdtv blz'when’ c^auS
d '

They.- try Ja; win laughs with a
<- aPa£,ti’ Blz "nen caught..

scries of impersonations (that are

not intended to come off ) .but both

the material and the technique are Cleve. Booker Sets Acts
shop.-wor.n... Joan Terry, an okay _ . -y • ... - .

,
terpen offers nice routines. ,

Frank Sennas, Cleveland hook-,

Cdfjft, er who was. in New York last week
.

-•'.
-

..

: :
;
to ogle talent, has set Ted LewisW ^ V1| '•••. !•' for the Beverly Hills Country Club;

I In* FiiiilM1. .1 lioenix Newport, Ky., May 14^ Others sett

Phoenix, .March Iri-
: for same spot include the Minsky;

Salvo. Orch (5), V’//'
1 unit from the Colonial Inn, Kalian*

Rickey Hunter; no cover, no mm-
d ale, Fla., for some time in April,

ll h u)n -

;
arid Lowe, Hite and Stanley,, for,

Joe De Salvo has integrated^ hisi
‘

v T
year-old combo into orie of the best Frank Libuse and Arthur Lee
bands hc-ard. in.; these • parts. Lyle Simpkins are heading the current

and Jimmy Oreck, operators of the show at that spot

I'Ih* FIsilIU*. lrilOIMlix
Phoenix, March .10.
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WEEK OF MARCH 22

Numerals In connection' with bill* balaw Indlcata opening day of show
whether full or split week

Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit (FW
<t ) Loew; (M> Moss; (P) Paramount; <R) RKO; (5) Stall# IW> Warner;

,
'WR) Walter Reade

NEW YORK CITY
Capitol (L) 25

George Paxton Ore
: Meribeth. Old
Tony. Arden

'

Artie.'. Dann •

- Music Ha,II (I) 23-

Earl William
Roy Raymond
Adriana Si

.

Charly
T & F Vallett

,

Xucienne .&. A'sliour.
Myrna.Galle
Alpheus Koon.
RoQkettes. !

. Corps de Ballet
Palace (R) 23

Karl i King -

Chambers & Blair
Lestev Cole & Debs
Herzogs
Ken Whittmer

••

• 3 to fill

.Paramount (P) 22

£
ihg Cole 3 .

arry Storch.'
Johnny Coy

.

Ray McKinley Ore.
Roxy (I) 24

China Doll Rev .

Ming & Ling
Lee Mortimer’s
China Dolls

Lons Tack
.
Sam

Toy Si, .Wirig,
. Kanazawa 3.

Florence .'Ann
Strand (W) 24

Count Baisie Ore
Billie Holiday
3 Chocolateers
Will Mastin 3
Alhambra (R) 22

Son & Sonny
3 Riffs
Appletons

.

Harris &. Radcliffe .

Morris. St- North
Valaida Snow
Yacopi Tr
..Willy Bryant.
Andv Kirk Ore

BALTIMORE
Royal (I) 24

Lucky M’.llinder Ore
T-Bone Walker
Rastus Murray &

Bootsie: Swan
.
Congaroos
Lockjaw Jackson

State (I) 23-25
Mark & Lucille
Nana 1

George Jones
Alexander St Santos
Co ;

26-29
B & E Coll

S
on Mullen.
Lambert Co

Cathalas>3 .

CAMDEN
Towers (I) 24-25

St Clairs
Palermos Dogs
Frank Keenan

?
ank Sieman
Rays

CHICAGO
Chicaqo - (P) 24

Ink Spots
Dean Murphy
Lina Romay
Martin Bros

Oriental (I) 24
Margaret* O’Brien
Buddy Rogers
Georgie Kay
Artino & Consuela -

Bob Deu
.Carl Sands

.
Ore

Pal

DAYTONA V.

Empire (P). 26 Only
Johnny Long Ore

HARTFORD
State (I) 26-27

Lionel Hampton O •

Kitty Murray
Curley Hammer •

LOS ANGELES
Orpheum (1) 22

Dipk & Dinah
;

.

Jinimy Ray
Julie- Ballew
Bud Hughes Sc

Olivette. Miller
Bredice & Olsen /
Bob' Hopkins
4 Moroccans

MIAMI
Olympia (P> 22

T St D: Peters
' -

Prof Malign.v ,

Bingo the Chimp
Shirley; Martin
Rudy Vallee
CJyde Zulch
PHILADELPHIA

. Carman (I) 22
Lewis & Van .

Wallace & Michel .

Barney Grant
Bobby Whaling. & Y
POUGHKEEPSIE

Bardavon (P) 23-24
Duffys

*

Rose Thurston
El Cleve. & M
Johnny Morgan v
Erie Thorseri ;

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 23-25

B Sc 1 Shaw
Dave Powell
Movielaiid /.Seals
Neal. Stanley
Coco, Steve S’ Eddy

ST LOUIS
Fox (FM) 25

Elton Britt
Frank .Marlowe

.

Cedric St Algy
Peggy Taylor 3
Renard St Arden.
Joe Pace .

Olive White.
Leni Lynn

SPRINGFIELD
Court Sq (I) 23-24

Hal Sahds Girls
Gonzales a Sis
Olive White
Freda Wing
Nora. Coomev Co

TOLEDO
Paramount (R) 23-26
Roulette'?'
D & D Workman
Virginia Lee
Think-Drink
Hoffman .

Rex Weber
Viera & Monkeys
Alan Carney•
Salici Puooets
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 23

Ames Bros
Herky Styles
Duke Art Jr
Andrews Twins
YOUNGSTOWN
Palace (R) 27-29

Roulettes
D Sc D Workman
Virginia Lee
Think-Drink
Hoffman

Rex Weber .

Viera St Monkeys
Alan Carney
Salici Puppets

BRITAIN

ASTON
. Hippodrome (I) 21
Oscar Pummie
Patch Novelty
Amazing Chevalier
High School Horse
Kayes* Lions
Liberty Horses

' Paddle the Mule
Spuds Co •

Ranleighs
BIRMINGHAM

Hippodrome (M) 21
Cilia's Dogs
Anne Shelton
Les Ritchie & W-
Jimmy James Co
Morecambe St Wise

g
orothy Ward
urricanes

Eddie Gray
Leslie* Sarony

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 21
5 & M Harrison
Freddie Mirfield Co
Bob Grey
Andre Sis & Sandra
Susan St Pat
M 4c A Dey

BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) 21
Alfred Marks
Paddy O’Neill
Freddie Frlnton
Finlay Bros
Chevalier Bros
Bentley Sis
Willie Carlisle

CHATHAM
New (8) 21

Hal Monty
Johnny Denis
Rosemary Andree
Co
EDINBURGH
Empire <M) .21

Cheerful Charlie
Chester

Ken Morris
Fred Ferrari
Arthur Hayes

. Edwlna Carol
Len Marten
Grip 4
Marlotti St Wenman
8 Brahms
Gene Anderson
Harry Richards
12 Tiller Girls
FINSBURY PARK

. Empire (M) 21
Sandow Sis
Lee

.
Lawrence

3 O’Doyle Bros
J6n Pertwee
Adrienne & Leslie
Max Wall
Sheridan Bros
Wilson Keppel it-
Betty

C Warren & Jean
GLASGOW

.Alhambra (M) 21
. John Levant

g
Peter Haddoh
nnriah Watt
attlna Hayes

Brenda Gay
- Empire (M) 21
Jack Beattie 3

Suzette TarrI
Beryl Orde
Erikson
Alexanders
Falcons
Albert Whelan .

Billy Cotton Bd
GRIMSBY

Palace (I) 21
Ray Ellington 4
Bartlett & Massey
Les Raynor St
Betty
HACKNEY

Empire (S) 21
Frank Randle
Hal Swain
Swing Sis
Rita Shearer
Jon Boden
Mandala.v Singers
Kay Sothern
Gus Aubrey
Hal Mack .

Dancing Demons
A J Powell
Stan Stafford
Jimmy Clitheroe
A Wazzan. Tp

LEEDS
empire (M) 21

Leo Fuld
Hamilton St Vassi
A1 Burnett
Martell Sis
Wifflfred Atwell
Revel Sc Fields -

Kovacs
George. Williams

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 21

Phyllis Dixey Co
Ernest Arnley Sc

Gloria
Billy Russell

.

2 Playboys
Howard de CouVcy
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (SV21
C Courtneidge Co
Hal Norman &
Ladd : .

Sandy Lane
Tommy Goffrey
Yale & Diane
Pater Raynor
Ctirzon 3

NEWCASTLE
n Empire (M) 21
Frankie Howtrd
Linda St Lana
Lowry St

• Rffchardson
Demand's Pigeons
Charlie . ClaphanV
3 Robertls
Jose Moreno
Jackley St Jee

' NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) 21M at J Mangean

Denny Dennis
Frazier Haze 4 :

Potter St Carol*
BosJo
Hal Blue
Susan Hapel Co ;

Moretone St plant
Hal Yass ‘

Clownettes

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 21

Les Valettos
Monte Hey
Frances. Duncan

'

Robb Wilton
Donald B Stuart
Cary11 & Mundy
Olsen & Sea Lion
Jack Watson
Manley . & Austin
PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 21

G .H Elliott ..
.'

Gerife Gitana
Ella Shields
Billy Danvers
Randolph Sutton

SCUNTHORPE
Savoy (I) 21.

Gordon Sc Cloville
Anna Mae
Patricia St Colin
Gwynne Evans 4
8 Sherman Fisher

' Girls .

SHEFFIELD.
Empire (M) 21

Jean Sablon
Suma Lamonte
Myrons
MacDonald St

.

Graham
J Lockwood
Hackford St Doyle
Slim Rliyder
Bobbie Kimber

SHEPHERDS
> BUSH

Empire (S) 21
Reid &. Squires

Arnaut Bros
Gene Crowley ;

•

Johnson Clark .

Alan Clive
3 Hallos .

Ryan & Young*:
Martyn St Cooke
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 21

Derek Roy-
Nino Realtor
Charles. Cole
7 Volants
Sandy Sanford
Rona Ricardo Co

WOLVER-
HAMPTON ^

Hippodrome (.1) 21
5 smith Bros

;

'Kizma & Karen
.

Duo Marno:

Tattersall & Terry
Rudy Grahl
Margo Bennett

.

Joe Black
Rex Roper .

•

WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 21

Gladys Hay
Desmond & Marks
Musical Derrick &
. Tbny -

Malette Co
YORK:

Empire (I) 21
Rhodes St Lane.

. ./

Dorothi- Neal
Paul Newington
Avril Si Grant
Tommy.Dee %

Bon Solr Mesdameg

NEW TOMS CITY
BlrdlanO

B Darnell . . .

Les . Young Ore
Miles Davis Ore .

. Blue Apgei
Garland Wilson
Stuart Ross .

Eadic St Rack
Mickey Deams
Imogene Coca..
H Chittison 3
Portia Nelson

Bop City
DOc Sausage .

Ore
Ravens
Amos Milburn

care Society
Mervyn: Nelson
Thelma Carpenter
Cliff Jackson

Copecanant
Frank Sinatra
Larry Storch.
Gordon Gaines
Patricia Adair
Toni OarVoll
M Durso Ore
Aivares Ore
Diamond Horseshoe
Walter Dare Wahl
Gloria Leroy,
W. C. Handy
Billy Banks
Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Ore
Rigoletto Bros
Jack Spoons
Frank Evans
Tommy King .

Harry Meehan
Billy Banks
Harry Armstrong

El Chico
Roslta Rios
Lbs -Gitanos
Pilarin Tavlra
Sarita . Herrera

.

D’Alonso Ore
Havana*Madrld

Trlni Reyes
Sail Juan 3' '

Gayner & Ross
Clavel & Farrar
Fausto Ore.
Pupi Campo Ore
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel Blltmore
Harold Nagel Oro

Hotel Edison
Henry Jei’ome Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Tony Pastor Ore
Connie Haines.

.

Adele Castle
Peter Kent Ore

Hotel Pierre
Jimmy Carroll
Talbots
Stanley Melba Oro
Ralph Lane Ore
Ralph Teferteller

Hotel Plaze
Lisa Kirk
Nancy Donovan
Eric Victor :

Bob Grant Oro
Mark Monte Ore
Payson Re Ore
Nicolas Matthey

.
Hotel. Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo
Hotel St. Moritz

Roberta Welch
Leo pleskow
Erwin Kent
Ramoni Ore

.

.
Hotel St Ro0ls

.

Julie Wilson
Laszlo St Pepito
Milt Shaw Ore
Hotol Sheibourne
Monica Boyar

<Phil Leeds
Eddy Manson
Marjorie Welles
Paul Villard
Gy Coleman

Hotel Statler .

Jimmy Dorsey Ore
Hotel Taft

Lopez Ore
Hotel Warwick

J. Thompson
Airline Trio

Latin Quarter
Will Mahoney .

.

Vikings
Linda Lombard .

Francis & Grey
Ernestine Mercer .

Landre & Verna
Art Waner Ore

Le Coq Rouge
Oscar Calvet Ore .

Jack Towne Ore
Leon St Eddie’s

Eddie Davis
Rosette- Shaw.
Bella Smaro
Johnny Crawford

Macombo
Baer & RosenblOom
Roy Sedley
Boylan St King
Gordon Andrews

Monte Carlo
Dick Gaspare Ore
La Playa (>

No 1 Fifth Aya
Walling & McHugh
Downey St L'onville
Hazel Webster

'Old Knick
Billy Bryant
Paul Killlam
Jakiie Stevens
Frank Wayne
Charlotte Ray .

Bob Gallagher
A1 Cooper Ore

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Steve Murray
Gerri Gale
Joanne Florid

. Joe LaPorte Ore
D’Aqiiila Ore .

Park Avt
Betty Reilly
Rufe Davis, •

Glenn Abbbtt
Penthouse

John Conte
.

Dorothy Ahn
Noreeh Ttate

Ruban Bleu
Kirkwood &
Goodman

Larry Blake
Estelle Loring
3 Riffs .

Ronnie Graham
Julius Monk
Norman Paris 3

. Versailles
Kay Thompson
Lee Scott
Buzz Miller
George Martin
Emile Petti Ore
Panchitb Ore:

Village Barn
Homer St Jethro
Fletchers
David! Blight
Bobby Myers
Village Vansuaro

Weavers
Clarence Williams

Waldorf-Astoria
Dorothy Shay
Eddy Duchln Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

CHICAGO

A St B Lund
M Abbott Dcrs
Eddie O’Neil . Ore

Silver Frolics
Nov-Elltes <3)

Stone Sr Shine
Ginger Kinney
Kay Kenton
Bud Prentiss Ore
Don Pedro Bd

Sherman Hotel

“College Inn
Story”

Phyllis Gehrig.
Don Weismuller
Christine Nelson

Carmen Albino
Norman Fields
Frank Wagner
Ward Garner
Kenneth Remo
Eileen Green
Cliff Norton
.Carolyn Gilbert
Les Weinrott
Vera Gahan
Bill Snyder Ore .

Vine Cardens
Adeline Neice
Lew Saxon
Adams Bros
Mel Cole Ore
Pbncbo Or»

Blackhawk
Jack Tygett

.

Janet Campbell:
Deon Shermbn
Joyce Harley
Jean Stanley
Sammy Shore
Sherman Hayes Ore

. Blackstone .Hotel
Dunninger
Dick LaSalle *Oro

Chez pares
Tony Martin
Joey Bishop
Betty 4c Jane ICcan
Siccardi St Brenda.
A1 Wallis
Adorables (12)
Cee Davidson Ore
Chico Bd

Helslngs
.

Ralph LbWis -

Chet Roble
Mary F Kincaid

Hotel Bismarck
Noble St King
Joe Isbel) .

Johnny Alladin OfC
H Edgewate* Beach
Mr Ballantine
Charles Sheldon :

;

Betty: Norman .,

D Hild Dcrs (11)
George olsehv Ore

Hofei Stevens
Joan Hyldoft
Arnold Shoda
Morgan 3
Douglas Duffy •

Harper Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald
Skating Blvdeafs
Jack Raffloer
Buddy Rust
Jerry Mapes
Frank Masters Ore

Palmer House
Victor Borge

Cpntiniied from page 2
.V

ground-’), 76; Arthur
.
Kennedy

(“Ghampion”),
. 43; John Ireland

(* fAll King’s Men,,
)> 15.

Best director: Joseph L. Mankie-
wicz (‘‘Letter Three Wives”), 117;
Robert Rossen (‘

-
Ail King’s Men”),

70; Carol Reed (“Fallen Idol”), 67;
William Wyler (“Heiress”), 60; Wil-
liam Wellman (“Battleground”), 41.

Best song: “Baby, It's Cold Out-
side,” from “Neptune’s Daughter,”.

206; “My Foolish Heart,” from“My
Foolish Heart,” ' 57; “Lavendar
Blue/’ from “So Dear tb My Heart,”
24; -Through a Long and Sleepless
Night,” from “Come to the Stable,”

19; “It’s a Great Feeling/’ from
“It's a Great Feeling/’ 13.

Best screenplay: “Letter to

Three Wives/’ Joseph L. Mankie-
wicz, 180; “All King’s Men,” Rob-
ert Rossen, 55 “Champion Gafol
Foreman, 44; “Fallen Idol,” Gra-
ham Green,- 33; “Bicycle Thief,”
Caesare Zavattini, 27.

Best original story: “Stratton
Story/’ Douglas Morrow, 164;

“Come to Stable/- Clarge Boothe
Luce, 57; “Sands of Iwo Jima,”
Harry Brown ^ . 40; “White Heat,”
Virginia Kellogg, 38; “Happens
Every Spring,” Shirley W: Smith,
Valentine Davies, 29.

Voters seemed less swayed by
sentiment than heretofore although
many said Susan Hayward/ John
Wayne, Gregory Peck and Ethel
Waters and others should win be-

cause they hadn’t won before. That
this is a strong influence in ballot-

ing is indicated by fact that recent
award-winners, Loretta Young and
Celeste Holm, are at the botton of

respective categories; Some voters
were disguested, at placing Miss
Holm and Ralph Richardson in

supporting categories, contending
they belong in the top classification

since Miss Holm co-starred with
Miss Young in “Stable” and Rich-
ardson shared billing with Miss
DeHaviland in “Heiress.” Studios,

however, Were responsible in these
cases through billing decisions.

COMPO’s Confab
Continued from page 5

COMPO as approved by the con-
stituent groups at the December
meeting in Washington. TOA
Wants its activities and budget held
to a minimum.
Some of the industry’s enthu-

siasm has worn off with, the pas-
sage of time since the idea for
COMPO was originally, presented
in Chicago last August. TOA’s
restrictive approval has also cooled
the ardor of some of the other
groups for the plan.

Feeling is that COMPO should
have been operative at * the mo-
ment, when it is sorely needed as
a result of attacks on the industry
by Senator Edwin C. Johnson.

Organizing session on COM-PO
was originally to have been held
in early March in Hollywood or
Washington, Date hinged on how
soon approvals were in from mem-
ber-organizations.

.... Place was to
have been decided, later from the
standpoint of Convenience and
public relations values.

Continued
.
from page 5

Killy Chandlar Oro Grade Barrie

Trustee is to use his best efforts
to end the joint holdings through
sale, division of theatres or disso-
lution of the chains. RKO, for its

part, may sell the certificates to
any interest other than Warner
Bros., Metro, Paramount or 20th-
Fox. It may also acquire Outside
stock interests in the circuits sub-
ject to the terms of its consent de-
cree.

Presentation of the plan follows
fruitless efforts of RKO to unload
its Metropolitan holdings, estimat-
ed to be worth $1,000,000. Com-
pany is a 20% stockholder with
United Artists circuit arid Skouras
chain as majority . interests. RKO
has been unable to reach a deal
with these pards despite protract-
ed talks.

LEONARDO & ANITA
Ventriloquists
12 Mins.; Full
Coloiiial, Albany

Venezuelans, who, in Spanish,
have played vaudeville, nightclubs,

radio arid concert on the American:
and European continents, now
speak English/ Their turn carries

novelty , and entertainment, which

|
should make it a favorite with

j
northern audiences when Leonardo
more completely masters t h e

Yanqui language and its nuances
Of timing and emphasis; The
laughs will be louder when, he
sharpens the delivery -in spots.

Couple, who sculpt and paint

their oWn figures, Use eight or nine
for the present act/ but have done
more. Anita engages in brief cross-

fire with “Pancho” and then is

decorative until the fullstage finale,

when she assists With the Voice

throwing for five dummies. They
pop up from a' counter-cabinet, the
manipulation being highly skilled

arid the illusion very Vivid, One
character* chanting “Tea For Two,”
is most amusing. \

‘

Leonardo also presents a hic-

coughing drunk and a bubblegum
chewing girl, bothjlieely projected.
Pancho, who carries on a feud with
a mythical male patrOri, tops his

“performance” by smoking. Leo-
nardo coines down into one to talk

and sing from a hat, alternately
covered and uncovered with sheet
music. Dressed in evening clothes,
he possesses a poised, gracious
stage ; personality and good lip

control. Wife is attired in a tight-

fitting tearose gown. • Act has
several Kinsey-tinged quips. Duo
took three bows in No. 3 slot.

JacQ.

THE BUNK HOUSE BOYS
Instrumental Trip
40 Mins.
The Spigot, Philly
The Bunk House Boys, breaking

in a new combo at the Spigot Bar,
are a trio specializing in western
and hillbilly fare, With vintage bal-
lads and even a rhumba or so if

there’s a call for them. The trio
includes Pee Wee Miller, bass;
Roy Brannen, guitar, and Rusty
Keefer, banjo.
The Boys were featured for sev-

eral years on “Hayloft Hoedown,”
a network barn-dance show which
Went out over ABC from the web’s
local outlet WFIL, The act ap-
pears in chaps, neckerchiefs and
sombreros, arid offers a wide as-
sortment of stuff, opening with
“Rag Mop” and winding up with
“Jack, Jack, Jack.” They were
on 50 minutes at the show caught.
Brannen handles most of the vor

cals, with the other boys ' backing
him up, although Miller is fea-
tured for the comedy bits. Keef-
er’s electrically-hypoed banjo car-
ries the ' melody, the instrument
having a Wide range running al-

most from mandolin to organ ef-
fects. While no one stands out
individually, the Bunk House Trio
is effective as a unit and lays down
a danceable beat as well as vocal
and rhythm entertainment. Gagh.

HARVEY GRANT
Songs
18 Mins.
Five O’clock Club, Miami Beach

’• Here’s a goodlooking songster,
young but adept at his trade, who
left the biz two seasons ago and
is making a return with this en-
gagement.
The lad possesses all the quali-

ties necessary to bring him to top
ranks. At the moment there is

a bit of nervousness, evident
though only in his Usage of hands.
That particular fault should
quickly be remedied with more
Work. As is, delivery, is easy and
fluid. Vocally, he has a full-rang-
ing pair of pipes that embrace
such pops as “You’re Breaking My
Heart;” “Chattanoogie Shoe Shine”
or “Lucky ’Ol Sun” for full effect.
Also, shows adeptriess at shading.
Appearance and vocal . equip-

ment mark him solid bet for the
smarter cafes and presentation
houses. Lary,

DOROTHY ANN
Songs
16 Mins.
Penthouse Club, N. Y.

Dorothy Ann is a surprise
click in this intimate spot. She
sings stock blues tunes, but has a
neat feel for the lyric and enough
Voice with which to win the cus-
tomers. ...

.
Miss Apn has a self - effacing

personality, failing to resort to
any of the mannerisms of the big-
ger-rtame personalities. But she
Sirigs with a bluesy style that sort
of creeps upon you by her third
or fourth number, and by the time
she's ready to walk off, the cus-
tomers are reluctant to let her go.

Strictly for the intimate spots,
of course—but . she can play any
of them. Kalin.

JOHN CONTE
Songs
14 Mins.
Penthouse Club, N. Y.

/ John Conte, of Broadway musi-
coihedy, is an interesting singing
personality with a,generally pleas-
ing voice and pleasant looks. He’s
especially clicko for the distaff
side. However, here he has no par-
ticular act beyond singing musi-
comedy hits with stock arrange-
ments.'

Conte, currently featured on
Broadway in “Arms and the Girl”
for the Theatre Guild, should get
a more intime type of routine for
a small-capacity spot such as the
Penthouse Club, since the sing-out
style that he uses in musicomedy
is not appropriate. Nor are the
arms-wide gestures that he .

. em-
ploys for the show-type tunes. He
goes through the gamut of songs,
including Rodgers^Hart, Rodgers-

Hammerstein, : Cole Porter and the
like.
While he has the

; manner, per-
sonality and enough singing voice
to click in the cafes, What is one
of the notable items about Conte
is that he doesn’t try to woo the
feriimes with the stock pashy type
of crooning attempted by top many
song stylists, It’s a relief that he
doesn’t. 'Kahn.

FOUR D’LOVELIES
Songs
8 Mins;; One
Palace, N. Y< ,

.
The D’Lovelies, femme singing,

quartet, /are proficient chirpers,

showing good harmonic quality and
Okay arrangements. They’re still

to project sufficiently for the big-
time. .

”
:.

They would do well to add some,
distinctive touches, either in the
character of their songs or iri some
personality bits. There’s little ex-
citement in their tune selection/
Some / major Overhauling ari d
added stage presence would aid

considerably
.
since they have an

essentially, good vocal foundation,
Jose/

ESTELLE LORING
Songs
10 Mins;
Le Ruban Bleu, N. ¥.
Announced as a “video vedette”

by emcee Julius Monk, Estelle
Loring is from the Radio City belt
via “Stop the Music.” A nice look-
ing gal, she sings pops and stand-
ards like “She Didn’t Say Yes,”
“When the Wind Was Green,”
“Nice to Have Man Around
House” and “Lorelei” in okay al-

beit undistinguished style.

For niteries she needs more zing
and a more definite attack; in her
delineations. Otherwise she may
as well telephone her act over.

Abel.

BRICK BROS. & GLORIA
Trampoline

,

7. Mins.; Full
Palace, N. Y,

Brick Bros, and Gloria are good
for vaude dnd video providing the
spots have the necessary height.
Trampoline team shows a good
assortment of tricks and comedy
balance. The girl also contributes
to the good all-around effect by
active participation on the springs;
There are a few rough edges

which can be ironed out with
further playing time. Jose.

TU-TONES
Instrumental, comedy
8 Mins.; One
Palace, N. Y*
Tu-Tones, two accordionists who

sing, won’t rise above family time
with this act. Their work at the
belly-BaidWins *

isn’t spectacular,
-the major fault* being that, except
for volume, it might r.s well be one
instrument playing.
The tall boy in the act does: some

falsetto comedy singing in a feniine

wig. In its present state, it’s riot

for the major outlets., Jose.

HARRY RODCAY
Yodeier
7 Mins..
Swiss Chalet, Ch|
Young yodeier should go as f3V

as any yodeling act can. Ha/ry
RodCay has a pleasant voice with
just a hint of a western twang.
Despite obvious nervousness and
lack of poise, he should develop.
While nitery opportunities are

limited, boy seems a natural for

occasional television. Chan.

ti

NEW ICER FOR DALLAS
Dallas, March 21. ;

Touring the Tropics” is the

title of Dorothy Franey’s new ice

show, due to open at the Century

Room of the Adolphus Hotel on
April 6.

Joyce Brownell will join the

skating group.
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Prospects of opening a second*

lecit theatre in Washington in the 1

war future apparently rest with

Marcus Heiman. With the Gayety

ww operating on a non-discrimi-

nation basis for stock .productions

and touring shows, Heiman is re-

portedly refusing to give any indi-

cation of his intentions regarding

the National, which he has on a

long-term lease. .Pending clarifica-

tion of the National’s status, there

is a question of leasing the Strand

and spending the money required

for suitable renovations.

plans are in abeyance for mem-
bers of the Cojnmittee of Theatri-

cal Producers, acting independent-

ly to underwrite the lease and ren-

ovation of the Strand and arrang-

ing to book their shows there, also

on a racial-equality basis. Headed

by Gilbert Miller, members had in-

formally pledged approximately

$65,000 for ; such an investment,

However, the possibility that, after

commitments had been made for

the Strand, the National might re-

vert to legit scared off the CTP
members.

A factor in the situation is the

realization by CTP members that;

if the National is reopened for

legit, it will presumably be booked
by the United Booking Office, of

which Heiman is president. That
would make it tough to get attrac-

tions for the Strand, even though
CTP members might favor the

house for their own productions.

The American National Theatre

Sc Academy, which has been work-
ing to arouse local public support
for a legit house in Washington
ever since the National switched
to a film policy rather than bbw to

an Actors Equity edict against au-

dience discrimination based on ra-

cial grounds, has gone ahead and
negotiated a lease for the Strand,

even though the CTP withdrew its

promised support. However, the
ANTA board voted Monday (20 ) to

take no further action on the mat-

(Continued on page 60)

Tan’; Brings in 30G
Roger Stevens, producer of “12th

Night” on Broadway last fall, will,
be co-presenter with Peter Law-
rence of the forthcoming revival of
‘‘Peter Pan,” in which Jean Arthur
and Boris Karloff will costar. Show
tyill have special background mu-
sic composed by Leonard Bern-
stein. v

;
Although he may not take pro-

gram billing as co-producer of the
Barrie play, Stevens brought in the
final $30;000 of the $100,000 ven-
ture^and reportedly has equal say
on production matters. Besides
presenting ”12th Night” earlier
this season, he has been associated
in the summer theatre at Ann
Arbor for the last few seasonk and
is active iii theatrical real estate.

Webster Troupe fpr Pitt

With Shakespeare Rep.
Pittsburgh, March 21.

Francis Mayyille, who heads In-
ternational Repertory Co here, is
bringing Margaret Webster’s
Shakespearean "• troupe to Pitts-
burgh and the Carnegie Music Hall
for a two-night stand next month.

“Julius Caesar” is to be present-
ed April 17, and “Taming of the
Shrew” the 18th. Following night,
troupe will do “Caesar” at Cathe-
dral Auditorium in New Castle,
Pa., also under Mayville’s manage-
ment. He introduced the Webster
organization to this city last sea-
son. •

•
••••

Resale Regulations
: Philadelphia, March 21.

Ticket brokers here haVe ganged
up in a court action to challenge
the State of Pennsylvania’s right to
regulate the profit on theatre tick-

ets offered for resale.

C. Brewster Rhoads, counsel, for
the brokers, told Judge L. Stauffer
Oliver that the law which prohib-
its a profit of more than $1 was un-
constitutional. Assistant City Solic-

itor Abraham Wernick told the
court he believed the act is legal
because it was passed to “prevent
an evil in the ticket brokerage in-

dustry.”

The suit has been brought by
Louis Brody, trading as Philadel-
phia Ticket office, and Charles
Brunetti, trading as Capital The-
atre Office. Rhoads said, however,
the action was taken on behalf of
all the brokers in the city. Rhoads
contended the act was a violation
of both Federal and State consti-
tutions since it restricts trade in a
business “not affected with the
public interest.”

According to Wernick, the basic
question is whether the State can
control ‘‘an industry when there is

an evil in that industry and where
the public is being gouged.” Judge
Oliver took the case under advise-
hient with the comment: “Some
people feel that when tickets are
being sold at Outrageous prices, it

certainly would be a matter of pub-
lic interest.”

Clevelander's 1st Play
In Home Town Debut

Cleveland, March 21.

.
“Long Moment,” first play writ-

ten by Jo Sinclair, Cleveland novel-
ist,, is being produced by Fred--
®nc McConnell at the Cleveland
Play House in early April*
Miss Sinclair; whose real name

W Ruth Seid, won the 1946 Har-
Prize of $10,000 for her novel,

Wasteland.” Whittlesey House
Will

- publish another novel, as yet
untitled,; in the autumn.
Her first stage work is said to be

a topical drama with a Cleveland
* background.

Because of differences over pol-

icy, William Fields has resigned

from the committee of the Assn,

of Theatrical Press Agents & Man-
agers to work out a national pub-

lie delations program for the le-

gitimate theatre. The, committee,

Which was originally appointed to
negotiate with the League of N. Y.
Theatres on the proposition, in-

cludes Wolfe Kaufman, chairman,
and Leo Freedman, Ben Boyar,
Robert Milford, Helen Hoerle and
Carlton Miles.

Fields’ reason for quitting the
group was his feeling that it is

not qualified for the assignment
of Working out a comprehensive
national public relations plan/
After the committee had fulfilled

its original function of conferring
with, the League and getting the
latter’s authorization for the
ATPAM to work out a plan, Fields
argued that It should resign, so
a better qualified group might be
formed to carry out the actual
drafting of a proposed program.

. According to Fields
,

li <? ither he
nor the other members of the
committee are the best ones avail-

able for the latter task. However,
his suggestion was voted down by
the committee and by a meeting
of the pressagent chapter of the
union.

The ATPAM program, which the
union has agreed to submit with-
out remuneration, is intended to

supersede the plan outlined iii the
Edward L. Bemays report of last

fall, which reportedly cost the
League about $6,000. Besides
criticizing the Bemays report, the
ATPAM is strongly opposed to hir-

ing an outside public relations firm
to study the situation when the
union presumably “has members
better qualified for the assign-

ment.” As a consequence, ATPAM
is now in a position of having to

come up with a genuinely com
structive and far-reaching pro-
gram.'’

Mary Morris to Star

In London ‘Firewood’
“Firewood,” drama by Nicholas

Bela, will be presented March 28

at the Q theatre, London, by Jack
De Leon, with Mary Morris in 'the

leading part. Under the titled“No
Road Home,” the play was op-

tioned by Margaret Webster iii

1945, but she dropped it when the

rewriting didn’t satisfy her.

Another of the same author’s

plays, “The Zenger Case,” won a

National Theatre Conference prize

last year.

Haring’s Option
“Top Secret,” comedy by news-

reel scripter Carl Leo, has been
optioned by Forrest C. Haring for

Broadway presentation next fall.

It’s a three-character single-setter.

Play may be tried out by Haring

this summer at his strawhat at

East Hampton, L. I.

- Chicago, March 21. ?

Triple damage suit for $1,-

650,000 brought by Jules Pfeiffer
and Danny Goldberg against the
Shuberts and the United Booking
Office was dismissed by Judge
Philip: Sullivan today (Tues. ) in

Chicago Federal district court. The
court ruled that it Jacks jurisdic-

tion, as all of the defendants
named in the action do not“trans-
act business” in Illinois. Defend-
ants include Select Theatres Op-
erators, Inc., and Select Theatres
Corp., both Shubert-Owned, and
the UBO, in which the Shuberts
are half:owriers.

Judge Sullivan ruled that al-

though UBO acted as booking
agent fbr Select; Lake City Thea-
tre Operating Co., an Illinois -cor-

poration, it had no power to bind
or contract for. the defendant out-

fit and that contracts for shows
had to be signed by New York of-

ficers of the
:
Lake City firm, which

is a. subsid of Select Theatres..

Elias: Weiiistock, who books In

New York for Chi Theatres, signs

contracts and otherwise ' works
with Sam Gerson, Chicago man-
ager of the company.

The Correspondence between
Weinstock and Gerson does not
indicate that UBO ‘‘managed” Se-

lect Lake City, according to the
jurist, who noted that UBO books
many houses besides those -of Se-

lect Theatres. Testimony, accord-
ing to the records, Indicates

^
that

Weinstock has no power to make
decisions for Gerson or Lake City
officers. When Weinstock seems to
be instructing Gerson he Is merely
passing along instructions from Se-

lect Lake City
,
officials in New

York, it was ruled.

/ Sullivan’s' . opinion stated that
Select Theatres is not doing busi-

ness in Illinois and is not licensed
to do so. Although Select Theatres
owns all the stock of the Lake City
organization; the separation is a
real one, the court said, bpth in

fact and legal theory. Lake City
performs no service for its parent
firm, keeps separate books and
files its own taxes and corporate
returns.

In respect to the plaintiffs* con-

tention that letters written by
Messrs. Whittaker, Mallam and
Rosenfeld on Select Theatres sta-

tionery prove that they are the

real operators of the Chicago
houses, the judge declared that
although the men did minor busi-

ness with Select Lake City they

have no authority to contract for

the, latter. Sullivan noted that

John T. Waters, treasurer of Lake
City, wrote letters to Gerson On
stationery of Select Operators Co.,

but said that the latter concern
didn’t do business in this state.

The jurist also observed that al-

though. Waters is an officer of both
companies, correspondence on such
matters on different stationery was
not “transacting business.” Such

(Continued on page 60)

Savo’s 1-Man Show

In Strawhat ‘Concerts’
Jimmy Savo will do his one-man

show, “Mum’s the Word,” for a
series - of strawhat dates this sum-
mer. It will be done concert style;

With a femme vocalist and instru-
mental trip completing the

;
bill.

Besides the regular program every
evening, the comedian will pre-
sent a special Saturday iriatiriee for
kids. He’ll open the season in mid-
June at the Ivoryton (Cohn.) play-
house, with subsequent bookings
being set. ,

•

Coine;dian tried the idea over a
weekend at Woodstock; N. Y.,

three years aigo.

Demands for increased royalties
for the stock rights on “Harvey”
and “Born Yesterday” will probab-
ly be resisted by strawhat man-
agers. Royalty of 12Vfc%, with a
guarantee of $800 pr so, Will be
asked for “Harvey.” Somewhat
similar rates, subject to the size of
the theatre, will be sought for
‘‘Born Yesterday.”

Several cowbarn operators said
yesterday (Tues.) they would not
consider such high royalties for the
two recent Broadway comedy hits.

Arguing that there isn’t enough
operating margin in most strawhats

[ to cover a larger slice for the au-
thor; they said they would decline
to book either one rather than try
to absorb the demanded increase.
It might establish a costly prece-
dent to pay the upped royalty, they
added.

When “Boni Yesterday” was pre-
sented last year by Anne Lee and
Richard Charlton at their winter
stock in Phoenix, they were abie
to pay a flat royalty , of $1,500,
since they had William Bendix
signed as star at a nominal salary.

Somewhat similar setup applied
when the Garson Kanin comedy
played a pre-release engagement
recently at Eaist Hartford, Conn.

Although “Harvey” has not yet
been actually released for stock,

it Will probably be available in a
few weeks, when the current edi-

tion of the comedy, starring James
Dunn, ends its tour. The Mary
Coyle Chase play is being handled
by the author’s agent, Brandt &
Brandt. “Born Yesterday” is being
handled by Ben Boyar, manager
for Max Gordon, who produced it

originally on Broadway.

Minimum stock royalties recom-
mended by the Dramatists Guild
for most recent plays are 4% for

theatres averaging up to $9,000
gross, 5% for spots averaging over
$9,000 and up to $15,000, and;6%
for spots averaging over $15,000.

However, in practice, the above
royalty: rate is generally figured on
the actual gross for each week,
rather than on a seasonal average.

Request by Actors Equity for an
investigation; of alleged ticket ir-

regularities in connection with the
recent Broadway ,

engagement of
“Dance Me a Song” has precipi-

tated a hassle with the League of
N. Y. Theatres. Charges that pros-
pective patrons were informed that
the revue was sold out when there
were actually maqy available seats,

are understood to nave brought an
irate reply from Lee Shubert, own-
er of the Royale theatre,

.
which

housed , the show;
A number - of members of the

cast of the Dwight Deere Wiman
production wrote letters of protest
to Equity about the matter. They

'

claimed that they or their friends
were unable to buy; seats at the
boxoffice and that phone inquiries
were answered with the statement
that the house was sold out. In
reality, it is said, there was slim
attendance at the performances in-
volved,;

The ^ mattery was referred by
Equity to the ' League, which is

partnered with the union in the
ticket code .

- covering Broadway
theatres. James F. Reilly, execu-
tive director of the League, re-
portedly submitted, the matter to
the late Brock Pemberton, League
president. Who promised an inves-
tigation. However, Pemberton died
before the hearing Could be held.

Meanwhile,; Reilly is said to have
Written to Shubert, outlining the
situation and asking him to attend
a meeting on the matter. Shubert
reportedly replied that he had
“never been, so insulted,” adding
that kids from the chorus were riot
qualified to make such accusations.
He aqd Wiman concurred in the
denial, he said, arid would “have,
nothing to do with” any investiga-
tion of the subject.

Since Pemberton’s death, -Paul
Dullzell and Alfred Harding,
Equity’s representatives on the
ticket code committee, have asked
that someone be appointed to take
the late producer’s place in head-
ing an investigation. They have
also requested that the entire
League board of governors be iri-

(Continued on
.

page 60)

REVUE ON THE
Hollywood, March 21.

Stanley Seiden, Olsen and John-
son rep, planed in for huddles with
the William Morris Agency and
IATSE on preparations for the

next O.-J, show, “Tsk Tsk Tsk
Paree,” slated to open late next
month at the Biltmore here.

Show will put comics on a Los
Angeles stage for the first time in

28 years. It’s a prelude to a legiter

they hope to open on Broadway in

September and tagged “Olsen and
Johnson In the original Folies

Frances Bavier Set

. For Aussie ‘Harvey’
Frances Bavier will play the

femme lead in the Australian pro-

duction of “HarVey,” which J, C,

Williamson Theatres will present

May 27 at the Comedy, Melbourne.
Also going from Broadway to ap-

pear in the same company is War-
ren Harr. Both have been set by
Dorothy Stewart, Williamson rep-

resentative in New York;

‘‘Streetcar Named Desire,” cur-

rently playing Melbourne with
U. S. leads, will play major cities

in Australia under Williamson
sponsorship.

N.Y. State Theatre Out
Albany, March 21.

The Assembly Ways and Means
Committee killed the Simpler bill,

Of Season at Phoenix;

Production May Tour
Phoenix, March 21.

Sombrero Playhouse here closed
the curtain Sunday ( 19) on 10-
week run of winter legit, winding
up season With turnaway biz on
“The Glass Menagerie,” starring.
Robert Walker, Joanne Dru, John
Ireland and Margaret Wycherly.

Local success of Tennessee Wil-
liams play has keyed plans of co-
producers Ann Lee and Dick Charl-
ton to hit the road with production
in. April, although definite commit-
ments have not been made as yet.
Brief road tour would include San
Francisco, Houston, and perhaps
one or . two other cities, but green
light on venture hinges on availabil-
ity of film stars to make the junket.
Miss Lee and Charlton will open

a Coast office next month in the
Hollywood Athletic Club, from
which point they’ll line up talent
for next year’s Sombrero produc-
tions and for coming strawhat sea-
son at Santa Fe, where Miss Lee
operates El Teatro.

Already set for the summer stand
are “Petticoat Fever,” with John
Carroll; and “The Glass Menag-
erie,” with Una Merkel. Nine-
week season at El Teatro is sched-
uled to get under way July 1.

PROBABLE BY MAY
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” for

which, it required frenzied efforts

to obtain backing, will probably
have earned back its $200,000 in-

vestment by mid-May. At its unin*.

terrupted capacity pace of over
$48,200, the Herman Levin-Oliver
Smith presentation is netting ap-

j
proximately/$9,000. It breaks even
at around $31,000.
Show is at the Ziegfeld, N. Y.

which sought a state theatre for

New York City, under jurisdiction

„ of the State Education Dept.

Bergbre,” which will*"be brought I Appropriation asked for was $1,-

i Intact from Paris. 1500,000.

Joshua Logan Enterprises, Inc.,

chartered to conduct a business in
theatrical productions and radio
broadcasting, with 'offices in New
York. Capital stock is 200 shares,
no par value.
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Two principal changes in Actors >. v”""”

Equity's new regulations covering pi - /yr«
jljapv,e ^liartnw’

summer stock involve an increase ,Eye U l/dSCy h OlidUOWsummer stock : involve ah increase

in rehearsal pay and a rule requir-

ing players to be. available for at

least five days' rehearsal for each

strawhat guest appearance. Other
' _ x '• •’ _ 1 _ A . A V A 1... m’W

For Coast Tour, B’way
Hollywood, March 21.

West coast production of Sean

revisions stipulate that touring O’Casey’s 4?The Shadow of a Gun-
package shows must be covered by

; maii» produced by Mitchell Lewis

summer? aniTthat^the’tryout by Clancy Cooper at;

than the regular stock terms apply; - the Masquers theatre, was such av

Rehearsal pay will be boosted
;

Pronounced success that
.
paif dc-|

from $20 to $30 a week, in line cided to play it up and dowMhe
with figures showing that living C°ast and then take it to Broad-

costs at most strawhat Stands av- wa£/, .

.. . . u .

erage about the latter amount. The !

increase is expected to provoke
; ^ent

protests from strawhat operators, !

V^hce, 10% nf the

who were aware that such a move! °n whetlier tHe^Jiolly^Nvp*^ cas

t

Whs in the Works; They argue that
;
ft In

with the shrinking margin of profit > pfr *

w

'nrhVhuf
in summer stock dperafloiii in the eights would

last few seasons, the upped rehear- ei
S?f ^irSlno Vr?

sal rate will be a further limitation £
re<*

on straWhat activity.
Peggy Webber, Raymond E°e, Mar-

, -a * v w jorje Bennett, Frank Cady* Dons
Tlmrule providing that actors be Kemper, Tom Dillon and Gil Hm-

available for five days of rehearsal s vman- as well as Lewis and Cooper,
for each. engagement is aimed spe-

,
:

cifically at guest stars, and is be-

]

lieved to have the backing of most 4m
, |

• f 4|\ j 1
barnyard managers. Latter, as well I AHAn nlTAilK
as resident actors and strawhat au- lUIlvIl) Ell VCUa
diences, have been increasingly
critical in recent seasons because! yw

.
• .1 T\ J

of inadequately rehearsed summer
j

I Iaaa im lltA IcaiI
theatre productions. Complaint ' vlUvv III IIIC llvll
has been that ^stars! with engage-

j

ments booked solidly through the
j

dosings Saturday night (18)

«ere -Touch and the

ing, allowing only a day for -rehear- Broadway, N. Y., and All You
sat with the resident troupe. Slop^ Need Is One Good .Break,” at the

py performances have frequently Mansfield, N Y. The Theatre

^Mahagers, faced With tie alter-
^ Guild’s touring “Silver Whistle/’

native of allowing the practice or starring Lloyd Nolan, also "Shut-

doing without stars, have generally tered in Philadelphia, but. it is

not attempted to enforce the con- being taken over by Russell Lewis
tractual clause calling for a week’s & Howard Young, who will reopen
rehearsal by the star, Apparently it March 31 at the Lobero, Santa
no single strawhatter cared to Barbara, for a Coast tour.

were

make an issue of the matter. How- “Touch,” revue by Jean and
ever, with Equity requiring the full Walter Kerr, with music by Jay
rehearsal period as part of its reg* Gorney, was presented by George
ular stock rules, stars will have to Abbott last Oct. 13 at the Broad-
conform, and all operators will hurst, N. Y. It received mixed
thus be on an equal basis. notices, but played to hefty grosses
Under the new setup, stars will f0r a time, with numerous theatre

be able to take only alternate-week parties an apparent factor. Busi-
bookings, having tn be available ness sagged during the pre-

rehearsals the open weeks. Christmas slump, however, and.
Some managers reportedly fear failed to recover. A recent move to
that the new ruling- Will result in the larger-capacity Broadway, at a
demands for higher fees, and reduced ba scale;, didn’t help;
centages, since stars will be limited production - was financed at.
to only half the old number of en-

.
$100,000, with Abbott himself put-

^a^e
J

ne
J^*

s
#
figured that one! ting up at least half ($21,000 of it

effect of the new^requirement may un|er his own name). Show lias

JJ

e an. increase in the mumber of rep0rtedly repaid $55,000 and has
Package shows, since they involve

additional assets of approximately
C0

I?
pany

i
a™* -gjus do

,$3{),000 in cash (Abbott is one of

2?i
by the stai the producers not required to post

for each engagement. '

.

M

New rule calling for a single con-
an

44„
qu y 0 *

.

.

tract for the entire tour of a pack-
,

®r®ak*„, a melodrama by Arn-

age show is designed to simplify °id Manoff, was presented Feb. 9

the enforcement of Equity's regu- by Monte Proser and Joseph Kip-

lations. Under the old setup, each ness, in association with Jack

booking for a. package show in- Small. It received brutal notices

volved a separate contract with a and closed Feb. 11. The play, orig-

local management, so it required
i

inally done bn the Coast as a one-

continued checking by the Equity
j

acter, was produced here for

staff and numerous difficulties to ’ around $85,000, or about $10,000

police conditions. over the budget.

Under the new arrangement, a After the closing, a group
single management (most likely headed by adman Milton Black-
one of the larger talent agents, or stone raised about $20,000 addi-
possibly the star himself) will have tional financing, took over the
to sign a contract covering the en- show and reopened it, with a sim-
tire tour, This management will plified physical production and
be responsible for the observance" everyone concerned on reduced
of Equity Conditions, and will sign salary and royalties. Despite an
individual contracts With local op- intensive ad campaign, the play
erators fo!; each engagement. failed to catch On, and is figured

Package shows will henceforth to have involved an aggregate loss
be classified as tryout productions, of approximately $95,000.
lor the purposes of summer, stock

| o*
~

operation; That will involve high* •/ ^nV®sttnent may be

er minimum salaries, but will make n™c«n?
d
a h

S

possible cuts and other modifica- Presen^ a t^loid version in film

tions in case a show is operating at
housesr along the lines of. the re-

a loss, It’s expected that^
^ tlie re-!^^0^8

visions covering package shows
'

4.?"^
Ladies Night _ m

may arouse opposition from agents
^andt theatres m Nejv Yordc Phil

and possibly a few stars,
^

•
Car

^
e

r

» the
, ®?st - ft

making a

But most strawhat managements condensation, of the script. There’s

are believed to be unconcerned, as
alsp,_ieportedly, .some, .interest in

they re ineiitied to shun package <
^ ie nim rights to • the play. •

show hookings. Latter involve add-
J

'‘Silver Whistle,” which made a
eu cost because of the necessity of i substantial profit on Broadway last
paying salaries for • idle resident

1 season with Jose Ferrer - starred,
actors, and are also regarded 'as

: had a spotty record for the Guild
tending to lower the prestige and this season. Sent out again at a
morale of the resident troupe. cost of around $16,000, it had two

• Although some of the leading passable weeks in Philadelphia,
strawhat managers were consulted but failed to approach its approx-
in advance by the Equity stock imate $15,000 operating cost in its
eou.rn'ttee, their approval Was not other stands, and is figured to have
sought by the union, . The Equity had k deficit of more than $i0,Q00.
council merely acted upon the rec- Deal for Lewis & Young . to
ommendatlons of its stodk commit- take over the production reported
tee i:i adopting, the new regular Jy calls for a straight percentage
Jobs,' .which; will be binding on all of the gross, without a down' pay-

. Equity-bonded spots.
i ment or guarantee.

legit Bits

Paulette Goddard is being con-

sidered by Aldrich 4c Myers to co-

star With Cedric Hardwicke in

“Caesar and Cleopatra" on touv

next season. .She would succeed
Lilli Palmer, who quits the jjarl

when the Shaw revival closes June
3 for the summer. Casting of Miss
Goddard as Cleopatra 'would mean
the production would go on the
road in the fall without a Broad-
Way reopening and tuneup, as the
film star is unwilling to appear on
the New York stage. Miss Palmer,
incidentally, is set to star next fall

in Irene M. Selmiek's production
of -John van Druten's "Bell, Book
and Candle,” under the author’s
direction . . . Warren. Munseil, for-

mer business manager of the The-
atre Guild, is in charge of the
Convention Theatre Ticket Serv-
ice opened Monday; (20) iin New
York under, the joint sponsorship
of the Committee of Theatrical
Producers and the League of N, Y.

; Theatres,

Vera Bryner sings the leading
role of Magda Sorel on Monday
evening and Wednesday matinees
of “The Consul.” The part is sung
regularly by Patricia Neway r . v

Cavada Humprey, Who regularly
plays a minor part in the Aldtich
& Myers production of "Devil’s
Disciple;” takes over the role of
Mrs. Dudgeon^ Maurice

.
Evan's

mother, tomorrow night (Thurs.)
and continues through Saturday
night (25), subbing for ililda

Vaughn,’ Who is On leave to ap-
pear in The Studio Production edi-
tion of Frederico Garcia Lorca’s
“The House of Bemarda Alba,” at

the Weidman studio, N. Y> . . .

Hume Cronyn, stager of “NOW I

Lay Me Down to Sleep,” sailed
Saturday (18) for a two-week vaca-
tion in Nassau, before . returning
to the Coast. He has no immedi-
ate legit or film plans . . Mary Mar-
tin plays her 400th performance to-

night (Wed.) in “South Pacific,”
never having been out of the cast.

Martin Hitt has succeeded Leo-
nora Corbett as director of the
Don Medford-James Colligan pro-
duction of “The Cry of the Pea-
cock” . Kermit Bloomgarden
has taken an option on Henry Mis-
rock's novel, “God Had Seven
Days,” which the author is drama-
tizing. It was originally Written
as a play, but Misrock adapted it

into novel form when there were
no takers of the legit script (in-

cidentally, it was never submitted
to Bloomgarden in its original
(form).. Misrock turned down a
Paramount offer of $20,1)00, plus a
percentage of the book royalties,
for the film rights . . . Coast pro-
ducers Lewis & Young have taken,
over the Theatre Guild's touring
of “Silver Whistle” production*
starring Lloyd Nolan.

The fourth annual presentation
of the Antoinette Perry Awards
will be held April 9 at the'Waldoff-
Astoria hotel, N. Y., by the Amer-
ican Theatre Wing, . Pamela Gor-
don, actress-daughter of Gertrude
Lawrence, planning a solo exhibi-
tion of her paintings . John Chap-
man, critic of the N. Y. Daily News,
last week paid the- American Na-
tional Theatre & Academy the
listed price of $200 for his re-
viewer’s seat for the last “ANT

A

-Album/’ All the critics’ tix had
been given free . Because he has

1 been assigned to two upcoming pic-
tures at RKQ, producer John

1

Houseman has had to withdraw as
.
director-producer of a Coast edi-

.
tion of the “ANTA Album” for this
spring Peter Cookson Produc-
tions will be associated with H. M,

: Tennent (Hugh Beaumont) in the
London edition of “The Innocents”

\ this spring, with Peter Glenville
l repeating his staging assignment.
r

.
Joshua Logan's royalty as stager

L of “South Pacific” is 2^% of the
' gross, not 3% as "reported last
week. At the musical's consistent

f
gross of $50 i60b, that gives him a

y
return of $1,265 per week for the

,

directorial assignment, plus His

. share of the profits, amounting to
about $1,111 a week . Roubcn

’ Mamoulian, who directed “Lost in

f
the Stars” and co-authored and
directed “Arms and the Girl/' will

1 stage “Huckleberry Finn,” which
* Maxwell Anderson and Kurt Weill
i are readying for presentation by
the Playwrights’ Co. next season

;
Backers of “Member of the

;
Wedding” last week received the

' $45,000 balance on their $75,000
I investment. The show also has
about $20,000 in cash reserve and
bonds, and has an advance sale of

V more than $120,000;
’ Drama Lab, off-Brbadway op-
! eration, will presen

t

August

|

Strindberg’s “Comrades” at the
1 Nola Studio, N. Y., beginning
March 29 . . John Becker will dir

1

. rect “Dreamboat,” musical version
*

: of Victor Wolfson's drama “Exdur-
! sion/’ scheduled for production by

: the
.
Princeton Community players

/ at the McCarter theatre, Princeton,

Inside Staff-Legit

Over a recent period -Of six weeks, during which 16 shows opened on
Broadway, the critics of the eight New York dailies used the first-person

pronoun a total of 302 times. John Chapman, of the News, topped the
list with 98., Robert Garland, of the Journal-American, was next with
76, followed by Richard Watts, Jr., of the Post, with 64. Robert Cole-
man, of the Mirror, used journalistic plural pronoun 54 times. William
Hawkins, of the World-Telegram, used the singular pronoun eight
times., . . . ,

•.

’

Brooks Atkinson, of the Times, and Howard Barnes, of the Herald
Tribune, used an indirect first-person once each. In the former’s case;

he qualified a statement “in the opinion of one reluctantly churlish

theatregoer.” In the latter’s, he used the words “one Suspects that” to

preface an opinion. Arthur Pollock, of the Compsss, failed to Use any
first-person pronoun or phrase in any review; during the six-week
.period/'.'!..;'.'

,

Matter of the relative ftequendy of the critics’ Use of the personal
pronoun arose recently during a discussion among several Broadway
producers.; Upshot was that reviews for the 16 recent shows \yere

checked. .'.;• /

'

“The Consul, Gian-Carlo Menotti opera which opened Wednesday
night (15) at the Ethel Barrymore, N. Y., is the second show of the
Broadway season to get solid rave reviews. Only other production to

get all faivorable boxoffice notices was “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes/*

which got enthusiasts nods from all the critics except Richard Watts,

Jr., of the Postj who pahned it but indicated it would pay off.

Three other shows this season each received all but one favorable
notice; They were “I Know My Love” (panned by Brooks Atkinson of

the Times); “Member of the Wedding” (rapped by Howard Barnes of

the Herald Tribune) aiid “Happy Times” (socked by Watts and" given
several subsequent sour mentions by him).

In the case of “The Consul,” music critic Olin Downes reviewed it

for the Times, but Atkinson is slated to devote his column to it in the
drama section next SundaF (26).

Thalhimers department store, Richmond, Va., entering its 109th year,

operates a theatre ticket office on a gratis basis for its customers.
Besides maintaining the service, the establishment backs it b£ publicity

and ads in the local dailies, thus providing extra exploitation for cur-
rent legit, concert, film and similar attractions. Office is in the Cus-
tomer Service Center of the store.

Company figures that the ticket office is an indirect business asset,

.since the Customer Service is credited with a substantial share in the
$26,000,000 gross sales last year (not including the Sosrtik-Thalhimer
branch in Winston-Salem, N. C.).

Frequency with which the New York drama critics Use the first-

person pronoun in their reviews varies strikingly. Some of the critics

Use the first-person singular several times in almost every notice, While
others hardly ever do so, and one habitually Uses the traditional jour-
nalistic “we.” Matter seems to be primarily a matter of individual
style, although it also appears to stem from the paper’s policy in some
cases.

N; J., for two performances, March
31 and April 1 . .

.

David Lipsky

and Philip Bloom, head of Na-
tional Publicity Associates, N. Y.,

drumbeating outfit, have made a

deal with King Kennedy and As-
sociates, coast flackery, to repre-
sent each other’s clients on their
respective coasts.

Doreen Wilson goes to Australia
to star in "Song of Norway,” open-
ing in July, for J. C. Williamson
Theatres. Robert Bernard leaves
tomorrow (Thurs.) for the Coast on
his way to replace Hal Gary in the
Australian company of “Okla-
.honia,!’. also under Williamson
management . . .Lewis F u n k e,

drama editor of the N. Y. Times,
back from Catskills vacation....
the Richard Aldriches (Gertrude.
Lawrence) spending a Week at

Dennis, Mass., where they regu-
larly summer , . Kaye Ballard set

for one of the leads in Bernard Del-
font's forthcoming London produc-
tion of “Touch and Go” . , .

.

Mil-
ton Baron will continue as mana-
ger and Joe Flynn will have the
pressagent assignment when "Miss
Liberty” goes on tour. . Anthony
Nelle set as choreographer for St.

Louis Municipal Opera Co. which
tees off June 6 with “Brigadoon.”
He formerly held similar post with
Pittsburgh Civic Light Opera
Co.

’

Mory Efron is company mana-
ger, Maurice Turet pressagent and
Joe Leon stage manager of the
Irving Kaye Davis production of
Elsa Shelley's “With a Silk Thread”
. . . Richard. Skinner, company
manager of “Devil’s Disciple,”
goes to Washington over the week-
end to start preparations for the
summer at his Olney (Md.) strawV
hat . . . Lyricist Sammy Cahn, ar-
rived east to huddle with librettist
Dick FloUrney on their proposed
“Casey Jones” musical Com-
poser Kurt Weill in Flower. Hospi-
tal; N. Y j after a heart attack last
Sunday (19) . . . Leslie Banks will
probably take a month’s Vacation
from “Lost in the Stars” this sum-*
mer to return to. London.
Producer Gilbert

.
Miller due

back this week from Nassau ; .

Henry Stephenson taking a four-
week leave from Katharine Cor-
nell’s touring “That Lady” be-
cause of illness . . . Director-pro-
ducer Margaret Webster returns
from Florida vacation to join her
Shakespeare repertory troupe and
make before-curtain speeches dur-
ing the Indianapolis engagement
April 7-8. Anthony Buttitta. has
interrupted Work On a novel to
pressagent the company’s one-
week Detroit stand .;.:/ . Sylvia Sie-
gler due back from Miami Beach
next week to begin preparations
for the Broadway production of
Benjamin Britten’s London hit,

1 “Let’s Make An Opera/’ nfext fall

Rex Harrison possibly rates as
the most-propositioned actor of the
1949-50 season. At the moment,
the star is Reportedly considering
three legit offers, and has two film
deals in the works. There’ll prob-
ably be other possibilities reported
before his scheduled sailing March
30 for England.

Foremost on Harrison's list of

prospects is apparently the male
lead in the proposed Rodgers-Ham-
merstein musical edition of “Anna
and the King of Siam,” being writ-
ten for Broadway production next
spring. Gertrude Lawrence is fig*

ured the likely co-star and Joshua
Logan is slated to direct. Mean-
while, the actor is reportedly be-
ing sought by Henry Sherek for the
lead in the London company of
T. S. Eliot's "Cocktail Party,” the
part originated by Alec Guinness
in the Broadway presentation. Har-
rison could presumably fill that en-
gagement before returning to the
U. S. for “Anna,”

Also believed to be still a possi-

bility for the actor is a new, un-
titled play on which Terence' Rat-
tigan is putting the finishing

touches, intended expressly for

Harrison. That is planned for. pro-

duction on Broadway next . fall,

probably by the Theatre Guild and
John C. Wilson, in association with
H. M. Tennent & Co; (Hugh Beau-
mont). His latest possibility is a

stage adaptation of Michael Sayers’

“The Walking Stick,” in which he
appeared Monday night (20) on
television and expressed interest

in as a legit vehicle.

Definitely off Harrison’s slate is

“Acdolade,” which Emlyn Wil-

liams wrote for him, but Will how
star in and direct in London this

spring, under the Tennent manage-
ment, with a subsequent Broadway
presentation in association with Le-

land Hayward. Harrison’s two film

prospects include a British produc-
tion in which he is to co-star this

summer with his wife, Lilli Pal-

mer, The other is a proposed pic-

ture to be made in Italy.

New Indiana Strawhat

Culver, Ind., March 2

L

A summer stock theatre will

open on Lake Maxinkuckee near
here’ this June, annoitihccd S. Paul
Rutledge and D. Martin Tahse,
managers of the Maxinkuckee
Players.
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The following are the comparative figures, based on Variety's

boxoffice estimates for last week (the 42d week of the season)

arid the corresponding week of last season:

BROADWAY
Nuiwbcr of shows current- •

.

• • ••.<«

.

Total weeks played so far by all shows/.

.

Total gross for all current shows fast Week

Total season’s gross so far by all shows .$

Number of new productions so far .

,

y
,

.

' ROAD
[Excluding ’-Stock)

Number of current touring shows reported

Total weeks played so far by all shows

Total road gross reported last week. . .

Season’s total road gross so far. . . , $16,615,500 $19 ,682,200

This • Last
Season Season

28 25
896 961

$890,117 $593,500
52,606,017 $22,959,500

• 47 58

'
17 25

812 953
$341,900 $592,200

‘Sky’ $4,500, Atlanta

;

Romero 76, Jacksonville
Atlanta, March 21.

Moss Hart’s “Light Up the Sky/*
starring Audrey Christie, grossed
$4,500 at .Penthouse theatre, atop
Hotel Ansley,

.
last week; Miss

Christie replaced Diana Barrymore
in cast after the latter was injured
in an automobile crash. Robert
Wilcox, Miss BarrymOre’s leading
man, who shaken up in the acci-
dent, but was able to play the lead
male role opposite Miss Christie.
Barrymbre-Wilcox team played
Penthouse in same play earlier this
season..

Penthouse No. 2, second Greek-
type theatre under wing of Atlanta

bowed last week in ballroom

Sparked by a Spurt Friday night
and Saturday ( 17-18)

, attendance
j

on Broadway was generally a trifle
;

better last week. Conditions were
spotty, so not all shows shared
the improvement, but the prevail-
ing pace was up.
Receipts early in the week were

by
group, ......
of Roosevelt hotel- Jacksonville, down, but the sudden upturn
Bla.* and grossed a neat $7,000,

|

Friday night, was evident at .

with Cesar Romero starring in :
performances Saturday, The com-

“Strietly Dishonorable.” Miss
j

bined gross for all 28 current
Christie and WilcOx opened in shows was 70.4% of capacity, a

|

Jacksonville showcase in : “Light rise of 1.62% over the previous

stiff operating nut and the lack of

cash reserve; if it can survive Holy
Week it may have a moderate run;
did $16,000 last week, which isn’t

breaking even.
: “South Pacific/* Majestic (50th

Wk) (M-$6; L659; $50,186). Same
old story; $50,600.

“Texas, L’il • Darlin/* Heilihger
(17th wk) (M-$6; 1,543; $42,000).
Continues to make a modest oper-
ating profit; $24,200.
“The Consul/* Barrymore fist

wk) <M-$4.80-$6; 1,066; $30,000).

Chicago, March 21.

With the help -of the Theatre

Guild’s “Madwoman of Chaillot

and second and final week of

Ballet des Paris, Chi legit grosses

took an upward turn again. How-
ever Lent continued to hamper
the general picture, With only three

shows in last week and two open-

ings this week, a repeat of Tallu-

lah Bankhead’s “Private Lives” at

the Harris !
and the bi-lingual

“Borscht-Capades” at the Black-

stone. “Kiss Me, Kate” still suf-

fered from lack of conventioneers.

In the offing is the arrival next
week of “Lend an Ear” at the
Great Northern and “Oklahoma!*’
in About six weeks at the Erlanger.

Also a possible visit of “Miss Lib-

erty’’ this spring.

Estimates for Last Week
Ballets des Paris, Blackstone (2d

week) (1,358; $4.40). Final Week
solid $30,000.
“Kiss Me, Kate/* Shubert (26th

week) (2,100; $6L8). Did healthy
$29,300,
“Madwoman of Chaillot/*.: Er-

langer (1,334; $4.33), Guild aus-
pices gave this good $19,100.
“Private Lives/* Harris (1,000;

$4.33). Tallulah Bankhead starrer
opened last night (Mon.).

ROBERTS’ SRO $30,933

FOR BOSTON RECORD
Boston, March 21.

Hub’s legit season, one of the
spottiest in many years, struggled
along last week With only one
house lighted. This Was the Co-
lonial, with the sock “Mister
Roberts” in for a run, and it went,
clean for its second sesh, too.

House, with a
.
$4.20 top, took a

smash SRO $30,933 for a straight-
play house record and will un-
doubtedly stay in this bracket well
into the late spring.
Only addition , to the limping

rial to this week is Cornelia Otis
Skinner, in for> one week at the
Wilbur. Edward Everett Horton
turns up in “The Country Wife”
in Cambridge, April 5, and “Tick-
ets, Please” is set for the 10th.

Other than that/ the Hub seems
closed for the season,

j 450 in local Penthouse. . Top price

[
there is $3.60, including tax, while
scale here is a flat $3, including
tax;".

.

-
.. .

Mady Christians opened to full closings are scheduled for
house in Penthouse here Monday Week, but “Miss Liberty” is slated

$11,500 in Toronto
Toronto; March 21.

“Private Lives,” wi th Tallulah
Bankhead and Donald Cook, did a
disappointing $11,500, at the Royal
Alexandra, with 1,525-seater scaled
at $4.20 top. Fact that play opened
here with, the Bankhead-Cook dtio

in the summer of: ’46, when it ran
for two capacity weeks at $3 top,
undoubtedly militated against last
week’s engagement, plus that
$4.20 top.

Current season at the Royal
Alexandra is biggest in, that thea-
tre’s 43-year history, with “Private

i Lives’* the unexpected and only

j

slipup.
' — :

.
( .

:•

slightly better tone,
Last Week’s two Closings were

“All You Need Is One ; Good
Break” and “Touch and Go.” No

! Up” Monday: (20) evening, .Jackson- week. . Indications arc that this Giah-Carlo Menotti opera got raves
ville spot has 490 sTeats as against i Week’s business vvill continue the . from all eight dailies and started

i— *-*-— Tast; first. five performances topped
capacity at $19,000. ;

“The Innocents/* Playhouse (6th

wk) (D-$4.80; 819; $18,740). Eased
slightly, but has about $35,000 ad-
vance and should spurt this week;
$12,000;
“The Man/* Fulton (9th wk) (D-

$4.80; 966; $23,000). ,
Inched

(
UP a

ductions. .
I . *>,,,/</. r> rcnmoMi) »

I “Touch and Go/* Broadway (23d
Atlanta Penthouse will close its i — / d R?ama {’ \ wk) JtR-$4.80; 1,900; $46,300). Busi-

season with April 8 performance,
|

££?• .

(ComedyJDrainu ) * R JRevue )
, \ ness skidded fast after the ehd of

marking 29 Consecutive weeks of (Musical) Q (Operetta).
I theatre parties, and the move to

(20) evening in “The Vinegar Tree. 1

Heading supporting cast is Gerald
i Savory, British actor-author-play-
1 right, who directs Penthouse pro-

to shutter April 8 to go on tour,

While “Howdy, Mr/ Ice of 1950”
will fold April 15,

Estimates for Last Week

/STL.

name

St. Louis, March 21.

The unexpected closing of “The
Silver Whistle,” scheduled for a

,

one-week stand at the American
;

theatre during the current week
and the continued run of “Kiss Me,
Kate” in Chicago, has resulted in
this house being darkened for- the
next three weeks. Sudden closing
of “Whistle” prevented manager
Paul Beisman from bringing in. an-
other piece. House will relight in
April for a one^week engagement
of “Oklahoma!/* the fifth time the
Rodgers and Hammerstein musical
has visited this burg. .

Crix were harsh iii their treat-
ment of “Diamond Lil/* Mae
West’s revival, hut the natives paid
no heed and the piece woiind up
its one Week at the American Sat-
urday (18) with a neat $28,000.

i
The 1 ,700-seat house was scaled to
$4.27 for the eight performances.

‘Salesman’ Sizzling

in
Pittsburgh, March 21.

“Death of a Salesman” soared to
sizzling $27,300 in its second and
final week at the Nixon, about $5,-
000 more than it did in opening
stanza to give hit drama close to

$51,000 on the engagement. Unlike
first session,, closing one started at
virtual capacity and kept building
all the way, with SRO the general
rule final few performances.
"Salesman” sold for $3.90 top

(including city and federal taxes)
with special reduced rates being
offered to ATS-Theatfe Guild sub-
scribers although attraction wasn’t
presented under their auspices.

Nixon is currently dark again,
relighting Monday (27) with the
Paris Ballet, which comes in for
a week.

13G, Det.
Detroit, March 21.

AVith a $2 maximum, the 2,000-
.Bhuhert did aii all right $13,-

900 in a'iseven-day presentation of
Blackstone. The magico originally
was scheduled for 10 days/ but
me last three were lopped off to
Permit him to accept an engage-

in Grand Rapids.
^Shubert is dark until Friday (24).

it presents “Streetcar Named
’ in for nine days.

_ Xass opened Monday (20 •.

Aveek’k darkness, for Les
Ballets de Pariip a six-day attrac-

On NW 3-Date Split

Seattle, March 21. .

“Man Who Came to Dinner,”

with Monty Woolley, racked up

i
hefty $24,500 in three stands last

i
week. Show took in $3,700 at the
Civic Aud., San Jose, Sunday (12);

$12,500 at Mayf air, Portland,
Tuesday-Thursday (14-16), and $8,-

300 at .
the ; Metropolitan here,

Friday-Saturday (17-18).

Play is splitting current week
between Metropolitan here and
Temple, Tacoma.

‘Lend Ear’ Drops To
$16,700 in Split Week

Rochester, N. Y., March 21.

“Lend Ail Ear,” hit by heavy

snow and sleet, fell off to a poor

$16,700 in two engagements last

week. Show drew $9,500 in four
performances at the Court Square,
Springfield, Mass,, Monday-
Wednesday (13-15), and $7;200 in

the. same number of performance?
at the Auditorium here, Thursday-
Saturday (16-18).

Previous week’s take at the Shu-
bert, Boston, was $27,500. :

Philadelphia, March 21.

Although legit business has been
continuously satisfactory atid last

week was exceptionally good, Philly

has now entered upon what looks

to be an extended drought of stage

j

shows. Currently there is only one
I legiter open—the Shubert, where

j

Helen Hayes is playing her second
j
and final week in the, tryout of
“The Wisteria Trees.” After that
the Shubert will be dark until
April 10, when Molly Picon comes
in for a single week in the Yiddish
musical, “Abi Gezunt.**

Next Monday, “The Cry of the
Peacock,” another tryout, plays a
single week at the Locust. The
Forrestr-supposedly the banner
house of the Shuberts’ local quar-
tet—-hasn’t a show mentioned until
April 24, when the musical, “The
Liar,” is booked. Only other legit

attraction listed is “House on the
Cliff,” with Ernest Truex and Fay
Bainter, skedded for April 17, prob-
ably at the Locust It look* like an-
other very early closing, compara-
ble to or even worse than last

year’s.; All this in the face of three
excellent grosses by last week’s trio

of offerings.

Estimates for Last Week
|

“The Wisteria Trees/* Shubert [50th wk)
(1st Week) (1,877; $4.55). Local crix
reversed those of New Haven,
Where Helen Hayes vehicle opened.
At least two rave notices here.

Other parenthetic figures refer; ' another
respectively; to top price , number

j

duction
of seats and capacity gross, .Price

'

includes 20% amusement tax, but
grosses are net: i.e.; exclusive of
tax,

’

“All You Need Is One Good
Break/* Mansfield (5th wk) (D-
$4,80; 1,041; $26;000). Novel ex-
ploitation failed to kindle business
after the production was refinanced
and reopened; - folded Saturday
night (18) after, a. total of 35 per-
formances; around $2,500.
“Arms and the Girl/* 46th St.

(7th wk) (M-$6; 1,319; $39,000).
Heavy theatre party bookings are a
factor in the

.
grosses for this The-

atre Guild-Anthony B. Farrell
presentation; $38,100.
“As You Like It,” Cort (8th

wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,064; $27,000).
Going along at a profitable rate;
over $25,800.

“Caesar and Cleopatra/* Na-
tional (13th wk) (CD-$4.80-$6;
1,172; $30,000). Attendance
climbed a bit for this Shaw revival;
topped $20,000.

“Clutterbuck/* Biltmore (15th
wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $22,600). Lon-
don import, has been overquoted
recently; having tough going;

$6 ,
000 .

“Cocktail Party,” Miller (9th

wk) (C-$4.80; 940; $21,600). Con-
tinues to go clean at all times;
nearly $21,600.
“Come Back, Little Sheba,”

Booth (5tK wk) (D-$4.80; 712;
$20,000). Despite raves for the
performances, the sombre theme
of this entry is apparently limit-

ing its draw; about $12,000.
“Death of a Salesman,” Moi’Osco

(D-$4.80; 914; $23,800).

:

theatre and boxoffice re-

tailed to help, so the
George Abbott production folded
Saturday (18) after

;
176 perfor-

mances; final Week Was again in

the red at $16,0QO.
: “Velvet Glove,” Golden (12th

wk) (CD-$4.80; 769; $18,127). Has
been hanging on at about the
breakeven figure ;

climbed slightly

to nearly $7,000.
“iyhere*s Charley?”, St. James

(74th wk) (M-$6; 1,509; $37,800).

I
Musical run leader is holding its

healthy advance sale and going
along with ample, power; $30,000.

Opening
“Great to Be Alive,” Winter Gar-

den (M-$6; 1,510; $42,000). Musical
comedy With book by Walter Bul-
lock and Sylvia Regan; lyrics by
Bullock; music, by Abraham Ell-

,

stein; presented by Vinton Freedley,

i
in association with Anderson Lawler
and Russell Markert; production
was financed, at $175,000, was
brought in for $165,000 (including
bonds) and can break even at
around $26,000.

Future Dates
“Wisteria Trees/* March 29 jit

Martin Beck; “Cry of the Peacock/*
April 6 at Mansfield; “With a Silk
Thread/* April 12 at Lyceum;
“Peter Pan/* April 23 at Imperial;
“Tickets, Please/* April 24 at
Coronet.

SOLID 17G IN D C.

Washington, March 21.

Interest in “Barretts of Wimpole
Street,” the Susan Peters starrer914*

Getting an ample profit; uprightly
’

at the Gayety, continued, steady

to nearly $18 800. |
through the second semester with

“Detective ’Story,” Hudson (52d !
a solid $17,000. Fortnight’s take

wk) (D-$4.80; 1,016; $23,675). Ralph
Bellamy starrer eased a trifle to

for the 1,500-seat house, which was
scaled at a straight $3 including

]

tax, reached an imposing $36,000.
Faye Emerson and Sam Wana-

maker in “Goodbye, My Fancy/*

j

These plus Star’s name resulted in

!: a banner $28,500 for the week, and .

$16,100.
. ...

i
that figure will be surpassed this “Devil’s Disciple/*. ^Royale (4th

j
week when show will have no op- wk) (C-$4.80r$6; 1,035; $27,500).

, ,, p r . , /01 .

I nosish Production gained nearly $2,000 to i
opened at the Gayety tonight (21)

1
' “Th^ ;

Silver Whistle »*‘ Walhut (2d reach $24,000. ;

to a fair advance for a fortnight’s
The Silver whistle, wainut (2d

, R<Gentle
’

men prefer Blondes/*: stay..
,

*
.

„

wk) (M-$6* 1 628; ! Streetcar Named Desire,” star-

Still getting capacity; i
ring Judith Evelyn^ Is hooked in

over $48,200.
“Happy Time/* Plymouth (8th

Aide) (C-S4.80; 1.063; $29,019).

About the same $28,OOO.V
“Howdy, Mr. ice of 1950,” Cen-

ter (43d Wk) (Ii-$2.88-$3; 2 964;

$58,000). . Closing notice was
rescinded and the skating show is

now slated to continue to April

15, as previously planned; lip

1,000
it

toP™8
*»

00
cu.,K01.f .

$15,000 with eight performances in
I Know My Xove, ^bubeit

. four engagements last week.

week) (1,340; $3.90). Theatre Guild
/offering, last ATS subscription •

u show of season picked, up a bit ^0*^**^

to get $14,000 in final stanza. :

. House has nothing in sight.
'

I “What a Day/* Forrest (3d week)
• (1,766; $4.55). This musical, never
really able to get going on high;
gear here, dropped to a fair $22,000
in final stanza. House has nothing
booked as yet until April 24. !

234G for
Baltimore/ March 21.

“Brigadoon” made a return visit

to Fotcl’s here last, week ;and

got a modest $23,500.

Nothing, else !on tiie immediate
horizon until April 17, When Kath

for three' weeks beginning April 3t

‘Streetcar’ Disappoints

In 4 Stands at $15,000
Des Moines, March 21.

“A Streetcar Named Desire/^
andJudith Evelyn and Ralph

Meeker, grossed a disappointing

1 arine Cornell In “That Lady
scheduled for a week.

is

«* in

Lake Charles, La., March 21.

“Oklahoma!” drew a healthy

$23,500 in six performances split

between the Auditorium, Galves-
ton and the McNesse Jr. High
School here last week. Musical

: played former stand Monday-
Tuesday (13-14*, coming here
Wednesday < 15) and play i n

g

through Saturday ( 18>.
r

Show is at the Poche; New Or-
leans, this week.

New Haven Resumes
New Haven, March 2i.

Shubert resumes legit with an-

other breakin this week. It’s the

American preem of “Cry of the

Peacock,” due Thurs.-Sat. (23-25).

Opening of the Hartmans revue,

“Tickets, Please,” has been shifted

(20th wk) (CD-$4.80; 1391; $33,

000). Also improved to $24,500.
“Kiss Me,: Kate,” Century (63d

wk). (M-$6; 1,645; $46,650). Hold-
over smash got nearly $43 ,300;

“Lost In the Stars,” Music Box
(20th wk) (M-$5.40; 1,012; $26,600).

Ebbed a trifle to $23,300.
“Member of the Wedding/* Em-

pire (14th wk)(D-$4.80; 1,082; $24,-

000). Had some theatre parties,

which cut the capacity-plus trade
to $24;000.

“Miss Liberty/* Imperial (36th

wk) (M-$6.60; 1 ,400; $44,500). Will

Close April 8 to go bn tour; almost

$22 ,000 !

^Mister Roberts/* Alvin (109th

wk) (CD-S4.80; . 1,360; $34,276).

Longruh leader eased a bit to
*Jvavy.i, *

.

"— ^597 40ft
from March 30 to April 6-8 week-

[
^

j tay Me Down to Sleep/*
end. Tryout here of “The Liar,”

1 Rroadhurst. (3d wk) (CD-$4.80-$6;

tentatively set for April 13-15/ now
1 is oil the doubtful side. Spring
; bookings are in the fadeout stage

I as of right now.

Show drew $1,000 in a matineo
at the Lyceum, Minneapolis, Sun-
day (12); $3,000 at the Palace, Rock-
ford, 111,, Tuesday (14); $6,000 at
the Iowa, Cedar Rapids, Wednes-
day-Thursday (15-16), and $5,000 at
the KRNT theatre here/ Friday-
Saturday (17-18).

Current week is being split thre#
ways.

(Drama) f

(Revue)*

in

Keys: C (Comedy); D
CD (Comedy-Drama) , R
M (Musical), O (Operetta).

4*House on the CllfT* /(G)—Peggy
Wood, Joseph Moon and Roger
Steams; Leo Mittler, director.

“Peter Pan** (D) — Peter Law-
rence; John Burrell, director.

1,160; $29,500). Fredric March- 1 “Tickets, Please'* (R)^ Arthur

Florence Eldridge starrer Is bene- Klein; Mervyn Nelson, dilector,

fitlng from extensive followup “With a Silk Thread’* (D)—Irving
comment, but is handicapped by a Kaye Davis; Elsa Shelley, director.
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Play on Broadway
Tli^ Consul

Chandler CoavIcs <S? Efrerti ZimbaHst. Jif.»

presentation df musical drama- in three

acts (six scenes), by Gian-Carlo Aicuotti.

FeatMrcs Marie Powers. Patricia Newav.
Staged by Menotti; orchestra directed hy.

Lehmvn Engel; dream choreography, John
Butler; musical .coordination,'

.

Thomas
Schlppers; Settings, Horace

.

Annistead;
lighting, Jean Rosenthal; costumes, Grace
Houston, At Ethel Barrymore, N.
March 15, '50; at $4.80 top weeknights, $6
weekends (Sfl.60 opening).

John Sorel .v . : Cornell MncNeil
Magda Sorel . ... .... .Patricia Noway
Mother v.; Marie Powers
Chief Police Agent.. , . . .

.

Leon Lishncr
First Police Agent ...

.

.

.

Chester Watson
Second Police Agent,;. .> .

.

Donald Blaekey
Secretary . .Gloria Lane
Mi*. Kofner . ... ...George. .Jongeyans
Foreign Woman, . . , ,r. : Maria Mario
Anna Gomez, Maria Andreassi
Vera ' Boroncll . . . ; . . ... .

:

Lydia Summers
Nika Magadotf ......

.

Ahdrew. McKinley
Assa'n .

. . . , , . .Francis MonachlnO 1

Recorded Voice . , ... . . .Mabel MOrcer

dreassi, Lydia Summers and Fran-
cis Monachino in lesser parts.

The composer-author has staged
the work expressively, except that

he has not succeeded in having the
singers make all the lyrics intel-

ligible, arid although Lehman
Engel's batoning seems generally,
expert, he occasionally permits the'

orchestra to ^overpower the voices.
Horace Arriiistead’s two - settings
contribute helpful atmosphere,
Jean Rosenthal's lighting adds to

the mood, arid the two dreariv se-i

quences arranged by John /Butler
provide dramatic highlights.

: Kobe.

Continued front page 57

Gian-Carlo Menotti, Whose “Th
Medium" (and “The Telephone")

j

was an
:
event of the 1947-48 sea-/

son, has brought Broadway
,
another

j

iriipressive opera in “The Consul."
j

This three-act tragedy/ also pre-
sented by Chandler Cowles and;

Efrem Zimbalist, Jr;, brought an
ovation from first-nighters, but be-
cause of .its sombre theme and the
heavily dramatic quality of its

i

music it rnay have limited popular
appeal and is therefore a dubious
bet to. pay off.

From a creative standpoint the
show is unquestionably a hit. Me-

!

notti’s story of the plight of free-
jdom loving people trapped in total-

itarian couritries is agonizingly con-
temporary andhis score adds enor-
mous emotional power. It is a
heart-rending work that reaches a
shattering climax iri the second act
and has an overpowering finale,

But it is not “entertainment" in the
popular sense and may not have
staying qualities When hot weather
wilts the boxbffice.

Action of the piece alternates be-
tween the grubby apartment of a
fugitive from, the secret police in
an unidentified European nation

: arid what appears to be. the U . S.
consulate in the same city. The
consul is never actually on stage,
although his silhouette is seen once
through his office door. Between
repeated trips to the consulate,
Where she waits

;
endlessly for a

visa that will enable her' and her
family -to escape to freedom, the
fugitive's Wife is harried at home
by visits from the secret police, as
she despairingly watches her baby
and then her mother-in-law die.
Her . suicide ends the opera.
The opening scene, in which the

fugitive stumbles into his home tq
hide, with the police following a
few minutes later, provides an ex-
citing start. There are two notable
scenes in the second act. the first

as Marie Powers sings a touching
lullaby to the dying" infant and the
second as Patricia Neway sings a
magnificent aria denouncing the
callous consulate secretary. Latter
number received one of the most
vociferous ovations of any Broad-
waiy premiere in memory.

Although “The Consul” has more
terrifying impact arid possibly more
depth than “The Medium," it lacks
the compactness and consistent
drive of the latter one-acter. And
although its music is technically
brilliant, its unmelodic character
limits its exploitable potential and
mass appeal. Moreover, its morbid
theme is unlikely to attract diver-
sion-minded playgoers, so it will
have to be sold on its straight ar-
tistic merits, which may not be easy
as the season wanes.
Miss Neway is spectacularly im-

pressive, both vocally and drama-
tically. Her voice is excellent, her
enunciation is generally clear, her
playing is persuasive and her fea-
tures arc admirably suited for
tragic roles. Miss Powers, who
scored a personal click in “The Me-
dium," lias a less showy role as the
mother, but she is also effective
vocally arid as an actress.
Other notable performances are

given by Cornell MacNeil as the
fugitive, Gloria Lane as the bored
consular secretary, Leon Lislirier as
the secret police agent, AndrewMcKinley ’ as a / magician whose
tricks disrupt consulate decorum
as lie waits for a visa, and George
Jongeyans,; Maria Mario* Maria An-

DANCEl

: Tli« Crildcii Porciipuie
Dallas, March 15.

. . Theatre '50 production of historical
drama by Muriel ttoy Bolton. Directed' by
Margo' Jones; .lighting, Marshall Yokelson;.
costumes, Dhu Wray. At Theatre '50 Play-
house. Dallas; $2.50. .

,

King Louis XI . Louis Veda Quince
Oliver Le Diahri ...... -.Edwin Whltner
Duchess of Orleans ... Mary Finney
Ahne of France ...... .‘Virginia Robinson
Louis of Orleans /. ......

,

John Dennel;
Gharles Viil : . . Charles Procter.
Count Dunois • Joe' Sullivalv
Geo.' D'Ambrolse, Archbishop • Ben Yaffee
Gdurnay . . . . . Charles Braswell.
Ahn. of Brittany. . ... Peggy McCay
Guard ...........

,
David. Healy

Lady-in-Walting .. . . . .

.

.

,

Margaret O’Neill

formed of the situation; So far,

no answer has been received. If

action isn’t forthcoming, the. mat-
ter will probably be referred to

the Equity council.

Questioned on the situation yes-

terday (Tues . ), Reilly declined to

discuss it, refusing either to deny
or affirm that any such matter had
been raised. Wiman could not be
reached for continent, arid an
Equity representative would not
talk about it, beyond confirming
that the issue had been raised, Sev-
eral members of the League board
said they had heard of the matter
indirectly in the trade, but had
riot been informed of it by the
League.

;. .. \
•••

It is recalled that at the tithe

“Dance Me a Song" was playing!
the Royale, the theatre was offered
to A1drich & Myers for the revival
of "Devil’s Disciple," which they
were taking over from the N. Y.
City Center. Wiman had sought to
continrie the. revue at the Royale,
but poor attendance brought the
gross below the house's stop limit,
so Shubert required it to leave.
“Disciple" has since occupied the,
theatre.

“The Golden Porcupine" is writ-
ten around and about the 1470-
1498 period of French history and
derives its name from the House
of Orleans arid the legendary
toughness of the. porcupine.
Authoress Muriel Roy Bolton: of
California has penned a lavish and
fast-moving play, though it is

overloaded for the small, theatre-:
in-the-round.

Virginia Robinson as the shrewd
Anne of France; does a neat acting
job. Louis Veda' Quince, as the
old king, does a fine and interest-
ing bit of stage-stalking, Charles

.

Procter, as the sniveling and weak
Charles VIII, is in good style and
gives his part a certain stimulant
that his lines lacked. Mary Fin-
ney displays her. usual impressive
talents in her brief scene as the
Duchess of Orleans. John Denny,
as Louis of Orleans, handles his

lengthy lines effectively. Edwiri
Whitner; as Oliver Le Diarii, again
proves himself as one of the com-
pany’s most flexible performers.
The rest of the cast is worth good
“supporting” mention.
Margo Jones has done an im-

pressive directing job. Berg.

Aaron Burr
Baltimore, March 13;

Vagabond Players /production of drama
in. two .acts by’ Holmes.. Alexander: Di-
rected by G.; H. Pouder; settings, Waite?
PrestOn; At Vagabond theatre, Baltimore,
March 13, '50.

. Mary . Reynolds
Mary Stewart

Walter Pcarthree
..Pinkney McLean

Carter Wallace
F. Winsor Bryan

. . Julie- Wood
Frederick Dorton

. .Doris Litty
...... Jack Owen

Mrs. Norton ... .

Theodosia' Burr .

.

Aaron Burr ,

Washington Irving......
Joseph Alston
Alexander Hamilton ,

.

Betsy Hamilton
.

. .

.

Jeremy ...

Margurita Fernandez -

.

.

The Judge
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Play* Brokers and
Auiliors* Representatives
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Holmes Alexander, Washington
columnist arid author, has gone
back ;to the clash of personalities

and political philosophies of the
early days of the Republic to point
up some ideologies still in con-
flict. Unlike “The Patriots,” which
utilized many of the : founding
fathers anff a very broad vista of
the Revolutionary era to punch
across its message of freedom and
democracy, this piece depends
solely upon the contrasting char-
acters of Aaron Burr and Alexan-
der Hamilton to review the old
battle of the classes vs. the masses
and the leaders chosen to direct
their political destinies, .

In this .play Aaron Burr is an
ambitious, cynical and ruthless
Bourbon; arid Hamilton, while also
a Bourbon, is unselfish and con-
scientious in his* regard for, the
essential rights of his fellowmari.
Burr wins; his duel and kills his
man but it is Alexander Hamilton
who. emerges tlie actual victor in
the long run and one of the saviors
of the nation. It ?s all nicely told
and pleasingly characterized but
there is not enough sustained drive
or actual drama iri. its present
state to make it count for iriore
ambitious presentation/
As projected by the Vagabond

Players now in its 34th season arid
one of the oldest little theatre
groups in the country, the play is
very well, presented, With neat set-
tings by Walter Preston and di-
rection by G. H. Pouder exception-
ally smooth and skillfully paced.
Walter Pearthree is strong as Burr,
arid F. Winsor Bryan assured as
Hamilton. A standout perform-
ance is registered by Mary Stewart,
as Theodom Burr, and Doris Litty,
as Margurita Fernandez, an inti-
mate of both great nien. Burm. t ,

(March 19-April V
Ballet RusSe de Monte Carlo—;•

Music Hall/ Cleve. (19); Bushriell
Aud.,; Hartford (21-22); Arid., Wor-
cester, Mass. (23); Kleifi Aud.,
Bridgeport (24); Municipal Aud.,
Providence (25); His Majesty’s,
Montreal (27-D.

Ballet Theatre—rLariier H. S.
Aud., Montgomery/ Ala: (20); Tow-
er, Atlanta (21 ) ; College Field
HoUse, Cleinson, S. C,, (22); Page
Aud., Dufharii, N. C. (23); Academy
of Music, Phila. (24); Rajah, Read-
ing (25); Playhouse, Wilmington
(27); Constitution Hall, Washington
(29-30).

' ' '

Ballets de Paris—Cass, Detroit
(20-25); Nixon, Pitt. (27-1).

"Borschtcapades”. — Blackstone,
Chi. (20-1).

"Brigadoon”— Playhouse, Wilm-
ington (20-22); Community, Her-
shey, Pa. (23-25);. Victory, Dayton
(27-29); Hartman/ Columbus (30-1).

Cornelia Otis Skinner—-Wilbur,
Bost. (20-25).

“Cry of the Peacock”-—Shubert,
N.H. (23-25); Locust, Phila. (27-1).

“Death of a Salesman”-—Hanna,
Cleve. (20-1).

“Diamond Lil” — Music Hall,
K, C. (20-25); Orpheum, K. C. (26);
Stuart, Lincoln, Neb. (27-28);
KRNT . Radio theatre, Des Moines
(30-31); Aud.; St. Paul (1).

“Goodbye, My . Fancy”—Gayety,
Wash; (20-1).

“Harvey”—Memorial Hall, Jop-
lin, Mo, (20); Shririe Mosque,
Springfield, Mo. (21); Aud., Mem-
phis (23r25); Robinson Aud., Little
Rock (27); Municipal Arid., Shreve-
port, La. (28-29); Majestic, Ft.
Worth (30); Melba, Dallas (31-1).

“Kiss Me, Kate”-—Shubert, Chi.
(20-1).

“Lend An Ear”—Empire, Syra-
cuse (20-21); Erlanger, Buffalo
(22-25); Great Northern, Ghi. (27-1).

"Madwoman of Cliaillot”—Er-
langer, Chi. (20-1).

“Man Who Came to Dinner-
Metropolitan, Seatt 1 e (20-22)

;

Temple* Tacoma, Wash (23-24); Jr.
High School Aud. , New West-
minster, B. C. (27); International
Cinema, Vancouver (28-1).

"Mister Roberts”—C o 1 o n i a 1,
Bost. (20-1).

“Oklahoma!”—Poche, New Or-
leans (19-26); Tower/ Atlanta
(28-1). ; •• ' / .

“Philadelphia
. Story”—Biltmore,

Li A. (20-1).
.

.:/•

“Private Lives” — Harris, Chi.
(20-1). :

San Carlo Opera Co.—Erlanger,
Buffalo (30-1). o •

“Silver Whistle"—Lobero, Santa
Barbara (31-1);

“Streetcar Named Desire”-r-Or-
pheiim, Davenport. (20-21); Palace.
South Bend (22-23); Shubert, De-
troit (24-1). /

“That Lady”—Municipal Aud.,
Topeka (20); Convention Hall, Tul-
sa (21); Home, Oklahoma City (22);
Melba, Dallas (23); Worth, Ft.
Worth (24-25); Texas, San An-
tonio (27); Metropolitan, Houston
(28r29); Poche, New Orleans (31-1).
Webster-Shakespeare — Fraser,

Lawrence, Kan. (20-21); Technical
H. S. Aud., Oiriaha (23); H. S, Arid.,
Spencer,. Ia. (24); H. S. Arid., Airies,
la. (25); H. S. Aud;, Mendota, 111.

(27); 111. School for Deaf, Jackson-
ville (28}; Southern 111. U., Carbon-
dale (29 1

; Hughes Aud., Wilmore,
Ky. (30); Purdue Hall of Music,
Lafayette, Irid. (31).

Dor Tod Dob
ipaiulliiugNroisciMlrn

(Death of a Salesman)

Vienna, March 7. :

Ernst Lotha r presentation of drama by
Arthui* WUlei' in two acts, translated by
Ferdinand Bruckner. Directed by Lothnr.
Scenery by Otto Niedermoser; music by
Alex North.. At Theatre in der JosetV
stadt, Vienna.

Willy Loman • . .

.

/ ./. Anton Edthofer
Linda . . . . ... Adrienne GeSsner
Biff . ; . . , . . . .... ...... . . .

.

Kurt Heintel
Happy ....... . . . . .... •' Hans Ilolt

Ben . .... ..... . . ...

.

Hans Jungbaucr
Karl ; ; , . . ; ,

.

. Hermann Erhardt
Bernhard , . . .... . . . Franz Boheim
Howard' . ... ... . ;

.

, Leopold' Rudolf
Kellner ••

. . . . Heinrich Ortmayr
Das Weib . /. Nadia Tiller

Frauleln Forsythe. .... . .. .

.

Ema Mangold
Letta .. ... .

.

• s • Eva Kerbler
Jenny ... ...

.

< .

.

Erne ^Seder

It’s unlikely that “Salesman”
will come through as a German-
language success in anything like

its original stature. Principal draw-
backs of the Vienna production,
from an American; viewer’s stand-
point* are a botched job of .casting
arid direction which never brings
the poignancy of Willy Loiriari’s

predicament either into sharp
focus Or the consciousness of
hearers. Types are so esseritiaily

continental, especially. Teutonic/
that the Loman family 'and sur-

rounding figures never give the
impression of Arneriean "little

people” at all. Most of all Anton
EdtliofeiN iri the stellar role, and
Ernst Lothar, whose , direction
might have been more authentic
after his U S/ years, have seen the
Loman tragedy iri an entirely dif-

ferent light from that of New York
and London producers. Their sales-

man is a beaten-down, wishy-washy
old fool from the first curtain.

Much of the audience reacted with
relief rather than pity to his death.
Single believable exception to the
inaccurate casting is Adrienne
Gessner (Mrs, Lothar) in the role
of Mrs. Loman.
Even discounting the U.S. view-

point and taking for granted that
most of the German language
audience have rio clear picture of
what life in a small Brooklyn
salesman’s house is really like, net
effect is that of confusirig and
puzzling the audience. ..

Apparently abashed . by “Sales-
man’s” world rep the local critics

hesitated to slam the Josefstadt
production. Instead, it unariimpiisr
ly set off philosophical essays on
the meaning of the play and its

protagonists. These screeds were
so deeply colored by politics of the
individual writers and their papers
as to obscure any real opinion of

the show.
Lothar and the Josefstadt, with

Ferdinand Bruckner’s help, have
done ‘/Salesman” for the record

Continued front page 57

and made it a part of European
stage history. But it isn’t likely

to go beyond the 40 to 50 showings
of the average Vienna mediocrity

Isra,

Elll|Mkt*Oi* *101108
Paris, March 5.

Point 50 presentation of Argonates’ pro-
duction. Of drania in three acts by Eugene
O’Neill. Staging by Sylvain

.
D’Honime;

sets, • Jaques Noel; translation, M.. Bour-
geois. Star? Habib B.englia: features Paul
Chevalier. African Segg Troupe. At L;>

Maison De Pensee, Paris.;

ter pending clarification of Hei
man’s plans.
The terms negotiated by ANTA :

for the lease of the Strand report-
edly call

,
for a rental of $22,500

j for the first five years, $25,000 for
>the next five years, with an on-
tion to renew at $27,500 for a third
period of five years. Despite ru-
mors that renovating costs would
be excessive, ANTA has received
a bid of $75,000 for the job, plus
$25,000-$50,Q00 for the installation
of an; air-conditioning system, the
exact airipurit depending on wheth-
er the existing air ducts could be
used or new ones were required

Dewai’t’s Denial

Reports that the Jim Crow pol-
icy at the National was not actu-
ally : determined by Heiriian but
by the Munsey estate, which owns
the property : were unequivocal iy
denied Monday by Thonias E. Do-

,

wart, executor of the estate. 'De-'
ivart, Who w xvas publisher of the
‘N.Y. Sun until its recent sale to
the

:
World-Telegram, asserted that

“the matter is entirely up to Hci-
man.”
- Noting that he had tnet Heiman'
onlv onpe several, years ago. and
that he hasn’t, either talked to him
or communicated with Him since,
then, Dewart said; “We merolv
rent the space to Heiman; and
have nq control over the property
and nothing to do with its oot'ev.

Under the terms of : ou r lease. Tleiv

mart could 'make, it a Chinese the-'

atre if he wanted to, or could limit
atteridarice in anv way lie wishes"'
The lease has “about two years
to go.” be indicated. • ;

Possibility that Heiman might
change his mind and reopen the
National as a legit house, with a

non-diserimiriating/ oohev. was e^-
presserl recently .by Max Gordon
at a CPT meeting. The producer

(

told GTP; members confidentially
|*that Heiman hhd shown signs, of
reversing his previous refusal to

Consider such an idea . Before that,
Gilbert: Miller had informed mem-
bers; that Heiman would never
modify his stand!
When the question of abandon-

ing his discriminatory Policy arid

reopening the National for legit

was broached to Heiman last, week,
he reportedly refused- to make any
commitment orie way or. the other
regarding his plans. However, lie

indiCated,that he does not feel that

the opening of the Gayety on a

non-discrimination basis is proof
of public support for' such a move.
. In* any case, lie is underst ood
tq have said lie. will never, submit
to “dictation” by a union. Such as

Equity, on matters of managemen l

policy. Therefore, until Equity re-

scinds its anti-discrimination rule,
|he will not consider . shifting back
i
to legit, Chances of an Equity
backdown on the matter are fig-

ured to be nil.

An off-tlie-main-stem group has
come up with an exciting night of
theatre. The Argonates, a young
theatre g r 0 u p, are presenting
O’Neill’s “Emperor J o n e s” in
French. Tlie language, physical
handicaps of the makeshift stage,
and the uncomfortable seating are
soon dispelled by the brilliant
theatrics. Workable, suggestive
decor is supplied by Jaques Noel,
and the Segg African Troupe sup-
plies an eerie, e.a^shattering tom-
tom crescendo to counterpoint the
proceedings.

Standout is the African actor
Habib Benglia, as Emperor Jones.
His electrifying

.
performance lias

the audience breaking, into uneasy
applause froni time to tim e. . His
expressive face, calculated move-
ments arid tremendous presence
portray all the mannerisms of
Jones from his arrogarice/and dis-
dain at the beginning to the finally
broken primitive hulk.
Paul Chevalier does a good job

as the scheming hunter Smithers,
who sees Jones before the latter’s
flight to his hidden food and canoe
to escape the aroused natives. The
rest of tlie play is a series of
scenes in the jungle as Jones loses
his way, and slowly falls prey to
the tom-toms and his own primi-
tive fears, He begins to go
through a Series of hallucinations
of liis troubled past and wipes
them out by a shot from his re-
volver. Finally his bullets run out,
and the -medicine man iri a fine
primitive ballet breaks his spirit
and brings death to the Emperor.
There is a wild ritual dance about
his dead body.

Production deserves a good thea-
tre backing. Sylvain D’Homirie
gives a good pacing to the expres-
sionistic drama. Mosk ,

Win
Contiiiucd from paRC 51

usage of stationery, according to

Sullivan, is insufficient evidence
that Select Operating does busi-

ness in Illinois, Henry S. Blum, at-

torney for the plaintiffs, said he
intends carrying the case to the

Chicago Federal appeals court.

in his original suit, filed Jan. 28;

1949, Pfeiffer claimed that lie lost

over .$300,000 by hi? failure to get

bookings for the Great Northern
theatre here,, which he ..had under
contract. He also charged that, lie

Was unable to obtain th eg trie book-
ings for his “Maid of the Ozark s’’

production because of tlie Shu-
berts’ alleged control of 100 houses
in 28 principal c

legit cities.
.

lu

addition, he claimed tha\t \vheh lie

tried to rebpok ‘-Maid” into Chi;

cago after its tour, no local thea-

tre was available.

ATTORNEY
Thbroughiy experienced in all phases
Of the entertainment field; real estate
---formerly associated with top. firm in

business; seeks legal or commercial
associatloh/

Write: BOX V-2119, . VARIETY
154 W. 44th St., New York If

AyatlpbU for Summer Stock

BOautiful air-cohditioned theatre with-
in easy reach of North Shore and
large suburban communities North of'

Boston. Good stage/ parking space,:
700 DeLuke Seats. Reply Variety, Bex
V-2652, 154 W. 44th St., New York
19, N. Y.: *
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Monday (20) for a role in Metros helm FurtWaengler conducting. being beneficiaries. M°are ex-champs Joe Louis, Jack in™?crifji

Linds®y up with
Kim.

. Italian comedian Toto is starred Noel Howlett took ovrir Maurice 5?pmn«»v and Vrony zale* Tony . .

Barney Balaban, Paramount
in fum “Toto, Cerca Moglie, now Denham’s role in “Fallen Angels” «l?n

ey
Marcaret ^O’Brien aria

covering from
pre^back at h s desk after a short current in 15 theatres of Italy. tt Ambassador theatre. '

. film ,
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r-

;ory" at uriiencai jviarcn jas0n Lindsey laid up with•champs Joe Louis, Jack laryngitis
• j m r7^l riiAnir *"*v**o' v*°i. : : *

vacation at Palm Beach.

Bill Snyder, tradepapex reporter,

quitting to open his own film dis-

tribution office, handling foreign

Arthur Kennedy planes to Ber*

hiuda Sunday (26) for a week’s va-

cation from “Death of a Sales- week.

By Maxime de Belx
(33 Bind. Montparnasse)

Elen Dosia to London for

Bernard Gordon succeeds the

late William Conway as general

manager of H. M. Tennents,
London Philharmonic Orchestra

booked for four-day concert date B
in Holland and Belgium, May 8. Icerink 1

Anthoriy Kimmins planed to Aus- in Sydney,
tralia to search for 12-year-old Dick Alt

---“i .

— •—

^

. urrVAIUVVVVJkMv •

lddy Rogers; and stars of film. Bill Peirce, Jr
, opened his own— publicity office,

Australia v :

:W23^T»,M in

By Eric Gorrlck Celebrated ‘heir

^vdn^2 8Way t0 * g°°d^ Din*h an* George Mont-'

mari.” Lou Wilson over trom i

. : Jose Ferrer flies in from. the. scout circus acts. ;./•'

Coast next weekend (25); he’ll em- Pierre Louis-Guerm to

cee the NBC-TV Saturday night to ready his shows there,

revue April 1. .
SilverstoneJhe

Mrs. ‘ Sydney M. (Muriel): Kaye

Lou Wilson over from London to hoy to play starring role in eign topper,
out circus acts. . “Smiley.” •• * Wirth’s Ci

Dick Altschuler Republic’s for- *omery to Kouston,

out circus acts. “Smiley.” •• * Wirth’s Circus started off
'

Pierre Louis-Guerin to Brussels Councillor Harry P E, Mears, in Sydney on pre-Lenten run. .. _
to ready his shows there. newly elected CEA vice prexy; Government will curb its film tmn mMexicaa^waters.-
Murray Silverstone here for. a planning trip to New York and section in move to cut expendi- Joe waqei laid up

.
after auto

brief visit from London. Los Aneeles. lures.
ac

?!
d52‘, *?dA!nd?’

r here - John Barrymore, Jr„ left for ,

Circus 'started off well p a. tour of northwest. «

on nre-Lenten run. Dana Andrews on, yachting vac*.

hriof vicU from T.nndOtl r rte Amdaldo ti,roc ;

. .
nttiucut ucat ticutauus.

ftiirof H^rkness Pavi^P^ following Bette Kaye, producer for the pincro revival, “The Schoolmis- Dave Martin; is setting his big ^t0hl

molar Oration^She’s the° v/Se Army in Germany, visiting Paris, tress,” folds at the Seville March ice show for Melbourne via Wtl-
+ i .

aHrtrnev-
* The Gerry Mayers apartment 25, with “The Pertinent Sex” open- liamsori-Tait deal in His Majesty’s

ia'
to Jom

attorney.
- hunting again and currently at the March 30. theatre. - / ^

-- :
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j
a Elman sails tomorrow ]Vaperoilse<

; Ava Gardner here, to play in Natan Schenwald is making a appointed Washing-

i

(Thursday) on the Queen Mary for Honey Johnsori opening new Albert LSwin’s “Pandora and the bid with European pix in Auck- ton counsel fpr Howard Hughes.
London where he opens a European boite on left bank,where she holds Flying Dutchman” in which She’ll land, New Zealand. First in will Lucille Bair and Desr Amaz
tour at Albert Hall April 6. jazz sessions. • co-star with James Mason. be “Paisan.” : Not much coin called off their proposed Cuban

William F. Rodgers, Metro dis- French talent prepping: their Leslie Macdonnel, exec of Fos- around in Aussie for the foreign vauaevuie tour./
.

.
•

tribution veepee/ slated to return “Artists Circus Night” yearly ter’s agency, to Rome, where he fare. Jeanette MacDonald lining up 20

from the Coast this week after a charity benefit. /;' will complete deal for Katherine Roy Rerie, Hal Ashwood and AI Crie® .£°r
0
next

;

concert tour,

month's visit to the Culver City Ballets des Champs- Elysees Dunham to star in a film there. Thomas will be the three local stafjmg. April. 8.

lot; scouting for minor parts before Graeie Fields flies to Cariri next comics booked for the Sydney run Alfred . Hitchcock drew free
Ballets des Champs* Elysees Dunham to stair in a film there,

lot; scouting for minor parts before Grade Fields flies to Capri next comics booked for the Sydney run , Aiirea . nitcncocK arew free i

Bill Danziger, recently in charge leaving for U. S.
. week on personal business; return- of Harry

.

Wren^ “^elteapoppin*,^ Fpreign

of national special promotion for Alicia Parker Over for short tune
jng here to complete some radio bowing .into the Empire, Sydney, Correponnt As __

the Foundation for Infantile Paral- after a mountain vacatio^ then programs arranged by Harry Alan: around Lent.
, a i , „i7TnSlS. nf TwhnnWvPni^'

ysis, back in townAfter five weeks returns to London. Towers, _ Ken Warner replaced Robert nia Inst tute of ^echnology on re-

in Haiti Peter sisters and other acts re- ;
' -

: Grieves as male lead in Okla1* sponsibilities of an actor..

“Remember there’s no ciearet vamping the Folies Bergere revue ^ homal” at Royal, Sydney, for Wil- Lajry Law collapsed with heart

harigo^^whOn vou^smbke
C
philh) withUosephine Baker out. MlBIIIl RmpIi liamson-TaiL, Other changes , in- ^ack while' acting^ with Jam^s

Nadia Markulescu hostess at Ifllallll PeaLll elude Fred Murray for William Stewart in VWindhester 73.’’
^

mail from euess what riefret mfB Walter Pidgedn cocktail party .be- By Lary Solloway Redd Knight and Betty Sparks for Tom Tully received the Ai;my

eomnanv.
8 ® v fore he takes flying trip to Italy.

^ Satira opens at the Paddock Club Louise Barnhardt, Grieves. Knight Aw^.of Meritftm. his work on

will complete deal for Katimrhe Riy Rerie, Haf Ashwood and A1 £
or
A^ next concert tour,

Thomas will be the three local starting^ April. 8.

comics booked for the Sydney run . Alfred .. Hitchcock drew free

the Foundation fbr Infantile Paral- after a mountain vacation, then programs arranged by Harry Alan: around Lent
ysis, back in town After five weeks returns to London.

.. . Towers, : ; _ Kch War
in Haiti. Peter sisters and other acts re- ; v •

-

;
Grieves as

“Remember/ there’s no cigaret
'va^P|ng the .FoUes Bergere revue __t «v f i55S«nrt tai?
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Sto«eferi hostess at Miami Beach c“F«a
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Oscar Strauss, 80, working on March 23,

*
Miiton

,

Forman joined Charles “First Waltz” to preem in Munich “Holiday On Ice” at Coral Gables the U. S.
Schlaifer s ad agency Monday (20) March 24, and on a picture score. Coii$eum/
as production manager, replacing Gene Van Dee to. U. S. for a > Video producers Bill Tociman
Louis Friedman, who resigned to couple' weeks • and .

wife Erika with and Martin Stone at Lord Tarleton,
become a vocalist..

. her parents on the Riviera while Variety Tent here opened its Va-
Jewish Theatrical Guild holding he is away, riety Children’s Hospital last Sun- _Y ,

1

memorial services for the late Bar- :—— day (19). ' JNancy
riey Bernard, of “Potash and Perl- ^ . ,

. The Lauritz Melchior’s at the show/at t

mutter’- fame, at the Guild Chapel, riAvalaiiff Roney Plaza, while he fills local Artur I

N. Y„ next Tuesday (28), UCVclttnU engagement, at Robin

Joan Fontaine comes in from Jose Melis orch checked into. Sonja Henie and husband in dmuer ir

arid Bernhard have returned to airshow, ‘‘So Proudly We Hail.”

the U. S. Dr. Renato Gualino m from

By Jerry Gaghah

Rome to gander Hollywood as

prexy of Italian Film Producers
Assn. .

Steve Cochran sustained severe
cuts during a night chase se-

Nancy Walker headed weekend quence for “Two Million Dollar

The Lauritz Melchior’s at the show at the Carman, nabe vauder. Bank Robbery.”
• _ eTv' ^ ' _ _ ^ rn A BA ' a a 1a a AA «aA aa '.•ll a mA mmA a aa

Roney Plaza, while he fills local

engagement
. Artur Rubinstein will guest star
at Robin Hood Dell’s 21st anni

Joan Fontaine comes in from Jose Melis orch checked into. Sonja Henie and husband in dinner in the Beljevue-Stratford,

the Coast Sunday (2) with her Hollenden Vogue Room for month, town, and house, guesting with April 5. • ^ . .

daughter, Deborah Dozier. She’ll stain Kenton orch drew around Jennie Grossiriger, the hotel oper- . Eddie Newman, resigned from
do “Seventh Heaven” on “Theatre 2,300 in 3,000-capacity Public Music ator. - his WPRN late might show; place

Guild of the Air” April 9. Hall last week. Wometco ready to break ground taken by^ Kal Ross, formerly of

Lvnn Farriol has onened his new Floor show dropped by Borsel- for new 2,400-seater on swank Liri- WPWA, Ch^ter, J^a.,
. ^

.
rdiuyi. lias u^eiieu nib new nt AAin Uni,ea will ka nritnoH rjprfmdp Rprcf hpadpd thp. list, rtf

By Florence S. Lowe
First drive-in of season, a Sid-

ney Lust ozoner, unshuttered; over

publicity
Radio C

arnol has onened his new Floor . snow aroppea Dy uorsei- ior new ^uu-seater,ou swauR. i-.m- ”
, - weekend

office in th
P
e RKO bldg" lino’s Club which adopted policy of cjota. Road. House will be named New Catholic U musical. “Try

itv coincidentally right- intimate entertainment. the Carih. ... Suest stars at the. kickoff -of_the : Your Luck ” written hv Leo Bradv
j corridor from hi/former Dark two weeks, the legit Hanna Clubs due to close in next two 1950 Allied Jewish Appeal, Sun; nreeming on eamntis Aoril 23.

Radio City, coincidentally right
across the corridor from his former
office with Samuel Goldwyn.

Dark two weexs, tne iegH nanna I^iuos aue w ciose- in hcm two -awwi, nrppm ing on eamnus Anril 23
reopened Monday (20) with /“Death weeks ^include Copa

;
City

.
(March

l

day. night (19) at ^Academy of
|

PTamGaZtyC&bfa Pictures

Metro producer Mervyn LeRoy “

ss»a*^Bti'aas
!! £S«». pMwiW jo« -—Alt-

Vadis
1 n Proaucilon 01 ^uo

each to run two weeks.

of Salesman” headed by Thomas 25), followed by Beachcomber and Music.
Alan Gale’s.

San Franciso
cn to run two weens. i»v Friend 111 UUI

Max Wittman, former Jienna Vincent Price ln"or Red Cross sh<>w ’ J«ne 6

This city has been taken off ^
Jack Benny’s 60-date tour this sum- ?!l?.

ft tussle " lth

mer, but the. Golden Slipper Frank Stanton and
Square Club still is trying to bring S hJU
in radio comic for its annual
chrtw Tuna ft feted along with their wives next

Janet Blair starts rehearsals in character actor, playing first •™cen? rrice m Ipr ^ — --
two weeks for the Mary Martin American role in Play House edi- ^e

.

- in for ODera House aWMSSTLel ‘V°s

n”°f "HopeIS Thing WithFeath- stmtTditmLeonard BeSei? Vienna
in New York 'doing radio and TV Shirley Fishman, indie press t0

„ W
iV^aass

Tguest shots. acent formerly with RKO Palace Pa
i°

Alto hospital for surgery. Robert Stolz back from I

Ballet and film performer Belita here,* joined Horace Heidt’s pubUc-
0»5*

planed into New York this week Hy offices With headquarters in

from Canada to talk a possible pic New York?
to head vearlv Newspaper Frolic hrmfo

the Ealine studio
S
banne? ' I \o\tixwt

Lpcal Academy of TV Arts and inked for N. Y. Met in Octthe Ealing studio banner.
> LlSDOll Sciences to hold award, dinner at Bruno Hoetsch elected pr

Ketti Frings, . Hollywood screen- . . Garvo Fairmont hotel March 24.
. of Film Producers Assn,

writer and ^ wife of agent_ Kurt ..
By^Lewis Garyq

.. - John Barrymore, Jr., snatching tionals).
Fungs, on the mend m Medical Duel in Sun on tmra weex ai

Dlentv local newspaper space dur- Tfnns Hass nrrtHiipar nf

Lisbon
By Lewis Garyo

“Duel in Sun-’ on third week at

Vincent Price in for Red Cross ° u
Friday by Earl Gammons, local

Drive. veepee for web, and Mrs. Gam-
Burl Ives in for Opera House VilHina mons.

stint; ditto Leonard Bernstein. f ICIIIUI Emil Coleman orch in initial

Arthur H. Hayes, KCBS exec* to Bv Emil W. Maass stanza of four-week run at Hotel
Palo Alto hospital for surgery. Robert Stolz back from London. Statler’s Embassy Room, With
Town’s newest late spot, Carib- Franz Groebner, 47, publisher, comic Georgie Gobel and chan-

beart Room, under aegis of Jo Mori, died after tooth extraction. toosey Maureen Cannon doing
Bobe Hope and Andrews Sisters Kaethe Sold of Burg theatre floor show honors,

to head yearly Newspaper Frolic broke her arm iri accident/ Gloria Swansori p.a.’d before a

April 1 at Auditorium. Hans Hotter of State Opera Senate Appropriations Subcommit-
Local Academy of TV Arts and inked for N. Y. Met in October. tee past week in a pitch for funds

Sciences to hold award dinner at Bruno Hoetsch elected president to combat heart disease, appearing
Fairmont hotel March 24. of Film Producers Assrt. (educa- along with Mrs. Arthur “Bugs”
John Barrymore, Jr./ snatching tionals). Baer, widow of the columnist.

.
-

. - C.T-
— — +ha Tivoli plenty local newspaper space dur- Hans Hass, producer of under-

Arts Center^hospital. She was op-
In its fourth week inS two-day pa. at Paramount water shorts, off to Red Sea for

erated on Tnnrsdav (Ifi samp dav inirOr ivian in its iouiui
1 vtri+Vt AnAniMft a# ^ fCiiti/lAiifnane ** • ^ -1 J'l* .vl /erated on Thursday (16), same day

, ^mS,fan in us iourtn weeK
with opening of “Sundowners.”

the Fnngses were Supposed to re- at tne Laen. ^ -— ' -•

turn to the Coast. Legit actor Joao Villaret back a ,i .» a*.

Paul A. Stuart former travel
|
r
a
°
ny the ApolTo Vheatre

6 CQm" AtfelltlC City
and society editor of the N. Y.Bun, Orson Welles at the Palace hotel, By Joe W. Walker

publicity^ director of the
Estoril beach, for a short holiday. City preparing to reward PalmWaldorf-Astoria , N. i. He sue-
jje goes oack to Italy to continue Sunday, April 2", visitors with usual

ceeds Ted Saucier, who resigned production work. gifts of corsages to 20 women
to open his own public relations Maria Sampaio, legit star, after wearing what judges deiem out-
agency. furoivA vparc in Bra7.1 l hark hpro Standing hats.

additional films.
|

Paula Wessely Film: Co; to do
Carl Zuckmayer’s play, “Barbara
Blomberg,” with screen version by
the author. o

By Mabel Thomas

By Hal Coheii
,

Phil Laufer in town drum-beat-
ing “Third Mari,” which Penn gets

April 15.

vCbpa has Al Morgan booked for

return date of five nights starting

April XL
Bobby Breen goes to London foragenpy

‘ twelve years in Brazil, back here standing hats. Thp fniinw Bobby Breen goes to London for

The Parent Teachers and^ Alumni to star in a new pic directed by John Burke, president of the ' .eheagemnnt at Colony opening
Associations^ of the Professional Antonio Lopes Ribelro. Boardwalk Assn, and manager of April 24.
Children’s School will hold theit Viennese

F
revue company; with beachfront Ambassador, leaving .

N®w Gr^ean?
»

which he di- Alexander Bros.* and Pierre
annual ball and show at the Park Kaps and Johan, will be at the early in April to manage Black- re^^’ . . „ • M „ D’Angdo and Ana make up new
Sheraton hotel, N. Y., April 21. Teatro Bandeira, Oporto, in April stone hotel in Chicago. Ambassa-

fi) „, show at Terrace Room
. . ,

‘Damidh,*
-x. leauo flaimeua, vpuuu, Hi npiu U.

film nhmiT thp Mrtlnkai lpnrnca-Peter Donald will emcee the enter- and at Teatro Avenida, Lisbon, in dor recently purchased for more apout tne MoioKai leprosa

tainment.
. May than $2.000;000 by John McShain, r™™; Preems at the Kuhio theatre

Sportscaster Norman L. Sper’s The new Saint George Cinema Philadelphia contractor. Burke ••

ins, wmen ne ai- Alexander Bros.* and Pierre

tt L. j D’Angelo and Ana make up new
^--Kawanan-made 5^°^ at Terrace Room.
? Molokai leprosa- Sam Fineberg, critically injured
it the Kuhio theatre

jn Missouri crack-up while en route

, . .t. x to Phoenix to visit his family, outnuiutau U. 3 lltc UCW uauit \jrcui 5^, vmtiua * TVyf^iA T owwo At1A in An +L a T nn ^ A iivvitiA’' •

son, who prefers to use Norman has “The Blue Lagoon.” It is a here since Kirbeky interests bought ^lario Lanja aue m.on tne .Lur- of danger now;
f i X11C U1UC AJagLFUll.

t
.. XL JLp a ^ 1 * • rt • i ’ q. * TT * ’ V/A UOUg^l MV VY i

Winter as a professional name, 2,000-seater, three shows daily re- Ambassador in 1946. wr Bobby Jarvis, who staged books
graduates from U. of No. Carolina quiring frequent change of pro- : -. •

:

• ‘
•

•

n
f*

S
« if*

S '
pam vvenei, for summer operas last season, sot

this June and plans to resume: gram. fliiAaffa ; «ni-

'

m’

m . , this year to direct Lambertville,
thesping. He’s the son of actress — ’ vlllCagP Esther Wilhams .jand

.
husband/ jJ/ j., Music Circus.

:: Ham* woman^f Hh
e±tn”fliiCking

tional
.

diving champ, had his
.

LaS VegSS Morris B. Rotman made presi- some^ mfles ^nortlfof liem
Kaua1

’ Pany of “Death of a^Balesman' m
own^radio shows arid has appeared Last Frontier has Whirlwinds, dent of Wiiliam Harshe Associates.

somp miles nortn ot ne^‘ Pittsburgh couple of^weeks ahead
in stock. f'«o Zephyrs and Collette Lyons. Fortune Gallo brings his San _ of schedule. Miss Gustafson, on

Las Vegas

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

two Zephyrs and Collette Lyons. Fortune Gallo brings his San
Buster Shaver and Co. followed Carlo Opera company here for-

the Charioteers into the Flamingo. 39th season this week. *

;

Delta Rhythm Boys followed Harry Davies here in advance
Zero Mostel into El Rancho Vegas, of “Lend an Ear,” which opens

Clark Dennis hack at Hotel March 27 at Great Northern.

By William H. Conian
“Heimweh nach Berlin”

town’s top song hit.

pany of
.
Death ot a salesman

Pittsburgh couple of weeks ahead
of schedule. Miss

.

Gustafson, on

account of irnpending maternity,

was originally scheduled to remain
with show for the Pitt engagement :

June Richmond at Rupe Tarpea Thunderbird for second appear- Isaac Van Grove, composer and Dave Stein, MCA’s Paris chief,

George Canty of MPAA here for ^ ®y,
0®*

confabs; / T ,300^ Servic® .

l
l

Club.
m ance in six months, with Jean Car-r conductor, named musical director mulling a trip heto to o.o. the situ-

11

fiPrtrffa Pantv rtf MPA A harp fnn f°h and Peiro Bros. of 1950 Chicago Lake Front Fair, ation. By Maxwfell Sweeney k

mfabs
8

^ “Room Service” in rehearsal at Frank Mekimken, manager of Gerhard Eisler running the Rus- Odeon- cinema in Longford

m*. A-ur.
: Little theatre with Howard Went- recent World Hobby Exposition, siari Zone’s Radio Berlin aside from burned March 13, ,

h Prri'
he Adnano te

•

ure® worth, formerly of . Washington, appointed special events director holding his chair at Leipzig Uni- Tenor Frank Ryan to England
lcnoias Bios. ;-.,

/ D. C., strawdfhts* producing. of Lake Front Fair. -Versify/ for concert series.
Alan Curtis^ coming hack from Jane Wyatt coming to town for A new roofed pavilion seating Jannine Charrot, who did the / Comedian Cecil .

Sheridan t®

filming of television sequences for 3,000 is being constructed for Ra- choreography for “Abraxas,” came England for vaude tour. .

CBS, with Gene Lester handling vinia Music Festival to be com- in from Paris to appear in the piece Hilton Edwards and Michael

Nicholas Bros.

Alan Curtis coming back from
Cairo this week.
Edouardo and Titina at the CBS, with Gene Lester handling vinia Music Festival to be com- in from Paris to appear in the piece Hilton Edwards and Michael

Eliseo in “Napoli Milionaria.” camera. Story revolves around the pleted about June 15. for three performances, MacLiammoir in from Italy after

Sven Asmussen orch here from Flamingo. * jphri M. Rodger, former Me- Russians offering top performers m°re wQrk on Orson Welles
Denmark to play at new private Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inh, due, Graw-Hiir veepee, apppirited spe- and writers “write-your-bwn-ticket” “Othello.” /•'

,

*

Open Door Club. for April opening, hired Bill Wil- cial assistant to Crosby M. Kelly, agreements. When it comes to en- Alice Delgarno and Babs
;
d®

Yehudi Menuhin at Fiametta the- lard, former Las Vegas Little The- Chicago Lake Front Fair director, tertainment in Germany* the So- Monte, ballet mistress and design*

atre in one night concert, accom- atre impresario and radio program- Martha Rountree, Washington viets won’t hesitate to offer any er for Dublin Theatre Royal •

panied by Marcelle Gazelle. mer, as production director for its radio commentator, was key speak- price if it means acquiring pres- troupe* bow out foi* Parisian en-

New Fiamette cinema opened floor showaf. er at joint luncheon of Chicago tige. gagement this summer.

i
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PHOF. LAMBERTI
Professor (Michael) Lamberti,

Comedian/ died March
;
13 in

mlvwood .

after a long illness,

ffir a career on the stage and in

Sht clubs, Lamberti shifted to

in which one of his outstand-

? roles was with Rita Hayworth
S
“Toniglit and Every Night" In

4R His last picture was with

arie Wilson in “Linda Be Good,’*

Lamberti 's best known act was
Laving the xylophone, while a

laoely gal did a Striptease back
• him and he was apparently un-

vare of the goings on. This pro-

ded the delusiqri that successive

icores on the semi-classic tunes

,ch as '‘Listen to the Mocking,

including Elmo Lincoln, Frank
Werner, Buster Crabbe,- Jphnny
Weismuller, Herman Brix arid Les
Barker.

Burroughs had invested heavily
in California real estate and helped
develop the western end of San
Fernando Valley, with the town
Of Tarzana named in his honor.
He was twice married arid divorced.

Survived by two sons and a
daughter.

6S

Theatres, died in Now York March
:
18,

Jordan directed the orchestra in
the vaudeville days at Loewr

s Jer-
sey City theatre, Loew’s Pitkin
theatre and Loew’s State theatre
in. New York. At the time of his
death he was in charge of the or-
chestra. at Loew’s OrpheUm thea-
tre, N. Y,

•

Continued from pace 1

RAYMOND WILSON PECK
Raymond Wilson Peck, 73, play-

wright V and former Shepherd of
The Lambs, died in East Islip,
L. L, March 15, Where for the last
10 years he had been, managing

GRACE NILES
Grace Niles, former manager of

Loew's theatres, died in New York
March 20.

Until a few months ago, when
she retired, Miss Niles was man-
ager of Loew’s 86th. street theatre,
N.

. Y* She previously was man-
ager of the Astor theatre on Broad-
way, Loew’s Lexington theatre,
N. Y., arid Loew’s Plaza theatre,
Corona, L.

JAMES ROBERT CHANDLER
James Robert Chandler, 90, an

ird” was proriipted by audience’s

fiusic appreciation, rather than the

lumps and grinds of the peeler,

jowl finish had the comic get

ep and seltzer squirt gal Off stage,

hfe act Was a surefire hit in Vaude-
ille for many years and was a
jature of Mike Todd’s “Star and
latter” revue in 1942. He also
id the bit in the film, “Tonight
id Every Night,’’ with Rita Hay-
orth, star, as the strip-gal.

At first a serious student of the
ylophone, Lamberti played for a
me with the Cleveland Symphony
.’chestra. He tried “serious mu-
c” in vaudeville, decided there
as no money in it, and turned to
he slapstick routine.

HARRY ELMER
Harry Elmer, 86, reputed dean

.theatrical managers, died March
B at St. Barnaba’s Home for
Ihronic Diseases in New York!
Elmer, born in Springfield,
ass., in his early youth went to
ail Francisco, where he met
avid Belasco, who got hirii a job
; call-boy and later gave him
hall parts in the plays he di-
eted. He later joined the late
rilliam A. Brady, who made him
company manager. In such ca-
acity, he managed for Brady,

JACK KAPP
March 25, 1*41

A Token of Ivorlairing

Memory

In the Hearts of

Irene and Sam Lilt*

Over Night,” 1

“After Dark,”
Bobby Taylor.” “The Bottom of
ife .Sea” and other popular plays.
Later on, Brady sent Elmer to
«naon to manage

.
some of his

verseas productions.
.In his declining years, Elmer
!

ok UP residence in the South
France, but made frequent

sits to the U, S.
.At

t
tj1? beginning of World

”r L he -was fortunate in secur-
ig Passage

, on the last German
ner sailing this Way, and, from
i&n on, he made his home.! at The
gbs, N.; Y.; until he was run

omnibus, and it became
CcsSary to

vplace him in the St.
acnaba s . Home.

. ;

'

he was a member of The Lambs,
ute member of the Actors', Fund,

of the founders of “The

^'men
Club

’ a group of theatri-

Survived by a son.

.EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
Edgar Rice Burroughs, 74, novel-

•
epatoiv of the “Tarzan”

at his home in Encirio,

“Tarzan” novel was
tten m 1915. Dozens since then

inL?
ee
5- transited into 56 lan-

’
•

Fl
Vy tiles- series was

h
e
S

1

In
T
1918 by National Film

fW, Lesser recently finished
Aai/an and Slave Girl,” the 27th
lyho scries.

‘Z
e
/!
rs

’ Bx tiiesps played

f
*h the “Tarzan” pix Series,

director of the Percy Williams
Home for Actors.
P^ck, best known for his libret-

tos and lyrics of musicomedies,
had .

• authored’, several . Broadway
hits in the early 1900s. Among
them were “Castles in the Ait”
(1926), “The Right Girl” (1928),
“The Rose Maid” ( 1910) and “The
Vanderbilt Cup,” Elsie Jams
Starrer. All

.
four had long arid

profitable runs.
Peck Was. elected Shepherd of

The Lairibs in 1945 arid held that
office, until 1947, when he was
succeeded: by Bert Lytell. In 1940,

EDDIE MILNE
In. loving memory of my. door
husband Who is never forgotten.

MONA MILNE

he became manager of the Percy
Williams Home.

Survived by a nephew.

CHARLES RUSSELL
Charles Russell, 70, former

acrobat, died in. New York, March
16. He appeared with the Six Glin-
serettis, an aero turn, in Prof.
Herman’s Trans-Atlantic: show in
1898 and With the Barnum &
Bailey circus in 1899. He toured
the Keith and .Orpheum circuits
with the act until 1911, when he
became a member of the Three
Escardos. Trio played vaude houses
for seven years.

In 1919 he appeared in vaude
bills as member of the team of
Russell arid Hayes.

ELSIE APRIL
Elsie April, 65, pianist, who

reputedly coached Noel Coward to
his first successes as musical
comedy composer, died in Leaves-
den Green, England

,
March 18.

. She met Coward when he was
a young composer in the 1920s and
Worked with hint pri the arrange-
ments of “Cavalcade.” She also
had a hand in his later successes,
“Bitter Sweet.” “Conversation
Piece” and “Operette.” Coward
dedicated, the score of “Bitter
Sweet” to her..

WILLIAM K. BOEDER
William Kelly Roeder, 67, play-

wright and lecturer, died March 15
in Evanston, III. He wrote about
50 plays with Catholic themes,

FRANK NORMAKHEARn"jR;
MARCH 26th, 1932

My Darling
.

Boy:'. : Ar. tho yoart go.

by I miss you nioro arid mora.
Mothar,

,
,

‘ JULIA KNOX HEARN

most of -them perfonHed by; Catho-
lic high -schools;

! Some of liis plays were per-
formed in the early 20s at the old
Powers theatre, Chicago. Among
these were “In the Service of the
Queen,” “Thunder in Heaven” arid

“Driftwood.”
Survived by a sister.

actor who for 20 years lived at
the Percy Williams Home, East
Islip, L. I;, died March 17. v

Chandler’s first role was in ,1880
in “Uncle Torii’s Cabin.” He later
"appeared in productions of Lotta
Crabtree,

#
Lawrence Barrett, Hel-

ena JModjeska, Kyrle Bellew and
Walter Hampden. He also appear-
ed in early silent filrris. Surviving
are two sisters.

ALFRED A. KERKHAN
Alfred A: Kerkhan, 61* purchas-

ing agent for the Harris Amuse-
ment Co., died March 13 at his
home in Pittsburgh from a heart
attack. He had been in the the-
atre business for 46 years, start-
ing out with the old Harry Davis
Enterprises and joining the Harris
outfit in 1926.
He leaves wife and a - married

daughter.

HANS MUELLER-EINIGEN
Hans Mueller - Einigen, 68,

author-playwright, died in Einigen,
near Thoune, Switzerland, March 9.

Austrian author, whose works in-
clude numerous novels, plays
(“The Flame”), librettos and film
scenarios, was one of the co-writers
of the “White Horse Inn” operetta,
He had lived in Switzerland since
1930.

HENRY B. PHILLIPS
Henry Bettesworth Phillips, 82,

owner of the internationally known
Carl Rosa Opera Co., died March
18 in London.

Phillips, who joined the company
in 1918 as artistic director, bought
it five years later and had par-
ticipated actively in operatic affairs
until two years ago.

CLAIRE B. SHERMAN
Claire B. Sherman, Jr., 23, staff

announcer at WJTN, Jamestown,
N. Y., died in that city March 13.
Sherman /had been associated

with station since 1942, when he
entered the announcing field as a
summer replacement. He joined
the permanent staff in 1948 follow-
ing graduation from college*

STANLEY E. BALDWIN
Stanley E; Baldwin, 68, founder

arid first manager Of WTAM, Cleve-
land, died March 19 in Cleveland.

In 1920 Baldwin joined the Wil-
lard Battery Co. which owned the
radio station, and organized its

operations with S. E. Leonard, cur-
rently WTAM’s chief engineer.

JACQUINOT JULES
Mrs. James C. Landree, 64;

known professionally as Jacqu inot
Jules, and an organist at KMQX
and KFUO, died at her home in
St. Louis March 14.

,
She began her radio career at

KMOX when the station .was found-
ed 25 years ago . For the past 10
years she has been broadcasting
over KFUO.

MRS. GEORGE ARUSS
Mrs, Florence Arliss; .widow of

actor George Arliss, died in Lon-
don, March, li. She had appeared
iri several productions with Arliss,

including the screen version of his

stage success, “Disraeli.”

Arliss died in. 1946 at the age Of

77!
'•

^

Father of Jack Murphy, as-

sistant film 'director, arid Maurice
Murphy, television producer, died
March 11 iri Hollywood.

Mother of Mrs. Andy W. Smith,
Jr.! wife of the 20th-Fox veepee
and general sales: manager, died
March 14 in Greenwich, Cohn,

Father' of Russ Grant. Loew’s
publicity dept., died March 17 in

Hartford, Conn;, after a long ill-

ness.

A, JOSEPH JORDAN
A. Joseph Jordan, for

.

many
•years orchestra director of Loew's

Mother, 74, of James T, Vaughn,
studio production manager, died
March 15 in Hollywood.

I

battle of the Big Tops Is the Cole-

I

Barnes engagement at Yankee Sta-
^dium, N, Y., for four days start-
ing June 14. This booking indi-
cates that the Cole-Barnes outfit
really means

>
to tie up New York

in the future. This stand is ex-
pected to familiarize circus fans
with C-B, and a hefty gross, of
course,

.
would make impact on

Garden officials.
0

Since the Garden deal is on a
percentage basis, Garden officials

j

are expected to pay niarked atteri-

flion to the Yankee Stridium stands
I
If Cole-Barnes fails to get the

f
Garden, it may set up an annual

j

stand at the Stadium at $3 top.
With 77,000 Seats, one .week's gross
there wills probably equal,; if not
exceed, the Garden take; Earn-
ings also could be higher because
of the shorter load of performers’
salaries, advertising, etc. .

Another factor in the Garden

DeMilleGettingSet
Producer Cecil B. DeMille

and a staff of technicians are
heading for Sarasota, Fla,,: to
join the Ririgling Bros.-Bar-
num & Bailey circus at its win-
ter training grounds. DeMille
will spend two weeks, at Sara-
sota wrestling with technical*
problems on his forthcoming
pic on the circus.

Filmmaker then accompa-
nies the circus to Madison
Square Garden, .New York,
where the ; three-ringer opens
for a month’s rUri^ April 5. He
Will take test shots at the Gar-
den for composition, lighting

and scope.

battle is the fact that Arthur M.
Wirtz, operator of arenas and pro-
ducer of ice shows with Sonja
Henie, together with Jim Norris,

who together own the Cole-Barnes
outfit, are iiri^ort^rtt stockholders
in the Garden. Wirtz-Norris arid

Boyd
,
are owners of the Cole-

Barnes outfit. Each share is esti-

mated to be worth $150,000. Boyd
put up no money.

It’s conceded by many that the

Ringling show has the edge by
virtue of its longer tradition in

the field. Ringlirig’s Howdy poody
deal: came last week when the

R-B&B felt it needed a strong TV
attraction to counter Hopalong
Cassidy. Deal Was made by Martin
Stone, indie, package producer
and part owner of the Howdy
Doody show on NBC, Booking
was an outcome of the puppet’s
tremendous draw as a “personal
appearance” in department stores.

’John Ringling North, circus head
and general manager Arthur Con-
seilo negotiated With Stone. Deal
calls for replica of the famous
dummy to appear in the circus

“walk-through” in New York and
Boston where the voice of Bob
Smith, the show’s emcee will be
recorded in conjunction with the

puppet offering. As is usual in the

Garden and at the Boston stand,

there will be no admission charge
in these cities* but on the road
where sideshows are given, admis-

sion will be charged.
In Boston and New York and

any town where the. circus is play-

ing for the first time this year.

Howdy will hea.d “When Drearns
Come True” spec via a midget
dressed as the puppet. Clarabelle,

cloWn, on the video show, will be

one of the regular clowns in the

circus. Dave Murphy, onetime
press Tep for the Beatty circus

who worked for Stone on “Author
Meets the Critics,” will be barker,

flack arid general rep for the

Stone organization on the road.

They ’li sell special Howdy Doody;
merchandise at the side show with

Miller Bros. Which has the con-v

cession, and the Garden.
Deal calls for Stone to get a

percentage of the sideshow take
throughout the tour. This, natu-

rally, cuts in NBC and Bob Smith
who own pieces of the puppet
show. Another part of the deal

calls for one act from the circus

:

to appear each day on the Howdy
Poody television show during the

Garden engagement. A not heir

stipulation calls for Stone to set

up a replica of a television set

in the sideshow^ at which kine-

scopes of the. Howdy shows will

be run. This is designed to help
introduce the character to kids iri

non-teevee areas, as well as to pre-

pare the local e for Howdy Doody
merchandise. It’s also stipulated

that the puppet will be spotlighted
i in newspaper ads arid billboards.

MARRIAGES
Nancy Olson to Allan Jay Lei>

ner, Los Angeles, March 19. Brld#
Is a screen actress} he's a play-

right
Dorothy Cooper, to Paul R. Cerf,

Las V$gas„ March ll.
;
. Bride is a

screen writer at Metro.
Lois Barker to Duke Shumow,

Chicago, March 12. Bride is secre-

tary : to Ashton’ Stevens, Chi
Herald - Ariierican drama critiC;

he’s a Chi theatre owner and son
of Jack Shumow, Warner Bros.

Chi branch manager,
Dorothea McGmigh to Richard’

Carr, Pasadena,* March 17. Bride
:

is an actress; he’s a radio scripter.

,
Joan Leslie to Dr. William Cald-

well, Santa Barbara, March 17.

Bride is a film actress.
Alice Talton to George M.

Cahan, Westwood, Calif;, March
18; Bride is a screen actress; lie’s

a television producer.
Dr.

;
Eleanor Berriert to James

Sheldon, Tarrytown, N. Y;, Maroh
19. He’s producer of NBC’s radio-

arid television simulcast of “We
The People,”

births
Mr. and Mrs! Robert Shayrie;

daughter;. Burbank, Calif., March
11. Father is a screen actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wrench,
daughter^

: Los Angeles, March 10.

Father is a film editor at Metro.

Mr. and Mrs* Robert McFerrin,
son, New York, March 11. "Mother
is a concert singer, known pro-
fessionally as Sara Cooper; father
is with “Lost in the Stars” (Music
Box, N. Y.) .

•

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rockwell,
son, Santa Monica, March 12.

Father is a screen ^actor.

Mr. arid Mrs. S. S. Spencer, son,
Hollywood, March 11. Father is

Hollywood chief of radio-television

for Foote' Cone & Biding ad
agency,

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mills, son,

Creston, la., Feb. 17. Father is mu-
sic director and production man-
ager of station KSIB in that city/

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kirby,
daughter, Hollywood, March 10.

Father is Sonja Henie’s skating
partner;

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Penzeil,
daughter, Brooklyn, N. Y.. March
13. Father is a flack with the
Muriel Francis Office.

Mr. arid Mrs. Al Mendelsohn,
son

4
New York, March 18. Father

is eastern radio contact for Uni-
versal. •

7 Mr. arid Mrs. Ralph J. Roberts,
daughter, Philadelphia, March 18.
Mother is a TV director and pro-
ducer; father is Muzakls national
sales promotion arid publicity di-
rector.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lenny, son,
March 17, New- York. Father is

talent agent; mother is Betty Jane
Smith, dancer.

Coaxial Cable
Continued from page 1

but that it would have to wait
until microwave relays from Wash-
ington to Birmingham (via Rich-
mond, Charlotte, Jacksonville, and
Atlanta ) are Completed late this

year.

The east-west TV hookup, Cow-
an indicated, might come about
sooner through establishment of
radio (microwave ) relays straight

across the country, such relays* are
now under construction between
Chicago* and Omaha (via Daven-
port and Des Moines); with branch
lines to connect Minneapolis and
Kansas City. These links are to

be completed by October. In the
meantime, preliminary engineer-
ing work is under way looking to-

,

ward copstruction of additional re?

lays from Omaha to San Francisco.
But this is a big job involving
great distances and difficult ter-

rain.

Television network service now
extends to 51 stations iri 26 cities,

with Boston the farthest point east

and St. Louis the most westerly
point. Sixteen more cities will be

added to the eastern ' netw ork lie-

fore the yeajr ends. On the west
coast, radio relays . between Los
Angeles and Frisco are. scheduled
for completion in September.

A.T;&T.’s present facilities wlil

carry color transmissions using the

CBS arid 'Color Television, Inc.;

systems to its existing /network but
can carry RCA color' only to 19
cities, which are connected by ra- :

die relay, Cowart testified; This
is because RCA color will not go
over the coaxial. Cowan estimated
it would take two years for A.T.&
T. to modify its coaxial to carry
RCA color over its entire network.

Cost of carrying color over the
network, Commissioner Frieda
Hennock observed, is. a “vital is-

sue” in the Color television pro-
ceedings.
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Hollywood, March 28.
A contract committing Bob Hope exclusively to NBC for both

radio and television at the highest figure ever paid an air per-
former, was expected to be signed today (28). Understood long
term deal calls for $1,000^000 annually.

Negotiators moved into the office of Martin Gang, Hope’s attor-
ney, where terms were discussed and contracts reported drawn.

7 It explains the presence of prexy Joseph H. McConnell and board
chairman Niles Trammell here from the east.

Comic is still under contract to Lever Bros, for radio, with -the
next option due mid-June. The ^sponsor hasn’t

,
indicated whether

he will renew,although Hope hasbough t release to sign with either
Chesterfield or General Motors, among others who want him.

Met’s Most Drastic Revamp in History

By ARTHUR BRONSON
The most drastic revamp in the

history of the 65-yearrold N. Y.
Metropolitan Opera looms for next
seasbn. This applies to repertory
and artists’ roster, as well as to

management and business setup,
with results likely to be startling
if not explosive. Changes thus far
contemplated have caused consterr
nation or *bewiiderment in the con-
cert world, with a modicum . of
amusement.

On the business side, the Met
management is reported surprised
at the number of cancellations
"from subscribers because of the
re-hiring of Kirsten Flagstad, who
quit the Met in 1941 to join her
Quisling husband. On the other
hand, subscription requests are
also reported rolling in for next
season, some expressly due to the
return of Mme. . Flagstad, who is

acknowledged the world's greatest
Wagnerian soprano, but others
mainly due to the fact that the
Met is almost fully subscribed an-
nually, and early birds want to
get in their bids.

Change in artists’ roster will be
pronounced, with some top names

(Continued on page 73)

Ed Noble Buys Back His
Thousand Islands Club

ABC board chairman Ed Noble
has bought back the palatial Thou-
sand Islands Club on Wellesley
Island from the Canadian Steam-
ship Lines, to whom he had sold it

in 1944. Property, which includes
a 50-room club and an 18-hole golf
course, is valued at more than
$500,000,
Noble said the club will continue

under its present management.

Guest Shots on N.Y.

TV-Radio ScarePix Names
Hollywood, March 28.

Getting so that Hollywood
names, whether radio or pix, dread
visiting New York, especially if

the quickie trips are for vacation
or seeing-the-shows purpose. One
pix-radio name figured up there
are 23 different radio and tele-
vision programs—all cuffo—-which
are alerted to his’ advent, either
via his own press dept, or the sun-
dry “celebrity” services which
spotlight arrivals, hotels, etc., for
niteries, luxury stores, florists,
motor livery Services—and press-
agents.

,

The plenitude of disk jockey
shows in the New York sector is:

still another problem, particularly
if the Hollywood

, personality has
Wax affiliations.: The theory of the
deejays* value for phonograph re-
cording plugs places a burden on
sensitivity and rivalry. One come-
dian frankly stalled all winter and
is only being lured east by the
opening of the baseball season..

; Washington, March 28.

I
A n alleged monopoly in the book-

ing of concert artists is quietly be-

i ing checked into by Rep. Emanuel

j

Celler (D., Nv Y.), chairman of

j

the special congressional commit-

!

tee on study of monopoly power.
Cel ier disclosed that he has re-

ceived many complaints by concert
1 ‘ (Continued on page 20)

ins On

Govt. Theatre Plan
George Jesse), who flew in to

emcee the 5th annual George

Gershwin Memorial Concert at

Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Sunday night

(26), thought he would get the okay

from Key West, to visit*\he Presi-

dent’s Florida “white house” on a

show business project the showman
has in mind. Instead, he flew back
to the Coast that night,

i
Jessel informally discussed it be-

fore with President Truman but
now more concretely has plans in

shape for his proposed National
Theatre, with Government sub-

sidy, in Washington, It would be
a legit venture along" the lines of

London’s Royal Academy., Further
details are q.t. until he can per-
sonally detail them to the Presi-

dent.

CBS has initiated a drive to

corner the comic market for video.

Over the past few weeks the web
has negotiated an unprecedented
number of deals designed to give
its video programming operation
a comedic facade second to none,

. With Ed Wynn already en-
trenched with his Coast-kine-
scoped commercial show and the
Alan Young kine program teeing
off next week for Esso, Columbia
has bolstered its comedy lineup
with exclusive deals involving
Bert Lahr, Ben Blue, Jack Paar^
Garry Moore and Joey Faye.
On the premise that “a network

is as gbod as its Comedy lineup
the CBS programming brain-
trusters are still shopping around
to enhance the roster and create
a backlog of comedy shows for
strategic showcasing to bolster
weak segments, and as major
rounds of ammunition in agency-
client solicitation.

CBS is making allowance for in-

evitable percentage of casualties,

but feels that if the longterm con-
tract and audition splurges pay
off by projecting only a few into
the TV comedy bigtime, the web
will have been rewarded.
The web is cognizant, too, of

auxiliary compensations, for be-
hind the repacting of Abe Bur-
rows to another year’s contract is

an awareness that while his own
Wednesday night video show has
drawn a blank, nonetheless the
Burrows spontaneity as a TV
panelist on other web shows and
his“desk” contributions as an idea
man make him one of Columbia’s
top video assets.

The Bert Lahr comedy - revue
show comes up for auditioning in

10 days. Ben Blue’s TV entrant
will be “cut” next week. Garry
Moore, inked to a seven-year CBS
exclusive^ comes east in another
month for huddles on his TV plans,

With possibility that his show will

originate from N. Y. The Jack Paar
show is now in the blueprint stage

and Joey Faye, already involved
in CBS’ “54th Street Revue,” is

getting a format facelift to put
additional accent on TV comedic
talents. .

To Concentrate on Video
Eddie Cantor pulled the unusual

of firing his sponsor, telling the
Biow agency he doesn’t want to

renew with Eversharp-SchiCk for

tiie fall, although achieving the

unusual of getting the show a “ratt-

ing.”
’

'

;

Cantor’s main reason is his de-

sire not to be tied down to any
weekly program. Instead, he gave
Niles Trammel, NBC board chair-

man, . reassurance that in late ’50

or by 1951 he will do a series of

television guest shots^-but, again,

sans any regular commitment, The
comedian prefers to remain foot-

loose to do his sundry one-man
shows—“my 40 years in show busi-

ness,” as reviewed In this issue.

On Vice in N. O.s

Too Much TV Cheesecake,

IQ ‘Girls’ Mask Their S.A.
NBC feels it’s Okay for “Leave

It to the Girls,’' the Sunday night

video package to sell Regent ciga-

rets glamorously, nut too much s.a.

may be n.s.g. for the Sabbath eve

b.o.

The glam board, usually com-
prising fenricee Maggi McNellis,

Eloise McElhone, Florence Pritch-

ett, Robin Chandler, Lois Andrews,
Betty Furness and Dorothy Kil-

gallen, invariably are as s.a. as

their IQ, but they have been on an

off:the-shoulder sartorial kick, Of
all people, the shading of Miss Kill-

gallen’s gown recently, gave it a.

strange Gypsyroselee look—a new
look that bbthered the network
and sponsors after they got blue-

nose type letters. So the* gals are

doing a cover-up.

New Orleans, March 28.

The Latin Quarter Club in the

city’s historic Vieux Carre, was
padlocked Friday (24) by the
Federal government.
The action came as Police

Supt. Joseph L. Scheuering prom-
ised to “make it tough for pan-
dering taxi drivers, B-girls and
prowling party girls in the city’s

nightclub belt before another
wealthy tourist gets a lethal

Mickey Finn.”
The^police official was urged

on against the “racketeers, macers,
bums, thieves, prostitutes and pro-

curers” of the Vieux Carre’s
dimly-lit bars, striptease em-
poriums and dives by two New
Orleans newspapers^ the militant
New Orleans item and The New
Orleans States.

They were aroused by the dis-

covery'* that the brain of Robert
E. Dunn, Jr„ 42, a wealthy Nash-
ville, Tenn., contractor who died
in the Latin Quarter Club at

5 a.rri. New Year’s Day, . was
sogged with chloral hydrate—the
chemical that makes a highball a

Mickey Finn.
The body of Dunn, considered

at first by Coroner C. Grebes
Cole of Orleans Parish to have
been the victim of a heart attack,

was exhumed. Louisiana chemist

(Continued on page 73)

First attempt to transmit a stage

show via theatre -television from
one city to another was snafued
yesterday (Tues ), when the Asso-

ciated Actors and Artistes of Amer-
ica demanded a full two-weeks
salary for all performers in the

show. . Four A’s reportedly invoked
the long-standing two-week pay
clause to forestall setting a prece-

dent, but theatre TV execs pes-

simistically view the union’s action

as portending considerable difficul-

ties for the development of the

medium.
Paramount planned to televise 30

minutes of the stagesliow from its

(Continued on page 20)

Magicd’s Magic Couldn’t

Hocus-Pocus Trunk Lock
Bellefontaine. O., March 28.

Robert Miller, magician, wished
he had taken lessons from Houdini
when he was locked out of a per-
formance.
He arrived at Belle Center high

school gymnasium, went back stage
and began to prepare for *his show,
but he couldn’t open his trunk of

paraphernalia. No act of magic
could force the trunk open, and
the audience was dismissed. Con-
tents had shifted in such a way
that the lid was stuck. He is to
return later for a performance—
when he figures out how to pry
open the prop trunk.

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

WORLD FAMOUS COCOANUT GROVE

— Presents^

The Hour of Charm
All Girl Orchestra and Choir

Under the Direction of

PHIL SPITALKY
Kimii*.

Next TUESDAY NIGHT—April 4th



MISCELLAIVY

Show Biz Came In

With show biz apptaising tele-

vision versus the b.o., Variety’s

files of a
.

quarter-of-a-century ago

disclose a direct parallel to radio

at its inception. Following are

some examples from Variety, sum-
marized and in chronological or-

der, of “history repeats itself.”

March 8, 1923
Radio Service at $2 Monthly

,> Wired radio receivers, a com-
pact device perfected by- C. W.
Hough* president of Wired Radio;

Inc:, Will be available for rental at

a $2 monthly charge. If sold; out-

right price would be $35-50.

CROONERS TAKING OVER

BRITISH GOLFING MEET
St. Andrews, Scot., March 21.

Donald Peers, British rad i o
singer whose teenage swoon follow-

ing resembles Frank Sinatra’s, is

emulating Bing Crosby as an en-

|
traiit for the British Amateur Golf
Championship here in. May,
“Who knows,’ - said Peers, “Bing

and I might even burst into a few
duets—just to keep in practice.”

March 15,
Radio Craze No Opposition to

Theatre
5. L. Rothafel, film; exhibitor,

noted that radio is proving to be
helpful in hypoing b.o. receipts

rather than detrimental. ,
Metro-

politan Opera House found the

On Hemingway’s Film

WedneijcUrpY' March 29, 1950

By JOE LAURIE, JR.

WILL MAHONEY
Lee

THE INIMITABLE
Mortimer (N. Y. Daily

Mirror) says ‘‘Everybody loves
Will Mahoney.”

'

Booked By
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

Sale Of the film rights to his

latest novel, “Across the River and

broadcasting of some of its, pro- j
iuto the Trees, likely won t be

grams whetted the appetites of
j

consummated fojT at least^two or

music lovers pausing an increase i

three months, Erjiest Hemingway

in the usually abnormal demand
] Hpon /0S\

riVin
?u

*n
T i

^
for tickets to certain performances, i

York Monday (27) on the He de
4

i France after several months in

June 21, 1923
Radio's Right to Copyright Music

;
Wiimark & Sons preparing a

friendly suit against WOR, mark-
ing first legal test of radio’s right

I

to broadcast copyright music with-

out a license.

14,1923
Radio Careless in Choice of Artists

Radio’s carelessness in choosing
artists cited as cause for poor
shows which keeping good many
people away from their sets.

March 5, 1924
Radio B.O. Danger

Radio is a boxoffice danger, as-

suming more and more the propor-
tions of genuine opposition to all

show business to the extent that it

is actually giving show people

France after several months in

Europe. The novelist said that ne-
gotiations with Hollywood haven’t
even started, although all majors
are expressing keen interest in th

e

volume. -

Meanwhile, Ai Horwits, Univer-
sal-international Studio publicity

chief, who is repping Hemingway
in prospective “River” him deals*

has come in from the Coast to con-

fer With the author during the lat-

ter’s four-day New York stay. Nov-
elist 4hen goes to Havana, where
he Will revise page proofs on the

tome. Scribner’s is publishing
around fhe middle of August.,

Hemingway said that he expects
the book to be completed from his

standpoint in July. Meantime,
Cosmopolitan mag is running an
abridged version in serial form.
First installment appeared in the

February issue, and the 'M 1 piece

will run in June. Novelist also’ dis-

closed that he expects to have asome concern. A Peekskill, N. Y., ,, . .
. . , , m ...

film house played to empty seats s^or^

the night President Calvin Cool- hcation. some time in 1952,^nd ^a

idge broadcast his first address to I
>on« novel in. 195S or ’54.

Congress.
ASCAP urging American Fed-

eration of Musicians to demand
that no musician perform for radio
on premise radio entertainment
automatically makes possible the
elimination of paid music and mu-
sicians elsewhere.
Radio fans reportedly asserted

(Continued on page 22)

He has
already written some 186,000 words
on the latter work.

ISLES OF ‘STROMBOLI/

‘VOLCANO’
Rome, March 28.

Two volcanic islands off the
coast of Sicily, site of RKO’s
“Stromboli” and “Volcano,” the
Anna Magnani starrer to be re-

leased by Motion Picture Sales
Corp., are trying to cash in on
the publicity by touting the islands
as a tourists* paradise.

Natives of the isles, part of the
Lipari group, feel that if they were
good enough to lure top film pro-
ducers from Hollywood, then
they’re even better for the tourist
trade. As a result; they are plug-
ging the mild climate, beautiful
scenery and top fishing. Islands,
once known as the Aeolians, were
used by political exiles during
Mussolini’s fascist regime in Italy.

MCA Pacts takeover Of

London’s Linnet & Dunfee
London, March 21. ../

Music Corp. of America’s deal

with Linnit 8c Dunfee to acquire

latter’s agency has been closed by

Jules Stein, who arrived a few days

ago to settle the deal,

This involves nearly $1,000,000

and calls for MCA to take over the

entire L. & D. film and legit agen-

cy activities, comprising several big

English and American film and
legit names.

Contract will permit L. & D. to

carry on their play producing ac-

tivities as heretofore, and will also

permit them t<j produce pictures in

England which they have seriously

been developing.

Understood Lew Wasserman,
MCA’s prexy, is expected here end
of March to settle company’s future
operations. Laurence Evans, Lon-
don general manager of MCA, is

expected to stay ip that capacity

when company shortly takes over
L. & D.’s ' activities.

By ABEt GREEN

Eddie Cantor gave a one-man
showmanship demonstration at

New York’s Carnegie Hall last

Tuesday night (21), grossing $8,-

900 ait $3,60 top, which is ( 1 ) a
self-written script for “The Cantor
Story,” when his bidpic is filmed,

and (2) a milestone in show busi-

ness. It caii set a pattern for sim-
ilar cavalcades by any of the con-
temporary greats of now and yes-

teryear, blendiffg nostalgia and the
present into a socko evening’s En-
tertainment.
The fact that Cantor henceforth

favors working to students at 75c
top, such as the University of Ari-
zona and at William & Mary’s Col-
lege, rather than the fancy scales

up to $3.60, is Beside the point. It

opens up a new type of concert at-

traction for people of the Jolsoii-
Jessel-Berle school—some not as
seasoned, obviously, but all capa-
ble of blending their cavalcades
into a running script Which com-
bines song and storyy
Backed only by two Steinways,

and working from notes on an
easel in quite the Carnegie man-

(Continued on page ,75)
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Pic Version of His Book
David O, Selznick has purchased

screen rights to “The Wall,” re-
recently published John Hersey
novel. Price is reported at $100,000
plus a percentage of the picture’s
income and the property reverts
to Hersey after 25 years.
Most unusual angle, however, is

that Selznick under terms of the
contract gives Hersey the right to
pass oh the choice of screenwriter,
cast and director. This is a unique
concession, particularly from Selz-
nick, who' has always been ex-
tremely jealous of his own right
to final approval of any picture in
which he is involved.

Hersey, however, stuck to his
guns oh the approval angle, claim-
ing more important to him than
the money involved was assurance
that the film about Jews in the
Warsaw ghetto during the war be
made in keeping With his concep-
tion. Selznick agreed, asserting
that he saw in the book the biggest
property since his “Gone With the
Wind/’ |

Attempts may be made to shoot
(Continued on page 20)

CAST: BROADWAY, SR.—A guy who has played: everything from one
o’ cat . to the Palace.

BROADWAY, JR.—A youngster in show biz who is being
weaned on the Borscht Circuit and small time nite clubs,

TIME: Now.
' '

HEACE: Times Square.

Junior: Where have you been . oldtimer? Haven’t seen you around
for some -time.

'Senior: I’ve been laid up with that algebra virus—X—unknown quan-
tity—you see I do remember some^bf the stuff I learned in school.

Maybe I’ve been hiding from the guy with the Scythe whose been
aropnd the past few weeks cutting down a lot of my old friends, like

Sid Grauman, Hew Lehr, Bill McKenna, Ray Peck, Brock Pomberton,
Arthur. Hopkins and a lot .or others. I rolled up in the sheets arid

maybe he figured I was a bundle of laundry and passed me by.

Jr.; Of course I. didn’t know those fellows but I did know: they Were
swell showfolks.

Sr.: You know, just as many went Upstairs years ago* but we were
younger then, and didn’t know the big guys that were passing, the same
as you today. What gets me is those obits. Take for instance my old

friend Sid Grauman, the papers said he discovered AI Jolson and
Sophie Tucker. Why did they have to say that? It isn’t true. He did

a lot of stuff for show biz, he didn’t have to be built lip. Sophie Tucker
Was pretty well set playing at the German Village, Pastors, hurley and
vaudeville before she ever reached the Coast. And so was Jolson who
played with Jolson, Palmer & Jolson,; Lew Dockstader show and vaude-
ville before he met Grauman, Sid didn’t need a build up with those

two great artists; he did so much for the! picture business that he could
lay against ‘ his record. A great guy' and a great showman. And ’ with
all these great newspaper guys around, not one mentioned that Arthur
Hopkins was the guy that sent in the scoop of the assassination of

McKinley when he was a newspaperman.
Jr.: I wonder how they muffed that one?
Sr.: Well they stressed him being a producer. And kid, he Was a

great producer, a guy- that loved the theatre, produced great plays and
discovered great artists. Did you know he wrote and produced acts for

vaudeville? Well lie did; ^ %

Jr.: That’s air BM;T.—Before my. time.

Sr.: Listen kid, I’m not picking on you for not knowing all these

great guys, I just feel sorry, for you that you didn’t live in an age when
those greats 0* show biz were in their prime, building a foundation
for the business you are now making a living in.

Jr.: I notice you like to take a sneak punch at us young guys once
in a while, oldtimer.

Sr.:.Maybe I do, kid, but I do it with an open glove. But you young
kids make me shake my head like it_was on ball bearings.

-Jr.: What now?
Sr.: While I was sick I had a great chance to listen to radio—and I

wanna tell you it’s a shame.
Jr.: What’s a shame? That you ain’t in it? A lot of guys are making

plenty of moolah.
Sr.: That ain’t new, kid; Top guys with talent always made moolah;

that goes for every business, But what I’m getting at is some of these
new kids—and some of the older ones in show biz. They make ap-
pearances on disk jockey shows, which are a pretty big thing today—
if you stay up* And there’s lots of guys that stay tipi And these disk
jockeys introduce their-guests as wonderful, most wonderful, greatest,

the wittiest, the tops. Gee when you listen to these introductions they
sound like 16-sheets for the circus. They have forgotten the word
good, fine, able, which isn’t bad for a comic. And after this great
buildup, which I realize the jockey must give because it’s F.F. i for
free) and he has to pay off the guy, even if it’s with a hundred boosting
words, which is fair enough in show biz, but after the big buildup, the
comic comes on. He either uses parts of his routine, or he talks about
something he knows nothing/about. Then to make it worse couple
of comics get together and start ad-libbing—adlibs with stock stuff—
the answers are always the sam,e.

Jr.: Well, what’s a guy gonna do? You gotta be seen, you gotta be .

heard, you gotta be in the public eye and the disk jockeys today are a

big thing.

Sr.: That’s fine. But the comics especially, should get hep to them-
selves and have a routine prepared, have some guy write some special
stuff for interviews so they could be heard to advantage, so they don’t
have to use parts of their act to get laughs, and kill their act. Don’t
let them hog the mike. Don’t let them go from place to place like a

route, and do the same routines. The disk jockeys must know that the
guy just did the same routine on another show maybe 20 minutes ago,
unless they’re very naive, but it certainly isn’t fair to the comic. The
listeners figure the guy is a one-way guy; knows just a few things and
keeps repeating them,

Jr.: Well, you can’t blame these kids; they may have a new recording
coming out, and have to boost it, or they may be laying off and some
guy hears ’em and books ’em. And they naturally want a plug,

Sr.: Say Junior, you’re not trying to tell me the gimmicks, are you?
I know all of ’em, I don’t say they are wrong trying to plug a show,
a new recording, or a book, or to plug themselves. Although I wanna
tell you kid, and this is strictly confidential, and I don’t mean my pals
Jack Lait and Lee Mortimer’s new book, but did you ever hear of a hit

in anything that needed a plug?
Jr.; Well, no, but it dpn’t hurt any.
Sr.: Certainly not, and the guy that sed I don’t care if they knock

me as long as they mention my name. Well, kid, in my book he was as
wrong as a guy in the YWCA pool.

Jr.: So you think that comics should have routines, for different ap-
pearances?

Sr.: Not exactly routines, but try to do something different or talk
about something they know. Not to adlib because, brbther, they keep
repeating themselves, and very few of our. present day comics can adlib.
I don’t mean the -regular stock and file answers; why some of those
guys even ask their own questions to get the comeback in. I’m sorry
kid you don’t remember guys like Willie Collier, Johnny Stanley* Wil-.
son Meizner, Frank Burt, Grant Clarke, Joe Frisco; Julius Tannen and
a half dozen others.. They were wits and fast on the adlib; they used
their beans, not their files; Now' listen; I don’t mean to say that some
of these new kids aren't gonna be good, but. until they are they should
get writers to fix their answers. I always told you, junior, that. iVs
the woids that counts

'

•
•

Jr,: Go on, tell me some more;
Sr,: Softy, Junior, but this virus thing’s got me down. I feel Weak*

than the second bow at Youngstown. Be seeing you again when I g
as strong as Jolson’s receptions in the Winter Garden.

Berlin, March 21.

Bing Crosby and “Jersey Joe”
Walcott would appear here May 28
under a plan being mulled by the
U. Si occupation authorities.

In the event Crosby and Walcott
decided to make the junket, the
Army would provide a special plane
to and from the west : sector of

,
Berlin.

eaker
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r
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John Byram* Paramount’s play
editor, sails for Europe on the lie
de France April 15, He will visic

London and the Continent to view
the current crop of legiters as pros-
pects for filming by Par.

Byram will be accompanied by
his wife, Marian, legit press agent.
They’ll . be away about five Weeks,,

Eleanora Duse Biopic
Film attorney William S. Roach

planed to the Coast from New York
over tpe weekend for a week of
confabs . regarding sale of screen
rights to the d’Annunzio vorn
based on the biog of Eleanora
Duse, “Flame of Life/’'

Property is owned by Roach’s
client, Robert Goelet, Jr., heir to

the New York real estate fortune.
i ;y... 0 :• i J
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Prolonged drive, by major film*

companies to * reduce their bank
loans to a minimum in face of

divorcement requirements and an
Uncertain b.o. future has sliced the

total of outstanding obligations to

the lowest point in three years.

The; five majors that borrowed
varying sums in 1947 to bankroll

production requirements have now
cut these loans by $13,500,000 to

bring total obligations on revolving

funds to a low of $23,500^000. Re-

duction in these loans, carrying re-

strictions on the amount of ready
assets which the; companies must
maintain, is regarded as one of the

bright spots in ,the current film

picture.
.

:

Besides : these sharp slashes put

through by Paramount, RKO, 20th-

Fox, Columbia and Universal,

both Metro and Warper Bros* have
reduced their funded long-term

debts substantially. Neither War-
ners nor Metro negotiated revolv-

ing credits at the time that the

other companies found them neces-

sary. •
• .

•

As a result of the concerted ac-

tion by the majors, the companies
remain in a -highly liquid position

that gives them a free hand on
,

cash requirements should the need
j

arise in the future* The compara-
tively insignificant total of obliga-

tions as compared with total assets

of the majors is credited with the
favorable reaction of Wall stree t

brokerage outfits towards the com*
panies lately. A good number of

reports have issued from the street
j

recommending one or another ma-
j

jor as an investment possibility
j

despite anti-trust divorcement. I

Biggest cut was pushed through '

by Paramount, which now has no
j

bank obligations whatsoever. Sev
(Continued on page 26)

Arthur M. Loew, Metro veepee
in: charge of the - foreign dept., is

heading for a prolonged“stay on
the Continent to oversee the shoot-
ing of “Teresa,” Loew’s personal
production enterprise; ;L o e w
planes to Italy April 8 with Fred
Zinneman, director of the pic,

after the two wind up their casting
chores in New York.

Metroite will remain in italy
until ail camera work there is

completed. He will return
:

to his
h o. late in May or early in

7

Insistent reports^ in New York
financial circles that Warner Bros,
and the Dept, of Justice were near-
ing agreement oh a consent de-
cree to end the present anti-trust

suit sent the company’s stock into

a Wave of activity during the past

week. More than 150,000 shares
have been traded during the past
six market days in transactions in-

volving about $2,250,,000.

Heavy buying sent the price Up
to a high of $15 a share during the
week. That represents an advance
of $2.25 from the year’s low of

.12.%.. Rapid rises of 34 of a point
last Wednesday (22), Vs last Thurs-
day and Friday, led to profit-

taking Saturday and Monday and
a slight recession. *

Price, picked up again yesterday
(Tues.) advancing 25c. to 14%.
Volume fell off, however, to 6,800
shares traded.
Cpntinued heavy activity in the

shares is expected on the basis of
insiders’ doping of profit possi-
bilities should the consent decree
be signed shortly and divorcement
take place. The analysts sCe quite
a few dollars rise merited beyond
the $15 high registered during the
present flurry.

, Reports are that assets of the
theatre end of WB are Worth about

(Continued on page 18).

Sen. Long Sez ‘Men’
N’ot the Story of Huey'

New Orleans, March 28.
j

,
tr

. S. Senator Russell Long
agrees With the author of “All' the

;

King’s Men” that the’ story is not !

that of his father, the late Huey P.
;

Long, The senator, in Louisiana
for a survey of the flood situation,
said he has seen the film and can
see no real resemblance to his
father’s life;

“If the picture was accurate,” he
said, “I’d have been a whale of a
football player. Actually I played
only in grammar school—and. even
then I was on the sixth grade’s
second team/'
“Maybe,” he suggested, “the pic-

tqrer was billed that way- because
the name Huey Long will still drag
em In/' v

Twentieth-Fox yesterday (Tues.)
filed aq application for a 90-day
stay of thg antitrust decree’s di-

vorcement and divestiture require-
ments in preparation for a formal
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Waimer Bros, will follow some time
this week with a similar motion, it

is reliably reported. Application
by 20th will be heard by the N,Y,
Federal district court Friday (31)1

Both 20th and Wafner’s moves
are directed towards protecting
their legal rights to an appeal
should the settlement talks with
the Government fail ,to produce
agreement. Their deadline for
taking a formal appeal, as well as
Metro’s, expires April 8: /

Dept, of Justice will not oppose
the motion for a stay although it

will not specifically consent to it

either. Metro recently obtained a
similar suspension of the decree's
workings but has yet to file its

formal appeal. Actually, 20th’s
application is similar to Metro’s in
that it asks an immediate 60-day

(Continued on page 22)

»

>

Meetings by the American indus-
try with the British government
on renewal of the Anglo-U.S. agree-
ment will not be held prior to tlie

second week in May, it has been
learned. It is anticipated that Har-
old Wilson, president of the British
Board of Trade and

u
chief negotia-

tor for his government, will not
be ready to receive the Yank dele-

gation before that time. Americans
are thus making plans accordingly.

Current two:
year pact expires

June . 13. Negotiations to extend it

were originally slated for March,
following the elections in Britain.

Labor government, however,1

has
such, a shaky majority that Wilson
has had his hands full on cabinet
matters, precluding his taking the
necessary time to bargain with the;

Americans. .

Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Assn.' of America,
and 'Ellis G. Arnall, prexy of the
Society of independent Producers;
are slated to head the U;S. dele-

gation; While. it was originally in-

dicated they were to go to London
only on an exploratory mission, it

is expected now that they will be
accompanied by a staff of experts
prepared to negotiate a deal.

Industry lawyers are pressing
for a revolutionary change in film
selling as the only way of halting
the still rising toll : of treble-dam-
age, anti-trust actions. Concerned
over the possible impact, of these
suits on the 'financial structures of
the majors, particularly With di-

vorcement ’nearing, iegalites are
urging company toppers to Com-
pletely revamp the distribution of
pix. As an added argument, at-

torneys are contending that film
rentals can only be boosted by a
hard-arid-fast rule against all cir-

cuit selling.

As the only way out of what an
influential wing of the legal end
of the business considers is a disas-
trous course, these attorneys are
calling for ah end to such prac-
tices as automatic product-splitting
and the recognition that a particu-
lar circuit is entitled to -first crack
at product in an area dominated
by the chain. Instead, company
heads are being urged to order the-
atre-by-theatre sale . of films

,
with-

out regard where the chips may
fall. .

Unless the entire system for dis-

tributing product is recast, several
companies have been informed by
their legal advisers that there can
be no assurance of a letup in dam-
aging : exhib suits in the future.
These actions have doubled in total

(Continued on page 18)

ild Art House

L. B. Mayer Listing
Louis B. Mayer, Metro’s produc-

tion chief, entrains for New York
over the weekend, accompanied by
Howard Strickling, studio publicity
topper. Mayer is scheduled as one
Of the principal speakers at the
“Brand Names” dinner, Waldorf-
Astoria, next; Wednesday (5),

Lgngth of Mayer’s stay in the
east is indefinite;

In Carnegie Hall
City Investing Co., realty con-

cern operating a number of thea-

tres including the Astor arid Vic-

toria on Times Sq., is reported ne-
gotiating with Carnegie "Hall on a

proposal to construct an art cinema
in the basement of that concert
center. Space is now used by con-
cert artists and Others for practice
purposes. Robert E. Simon, Jr.,

realtor who heads the corporation
Which owns Carnegie, has been on
the lookout for a prospect for some
time.

Should a deal be closed with
City Investing, it is likely that the.

firm will turn over the. artie when
construted to Lopert Films. Latter
is a distrib of foreign pix that also

operates eight sureseaters in five

(Continued on page 22)

New organization: of foreign
film importers, w^ich met initially

in New York two weeks ago, will

have no “czar” and no censorship
code, it Was determined at sub-
committee sessions last week. It

will, however, have a self-regu-

latory code to cover trade and ad-
vertising practices and will employ
a public relations man to promote
interest in foreign, .films in the
U. S.

•

•

•.

Budget is still in* the formula-
tory stage, as is the organization
itself, but may run as high as

$50,000 a year. Plans are now
afoot: for raising the coin, perhaps
by a series of special showings in

art houses throughout the coun-
try.

Next meeting of the Organiza-
tion, which is nameless as yet, will

be held next Wednesday (5) at
the Hotel Astor, N. Y. More than
50 importers, distributors and ex-

hibitors of foreign product at-

tended the: initial, session and at

least that number are expected
next week. Inquiries concerning

(Continued on page 24)

Texas Exhib Seeks

Post of Lieut. Gov.
Lubbock, Texas, March 28.

Preston Smith, wellknown the-

atre owner, has announced his

candidacy for lieutenant governor
of Texas.
Smith is currently a Representa-

tive in the Legislature.

Next session of the Council of
Motion Picture! Organizations will

likely be held in Washington dur-
ing the third week in April. That
will be at about the same time as
Senate committee hearings on the
Johnson bill proposing Federal li-

censing of individual workers and
corporations in the industry.
COMPO session Will bring to

Washington an array of execs in
every category of filmmaking; dis-

tribution and exhibition. They will
be available to give testimony be-/

fore the Commerce Committee
headed by Senator Edwin C. John-
son of Colorado, who introduced
the licensing

,

bill after ar strong
attack on Hollywood morals in Con-
gress a couple of weeks ago.

Session of the 10 industry groups
comprising CQMPQ may also serve
to elect a single spokesman to; rep-
resent all facets of the industry at
the hearings. Eric Jphnston, pres-
ident of the Motion Picture Assn,
of America, has generally headed
the industry’s representation in
such situations. In addition to the
fact that he reps only one aspect'
of the industry, however, he him-
self has been subject . to consider-
able vituperation by the Colorado
solon. Thus he is seen as in a

(Continued on page 16)

HFM BD. BACKS BREEN

ON ‘BICYCLE TIDEF NIX
Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri-

ca’s board of directors upheld Pro-
duction Code Administrator Jqseph
I. Breen yesterday (Tries.) ip re-
viewing Breen’s refusal to grant a
seal to “The Bicycle Thief,” Oscar-
winning Italian pic distributed by.
Joseph Burstyn. Big turnout of
the board viewed a screening of the
film and then took action after
hearing Breen and Burstyn. Lat-
ter must yank two scenes which
Breen objected to . before he can
get a seal.

Burstyn will meet again with
Breen today. They will re-screen
the picture and view it in a Movie-
ola. The Code Administrator maiti-

(Continued on page 24)

Key Cities Continue to Lag; ‘Francis* Again Champ
With ‘Cinderella* Big 2d; ‘Horn,* ‘Rio* Next

Par Eyes Durante For
Normand-Sennett Pie

Hollywood, March 28.

Paramount is understood anxious
to get Jimmy Durante for “Key-
stone Girl,” Betty Hutton-Paul
Douglas starrer based on the ca-

reers of Mable Normand' ang Mack
Sennett; It’s due for a mid-May
start..

Durante reports next- week tfr UI
to costar in “Milkman” with Don-
ald O'Cohnor.

Usual pre-Easter slump, unfavor-

able weather and mild product, all

are contributing to current down-
beat in key cities covered by Va-
riety this stanza. Along Atlantic

seaboard, rain arid touch of spring

will clip grosses, while in middle-

west storms hurt..

“Francis” (U) which pushed up
to top position last week, is box-

office champ again, although close-

ly, pressed by “Cinderella” ( RKO )

,

which was handicapped by haying

so ma ny extended-run dat'es. Walt

Dishey picture; with Easter Week,
expected to bring a flood of boQk-

ings, i$
:

pacing L.A. and is. so ter-

rific. at a small philly, theatre
.

it

may . hi t ; a .new record: . “Fra ncis”

held up in remarkable style at

N.Y; Paramount
.

in second week,

arid standout in Minneapolis, where
Opened this, round.

Third best is .“Mari With; Horn”
(WB) ,

.with uniformly nice trade.

‘’Nancy. Goes to Rio” ( M-G ) is .fin-

ishing 1 fourth with promise of fu-

ture spurt. Fifth money goes to

“Key to City” ( M-G ) while “Three
Came Home” (20th) is sixth.

“12 O’clock High" (20th) is

landing seventh position, with

“Perfect Strangers” (WB), very

spotty, showing enough strength to

take over eighth spot, “Third Man”
(SRO) is ninth and “Mother
Didn't Tell Ma” |20th) , 10th.

In runner-up category are “East

Side” ( M-G), “King’s Men” (Cop
and “Red Shoes” (EL) in that or-

{

der.

“Samson and Delilah” (Par) is

tops in Louisville with giant: total
,

but is not current in many firsts

'

run keys covered by Variety.!
“Black Hand” tM-G

;

is not making
much, of an impression this round
with one good playdate and an-

(

Other okay the, best of some five. ,

Several .new pictures braved
present sluggish trend, but few are

doing much.-; “Conspirator”' ( M-G

)

h i nts soiri e futu re possi Dili ties , wi th .

one strong session. “Barricade”

(WB) is checking in with three

disappointing dates. In contrast,

“Kid From Texas” ( U i looms okay

in L.A. “Yellow Cab Man’’ (M-G)

,

is no great shakes on N.Y. preem.

Others are showing little, although

“Great Rupert” (EL) is okay in

Buffalo. !

“Johnny Holiday” (UA) looks

strong in Buff and nice in Cincy. i

“Alias the Champ” (Rep) is big;

in Toronto. Academy Award is giv-

ing “Bicycle Thief” ( Indie ) three 1

solid weeks in as many cities, .all

small arty spots. “Outside Wall”

,

(U) is, nice in Baltimore. 1
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PICTURES Wednesday, March 29, 1950

Music Hall Shifting Ad Accent

Radio City Music Hall, N; X;+

the nation’s largest and most suc-

cessful theatre operation, has been

In the same slump that has hit its

smaller and less important breth-

ren throughout the country since

the end of January. As one means

of combating the downtrend, man-

aging director Russell V, Downing

Par Skeds 5, Wallis 1

For
Hollywood, March 28.

Henry. Ginsberg announced si*
pictures, including One by Hal Wal-

,

lis, as April and May starters on
the Paramount lot. In addition,

the Alan Ladd' starrer, “Branded,”
will Continue through April and
into May i

' :r

Paramount starters will be “The
Lemon Drop Kid,” “The Keystone
Girl,” “Mr. and Miss Anonymous,”
“A Relative Siranger” and “Be-
yond. the Sunset;” The Wallis pro-
duction Will; : be “D a r k City,”

starring Burt Lancaster.

disclosed this week, the Music Hall

is revising its advertising to
;

put

xnore stress on the live portions

of its show.
'

'

Downing believes, that is the best

method readily available for meet-

ing the threat of television. He
sees TV as being responsible only

in the most minor Way for the pres-

ent b.o. situation, but feels that

the change in emphasis in the ads

is a worthwhile effort .to attract

whatever patrons are being lost to

the hew medium; J
“Television may be; able to offer

its viewers films or vaudeville or

many other kinds of entertain-

ment.,” Downing explained, “but

there’s one thing we have that

it can’t offer them.. That’s live per-

formers.' Actors, singers, dancers

and comics in the flesh will always

have a draw. So its logical for us

to put more emphasis on that por-

tion of our entertainment.”

MUsic Hall topper is of the opin-

ion that producers and distributors

are not doing enough pre-selling of

their pictures to meet present-day

conditions. He holds that as • one

of the reasons that the Rockefeller

6.000-seater has run through four

pictures Since Jan. 25 in a series

oi
Lacked

j

Composers, Authors & Publishers,

Dowhing feels that had the tune, Levy sees the theatre operator’s

“My Foolish Heart,’’ been as ader i “only cpncern that the producer

quately plugged before the RKO-
[
doe* not pass the license fee to

Goldwyn pic of that title opened
j

him.” TOAer noted that produc-

at the Hall as it has since, the tion must now pay for both synr

film would have had much greater I ehronization and performance
i i ‘ ___ . 'T i > •« na V*a MAC .

George Weltner, Paramount’s
foreign chief, has returned to his

h. o. after a six-week trip through
the Latin American countries,
Weltner • touched every Latino

territory in his dying trek. Para-
mounter also huddled with Stanton
Griffis, US S. ambassador to Argen-
tina, who still holds a spot on Par’s

board of directors.

Production, must fight to keep
down the cost of music and not try

to pass the tab to exhibition, Her-

man M. Levy, general counsel for

the Theatre Owners of America,

warned this week. In an analysis

J. Arthur Rank has suspended

the possible television showings of

a sizeable block of his top pix in a
deal for their sale to Lopert Films!
While Lopert is expected to ink a

pact with the Britisher within a

few days, the transaction has been
revamped to include an absolute re-

striction against Loper
f
t booking

any of these: films on video. * The
j
sale, as originally planned, would

i

have given the foreign pic distrib

tele rights along With theatrical

35m and lfim privileges, in the en-
tire Western Hemisphere with the
exception of Canada. ^
Reason given for the revised

sale terms is that Rank found it

difficult to clear television rights
with the. original distribs of these
pix. In the main, distribs that han-
dled release of the pix originally

are Universal and United Artists.

Nate Blumberg, U’s prexy, has al-

pulling power. Likewise, he opines,

Warner. Bros.’ “Young Man With a

Horn” , needed considerable more
pre-opening selling.,

“With that unusual title,” he ex-

plained, “we found that people

didn’t know whether it was about

Little Boy Blue’ or what. If poten-

tial patrons had known what; it

meant, I’m sure there would have

been more of them*”
41

Other pix which the house has

played during the eight-week pe-

riod are “Stage Fright” (WB) and
“Woman of Distinction” (Col). It

opens its Easter show with War-

(Continued on page 16)

ADMISH

.^VVV)

Washington, March 28.

The story of how show biz is be-

ing socked and rocked by a poor
gate and why it needs tax relief

shows up in black and white in the

latest Internal Revenue Bureau re-

port.

For the first eight months of the
Federal fiscal year—from July 1*

1949, to Feb. 28 last—U. 3. admis-
sion tax receipts were down $11,-

696,845 from the preceding year.

That means admissions for all

amusements subject to the. 20%
bite declined by nearly $58,500,000
during the eight-month period.

Relatively, the dive for niteries
subject to a 20% tax on tabs, was
considerably Sharper.

'

The tax
take for eight months was $6,259,-
226, That reflected a business de-
cline of nearly $31,300,000—and
the nitery business grosses only
about 10% to 11% as miich as the

of the recent consent decree gov-

American Society of
;S
viously. It is believed that UA also
cast its vote against the moye be-
cause of feared reprisals by re-

sentful American exhibs.
Another revision in the deal cuts

the number of films which Lopert
buys from’3Q to a current 20 total.

Regardless of the reduction in to-

tal, Lopert will take rights to the
most important of Rank’s releases
in the U.S/ during the postwar era.

Transaction includes “in Which We
Serve,” “Colonel Blimp,” “Blithe
Spirit” and “Caesar arid Cleo-
patra,” all UA releases; and “Sev-
enth Veil,” “Brief Encounter,”
“Stairway : to Heaven” and “Great
Expectations,” handled initially

by U.
'

Peculiar arrangement has been
hit on for “Henry V;” Rank’s filmi-

zation of the Shakespeare drama
which UA is currently releasing.
Lopert will become producer’s rep
for this pic and take Rank’s share
of the proceeds until April, 1951,
At that time, UA’s rights to the
pic expire. Major had refused to
surrender any portion of its five-

year deal. Lopert has the right
to pass on UA bookings.
Lopert expects to shelve all the

Rank pix ( with the exception of
“Henry V”) for six months to one
year before reissuing them. Pay-
ment is being made in an undis-

j

closed amount of frozen pounds.

rights.

Little chance is seen by Levy of
an exfiib recovering fees paid for
seat taxes in past years. TOA at-

torney points out that the decision
of Federal Judge Vincent L. Lei-
bell denied Harry Brandt and his
group" damages although he found
ASCAP is a monopoly. Exhib
would be in a favorable position to

sue, he said, if he could (1), prove
injury to himself arising out of
ASCAP’s illegal course of conduct;
and (2), could present to the courfr

a measure Of damages other than
sums paid on license fees to
ASCAP.
Study of the decree points out

that Judge Leibell felt that since
cost of performance rights, if paid
for by production, would undoubt-
edly have been passed on to ex-
hibs, there was no damage. Court
also felt. Levy said, that exhib “got

(Continued on page 26)

,
While most exhibitors in television market areas are pleading

for the major Studios to turn out special TV trailers, a roundup of
the Big 5 discloses that Paramount, Warner*/ and RKOhave been
experimenting with such trailers for some time. General reaction
is that, while they’re not expensive tb produce, it is still too early

to tell whether they lure customers into the theatres.

Of the other majors, Twentieth-Fox sales veepee A. W. Smith,
Jr., promised at the company’s New York showmanship meet last

week that 20th would have video trailers available starting in Sep-
tember, teeing off with “Black Hose;” Metro, however, indicated
it is not interested. Questioned on when M-G might start pro-
ducing trailers for tele, a top homeoffice spokesman declared; “No
plans; no reasons, no comment.”
Three companies producing the special films for TV generally

make them available without charge through their field exploita-
tion staffers to any exhib who asks for. them. All the exhib has to
do, consequently, is buy time Ori his local video outlet for their
programming. Warners; in addition; has worked several co-op

- deals with theatre operators*, sharing the time charges on certain
select situations; Another method of TV advertising, incidentally,

has been launched by, indie producer Lester Cowan on “Love
Happy,” Marx Bros,’ film being released by United Artists. He has
made tieins wWith several regular sponsors, such as Guild. Wine,
Sunsweet Prune Juice, Curtis Candy, etc., in which they plug the
film via specially-produced commercial spots on TV stations
throughout- the country.

.

RKO has made TV trailers pcCasionaliy on such pictures as
“Mighty Joe Young” and “Joan of Are,” according to advertising
chief S. Barret McCormick. He contended that advertising on
video is np different than advertising in newspapers, on radio, etc,

,

thereby minimizing the claims of some industryites that TV adver-
tising plays to a mass “captive” audience. RKO, he said; choose*
the films on which it turns out the vid trailers depending on the
copy and pictorial elements available.
Paramount ad-pub chief Max Youngstein- said Par has been utiliz-

ing the trailers since he took over his present position. Par lenses
special footage for the trailers, he said, but even Iso their average cost

' is about $500. WB ad-pub veepee Mort Blumenstock said his company :

-

selects its TV trailer footage from thg picture itself, same as with
regular trailers, but is careful to select footage especially applic-
able to TV, such as that without long-shots, etc.

m

Los Angeles, March *28.

Author-columnist Franfo Scully
accepted a cash settlement i of $4,-

000 from the estate of the late

Chauncey Olcott as ghost-writer of
the Olcott biography, “Song in His
Heart,” for the singer’s widow, who
died last year. Charles Rogers
bought the book from Mrs. Olcott
and sold it to Warners after clear-
ing all music rights. Film was
produced under the title of “My
Wild Irish Rose,” starring Dennis
Morgan.
Warners was not affected in the

suit because the studio bought the
book “in good faith” from Rogers.
In addition to the cash settlement,
Scully obtained rights to 5Q% of

ail subsequent contracts, including
television.

'

SIMPP ON
Samuel Goldwyn ye.sterday

( Tries. ) addressed a special meet-
ing of the distribution committee
of the Society of Independent Mo-
tion Picture Producers in New
York. Session was called primarily
for a discussion of foreign mat-
ters, including import licenses for
indie producers in Japan and Ger-
many. British situation was also
mulled.

This was the first time that Gold-
wyn: had attended a distribution
committee meeting. He also
ceritly addressed a meeting of
SIMPP producer-members on the

amusements subject to the regular Coast for the first time. He spoke
20 .0 tax. in general terms of matters af-

January was a particularly sour fecting the future of indie pro-
month. : The February tax collec- duction.
lions, generally representing Janu-
ary business, were unusually' bad
around the nation.

,

Tax
; on g e n e r a 1 admissions

brought in only $21,431,143, far
behind the $27,909,000 of the
previous month and the $26,907,000
of the same month a year earlier.
The niterv taxtnfaW M qaa 007 «n a xoie in

. ury, the Be-

which trailed the plor fs m?57afeMv beenjranded

Fox Maintains Tie

With Indonesian Govt.
Washington, March 28.

Matty Fox, member Of the board
of Universal Pictures, will contiriue
to have important business rela-
tions with the United States of In-
donesia despite the “annulment
of the so-called Matthew Fox con-
tract,’’ according to a statement

re-
j

just issued by the Indonesian Gov-
ernment.
Fox .originally had an exclusive

trade contract with Indonesia, and
the new statement asserts- that,
“Both parties knew there would be

, ^ A j

a final arrangement on a non-ex-SIMPP prexy Ellis G. Arnall
' elusive basis between Mr. Fox arid

piesided at yesterday s stanza.
]
the U.. S. I. The two parties are

'Tv •. still negotiating- at the present

1 n„.. D . time. It should .be stated that Mr.
Lftnftaa LC© f

. Ufit* r 1C
;

Fox has been a staunch and genu-
Canada Lee, who recently Went i

i°e friend of the Indonesian peo-
to England to confab with Zoltan !

Ple ”

Korda on a role in “Cry, the Be-
a _1

1

_ _ _ j j • • • - « ' _ • ‘
.

•

ARNALL SEEKS ACTION

ON SQUEEZE VS. INDIES
Washington, March 28.

Ellis Al'nall, president of the So-
ciety of Independent Motion Pic-

ture Producers, was in Washington
last week seeking action on what
he, believes Will be the next Gov-
ernment development in the mo-
tion picture anti-trust field-—the
squeeze put on independent pro-
ducers by some theatre chains and
buying combines. Arnall said he
wanted the Justice Department to
get actively on the job of probing
complaints which have been filed

by SIMPP.
In addition, Arnall was inter-

ested in getting additional informa-
tion on the prospective Arnall-Eric
Johnston trip to Britain to work
out preliminaries Of a new Anglo-
U.S. motion picture accord.

Tom Walker, special rep for
Bank of America in New York, said
this week that the bank does not
favor the sale to television of rights
to unliquidated films in Mhich it

has an interest. It prefers to pre-
serve the rights for reissue and
16m, both of which are more prof-
itable outlets for oldies than TV at
the present,: Walker said.

Formerly associated! in financial
capacities with Hat Roach and Ed-

f

ward Small, Walker was recentjy
1 employed by Bank of America to.

help distribs expedite liquidation
of indie pix in which the institu-

tion has investments. A number
of these have been slow in repay-
ing the bank, and it is exercising
its rights under the. first lien it

holds on every film in finances.

Walker has been principally en-
gaged in working with the distribs
on foreign deals for the pix. Sales
of rights in various countries can
be arranged for dollars in the U. S.-,

and the bank has derived consider-
able coin from this process re-
cently.

TV rights to average feature
films are said to be bringing from
$8,000 to $12,000 now. Rights for
16m distribution can earn a pro-
ducer.from $15,000 to $30,000. while

(Continued on page 66)

the part in the picture. ' He’ll re-
EL Will Reissue 4

Ed Small Features
of the nrevimus'^ mnnfii 1

pari in tne pictu:

125,Q27
P
of the same month a vetr

'
to Lond°b early in June for

before
0

. .

the start of filming, on interiors
|

Hollywood, March 28.
New York’s 3rd Internal Revenue ^ Africa for

;
Edward Small turned over re-

District, which includes the Broad-
footing.

; issue rights to Eagle Lion on four
way Main Stem; reported admis-

the Alan Paton old features originally released
sions taxes of only a thin $2 339 -

' Pri hi
I(

7n?f
in
^r

)r<
!r
UCe

^i
an

?i !

through United Artists under a

902, much behind the $5,632
9“ * 'five-year,agreemehL The five years

..
paid $352,434,

1
Who made screen tests with Lee in “Up in Mabel’s Room/ “Abroad

With Two Yanks” and “Getting
Gertie’s Garter/*

B24 bf t hi"
$350,: ^ew York are still under cririsid©24 of the ptevious month. eration for roles.

^N.Y. to L.A.
. Brian Aherne

Niven Busch
Nat Cohen
Cy Feuer
Leon Goldberg
Mark Gopdson
Jerry Gray
Curtis Grotteir
George Jesse!
David Lipton
Ted Mack
Ernest H. Martin
Nicholas Nayfack
William S. Roach
Milton Sperling
Bill Todman
Bill Treadwell
Teresa Wright

Europe to N.V.
Tom Arnold
Valerie Cardew
Peggy Cummins

. Garry Davis
Marquis de Cuevas
Dean Dixon
F. S. Gentle
Paulette Goddard
Van Johnson
Mrs. Lewis . Milestone
John Schmitz

L.A. to N Y.
Gaby Andre
Nan Blake

.

Joseph I. Breen
Sarah Churchill
Alexander J. Cohen
Wolfe Cohen
Gary Cooper
Bing Crosby

« James A; Doolittle

Marius Erickson
James R, Grainger
Signe Hasso
Karl Herzog
Al Horwits
Lou Levy
Jeannette MacDonald
Louis B. Mayer
Sol Schwartz
Norman Siegel
Howard Stripkling

N.Y. to Europe
Lewis Ciannelli
Irene Dunne
Kathleen Ferriei
Sylvia Fine
Rex Harrison
Danny Kaye
Tilly Losch
•Benno Moiseiwitch
Michele Morgan
Jorge Negrete
Dr. Sidney Northcote;
Ron Randell
N. peter Rathvon
Leonard Sillman

: Zadel Skolovsky
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Oklahoma City, March 28.

Novel idea of a specialized group of theatre television art houses

y/ais broached to the Theatre Qwners of Oklahoma here today

(Tues.) by Nathan Ll' Halperii, theatre TV consultant to Fabian
Theatres, American Theatres Cofp., Century Circuit and Theatre

Owners of America. Noting the number of operas, concerts, ballet

and other dance performanceS'during a year, ttalp.ern pointed out:

“It may be that opera, dance and concert music will fit better

into specialized, father than general, motion picture theatres, just

as some film theatres have become specialists for certain types of

films/ It may be, therefore, that the future will see hundreds of

art houses specializing in opera, dance and music theatre TV. Large
segments of the population, which are not regular theatregoers

today, might attend such theatres regularly.”

According to Halpern, the Metropolitan Opera; N/ Y., “plagued

by annual financial deficits, may find in theatre TV the additional

revenues which will enable it to flourish,” ; He noted that Edward
Johnson, upon retiring as general manager of the, Met recently,

declared: •
•You^l see opera in theatres throughput the land . . .

when the Met gets equipped for television “ Halpern added,

“Surely there are enough opera lovers or would-be opera lovers

that could be developed through proper .exploitation across the

country, who would be interested in attending Metropolitan per-

formances at local motion picture theatres!” :

New Threat
Chicago, March 28.

A neW threat to theatre at-

tendance came from an unex-
pected quarter here.

It was announced that idle
Motors, jnc,7 a new auto
agency o pe n i n g April 22,

would show films in its lounge
from 9 to 4 daily.

: '•

Oklahoma City, March 28. 4
- Theatre television* able to draw
on sports, .Broaidway legit, stage-

shows from de luxe vaudfilm
houses, public events and numer-
ous other sources, will have enough
program material available to sus-

tain it on a daily basis throughout
the year, That idea was propound-
ed to the Theatre Owners of Okla-

homa here today (Tues.) by Na-
than L. Halpern,

,
theatre TV con-

sultant, who averred that exhibs
taking advantage of large-screen

video can Push their profits to new
peaks.

Citing the value of better pic-

tures, more vigorous Showmanship,
TV trailers and other techniques
being advanced to lure more payees
into the nation’s theatres, Halpern
said the industry needs still more
—“a big concept, a big idea, like

sound was 20 years ago, to cap-
ture the imagination and fire the
enthusiasm of the public.” Thea-
tre TV, lie said, “is the only big

j close collaboration between
idea of such youthful potentiality ,i

20t| F •
• Sovros skouras and

and size and scope that is on the rox prexy bpyros SKouras ana

film industry’s horizon today.” J- Arthur Rank is apparently pay.

Since large-screen video first ing off for the American company.
loomed on that. horizon, exhibitors, 1 20th lias reportedly, landed book-,
manufacturers, the Federal Coitir : . -

munications Commission and other »•» lhe Ra"k
.

co"-

interested parties, have questioned I
trolled Odeon and Gaumont-British

Past month, in the opinion of
trade observers, marked a historic
dividing line in the film industry’s
attitude on television. After being
shrugged off for a number of years
by most picture people, TV sud-
' ihly appeared to burst upon their;

consciousness as having “arrived.”
The showmanship meetings sjpon-

sored by 20th-Fox in 37 cities since
March 8, although hot designed for
that purpose, have - been the. prime
factor in bringing TV realistically
into the. opert as a major boxoffice
threat. \

Considerable' thought that has
enveloped the industry on the sub-
ject during the past month is also
reflected in the mail that continues
to pour into Variety on its edi-

torial, “Nothing to Fear but Fear.”
It spoke of industry attitudes on
the hew medium and suggested
that fear be abandohed. for a mote
forceful approach.
At the 20th sessions there was

for the first time open public dis-

cussion of the TV ^threat and What
to do about it. Video at last seemed
to Come out of the closet in which
exhibs, particularly, have tried to
hide it.

r

Attitude of tile theatre men at
the 20tli meetings appeared to be
confused and uncertain. Most of
them \vere willing to accept the ex-
hortations of tlieir leaders that tele

was just another Competitor along
the lines of radio and night base-
ball and that it could be met by
more forceful merchandising of
their product.

However, with business down
Considerably from a year ago,There
Was also readiness to admit at the
meetings that better selling was no
complete answer to the TV prob-
lem. What the whole answer is—

•

if any—most exhibs readily agreed
they didn’t know.
They listened to speeches, such

as industry attorney Louis Nizer’s
at the New York session Thursday
(23), with a desire to believe, but
not complete conviction,
“The business is troubled by an

anxiety neurosis for which there is

(Continued on page 18)

‘1st Runs’ on TV

4 Curbstone opinion Of William F,
. Rodgers* Metro’s (distribution vee-
pee, is that television is npt mak-
ing serious inrdads Into boxoffice
revenues at th^ present time.
Rodgers gives that view as his

“honest, personal opinion Without
any surveys as yet but from con*

Minneapolis, March 28.

North Central Allied*
,
ini its Cur-

rent bulletin, . deplores that first-

run film product is now;* being
shown on television here. Start

|

versations with many people.” Re-
was Sunday, March 5, w h e h

j
cently returned for the CoSSt* the

“Nicholas Nickleby” went out over
WTCN’s. TV. Bulletin points out
that 12 more J. Arthur Rank pro-

ductions, thany of them first-run

for this territory, will follow on
Sundays.

“What do you think you should
tell Nate. Blumberg’s man to do
with ' his product the next time he
calls on you?” the bulletin asks.

“What should ybu tell the salesman
of any company who thinks so

little of his regular customers that ,

he sells non-theatrical outlets on
this scale? You take it from here,

what program material would be
available to the mediurii. Halpern’s

(Continued on page 18)

Sez,‘If You Can’t Fight ’Em

Join ’Em’-—TV, Of Course
Prime fear of exhibs—that top

Hollywood producers will soon, turn
their talents to making films for

television—-was fed afresh this

week by Samuel Goldwyn, Gold-
wyn followed Cecil B. DeMille and
other indie producers in suggest-:

ing that Coast studios must join
forces with TV and turn out prod-
uct for it.

While most theatre operator?
take the. realistic View that there,
will inevitably be at least some
Hollywood production Of impor-
tanctance for tele, they’ve been
trying hard to push off the day as
long as possible. Exhib associa-
tions have consistently suggested
to their members , that they take
punitive actioii against producers
Who sell even oldies to TV by not
buying their new product.
Theatre ops fearing added Holly-

wood interest in TV picture mak-
ing could find small comfort In
Goldvvyn’s thinking, as expressed
In a by-lined piece in the N. Y.

(Continued on page 16)

Metro exec said his company’s do-
mestic grosses are just about even
with last year,

Rodgers has made no urvey of
the tele situation and its Impact on
films because he wants tb wait un-
til video is on a broad national

;

basis; As for tele trailers to boost
film attendance, Metrolte said:
“We’Ve thought and thought about
it but have done nothing yet nor
do we have any plans for the im-
mediate future.”

Many*exhibs are Crying over the
so-called effects of tele, Rodgers
said, but actually there is no way
of putting your finger’ on the b.o.

damage, if any. Because business
may be pad in some locales does
not prove that vid6o is the cause.
As illustration, Rodgers said he
spoke to a Hawaiian exiiib while,
on the Coast who told him that re-
turns are Way Off in the islands*
“You can’t blame television for
that,” Rodgers noted, “because
there is no television in Honolulu.”

Rodgers does not see television

One of the longest stockholder i
trailers as the answer to the prob^

battles in film history was waged i

lem posed by TV. “They may be^

last week by minority interests in a good form of advertising but, in

Metro despite a demonstration by !

a sense, they’re limited,”, he said,

the management of M-G’s brighten- 1 “For one thing, -there is no ivay of

ing earning prospects; Disregard- showing up color
. on the video,

ing a report by J. Robert Rubin, screen. For us, that is a pretty

veepee and general counsel who
;

important limitation, For another,

presided at the meet, that Metro’s 1
there are still certain restrictions

net for the first half of 1950 will

better the $4,117,117 of ’49, dissi-

dent stockholders prolonged the

on the use of music.”

Fighting for Rentals

Metro, he conceded, is currently

circuits for the current year.

That will give 20th almost 25%
of the available playing time after

allowances for the British
-

quota
pictures Rank must play. Forced
to share the remaining 75% of the

.

time will be Paramount, Colum-
bia,. United Artists* RKO, Univer-
sal, Republic, Eagle Lion and Selz-

!
nick Releasing , Organization—in
fact, every U. S. distrib except
Metro and Warner Bros., which
play the • Associated British Cir-

cuit.

Each of the two Rank Circuits

uses a picture a week. The combo
thus requires 104 films a year.

Of these! about 36 must be British-

made to fill quota requirements.
That leaves 68 weeks of playing
time, of which Skouras has sewed
up 10.

In addition to the 16 which 20th
will sell as first-features, it will

offer Rank a number of other films

( Continued on page 24 >

morning meet well into the after-
1 driving to raise the level of rentals .

noon. Given pretty much of a iree
; jn SOme situations including NeW

hand by Rubin who refused, to York where the Company believes
limit debate, dissidents attacked

ft is. not getting a fair shake on
the level of film industry pay gen-

! tarms. “In a sense, we too are
erally , and that of Metro specific-

- fighting for our lives,” he declared.
:

. / |

“Nd matter who it is and where
Rubin chaired the nieet suavely, the theatre is located, we intend

refusing to rise to the bait of a to get what we consider the right
running attack. At hi? suggestion, price for a picture. After all,; if

stockholders; were paraded to the you don’t feel you are getting the

Holllywood, March 28.

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is or-

ganizing an international film pro-

duction company to make pictures

through package deals here and
abroad! He declines to name his

associates, except for Gene Mar-
key, but says he has plenty of fi-

nancial backing* not only in the

U. S., but in Europe.
Fairbanks recently returned

from England where the starred

Sears Vampiii- Till Reacfy
Grad Sears, United Artists prexy,

who was taken ill in Palm' Beach
recently, returned to his office in

Yovk briefly lsist* W66k - — w _ , ^

He’s esting at home this week next month to make “The Golden est in Metropolitan and no suit, is
. ... .. - « * « 1 It 1 .1 J .« 4-lt A Ait An4-i

Long-standing feud of circuit

operator George Skouras with
RKO, his partner in a number of
theatre ventures, ended this week
whert the sparring duo reached an
agreement on the breakup of their
joint interests in four metropoli-
tan New York houses. To fete the
peace treaty* Skouras will call off

his $9,000,000 anti-trust action
against the major pending in the
N. Y. federal district court. Stip-
ulation to that effect will be filed

this week.
As a consequence, Skouras will

drop charges that RKO violated

the anti-trust laws by allegedly
seeking to continue a pfionopoly

with; the acquisition of “ the four
houses in 'question. His suit also

contended that RKQ forced the
50-50 partnership years back.
Bone-of-contention was a, clause in

the partnership agreement which
compelled a partner to sell out at

book value. RKO balked at this

requirement and the fight then
erupted.
Terms of the settlement have

not yet been disclosed. Report-
edly, a division of the four houses
is in the works., involved in the

action are two Springio circuit

theatres in the Bjonx; Midway, in

Forest Hills, and RKO Proctor,

Newark.
While Skouras and RKO have

reached a deal on these theatres,

no solution of their joint holdings
j

in Metropolitan Playhouses has

been reached. RKO has filed a

plan with the Federal court to

•Metro commissary for an on-the-

house lunch* which interrupted the
stormy course of the concl ave

.

When a show' of hands was called

on new pacts for Louis B Mayer,
production chief, and Rubin, mi-
nority stockholders were decisive-

ly beaten and the new tickets won
official okay.

i

Official count was 3,436,255 for

the Mayer pact and 278,427 against.

Rubin won by 3,436*255 to 284,752.

In answer to a direct question, Ru-

1

bin conceded that the vote against
the contracts was the highest on

1

record in the company’s history.

proper terms, you must take what-
ever steps are necessary to get
them.” " (Metro is currently selling
away from the Century and
Skouras chains in some situations

(Continued on plage 26 >

'

SAG Launches Drive

To Weed Out Casuals,

Keep Regulars Busy
Hollywood, March 28.

A . ,, r .. . Jobs for experienced tliesps,* in-
.^s .^n ' pasL big gripe was stead of casual strangers, is the

aimed at what minority interests
. aim of a drive instituted by the

charged are the disproportion- gcreen Actors Guild to increase em-
ate” salaries paid execs in compan-

' DloVment of its membershin Since^ ^^SeSmlnt
S

cJf Wnmstockholder read a list of vage SAG declares, an average of
checks paid to toppers in a rail- mo^ th 80 newComers oer
road company with approximately _ th h been hired bv Phe
the same yearly profits. Subject

| 3
[ also to attack were the Mayer and

(Continued on page 20.)

days. These outsiders generally
disappear after one or two shots

l and go back to their accustomed:

j

jobs, meanwhile keeping profes-
1 sipnal actors off the studio payr
! rblls.

SAG has concluded a series of
;

„ _ i discussions with studio chiefs and
Second interruption of Barney .their casting directors in .a cani-

Balaban’s Florida vacation last I

.

piiigri to alleviate un eiiiploymen t

week was caused by Paramount s
• players. One

difficulties in getting a quorum
pf the aims is to cut down “type

in which untalented

quorum
for its board meets. Balaban, Par s lasting,’
prez, came north to sit in on a reg

ular semi-monthly board conclave

because of the absence from New
York of a number of directors...: He
will plane back to Palm Beach
shortly for a few more days.

One member 61 Par’s board.

(Continued on page 22)

in “State Secret” for Alexander,.
Korda. He will go back there ; trustee their minority stock inter

on nclvicc of his doctor and ex-
pects to be back at his desk regu-
larly starting next Monday (3).

Age” tor Markey, meanwhile hud- expected 011 the question,

dling with bankrollers about the ,. Hearing oh the RKO plan

new project* I (Continued on page 18),

is

Perce Pearce to Coast
Perce Pearce, producer of Walt

Disney’s ^‘Treasure Island,” left for

the Coast Saturday ( 25 ». following

Stamtoh Griffis, is "permanehtiy ab- his arrival in New York last week

sent because he is U, S. Ambassa- ' from Britain, where the film was

dor to Argentina. Adolph Zukor, : made. ;
•

.
.

1

•

.

board chairman, is in Arizona on a ;
Pearce revealed that the Disney

month’s vacation. Several board : organization plans to make another

members, such as Y. Frank Free- live action picture In Britain with-

man and Henry Ginsberg, are sta-

I tioned at the studio.

in the next 12 months. Story is

now in preparation, he said*
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Major step towards eliminating
the constant bickerings between
exhibitors and distributors, as well ,

.

as between indie and affiliated ox- men.

livan, midwest publicity director,

and Bob McNabb, Boy White, Dick
Breslin and Jack Hoffman, sales-

hibs, is now seen as a major by-

product of 20th-Fox*s showmanship
Mike Chakeres, {Springfield, O.,

was moderator for the exhibitors*

drive. Initial rumblings of such a • forum, general interest in which
move were reported at 20th region-

j

deafly indicated that a goodly per-

al meetings throughout the country
last week, Where it was pointed out

that better intra-industry relations

are just as important in luring the

public back to the theatres as the

centage of theatre operators are
going along With 20th’s pattern for
revitalized showmanship. Circuits
represented included RKO Thea-
tres, Loew’s, Warners, Shine’s and

revival of exploitation and bally-

1

Northio, and numerous small
hoo. ' groups in southern Ohio, northern

Noting the industry’s needs for rand eastern Kentucky arid western

setting its own house in order to

promote better relations With the

public, indie circuit operator Harry
Brandt, who sparked the 20th meet
in NeW York Thursday (24),

pledged his Independent Theatre

West Virginia..

Wobber Sounds Off
San Francisco, March 28.

;

Directing his fire at rumors that

[
Hollywood producers; were plan-

OWners Assn, to accept a system of ! ning to sell their new products to

arbitration and its cooperation in television, Herman vWobber, west-

setting up a single nationwide ex- : crn sales manager of 20th-Fox, de-

hib organization to elimiriate cur- :
nied that any Hollywood pfodu-

rent squabblings. Both suggestions • cers had entered any agreements

Were immediately praised by 20th
sales vfcepee Andy W. Smith, Jr., I

who echoed Brandt’s contention of i

their value. :

;

;

Theme of the N. Y. meet, as well 1

as those held in 35 other 410th ex-

change areas last week, was voiced
by Mayor William O’Dwyer, who
said that “the time has come When
the industry must consolidate its

position and take stock of its gains
so that it can meet every challenge
in the next half-century as well as,

or better than, it has met them in

(Continued on page 22)

By MIKE KAPLAN

Hollywood, March 28. •

Having reached its majority
;
a

the past.” O’DWyer praised the
[

year earlier, the Academy of Mo-
industry for its “wholehearted sup- i tion Picture Arts and Science's

port” of Government-sponsored : Oscar celebrated its 22nd birthday
and charity drives, and compared ! last Thursday night (23) by put-

the function of nabe theatres to
; ting on long pants and sWagger-

that of churches and schools. “To- l ing down to the fabled corner of

day the tired ones, looking for es-
[
Hollywood and Vine for the first

cape,” he said, “have within a few
[ time. As is customary on Oscar’s

short blocks of their homes a con-
1

birthday, other people got all the
centration of entertainment for less presents.
than the cost of $1.” As proof of the Golden Boy’s

N Y. meet, like those in all other maturity, the birthday party was
cities, was patterned after the handled on an efficient, adult

original Chicago conclave March level. The mob that crowded the

8-9, With the 20th homeoffice ad- RKO Pantages theatre for the

publicity department detailing the ceremony went home convinced
company’s “Guide to Better Busi-

;
that the affair was the best ever,

ness” and then turning the meet It webt off • like clockwork from
over to an open exhib forum, start to finish, the broadcast of

Brandt, reiterating his contention 1 the entire proceedings taking ex-

that there is no crisis confronting
\
actly no more and no less than

the industry today, declared the
meets were held to give the indus-
try "a “chance to put its best foot
forward;”

[
He averred the phrase,

*T Was in. Chicago,” would be-
come a new industry landmark.

Frank Freeirian and TV

the 100 minutes allotted to the

Academy by ABC, which carried

it coast-to-coast.

Some of the edge was taken off

the excitement .by Daily Variety’s
prerawards poll,

;
which was 100%

correct, but . many filmites turned

While praising 20th's showman:
| ^
had fared;
There were ermines inside the

Pantages and earmuffs outside

where faithful fans gathered 10
wait

along Hollywood Boulevard, but
(Continued on page 20)

ship drive and the crop of new pic-

tures coming up. Which he had
seen during a recent visit to the
Coast, Brandt also found a number
of faults with the producers-dis- , . , „ . - ... .

tributors. He criticized the recent
i

hours ^ahead of
^

time^
^
to

action
ecutiv
licizing a list of pictures
to recoup their negative costs.

“Did Freemari do this to get higher
film rentals or to attack an indus-
try which is paying him such a
good salary?” Brandt asked. He
also attacked the studios* casting' of
“aging stars” as lovers. Without
mentioning names, he suggested
permitting, such stars to appear on
television and then running trail-

ers on new pictures against them.
“We would have people running to
the theatres for their best enter-
tainment,” he said.

Brandt drew from Smith the
promise that 20th would formulate

W* Sales Drift
Chicago, March 26.

Balaban & Katz will start a 18-

week galea drive April X Meeting
of OO BAK, Great States and Ohlo-
Indiana theatre managers was held
today (28) at the Drake hotel here
to lay out plans.

Move is a reflection of the en-
thusiasm the 2Qth-Fox showman-
ship -meet here three weeks ago
has fired tip iiL the agft. Alliance
theatres of. Illinois and Indiana
has started a series of regional
manager meetings in connection
with its showmanship drive.

Manza-Rose circuit had 20th of-

ficials down to address its man-
agers* meeting last Week.

Par-Interstate

Negotiations Continue
Dalfas, March 28.

„ Talks leading to the .breakup of
partnership, interests in the giant
Interstate circuit were initiated

here last week. Leonard Golden-
son, United Paramount’s prez,

huddled With Karl Hoblitzelle,

head of the chain, in a hurried trip

„ i to this city. Goldenson returned.
York at ' the end of the

week after several confabs.
Biggest hurdle in the way of a

final deal is the formula set up in
the partnership papers for the pur-
chase of one pard’s slice, in the cir-

cuit by the others. It sets the
price at a comparatively low figure.

Cnvrnc p QL-nnrbc ! Goldenson is balking at this provi-

r*#awr *tw.a»buttane.
other

m A a. 1
Discussions are still in a pre-

?00 Turn Out in Cincy liminary stage. It is expected that
rp

,
.

.

.pnemnat1 , March 28. they will be renewed shortly. UP
«n]vi

we
£!

:ie

f!

1 ' ??
x s

- j
biz-building has two more years under its cori-

campaign for the industry was en- sent decree before the deadlineS P ly
.
ac?pted SU1

.
s^ts in on the breakup of all its

•ISTn?*
turn

?l

J?
of ?*or*- partnership holdings of which In-

P
Al

at P1
? regional

; terstate is the most important re-meet here in the Alms hotel Thurs- maininc
day (28).

naming.

Morning and afternoon sessions

lag between nabe first runs and
subsequent runs and the policy of

:
forcing the. subsequents to book
the same double bills as the first

runs play. N; Y. meet was chair-
manned by division manager Mar-
tin .Moskowitz and branch manager
Sam Diamond! Twentieth

Were opened by Ray Moon, division
manager,; and Joe Rosen, Cincy
branch chief. Other 20th staffers
Who had a hand in unfolding the
“Movies Are Better Than Ever” ex-
ploitation package were Eddie Sul- of theatre.

Atlanta Suburban House Blaze
Atlanta, March 28.

Tvvo-alarm predawn fire exten-
sively damaged the Temple, sub-
urban house owned by Solomon
Miller. Blaze started in basement

Hollywood, March 28.

A three-pronged attack on prob?
lems besetting exhibition Was
staged here last week -When rep-

resentative theatremen, large and
small, sat down to seek a way out
for falling boxoffice and how to

best television.

At every session the emphasis
Was on the formula expounded at

the national Chicago meeting of

March 8-9 held by 2Qth-Fox, but
the approach Was right at the
theatre’s front door, rather than
on “the top-level, overall theme
that featured the national meeting.

TV-b.o. blues angle was first

kicked off by the : northern and
southern California divisions of

Fox-West Coast on Monday (20)

in an all-day session of some 300
theatre and district managers, cir-

cuit executives and ad-publicity

representatives. The following
day (21), 20th-Fox brought its

Chicago huddle down to the local

levqjt with a Southern California

regional meeting attended by
more than 300 southland theatre-

men. Climaxing the week was
the all-day huddle of Southern
California Theatre Owners Assn.

Friday (24), a meeting open to

both its members arid all other ex-

hibs in this territory. Over 300
attended.

Highlights of the three meetings
boiled down to: Increasing Opposi-

tion to the double bill, termed a
money-waster and a * patronage
dissipator. A growing belief that

unless theatres use television via

trailers and other means, exhibs

are fighting a lost cause to revive

their business. Price-cutting will

(Continued on page 20)

Trial Technicality Hints

On Lawson, Trumbo
Washington, March 28.

The Supreme Court hinted yes-

terday (27) what its attitude may
be on one of the major issues in

the appeals of John Howard Law-
son and Dalton Trumbo,

It ruled in another case-^The
contempt - of - Congress conviction
of Eugene Dennis, secretary of

the American Communist
x
party;

—

that presence of Federal employ-
ees on the jury did not prevent
him from receiving a fair trial.

Vote was 5 to 2. One of the is-

sues ini the contempt-of-Congress
action against Hollywood’s “un-
friendly 10” was whether presence
of Federal eriipldyees on the jury
prevented theiri from receiving a
fair trial.

LaWson and Trumbo were both
convicted of contempt-of-Congress
because of their refusal to. an-
swer questions before the House-
Un-American Activities Commit-
tee, The convictions Were upheld
by the U. S. Court of Appeals here.
High court has not yet indicated

whether it Will hear an appeal
from the U. S. Appeals Court.
Both sides have agreed that the
other eight “unfriendly witnesses”
will accept the ruling given for
Lawson and Trumbo. :

With
.
tlie Dennis case out of the

Way, it is now regarded likely that
the Supreme Court will soon an-
nounce whether it will accept the
Lawson-Trumbo cases on appeal,
If it should reject them, the con-
victions of the two screenwriters
would stand. In addition, the same
conviction and sentences would
apply to the other eight.

Threatened blast at the. Hearst newspaper syndicate by indie
circuit operator Harry Brandt last week at 20th«Fox’sy New York
regional showmanship meet was averted when Hearst sent Boh
Considine, One of its top feature writers, to pen a sympathetic
story about the 20th-sponsored industry drive for revitalized show-
manship*

'

Brandt was reportedly extremely irate because of a column by
Dorothy Kilgallen, dlso a Hearst writer, which broke Wednesday
(22) in the N. Y. Joumail-American. Miss Kilgallen, columning
about the 20th meets, likened the Statements of attending exhibs
to “Screaming like a stuck pig,” According 4o her, “big shots like
Spyros Skouras and Harry (‘Boxoffice Poison’) Brandt” met in Chi-
cago two weeks ago where, “in an atmosphere of misery-loves-
compapy, they took the industry's temperature, pulse arid meta-
bolism, listened to heartbeats arid tried to figure out what miracle
drug mig^t get the invalid back on dts feet.”

Brandt was reported all set to lambast the columnist and the
Hearst press, until he was advised of Considine’s presence at the
N. Y. meet. As a result, he brushed off the Kilgallen column in
his speech, instead praising the Hearst papers for the long years
of cooperation with the industry in the past and terming the col-
umn a “pin-prick by crimparison.” Journal carried Considine’s
story Friday (24), in Which the writer penned a straight account of
the meet, including Mayor William O’Dwyer’s praise of the in-
dustry; Considine concluded with the note that “both Brandt arid
20th veepee Andy W. Smith, Jr , lauded the cooperation of Hearst
papers.”''

Betty Garrett Ankles

M-G for Family Indie
Hollywood, March 28.

' Betty Garrett arranged a can-
cellation of her contract with Met-
ro, Which had four years to run,
and will co-star with her husband,
Larry Parks, in an indie produc-
tion, “Stakeout”
During her stay on the Metro

lot Miss Garrett made five films:

“Big City,” ^“Neptune's Daughter,’*
“Words arid Music,” “Take Me Out
to the Ball Game” and “On the
town.” Meanwhile Parks must
make one picture for Columbia
before he can start work in “Stake-
out,” Which will be financed by
himself, his Wife and Louis Man-
del, the Parks’ attorney.

Washington, March 28;

There is a possibility that the
House investigation of lobbying,
which opened yesterday (27), may
look into COMPO’s intensive drive
for the reduction of the 20% ex-

cise on amusements.
Rep, Frank Buchanan CD. Pa.)

committee chairmap, explained
that his committee will give con-
siderable study to organizations
which operate away from Washing-
ton, stirring up the public to de-
mand action on certain legislation.

This apparently fits the pattern of
COMPO’s petition-signing move-
ment and also its encouragement to
theatregoers to write to their legis-

lators about the excise.

Buchanan said his committee has
broken types of industries into 27
groups. He said the committee
would have time to look into about
six of them. He did not indicate
whether motion pictures would be
one of the six.

COMPO is properly registered
under the Federal lobby registra-
tion law. Abram F, Myers, chair-
man of COMPO’s committee on
taxation and legislation, is regis-
tered as the official Lobbyist, as
Well as lobbyist for the Allied
States Assn. Gael Sullivan is list-

continued on. page 22)

Chicagp, March 28.

Citywide cooperative ballyhoo
campaigh to promote more film
attendance has been suggested by
Allied Theatres of Illinois, tyeirig
in with 20th-Fox’s “Movies Are
Better Thari Ever” drive. Allied
would stress the' slogan, “Go to
Your Favorite Theatre ~

;
arid

Relax” in all possible media, in-
cluding billboards, radio, televi-
sion, newspapers, trailers, signs in
Streetcars,, busses, hotels, etc.
Proposed campaign will not

slug any specific picture, theatre
or distributor. Instead it will be
designed! to .reawaken the film-

[
going habit among, the general
public. Allied, has called a special
committee meet Thursday (30), to
be attended by ad-publicity chiefs
of the major circuits .here, to
discuss the plan. If it is generally

,

accepted, ATI prez Jack Kirsch
!

Will call a City-wide 'exhibs’* mriet-
ing to launch the drive. Allied

i

Committee reportedly lias been
studying the plan for several
months/

Chjcr^o, March 28.

Towne theatre of Milwaukee has

asked divestiture. Of : seven key af-

filiated nabes arid drastic limita-

tions on running and clearance

time in Milwaukee in its proposed

equity decree filed Monday (27

)

in Chi Federal district court by

attorney Thomas C. McConnell.

Towne was awarded $1,295,878 in

triple damages early last month by

Judge John P. . Barnris, when he
ruled that major dlstribs and War-

ner and Fox theatres had combined

to create monopoly in violation of

Sherman and Clayton: antitrust

acts in Milwaukee,

Hearings on proposed decree,

originally set for Monday, Were

postponed to April 10, while court

heard agguments on attorney’s

fees. .

McConnell asked divestiture of

the Oriental, Granada and Tower
theatres, Warner houses; Modjeska
and Garfield, controlled by Fox-
Milwaukee Corp., and the Uptown
and Paradise, Fox-City Corp.
houses. He' also asked that the
defendants be enjoined from get-

ting control over an eighth Inde-
pendent house, the Avalon.

These “deluxe” nabes had been
used, according to McConnell, as.

threats through which defendants
kept pictures out of the ToWne.
Circuits Warned distribs that if a

certain picture Was shown in the

Towne, McConnell said, they would
not permit it to be shown in these
key neighborhood houses, thereby
u psetting the entire subsequent
run of the pic. McConnell pro-

posed no divestiture action on the
three Fox anri three Warner down-
town houses, explaining that other
provisions of the decree would re-

store competition to the downtown,
first-run area.

Decree resembles Jackson Park
decree in many ways; It provides
that no film be allowed to run
longer than two weeks in any of

the defendants* . theatres. It pro-
hibits creation of clearance or dead
time between first and subsequent
runs when first-run was in defend-
ant theatre. However; if first-run

is not more tliari one Week, decree
Would allow 10 days’ clearance.
It further prohibits licensing of a

moveover of first-run from one de-

fendant house)to another when the
effect would be to extend playing
time of pic.

Playing or licensing of double
features with the intent of pre-

venting the Towne fropi getting
first-runs is prohibited. Fixing 6f

admission price, directly or indi-

rectly, by distributor as a Condi-
tiori toward licensing a picture is

also enjoined..

Defendants are ; Loew’s, Inc.;

Paramount, RKO, 20th-Fox, War-
ner Bros. Distributing Corp., War-
ner Bros. Circuit Management
Corp.; Warner Bros. Theatres
Corp., James E. Costort, midwest
Warner circuit manager, and Co-
lumbia Pictures*
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With increased production put-*

ting pressure on all the studios to

unearth more story material, there

were indications during, the past

week of a swing back to wider use

of published yarns. Economy dur-

ing the past few years had dic-

tated fewer purchases of books,

plays and magazine stories and
greater utilization of originals.

Hint that the pendulum is head-

ing back toward increased buying
of published . material is seen in

the number Of copyrighted yarns
registered during the past week
with Motion Picture Assri. of Amer?
ica’s title bureau. There were
seven such stories registered, the

largest number in any sevemday
period for several years.

Properties included "The Big
Sky,” best-selling novel of several

years back by Alfred Bertram
Guthrie, Jr., to which RKO staked
claim; “Tasker Martin,” forthcom-
ing novel by Diana Gaines (actual-

ly Diana G. Jaffe and Jerry Hori-

win), also bought by RKO; “Ex-
cuse' My Dust ”

. by Bellamy Part-

ridge, acquired by Metro; “So
Early in the Morning,” by George
L’overidge, also a Metro buy; “Su*
garfoot,” by Clarence Buddington
Kelland, and “Rear Guard,” by
James Warner Bellah, both War-
ner Bros.; and “Anbody Can Do
Anything,” by Betty MacDonald'
Columbia.
While studios have never pro-

mulgated any rule thqt their pro-

ducers should show preference for

Sobering Influence
Hollywood, March 28. ;

Bill Pine and Bill Thomas
are going dry,, not only in
their current production,

;

"Tripoli,” but in all future pic-

tures. Grog was guzzled freely
by the Leathernecks back in

1805, the date of ‘Tripoli,” but
no elbow bending will be per-
mitted in the film.

P and T declare there is too
niuch alcoholic dunking oh the

' screen.

For an indie production to have

any chance of racking Up a profit

in today’s tough market the pro-

ducer, director and cast must go

along on participation deals, N.

Peter Rathvon, former RKO prez,

who heads up Motion Picture Capi-

tal Corp;, declared this week. Rath-
von asserts that indie pix must be

(Continued on page 22)

Interstate Commerce

Key to NLRB’s Ruling

made “at bargain, prices so that

originals over published stories, [
you get $2 on the screen for every

pressure for economy has worked dollar spent.”
.*'

' After backing six films in the
past year, Rathvon sees one ad-

vantage accruing to the indie with
all the other factors against him,
The indie filmmaker has it over
the majors because “he doesn’t
have to carry that terrific Over-

headi.” “He can make a film 'for

cash at a modest cost,” Rathvon
said. Any attempt to do it other-

wise pushes the pic below the
profit point, he believes.

Rathvon’s formula is to avoid big
studio charges by paying cash for
both the lot and lab facilities. So
far as participation is concerned,
the indie backer “must require the
producer and others to risk their

time” by taking a slice of the po-

tential profits instead of 100% pay.

Besides this, he said, there must
be careful preparation and con-

stant personal supervision of every
budget item. “By using more en-

ergetic supervision we are now
(Continued on page 24)

Washington, March 28.

National' Labor Relations Board
moved another step last week to-

ward asserting its control over la-

bor practices in every branch of
show .business.

In a case involving an independ-
ent neighborhood film theatre in

Philadelphia, the NLRB examiner
found that the house—the Royal,

operated by Morris Wax—was in

interstate, commerce and that

therefore its labor negotiations

were properly under the jurisdic-

tion of the Board: This was so,

according to the exaniiner’s find-

ings, on the ground that the Royal
rented films from exchanges which
operate in interstate commerce,
even though they are located in

Philadelphia, just as is the theatre.

Therefore, the examiner declared:

“It can scarcely be denied that a

labor dispute involving the em-
ployees of the Royal theatre would
have the necessary intent or effect

of burdening or obstructing inter-

state commerce. Neither the vol-

ume of business nor the relative

position of the particular employer
in respect to the entire industry is

controlling insofar as the power of
the Board to assert jurisdiction is

concerned.”
After throwing the .

Board’s

EL’S ‘MORALS’ DEFENSE

IN TRENET’S 85C SUIT
In an effort to kayo an $85,000

suit brought against it by French
chariteur Charles Trenet, Eagle
Lion is attempting to invoke a

moral turpitude clause contained
in a four-year-old agreement made
by the two parties. Film company’s
maneuver came to light in N. Y.

supreme court this week when it

sought to quiz the singer before

trial as to his moral conduct. Jus-

tice Morris Eder Monday (27) re-

served decision oh the firm’s mo-

Direct appeal to ail major com-
pany proxies to take immediate ac-
tion on an all-industry arbitration
system is being made by the The-
atre Owners of America this week,
it has been learned; Letter ad-
dressed to company toppers are
noW in the mail asking them to
take ; the initiative in view of the
authorization for. a voluntary sys-

tem made by the Federal district

court in its decision in the anti-

trust case. Court knocked out a
compulsory setup but* opened the
door for voluntary arbitration*

Prexies are requested to call a
conference to clear up two points.
First, Whether the industry desires
an arbitration system and secondly,;
whether a sufficient area of agree-
ment on wbal lb© system should
cover can be obtained.
Action is being taken by. TOA

because , the org is concerned With
the mounting number of anti-trust
actions brought by aggrieved ex-
hibs. It is felt by , TC)A biggies
that the costs of defending these
suits and the uncertainty in which
they have plunged distribution is

taking its t o 11 on exhibition.
Hence, fast action from the prexies
is being sought.

Letters inform compahy presi-

dents that if a conclave results in

affirmative answers on both points,
TOA arid other exhib outfits would
join the majors in asking Dept; of
Justice approval to an industry
arbitration plan. Industry would
then seek a modification of the
anti-trust decree from the Federal
court by incorporating the arbi-
tration plan.

In the event company toppers in-

dicate that they are riot yet ready
to call an industry coriference ber
cause of current settlement ne-
gotiations in the Government suit

and other factors, TOA requests
(Continued on page 26)

SOG Trust Fine?
Washington, Match 28.

: The proposed law t’o up the
fine for Violating the ShermAn
anti-trust law: from the pres-
ent $5,000 to $50,000 took: its

first step toward accomplish-?
ment last week.
Measure was okayed ' by the

House Judiciary Committee
arid owill go before the House
for action this spring.

From Indie Producers
Hollywood, March 28.

I. G. Goldsmith, independent
producer, took issue with Y. Frank
Freeman, Paramount veepee, on
his retent pessimistic statements
about the outlook of the motion
picture industry. Freeman, ac-
cording to Goldsmith, spoke only
for the major studios, which pro-
duce about two-fifths of the annual
film features, and not for the in-

dies, which produce the other
three-fifths.
Major companies, Goldsmith

declared, would be in a better eco-
nomic position if.‘they reduced the
overhead in conformity with that
prevailing among indie producers.

weight around, however, the Cxami-
her decided that, as a matter of ex-

,
T

*.

enet bases his action ori the
pedience, there was no advantage

| claim that EL owes him 85G when
in getting involved in the Royal

; it allegedly failed to star him in
theatre’s dispute with IATSE. •

! itwo pictures" under agreements
“I am of the opinion,” said the , made in 1946 and 1947. Company

examiner in a report, “‘operations
. contends that the moral turpitude

(Continued on page 20) \ clause automatically erases its ob-—
“ ligation under the pacts. Warbler,

V IDTAM T IMfTDC r ACT who recently returned to the U. S.,

LlllUll LINufiRu itAdi is scheduled to open the end of the

ON U PUB-AD MEETS
weekat the Blue AngeI Y

David Lipton, Universal’s ad-pub
chief, has postponed liis return to
the

. Coast for the balance of the
Week. Lipton is staying . on for
huddles on U’s “The. Sleeping
City,” film shot completely in

Gotham.
Ad-pubber is meeting with A1

Herwits, U’s studio publicity head;
who arrived in N. Y. over the
Weekend along with Charles
Simonelli, exploitation chief; Phil
Gerard, "astern publicity topper,
arid Hank Linet, ad director.

Benny’s Carnegie
Following the sellout at New

York's Carnegie
.

Hall by / Eddie

Cantor last week (21), Jack Benny
will' do a concert June 4 for bene-

fit of the Damon Runyon Memori-
al Fund, Cantor’s stand at $3.60

top grossed $8,300, including tax,

Which embraced
.
the take from

nearly 200 seats on stage..

Other stars are considering

similar one-man-shoWs. Danny
Kaye and Milton Berle are inter-

ested, but no deals have been set.

Par’s Clark and Weaver

In Serious Auto Crash
Oklahoma City, March 28.

Duke Clark, Paramount south
central division chief, And Buck
Weaver, head of Par’s exchange
here, were seriously hurt. Sunday
(26) night in an automobile crash.

They were rushed, to the Westley
hospital in this: city and are now
reported out of danger. Collision

occurred as the two. Paramounters
Were driving to the airport to meet
Henry Wilcoxon

,
film actor Who is

ballying “Samson arid Delilah^”

Clark suffered a broken hand,

! broken nose and a general bruis-

ing; Weaver had three ribs
broken besides a punctured lung.

Neither will be discharged for

some time.

.
Government’s lenient view of

the restrictions imposed by the

Paramount and RKO consent de-

crees was again illustrated last

week when United Paramo, nt cir-

cuit won a favorable modification

of its decree. Dept, of Justice; has

consented to the removal of Voting
trust restrictions on all holdings of

500 shares or less. Amendment re-

moves over 70% of UP’s stock
from the decree’s restrictions.

Decree originally called, for the
sale by a stockholder of either his

production-distribution or theatre
stock. To enforce this rule, it pro-
vided that all UP common be held
by a trustee until a Stockholder
Unloaded his holdings in one ori the
other company. While in the hands
of the trustee, a stockholder was
limited to collecting 50% of any
dividends declared by UP.
Change in the decree now re-

stores the common to stockholders
With 500 shares or less regardless
Of whether these holders have
sold their production-distribution
shares. It also removes the ban
on full dividend payments. Pro-
vision was originally intended to
further the split between the two
branches of the company by pre-
venting common ownership of
stock.
With the modification, only

slightly morfe than 500 of the UP.’s

4O,00Q stockholders are still sub-
ject to the decree’s limitations,

These are holders of more than 500
shares apiece.

Hot race is under way to organs
ize the drive-in Operators. This is-

expected to break into the open be-
fore the spring is over. In the
face pi maneuvers by both National
Allied and the Theatre Owners of

America to corral the new exhib
interest, National Assn, of Drive-In
Theatres, o n 1 y outfit confined
strictly to ozoners, is stepping up
its campaign for meinbers With the
argument that both oldtime -exhib

u n i t s ,
represent conflicting in-

terests.

. Ozoner org, headed by interim
prez Guy Meek of California, in-

vades Boston next week in an at-

tempt to line up all drive-in ops
in the Hub city. Delegation from
its Philadelphia headquarters can-
vassed Pittsburgh last week, It is

claimed that the Pitt local ozoner
unit will affiliate with the national

.

org in April. National convention
will be held this yean; its spokes-
man said, to elect permanent of-

ficers.. .

Allied is pushing its own cam-
paigri with a meet planned for
Kansas City May 9-10. Allied’s ball
is being carried by its Kansas and
Missouri regional unit. Speakers
will be headed by Trueman T.
Reinbusch, Allied prexy; Col. H, A.
Cole, Allied’s Texas leader; Lewis
E. Wilson, Los Angeles architect;

and George M. Petersen, billed as
already having built ,150 driive^ins

throughout the U. S. and Canada.
Meanwhile, Theatre Owners of

(Continued on page 28)

B&K’s State-Lake Gets

Indef ’Samson’ Run

In Chi Bidding Win
Chicago, March 28.

“Samson and Delilah” will open
here at the State-Lake theatre for
an indefinite run on April 13 at

advanced • admissions. Announce-
ment that the Balaban & Katz
house had *won^ the bidding fol-

lowed the granting March 8 of in-

definite run and intervening time
of three weeks between first and
subsequent, runs by Chi Federal
district judge Michael Igoe.

State-Lake seats 2,700, an im-
portant factor in the bidding. Un-
der Jackson Park decree, there arer

only two first-run houses in the
city of comparable size which
could have run pic for more than
two weeks without special court
sanction. „ These are the independ-
ent Oriental, seating 3,400, and the
RKO Palace, seating 2,500. The
Palace could have run pic for more
than two weeks providing sister

first-run house, the Grand, changed
films every week; the Oriental
maintains a vaude policy which
would have made Paramount’*
70% rental terms difficult to meet.

. With extension granted by Igoe,
field was left open for B&K, with

! its
.
State-Lake and flagship house,

the Chicago, which seats 3,900.
Chicago, however, also has a vaude
policy, which left it out of the
runriing.

Paramount had originally plead-
ed for pre-release engagement,

(Continued on page 18)

GOLDMAN’S SUIT
Philadelphia, March 28.

All-day efforts today. (28) be-

tween William A. Goldman’s at-

torney and ’legalities repping the

eight majoris for a settlement of the

Philly circuit operator’s $8,400,000

anti-trust suit ended in a Mexican

standoff. At the end of the day,

attorneys announced that talks

proved fruitless and the case would
go to bat tomorrow (Wed.). It

starts before Federal Judge Wil-
liam H. Kirkpatrick and a jury.

Judge Kirkpatrick is the same
jurist who heard the previous

| Last of a quartet of Selznick Re-
Goldman case. Court found for the

[ leasing Organization sales execs

FOUR SALESMEN BACK

TO SELZNICK FOLD

JOHNSTON GUEST SPEAKER
Hollywood, March 28.

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture

Assn, of America prez, will be a

guest speaker at a luncheon meet-
ing of the Hollywood AFL Film
Council Thursday (30). He will

discuss what the Council teriris

“Runaway Foreign” production.

Ellis Arnall will be asked to

make; a similar talk when he ar-

rives next month.

defendants, but the circuit court
reversed his ruling and sent the

case . hack to fix darnages. Gpld-
! man won $375,000 in triple-dam-

j

ages, plus an allowance of $75,000

for counsel fees.

;
Trial, started after^ prolonged

settlement negotiations were called

off by Goldman several Weeks ago.

Involved in the deal Would have
been the sale of a number pf*War-
ner Bros, theatres to the big Philly

indie.

Both suits involve the Erlanger
theatre, a Goldman house, which
the indie claims was “starved out”

of first-run product; Only differ-

ence in this suit and the previous
one is that they refer to different

years.

who resigned last year to join Mo-
tion Picture Sales Corp, returned
to the SRO fold this week. /New-
est returnee is Sam Horowitz, who
will serve as special sales rep in

the midwest with headquarters in

Chicago, *
Previous SRO execs who left to

join the Neil Agnew-Charles
Casanave outfit and since have gone
back with SRO are Alfred Delcam-
bre, southwestern division man-
ager; Henry Krumni, southern divi-

sion manager; and Ed Fontaine,
middle Atlantic division meager.
Horowitz will supplement Tommy
Thompson and Harry Mandell,
present sales reps in Kansas City
and Chicago respectively, accord-

ing to sales v.p. Sidney G. Deneau.
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Los Angeles, March 28. <

' New, stronger product is< boost-

ing overall total here this session I

although biz still is on spotty side.

Brightest of newcomers is “Cin-
derella,” which is zooming to

smash $54;000 at Pantages and the
Hillstreet, far ahead of anything at

these two houses in a long time.

Also okay, on basis of strong
weekend trade; is “Rid From Tex-
as” with $33,000. in five theatres.

“Nancy Goes To Rio” is
;

sighting a
pleasing. $26,000 in two spots but
“Barricade” is very mild $25,000
or less in three sites.

“Four Days Leave” paired with,
“Guilty Bystander” is way off at

$23,000 in five situations while
“Great Rupert” is dull $16,000 in

five locations. “House; By River”
with stage bills in both Paramount
houses looks slim $22,000,

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Hollywood, Beverly

Hills, Hawaii, Forum Music Halls
(Prin-Cor) (902; 512; 834; 1,106;

2,100;, 55-$l) — “Great Rupert”
(EL) and “Killer Shark” 1 (Mono),
Scant $16,000 or near. Last week,
“Love Happy” (UA) arid ‘-Tyrant of
Sea” (Col) (2d wkf-9 days), $22,000.
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola, Wilshire . (FWC) (2,097; 2,-

048; 1,719; 1,248; 2,296; 60-$l) .—
“Four Day. Leave” (FC) arid
“Guilty Bystander” (FC). Slight
$23,000. Last week, “Red Shoes”
(EL), fine $44,500.
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern

(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 60-$D—
“Barricade” (WB). Very mild $25,-
000. Last week, “Perfect Strang-
ers” (WB), $24,000.
Loew’s State, Egyptian (UA) (2,-

404; 1 .538; 60-$1)—“Nancy To Rio”
(M^G). Pleasing $26,000. Last
Week, “Key To City” (M-G) (8

days), $33,000.
Hillstreet, Pantages (RKG) (2,-

890; 2,812; 50-$l) — “Cinderella”
(RKO). Great; $54,000. Last week,
“Guilty Of Treason” (EL) and
“Beauty on Parade” (Col), small
$12 ,000

.''*

Los Angeles, Hollywood Para-
mounts (F&M) (3,398; 1,451; 40-$l)—“House By River” (Rep) with
Dick Wesson, Gil Lamb onstage
at L. A.; Herb Jeffries, Bedell &
Mattson at Hollywood. Slim $22,-
000. Last week, “Singing Guns”
(Rep), with Gil Lamb, Herb Jef-
fries onstage at L.A., $28,000.
United Artists, Ritz, Vogue, Stu-

dio City, Culver (UA-FWC)' (2,100;

1,370; 885; 880; 1,145; 60-SD—
“Kid From Texas” (U) and “West-
ern Pacific Agent” (Lip). Okay
$33,000. Last week, “Buccaneer’s
Girl” (U) and “Palooka Meets
Humphrey” (Mono) (9. days), $20,-

Estimated Total
This Week .

(Based on 18
; Last - Year'.

,
.

(Based on 16

Gross
$437,100

theatres.)
. .$506,500
theatres.)

Baltimore, March 28.

Pre-holiday shopping is provid-
ing additional resistance to down-
town trade here and biz is continu-

. arice of recent doldrums . Of Cur-
rent crop “Conspirator” ait Loew’s
Century and “Outside the Wall-*
at Mayfair, look standout, but
neither are big.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20-

60)—“Conspirator** (M-G). Fine
$10,500.- Last week, “Nancy To
Rio” (M-G), $12,200.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

20-80)— “Cinderella” (RKO) plus
vaude (4th wk). Still holding up at

$13,000 after bright third round
at $15,300.
Keiths (JSchanberger) (2,460; 20-

60) — “Guilty Bystander’* (F C).

Opened today (Tues.). Last week,
“Love Happy” (UA) (2d wk), nice
$7,000 after solid $9,900 opener;
Mayfair (Hicks) (980: 20-65) —

“Outside Wall” (U). Nice $5,000.
Last week, “Dakota Lil” (20th),

same.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20^-60)—

“Three Came Home” (20th) (3d
wk). Simmering down to $6,500
after steady second round at $9,200.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75) —
“Perfect Strangers” (WB). Thin
$8,500. Last week, “Barricade”
(WB), $9,200.
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)

—“Sundowners” (EL). Light $6,-

500. Last week, “Guilty of Trea-
son” (EL), $6,000.

STOUT 12G;W 14C
Pittsburgh, March 28.

.

Full impact of Lent is being felt'

this week and everything is tak-
ing a dive, Only entry success-
fully withstanding the plunge
seems to be “Three Came Home”
at Fulton, and may be able to hang
around for a time. “Nancy To
Rio” is only fair at Penn. ’‘Per-

fect Strangers” is getting nowhere
at Stanley,

Estimates for This Week ~

Barry (SkirbaU) (1,100; 45-80)^
“Pirates Capri” (FC). Got away
fairly well first couple of days but
then sloughed off With only $4,000
on week. X*ast week, “Sundown-
ers” (EL) (2d wk-4 days), very
weak $1,500, with pic doing just
Over $7,000 ;ori run.

Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 45-80)
“Three Came Home*’ (20th). Rave
notices for this ope, and looks bet-
ter than $12,000, solid. May stay
until April 8 when “Wabash Av-
enue” (20th) comes in. Last week,
“Francis” (U) (2d wk), nice $8,000.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 45-80)—
“Baby Makes Three*’ (Col). Rather
dismal arid will be yanked tomor-
row (Wed.) after just 5 days with
about $4,500. Last week, “Outside
Wall” (U), $7,500. : v r

Penn iLoew’s) (3,300; 45-80) —
“Nancy To Rio” (M-Gk About
average at $14,000, riot enough to
hold but gets. 3 extra days anyway.
Last Week, “East Side” (M-G), $14,-
500. .

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 45-80) —
“Perfect Strangers” (WB). Crix
gave this one the heavo-ho, very
dreary $10,000. Last week, “Dear
Wife’* (Par); $11,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000;: 45-80) —

“Guilty Bystander” (FC) and “Four
Days Leave” (FC). Slow $6,000.
Last week, “Eiffel Tower” (RKO);
oke $8,000.

‘King’s Men’ Fat $19,000

In K.C. on Oscar Award;

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . ; . . , $2,294,000

(Based on 23 cities, 206
theatres, chiefly first Tiins, in-

cluding N,Y.)
Total Gross Same Week .

Last Year , . ; . $2,840,000

(Biased on 25 cities and 201
theatres,)

,

60-
arid

500
Orpheum

^-“Brother
eight acts
Last week,

(D’town) (2,210; 50-95)
Jonathan” (Mono) with
vaude. Slow $13,000.
“Blonde Bandit”

(2d run) plus vaude, $14,600
Four Star (UA) (900; 60-$l)—

“Vicious Years” (FC) (3d wk).
Only $1,300. LasLweek, $2,400.

Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 85-$1.25)—“H Trovatore” (Indie)' (2d wk).
Oke $3,000. Last week, good $4,-
800.

‘HOLIDAY’ BRIGHT 14G,

BUFF; ‘STRANGERS’ 11G
Buffalo, March 28.

There is little to cheer about on
|

boxoffice front here this frame.

Making outstanding showing is

“Johnny Holiday,” with strong
take at the Lafayette. “Perfect
Strangers” looks to finish first

week at the Center with nice total.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)-,

“Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th).
Modest $12,000 or less. Last Week,
“Black Hand” (M-G) and “Kidnap-
ned” (Mono), $13,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; .40-70)—
“Davy Crockett” (UA) and “Guilty
Bystander” (FC). Light $11,000.
Last week, “Under My Skin” (20th)
and “Sarumba” (EL), same,

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-701—
“Perfect Strangers” (WB). Nice
$11,000. Last Week, “Man With
Horn” (WB) (2d wk), neat $10,500.

Lafayette (Basil’s) (3,000; 40-70)
—“Johnny Holiday” (UA) and
“Mark of Gorilla” (Col). Strong
$14,000 qr near. Last week, “Kid
From Texas” (U) and. “Mary Ryan,
Detective” (Col), $12,500.
Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 40-

70J—“Great Rupert” (EL) and
“Kill or Be Killed” (EL). Okay
$11,000. Last week, “Singing
Guns” (Rep) and ‘Tarnished”
(Rep), only $8<000.

General’ Socko $23,000,

Mont’l; ‘Key’ Brisk 16G
Montreal, March 28.

With new entries .in all except
one of the deluxers, returns are
lusty. “Inspector General,” sock at
Loew’s, will pape field. “Key To
City” shapes stout at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—

“Inspector General” (WB). Big
$23,000, Last week, “SaVnsoh” (Par)
(4th wk), sock $22,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
“King’s Men” (Col) (2d Wk). Hold-
ing at $15,000 after sock opener id
$19,500.

Palace (C.T.) (2.625; 34-60)—
“Key To City” (M-G). Stout $16,-
000; Last week, “Foolish Heart”
(RKO) (2d wk), okay $11,000.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 26-45)—
“South Sea Sinner” (U) and “Black
Midnight” (Mono). Fine $9,000.
Last week, “Challenge To Lassie”
(M-G) and “Beware Blondie” (M
G), $6,500.

Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
“Black Hand” (M-G). Oke $8,000.
Last week, “Montana” (WB);
$6 ,

000 .

Kansas City, March 28;
Bit of sound booking puts the.

Midland out in front this week
With “All the King’s Men” opening
Saturday foil owi n

g

Academy
Award announcements. Good week
looms wijh likely holdover. Per-
fect Strangers” is other principal
new pic, getting good play at Para-
mount. Fox Midwest houses have
holdovers in “Twelve O’clock
High” and “Francis,” both doing
handsome biz. Lent is having a
dampening effect here on biz.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 45-

65)—“Francis” (JJ) (m.o.) (2d wk).
Fourth Week downtown, fancy $3,-
500. Last Week, big $4,5Q0.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 55-75)

—

1

“Carnegie Hall”
;
(UA) (reissue).

Fairish $1,600. Last week, “Ham-
let” (U) (2d wk), at $1.20 top, nice-

$2,400.
Midland (Loew’s (3,500; 45-65)—

“King’s Men” (Col) and “Girls’
School” (Col). Timely . date, and
looks big $19,000. Last week,
“Black Hand” (M-G) and “Palo-
mino” (Col), only $11,000, average.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 45-65)—
“Tarzan and Slave Girl” (RKO)
and “Savage Splendor” (RKO).
So-so $8,500. Last week, “LoVe
Happy” (UA) and “Killer Shark”
(Mono), good $11,000.
Paramount (Par) (1,900; 45-65)—

“Perfect Strangers” (WB . Looks
neat $11,000 and could stay.: Last
week, “Man With Horn” (WB), m
10 days, $13,000.
Tower - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700; 45-65)
—“12 O’clock High’* (20th) (2d
wk). Still high at $14,000 and
likely moveover. Last week, rous-
ing $22,000.

Sari Francisco, March 28.

Rain is 'dampening hiz here this

round but nice bally will boost
“East Side” to big session at War-
field: “Guilty Bystander” is barely
fair at Fox but ‘‘Perfect Strangers”
Is doing okay at Paramount; “Con-
spirator”

;
also is shaping up for

strong stanza at St. Francis..

Estimates for This We^k
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.844;

85) — “Eiffel Tower*’ (RKO)
“Sarumba” (EL), Only $11,000.
Last week, “Tattooed Stranger”
(RKO) plus Vaude headed by Dick
Contino, big $27,000.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95) —
“Guilty Bystander” (FC) and “Four
Days .

Leave” (FC). Fair $16,500.
Last week, “Barori of Arizona”
(Lip) and “Whirlpool” (20th), 5
days, $16,000*

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)
—“East Side’* (M-G). Big $20,000.
Last week, ‘‘Key To City” (M-G)
(2d iyk-10 days), fine $19,000.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
“Perfect Strangers” (WB) and
“Marauders” (UA). Nice $16,000
or near. Last week, “Sundowners”
(EL) and “Palooka Meets Humph-
rey.” (Mono), $15,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
“Conspirator” (M-G). Strongv$18,-
000. Last week,“Man With Horn”
(WB) (3d wk), $8,000.

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55-
85)— “Borderline” (U) and “Girl
San LorenzO” (UA). Modest $12,-
000, Last week,“Palomino” (Col)
and “Tyrant Of Sea” (Col), $8,000.

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;
55-85)—“Red Shoes” (EL) (4th wk).
Down to $5,500. Last week, big
$7,500.

Stagedoor (Ackerman - Rosener)
(370; 85-$l)— “Pygmalion” (Indie)
(reissue) (4th’ wk). Good $5,000.
Last

,
week, $4,000.

Esquire (No. Coast) (955; 55-85)
—“Francis.” (U) and “Bodyhold”
(Col) (m.o;). Steady $6,500 for fifth
week downtown. Last week, big
$7,500.

Geary (Indie) (1 ,550; 60-$l .80)

—

“Bicycle Thief” (Indie) (2d wk).
Climbing to solid $8,000, on Acad-
emy Award. Last week, $6,000.

Boston, March 28.
Just about average activity re- ,

ported around town this stanza with
newcomers not especially strong;
‘‘Francis” at Memorial and “East
Side” at State and Orpheum shape
as leaders. “Three Came Home”
at Paramount and Fenway holding
okay in second stanza. “Winslow
Boy” shapes steady at Astor.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Jaycox) (1,200; 50-95) —

“Winslow Boy” (EL). Building to
oke $11,000. Last week, “Foolish
Heart” (I\KO) (7th wk), nice
$4,200.
.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill, Inc.)

(780; 40-95) — “Bicycle Thief”
(Indie) (6th wk). Award' announce-
ment hypbing biz to $6,000. Fifth
week was off to $5,300.
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 40-85) —

“Tarzan and. Slave Girl” (RKO)
and “Appointment with Crime”
(Indie). Fair $16,000, Last week,
“Buccaneer’s Girl” ; (U) a ri d
“Sarumba” (EL), $15,500.
Fenway (NET)

. (1,373; 40-85)
'

“Three Game Home” (20lh) and
“Western Pacific Agent” (Indie)
(2d Wk). Oke $6,000. Last week,
$8 ,000 . :

Memorial (RKO) (3,500; 40-85)— “Francis” . (U) and “Black
Shadows” (EL). Good $21,000. Last
week, “Cinderella” (RKO) (5th wk)
nice $15,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (3,500 40-

85)—“Paid in Full” (Par) and
“Federal Agent” (Rep). Opened
fair Saturday (25). Last week,
“Man With Horn” (WB) and “Tar-
nished” (Rep), $22,500 for 10 days.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—

“East Side” (M-G) and “Girls’
School” (Col). Fairly good $21,000.
Last week,“King’s Men” (Col) and
“Chinatown Midnight” (Col) (2d
wk), $21,000.;
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)

“Three • Came Home” (20th) and
“Western Pacific Agent” (Indie) (2d
wk). Neat $14,500. Last week,
$18,500. • :•

State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
“East Side” (M-G) and “Girls’
School” (Col). Fair $13,000. Last
week, “King’s Men” (Col) and
/‘Chinatown Midnight” (Col) (2d
85)—“Paid In Full” (Par) and
wk), $13,500.

‘Outlaw’-Vaude Smash

Detroit, March 28.

Jack Carson stageshow at Fox is

boosting “Mother Didn’t Tell Me”
to $35,000, creditable in view; of

Chrysler strike: situation. “Key to

City” is shaping fine at Michigan.
Others range from fair to poor.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Mich) (5,000; 85-$l)—

“Mother Didn*t Tell Me” (20th)
plus* Jack Carson show onstage.
Okay $35,000. Last week, “Eiffel
Tower” (RKO) and “Masked Raid-
ers” (RKO) (2d wk), $22,000.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
70-95)—“Key to City” (M-G). Swell
$26,000. Last week, “Man With

'

Horn” (WB). arid “Indian Scout”
(Col) (2d wk), $15,000.

Palms (UD) (2,000; 70-85)—

“Black Hand” (M-G) (2d wk). Fair
$12,000, Last week, $17;000.
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 70-95)

V-‘‘Perfect Strangers” (WB) and
“Federal Agent” (Rep). So-so $14,-
000. Last week, “Paid in Full”
(Par) and “Palomino” (Col), $16,-
000 .

•

Madison (UD) (1,800; 70-95)—
“Great Rupert” (EL) and “Fighting
Redhead” (Mono). Poor $7,000.
Last week, “Samson & Delilah”
(Par) (9th wk), steady $9,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—

“East Side” (M-G) and ‘‘Leave to
Henry” (Mono) (2d wk). Okay $8,-
000. Last week, $10,500.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,900; 70-

95)—“Conspirator” (;M-G) and “Joe
Palooka Meets Humphrey” (Mono),
Slim $7,000. Last week, “Red
Shoes” (EL) (m,o.), oke $8,000 in
fourth week downtown.

‘Rio* Sturdy at $12,000,'

Indpls.; ‘Affair’ Dim 7G
Indianapolis, March 28.

Grosses are light in first-run
spots here this stanza, with Lent
and heavy pre-Easter buying spree
held responsible, -“Nancy Goes To
Rio” is tops with sturdy week at
Loew’s, “Young Dariiel Boone,”
with assist from “Grand Old Opry”
on Lyric stage, is fair.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Gambje-Dolle) (2,800; 44-

65)—“Holiday Affair” (RKO) and
“Federal Agent” (Indie). Thin
$7,000; Last ; week, “Sword in
Desert” (U) and “Woman in Hid-
ing” (U), so-so $9,000.,

Indiana (G-D) (3,300; 44-65)—
“Chain Lightning” (WB) and “Pa-
looka Meets Humphrey” (Mono).
Slow $10,000. Last 'week, “Dear
Wife” (Par) and “Radar Secret
Service” (Rep), oke $11,500. .

Keith’s (G-D) (1,300; 44-65)—
“Foolish Heart” (RKO). Good $8,*-

500,. and not bad for this house.
Last week, “Johnny Holiday” (UA)
(3d wk), nice $5,500, making great
$25,000 for run.

Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 44-65)—
“Nahcy Goes To Rio” (M-G) and
“Bodyhold” (Col). Sturdy $12,000.
Last week, “Father Is Bachelor”
(Col) and “Nevadan” (Col), $11,200.

Lyric (G-D) (1,600; 50-85)—
“Young Daniel Boone”- (Mono)
with “Grand Old Opry” onstage.
Fair $11,000. Last Week, “12
O’clock High” (20th) (m.o.i, good
$0*000 at 44c-65c scale.

in

‘Francis’ hush 12G, 2d
St. Louis, March 28.

Arrival of spring-like weather is

putting a damper on first-run biz
here this session, only “The Out-
lay” really successfully combating
the downbeat. Jane Russell starrer
was shown here three -years ago
but is going great guns at the Fox
with vaude. “Conspirator” shapes
only fair; at Loew’s. “Francis”
still is socko in first holdover
round at the St. Louis.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-

75) — “Singing Guns” (Rep) and
“12 O’Clock High” (20th) (2d wk).
Off to $9;500 after fancy $.13,000
first session.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—“The

Outlaw” (RKO) and stageshow.
Big $20,000. Last week, “Eiffel
Tower” (RKO) and vaude, $14,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—

“Conspirator” (M-G) and ‘‘Kazan”
(Col). Fair $14,500. Last week,
“Black Hand” (M-G) and “Dalton
Gang” (Lip), $14,000.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
“Perfect Strangers” (WB) and
“Live by Night” (RKO). Fair $11,-
000. Last week, “Man With Horn”
(WB) and “Tattooed Stranger”
(RKO), $13,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-75)-?
“Francis” (U) and “Blondie’s Hero”
(Col) (2d wk). Holding well at
$12,000 after sock $18,000 opener.

‘Crockett’ Tall $10,000,

f VHUHTI JL M.

Seattle, Alarch 28.
many holdovers will slow

pace here this week. Lone new--
comer to show strength is “Davy
Crockett,*’ big at Liberty. “Francis”
is continuing in smash style in
third Orpheum stanza. “The Out-
law” shapes great on first hold-
over week at Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) <800;

59-84)—“Act of Murder” (U) and
“Outside Wall” (U) (2d wk). Go6d
$3,000. Last week, big $3,900.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,877; 59-

84)—“Nevadan” (Col) and “Mark
Gorilla” (Col) (2d wk). ’Good $6,-

000 after fine $10,300 in opener.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) <2,349;

59-84)—“Red Shoes” (EL) <3d wk).
(Continued on page 28)
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Chicago, March 28.

Biz this week is sluggish; with

four long-run holdovers the only
hiriis doing . better-than-fair biz.

“Third Man,” in sixth .week at Sel-

wyn. is continuing upward curve
with $12,500 expected as compared
to $12,100 last session.

“Cinderella/' in fifth and final

week at Palace, is . drawing sock
$18,000. “Bicycle Thief/’ still

toiling along, and with; Academy
Award should pull smash $5,000 in

sixth World week, “12 O’clock
High” looks handsome $17,000 in

fourth week at Woods.
Newcomers are slow. Grand has

“Outside the Wall,’’ with slim $8,-

000. “Golden Gloves Story,” with
Margaret O’Brien and Buddy Rog-
ers onstage at Oriental, looks mod-
erate $40,000, despite world preem
ballyhoo. “Paid in Full” at United
Artists, is light $9,000.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 50-98)—

‘Mail With Horn” (WB) and Ink
Spots in person (2d wk). So-so
$40,000. Last week, $51,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 50-08)^-

“BlOSsoms in Dust” (M-G) and
“Jolinhy Eager” (M-G) (reissues)

(2d wk). Dull $3,500. Last week,
$4 500 '

Grand (Rk6) (1,500; 98)—“Out-
side Wall” (U). Light $8,000. Last
week, “Buccaneer’s Girl!’ (U) (2d

Wk), $8,000.
Oriental (Booth) (3,400; 50-98)—

“Golden Gloves Story” (EL) with
Margaret O’Brien and Buddy Rog-
ers on stage. Looks mild $40,000.
Last week, “Nancy to Rio” (M-G)
with “Sugar Chile” Robinsdn on-
stage (2d wk), $32,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 98)—“Cin-

derella” (RKO) (5th wk). Hefty
$18,000. Last week, $20,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 50-98)—

“Wake Island” (Par) and “So
Proudly Hail” (Par) (reissues).

Moderate $10,000. Last week,
“Willie Comes Home” (20th) and
“Blue Grass Kentucky” (Mono) (2d
itrlrV 47 SOO i

Selwyn ’(Shubert) (1 ,000; 98-
$1.20)—“Third Man” (SRO) (6th
wk). Continues climb With $12,-

500 probable. Last (veek, big $12,-
100 .

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 50-98)
—“Black Hand” (M-G) , (2d wk).
Tame $10,000. Last week, $17,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 50-

98)—“Paid in Full” (Par) and “Un-
masked” (Rep). Slim $9,000. Last
week, VKCv to City” (M-G) (2d wk),
good $10,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 50-98)-—

“12 O’clock High” (20th) (4th wk).
Sock $17,000. Last week* $20,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Bicycle

Thief” (Indie) (6th wk). Haildsome
$5,000. Last week, $5,500.

Estimates Are
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are het, i.e..

Without the 20% tax. Distribu-
tors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures . are net i

m

come.
'

'

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as 'indicated,
include the U S. amusement
tax,

Cincy Slower But ‘Horn’

Hep $12,000; 'Cinderella’

Great 14G,2d, 'Mother’ 10G
Cincinnati, March 28.

Downtown trade is back to
normal* after last week’s spurt.
Holdover “Cinderella” maintains
leadership this round, a couple of
steps ahead of “Young Man With
Horn,” best of four new bills. It

is sturdy. “Mother Didn’t Tell
Me” holds edge on other new-
comers.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75) —

“Cinderella” (RKO) (2d wk). Great
$14,000 trailing smash $21,000
Preeni, warranting rare holdover
privilege at this RKO flagship
here.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-
75) — “Mother Didn’t Tell Me”
(20th). All right $10,000 or near.
Last week,

;
“12 O’clock Night”

(2Qth) (3d wk), good $7,000.
. Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) —
“Nancy To Rio” (M-G) (2d wk).
Pleasing $8,000 after bright $13,-
000 bow,

^ Keith’s (Mid-States) — “Guilty
Bystander” (FC), Fairish $5,500.
Last week, “Capt. China” (Par).
$6,500.

U;Vric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75) —
.Johnny Holiday”

:
(UA) (m,o,).

Nice $4,500. Last week, “Beau
Gestc” (Par) and “Lives Bengal

(Par) (reissues), solid
$4,500.

4<
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75) —

* With Horn” (WB). Nice
$12,000. Last week, “Johnny Holi-
day (UA), sturdy $12,000.
.Shunevi, (Mid-JStatesr(2,100; 55-

“Uavota Lil” (20th). Oke
$6,000. T'. t week, “Here Come
Co-Eds” / ndie) and “Can’t Cheat
Honest Man” (Indie) (reissues),
tame $4,000.

Washington, March 28.
extremes of boxoffice scale

are current in town’s showcases.
“Third Man,” at Playhouse, is way
out front with second record-
breaking stanza, topping even
amazing takes Of “All king’s
Men.” “Tight Little Island,” day-
dating at Little and Dupont, is
doing land-office biz at both small
seating arters, making it a perfect
score for Lopert chain; “Red
Shoes,” in third week on pop
prices at Trans-Lux, continues
strong. “Cinderella” is still hefty
in its fifth week at RKO Keith’s.
In contrast, “Paid In Full” is scrap-
ing bottom of barrel" at Warner.

.

'

Estimates for This Week ,

Capitol (Loew’S) (2,434; 44-85)—
“Key to City” (M-G) (2d wk)"plus
vaude. Nice $16,000 after husky
$28,000 last weeki
Dupont (Lopert) (50-85)—“Tight

Little Island” (U). Smash $6*000,
day-date

.
with Little; Last week,

“Scarlet Empress” (Par) and “Bed-
time Story” (Indie) (reissues),

$3,000.
Keith's (RKO) (1,939; 44-80)—

“Cinderella” (RKO) (5th wk).
Stout $14,000 after better than ex-
pected $15,000 last week. Holds
to cash school holiday biz.

Little (Lopert) (285; 50-85)—
“Tight Little Island” (U). Big
$4,000 for this little house. Last
week, “Amazing Mr. Beecham”
(EL) (2d wk), $2,500. :

Metropolitan (Warner) (1,163; 44-
74)—“Father Is Bachelor” (Col)
and “Palomino” (Col). Okay $5,000,
but better hoped for after crix
praise. Last week, one-day runs
of Academy nominees, $5,000.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 44-74)^
“Three Came Home’- (20th).

Shapes good $18,000. Last week,
“Mother Didn’t Tell Me” (20th),

died mid-week to lowest first run
herefc for months, $12,000.

Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 55-90)
—“Third Man” (SRO) (2d wk).
Terrific $12,000 after record-
breaking $14,000 Opener, Holds
indefinitely.

Warner (WB) (2,164; 44-74)—
“Paid In Full” (Par). ; Sad $11,000.
Last week, “Dear Wife” (Par), way
below estimate and lowest in oyer
a year at $10,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 44-80)—

“Red Shoes” (EL) (3d wk). Great]
$9,000, topping last week’s $8,000,
which sild because of rain.

Toronto; 'Champ’ 131G
.• Toronto, March 28.

with business not spectacular
but satisfactory, “Chain Light-
ning'' and “Hasty Heart” are lead-
ing the newcomers here. “Fran-
cis,” in for second week, shapes
fine at Uptown* “Alias the
Champ,” with Gorgeous George
as draw, is lusty ait four houses,
paired with “Backfire.”

Estimates for This Week
Downtown, Glendale; Scarboro,

State (20th) (1)059; 955; 698; 694;
3.5-60) — “Backfire” (WB) and
“Alias Champ” (Rep;) Big $13,-
500, : with latter the draw. Last
week, “Baby Makes Three” (Col)
dnd “Kazan” (Col), nice $10,500.

Eglinton* Victoria (FP) (1,080;
1 *140; 40.70)—“Hasty Heart” (WB)

.

Fine $11,000. Last week, “Heiress”
(Par) (4th wk), okay $8,000.
Imperial (FP) (3)373; 40-70) —

“Chain Lightning” (WB).
, Lusty

$12,000. Last week, “Dear Wife”
(Par), $13,500.
toew's (Loew) (2,096; 40-70) w

“Key To City” (M-G)* Nice $9,500.
Last week, “Malaya” (W-G) (2d
wk); dull $6,50(1

Nortown, University (FP) (959;
1,556; 40-70)—“Mother Didn't Tell
Me” (20th ) (2d wk). Healthy
$8,500 after last week’s fine
$12,000.

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-70)
“Paid in Full” (Par). Fair $8,500;
Last week, “Willie Gomes Home”
(20th) (2d wk), okay $7,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-70)—

“Francis” (U) (2d wk). Fine 9,000
after last Week’s sock $12,000.

Louisville, March 28.

,

.
“Samson and Delilah” is bulging

the walls at Rialto currently, with
tumaway biz on opening dajy.
Upped prices will boost this to
terrific, total . \ Loew's State with
“Nancy Goes to Rio” is shaping
fairish . “Perfect Strangers” at
Mary Anderson looks lukewarm,

Estimates for This Week
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

45-65)—“Perfect Strangers” ' (WB).
Fairish $7,000. Last week, “Back-
fire” (WB), $6,500.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
75-99) — “Samson and Delilah”
(Par). Upped prices look justified
this week, with house jam packed
for DeMille opus. With any sus-
taining of pace) should hit terrific
$20,000 easily. Last week, “12
Q’Clock High” (20th), strong $14,-
000. and m.o. .

State (Loew’s)
,
(3,000; 45-65)—

“Nancy to Rio” (M-G) and “Reck-*'
less; Moment” .(Col). Medium $11,-
000, Last week, “Malaya” (M-G) 1

and “Daring Caballero” (Col),
modest $9,000.

Strand (FA) (1,200; 45-65)—
“Outside Wall” (U) and “An Act
of Murder” (U), Puny $3,500 in
offing. Last week, "Red Light”
(Mono) arid “Masked Raiders”
(Mono), okay $5,000.

Lent Sloughs Prov. But

Mother’ Smart $12,500,

Omaha; ‘Blue Grass’ 9G
Omaha, March 28.

Dorothy McGuire, local girl and

I

Community Playhouse graduate, is

I brie of main reasons for nice ses-

sion that "Mother Didn’t Tell

Me” is doing at Paramount cur-
rently. Orpheum gave “Blue
Grass of Kentucky” a smash cam-
paign but it looks light. “The Big
Wheel” at the Omaha shapes nice.

Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

65) — “Mother Didn’t Tell Me”
(20th). Fast $12,500. Last week,
“Dear Wife” (Par), fair $10,800. .

Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

65) — “Blue Grass of Kentucky”
(Mono) arid “Girl In Heart” (Mono).
Light $9,000. Last Week, “Willie
Comes Home”: (20th): and “Federal
Agent” (Rep),' $10,000.

Brandeis (RKO) . (1,500; 16-65)—
“Nevadan” (Col) arid “Biondie’s
Hero” (Col). Okay $7,000. Last
week, “Man With Horn” (WB) and
“Mark Gorilla” (Col), started fine
but slipped to $6,200, fair,

Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-65)
—“Big Wheel” (UA) and “Forgot-
ten Women” (Mono). Nice $9,000.
Last week, “Dakota Lil” (20th)

and ‘‘Shamrock Hill” (EL), $8,000.

'Francis’ Stout 10G, 2d
Providence, March 28.

Moderate biz at all houses with
the Lenten season here this week,
Steadiest is State’s “Nancy Goes to
Rio.” Majestic's “Three Came
Home,” in second week, still good.
RKO Albee did very , well with.

“Francis” in second round.

. Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65) —

“Outside the Wall” (U). Opened
Tuesday (28). Last week, : “Fran-
cis” (U) arid “Black Shadows” (EL)
(2d wk-6 days), stout $10,000.

Fay’s (Fay) (1,400; 44-65) —
“Whole Town’wS Talking” (Col) (re-

issue) arid vaude onstage. Fair
$6,000. Last week, “Twilight in

Sierras” (Rep) and vaude, good
$7,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2;200; 44-65) —
“Three " Came Hdme” ; (20th) (2d
wk). Good $10,000. Last week,
steady $15,000.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
65)—“G.I. Joe” (EL) and “Change
of Heart” )Rep) (reissues). So-so
$6,200. Last week, .‘-Beau Geste”
(Far) and ‘‘Lives Bengal Lancer”
(Par) (reissues), oke $7,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65) —

'

"Nancy To Rio” (M-G) and “Girl
Sari Lorenzo” (Col). Holding for
nine-day run, and good $18,000
looms, Last week/ “Key To City”
(M-G), $16,500.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)—“Father Is Bachelor” (Col) and

“Palomino” (Col). Light $9,000.
Last week, “Paid la Full” (Par),

$10,000.

Business at nearly all Broadway
first-run theatres continues in the
doldrums this session. Three hew
Dills are proving small help, and
the combination/of several rainy
days and the spring-like weekend
took a further cut* at the boxoffice.
Warm temperatures V yesterday
(Tues.) also hurt.: A cleari-cut idea
of the. slow state of business < is

best shown currently by two new
bills which ordinarily would be big
to sock.

One is “Yelow Cab Man” with
George Paxton band, Artie Darin
arid others, onstage .at the Capitol.

New Red Skelton comedy likely
won't top $40,000, way below par
for house arid this comedian’s lat-

est. The other is “Barricade” with
Count Basie band and Billie Holi-
day, which looks only . about 9 $38,-
000 for first week at the Strand.
While better than this house has
been doing in recent sessions it is

out of line with Basie-Holiday draw
in N. Y. “Buccaneer’s Girl” also
is suffering from the downbeat
with only $12,000 or less at the
Criterion.

BUlk of strong trade is coming
from holdovers and longruns. Out-
standing of these is “Francis/'
with King Cole Trio, Ray McKin-
ley band“and Larry Storch heading
stageshow, in second week at Para-
mount. One of real draw bills

over the weekend, it will give the
Par flagship a fancy $62,000 and
enough to cinch a third round ex-
cepting for prior commitments.

“Cinderella” and “Third Man”
remain pacemakers of extended-
run pictures. Former at the May-
fair still is big with $27,000 or
close for fifth round. “Third Man”
sjiapes to finish up its eighth week
at the Victoria with smash $25,000
or thereabouts,

“Woman of Distinction” with
stageshow is very mild $95,000 in
second Music Hall week. Other
houses, excepting some of the small
arty theatres, are unbelievably
dull. Outstanding exception is

"Without Pity,” still big at $10,000
for second stanza at bandbox
Rialto.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv,) (1,300; 60-$1.50)

“Three Came Horned (20th) (6th
wk). Not so good $13,000 fifth

week ended Monday (27) after
$15,000 for fourth. Stays until
April 8 when “Golden Twenties”
(RKO) opens.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-
$2.40) — “Red Shoes”: (EL) (75th
wk). Holding okay at $8,000 after
$8,500 last week. - /

Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 55-$1.50)
—“Yellow Cab . Man” (M-G) With
George Paxton orch, Artie Dann,
others, Onstage. On disappointing
side, $40,000 or less:. In ahead,
“Black Hand” (M-G) with Art
Mooney, Pied Pipers heading stage
bill (2d wk), $35,000.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.75)
--“Buccaneer’s Girl” (U). House
continues in low gear, light $12,-
000 or under likely week ending
next Friday (31). In ahead, “Out*
side Wall” (U) (11 days), $17,000,
also slow.

Easter holiday show with “Glory
of Easter” and “Daughter of Rosie
O'Grady” (WB) opens tomorrow
(Thurs.). v
Rialto (Mage) (594; 44-98) —

“Without Pity” (Indie) (3d wk).
Second week e n de d last flight
(Tries.) held in great

. style with
$10,000, best second round here in
some time. First was socko $12,-
500. •

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-$l .80)
—“Samson arid Delilah” (Par)
(14th wk). Down to $12,500 hut all
right for this stage of run after
$14,500 last week. “Comanche Ter-
ritory” (U) opens April 7.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.75)
“Under My Skin” (20th) arid China
Doll Revue onstage (2d-final wk).
Off to $42,000 after dull $50,000
initial round. “Cheaper By Dozen”
(20th) with Fran Warren, Jerry
Murad’s Harmonicats, top p i n g
stage bill opens Friday (31).

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.50)
---“Outriders” (M-G) (4th wk).
Starts today (Wed.). Third frame
down to $9,000 after light $12,000
second week. “Nancy Goes To Rio’*
(M-G) set as Easter picture.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 55-$2) —
“Barricade” (WB) with Count Basie

, Billie Holiday, The Chocola-
ters onstage. Mild $38,000 looks
about all, .but holds. Last week,
“Perfect Strangers” (WB) with Tito
Guizar heading Stageshow (2d wk).
$18,000.

Sutton (Rf & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
Fallen Idol” (SRO) (20th wk). The

19th frame ended Monday (27) held
up at $6,400 after fine $6,700 for.
18th week; Stays on, With open-
ing of “Winslow Boy” (EL) held
back.

Trans-Lux (60th St.) (453; 74-
$1.50)— “Tight Little Island” (U)

Thirteenth stanza rinded
mst .Saturday (25) an improvement
at $5;500 after trim $5,000 last
week. Stays on.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060: 95-
$1.50)—“Third Man” (SRO) (8th
wk). Continues in sensational style
with near $25,000 after $28,200 last
week; • Remains on indefinitely.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50r$1.20)— “Outlaw” (RKO) (6th wk),
Slipped to $9,000 after $12,500 last-
week. Holds until April 7 when
“City Lights” (UA) (reissue) opens.

Mayfair (Brandt) ( 1,736; 50-$1.20)
—“Cinderella” (RKO) (6th wk).
Still very much in chips with $27,-
000 Tor fifth round ended last
night (Tues.), Fourth week was
big $32,000. “Guilty of Treason”
(EL) opens April 9.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 55-$ 1 .20)—
“Side Street” (M-G) and vaude;
Nice $19,000, with Saturday being
biggest here in sometime/ Last
week; “Davy Crockett” (UA) with
vaude, $16,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 55*$ 1.50)

^-“Captain Carey, U.S.A.” (Par)
with Mel Tormri, Ella Fitzgerald,
Sam Donahue orch, Johnny Morgan
onstage. Opens today (Wed.). Last
week, “Francis” (U) and King Cole
Trio, Ray McKinley orch topping
stageshow (2d Wk), held to fine
$62,000 after big $72,00d opener.
Might have held a third eXcept for
prior bookings. •

.

Park Avenue (U) (583; 90-$1.50)
—“Astonished: Heart” (U) (7th wk);
Sixth stanza ended Monday (27)

held to $4,200 after nice $4,300
last Week. Continues, until about
April 7 when “Run For .Your
Money!’ (U) is 'set to open.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Woman
of Distinction” (Col) and stage-
show (2d-final wk). Down to about
$95,000 after light $106,000 for first.

Philadelphia, March 28.

“Cinderella” is the lone bright
spot here this week which was
deadened by almost continuous
ram and the prerEaster slump.
Disney t>pus is setting all-time
record at the 500-seat Trans-Lux.
Rash of new product drew only

mild customer attention. Especially
slow new pix are “Never Fear,”
at Aldine; “Strangers,” at Mast-
baum, and “Barricade,” at Stanton.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99) —

“Never Fear” (EL), Dull $7,000.
Last week, "Guilty of Treason”
(EL) (2d wk), $7,500.

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-99) —
“Nancy To RiQ” (M-G) (2d wk),
^Nice $18,000 after okay $25,000
initial stanza.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 70-$1.25) —
“Samson and Delilah” (Par) (8th
Wk). Mild $12,000 for wind-up
session after $14,000 last week.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Three

Came Home” (20th) (2d wk). Off
to $16,000. Last Week, neat

. $25,-.
000 but not as big as expected.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99) “Conspirator” (M-G). Fair
$14,000. Last week, “Mrs. Mike”
(UA), $13,000.

.

Karltori (Goldniah) (1 ,000; 50-99)
—“Black Hand” (M-G). Good $10,-
000,. Last week, “Love’ Happy”
(M-G) (3d wk), nice $6,000.

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-991—
“Perfect Strangers” (WB)> Mild
$18,000. Last week, “Man With
Horn” (WB) (3d wk>., drab $13,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)_ “Foolish Heart” (RKO) (2d
Wk). Fine $15,000 after neat $19.-
000 opener.
, Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-99) —
“Buccaneer’s Girl” (U). Thin $13,-
000. Last week “Sundowners” (EL),
$14,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-99) —

*

“Barricade” (WB). Poor $8,00.0,
Last week, "Outlaw” (RKO) (3d
wk), nice $7,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L): (SOOi 50-99) —

"Cinderella” (RKb>. Colossal $16,-

000, hew high for house. Last week,
reissue.
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Tha Daaghter of Rosie

O’Grady
(SONGS-COLOR)
Hollywood, March 25,

Warner* releave of William Jacobs pro*
duction. Stars June Haver, Gordon Mac-
Rae; features^ .James .Barton, Debbie
Reynolds, Cuddles Sakall, Gene Nelson.
Sheeted by David Butter, Screenplay,
Jaii Bose. Melville Shavelson, .Peter

Milne; from » »tory by Rose and Shavel-

ion; camera ^(Technicolor), Wilfrid M.
Cline; editor, Irene Morra; original music
and lyrics, M. K. Jerome, Jack Scholl;

dance numbers, LeRoy Prinz. Tradeshown
March 21, *50. Running time, 104 MINS.
Patricia O’Grady . . . .: .... . June Haver
Tony Pastor ... •>. ; Gordon MacRae
Dennis D’Grady . James Barton
Maureen Q'Grady ...... Debby Reynolds
Miklos Teretzky ........ Cuddles Sakall

Dou£ Mdiftin * • • • •'* h* * « • • Gfiittc Ndson
James Moore. • Sean McClory
Katie O’Grady , . ... ... ; ... ... Marsha Jones
Mrs. Murphy y. ; ., . . . . . ... . Jane Harwell

4‘The Daughter of Rosie O’Grady"
is another of those familiarly pat-

terned musicals with a backstage
plot. It has charm, some wit, nice
music and good pace to fulfill all

demands of the general market.
Thirteen songs and eight dances

are lightly tossed off during the
104 minutes of running time. They
are displayed in fancy Technicolor
and period costumes of early New
York, when Tony Pastor's was

:
a

budding, five-a-day vaude house
and the Irish had the city's polic-

ing and transportation under con-
trol. /.

"•

June Haver is one of three Irish
colleen daughters of horsecar
driver James Barton, a widower;
A former vaudevillian, Barton
liates the stage, but' Miss Haver
has inherited her mother’s love for
footlights. It's only a question of
time before she meets Gordon
MacRae, playing pastor,

;
leaves

home for.,a song-dance career, has
some romantic mixups and recon-
ciles with dad ait the finale.

Some of the dance numbers are
expressive of the old school of
vaude, in keeping with story's pe-
riod,. and there are several good
tunes ably delivered by MacRae
and Miss Haver. Latter and Bar-
ton team on “My Own True Love
and I/- written by M. K. Jerome
and Jack Scholl. Another that
cornea across is MacRae’s piping
of “As We Are Today,'* cleffea by
Ernesto. Lecuona and Charles To-
bias. MacRae, Miss Haver and
Gene Nelson sharpen up their
terp work, particularly Nelson, in
the production numbers staged by
LeRoy Prinz. In addition, there
are two comedy knockabout dance
routines by the Lees.
David Butter’s helming . of the

elegantly mounted William Jacobs
production generates a good pace
to see it* through the long funning
time. Music and plot are nicely
meshed, adding charm to the fa-
miliar story line used by' scripters
Jack Rose, Melville Shavelson and
Peter Milne. They have provided
an occasional sparkle of wit in the
dialog and situations. Also, Bar-
ton is given one strong dramatic
scene that he plays to the hilt.

He's drunk and feeling sorry for
the loss of his daughter ana the
death of his Wife. Audiences will
cotton to it. The drunk bit is a
throwback to one of Barton's fa-
mous vaude Standbys.

Outside of the principals, cast
rings in Debbie Reynolds as Bar-
ton's youngest daughter, a cute
little brat, and Marsha Jones
(Marcia Mae^Jones), as his oldest,
secretly married to ah Irish cop.
S. Z. (Cuddles) Sakall wins a load
of laughs as a family friend.

Technical contributions put a lot
of glitter on the . colorful period
depicted. Wilfrid Cline's lensing
beautifully displays the players,

• costumes and sets. Ray Heindorf’s
musical direction, the music
Adaptation by David Buttolph and
the orchestrations by Frank Per-
kins help in treating the ear

C heaper by the Dozeit
(COLOR)

Hollywood, March 25.
, Twentieth-Fox release of. LamarrTrottl
production. Stars Clifton Webb, Jeanne
Grain, Myrna Loy; features. Betty Lynn,
Edgar Buchanan; Barbara Bates, Mildred
Natwick, Sara Allgood. Directed by Wal-
ter Lahg. Screenplay, Trotti: based on
the novel by Frank B. Gilbreth, Jr., and
Ernestine Gilbreth Carey; camera (Tech-
nicolor), Leon Shamroy; music, Cyril
R-ockridge; editor, J. Watson Webb, Jr.
Tradeshown March 24, *50. Running time,
*5. MINS;
Frank Bunker. . . . ...... . v CUfton Webb
Ann Gilbreth . v.". . . Jeanne Crain

-EdUan Gilbreth. . . . . ; ... .Myrna Loy
Libby Lancaster.. . . . . . .

,

.Betty Lynn
Dr. Burton . . , . . . . . .... Edgar Buchanan
Ernestine Barbara Bate*
Mrs. Mebane ... . . , . , .

.

Mildred Natwick
£?VS/ Monahan ............. Sara Allgood
Ered Gilbreth . . ..... . .

.

Anthony Sydcs
Jack Gilbreth ...., Roddy McCasklll
Frank Bunker Gilbreth . . . .

.

Clifton Webb
Ldhe Gilbreth . .......... Carole Nugent
William Gilbreth .......... Jimmy Hunt
Dan GUbreth .. Teddy Driver
MarylGilbreth

. Betty Barker
Principal. . ... Evelyn Varden

«iggins . , . . , . . . « . . , ... .

.

*

.

Frank OrthTom Black . . . . , ; . . .... .
.

.. Craig Hill
Mrs. Benson , ..... , .

.

.Virginia Brissac
Jim Bracken ............ Walter Baldwin
doe Scales .... ... ... . . .

.

Bennie Bartlett
••• . ... . r. . . . . . ... ... .

.

Syd Saylor
Mailman

. , . ... .... .... , ,

.

. Ken Christy
Music Teacher. ...... . .... .

»

.Mary Field

If “Cheaper By the Dozen’’ Is

®J}.,
exAmple of what's to come, then

20th-F°x's slogan, “Movies Are
Better Than Ever? means just

“Daughter of Rosie
O' Grady” (Songs— Color)
(WB). Light melange of songs
and dances with backstage
plot;

“Cheaper By the Posen”
(Color) (20th). Clifton Webb,
Jeanne Crain, Myrna Loy,
others for marquees and strop#

“Mr and Pa Kettle Go to
Town” (U). Another gpod
comedy in the “Kettle” series;
solid nabe b.o.
“House by the River** , (Rep).

Fair mystery with Louis Hay-
Ward;- ; v ;

“Boy Ffom Indiana” (EL),
Lon McCallister in mild race-
horse meller.
“The Silver Bandit” (Fried-

gen). Feeble oatuner with
Spade Cooley; negligible b.o;

“Guilt Is My Shadow”
(ABPC), Slow, British thriller.

What it says. “Cheaper,” taken
from the Gilbreth family novel of
the same title, is a lot of fun> is

loaded with word-of-mouth ana a
large grossing potential.

Episodes in the life of the Gii-
breths zip across .the screen to re-
sounding laughter', and conclude
with a tear after a very fast 85
minutes of entertainment. Life
with Papa Gilbreth may not al-

ways have been a happy one but
it certainly was never dull. There
hasn't been much of an attempt to
niake a smoothly connected story
out of the novel’s large lot of ma-
terial. Instead, Lamar Trotti -s

script hits the high spots, bringing
episode after episode to gleeful
life as the brood of 12 kids, mama
and papa go about their business
of getting the most from their lot.

There’s some “Belvedere” in
Clifton Webb’s portrayal of papa,
but no one will quarrel with^this
injection . of the “Sitting Pretty”
prim funster into“Cheaper.” It

fits perfectly. Emphasis is on
papa, so the rest of the cast are
only around as straights, roles
which they fill splendidly, includ-
ing ' Jeanne Crain, the oldest of
the family offspring.

Spots that shine through in the
footage have two toppers. One is

papa’s firm decision to chaperone
Miss Crain on her first date at the
highschool prom. He becomes the
lion of the evening, with the
period’s equivalent of today's bob-
by-soxer, under the sponsorship of
Betty Lynn, one of the teenager
Charmers. Miss Lynn has only
this sequence, but it’s a honey.

The; other is papa’s death. It is

a scene that doesn’t show in the
footage and is all the more effec-
tive because of that. It puts a
moving climax on* the picture,
coming as papa was ready for his
greatest personal triumph (outside
of fathering an even dozen).
Remembered Will be the sight

of the family proudly on the high-
way in the high-wheeled, side-
bursting Pierce-Arrow touring car;
the family council which papa al-

ways dominated; the. mass whoop-
ingcough, torisilectoiny session
with papa a willing patient to
study a surgeon’s waste motions.
Myrna Loy charms as mother,

the willing assistant of papa’s, pa-
ternal ambitions and balance-
wheel for the brood; Miss Crain
aptly portrays the suffering of a
highschooler held . back in dowdy
styles by a stern father, Edgar
Buchanan, the family doctor;
Barbara Bates, second daughter;
Mildred Natwick, a birth-control
advocate; and the sundry other
Gilbreths, Anthony Sydes, Roddy
McCaskill, Norman Ollestad,
Carole Nugent, Jimmy Hunt, Ted-
dy Driver, Betty Barker, plus
Evelyn Garden's school principal
scene, are among the many good
performances.
Walter Lang’s direction milks

every episode of all the humor in-

herent in the faniiliar famliy
antics. His pacing carries the film
along: at a speed that never lets

down,; keyed to hit hard and con-
stantly at the risibilities. In fact,

much of the dialog is lost in audi-
ence reaction.

Trotti’s production steers this

one on a payoff course at the box-
office. It has all the popular in-

gredients of this type yarn,
warmth, a: lot of humor, and just
enough clutching at the heart to

please any audience. Dressing
the period settings and costume*
is tasty color lensing by Leoh
Shamroy. A tight editing job, and
not an easy one, by J. Watson
Webb, Jr., and a music score by
Cyril Mockridge are among the
other good technical contributions^

Brop,

Ma and Pa Kettle Go to
Town

.
..

Universal release 'of Leonard Goldstein
production. Stars Marjorie Main, Percy
KilDride. Directed By. Charles Lamont.
Screenplay*. Martin RasaWay, Leonard
Stern; camera, Charles - van: Enger; edi-
tor# : Russell. Schoengarth. Tradeshown
N. Y„ March 15, '50^ Running time#

MINS.
Ma Kettle .... ,

.

• .MArjoriO1
- Alain

Pa Kettle. . ... , .7..... . , , . .Percy Kilbride
Tom Kettle. ............... .Richgrd Long
Kim Kettle . » « , . « « > . >Meg Randsu
Louie ... . . ... ... ..... . . . . . .Gregg Martell
VShQtgun” Mike MUbger . . Charles McGraw
Mrs. Masterson. ........ ..Kathryn Givney
Little Joe Jim Backus
Boxer ... . . . . . . « . , ...... ... . Elliott Leivis
Harold Masterson . . . ; Paul McVey
Dutch- . ... . . , . . . .. Bert Freed
Eskow ^ . « . , «,.««.«,

.

. .Hal . March

Latest episode iit the “Ma and
Pa, Kettle” saga is a neat comedy
that pars the entertainment values
of previous pix in this series. FoU
lowing a basic ktoiy formula and
familiar characterizations, pic man-
ages to sock across plenty of
laughs via good timing

,

of its com^
gdy situations. Production values
are good and the b.o. payoff will
be solid, particularly in nabe sitiia-

Yam takas the Kettles out of
the backwoods, for a whirl around
New York City after Pa Kettle
(Percy Kilbride) wins another jin-
gle contest.

; Complications are
supplied by having a gangster on
the la)n take care of the Kettle
brood

j
while the rural characters

agree to deliver a luggageful of
stolen coin to the mobster’s pals
in the big city.

In N. Y., the Kettles make- the
most of the usual sight-seeing gags.
Kilbride, meantime, loses the coin
and becomes the center of atten-
tion. for the mobsters, who think
he Is plying his own angles* Both
the cops and robbers are parodied
in the windup capture of the crim-
inals at a swank evening party.
Yarn also has an O. Henry twist
in its causing the tough lammis-
ter in the backwoods gladly surr
rendering to the police after be-
ing tortured by the dozen Kettle
kids. '

,,

Performances are standard, with
Kilbride and Marjorie Main reg-
istering in another effective com-
edy teamup: Richard Long and
Meg Randall, as the younger mar-
ried Kettles, are okay in brief
roles, while Charles McGraw and
Gregg Martell score strongly as
the gangsters. Rest of the cast
contribute competently.
Camera work is -crisp, with- first-

rate lensing of the N. Y. back-
grounds. Smooth editing and light
musical score add to the pic’s im-
pact. Herrn.

.

House by the River
Republic release of Fidelity Pictures

(Howard Welsch) production. Stars Louis
Hayward; features Lee Bowman, Jane
Wyatt. Directed by Fritz Lang. Screen-
play, Mel Dlnelli, from novel by A. P.
Herbert; camera, Edward Cronjager; edi-
tor, Arthur D. Hilton; music, George
Antheil. Tradeshown

. N. Y., March 23,
*50. Running time, II MINS.

A Run- for Your Money
“A Run For Your Money”

(Rank), which opens today 7
(Wed.) at the Park Avenue
theatre, N, Y., was reviewed
in Variety from London,'Dec*
7, 1949. Pic, from the same
stable that bred “Passport to
Pimlico” and “Tight little Is-

'

,

' land,” aceording to reviewer
Clem, ”is a light-hearted com-

4 edy that should provide good
local entertainment, but, like
its predecessors, its special-
ized dialog and atmosphere
may. limit its appeal abroad.”

'

Story depicts the. 'adventures
of two Welsh miners who get
separated, while spending a
day in London after having
won a nationwide contest for
the greatest output of cpal.

; Film, being released in the
; U. S. by Universal, stars
Donald Houston, Moira Lister
and: Alec Guinness. Latter is

currently starring oh Broad-
way in T. S. Eliot’s “The Cock-
tail Party.”

plice-brother while Jane Wyatt is

appealing as Hayward’s trusting
wife. Dorothy Patrick

r
naturally

has little to do as the victim. Aim
Shoemaker and Jody Gilbert: stand
out among the long supporting
cast. .

Fritz Lang’s direction is good as
is the camerawork of Edward Ci’on-
jager. Producer Howard Welsch
obviously exercised care with the
film’s:physical production. George
Antheil’s score is another asset.

For dual bookings, however, the
88 minutes rnnning time is Oyer-
long. Trimming 10 or 15 minutes
in the ‘ right places would speed
the picture’s action and mood.

•: Gilb.

Boy from Indiana
Eagle Lion release of Ventura Pictures

production. Stars Lon McCallister; fea-
tures : Lois Butler; Billie Burke, George
Cleveland. Directed by. John Rawlins.
Screenplay, Otto Englander; camera. Jack
Mackenzie; editor, Merrill White. . Trade-
shown N. Y., March 23, *50. Running
time, 66 MINS.
Lon Decker . .Lon McCallister.
Betty Richards . . . . . . . , ..

.

- -

.

.. • Lois Butler
Zelda Bagiev. . . ...

.

. .Billie Burke .

Mac Dougall .. J....

.

. .George Cleveland
Wilkinson .Rol Laughner
Thorne .. . . .. . . - .Victor Cox
Burke • - • • . . . . . ..... . ....

.

.Jerry. Ambler
Corbett . Allen Church
Pretty Girl .Jeanne Patterson
Dandy . ..... .... . . . . .

.

. . .’’Texas Dandy”

used at Brandt’s New York thea*
tre/N, Y. also Was.below par arid

broke midway through the per-
formance. *

.

. ,
Routine story has Cooley, a

dude, capture the “silver bandit”
after a series of tenderfoot . bun-
glings. Yam is padded out with
a couple of musical sequences
which are far better. than the
rusty plot. Cooley and his fellow
players .show no thespic aptitude
especially under the inept direc-
tion of Elmer Clifton. Gilb.

Guilt Is My Shadow

.

(BRITISH)
London, March 22.

Associated BritishrPathe release . of
ABPC production. Star* Elizabeth Sellars,
Patrick Holt; features Lana Morris, Pe-
ter Reynolds. Directed, by Roy Kellino.

.

Screenplay by Kellino, Ivan FoxweUs
camera, William McLeod; editor, George ;

Clark; music, Hans May. At Plaza, Lon-
don. March 22, *50. Running time, *4
MINS. •

Linda *, * . .... Elizabeth SeUar*
Kit . . .* • .'. . . . . *•* Patrick ..Ilolti

Jamie . . . . , . ... ....

.

Peter JReynolda
Betty .... mm Lana Morris
Tom ......... ....j.. Laurence. O'Madden
Peggy . .............. . .... Esme Cannon
Tillingham Wensley Plthey
Eva Avice Landohe
Doctor .....

.

1 .... . . ...

.

: Aubrey Woods '

Detective ... . . . ;

.

. Willoughby Gray

Stephen Byrne . ..

John Byrne . ....
Marjorie Byrne'.
Emily Gaunt. ...
Mrs. Ambrose ......
Flora Bantam .......
Coroner

.... Louis Hayward
Lee Bowman

.-../.'.“'.Jane Wyatt
. ..Dorothy, Patrick

. . . . Ann. Shoemaker

...... .Jody: Gilbert
.Peter Brocco

District Attorney. . . . .Howland Chamberlin
Mrs; ' Whittaker . Margaret Seddon
Mrs. Beach . ... . . , ; . . . .

.

... ; Sarah Padden
Effie Ferguson . . . . ; , . . Kathleen Freeman
Inspector Sarten. . .........

.

Will Wright
Mr. Gaunt. ........

.

. . . ...Leslie Kimmell
Mrs. Gaunt. . * . . . . . ......... Effie Laird

On paper, this yarn about match-
ing a leading western quarter-horse
with a thoroughbred racing bang-
tail apparently was a firstrate
meller of minimum thrills. On the
screen, it turns out a strange as-
sortment of jerky continuity, blah
acting and hokum melodfamatics;
Lon McCallister is not enough for
such a lightweight vehicle. For the
lower twinners.

Plot
-J
introduces Texas Dandy,

known ' for his racing
.
ability in

quarter-mile fair races in the

This is a slow, meandering story
of little appeal for the U. S. mar-
ket, It will only prove a moderate
quota offering for British exhib-
itors.

'

:
v ; :

Much good talent is wasted on
inadequate material. The story of
a young wife who accidentally
kills her rie’er-do-well husband,
hides his body and subsequently
confesses after a bout of hysteria,
has; the basis of good drama. But
loose scripting and Unimaginative
treatment make it a dull offering.

Leading roles are: adequately
played by Patrick Holt, Elizabeth
Sellars, Peter Reynolds and Lana
Morris, although the latter is

wasted in what is little more than
a bit. Story is shot almost entire-
ly against a country setting and
some rural scenes are among the
best thing in the picture. Myro,

Anita of Rhodes
(GREEK)

Gloria Films. Distributing Co. reteasa
of Anzervos Studios production. Star*
Katy Panou, Lambt-ps Constantaros. Di-
rected by Michael GazladeS and John
FillppoU: Screenplay, G. Assimakopoulos.
V. Spyropoulos and P. Papaloukas; music,
Nick Giakovlef and Jack Jacovidesv. At.
Avenue Playhouse, N. Y„ March 22, *50.

.Running time, 78 MINS.
Anna Roditi ...... .... .Katy Panout
Arls Lambros Constantaras
Panaghls Roditis. ...... . Yannis Prinea*
Yanms ... ... . . . . . ...... ; . . Nicos Matheos
Pantelis ....,; ... .... , .

.

.Leles Jacovides
Hariclea ..... . . . . . * , . ... ,

.

Persa Vlahou
Giovani Rejilll. . . .... . . . .Dimos Starenios
Alild , . ... . . . . ... . .... ... .

.

Aliki Alpha

Director’s
^

Top Billing
Hollywood, March .28.

I. G. Goldsmith’s forthcoming
production. “The Dungeon,” will

biH its director, E. A. Dupont,
above the title and the cast, both
in screen credits arid advertising.

“House by the River” is a. fair
mystery which lacks sufficient plot
twists and suspense to project it

into a solid boxoffice category.
Story builds slowly and few film-
goers will have difficulty in an-
ticipating the finale, Entry isn’t

strong enough to solo. However,
it should do moderately well in
the secondary situations.
As screenplayed by Mel Dinelli

from an A. P. Herbert novel, the
film departs from the conventional
whodunit in that the audience

!
knows the identity of the murderer
from the opening reel. Subse-
quent footage is chiefly a char-
acter study of the three principals.

Moreover, the. audience is aware
that the killer most eventually pay
for .crime; Steps leading up to
this account for niost of the sus-

pense.
In fact, Dinelli’s treatment of the

script is : modeled more along the.

lines of stage, techniques jrather

than in : the cinematic medium.
Bulk of the action takes place in

a gloomy mansion and a court-

room. Dialog also is particularly

wordy, in establishing the peculiari-

ties of the top players. One gets

the ioppression that the screenplay
was tailored to the sets rather than
vice versa.

;

Yarn revolves around a hack
writer who strangles the maid
when she rebuffs his advances. His
brother, an accountant, realizes

murder has been committed, but
somehow lets his kin persuade him
to assist in disposing of: the body,
Retribution ultimately asserfs it-

self in the best tradition Of the
Production Code.
Role of the writer represents a

meaty part for Louis Hayward who
essays it with such gusto that he
frequently overplays. Lee Bow-
man is believable as the acebm-

One of the first postwar Greek
pix filmed,“Anna of Rhodes” is

strictly limited to Greek-speaking
audience's in art houses. Latter
will find it of appeal because of
the patriotic nature of ;its story,
plus the comic interludes in dialog
and situation, arid will overlook

western country, Scripters. spot r
^aws in screenplay and perform-

him as a rat-tailed stallion being !

an
£?' j , e

carted around the country and ' Dn

winning numerous match races, ! ^ processed in Athens).

after its owrier, George Cleveland,
|
Hi ®9cuPa

J:

101l |he

dopes his boss.
’ Island by the Italians during the

From this Unsavory beginning,
j

of

the tale pyanders Over the landside; 1

underground. More
relating the contest to grab a ^ concerns a young
broken down ranch from Cleve* masquerades as

land, and McAllister’s romance „ dangers mvolv-
with Lois Butler. It’s a sure-thing until the 13-

forecast that McAllister will be-
ia

if a +
come the jockey for “Dandy” and
ultimately win the crucial race and ! j

an<
l

direc
J.

10™
the gal. That transpires, but not amateunsh.

until the poor mount has. been ^

n

1

f?
e

gored by a bull, nearly misses the !??>u
at
A
rac^IVe

!

race because of the injury, etc, j

scenery of Rhodes, with its gar-*

McCallister plays himself as the !

dens
» walks and homes ‘ Broiu *

wandering lad from Indiana who >-*»
• c -

becomes a jockey. He is weighted Ine Walls Of Malapaga
down with more tiresome dialog (ITALIAN)

Cleveland is okay as
: G ™S;j

flia ^ win
Isa Miranda;, features Vera TalAl
rected by Rene Clement. Story, S; Cec
D’Amico. GUarinl and Cesare ZavattiuM
screen Adaptation* Jean AVrenche. and.

Sentation Of a flighty woman Of
r Pierre Bost; music, Roman Vlad; camera *

means.
i

Louis Page. At Paris,, N Y., March 26,:/50/
“Texas DandyV is about the best 91 mins,.

thespian in the film,
,
as. the story 1 pjene :

jlaif^clbin.
turns out—possibly, because the :

Joseph ................. Andrea Checchi

hoss.;can;t talk. ptUr Englander’s
; i

:

*

:

screenplay is one of those pat
^
Maria . . .... ... ..... .

.

. Ave rsrinohi?

affairs that suffers from childish
i .

—
dialog. John Rawlins directs : (Ftench and Italian;. English Titles'}

.

with a heavy hand. Jack Mackenzie An excitiijg fusion of Italian and
does a trim job of cameraing.

;
Gallic: talents has gone into iho<

Wear. 1 making of “The Walls of Mala-f
- —-

I
paga,” an earthy, raw tale of teem-

Silver Baud!.
|

w ti r n
‘ man, and Isa Miranda, an Italian,

Raymond Friedgen. release of J. «
Camokiiile production. Stars Sp«t4c Coo* 3S XnC St3rs f JVlHlBpBga,. is 3 pu.l^

ley; features Bob Gilbert, Virginia Jack- sating drama Of frustration that isS
son,- Richard

.
Elliot,

.
Bjlly Dix. Directed tkg tvoical idioin Of Italian Dix.*

by . Elmer Clifton., At NeW. York theatre, A ? i
n. y„ dual. Rvinning time, 49 mins; .

that have come to. these, shores in,

1-—— : the last several years. It is •
.; i

Wliile Spade Cooley is p„e .Joxoffice bet for the art;,

,

the topi western bandleaders; hjs in
„
a
r;f®

b
'

Up v; ikv. wv.
participation in this feeble oatuner

Q m
n
nrp!im ina nti

v

reflects no credit on him.; Sound
and photography are unbelievably Malapaga is backed

bad.
by strong acting performances

Camerawork of an anonymous d
°Tf

n
bIc

lensmah is so blurry that often it’s '« P°rtin8 playei s. It has excellent

difficult to distinguish the features
of the principals. Soundtrack is

equally deficient: Voices aren’t

clear and the score is fuzzy. Print )

directing, a fine script and imag-
inative photography.
Story deals with a Frenchman

(Continued on page 24)
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Buenos Aires, March 2 1 .
*<

Theatre owners here and
.
U. S.

ftlih distributors are awaiting the

outcome of the Inter-American eco-

nomic talks in Washington m
hopes that the Argentine delega-

tion, headed by Treasury Minister

Div Ramon Cereijo, will make
some deal that will bring about a

renewal of import licenses to

American pix. Permits to .U.S,.

films haven’t been granted in over

a year;

At. any rate; while the future of

film imports still hangs in the bal-

ance, local production contiriu es

coming plentiful dough as the

preem Of one local production suc-

ceeds another week by week, The
fact, which has proved astounding

to all observers, is that boxoffice

receipts have held up to previous,

high levels; despite the succession

of releases of third-rate and out-

dated pictures from the U S., reis-

sues of old comebacks^ and absorp-.

tipn of all the firstrun screens by
the local material.
Fourteen weeks at the Ambas-

sador in firstrun have grossed well

oyer $60,000 (tJ.S.) for Argentina
Sono Film’s. “Alihafuerte,” which
holdover caused a postponement of

the preem of Emelco’s “La Barca
Sin Pescador.” * *

Top records have been broken
by “J^acha Regules” at the Gran
Rex and in the cities of Cordoba
and Rosario iri the interior. The
picture is already in its fourth
week, and will continue for several

more. :

Twenty-six Wedks of Interameri-
cana’s comedy, “Avivato,” gave a

gross of $152,825 (U.S. ) and the
producers are hoping for at least

equivalent results for “Piantadino,”
just released at the Ocean. *

‘Girls’ forRemake
In Spanish in Mexico

Mexico City, March 14.

Spanish-Mexicair rights to the
German pic, “The Blue Angel,”
Jkve beph acquired by Rudolph
Loewenthal, European

<
producer,

who has maeje several, pix in Mex-
ico; • ./ ...

.

'•

.. .

.
Besides “Angel,” LoWenthal, in-

tends to produce in Spanish in

Mexico this year “Girls in Uni-
form” and aii unnamed musical.

. \ - t*'

Pic Each; American Films

Helsinki, March 21.

Universal’s “Abbott & Costello

Meet the Killers” was the onfy film

banned here during the last two
month’s.

With a total of 356 films exhib-
ited here last year, Finland topped
the other Scandinavian countries in

the number of pictures shown dur-
ing that period. Norway hit the

293 mark; Sweden was close with
292. Of the 356 pix distributed

here, 230 were American-made, 30
Russian, 28 British, 20 Swedish, 19

French, 15 Finnish, eight German
and two Mexican. The remaining
four were from Canada, Hunga ry,

Italy and Norway,

Maschwitz Preps Two
New Plays with Music

Glasgow, March 2i.
Eric Maschwitz, TyliU a^^bred;!

book and lyrics for “Carissima,” I

musical which opened British tour
here tonight (21 ) ; is prepping two
new plays with "music. ^
One is .. musical version 4

' of the
Eden Philpotts play, “The Farm-
er’s Wife.” Under title of “Widdi-
combe Fair,” it (Will liave would
preem in either Glasgow or Man-
chester, Bill Johnson, of London’s
“Annie Get Your Gun;” is men-
tioned for lead,

; Second : show, authored during
war years, is “Heart of Gold,” i

about life of a star of the Edward- -

T

Rome^, ^larph^l

ian music hall. Film rights were i Whh an estimated 20,000 pil-

bought by Metro for $30,000. grims coming to Rome veach week,

Stage production is *held Up mo- it* has been necessary for the night

mentarily because of difficulty of
j

club impresarios here to find some
getting the right star.

*
•;
talent fUr their clubs, which usual-
ly cannot support such entertain-
ment; This is only the beginning
and agents are looking for inter-
national. names which, will fit into
the picture for this year.
Pops arid Louie and June Rich-

• i mond are at the Rupe Tarpea Clrib.

The Nicholas Bros, are sticking
with the Wanda Osiris Revue at

the Adriano. They like this be-
cause they are doing their o,wn
ballet, called, “An American in

Pa ris,” with the George Gershwin
music, and one show ai night. Next
year they plan a concert tour to

South America, arid this is a
chance to try out other than stand-
ard theatre material. William
Morris handles them through the
Italian booker, Sacchi, in Milan.

* Charlie Beal, pianist, is still

pulling them in at the Keyboard
Club, an after 10 spot featuring
music by candlelight mostly
Americans at this one.
Raye and Naldi are featured at

the newly-opened private spot,
Open Gate Club, arid double in the
little 220 seater, Fiametta Cinema.
The little cinema has three per-
formances per day, at. 5/7:30 and
9:30. The act appears at only the

j

9:30 show, for Which the prices
are upped from 500 to 800 lire

(80c. to $L35). Sven Asmussen and
his orcestra, an importation from
Denmark, are proving a good draw-
ing card. They are well-known to
most Europeans and Britons.

‘Continental’ Producer

Doing 13 Pix for U.S. TV
Londoif, March 21.

Program of 13 films for Ameri-
can TV are being made by pro-
ducer Henry Caldwell of “Cafe
Continental,” one of Britain’s top
vaudeo features.. Each film is sked-
ded to run 11% minutes, allowing
ample time for the normal com-
mercial plug in a 15-minute pro-
gram.

Series is being handled in Amer-
ica by Jbhn Nash Productions, and
it is understood here that in the
first stage they will be shown over
eight stations, but subsequently
there will be; a coaskto-coast covers
age.

“Cafe Continental” was started
by Caldweli as an entertainment
for troops in Egypt during the war;
and is now in its third year on the
Alexandra Palace prograrn. Deal
is personal one by Caldwell; but
he has been given BfiC blessing.

,

Tokyo1

,
March 21.

Broadcasting Corp. of Japan, na-
tion’s monopoly network, is cele^

brating its 25th anniversary this

week. Web first went on the air

March 22, 1925, and now includes
83 stations serving an, estiriiated
8,500,00.0... receivers in Nippon. BCJ
starts its .second qriartei* century on
the verge of meeting its first com-
petition in the form of commercial
broadcasting; slated to begin here
May %: providing . the long-delayed
legislation authorizing the new sta-

tions is passed. Web officials are
optimistic, however, and are plac-

ing in operation this month 11 new
stations in the * No. 2 network,
which has grown from three to 37
stations since the end of the war.

Net’s 25th anniis being observed
by a solid week of commemora-
tive programs and special shows
by top radio artists.

BCJ is a private corporation o p-

erating under government fran-
chise. It carries no advertising,
and supports itself by collecting
listener fees from registered own-
ers of radio receivers. Tab is 35 I

yen (less than iOc) a month per I

owner. Under forthcoming legis-

lation, BCJ will become a public
service corporation, operating un-
der government auspices, without

j

the stockholders it now has. Listen-

er fees will still be collected. >

Swede’s Metro Nix
Stockholm, March 21.

Metro’s “Border Incident” was
the only; film nixed by the Swedish
censorship board last month. Dur-
ing February, 29 pix were shown
at first run houses here. Of those
15 were American-made, one Brit-

ish and four Swedish. The remain-
* der came from Italy, Germany,
Denmark and France.
Among those that did good at the

b.o. were UA’s “The Man on the
Eiffel Tpwer,” Paramount’s “The
Great; Gatsby,” and “The Heiress,”
20th-Fox’s “Twelve O’Clock High”
and RKO’s “Winterset,” Last-
named was recently given the
green light after having been
banned <in 1937.

Aussie Baris British
Sydney, March 21, .

.Only one film was rejected out-
right by the Aussie censor in 1949,
according

: to official report j ust
published.

Pic was the Associated British
“No Room at the Inn.”

FOR ITAUAN TOURS
Genoa, March 21.

Following the record' grosses

pulled in by the Louis Armstrong
combo and other foreign acts on

j

* J
recent Italian tours, local bookers
have rushed to sign more foreign

stars of Italian tournees. The
Katherine Dunham dance troupe
completed a repeat tour of this

country for^Milan s Erre^ Produc-
j
Qwn loop may years ago with part-

tiOns, which ha^also sponsored a
; ner George Dean. Dean bowed out

..?f
• ;

9-n®‘^l®htei*s "for -Maurice -

•: ^ ^e l6
*
op some time ag0; His

Chevaher. E^iepi will lmpoit
death occurred a month or so back,

other stars in the neai luture. Snider is interested in politics at
Josephme Baker is slated ty 1’ ® / present and is generally regarded

2i?*
n
**l?*

in April, as is Duke
!

as a rich man. Loop mostly op-
Ellmgton and orch, with French

i el.g(es in the riabes and stix.

Hoyts (20th) Takeover

Of Snider-Dean Aussie

Film Loop Warm Again
Sydney, March 21.

Understood here that deal for
takeover by Hoyts of the Sriider-

Dean cinema loop has warmed up
again after a lull. Belief is held
that Sypros and Charles Skouras
have now agreed to terms laid

down by Sam Snider for the deal.

Its said that prior terms were
by the 20th-Fox National

Theatres chiefs, but that at pres-
ent the parties are interested in

same.
Snider was formerly connected

with Hoyts as g.m. before forming

Mexico City, March 21.

Merger at long last of the two
top pic studios here. Churubusco
and Azteca, is hailea by the film

\
trade as a big forward step toward
streamlining the trade for more ef-

ficient, profitable operation. Wed-
ding is said to be a development of
the National Pic Producers Assn.’s
decision last year that studio con-
solidation means improved pix,

from artistic arid coin viewpoints.
Merger was fronted by Emilio

Azcarraga, top exhibitor-radio sta-

tion operator and headirian at

Churubusco, and Cesar Santos
G al in d o, chief stockholder of
Azteca, While details of the deal
aren’t yet revealed, it’s understood
that Churubusco, established in

November, 1945, by RKO, and
Azcarraga and associates, who later
took over entirely, will head the
merger, with Azteca, started in
1938 and lackirig modern equip-
ment, will be largely an auxiliary.

;
Understood that the transaction

completely covered the important
labor angle. But whether or not
there will be any firings hasn’t been
disclosed. Azteca was hit hard by

pa $600,000 fire two years ago.
Higher costs; due to the peso de-
valuation and everything having to
be imported, prevented much re-
plenishirient. Churubusco is in top
working order.

S. PIX

star Edwigc Feuillere touring in

“La Dame aux Camelias” in. May.

to

in

20th-Fox-National holds the ma-
jor stock in Hoyts, which is headed
by Ernest Turnbull. Herschell
Stuart, who was stricken with a

stroke two years ago, and is now
back iii the U. S.* was the 20tli rep
on the Hoyts board of directors, for

i

niany years. He originally came

The Hague, March 21.

The Netherlands Motion Picture
Assn, reports that nearly $1,200,000
Of foreign exchange will be avail-
able during 1950 for the payment
of earnings of American pictures.
It is figured this would cover 70 to
75% of the imports. Remainder of

j

earnings will have to be spent with-

j

in the country.

j
. Association has decided that non-
U. S. pix must be shown in each
theatre for at least 12 weeks dur-
ing the year. This is an easing off

from the past year, when 14 weeks
of nori-Hollywpod product Was re-
quired.

95 Italo Pix Made in ’49;

Xibridori,
;
Marpli 21.

A record ’ inconie ofj$75k000,00t)
is expected . in ' Britain thijsp year
from the

v

AmericaiT/ tourist/trade.
Latest advance estimates show that
170.000 II. S; vlaitbrd are ^ikeiy
to come over during > the s yearr

which in itself represeiits $ new
all-time high,

Altogether,- and from all sources,
British , tourist trade, the biggest
fhvisible export in the copntry, ex-
pects to earn over $182,000,000 in
foreign currency • from

;
more than

509.000 overseas visitors.

With the blessing of the govern-
ment, the tourist iridustry is step-
ping out to make London particu-
larly, and the country generally, a
gay Arid attractive holiday centre.
Having learned the hajjjd way that
too; much austerity drives pleasure-
seeking. tourists away from London
to bright spots like Paris, Brussels
and Rome; everything is being
done to insure that the dollai^
bringing visitors actually spend
their coin in Britain.
’ All the main niteries are expect^
irig a boom season: Top attractions
are being booked by the clubs and

;

other late-night spots, which are
taking advantage of the new 2 : 30
a.m. licensing la'W. As this late-
night extension was enacted in the
fall of last year, this will be its

first positive tryout as a lure for
visitors from abroad.

/ Apart from the recognized Sport-
ing fixtures and major trade fairs,
there is once again a wide variety
of out-of-town attractions which
are expected «to have particular a p-.

peal to Yank tourists. High on the
list are the Edinburgh Festival,
which opens, in the Scottish capital
late August, and the Shakespearean
Festival at Stratford-on-Avon;which
this year is having a record season,
haying begun

,
early in March and

being extended through to the fall*

4

Among the more cultural attrac-
tions are the Aldeburgh Festival
in June, in which the Earl of Hare-
wood is interested; the annual
Cheltenham Music Festival, the
Three Choirs Festival and the fa-
mous Bath Assembly, at which this
year there will once again be an
international film program.

Even Red Stagehands

Want Coin in Vienna;

U.S. Plays in Good Runs
Viennri, March 21.

“Boy Meets Girl,’’ by Samuel
and Bella SpeWack, is enjoying a
good run here in one of Vienna’s
“pff-Broadway” theatres . called
The Experiment. It is rubbing el-

bows with Strindberg, Sartre,
Vienna’s avant -gardists and other
authors whose works could be
called “experimental,” and is billed
as a “grotesque comedy.”
Elmer Rice’s “The Adding. Ma-

chine” has just completed a good
run in another “off-Broadway” the-
atre, the Studio in the Kolingasse.
For the last two weeks “Machine”
was played on a free admish, pay
what you wish basis. Results were
almost as good as tix sales.

Vienna's Communist theatre, the
New Theatre in the Scala, was em-
barrassed this week when the press
played up a leak that the theatre's
stagehands had threatened to
strike.

The Scala is run on a collective
basis, and the stagehands are sup-
posed to receive a 20% share of
the income. This month, when
the management said there was
“no money,” the stagehands deliv-

ered a 48-hour strike ultimatum;
The management paid the money

e the deadline.

Rome; March 21.

on
Tom Arnold arid F. S. Gentle sail'

;^
I on the Queen Mary for A merica setup was reconstituted by! William

;
Mexico City, March 21.

Lillian Hellinan’s “The Little
Foxes,” presented in English by

( f

the Mexico City Players, is doing (where Arnold runs
well at the National Theatre here

Assn., of which Gentle is head, also

is owner of the massive. Havringay j

arena, with capacity o£ ove^^WO.1
ning h6t and Coid. for , long time.

The deal betweeen S-D and
Hpyts arid takeover has been run-

an

at a $1.15 top.
Leads are played: by Gunther

Gerszo, wrio also handled stage
settings; Caroline Boiirchier, Iled-
ley- Quick, Vic Morrow', Abel
Franco and Ed Torrance, Earl
Serinett, who came here with the
American Theatre three years, di-
rected- Presentation, Players’ filth

annual production, represents the
U. S. theatre fn the .international
rirama festival.

Christmas circus. Object of trip is
;

to seek novelty show's to be staged

at Harringay during the 1951 Fes-

1,1

'nil 1 iiPV are nartiriilarH;
i

cinema opened here March 6 to an
Undei stood they ai e particu lai

. j
in vi ted audience, The house seats

New Tcl-Aviv Cinema Opens
Tel-Aviv, March 14.

Tlie newly completed Tamar

interested in bringing over a rodeo
show, if a suitable one is available.

They expect to make extensive tour

of the big cities arid will be away
about six weeks. Arnold will also

settl e on his Broadway pantomim

e

project with Hyman Zahl while in

America.

670,

Other Foreign New*
On Page 15

t Italian fi 1 hi industry, produced 95 / Coletti Seeks U.S. Distrib

sSInmf
1 year- eompared wlth

;

For Italo Anti-Ilea Pic
Two important laws to stimulate

|

Sonio Coletti, producer of the
' arid protect the home iridustry

|

Italian-made “It’s High Time”
W'ere passed in the country. One

j

(“Vogliamoci Bene”), has arrived

requires importers of foreign films
;

in New' York to work out a U. S.

to purchase dubbirig certificates,
[

distribution deal for the picture.

The dubbing fees may be offset ] With an anti-Commuriist theme,

; through credits received for pro-
j

the .film was directed by Paul Tam-
ducing pictures in Italy.

[

burella and stars Patrizia Man-
' The other law increases and ex- ;,

gano.

tends government subsidies and
;

While in New York, Coletti is

looking around for American talent

to appear in his next production,
“Poriv Columbus.” It’s to be made

! ture, “must be coriceived, produced I as a bi-lingual pic in Italy. Mean-

j

and processed, for. a major part, in while, “High Time” is slated
;

to

Italy, arid the majority of directors, [have its first U. S. screening April

major techniciaps, artists, actors > 4 at the Museum of Modern Art, :

and workmen must be Italian. -N. Y.

j

contributions to producers arid ex-

4 „
' hibitors of motion pictures of

first picture was Third Man. 1 “Italian nationality.” Such a pic-
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*»/ • • iotbivational

on Swiss Tour

Paris, March 21.

Following the recent Copenha-
gen conference of European pow-

ers to readjust radio wavelengths,

results are how beginning to be
apparent. New bands were put in

operation March 16. All Western
European countries participated,

but Radio Luxembourg, as well as

Radio Andorra, two French speak-

ing indies, both commercial, re-

fused to abide by decisions of the

conference. Egypt, Sweden, Syria

and Turkey also proved adamant,
with Austria "still wavering. Also

B.A. Theatre Operator

on
Buenos Aires, March 21

.

Francisco Gallo, who operates
the Astral, Smart, Ateneo, Grand
Splendid and Comico theatres, as
well as the Odeon in Mar del Plata,
has been arrested and jailed in
Villa Devqto prison over the week-
end* on charges of . embezzlement
and fraud, in connection with ac-

the American Zone in Germany
,
tors’ pension funds. ; i# : .

backed but. s Gallo is considered the top. im-
The agreement only covers long presario ip Argentina’s, entertain-

artd medium wavelengths, while ' ment industry and a man of high

Basle, March 21.
Frendh star Josephine Baker is

touring Switzerland this month in
a revue, the production of her hus-
band Jo Bouillon, with Louis van
Burg, Pierra Miiigand and Pierre
Spiers, pianist and conductor, it

opened in Basle , to a good house,
with .show suffering chiefly from
overdone publicity and bad timing.
La Baker’s lavish robes by French
couturier Marcel Rochas were a.

conspicuous asset.

; Tour, ending March 26 in Switz^
erland, continues afterwards to
Italy, Germany and probably Eng-
land!

it

‘Salesman’ Sock in

shortwave radio is not affected.

, Net results so far : In Germany,
the American High Commission
had to reject the decisions of the
conference and order broadcasting

on frequencies assigned Russia and
other countries, because

.

* Soviet
broadcasts, especially from the
powerful Leipzig transmitter, were
getting the best of it in Western
Germany. Radio Stuttgart and
AFN (Armed Forces Network) are
somewhat overlapping Soviet sta-

.
tions.

In France, national web of Radio
Diffusion Franchise appears jam-
med by a yet unidentified station.

In Germany, Paris and Leipzig are

;
how interfering with each other.

Also another transmitter from
j

Western Germany is bucking Ra^
did Andorra. French programs are
better heard than before In Great
Britain. Provincial programs are
heard better in Paris,

:
too. )

integrity, and news Of his jailing
came as a bombshell. It’s felt that
his . arrest must haye political im--

plications.; ^ ^
Gallo’s arrest and imprisonment

have not affected the operation of
his theatres, which are: continuing
business as usual, and are profiting

by the legit . boom.

Seen Taken Vs. British

Jap Radio Reps to Italy

Tokyo, March 21,

The Japanese government Will

send three representatives to the
International High Frequency Ra-
dio Conference skedded to open at

Florence, Italy; April 1. .Trio will

be the first Nipponese to attend an
international conference of any
kind since the end of the war in

an official capacity. Up to now,
Japanese have attended confer-
ences only as non-participating ob-
servers,

Grou p will include - Yoshio No-
rn u ra and Taro Nishizaki of

.
the

Tele-Communications Ministry, and
Isao Abe of the Foreign Ministry.

Two-Shows-a-
Buenos Aires, March 21.

Argentine managers have not
given up hope of persuading the
Entertainment Board to allow thepi
to resume two performances a day
in Buenos Aires legit theatres!
The Actors’ Union had got these re-

.

dueed to only one night perform-
ance several months ago, thus al-

lowing themselves plenty of time
for radio and film chores. For the
producers, however, it means some
difficulty in covering expenses. An
appeal has now been made to the
Cultural Secretariat of the Munici-
pality, pointing out that the reduc-
tion in the number of weekly per-
formances also means a heavy cut
in the taxes retained by the mu-
nicipal authorities on all entertain-
ment grosses.

average price for legit en-

London, March 21.

What action to take in regard to

pix quota defaulters is one of the
problems now being consideredTby
the Board of Trade. The first year
of the 45% quota left behind it a

trail of more than 1 ,400 defaulting
exhibs, and each case must be con-
sidered on its merits.

In View of the exceptionally
large number of defaulters, it must
be assumed that prosecutions will

only follow in .the more flagrant

cases, Probably the final Outcome
Will prove that legal action can
only be taken in a small percentage
Of cases, and it’s dubious whether
many more than 100 defaulting ex-
hibs will be brought before the
courts.

The 1948 Films Act has a num-
ber of escape clauses, which protect
the exhibitor, and by far the. ma-
jority who fall short of their com-
mitment would have little difficulty

in proving that lack of available
product was the prime cause.
One of the sub-committees of the

Films Coupcil is now considering
the problem of the defaulters and
will be meeting again in mid-April
to resume its examination. At the
same time, another sub-committee,
the quota relief committee, is al-

ready at work trying to evolve a
suitable formula for exhibitor re-
liefs on the 30% quota which be-
comes operative Oct. 1. There is

no blanket relief or exemption for
theatre owners who have previ-
ously been granted this concession,
and new applications must be in at

the Board of Trade before the end
of June.

It isn’t anticipated that there will

be any major change in regard to
quota exemptions, but there will
inevitably be a readjustment of re-

liefs in view of the lowering of the
quota.

Pabst Back to Vienna
On Two Film Deal Sked

_ _ . G. W. Pabst, Austrian film direc-
tertainment in Buenos Aires is $1

;
tor, planed to Vienna last week

for stalls, 75c for the first five rows
[ after a short stay in New York to

ot gallery seats, and 50 for rest of
, arrange for production of two

gallery seats.

'
- Stockholm, March 21.

“Harvey,” currently in its third

|

month: at the Vasa here, is still

doing strong business, with Max
Hansen in the leading rote.

“Annie Get Your Gun,” however,
nearing the sixmbnth mark at the
Oscar’s* is still the tqwh’s top . le-

git attraction.

London, March 21.

Paramount’s first excursion into

frozen coin production in Britain

under a 50-50 arrangement with

the J. Arthur Rank Organization is

lipw nearing completion* and a

print will be flown to America in

July. The film in which they have
the joint partnership is “Trio,”

based on three of Soiherset Maug-
ham’s short stories and Which is be-

ing boosted as thg picture with

the best trailer in the worlds
“Quartet.”
For the western hemisphere

rights to the pic, Paramount has
staked put around $280,000. It

boasts a star-studded
;

all-British

cast topped by Jean Simmonis, who
stars in “Sanitarium.” :

The three Maugham stories

which comprise “Trio’’ are, apart
from “Sanitarium*” “The Verger”
and “Mr. Know-All.” Roland Cul-
ver, Michael Rennie and Finlay
Currie are in the Jean Simmons
sequence.

.
James Hayter, Kathleen

Harrison, Lana Morris and Felix
Aylmer have the top parts in “The
Verger,” and Nigel Patrick and
Anne Crawford Were recently
signed for “Mr, Know-All.”

Harold French is directing “San-
itarium.” which will represent the
lpngest of the three, and the other
two are being megged by Ken An-
nakin. Anthony Darnborough is

producing at Pinewood.

Fees for U.S. Vauders In

Schauspielhaus Has HU •

Zurich* March 21.

German versio'n of Arthur Mill-
er’s “JDeath of a Salesman,” by
Ferdinand Bruckner, premiered at

the Schauspielhaus, Zurich, Satur-
day (18). Y -

.;

Drama, with Joseph MiUo-PaCov-
sky, from TelrAviv directing, and
Leonard Steckel and Therese Giese
in the leading roles, was acclaimed
by critics, who called it one of the
few pure tragedies of modern
times.

'

!

Market for Argentine

in U.S. As

Americaas
Buenos Aires, March 21.

Regardless of the fact that last

London, March 21.
v

Controversy over the employ-
ment of top Hollywood stars, pro-
ducers and directors to .work in

American-financed British pictures
has been taken to the House of
Commons, and the statement of
government policy

! by Labor Min-
ister George Isaacs was a complete
Vindication of; the action that has
been taken by U. S'. companies.
The Minister emphasized that a

governing factor in the govern-
ment's policy was the 1948 Anglo- :

American films agreement which
stipulated that all reasonable fa-
cilities and cooperation should be
extended; to American companies
to enable

.
them to spend their

sterling balances.
On that basis, he explained, per-

mits yvere granted, freely in respect
to artists of international reputa-
tion who Were required for star?
ring roles. The. same facilities

might also be granted in some
cases for artists wanted for ^fea-
tured roles.

Policy in regard to permits for
producers and directors was also
rcovered by the Wilson-Johnston
agreement, but where British com-
panies wanted to import a .Holly-
wood producer or director, the po-
sition was protected by an agree-
ment between the British Film
Producers Assn, and the Assn, of
Cinematograph and Allied Techni-
cians, This pact permits a ceiling
of 10 top foreign technicians.
Because the 1948 monetary pactyear’s. Argentine pix did not do

1 oe^U5“ ™ monetary pact

any too Well ih other Latin-Amer-
;

_
cla.use

,
ref®lrcd to

ican countries, Argentina’s star
\

ACT decided earlier this

comedian, Luis Sandrini, stated on
j

Boar
?

Trade prexy,

his return from a flying trip; to
: J?

negotiate an

New York that there was a big
j

?
n

T Jj

ls forthcoming

rharlrfd for Inral nix in Latin : with Eric Johnson, which Will
either stipulate that preference,
should- be given to British person-
nel, or alternatively, that there

Loudon, March 14.

Decision of the American Guild
of Variety Artists to impose a $10
fee on members of the Variety
Artists Federation working in

America, will not affect the rates

paid by American artists who come
to Britain, Entrance fee for the
time being will remain * at $2.80,

with a contribution of
. $2.10 to

cover first three months’ member-
ship. Thereafter the normal con-
tribution fee of 15c per week will

be operative.
The AGVA recommendation that

the VAF notify all agents and
bookers of the arrangement is to

be operated in reverse. The VAF
is asking its American counterpart

to adopt a similar arrangement.

market for local pix in Latin
American, and that the U. S. could
use, from 10 to 15 Argentine pic-

tures a year. As a result of a spev, . ( , t _ .

dal agreement for film inter-
1

shou
.\
d be sc,me measule »f reel

tine pix have just been released in ;

foreign importations issue

Mexico City, but with not very en-! J)

as been brought into the limelight

corn-aging result*.
|

by British Actors Equity as well as

The Martin Argentine Film ;
,*wo' -ni

.

01
?
s

,

ai ? ge*r

Corp. has now become an accom- jA
11^ together to^plan joint cooper-

plished fact in New York and has actlon
.

with a big-scale pub-

inked, deals with 10 Argentine stu- m ' favo
,

r ?f
:
egploy^.

dios to distribute th&ir material !
British personnel in Biitish

in the U. S.
j

films:

During February of- this year :

^ ~

there were only 11 pix released in

Buenos Aires, by comparison with
31 in 1949 and. 32 in 1948. Of

j

these, four were North American
I pix and three Argentines;: In 1949
the proportion was 23 North Amer-
ican to threa Argentine*.

Four Mex Radio Stations
»•

/

Brit Equity Fights Cuts;

Belgian Pix Producers

films. He hopes to ink American
stars for the ventures.
One of the pictures would be a

celluloid Version of Homer's “Odys-

Mull Govt. Aid Report sey,” while the other is called “The

Rriiqqelq March 21 |

Last 10 Days.” It’s a story of the

: Small group of Belgiari produ-
! th^war

8

Pabs^ekpect s^t

o

cers are studying a still secret re-
|

.

c ®se
;

J"
^P®^ts lo

port dealing with the need for 1,1 1,4 n t® U'ie U. S. in about foui to

special governmeht aid to the in-
S1?c " ePKS ‘

;

dustvy. Report is understood to
claim that even a limited: amount
of help to the newsreels and pro-
duction, plus minimum dubbing re- r London, March 21. i

, quirements on imports, would in- 1

.

Paul Soskin, as sopn as fie ini-

crease employment in the iiidus- i j.

she
^ „

current epic. Water-

tty from 1^00 to 2,000 persons..
W
to

Another matter under considers- 2, ftorv about stolen^ atom
be

!i

a s^ai
'P.

Ihnitation
| secl .e ts. production is skedded for

]on imports and a ceiling on the
I early May . . . Anthony Havelock-

humber of motion picture theatres i Allan, having finished “The Eagle
in the country. and the Lamb,” has Sighed Hans

• I
'

-——**—
- May to do the music v. , . George

A technical staff of the British Hallering has signed Clement
Broadcasting Corp., London, under

j

McCallin, just returned from Aus-“"* “ ’

-al

his

“yuuvflouug UUip,, Juunuuil, UIlUvl
j

fflW/dlUll, JUOI iciumcu uuui n.u.i

the supervision of Kenneth Wright,
I
tralia. Miles Malleson and severs

chairman of the Artists’ Commit -
1 old Vic members to star in hi

tec. is making recordings in Basic
lor BBC’s own use of the Cedric

latest pic, “Murder in the Cathe-
dral” which starts shooting soon

Dumont orchestra, official dance
i

with most of the location at Filey
hand of the Swiss network. i Cathedral, Cambridge.

.( Figures show weeJcs of. run

)

London, March 28.

"Annie Get Gtin,” Col’s’m (147)

“Beau Strategeni,” Lyric (48 h

“Black Chiffon,” West’ster (48V
“Bohaventure,” Vaiide (16).

“Brigadobb,” Majesty’s (20).

“Castle Air*” Adelphi (16).

“Det. Story,” Princes ( 1 ).

“Eliz. Slept Here,” Strand (22).

“Fallen Aiigels,” Ambass. (16),

“Flowers,” Duchess (5).

“Folios Bergere,” Hipp (25 ).

“Harvey*” Prince of Wales
.

;( 65 >!

“Heiress,”: Haymarket (61).

“Home at Seven,” W’ham’s (3).

“King Rhapsody,” Palace (28).
’

“Knights Madness,” Vic. Pal. <2>.

“Lady Mislaid,” St. Mart (9»;

“Larger Than Life,” York <7).

“Latin Qt. 1950,” Casino (2h
“Mr. Gillie,” Garrick (3);

’
“Murder at Vic*” Playhouse (15).

“Oklahoma!” Drury Lane (147'.

Old Vic Rep. News (24.)

.

“On Mon. Next,” Comedy (43 r.

“Ring Round Moon,” Globe < 9 1
.

“Schoolmistress.” Seville (8).

“Streetcar,''’ Aldwych (25).

“Traveller’s Joy*” Criterion -(.941.

“Treasure Hunt,” Apollo (28 >.

“Venus Obs’ved,” St. James (10).

“Way Things Go,” Phoenix <

4

1 .

“Worm’s View;” Whitehall <153).

“Young Wives Tale,” Savoy (371.

Mexico City* March
Strict enforcement of the recent

federal sanitary code amendment
;.that strictly bans from radio
; throughout Mexico any direct or in-.
1 direct,'mention of hard liquor, par-

JClbT^O liCKIl iVlIIIUIIUUl ticularly direct ads and plugs for
: I

J
v ^ j . o* this and that brand, is announced
London, March 21.

^ by the ministry of public health
Opposition to wage cuts which

. and welfare
would bring the weekly salary of Dr.. Giistavo Argil, subsecretary
*ny artist working in the West End |o£ hea]th . announced that four sta-
theatre below a minimum of $28.

: tionSi names and locations of
is being launched by Biitish WhiCh he didn’t reveal, were fined
Actors Equity.

? „„„ $580 each for violating the booze
Equity members earning $28 ban. . Law provides jail for fre-

weekly are not permitted to.accept quent offenders and suspension of
any reduction and the union real- the stations' franchises,
firms its determination to maintain • -

•

:

the $28 minimum. Equity mem-
bers are also ordered to refer to

their head office any wage cuts ap-

plications, and will see that no im-
proper pressure is exercised on
artists, arid also that any cuts pro-

posed apply also to rent, royalties

and other expenses.

Soviets Woo Germany
With New Color Film

Moscow, March 2 1

.

“Neues Deutschland” (New Ger-
many) documentary film in color,

_ . , . . ,
has been produced here. Director

Equity is also proposing an al- is Sadkowitsch, and the film stresses.
• ternative to the present daily rate: link between the Soviet and the :

contracts offered lii studios as part
: new EastrGermah Democratic fte-

[

of the current economy drive and
. public.

;

is suggesting that the remedy is to ”
The’play “Bogdan Shmeljnizkij.”

j
insist on a guaranteed .sum as a by Kornejtshuk, lias been revvrit-

' cover against extended first palls, ten as an opera, with music by

|

’

^ i'"~ ;— Ijahjkewitsh. Story deals with the

.1

4Wind 1
Finally for France friendly relations between the Rusr

> Paris March siah and Ukrainian people; PreCm

Metre is announcing .here tire,
^Planned in several Russum^ties

: early release of "Gone VVith the *s Klcy and °dessa
:

alT,on?

' Wind.” which has never played : •

i France.
i t • n*

Up to recently admission ceil-
LOIldOll Legit DltS

: mg precluded Metro getting an D
' okay for increasing the price to London. March 21.

three^ times that charged normally. Lee Ephraim’s next big West
i So they held back the picture. Now End musical will be based on life

that the ceiling has been abolished, of Offenbach, with Guy Bolton

r it will be possible for them to writing the; book
,
and Hans May

charge an admission price com- adapting the music. Show is ex-

mensu'rate with the picture, hence pcofod lo be done in trie fall

thP decision Old Vic Co
,

at request ol the
•" Q

, . ^ British Ambassador in Rqme, is to

Zuckmayer’s New Play Prcs
.

cn> "Tweinh NiBhr on lhree-

Basle; March 10. ;
week tour in Italy. Opens m Flor-

Austrian playwright Carl Zuck- cncc as attraction for the Ai ts Fes- •,

; maver finished a new drama, ‘‘Song Oval scasou June 12. with Rome,
1 from the Furnace ”

:
. Milan aiid Turin to follow. C«ll*

X p^Kances fixed yet. 1 Johnson will star.
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Washington, March 28/ 4-

The Senate is currently croon-

ing one of those “can’t live with

you; can’t live without you” tunes

at Hollywood.

While Colorado’s Senator Edwin
C. Johnson has been seeking to

beat the industry's brains out, Sen-

ator William Benton, of Connecti-

cut, and nine other Senators made
clear last week that the nation

. heeds the film industry to help win
the cold war.

Johnson’s office announced he

had gotten about 3,000 letters and
telegrams on. his bill for licensing

films and actors to protect the na-

tion^ morais. Ninety percent of

the comment, Johnson claimed,

was favorable to his views.

Then Benton got off his maiden
Senate' Speech—a major . effort on
the subject Of foreign policy, in

_which he declared that motion pic-

tures and radio were needed to win
the propaganda war against Russia.

Next day he lunched with Eric

Johnston, prez of the Motion Pic

ture Assn, of America, expressing

the opinion that Hollywood could

best
:

produce a Series of documen-
taries on the democratic way of

life for world-wide distribution.

Benton argued that Hollywood had
the : know-how to do :the job and
also the best distribution channels

to get the widest audience.

The resolution by Benton and
the other Senators called for . “a

Marshall Plah in the field of ideas”

It urged a greatly expanded pro-

's,.

;
Despite the prolonged hullabaloo

raised by Congressional investiga-

tions and the general furoye in

newspapers and mags,
.

anti-Com-

munist pik are still failing to pay
off big at the boxoffice. Latest in

the cycle, “Guilty of Treason,”

based on the life of Cardinal Mind-
szenty, has also missed the gravy

train so far as better-thari-ayerage

revenues are concerned. As a con-

sequence, Eagle Lion, distrib, is

switching emphasis away from the

propaganda content ; of the film.

New ads have been drafted build-

ing up the girl-meets-boy angle.

“Treason” is the last in a cycle

of anti-Commie pix which kicked,

off with 20th-Fox’s ‘“The Iron Cur*

tain. . Big fuss was raised by left-;

wingers when “Curtain” hit ’the

theatres, but the resultant public-

ity did not show up in dollars-and-

cerits at the b.o. Poor to middling
revenues were also garnered by
Republic on its“The Red Menaced
by Metro on ‘‘The Red Danube”;
and by RKQ on “I Married a Com-
munist.’’ Latter’s label Was* lat’er

changed to “The Woman on Pier
13.” 'V/ ; •••;; “ ...

’

... Surprisingly, while. “Treason”
received alhout support from Cath-

olic orgs, film has not shown out-

standing results in towns heavily

populated: ; by Catholics. Pic’S

National Legion
.

Decency
reviewed seven films this week and
affixed its “B” label on the entire

batch, Eagle Lion’s British im-

port, “Kind Hearts and Coronets,”

drew an objection because it “tends

to condone immoral actions” as

did Paramount’s “No Man of Her
Own”

;

for the same reason.

“Wabash Avenue” (20th) • was
rapped for its “suggestive costum-
ing, singing and dancing” While
U-I’s “One Way Street” “tends to

condone illicit actions and presents
in part a fatalistic concept of life.”

Remaining “B’s” are “Barricade”
(WB), “Blonde Dynamite” (Mono)
and “II TrovatOre” (Globe).

.

“The Scandals of Clochemerle,” French-lingualer imported by Sir-

itzky International, which precmed at the Ambassador, N. Y; Monday
(27), had the distinction of getting “no stars” as its rating in the New
York News yesterday (Tuesday), .It war reviewed by Kate Cameron.
Bosley Crowther, of the N. Y, Times, likewise found the picture “a
feeble attempt to be witty at the cost of considerable bad taste.”

Extensive mayhem—and with considerable /reason in the view of
most reviewers—was apparently committed on the film by the New
York State censors. So much so that Crowther found it difficult to

understand what it was all about. Variety, which caught a less ex-
purgated projection room screening a few weeks ago, found no difficulty

in comprehending that version. Review pointed out that it Was “more
ike a ECench postcard than a French picture” and that it was ex-
remely anti-clerical, Ntew York state version runs 86 minutes, eight
ess than that seen by Variety.

gram of information and propa-
j

grosses have been uneven, best re-

ganda to combat the Russian drive.
' “ iL - 11

Resolution called in part for*

“Preparation and execution of a

turns so far coming frOni the small-

er towns.

Wobbly showing of the aiiti-Red

comprehensive; world-wide program
j

entries is no test of propaganda pix

to exhibit documentary and educa-
|

generally, industryites note. First

tionai motion pictures designed to few pix covering the Negro ques-

explain the democratic principles tion turned up substantial profits

and ideals which underlie our v for- for their distribs. Law of diriiin-

eign policy.
j

ishing returns worked in this case

“Creation of a world broadcast- Intruder in
.

®hst, iRst

ing network capable of broadcast- !

senes * has corralled d s p-

ing on long Wave, short wave, or *
pointing grosses for Metro.

medium wave, with an ultimate’

COMPO
Continued from page 1

goal of reaching virtually every
radio set in the. World.”

Benton is a - former Assistant
1

Secretary of State in charge of the '

foreign information program. He
ra^er bridled position to serve as

told the Senate in his speech:
. ' spokesman for the industry.

“We are npt yet using the mo-
'

tion picture add the radio and the

printing press in the: international

field. For all practical purposes,

it may be said we are not using
them at all. Their impact today,

in our interests, is that of a mid-
get.:.

“I make an exception of the
Hollywood motion picture, with its

Varying types of impact. They do
have the potential strength of a

giant, and my plea today is that,

we give them a chance. Nothing
equals the motion picture in its

capacity for gripping and holding
masses of people arid communicat-
ing information and attitudes in

Vivid, remarkable form.
“We need to get the pictures. We

do not have them now. We need
to show them. Their impact can,
indeed, change the face of history.

“Broadcasting is also a unique
medium. It is instantaneous; It

is cheap. It can. overleap censor-
ship at boundaries. The technical
talent of the U. S. should be de-
voted to that problem.”

Ned E. Depinet, as chairman of

COMPO, has also been suggested

for the principal appearance be-

fore the committee: He also is in

a somewhat embarrassing position,

however, *as
p

president of RKQ.
Company is distributing “Strom-
boli” and “The Outlaw” which
were subject of Johnson’s wrath in

the Senate.

Goldwyn on TV
Continued from page S

Since all appearances, before the

committee
;
are voluntary—no sub-

poenas as in a Congressional in-

vestigation—the industry has wide
choice of. action in its approach.
Some of the reps at the COMPO
session thus would be enabled to

make an appearance and testify.

The industry’s case will be force-

fully and effectively presented
without glamour, circiissing or un-
due attention. No serious thought
has been given to the suggestion
of disregarding the hearings alto-

gether. One of the suggestions
heard in New York for an approach
at. th« hearings has been to take
the ball b£ admitting that some of
the Coloradoan’s charges may be
true, and by agreeing with him
that the Situations of which hje

complains are at times, deplorable.

Washington, March 28,

The American film industry “has
a blind spot on the morals ques-
tion,” Senator Edwin C. Johnson
charged yesterday (27) in a Senate
speech blasting Roberto Rossellini

as a narcotics: addict, Nazi collab-

orator and black market operator.

The speech claimed also that “RKO
Tiad full knowledge of all these
things when they took Roberto R6s-
sellini on as a partner in ‘Strom-
holi.’ RKO employs, shrewd and
able attorneys and business execu-
tives,”

“Rossellini,” said the chairman
of the Senate Interstate Commerce
Coihmittee, “sold them on the ,idea

that he would produce just what
they were: looking for, a red. hot
sexy film, lurid aiid devastating.

When the guy is ‘hopped up’ he is

a pretty good salesman, and he had
RKO in eager, anticipation over the
prospective boxoffice of his super-
creation.

“I regret to say,” he added, “tha

I
the American motion picture indus-

try, which contributed so much so

quickly, to the war effort, and
which rallies so whole-heartedly to

every good cause, has a blind spot

on the morals question. To think
that so patriotic an industry would
engage the services of a notorious
Nazi collaborator, pay him a mil-

lion dollars, and then rally to his

defense as a fit person to produce
pictures for the American public in

the sacred name of freedom and
liberty is beyond me.
“Rossellini admitted, his drug ad-

diction in a court of record openly
and without Shame a few months \

ago when he sought the annulment
! of his marriage to his last wife in

Austria: He pleaded that the mar-
riage was invalid because he was
Under the influence of drugs when
it was solemnized.”

Current bulletin of North Central Allied gives Monogram a big pat
on the back for utilizing a new sales technique On r 15-month-old action
film; “Incident.’’ It points out that Mono is offering every independent
exhibitor in the Minneapolis territory the chance to buy and book the
picture “without any pre-agreement on price.” “You contract for it,

play it,” the bulletin states, “and then send in a check for whatever
you think it Was worth to you. Actually, you will be under no obliga-
tion to pay anything at all, but Monogram knows you will be fair:’*

NCA members are urged to give the offer a trial as it “may encourage
other producers to follow an excellent example.”
At Mono ?s New York homeoffice eastern sales manager L; E. Gold-

hammer said that the “Incident” sales plan Was evolved “to get ex-
hibitors interested in ai playable picture.” Marketing technique, he
revealed, is being used nationwide on th£ film and response since the
plaii’s launching two weeks ago has been ‘‘good.’”

When March of Time was given an Oscar last week for one of the
Outstanding short subjects of 1949, it was the first time it had been
honored for a specific subject. Award was made to “A Chance To Live,”
a regular M. of T. release, this one dealing with an orphans’ commu-
nity in Italy modeled after Boys Town. March of Time was Oscared
in 1936 as an organization that revolutionized the newsreel business.
Thus far, ‘‘Chance To Live” has not had a firsLruhi Broadway book-

ing but it may go into the Astor, N. Y., when March of Time’s feature,

‘(Golden Twenties,” opens there April 8. Booking of this feature was
set over the weekend i and will follow ‘‘Three Came Home” into the
Acton RKO is distributing “Twenties.’?

•The controversy oyer the Production Code Authority’s withholding
of a seal from“Bicycle Thief” generated some open name-calling among
the usually polite New York daily critics Who differed on the subject.

Archer Winsten, N.: Y. Post critic, Was particularly piqued by the
stand taken by Eileen Creelman, World-Telegram and Sun; in support
of the PCA. She called the pic “disgusting” arid Winsten retorted by
name, saying '“Such an intolerable attitude should be its ,own punish-
ment,” adding that Miss Creelman was in need “of a more wholesome
attitude.”

'

Columbia Wasted no time in cashing in* on Broderick Crawford’s
Academy Award by rushing out “Cargo to Capetown” which opens at

the Palace, N, Y., tomorrow (Thursday). Top roles in this action pic

are held by Crawfordj and John Ireland, Meanwhile, the distrib has
also brought back its prize-winning pic, “All the King’s Men,” for a

run at the Gotham, N; Y. Crawford, is starred in this, while Mercedes
McCambridge’s part in the film won her . the Academy accolade as

“best supporting actress.”

Larry Fagan, veteran city“editor of the, Pittsburgh Press, Scripps-
HoWard daily, is going to see himself as a character in films pretty
soon; Metro has just bought a New Yorker short story called “Over-
looked Lady” by John McNulty, Fagan’s dramatic editor in the early

’30s and in which the c.e. figures as the central^ character. McNulty
covered shows and pix for the Press a couple of years and was suc-
ceeded by Kap Monahan, who holds down job now.

* • ....... ;
'

..
'.. • ' v t

Hottest bet on Broadway for a pic contract currently; is 20-year-old
Grace Kelly, who made her debut this season in “The Father.” Metro,
Warner Bros, and 20th-Fox have shown interest. She is the niece of

playwright George Kelly and the late Walter C, Kelly; “The Virginia

Judge” of vaude. Her father is Jack Kelly, former chief of the Demo-
cratic party in Pennsylvania arid prominent Philadelphia bricklaying
contractor.

GPE Net

Gross Almost Equal to ’48
General Precision Equipment

Corp. (Formerly General Theatre
Equipment) net income for 1949
amounted to $456,485, after pro-
vision for Federal taxes and de-
preciation. as compared With
$936,679 in 1948. This is equal
to 76c per share on outstanding
common stock as against $1,56 per
common share a year ago. Actual
riet sales totalled $26,711,926 or

! only about $300,000 less than the
*

' ?27008 -450 sported for 1948; A

,

of a fascist approach, and we do^’t
' ^Ater teiTimes Magazine Sunday (26). “Hoi-

1
think it is the way to solve the

qosts ? l
Vs SteAter .expenses for

lywood has the largest reservoir of
[
problem. As a matter of fact, we !

researPb. engineering and develop-

experienced visuril eritertainmerit ;bave given that problem much at- 1

ment °- ne^. an(^ improved Pr°d-

, talent in the world, . . . For live : Mention and we honestly don’t knOw
shows or for programs on film, o§ any way to solve it any more i.4a 1 ic«« wv wii 4- imm 4*'A • Itrm/vAJ )>« ill • dT'I •. 1 ! I*

'

‘^9. '• _

ucts were held responsible for the
dip in earnings. Outstanding

When Columbia retitled its “The Palomino” as “Hills of the Brave’’,

for the British market, Stanley Kramer squawked because he felt the

new tag was too close to his “Home of the Brave.” What action

Columbia^will take could not be learned this week. “Palomino” is a

Technicolor western featuring Jerome Courtland, Beverly Tyler and
Joseph Calleia.

“Jackie Robinson Story” (EL) opens at the Astor, N. Y„ in May.
Maurice Maurer plans opening it when the Brooklyn Dodgers are play*

ing an important series at Ebbets Field. Present intention to come in

with it is possibly May 16 when the Dodgers are scheduled to meet the

St. Louis Cards. *

Continued (kom page 4

television must turn to Hollywood’s
; than Congress has found a way to

an
.

10n
!
s ^

^

^.:Pr°duffts..^or-whipN the

lalerit and ‘visual kriow-hdw’ to ; keep the. electorate from occasion- !

- es Phtlook is rated favorable

achieve a consisterit level of good ally voting a scoundrel or grafter
j

ar:e projectipn type television set,

entertainment,” he wrote. to the House or Senate,” i equipment for TV broadcasting

Producer also took the position, COMPO meet in Washington :
stiidios, riew type sound projection

however, that Hollywood can bene-
;

in April: is a logical development. *or (especialy suited for

tionai outlet for its experienced ! Stanza was originally slated for television studm use and theatres)

talent, while gaining a new source ! March, but postponed’ by delays, in and a low-priced magnetic tape
f rilAwf.' TJTA nln'A. 4 U A A./vi-t m AT 'IL' A !• I (^1*of fresh talent for. itself.” He also i the meetings of the cOristitueht or

sees teleyision containing within
|

ganizations. to ratify last Decern-
itself “elements of exploitation

j

ber’s plans for setting up the pro-
which can be used by theatres to jected all-industry public relations
increase boxoffice receipts.” organ. Washington Session would
As for theatre TV, Goldwyn

(

be for the purpose of officially

thinks it can only supplement, not
replace, feature films. It will be

. an “added attraction;” he states,

• but theatres v will have to conceh-
trate on exclusive TV programs—
programs not available in the
home.

formulating COMPO, although its

aims and activities might be great-
ly restricted from the original con-;

cept That would be necessitated
by reservatioris made by the con-
stituent groups in okaying plan for
COMPO.

recorder.
Profit and loss statement reveals

that GPE lost $9,886 On the sale of,
2,400 shsres of 20th-Fox commoml
stock during the past year, No
mention is made of how many
shares of 20th-Fox currently

; are
held by the compariy, but it still

remains a substantial stake. Point-
ing up this is the fact that the
corporation received $1 10,800 in

dividends from its investment of
20th-Fox common shares/

riers’ “Daughter of Rosie O’Grady”
tomorrow (Thursday). !

To meet the need for greater
pre-selling of attractions, Downing
said,/ the M*H .wUl step up its own
publicity and exploitation efforts;

In this connection, he remarked
that “the present boxoffice slump
throughout the nation may have a

silver linirig for the industry be-
cause it has awakened everyone tp

the new conditions that exist,. You
can’t just open the doors anymore
arid expect the ^customers to pour
in. You’ve got to give them some-
thing special and you’ve got. to sell

them what you’re giving them.’’

Downing spent the entire day
last Thursday (23) at the 20th-Fox
showmanship meeting in /New
York. He* said he was greatly im-
pressed with the enthusiasm shown
by all exhibitors thej-e fpr adopt-
ing a n^w. course arid really soiling

their attractions, to the public.
Better product is another requi-

site to improve business, the vet-
eran of 17 years at the' Music Hall

declared. “Product is much bel-

ter now than it Was a year ago.
,‘

hie explained, • “but we’ve got to im-

press on Hollywood that it has to

be extrri special. Theatres through-
out the country not only have new :

conditions to face, but they’ve got

to overcome the iethargy created

by a long run of poor pictures sold

at high admission prices.’’

Downing does riot .find particu-

larly disturbing the fact that a re-

cent opening week’s biz at the Hall

dropped tp only slightly over

$100,000. “Three months ago we
Couldn’t get enough cops to hold

back the crowd,” he said. “We
broke a 17-year-old record. We
expect to be doing the same kind

of business at Easter.”

Rather thari economizing. Down-
ing declared, the Music Hall will

put even greater effort into 'm’

proving its stage shows. If there

is Any cutting needed, he said. R
won’t be in any facet of the bouse

visible to the public.
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of More

In behalf of th>

exhibitors who
engagements f

entire Paramount organization and the

lave played, will play or will set repeat

r this distinguished picture, we thank

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. And
We

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND
for the best performance by an actress

HN MEEHAN and HARRY HOB
for the best art direction (black and white)

1 EMILE KURI
for the best set direction (black and white)

costume

iVi

the best musical scoring

of a dramatic picture
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Halpern reiterated that theatre

TV is net meant to replace films

but to supplement them. Noting
that the real profits won't be made
in the medium until large-screen

equipment is installed in enough
theatres, he urged the theatre men
to start it oft, '‘Although some,
would prefer to wait until every-

thing is ready,”* he said, "tele-*

vision cannot wait complacently
for a pretty “blue ribbon before
proceeding. If the motion picture

industry continues to wait it out,

then television, the already-scarce

radio frequencies required, for TV
distribution, the desirable TV tal-

ent and creative people and, above
all, the public, will belong hot to

theatre TV but to somebody else.”

Continued from page 3

speech here today is believed the cessfully by the greatest shopmen

first point-by-point answer to that in, the country—the motion picture

•

query ' - • people themselves.”

There may be 60 or more sports

events during the year which, if

available to theatres exclusively,

. would hypo their boxoffice, he

said. About half of these are na-

tional sports events, such as the

World Series, top football games,
championship fights, auto-races, air

races, bigtime tennis, golf, basket-

ball and the major horserace^. In

addition,' theatres will find another

20 or so events in their immediate
localities of particular regional in-

terest. Too, the number of events

staged yearly at Madison Square
Garden, N, Y., will include some
of value to theatres throughout the

Country. Promoters of all such

events, Halpern said, see theatre

TV as the most profitable means
yet devised of expanding their own
gates, as well as the theatres’ b.o.

'

Theatre video might also be the

means df bringing Broadway legit

to “Main Street,” either on opening
’ nights or during the' run of a

.
play.

“How many theatres,” Halpern
asked, “think they would not do
great business if they could ex-

hibit the Broadway performance
of ‘South Pacific’ or 'Kiss Me,
Kate’ or 'Mr. Roberts’ by turning

,

on a television switch in their the-

atres? ” People everywhere, he
said, would pay gladly to enter
their hometown theatres to "share
the unique and wonderful emotions
of first nights.” Most important,
he said, theatre TV programming
Of Broadway legiters would be one
of the best means'of attracting that

over-31 age groiip, which apparent-
ly has lost the film-going habit.

Stage Showi Via Video

Another ready-made program-
ming source, Halpern pointed put,

are stageshows presented in key
city deluxers, He noted that the

boxoffice record set at the- Broad-
way Paramount earlier this month •

by Bob Hope was "limited unfor-
tunately to a single theatre.” The-
atre TV, he asserted, "would have
provided simultaneous exhibition
in thousands of theatres of the
original Bob Hope show from the
Paramount and revitalized boxof-
fices in thousands of theatres at

the same time.” In Manhattan
alone, he pointed out, Radio City
Music Hall, the Roxy, Paramount,
Strand and . others produced 128
different shows during 1949, most
of which might have been used
for theatre TV. Halpern also list-

ed ice revues, circuses, rodeos, etc.,

as other possible programming
sources.

Such shows, however* are only
the beginning for theatre TV, Hal-
pern said. "Beyond them,” he
pointed out, "is a limitless field

for the creative development of
Special entertainment.” Because of
the tremendous income from a si-

multaneous theatre TV showing in
thousands of theatres, "the. great-

est spontaneous Variety Shows and
musical extravaganzas ever staged
anywhere will become regular fea-

tures.” Such regular variety shows,
he said, could conceivably feature
“such great performers as Bob
Hope and Bing Crosby, Fred
Astaire and Gene Kelly, Betty Gra-
ble and Danny Kaye, all together
on a single super show, well-writ-
ten, prepared and rehearsed*” Hal-
pern added:
"The economics are encouraging.

If, for example, 2,000 theatres of
about 1,200 seats each on the av-

erage carried such a show at an
average admission price of 75c„
capacity gross for a single showing
y oiild be $1 ,800,000, Making due
allowances for theatre operating
costs, promotion* advertising, co-

axial or relay : interconnection
costs, overhead and depreciation
allocations, other miscellaneous ex-
penses and a fair margin of profit

for each theatre, the sum available
for production of the star-studded
show might exceed $500,000. And
if the show is repeated successfully
several times, the amount avail-

able for programming and theatre
profit would increase at a progres-

' s
: ve rate.” .

Summing up, Halperh said,
, ^Tliere is eriough material of first-

;
rate quality and possibility in the
programming of theatre TV to as-

sure a flying start and • long run
for this new medium. Opinions may
differ on which TV shows may fit

best any particular theatre, just as
opinions differ on film selections.
But the point is that there is a vast
source of programs which will af-

ford program choice. Surely the
challenge of programming and pro-
moting tbetfire TV will be met sue-

)

Twentieth-Fox, in line with the
major- distributors’ new policy of

grouping top product around the

holidays, is sending out two Tech-
nicolor features at the same time
for the Easter season — "Wabash
Avenue” and "Cheaper By the
Dozen.” Thijs is believed to mark
the first ' simultaneous release of
two expensive Techni productions.

Twentieth has already lined up.

a peak piimber of bookings for the.

two
;
films. Over 250 have been

locked in for "Wabash” during the
10-day period starting April 5, with
another 200 for "Cheaper.” Easter
Sunday occurs April 9 this year.

in the past year, although the. Gov-

ernment decree has been in opera*

tion during that period. Total suits

pending vary from 85 to 95 de-

pending on the company with dam-*

ages . aggregating Weil over

!

$200 ,000 ,
000.

Prohibitive Paper Work
Attorneys' admit that a change

in selling, requiring complete re-

vamping of clearances and runs,

will bring on substantially in-

creased costs of administration.
For Instance, if every theatre in

New York was sold separately, re-

gardless of their operators, the de-

tails in selling would be moun-
tainous. . At. the same time, attor-

neys maintain that only this drastic

course woiild halt the suits now
piling up in the metropolitan New.
York area.

Argument is raised by the legal-

ites that only through the treatment
of each house separately can the
distribs wind up on

.
the winning

side in their- current battle to hoist

rentals. If all distribs took this

course, it is argued, selling each
house on its' own without refer-

ence to the operational label, the
circuits would be seriously crippled
in their resistance to better terms.

'

As things now stand, if Metro, for
instance, refuses to sell the Cen-
tury or Skouras circuits, those
chains can buy product wholesale
from the other distribs.'

N. Y. a Prime Problem
New York area, incidentally, is

pointed up by attorneys as a prime
sector for drastic changes. Be-
cause Loew’s and RKO circuits are
recognized by all distribs as en-
titled to first-run in the riabe areas,

number of actions have been
brought by peeved exhibs. When
this happens, all distribs face the
music regardless of whether they
have anything to gain by the pres-
ent metropolitan setup.

In effect, what the attorneys are
now seeking is a complete reexam-
ination of every city in the coun-
try. So-called reforms would con-
sist of a study of each neighbor-
hood without regard to how the-
atres were previously bracketed..
If an indie house in Queens (N.Y. )

warrants consideration against a
competing Loew’s or RKO theatre,
previous customs jvould be
scrapped and the Indie flickevy

would be invited to deal with the
major for first-run product.

Los Angeles, March 28

First large-screen theatre tele

equipment in this territory will be
installed in. the Orpheum, operated
by Sherrill Corwin, in about four
months at a cost of $25,500. : As:
veepee of Theatre Owners of
America^ Corwin told 400 exhibi-
tors the equipment would be ready
for tests in July, followed by reg-
ular video programming; The ex-
hibs had gathered at the invitation
of 20th-Fox to discuss means of
bracing the sagging grosses.

A1 Lichtman cautioned the the-
atre operators not to be stampeded
by Phonevision, which, some op-
ponents contend, will ruin the film
houses. It will take a minimum
Of five years, and probably . seven,
he declared, before there will be
enough Phonevision sets in the
home to induce a film company to
turn over first-run product for ex-
clusive use. He addedv "Televi-
sion or any other gadget can’t put
us out of business if we get back
to wolk and give the public the
best.”

'

Can’t Ostrich-lze TV
Continued from page 5

Salberg WB French Mgr.;

Other European Switches
Paris, March 28.

Following the resignation of
Theophile Bellini as Warner’s gen-
eral manager in France, Jacques'
Salberg has been appointed to re-

place him. Salberg previously had
been . supervisor for Warners in

France, Belgium, Switzerland and
North Africa.

Joseph S. Hummel, WB Euro-
pean general manager, in disclos-

ing the switch, also revealed shuf-
fles in several other continental
posts. Assistant to Salberg will, be
Bernard Kopel," who had been dis-

trict manager in Belgium, Switzer-
land and North Africa.

Meanwhile, Hummel is tempo-
rarily supervising Belgium and
Switzerland directly, and the North
African area Will be handled by
Salberg and Kopel. Present make-
up of district' maagers in France
has Joseph Rojko supervising Paris
and Nantes; Joseph Florentin, Bor-
deaux, Lyons and Marseilles, and
Maurice Sasson, Lille, Strasbourg
and Toulouse.

'Samson' Run
Continued from page 7

Skouras-RKO
Continued from page 5

slated before .. the * Federal court
April 17. The Government may
then step in arid oppose the RKO
proposal but that is not considered
likely. Skouras would have no
standing in the hearing. Court is

expected to name one of four
banks listed in the plan as trustee
of the stock. That bank would
then attempt to sell the RKO in-
terest or end the partnership
through any legal means.
White RKO has now solved its

hassle with Skouras, company ap-
pears no closer to a deal with
Walter Reade, major’s sole remain-
ing big eo-venturer. Talks have
not brought a hint Of agreement.
RKO is currently plaintiff in an
action brought in New Jersey
where the 14 houses of the Tren-
ton-New Brunswick Chain are lo-
cated to win a dissolution of the
corporation.

V

with indefinite run, unspecified
clearance time, and first and sub-
sequent-run situation after clear-

ance. They had put producer
Cecil B. DeMille, actor Henry Wilr
coxen and central division man-
ager James Donohue on stand dur-
ing hearings. Judge igoe’s ruling
had put them in a situation where
they could entertain bids for long
run from all first-run houses.

State-Lake bid to charge 74c. up
to 1 p.m., 90c. in the afternoon and
$1.20 evenings, as opposed to its

normal 50c.-98c. scale. These will
be minimum prices, as stated in
the bid. B&K may decide to charge
more.

Announcement brought a^ charge
by Tom McConnell, Jackson Park
theatre attorney, who opposed ex-
tension in court, of violation of
both Jackson Park decree and Su-
preme Court decision On price-fix-
ing. McConnell declared that hav-
ing exhibitor state what his admis-
sion price would be enabled Para-
mount to pick theatre With highest
price, thereby actually controlling
price film would play at. He has
not yet decided whether to take
any action. His appeal on Judge
Igoe’s granting of exceptions to
Jackson Park decree is tentatively
set for May; 1 in Chi court of
appeals.

no basis,” Nizer declared, "There
was a similar neurosis in the eariy
days of radio. We have, since

learned there was no basis for. the
fears that existed then. It will be
the same with television.'

"We must be hone§t and cannot
evade the inroads that television

iiiay make, but We can use TV to

our own advantage* Theatre tele-

vision can be a new form of stage
show and provide a new stimulus
to the boxoffice.’*

While industry toppers who
spoke at the sessions, including
20th. prexy Spyros. Skouras, .took
the "if-you-can’t-lick-’em-join-em”

view that theatre tele might prove
a boon, lesser exhibs 'Were Wonder-
ing how they coulfi get into that
act. Aside froin the great expense
of the equipment, they didn’t see
that small theatres could either get
large-screen shows that would
prove a draw or that they could
afford to pay for them if they did.

;

Viewed as somewhat more realis-

tic for the immediate future of the-
atre biz wsls the promise of sales

chief Andy Smith, Jr., that TV
trailers would be provided by 20th
for all its major product starting
with "Black, Rose" in September.
Pitches at the tele audience will be
available even before that time,
Smith said, if the company’s plans
can be perfected sooner. ... .

•

Robot Theatres?

\ Variety’s editorial continues to
draw mail, indicating the Wide-
spread thinking that the day of
reckoning is at hand for the indus-
try, Two typical letters are print-

ed herewith. They represent the
two prevailing differences between
the correspondents on point of
viewi Both come to the same opti-
mistic conclusion that films are
here to stay, but they get there
by different; routes. One is highly
critical of the industry and sees
the need for change to accomplish
survival, while the other adopts the
attitude that nothing is going to
displace the nation’s theatres.

J. D. ,Trop, co-originator of
“Hopalong Cassidy’’ series and now
a New York producer of TV, 16m
and other pictures, writes:
"The movie theatre used to be a

place of magic, a place where you
could relax, a place where the
management kept faith with you
by always trying to put on the best
show that he could get together.
Aboye all, the movie house of the
past had warmth. The whole fami-
ly felt the humanity and the friend-
liness of this place where you could
go to escape from the harshness of
the workaday world.
"Out miy way, in Forest Hills,

the theatres are typical. They
differ in many respects, but one
thing they, have in common. They
are all cold. ; In 10 years I have
never seen a manager In the lobby;
Everyone of them might as well be
operated by robots. And really
they are. You can’t go in as of old
and relax with a feeling that some-
body cares about how the enter-
tertainment is arranged. You have
to be on your guard. First, you
must call up and find out what
kind of a stinker the seconcf fea-
ture is. Then y6u have to figure
out how to arrive so as' to miss it.

There are enough of us doing this
and resenting it (my own Hooper
tells me) tp have built up a sizable
collective grouch against the
movies, I think that double fea-
tures are the biggest single bone
in the industry’s throat.
"We hear a lot. about getting out

and selling . . merchandising. .

,

and I agree that the most impor-
tant selling job is to restore the
feeling of friendship for the movie
theatre. The exhibitor can do it

by throwing opt double features,
putting in managers instead of
errand boys, evaluating his attrac-
tion, aind forcefully and in a truly
showmanlike way telling his public
about it.

“Producers can use a shot in the
arm, too. Of course. Not neces-
sarily to make pictures with dar-
ing themes. But to stop backing
down to everybody. To censorship,
for example. Neither radio nor
television are thus shackled.
George Jessel recently pointed out
that some wonderful stage proper-
ties like 'South Pacific’ and ‘Born
Yesterday’ would have to be emas-
culated before they could be pre-
sented on the screen. They are
okay on the stage. Nobody is con-
taminated. But on the screen they
are banned. We need a legion of
men with backbone enough to fight
for the right to be their own arbi-
ters of good taste. I would not
i read 'Forever Amber* and would

not Walk across the street to see
the movie, but, no matter how com-
placently censorship is eccepted,
it is a slow and powerful crusher,
and it is helping to squeeze tho life

blood out of this business.
"Sure, television is a competitor,

but as long as the motion pictq re
business sells entertainment and
does an intelligent job Of it <

and television’s basic job is to buck
merchandise, with entertainment
only as a means to this end .•

the theatres will have the ultimate
advantage.

"lYe. at home like many things
On television, but tonight as my
wife walks in she. expresses the
feelings of millions of women when
she says, Tt sure feels good to be
stepping out. Is there a good pic-
ture around .. ;

?”*
j:

L. J, Miller, Minneapolis branch
manager for Universal, states:

.

"The alarmists over, television’s
impact on the boxoffice should se-

clude themselves and calmly con-
sider the facts. Alone with just
their own thoughts they will come
to. a rational, realization that TV is

not the knockout punch they first

suspected.
"As they sit alone with their

thoughts let them try to visualize
their town; of any town, being
absolutely devoid of motion picture
theatres. In this ‘thought world’
let them try to picture wandering
down the main stem at night with
only such entertainment places
open. as night clubs, bars and sports
arenas. Alas, not a movie has its

glowing signs displayed. No one
in their right mind' would exter

venture that such a thing coul

d

come to pass.

. "There’ll always be theatres and
there’ll always be a motion picture
industry. Men with little vision
will be shuttled to the sidelines
and finally out of the exit doors.
But those who think calmly will

.

settle down and tackle the newness
of the TV problem with the same
fortitude that has always been
characteristic of the leaders in our
industry.

“Nothing supplants the thrill of
a crowd, the contagion of emotions
that it engenders^ the alive-feeling
of moving about where the bright
lights are.

“Yes, TV is here to stay and
finally settle into adding to the
pleasure of a night at home, but
it will never fill the place of the;
motion picture theatre in .? t h e
hearts of the American Public-
God bless ’em.”

•* v#

WB Stock
Continued from pare. 2

$11 a share and that the three
Warner brothers Will get about
that when they sell in accordance
with the decree. That means that

at the present price of the stock
the production-distribution assets

are valued at only $4 a share.

Since these assets include cash,

the company’s vast residual in pic-

tures, its present inventory of

films and its studio, homeoffiee
and exchange facilities, plus an
important interest in the Associ-
ated British Circuit in England,
they are said to be worth quite a

few times the present $4 a share
rating. The production-distribu-
tion company stock is expected to

rise to a level more commensurate
with its true value when divorce-
ment is accomplished. That is

what has triggered the present ac-
tivity in the shares.

For each share owned in the

present combined company, stock-

holders will get one share in the
new production-distribution com-
pany and one in the theatrecom-
pany, according to reports. That
would be similar to the setup in

the Paramount and RKO decrees.
There are presently 7,295,000

shares outstandings On the basis

of $11 a share as the value of the
theatre holdings, pricetag on the

circuit of 441 houses would be
about $80,000,000. At $4 a share,

production-distribution end of the
business would be valued at about

$30,000,000.

Much of the buying that has
taken place during the past week
is said by brokers to have been by
i nsiders. . Public entered in on I y
when the huge volume attracted

attention and the continued in-

crease in price created interest.

Sales totalled 28,800 shares

Wednesday, 39,700 Thursday, 50,-

400 Friday, 14,600 Saturday and
12,200 Monday.
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Metro Minority Squawks
Continued from pave f

Rubin clauses which permit them
a share in the profits. Mayer's deal*

which calls for a cut in the returns

from all pix made uhder his re-

gime, was singled out for particu-

lar lambasting*

Television
*'

Television again moved to the
;

center of the stage as a prime con-

;

cern of stockholders. Stilling fears

of video competition, Rubin saw
the hew medium as an opportunity

for Hollywood “when the time is

ripe.” “We believe,” he said,

“that television- cannot continue

without films and that live enter-

tainment will prove ' insufficient.

When the time comes, we will turn

to large :screen television and the

people will flock to the theatres be-

cause the best television shows will

be obtainable only there
” '

Metro is laying off video “be-

cause up until now, the only money
being made in that field is by the

set-makers,” Rubin said. Company
has joined in the application with

the Federal Communications Com-
mission for special theatre chan-

nels so that special shows can ulti-

mately be piped to theatres, he
said. Metro will be able to enter

TV immediately at the right time

because of its past experience with

films and radio.

No B.O. Killer

Rubin expressed himself as con-

vinced ..
that television

.

will not.

prove a b.o. killer. He said he is

counting on the fact that good pix

will always be the best entertain-

ment and that tele cannot equal

maximum was previously $500,000,
' Board, unanimously reelected at
the meet, convened „ immediately
afterwards to name the same of-
fleers for the company, headed by
Schenck.

Col. Artists
Continued from Page 1

M-G’t 26-Year Earnings
Metro’s tremendous earnings

for its stockholders in the 26

years of the company’s opera-

tions and the big growth of the

concern during that stretch ,

were detailed by J. Robert

Rubin, company’s veepee and

general counsel, .in the course

of its annual stockholder meet.

M-G’s book value, Rubin said,

has climbed to $138,782,000, or

$26.99 per share from a starter

- of $29,242,000, or $7.45, giving

effect to the. intervening stock

splitup.

In the 26 years, Metro has

also paid dividends of $132,-

500,000. By conservative esti-

mates, he added, M-G has

earned $231,800,000 after taxes

during this period.

musicians that they have * been
forced to book through the Colum-
bia Artists Mgt., Concert Booking
Bureau, if they wished ^to make
tours about the country. ' The let-

ters claim, according to Celler, that
the average concert artist who does
not book through the Columbia bu-
reau does not get the choice en-
gagements.

Celler, already investigating the
alleged Shiibert monopoly in the
legitimate theatre field, hinted that
he might schedule hearings in New
York - within the next couple of
months to develop information
about the legitimate and concert
situations.

While the Dept, of Justice anti-
trust division has hioyed against
the Shuberts in the legit theatre
monopoly field, it has not gotten
into still another charge levied in-

directly by the congressman. He
had asked for an investigation of
whether scalping taxes were being
collected on hit show tickets sold

.
far above their face value. Gel-
ler said he understands that the
Bureau of Internal Revenue is cur-
rently checking into this matter^
although there is no indication of
the findings.

Mayer the Head Man
J. Robert Rubin, Metro vee-

pee and general counsel, left

no doubts among stockholders
at the company’s annual meet
that Louis B. Mayer, M-G’s
first veepee, still runs the show
at the Culver City lot. In an-
swer to attacks on Mayer’s new
pact by minority stockholders
on the ground that he is no
longer needed because of Dore
Schary’s presence at the stu-

dio, Rubin flatly declared: “Mr.
Mayer is the last word at the
studio. No decision cajj be

;

made there without his ap-
proval.”
Supplementing this, Rubin

added that it is Schary’s duty
to select the stories and super-
vise production, but only sub-
ject to Mayer’s overall con-
trol.

•' '
'

'

Continued from page •

Hk Oscars for 1

Continued from page J

films on this score. Gregarious,

instinct of Americans; which cause

them to flock to public places,

would count heavily for theatres,

Rubin added.
In the course of the meet, man-

agement disclosed that , Metro had
lost $1,000,000 in fiscal ’49 from
production - distribution. S i n c e

company’s profits totalled $6,744,-

761 during the year, exhibition plus

other activities such as its record

company, radio station, etc.,

brought in close to $8,000,000.

Breakdown of Metro’s pension

plan, aired at the meet, showed
that the company contributed a

total of $20,600,000 in the six years

since . the
.

plan was established.

During that period, M-G paid out

$1,600,000 in death and liability

claims. Nine top execs contributed

.

$6,200,000 in the form of reduced
compensation. Sayings from Mayer
alone, it was said, amounted to $2,-

300,000 in view of his agreement
to accept a lower ceiling on his

earnings;

Lower Costs

In covering the production fu-

ture^ Rubin said: “We are making
more pictures than the year before
at lower average cost. We hope
that the larger number will be pro^

duced at nearly the same total cost

as that of the previous year with-

out sacrifice of quality. If this is

accomplished, as it gives promise
of being, our profits should be in-

creased.’’ :

Meet also disclosed that the 10,-

000 sh’ares of common stock which
Nicholas M. Schenck, Metro prez,

sold to the company have been

i

given to Vincent J. McFaul, Buf-
I lalo exhib, as purchase price Of Mc-
Fa ill’s 13% interest in Buffalo The-
atres which Metro now owns out-
right. Schenck' surrendered the
stock for $13.33 per share as part
of the settlement of a stockholder
action/
New contracts for Mayer and

R u bin run five years from Aug. 31
1949, Ceiling of $300,000 is placed
on Mayer’s annual earnings ancl

one of $200,000 for Rubin. Mayer’s

part of the film, or at least back-
grounds, in the actual Warsaw lo-

cale. No efforts fojr permission
have been made yet,; Otherwise,
Selznick plans to shoot it in Italy
or Israel, or both, his New York
office said yesterday (Tues.) He
hopes to start production in the
fall.

" V

C
Because .of the grimness of the

subject matter there was only
sporadic interest by film companies
in the property, despite the book’s
phenomenal . sale since published
by Knopf four weeks ago, Rumors
of Selznick’s negotiations, how-
ever, created considerable interest
during the past week. Hersey and
Selznick did all the preliminary
negotiations

,
themselves in New

York; Details were" handled . for
Hersey by agent Annie Laurie
Williams, who also sold DOS
“Gone With the Wind” for. author
Margaret Mitchell. Attorney Lqwis
Stone handled deal for DOS.

‘Wall” concerns a varied group
of Polish Jews trapped in the, War-
saw ghetto. They see friends and
relatives disappear before their
eyes. Yarn is panoramic in scope.
It's March Bbok-of-the-Month Club
choice.

Nabe Control
Continued from pace 7

concerning the Royal theatre are
essentially local in nature and,
while the operations are not unre-.

lated-to commerce, I believe that
to assert jurisdiction in this case
would not effectuate the policies

of the Act.” Thus NLRB got out
from under. Nevertheless, it has
made clear that any time it wishes
to, it can properly step into labor
disputes in a small, independent
neighborhood theatre on the
ground that such theatre is irir

volved in interstate commerce.
This case goes a step further

than the recent one involving labor
negotiations at the Princess thea-
tre; a Balabari & Katz nabe house
in -Dayton, O. There the Board
did step in and conduct a bargain-
ing flection; It found the Princess
engaged in interstate commerce
not only because it bought films
from an exchange but also because
it was part of an interstate chain.
Some months ago, in a California

!
case, NLRB found that a racetrack
was in interstate commerce. How-
ever, there, too, it declined to get
into the labor negotiations. Never-
theless, it has gotten to the point
. of claiming that any time it wants
|- to, it can find a loophole wh-i£h will

|
permit it to interfere in a labor
dispute involving any segment of
the entertatinment world.

even the glares of Chamber of

Comiherce spies couldn’t get the

warmers off the few bobbysoxers

who wore them. There were fans

there from as far off as India,

basking under the high voltage

smiles of film names Who recog-

nized the crowd as a highly-vocal

segment of that magic thing called

boxoffice.

\As.'. usual, the people outside

knew what to expect , in the way

of awards and they showed it by

their greetings to the . winning
nominees as the latter arrived,

Olivia DeHavillanfi's .entrance was
delayed several minutes by a
traffic snarl a few,blocks from the
theatre, and as the 8 o’clock dead^
line approached, the crowds began
to chant “Liwy, Livvy—we want
Liyvy.” She arrived a few min-
utes after the actual ceremonies
had gotten underway.

First of the top nominees to put
in an appearance was Broderick
Crawford, whose bleacher cohorts
enthusiastically' assured him that

it was “in the bag,”
Paramount topped the awards

by grabbing off nine awards, in-

cluding a couple of technicals and
a special to Cecil B. DeMille for
“37 triuinphant years in the in-

dustry.” Metro was second with
eight and 20th-Fox showed with
five. .

No Thalberg Award
Special awards, voted the previ-

ous evening at .a meeting of the
Academy’s Board of Governors,
provided the biggest thrill of the
evening. In addition* to the

statuette, awarded DeMille, there
were Oscars to Bobby Driscoll, as
the outstanding juve of the year;

to Jean Hersholt, as one of Holly-

wood’s: finest citizens who has
rendered distinguished service to

the industry*- to „ “The. Bicycle
Thief,” as the outstanding foreign

film, and to Fred Astaire, for his

work in lifting, musicals to their

present high standards. Astaire
voiced his thanks over a special

radio hookup from New York.
No Thalberg award was voted

I this year but the
.
decision was not

1 without wrangling. Previous dis-

cord had brought a rule that the
award would be made only if

there was a two-thirds majority of
the vote for any candidate. At the
Wednesday night nomination meet-
ing, only 19 members werp pres-

ent, and the battle started almost
immediately. On the final ballot-

ing, Darryl F. Zanuck had 11

votes, Dore Schary four and Stan-
ley Kramer three. One ballot was
blank. Zaniick thus was one short
of the necessary two-thirds and
lost the award. As a result, there
were immediate rumblings for a

5

rule ! change to give the coveted
award to the nominee with the
most "votes,

Outstanding Production, “All the King’s Men” (Col),
,

"

Best Performance By an Actor, Broderick Crawford, ‘-All the King’s

Men.” - :

• -

Beat Performance By an Actreaa, Olivia de Havilland, “The Heiress”

(Par),

Beat Performance By a Supporting Actor, Dean Jagger, “Twelve
O’clock High” (20th).

* Beat Performance By a Supporting Actress, Mercedes McCambridge,
“Ail the King’s Men;”

Best Direction, Joseph L, JClankiewicz, “A Letter to Three Wives
(20th).

Best Original Film Story, “The Stratton Story” (M-G) Douglas
Morrow,. "

' .••/"•••
\ >"

Beat Written Screenplay, “A Letter To Three Wives, ' Joseph L.

Mankiewicz.
Best Story and Screenplay; ‘’Battleground’’ (M*G), Robert Pirosh.

Cinematography (Black and White), “Battleground,” Paul C, Vogel.

Cinematograpliy (Color), “She Wore a Yellow Ribbon” (Argosy-RKO )

,

Winton Hoch. \
;

Best Original Song, “Baby, It’s, Cold Outside,” from “Neptune’s
Daughter” (M-G). Music and lyrics by Frank Loesser,

Best Musical Score of a Dramatic or Comedy Picture, “The Heiress”
(Par), Aaron Copland.
Best Scoring of a Musical Picture, “Oh the Town” (M-G). Roger

Edens, Lennie Hayton.
Art Direction (Black and White), “The Heiress,” Harry Homer, John

Meehan.;:;
Art Direction (Color), “Little Women” (M-G). Cedric Gibbons, Paul

Groesse. • v' .

Set Decorations (Black and White), “The Heiress.” Emile Kuri.
Set Decorations (Color), “Little Women.’*; Edwin B. Willis, Jack

D! Moore. ;

Costume Designing (Black and White), “The Heiress.” Edith Head,
Gile Steele^'

.

Costume •Designing (Color), “Adventures of Don Juan” (WB). Leah
Rhodes;

;

.', .-;
.

Special Effects, “Mighty Joe Young,” (ARKO Production-RKO).
Willis O’Brien. •

-
•- 9

Sound Recording, “Twelve 6’Clock High.”
Film Editing, “Champion” (Screen Plays^UA). Harry Gerstad.
Short Subjects (One-Reel), “Aquatic Hduse Party” (Par). Produced

by Jack Eaton.
Short Subjects (Two-Reel), “Van Gogh,” Cinema Distributors, pro-

duced by Gaston Diehl, Robert Haessens.
Short Subjects (Cartoon), “For Scent-imentai Reasons” (WB), ProV

duced by Edward Selzer.
Documentaries (Feature), “Daybreak in . Udi,” British Information

Services. Produced by Crown Film Unit. \

Documentaries (Short), “A' Chance to Live,” March of Time-20tK.
Produced byj Richard de Rochemont; “So Much For So Little” (WB),
Produced by Edward Selzer, (Pictures tied in dead heat.).

Special Awards, Cecil B. De Mille, for his 35 years of industry lead-
ership; Bobby Driscoll; outstanding juvenile actor of 1949; Fred Astaire,
for his work in lifting level of musicals to present high standards; Jean
Hersholt, for being one of Hollywood’s firifest citizens, his work as prexy
of Motion Picture Relief Fund, for past 12 years and other distinguished
service, in film industry; “The Bicycle Thief,” Outstanding foreign mo--

tion picture of the year.

TECHNICAL WARDS
Eastman Kodak Co., for the development and introduction of an

improved Safety Base Motion*Picture Film.
Loren L. Ryder, Bruce H. Denney, Robert Carr and -the Paramount

Sound Department, for the development and application of the; Super-
,

sonic Playback and Public Address System.

j

M. B. Paul, for the first successful large^area Seamless Translucent

;

backgrounds.

^

Herbert E. Britt, for the. development and application of formulas
and equipment producing artificial snow and ice for dressing motion

' picture sets.

Andre Coutant and Jacques Mathot, for the design of the Eclair
Camerette. *'

Charles R. Daily; Steve Csillag and the Paramount Engineering,
Editorial and Music Departments, for a new precision method of com-
puting ^variable tempo click tracks.

International Projector Corp., for a simplified and self-adjusting take-
up device for projection machines.
' Alexander Velcoff, for the application to production of the Infrared
Photographic Evaluator.

Contiiuied from page 1

UA Uses Former Cops
To Publicize Crime Pic

United Artists has called in the
cops to help, publicize its release
of Harry M. Popkin’s “D.O.A.” A
niimher of retired detectives have
been employed to visit key cities

in conjunction with pic’s initial
' shoeing and plug film Via radio
and television appearances, and

. newspaper interviews. Yarn is a
crime mellpr.
Deal for the detective publicists

was set lip by Howard LeSieur,
UA’s ad-pub director, who’s work-
ing ill conjunction with Bernard

. M. Kahiher. Popkin’s eastern ad-

j
pub director.

Chicago theatre in Chi, transmit it
,

via coaxial cable to the Broadway
Paramount and then, through its

film storage method of large-screen
video, throw it on the Par’s regu-
lar screen. Show was to have been
part of a special

;
demonstration for

a group of 40* European radio execs
and technicians, invited the U.S.

\

by the State Dept; to study Ameri-
can Ty operations. When con-
fronted with the 4A’s demands,

|

Par 'offered a token payment.
Artists’ union turned this down so
^*ar gave up on the idea. , <

Two-week pay Tilling has been
on the 4A’s bpoks for some time
and has Often been invoked in the
past to prohibit any filming of a
stageshow or

:

Broadway legit pro-
duction in: the theatre. Ruling Was
bypassed in the case of CBS-TV’s
recent “Tonight on Broadway”
series, which featured excerpts of
current Broadway legiters directly
from their theatres. In thaf series,,

however, all . talent and labor
unions cooperated since the shows
were to pay off in extra publicity

arid ballyhoo for all of legit.

. [Kibosh put on Paramount's, plan
to transhnit a stageshow from Chir
cago to New. York via theatre t.e le-

vision by the Associated Actors and
Artistes bf America cbuld seriously
hamper the ambitious plans 1 of
such large-screen video boosters as

j

20th-Fox prez Spyros P. Skouras
and theatre TV consultant Nathan
L. Halperiii it is believed.

(Because of the tremendous
grossing potentialities of a num-

ber of theatres linked in a theatre
TV network, Skouras has suggest-
ed that the interconnected houses
could talk business with the top
Broadway hits;, such as “South
Pacific .” Halpepn, speaking yester-
day ( Tues. ) before the Theatre
Owners of Oklahoma, held out the
big-screen video lure of four or
five top-name stars appearing on
a super stageshow, (See story on
page 5.) Neither idea wbuld be
possible if the 4A*s hix sticks.)

Instead of televising the Chi
stageshow, P a r substituted a
closed-circuit

. deihonstration in
N. Y. European execs were lele-
vised in the Par’s music room and.
by the time they filed into seats in
the theatre loge, Par had the the-
atre TV films of them ready for the
screen. Par’s film storage method
involves filming the TV images di-
rectly off the face of the tube anti,

in a matter of seconds, processing
the film and feeding it into the
regular booth projectors.

Jack Kirsch Reelected
Chicago, March 28.

Jack Kirsch, prez of Allied The-
atres of Illinois, holds his post for

another three years following elec-

tion of officers and directors last

week at the organization’s 20th an-

nual, meeting.
Van Nomikos was named veepee,

\Vhiie Benjamin Banowitz was
Voted secretary-treasurer; Both
were elected for one-year terms, as

were som e 1 5 directors.
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New York Film Critics Circle, Best picture. Best actor— Broderick

Crawford*Associated Press, Best picture. Best actor— Broderick

Crawford • Hollywood Foreign Correspondents, Best picture. Best

direction—Robert Rossen. Best actor—Broderick Crawford. Best

supporting actress Mercedes McCambridge. Best feminine new*

comer— Mercedes McCambridge * Screen Writers Guild, Best

written American drama— Robert Rossen • Robert Meltzer Award

(Screen Writers Guild), Robert Rossen • San Francisco Critics

Forum, Best picture • Look Magazine, Best actor— Broderick

Crawford. Year's best writing— Rbbert Rossen. Special award to

newcomer s- Mercedes McCambridge* New York Newspaper Guild,

Best picture • New York Foreign Language Press, Best picture.

Best actor-rrBroderick Crawford. Best direction—Robert Rossen.

Best writing— Robert Rossen * And selected as Best Picture of

the Year by leading newspapers from coast to coast, including

N.Y. Daily News, Chicago Tribune, Washington Post, Washington Star

and many others.

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

ROBERT ROSSEN’S PRODUCTION of

vy/f '4>»>ysx
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Harry Brandt Carries BaH
Continued from pact I

to sell any of their new films to

video. Moreover, Wobber declared,

“they will not do so as long* as

exhibitors exert showmanship in

handling and selling their product

to the public.” '

Occasion for the Wobber state-

ment Was the 20th-Fox showman-

ship conclave held at the Sir Fran*

cis Drake hote-, attended by 467

Northern California theatre own-

ers and managers, The session was

a replica pf similar meetings spon-

sored. by*20th, and directed to Stim-

ulate its "movies are better than

ever” campaign, v
; The Frisco meeting was. ad-

dressed by Wood ; Soanes, critic . of

the Oakland Tribune and presi-

dent of the San Francisco Critics’

Council. Other speakers included

H. V. Harvey, Joe Blumenfeld, Hay

Cooper, Spense Levey and Eddie

Yarbrough.
;

Dallas Confab

Dallas, March 28.

Over 2150 Texas theatreowners

and operators; met in Dallas last

week to discuss plans and promo-

tions for the "attendance” prob-

lems and plan their rejuvenation

campaign.
, i / ^

Execs of 20th-Fox hosted the

group at the Baker hotel. The
day long meeting featured speeches

by Fpx execs and leading exhibi-

tors, and a roundtable discussion

was held on the many problems

facing the large and small houses

;
and "pick on” good boxoffice pic-

tures "that the masses like” and
that his comments keep many peo-

ple, away from the. theatre. The
kind of pictures that Jones lauds,

"aren’t wprth a dime” in towns
li^e Cannon ’Falls, he. asserted. He
said the Morning Tribune has a

big circulation in his town and he
suggested that a delegation of Twin
City exhibitors should, call on the
Tribune editor to tell him "what
harm bad critics are doing to their

business.”
In introducing Jones, L e v y

pointed out how the Tribune col-

umnist "beats the drujqfts” for what
he, Jones, considers good; pictures

and that "he might be one of our
best friends;”

FOX’S ANNUAL MEET

24-Sheet Push That

‘Movies BetterThan Ever’
Minneapolis,; March 28.

Out of the 20th-Fox "Showman-
ship” drive meeting here, attended

by 250 of the territory’s circuit

heads, independent exhibitors and

house managers, came ;a theatre-

owner’s suggestion which M. A.

Levy, local Fox branch: manager,

who. presided,, said he’ll ask his

company to have incorporated in

the campaign. It’s the proposal of

George Gould, Glencoe, Minn., ex-

hibitor, to have the drive slogan

"Movies Are Better Than Ever”

put on 24 sheets and posted by
General Outdoors Advertising on

billboards throughout the country.

Levy will suggest to his home-
office %that all distributors con-

tribute to a pool to provide the

finances for, "plastering the coun-

try with the slogan ” He points

out that "this should benefit every-

body,” so all the film companies

should share the cost.

•Harry , B. French, Minnesota

Amus. Co. president; Bennie
Berger, North Central Allied presi-

dent and circuit 1 owner, and other

exhibitor leaders sat in on the two
sessions, praised Fox for getting

the campaign launched, declared it

was one of . the most constructive

moves in the industry’s history and

expressed confidence it will accom-

plish its purpose of increasing the-

atre attendance substantially and

that television and increasing night

sports’ competition "will be

licked.”
Exhibitors and house managers

present pledged themselves to re-

turn. to "old-fashioned showman-
ship,” to follow Suggestions and
adopt ideas set forth in the Fox
brochures and to leave no stones

unturned to let everybody in their

communities know that "movies

are better than ever.” It was re-

vealed that, following the Chicago
meeting which launched the cam-
paign, some exhibitors already

have obtained their newspapers
cooperation for the drive. :

;-A. mild furore was. created dur
ing the Open forum session When
Jerry Silver, Cannon Falls, Minn.,
theatreowner, taking the platform,

assailed Will Jones, Morning
Tribune columnist and film critic,

who had accepted the invitation of

M- A? Levy, branch manager, to be
one of the two morning speakers.

Without naming Jones, w h o

wasn’t present at' the time, Silver,

charging that a "hostile” press and
radio were harming the boxoffice,

impliedly criticized Fox for having
Jones as a speaker. The only Out-

side speaker and lone critic to

address the meeting, Jones in his

widely read columns has aroused
much reseritment among exhibitors

Date for 20th-Fox’s annual meet
has been set for May 16, giving the
company plenty of room to come in

at) the conclave With a settlement
of the Government’s anti-trust de
pree; If a deal should be made
before then, plan would be present-
ed to the stockholders for their
approval; jOh the other hand, if

dickering Collapses, Spyros Skou-
ras, 20th’s prexy, will report on
the company’s proposed appeal to

the U. S. iSupreme Court at the
meet. .. ;

No other important business is

up for consideration at the meet-
ing.. Stockholders of record, April
10, are eligible to vote for the new
board.

Wall St House Sees

Wednesdays March 29, 1950

Continued, from page 7

Possibility of Paramount divid-

ing a special melon of $5-$6 per

common share among stockholders

when the company sells the Para-

mount building, its Times Sq.

headquarters, and its holdings in

DuMont Television stock is seen

by White, Weld & Co., Wall street

brokerage house, in a brochure

which the outfit is currently: circu-

lating among investors. At its

present market price, brokerage

firm tags Par’s common stock as

"an attractive longterm specula-

tion.”

If Par does make this distribu-

tion after realizing approximately

$20,000,000 on the two deals, it

Would mean the present stock

purchaser would be getting; the

stock for $13- $14 per share,

brochure points out. Another
possibility weighed in the report

is that ‘Par will devote this extra

coin to retiring part of its out-

standing common stock. “This
might mean a reduction of one-
quarter to one- third of the present*

common shares, thereby greatly

increasing the earnings and divi-

dends per share on the remaining
stock,” brokerage house declares.

Report sees Par earning $1.75

per Share yearly- or approximately
$5,000,000. As for those stock-

holders who .how own both Par
and United Paramount shares be-
cause of the splitup, report
suggests that present restrictions

on UP dividends can be avoided
by the sale and. immediate repur-
chase of Par common. Consent
decree bars retention of original
shares of both companies in blocks
exceeding 500 shares.

White; Weld sees Par’s current

Where Show Biz Came In
= continued from pagt *

getting as much thrill from Tadio

description of fight as from sitting

in $2 or $3 seat at distance from
ring.

.

Some producing managers still

maintain radio bringing money
into boxoffice. .

Music business hardest hit by
radio, which no longer a fad, but

growing in popularity*

argument that radio increased pub-
lic interest in the soloist’s work
and has its material returns in
forthcoming concert * .bookings
through wide interest thus awak-
ened. This premise was refuted
once in Providence when Fritz
Kreisler, after drawing a $3,000
advance sale, found that yhalf of it

was cancelled when it was an-
nounced his entire concert pro-

io moil ,
gram would be broadcast,

Kreisler on Radio Causes 1W6 ^ July 16,
•

,
v*—

^

.
Monotonous progranunink

..Following announcement; Fmz Sameness of programming and
MPSton concertmm be

,0mmerrt«l* . OB Mi.
broadcast, over

^

5J»?00v(jdvance sole uons causing a loss of «interest in
tnqs returned. Concert radio. . Broadcasters have failed to
cess of $3,000 advance when radio

lnj?ct atiy of the touches of pro-
stunt was announced, and whole-

fessialftsm so necessary to impress
sole cancellations followed. Inci

dent is regarded by showmen as

indication of fallacy of trying to

sell something and at same time
give it away*

the audience.

March 19, 1924
^ Ter Rickard Bans Radio

Tex- Rickard is first big fight pro-

moter to ban radio on account its

effect on gate, at big fights. Rick-
ard refused broadcast recent Jack
Delahey*Paui Berlenbach bout at

Madison Square Garden figuring
an announcement that bout would,

be broadcast would affect the gate,

particularly the cheaper seats. As
result, bout pulled over $50,000
with an admission scale of $l-$

l

7,

one of largest grosses at those
prices ever accumulated at the
Garden. All of championship bouts
promoted: by Rickard last year

, August 6,1924 ;

No Opera Next Season on Radio

To hear the opera newt season
music lovers Will have to go and
pay. With, this decision is another
^thai local broadcasting of opera
be discontinued for all time. Last
season, during which the opera was
freely broadcast, it became evident
that ihe : cheaper seats, remained
unfilled. ;

N,

Continued from page 6

ed as a lobbyist for TOA, but not

for COMPO.

in that direction. Mogt originals,

inasmuch as they Were written ex-

pressly for the screen, haye been
on subjects that lent themselves
to less costly types of pix than gen-
erally have books, plays and short
storips.

'

Also a factor, of course, is that
studios have shied away soihewhat
from the high prices placed on
many published works. Prices have
coftie down considerably in recent
years, however, on everything but
yarns in which there is real com
petitive interest. That may also
explain why more published stories

are starting to appear on studio
schedules.

Prime reason is believed to be,

however, merely that the studios
need more stories because they’re
making more pictures. They’ve
used up much of the stuff t j y’ve
had on their shelves and . they’re;

forced to go out info the ^market
and acquire additional material.

Purchased during the past week,
but not yet registered with the
MPAA* was "The Second Oldest
Profession,” a novel about news-
papering, by Robert Sylvester,
amusement editor of the New
York News. It was bought by
20th-Fox. - Gregory Peck will be
starred in it.

Film Classics last week staked
claim to the title, "Fire Island,

N. Y.,” with the MPAA. Hakim
Productions ^previously had regis-

tered "Fire Island” with the title

bureau, but. as yet hasn’t put its

yarn before the cameras. Also in
the Fire Island sweepstakes is

indie producer William L. Taub,
who plans to make "Dry River” on
the sandy resort off Long Island.

were broadcast, . and ‘ nothing

policy of buying its, own stock on fought of it although .several

the open market "as an important Jbnes the cheaper seats failed to at-

tract capacity crowds, This was
brought to the attention of the pro-

moter and resulted ifi decision not
to broadcast any more bouts, par-

ticularly those held indoors.

price support for these shares in
the period of market unsettleitierit

following the receqt establishment
of the two new companies.” "It
is believed,” report says, "that
many, investors are selling the
Paramount common in order to
avoid the dividend restrictions that
will otherwise exist on shares of
the new theatre company. This
appears a major reason why Para-
mount common is behind not only
the general* market but leading
movie stocks as well.”.

March 26, 1924
Keith Tabus Acts on Radio

Keith circuit has extended its

COMPQ’s Warning
v
Washington, March 28.

Nearing -a decisive test of the

. Federal admission tax oh the floor

of Congress, legislation committee

of the Council of Motion Picture

Organizations has warned exhibs

against slackening their drive for

full repeal of the 20% bite.

COMPO,; in a report to its mem-
bers, pointed out that the industry

must not only have, enough pledged
votes to pass a satisfactory bill but

benefits. No Keith act shall broad-
cast when appearing at places

20th Appeals
Continued from page S

and another 30 days when

where entertainment is radioed

.

Radio announcer is to announce
that the next, a Keith act, will not
broadcast. Keith

.
first vaudeville

circuit in country to incorporate
a non-radio clause ih its contracts.

Continued from page 3

stay
and if an appeal is taken.

Stay would be directed against
two decree provisions. One prov
ides for filing a divorcement plan
within six months -of the date that
the decree was entered and an-
other clause which orders a plan
of divestiture within one year.

a Presidential veto.

With the likelihood that Con-
gress may adjourn for the Easter

vacation, COMPO is urging exhibs

to visit their local representative

to nail home- the need for tax

repeal. Full instructions on how
to continue waging the campaign
has been detailed in a nei^eircular
to the heads of the industry’s tax
committee in each areas.

.
Patterned after regular press-

book ideas, the circular recom-
mends letter-writing contests for

patrons, with free tickets as prizes,

formation of permanent tax

16, 1924
Lopez Forced to Exit Radio

Following protest: from Keith
circuit to Vincent Lopez aneni
broadcasting from Hotel Pennsyl- the
Vania, N. Y., while playing Keith fan clubs to combat local moves
houses, musician has agreed stop to impose taxes, highschool essay

Delay is sought because plans weete, when contests and the liberal use ,of

require tremendous work and Pr«sent contract expires, A radio spot announcements. COMPO
would impede With the preparation jhfekup, according to ^Keith of- also suggests a switch in the letter-

of an appeal. ficials, showed Lopez had fallen off
’ considerably as a draw in vaude-

ville houses. Specific instances of
seat cancellations occurred at Al-
hambra and one other Keith house.
Patrons protested they heard Lo-
pez so often via the ether they
would remain away that week.

Warners is currently carrying
on talks in Washington with the
D of J, Twentieth is expected to
enter discussions in the near
future.

Harry, Jack Warner in N. Y.
Despite insistent reports on Wall

street and within the industry that
Warner Bros, was on the verge this
week of inking a decree to end the
present anti-trust suit, no con-
firmation could be obtained from
any source in New York.

Pointed, to by insiders as the
most significant tipbff that a deal
is hearing the signing stage is the
presence in the east of both Harry
and Jack Warner. Major Albert
Warner, third brother in

16,1924
Radio Piped Into Theatres

^
First theatre to adopt radio as

an entertainment feature is the
Empire, Brooklyn, N. Y. (Colum-
bia Wheel house), which is to in-

stall set this week. Empire plans
entertain early

j
arrivals before

matinee and night shows with

the [radio selections* given prior to

cities. City Investing has a 25%
stock interest in Lopert.

Carnegie house would be the sec-

ond leased by CI to Lopert. Bijou
theatre, ah off-Broadway house;
will be taken over by Lopert when
the current run of ‘‘The Red
Shoes” winds up. Lopert is also
closing a lease in Chicago for the
Studio theatre^ Company will

probably move into the flickery in
September on a 15-year deal. .

Cl has an understanding with
Lopert that it will use its influence

because of his. frequently sarcastic [in real estate deals and also scout

‘ahd caustic comments on films. [
likely art house sites for the chain.

“You had on.this platform a self-
;

Company played a parf in the Stu-

appointed critic who has done more
harm to pictures and theatres than
any other one person in the state,”

dio deal.

Lopert now runs three houses ih

Washington; two in New York and
declared Silver. Silver charged lone apiece in Detroit,.Chicago and
that Jones made it, a habit to "rap” Louisville.

triumvirate, normally makes his Overture. Empire is located in

home in New York; heart of family residential district

Reports have had it that the WB in Brooklyn, where almost every
decree offers a considerably better one owns a radio: Empire’s idea
deal for the stockholders than did aPPears t0 Pe to offset competition
the RKO or Paramount consent if Possible by fighting it with its

judgments, but no details have own weapon.
been forthcoming.

D, of J, Denies Deal
Washington, March 28.

Dept, of Justice is throwing cold
water on, reports circulating in the
film industry that Warner Bros, has
finally reached agreement on a con-
sent decree with the Government,
A top figure in the D of J and one-
active in the negotiations declared
here today (Tuesday) that no set-
tlement has been reached. He
conceded that there might be a
deal later in the week but left the
impression that it would still de-
pend on . the unpredictable results
of talks slated for continuation on
Thursday (30) or Friday.

May 20, 1924
Concert Managers Blast Radio

Aftermath of questionnafres sent
out by Mrs. Katie Wilspn-Greene,
presidont of the National’ Concert
Managers Assn., With headquarters
in Washington, D. C., is a general
indication, as gleahed from 48 of
51 concert bureaus, to "absolutely
and strenuously” oppose the book-
ing of concert vocalists who broad-
cast for radio, with the majority ir

revocably refusing to consider such
talent. The broadcasters, in en-
couraging concert talent to render
services gratis -for radio up to now,
have held forth as the most salient

writing technique to Congressmen.
Instead of requesting support for
total repeal, COMPO is now ask-
ing for active interveiition by the
legislators in the Congressional
hearings and debates in behalf of

the industry’s program.

Continued from page .5

strangers, are hired because they
look like a character the casting
director has in mind. In a letter

to studio executives,
;
SAG says in

part:

"We are not suggesting that pro-

ducers, directors or casting direc-

tors cease their legitimate search
for new talent. We recognize that

new blood is essential to our busi-

ness. This must be distinguished
however, from the casual hew faces
in minor roles. It may well be
true that the public tires of the
same face 'perpetually cast in the

same type of role, but a little more
imagination could lead to a con-,

sclous effort to cast these people
in other roles. In other words,
the answer to type casting is not

a new face.

"If attempts were made, where-
ever possible ,to obtain an experi-

enced motion picture; actor whose
life is devoted to this industry, it

would materially aid our mem-
bers, and could lead to discover-

ies of broader talent in an actor

who is always cast as a cop, a wait-

er, a bartender or a reporter. Such
faces have made, the role, not the

role the face. The sarrie talents

canwell be used in other roles.”



He makes the most
of moonlit moments . •

.

IT’S mighty important to star . . . direc-

tor . . . movie-goer . ... . to have this moon-
lit moment come alive upon the screen.

And when it does—in all its subtlety

ofmood in light and shadow—the cred-

it’s due in no small measure to the im-

portant Contribution of the laboratory

control engineer.

Forhis knowledge ofphotochemistry,

his “eye” for photographic quality

his vigilant control of printing density'

and contrast . . . do much to make
moonlight footage look like moonlight,

and help to bring out the best in every

frame of film.

Quality of film contributes, too; and

this important assistance the laboratory

control engineer is sure of when he

works with the famous Eastman family

of motion-picture films.

{/

EASTMAN KODAK
ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

T :

J. E. BRULATOUR, INC., DISTRIBUTORS

FORT LEE • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD
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Walls of Malapaga
who has killed his much-younger
sweetheart because she. spurned

him for a younger man. The film s

opening finds him in flight from

the police. He has taken refuge

on a ship that anchors in Genoa,

and it is there tjhat he meets a

waitress who becomes his bene-

factor, then his mistress. The
complications that ensue derive

from her fi3-year old daughter, a

brutal husband from whom the

woman is estranged, and the grad-

ual closing-in of the Italian police

on the fugitive.

Cabin plays the 'fugitive With

his usual understatement; it is an

excellent performance. Isa Miran-

da, as the Waitress, is likewise, fine

in a characterization that requires

^-and gets—superb shading • ana-

projection. In this role Miss

Miranda has sacrificed glamour

for realism as she. expertly pro-

jects the futility of a mother torn

between love for her child and_ the

new-found friend who has helped

her to find her first happiness. In

Vera Talchi, making her film
:

de-

hut; the Italian cinema has a su-

perlative young talent.
v
As .the

daughter, the youngster envelops

the film with the stark symbol of

adolescent frustration.

Rene Clement’s direction has

captured the pervading feeling of

expectation and futility m building

the film to an emotional pitch.

The Adaptation by Jean Augenehe
and Pierre Bost (who did “Symr
phbnie Pafstorale” and *T)evil in

the Flesh”) represents tight, splen-

did characterization .- Kahn,

Cantiga Da Rna
(Song of the Street)
(PORTUGUESE)

Lisbon, March 7.

Lisbon Filmes release pf Filipes Albu-
querque production. Directed by Hen-
rique Campos, from a story by Amadeu
do Valle. Musical score by Jaime Mendes
and. Fernando de Carvalho; camera. Aqui-
line Mendes; sound, Henrique Domlngues;
editor,' Antonio Ferrao. Stars Alberto Ri-
beiro; features Deolinda Rodrigues, Eu-
nice Munoz, Maria Olguim, Luiza Durao,
Costinha, Augusto Fraga, Manuel Santos
Carvalho. At Teatro Trindade, Lisbon.
Running time, 140 MINS.

Director Henriques Campos has
scored another winner with his new
film. This time it*is Lisbon, with
its typical streets and. life, that is

the real “star” of the pic. Sur-
rounding is ideal for the introduce
tion of young tenor Alberto Ri-
beiro, who from next August will

be under contract to Sol Hurok,
who will present him in England
and America.
The story is just art excuse to

give an opportunity to Hibeiro,
Deolinda Rodrigues and other folk-

singers to sing many melodious
songs, but it moves quickly and
holds interest to the end. Comic
sketches are
and Santos

considerable attention from the
authorities who try and locate

them. They are finally arrested

when pretending to be the crew of

a barge, but are then hired by the
Administration and boy gets gal.

Throughout the - film, Ventura
and his orch supply plenty music,
incidentally, since Ventura is also

a publisher, he collects rights for

his firm’s songs. On rights alone
the 62;000,000 franc picture ($160,-

000) should get hefty
:
returns for

the publisher^produ.cer, apart from
valuable publicity. How much
French and how much American
music a remake would have to get,

depends on What deal would be
made.
The marquee value trick is ob-

tained by getting tlte gang to meet
wellknown show people on their

travels. George Raft is met when
motoring. Martine Carol is brought
in when the gang meets irt a viL
lake inn. Mr. Champagne is the
local Radio Quizzer, and is met
when discoursing to school chil-

dren on a rural tisit.

As is; the picture is highly en-
tertaining. The girl is a new ’face,

Francoise Arnoul,- and she acqiuits

herself well. Pasquali does his

usual antics as the corset manufac-
turer and the whole cast is satis-

factory: Ventura is a good actor

besides leading his music combo
well. Direction by Jean Boyer is

effective though suitably unob-
trusive* Maxi.

Bond Street
"BonasWeet,” British-made,

which opens at the Normandie
theatre, N. Y„ today (Wed.),

was reviewed iii Variety from
Londbn* June 2, 1948. . Film
was tabbed by reviewer Cone
as having a -slim future” in
the U. S. According to re-

view, yarn Is made up of “four
episodes linked v by slender
framework.” Three of the
stories were credited with be-
ing “old-fashioned and in*

novel- form,” while the fourth
was labeled “adult and amus-
ing.” .

Film, which stars . Roland
Young and Jean Kent, is be-
ing released in

^
the U. S, by

Stratford Pictures.

Miss Italia
(ITALIAN)

Genoa, Marclf 16.,

Lux fUm release of ATA production.
Star* Gina Lollobrigida, Richard Ney,
Constance Dowling; features Luigi Al-
mirante, Luisa Rossi; Carlo Campanini,

- Duifi<
"

Umberto Melnati. Directed by 1

letti. Story and screenplay, Ful
to Co-

Lvio Palm-
ier!, Nino Novarese; camera, Mario Bava;
music, Felice Montagnini. At Lux. Genoa.
Running time, 95 MINS. '

provided by Costinha
Carvalho. Journalist

Augusto Fraga, of Universal offices

in Lisbon, is making a promising
bow as a young lead. Pic is al-

ready assured good booking in the
provinces and in Brazil, Camera
work on location is excellent and
found track better than usual.

Garr,

annoyance pf the local constabu-
lary.

Ginette Leclerc gives another
earthy performance here. J* P.

Kerien is pleasant as the nosjr in-

spector, and Paredes garners some
laughs as the fumbling would-be
detective. A host of minor roles

add body to the slow-paced sus-

pense. Delmont is particularly per-
suasive, as the old innkeeper infat-

uated by the charms of the bar-

maid. Lensing is slick and editing

slow but smooth. Director Jean de
Marguenat falls in between a cha§e
and character film, and succeeds in

neither one. Though cheaply made,
pic manages to give the aura of
good production value. Mosk.

L’lmpePafore fliCapri
(The Emperor of Capri)

(ITALIAN)
Genoa, March 4.

Lux Film release of Carlo Fbnti pro-
duction. Stars Toto, .Yvonne Sanson, Ma-
risa Merlinl, Alda Mattglnl, Laura Gore;
features Mario CasteUam, Nerio Bernard!,
Galeazzo Bentl. Directed by Luigi Comen-
cini. Screenplay. Metz, Marches!* Comen-
cinl, from story by Teresa. Bartolini, Gmo
De Santis; camera, Giuseppe .Caracciolo;

music, Felice Montagnini; editor, Otello
ColangeU. At Lux, Genoa. Running time,
•4 MINS.

Nous Irons a Paris
(We Shall Go to Paris)
(FRENCH-SONGS)

Paris, March 2.
Corona release of Hoche production.'

F
irected by Jean Boyer. Screenplay by
ranz Tanzler; dialog. Serge Veber; music,

Paul Miraskl; lyrics, Andre Hornez; cam-
era, Charles Suin; editor, Fanchette Mazin,
Stars Ray Ventura and orch, with Peters
Sisters, Henri Salvador, George Raft, Mar-
tine Carol; features Pasquali, Philjppe Le-
rbaire, Francoise Arnoul. At Marigan and
Marivaux, Paris. Running time, 104 MINS.
Jacques,... ....... ... . . . .Philippe Lemaire
Michellne . . . . . , •/, . ; . . v. Francoise Ampul
Paul .

.
..... , ... . , ,

;

, . . . Christian Duvaleix
: Julien . .... . ; ; , . . . , .

.

.Heriri Genes
M. Grosbois. ... . .Pasquali
Maman Terrine ; . . . . , . .

.

.Maryse Martin
Hdnorin . . . ..... ... , .

.

. . Max Elloy
Radio producer. .. Georges Lsinnes
.Radio secretary.. ..... . , . .Jean . Hebey
The suitor . . . . ; . . , .

.

. . ... .

.

Destain
Gaine Lotus. . . ... ...... .. .Marcel .Charvey
Gendarme . . . . . .

.

;

;

, Vilbert
6mging gendarme . ... . i . . .

,
'. . . .

.

Amato
Auguste v . .... .. .

.

.Baconet
Also Martine Carol, Monsieur' Cham-

pagne, Les Peter Sisters, George Raft,
Henri Salvador.

Starting out* with a basically
sound idea—that of showing the
hehind-the-sceiies aspects of Italy’s

No. 1 beauty pageant (for the elec-
tion of a Miss Italy) the authors,
in an attempt to cover as many
different angles* of the contestants’
private lives, have overloaded their
script with -various bits, pieces, and
cliches .which too often lack con-
viction and depth.

The hunt for a jewel' thief who
becomes involved with one of the
contestants takes up the bulk of
the pic’s second half, but lacks
punch in proportion to the footage,

consumed. Consequence is that
the beauty contest itself, which
with its imaginable attributes
might have helped it considerably,
boxoffice-wise, is pushed into the
background and gets very little

play.
.

Pic’s values essentially boil down
to a locally strong title and the
names in the cast, Richard Ney,
here starring in his first Italian
film, will please the ladies as the
writer in search . of a story who
digs into the beauties’ private
lives* Constance Dowling almost
convinces in the improbable role
of a prostitute whose last hope in
life is to become^ Miss Italy,

Gina Lollobrigida, a comer, is

slighted by script and camera as
the Cinderella-type seamstress who
wins the beauty title. Luigi Almii-
rante as her father stands out in
an able supporting cast. ‘ Duilio
Coietti directed within limits of
his material, and film is technic-
ally sound. Hawk.

L^Anbcrgo Da Peehe
(The Inn of Sin)

(FRENCH)
Paris, March 7,

Pathe-Cbnsortium release of • Simoun
Film production. Directed by Jean de
Marguenat.. Written by Andre Cuel,
adaptation, Charles De Grenier. Stars
Ginette Leclerc, J. P. Kerien, Jean Pa-
redes; features • Delmont, Andre . Valmy,
Colette Georges, Chri6tiane Barry. Cam-
era, Maurice Bonin; music, Henri Verdun;
editor, Charlie Buner. At Olympia, Paris*

t0 MINS.

.
This Ray Vehtura picture is a

sure grosser here and likely to do
well in foreign circuit. For the
U, S.

f
if suitably adapted, it looks

like one of the best remake bets
ever. The theme permits introduc-
tion of stage, screen and radio stars
at comparatively small cost,; :and
lends itself to many effective gags,
some of ' which have been ably in-
troduced.

_ The story razzes the French
Radio Administration, which fires
a young singer. Latter, who is in
love with the daughter of a corset
manufacturer, leaves Paris with
another couple of friends to pro-
duce (Clandestine radio broadcasts,

!

Latest of a long string of suc-

cessful comedies starring Toto,

“The Emperor of Capti” shouldn’t

be far behind its predecessors,
boxoffice wise, and may easily top
them on local runs. Script, though
weak in spots, provides enough
backing for Toto’s bizarre impro-
vizations, and especially in scenes
satirizing Capri high life, is a sure-

fire provider of laughs. With the
exception of some slapstick, how-
ever, the Italian slant of the come-
dy won’t let this^. item ’ stray too
far from Italo language areas.

Script essentially follows hm-
sicomedy-revue patterns loosely

tied together by a mistaken-iden-
tity twist in which Toto is thought
to be an Indian prince on a visit

to Capri. Yvonne Sanson, as a
Slavic temptress, and Marisa Mer-
lin!, as an eccentric baroness, pro-
vide decorative backing in a sup-
porting .cast Which includes Mario
Castellan! as a broken-down actqr
and ^Galeazzo Benfi as an island
dilettante. It’s Toto’s pic all the
way, however.

Location-filmed Capri scenes and
camera work by Giuseppe Cariac-
ciolo are among Carlo Ponti’s pro
duction assets, r Hawki

Svenskc Ryttaren
(Swedish Horseman)

(SWEDISH)
Stockholm, March 1.

Kungsfilra production and release. Stars
Elisabeth SOderstrom, Ake Soderblom;
features Ingemar Pallln, Gull Natrop,
Carl-Henrik Fant, Gunnel Brostrom, Harry
Ahlin, Magnus Kesster, Sture Ericsson,
qarbro* Nordin. Directed by Gustaf Ed-
gren. Screenplay, Adolf Schutz, Paul Bau-
ditsch; camera, Ake Dahlquist; music, Ber-
tll Bokstedt. - At Skandia, Stockholm. Run-
ning time, 18 MINS.

Running time, 1

Laura . . ... . . ......

.

... . .. . Ginette LeclerC
Briquet. . . .......... ... . .,

.

J. P. Kerien
Notary ...... ... . . . . . .. .... . Jean Paredes
Pierre. , . ...Andre Valmy
Innkeeper . . . . .... * ... . .

.

... . . . . .Delmont

this month because of “Thief’s”

lack of a seal. Burstyn maintains
he has, a contract with WB- that
does t£ot*mention the requirement
of MFAA code approval.

In order to bring the film in con-
formity with “standards of morals*
and good tastes of the production
code,” the board ordered elimina-
tion of one sequence ‘shoeing the
boy about to relieve himself, and
of another which lenses the inside
of a brothel. Burstyn can re-sub-,

mit the revised film at any time.
Breen ; came east especially to

attend the hearing. Wide publicity

has been given Burstyn’s battle

over the code demands.. He and
other foreign distribs maintain
that the. rigid PCA standards
should not tie applied to imported
piX.

.

Fifteen members of the board
were on hail'd at the meeting pre-
sided over by Francis S., Harmon,
MPAA veepee, in Columbia’s
boardroom. Attending were Barney
Balaban, Nate J. Blumberg, Theo-
dore Black, William Clark, Jack
Cohn, Earle W. Hammons, Joseph
H. Hazen, Austin C. Keough, W. C.
Michel, John.J. O’Connor, J. Rob-
ert Rubin, Norton V. Bitehey, Abe
Schneider, "Samuel Schneider and
Paul Terry, Sidney Schreiber,
MPAA attorney, acted as secretary.

HearTuM, fnl, Ph

No Cur’ Slated
Continued #from page . 3

the outfit have come in from
Europe and the Coast.

Report wilL be heard and voted
on next week from an organization-
al committee of 12 members.
Group divided into three subcom-
mittees wfiich met together last
Thursday (23) . Sub-groups were
( 1 ) planning and scope

; (2) public
relations, and (3) membership and
budget. '.

' - ;

' The organizatfon will get away
from the concept of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America or the
Society of Independent Motion Pic-
ture Producers and other trade or-
ganizations which have a highly-
paid exec head. It will be tun in-
stead : by a board of governors.; •

As for anything resembling the
MPAA’s Production Code Adminis-
tration, the new group

.
plans to

stay as far away as possible from
it. The aim is to preserve foreign
pix from any type of hluenosing
that might rob them of their
Unique or creative quality.

When set up, as a matter of fact,

organization will probably take up
cudgels against scissoring of any
members’ picture. Had the group
been fully organized, it is said, it

would have been represented at
yesterday’s (Tuesday) appeal to
the MPAA board on Joseph Bur-
styn’s Italian import, “Bicycle
Thief.” MPAA ordered cuts to
which Burstyn objected.

Principal expenditure by the
group will go into the publicity
campaign, which will be carried on
a nationwide scale. Participating
will be British producers as well
as makers and distributors of
lingualers. Morris Helprin, Ameri-
can v.p. of London Films Produc-
tions, Sir Alexander Korda’s out-
fit, is temporary chairman.

National.Board of Review, at its
41st Anniversary Conference held
at the Hotel McAlpin, N. Y.; last
week, urged elimination of the war-
time admission tax and expressed
Unqualified opposition to legal cen-
sorship of films In any form. Con-
clave was attended by . some 400
delegates, who represented the
NBR's affiliated nationwide organi-
sations.

.

Board’s stand on the Federal ad-
mish bite was hailed by Metro sales
promotion manager H, M, Richey,
one of nine industryites to address
the meet. Maurice Bergman, Uni-
versal public relations chief, in
analyzing the effect of .film adver-
tising, pointed out that no ad for-

mula yet jias been devised to make
the public attend a poor picture.
Arthur H. peBra^ Community

Relations Director for the Motion
Picture Assn. . of America, also
thumped for tax reduction and
sharply attacked Senator Edwin
C. Johnson’s (D-Colo.) proposed
Federal licensing bill for policing
the film industry. He particularly
lashed out at persons “who wilfully
undertake to confuse ^the morality
of an actress or actor' with the
cmoral soundness or artistic merit
that are inherent in films.”

VAll-day session clarified tlie he-
hmd-theTScenes industry tech-
niques to the delegates. Nuances
of story selection were explained
by 20th-Fox ,

story editor Bertram
Bloch, Indie filmmaker Niven
Bu sch discussed production

;

George Sidney, direction; Joseph
Lerner, of Laurel Films, film truth,

and Teresa Wright, acting* Unable
to read his address bn distribution*

because a subpoena called him out
of |own, George J. Schaefer had
his speech read by his son, G, j.

Schaefer, Jr.

20th’s Edge
Continued from page S

This new historical romance*
about love and sharp revenge, is

a rarity, as Sweden sees few cos-
tume pix. Film should do very
well In Scandinavia, with good
prospects abroad,

Elisabeth Soderstrom, as the
girl, is a newcomer and very prom-
ising in her debut. Ake Soder-
blom, as. the adventurer, gives an
outstanding performance. Direc-
tion by vet Gustaf Edgren is fine.

V/inq.

Overlong whodunit makes up in
local; color what it lacks in sus-
pense; A good pruning of the
story deadwood could give the pic
some movement and pace. This
cohesion would make it an ingra-
tiating film for second-run spots.
On the spot lensing in the south
of France gives pic a. good back-
ground, artd colorful characters
make it seem a down-to-earth mur-
der yarn.

Story concerns a robust barmaid
who has milliQns of francs dumped
in her lap by a wounded gunman.
He tells her it is hers if he does
not return in 10 days. He is found
dead before the inn next day, and
complications ensue. A vacation-
• _ _ _ _ < •

.
*

• b .'Iand is. evehtually joined by the
j

ing police inspector and a local nit-
girl. The gangs broadcasts draw i wit notary solve the crime, to the

’Bicycle Thief
Continued froim page 3 be

tains that the desired cuts can be
made without injuring the con-
tinuity of the ‘scenes. . Unless Bur-
styn is convinced that that cart be
done, he will not make the cuts.

Distrib indicated to Variety last

night that he’d listen to Breen’s
suggestions, but that h$ thought it

unlikely the deletions could be
made to his satisfaction. Should
he decide to fight, he said he would
file suit against Warner Bros, if

it continues to refuse to show the
pic at the Princess, in Philly,
where it pulljed the date earlier

as second-features. Latter come
under a separate quota category.

Heavy bookings of 20th product
on the Rank chains is seen as pos-

sibly beinjg tied ut> with Skouras’

hurried visit to London several
weeks ago. He got there three days
before Rank was slated to sail for
New York and had several conver-
sations with the British exec. Cir-
cuit bookings were actually set be-
fore, that time, however.

,

Skouras has cooperated more
closely with Rank than any other
company topper with the possible
exception of Nate Blumberg ui
Universal, in which Rank is an im-
portant stockholder. 20th is the
only U. 'S.j distrib to abandon the
“unit system” of booking in Eng-
land, which has badly hurt Rank/
It provides that no Hollywood film
can be dated as a second-feature to
an English pic, that Rank can’t
use Yank product to help sell his
own*

20tli is a shareholder in the Gau-
mont-British circuit and it is part-
ly to protect this investment that
Skouras has played along closely
With Rank, However, his coopera-
tive attitude has also won 20th
other- concessions, such as the pres-
ent high proportion of bookings. -

MAY 1 HEARING ON

Chicago, March 28.

Appeal, by Jackson Park theatre
challenging Chi Federal District

Judge Michael Igoe’s power to
grant exceptions to Jackson Park
decree has been set tentatively for
hearing May 1 before Chi circuit

court of appeals.
Action stems specifically from

Judge Igoe’s granting of extended
run to “Come to the Stable” a year
ago. Decree, filed in November,*
1947, limits first-runs to two weeks
for defendant distributors and ex-
hibitors. Since promulgation of
decree, Judge Igoe has granted 12
exceptions, latest of which is exr

tended-run and three weeks clear-

ance for “Samson and Delilah.”
Judge Igoe has granted excep-

tions on basis of changing condi-

tions since filing of decree, and in-

dividual circumstances in each
case. Relief for “Samson,” for ex-

ample, was given because of pic’s

high cost and acclaim by religious
leaders.

Thomas McConnell, Jackson Park
attorney, has argued that continual
exceptions are destroying effect of
the -decree. McConnell must ap-
pear in court for each hearing to

represent Jackson Park theatre,
since each petition for exception
is action under Bigelow et al. vs.

RKO et al,, original suit.

Continued from page T

able to squeeze the extravagance
out of a film,” he added.

: "We’re really ; in a tough field

these days” Rathvon Continued. ‘‘I

(don’t think independents can pbsr

sibly compete in this market un-
less every element of safety and
cost control is observed. No sort

pf carelessness can be risked with-
out it showing up in the filial re-

sults.”

His company, formed to put up
the risk money for indie produc-
tion, will finance about 10 films

during a 12-month period, he said*

Besides six pix already completed,
Rathvon will bankroll Marcel Hell-

man’s “Happy Go Lovely,” to be
directed in England by Bruce
Humberstone. Rathvon has several

mew deals cooking with Eagle Lion
but these have yet to be inked.
He sails for Europe today

(Wed.) aboard the lie de France
with his wife and two daughters.
While on the Continent, Rathvon
will study the possibilities of back-

ing some pix ventures overseas.

Producer
,
plans to spend seven

weeks on the Continent.
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The Paramount News-of-the-

In Variety’s Picture Section

WORLD PREMIERES

SAT., APR. 1, FRONT ROYAL,VA

SPEARHEADING MORE THAN

300 DAY-AND-DATE EASTER

WEEK ENGAGEMENTS...

This typical American town and its neighbors for miles around, will

celebrate Bing Crosby Day in a great big way and Birig’ll be there

in person. A gala event fanning out to national promotion for you a*

coast to coast news and radio coverage headlines it across the land . .

.

' - ^

Now turn to

and read how every

facet of show business

is helping to sell

Frank Capra’s “RIDING HIGH'' starring BING CROSBY Coleen Gray • Charles Bickford • Frances Gifford with William Demarest

Raymond Walburn - James Gleason • Ward Bond • Clarence Muse • Percy Kilbride • Harry Davenport • Produced and directed by

Frank Capra - Screenplay by Robert Riskin • Additional Dialogue by Melville Shavelson and Jack Rose • Based on a Story by

Mark Hellinger • New Songs: Lyrics by Johnny. Burke • Music by James Van Heusen
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Eye Single Bills to Aid B.O.
Continued from page <

be just as deadly to the b.o. as

continued ignorance of the possi-

bilities of TV.
What to do about it? General

reaction points to a wholesale

adoption of 20th-Fox’s institu-

tional ad campaign, with special

adaptations on the local level to

lit particular operations, , There
was a continued cry for film com-,

panies to furnish TV trailers of

pictures hitting theatre screens;

In this respect, 20th-Fox has let

a contract to National :

: Screen
Service to make video ballyhoo
reels for its product but it will

be Up to the exhib to buy the TV
time to get them used.

Showmanship

A revival of good, old-fashioned
showmanship, right down

.
to the

neighborhood theatre, as a busi-

ness stimulant, plus a revival of
customer awareness and courtesy
to those who pass their change
through the . ticket window.
SCTOA’s Friday meeting went

further than the others in explorr
lrig financing possibilities to back,
the institutional ad barrage which
is calculated to lure old- customers
back to the theatre and win new
ones. Principal coin source sug-
gested Was the re-channeling of
the old ASCAP tax money into the
campaign- It was proposed by an
exhib with only one small house,

who was willing to continue pay-

ing out to a general fipid, but this

time one that could be good for

his business instead of just being
a levy that profited no exhib-

itor’s boxOffice..
i
Another was a

percentage tap on merchandising
profits.

With those two possibilities as

added resource, SCTOA members
will launch their campaign with
a fund derived from a levy ac-

cording to run-* and seating ca-

pacity. Emphasis will be on get-

ting the set-watcher out of the:

home and into the. theatre, be it

neighborhood or first-run, through
a campaign stressing “Let’s Go
QUt to the Movies TONIGHT.”

'• .Film 1 Festival;

, To highlight the unified industry
drive of better pictures and re-

vived showmanship, SCTOA pro-
poses a gigantic film festival that
could be made an annual event,
with production and distribution
joining in to sell the best In what’s
coming up and not just what was
great the .past year. It has been
suggested that the. annual film fes-

tival be tied in with the annual
conclave of Theatre Owners of
America so that national import-
ance of the event. Would take on
additional meaning.

Large-screen, theatre television

conies to Los Angeles this fall.

That was the top local; piece of
news to come out of 20th-Fox’s re-
gional meeting. Sherrill Corwin,,
local circuit operator and a vice

prexy of TOA, announced equip-
ment had been 'ordered from ECA.
Installation in the Orpheum, vaud-
film house in the downtown area,

is expected in about |our months.
Until definite Video, programs are
lined up, the equipment will be
available to all exhibs in this ter-

ritory for actual workshop experi-

ence fn how this new medium can
be adapted to the theatre boxoffice.

Price-cutting also took a 'beat-

ing during the week. While no
names were mentioned, it Was easy
to trace some of the concern to

the substantial Slice made by the
two Fanchon & Marco-operated
first-run Paramounts here. Exhibs
generally cried out against what
they termed futile efforts to revive
b.o. by bargain admission price.

Their arguments- would seCni to be
borne oUt to a certain degree by
the failure of the two Paramount
theatres to rally strongly despite
price-slashing and stage 'shows.

UA Unleashes ‘Storm’
Los Angeles, March 28,

United Artists, in an outrof-court

settlement agreed to turn back

“Summer Storm” to Joseph Luca-
chevitch; one of the bankrollers of

the filfnv produced some years ago
by Seymour Nebenzal.

Picture starred Linda Darnell
and George' Sanders,

//

Lux Soap beauty bath is so refresh-

ing!’* says Rosalind Russell. “The new

bath size makes it more luxurious than

ever. The rich creamy lather just seems

to float away fatigue, leaves skin softer,

smoother. Perfumed with a delightful

fragrance that clings!”

Take a tip from Hollywood’s lovely

stars! Try this longer-lasting bath size

Lux Toilet Soap. You’ll find a Lux Soap

beauty bath a wonderful way to make

daintiness sure.

Y‘
i

For
Hollywood, March 28,

Due ; to minimum of cutting fol-

lowing a Pomona sneak, Metro’s

“Next Voice You Hear . . .
’’ will

be ready for mid-April release.

Speed of sendout follows produc-

tion trend, James Whitmore-
Nancy Davis starrer having wound
up March 9 after 14 lensing days.

Homeoffice execs have already

started discussions ...
for Special

handling of the Dore Schary pro^

duction due to unusual theme.
Understood one of terms currently

under discussion is clause demand-
ing single billing in all first-run

situations. Although no booking
Definite, preem is being earmarked
for either the Capitol or Music
Hall in N. Y.

Ray Stark Quits Levee

To Join FA as Partner
Hollywood* March 28.

Ray Stark, partnered in the for-

mer Levee-Stark talent agency,
ankied organization to join Famous
Artists As a veepee and full part-

ner. He had . been : with / Levee-
Stark four years.

Outfit recently joined with Gold-
stone-Wilner and Victor Orsatti

agencies to ;form Artists Agency
Corp. - Mike Levee remains, presi-

dent of AAC. .

iLv 1

Continued from pafe T

them to announce publicly the
readiness of their companies to

submit to arbitration on individual
disputes. Such an announcement
Would encourage exhibs to request
arbitration rather than sue. It

would serve as a stopgap.
/Understood behind the TOA,

move are Gael Sullivan, exec di-

rector, and Herman M. Levy, gen-
eral counsel. Levy would /neither
confirm nor deny the step; He did
say that any action along these
lines would be “to cut

,
down on

unnecessary litigation in the in-

dustry.”

“A. substantial portion of this

litigation,” Levy said* “is brought
because an exhibitor does not have
a Speedy and effective tribunal in

whidh to have heatd minor dis-

agreements. Wherever we have
gone (Sullivan and Levy) to speak
at regional meetings, we find the
desire of arbitration is almost
unanimous. It is generally at the
top Of the agenda at these meet-
ings.”

Continued from pace

ALL OVER THE MAP
Raft of regional meets by affil-

iates of the Theatre Owners of
America crowd the calendar until

the end of June. Gael Sullivan,
TOA exec director, and Herman M.
Levy, general counsel, will Speak
at the

.
annual convention of the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
and Operators of Georgia, May 21-
23. Meet has been postponed from
original May 14-16 date.

Sullivan took the platform Mon-
day (27) in Oklahoma City at a
conclave of the Theatre Owners of
Oklahoma. He then spoke yester-
day (Tues.) before the Kansas-Mis-
souri Theatre Assn.

Other annual meets include that
of the Virginia Motion Picture The-
atre Assn, at Old Point Comfort,
VA., June 19; New Mexico Theatre
Assn, in Albuquerque, last half of
June; and Independent Theatre
Owners of Arkansas, Little Rock,
May 23-25. Motion Picture Exhibi-
tors ef Florida and Kentucky Assn,
of Theatre Owners will also meet
within the next couple of months.

Spring Valley, N.Y., Indie

In Trust Suit vs. Majors
Anti-trust action against RKO,

Paramount, 20th-Fox, Warner
Bros., Universal and the Spring
Valley Theatre Corp. has been filed

in N. Y. federal district court ; by
Betty Freeman, operator of the
Parkway theatre, Spring Valley.
Treble damages of $450,000 is de-
manded, in the action which
charges the defendants with con-
spiracy in restraint of trade,

Plaintiff contends that she built
the theatre in 1945 and Was forced
to shutter it in August, ’46, in line

with the alleged conspiracy, com-
plaint contends that the distribs

granted the Spring Valley Theatre
outfit first-run arid relegated her
house to a 90-day clearance restric-

tion. .

Additionally, suit claims that
block-booking was forced on her
house as well as minimum admis-
sion charges.

ic Load
Continued from page 4

era! years back, Par owed $10,-

000,000 to three banks. Company
whittled this sum to $4,500,000 by
pre-payments. Final $4,500,000 was
Wiped off when United Paramount
circuit took over this obligation
and $13,000,000 more under the
divorcement plan. Latter sum went
to the production-distribution com-
pany as added capital.

More Open Credits
• RKO has now cut its revolving
fund debt to $6,590,000 from an
Original total of $9,000,000. Uni-
versal^ indebtedness to the banks
is at $6,000,000. Company owed
$9,000,000 but has been steadily
paying off the loan in the face of
net losses for the past two years;
Open credit of $25,000,000 is still

available to 20th-Fox from the
banks. However., 20th borrowed an 1

original $5,000,000 on this credit
and has not increased that sum;
Columbia obtained a credit of $10,-
000,000 but recently lopped its ob-
ligation to $6,000,000 by paying a
$1,200,000 installment,

Warners’ funded debt is at the
lowest point in many years. Com-
pany is indebted for the slim of
$12,728,000 on a loan which totaled
Close to $30,000,000 immediately
after the war. Warners lias been
pre-paying its installments. With-
in the next year it Will have re-,

duced the debt by another $3,-
182.000;

Metro has also been steadily re-
tiring its longterm obligations.
Company :. owes $55,656,912 on

|

bonds which its circuit secures.
That figure was well over $60,000,-
000 at the war’s end.

something of value and received
what he paid for.”

Exhibs need have no concern
over individual suits by copyright
holders to collect on the use of
music played in theatres for the
past couple of years without a per-
formaince license. Prohibition in

the consent decree against ASCAP
collecting any fees for this period
also applies to ASCAP’s members,
Levy declared.

‘It is the duty of production,’*
Levy report said, “to keep the
performance fees that it will pay
tp ASCAP at such a minimal level
that it will not be necessary for it,

nor will it be tempted, to exact
these charges from exhibition. The
consent decree requires that the
f4es be reasonable. Further, it

provides an opportunity for the
producer to go to court to have
the court determine What is a “rea-
sonable fee”, if the parties cannot
agree wlthfn a 60 days’ period of
negotiation. Exhibition will ex-
pect production to take advantage
of that privilege, rather than tp ac-

cede to any unreasonable demands
by ASCAP”

Continued from page 5

Mpls. Suburban 900-Seater
i .

. .
Minneapolis. 1

William Levy, owner of Heights,
Columbia Heights, Minneapolis
suburg, announced plans for an-
other 900-seat theatre to cost

1
.42094)09^

as Well as some other circuits scat-

tered through the country.)
Company is releasing 37 pix dur-

ing the present fiscal year which
.ends Aug. 31 , It may up its vol-

ume by a few films next year but
no large-scale increase is planned,
Metroite disclosed. In the past
few years,/ Metro has gradually
raised its sights ‘‘because shorter
runs meant the market could ab-
sorb more films.”

Rodgers declared himself “very
optimistic oven the future of films.”

“We reach about the same number
of people each year,” he said, “I

think that television is just another
form of competition.”

Situations Where Metro is ''sell-

ing its product by competitive bids

is still growing* he said. Generally,

company is selling by that method
When exhibs want it and the situa-

tion warrants the method. Metro
is bid selling in several hundred

^ situations* at« the< piesenS tima. « « * * «•
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NEW YORK
Jerome Baker, manager RKO

Coliseum, N. Y., and Goodwin
Sable, manager Keith’s in Dayton, o
copped tlie .

Februayy RKO Show-
! children’s films to that area’s thea-

manship Awards. Both were
; tres

handed certificate plus
.
$25; . i Agenda for North Central Al-

Columbia Pictures will hold its
( jie^»s annual Convention set for-

ners didn’t have to buy ticket or
be present to qualify for cash
prizes.

St. Paul East Side; Youth con-
ducting a drive to bring better

annual sales convention in two
sections this year with Abe Mom ward here to May 3-4, includes dis-

cussion of film buying* forced per-
tague presiding at|b°^ .

meetmgs. r centage, Legion of Decency,; tax
First conclave is slated _f°r Drake

hght and other legislative problems
hotel, Chicago, May 1-4. • Second and television

.Jj
scheduied for Atlantic City,

, Bert Langley, manager of Park
M

if Anone lie tipw- :
theatre, Duluth, Minn., awarded

U
£?l

i

>hf
U
QhnrS

e
Wnntin sOOn i

$1,050 Verdict against two police-

New house is

chafes. sgainst Lan^ey had

party's. Pittsburgh and Buffalo ex- been chopped.

changes. •

• j- .

Philip Miles has resigned from
! CHICAGO

^Wto °oin the | i
Jack Kirsch reelected to three-

new Lynn Farnol publicity outfit.
of^TilinnU

d 1 f Alh®^

Miles worked for Farnol when lat-
,

Theatres of. Ilhnois.
.. .

.
.

ter headed Goldwyn publicity-ad- 'j _
vertising. Paul Perez, former Pjrk Manor theatre fiom Jack

tradepaper writer and Eagle Lion • St®**1
- TT n . := •

®
exploiteer, is replacing Miles in. : ®}}1 5;
handling road assignments for

,

goblidty chief, \^atmmng in Pal
{J}

CftlHwvn gpnngs with Harriet Stone in
Uoiciwyn. -

:

i charge of the office,"'
:

dittcdt i

n

a 1

1

Harris Silverberg, National
“II l oDUKvin

;
Screen Service manager here, hos-

Jerr.v Marks is Eagle Lion’s new pitalized after heart attack last

city salesman; replaces John Zom-
j

wejek. 'v, /
'J

nir, upped to manager of the ex- ' Essaness circuit last week sui>

change.' -
,
rendered operation of 400 theatre,

Mark Sanders succeeded L. north side house here. While $tUl

Hayes Garbarino as manager of retaining lease on theatre, chain,

Bradford Playhouse, Inc., opera- licensed Johnny ^and Aaron Jones,

tors of Dipsoii s Bradford, Pa .* the- operators Of MeVickers , arid other

atre. Garbarino resigned to join.i houses here, to run it.

his father in running the Firestone •

store in Clarion, Pa. INDIANAPOLIS
Arthur E. Frosio, former city

. T„d Mendelssohn, Universal
manager for Fabian theatres at

; Manager here, resigning to devote
Pompton Lakes, N. J., succeeded time to drive-in interests at
Ward B. Kreag as city managejr

>rerre Haute, New Castle and
for .the chain in Altoona, Pa. Kreag Princeton. Also will set up buy-,
transferred to circuit's city post at

; i g ariu booking service for drive-'
Allentown, Pa., supervising the

' in£
Colonial, Rialto and State. Al-

; q f. Sullivan, Wichita; Kan?.,
lentown. spot- .vacated .recently by wiu speak at first meeting of In-
death of Charles Bierbauer. diana drive-in operators April 5

Louis Lutz named general man- Indianapolis Athletic Club,
ager of Penn and Victor theatres session is sponsored by recently

Castle, Pa., and James G- - activated drive-in committee of
Bell, his predecessor, stays on with.- Associated Theatre Owners of In-
new operating corporation as as_ ‘

diana.
sistaht to Lutz. About 250 exhibitors from ln-

managed diana-Kentucky a r e a attended
McKee theatre for Jive years, re- 20tli-Fox showmanship meeting
signed; house now being Operated

! ,mder c h a i rm a n s h i p Tommy
by *ts owner, Mrs. Archie Fine- McCleaster, Indianapolis branch

RKO sales stiff, Hynes resigned
to join an ad agency.

William Williams, Union, Mo.,
exhibitor convalescing a f t e x *P-,
pendectomy. operation here,

DALLAS
Shamrock hotel, Houston, will

be the site for four-day national
convention of the Theatre Owners
Of America starting Oct 30. R. J.

O’Donnell, of Interstate The^rCs
Circuit, named general convention
Chairman.
Mark Sheridan,’ Jr., promoted to

manager of local 20th-Fox ex-
change, coming here from New
Orleans; replaces Phil Longdon
who has requested a

.
new assign-

ment due to illness; Bille Bryant,
named manager in New Orleanj.

TORONTO
Joseph H. McKiersOrt becomes

Toronto branch manager of Eagle
Lion Films of Canada, Ltd., April
1. Formerly branch manager in
Winnipeg, McPherson succeeds
Harold Kay, who resigned be-
cause of long illness. McPherson
was 'with RKO before joining
Eagle Lion. Phil Geller takes
over McPherson’s old post.

City council here unanimously
voted to ban all marquees and over-
hanging illuminated signs along
southerly four-mile stretch of
Yohge St., Toronto’s main stem.
All must be removed by Dec. 31.
Understood the Motion Picture
Theatres; Assn., With 111 member
owners or operators involved, will
not retreat from their fight, not
only from standpoint that such
signs direct attention to their thea-
tres but also that existing mar-
quees and standards represent a
big investment;

Seattle
CtJontinued from page 8)

Strong $6,500 after big $8,3d0 last

week*
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 59-84)
— “Davy Crockett,” (UA) and
^Federal Agent” (Rep). Big $10,-

000. Last week, “Nancy To Rio”
(M-G) (2d wk), oke $6,800.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 59-

84)—“Eiffel Tower” (RKO). Fairly

good $4,500. Last week, “Guilty
Bystander” (FC) blah $1,600 in 6
days.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2*200; 59-

84) — “Malaya” (M-G). (2d wk).
Okay $6,500 after big $11,700 last

stanza
Orpiieum (Hamrick) (2,600; 59^

84)—“Francis” (U) and “Molly X”
(U). (3d wk). Still socko $10,000
after $11,300 last w6ek.
,Paloihar (Sterling) (1,350; 50r$l)— “Big Wheel” (UA)fe plus stage

Show headed by Elton Britt. Good
$7,000. Last week, “Lear Wife”
(Par) grid stage bill topped by
Louis Armstrong Ofch, terrific

$13,300.-
ParamoUnt (Evergreen) (3,039;

59-84)—“Outlaw” (RKO) (2d wk).
Still great $11,000 after

;
$17,000

last week.

T2 O’Clock’ Soaring To

in •I

man. Fineman continues in ex-
hibition at nearby Rankin.

manager; at Antlers hotel. Marc
Wolf was nioderator.
John Cook, Crawfordsville, sold.

Ritz there to Bert D. Rayburn, hisMinneapolis
Minnesota state supreme court i

to
2r
ll€

T a ^ \ «
has under advisement arguments

|

in appeal taken by owners of Al- FOrt^ W^LvnP
W

bert Lea,
.
Minn., theatres from

j

lower court decision holding their
theatre bank: nights a lottery and

from Horace E
Schock.

Parts7 of 35 friends will cele-
brate Carl Niesse’s 35 years in

PHILADELPHIA
William; Goldman’s Karlton

Theatre will shut down in May.
Structure will be torn dowri and
house will be rebuilt as a modern
deluxer.

A. Laurence Mackay, manager
of mid-town Arcadia, resigned, ef-
fective April 8. Mackay, who
started with Stanley-Warner chain
in Germailtown, has been manag-
ing the house since present ownv-
sliio took over in November, .1929;

Warner Theatre, Atlantic City,
will play ' stageshovvs again this
season, “Brigadoen” has been
booked in, starting June 18.

' Al Davis and Harry. PCnneys
head Salvation Armyls appeal for

I

the exhibS' this year. John Turner,
i.UA branch manager, will bead
trade participation among distribs.

WASHINGTON
The Plaza, latest addition to

town’s growing art circuit, set for
j

April preem with “Salt to the
;

Devil,” the J. Arthur Rank film,
starring Sam Wanamaker. Thea-
tre owner Sam Roth hosted press,
luncheon in honor of Wanamaker

j

!
currently here in legiter. “Good-
ble, My Fancy.” The 250-seater
Will be first downtown house in
Roth chain;

.iii A„n i i.'u

’

WAiite van messes oa years
^ Pnn

r
tpnrlpri

al^ne
J Sll0W business. 'March 31. NieSSe ISment company contended bank

^
ownef 0f v0gue.

night wasn’t a lottery because win-

m
r

Max Page, formerly of Green-
field. now managing Hollywood
theatre here.

OUTDOOR
RS PRESHMENT

CONCESSIONAIRES
f»OM coAsr ro coaj,

OVfR 1 aNTUR,

NOW SPECIALIZING
IN REFRESHMENT
SERVICE FOR

DRIVE-IN THEATRES

J

^ / •
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N

'W':-;sv

t
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JOHN GARFIELD MICHELINE PRELLP

.

in’ Ernest Heirilnpwny’s

‘‘UNDER MY SKIN’'.
A- '120th.' Century-Foie Picture

On Stase-THE CHINA DOLL REVuk

7tl> Am, *
: Mth 81

KANSAS CITY
Heads of National Theatres di-

i visions; and publicity chiefs met at
Fox Midwest offices here last : Mori-.

! day and Tuesday (27-28) to work
,

out details of annual drive begin-
i ning Easter week and also on a
i plan of following up the interest

:

generated by 20th-Fox in its show*
: manship meetings.

Turn-out of nearly 300 exhibs for
the lOth-Fox showmanship meet*
ing at Continental hotel last Wed-
nesday. (22), judged biggest gath-
ering of industry folks here in
about- 30 years.
“Broken Arrow” set by 20th-Fpx

for a saturation campaign in this
area for three weeks.

OMAHA
More: than 200 exhibitors from

Nebraska* Iowa and some spots in
South Dakota responded to 20th-
Fox rally clinic on pictures last
week. Exhibitors at Blackstone

' hotel with Branch Manager Joe
I

Scott presiding. Bob Livingstone
i of Lincoln, Neb., director of Thea-

j

tre Owners Assn., tried to allay

!
fears on sliding business and tele-

|

vision.

COLUMBUS
Walter Kessler, manager of

Lo.ew’s Ohio/ back' after six
months’ absence caused by auto
accident in Arkansas in which he
and liis Wife were seriously in-
jured. Carl Rogers, Who was man-
ager during Kessler’s absence; rer
turns to liis post a$ Loew’s Broad
manager.

Minneapolis, March 28.

Current boxoffice best seller is “12

O’Clock High, big at Radio City.

But “Francis” looms nearly as

smash at RKO-Orpheum. “Hasty
Heart” also is doing surprisingly
well at the State,

Estimates for This Week
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70) —

“Whirlpool” (20th). Fair $5*000.
Last week, “Guilty of Treason’
(EL), $4,500.
Lyceum (Nederlander) (1,900;

$1.20)—“Henry V” (U) (3d, run).
Third time for this picture here
and again at roadshow prices; but
this time no reserved seats. Opened
Monday night for six nights only,
having to make room for Mae West
in legiter “Diamond Lil” next Sum
day.* Okaiy $5,000.

Lyric f
iPar) (1,000; 50-70) —

“Dakota Lil” (20th). Moderate $4,- :

500. Last week, “Montana” (WB)
(2d wk), $4,000.

*

Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
12 O’Clock High” (20th). Soaring

to huge $20,000. Last week, “Free
for All” (U) and Horace Heidt
show onstage (50-851, good $26,500,
but under estimate.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800:

50-70)—^“Francis” (U). Terrific at

$16,500. Last Week.: “Man With
Horn” (WB), good $12,500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600: 50-7Q)—

“Man With Horn” (WB) (m o.);

Good $7,500. Last week, “Outside
Wall” (U), fair $7,000.

State (Par) (2.300; 50-70) —
“Hasty Heart” (WB). Mild $9,000.
Last week, “Capt. China” (Par),

$8,500.
World (Mann) (400; 50-85) —

“Tight Little Island” (U) (2d wk)
Helped by crix’ praises and word-
of-mouth. Fancy $3,500 after big
$4,000 first week. Goes third
round. •

“Mari With Horn” (WB) and “Tar-
nished” (Rep), also Denver, Es-
Wdre* Webber. Pair $2,000. Last
week, “Flying Saucer” (FC) and
‘Pirates Capri” (FC), good $5,000.
Vogue (Wolfberg) (600; 60-74)

“Stone Flower” (Indie) and “Pal-
ace Scandal” (indie). Modest $2 -

?T
°0;

i
Last week, “Major Barbara”

(Indieh $2,500,
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74) ~

“Mari With Horn” (WB) and “Tar-
nished!’ (Rep), also Denver , Es-
quire, Tabor. Mild $1,500. Last
week, “South Sea Sinner” (U) and

$“500
ed °’Rlordans” (U '. Rood

8

or

of All Distribs

\ . Philadelphia.
Mel Fox, Indie chain operator

acting as booker and buyer for
eight drive-ins in this area

, lias
sent letters to all exchanges here
asking for day-and-date runs with
indoor houses in the area or the
privilege of bidding Ori product.

~

Fox has an interest in four of
the eight ozoners, although lie
holds a controlling interest in none
of them. All the outdoor theatres,
however, are members of the re-
cently formed National Assn, of
Drive-In Theatres. Fox’s altor-
ney, Harry Kalish, is also counsel
for the association,
The action was taken by Fox (

o

clear muddled booking, buying and
clearance situation for the ozoners.
Court action is planned if distribs
fail to come through on

.
the writ-

ten demands, Kalish said; Attorney
has suit ready for filing in District
Court for the Starlight theatre.

'

Gloucester, N. J., drive-in, which
1

is seeking damages from the ma-
jors and the Varbalow Circuit in
Jersey.

Starlight wants second-runs, and
has already been given them by
Metro. Park-In Theatres, which
operates the Gloucester ozoner. i

s

seeking damages for its two years,
of operation, claiming the distribs
refused to sell them product until
after tjhe Varbalow. chain had
turned the pics dowri.
Another of the ozoners, the Del-

sea Drive-in in Bridgeton, N. Js, is

asking for first-runs and has al-

ready gotten them from RKO and
Metro, according to Kalish.

III. priverlns Organize
Chicago.

New association of drive-in the-
atres is being formed in Chicago
area for purpose of “promoting
good-will and creating new pa-

.

irons.” This unit, the Illinois Met-
ropolitan Drive-in Theatre Assn., is

headed by Louis F. Jelinek, owner
of Skyhi Drive-in, Elmhurst, III.

Organization will operate chiefly as
a -promotion unit.

Continued from page 7
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RADIO CITY MUSIC HAH
Rdtk#f«|lir Center

"THE DAUGHTER OF
ROSIE O'GRADY"

$f«rrin§ June Havor> Cordon Mac Ita* I
Celer by TECHNICOLOR

A Warner Bros, Picture
.

' Plue
The Mini* Matl'n Greet (astir 8Um 0h*w

ST. LOUIS
Bill Slater won an “Oscar” for

“Francis” from St. Louis University
Theatre Society as part of bally
for this film.

Carter Smalley took -Over man-
agement of Ritz, Van Buren, Mo.,
formerly operated by Walter T.
Ballinger.
The Sikeston, Mo., drive-in sold

its alfresco house near Skicston.
Mo., to O. W. McCutcheon Circuit,
Blytheville, Ark.

I

Commonwealth Theatres* Inc.,

[

Kansas City plans drive-ins for
Fulton and Clinton, Mo.

I
B. J. McCarthy, formerly with

Republic, replaced M. J. Steinberg
on Eagle Lion sales staff. Latter
resigned to manage the Rit?, Alton,
111.* in which he bought an in-
terest.

Dave Kramer* formerly with
Warners, succeeded Jack Hynes on

LOUISVILLE
Louisville Theatre Owners Assn.*

adopted resolutions calling for rey!
peal of state’s 10t

r

c> adhiLssion tax

!

On amusements. Group also urged
that Gov; Earle C. Clements apr
point a commission to revise the
tax program. Action followed
speech by Guthrie F. Crowe, head
of Kentucky Assn: of Theatre
owners.

TOLEDO
Theatre Leasehold Corp., former

leaseho! der of land where 3,400-
seat Paramount stands, and Carl
II. Sclwyn Theatres, Bowling
Green, O., Which; operated the
house ; si lice 1048, merged into new
Schwyrt Theatre Leasehold Corp,
Jack Armstrong continues as gen-
eral manager of Schwyn theatre
interests, which also operate the
State here and several smaller
houses and a drive-in in north-
western Ohio.

Denver; ‘Hand’ Light 10G
Denver, March 28.

. Boxoffice is generally slow at
first-runs this Stanza. “Young Man
With Horn” will take in the most
coin but only average in four spots.
“Black Hand” looks light at Or-
pheum.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Wolfberg) :

(1 .500; 35-
74)—-“Ambush” (M-G) (2d wk).
Nice $7,500. . Last week. $12 000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750: 35-70

»

—“Dear Wife” (Par) (2d wk). Fair
$9,000. Last week, big $14,000.
: Denver (Fox) (2.525: 35-74) —

-

“Man With Horn” (WB). day-date
with Tabor* Esquire; Webber. Fair-
ish $13,000. Last week, “Mother
Didn’t Tell Me” (20th) arid “Un-
masked” (Rep), $15,000.
Esquire .(Fox). (742: 35-74) —

“Man With Horn” (WB), also Den-
ver

, Tabor, Webber. Fair $2,000.
Last week; “Mother Didn’t Tell
Me” (20th) arid “Unmasked” (Rep),
$3 ,000 .

.Qrpheum (RKO) (2,200; 35-74)—
“Black Hand” (M-G) and “Daring
Caballero” (UA). Light $10,000.
Last 7week, “Malaya” (M*G) and
“Man of Evil” (UA) (2d wk). $8,000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—

“Backfire” (WB) and “Blue Grass
Kentucky” (Mono). Mild $7,000.
Last week* “South Sea Sinner”
(U) and “Rugged O’Riordans” (U),
fair $7,000.
Tabor (Fox) (1,$67; 35-74) —

America has already instructed its

regionals to direct organizational
. efforts towards owners of the open-
air flickeries. Gael Sullivan . TOA
exec director, currently trekking

1 through the country to drum up
• memberships, is pitching partieu-

I

lafly for the big unorganized drive-

!
in field.

Straddlers

Both Allied and TOA have a

number of members that Own both
conventional houses and drive-ins.
Philly outfit, for its part, is using
as a hook the current battle being
waged by ozoners for belter runs
against standard houses. Org is

banding together all drive* in ops
who are now in the courts with de-
mands that they have the right to

bid for first-run product.
Philly group, initiated last Sepr

ternber, now lias some 100 membe rs

in 22 states. Membership fee is set

at $50 yearly for each drive-in
operated by an exhib. ; Harry
Kalish, Philly lawyer, is acting as

counsel for the outfit.

Aside from its current battle for

a better break on clearance and
run, drive-in unit contends that ops
must organize to tako on a riumbi.r
of other problems Including zoning
regulations and insurance rates.

Fire insurance*: for instance, is

more than double the rate of stuncl-

aird houses, it is said. High tab on
irisurance has been set because the
companies have had no experience
on drive-ins, a fdatively late de-

velopirient in exhibition.
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FEBRUARY
(Estimated Gross Time Sales)

•• • • • • 9 **

CBS . . . . .. . . .

-NBC' * ... .. ........

.

=ABC - •

• -
Mutual , , . . . . . , . ...

1950
$5,597,240
5,210,600
3,169,100
1,407,200

1949
$5,314,300
5.279,800
3,845,600
1,670,250

• 4-5.3:

—1.4
—17.8
-r-16;5

CBS continued to hold its lead f*

over the other webs on the; year’s
'

gross time sales based on January-

February billings returns. Web,,

for the second consecutive month,-

^ithin two weeks after setting

up a "paper reorganization" of its

programming department, NBC
has decided to start ail over again.

*

Tom McCray, who has been direct-

ing .the AM program* Operations

without benefit of veepee echelons
since Ken Dyke exited about a
yekr ago, is being switched to the
Coast. Meanwhile, the network is

;

on the prowl for a creative pro-

;

gramming operator who will be
brought in with title of vp.

j

Although McCray .Ostensibly is

transferring to the Coast to fill a
February billings returns. Web, : Detroit, March 28. transferring to the Coast to fill a
for the second consecutive month,- J - E

;

^(Ted) ;:Campeau, president gap on AM program operations
registered a plus (5.3%) compared of e*LW

» has beep named one of immediate conjecture wa? whether
with billings for February in 1949, Canada s 10 best-dressed men. the shift was the prelude to the
while -the ; other three networks W was described as an immac- exiting of Sid Strotz, with McCray
wound up with minus figures. exponent of good grooming moving into web’s No. 1 Hollywood

“Startling" aspects of the two- the radio world, spot.
’

months’ billings figures are the - ‘ Timetable on the shift of McCray:
ABC arid . Mutual scorecards, with? y. ^ __ to the Coast hinges on how soon !

the former down 17.8 for February f nool UvAAfti LAm nbc succeeds in finding a sue-

,

compared with the same month in filMSI I Icnlll rill cessor. The web has already start- i

'49, with Mutual nosediving 16.5 *
• •

•
•
Vl

ed to "audition" for the key pro-
on comparative figures for the

[

-- .£
# :

gram spot, top qualification appar-
month. ( Last week’s revelation that || £\g\w%i\Y> n

§DAl1niY ently being someone Within show
the Mutual network was carrying fl(J()Uf!r S ItHflllP biz-agency-network circles with a

’

a "for sale" shingle With a $1,200,-
vr v* Y creative flair who can vest the de-

!

000 price tag, has brought in its ivvi *1 vr
wake a new report that the web 1mlLi|A \fA
actually can be had for the amount Tv Illli. I II
to which MBS is on the hook to the

MIIV § v
stockholders^-$5Q0,000). tr ir , j

For the month of January, Mu- i

Hollywood

.trial Was down 10,5, while ABC was C. E. Hooper ha

13.0 under the previous January. I
local AM-TV station

As Allen Sees It

Fred Allen has it all figured
out. He sees a bigger-than-ever
future for radio.
With educators already com-

plaining that^^^ the edu-
cational impact is lost ori the
kids because of TV viewing,
Allen estimates that the situa-
tion will get increasingly
Worse; in fact, portending a
whole new generation of
morons.

,

It’s Obvious then, says Allen,
that radio Will bounce back,
with everybody flocking to
quiz shows.

. The •

"iffy" structure of Sunday
night on NBC as it pertains to the
upcoming ’50451 season is v caus-
ing no little anxiety among

. the
;
web’s ripper-strata execs, ' In con-
trast to the present ' impressive
lineup of the Retail, Wildroot, U.S,
Steel, Sterling, arid Eversharp com-
mercial auspices that . blankets 7:30
to 10; 30 with incoming coin,
there’s a strong likelihood that, on
the basis of cancellation prospects,
NBC may be left, holding the Sab-
bath sustaining bag.

Rexall is dropping the 7:30 Phil
Harris-Alice Faye show, and While
Harris has negotiated a contract
with NBC Whereby he captures the
time period, the network has yet.
to wrap Up a new client for him.
Major Sunday casualty looming

is “Theatre Guild on the Air," with
U.S. Steel’s five-year contract ter-

:

niinating at .end of the. season.* It’s

considered unlikely that Steel Will
negotiate a hew "Guild" pickup,
even though it should: decide to re-
main in radio, which is

.
also con-

jectural at this point: Cancella-
tion Would throw open the 8:30 to
9:30 Sunday night Segments. "Al-
bum of Familiar Music,’’ which fol-VVrV1 Y creative flair who can vest the de-

j one of the major agency re-
Guild," may be axed

rivTi .1 wr v Pieted NBC program roster With Sterling Drug} .according to

ll/LJn IT^.W Ilf *|V elements of freshness and commer- !

aB«»nments of the year took place present, plans. And continuance

TV nilr I All If Jill cial savvy. I
this week when Don Belding, of the 10 o’clock Eversharp show,

. . .
While McCray’s : administrative ! Coast head and partner of Foote,

It or Leave It, _js _depend-

rr ,, , ^ __ ,
knowhow has long been recognized

: Cone & Belding slenDedintn the ,

ent 011 a successor to Eddie Can-
Hollywood, March 28. by the; Web echelon the fact that .

& Beimiig, stepped into tne tor.

E. Hooper has approached he’s stepping out of the pivotal
j

Pres iriency the agency, follow- Elsewhere along the line, NBC
1 AM-TV stations with plans program spot in N. Y, doesn’t come I

in? announcement that Emerson has felt the brunt of some cancel-local 'AM
for a new

|

vey which
!
fore enter

^^ill^eep m^t ! CBS scorecard, it’s generally com sensus, however, is that the Foote “Hollywood ^Theatre;" Mars; drop-

•

i

P prcsent cal1
1
ceded even within NBC circles that leave is the prelude to his-perma-

1

ping ot ‘Curtain Time" .and
servipp in nnprafinn ucucu even uruies mat 10 vuc ^icmuc w ° ~

.

I New s^ndM^nn^ts of mCrhani the network has failed to date in nent exit, with Belding, a strong Camel s serving notice .that it is

O :car^iSSa^1^- eou»ter:maneuvering the Coliim- man on the Coast with valuable giving up Screeo Gmld Players,”

/ i'Sb.
bia program ascendancy (in the contacts in , the east, taking^ over Plus the time period.

wr AaawMMi • phone service Hooppr staff hipi-p I

wak? of the inheritance of Jack the New York operation. Foote,r P
y

n
d?als telephone number Dromot- ^

Benny> AmQS ’n * Andy, Edgar Ber- Belding and Fairfax Cone, head of <

Sterling Drug looks set to drop lv gets channel to Whirh fplptjpt nr t geri,^^ Red Skelton, Bing Crosby, the Chicago operation, are equal
the NBC Sunday night "Album of freauenev to Whirh radio «Pt i« '

Groucho Marx, et al. ) . While the partners in the agency and it’s

Familiar Music" program at the tuned One call will rPpUtpr a « !

program-sales department liaison considered likely that the latter

end of the season. Show has been manv- as fivp radio or vidpn «rtc in has been clicking in terms of half- two will buy out Foote’s interest,

one of radio’s hardy perennials. one home Hooner nlao« to inerrt hour program sales, chief squaWk Immediate conjecture was wheth-

1

Of t rowr T?aa4o ur/sii 1 /I

pany only last week negotiating
^ Koiiies' Deriodicallv^To^

^

^ board chairman Niles billings back into the FC&B fold. I Prospect of Ralph Edwards wind-
with ABC for a five-times-a-week

ing service.
/' e |Trammt»: have just returned to Since . the agency lost the $10,- irig up the season with loss of

pickup of "My True Story," repre- Hooper says new method will
' from a quickie looksee at the (Continued on page 48) sponsors on both his NBC shows,

senting $900,000 in grbss biilings. Dermit anv station to know nn fnU ! C6ast operations—presumably set-; — ^—— "Truth or Consequences’’ (Procter
Sterling also sponsors the cross- lowing morning the ratine of anv •

ting ih® groundwork for the Me- 1

.
Gamble) and "This Is Your

trie-board "Bride and Groom" on program Regular phone call serv^ I

Cray move *in
\

McCray, too; is
j

ACCfrr CI|ICT CMHC fDQ Life" (Philip Morris), was seen
ABC, but. whether the latter', shew: on a ! Wf 1LE Onlr I Cllllj vDJ here as adding to the casualty con-

Hollywood, March 28.

Prospect of Ralph Edwards wind-

(Continued on page 48)

OFFICE SHIFT ENDS CBS
- .. . >j 1VV TT*1.4 kEU U11VV IU lYVU

I ^.1 • J Yr •
. 4 • .

would come under reconsideration i months but the new survev will
P^asure jaunt, He returns, in

; DDArDAM 1

hasn’t been determined. The pubiished monthly Rates w charSe of national programing,
: r KUuIlAM VV/1U1UU 1IHU season

Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample is be counted during the first two un‘“ * successor is^found.
j

CBS last weekend went through-
, ‘‘J°

r l,a
?

been one of the

:— '
the Smi month ’ Whvoner hat Wo pf NBC’s tele station KNBH in Hoi- ' tbe throes of an office as well as ad-

j

on NBC. but P & G, it’s known, is

fesHn? in Piiiinrt<ainhia fnr lywood since it took to the air, has ministrative integration to close
!
questioning the wisdom of continu-

Fmpr^nn HmilC ^anrhim ;
time keeping it a closelv cloalSd

resign<?d and win be succeeded by the gap on a four-floor AM-TV ing with the show, on the premise
cmerson urops oancnim, W*:, Kee£1"g

I
,

“ „n„y Tom McFadden, manager of NBC’s "commuting” job. that it. has outlived its: audience

sponsors on both his NBC shows,
"Truth or Consequences’’ (Procter

Gamble ) arid "This Is Your
Life" (Philip Morris), was seen
here as adding to the casualty con-

i' fusion attending the ’49-’50 radio

n in f
icatnis in x-i

tmerson Drops Sanctum, time, keeping

Buys fl wood Playhouse jSS»J7nj&
Emerson Drug, via BBD&O phone homes,

agency, is dropping Hi Brown’s •
•

"Inner Sanctum" package,; but is
j
n% r it r

retaining the Monday night 8-8:30 • rllCIl Up ii

CBS segment.
|

1 n
Emerson, instead,, is buying an AS IOCS

MCA package, "Hollywood Star, n r
Playhouse effective April 17." Al- ; KCirCS
Uiough "Playhouse" will have a ...... .

Coast origination, Norman Brok- i

A * Ip.ough tr

Ma ranflo hac v .i. auih iucrduucu, luaiiagw ui ;
wuuuunu^ juu.,

I

inat it,, tins uuutvcu n,h. auuiciil’tr

been set up
P
He hasr^t revealed

ra(^*0 an<^ television station in N.Y.
;

The web’s creative program seL
j

impact. ( Show celebrates its 10th

rncf nf in«faiUriEf i.rtitc in 4nn tPio. :

-Bock .resigned when Strotz in-

1

up. for years established ori the
j
anrii on April 1.)

bhone homes
'

•

' e
i dicated to him that such a move

1

18th floor, at 485 Madison ave., N.Y.
!

Edwards’ other airor, also car-
p

. .; . i was in the making. Bock recently
;

(veepee Hubbell Robinson, Robert ried on NBC. is a more recent en-

j
switched to tele from NBC pub-

1

Heller. Irving Mansfield, . Lester
j

trant, but Philip Morris is reported

D*i L If H CL j
licity, which he headed. Recently ' Gottlieb, Gerald Maulsby, etc ),

. i

somewhat a pprehensive over the
nten up uoroiny jnay he suffered a light heart attack. 1 has moved down to the 14th floor

j

show’s rating pull.

i n n 1 I D .jit’s' understood he may remain with the TV program boys.
j

Meanwhile, "T or C" has been

As Loca-lola S Summer ' with the network iri another ea-

,

Network’s Operations Dept, kinc-auditioried for TV.
'

. * j

pacity.
1 takes over the 18th floor. i

————

'

As Coca-Cola’s Summer

Refresher Vice Bergei

J
Meanwhile, "T or C" has been

Dept, kinc-auditioried for TV.

ensh ire will stay as announcer, be

Al though the summer hiatus sit-

nation won’t clarify itself at least j-

j*. 'j
fl J 9

' • *** « ’

ing .cut in from N. Y. for the com- for* .anpthei month or so, Coca-Cola

riiercial spiels. "Sanctum" was ^has' a|ieady served notice ori CBS ;

sponsored by Emerson for the past that Jt’s Spins to hold on to the

four years. 8 to 8:30 Sunday night time during
‘ the 1 3-week period that Edgar j

Bergen vacations.

Vunila PrtrAV Naut V P Summer replacement show hasn't
V6IIU4, I ryor HOW f.I . s been set, but Music Corp. of

Philadelphia March 28 America in the riiearitiirie is pitch- .:

Donald W. Thornburgh, prexy of ing up a Dorothy Shay package to

the WCAU Stations, was named to H.Arcy, agency on the Coke ac-

the board of directors; at the lat- count
- _ , . V , r

tor’s annual meeting here Monday ' :

Coca-iCola stayed out of radio

•27). Charles Vanda, director of last summer, cancelling its Spike
television, was upped to TV vee- Jones show (picking up Bergen in

;

Pee, and Robert N. Pryor, promo- the fall)- Miss Shay, incidentally, •

tion-pubiieity director also won was featured on last season's Jones
veepee stripes., :

* musical program. -
Thornburgh took over presidency

1

of tire Evening Bulletin station last cttitmaN ityttq ‘TTTNF tVA Mffu st, after serving as veepee of SEEMAN EXITS TUNE-U
LBS’s western division: Vanda. Seeman Bros, is dropping “Tune-
jvho was exec producer for the CBS o” on WMCA, N. Y., effective Fri-
Loast operation, came to WCAU in day (3D.
September, and became TV direc- Qui/zer is aired in 100 other ,

tor in January. Pryor has been in markets, backed by i variety of
me Pubbc relations imstrsince 1944. sponsors. , f

-.

( > ii

: .

1

'

' : DAMM FOLDING BIS

Round No. I On Tap for CBS? J

. WTMJ-FM, first FM station to
There’s an air of anticipation around CBS over a hush-hush go ori the air west of the Alleghe-

maneuver or succession of moves reportedly on tap for. next season. nies, and sister station, WSAU-FM.
Already it’s .being referred to as “Round No. 2”. in Bill Paley’s

i Wausau, both owned and operated
spectacular bid for radio supremacy (“Round No. 1 " of course,

[ by the Milwaukee Journal Co., will

,

resolving itself into last season’s acquisition of Jack Benny, Bing
. j be permanentlv shut down April

Crosby, Groucho Marx, Red Skelton,' Edgar Bergen, et al.).
j 2, : Walter ,T; Damm. veepee arid

Speculation centers principally on the possibility of another ’general manager of radio an-,

wholesale shift of programmirig CBS^ward, now , that the network
j nounced Monday (27 > . Lack of.FM

has clinched sponsor acceptance arid has moved into the No. 1 / audience in the area was given as

billings spot on the basis of January- February figures this year. .the reason for the shut down,
This speculation embraces reported overtures initiated by Co- : WTMJ-FM went on the air

.
as

iumbia to win over the U, S. Steel business from NBC, plus a 1 W9XAO in February, 1940, and the
“come on in’’ invitation to Wildroot to return "Sam Spade" to .

' Wausau outlet was added in 1948,

CBS. Both “Spade" and U; S; Steel’s “Theatre Guild On the Air" 1 The Journal company did not sell

are current NBC Sunday attractions., Outcome of the romancing
, time on either station. "Since it

Of Steel will hinge on whether the company returns to radio in .derives no financial revenue fr°m
(he fall. (iCs a cinch, too, Of course, that NBC Will be in there ! either, station the only justification

pitching to retain the billings.)
j

for underwriting the cost of con-

Factbr in CBS’ favor is the reported change in attitude existing
j
linued FM service would be a body

between Ben Duffy, prexy of BBD&O, agency, on the Steel and 'of. listeners far larger than the very
Wildroot accounts, and Paley. Whereas a year ago the trade was limited one which oui; research haa
cognizant of a rift between the agejicy boss and the web’s board i showri to be in existence at thi

chairman; (with Duffy throwing in his lot with NBC during crucial I present time and which shows no

prograin switches), a -more- friendly relationship now pervades the
|
signs of material gro>vth," Damir

1 I • V

.derives no financial revenue from
• either, station the only justification

|

for underwriting the cost of con-

I
linued FM service would be a body

1

of. listeners far larger than the very
limited one which oui; research has

i shown to be in existence at the
i present time and which shows no
!
signs of material gro>vth," Damiri
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US. Senate
‘

Washington, March 28.

Are the FCC hearings in Los

Angeles hurting G. A. Richards,

owner of KMPC and two other 50

kw stations—WJR, Detroit, and

WGAR* Cleveland?
'

Evidently, they must be, For

the heat is being turned on the

Commission from a powerful for-

um—the U. S. Senate. Two Sen-

ators have already gone to bat in

behalf of the Michigan broadcaster

(now a Californian). They’ve indi-

cated the matter has been brought

to their attention. It won't be sur-

prising if others of Richards’ politi-

cal alignment join in,

Having failed in his efforts to

prevent the hearings (even. ex-Sen*

Burton Wheeler, who. was employ-

ed ! as counsel for. that purpose,

couldn’t do the trick) Richards is

now trying to make a cause celebre

of the FCC investigation. While

his counsel was still trying to ward
off the hearing, the case was being

fought on legal issues involving

FCC’s authority on various ques-

tions. Due process, the Bill of

Rights and other constitutional

guarantees were brought up as arr

guments.

'But now the pitch is different.

Suddenly, it's become an Admin-
istration plot against a Republican.

Sen. Styles Bridges (R, N;H.), asked

for a Congressional investigation

last Friday (24) to look into pos-

sible political motivations of the

FCC. Bridges said he had been

told that Richards is a former New
Dealer whose views were never

questioned until he broke with the

Democrats in 1940. “It would be

,

outrageously un-American >’* he
added, “if any. radio station were
denied an extension of its license

merely because the management
of that station did not subscribe to

the political opinions of the. pres-

ent administration/’

Cagey ©nj Issues

Senators going off on the Rich-

ards tack are being careful to

hedge their remarks oh the sub-
ject, involving as it does anti-Semi-
tism and other issues packed with
political dynamite. Bridges took
pains to say that he was not accus-
ing FCC Chairman Wayne Coy or
any other Commissioners of using
their authority fOf political ends.

He conceded it would be “a serious
charge” if Richards were found to

have distorted news. However, he

(Continued on page 48)

N.Y. RACITBACKS IN

Racetracks in the New York City

area are showing greater interest

in radio and teevee, with the result

that Gotham stations are benefit-

ing from their intensive short-term

campaigns. Jamaica •: track, which
opens April 1, started its month-
long drive this week with time

signals on WINS, WMCA, WMGM
and WFAS and 20-second animated
cartoons on all video outlets in the

area (except WNBT, which had no
cream adjacencies available). Ed
Friendly, A1 Paul Lefton AM-TV
director, is handling the account.

Friendly is also working on the

new Yonkers raceway (formerly

Empire City) and Belmont. Yon-
kers, which opens April 24 with

trotting events on 61 evenings in

three meetings, will use .a one-

minute jingle on 15 stations! in

Greater N. Y. Belmont Will use
morning participations on the four
network keys and station break
slides on WPIX to plug its. season,

which starts May. 5.

Also using radio heavily will be
the Roosevelt raceway, which be-
gins its trotting events at the end
of May arid competes with Yonkers
directly for two weeks in August,
Roosevelt, which places its business
through. BBD&t), has used spots
extensively for. the past few years
and built up . attendance through
its broadcast advertising;

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

/ Stop the Music—ABC

Hollywood, March 28.

Diana Bourbon, whose name has
been synonymous with the Ward
Wheeloek agency for most of ra-

dio’s adult years, will take one last

look at the teletype in early sum^
mer and turn over the office keys
to Carroll Carroll. She is retiring

after 16 years as Wheelock’s radio
director arid closing out an active

career that started 31 years ago.

It was little known to the trade
that Miss Bourbon was a stage
actress before she turned to news-
paper Work arid for a time headed
up the feature end of the N. Y.
Times Paris bureau. During the
last war she was stationed in Eng-
land with^ psychological warfare
(propaganda) division. ;

Hollywood best remembers her
as Bill Bacher’s right hand on the
old “Hollyw.bod Hotel” broadcasts
for Campbell Soup. She could
write a book about that experience
and probably will in the luxurious
leisure of her Pasadena residence.
As her valedictory to radio, she
said: “I’ve worked arid I’ve saved,
now I’m going

1

to live and enjoy
it.” After 16 years in radio she
hasn’t an ulcer to show for it, so
^fome of the agency boys may ques-
tion her success.
Art Bailey, veepee of thA Whee-

loek agency, came in from Philly
but Ostensibly to see Bob Crosby
take off again on “Club 15.” While
here he may interview candidates
for the job or may not even go out
of the office for a successor. Car-
roll Carroll has been script super-
visor for the shop’s two strips
(“Club 15,” “Double Or Nothing”)
and has a thorough knowledge of
radio amtfthe Wheeloek approach.
There’s also Ace Ochs on deck,
another highly competent

'
journey-

men.

Washington, March 28.

Keep hearings examiner J. Fred
Johnson on the probe of the Rich-
ards stations until all evidence is

presented, FCC was requested to-
day (TUes.) by its general counsel,
Benedict Cottone. Johnson had
said last week he planned adjourn-
ing hearings on Friday (31) because
of other proceedings requiring his
presence. j,

Cottone told the FCC that there
is urgent need for hearings to go
on without interruption and a de-
cision reached. He added that the
commission is under severe limitar
tations with respect to finances and
that postponement would involve
great expense.

Washington, March 28;

Even if one radio station 'drives

another out of business, that is no
reason Why a second outlet should
not be allowed to establish itself iri

a community, the FCC ruled yes-

terday (27) in denying a petition to

set aside a construction permit for

a one kw. daytimer in Cullman,
Ala.; Station WKUL, a 250-watt full-

time outlet in Cullman
,

;'! had
claimed the new station would not
serve the public interest, for the

reason that there are insufficient

advertising revenues available in

Cullman to support both opera-

tions.
*

In rejecting WRUL’s dalm, th

e

Commission said the public interest

“strongly favors competition in the

broadcast industry. The whole
Scheme of regulation . ! is based
upon the proposition that the Gov-
ernmental policies appropriate to

the areas of free competition rath-

er than those applicable in the pub-
lic utility arid common carrier

fields will achieve the most satis-

/ (Continued on page 48)

Toronto, Match 2$,

Effective May 1, all radio bingo

games, lotteries and giveaway pro-

grams are banned in Canada when
a contestant pays to participate in

the program, it was ruled yester-

day (27) by the Canadian Broad-

casting Corp,, Which holds regula-

tory restriction powers over all in-

dependent ^stations in
.
this coun-

try. : ..+' -

Decision follows a series of meet-

ings with the CBC in Which church

groups branded bingo as a breed-

ing spot for gambling, with ciVic

authorities and chapters of inter-

national service clubs countering

that such proceeds went to local

hospital and other corrimunity wel-

fare projects. Claim of the CBC
Board of Governors was that such
broadcasting of games is “not a

proper use of public air channels/.’

The ban will not apply where
cash or other prizes are awarded
to contestants, who send in box
tops where this is a qualification

in answering quizzes or identifying

a song title.

Hollywood, March 28.

New facts of G. A/ Richards’ po-
litical views came to light as the
FCC hearings on application for
renewal of KMPC’s license entered
its third - week. Chief Witness,
Chester G. Renier, program direc-
tor at the station for more than
two years, told of some 15 to 20
staff meetings held during that pe-
riod. Lasting four or five hours,
the meetings were devoted to
Richards’ 1 o n g anti-Democratic,
anti-Administratior. lectures, with
Renier, station manager Robert
Reynolds, sales manager Herb Wix-

(Continued on page 49)

Godfrey Vs. Garroway

In CBS Vs. NBC Battle

. Chicago, March 28.

A major duel for morning Niel-

son ratings is taking shape between
CBS’ Arthur Godfrey .and NBC’s
Dave GarroWay. After nibbling at

Godfrey’s a. m, spread with a 15-

minute network show cross-the-

board Monday through Friday,
Garroway gets an additional 30
minutes on web across-the-board
against the CBS star, starting April
3.- New series will have 9:30-10

a. m. time slot;

Sustainer will have same title,

“Next Dave Garroway,” arid will

use same format and talent as cur-
rent show aired from 10:15-10:30
a. m. Talent includes Connie Rus-
sell and Jack Haskell, Art Van
Damme Quintet and pianist Caesar
Giovannini, Show, directed by
Parker Gibbs, will be broadcast
before a studio audience.

Washington, March 28.

After seven Weeks of unsuccess-,

ful negotiations to work out differ-

ences between the U S. arid Cuba
in formulating a new North Amer-
ican Regional Broadcasting Agree-
ment ( NARBA), the American
delegation returned yesterday (27)

from Havana, A full, conference of

the signatory countries is to be
reconvened probably about Aug. 1

in the U.S,, the location to be
determined later. It is expected
that Mexico, which sent an observ-

er. to earlier sessions in Montreal,
Will appear officially at the U.S.

meetings. The neighbor country
has indicated an intention to par-

ticipate in drawing up 4 new
agreement

Return of the U.S. delegation

from Havana, heavded by FCC Com-
i
missioned Rosel Hyde, it was
learned, followed a conclusion that

nothing could be gained by further
negotiation. The U;S. position re-

specting allocation of channels—
clears, regionals and locals, it was
felt, was made as clear as pos-

sible. What happens, when the con-

ference reconvenes will depend on
thfe attitude of the participants.

• Difficulty in reaching an agree-
ment in Havana, it developed, fol-

lowed publication of unfounded re-

ports of “secret” conferences
among the U.S. delegates. All con-

ferences were public, it was
learned, but the reports “did not
conduce to the effectiveness of the
U.S. effort to reach an agreement.”
Meanwhile, in view of the pend-

ing conference in the U S., all the
signatories, except tuba, are re-

(Continued on page 48)

The • fight between radio and
video for daytime audiences is
sharpening, at the same time that
both media are reporting advances
in before-dark billings.

In New York City, C. E. Hooper
reports, TV’s share of the 12 noon-
6. p.m. audience Was 23,4% in
January-February, ’50, compared
With 9.6% for the same period in
’49. Additionally; tele is likely to !

cut still further into radio’s share
riot only by the! growth in TV set
circulation, but. also by extension
of the video day.

Next week, WJZ-TV will start
airing 90 minutes earlier daily, at
12:30 p.m. instead of 2 p.m. The
ABC outlet is launching a two-hour
series with hillbilly Zeke Manhers
and has picked up “Mr. Magic”
from WPIX. Daily News-owned
indie* which owns the kid-talented
show With Vinlaw, Inc., released it

to ABC so it can networked.
WNBT in May Will incept mor-

ning .service. The fact that Kathi
Norris, whom it lured from
WABD, is getting an annual guar-
antee of $100,000, points up the big
payoff of daytime video. Wilbur
Stark-Jerry Layton outfit, Which
packages the Norris show

, feels

that daytime TV has a great puil

because the housewife, home alone
during those hours,, is more re-

sponsive than evening audience,
which may be distracted by family
talk.

However, AM stations claim -that;

the daytime picture is also im-
proving for them., WOR, Mutual's
N, Y. Outlet key, states that it has
waiting lists for its paricipatirig.

shows, such as John Gambling's
“MuSicai Clock,” “Breakfast With
Dorothy and Dick,” Martha Dearie,

Barbara Welles, etc. Sales veepee
Pete Maddux say that many spon-
sors are not only moving into day-

time radio, but trying to gain

dominance. Thel result is the

growth Of a saturation theory, hit-

ting home the sales message to

regular listeners and gaining new
customers through audience turn-

over. Products involved are; chief-

ly foods and soaps* but drugs, ap-
pliances, beer and bread are also

coming in strongly.

Networkwise, at least a half-

dozen major spenders are mulling
daytime radio for product s pur-
chased by the housewife, Cigaret
firms have been upping daytime
budgets, based On the fact that

women make 65% of cigaret pur-

chases and that the majority of

femmes > buy their smokes at gro-

cers.

Bahkrollers stressing daytime
cite the Charles Luckman fracas

at Lever. While Lever is relative-

ly weak in daytime radio, Procter
& Gamble has 3V£ hours before
dark every day. Not only are the

soaps bought by women, it’s point-

ed out, but shows are cheaper and
rates less expensive.
Added reason for the trek to

daytime AM is the desire to get a

franchise on time against the time

when teevee makes even greater

inroads into nighttime radio's au-

dience.

(New Nielsensr-^Week Feb. 12-18)

—Current Rating-
Current Previous Homes Homes

. Points
Rank Rank Program . '(000) % Change

1 1
•• Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) . 10,881 27.7 ' +2.2

2 2 Jack Benny (CBS) . .-. . . . . 8,917 22.7 + 0.8
3 3 Talent Scouts (CBS) . 8,563 21.8 +0.6

'

-A
' 8 My Friend Irma (CBS). 7,974 20.3

‘

+ 2.3
, :--.5 14, Groucho Marx ( CBS) , . . . ; . . ; ;

.

7,581 19.3 + 2.5
6 5 Amos ’n’ Andy (CBS) 7,463 19.0 0.0

:
- 7 4: Fibber & Molly (NBC) . . . ; .*.... 7,424 18.9 —1.1

8 15 Dr. Christian (CBS) . . . . ...... .

.

7,071 18.0 +1.3
9 22 Bing Crosby (CBS) . . . .

v
7,071 <18.0 +2,9

io 6 Walter Winchell (ABC) . . . . . ....

.

7,031 17.9 —0.6
11 10 Mr. Chameleon (CBS) , . . . . . . ....... 6,913 17 6 +0.4
12 27 Crime Photographer (CBS) . ... 6,678 17.0

.
'+2.2 •

13 26 People Are Funny (NBC) , , ... .... ... .... . . . . .

.

6,638 16.9 + 2.1
14 .7 Edgar Bergen (CBS) . . ... . ; ........... 6,599 168 .—1.5
15 9 Mystery Theati’e (CBS) . . . . . ...... * . . , . ... . .

.

6,599 16.8 —0.7
16 24 Fanny Brice (NBC) 6,442 16.4 + 1.5
17 18 Red Skelton (CBS) 6,442 16.4 +0.4
18 33 Dennis Day (NBC) /. . . . . . ... .

.

6,442 16.4 +2.3
19 20 Gene Autry (CBS) . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . ... , . . , . . ,

.

6,442 16.4 +0.9
20 Tl Bob^Ibpe (NBC) • * * .« > , * * .,* ... .» »•• . • *.• 6,403 16.3 —0,8

No Menace le Aircraft.

Sez WOR h Bid For

Washington, March 28.

In a !strorig'tod^for.$anbtion;.io..-

go ahead With plans for higher

towers at its transmitter site in

Carteret, N. J., WOR of New York
told the FCC last week there is “no

substantial evidence” the project

Will menace air navigation, but

that at most it would impose “an

economic . btirderi of uncertain de-

gree’’ Upon aircraft approaching
Newark from the southwest.
Through its Washington counsel,.

Hogan & Hartson, the station «sF

serted in a 44-page summation of

findings on its application to con-

struct a new directional antenna:

system requiring two 638-foot tow-

ers:

1. That the improvement Will inr

crease WOR’s nighttime fad 1 rig-

free service by as much as 10,000

square miles and, population-wise,

by anywhere from 1,344,000 to 4,-

500,000 persons.
2. That it Will substantially re-

duce interference which! the 50 kw
KIRO in Seattle (also on 710 kc)

now receives from WOR, ,permit-

(Continuecl on 48)
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By TED HUDES
Rome, March 21.

. :

Whereas the French govern-

Trient-owned and controlled radio

is making an attempt to improve

its level and is eagerly seeking for

new ideas in broadcasting, .the

Italians seem to be perfectly happy

with its old formula of presenting

radio to its audience.

RAt (Radio Assdciada Italians),

is, on paper, at ledst, a privately-

owned enterprise, but it is safe to

assume that the government has a

considerable hold on its operations.

Giuseppe Spataro, president of

RAI, was recently promoted to

postmaster General. - The program-

ming of RAI is poor and without

imagination. It? commercials are

monotonous plugging of products.

American hits are very popular

and you hear them on all transmit-

ters the ddy long. Very seldom do

you near real Italian music. Bert

Lind and I wanted to record some
popular Italian tunes. In Rome,
Florence, Siena, Genoa, Milan and

Torino, we were wandering from

one spot to another and the or-

chestras of mandolinieros and
guitaristas were especially eager

to play for us the most recent hits

of Bing Crosby and Dinah Shore.

This goes for the whole entertain-

ment world in Italy, which takes its

Cue from New York.

The bright spot in Italian yadio

is the excellent sports reporting.

The soccer games and the bicycle

competitions have the only coitir

nientators on the air, to whom
people listen in the squares and
streets of any city on the penin-

sula.

The jobless hero of “Bicycle

Thief," Lamberto Maggiorani, Will

appear in a new Italian soap-opera,

(Continued on page 48)

Washington, March 28.

Court arguments in New York on

the legality pf FCC’s giveaway ban
are likely to be held during the

first week of May, Variety learned

today. A target date for around
May 1 is being discussed among the

parties. Although, a. definite day
has not “yet been pinned down,
there’s every indication the case

Will be heard at the beginning of

the month;
A three-judge tribunal of the

U. Sv District Court for the South-
ern District of New York will hear
the case. Whether the judges who
sat (Simon Rifkind, Vincent Leibell

and Charles Clark) when a stay or-

der was granted last September
will hear the arguments has hot

(Continued on page 48)

Loops on To

Uncle, Deal* Uncle
Robert Hall Clothes store in

Tulsa, Okla., Received the fol-

lowing letter last month from
a young boy in Jane, Mo.:

• T heard your announcement
for your store over the radio
this morning and was wonder-
ing if you could be the Robert
Hall who is my uncle who I

haven’t heard from in so long
and have wondered so often
where he could be. . , . I would
like to know if you are fpy
Uncle. Please Write me." •

Tulsa store forwarded the
letter to the Sawdon agency,
which handles the clothing
chain's account.

With the Bing Crosby-Groucho
Marx comedy parlay chalking up
Wednesday night as the newest
CBS conquest, it’s now a question

of what Bristol-Myers intends to do
about its 60-minute brace of shows
in the competing time segments on

The Marx comedy-quizzer is in

the No: 5 spot in the new Nielsens

just released, making it one of the

most' valuable properties in radio

today. Crosby is not far behind,

in ninth position. That’s a far cry

from the year-in-year-out Wednes-
day NBC supremacy, when Bristol-

Myers’ back-to-backing of Mr. Dis-

trict Attorney" and “Duffy’s Tav-

ern", stole the midweek show.

With “Duffy’s" now selling Blatz

Beer, Bristol-Myers has “Break the

Bank" doing the Wednesday duty,

but tlie payoff isn’t the same.
It’s recalled that at last season’s

end, .Bristol-Myers was considering

a flock of maneuvers before finally

renegotiating for the Wednesday
NBC time. That somewhere along

the 9 to 10 Wednesday line some-
thing and someone have got to give,

is considered a certainty.

The pre-baseball season .in New
York has been attended by what
some clients contend are off-base
tactics. The sponsors who have
pacted for the Yankees, Dodgers
and Giants radio* broadcasts are
reported miffed over the current
pre-season “trailers/' claiming that
they’re left dangling out in left

field. Owners of the ball clubs in-

volved, too, are understood to be
unhappy over the treatment
they’ve been getting. :

The situation has to do with the
spot

.
commercials the stations are

running on behalf of TV set man-
ufacturers, with the inevitable
clincher that •there’s no more re-

warding summer than watching
your favorite ball club on your
favorite video set.

Thus in the case of WINS, which
again has Ballantine and White
Owl sewed Up for the Yankee
games, the station, via its spot TV
set plugs, is practically telling lis-

teners to stop listening to the
games on radio; that nothing can'

match a TV ballgame.

Ball Owners Sore, Too

By the same token, the ball club
owners resent the line taken by
the TV commercials, which invite

the listeners to stay away from the
ball parks since the telecasts are
nothing sort of super. The ball

club managements point but that,

basically,' they’ve permitted the ra-

dio-TV pickups as a means of bol-

stering in-person park attendance,
and they want to know “what
gives?" bri the spot commercials.
WMCA is carrying the Giants

game
,
with Chesterfield picking up

the tab. The “watch the game on
TV’’ approach, it’s pointed out,

adds up to a cuffo invitation to

switch allegiance to WPlX, which
is telecasting the Giants games.

Similarly, the Dodgers games
are being carried by WMGM, with
Schaefer Beer arid the Post Cereal
Division of General Foods .splitting

the season tab. On the; other hand,
WOR is TVing the Dodgers games,
and it’s argued that the radio spot
commercial TV come-on could
only redound to WOR’s benefit at

the expense of potential Schaefer-
Post Cereal buyers via the radio
pickup.

“Theatre Guild On the Air"
director Homer Fickett did

some fast masterminding to

get BBP&O agency off the
U: S. Steel commercial hook
on last Sunday (26) night’s

• "Milky W a y"/ presentation,
which starred Danny Kaye,
At the run-through and dress

rehearsal, Kaye literally pan-
icked ’em with his cut-tips

while 1 George Hicks was in-

i’ stitutionalizing on behalf of

H. S. Steel. It was apparent
that, come air time and Kaye
played the studio audience for
laughs, those commercials
would never get through the

'"mike.- •

Fickett had “hidden" com-
mercials, transcribed in ad-
vance, and played from back-
stage. Hicks' onstage com-
mercials w$re only "plants’’
and, as expected, Kaye gagged
it up plenty for the audience

—

but the home listeners got the
uninterrupted disk version.

N Y. JOCKEY

ni

Chicago, March 28.

The practically weekly commu-
nique on NBC staff changes came
last week with the announcement
by Irving Showenman, Chi NBC
veepee, of a flurry of readjustments
apparently designed to establish
definite authority in a variety of

departments^ Latest moves are be-
lieved to be a followup to orders
from New York to eliminate bugs
in operations of NBC owned and
operated affiliates.

John F. Whalley, controller, has
been made responsible for account-
ing, financial, personnel, office

services and labor relations. Leon-
ard Anderson, who has been per-
sonnel manager, was named man-
ager qf integrated ’ services, with
responsibility for music, program
traffic and continuity departments!.
Howard C. Luttgens has been

named engineer-in-charge of all

radio and TV engineering. Wil-
liam Ray was put in charge of
news, press - and public affairs.

With Retirement, Joins

B&B on Plans Board
Sherman K. Ellis has come out

of a two-year retirement to join

Benton & Bowles as a veepee and

ritember of the Plans Board. Oddly

enough, it reuriites two of the ma-
jor entrants in the radio agency

field of a quarter-century ago,

when Ellis and A. W. Hobler, Who
is now chairman of the board of B
& B, took over the New York op-

eration of Erwin Wasey Co, back

in 1925.
.

Ellis stepped out of his own
agency two years ago wheri Chet

La Roche moved into the No. 1 spot

of the LaRoche & Ellis agency.

Ellis admits being fed up with re-

tirement.
'

Miami Beach, March 28.

Barry Gray will return to New
York next month after an absence

of two years (except for a two-

month stint in ’49), When he opens

at Chandler’s restaurant, on N. Y.’s
|

eastside; Station on which the for-

mer WOR all-night disk joclcey Will

beam hasn’t been set yet, but it

Will not be WOR.
Gray’s Chandler stint is for 13

weeks with a guarantee of $1,000

weekly, with options on two addi-

tional 13^week cycles calling for

upped guarantees. Contract was
set bv Miami agent Buddy Allen ;

directly with Lou Rubin, owner of

the steak house. Gray’s attorneys,

Jaffe & Jaffe, are handling ne-
j

gotiat ions With two stations.

piatter-sDinner’s return to Miami

Members of the Radio Guild,

comprised of approximately 600

white-collariteis at CBS, last week
gave the go-ahead to members of

the United Office Professional

Workers of America to picket of-

fices of sponsors of Columbia net-

work programming.

As result, picket squads were set

up last Thursday (16) iri front of
the N ;

. Y. /headquarters of Lip-
ton Tea, General Foods and Amer-
ican Tobacco Co., with the pickets
bearing placards asserting that
they are “patronizing, an anti-

lihion company” UOPWA mem-
bers, on behalf

.
of Radio Guild,

plans, to rotate pickets in front of
various

.
clients’ offices from week

to week.

... Radio Guild initiated the picket-

ing oil the claim that CBS is not
bargaining in good faith. White-
collarites state that, eight weeks
after the election which Voted in

faVor of the union as the bargain-
ing agent, CBS is making contract
offers evert less desirable than be-

fore the election.

Union members also claim that

CBS pressure to eliminate the

Guild still continues.

WFiL’s (Philadelphia) rate ad-

justment because of TV inroads is

seen as only the beginning. That
1

the time is approaching for care-

ful reappraising of the basic rate

structure of all radio is seen a cer-

tainty. In important agency-client

circles, they are beginning to ask
questions.

,

When, last week, John McLaugh-
lin, Kraft Foods advertising man-
ager, told the Chicago Radio Man-
agement Club that AM aqdience
losses must soon be compensated
by rate card readjustments, he was~
seen as echoing the sentiments of
top spenders within the medium.
While the networks are expected

to hold out at least for some time
to come on the basis that mass
radio circulation Still prevails de-

spite TV’s upsurge, it’s anticipated
that the initial agency victories

Will be chalked up in terms of new
discount structure, with relation-

ship of time periods as another fac-

tor, rather than a blanket .rate

slash.

What WFIL has already done in

Philadelphia is expected to be re-

peated in other cities where TV
has hit the bigtime. But the hold-
outs will come from stations like

WNEW in New York where, in fact,

rates have gone up on the basis

that audience increases.

Ripley in tlie Now York market
(major TV center of the world)
are the Pulse ratings for March as
they pertain to WNEW. For the
18-hour 6 a.tn. to midnight stretch,

the ratings, Monday through Sat-

urday, have hit 3.3—an increase
of 14% Over March of last year.

Similarly, the March, 1950,
.

rating
.

, (Continued on page 48)

WMOR in Chi Is Still

Toffenetti’s FM Dish

As

Cleveland; March 28.

j
Calling himself a “one-day put£.

lie relations man” John Royal, NBC
veepee came to town to ballyhoo

the coming May 21 performance, of

Arturo Toscanini and .the NBC
Symphony. During one-day stay

in. town (24), Royal made two

speeches before mixed groups and

a five-minute WTAM talk. Also re-

visited Euclid Avenue theatre row
and RKO Palace which catapulted

him to NBC power.
Toscanini show here will be in

Music Hall and all indications

point to a sellout of the almost

4.000 sea ter.

Chicago; March 28. ,

WMOR-FM, which has recently

fm^ next year is- not set. I-t s possj
j t j ei. go j a new lease ori life with

J]?
V' 1 U remain in N Y. On v

J re tllrn 0f financial support of Dario
Miami spot suitable is the CoriR

: L Tonehctti. Chi and N Y: restau-

!

C
i

,t
^'^

n0
r fw

1
Tarit.- operator. Toffenetti moved -

closed at the Copa Sunday
\ back --into. picture as member of

i

untl1 Apul 16 10
: jj^ard of. directors named after

. WM1E s studios.
1

1<,s i t
r
llatjon of old board Monday

1

"""
'

;
( 27

;

Returning with restaurant rnan

!
is about 20% of station’s revenue

Mebbe Take It’

With Garry Moore signing a

seven-year exclusive .deal with CBS
making him available to move in

all directions, including AM and
TV either from N. Y. or Holly-
wood, the network, as an offshoot:

of the maneuver, may find itself

inheriting NBC’s Eversharp “Take
It Or Leave It” within coming
months.

Eddie Cantor’s serving of notice
on his sponsor that .lie‘s exiting
“Take It,” preferring occasional
TV shots next Season, has set Mil-
ton Blow, agency on the Eversharp
account, on an audition binge to
wrap up a successor to Cantor for
the emcee role. Biow repoiTeclly.

would like to have Moore return
to his onetime m.c. role on “Take
It,” but a deal with Moore would
automatically commit Eversharp to
a CBS sponsorship. “Take It” is

now heard Sunday, nights on NBC
at TO. :•

With Cantor departing in June,
“Take It” would require a substi-

tute emcee for its summer run!
Moore, incidentally, is due in

N.. Y. fCom the. Coast within 30
days to huddle with CBS prograin
execs on his future plans.

! Following in the wake of the !
lest when he severed connections

Pepsi-Col a reorganization, with A1 w]Jb FJVler Tast rnontlv^at ter ai dis-

Steele moving into the presidency, Phte over liberal P^cl^pn
P"r

first major administrative casualty t0 break, Toffenetti
A*

has transoired With Ruth Maier ' Scst client and his withdrawal had

exUing
8

" as*’ assistant in *ft station in weak financial po.si-

charge of public relations. ;

lion;
. ,

Although Milton Biow. is Pepsi’s Donald Kiesau is new board

15% commission house, the prexy replacing Bernard Miller,

agency’s publicity department has who is also resigning general man-

handled blit little df the soft drink ; ager post. Steve Wood was .named

publicity, occasionally doing some
j

secretary - treasurer and Charles

blurbs for “Counterspy,” the ABC 1 Stevenson and David Pivan ace

show Which Pepsi sponsors, new veepees.

ABC Moves to Keep

in Its

With the Metropolitan
.
Opera

having Opened its contract to Com-

petitive bidding by all four webs,

ABC. /which has a pact With the

opera through the fall) is trying

to establish its hold on the Satur-

day afternoon longhair audience
by launching a hew recorded opera
series this Saturday ( i )

.

Filling part of the time which
tlie Texas Co. vacated last week,
ABC will air diskings of operas
from 2-3:30 p.m., with Milton Cross
serving as emcee and interviewing
guests. Announcement was mad*

,

by ABC vice chairman Mark
Woods, who is also a director of
/the Met.
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TV Color Interest Centers in RCA

Washington; March 28. 4
The most important develop-

ment since the FCC begin its

color television hearings last Sep-’

tember--the single tri-color pic

Danny Dare to

Danny Dare, Hollywood and

iteuM'$r& itssSteSSi

\

publicly for the first time here

tomorrow (29). On the basis of

advance reports, the new RCA 16-

Jnch kinescope will dp what ,
its

developers claim:; simplify the con-

struction Of receivers and produce

good color. Video circles are

awaiting the press showing tomor-

row with great anticipation. The
tube is to be officially demon-
strated before they

,
Commission

April 6. -Jv

Reports following a private

showing of the tube last week be-

fore a few members of the Com-
mission and key staffers were gen-

erally enthusiastic. The view was
expressed that RCA had fulfilled

Its promises regarding the capar

bilities of the multi-color instru-

ment. Color pictures shown on a

direct view receiver using the
tube were Said to be at least as

good as images previously shown
on receivers using an optical sys-

tem reflecting hues from , three

separate tubes.

RCA ^displayed both a “single

gun” and •‘triple gun” tube, With

the latter reportedly giving the

better performance but requiring

more additional equipment in the

receiver than the former. Doubts
were expressed as to the useful-,

ness of the tube for converting

present receivers to colors

FCC’etfs who saw the demon-
stration, the. first outside the RCA
laboratories, included Com mis-,

sioners Robert Jones, George
Sterling and Edward Webster, and
.assistant general counsel. Harry
Plotkih; chief engineer Curtis

Plummer; assistant chief engineer
John Willoughby, technical infor-

mation ch i e f
;
Edward Allen;

laboratory, division chief E. W.

.

Chapin, and attorney Joseph
Nelson.

What effect the tube will have
oh the outcome of the color pro-

ceedings is the subject of Consid-

erable speculation. There’s no
doubt the development puts a new
complexion on the situation. It

simplifies the “cumbersome and
costly procedure” of the RCA sys-

tem, permitting direct view sets

and doing away With the imprac-
tical dichroic mirror arrangement.
But even with the tube, RCA will

Still require 10 to 20 more re-

ceiver tubes than is required in

its black and white sets.

Another problem which the tube
does not solve is the inability of

the RCA color to travel over ex-

isting coaxial cable facilities. A
witness of the American Teler
phone (& Telegraph Co. testified

it would take two years to modify
the coaxial to carry RCA color

throughout the TV network. This
is considered a major issue in de-
termination of the color question.
RCA has admitted the single

tube will work in both the CBS
and Color Television, Inc. systems.
CBS has contended right along it

could use the tube to replace its

whirling color disk which limits

the
.
potential size of screen, and

requires a magnifying lens; limit-

ing the viewing angle. Chairman
‘“Wayne Coy recently stated in an
address at the U. of Oklahoma he
was putting great hope in the
tube as the solution for the color
problem.

rector, has joined NBC television

in N. Y. as a producer. What
shows he will handle for the web
has not yet been determined.
Most recently under contract to

Paramount, : Dare handled the
dances for “Road to Rio,” “Variety
Girl” and “My Favorite Brunette”
among others; He follows Edward
Sutherland and Robert Montgom-
ery, other top Hollywood person-
alities; into the NBC production
fold;

.
SansOn Hosiery Mills this week

signed to sponsor NBC-TV’s com-
plete two-hour pickup of the East-

er parade on N. Y.’s Fifth avenue

i Easter Sunday (April; 9). Show
will be fed to a 29-stStiOn inter-

connected network, With Ben
Grauer and Maggi McNellis doing
color interviews with the paraders.
Sanson, making its vid^b bow with
the show, reportedly dropped plans
for a full line of ads in Sunday
newspaper supplements to move
into TV.:
With the parade as the focal

point of its early Easter after-

noon programming, NBC plans
ll 1/^ hours of solid shows that day.
Web will tee off at 11 a. m. with
a pickup of church services from
Philadelphia, then carry the pa-

rade until 2. Special hour-long
film turned out at the Jerry Fair-

banks studio on the Coast and fea-

turing a number: of Hollywood
stars, will hold down the 2 to 3

spot. NBC is still lining up plans
for the 3 to 3; 30 period.

' “Tour of the Holy Land,” an-

other special film, will be aired

from 3:30 to 4, with the regularly-

scheduled “Today with Mrs. Roose-
velt” going from 4 to 4

:

30. “Meet
the Press” is in from 4.30 to 5,

“Armed Forces Hour” follows that
and then the Bob Hope-Frigidaire
show takes over from 5:30 to 7.

Web then picks up its regular net-

work programming until the 10:45
p. m* closing.

TONI'S TWIN

in

One-Week’s Run in Pitt

Due to Appeal of ‘Mama’
Pittsburgh, March 28.

DuMont TV Web’s^ mystery show,
“Hands of Murder,”' had a fast rim
on network’s own station in. Pitts-
burgh, WDTV—exactly one week.
Program had been taken on for the
8 o’clock Friday evening slot to re-
place “Mama,” and immediately
gave Channel 3 here * a quick and
unmistakable headache. \
WDTV was promptly flooded

with letters from children and their
parents protesting the dropping of
•‘Mama,” which has built up a tre-
mendous video rating locally, and
the writers Were particularly in-
censed because a blood-and-thun-
de.r half-hour had been spotted in-
deed, Folks of small fry pointed

(Continued on page 48)

Topi, home permanent outfit

which has been shopping for a tele-

vision package since it optioned a
half-hour almost a month ago on
CBS, has finally decided on a
vaudeo-talent search format titled

“Toni Twin Time.” Show will

|

spotlight promising young perform-
ers, with Jack Lemmon as emcee
and the Ray Bloch orch providing
music backing. It tees off April 5
in the 9 to 9:30 p.m. slot, where it

will alternate, each week with
“What’s.My Line,” to be bankrolled
by Stop-Ett deodorant.

,

.

With the Ed Wynn show* mean-
while, moving from its present Sat-
urday night period to Tuesday
nights at 9 to escape the competi-
tion of. NBC’s “Saturday Night
Revile,” CBS has derided to fill the
Saturday slot With tn!V version of
its new radio pariel show, “We
Take Your Word.” “Stagedoor,”
Carol Irwin package aired Tuesday
nights, Which was Originally to
have swapped places with Wynn*
consequently, was . dropped after
last night’s (28) airing. CBS also
confirmed this Week reports that it

is dropping the “Abe Burrows’
Almanac.”

CBS, NBC Tint L&g
’ " *

' Washington, Match 28.

Here's how CBS and NBC
would feed out color television

programs to their affiliates in

the event their systems are

given the green light by the

fcc.
"*

Within a few days of the de-

cision, CBS would commence
originations from New York.
Within three months, it would
be colorcasting at least 20

hours per week* of which
three hours would be carried,

daily before 6 p. m., one-half

hour dally between 6 p. m. and
8 p.m., and one-half hour fol-

lowing regular black and white
schedules. Daytime programs
would appeal primarily to

women and children, end also

serve for demonstration aids

for dealers. Within two years,

providing manufacturers pro-
duce, sufficient color sets, Go-
lumbik would be on a 100%

'

color broadcasting basis*

NBC, already colorcasting
eight hours a week in

.
Wash-

ington,; would increase its

schedule to - 12 hours a week,
with programs relayed to New
York for audiences there.

This schedule would be ex*
panded to at least 18 hours a

week within a year* -NBC
stations ih Chicago and Cleve- 1

land Would receive these pro-

grams via ; radio relay and re-

broadcast them in color locally,

CBS programs would go
over the entire network. NBC
programs could move only into

cities connected from Wash* H
!
ington or New York by radio
relays. The RCA color system
cannot be transmitted over ex-

isting Coaxial cable facilities.

Mail Order House Interest in Tele

Richard Arles’
Hollywood, March 28.

Richard Arlen has, been signed
to star in “Hollywood in Three
Dimensions” by indie producers
Mai Boyd and Robert Joseph, re-

placing Alan Mowbray. Show,
aired over KTTV here, is sponsored
by Admiral Radio.

Plans are being set for kinescop-
iiig the show on a nationwide basis

during Boyd’s; visit here. I£e re-

turns to N. Y. April 5, when he’ll

report, bin the Coast Video situation

to his partners* Mary Pickford and
Buddy Rogers.

Cincinnati, March 28.

;

Launching into film packaging of
wrestling shows originated in the
studio of WLW-D,. Dayton* O., one
of its three TV stations, Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. already has
optioned the initial 13-week series

to more than 20 video operations
across the country, Robert E. Dun-
vUle‘, president, announced this

week.
.

Filming of Saturday night grunt-
and-groan pprys; which are piped
to Crosley’s WLW-T here and
WLW-C in Columbus, G. ,

is shaved
to 55 minutes and allows for inte-

grated local comiriercials;
Among major TVers named, by

Dunville as carrying the Canned
programs are WEWS, Cleveland;
WAFM-TV, Birmingham; KTTV,
Los Angeles; WBKB, Chicago;
WBZ-TV, Boston, and WWJ-TV,
Detroit.

Each 13-week series provides a
riiinimum of four women’s wres-
tling matches, a feature of added
interest in the few states which
bar femme grapplers from partici-

pation in live shows.
Crosley’s tussles bring together

top names among the mugging
muscle and tumbling fraternity,
with bookings by A1 Haft, vet wres-
tling impresario in these parts.

Graybar Electric Co. sponsor
originating programs in WLW-D,
the nation’s first video station to
set up a wrestling ring in its own
studio, for Raytheon TV sets. Film
Associates, Dayton commercial
photographic concern, makes the
movies. Don Faust of WLW-Tele-
vision directs production, and sales
are handled through Russ Landers
of WLW Promotions, Inc., Cincy.

Brewery-* 1,000 Spots
Detroit, March 28.

WJBK-TV announced what it

termed “one of the largest satura-
tion schedules for television . ad-
vertising in Detroit” as a result of
the Altes Brewing Co. purchase
of 1,000 spot announcements for i

52 weeks. /
1

Saturation schedule was made
possible because of the. station's

'

extended programming—2 to .1:1 : 15 1

p.m. Additional advertisers taking i

advantage of the expanded air f

time include the Frankenmuth

!

Brewing Co, and Hood Rubber Co

Milwaukee Clients Hop
On Video Bandwagon

Milwaukee, March 28.
Increased acceptance of video by

Milwaukee advertisers is reflected
in the April schedule of Cramer-
Kttlssell ad agency clients. Wis-
consin Plumbing arid Heating Sup-
ply has bought the C-K package,
“If s a Man’s World,” weekly half-
hour sports .show on WTMJ-TV.
Schuster’s department store steps
up frequency of its 30-minute
‘Feminine Viewpoint” daytime
strip on WTMJ-TV, to four times
weekly.
Weinbrenner Shoe Co. is testing

teevee with three brie-minute Aims
weekly on same station with pos-
sible expansion into other mar-
kets,-.-;

1

NBC television, with a half-hour
of prime' evening time opening up
next week for the first time during
the. season, plans to use the period
to showcase a series of new shows
for audience and sponsor reaction;

Half-hour is the Tuesday night
9:30 to 10 slot. Period had been
occupied by “Life of Riley,” which
the web dropped after last night’s

(26) show when Pabist Beer bowed
out as sponsor. Armstrong Cork,
meanwhile, hds bought the time
for a new series of half-hour dra-
matic shows but won’t tee off until

June 6. NBC, as a result, will have
the.time Tor two months and so de-
cided to utilize it for showcase
purposes as a lead-in to its sum-
mer programming activities.

Web plans to spotlight shows
produced both by its own creative
programming department and by
indie packagers. Among these is a
series titled “Mr. Omm” (for

omniscient), comprising short, true-
to-life vignettes with ®G. Henry-
type endings. Another is “Come
Out Fighting,” a projected dra-
matic series starring Lee Tracy,
which is being packaged by the
Louis G. Cowan office. NBC also
has a half-hour series based on
Michael Arlen stories, which will
emphasize adventure material. In
addition; the web is packaging a
series based on “First Person
Singular,” the one-acter produced
by Fred Coe several years ago
which introduced the subjective
camera technique to TV.

VIDEO PRODUCTION
Glen Allvine, former New York

press chief for the Motion. Picture
Assn, of America and for the past
three years in charge of film and
video activities for the New York
State Dept, of Commerce, is re-
signing from the latter post to go
into TV filmmaking.
He has acquired dramatic rights

to “The 22 Brothers,” recently
published by Simon & Schuster
and May selection of the :Unicorn
Book Cliib. It will be produced as
the first of a series for Star Tele-
vision Corp., N. Y., .

Allvine recently completed for
the state a half-hour film, “HaO-
N.Y.”, which he wrote and directed
and Basil Rathbone narrated. It
will have its video preem next
months

’s‘

“Magic Cottage,” DuMont cross-
the-board show for moppets featur-
ing Pat Meikle, picked up its first

two sponsors this week. Peter Paul
pacted to bankroll the last 15 min-
utes of the show Wednesdays on a
five-station network through the
Maxon agency, while the rest of
the show through the week will be
sponsored by Taylor - Reed on
WABD, the web’s N. Y. outlet.
Show is now in its 40th week.

In jaddition to N. Y., it is car-
ried; in Washington, Philadelphia;
Cleveland arid Daytori;

Detroit—Assistant Detroit Lions
football coach George W. Wilson
has joined the sports staff ofWJRK
and WJBK-TV. He will team With
sportscasfers A1 Nagler and Joe
Gentile in an expanded schedule
of motor city sports:

Chicago, March 28.
A mild flirtation which has' all

the possibilities of a full-fledged
romance vis shaping up between
television and the major mail-order
houses and their retail outlets, \
check last week of houses head-
quartered here showed definite
video interests. Sears, Roebuck,
Aldens and Spiegels reported they
have or are in the process of test-
ing the medium and hinted at ma-
jor entrance into TV by next fall
Montgomery Ward officials ex-
pressed the least enthusiasm of
firms surveyed.

Entry into tele is seen as an im-
portant item for local stations be-
cause most of the mail order and
retail ad campaigns are conducted
on a regional or local basis. Neither
Sears nor Ward, leaders in The
field, maintain national advertis-
ing budgets. Their retail stores
and regional mail order plants
handle their own advertising. Be-
cause of this decentralization, only
Alderis expressed any interest at
this time in d|twork program-
ming. .

;

;

Currently, Aldens is the only
company using a Tele show in the
Chi area—“Square Dance Time,” a
half-hour stint on WENR-TV. Al-
though nothing definite is planned
as yet, response to this progiam
is reportedly causing sponsor and
agency to give thought to network
use* After preem (4), 1,000 re-
quests for free catalog offer hit the
station the same night. Alderis, an
early tele client* had a local show
on WABD, N. Y

,
in 1944.

: Sears Spot Campaign

The, 22 Sears retail stores here
are in the midst of a spot cam-
paign, which is the first video ven-
ture for this group. The stores
have ordered time for 260 spots on
three stations, WENR-TV, WNBQ
and WGN-TV. Twenty 20-second
films were ordered last week to

supplement the 15 60-second films
used during February,

; according to

Charles Zeller, handling the ac-

count for Guenther - Bradford
agency. A similar campaign is be-

ing conducted by the Sears retail

outlets in the Los Angeles area*
The N. Y. market is currently be-
ing surveyed as to tele viewing
liabits by the Sears Philadelphia
branch, with the possibility of a
major TV campaign emergi ng.

Last fall, Spiegels used a 15-min-
ute show on WGN-TV for J 3 weeks,
with the expressed purpose of test-

ing the medium. Although it re-

turned to radio with a $50,000
schedule of 80 spots concentrated
within a week in major markets
plugging its spring and summer
catalog, the company is watching
video, closely and looms as a po-
tent seasonal 'buyer.

Ward toppers reported practical-

ly no TV activity going on at pres-

ent time antong its 650 retail stores
throughout the country. The indi-

vidual managers pick their own
media. The company has just com-
pleted a six-week AM spot cam-
paign in six markets in support of

its recently issued farm catalog.

That Ole frying Video

Eye Spoils Soft, Cosy

of Detroit Cops
Detroit, March 28.

Sports-minded Detroit policemen
have become bitter critics of tele-

vision, a former favorite off-feet"

diversion.

The change in attitude came
about because Police Commission-
er George F. Boos was gazing into

his video set the other night watch-
ing a Detroit Red Wings hockey
game. , The camera Swung from
the action on the ice to pin poi nt

the penalty box. And right be-

tween a couple of rowdy hockey
players sat a policeman in his

pretty blue uniform.

Right away. Boos issued a state:

ment : “Sports outfits ought to hire

their own police.” Then he dug
into record^ and found that in

1948, policf spent 29,246 man-
hours at Briggs Stadium—the
equivalent of 15 officers each and
every day in the year—policing

baseball and football games* Other
sports arenas took another 10 men.
Boos said

.
that as • result of his

TV peek,' he would consider refus-

ing sports promoters the services

of city pojicemen.
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Hullabaloo rwutting from tht television broadcasters* attempts

to clean up their programming' has revived talk of an industry-

wide code. Blueprints for two such “standards of program prac-

tice" have' been in the works for some time but, with the varying
opinions of broadcasters, agencies* sponsors, indie producers ' and
others who must okay them before acceptance, it is believed they;

Will hot come into being for Soihe time yet. Behind moves for a
code* of course, is the industry's fear of outside censorship unless
broadcasters do something on their own.
One such code was proposed three years ago by Television

Broadcasters Assn, prexy J. R. Poppele. TBA has since done con- v
siderable work on the plan but decided last year that video pro-
gramming is still ln too much >of an evolutionary state to tie down .

broadcasters with iron-bound rules at this time. Organization^ as

a result, mailed copies of the film industry's production Code to

all member stations last year, advising them to study it for pos-
sible guidance until a TV code could be established.

Second code, which includes a point-by-point system of regula-

tions, was formulated lastyear by the Independent Television Pro-
ducers Assn, in N. Y. That organization has since started nego-
tiations with Television Producers Assn, of Hollywood for a pos-
sible merger; into a. nation-wide body. Any decision on the code,
as a result, has been held up; with the probability now that it will

be okayed by. the groups on both coasts and then submitted to the
networks for their approval.

Scheduled appearance of Joseph I. Breen, the film industry's
production code administrator, at an American Television Society
luncheon in NY Y. April 21,•meanwhile, is expected to draw an SRO
audience. Breen is expected to speak bn how the film code might
be adapted to video uses. \

With NBC-TV still out on a limb*
in trying to sell its “Saturday Night
Revue" on a 15-sponsor partici-

pating basis, the web is now trying

to peddle the show in half-hour
segments. Sirtgle bankroller would
pick Up each period for. a total

talent and production cost of

$19,000.

NBC would still like to follow its

original intention of .bringing in

the 15 bankroller? at a cost per
each of $6,000.

.
But, because of the

FCC’s rule restraining the web
from ordering affiliate station
time except in half-hour blocks and
the slowness with which both agen-
cies and potential clients are going
for the participating deal, it is

forced to switch its plans. Entire
two and-a-half hour package has
cost NBC something like $50,000
per week so far.

;

Admiral Radio reportedly al-

ready offered NBC $25,000 per
week for the N. Y. portion, but was
turned down. Traditionally small
video audience during the ; dog
days will make it even more dif-

fisult for the web to interest bank-
rollers in the show. In fact, to

make possible the potential switch
to a five-segment operation, NBC
has reportedly established a 13-

week ceiling on any sponsor who
's a participating spot now.

NBC Lost Sponsor
It has also been revealed that

NBC has lost one interested par-
ticipating sponsor because of the
FCC restraining order, which was
prompted by DuMont’s original ob-
jections. Under the ruling, NBC
must line up three sponsors at a
time before it can convert a sus-

(Continued on page 42)

Mebbe He’s Prejudiced
With several

.
Democratic

Senators and party leaders up-
holding the Government’s for-

eign policy Sunday (26) bn
NBC-TV’s “Today with Mrs.
Roosevelt," President Truman
put in a request for a tran-
script of the show. NBC had
no kinescope print available,
so sent Mr. Truman a tran-

scription of the sound track.

Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, who
moderates the NBC series, had
a group of Republican Sena-
tors discussing the foreign pol-

icy on her show the preceding
week. The President did not
request a . transcript of that
one. .

Authors League's [National Tele-
vision Committee, which is cur-
rently formulating proposals and a
trade practices code for negotia-
tions later in 1950 with the several i

radio-television networks, is very
much opposed to the current CBS-
World Video “television script con-
test for university students*" t

This
is due to the title to all Winning
scripts, being vested 100% with
CBS~for one single $500 fee.
Scripts must be originals, not adap-
tations, an added objection to the
Committee ( composed of delegates
from the four writing Guilds—
Screen, Drama, Radio, Authors)
CBS awards, are open to minors

Who have to file a CBS release ,

torm signed by their parents or
guardians. “The perpetuation in

;

television of the one-sided com-
pany practices set up in radio must

;

(Continued on page 42)

CBS television, which found it-

self in the position this week of
selling time it wanted to keep
open for a while longer, has writ-

ten one of TV’s first two-week pre-

emption clauses in its contract with
the sponsor.

Bankroller is the hi-V Corp.,

which ordered the 7 : 45 to 8 p. m.
period Tuesdays and Thursdays
starting next week (4) for a new
series of shows featuring Arthur
Godfrey giving ukulele lessons to

viewers. Godfrey recently became
a stockholder and board member in
the frozen fruit juice outfit. Since
lie’s responsible for $7,000,000

yearly in billing to the CBS coffers

via his other radio and TV shows,
CBS was almost forced to give up
the time when hi-V placed the

order.

Web Was saving the two quarter-

hours each week for its projected

series of shows to emanate from

(Continued on page 44)
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L.A.-to-N,Y. Shuttling

Spree for Ted Mack
Ted Mack, wlu emcees .the Old

Gold “Original Amateur Hour" on

radio (ABC) and video (NBC), does

some N.Y.-to-L.A. shuttling during

the next two weeks while a brace

of Coast-originating radio shows

are cut on behalf of Seattle and

Los Angeles charities,

Tuesday night TV airer, however,

requires Mack to put in a Gotham
appearance, necessitating the brace

of round-trips.

Television cheesecake appears to
be going the : way of all flesh. Wor-
ried at ttye mbs? reaction to Ar-
thur. Godfrey’s recent off-color re-
marks on his CBS-TV show, the
broadcasters are laying down the
law /to their producers, directors
and talent, ordering theni to clean
it up and: coyer it up, or else.

Threats by CBS affiliates to can-
cel all subsequent Godfrey TV
shows unless the web would guar-
antee that there would be no reper
titiori of : the blue :lines apparently
paid off. CBS execs declined to

Kids Not Kidding 1

Oklahoma City, March 28;

At least one segment of
Oklahoma youth doesn't take
kindly to having adults decide
what television programs they >

should watch.
Only recently P. A. Sugg,

manager of WKY-TV, Oklaho-
ma City, announced a policy
against telecasting “horror
story" programs

;
until after 9

p. m., when it is presumed all

small fry should be in bed.

; The youngsters didn’t take
the decision lying down, how-
ever. The day after . the story
of the new policy appeared in

,

a local newspaper, WKY-TV
received a letter on which the
news story had been pasted.
Above it were the words, “We
protest!" It was sighed by 22
youngsters, all of them II and
12 years old.

elaborate this week on what orders
they gave Godfrey, but insisted

that no affiliate has placed a can-

cellation order. Other networks,
however, took their cue from CBS,
moving in fast in an effort to avoid

a similar situation, both because of

possible affiliate reaction and a pos-

sible tide of public indignation.

Tremendous, amount of time being
spent in front of their TV sets by
moppets and teenagers, as report-

ed in recent school surveys, has
convinced broadcasters that their

work is cut out for them, accord-
ing to oneT web spokesman.
"Illustrative of the general tight-

ening up was NBC-TV’s slap on the
wrist to producers and directors, is-,

sued as a general staff warning to

be careful of possible infractions

of the better morals move, initial

result has been the elimination of

those low-cut gowns formerly fea-

(Continued on page 42)

BOLEN SHIFTS EAST

IN B4B SHUFFLE
Hollywood, March 28.

Murray Bolen
,

radio-television

producer, is being
.

transferred to

N. Y. by Benton and Bowles to

head up agency’s . live television

'

department. Under the company’s
expansion program, tele will be
divided into two basic departments,
with Herbert Leder managing tele-

film operation. C.hahges are effec-

tive April 15.
,

Tom McDermott continues as

radio director. All departments
report to Waiter Craig, veepee in

charge . of radio aiid television;

Bolen, veteran radio producer, re-

cently (directed many television

programs here. He’s prexy of local

Riadio-Television Directors Guild;

WOR-TV Adopt* Curbs
Reaction of WOR-TV, N. Y.,

to demands for a cleanup cam-
paign in video was its adoption
Monday (27) of the principles
of the Motion Picture Produc-
tion Code for both live pro-
grams and vidpix. Announc-
ing the : move WOR prexy
Theodore C. Streibert said,

“Before long the industry
should: develop its own code in-

,

corporating principles peculiar
to television. Through self-

regulation the industry can
anticipate public criticism, pre-
vent excesses arid promote an
elevation of public tastes."

While the film industry's
code includes detailed prohibi-
tions on crime, sex, vulgarity,
etc,, some broadcasters point .

out that Hollywood, has a Pro-
: duction Code Administration to „

handle application of policy of
specific instances and border-
line cases. Without such an
administrative setup, it’s felt,

continuity acceptance depart-
ments of the stations arid webs
and directors on each show
will have to continue carrying
the ball.

CBS is grooming what is perhaps
the first major attempt to inject a

nighttime programming el.ement

into daytime network video. The
network last night (Tues.) audi-

tioned a half-houv musical show
headed up by Bert Parks as emcee.
It is eventually intended for cross:
the-board slotting in an after-
lunchtime segment and designed
as a “relaxing" , showcase, but with
all the component parts of a night-
time musical stanza.

In addition to Parks, the show
will feature a quintet, with a girl

vocalist and a choral group. Com-
edy will be accented, with a con-
tinuing round of guests.
Show has been packaged by Lou

Cowan and is being offered for
approximately $12*500 for the five-

times-a-week spread. Already
agency interest is hot, with two
potential clients on tap.

Sherman Marks, who produced
the recent “Inside USA With Chev-
rolet" series, is producing the day-
time entrant.

Hull’s ‘0
Warren Hull has bowed out as

emcee of DuMont’s “Cavalcade of

Bands," after the broadcast yester-

day (Tues.), because of a product
conflict. “Bands" is produced by
Drug Store Products for various

drugstore items and Colgate is

picking up the tab for “Strike. It

Rich," cross-the-board afternoon

show on CBS, starting April 3.

MCA, which packages “Bands,”
has replaced Hull 'with Max Show-
ajter, starting April 4. Hull also

has his own show for Doubleday

j

on CBS-TV arid does four ringside

interviews weekly on WPIX, N. Y;

Columbia Picks Up

Half of ‘Show’ Tab
CBS’s hour-long “Show Goes

On" TV showcase (which also gets

a following night AM pickup of the

audio transcription); has snared a

bankroller for the last 30 minutes
(other half continues sustaining).

Bankroller is Columbia Records
the CBS subsid, which picks up the
30-rriiriute tab comhiencirig April 6.

Show,, produced by Lester: Gottlieb,

is also accenting Columbia Record
talent.

*

. Rating payoff on the Friday AM
version has cued lots of CBS gloat-

ing, since . it’s getting the same
audience returns as NBC’s com-
peting commercial stanzas, “Halls

of Ivy" and “We, the People."

By BERT BRILLER
Television's sombrero circuit

should be a reality bV fall, accord-
ing to Emilio Azcarraga, Mexico's
leading broadcaster, who sails on
the Queen Elizabeth tdday (Wed.

)

for a three-month auto tour of Eu-
rope*

By year's end, Azcarraga told
Variety, Latin America should
have six Video stations—two in
Brazil (Rio and Sao Paulo), one
iri Havana (backed by CMQ's Goar
Mestre) and three in Mexico City
( bankrolled by newspaper publish-
er Romulo O’Farril, inventor Gon-
zales Camarena, arid' Azcarraga )

,

Because the Latino TV. pioneers
expect heavy losses they are plan-
ning a teevee network to exchange
programs. They envisage,

;
for ex-

ample, trading their newsreels
amorig each other and bartering
their Latiri-American film for.U. S,,

Canadian
f
and European newsreels.

Wheri the Interamerican Assn, of
Broadcasters ( which represents; all
the countries south of the border
except Argentina) meets around
September, tele will be one of the
key issues.

“Any of us who go into TV now
know we are practically commit-
ting suicide," Sepor Azcarragas
said* “But we have to take the
step to keep up with the rest of
the world*and because our Writers,
performers and producers, as well

*

as the public, want it* The only
ones who wilV make money at

.
first

are the set distributors, but we’ll
have to prevail on them to sup-

;

port us by sponsoring programs.
• If the dealers sit On the sidelines
TV’s development will be slowed
up."

A big problem Latinos face, ac-
cording to the Mexican broadcast-
er, is getting a sympathetic atti-

tude from U. S. manufacturers.
Economically the set-makers won’t
turn to the Spanish-speaking mar-
ket until the Norte-Americano mar-
ket is saturated, he feels. Another
difficulty is the Latinos’ shortage
of YariqUi dollars. Mexico is cur-
rently debating whether to set a
ceiling of 20,000 or 40,000 sets to
be imported across the Rio Grande
each year. However, he expects
the improved financial condition of
Mexico will permit import of 60,-

000 receivers next year.
Programwise, Azcarraga expect?

( Continued on page 46 )

TV Inviting Era Of

GREENHUT’S TV SPOT

Johnny Greenhut has .be e n
placed in. charge of guest bookings
in television at Music Corp. of

America. He’ll be assisted by
Helen Keane.
Greenhut came to MCA several

years ago in the cafe dept, and was
put into video a little more than a

year ago.

Minneapolis, March 28.
Minneapolis Sunday Tribune de-

voted the full front page of its so-
ciety section and a half page rnore
to examination of the effect of tele-
vision on the younger generation.

Copiously illustrated, the story
quoted letters from mothers for or
against. Keeping things under
control, the paper printed 10 of
each.

More significant, perhaps, were
letters frOm .sixth grade school
kids. Of one.cIa?s, 14 thought TV
has had no bad effect, 22 thought
it had, and the class voted 32 to 2
in favor of some type of television
rationing for younger set.

Some quotes from kid analyses:
“Some programs would give a
child nightmares"; “Sooner or later

everyone will have to accept TV”;
“I don’t think TV should be ra-.

tiorted"; “If kids want to be a de-

tective it would be nice if they
saw what other detectives do."

Some quotes from mothers, pro:

“We should look to the day when
all levels of education use this

marvelous medium"; “TV has been
a boon to our family"; “It will en-
large . children's horizons"; “Keep
the Children at home"; “Television
is a prayer answered"; “it en-
courages healthy interests and is

I giving children confidence.

And con: “This is going to be
! a generation Of knot-headed celery

: sticks"; “Seems to . be a tendency
j to use this machine as a pacifier,

i or replacement for the baby sitter."





Howdy Doody's three-way network lead . • . top-rated of ail children's shows

top-rated of all daytime shows • • . top-rated of all multi-weekly shows

The little guy means business .

Who else could make 240,000 sales with only 2

announcements ?

And who else but this incredible "Milton Berle

of the Lollypop Set” (Winchell) could get a quarter

of a million urchins to part wi^h a dime each, plus
*

a Three Musketeers candy wrapper . • . for a card-

board cutout of himself?

For the record, that’s $36,000 in returns from

two brief demonstrations on NBC Television .

Idolized by an audience of nearly 6,000,000 a week

in 24 important NBC Television markets, HOWDY
DOODY means business, fantastically good business

for. his sponsors.

That’s why he’s No. 1 Sales Representative in

Lilliput for advertisers like Colgate, Mars Candy,

Ovaltine and Poll Parrot Shoes ...on America’s No. 1

Television Network.

As a new sponsor of Howdy Doody, you’ll be just

in time for the big publicity payoff on the "HOWDY
DOODYBOY of 1950" contest, celebrating Howdy’s

500th program on NBC. A few quarter-hoursegments

are now open.

TELEVISION
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DOCUMENT A/810
IVith Van Heflin, narrator; Mau-

rice Evans, Lee J, Cobb, Charles
Boyer, Reginald Gardner, Jose
Ferrer, 1 Jean Hersholt, Lena
Horne, Laurence Olivier, Vin-
cent Price, Robert Ryan, Edward
G. Robinson, Richard Basehart,
Charles Laughton, Marsha Hunt,
Alexander Knox, Emlyri

.
Wil-

liams Joan Crawford; Lyn Mur-
ray orch

Writer-director-producer; Norman
Corwin

60 Mins.v Sun., 9-10 p.m.
Sustaining
MUTUAL from New . York

For some time .now there’s been

a growing awareness th^t some of.

our best and most exciting radio

is emanating from tlie United Na-

tions' This was again demon-
strated last Sunday (26) night
when ‘.‘Document A/810,” refer-

ring to the first World Bill of
Rights, was presented

.
on - the Mu-

tual network as the first in a new
UN series designed to highlight the
contributions being made to inter-

national peace and understanding;

. “Document A/810” was written,
directed and produced by NOr-
iriart Corwiri, ‘ Chief of Special
Projects for

;
United Nations Ra-

dio. MJith a transcribed assist

from many stage and screen^ nota-
bles, including Van Heflin; who
did a remarkably fine job of nar-
ration

;
Maurice Evans, Marsha

Hunt, Edward G. Robinson, Lau-
rence Olivier, . Vincent Price,

! Charles Laughton, Joah Crawford,
Jose Ferrer,

^ Lee J, Cobb arid

others, Corwin fashioned a prose
tapestry Woven with excellent
voices and effective music. It was
very much alive and had an almost,
epic quality.

Written on a large mural, with
its individual pictures all con-
tributing to the positive whole,)
Corwin projected a stirring plea-
for acceptance of human rights for
all people. “Document A/810” as
conceived by the members of the
United Nations and voted upon in
Paris in December, 1948, is illus-

.

tratiye of all the rights due to hu-
man beings as dictated by the con-
science of ,mankind. The first na-
tion to desighate properly these
rights as the Bill of Rights was the
United States, yet Corwin, in high-
lighting historic events in such
countries as China, Bolivia, India,
Liberia, France, Great Britain, etc.,

showed how each nation in the
world Contributed in the fight for
human rights.

Corwin’s technique was as sim-
ple as it was effective* As each
nation responded to a roll call for
acceptance of the Bill of Rights,
he stopped as certain points to
dramatize that particular nation’s
struggle in man’s contribution to
achieve human dignity. The Drey-
fus case in France, the history-re-
peating-itself in our own asper-
sions on Jefferson, where loyalty
was first tagged subversive; Brit-
ain’s fight for freedom to marry
according to choice; a Paraguayan
dictatorship that decimated the
population of ah entire

; country—
here were some of the dramatic
vignettes in Corwin's effective
tapestry that cried out in horror
for their basic human' rights. And
each word was chosen sparingly
and with telling care, never trying
to make the words more epic than
the people. For, in essence, Cor-
win was using words merely to
showcase man’s contribution to
human dignity.

Through it all there was Lyn
Murray’s score, written in com-
plete unison to the words of Cor-
win; never overpowering, yet dra-
matically calling attention to the
power of the story.

Corwin iS still championing the
cause of good writing for radio by
his own example, and**proving con-
clusively that fine radio is on a par
with fine works in all the other
arts. Rose.

TIIE MUGGSY SHOW
With Joe ^Muggsy’V Lombardi; Er-

nie Hartman
Writer-Producer: Hartman
30 Mins;; Tues.-Thurs., 10:30 p.m.
Participating
WSTC, Stamford, Conn.

While most small stations are
content to handle plugs for partici-
pating sponsors by routinely insert-
ing blurbs between chang^^^ on the

y
turntable, Stamford’s WSTC hands

\ the local merchants a little more
production in “The Muggsy Show.”
Half-hour airer has Joe “Muggsy”
Lombardi and Ernie Hartman puff-
ing the bankroller’s product be-
tween banter and record playing.

Hartman, who writes the contin-
uity, is straightman for Lombardi,
Accent is on the latter’s Italian dia-
lecting which, unfortunately, tends
to be exaggerated too much at
times. Script, however, weaves in
the sales pitch relatively unobtru-
sively considering there are mes-
sages from no less than five firms
to be packed into the program.

. 'y-fJi*

CLUB 15
With Bob Crosby, Andrews Sisters,

Modernaires, jerry Gray Orches-
tra, Del Sharbutt ‘

Director: Ace Ochs
Writers: Carroll. Carroll, David
Greggory

15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:30 p.m.
CAMPBELL SOU?
CBS, from Hollywood

(Ward Wheelock)
„ Bob Crosby, the original helms-
man of Campbell Soup’s “Club45”
nightly quarter-rhour, returned to
the show Monday (27), succeeding
Dick Haymes, who had been ‘han-
dling the emcee-singer Slot for the
series all season.

While not quite Ur to the Haymes
vocal standard, Crosby spices

,
the

show better with his glib, easy-
going delivery of lines. Character-
ization and type of dialog closely

follow the pattern of brother Bing,
which is: hardly coincidental inas-
much as Carroll Carroll, who did
so much to

.
develop the elder Cros-

by’s air style- when he wrote the;

Groaher’s material on the Kraft
Music Hall some years back, is

doing a similar job for Bob bn
“Club 15.”

- The genial Crosby manner, top-'

drawer warbling by the Andrews
.Sisters and the Modernaires, #and
first-rate scoring add batoneering
by Jerry Gray make a highly agree-
able 15-minute interlude. • Andrews
gals punch over the bounce items
with ever-increasing impact, and
if Crosby hasn’t the. tonsil equip-
ment to parallel Bing in the voice
department as well as he does
along emcee lines, he neverthe-
less' delivers a ballad or rhythm
tune with considerable effect.

Del Sharbutt handles the Camp-
bfell commercials smoothly, hold-
ing them to a reasonable length
for a quarter-hour program, and
the singing plugs are, happily, hu-
morous and not coy.

Jo Stafford started on the show
yesterday (Tues.) for a twice-a-
week stint. : Rich.

MY LADY’S NAME
With Bruce Webb, Rudy Toth, Ken

Houston, Stan Wilson, Gurney
Titmarsh; John Rae, narrator

Writer-producer: Byng Whitteker
Director: Gordon Day
30 Mins., Wed., 10 p.m.
Sustaining
CBC, from Toronto

Here’s a device of tieing in mu-
sic and story, with Byng Whitteker
picking pop tunes—mostly oldies—
and weaving an inter-related lost-
love episode to create a dreamy,
pensive mood. With his novel
choice of unusual instrumentation
for the musical end of. the pro-
gram, plus the sophisticated writ-
ing, Whitteker has a successful
novelty series that is being car-
ried by 38 stations in the CBC
network.

Current item deals with the
memory of a girl named Nancy
and is marked by good writing in
reconstructing the mood of the
narrator meeting a girl at a party
whom he hasn’t seen for years.
This device permits the tieing in
of “Once in a While,” “Deep
Purple,” “Somebody Loves Me”
and “That Old Feeling” with
Bruce Webb on the vocals for
commendable results. It is the
instrumentation, how e v e r, that
gives the series its dreamy, haunt-
ing effects.

This is brought about through
Rudy Toth’s use of piano, vibra-
phone and celeste; sax. and trom-
bone of Ken Houston; the bass of
Gurney Titmarsh,' and guitar of
Stan Wilson. Leader is Gordon
Day, flautist of the Toronto Sym-
phony. Whole blend of mood, mu-
sic and nostalgic narrative is out
of the ordinary and holds a some-
what weird fascination in a very
restful 30 minutes. McStay.

GROCERY BOY
With Bill Hickok
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl., 8:40 a.m.
C. T. TERRY & CO.
WXKW, Albany

Bill Hickok delivers a reasonably
entertaining basket of entertain-
ment and a heavy load of advertis-
ing on program sponsored* by a lo-
cal food broker. He plays records,
sings with some of them, uses
sound effects for comedy, pops
gags, and reads “the joke of the
day submitted by a listener. His
style runs to the zany; it has won
many listeners.
Hickok cbuld build the warbling-

to-platters, his singing voice being
pleasant. Although speaking pipes
are good, he does not always em-
ploy them to full advantage, the
comic having precedence over the
straight. D i c t i on should be
sharpened; overeriiployment of
“listen” and “see”- might be cur-
tailed. A half-snicker could go;
Hickok is shouldered with too

much plugging: three products
daily, plus sponsor identification.
T wo supposed telephone calls on a
shot heard were- turned into spiels.
A product giveaway for the best
joke is tied in with a tab for
dialer’s grocer, Jaco.

ACADEMY AWARDS
Producer: Sid Goodwin
100 Mins.; Thurs. (23), 11 p. in.

ABC, from Los Angeles
Annual presentation of its ^Os-

cars” by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences becomes
more and more businesslike /each
year. By careful planning and the
elimination of the long “thank-you”
speeches, Acad got last week’s Os-
carizing down to a snappy one
hour and 40 minutes. That’s a
whale

.
of a difference from the up

.to three hours that some of the
sessions have taken in the past,

Whether that’s good or bad, how-
ever, is open to question. The ad-
libbed (?) speeches by nervous
award-receivers, the bulls, the long
treks down the aisle to the stage,
the general excitement -that goes
with an unrehearsed news event
all gave a glamor and a sponta-
neity that Were missing this year.
This sounded like a finely-worked-
out script show that had. no more
excitement than might be inherent
in a news commentator’s disclos-
ure of the winners. :

There was a quick reading of the
candidates in each category, tlie

never-changing request for “The
envelope, please” arid then the win-
der’s name, . Recipients seemed to
be bn stage almost as soon as their
monikers were spoken, they said
their few words of thanks in the
maximum 15 seconds they were
allowed, and -

Were off.

Procedure was so smooth and
rapid that it practically left no
opportunity to Ronald Reagan and
Eve Arderi, who were stashed by
ABC in a special broadcast booth,
to give their scheduled color and
background. ; They were lucky1

to
get a word in edgewise—rand the
word, when they did get it in, was
routine and uninspired.

On i the other h$nd, all this pre-
cision and the absence of those
boring thanks - to - the-prop-man-
and - clapper - boy-who-made this-
award-to-me-possible speeches have
obvious advantages. What the
Acad and ABC must look for in
the future in some middle ground
that will give a spontaneity with-
out an overdose of emotion and
goo.

Paul Douglas emceed with wit
arid charm, but he likewise was
so intent on the split-second tim-
ing that he sounded much too-well
rehearsed. He was on only for the
"brief moments necessary to intro-
duce the award-hander-out in each
category. The presenters had as
much name-appeal as the winners,
making this a real all-star aggre-
gation. They included James, Cag-
ney, James Stewart, Jane Wyman,
Bay Milland, Claire Trevor, Ida
Lupino and Cole Porter.

Awards event, the 22d foi* the
Academy/originated from the Pari-
tages theatre in Los Angeles,
Johnny Green was general direc-
tor of the event for the Acad, while
John I. Edwards, ABC’s western
division program director, super-
vised and Sid Goodwin, vet of pre-
vious “Oscars” airings, produced
for the network. Herb.

CLOUD NINE
With Elaine Rodgers, Lon Saxon,'
The Meadowlarks, Hal Stark,
Larry Alexander, Arthur Peter-
son* i

Producers-writers: Skee Wolff,
Charles Romine

Director: Paul McDermott
30 Mins., Tues., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WBBM, Chicago
“Cloud Nine” rates an A for ef-

fort and scores very nearly as high
in accomplishment. Designed as a
showcase for WBBM talent, the
program puts a fresh, new garb
on the musical format. Arid
dressed-up format is good listen-
ing. Each show has a definite
story line weaving together the
musical numbers, a switch that
gives added punch to both script
and music. “Cloud Nine” is. the
phantasy vehicle transporting story
into, the land of make-believe, mak-
ing for a great deal of freedom
for scripters.

On show heard (21) “Cloud Nine”
took cast back to an army rest
camp in Holland during the last
war, with story situation catching
comic facets of GI life such as a
“Dear John” letter, a batch of
soldiers’ brew arid reactions of
fighting stiffs to a Hollywood war
pic. Blended into story were rele-
vant tunes, mostly of wartime vin-
tage.

Thrush Elaine Rodgers as “girl
back home” registered warmly.
Lon Saxon is a smooth baritone.
The Meadowlarks, four men and
a girl, did their part neatly.

Principal thesping chores were
professionally h a n d 1 e d by Hal
Stark, Larry Alexander and Ar-
thur Peterson. Frank Smith and
house band backed stint ably.

Producers Skce Wolff and
Charles Romine have wrapped up
a bright package and show seems
sure to gain momentum among
evening listeners. Dave.

THE TALKING MAGAZINE
With. Bert Wayne, announcer;
Sidney Blackmer, Patricia Mori-
soii, Todd Duncan, Ruth Mat-
teson, guests

Producer: Ted Cott
Director; Jack Grogan
Editor: Dick Pack
30 Mins.; ; Men., 10 p.m.
Sustaining
WNEW, New York >

, Indie has come up with an in-

teresting device for getting quality
literary material and wrapping up
a public service stanza in coopera-
tion with the Industrial Home for
the Blind. Inspiration for the show
came from the fact that only two
national magazines are available
in braille or records. ‘‘Talking
Magazine” is filling this gap by
having stars from Broadway shows
read pieces from a score of public
cations.
On the proem Monday (27) the

articles presented a good cross-
section of mags, authors and sub-
jects: John Gunther’s “Inside
F.D.R.” from Look; the Miscellany
column from Time; Pearl S, Buck
on “What America Means To Me”
from Coronet;: a profile of Gian-
Carlo - Menotti from Newsweek;
Groucho Marx’s letter to Leo C.
Rosten in Look;, and a humorous
essay on baseball wives from, the
Saturday Evening Post. These
were given expressive and spprita-
neous-sounding readings by Sidney
Blackmer of “Come Back, Little
Sheba”; Todd Duncan of “Lost in
the Stars”; Patricia Morison of
’Kiss Me, Kate”; and Ruth Matte-
son of “Clutterbuck ” The thespers
caught the spirit of the. writing to
make the airer of interest riot only
to the 20,000 blind in the area but
also to the general listener. Al-
though the: articles were penned
for the eye rather than the eat
they came over the" loudspeaker
with full understandabiiity, except
in the case of the Time column,
where the weekly’s clipped and
inverted style was a handicap.
An. Added feature was a brief

bulletin board giving news of
interest to the sightless (bills

befote tKe state legislature on
reduced taxation of the blind and
parties and classes for the afflict-
ed), Peter J.. Salmon, exec director
of the Industrial Home, gave a
short talk kudosing the station for
the series. Bril.

BEAT YOUR WIFE
With Wed Howard, Beulah Schacht,

Stan Dougherty orch
Director: A1 Bland
Producer: Lambert Kaiman
30 Mins. Tues;, 9 p.m.
WESTINGHOUSE
KMOX, St. Louis

First big league quizzer to be
launched in this town has a new
twist in that husbands and wives
both' in Loew’s State theatre,
where the program originates, and
couples at home have opportunities
of copping a. wide Variety of prizes
that range from foodstuffs, stock-
ings, radios, etc., to an all-expense
paid vacation via plane to Havana
which is a part of the jackpot of

P
rizes reputed to be worth $5,000.
'he stay-at-homes who also get

into the act by
.
phone are chosen

.

by lot from those who deposit
their request slip at one of the
more than 100 Westirighouse dis-
tributors in the St: Louis area.

Questions range from simpie
ones that a grammar school kid
could, answer to some tricky ones
that require a correct answer from
an erudite grownup. Only 10 sec-
onds are permitted for an answer
and the husband or Wife hanging
up the highest score grabs the pay-
off. Then , the couple, collectively,
have 10 seconds in which to

;
solve

the, jackpot quizzer which, in the
teeoff program, was identifying a
notable couple from, clues furn-
ished by the gabbers. No one cop-
ped the big prize but, unlike such
other programs, the size of the
stake is not boosted on succeding
ones.

: Howard, a station gabber, han-
dles the males while Miss Schacht,
a newspaper feature writer, pro-
pounds the quizzes to the femmes.
Half a dozen couples received

chances during the initial program
which, needs a little polishing to
smooth the, proceedings that were
a^bit shaky in spots. The repetition
of tne long list of prizes for the
benefit of each of the contesting
couples was a bit overdone. Com-
mercials also were a trifle too
long. Stan Dougherty’s footers
scored with “Music, Music, Music”
and “Chattanoogie Shoe Shine
Boy” in addition to “I Said My
Pajamas” and “Alexander’s Rag-
time Band,” the latter two being
Among the quizzers. Sahu.

Indianapolis— Construction will
begin within few weeks oh new
studio building for WFBM arid
WFBM-TV. Building will contain
20,000 feet of floor space with t\vo
major studios, one two . stories
high to allow for backdrops and
scenery for television shows. Struc-
ture will cost. $300,000, exclusive
of equipment.

wjinn rwn\j UltUAul
With Eddie Cantor; Claude Rains

narrator* Lawson Zerbe, Leon
Janney, Ethel Everett Peter

gsE-iSr -s:
Writer; Allan E. Sloane
Producer; Himan Brown
3Q Mins.; Mon., (27), 9:30 p,m.
Sustaining
WOR; N. Y,'
Forceful and compelling

“Like Men Who Dream,” a dram2
tized story of the Passover wS
Mutual presented Monday (27) In
cooperation with the United Jew'
ish Appeal, The Allan E. sioane
script deftly wove in the origin of
the festival and graphically showed
how history has repeated • itself
For the Israelites were redeemed
°f .the Egyptians in bibical limes
While today their modern contem-
poraries have been delivered of
another Pharoah^-rHitler.

; . Kingpin of this gripping drama-
tization was narrator Claude Rains
who lucidly outlined the sSdS
that Jews have made in regaining
Israel despite a path of adversity-
A large cast headed by Lawsori
Zerbe, Leon Janney and Ethel
Everett also lent: stature to the
program. " In Closing the half-
hour dramat, Eddie Cantor, UJA
National Campaign Chairman, drew
a parallel from the miracle of the
Israelites crossing the Red Sea and
the current hegira to the new Is-
rael.-: 1

.

Cantor’s sombre admonition that
'it’s up to us to decide that they
shall live” tied in with a nation-
wide fund-raising drive which UJA
is launching this weekvin some 3 -

660 communities. His plea for sup-
port was the epitome and dignity;
“Like Men Who Dream” repre-
sented radio at its best. Transcrib-
ed stanza, incidentally, was heard
Monday (27) only on WOR, N Y.,
while the following night 'Tues-
day) the MBS Web aired it.

’

Gilb.

SCANDIA BARN DANCE
With Doug Setterberg, Ruth Sten-

dal, Loren Davidson, Scandia
Quartet, Frederick Lloyd.

Producer:* Bob Hurd
30 Mins.; Sat. 6 p.m.
Participating
KOMO, Seattle

This new live show is the big-

gest on the air locally and is also

one of the few that is done lor

an audience. It’s also a good one,

displaying the talents of Doug .’Set-

terberg, writer and star of the
show, in fine fashion, r Setterberg,
writer of “All Sewed Up in My
Vinter Undervear” and “He’s A
Scandinavian Hot Shot” does a fine

job in Swedish dialect tunes and
on this program did “Hilda” as
well as entering into the commer-
cials.

Soprano Ruth Stendal: arid bari-
tone Loren Davidson dueted nicely
with “Carolina Moon,” and the
Scandia Quartet (2 accordions,
piano and string bass) did a good
job with “Amelia Polka,’’ also
backing the vocalists ably. ; .

Setterberg did his own tune,
“Vinter Undervear” in a soeko
style, displaying an impish humor
and nice timing arid it seems that
he could be used more in the pro-
gram for bigger impact.

This area has many people of

Scandinavian descent so this show
should go over big. It’s also a wise
move on KOMO’s part to use the
talents of Setterberg (he’s on st a ff

as an announcer-writer) and seems
a shrewd move business-wise to

put on such an entertaining show
for an audience. Word is that the
half-hour version is all booked up
for participating spots and that it

may be expanded to a full hour.

Here’s, one that' proves that radio
is certainly not dead in •Seattle and
also reveals' the fact that there’s

talent here to do a good job:
Reed.

PLAYS AND PLAYERS
With Bill Jacobs, others
15 Mins., Sat, 5:45 p.m.
Siistatnirig

WKBW, Buffalo

This is an entertaining quarter-

hour shot, with Bill Jacobs as

moderator interviewing various

personalities. Usual guests art

visiting entertainers arid generally

discussion develops some facet of

show biz. • Show is tape recorded

in order to suit convenience Of

interviewees. Show caught (18)

was built around the question,

“What is Wrong with little theatre

in Buffalo and what can we do
about it?”

Participants included Jane; Keel-
er, director of the Studio Theatre,

Daniel Abeles, director of the

theatre group at the Jewish Com-
munity Center, and Leo Jones, di-

rector of the Blue Masquers at

the U of Buffalo. Show was well

handled by Jacobs, who kept the

discussion going at an even pace.
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rV SHOPWWS REVJJE
With BrentGBBtt,. J«yGr*jr»on,
Ann Antrim, Bon MacDoiwM,
Robert L. Friend, Joe MiHcr
Trio, Fran Oliver & Walters
Models, Artfcnr Murray Dancers.

Writer Bob Howard
Producer: Bill TjtegfltM
Director: Dave Nettinchatt .

,0 Mins., Wed., Fn,;. Z to. 3*

hecht department stores
WBAL-TV, Baltimore

(Robert J. tinders

)

Balto video scene has been more
than brightened with addition of

this hour long session slanted

toward femme shoppers* Hecht

Stores should have no trouble cap-

turing viewer interest, and de-

serve credit for unzipping wallet

to foot an expensive first class

showcase, the first of its kind to

arouse further commercial inter-

est in midday TV. v

Robert J. Enders agency; proud
parents of “Shoppers Revue” idea,

already have a string of similar

shows in Philadelphia, Washington

and Boston, all enjoying a healthy

life.
'

'.
• ?

•
*•

Preem show (20) was fast mov-
ing. and emcee Brent Gunts kept

large studio mob; contestants and
camera technicians pulses well

tempoed. Gunts, onetime New
York producer and radio emcee,
injected bigtime showmanship into

each audience-participation gim-
mick. He knows whims of Balto

crowd because of popularity on his

own Tuesday nighter . idea, “Sha-

dow Stumpers” (WBAL-TV). His

Berlish costume-antics made him
kernel of each segment. : ,

Jay Grayson, WBAL staffer, com
niercializes in true Tv ad lib

fashion, and is always fali-guy for

Gitnts gags. Even though “Revue”
was segmentized into quarter-

hour stanzas, product identification

of four principle! items Was not
overdone, and director appeared
to have most wrinkles tucked
away. Dave Nottingham, probably
youngest TV * director, deserves
kudos for an on-the-toes -opeia^

tion.
'

. •.
.

•'

•

Cavorting cast on special #built

stage of Baltqs only TV audience-
participation “Air Theatre” at

WBAL-TV, consisted of Ann An-
trim and Bob MacDonald voealis-

tics; Joe Miller’s Trio, 10 instru-

mental pieces to their credit;

Dancers from Arthur Murray
School; Fran Oliver, helping Gray-
son on announce chores, and her
Walters Models. Special guester
on preem show was Robert L.

Friend, mentalist, who pried into

subconscious files of studio audi-
ences gray matter with most pro-
fession al air .and tricked theiii with
mental dexterity. Friend would
be welcome feature attraction to
this hour.

Station would also seem to have
scenery problem solved.. Staff

artist and Hecht’s display stylists

fashion the appropriate sets for

each show to highlight the pro-

gram’s personnel, prizes and store

products.
Giveaways were made on an

elaborate scale, to studio partici-

pants who cavorted on opening
show in bag bursting, dance in-

struction and mental test contests.

This hour long venture/ followed
by another WBAL-TV good-looker
“The Bob Berry Show/’ should
give the station a strong after-

noon lineup. Port.
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Staging of James M. Barrie’s
“Dear Brutus” on CBS-TV’s “Ford
Theatre” Friday 'night (24) suf-
fered slightly during the first act
from confusion resulting from the
play’s basic fantasy theme. It
perked considerably during the
final two acts; via some fine thesp-
ing and a pickup in pace, to
emerge as a neat,: warm-hearted
production. Story, very much:
similar to Shakespeare’s “Mid-
summer Night's Dream” but point-
ing more of a moral, failed to spot
the characters adequately at the
beginning, so that when they

.
changed roles during the fantasy
part, viewers

.
were at a loss to

distinguish which was which. Fault
was in the original version, how-
ever, and so cannot be blamed on
Ellis Marcus’ adaptation or the
production and staging by Winston
O’Keefe and Marc Daniels. v

Brian Aheroe, making his Video
bow in the starring role, scored
With an impressive delineation of
the painter turned wastrel who
wanted the “other chance” offered
to relive his life. Valerie Cossart
was excellent as his wife: and
Mary Malone, one of the leads in
the late “Girls” series on GBS-TV,
was standout as the daughter they
never had. Ralph Rigg, as the
puckish Lob, socked across the dif-
ficult role'. Rest of the cast was
equally good, including David
White, Philip ' Coolidge, Barbara
Robbins, Florida Friebus, Betty
Linley, Leslie Barrie and* Joan
Wetmote. Sam Leve’s sets, in-
cluding the duplicate living-rooms
to make possible the: switch from
the garden to the enchanted forest,
were fine, and Daniels’ use of
trick camera effects to point up the
fantasy worked without a hitch.

JAMBOREE
With Gloria Van, Danny O’Neill,

NBC-TV’s “Colgate Theatre” pre-
sented on Sunday (26) a drama that
was put, together in reverse. : Pro-
ducers saw an effective United
Telefilm Go. short film, about, a
vagrant who steals . a woman’s
pocketbook and decided to use it as
the finale of their show. William
Kendall Clarke was commissioned
to script a teleplay to lead up to
the three-minute film clip. Robert
Feyti, who played the pursesnatch-
er in the picture, was located in
Miami and was flown up to N.Y. to
do the live sequences.

It may not have been worth all

the trouble. The celluloid portion
was movingly done, with the kind
of closeups. editing and deliberate,
slowed-down action followed by an
exciting chase that would be diffi-

cult for teevee to match. But it was
a small payoff to the 20-odd min-
utes of draggy live stuff which pre-
ceded it. Story concerned a young
mother, nicely played by Eleanor
Lynn, who was taking her son back
to their native Michigan. . Her com
man husband (Feyti), who had de-
serted her six years previously,
turned up with another confidence
scheme. The wife, however, re-
fused to give him any money, and
it was at this point that the clip

of the purse-theft was brought in.

Feyti did a good job, but his crim-
inality was not motivated strongly
enough, and the live portions were
talky and Visually static.

terping that speeded up into
rapidfire toework; Also in the
choreographic department. Am
thohy, Allep and Hodge clicked
With a sophisticated’ ballroom mum
|abeiv and followed with an amusing
dance in Which the two men tossed
around their femme partner.

NBC television’s two-and-a-half
hour “Saturday, night Revue” last

week (25) hit a spotty pace for the
first time-^but the spottiness only
meant that; some bits were out-
standing while others Were only
good. On the basis of its fine tal-

ent, slick production and nekt pac-
ing, the show ran smoothly most of
the Way but gave evidence for the
first tone in its five-week run of
the tremendous task involved in
finding or building sufficient: ma-
terial for the entire evening.

“Jack Carter Show,” occupying
the first hour from Chicago, Was
marked by k general improvement
in production. Cameras were on
the beam continually, the lighting
was better : and the straight vocal
numbers Were given sufficient
lead-in to make them visually at-

tractive./ Teaming of Donald Rich-
ards with sepia moppet Judith
Burroughs, for example, was a fine
idea and helped

1

considerably in
the number’s audience impact.
Fred and Susan Barry, aided by
toPnotch lensing, socked across
their intricate terpsichore. Tony
Martin, Who: wowed with his show-
manly tune-selling, also got the
production backing necessary. Car-
ter repeated with his nifty comedy
and emceeing, With Betty and Jane
Kean also socko With their zany
antics, impersonations and singing.

Spottiness Was visible in the
“Show of Shows,” produced and
directed by Max Liebman from
N. Y., and is traceable probably to
the fact that the material; while
good, is getting too reminiscent of
previous stanzas on the series. Thus,
while Sid Caesar was good as ever
with his excellent pantomime and
comedy, Macdonald Carey did a
smooth eipcee job and the ballet
and chorus were standout in a
group of well-produced numbers,
it was only the final production
routine that viewers would re
member after the show. This was
a lengthy but very funny skit on
the Pocahontas-John Smith tale,

With ImOgene Coca doing a fine

mimic job on the Indian princess.
Original poem read

tyy
an off-

screen narrator to back the num
her was socko, done in the “Hia-
watha” pattern.
Carey teamed with Caesar for a

neat reprise of the film director’s
skit from the late Broadway revue,
“Make Mine Manhattan,” and Cae
sar again did one .of his funny solo
bits-—this time, on a whitecollarite
hitting his boss for a raise. Jan
Peerce, subbing for Robert Merrill,
teamed nicely with Marguerite
Piazza in excerpts from “Traviata”
and the latter pleased with a modi-
fied dance routine on a pop num-
ber she sang. Miss Coca and
Caesar likewise impressed with
their “Coney Island” bit.'

of NBQ’s “Your Show of Shows/’
the program hasn’t diminished its

budget in lining up acceptable tal-

ent, Stanza had good pacing and
variety and individual acts showed
Up extremely well. *. *...

Condos and Brandon
a

exhibited
some fast taps to give Kyle Me*
.Donnell a warmed up stage. Bhe
hit her mark with a pair of tunes
and' some Slight comedy with Les-:

ter* Dizzy Gillespie provided a

change of pace with a bop trum-

S
et. His session had the virtue of
revity since an overlortg dose of

flatted fifths can chase: the garden
variety of viewer.

A novelty note was' by Dolihoff
and the Raya Sisters (3)> , This
group working on a stage with a
darkened background provided
some . unusual effects. Chester
Morris gave a pleasing exhibition
of magic to ingratiate himself.; ;

Milton Berle returned to NBC-
TV’s “Texaco Star Theatre” Tues-

ijn uiona van, yanny
j
day ( 2i) after his Miami vacation

Jane with a show that was generally
Jimmy McParUand,

|

good, but uneven in spots. Comic
wards, Woo-Woo Stephens,

, 0pened with a production number
Paula Raye, John Dolce, Julian

a(ld a yoca | with special Miami ly-
Stockdale Orch.

Writer: Garry Morrison
Director: Dick Liesenjahl
60 Mins.; Sun., 9 p.m.
Du MONT, from Chicago

rics parodizing some current pops.
He followed with a cute nvagico

turn with a victim culled from the.

audience. Latter turned out to be
bandleader-prestidigitalor Richard

With its Saturday night schedule i Himber. who “stole” Berle’s tricks,

anchored for the time being, Du
| for a sophisticated twist of the con-

Mont is aiming at strengthening its
|

ventional routine. Svelt Julie Wil-
Sunday night lineup with new pi’o-

; son attractively gowned, put over
gram material. “Jamboree” fits

|

-§0 \n Love” and “San Francisco
into the pattern as a fast and pleas-

j Fanny.”
ing variety session that adds to

|
Recall irig his “Front Page” Char-

Cliicago’s standing as an origina-
, acterizatton, Lee Tracy Was cast as

tion point in the overall TV picture. a c* i ty editor in a sketch with Berle

fresh talent, unpretentious air and
general verve which help surmount
the modest budget framework.

including the Falcon, Shadow, Fat
Man. Thin Man, Superman, Sam

! Spade, Sherlock Holmes, etc. Gag
Lacking any rigid format, this hour-

. ^vas amOsSing for the first scene, but
long session is checkered with con-

1
additional slapstick bits in which

trasts between hillbilly music and i Berle was disguised as a butler,
hot jazz to folk dancing and mod- Chinese mandarin, Hindu fakir and
ern ballet. The preem (26) rah Spanish dancing girl, proved over-
all in flavorsome style despite a full

: long and anti-climaiic.."-
quota, of camera miscues and sev-

; Finale featured songsmith Hoagy
eral production lapses that hung up

, Garriuchael in one of those “and
several. sequences in midair.

I then I wrote” stints. Because of
In the straight pop music cate- ui s distinctive voice, plus the qual-

gory, Gloria Van and Irish tenor Ry 0 f his tunes, Carmichael’s per-
Danny O'Neil, regulars, on this

.

torhiance was a higlvspot of the
series, neatly delivered a brace of

[ i1(H1 r. It was also given some pro-
numbers including “Why Was I

; duct ioh values, via superimposition
Born” and “You’re the Cream in

| 0 f Some Beiiian antics and a darice
My Coffee” by Miss Van and “U

I pv the sextet over the cleffer’s
Ain’t Necessarily So” and ‘Tni.; piano. Bunny Briggs, expert tap-

(Continued on page 44) i sler, scored neatly with some re-

presentation of Robert Sylves-
ter’s “Second Oldest Profession” on
NBC-TV's “Philco Playhouse” Sun-
day night (26) suffered from the
lack of motivation for both the plot
and characters. In selecting the
top dramatic moments for his hour-
long adaptation. Joseph Liss was
forced to omit too much of the re-

quisite continuity. Thus, the
newspaper publisher, instead of
emerging as the inhuman, ruthless
monster referred to in the play,

seemed instead a good-hearted and
wise-headed business man. In ad-
dition, the young reporter’s char-
acter switch from an idealistic cru-
sader to the no-good circulation

hound was never sufficiently ex-
plained.
While the adaptation was thus

hsg... the acting, pfodUctiou and
direction Were . okay.

t

William
Prince, as the reporter, a’nd Victor
Jory, as the publisher both turned
in fine performances but it Was
Felicia Monte I eagre.; as the dis-

appointed wife of Prince, who
scored most impressively with her
neatly etched characterization.

Mark Roberts and Russell Collins

did well in supporting roles. Pro-

ducer Fred Coe and director Gor-
don Duff integrated a number of

film bits neatly with the live part of

the script and the sets, camera
work. etc.. Were up to the usual top-

drawer
.
Philco standards.

Jerry Lester is starting to hit a

good stride on DuMont’s ‘‘Cavalcade

of Stars.” His vaude and cafe

bits are starting to show up with
greater effectiveness and he’s be-

ing integrated into the rest Of the

proceedings to a greater degree.

Despite the terrific competition

Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
TOwri” Oh Sunday (26) presented
some good entertainment orige it

got into stride. Session got off to

a tepid start with the Phil Jones
dancers, a group of mixed couples
ranging from moppiets to adults.

Except for the :

flash displayed by
the numerical makeup of the
troupe, these dancers are little

more than an amateur novelty.

The routines are okay, but there’s

insufficient flash to this act for the
warmup spot.

;
The Offbeat, was

Continued with Chris Cross, ven-
.triloquist, w'hose gab didn’t make
for too much an impression. Much
was made of the fact that there

Was a Walter Winchell imitation

on a Sullivaii show^ This incon-
gruity wasn’t sufficient to get the.

turn across.

Show looked up considerably
with Eileen Barton, who rs current-;

ly a reason for jukebox patronage
with her National disking of

“Baked a Cake.’
1 She was given

some good production in this num-
ber and produced the .first solid

turn Of program.

Fayne and Foster did well in a
musical novelty session providing
interest with bell-ringing and mu-
sical glasses. Another strong*point

was the terping of Sheila Bond.
Aside from being an impressive
dancer, Miss Bond has a great deal

of
1

visual interest. There should
haye been at least one closeup of

her lace, even though her figure

is highly admirable, There, were
some good trick camera effects to

aid ber session.

Probably, the most impressive
spot on the show came from the
Continentals, a well-groomed male
quintet, with fine individual voices,

a good comedy sense and arresting
arrangements that make use of

their collective, ability to mimic
pizzicati strings. This group im-
presses as being one of the better

talent discoveries of the past few
weeks.

Sullivan also introduced, one of

his occasional sports novelties with
a golfing demonstration by Helen
Hicks, Which lacked theatrical in-

terest. Jiack Redman did better

with h*is skill at trick shots.

Sullivan made his entrance wear-
ing a trick nose and spectacles.

It didn’t make Sense,

HOLIDAY HOTEL j .

WHb .
Hdnwl

.

Iiebttore Lonnrg«ii» Bill

ion. itttf Br»wnr*
kmo; Don Sodier; D«foel»
gttezt; Alexander' Grey*. *n-

” nouncer; Bemle Green oren
Producer: Monte Proser
Writer; Tom Adair \

36 Mins*; Thurs, 9:36 p.m, ”

PACKARD MOTOR CO.
ABC-TV, from New York

(Young & Rubicon*

>

basically, there’s a good idea in

“Holiday Hotel”—a switch on the

“Grand Hotel” motif but with an
underlying comedic patteni keyed
to the. distinctive visual-audio talr

ents
:
of Edward Everett Hortoii.

But it certainly failed to project

itself fqr makimum-^-or even sat-

isfactory—results as it came off
the TV screen on its initial ABC
showcasing last Thursday (23).

This is the Packard Motor Co> .

sponsored musfqomedy-formatted
show which nitery boniface Monte

;

Proser/ is producing, and the pro-
ductional accoutrements as mani-
fested on the preem program be-;

spoke the $15,000-a-Week investi-

;

tore. . But for the kind of coin
and energy expended on “Hotel/'
the overall entertainment results
Were of dubiyus merit. Actually;
the show never managed to get off
the ground, with Horton’s contrib
weakened by an unsatisfactory
script and the attendant Horton
byplay with his fenime vis-a-vis,

Leonore Lonergan, failing to capi-
talize on the talents of either.

As the “Hotel’s” initial guest,
penise Darcel (who has been cir-

cuiting the AM-TV kilocycles since
her “Battleground” pic release)
was featured in a skit which gave
her Gallic idioms some free play,
but ton rthe w'hole it was feeble
stuff.

Midway, through the show it

switched completely to a revue
highlighted by a ballet sequence
based on a Gordon Jenkins musi-
cal. vignette featuring the: dancing
talents of June Graham and Don
Sadler and the vocaiistics of Bill

Harrington and Betty Brewer. It
provided a refreshing interlude,
certainly a lift oyer the “story”
elements, but was far from out-
standing.

Packard commercials were neat-
ly integrated via a “showroom” on
the hotel's ground floor and With
Alexander Gray handling the an-
nouncer chores. There’s a filmed
commercial insert at the midway
mark.
As bigtime automotive show-

cases go, this one had an inauspi-

cious premiere. Rose.

emcee; Lee

m.

BEAT THE CLOCK
With Bud Collyer,

Vines, announcer
,Producer: Gil Fates
Director: Byron Paul
45 Mins.; Thurs., 9:45 p
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from New York

“Beat the Clock,” a televersion

of last year’s quizzer on CBS,

makes an entertaining stunt show.

Packagers Mark GOOdsoii and Bill

Todman worked Up some good

visual questions—-all of which the

studio contestants had to answer

in a prescribed number of seconds

while an intricate three-foot clock
ticked off the time. Gags included
having loot-hunters give the prop-
er costumes to bathing girls of

1890, 1926 and 1948, pick up coins
with a broomstick arid chewing
gum through a subway grate, don
a woman’s blouse (with buttons
on the back)j identify flowers from
their scents, etc. One particular-

ly effective routine was exposing
the quizee (and home viewers) to

a humorous tableau for one minute

Berwyn (Pa.) Playhouse’s third

telecast in its series pi combina-
tion stock-video productions over
WFIL-TV (Phila) (20) \yas “Love
in Livery — a Delectation of the

Snuff-BOx Era.’’ by the 18th cen-

tury French dramatist Marivaux.
Almost operatic in its plot about
mistaken identities, this pastiche

might be enjoyed with music, with
lyrics in the original language. The .

theme is right out of the museum ! and then asking him to spot three

and demonstrates that the “high-
j

re-arranged items-. In another, a

born,” even in disguise, instinc- blindfolded participant tried to

tively attract one another. Forced I
spread butter and jam On a shoe

by circumstances to change places ! of bread, with-; the cameras catch-

with their servants! the master is :
ing amusing closeups ol his ium-.

Still elegant in livery; the valet re- /bling fingers; An^dded siglit-de-

mains an oaf. The lady is gra-
;

vice, was-having the guests work

clous wielding the feather duster,
j

from an hour-glass stand,

while the. maidservant is as out of
|

Airer leaned heavily on cheese-

place as her “captain of the back- cake appeal, with emcee Bud .Coll-

StairSi” .
> I yer’s femme assistarits: garbed in

Series . has been bankrolled by
;
scant costumes arid one contestant

V. Nelson Barringlon. owner of
: attempting to find the right-sized

Berwyn theatre, 1.6 demonstrate belt for a swim-suited model. A p-

thdt initial “live" performances
;
pearance of thp bare gams brought

can assure Ictler-perfect: produc- .' whistles from' the theatre audi-:

tions with a minimum of camera ence.

rehearsal time. Berwyn cast puts
: jn a couple of spots the clock

to agency people Who caught per- eVer, Coilyer’s ’'highpressure gab
forniance. (20) is that production about time running out, more suit-

costs caff be cut down onerthird to
;
ed to an AM than a TV show,

half, Willi “live” run-throughs at seemed to work against the prize-

suburban theatre. Camera time seekers and should be eased Up.

for Marivaux production totalled otherwise his handling of the
four hours; Cast and staff

.

backed
; guests was informal and pleasant,

up Barrington argument wiin use of a portable Altec mike gave,
smooth peiioviriance. played with

j

hitn freedom Of movement in *

(Continued on page 44) fast-paced stanza. Bril.
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THIS IS CBS • • •WHERE 99 MILLION

«

This is the biggest market place in the world,.

bigger than any other place where people go to

find the things they want to buy.

Where else do so many people get together,

week after week-from every part of the. country?
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PEOPLE SHOP EVERY WEEK

jWhere else can you find 25 million people standing

i.

#

p
front of the same counter at the same time focused

yn the same product? Only in Radio.

|

1
In all radio CBS draws the largest crowds-a million

®nd a half more customers than any other network.

And every year these crowds of customers grow higger.

That’s why, when America’s leading business men

offer for sale the things most people want to buy, they

showcase them in the biggest and busiest market place
/

in the world . . . The Columbia Broadcasting System
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IN NEW YORK CITY , * .

Metro's Louis B. Mayer will make one of his rare air appearances

when WMGM carries speeches from the Brand Names Foundation din-

ner at the Waldorf April 5 . .WaHer Stegmah, of WNYC music dept,

leaves totfay (Wed.) for four years’ study in Europe. . . .Cherney Berg,

' Goldbergs’' music director; preemed his "Anatomy of Melancholy" at

Times Hall Monday (27) William Mullin has resigned from radio

dept, of William Mqyris agency. No successor contemplated . Walter

Lurie has bowed out of Calkins & Holden agency ... Frank Tarloff

replacing Jack Rubin as co-scripter with Jameson Brewer of "Hardy
Family", v. .WMGM’s Eileen O'Connell ("For Children Only’') making
theatre appearances to promote the doll fashioned after her;

. ,
.Cliff

Evans, head of N. Y. City’s TV Film Unit, named $12,000 yearly assist-

ant to the deputy mayor . . . . Add April Foolishness: Hot Springs, N. M.
(pop. 8,000) changes its name to "Truth or Consequences’’ on April 1

. ; .

;

Four WNJR engineers found themselves staring into cop’s revolver

at 3 a m. one day last week while testing the station’s signal in a lonely

field ; ... Jack Rome has joined Biow agency as account exec for Philip

Morris group. Formerly with Roy S. Durstine arid Albert Kimball Co.

Bing Crosby to taipe four of his shows in Gotham between April 4-13,

for airing in May. .

.

.Don Hollenbeck, CBS newscaster, recuping at

Daytona Beach after recent illness . . . . Flack Art farther of eight-

lb. boy . . .

.

Jupita ("South Pacific’’) Hall signed by Lang-Worth Trans-
criptions. . . ABC’s Milton Cross completed last of four narrative stints

with Thomas Sherman's kid concert group last week .... "Meet the.

Menjpus" returns to WOR as a cross-the/border Monday (3) . Clay
Morgan, former assistant to the prexy at NBC, has joined Allied Syn-
dicates flackery. • . . Lowell Thomas doing his CBS newscasts this week
from Coronado Beach, Cal. . v i ;WNEW continuity chief Bob Stewart
resigning Friday (31) to freelance.

:

Wells Church, CBS news editor, to Orlando, Fla., for three-week fish-

ing trip Pat O’Brien, Marsha Hunt, Jay Jostyn, Louise Allbritton,

George Raft, Herbert Marshall, Ava Gardner and Maurice Evans signed
for "MGM Theatre qf the Air." lari Keith, J. Edward Bromberg,
Arleen Whelan, Alfred Ryder arid Jack LaRue tagged for Metro’s
"Crime Does Not Pay" series . . . . WJZ’s Johnny Thompson to be ku-
dosed with a party by "Miss Liberty’’ cast Monday (3). .

.

NAM radio-
teeyee director Johnny Johnstone back after 10 days in Houston and
week in Atlanta. . .Nassau County cancer, fund campaigners to get
instructioris via three broadcasts on WHLI . . . . Scripter Palmer Thomp-
son has packaged a series; "Congressional Investigator”. . . Joseph
Purso, WINS news director, joined N/ Y. Times Monday (27)

Richard Sanders into "David Harum" • .John Larkin and Spencer
Bentley added to /Romance of Helen Trent" . . . Peg Hillias new to
"Our Gal Sunday" : ,u . Ray Johnson and Elaine Kent additions to "Nona
From ’ Nowhere"-: . . Jackie Grimes and • Hillary . Hall join.; '.‘Lorenzo

"Jones.”
'

IN HOLLYWOOD v .

BBD&O’s Ben Duffy came to town, took one look at the overcast arid
three hours later was in Palm Springs. He wouldjiave settled for 15%
but there was no sun at all . . . Ev Meade was another arrival from Big
Town but, sun or no sun, he’ll be around for a week or so on Y & R

business, mostly TV. He brought back with him Walter Bunker, the
Hollywood Squire/ who passed a few weeks at the home office

Edward Arnold, ABC’s "Mr. President,*' would rather be a U. S. sen-
ator—the real thing-^so he’s filed for the June primary as a Republican
... ,Y & R Bob Hussey had a close call last week with a nasal infection
but penicillin pulled \him through - .Harry Aekerman 4s convinced
that Rochester is a natural for his own show $b he’s' having another
record cut and hired Sam Perrin, Jack Benny’s head writer, to. super-
vise the script,. .Benny, incidentally, received the Brentwood . award
last week for outstanding community sendee. His trophy room must be
as loaded as Fibber McGee’s closet .

. ,

.

And speaking of "The McGee’s "

there’s a lot of budget pruning going on, with the music taking the
sharpest cut, .

.

. Jimmy Fidler will take 15 weeks off this summer as an
economy move. You’d think his sponsor, Arrid, would just dote on
hot weather. There’ll be no-replacement, which doesn’t distress last

year’s sub, Sheilah Graham.as she’s in' line for full net airing of her
Hollywood gab" for k new line of. home permanent named after the
famed Ogilvie Sisters .. ... .Sid Skolsky has challenged Senator Johnson
to a debate on his "Hollywood By-Line" over ABC. And to think that
a year agn Skolsky was- skeered stiff of u mike, which can’t talk back
. .. Herb Polesle, who used to direct Bing Crosby on Kraft Music Hall,
was his house guest at Pebble Beach between shows back east. .

.

Eddie Martin, one of Hollywood’s earliest columnists, is being packaged
by Ray Morgan

.

; , . Les Atlass and Ralph Kettering came in from Chi-
cago for a chat with Gene Autry about his Cowboy pictures for TV.
Autry has done the most consistent job of any other air star. In the
past 11 years of selling chicle, he has taken time out only for. war duty,
A season to him is

, 52 weeks, and he has pictures rfo make, too . . . ..By

doing the TV series Autry loses the $500 weekly paid him by Wrigley
to bypass video. . ; ; Garry Moore will bundle his, frail irito their Cadillac
and chug east by easy stages. They’ll see America in six weeks . .V.

Ralph Edwards is offering $1,000 to anyone bringing a little man from
Mars to his show. Doesn’t even have to bring along the saucer that
whirled him to earth;

IN CHICAGO
. Milton F. Allison, former sales manager for WLW-TV, joins WBBM
as assistant sales manager. . . Intercity Golden Gloves fights will be
aired on Mutual and WGN tomorrow night (29) with General Mills
sponsoring on WGN. Harry Creighton doing blow-by-blow for Mutual
and Jack Brickhouse calling for WGN. . . .Leri O’Connor’s weekly7 news
roundup, "Sunday Dateline," bowed March 26 . . .

.

WM0R (FM) Cele-
brated first anni March 21...

.

|pel Kupperman and Naomi Cooks back
on "Quiz Kids" March 26 after several weeks’ layoff. Victor Borge
guested on same show/. . Burt Squires, midwest BMI station relations
chief, elected to Radio pioneers last week . . . , Caesar Petrillo, WBBM
music director, back from Florida vacation . .\ .Andrew V. Christians
moves from Chi CBS to radio-TV staff of McCann-Erickson . . . . Pauline
Gregory, secretary in local sales department at WBBM, has resigned
to become registrar for Columbia College of Drama and Radio here

.Mae Nommenseri has joined Chi NBC as PBX operator ... .Pauline
Sepesf, MBS Central Division chief file clerk, bedded by flu bug last

week. . /.Exiting Needham, Lewis & Brorby to ,do full time freelance
scripting is Charles Andrews, currently doing writing on Dave Garro-
way AM and TV shows. . .^Richard Swift, general manager ^pf WCBS,
New York; and Dou_ Miner,., sales manager of same station, visited
WBBM last week . ... Dorothy Masters,"NBC * Cht C(5ntinuity~ Clerk;
repping Chi volunteer workers at Travelers Aid Society confab in
Boston. . . .Frank Atlass, formerly with Chi Daily News, takes post on
WBBM local sales staff ... Earl Nightingale vacationing in Phoenix,
Ariz.. . /.Bob Elson interviewed veep Alberi Barkley on WBBM’s "On
the Century" show March 24. . /.Ed Short, WJJD publicity director,

back this week from Florida.

NHI (NBC’s Anwer T,

CIS' HU) b Prcar

On Chi’s WHAQ Ajril 3
Chicago, March 28.

"National Home Institute," radio
package owne^t by Don Searle and
Jimmy Parks, bows bn WMAQ
Monday (3); Program, NBC’s an-
swer to : CBS’ Housewives Protec-
tive League, wiR be extended oh
local origination basis to other
,NBC O, & O.'s and affiliates if suc-
cessful ii\ Chi. It gets quarter-hour
airings at 6 a. m. arid 12:30 p. ni
with provision for expansion to
half hours.
One gimmick of NIII is that all

products offering to sponsor the
stint will have to undergo tests
by U. S. Testing Co. for quality
and value check, and if accepted
will be permitted to carry the NHI
"double check and guarantee seal,"
which entitles purchaser to double
refund if. products don’t live up to
aired claims; similar to Good
Housekeeping’s seal of approval;
To qualify for the NHI seal, adver-
tiser must use show for minimum
Of 13 weeks, ;•

Program will be written by Herb
Futran, and in Chi will be aired
by Philip Hayes, a package-owned
name. (Plans call for use of dif-
ferent name in each city.) It’ll be
human interest chatter with live
integrated commercials. Morning
and afternoon shows will be dif-
ferent. •

, On WMAQ, six participation an-
nouncement per week, alternating
mornings and afternoons, will cost
$645 weekly, with a 13-week rate of ?

$585. Each city carrying the show
will have a full-time merchandising
man attached to the program.. Com
forming to NBC’s policy of par-
ticipation, each quarter hour pe-
riod will be limited to three spon-
sors, .

. Searle and Parks plan to do an
'NHI television, show in the fall.

Boston—Nelson Bragg has taken
over ' two disk jockey- "show’s on •

Hub’s WCOP formerly conducted
by Howard Malcolm, who has been
dropped by station. Shows are the
early 6 to 8:3Q a. m. "Morning
Watch1 ’ and the noontime "Record
Rack."

. , .

«

Wally Frank makes pipes ( what ad man doesn’t know that!).

Wally Frank wanted to sell more pipe# -- though it’s no slouch when it conies

to getting rid of high-priced briar.

Said they to WOR, ‘‘Hey, can you sell lots of pipes lor us fast, at, mind you
(they raised a warning finger)/ low cost?”

Said we, ‘‘Sure.” Brass, you know.

Anyway/ eight newscasts on WOR—just 8, mind you -started 5,899
people dropping coins into phones to call Wally Frank and say, “Look, let’s have a

:

pipe. ’ The result? $23,301 in cold, hard cash for nice new pipes!

In other words, every dollar Wally Frank spent^
^ on WOR, pi^u<^ $7.00

in sales.

That’s selling. We do it daily. Can we do it for you?
Our address is —

fa .mt 1440
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IS BEING SOLD TO THE

PUBLIC ON EVERY RADIO

SET IN AMERICA!

Oil Bing's morning program—on Bing’s Chester-

field show—and by Bing’s Chesterfield teammates,

Arthur Godfrey and Perry Como: Simultaneously

with first run dates—'there’ll be saturation-selling

soon with radio guest shots, big C B S. assistance

and special programming on .'many'''additional- show s !

Keep Your Cam pa igh

Going Strong To Ki|l

The Movie Tax i

^ f
'

Now turn to

VARIETY’S

MUSIC SECTION
here Paramount continues

the story of how every

facet of show business
;a aaIKa. iinijiA. u;»u'<

-1

i

\

i

Frank Capra's “RIDING HIGH" starring BING CROSBY ? Coleen Gray • Charles Bickford ^Frances Gifford with William Qemarest

Raymond Walburn - James Gleason • Ward Bond - Clarence Muse * Percy Kilbride * Harry Davenport • Produced and directed by

Frank Capra '• Screenplay by Robert Riskin -Additional Dialogue by Melville Shavelson and Jack Rose • Based on a Story by

Mark Heflrnger New Songs; Lyrics by Johnny Burke - Music by James Van Heusen ,

, . * S I
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New York
Charles J. Basch elected veepee

of the » National Society of TV
producers, replacing Henry White,

former World Video prez who
recently joined CBS-TV. West
Hooker, indie producer, was named
to the Society’s board . * . ‘‘Banger

Ranch Roundups new western
show for moppets, tees off Sunday
(2) via WJZ-TV, featuring Okla-
homa Boyd Heath, full-blooded
Cherokee Indian ; . . Laurel Films
dickering With Dennis James to

play himself in “Mr. Universe”
feature picture on wrestling which
Laurel will roll in NVY; April 15,

with jack Carson starring ... NBC
tele; veepee S. ,L. (“Pat”) Weaver
Slated to speak before the Pittsr

burgh Advertising Club April 11

and the Brewers Assn; in San
Francisco May 3 ... M il t o n
Douglas and Robert Schoellhorn
named veepees of Product Adver-
tising Corp., agency now handling
DuMont’s “Cavalcade of Bands”
and “Cavalcade of Stars.” Cora
Story was named secretary of the
company Jose Ferrer set as
giiest emcee on NBC’s “Saturday
Night Revue'’ tliis week (1). from
N.Y.V with Vincent Price guesting
on the Chicago part of the show.
V.' ... George Stoetzel, former light?
lng consultant for film producer
Louis de Rochemont and CBS tele,
how handling the same job for
Robert Montgomery's“Lucky Strike
Theatre” via NBC ...Wendy Barrie,
now aired via NBC, does her 500th
consecutive video show tomorrow
night (Thurs.) . . , DuMont's “Hands
of Murder” retitled “Hands of
Destiny*” to allow more scope, in
the type of stories presented . . .

Peter Donald signed by Roberts
& Carr productions for an hour-
long, across-the-board TV’er, to be
titled “Nightcap” , . . Charles Sail*
ford signed as music director on
Bob Hope's Easter Sunday Frig-
idaire show via NBC ... Maiden
Form Brassiere picked up its op-
tion on Dorothy Doan's “Vanity
Fair” show via CBS, through the
Weintraub agency . * Bernie
London, formerly remotes director
for CBS, signed to produce and

direct pickups of the Cleveland
Indian games this year for WXEL,
Cleveland • • • Sydney Sjnith to
boost her air time on DuMont's
“Shoppers Matinee,” doing a half*

hour Tuesdays and Thursdays and
15 minutes Mondays,' Wednesdays
and Fridays . ... J. R. Myers, NBC-
TV controller, upped to the post
of assistant; to Carleton D. Smith,
director of TV - operations.

Gertrude Berg of CBS-TV's
“Goldbergs,” offered a film role by
George Jessel. „ . , Morey Amster-
dam to guest on “Leave It To the
Girls” April 30.

Bit Baird marionette show, “Life
With Snarky Parker” on CBS-TV,
to be seen five times a week start-

ing April 3. Previously on on Mon-
day, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.

. . Henry Morgenthau ill, assistant
program director of WNEW, shifts

Monday (3) to CBS-TV production
staff, handling Dorothy Doan's
“Vanity Fair.”

Hollywood
Milton Berle's brother Phil, has

been taken on by KNBH as a pro-
ducer . , Radio and Television
Directors Guild has opened nego-
tiations with, KECA-TV for a con-
tract covering minimum wages V , .

Harlan Thompson, producer of the
Ed Wynn show, has been made sur
pervisor of all CBS tele shows orig-

inating in Hollywood.

Chicago
George Heineman, NBC-TV pro-

ducer, Will instruct tele survey \
course added this year to eighth
annual NBC-Northwestern Univer-
sity summer radio institute. . . .

Danny O’Neill is singing emcee on
“Windy City Jamboree,” square
dance and variety show which
bowed March 26 on DuMont web
from WGN-TV. . . . Ben Park, Chi
NBC-TV producer, addressed Chi
Publicity Club last week. . . . Halli-
crafters is - currently producing
1,000 teevee sets daily accbrdihg
to Raymond Durst, exec v.p. .

Linn Burton will emcee WBKB s
new quiz show, “Can You Remem-

ber?” Which debuts March. 30. * . .

Jackson Industries has appointed
Lawrence Advertising to help in-
troduce new national line of low-
cost video sets. Campaign calls

for AM and TV ad schedule. . . .

WBKB remote director Bill Bala-

ban leaves Monday (27) for Cali-

fornia vacation. . \ V Peg Bolger,

formerly publicity director for

Wisconsin Central Airlines, and
Norma N e a s 1 e r .have joined
Cramer-Krasselt, Milwaukee ad
agency, to Work in “The Feminine
Viewpoint,” C-K tele package.
Gloria Brooks, formerly chief con-

tinuity . wjpiter at WEMP, Milwau-
kee, is new: member of C-K video
production Staff. . . . Tom Duggan
launches new sports show, “Today’s
Baseball,” April 18 on WNBQ. . v .

Teeny, puppet character created

by Helen Cirkle, is doing opening
and closing commercials for

WBKB's kinnied version of ‘Time
for Beany.” . , , “Baseball Preview
for 1950,” sports film featuring
commentary by : Harry Wismer
debuted on WGN-TV March 22 on
a three-times weekly schedule. . . .

Easter Sunday Mass from Holy
Name Cathedral will be telecast by
WGN-TV. . . . M a ry Hartline,

Johnny Desmond, Patsy Lee, Jack.

Carter and Connie Russell will

make giiest appearances at Torch
Cottilion, Chi-land high school ball

April 14. Dance is sponsored by
“Torch,” citywide high school
newspaper published by former
Variety ihugg, Marty O’Shaugh-
nessy.

Continued from page 33

be stopped this year,” said one Au-
thors League rep.

Still another grievance from the

writing profession’s angle to such
contests is that it “puts thousands
of people to,.,work on speculation,

creating a vast pool of materials

from which a commercial operator
Can then pick and choose. Car-
ried, to its logical extreme it would
undermine literary economics .

”

Charles Underhill and Donald
Davis, of CBS, plus John Steinbeck
of World Video. Latter’s presi-

dent, Herbert White, recently shift-

ed over and became a CBS em-
ployee, ton.

Inside Staff-Radio
New York region of the National Labor Relations Board Thursday

(23) turned down the petition of the Radio Writers Guild asking 0 cer-
tifleatiop under the Taft-Hartley Act. Reason given was that council
miembers of the Authors League have not signed non-Communist affjl-

davits. RWG is no# appealing to NLRB headquarters iti Washington.
Question is Important because it affects ALA affiliates, including

Screen Writers Guild, Television Writers Group, Authors Guild and
Dramatists Guild. ALA also feels the NLRB policy affects all U. S,
labor unions, because it is viewed as an “arbitrary and unjustified!*
extension of the law which states that officers of unions must sigh.
ALA contends that council members are. not officers. It has sent, com-
munications to the AFL, CIO, Railroad Brotherhoods and United Mine
Workers informing them of “thei problem posed to the league.”

immediately affected by the NLRB problem are SWG negotiations
with studios and putting into effect of some RWG contracts.

Chairman Edwin C. Johnson of the . Senate commerce committee said
he wished Congress could award an “Oscar” to Theodore Granik for
his program, “The American Forupi of the . Air.” Appearing on the
Forum's 22d arini broadcast Saturday (25) at NBC studios in Washing-
ton, Johnson said the program typifies “the very best example of
democracy in action.” “To Ted Granik and NBC,” which carries the
show oyer both TV and radio, he said, '! would like to convey the
congratulations and thanks of my colleagues ... for a program, which
continues to serve the highest interests of the public after 22 memoir-
able and eventful years.” Forum is saluted as “Our Unofficial Con-
gress” by Ben Gross of the New York Daily News in an article in the
current issue of Collier’s.

NBC staffers are bridling at what they call the “austerity regime”
at the network. Recent edict bars personnel from having coffee at
their desks or going out for java. Andther prohibits smoking in studio
areas.

Question employees raise is whether the web's coffee and cigaret
accounts won’t complain. /

Sign. Of growing newspaper attention to radio and television is the
(Scripps-Howard) Cleveland Press’ introduction, last week of an en-
larged AM-TV guide which occupies four full columns. Stan Ander-
son's daily column on broadcasting is dressed Up with photo and
cartoon.

' ——-——^— —

•

‘Keep It Clean’
Continued from page 33

tured on such programs as “Leave
It to the Girls.” The old revealing
technique is out, and the gals are
now forced to wear dresses that
conceal from the neck down. Same

_ . .« - . .restriction holds for guest talent,
Judges df the- CBS awards^aspf as evidenced by the low cut but

OUT-OF-HOME AUDIENCE

MONDAY-FRIDAY

6:00AM-6:00PM W-l-N-D IS SECOND
WITH 19.5% OF THE t6tAL AUDIENCE

SATURDAY

6:00AM-6:00PM W-l-N-D IS FIRST
18.6% OF THE TOTAL AUDIENCE

SUNDAY

6:00PM W-l-N-D IS FIRST
18.3% OF THE TOTAL AUDIENCE

non-revealing blouse worn by Ger
triide Niesen on “Who Said That?”
Monday night (27).

Question of the low-neckline
gowns, was put directly to her
viewers by Faye Emerson on her
CBS-TV show Monday night (27).

Emphasizing she was speaking: in
dead earnest, the actress declared
too much was being made of the
problem on TV. She averred that
95% of the viewers writing in
favored the low-cut dresses but

J asked for further viewer reaction
*on the basis that she doesn’t want
to offend anyone. According to
Miss Emerson, she wears the same
gowns on video that she would
wear anywhere else at that time of
night (11 to 11:15 p.m.).
DuMont web launched its clean-

up move more than three months
ago but, afraid that it might be
tagged as too prudish, refrained
from ballyhooing the crusade. Web
has tacked up 3x5-foot posters in
every studio and control room,
which, state: “Attention, producers,
directors and talent: Your audi-
ence is the average American fam-
ily—Mother and Dad—Junior and
Sis—Grandma. You are a guest in
their living-rooms. Any violation
of this privilege through^the use of
material in bad taste, immoral busi-
ness, situations, dialog, lyrics, rou-
tines or costuming, will not be tol-
erated by the DuMont Television
Network.” Declaration is sighed
by network chief Mortimer W.
Loewi and. program director James
L. Caddigan.

Despite the placards, the web
still finds itself involved in a con-
tinual hassle with over-zealous tal-
ent, who have different ideas of
how far they can go in order to re-
main within the bounds of good
taste. DuMont, to forestall too
much “cleavage!’ on the part of its
femme talent, keeps bouquets of
flowers on hand at all times. . If

. a
gal now Comes up with a gown cut
top low, the Web orders her to pin
on one of the bouquets as a cor-
sage. ’ - •

*(»UiS( OF CHICAGO, OUT-OF-HOME SURVEY. JANUARY. FEBRUARY. <950

$49 KC-5000 VYAT^S • CHICAGO, ItUNOIS • 24 HOURS A DAY • KATZ AGENCY, INC., 'REP.

Philly Daily News In

TV Promotion Spree
Philadelphia, March, 28.

The Philadelphia Daily News,
the city’s only non-affiliated daily,

has bought television time on
WPTZ to promote its comic strips

and other daily features. News
started with a Tuesday night par-

ticipation in WPTZ’s nightly

Westerii film feature, “Frontier

Playhouse.”

In local advertising circles,

Daily News time purchase is re-
garded as smart move for paper.

Daily News advertisement on
WPTZ' marks first strictly-for-cash
time purchase of television by a
Philly daily. . The city’s other two
dailies, the Evening Bulletin and
the Philadelphia Inquirer, restrict
their TV ads to their own stations,
WCAU-TV and WFIL-TV, respec-
tively.

...J > s D urgh—Vincent. Joyce,WWSW announcer, has resigned to
J* P ^ * * d 11 y department ofBBDO in New York. He’ll be as-

signed to “Theatre Guild On the
Air” account. Joyce has also
done some acting hqre for Pitts-
burgh Playhouse and got a de-
gree from Pitt Under GI Bill of
Rights i ... . Jim

. Hughes, veteran
program director of WJAS, back
on the job again after being laid
up for four months with a heart
condition , . . Boyd Fraser Tweedy,
formerly nf WARE. in Ware, Mass.,
and WMNB, North Adams, Mass.,

WDTY
en added to tIie staff of

NBC ‘Sat. Nite’
Continued from page 33

taining half-hour to a commercial
one and so put in its order for af-
filiate time,. Web had One such
sponsor lined up, but, because it

couldn’t find the other two neces-
sary, Jost the original one. To date,
only the 9:30-10 segment is com-
mercial,. with United Fruit, RCA
and Swift holding down the par-
ticipating spots.

Web’s chief trouble in selling the
show on its original participating
plan is the reported attitude of
sponsors that the $6,000 tariff per
spot, while probably worth the
money, can pay off better on other
shows. For his $6,000, the bank-
rollers gets only one minute-long
commercial and little identification
with the show. For an additional
$6,000, it is pointed out, he could
buy a t6p half-hour show, get three
minute-long, plugs and be fully
identified with the package. In
addition, several potential clients
have voiced the opinion that they
Could buy minute spots on the net-
work for less than $6,000, althuogh
NBC’s answer to that is that th»
choice spot times are no longer
available.

Agencies also are reportedly
worried about the eventual out-
come of NBC’s participating sys-
tem. Witlf the web packaging the
entire program, it is pointed out,
the agency's sole function after the
minute-long film commercial is

produced is to* deliver it to
the web in time for the . show.
For that the agency gets a 1

commission of $900 per week
(15% of $6,000),

*v Agencies re-

portedly are worried that their
clients might think they are earn-
ing their' money too easily, and
thus deal directly with the webs.
As a. result, the Agencies believe
their entire future role in TV might
be at stake.
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As Ion# as there are gals lake

Harriet Van Korhe around. Big Jon

has nothing to worry about.

Big Jon is Jon Arthiir-—writer, producer,

director and co-star (along with a Little guy

named Sparky) of ABC’s new Saturday

morning radio show, NO SCHOOL TODAY

NO SCHOOL TODAY started out in

Cincinnati . . . in fact, it still starts out from

there. And it went so well from Cincinnati

that last month it went on the full

ABC network. Then along came Miss Van H.^

and she gave it the frill treatment.
;• fc.

Let’s let her tell what a honey of a show it s:

-NO SCHOOL TODAY beguiles the

youngsters with songs, stories and pleasant

little sermons from 9 to 11 a. m.
For two hours, praise be, they’ve a show
they can call their very own.

*What’s the secret of the program? Well*

it respects the dignity of children.

They’re treated as human beings—potential

adults—and not as animated dolls.

Master-mind of the show is a lanky young
chap named Jon Arthur, the father

of an 8-year-old girl.

"Besides telling stories and playing record

albums, Big Jon acts as liaison officer

between the “big people” and the “little

people.” He explains how it happens that

diplomatic relations between these two
groups sometimes break down completely*

And, with solemn deference to the little

ones, tells them how they may
avoid such crises."

•

t

Big Jon’s two-hour fun-fest is for sale (in quarter

hour segments) on ABC. The time is right.

The,price is right. The audience? Some

37,279,864 kids. Plus their parents—millions

of parents who will (a) enjoy the show themselves

and (b) enjoy the fact that their 37,279,864 little

darlings are being so well entertained.

If YOU have something to sell this enormous

chunk of the population, get the full details right

away. Better call Circle 7-5700 today.

BIO ION uses his magic spyglass for all sorts of things. With
it he can see how well his little listeners keep their promises.

And it’* good, too, for “general sightseeing” in exciting far-

away places all over the world.

'12®S1

'f l

NO SCHOOL TODAY
t—u A.rt. .it.

SATOBDATS ON ABC
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Sitting by the Window” by O'Neil.

Paula Raye also registered nicely

With “Candy and Cake/’
These were the more convention-

al aspects to a* session that came
more alive with the hillbilly add
folk performers. Square danCe calK
er John Dolce and his troupe

bounced folksily through one prO-

fessionally-executed number while

a group of amateurs from the auqi*

ence participated in another, equal-

ly infectious, “Wbo-Woo” Stephens,

a. mountaineer comedy singer who
manipulates a standout guitar, was
okay in a frankly corny vein,

A hot jazz bit featured the. vet

trumpeter Jimmy McPartlarid in a

jam session, with a hillbilly band,

McPartland also played a fine -horn"

to O’Neil’s rendition of St. Louis

Blues” Another highlight was a

ballet set to “Frankie and Johnny’’

with dancers Jane Brockman and
Bud Tygett doing a comic interpre-

tation. Dick Edwards, a pantomim-
ist, had a good turn in mimicking a

cafeteria patron but it was dragged
out slightly too long. Hefm.

;

OFF THE CUFF
With Russ Davis
Producer: Barney Samet
Director: Scott Young
15 Mins.; Mon-thru-Fri./ 6:15 p.m.
GREAT CHICAGO SURPLUS
STORES

WBKB, Chicago
: (Samet)

This show, using man-on-thq-
street technique, contributes very
little t<5 early evening viewing
menu. Aside from jaded format,
stint caught (22) seemed to take
its “Off the Cuff” tag literally and
was marred by too Casual prepara-
tion. Emcee Russ Davis, who has
built up a large following locally
with his w r e s tli n g telecasts,

doesn’t seem cut out for this sort
of thing aS his patter with visiting
pedestrians was, to put it kindly,
unexciting.

Passersby are brought before
cameras and asked to identify oc-
cupation of a “Mister X,” using
clues

,
supplied by emcee. On this

particular show none of the inter-
viewees were able to^so Davis had
to keep repeating same clues to
each contestant. Each person was
given the same prize/ from spon-
sor’s stock, for taking part. This
was awkward in case of femme
guest as prizes were men’s shoes.
Also awkward was emcee’s diffi

culty in getting shoes untangled
from lower buttons of his coat on
which; for some rOason, he’d looped
them by their strings. At one point
he had to call for help in getting
them untangled. Identical plug for
client's* shoe sale was given with
each award |o sidewalk stooges.
Some element of interest might

be added to segment by highlight-

ing prize offered for correct identi-

fication. On this show it was never
established what would have been
the prize for the winner. And if

gifts were arrayed On a box or
something* fronted by sponsor’s
name and address and occasionally
caught by camera it would have,
been a more adept commercial
presentation. Dane.

—
;

• ^ — — .

~ ‘
‘

THAT YOUNG COUPLE
Brattle Players, with Jan Farrand,
Robert Fletcher; Thayer David

Producer: A1 Hartigan
Writer: Ruppert Pray
30 Mins., Sun. 4:30 p.m.
Associated Gas Cos.
WBZ-TV, Boston
A new entry in WBZ-TV's ex-

panding video shows is this domes-
tic roundelay, arid judging from
initialer it should build into a
nifty series Once it gets squared
away. .. Teeoff production con-
cerned itself largely with setting
the characters and charting the
trend for following sequences, al-

though in itself it was amildly
amusing half hour. s

With cast enlisted from local
Brattle Players, a competent reper-
tory. group, plot is interwoven
about a young, riot overly bright
couple; and their tribulations with
his crotchety stuffed-shirt boss,
and the unwelcome longerange visit

of a rube uncle, With this type
Of situation to Work On, scripter
Ruppert Pray should have no dif-

ficulty preparing plenty of light
followups to grab a sizeable seg-
ment Of late Sunday afternoon
viewers. At any rate, it is a step
in the right direction as far as
local shows go.

Sponsored by local. Gas Cos.,
commercials were introduced neat-
ly, barely interrupting the con-
tinuity of the script, as for instance,
a plug for a gas range was
squeezed into normal conversation
by players With viewers hardly
aware <©f its commercial aspect uri-

til staff announcer took over for
a short pitch. Subtleness of ap-
proach added to impact of plug.

Sets showing interior of couple's
suburban, home, boss’ antiquated
office^, and modern gas appliance
store were solid, entire stint show-
ing hlghly-Creditable. direction and
camera work, ;

Elie.

JOAN BARTON SINGS
Director: Barry McKinley
5 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6:30 p. m.
MUNTZ TV
WGN-TV, Chicago

,:-V (Michael Shore)
Thrush Joan Barton fits neatly

into this five-minute frame. Poised
and with an animated face, she’s
well adapted to video. On this

stint (22) she registered nicely

with "It’s Later Than You Think”
and closed segment with sincerely
delivered commercial. , As telecast

is sponsored- by a TV set producer,
commercial might have hit harder
by making a pitch, such as ad-
vantages of larger screen, aimed at

second buyers rather than new
buyers. ..*

Camera action did well by Miss
Barton and Bill OttO backed nicely

at the piano. Dave ,

FASHIONS ON PARADE
With Betty Campbell, Others
15 Mins.; 3:45 p.m., Sun.
M. SOLOMON
WRGB-TV, Schenectady

( Goldman, Walter k Kdnria)
New program is a “must” for

femme viewers arid may
.
hold a

limited appeal for some of their
better-halves. - It’s timely arid it’s

well spotted—before Mrs. Roose-
velt’s network show. Format of
opener was simple: three models
paraded spring clothes (for a

bride’s trousseau), While Betty
Campbell read an off-screen com-
mentary. Cameras spotlighted the
gals as they walked toward and up
a pair of stairs to a platform (not

easy, with grace) as well as back
down, again, s

One was identifiable as Annette
Demgen, Who Under name of Lou-
ella . Hurd won fame in the John
Robert Powers New York contin-
gent. Tall, slender, graceful,

brunet and arresting/ she models
with an unmistakable poise and
flair. A second young lady—they
belong to a group that recently
formed an Albany agency—is a
medium, oval-faced blprid who
photographs beautifully. She dem-
onstrates Hollywood arid New
York have no monopoly on looks.
Third gal is also a blond; her best
opportunity came in the final shot.

: Too many clothes Were pictured
in a short period of time, effect

of last minutes being too hurried.
Once or twice, the models changed
facial . expressions before they
were out of camera range. Cam-
eras and lights maintained a fine
level;. Miss Campbell, of WOKO,
Albany, handled the commentary
Well, although it could have been
shaded less Wordy. . Voice Came
through • clearly and - pleasantly

;

there might have been finer modu-
lation. She photographed well in
several shots.

Directors rates praise. Jaco.

LADIES DAY
_

'

With Tom Brooks, Bud Abbott, Jack
Crutcher Combo (5)

Producers: Bud Johnson, Sandy
Sandefs

Director: Johnson
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 3:30 p.m.
STOKELY FOODS
WHAS, Louisville
Audience participationer is go-

ing over big with the ladies. It

gives them an oppOrturiity to
gander the new building housing
WHAS and WHAS-TV, and to win

Thanks to the Industry:

Best Arts and Sciences Award

as

Nation's Outstanding Sportscaster.

‘•tO

for themselves a mess of loot in
the form of canned vegetables and
other sponsor’s products.
Format of the show is the usual

q. and a. stuff, With a few switches
on the standard pat formula which

?

lives 4he session interest to the
listener. One of the first, and a
regular daily stunt, is the playing
backwards of a recorded saying or
proverb. Gals are given rather
handsome prizes for guessing this

one, as well as canned corn, and
other stuff such as a kitchen clock
and a fruit jiiicer. It’s obvious that
most of them make the trek down-
town to sit in on the show pri-

marily to win the giveaway stuff,

but they do enjoy the show, evi-

denced by their
.
squeals and

screams at the comic stuff.

; Toni Brooks, with: *' natural
cOmedic flair, keeps the action go-
ing. ‘ Brobks doesn’t let himself
go in the comedy line as much as
he does on shows where he is not
inhibited with contestants, etc. His
partner,. Bud Abbott; and quite
a funny riian in his own right, plays
it more or less straight in this

stanza, arid Okay too. Wied.

TELEPHONE GAME
With Rusty Arden, Franklin Pu-
laski

Producers: Ted - Wright, Dave
Davidow

Participating
30 Mins. Mon-Fri., 4 p.m.
WFIL-TV, Phila.

“Telephone Game” is a new
merchandising gimmick which
combines the appeal of quizzer
With a legally acceptable form, of
Bingo. Boyle-Midway, Inc., makers
of Wizard Wick home deodorizer,
and Personal Products Corp.,
manufacturer of Yes Tissues/ are
picking up the tab for half-hour,
cross - the.r board slate afternoon
show.

Main purpose of program is to
place sponsors’ products in hands
of winning players, by means of a
selective sampling technique aimed
to get customers into stores—thus
benefittirig both irianufacturer and
dealer,. Viewers can play game
using either telephone number or
social security card numbers. They
are asked to write letters WFIL-TV
on sheet of paper, leaving space
under each letter to place four
numerals either from phone num-
ber or social security card.

To win, a contestant must circle
all four figures under the call
letters, and to do so correctly he
must know the right answers to
the emcee’s questions. When a
player has circled all four figures
he phones the studio, where a
special corps of operators are on
duty to accept calls and confirm
winning cards. Players wishing to
save price of toll call may mail in
cards. •/'

Winners get certificates to pick
up two bottles of Wizard Wick arid
two packages of Yes Tissues, in
addition to other prizes; The cer-
tificates are redeemable at the
stores of local dealers. Rusty
Arden and Franklin Pulaski, who
share the quizmaster roles, are
somewhat on the coy side. Stills
relating to queries are flashed ,on
screen helping to break up constant
shots of the pair of interrogators.
Inquiries are middle-weight, but
[intelligent. Gagh.

Hi-V’s Godfrey
Continued from page 33

Baby ’Overflow’ in Peona.

Town Due t© WWSW’* Tip’

Flood of

Pittsburgh, March 28.

From now on, Ray Schneider,
chief announcer at WWSW, is go-
ing to look more closely at the
symbols in the station’s official

gazetteer. Recently Schneider, Who
runs a daily “Blessed Events” pro-
gram, got letters on the same day
announcing two arrivals in-town
of Sabraton, IVi Va.

He didn't know: how to pro-
nounce Sabraton, so he looked it

up in the gazetteer and discovered
under the population the figure 2.

Schneider immediately jumped to

the conclusion that was the dum-
ber of. families there and that the
entire town had babies all at once.
He passed the information along
to the WWSW publicity depart-
ment and it was subsequently
passed along to a local columnist.

Latter didn't double-check and
ran the item. Then4he very devil
broke loose. Practically the entire
community of Sabraton wrote in to
protest’. That figure 2 after popu-
lation didn’t stand fori: two families
but 2,000. people.

:e
Continued from puge 37

great gusto arid , without a single
fluff. Classical drama served as
good display piece for Berwyn
stage facilities and Brad McCall
sets and props were knockouts.
Harvey Marlowe' is TV producer
and Sherwood Keith is stage di-

rector, With resident stock com-
pany handling principal roles;

Barrington's initial plan to tele-

cast/ ser i 0 s of classical dramas
terminated abruptly Monday (27),

however, in a hassle with Equity
Over TV pay charges. Sardou’s
“A Scrap of Paper,” which played
at Berwyn over weekend was not
telecast by WFIL-TV Monday
night (8-9 p.m.), and station lias

withdrawn promotional activities
on series. Berwyn group, however,
is to continue functioning as stock
company and give full-length pro-
ductions instead of condensed
telecast versions of plays. Modern
plays are to be given as company
veers into regular summer stock
program.

the Stork Club, N. Y, eatery. CBS
is now building a studio on the
third floor of the Stork for a re-

ported $50,000 and plans to present
Faye Emerson .in chit-chat inter-

views with guest celebs. Since it

considers that 7 :45 to 8 period the
best possible time for the program;
it has written into its contract with
hi-V the right to regain the time
on two weeks’ notice" when; as and
if it lines up a sponsor for the
Stork Club series. When that hap-
pens, Godfrey will probably be
moved back into the 6:45 to 7 slbt.

New Godfrey show will give CBS
four days a week of solid program-
ming iii that time period. Pop-:
sicle launehes its “Parade of Stars”
series next month in the Monday
night 7:45 slot, and Earl Wright/
son has the “Masland at Home”
show bt that time On Wednesdays.
Fridiy night period is still open.
Two new 15-minute segments, in-

cidentally, raise the total of God-
frey's radio and TV airers to tight
hours and 45 minutes weekly, put-
ting him on every day of the week
except Sunday. Godfrey has long
used the like in his radio and video
programs, which prompted the new
series.

Cleveland -r- Arthur Smith of
Boston has joined the WJW sales
department. Thomas J. Carson,
WKZO, with the same station’s an-
nouncement staff. Clem Skerback,
Kent, O.. now with the WTAM
news staff.

“Ride the Fink Horse/], staged
on Robert Montgomery’s “Lucky
Strike Theatre” Monday night *(27)

via NBC-TV, boasted probably the
most ambitious Sets and widest
scope of any live video dramatic
presentation to date. For that very
reason, however, the show failed
to click. Requisite pacing for the
mood metier was slowed to a walk
through the necessity of holding
a closeup on one scene or char-
acter, wilie the actors raced to get
to another scene. Montgomery and
his production staff are to be com-
mended for their efforts, but TV
apparently—-and unfortunately—is

not yet ready for such a top-scale
production.

Sets designed by Syrjala for the
show occupied the entire spaced
the large WOR-TV studio whiclf-
NBC leases fOr this series, so that
the orchestra and commercial
spot productions were moved back
tO the Radio City studios. Depth
Of the stage was easily apparent
and the sets were striking, parti c-'

ulary the full-sized carousel, the
bus station, hotel lobby, dining
room, etc. But TV also requires
them to be functional. This might
have been achieved through a dif-

ferent adaptation of the Dorothy
B. Hughes story, but that might
have* marred the dramatic impact
of the show. Robert :

Cenedella
scripted the , adaptation.

Montgomery did his first acting
job in the series with “Horse,” re-
peating y the role he originated in

the Universal film. He scored im-
pressively as the taciturn, embit-
tered ex-GI; out . to avenge the
death of his buddy. Also standout
in Jthe cast was Thomas Gomez,
ragged Mexican operator of: the
carousel who befriended Mont-
gomery,

; He, too, did the same
role in the picture. Susan Douglas
was* slightly too wide-eyed as the
young Mexican girl and Stiano
Braggiotti evidenced oyer-thesping
as the villain *of the piece. But
Eileen Heckert, as his girl-friend,

and Vaughn Taylor, as the Gov-
ernment agent, were good.

Montgomery used a cast of some
35 extras to capture the necessary
fiesta mood in the story. Irony
of the melodramatics occurring
against the fiesta backdrop was
often caught. Withal, however, the
show lacked the punch it should
have contained.
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Importance of block program^
ming in video, and the added ini-

j

pact of hour-long shows, are be-

ginning to set network and agency

toppers revising their old theories

that the viewer, is an inveterate

dial-twister.

Seven of the shows in Hooper’s

latest telerating “Top 10” are §0-

minute airers and two others are

adjacent to hour-long stanzas. In

the listing are “Texaco Star The-
atre,” “Toast of the Town,” “Ar-

thur Godfrey and 'Friends,” “Stop

the Music,” “Kraft Theatre,”. “Phil-

co Playhouse” and the Robert
Montgomery show—-all hour broad-

casts.; “Lone Ranger,” although
Only 30 minutes, precedes “Stop
tlie Music” and “Fireside Theatre”
follows the top-rated Berle stint.

Godfrey’s “Talent Scouts,” Only
half-hour in the lineup that isn’t

adjacent to a king-size, show, has
the Godfrey draw, and relatively

weak opposition,

Admen and broadcasters are now
reasoning that the longer shows
constitute - “blocks” by themselves
and, despite the added time costs,

pay off With hypoed ratings. Tal-

entwise; the hour series are prov-

ing economical. Philco’s tab fcpmes
to $6,500 for a half-hour Segment,
“Stop the Music” is $5,250 per half-

hour and “Toast” $4,500 per half-

hour, which compare; favorably
with production costs on. 30-minute
packages; More pretentious offer-

ings, however, such as the Mont-
gomery and Berle shows,

,
are

brought In more expensively/

Additional evidence of the long
program’s pull is NBC-TV’s “Sat-

urday Night Revue.” And while
its budget is around $50,000 week-
ly. it’s cited, it figures to only $10,-

000 per half-hour.

Other hour-long stanzas, such as
CBS-TV’s “Ken Murray Show” and
DuMont’s “Cavalcade of Bands,”
while not placing right at the top,

nevertheless are in the upper
brackets; All of which has some
agencies mulling whether they
shouldn’t expand their shorter pro-
grams to “feature-length.” Addi-
tional expense, they feel, may be
worthwhile in view of garnering a
lower cost-pei’-thousand figure.

After 20-Year Service
Kansas City; March 28.

Last Saturday marked the final

appearance for Eddie Edwards on
the “Brush Creek Follies,” KMBC’s
visual hillbilly anff western hour.

Edwards had been with the show
since its inception nearly 13 years
ago, -arid has been the producer for

the past several years.

John Gordon, formerly manager
of KMBC’s Texas Rangers, takes

over the producing post on the

“Follies” and will handle Other pro-

duction chores at the station; gen-

erally
;
filling the Edward^, va-

cancies.
Edwards h a s played - George

Washington White, colored comic,

of the “Follies” from the begin-

ning, and with his departure the

character also bows out. Edwards,
who had been with KMBC for 20
years, goes to KWFT, Wichita
Falls, Tek.

FCC OPENS OFFICE AS

Transmission

Washington, March 28.

As part of. its functional reor-

ganization, the FCC yesterday (27)

established, an Office of Formal
Hearing Assistants to advise the
Commission in drafting orders,

opinions arid decisions.

Chief of OFHA is Parker D.
Hancock, with Sylvia D. Kessler
as attorney-advisor.

‘Box 13Y Pitt Coin
Pittsburgh, March 28,

Alan Ladd’s transcribed mystery
show, “Box 13,” has finally found
a local outlet. It’s been sold to
the Duquesne Light Co., Pittsburgh
utilities concern, and will be heard
every Tuesday evening at 7 over
WCAE, the ABC Ration here. .

Following a series of auditions
among station personnel, Ralph
Fallert, chief announcer at WCAE,
was selected to do the cut-in com-
mercials.

Transit Radio Set To

Ride Trenton Ruses
Cincinnati,. March 28.

Trenton; N. J., will become the

22d city to accept service of

Transit Radio, Inc., if the 30-day
probationary test being made there
on five buses is approved by
WTOA and the Trenton Transit
Co,, R. C. Crisler, executive vee-
pee. of TR, with headquarters here,

said.

Provided the green light is

forthcoming, Crisler stated, FM re-

ceivers will be installed on 150 of

179 vehicles for an initial five-year

period.

?

Charlotte, N. C., March 28.

Sterling L. Hicks was convicted

Friday night (154) of conspiracy

with Chesley M. (Chudd) Lovell to

damage WBT transmission facili-

ties outside Charlotte on the Ford
Road;
, Hocks and Lovell were each sen-

tenced to serve not less than 18

nor more than 24 months in the

county jail.
;;

Chicago, March 28;

The mushrooming Leo Burnett
ad aigencV, Which last week added
the Mars Candy account to its

growing list of new. business, has.

revamped its organizational
.

setup
to handle its expanding radio and
tele activities. Currently the
agency has eiglft network shows on
the air, and research is under way
on AM and TV plans for the Mars
account and portions of .the Proc-
ter & Gamble and Kellogg billings

recently acquired.

Announcement of the moves was
made by William L. Waddell, v.p.

in charge of broadcasting. Clair

Callihan has been placed in charge
Of radio and video production in

Chi arid will coordinate AM and
TV production in Los Angeles and
New, York offices. William J. Mc-
Ilvain, who has been handling
agency’s radio and tele biz in New
York, is new New York broadcast-
ing manager.

Gilbert McClelland, formerly
Mutual promotion manager, joins

Burnett as promotion manager of

broadcasting department with
Verne Burnett, Jr., as his assist-

ant. ;• New assistant director of
broadcasting is Lee Bland, former-
ly with WCCO, Minneapolis.

Time buying, facilities and con-
tracts have been shifted from the
broadcasting department to the
media department' under the su-

pervision of Arthur A. Porter. Un-
der the new setup the broadcasting
section will concentrate on the cre-

ative phases of the agency’s radio
and teevee operations.

Beginning April 10* Pillsbury
Mills, major Burnett account, will

sponsor first 15-minute segment of

Arthur Godfrey’s morning CBS

NBC-TV’i “Philco Playhouse” again this week beat the major film
studios to the punch in adapting a new novel for its Sunday night
series. “Second Oldest Profession,” penned by Robert Sylvester, N. Y
Daily News’ drama editor, was staged on “Philco” Sunday night (26)’

Twentieth-Fox bought the novel for* a film to star Gregory Peck, but
the picture probably won’t be ready for release for another six months;

While the“Philco” series is put on film via kinescope, there is no
conflict with the film companies, over rights. NBC and. the sponsor are
legally permitted to retain their film rights for a maximum of 90 days.
Kine prints must then be destroyed, with all rights reverting back to the
author.

To be or not to be—in the black in television. It seems the querv
as to whether television stations will ever get in the black has been
replaced by a new question. This is: Should we admit it if we’re in
the black? Coast tele exec pointed out that it does sound great to say
thfe ; station is now operating afr a profit, but offered some reasons for riot
admitting that all is going quite that well. Exec

,
said the first thing

that happens when you announce you’re using black ink is that talent
immediately asks for more coin. Following this

,
in step packagers

staff directors, office personnel and the unions all asking lor a pay
raise. ’Tis true; the ekec admitted that there will probably be more
sponsors knocking on your door, but will the added bankrollers balance
the wage scale increase? /•/'

Cantor** Idea for Regan
Eddie Cantor is working on a

script show for singer Phil Regan
to be titled “Precinct 77.” Primed
for NBC.

Regan, ex-BroOklyn cop, makes it

a natural for a singing gendarme
idea to top off the whodunits, a la

the Dick Powell technique with
“Richard Diamond, Private Eye;”

Continued from page 33
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fewer headaches. Heavy emphasis
will be placed on sports (beisbol,

futbol; basquetbol, racing, wres-
tling, boxing and, of course, bull-

fighting). Kidslanted shows will be
easy, including puppet shows and
Spanish-dubbed Hopalong Cassidy
and other western films. New Mex-
ican pix may be difficult to get,

but Argentine and European prod-

uct will also be used. Azcarraga
is' buying up 400' Yankee features
and will pick up Continental pix
on his trip.

Video with a Spanish accent will

depend greatly on simulcasts, but
a survey of Azcarraga’s XEW and
XEQ shows a high percentage of
stanzas allowing simultaneous AM-
TV transmission. Mexican Musi-
cians Union has given the green
.light and has inked a pact permit-
ting simulcasts if the instrumental-
ists get 25% extra, plus fees for
makeup; and costume changes, It’s

also expected that AM advertisers
will be willing to pay a small addi-
tional charge for converting their
airers to simulcasts;

Azcarraga, who is also in films
( through the Churubusco Studio

)

and an exhibitor (owning interests

in 37 theatres around the Mexican
capital ) , isn’t afraid of TV’s impact
on pictures. .‘T'waS in the phono-
graph field when radio came
along,” he points out, “and if tele-

vision hurts; the film business—
well, it’s the public who

.

will de-
cide.”

To put video across in Latin
America, he sayS, it’s necessary to
discover iow-cost methods. Camare-
na is experimenting with equip-
ment bought from bankrupt U.S.
FM stations, which, will be used
as the audio. Cameras will be lim-
ited to two arid film will be con-
fined to 16mm. Additionally, the
Latins will have to unite to ad-
vance video in all the Spanish-
speaking lands, to bring down the
unit cost of. Spanish vidpix.

Sales effectiveness of television spot commercials, as measured by
brand acceptance, tops the effectiveness of commercials on network
sponsored shows, it’s disclosed in ;the Starch TV Reports for March.
Report, pointed out that the spots included in the study generally had
the advantage of choice adjacencies and frequency of repetition, - so
that the results are not necessarily indicative of all spot users. But,
it noted, with a given audience and good copy, the impact of spots can
match that of commercials in regular shows.

Starch also revealed that the Corigoleum plugs on NBC-TV’s ^Gar-
roway at Large,” included in the study for the first time, this month,
scored exceptionally high. Favorable viewer reaction was 46% men
and 50% women, much hotter than average, “General result tends to
confirm the effectiveness of the integrated commercial using the pro-
gram star for delivery,” the report stated.

Radio-Television Directors Guild membership unanimously voted
Monday (27) authorizing its council to call a strike “if deemed neces-
sary”, against DuMont. Guild resolution declared that RTDG repre-
sents a majority of the web’s directors and associate directors and that
it has been unable to get recognition since starting talks last October.
Meeting of the union with DuMont will be held today (,VVed. >.

WNBT, key outlet of the NBG web in N. Y,, has lined up 11 sponsors
to date for its. ndvel “Spot the Sponsor” series, which tees off either
April 10 or 17. Packaged by Varney & Thomas, the show comprises
four one-minute spots each evening, First spot will show viewers, the
brand packages of each bankrolled while one will be missing in each
succeeding commercial. Viewers Will then be asked to identify the
missing brands, with $100 daily to, be awarded as prizes. Same show,
incidentally, may start by May 10 via WNBp, the web’s Chicago outlet.

Sponsors signed so far for the first 13-week cycle include Snowcrop
Orange Juice, Savarin Coffee, Dell-Rich Margarine, Old Dutch Cleanser,
Swift’s Peanut Butter, Derby Foods, Pepsi-Cola, Post’s Sugar’ Crisps,
Ward’s Breads, SOS Cleaning Pads and Seven-Minute Mix.

WFDR’s ADA Pickup ‘Sunday Serenade’ Back
WFDR, N. Y. FM outlet,, will

air the third convention of Ameri-
cans for the Democratic Action in

Washington, Saturday and Sunday
( 1 -2 ).

International Ladies Garment
Workers Union station is putting
lines into the Shoreham hotel, and
will beam talks by labor arid po-
litical leaders, including Eleanor
Roosevelt, circuit court justice
William H. Hastje, Agriculture
Secretary Charles F. Brannan, AFL
prexy William Green, United Auto
Workers prexy Walter Reuther,
arid a skit with gabbers Charles
Coltingwood, Elmer Davis,. Martin
Agronski and Quincy Howe.

ABC is setting new stanzas for

Sammy Kaye arid; Joe Franklin.

The bandleader’s “Sunday Sei-e*

naide,” which has been off the web
for some years, returns as a half-
hour sustairier Sunday (2) at 1

pjm
Franklin, heard six times weekly

on WJZ, N. Y., with his antique
record collection, Will get a half-

hour early evening series ,on the
network, starting in a couple of

weeks, ShoW will be called “Joe
Franklin’s Guest Night” and fea-

ture celeb interviews and diskings.

Bigger by 120,500 (18.5% MORE) listening families in the

daytime and 112,780 (16.1% MORE) listening families

at night than iri 1946 . .

.

WFILis the only Philadelphia network station

to show audience gains both day and night in

BMB’s 1949 ciirvey.

WFIL has increased its actual listening audience by half

a million people—both day and mght-^since 1946. Progress

with Philadelphia’s most progressive station. Right now, in

1950, WEIL will work night and day to carry your sales

message to the largest BONUS- AREA in BMB’s
Philadelphia Report;

Setter Buy WFIL A BETTER BUY THAN EVER . . .

r»se,i/0</jy TNI KATZ AGENCY ABC AF FI LI AT I
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a sequel to the picture, which is

being readied now. for Arnold
Hartley’s WOV by * George Cueto
and Vera Fontanela. WOV Rome
outfit is quite busy preparing a
whole ’ series, of typically Italian

special extents, and from What I

heard, the Voice of the New York
indie is doing quite a good job
here.
The Maggio Florentiii will prob-

ably be a special occasion for the

American broadcasters to pick up
some good spots, At present the
performances of Milan’s La Scala,

London’s Old Vic and Paris' Come-
die Francaise are assured. This
will be an opportunity for our
video to pick up some excellent
dramatic performances arid beau -

tiful settings prepared by Giovanni
Yagnetti and Tozzo.
An international .Conference of.

European Wavelengths was held in

Florence and RappallOr It seems
that the work of the Conference
started in Brussels and Copen-
hagen, is moving Very slowly, and
the European countries, even after

the walkout of the eastern block,

are unable to come to any agree-
ment regarding the distribution of

the most important medium wave
channels.; The involuntary jam-
ming in Europe in the last years
was quite a nuisance, arid of course
countries like France and Belgium,
whose signals are often crossfaded
by such powerful transmitters like

Rome, Hilversum and Geneva,
Would liko to arrive at an agree-
ment.
The same cannot be said about

the countries which possess a bet-

ter point of penetration on the
European dial. Francesco Formosa
of RAI told me that these confer-
ences will probably last for years
before some kind of agreement
Will be reached. Even then the
powerful transmitters of. Radio
Praha and Warzawa II-Rszyn will

still be out of control and will dom-
inate a lot of the European ether
space.

1

Radio Vatican stepped up its op-
erations, taking advantage of the
Holy Year. Its programming is

limited to the musical ceremonies
in the Basilica. Liturgical chants,
the Sistine Choir and Pope Pius
XII blessings, Urbi et Orbi, were
prominently featured. Radio Vati-
can has Just started, its television
operations. The transmitter and
studio equipment were provided
by the French industry, and well-
informed people comment on this
fact as a decisive bit on the part
Of the French to get hold of Vati-
can as a possible vehicle for future

^television operations on the pen^

insula.

The Dutch, With Philips in the

lead, have been trying for quite a

long While to build the first video

outlet in Milan or Turino. Sorive

experimenting is going ahead in

these two cities, but
,
the Italian

government is still reluctant to

give any licenses, waiting for a new
Italian television set to be devel-

oped by Marconi.

In the nieantime Italian curiosity

about American television is

riipUriting. Newsreels in large cities

show American families at their

sets watching Signor Berle,”

fee, which bankrolls the series,

would have none of that.

“Hands of Murder0 was on only

one time, March 17, with “Mama”
returning the following Friday
(24)* Quick action by WDTV didn’t

hurt it any public relations-wise,

!
since columnists all patted station

on the back for its decision.

Continued from page 30

Continued from page 31

been determined. It’s possible a

different group may sit.

Arguments are not likely to con-

sume more than twb days, with

Max Goldman,• chief of the FCC
litigation division, and Joseph A.

McDonald, veeperi and general at-

torney for ABC, expected to argue

the merits of the. ban. The Court
may hand down a decision within

a week or a month at the latest.

However it decides, ari appeal to

the Supreme Court will be taken
in time for argument at the Octo-
ber term. If the lower Court sus-

tains the ban, hdwever, theFe; is no
certainty the high tribunal will

grant consent to review.

Arguments on the case may be
expected to touch on the FCC’s au-
thority to adopt regulations based
on a law which is incorporated in

the Criminal Code, freedom; of
speech, due process, and the ques-
tion bf what constitutes a lottery.

The fact that no money considera-
tion is paid by audience partici-

pants to radio giveaways is likely
to be an issue in the definition of
a lottery.

Meanwhile, the giveaways have
been losing audience and broad-
casters are looking elsewhere for
new program ideas. Testifying
eatty this year before the House
Appropriations Committee, Chair-
man Wayne Coy said that nearly
half of the prize and money shows
haVe disappeared and that they
may be all forgotten before the
case is litigated in the courts.

specting NARBA. 5 The Latin na-

tion, it is learned, is continuing to

! use unallocated frequencies with-

out regard to the impact of her
channel-raiding on stations in the
U.S. and other, countries. *

U.S; delegates contend the Cu-
ban departures from NARBA have
not been made to provide radio
services to meet public demands
but merely to add riew stations,

!; particularly to the cluster of out-

lets in Havana. They feel that Cuba
is using frequencies without re-

gard to a public concept based on
the proper relationship of needs
to national service; They assert

!
that the 28 stations in Havana far

exceed a need for .facilities based
uppn social, or economic crinsld-

erations.

What’s Your Rate?
Continued frontpage 31

is the highest for the month the

station ha? racked up since ji942.

Continued from page 30

Courtesy of M-G-M

‘THE GREAT RUPERT*
For George Fa I Prods.
THE CAMEL SHOW

Ivory Friday Nlte, 9:30 E.S.T., NEC
Mgt.: LOU CLAYTON

Continued from page 3fc

out that “Mama" has been an ex^
emplary influence in the home and
that kiddies got a chance to see it

despite lateness of hour because it

came- on an evening preceding a
vacation day from school,

Inasmuch as WDTV is the only
television station in Pittsburgh,
execs figured it was the better part
of valor to restore “Mama,” despite
the fact that “Hands of Murder”
is a DuMont property and had
been sold commercially to a local

j
sponsor, Hudson Auto Dealers. The
“Mama” program was offered a

later spot on another night, which
would have brought it here on
kinescope, but Maxwell House Cof-

JACK GILFORD
Currently R.K.O, PALACE* New York

New York Post: "GilfordV stint

on cigarette smoking particular-

ly hilarious."

On the Milton

Borle TV Show March 14 . ,

"Jack GiIford stored solid Iy .

"

New York Compasst "Jack Gil-

ford, a comedian of whom there

Is no duplicate anywhere! 1f/i

LExington 2-1100

Recently Featured on Broadway
in "ALIVE AND KICKING"

said, “every member of the Senate

is aware that such distortion is ef-

fected by radio stations. I am of

the opinion
,
that much of the dis-

. tortion in news reports that goes
out over the radio has been done in
favor of the Adiriinistratiori.”

;

Bridges was careful to point out
that he was giving.! only his per-
sonal opinion when he said: “I am
determined that Mr. Richards shall

not be punished for his personal
Views. I hope that the Senate (In-

terstate Commerce) Committee
will explore this matter carefully
to see Chat the (Richards) hearings
are fair.”

A couple of weeks ago, Sen.
Homer Ferguson (R., Mich ), in

questioning FCC’s motives in the
Richards case, was so Cagey in his
remarks that he did not even men-,
tion Richards by name. Byt it

took no Dunniriger to figure out to

whom he referred when he spoke
of a station owner “who has ex-
pressed strong personal views
which appear to be pro-Republicanr
arid anti-Communist.” Ferguson
got in his licks; by suggesting par-
tiality by the Commission in, not
taking action against an unriamed
broadcaster who has been asso-

ciated with “numerous Red-front
organizations.0

Meanwhile,; dopesters here are
already speculating on losses which
Richards would take on failure to
obtain license renewals. It’s csti-

1

mated the three stations are worth
about $5,000,000. With the pro-
ceedings under way, it’s considered
doubtful- that FCC could legally
permit the properties to be sold.

It’s also doubtful purchasers would
be interested in licenses which may
become available (via revocation

)

to bidders at no cost.

When and if the three 50 kw fre-
quencies become available it’s

probable the successful applicants
would desire to purchase the phy-
sical facilities—-transmitters, sites,

studio equipment, etc. Since it

might take a year to equip such
,

stations
.
from the ground up, it’s

i believed that Richards could get
more than the replacement value
of the facilities. : These, it’s esti-

mated; might bring anywhere from
$2,000,000 to $3,000,000.

. At any rate, nobody believes
|
Richards will land in the poor-
house.

Trend Starts in Philly

Philadelphia, March 28.

WFIL may have started what

may weli become a trend as the

first station in the country to ad-

just its rates because of the com-

petition of television. ' Move is cer-

tain to • be repeated in cities where

AM has video competition. •••

v
Night rates at WFIL were

dropped $30 an hour and the day-

time rates were increased $52,

making both hourly rate? $300. Ac-
tion came .virtually on the eve of a

BMB survey showing WFIL had a

higher audience gain than any
other Philly network station, and
was the only web outlet here to

show an increase in the nighttime

field.
,

'

WFIL has been moving toward a

one-rate policy for: time, other

than that which might be termed
“classified,

0 much like a news-
paper^ rate structure. A ceording

to general manager Roger Glipp

:

“Daytime rates on most broadcast-

ing stations, in oUr opinion, have
been too low. The job radio has
been doing for advertisers during
the daytime periods provides an
abundance of evidence that results,

per. dollar expended; make radio
one of the most economical adver-
tising mediums in the world. What
We are doing today, most of the
industry will do tomorrow/’
Admitting that television’s cov-

erage pattern and potential audi-

ence is increasing constantly, Clipp
felt that this Was a natural process
during the formative ’years of the
medium. 'The* same can still be
said of radio after a quarter cen-

tury, he argued, pointing put the
number of radio sets in use in-

creased 7,000,000 during 1949.

“It was whispered, then shouted,
that when television entered the
home radio died. Surveys modi-
fied this impression, most of them
giving video the edge the first six

months of ownership after which
time the home viewer again be-
came a listener, although on a se-

lective schedule. :

“Nighttime radio is not doomed
on its own account, but it certainly
is facing formidable opposition.
The well-known difference between
night and day, therefore, is becom-
ing more applicable to radio sales

technique than ever before. I be-

lieve daytime radio is destined to;

become our most effective and low-
est cost advertising medium,”
Glipp declared.

ABC-TV will do an on-the-air
audition of a projected hour-long
series!, “Auction Block,0 featuring
Martin Block, “Supper Club” an-
nouncer and WNEW, N. Y., disk
jockey, as emcee. If show goes on
as a regular airer, proceeds would
go each month to a different char-
ity. On the audition telecast, to be
staged early next month, take will
go to the Damon Runyon Cancer
Fund.

;

Format will consist of Block’s
auctioning off between $50,000 and
$100,000 of merchandise on each
stanza to the theatre audience, with
home viewers able to “buy” dupli-
cates by matching contributions to
the charity. Celebs will also ap-
pear on the show to donate per-
sonal articles.

Continued from page 30

Continued from page 30

Continued from page 29

000,000 account to BBp&O a few
years back, it marked the ascend-
ancy of Cone* and his Chi opera-
tion into the kingpin spot. (It’s

estimated that . Chi accounts for
about $30,000,000 a year of the
agency's total billings, with both
N, Y, and L. A. around $9,000,000
to $10,000,000 each).

With Belding relinquishing his
post as chairman of the executive
committee to assume the presiden-
cy, the former post will he left

j

Vacant. Foote also headed the
agency's international division and

• Peter Franceschi, FC&B veepee
1 and general manager, takes over
I the latter end of the biz,

factory utilization of our available
broadcast spectrum.”
The FCC took issue With WKUL’s

contention that its program service
would suffer as a result of the es-

tablishment of another station, and
thus the public would suffer. “This
obviously does not follow,” the
Commision said, “since the public
will be enjoying not only the peti-

tioner's (WKUL's), but a new serv-
ice. What the public may lose at

one point it will gain in another.”
Similarly, the agency said, “the

public, interest is not concerned
with the possibility that the new
station or WKUL may be forced
to cease operation because of inad-
equate revenues. The likelihood
and eVen the certainty of some bus-
iness failures is >fhe price of com-
petition. Congress; in determining
that the broadcast industry should
be competitive, has decided that
the price is not too high, consider-
ing the benefits which flow there-
from.”'"
Furthermore, the Commission

declared, there's no way of antici-
pating the results of establishing
two stations. “One station may
rapidly drive the other out of busi-
ness; both stations may survive. .

.

the possibilities are numerous, and
since they lie in the future and
stem from the interaction, of indi-
vidual purposes, energies, perse-
verance and resourcefulness in a
dynamic situation over a period of
time, the ultimate results .

cannot be predicted."
In a separate ‘opinion, Commis-

sioner Robert Jones said he would
have voted for a hearing if WKUL
had given sufficient facts to shpw
that the service rendered by bd>th
stations “would be pulled down
below the low-water * mark" re-

A*)*

ting an additional 93,000 people to

hear KIRO.

3. That the present WOR towers .

(410 feet high) are wellknown
landmarks to' airline pilots who
might approach Newark airport via

Carteret; arid that the tower struc-

ture is a recognized navigation fix

,6n. charts and maps Used by ama-
teur flyers.

4. That the project does not af-

fect flight plans or traffic pattern

used at the Linden, N. J., airport.

5. That the ; higher towers will

not interfere with the proposed re-

alignment of the instruiricnt run-
way at Newark.

6. That proposed use of high in-

tensity lights and electronic de-

vices by WOR with the riew tower
structure “would not only establish

.

an obstruction warning at this

point which is without precedent
in the aeronautical field, but would
establish - a reliable arid' needed
navigation fix which is sorely
needed throughout this area

7. The project will safeguard
rather than endanger military air-

craft using Newark airport.

Citing^the importance of a new
antenna structure, WOR pointed
out it is now the key to a network
(Mutual) of more than 525 stations;

that, as a subsidiary, of R. H. Macv
& Co., it makes frequent use of
the special standards bureau of'

the department store for testing
products advertised over the sta-

tion; that its total broadcast reve-
nue for the year ending June 30,
’49 exceeded $5,000,000; and that it

earned $450,000 for that year.
WOR Said that it has been work-

ing since 1937 to improve the ef-

ficiency of ,its operation and that
the present plan is the best com-
promise possible in the light of

j

factors concerning air navigation
requirements.

It estimated the cost of th*
project at $200,000.

St. Louis—Two new additions to

KXOK are James Willerton, a grad
of Washington University, to the
news staff and William C. O’Don-
nell to the sales department.

TV ADVERTISING

FILM FOR LOW
BUDGET ACCOUNTS

III:

ONI (MiNUfl

WITH

WRITE, CALL

OR SEE

FILMACK
I 3 J 3 SOUTH
WABASH AVr

CHICAGO
HA 7-3 395

Former vaudevlUian would prove in-

valuable. assistant-adviser to director
producer or sponsor Of TV. variety
show*/

'

Extensive experience at artist. writer
and producer of adult . and - children
shows, plus ability and Important
'’know how/' will materially assist In

Producing diversified class entertain-
ment. Also Improved routines for
single acts.

iox V-1304. VARIETY
154 W. 46th St.. New York 19. H. V.
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Cleveland, March 28.

With 26 cities already in the told,

Domestic Sewing Co. of Cleveland

is preparing to take on two more
outlets, Minneapolis and St, Louis,

fo)r its major television film “Ad-
ventures in Sewing.”

Featuring Louis E. Winslow, the

stanza first saw life over WNBK.
Through Fuller & Smith & Boss,

sponsor then
'•**•moved into other

communities with a two-fold for-

mat in mind: Filming of WNBK
show so that presentation is possi-

ble for other TV outlets; and for

educational and promotional work
before women groups and organ-
izations.

'
'

'-'v
'

•;

Success of the project, involving

more than 1,000,000 feet of 16m
film, has been reflected, according

to FSR, in soaring sales of product.
Because programs are aimed di-

rectly at woman’s audience, many
TV stations were forced to shift

to afternoon programming. Ac-
cording to Charles Hutaff, associate
director of films-television-radio at
FSR, 60 complete sets of 13 three-

reel film prints will have , been
shipped to Domestic distributors by
the end of March.

Discarding accepted film produc-
tion techniques, a c c p r d i n g to

Hutaff, time and production econ-
omies were realized with the use
of three 16m cameras ip three
continuous 10-minute takes. Di-
rector Charles : Ranallo pre-edited
the film as it was shot by turning
the cameras on and off himself in
synchronization with the master
sound track “Cinescope.” By paus-
ing a few minutes between 10-min-
ute takes, “it became possible to
take full advantage of the flexi-

bility of ‘Cinescope* and to allow
talent time to prepare for next
sequence. Approximately eight
•days of production were required
to photograph the 13 films.”

The Gospel Truth
- Cleveland, March 28,
The three minutes it takes to

soft-boil an egg is just enough
time to hard-boil TV viewer to
religion, according to Rev.
Clifton E. Moore, of Holly-
wood, California.

Rev. Moore, in a Cleveland
meeting, reported on a recent
Protestant Radio Commission
in New York and told his local
audience that “three minutes
may produce' a palatable soft-
boiled egg, but that amount of
television preaching brings
about a hard-boiled attitude

;

ariiong TV viewers which is

likely to make them switch to
another channel.”
He said research has shown

that “talk shows are absolute
death on television,” and he
suggested

: some preachers
probably ought to check on tel-

evision findings to improve
their regular church preaching.

Garroway to Emcee For

Curtain-Raiser to TV

Sessions at NAB Me
Washington, March 28.

NBC video star Dave Garroway
|

will preside at the curtain-raiser

to the television sessions April 19,

winding up the 28th annual /con-

vention of the National Assn, of

Broadcasters at the Stevens hotel
in Chicago. Garroway, whose net-

work show originates from Chi-
cago, will emcee a morning pro-
gram which includes'* a perform-
ance by “Kiikla, Fran & Ollie”; the
puppet show's creator, Burr Till-

strom; and a talk on NAB opera-
tions in TV by Eugene S. Thomas,
manager of the Bamberger station,

WOIC, in Washington:

Prominent TV, advertising and
manufacturing execs will partici-

pate in a video panel session in

the afternoon, including Ernest
Walling, NBC producer; Robert D.
Swezey, manager of WDSU, New
Orleans; Marion Harper, prexy of

McCann-Erickson) William B.

Ryan, manager of KFI, 'Los An-
geles; Robert C. Tait, prexy of

,

Stromberg-Carlson Co., and an un-
named radio-television critic.

WHDH
I.

Boston; March 28.

WHDH, Hub indie, has snared
a record sellout on ail adjacencies
of its major league baseball broad-
casts for the forthcoming ^season.'
' Carrying all home games of lofcal

clubs and telegraphic reports when
ho local game skedded, station has
signed its national and local spon-
sors to tie in with ballgame cover-
age. ;

on

Last Year
: Minneapolis; March 28.

Odd hassle, which last year pro-
voked chuckles, was resolved when
two competitors agreed to split,

sponsorship of telecasts of - Minne-
apolis Millers baseball during com-
ing season^
Gluek Brewing Co* last season

sponsored telecasts. The competi-
tor, Minneapolis Brewing Co., how-
ever, had a large centerfield sign
advertising its Grain Belt beer.
Gluek people didn’t want the Grain
Belt sign showing, and KSTPrTV
engineers struggled all season to
keep it out of the pictures

Continued from page 3#

son and hews editor Clete Roberts
on the receiving end. .

Chief FCC attorney Frederick
Ford introduced into evidence a
note from Richards to Renier, Wix-
son and Reynolds of the need to

defeat the Fair Emplojhnent Prac-
tices Act in the 1946 California
elections. Note said: “This prop-
osition would positively wreck
business, cause no end of race riots,

etc. Do what you can to beat it.”

Ford charged these were direct im
structions to the station staff tp use
KMPC facilities against a

.

political*

issue.
.

' •'

Renier, who identified the note, *

that during the Uvo-week period

,when Norman * Nesbitt vacationed,

he took over the newscast, and vyas

instructed by Bob Horn, then of

the KMPC news department, about
station policy. He said he was told

not to mention Robert W. Kenny,
then (1946) candidate for the
Democratic ' gubernatorial nominal
tlon; not to mention the Ku Klux
Klan: unfavorably, and to refer to.

Henry Wallace as “pig sticker.”

He said he ignored all three in-

structions; ^

William Ken.ially, former news-
caster, wound up the testimony by
describing how he: was told by

said he took no action on the in-
;

Roberts that Richards
.
disliked

structions. As program director, ! Charlie Chaplin, and should “gov-

Renier frequently interviews job ern himself accordingly.”
.

Later,

seekers. He said he was never in-
1
he said, he gave prominence to a

structed what racial type not to !
story about Charles Chaplin, Jr.,

employ, “but I had long since • paying $50 bail on an intoxication’

gained from Mr. Richards views ’ charge,

that a person of Jewish faith would
be looked upon with disfavor.
When I hired anyone, the front of-
fice would always ask, ‘You sure:

that’s his real name’?”

Renier said he had little super-
j

vision over the news since Richards
j

This year Minneapolis and Gluek
j

and Reynolds took care of it. He

:

have agreed to split spohsorship, : told, under cross-examination, of
[

but whether they’ll alternate com-
j
some difficulty with William Pen-

mercials or games hasn’t been de-
cided. They were careful to point
out they’re still competitors. . At

Capp’* ‘Fearless Fosdick’

Set tor Video Series

A television! serial based on the
A1 Capp creation “Fearless Fos-
dick” is currently in the works. A
satire on the “Dick Tracy” type of
detective, “Fosdick” is an indi-

vidual comic strip frequently used
by Capp within his “Li’l Abner”
series. TV version will be filmed
in color with marionettes supply-
ing the action. Each episode will

hell.; an outside newscaster, “over
intrusion of stories in the newscast
that had not come over the wires.”

any rate the Grain Belt sign will be/ Stories were censored out by him
seen in centerfield at least part of ! when they dealt with labor topics,
the time. •

:
and expressed Pennell’s

.
personal

. , . ... . - ... ,Hamm Brewing Co.; St. Paul,
. opinion. Aske d by Examiner probably be designed to fill a lpr;

has signed to sponsor telecasts of
[ Johnson how Richards regarded .

:/hinute spot.

half of St. Paul home games on i FCC rules, . Renier replied “he
j

.
Except for a possible introduc-

WTCN-TV.
[

didn’t seem to give them much
!
tory note, show will remain inde-

. .
j

consideration. He had respect for pendent of the “Li’l Abner” tie-

Boston — Jack Chase WCOP ']^hem but he emphasized that it was in. Mary Chase will handle the
his radio station. He wanted cer-l puppet strings. while Hy Chessler.
tain things done certain ways.” i head of Films for Industry, will be
Robert P. Anderson, now Don 1 in charge of the general produc-

1 Lee television supervisor, testified lion.

news editor, has been admitted to
membership in Boston Universit.y’

s

Alpha Epsilon Rho, honorary radio
fraternity. ••

NAB says the “World?s largest

exhibit of heavy and. light broad-
cast equipment and services” will

accompany the convention. Engi-
neering sessions will be held April

12-15, and management sessions

April 16-19.

Hollyvvood, March 29.

KLAC-TV will add seven hours
arid 45 minutes to its schedule
starting this week. Move will give
the outlet a total of 86 transmit-
ting hours weekly. KLAC-TV. is

adding the 2:30 to 6 period every
Saturday and filling in from 5:45
to 10 each Sunday.

Saturday afternoon lineup starts
with a 30-minute film and will be
followed by three hours of Bill

Anson. Anson recently took over Hollywood, March 28.

the Sunday afternoon slot from A1 Penetration of television has

Jarvis. Sunday programming is 1 shitted from the lower to the upper

"THE EARLY BIRDS
Coast Tele Penetrates are cele

telelensing of the baseball games ! veyed 3.600 homos in compiling its

which go in every third week. ; figures on video acceptance. Re-
——- i suits were reached by measuring

' home valuation and standard of

Philly Bulletin Forum
!^oriing to m Times survey

D* 1M TV DUir 27 Vc ol
: the video : set owners in

bets ulg Alfl-l V i I<iy
[

L. A. county are in the wealthy

Philadelphia, March 28. ari<^
. 'f? • ?.

F0UP * 111 joeing
,,T . . ,. .

• . . . out this figure Times report shows
Wide radio and television eov-

Uiat 26^ of the homes in Beverly
erage.wa^ given the fourth annual Hms alld Westwood area are fly-

,

Bulletin Forum, .sponsored .by ,the
; in te ieVision antennas:

Evening Bulletin. In additipa tq
r

‘A total of 22.6'T o& video re-
;

bioadcasts by the CBS and Mm
cejy^ r owners are listed as* being !

tual networks, the sessions, .were ^ the lower middle income
carried by 1^ radiO

i

stations m tins
braCket . The wealthy and lo\\er

area
<

and were picked up live by
,niddle bl

.ackets offer a combined •

the Voice of Ameiica.
53.6 r

/c of , the TV sets as against
The special events staff of the 22<r registered in the “belbw aver--

Voice recorded the entire threie age” group. Only 7.5% of the
sessions and condensed . the mote

. bomes in : one of L.A/s lower in-
pertinent material into a series of C01T1€ areas have teevee sets as
30-minute documentaries for beam- compared to Bevhills-Westwood’s 1

ang abroad. WCAU-TV, the Bui- 260r

'

letin-owned station, telecast most
;

of the proceedings.
: Don KERR'S PLATTER SHOW

' Paterson, N: .1,; -March 28. V;

Wpi'n S' \ovph’ wn\’ WPAT is launching a new disk

,
jockey stanza, “Pick Your Favor-

WNAR, WPEN and WPWA dairied
, |teR on : Mondny to be aired

a. total of 15 hours and 40 mmutes
tloss.the-hoard from 6-7;45 p.m.

of the Forum. All participating ra.
: D n Kerr win sp in the plaiters,

dio stations also reported Forum
, en Vfrbrilr Hstings in trade

bra tin g

YEARS

Radio’s oldest breakfast-time show (7:1 5-8:00 a.m., Monday throu

Saturday) has MORE LISTENERS than ever—is doing an unparalleled

SELLING

events on their regular newscasts.

BIESER’S Ziy POST *

Pallas, March 28.

As part of its expansion pro-

mags and listener polls. .

Airer will also spotlight new
bands, artists and tunes which
Kerr picks as “sleepers/’ :

.

. , Columbus—Frank N: Jones, co
giam, calling for the opening of owner of WJEL and WJEIa-FM in
new sales divisions, Frederic W. Springfield, O., has joined the sales
Ziv Co. has upped Elmer- Bieser to
sales manager of the newly-created
southwestern division. Bieser, vwho
will headquarter here, will add sev-
eral salesmen to handle the terri-
tory.

staff of WBN5-TV here. He still

will operate his own stations. Jones
formerly served' as sales manager
of WCOL here, where he worked
[for 10 years. Also added to the sales

staff was Robert Fi. Scott, former-
•lk*iorv to -joining ^Ziv in- 'Mr- -Bie-

j

ly of the Ohio State (Journ al sa les

ser was with WKY, Oklahoma City, department

Marlin I. Campboll. General Manager

120 KC * NBC * 570 KC • A.*C

T E X A S O U A LIT Y N E T W OR K

Ro|i,o Scrvic*.*! «h.. DALLAS MORNING NEWS

Kat) fhyes Chevrolet Company (six quarter,

hours weekly ) ,
The Mcrtnen Company, Nlor-

ton Foods, and Red Arrow Drugs (each three

quarter hours weekly). Chap Stick and Chap-

ins, Birds Eye Foods, VitaJis, Nob-Hill Coffee,

Anacin Tablers. Republic National Bank, Gold

Tip Gum, B & B Cafe, and General Electric

Company use participating annouhccmenti.

•

Ani i««n—-WFAA-TV! WFAA «*w *wm K1TV,

Dallair, and fLn» to >m«nt t*l*viii#« in th« tra-

Jitienal WFAA wah»«rl
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In a move to (correct a chronic^

situation among musicians, exec

'

board New York Local 802,

American Federation of Musicians,

is proposing the abolition of unre-

stricted “doubling” by its working

members. Proposal is embodied in

a resolution to be submitted for

approval to ^ the local's general

membership meeting April 10.

Under terms of the resolution,

musicians would be barred from
playing more than two unrelated

instruments, such as fiddle and sax,

on any single engagement. This
clause would effect several large

orchs, some of whose sidemen now
work on sax, clarinet and fiddle.

In situations where doubling oc-

oh unrelated instruments,curs
resolution calls for upping pay-

ment to 50% above scale and 20%
above scale oh related instruments.

If the motion passes, it would go
into effect in new contracts in all

. fields.

Local 802 execs are also urging
the New York City administration

to launch a concert program to sup-
plement those given by AFM crews
under terms of the musicians trust

fund allocations, Confabs between
union heads and Mayor William F.

O’Dwyer are being set up for this

, week to point up the need for in-

creasing employment for New
York tooters. Attempt will be made
to revive the city’s former policy
of sponsoring free concerts in

parks and museums,
Although unemployment situa-

tion is admittedly bad in Local 802
ranks, union chiefs scouted the es-

timate /of 90% joblessness made
1 by A1 Manuti, leader of the oppo-
sition Unity group, who will run
again for the local's presidential
post in elections next December,
local 802 execs said it was virtual-
ly impossible to calculate the num-
ber of unemployed musicians

,
in

light of the fact that so many of
them are part-time instrumental-
ists, doubling in other business
fields.

Era Source For

3d Group of Records

In ‘Hear It Now’ Series
/Third section of the “I Can Hear

It Now'' recorded series of his-

torical highlights, currently being
set for waxing by Columbia Rec-
ords this summer, will be a throw-
hack to the 1920’s era. Initial two
volumes, which covered almost two
decades since 1930, have been one
of Columbia’s bestsellers with ap-
proximately 300,000 albums sold to
date in both the standard and long-
playing sets.

Produced by NBC news staffer
Fred Friendly and CBS commenta-
tor Ed Murrow, the third album
will cover the years from the end
of the first world war to the crash
of 1929. For the first time, songs
such as “Dardenella” will be used
to date the period. Producers are
currently haying some difficulty
obtaining recorded quotes from the
period's celebs, such as Calvin
Coolidge, Charles Lindbergh

,
James

J. Walker, Texas Gulnan and Al-
fred E. Smith. While recorded
clips are available, they don’t covet
the most memorable utterances of
the period’s leading figures.

Zither Virtuoso Karas’

EUiot Lawrence As
Eeadoff for Phillies

:
Elliot Lawrence orch will intro-

duce a new note for baseball sea-

son opening g&mes when it plays

at Shibe Park, Philadelphia, April
18 at the lead-off Phillies-Dodgers

tilt,
,
Guy Lombardo has played at

World Series games in the past,
bdt Lawrence’s

1

ball park date is

understood to be the first time a
name band has appeared at a sea-
son opener.

./.Bandleader, a . Philadelphian
himself, has penned “The Fightin’
Phils,” with Bix Reichner, in honor
of the occasion!

Anton Karas, the zither instru-
mentalist-composer for “The Third
iVIab, V has been signed to a three-
year songwriting contract by Chap-

Ef , .
The Austrian musician, now

making a personal tour to exploit
}”e.

Seiznick-Korda pic, will remainm the States another three months
before returning to London,
Larry Spier, for Chappell, will

bear down on “Liebchen” and
Either Dither,” Karas? first two
bew ones since the “Harry Lime
a heme” (or “Third Man Theme,”
®s ™Hed in the XL S. ) and the “Mo-
wtt Cafe Walta”

Chicago, March 28.

Sidney W. Wattenberg, Music
Publishers’ Protective Assn, gen-
eral counsel, has asked leave of
Judge Michael Ige to appear before
him iii Chi Federal district court
as “friend of the court” in the
Shapirp-Bernsteih.v copyright in-

fringement suit against Miracle
Records. Wattenberg seeks to
modify that part of last week’s de-
cision which classifies production
and sale of phonograph records as
“publication,” and therefore places
upon such production and sale the
same copyright restrictions that
apply to sheet music.

.
Meanwhile, S-B attorney Mort

Schaeffer has filed a motion for a
new trial. Hearing on the motion
has been set for April 21.

Judge Igoe had ruled in favor if.

Miracle Records on four counts;
First, lie considered Meade Lux
Lewis’ testimony as to the origina-

tion of the song, “Yancey Special,”

contradictory. Second, he ruled
that, while the bass parts of “Yan-
cey” and Miracle’s “Long Gone,”
which the publishers had charged
was an infringement, were the
same, the Upper register and mel-
ody parts were different. And, most
important, he ruled that produc-
tion and sale of “Yancey Special”
prior to copyright by Lewis and
S-B constituted abandonment of

copyright.

It is this last point that Watten-
berg seeks to modify. He will ask
that this be Stricken out and that

the decision reniaitt in favor of

Miracle but based on the other

counts. He is expected to appear
some time in April.

S-B had sued for $24,000 in triple

damages. Publisher will have to

pay Miracle’s cost should appeals

fail.

t A i

TOP LABELS IN RACE

ON ‘JUKEBOX ANNIE*
Wary of letting another “Music,

Music, Music” get by
.
them, all the

top labels are climbing aboard a

new novelty, “Juke Box Annie,” in

an allrout race to hit the retail

counters first. Number, written by

Eddie Lisbon and Sidney Prosen,

was initially cut by Rainbow Rec-

ords with Eddie Miller , and the

Sunshine Girls, but in the last

week the major diskeries have

been rushing, the side with their

top artists.

RCA Victor sliced the number
Thursday (23) with Lisa Kirk, Ed-

die Cantor and Sammy Kaye’s

orch, backing it with “The Old
Piano Roll Blues,” another novelty

currently getting a big play. Capi-

tol put Kay Starr on the tune,

Mercury has done it With Kitty

Kallen and London is out with

Claire Hogan. Both Decca and Co-

lumbia have also set the number
for -disking sessions this weeki 9

The '‘revival” of the band busi-
ness, which was only a hope and a
prayer at the outset of this yeir,
is currently, being realized at the
b.o. by a flock of top musical
crews, ^hile still not proving the
existence of that sustained public
demand needed for a long upward
pull, stray returns; from; over the
country are justifying the opti-
mists’ predictions.
Firm basis to the band biz come-

back is seen in the readiness of
promoters to take Chances once
again with top-bracket aggrega-
tions. That’s been the result of
two factors, both of which are
equally important in brightening
the general picture. First, the de-
mand at the dance palaces and
auditoriums has been reasserting
itself and, secondly, mostp of the
top* bands have scaled baick their
prices to a level where promoters
now have more than aft even
chance for a payoff.

Sammy Kaye’s orch, one Of the
highest paid in the trade, has been
hitting solidly on its current tour
With only One promoter winding up
in the red. During his one-niter
through NOW England during the
last week, Kaye racked up' $3,100
in Lewiston, Me.; $2,100 in Water-
ville, Me,; $2,900 in Taunton, Mass.,
and $4,300 in ^Holyoke, Mass,, the
latter three dates taking place over
last weekend (24-26). Kaye played
on a guarantee-plus-percentage.

Study Flanagan’s B.Q.
Ralph Flanagan’s n e w orch,

whose opening at the Meadow-
brook, Cedar Grove, N. J., last

Thursday (23) was watched by the

trade as a harbinger of the future,

also came through encouragingly
after only a fair opening due to

bad weather. Flanagan played to

800 customers the opening night

but the patronage climbed to 1,805

and 1,980 on Friday and Saturday
for the heaviest activity * at the
Meadowbrook since Harry James’
orch played there in 1946. Biz

slipped back to 525 On Sunday
(Continued on page 56)
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Residence Key to Verdict

On- Vs. J.

On N.Y. State

Jimmy Dorsey, in an affidavit

filed in N. Y. supreme court last

week, doesn’t deny owing M-G-M
Records $15,000, but objects to the
waxery’s warrant of attachment as

subjecting him to “inconvenience,
annoyance and harassmerit.” Some
10 days ago Loew’s, Inc., as

M-G-M’s parent company, secured
a warrant seizing the bandleader’s

salary at the Hotel Statler, N. Y.,

and also attaching'funds due him at

General Artists Corp.
Meanwhile, Supreme Court Jus-

tice Aron Levy has stayed the war-
rant pending a ruling by Justice

Morris Eder on Dorsey’s request

that the paper be vacated. In re-

serving decision, Judge Eder noted

that the question before the court

is whether Dorsey is a resident of

New York state. The stick-swisher

points out that he hasn’t lived in

California since June, 1949, and his

residence > depends entirely ‘ Upon,

liis place Of employment,
... Current legal sparring stems
from a December, 1946, contract

whereby Dorsey agreed to record
certain tunes for M-G-M. In Janu-
ary, 1947, the company advanced
him $7,500 anfi in February an-

other $7,500 with the understand-
ing that if his royalties failed to

meet that amount the money would
be returned. If Dorsey, who has
been at the Statler since Feb. 6,

can prove himself a N. Y. resident

to the court’s satisfaction, the war-

rant obviously will be set aside

permanently.

Cantor Yens Joint :

Recording With Jolie

Eddie Cantor thinks that A1 Jol-

son and he Would be a natural for

a special version Of “ijearie,” the

db-youVremember song, albeit per-

haps not feasible. because Jolsori

is an exclusive Decca artist. Can-

tor threw a curve at RCA prexy

Frank M, Folsom for a possible

joint Victor-Decca issue. Prime
idea is a showmanship departure
and the natural affinity of both vets
to the theme of the song. Cantor
is exclusively RCA Victor.

With Lisa Kirk, Cantor waxed
“Jukebox Annie” and “Piano Roll
Blues” for RCA last Week While he
was in New York. He is due back
in Gotham the latter part of this

week.

In what presumably was the last

annual voting of its type by the

general membership of the Amer-
ican Society, of Composers, Au-

* The mari-in-the-street songwriter,

i.e, the average laramister from
Lindy’s, the Briil Bldg., and en-

virons; sees the International Busi-

ness .Machines as the equalizer in

the new ASCAP decree. Since the

current plugs will be such a domi-

nant determining factor in ASCAP
ratings’, the royalty melons will see
a seesaw effect as the years, roll by.

The upcoming songsmiths, espe-
cially those with the current pop
material getting peaucoup ;. per-
formances,: will ascend the ASCAP
dividend scale and the inactive vet-
erans Will travel in reverse.

It is figured that the IBM tech-
nique of computing payoffs accord-
ing to plugs will find Its own level
as the AA songsmlths, long inured
to ; those $18,000-$20,000 annual
melons based on their catalogs be-
cause of seniority and availability,

will drop down to $16,000 or $14,-
000 and perhaps halved, because of
current inactivity, arid thus permit
a largei* fund to compensate the
new blood.
The IBM idea is welcomed for

the basic reason that Upped ratings
heretofore allegedly Were at' pleas-
ure or whim of the board. The
newcomer writer even suspected
that improved ratings were re-
tarded, since the top bracketed
songsmiths felt it might curtail
their personal gravy..
There is a strong -BmI angle,

too, to* be considered now. It’s

conceded that Broadcast Music,
Inc., publishing firms may have
gotten songs by ASCAP songsmiths
in the past, under phoney names,
but that 'more ASCAP writers willthors and Publishers, eight incum-

(

bent members of the ASCAP board !

^ow produce for the '’opposition”
a. * - A- .f ^ • ! J '

of directors were reelected yester-
without fear or favor. The idea
of “disloyalty,” especially if found

day (Tues.). The four writer-mem- 1 out, figured heretofore in that
bers who will continue on the

;
the ASCAP board consciously or

board are Stanley Adams, Otto otherwise might have penalized

WarWh FrfPflr T pdfo and Deems I

such backsliders when royalty divi-Harbach, Edgar Lesliejind Deems
1
dend days . rolled around. Once

Taylor; four reelected publisher
- again the IBM' payoff system, under

‘members are Irving Caesar, Abe Governmental direction, , is deemed
Olman, Lester Santly and Frank !

the infallible protection against
any personality tactics.

There is no question but that
Connor.

Under the terms of the ASCAP
consent decree filed in N.Y, fed-

eral court three weeks ago, board
director elections will be held dif-

ferently than in the past. System
has been to elect eight members
of the 24-man board annually on
a“ rotating basis, each member
serving a three-year term. Consent
decree changes this setup to two-

year elections . of the entire board.

Length, of tenure of/board mem-
bers reelected yesterday is uncer-

tain since nothing has as yet been
decided as to when the first elec-

tion, under the new system will be

held. It’s likely, however, that next

year’s balloting will be for a com-
plete slate.

‘BABY’ MAKES LOESSER

ASCAP’s intra-organizatiopal oper-
ations will have to be revised con-
siderably.
As regards those Veteran song-

smiths who looked upon their
established ASCAP dividends as a
sinecure, and those other pioneer
writers who, in helping found the
Society, didn’t collect for years, the

(Continued on page 54)

Hollywood, March 28.

When Frank Loesser strolled out

of the Pantages theatre Thursday

night (23) happily clutching his

Oscar for the Academy Award
song, “Baby, It’s Cold Outside,” he

became the third tunesmith in the

history of the awards to wiri single-;

handed. Loesser. wrote both words
and music for the number, which

Victor Disk Dates,

Letter Pushes Curbs
Because in recent months RCA

Victor has found that “our record-

ing sessions have been hampered
by the presence of too many people
who have nothing whatsoever to do
with producing the records,” the

disk company last week sent a form
letter to all music publishers an-*

nouncing restrictions on attendance

at platter dates.

In a letter Without precedence

in diskery-publlsher relations, Vic-

tor notified the £rade that “the

presence of outsiders at dates has

A

Alamo’s Releases
San Antonio, March 28.

Alamo Record Co., here an-

nounced several new releases.

Included are releases by new
artists, among them the Los Mex
Tex, Tomas Gallardo orch, Leandro
Guerrero and the Alamo Trio,

Jesus Favela and Vela & Garcia,

was used in Metro’s “Neptune’s
! in many cases made it difficult, for

[
Daughter.” the musical directors to concen-

Previous One-man winners were
j

trate on their jobs and in other

Irving Berlin, for “White Christ- cases has irritated the artists mak-

mas,” in 1942, and Harry Owens, ing the records.” Communique
i for “Sweet; Leilani,” both from /went on to state that “we are

! Ring Crosby pix at Paramount, therefore restricting attendance at

“Holiday Inn” arid ‘‘Waikiki Wed- dates to employees of Victor and

ding.”/ ! such outside people as are actually

4, riaV»v” hppn verv cood to \
^
working oh the date, .

i Loesser. Apart from what he re-
! noI

ie
^fsu„d r̂btalflne

t

"tL
P
^^^^

;
ceived from Metro for the

/job, Loesser netted some $23,000.

Diskings of the ditty have passed

the 1,000,000 mark in sales, led by
Johnny Mercer and Margaret Whit-
ing on Capitol and Dinah Shore
and the late Buddy Clark on Co-
lumbia. Sheet music sales nOw
hover arourid the 250,000 mark.

of it, plus a “request for your co

operation by
;
not attending any

RCA Victor dates in the future.”

Erna Berger, Met Opera colora-

tura, has been inked to a longterm
recordingspact with RCA Victor
Red Seal division.
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#
Cover# Total

Weeks Past Covers
(land Hotel Played Week

.
On Date

Eddy Duchin* . , , . , .Wdldorf (4Q0; $2) . .....

3

2,525 7,145

Guy Lombardo . . . . , Roosevelt (450; $1.5d-$2). . ... . 26 2,275 68,550
Jimmy Dorsey. . .. . Static* <450; $L50-$2) , iv/. v. 7 1,520 11,330

Tony Pastor* : . . . .

.

.New Yorker (4Q0; ,$1-$1.50) ... 3 1,100 3;000

• Netb Ybrker has Connie Haines; Waldorf, Dorothy Shay.

Chicago
Johnny

.
Aladdin (Swiss Chalet, Bismarck,’ 250; $2' min.-80c, cover).

Biz about same; slow 1,000 tabs. Noble & King headline.

Dick LaSalle (Mayfair Room, Blackstone, 350; $3,50 min -$1 cover).

Traffic sluggish with 1,000 napkins for Dunnihger show.
Frankie Masters (Boulevard Room, Stevens, 720; $3.50 min.-$1 cover).

One of worst weeks of year; dribbly 2,641 comers. ,

George Olsen (Marine Room, Edgewater, 700; $120). Pair traffic,

1,500 diners.
Eddie O’Neal (Empire Room, Palmer House, 500; $21.50 min.-$l cover),

Victor
; Borge show gaining momentum; solid 3,589 customers.

Bill Snyder (College Inii, Sherman, 500; $3.50 min ), Modest 1,600

covers. •

'

.

^ Los Angeles
Jan Garber (Ambassador, 900; $1.50). With Evetyn' Knight, third

week, mild 2,100 covers. /

Paul Neighbors (Biltmore, 900; $1 .50). Slight, rise to 2 ,100 covers:

Phil Ohman (Beverly Hills, 300; $4 min ). Up to 1,800 covers.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

(Chicago)

Cee Davidson. (Chez Paree, 560; $3.50 mln.-$l cover), Biz poor, 3,000
tabs despite rave local notices for Tony Martin and show.
Jimmy Featherstone (Trianon; $1-$1.15 adm ). Dreary 4,000 terpers,

: Sherman Hayes (Blackhawk, 500; $2.50 mirt/-80c. cover). Mediocre
1,300 covers.

Orrin Tucker (Aragon; $1-$1.15 adm.). Dribbly 4,000 dancers out.

Teddy Phillips Opened yesterday (Tuesday).

(Los Angeles) :
.

*•

Harry Owen$-Nick Stuart (Aragon, Santa Monica). Very good, 9,100
admissions. y 7 .

Claude Thornhill (Palladium B., Hollywood), Off to 10,900 admis-
sions.

Top* of the Topi
Retail Disk Beat Seller
“Music, Music, Music”

Retail Sheet Music Seller
“Chattanoogie Shoeshine Boy*

“Most Requested” Disk

“It Isn’t Pair”
v Seller on Coin Machines

“Music, Music, Music”
Best British Seller

“Music, Music, Music”

Tout 'So.

Album to Pass

m.!’ for Pol.

A consistently .big seller Since

its release 10 months ago, Colum-

bia’s “South Pacific
1

’ album is be-

ing touted by a number of record

dealers as an Odds-on-favorite to

run ahead of the record-breaking

“Oklahoma!” Latter album, re-

leased by Decca in 1943, has re-

portedly passed the 1,000,000 Saties

mark. According to Columbia, the

“South Pacific” sale is already

pushing 650,000.

The^ “South Pacific” count* in-

cludes both the 33H and 78 rpm
editions, while the * bujk of the

“dklahoma!” sale Was garnered
from the standard-speed platter-

ing. The Decca album sells for

$5.46 On, 78 rpm and $4.85 On 33 3/&

rpm. “South Pacific” on shellac

goes for $8.14, while its vinylite

counterpart drops to a list price

of $4.85. There is no.J breakdown
available from Columbia on which
of the two speeds drew the most
customers. *

Both the “Oklahoma!” and
“South Pacific” albums were re-
corded by the original casts.

Decca -Records, iNc

Sy "***.««
EW V0RK 19. N. y.

Oppic£ op th* IT.

•x Cl,A*0. ^COROINO m
.!

Vic*

wa have*? 1)6Binning of nainspired creative £,„0acca >

y°ur work, aftf
ian*siiowiaan3hin

C
rt#

an^

von « .
®c°T*dings.

fig? **

DKtBoa kapp

The top 30 songs of the week (more in case of ties), based on
the copyrighted Audience Coverage* Index Survey of Popular
Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office of
Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director. «

{Survey Week of March 17-23, 1950

A Dream Is Wish Your Heart Makes—t“Cinderella” Disney
Ail the Rees Are Buzzin’ Round My Honey . .Santly-Joy
Bye Bye Baby^*“Gen$lemeri Prefer Blondes’’. .Robbins
Candy and Cake ... , .

.•

.

; .

.

. .Oxford
Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy .

. > : . .. . , , . . . . . ; .V. Acuff & Rose
Copper Canyon—t“Gopper Canyon” . . . , , .

.

.>. .Famous
Cry Of the Wild Goose .> . . /. . . . . ; ; * . . . . . . .American
Daddy’s Little Girl . ......i. .; ;.y • • .Beacon
Dear Hearts and Qentle People. .... i . .Morris

. Dearie ... • • » . ..

.

• * .. ^Laurel .

•

Enjpy Yourself , ! , V . Morris
I Can Dream Can’t ! ... . . ..... . . . , .

.

. -. Chappell
I Don’t Know Whether To Laugh Or Cry Over You . Porgie

/ I Gotta Have My Baby Back . « . . ; ; .Peer
I Said My Pajamas ;.v ; ; . , . . . ... .

.

.Leeds
If I Knew Wou Were Coming - v- - ; .... , .

.

'Robert ;

It’s So Nice To Have a Man Around the House . . * . . Morris
Music, Music, Music I,:...; . . . ... ... Cromwell
My Foolish Heart—1‘‘My Foolish Heart” ...

,

Santiy-Joy
Peter Cottontail . . .

.

. .Hill & Range
Quicksilver . . . Morris
Rag Mop ... . . . . . , . . . * . . . ,

.

.Hill & Range
* Raul •

.

r
.

.

- . > . «

.

. . * . . • . .

.

Miller •

^Siimshine Cake— “Riding High” ... . ... ,

.

Burke-VH
; : There’s An X In the Middle of Texas . . . . . . ; . . . .

.

>

.

Simon House
There’s No Tomorrow ^ . . ... . .

.

. Paxton
Third Man Theme-^t“Third Man” . . .... . . iChappell

; Wilhelmina~t“Wabash Avenue” .......Feist
With My Eyes Wide Open

. , \ ...

.

.... ...... . . . ... Crawford
You’re Wonderful—1“Paid in Full” . . . Famous

The remaining 20: songs of the week (more in case of ties),

based bli the copyright Audience Coverage fnde$ Survey of Popn*
lar Music Broadcast over Radio Networks. Published by the Office

of Research, Inc:, Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.

As We Are Today . . . , . , . . . . ... ;
.'

. ... . ... .

.

Remick
Ask Me No Questions . . , . . , . . i . . . . . . . . . , . . . . ....

.

Witmark
Bibbidi Bobbidi Boo—t“Ciuderella” ... . .

.

.-i Disney
Charlie My Boy .... . ; . . . . . ...

.

; . .... ...Bourne
Cinderella Work Song—1 “Cinderella’;’ . ... . . . , . . . .

.

Disney
Did Anyone Ever Tell You Mrs. Murphy. . . . .... . .

.

Jphnstone-M
Don’t Do Something To “Someone Else, .

.",
. . . . Fisher

God’s Country . , , .... ...Robbins
Have I Told You Lately That I Love You . ...

.

... . . Duchess
It Isn’t Fair .. . ... ... v- , , ; Words-Music.
Johnson Rag . . . ; ...... . .

. \ . ... . .

.

.Miller

: Leave It to Love . . ... ; ,

.

. . . . . . .

.

BM1
Little Gray House—*“Lost In the Stars”. ... . .Chappell
Lost Iri a Dream . . . . . ...... ... ... . . .... . .. Triangle

Mama Mia ............

.

. . ....... . . . .

,

.’.Beacon

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday ... » , . . .

.

... .Leeds
Old Master Painter . ... . . . . ; . . . .... Robbins
Sentimental Me . . . ... , . .... . . .....

.

. . . . ...

,

. Knick’b’ck’r

Sitting By the Window , . 7: . ... .... , .

.

1 , Shapiro-B
We’ve Got a Sure Thing—t“Riding High”. . . . . .

.

Burke-VH
You Kissed Me-^*“Arms and the Girl”: . ... . ... ... Chappell
You Missed the Boat . . . . . . , . . .... . . . .... ... . . ... .Advanced
You’re Always There .... . ... . .... . . .... . . . BVC

t Filmusical. * Legit musical.

Continued from page 51

day’s meeting on a note of ap-

plause when he said the Society

will make the decree work “and
profitably if you give them back
your confidence.”

answer is* “It’s true they helped
build the house but can we let

them live rent free forever?”
Ahlert’s Coast Pep Talk

Hollywood, March 28.

The tamest, biggest and most im-
portant meeting of the Coast mem-
bership of the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Pub-
lishers on Monday (27) heard as-

,

surances from prexy Fred E. Ahlert
that ASCAP members l*will not be
hurt” under the terms of the con-
sent decree; that 1950 looks like

the Society’s biggest year; and that

the added revenue will prevent any
loss to ASCAPers under the de-
cree.

Ahlert pointed out that despite
the $1,300,000 lost in theatre seat
taxes, ASCAP revenue is constant-
ly increasing, and he estimated a
take of $800,000 this year from
television^ from which first quarter
payments have already equalled
those pf 11 months in 1949.

ASCAP prez stated -.tfrat new
winters distribution will start with
the October payoff, and adjust-
ments will hereafter be made year-
ly instead of quarterly. Writers
with complaints as to their rating
will have recourse to two appellate
bodies, the present board of ap-
peals to be augmented by a three-
man panel headed by an .outside
arbiter.

In order to implement the con-
sent decree, ASCAP; membership
must approve it via 'ah enabling
amendment to the Society’s by-
laws. Judging by feelings of Coast i

members after Monday’s meeting, I

there will be no difficulty getting

'

necessary two-thirds Vote of ap-
j

proval. Some Coast ASCAPers ad-

'

mitted to being scared by the in- i

ference dropped by ASCAP special

:

counsel Robert W. Patterson that
,

if the decree doesn’t work the Gov-
ernment may dissolve the Society.

L. Wolfe Gilbert, leader of the
Coast ASCAP faction, ended Mori-

Local 802 Giving

Free X-rays to Members
Under its expanded health pro-

gram, N. Y. Local 802, American
Federation of Musicians, is giving
free X-ray examinations to its

members at its headquarters;
Checkup is aimed at stamping out

tuberculosis among the local’s

members.
Over 30,000 musicians and mem-

bers, of their families are eligible

to take the X-rays.

It’s Music By

Program Today Ytstordoy's

WITH YOU

(Words & Mosic, Inc.)

THE EVER POPULAR
STANDARD

DEED
I DO

LAUREL MUSIC CORP.
1619 Broadway, N. Y. 19
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NOTE: AM fecwii Ir this Wnd are listed alphabetically hr song title.
‘

*
' *

•. ••

RELEASE I0»1

3

POPULAR
-o ‘

. ...

HUGO WINTERHALTER
Symphony of Spring

As We are Today
(From the Warner Bros, him “The
Daughter of Rosie O’Grady”)

' 20-3737—(47-3737 )*

FRAN WARREN
Ho Hum, it’s Spring
Don’t Say Goodbye 20-3738-^(47-3738)*

THE MELACHRINb STRINGS
La Vie en Rose (Take Me to Your Heart

Again)
Fascination 20-3739—(47-3739)*

BRADFORD AND ROMANO
Put On An Old Pair of Shoes
Why Do They Always. Say No
*" 20-3740—(47-3740)*

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

SPIKE JONES
Chinese Mule Train
Riders In the Sky (From the Republic film

“Singing Guns’’ 20-3741—(47-3741)*

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

ERSKINE HAWKINS
Brown Baby Blues
Fishtail 20-3742—(47-3742)*

POP SPECIALTY
BERNIE WYTE
The Circus Polka
Popcorn Polka

WESTERN

25-1154—(51-0061)*

SONS OF THE PIONEERS
Roses
The Eagle's Heart 21-0306—(48-0306)*

COUNTRY
PEE WEE KING
Blame It All on Nashville

The Kjssing Dance 21-0307'—(48-0307)*

ALBUMS
SELECTIONS FROM THE CHOCOLATE
SOLDIER
A1 Goodman and His Orchestra

K-21—(WK-2D*

HERE COME THE DANCE BANDS AGAIN

TOMMY DORSEY’S DIXIELAND FOR
DANCING /;

Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra
• p.279—(WP-279)*

NATIONAL SPECIAL

DENNIS DAY
The Laundromat Song
Indiana Moon 20-3730—(47-3730)*

*45 r.g.m. catalog numbers.

Jg

m|

Bi

L#J
. . . indicates records Which,

according to actual sales, are

recognized hits; The trade is urged

to keep ample stocks of these records

on hand, or to reorder promptly when

current stocks begin to approach, the

“sold-out” stage, \

.

•-

L7J
; . designates that record is

one of RCA Victor's ^Certain

Seven” — among the leading

numbers on the trade paper : best sell-

ing sales charts. Obviously* sure
things!. '

I Beyond the Sunset

;

Three Suns, with Rosalie Allen and Elton Britt ; . . 20-3599^(47-3105)*

© Candy and Cake
Mindy Carson r . 20-3681—(47-3204)*

Phil Harris .

$

7
$

5

5

Fran Warren and Lisa Kirk .
* . . . . . . , ... ...

1 1 Said My Pajamas
Tony Martin-Fran Warren . . ,. . . . ... , ......

» It Isn’t Fair
Sammy; Kaye- .

> Mommy and Daddy Broke My Heart
Eddy; Arnold . . . V.:

* Music, Music, Music
Freddy Martin

’ Rag Mop
Ralph Flanagan

I There’s No Tomorrow

20-3685—(47-3208)*

.20-3680—(47-3204)*

©
©

20-3613—(47-3119)*

. 20-3609—(47-3115)*

©

21-0146—(48-0150)*
0

Tony Martin
1 •_>

, . 20-3693—(47-3217)*

.30-0025—(54-0020)*

. .20-3582—(47-3078)*

©
©
©

Sammy KayO ... , > . 20-3680—(47-3203)*

A. . . . indicates records, which
have enjoyed better than

average initial consumer acceptance

and stand an excellent chance of enter-
ing the top-selling hit category The
trade is advised to watch these records
carefully in order to maintain stocks

consistent with demand.

Quicksilver

Elton Britt and Rosalie Allen ,

21-0157—(48-0168)*
(From Nutnber five to Number three Most
Played,, by Country

.
and Western Disk

Jockeys. Billboard, March 25th,)

Bewitched

Larry Green. . „ .20-3726—(47-3726)*
(Tips on Tops. Billboard, March 25th.)

Roulette

Tony Martin . . . . 20-3695—(47-3219)*
(Number nine* Retailers Pick. Billboard,
March 25th.)

The Horse Told Me
Dennis Day.

.

:

.V. .20-3707—(47-3240)*
(Number nine. Disk jockey Pick. Bill-

board, March 25th.)

O Count Every Star

Hugo Winterhalter
20-3697—(47-3221)*

(Number ten* Disk Jockey Pick. Billboard*
March 25th.)

Little Angel With the Dirty Face

, Eddy Arnold 21-0300—(47-0300)*
(Tips oh Tops. Billboard, March 25th.)

In this Week's RCA Victor's Top Selling "lilt

Dsrn it Baby* That's Love
Freddy Martin and Fran Warren’

Sweet Premises and Good Intentions
' Lisa Kirk

>' *

. ,

.
•

. •
.

•

Have You Ivor Been Lonely
Fran Warren and Lisa Kirk

I Almost Lost My Mind. Fran Warren

.iM J
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m
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'

Inside Orchestras—Music /
A recent story in Variety dealing with the National Ballroom Oper-

•tors Assn, in its contractual negotiations with Broadcast Music, Inc,, '

created an erroneous impression that the NBOA is packing a survey so
i

as to put Ball’s back to the wall in their negotiations. Purpose of the
;

survey is to determine NBOAV bargaining position with BMI, and is

conducted among ballrooms to determine what' proportion of BMI
songs they play. •/

The NBOA also reveals that no Iowa ballroom operators* despite a
report to the contrary* have concluded contracts with musicians to ban
all BMI music;

;

How song revivals happen and are unpredictable is exemplified anew
by the Richard Rogers-Lorenz Hart oldie, “Bewitched, Bothered and
Bewildered/*:, which has caught lire because of Bill Snyder's recordings
on Tower, an indie Chi label. Snyder did it sans vocal, performing the
melody in' a one-finger style, which apparently is the denominator for
tile public* '

.

The other bands hopped oh the technique and so recorded it, viz,
f

Jan August (Mercury), Larry Green (Victor), Gordon Jenkins (Decca),
|

tt al., Columbia merely reissued an old Doris Day vocal.
j

pmweff Wednesday,*, March
. 29, 1950

RETAIL

Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

front leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating, for this and last week. >

This Last

wk. Wkl Title and Publisher

(Musical-Historical Review: 1800-1950

Compiled for J^^RIETY
By JCLICS MATTFELD

;

6 7 “Paddy's Little Girl** (Beacon):.

{/ • (Copyright; Variety. Ine. Ail Rights RasarVad) 7 6 “Pear Hearts, People** (Morris) : : :

Prentice-Hall, Inc., will publish the complete VAR/fTV Musical- i
$ 13 “My Foolish Heart” (Santly-Joy)

;
^10 7

Historical Song Cavalcade later this year at around $4 a copy
j

9 10 “It Isn’t Fair” (Words-MusiP ) . . , 9

(price will be determined later). Orders, may be placed now ,

10A
.

9 vGaiidy and Cake" (0

with VARIETY, New York City ( 19).
10B 8 ^There's No Tomorrow” (Paxton)^_: .

.
Attention is hereby tailed to the fact that this material it copyrighted and may not ——,

— v —r- r

k. :
'

' 12A 11 “Enjoy yourstlf* (Morris) . ...

(1946—Continued) 12B . “Bibbidl Bobbjdi Boo” (Disney):
,

. . .>

The first American-built rocket i for UN. The committee approved, 12C
.
14 -‘Raff Mop” (Hill-Range). . .......

propelled plane attained a speed of 37^.
550 miles an hour in a test flight. The U, S. maintained fewer; than
John D* Rockefeller offered the. 550,000 troops abroad—mostly oc- bribery in connection with an at- President Truman predicted a

UN Headquarters Committee a six- cupation forces in Germany, Aus- tempt to bribe two stars of the prosperous year “if workers stay
block area on the East River, Man- tria and Korea. N. Y. Football Giants to . “throw” on their jobs,” In the ‘ first 11
hattan, valued at $8,500,000 as a Arrested, was Alvin J. Paris, al- the playoff championship game months of 1946, 14,545,000 workers
site of a world skyscraper capital leged bookmaker, on charges of with the Chicago Bears. lost 107,475,000 work days in 4,335

“Chattanoogie Boy? (Acuff-Rose)

Music, Music, Music” (Cromwell).

“Knew You Coming” (Robert). . .

.

“Dearie” (Laurel) .... . y ... v-_
“I Said My Pajamas” (Leeds) . . . .

'Gandy and Cake" (

“There’s No Tomorrow” (Paxton) .

“Peter Cottontail” (Hill-Range) .

.

“Enjoy Yourself” (Morris) .

.

“Bibbidi Bobbjdi Bob” (Disney) :

.

“Rag Mop” (Hill-Range) . .

.

7 6

8 13

9 10

10A 9

10B 8

11 10

12A 11

12B
12C 14

0,000 troops abroad—mos5y oc- bribery in connection with an at- President Truman predicted a Kaw RnrlrW rnvnAll
ipation forces in Germany, Aus- tempt to bribe two stars of the prosperous. year “if workers stay *

• rrrn?u
ia and Korea. N. Y. Football Giants to “throw” on their jobs,” In the ‘ first 11 Don Cornell, who recently exited
Arrested, was Alvin J. Paris, al- the playoff championship game months of 1946, 14,545,000 workers as Sammv Kave’s vocalist tn HnY
?ed bookmaker, on charges of

,
with the Chicago Rears. ^ lostl07,475,000 work daysin 4,335 j

oa
• I ' strikes. single, will be backed by the Kaye

March

strikes. single, will be backed by the Kaye
Dept* of Commerce reported aggregation In a tWOrday stand at

American consumers spent $127,- i State theatre, Hartford, . this

000,000,000 for goods and service Saturday-Sunday (1-2).

in 1946, an all-time record and Kaye’s negotiations to get singer
$21,000,000,000 more, than in 1945. on the bill with him when he goes
Academy Oscars .for the year into the Capitol, N.Y., April 8,

were: Best Film The Best Years have not panned out.
of Our Lives,” RKO; Best Actress,
Olivia DeHavilland in “To . Each
His Own”; Best Actor, Fredric
March, in "The Best Years of Our
Lives”; Best Supporting Actress,
Anne Baxter, in “The Razor's
Edge”; Best Supporting Actor,
Harold Russell, in “The Best Years
of Our Live.s.”

1947

Band Biz VContinued from page 51

night, hut once again bad weather
was a factor. Flanagan went over
his minimum guarantee figure in

&23
V
Sal^°kv9nW -• iaCaUfo^9

Dear Vic:

Almost Like Betas In Love
the

T .

flrst «“.ee days,

(Brigadoon). w., Alan Jay Lerner. Jimmy, Dorsey's orch at the
in., Frederick Loewe. Sam Fox Statlpr hotel, N. Y., has been click-

Pub. Co., cop. 1947 by Alan Jay ing for the past seven weeks at a
Lerner and Frederick Lqewe. surprisingly strong pace. On tour.
Ask Anyone Who, Knows, w., m., Stan Kenton’s 40-piece orch, Fred-

Eddie. Seiler, Sol Marcus and Al die Martin and Vaughn Monroe
R^ufnian, M.

.
Witmark & Sons,, have also been racking up heftier

cop. 1947.

six month*

13th year.
«o'vo had over^ *“ tlrt*

arrU9®^* and ^ ^
Should do.

..

,v, ,rrahg«4

. _id9 variety of «Bei Mir Bi=»t Du

•Ot**:
.

*? great songs from “
ft9

csX/poo*

»

• •• through
hoogie-uoogio^ P|1 and Barrel

Schoen* thr"JL eiftnd, to *1°^* ° anything s"4

novelti«s » every *ty4 * *
* another slng-

every typ*
ha8 never h a0 aany

everything. „er associated

eong hits
,^va the test, so aH

t can do is ? .

Siticareiy » .

Cavalcade Into Book
There have been so many

inquiries about Variety’s Mu-
sical-Historical Cavalcade be-
ing published in book form
that such a volume will be
brought out this fall by Pren-
tice-Hall at $4.

It can be ordered in advance
through Variety.

As Years Go By (film: Song of

boxoffice than they have in some
time.

;

Another barometer of the band
biz comeback is reflected in the
sales of the RCA Victor set of 15
albums under the title of “Here
Gome the Dance Bands Again.”
Victor, which pressed a total of
250,000 albums to tee off its sales
campaign, has shipped out an addi-
tional 50,000 albums in the past
week. Flanagan’s album is the top
seller to date, with Wayne King
runnerup, but company execs re-
port that the most hopeful aspect
pf the sales pattern is that the dif-

Love). w., m., Charles Tobias and f
erence between the top and bot-

Peter DeRose, based on Brahms’
“Hungarian Dance No. 4.” Miller
Music Corp., cop. 1947.

Ballerina. wM Bob Russell, m,,
Carl Sigman. Jefferson Music Co.,
Inc., cop. 1947.

Beyond the Sea. w., Jack Law-
rence* m., Charles Trenet. T. B,
Harms Co., cop. 1947,

But Beautiful (film: Road to Rio),
w., Johnny Burke. m„ James Vain
Hausen.

; Burke and Van Heusen.
InP., cop. 1947.

Chi-Baba Clii-Baba* w,, m., Mack
David, Al Hoffman and jerry Liv^
ingston, Oxford Music Corp., cop.
1947.

' '

Civilization, w., m., Bob Hilliard
and Carl Sigman, Edwin H. Mor-
ris & Co.,- cop. 1947.

Come to the Mardi Gras, w., Er-
vin Drake and Jimmy Shirl. m.,
Max Bu.lhoes and Milton de Oli-
veira, Southern Music Pub. Co.,
top. 1937 by Irmaos Vitale, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil; cop. 1937 by Peer
International Corp ; cop. 1947 by
Peer International Corp.
A Fellow Needs a G|rl (Allegro),

w., Qscar Hammerstein, 2d* m.,
Richard Rodgers. Williamson Mu-
sic, Inc., cop. 1947.

(Continued Next Week)

Irving Fields and Three Beaus Sc
a Beep cut “Scottish Samba” last
wepk, with a bagpipe accompani-
ment, for RCA-Victor.

tom album is extremely narrow.

Th« Amtrfcan Lovt Song

I GAITDIVE YOU
ANYTHING BUT
LOVE, BABY

tfusietw,..

MILLS MUSIC

OVER

Comppsar littds arrangtr-

pdrtnpr. Must Siav# livt

contacts^ with suctpssful

publishprs.

Wrltas O. H. H.

4S47r 172nd St., Flushing, N. Y.
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HAS THE BEST

CROSBY SONGS

IN YEARS TO

ATTRACT THE

MILLIONS OF

CROSBY FANS!

*
Four new hits by Johnny Burke and James Van Heusen

:

"Sunshine Cake”—"We’ve Got A Sure Thing”—“The
Horse Told Me” and "Someplace on Anywhere Road.”

Top recording-coverage for radio, jukebox and across-

the-counter sales by Victor, Columbia, Decca, Capitol,

M-G-M Records, London arid Mercury— with these

topflight artists:

Bing Crosby Frank Sinatra

Peggy Lee Margaret Whiting

Tex Beneke Tony Pastor

Nat Cole Dennis Day
Kay Armen Billy Eckstine

Frank Warren Ann Vincent

Robert Lenn Group and Dixiclanders

* Published by Burke-Van Heusen t Associates Music Corp.^Famous Music Corporation f Sole Selling Agent

m,
m
ffc
I\t ^

f rank Capra's
;
'RIQ1NG HIGH" ^tarring BING CROSBY • Coteen Gray - Charles Bickfofil Frances Gifford with William Demarest

Raymond Wa'burn ‘J^tTie^ Gleason • Ward Bond • Clarence Muse • Percy Kilbride • Harry Davenport • Produced and directed by

Frank Capra • Risklpt'* Additional Dialogue by Me|ville Shavelson and Jack Rose • Based on a Story t-v

• New Songs: Lyrics by Johnny Burke - Music by James'Van Heusen
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DECCA ORIGINAL

CAST SHOW ALBUMS

Th« Thtafr# Guild
(In Association with

7 ' Anthony B. Farroll)

production

and the

GIRL
starring

NANETTE FABRAY

GEORGES GUETARY
PEARL BAILEY

Available in 78 RPM and
Long Play 33 1/3 RPM
ALBUM A-759. Four 10-in., 78
RPM Rocords. Price, $3.75 (Plus
tax)

DL 5200.10-In. Long. Play Record..
Price, $2.85 (Incl. Fed. tax)

The Gilbert Miller

Production
(By Arrangement with
Sherek Players, Ltd.)

THE

COCKTAIL

PARTY
«»y

T. S. ELIOT

With

ALEC GUINNESS
1 CATHLEEN NESBITT
ROBERT FLEMYNG

EILEEN PEEL
IRENE WORTH
ERNEST CLARK
GREY BLAKE

Available in Lojig Plby
33 1/3 RPM

DX-100. TWO 12-in! Long Play
Records. Price, $11.70 (Incl.

*
. Fed. tax)

DECCA
records

RETAIL DISK BEST
/

National

Rating ••

This Last
wk. wk.

Survey of retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities arid showing cony
parative sales rating for this

and last week.

Week Cnilihg

March 25

Artist, Label; Title

e w
E o
G t-i

I I T« --n • I

§ I
Ob ’S

2 , 2
ANTON KARAS (London)
“Third Man Theme”—-536 . , : . . 1 Vi" 2 1 4

;

;

4." 3 5 67

3 5
EILEEN BARTON (National)

“Knew You Were Coming”-'—9103 . 5
;

-S':-- 3 2 3 2 5 5 9 60

.A- 4
SAMMY KAYE (Victor) :

“It Isn’t Fair”—20-3609 . . . ,
9 . 8 1 5 :\i ..

.. 7 6 3 \; 48

5A-' 6
FRANKIE LAINE (Mercury)
“Cry of the Wild Goose”—5363 7 6 5 7' 6 4 9 33

5B 3

TONY MARTIN (Victor)

“There’s No Tomorrow”—20-3582 10 4-
•• " t .

•' 7 8 2 " « 4
,

* 2 1

• « 33

6 10
BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“My Foolish Heart”—10623A . .

.

3 4 2 % ,
: 24

',7. 11
M. MARTIN & A. GODFREY (Col.)

“Go to Sleep, Go to Sleep”—38744 6 10 6 9 1 •
.
• . «r 23

8 12
MERVIN SHINER (Decca)
“Peter Cottontail”—46221

3

8 V 2 4 i 20

. 9 15
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)
“La Vie En Rose”—24816 . . . . ,

: • .•

!

3 7;2'

•

* • #

• .
.

4
'

17

10A 6
RED FOLEY (Decca)
“Chattanoogie Shine Boy”—46205 4 ••

.* • . .* * 5 • •
•

* ' 8 16

10B 8
E. MERMAN-R. BOLGER (Decca)
“Dearie’V—24873 . 9 • • • •

• K

4 ’

4 16

10C 12
GUY LOMBARDO (Decca)
“Enjoy Yourself”—24825 f 6 3 8 * «

l16

11 10
GUY LOMBARDO (Dtcca)
“Third Man Theme”—24839 .

,

10 10

V

2 15

12 /» 4

J. STAFFORD & G. McRAE (Cap.)
“Dearie”—858 . * « 5 < • 4 13

13A 12
DINAH SHORE (Columbia)
“So Nice to Have A Man”—38689 .

.

7 8 9 10 10 11

13B
B. CROSBY-ANDREWS SIS. (Dec.)
“Quicksilver”.—24827 . . . f;d . .

h
4 •* 8 .

.

3 11

14 14
A* GODFREY (Columbia)
“Candy and Cake”—38721 . . .... • io 9 . . 4 • + .4

4’
. 10

15
CARMEN CAVALLARO (Decca)
“Music, Music, Music”—24881. . . • • 2 9

16A
FONTAINE SISTERS- (Victor)

“Knew You Coming”—20-3713 • . •
*

• % 3 8

16B
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“Quicksilver—38638 . . 4 * ^T. * 3 4 • ft

17A 7
AMES BROS. (Coral)
“Rag Mop’ —60140 .7 . 8 7 .• * '« • • • •' 7

17B 16
JOHNNY DESMOND (M-G-M) »

“C’est Si Bon”—10613 . . .. V. 7
: ./ ;7'

*’
4 * • • ;

•* • ' 4 .. 8 7

17C; 14
GORDON JENKINS (Deqca)
“My Foolish Heart”—24830 ; .

.

•
.

< 4 ’* 4 • 4 •

i

7
a*

17D 14
RUSS MORGAN (Deeca)
Sentimental Me’’—24904 • 4 •

• •4- 7

ALBUMS
SOUTH PACIFIC

Broadway Cast

Columbia

z 3 4 5

DIXIE BY DORSEY GENTLEMEN. PREFER SONGS BY TEXAS LIT

K BLONDES BILLY ECKSTINE DARLIN*
Jimmy .Dorsey

Broadway Cost Billy Eckstine Broadway Cast

Columbia -Columbia M-G-M > Decca

Label
London .

.

Decca .

Victor .

Columbia
National

Disk Best Sellers by Companies
( Based on Points Earned)

No. of I

t • • • <• • » • • «

Records

.. li
,

3

.... 4
. , . 1

Points Label
153 Mercury
134 M-G-M
89 Capitol
62 ;

Coral

No. of
Records

1
77 ; 2

. . 1
. 1

Points
33
31
13
7

‘CONSUL’ SLATED FOR

DISKING BY DECCA
Extending its disk coverage of

I Broadway legit
-

shows, Decca has

} made a deal with producers Chand-

j
ler Cowles and Efrem Zimbalist,

!

Jr., for the waxing of Gian-Carlo
! Menotti’s opera, “The Consul,”
with the original cast: Menotti has
'been huddling with Decca reper-
tory execs on the album format

“ with likelihood that the major se-

quences and arias will be high-
.
lighted: Patricia Neway and Marie
Powers, show’s stars, will also re-
ceive top billing in the Decca set,

which wilt be released in both 78
and 33 rpm form.
Decca, meantime, has mapped a

special sales push on its show al-

bums during April. Diskery, which
has been vying with Columbia Rec-
ords in wrapping up original legit
Casts, recently made deals for cut-
ting the T. ! S. Eliot play, “Cock-
tail Party,” and Arthur Miller’s
“Death of a Salesman.” “Consul”

|

is ! the closest Decca* has come to
the longhair 'musical

1

Held in sev*
era! year*.

1 Andrews Sis Disking

Pushes Pickwick Oldie

Pickwick Music, newly activated

Leeds Music subsidiary, is set for

:

a major push On the Tom Malie-

; Jimmy Steiger song of the '20s,

“Stars Are the Windows Of Heav-

eh,” following the impetus given

the number by Andrews Sisters’

airings of it and the ride which
the Mariners on Arthur Godfrey’s

shows have been giving it.

Disks lined up on the tune al-

ready are the Andrews gals on
Decca, Fran Allison on Victor, and
Mariners on Columbia, Because Of -

the nature -of the lyrics, which
makes it suitable for kiddie and
folk records as well as popular,
several disk fipms are considering
waxings to attract those two mar-
kets.

'

Malic and Steiger are best
known as the

-

writers- of “Looking
At ; the* Yiorld Through Rose Col-!

ored Glasses,” ballad hit of the
'20*. -*

' •-

mi

,• ,
Washington, March 28.

'The kids who dance to jukeboxes
can’t afford to pay a dime a selec-

tion, and the music box Operators
can’t afford to continue doing busi-

ness on the nickel-a-dance basis,

so the answer is a compromise of

7Hc, Senate Banking and Cur-
rency Committee was told during
the past week.
Pitch from the nation’s jukebox

operators for Congress to authorize
a 7V6c coimeame from Edward H.
Renner, general manager of the
Northern Virginia Music Co., of
Alexandria, Va, His Company op-
erates 110 machines in northern
Virginia.

.

“Before the War,” Renner testi-
fied, “so-called jukeboxes cost
around $440. Today the same types
6f machines range in cost from
$995 to $1,100. Arid in our com-
petitive industry, the obsolescence
factor is very high. The phono-
graph records which were former-
ly wholesaled to us at 21c today
cost us 49c. Our labor costs have
more than doubled. Our city li-

censes which used to cost us $2.50
per machine today in 1950 cost us
$10. And we are supposed to meet
these rising costs with the same
nickel in 1950 which met them ade-
quately in 1940.
“When teenagers are: gathered

around a jukebox parents don’t
have to worry where they are and
what they are doing. They are en-
titled to musical enjoyment at a
reasonable rate. Their .Weekly al-

lowance will not afford 10c; we
cannot long continue at 5c. Let’s
get together at the midpoint,

Muzak 45 Expansion
Reflecting the entry of an in-

creasing number -of indie platter
companies into the 45 rpm field,

Muzak’s transcription division has
opened new facilities for record-
ing, processing and pressing of 45
rpm disks, Muzak studio is

equipped to convert 78 rpm cata-

logs to the slower speed as well as
waxing ‘new releases.
New operation will supplement

the company’s ; previous entry into
the 33 rpm record manufacturing
field.'

IS.' .*•

WELCOMES you to the

ALEXANDRIA HOTEL
5th at Spring St. LOS ANGELES

War. Or peace, wt A
always found ac. /|\
commodations for r-sfR
our friends in show /An
business. And now / Hau°A)sI
-as always -you’ll / *a2io I
receive traditional / i
Frank Walker serv- / _ v 47/# 1
ice. .

.

plus a special /lj
theatrical rate! /
DRIVE-IN OARAGE/ I

J
^ I//Jl//

J
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Breach-of-contract suit brought
in 1948 by Diamond Records and

1 «

its prez, Irving Gwirtz; against pi-

anist Jian August has been dis-

missed, according to papers filed

in N. Y. supreme cou rt by the

plaintiffs’ attorney, Morris H. Hal-
pern. Action, as well as August’s
counter-claim,

. were
.
discontinued

following
.
payment of an undis-

closed sum to
. Diamond by the

’88er

. Originally Diamond filed a
breach - of - contract suit While
Gwirtz’s action charged breach of
a personal management agreement,
August subsequently counter-
claimed for $100,000, asserting
Diamond owed him royalties on
“Misirlou” and other

.
platters. An

amended complaint whereby
Gwirtz accused Music Corp. of
America of allegedly inducing Au-
gust to break the p. m.‘ pact still

GOD’S
COUNTRY

ROBBINS MUSIC CCRPORATICN
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Miami. Beach, March 28.

Though, this fiUmcolony is enjoy*

irig the greatest (and latest) sea-

son in its history, the cafe industry

alone, of all the groups which feed

off the annual tourist invasion, has

come out, in the majority of cases

in the red. Witness to the fact is

the shuttering of the town's top

shots, the Beachcomber and Copa

City, over the weekend after four

weeks of rapidly failing business,

following : slow early starts.

Alan Gale is closing his Celeb-

rity club, too, though in his case

it is a matter Of health and other

business interests, for this spot,

run on a small, tight budget, did

okay. Down the line one can point

only to Clover Club and two intime

spots, the Park Avenue and Bill

Jordan’s Bar of Music, as money-
makers. The rest, outside of an
occasional strip joint, just got by
or else lost money. All this despite

the fact that the, town is loaded

with people^rhas been since early

February,, arid looks to be into

April, with all signs pointing to a

solid spring season.
The recovery by Lincoln Road

swank shops after they, too, were
in the red, might point the road
for the cafemen in the manner in

which the customers flocked in

when prices Were reduced..
Withal, it again looks as though

the belwethers for the industry,

Copa City and Beachcomber, may
not •merge, ending the cutthroat
fight for acts that led into the high
tariffs! which kept the crowds
away in droves. <

New factor stymieing the merger
is filing of Copa City receivership
by another group of .creditors, after

first one had been dissolved, this

time by holders of second mort-

(Continued on page 62)

Hollywood, March 28.

For the first; time since before
the war a complete eight-act vaude
bill is being built here for a Ha-
waiian stand.
Honolulu operators Fred and

Tots Matsuo are buying the $4,500
layout through local agent Art
Whiting. Round-trip fares are in-
cluded in the deal. Helen Forrest;
Eddie Peabody, Serge Flash, Bur-
ton’s Birds and Jacqueline Fon-
taine have been set thus far.

itherist Anton Karas’

After some indecision and hassl-
ing between Selznick Releasing Or-
ganization and Music Corp. of
America on handling of Anton
Karas, the Austrian zither player
has been hooked into Sheraton
hotels in 16 cities. Musician, who
composed and plays the tunes in
SRO’s “The Third Man,” is cur-
rently at the Wardell-Sheraton,
Detroit.

He is under an artists contract
to David O. Selznick, who gives
him a weekly guarantee and splits
evenly With him his earnings above
that amount. MCA gets its usual
agency commission for booking.
SRO’s aim always has been to

use Karas in the best way for ex-
ploiting the pic, while MCA is un-
derstood to have desired to take
bookings which it felt more advan-
tageous from other: standpoints.
It was because of DOS’ aim to aid
the picture that a

:
firm offer from

the Hilton Hotels was turned down.
Sheraton deal provides for

stands of two. to six days. All ex-
cept those in New York and Chi-
cago

;
will immediately * precede

opening of “Man” in each town,
lour winds up at the end of May
at the Park-Sheraton, N. Y.

Blackhawk, Chi, Sets

Series of Unit Shows
The Blackhawk, Chicago, will

try a series of unit shows, to be
produced by Tommy Morton. Cafe
will get a 10-people package, “The
Roaring Twenties,” starting April
5, budgeted at $1,500, written arid
directed- by

:
Mervyn Nelson. Other

units - will follow if initial show
clicks.', 'v

; ^

According to present plans; unit
will be booked into other niteries
following the Blackhawk run. Mu-
sic Corp, of America is agenting;

Dinah’s Record 51G Gross
*

At Shamrock, Houston
Houston, March 28.

Dinah Shore lured $51,232 hi
Hotel Shamrock in the first seven
days of her nitery date here, top-
ping all previous marks. Hotel
sells no liquor, figure representing
food tariff alone.

Singer winds here Thursday (30)
and returns to the Coast for few
days before heading^fOr the special
Bob Hope Easter Sunday telecast.:

The Adams theatre, Newark, has
restored vaude policy, using top
names when available. Thus if
theatre can g^f a top name, even
for one night date, it would build
a show around it.

Theatre is 'also angling radio-
tele units. Horn & Hardart Chil-
dren’s show will play a stand there
April P. Moppets will play two
matinee shows with night shows
allotted to Nbro Morales orch and
the Ames Bros.
New policy goes into effect today

(Wed.) with the five days booking
Of King Cple Trip arid Ray Mc-
Kinley Orch. Other, shows include
the Jack Carson unit April 16;
Three Stooges-Glen Gray orch,
Week of April 21 ; Artie Shaw goes
in April 28 and Woody Herman is

set for May 19.

House started this season with
eight-act vaude bills, but dropped
policy in favor, of bandshows.
Adams had some spot bookings
earlier, but this is the first time
this year that it's set a consecutive
lineup.

St. too Morals Squad

Strikes Out Twice

In Lewd Dance Raids
St; Louis, March 28.

Lt. Jake Jacobs of the Police
Department’s morality squad has
been to bat twice in police court
in recent weeks against dancers
in small bistros whom he arrested
for lewd and indecent exhibitions
but is yet to score a hit. Last Week
Saundra Lee Malavazos, exponent
of the can-can, convinced Judge
John H. £onnor that her dance
was not immoral. Sam Morfia, own-
er, and Harold Bohlen, manager
of the nitery, were also absolved
of similar charges;

Several weeks ago Nita Navarre,
billed as the “leopard-girl,” won
an acquittal before police judge
John-L. Waechler on a similar rap.
Max Barnholtz, owner of the nite

spot also won a walkout.

Atlantic City, - March 28.

Million . Dollar Pier ; has been
leased for 10 years, five years; plus

a five-year option, to the Beach
Amus. Corp., arid: will open
June .10.

,
Lease was cinched after : Mayor.

Joseph Altmah told- civic groups
dhat the city was not interested in
the least in purchasing the prop-
erty. Latter wanted the city to
buy the pier, and convert it into. a.

public park; They included the
Chamber of Commerce; Hotel
Assn, and the Boardwalk Assn.
The property, whose ballroom

and central portion was razed by
fire last September, is owried by
the Associated. Realties Corp., of
which Clarence K. Crossan, Phila-
delphia councilman, is principal
stockholder.

The Beach Amusement Corp. is

incorporated with S. J. Betoff, of
Philadelphia, as president, the
other officers being M. A; Tubis
of. New York City and Harry
Schwartz of Philadelphia.

The group plans to operate the
spot . with a variety of entertaim
ment for moppets and adults on
the order of an amusement park.
Workmen now are leveling the en-
tire front of the pier to walk level,

and will landscape it, putting in a
miniature golf links.

Deal is hatching whereby the
old Hippodrome may become! the
setting for musical

.
comedies.

Lessees are dickering with the
Shuberts for attractions.

Of the new operators, Tubis is

connected with the Palisades Park,
N. J., arid is publisher of Circus
Publications in New York.

Lessees were mum On the rental
figure. It is understood that a flat

rental was agreed upon and
year’s rent paid in advance.

Chi Blackstone Room’s
New Supper Club

Chicago, March 28..

Supper club policy will be in-
stituted in Balinese Room of
Blackstone hotel on. March 30, with
singer Joan Barton; This puts the
room in competition with the

:

smaller swank rooms here like the
Buttery. The Blackstone’s larger
room, the Mayfair Ro6m, retains
its standard format;

Danny Cassella orch , which has
been playing, room solo, will play

'

for dinner dancing arid the show.
New policy Will get a promotional
sendoff With a 10-minute daily TV
spot on WGN-TV at 6:25 p.m.| en-
titled ‘‘Barton at the Balinese.”

. Ringling Bros., Baritym A Bailey
Circus eariy this week caihe to an
agreement, with American Guild of

Variety Artists, which precludes
threatened picketing of the Madi-
son Square Garden when the circus

opens there next Wednesday (5).

Circus inked a letter of agreement
stipulating; AGVA as the bargain*
irig agent for performers working
in the circus, There will be addi*
tional conferences between AGVA
and circus officials starting. April
10 for actual signing pf the AGVA

Indications point to a huge

$65 ,000 gross for the first week of
Frank Sinatra at the Cbpacabaria,
N, Y. Swooner did $46,000 from
his opening Thursday (23) (

to Sun-
day night. . Record for the spot is

still held by Jimmy Durante who
hit $70,000. " Copa, however, is Still

to show a profit during the last

month's operations since engage-
merit of Ted Lewis ran into several
mild weeks,

Sinatra is doing so well at the
Copa that manager Jack Ehtratter
is dickering with Frankie Laine for
a summer date.

Copa lineup so far includes
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, who
open May 4 ahd Mindy Carson on
June 29.

Deal- stipulates that the 1940
agreement between AGVA and the
circus be -.renewed for’ 1950; Early
contract called for: the union’s in-

clusion of roustabouts, but they’re
not included in the new pact; The.
1940 agreement was allowed to:

lapse because of the frequent
changes in union’s . administration
and iriability of the union to enter
a sustained fight at that time;
Whether AGVA will be able to

get an agreement covering wages
and working conditions during this

year, remains to be seen.
Guild was able to get this pact

because of the cooperation with
other American Federation of La-
bor affiliates. In fact, it Was re-

ported* that .the- Ringlings would
find it difficult to get tneir Show
transported because- of pressure
through the AFL council in New
York, Even if the circus did get
•as far as the Garden, it was pos-
sible that other AFL crafts
wouldn’t cross AGVA’s picket line.

The Ringling show is regarded
by AGVA as a strategic victory in-

asmuch as other circuses will also
have to fall in line.

Toro# Niteries Ordered

To Sapoiio Floorshows;

a

Druggists Set

Loew’s Nix Legit Tabs,

to 1-Nite Vaude
The.Loew circuit has abandoned

idea of presenting the hour-long
legiters in its N. Y. houses which
had been using one-night Vaude.
Decision followed the run of “The
Respectful Prostitute” at the Com-
modore and Bedford theatres,

Brooklyn, Both houses will revert

to vaude.
,

Difference in cost of advertising

and backstage crews didn’t pay
off, Grosses were .better, but not

!

enough to warrant retention of
]

Atlanta, March 28.

Georgia Pharmaceutical Ass’n is

turning to show biz in all its varied
facets^-stage, screen, radio, and
television-ras entertainment for
1,800 members due to attend its

Diamond Jubilee convention here
April 3-5.

Name bands to be brought in are
Blue Barron, Dean Hudson and A1
Coleman. Morton Downey will em-
cee shows to be presented at 4,400-

seat Fox theatre, leased for dura-
tion of convention. Other enter-
tainers are Betty BruCe, Rosalind
Courtright, . Cardini arid Dave

Toronto, Match 28.

Liquor License Board has sent
Out waitings to certain night spots
here to cleari up their floorshow
acts, with Board also asking musi-
cians’ union officials to voluntarily
undertake some of the policing.

Apart from the first-rate bistros,

smut has been steadily inserting
itself, particularly among vocalists

stressing double-entendre lyrics,

according to complaints. These
lack even sophisticated subtlety
arid have reached such a degree
that has even good-natured tol-

erants walking out; with short-

sighted operators preferring quick
revenue even at the cost of a de-

teriorating clientele. Warning will

be followed by drastic action, Li-

cense Board states.

LUTCHER SET

TO PLAY DEEP SOUTH
Hollywood, March 28.

’ Nellie Lutcher will undertake
her first Deep South tour next
month with a skein of one-niter
concerts through Louisiana arid

Texas. Trek opens with April 15-

16 stands at Auditorium, New Or-
leans,

:
where chirper will be

backed by local band and get .$ 1 ,-

100 per night. Eight Straight ses-

sions follow, at flat $750 apiece, in

Laike Charles (her hometown),
Beaumont, Sari Antonio, Shreve-
port, Corpus Christi, Houston, Aus-
tin arid Galveston.

Thereafter,' General Artists
Corp. is trying to- set more south-
erri spottings up on Atlantic sea-
board so dates segue into a two-
week stand Miss Lutcher is set for
Cafe Society, N. Y., opening May
11 at $2,000 weekly.

1-

Bill to Extend Insurance
Benefits Dies in Assembly

• Albany, March 28.
. The Curto bill, which extended
jmemploymerit insurance coverage
to musicians, dancers, concert art-
ists and others employed by associ-

1

ations* otherwise exempt, died in
Asseinbly Rules Committee. As*

Ernest Curto, Niagara.
:.
al

ls Republican, introduced it rin 1

-a day of the session.' . jA Sfiriilar measure- was 'killed in
eommittee jast year.

NVA’* New Clubrooms
National Variety Artists have

taken ai two-year lease of the form-
er quarters of the Friars in Edi-

son Hall, N. Y.. adjacent to the
|

Edison. hotel, assuming occupancy ;

June 1. The Friars are skedded to
1

move into their new clubhouse on

W. 56th street, May T,

NVA, which will occupy the top

floor of the build irig, will also fall

heir to the roof, which it will con-

vert into a summer garden arid

solarium for, its members.

Eddie Heywood Trio into the

Click, Philadelphia. May 5^ and the

Apollo; N. Y., May 12 .

Jack Carter, TV comic, will be
emcee for second night’s program,
with Coleman’s band on stage; fea-

turing Ben Yost Ambassadors, the
Merry Mutes, and others. Hudson
and his footers will play for the

two convention dances.

“Ladies Fair;
irig Tom Moore, will originate from
convention floor April 4. Others
scheduled to entertain pill rollers

Will be Johnson Family singers,

network arid recording group.

Miami Clover Club Show

Set as
>l

The Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., has
signed the Clover ' club, Miami,
package for its opening show, Lay-
out, comprising the Vagabonds;
Jan Murray and Rose Marie, will

open April 27.

It’s been an off-and-on deal be-

tween Riviera boniface Bill Miller
and Music Corp of America. It

had been okayed a week ago and
then called off by MCA when
there was a possibility ; that the

N. Y. Copa would pick up the show.
After the Copa’s turndown, deal

.Paramount theatre, Brooklyn, is

experimenting with stageshows in

an effort to bolster trade, with the
first test set for Friday (31) night..

House is using all-colored show,
with Ella Fitzgerald topping. She
will be doubling from N; Y. Para-
mount. Illinois Jacquet band.
Timmie Rogers and Bunny Briggs
make up remainder of bill.

“Port of N. Y.” and “Quartet”
are the two feature pictures cur-
rent at Brooklyn Par for this show.

Weiner Elected Prei
Of Publicists’ Guild

Publicists’ Guild, newly formed
pressagents organization, electecT
Ed Weiner prexy in initial election
last week. Other officers elected
are Sarii Geisori, first veepee; Cur-

. with Miller was on again. This ! tis Weinberg, second veepee; Frnn-

vet show featiir- i
package played at the Miami spot !

ces Kaye, secretary, and Kay Noii-

! during most of the Florida season.
1

ion, treasurer.

Terms run for ensuing year.

Friar• Frolic April 23
Wolfe’* Pitt Nitery

Pittsburgh, vh 28.

Wolfe, comic and former

Merrill
9

1 " Roxy Date
Robert Merrill is the: latest

Metopera singer to play vaude.
He’s been booked for the Roxy the-

atre, N. Y., for a June date. Mimi
Benzell, also from the Met, played
the Strand theatre, N, Y., earlier

this season.

This will be Merrill’s only the-

atre engagement for the time be-

ing. He’s currently on the NBC
TV Saturday #ght. “Show of

Shows” and is slated for a. concert

tour during spring and summer. “

The Friars will hold their 45th
; annual Frolic at the 46th Street •

theatre, N. Y.
;
Sunday evening, 4 ,ny

. . . ,
. t

..

April 23. Friar Abbot Milton Berle ;
ban ‘> «nut«r, has branched outjs

is setting up the show, will oincee ! a cafe.otvner having tust bought

it and appear in a novel (non-i» halt interest in the Clover Club.

minstrel) first part. He’ll: also ’

^e has_ an option on the remain-

weave in and out Of the other tufns i
hg Jnt

l
e/pec

!l
t0 c<

?
ntro1

ac hf-r iicuul the property before the year s up,
as per usual.

^ |
Wolfe’s a local lad; and started

Proceeds will go to the welfa e.,
in show biz in mid-’3Qs in a .

fund of the club, comedy act. Later he joined Blue

it A M FnteroriRM Inc has
Barron ’

s 0I*ch ™ bass PUyer and

heeri chartered^o^conduct a 'thea- J
comedy vocalist, taking over the

New outfit himself for a whild durint

York. Capital stock is $1O,OO0 ,: 1
-Bai;ron:s : Anny stretefi, Recently

$100 par value. • Periger Feder I

Wolfe had been teamed with Marty
were filing attorneys. j

Allen in a vaude act
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Talent agencies are finding it in-

creasingly difficult to get proper

N.Y, • cafe showcases for top acts.

The Copacabana and the Latin

Quarter are probably the only mass

cafe^ that can play a four-figure

salaried turti. The Riviera, Ft. Lee,

N. J., is another spot in the N.Y. I

area that, can afford the higher-

WM Up* Seligman
Bernie Seligman, assistant to Nat

Kalcheim, • head of the William

Moms Agency theatre and: cafe de-

.
partmerits, has been upped to the

WM theatre division.

He’ll work with Sol Shapiro and

pave Shapiro. ‘

...
•'

COMEDIENNE

PERSONAL

WM. H. KING
2025 N. Argylt Avt.

Hollywood 28; Calif*

priced names, but that’s a summer
operation.

As a result, the agencies are

hard-pressed to get N. Y. - bookings

for many acts. If LQ boniface Lou
Walters and Jack Entratter and
,Tulie podell of the Copa reject a

performer there’s no place for him
to work advantageously.

With the current status of nitery

business, a placement in any other

cafe frequently puts the act. at a

disadvantage. Bookers for other

spots viewing the turn, Can’t be

impressed too much with enter-

taining or drawing powers if there’s

a lot of empty tables. Some per-

centers feel that an act might as

well be shown in a rehearsal hall.

The situation is further compli-

cated for the agencies due to the

fact that the Latin Quarter, at the

moment, is going along with mod-
erate priced entertainers. Walters

feels that he does just as well with
less evpensive performers even if

gross is lowdr, since the differences

in payroll and advertising budgets
permit the same profit.

Several agencies have been
working oh Eddie Davis of Leon &
Eddie’s, to open the spot to stand-
ard. names. Except for the times
when Davis is on Vacation or in-

capacitated, percenter pleas haven’t
been too successful.

Danny Thomas Big Click

At London Palladium
London, March 28.

Danny. Thomas opened the new
Vaude season at the Palladium to a

sock ovation by giving t perfect

blend of comedy and song senti-

ment in a 60-minute .
show. Me

clicked immediately with his open-

ing gags and became an instanta-

neous favorite.

Thomas’ success ranks with the

best since the American
4

Star inva-

sion and is a sure indication of

smash boxoffice during the comic's

four, weeks' stint. George and Bert
Bernard again register as do Frank
Ross and Anita La Pierre,

-to-

PATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently

CLUB DATES and
TELEVISION

Chicago, March 28.

Betty Sc Jane Kean into the
Oriental, April 20 for two weeks

, Eddie Sc Lucille Roberts open
|
at the Edgewater hotel, March

j

31 . X:' Leo Salkin has taken
;
over booking of the Club Holly-
wood .. . . Step Bros, fill in two

i

weeks before sailing ‘ for Lido,
Paris, at the Chicago theatre,

March 31 . Ethel Smith and

,

Frances Langford co-headline at
! the Milwaukee Sports Arena, April
9 4 . Jackie Heller set for Baker
hotel, Dallas, April 27 . . . . Willie
Shore, Rita Sc Allan Farrell pacted
for Vine Gardens. May 19 .. . .

Sophie Tucker due at the Chez
Paree, May 12.

Berry Bros, set for the Frankie
Laine show at the Chicago, April
14 . ..... Kenny Milton into Turin
Inn, Sioux City, March 31 .

Gene Baylos comes into the Silver
Frolics, April 14.

Sydney, March 14.

It’s a redletter day for hypnotists
in the Aussie territory. The Aus-
sies, who haven’t seen an hypnotist
in action for a couple 6f decades,

when vaude hit tHe skids, are pay-
ing solid coin to watch their friends

go up on the stage to take a sleep

handout and then go through all

those old stock-in-trade tricks to

bring the same old bellylaughs of

yesteryear.
First to cash in on the new setup

is Frahquiii, young hypnotist

hooked by J. C. Williamson in New
Zealand and brought to Aussie for

a run bid. He’s doing okay, Frah-
quin works solo for 150 minutes,

and that’s something for a single

performer.
Breaking into the lush biz around

the Antips while the boom lasts

are the Great Levante, who for-

merly stuck strictly to magic stuff,

and Tex Morton, a former cowboy
crooner, with other ex-vauders
dusting off their old hypnotic gear
for plays in the keys, nabes and
Stix.

.1
' !— .

' '

YOU MUST VISIT

RAILWAY LOST PROPERTY

when In LONDON for Bargains In

Furs, Fur Coats, Luggage, Travel

and Sports Goods:—Call at 1 Port-

man Street (corner of Oxford
Street), Marble Arch, London, W.l.

Froos Vice Arden
,

Singer Toni Arden, who opened

j

at the Capitol theatre, N; Y., Sat-
urday (25), was forced out of the

i show after the last performance
I the following day because of laryn-
: gitis.

She was replaced by Sylvia Froos
for the remainder of the two-week

. run.

Holiday Attractions, Inc., has
been chartered to supply enter-
tainers and musical acts and to
produce musical and dramatic pro-
ductions, with offices in New York.
Capital stock is 100 shares, no par
value.

MB Cafes in Red
Continued from page 39

LOEWS
THE THEATRES

OF THE STARS >

MARCUS
LOEW

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES
L O EW B U I tD INGAN N E X
160 W, 46th St., N.Y. C. • JUdson 2-2000

gages. Shutdown brought news
that some of the newer creditors
may hot be paid, which again leads
to entanglements. Many observers
wonder if Ned Schuyler, operator
of the Beachcomber, would chance
the accruing debts and inevitable
lawsuits if the merger went
through,
Many of the operators privately

admit that the best thing which
could happen to their biz would be
a levelling off of prices. Some eVeri

admit that many acts have come
down in demands. But the big
ones, fought for as they are, sim-
ply won’t. Not as long as they can
get it. But, in line With the trend,
those who have been close to the
scene for some years' believe that
even the Copa and Beachcomber, if

they remain rivals, cannot afford
another season such as this one.

Be Kind to Customers
And that the patron must be han-

dled more respectably, from head-
waiter down to busboy, And there’s
also the thought that something
must be done to snare that late
biz. It’s been brutal. Many feel it

all must be adjusted to an 8 p. m.
dinner revue and an 11 p. m. sup-
per edition. They just won’t stay
up for a 1 a. m. show anymore.
At least, not tl)e types to be at-

tracted to the oversized spots
which depend oti mass trade to
keep alive. For those who want
the ayem divertissement, they point
out, there are plenty of small spots
pitching for that patronage.

All are waiting to see whaf hap-
pens, now# that only the Five
O’clock, Clover, Kitty Davis are
running in the set-show idea, while
Park Avenue and Bar of Music,
handle the intime crowds, and the
Paddock and Chez Paree remain,
for the strip-minded. There are
the hotels, of course, with many a
club operator wondering how far
the bigger hostels will go now that
they city ordinance limiting the
type of entertainment they can
utilize has been fought to the state
supreme court, witfi the city thus,
far on the losing end.

Sherry-Frontenac hotel, with a
huge nightclub room in operation,
is testing and already planning to
bring in the DeCastro Sisters to
join Nino Yacovino, who heads up
the shows here. Other oceanfronts
will probably join, with Sans
Souci, Saxony and Deldpo definite
to compete; Which means more
competish this spring and summer
for the small clubs, and, come win-
ter, offering stiff opposition even to
the big cafes.

Atlantic City, March 28.

Once again the Palm Sunday and'

Easter Sunday crowds will be
scanned as a barometer of whether
resort will have a good or pool’

season.

But this year, perhaps more than
any year in* the past, at least since
the war, both city, amusement and
hotel people are cooperating in

presenting attractions to lure the
crowds on both weekends.
The pre-Easter fashion; parade

scheduled for the Boardwalk this

Sunday (2) - Will find the city

awarding corsages to those select-

ed pest dressed Women in the pa-

rade.
•Easier Sunday three former Miss

America’s will select the 10 most
attractive hats worn *by women
strollers. Likewise the 12 best-

dressed men will also be picked;
by the beauts.

Muininers’ Bands
The city is trying a hew one this

year in bringing ' sevep of Phila-
delphia’s famous; string ( bands
which enliven the Mummers' pa-
rade here for an Easter Pageant to

Saranac Lake
By Happy BenWay ,

Saranac Lake, N.Y., March 28.

Charles (Chick) Lewis and Mur-
ray Weiss Boston; Variety Clubs
hospital execs, in for periodic in-
spection/ %

:

Marie (Warners) Gallagher and
Charlie Dillon, in from Philadel-
phia to visit Dolly Gallagher, who
Hbs made nice progress from re-
cent setback.

Mabel (Legit) Burns, who mast-
ered plenty surgery and licked a
longtime bed routine, back from a
10-day furlough in New York.

[

Henry Perry planed in from i

• Cleveland for a weekend to bed-
‘

side eliat with his brother Arthur

.

(IATSE ) Perry, who is showing
nice progress.

. New appointments that boost
some of the gang: Jenny Foley,
asst-switchboard operator

;
John

Rosenberg, newspapers; Charlie
Kaufhold and -Sam LaBalbo mail-
Lmen, Sam Kelley and Bob Pas-
quale on special deliverys,
Trudeau Club presented its

‘Varieties of .1950” with entire
proceeds going to the Red Cross.
Outstanding were A1 Porter, em-
cee; Lilo Guggenheim/ accordion-
ist; Sally Dornstein, singer, and a
male quartette. Eddie Vogt staged
the show.

Write to ihose who aire ill.

be held in the convention hall Sat-
urday night (8), )

Nightclubs and grills at the
hotels Will have added talent, and
Will operate About the same as
New Years, when beach front
houses had a 82.50 to $10 mini-
mums, with souvenirs, floorsliows
and early morning breakfasts.

’

George Hamid will open the.
.Steel Pier /With a special holiday
snqw with Jimmy Dorsey Orch
tppling and Vaude show by Five
De Marco Sisters, Johnny Downs
and others. In addition thAre will
be films arid other, attractions.
Hamid again has donated the

pier for, the annual Easter Sunrise
service.

'SUPER CIRCUS'
Tv SHOW
CHICAGO'

APRIL t

New Yerk
Tom Fitzpatrick

_ Chicago

fam Robarti

ii.-

Delay Apollo Dat<s
George Shearing Quintet, sched-

uled to play the Apollo, N. Y , week
of April 14 has cancelled out and
will play the Earle, Philadelphia,
instead. The combo will fill its

Apollo commitment week of May 5.

The five-man crew is set. for a
one-week stand at Bop City, N.Y.,
beginning April 6.

RUSTY FIELDS

ONE

Ixeluslv#

Mlt.: 7
AL DVORIN

54 West
Randolph
Chieago

HAVE YOU SEEN

JACKIE

KANNON

Jane Whyte, former singer with
;

the Phil Spitalny band, is now do-
;

ing a single.

Phil Napoleon’s Memphis Five
signed by Music Corp. of America.

H4,749 Mimics; 75,944 Racords Acts;
4,fi7 Puppet Acts; 913 Knockabout
Acta; 4 Upside down and backward
writers.

r BUT ONLY 1

‘WHITEY’ ROBERTS
ALWAYS WORKING

( But not at the Palace )

BEN JANE

"Often imitated but . never surpassed!"—S. F. Examiner.

NOW — ORPHEUM, LOS ANGELES
L. A. TIMES—"Pafroha triad to keep

Rochelle and .’Beebe doing thoir hilari-
ously funny ballroom burlesque on-

L. A. EXAMINER—

.

. burlasqua
rhumbas and waltz routines as danced
by flossy night club teams, they arc

stage rest of the day, the femme half both amusing and skillful, and Jane
being that rare creature, areal coma
dltnne."

VARIETY.^-". . ; burlasqua ..Sail-
roomology to a continuous rouhd of
audience giggles."

has all the earmarks of i btg-time
comedienne."

Manager: AL WOLF
1501 Broadway, New York City
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CURRENT THEATRE DATES

* STRAND, N. Y. C. - - - - - 2 Weeks
* BUTTERFIELD CIRCUIT - - - 5 Weeks
* ORPHEUM, Omaha - - - - 1 Week
*

A. H. BLANK THEATRES - - 3 Weeks

Million Dollar Theater, L. A.

Just dosed

ORIENTAL THEATRE, Ckicagt

MARCH 9-22

Variety Says:

"S. C. Robinson Helps 'Rio' to Sock

$47,000, Chi.
"

TV APPEARANCES

* MILTON BERLE SHOW
* THIS IS SHOW BUSINESS

CLUBS

* LAST FRONTIER/ L?v Vegas
* LAKE CLUB, Sprin9f1eld. HL

1H

EXCLUSIVELY ON

NEWEST CAPITOL RELEASE

Backed With

"BOUNCING BALL

BOOGIE"

Capitol Record No. 897

STILL RIDING HIGH

!

"NUMBERS BOOGIE"

Capitol No. 70037

MANAGEMENT COUNSEL: Herb Eig<es

V

Carbel, Eiges and Eliasohn

Cadillac Tower, Detroit, Michigan

BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.

New York
745 5th Ave. PI. 9*4600

Chicago
203 No. Wabash

Hollywood
91 51 Sunset. Blvd.
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miVAr Frolics. Cli i f
carries on both physically and yo-

S hits
another gathering spot. ^

, are vigorous
However, before this is accom-

plished, present show format must De
^® .

ueiu
*

,

be revised. Having an aCt working Shine and

are vigorous, but other two hum-

V«dn«fd»y, March 29, 1950

Be ,Love.” Tony Parrish handles vide • hefty boost with their tip- (HOTEL

*SS83iJ^ to

St

Ba"lerin» Ge«i. Melritehnnko Mimi
the record Intro by Ashtbn Stevens, adds class to the revue with a Soto Qnh 'thHSur Cros*

which recalled the days of the inn toe-terp and later in the flnale, v*w» >>, mvmmmn.
when It was the pioneer' of bistros, The aero team of Howard&Wan- . , .

Za6e. da Bell sell heavily and rate a; * swanky, intimate supper
- rousing reception for their final club like the Flame Room, su-

Oval Room. Boston stint,
,
with Wanda doing

r
i head- •

warbling, especially when

<COFDE?°I.Aza HOTEL) stand atop: Howard, who is balanc- ^®«*b«hip.
Boston, March 25, ing on. a teetering board. [oes over for top returns. And

harming, petite Mimi Ben/Piirs light. ! The ballroomology of Hibbert & unarming, petite Mimi Benzeij,

Shine and Stone are promising u^ru^Marshard
J
Ofch ( 1 1) Tony i

Bird builds neatly out of a produc- stunningly .gowned Met opera col-

unlfComedians who 4vc stillS 5

0

^2
’ / */ Won number only to be interrupted ^atura fills such reflu rehients,

UC icviscu. ua.vmg «« mw nvi4w»o •
•—, ,

• -;*. fL,--*. . wini nur i 1/ jiriwiofvw' w wi vrv

well over 40 minutes, Shiite arid young comedians who ^ Peters Trio; cover, $150; $2,

Stone, tends to slow the pace of to realize their potential. As yet,
;
—

the bill, beside'running the entire they are plagued by so-so material. In their first cafe appearai
1 m. . . . • i ’

. 1*. . . L. w . . 4- 4-^‘ •\n/viPkT.i\T I ailfinC*' _ a - ' ww .
^

. i

well o^erin hour and * but the attempt to prompt laughs We.
j

etoUF- »» PV"!
half/ Tighter format could be by swish and blue, stuff isn t a step Mary Hehly, are currently setting

j

Brass Band from Biazil. Nexot

Larue. The Turner Twins with song selections that appeal to

lie the vocals nicely. Do espe- aJi musical tastes. HCr weihTn thpir first cafe aobearance lo- handle the vocals nicely. Do espe- aJi musical tastes. Hei

Jll ‘ Hnv
P/ a nri wi;e. dally well on ’True to. You” and Shosen^numbers vrun . the

achieved by liberal cutting all the in the right (direction a new high in entertainment val-.MUllcyuu uj MM V- ° I a- new lUgn 4U CMWi ianlAAivaiu'
, M #1’

way around, except: for the closer,, Shine does some fine tap work, ues with just about the sprightliest Rose JLOllilgC. Alliany
Nov-Elites, who might include an- especially in his ijmpreshes of Ray 45-minute stint seen here in some .(TEN EYCK HOTEL) : "-

other number. Also Stone and Bolger and Bill Robinson, and also timel What- they do is not as im- Albany, March 22,
Shine might Work throughout the is. a nifty straight man. Stone is portant; to employ the Cliche, “it’s Walter Scheff, Hoy Atwell, Bill
bill, instead of One spot. sharp at dialect quips and stories, the way they do it” that sells so McCombe’s Orch (4); no cover. -

Ginger Kinney is one of the Team goes in for some rough play solidly with ringsiders; -They mug;
freshest femmes to appear . on the to garner laughs., With some slic- put on funny hats, interrupt each Policy of importing names to
Chi circuit arid registers with ter- ing and weeding they would be a other and wander around aimlessly build up patronage in Schine-

viiobeii numbers run me gamut
from grand opera to swing ar-
rangements of popular classics
She even injects comedy touches?
in several. Her performance is ex-
ceedingly listenable, and a filled

(Continued bn page 65)

rifle tap whirls and gets a strong
hand for clogging to “Donkey
Serenade/’ Kay. Kenton, a some-
what demure Betty Hutton type,

ing ana weeping uiey . wuuiuj oe a

good theatre act. -
...

( :

Nov-Elites are a zany trio. While
something of an effort to try and

but it’s all sock ‘entertainment.

Serving'' as a neat opener is

Hayes’ bit spoofing pic travelogs,

Policy of importing names to

build up patronage in Sehine-
owried spot was accelerated Friday
(17) when Roy Atwell came on to
supplement Walter Scheff, featured

sell after lengthy stint of the pre- j with guy hoking it up enough to baritone for past month.

NEW!

« '.i'i '
.

.» ./ <|
: OV/XA .CULlr^JL 0Vi,aa««.v4 v«4^ |*vv W1UI fiUJ 1AUAIAIH At. UK UilVUgll VV

|

* ~

makes themistake. in subduing her
ce(^ng aCt f

group registers never- warm up the audience. Trom then ferent topper will be hooked each
stun. It s when she mugs, and

thejess. Youngsters have a top- on it’s easy, for he teams with weekend under plan ofJioteTs new
. — ....— notch Diece of buffooneiw. backed Miss Healv. a stunner, arid neirfect manager, George E. Chelius, Jr.

i.m.. by some excellent instrumentation, foil for his antics, in a “Disk Idea is to lift night life, at class
NEW!

.
.

NEW! NEW! Teeing off with a straight version Jockey Blues” number; she aping mtery/ and in the city generally

DIAMICOIIWlh CIMPCD of “Oh Marie,” accordionist Frank-
j

Lena Horne and “Chi, Chi” gal out of the doldrums. It’s sometime
riHINlOOimU OllYULR ie Carr follows with neat rendition Rose Murphy, and he. Smiling Jack since .performers like Atwell andH Of “Sabre Dance.” Trio really

} Smith and a lusty Jan Peerce do- Scheff
. have floor-showed here.

mayhems operatic air, “Figaro,”, ing “Bluebirds of Happiness.” Turn Robert Young, Kirk Douglas, Nina
running through it at record-break- gets howls. Another neat bit is Foch, Eddie Dowling , and Mark
ing pace before swii\girig into fast their tearing apart “Baby, It’s Cold Roberts are among the personali-

novelty, “Cicero Mama.” in “Big Outside/’ ties who have recently broadcast
Noi^e From Winhotka,” Joe - Mayer Grabbing the spotlight Miss Hea- ! f

r?m the room on Scheff’s^^
^

platter-

slaps his bass heatedly/^Although I atl^ipU t<^vo- interview program over WPTR/
the. lads get continual applause, calize “Stardust” but is broken up Atwell, adept at double-talk and
their imitation of a hillbilly

.

trio by Hayes: sitting at ringside table master, of mangled English, did
rocks the room. heckling in loud, drunk fashion, seven minutes/ to :solid laughs on
. Bud Prentiss does a yeoman job Remarks wow audience,: Miss Hea- bis first show. Routine is. solid and
with four-piece orch which; is too ly and even; .band boys. Hayes funny, although a Reference to “the j

small for backing the show. At winds with solid characterization Fleischman Hour” on Rudy Vallee
least, another tooter is heeded, of drunk pouring, out woes to bar- might be changed to reimOve. dat-
small for backing the show. At
least, another tooter is heeded.
Don Pedro fronts
group capably and Nina Barbosa Harry Marshard orch backs nice-

1

Scheff, a principal in “Briga-
gets a nice mitt for her Latin

ly. Tony Peters Trio fills lulls. Biz doon” and other Broadway musi-
yOCals. Zaoe. good. Elie.- [cals, displays resonant pipes, fine—— " ' “ —-—-——

i

range, robust style and engaging
College Inn, Oil Hdnev JoliiisOn’s 1’arls “Some Enchanted

(FOLLOWUP)
money .loimsnn S, *«•••*, Evening,” “Peggy O'Neill,” "Sep-

H i r u
P

Z,
M
r'

ch
.
10 - tember Song”, and others. He has

Chicago, Maich 21. Honey Johnson. Claude Azima, audience join in on “Peggy
Although this nitery had been Christian Jouati, Rollo Gladiier; no ' O’Neil ” Fine accompaniment is

scheduled to close about April 6 minimum.
, provided by pianist leader of Mc-

to be turned into swank eatery i Combe’s unit, a local One. Patrons
with dinner music, upsurge in This new nitery, recently opened : in beautifully - decorated room
business since the announcement in the Montparnasse section at 17

,

seemed to enjoy most the rhumbas,
has changed plans for the present. Rue Jules Chaplain, has all the Jaco.

rhumba tender in a serio-comic vein.

might be changed to remove dat-
ing.

'

Scheff, a principal in “Briga-

CHRIS)TINE

GARDONI
"SINGS WITH HER HEART"

Starred N*w York Radio Program
WEEKLY FOR 2 YEARS

CARNEGIE HALL POP CONCERTS
CAROUSEL—MONTREAL

St. R*gi«—Toronto; Coronet—Qutbtc
NOW IN NEW YORK

THE BOULEVARD, ELMHURST, L. I.

Top Crititg Agreo ShV* Sensational

. . . You Must See Her

•
DELL-SPEAKER

1650 Broadway, N. V. C.

Suite 301-3 PLaxa 7-3195

C ollege Inn , Oil
(FOLLOWUP)

Chicago, March 21.

to be turned into swank eatery
with dinner music, upsurge in

business since the announcement
has changed plans for the present. Rue Jules Chaplain, has all the Jaco.
In addition to keeping the “Col- promise of becoming favorite play- —

.

lege Inn Story” running, Les Wein- ground of the American Colony. It Ainntii’ia PikHiinnl Ah0
rott, producer, has brought in new ig operated by chanteuse Honey

A,,iaiW
rott, producer, has brought in new r is operated by chanteuse Honey
material, with show being a tighter

; Johnson, who came over with Rex
package than when it opened 21
weeks ago.

Stewart’s band two years ago and
stayed on to study painting. Club,

(FOLLOWUP)
,

Portland, Ore., March 24,
Marjorie Garretson is making

. Influehcei' .undoubtedly by theiKS'SC'S™; bS S
hark-back vogue to the 1920s, Ward : been turned into a lush, softly lit

^ cSfi
1

Garner and Frank Wagner, have a cabaret. Dinners are still served,
class and ^hnwmfnchin

8
^ AUhlL°i!

"ChiiiGsit Done# Stylists"

Currontly

ROXY
N*w York

Doublii»4

CHINA DOL

L

Now York
. (6TH MONTH)

Diroctiom

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

department
ahd Weismuller has two new terp ^g^arinerT She Ts'backSd by a Union ” ”No Difference in Men ”

of the
e
Fred Astlfre^CaTioca^and ,

four combo, with Rollo and her impression 6f a gal selling
of the J?rea Astaire^ Larmca, ana Qladner, last with Skinny Ennis, sheet music in a dime store.the other a sexy. ballet-type display i on the bass: Claude Azima: violin:

" *

LE RUBAN BLEU. Now York

^ne ptner a sexy Daiier-type^ «ispiay i on the bass; Claude Azima, violin; rarrAtonn ^set to Love For Sale ” Latter is a Christian JOUan. cuitar and fine
Miss Garretson was very gen-

bit torrid for a family room, but
: pSSg bySdl miZ'tes Niftv eow^s

0ft
„,l

t
fv
r 3

n?goes over socko.
i
ihg musicians are always dropping

^ what it takls^ zhd ^lots
P
nf ela«With Don Tennant replacing

; in, and Monday night jam sessions make her bietime She
Cliff Norton, several Skits have . are given. - nwM^ni-alw^f

caiu^s

been dropped, but one rib-tickler I Ineratiatinc cladhanding is han
°W

J?
piai

J

1^ A
|
ox Studek.

has been added, “Stars of
,
Tele-

dlg2
g
bv Miss

g
Johnson and hubbv i

°l.th® best Wlroom teams
vision,” in which Tennant, Frank

; Herbert Gent.rv^Ymma *Am Arioan* I J?
hlV thls t0wi1 °Pens the bill.

, Wonviow anil Ptii’iefinn ATdlcnn fa Her
.
Dert Gentry. Young American Corisoln and Mptha ha" hipnfu niftw

Ptrsonal Mahagtr: MURRAY ROS1

PLACED BY

KALCHEIM & SMITH
R. K. O. Bldg., Now York City

JUdoon 4-3343

Wagner, and Christine Nelson take
! Artists geiXniav' space and the fon?ol° an^Melba do plenty nifty

over as familiar tele types; the an a'lcS |

^rpmg, with few lilts and spins,

western star, home economist, and
|

a
*wi

2

: ^ouple receive plenty .applause,

wrestler. Keno Remero .teriors.i .
Amato has Art and Metba Gibbs

weatciii oidi, iiumc ccuuuimsi, ajiiu
| ..,£,11 *on»aPA»faj .xxrii-v. !

‘vvsnc api««uaci
wrestler. Keno Remero tenors

\ tourist
P
rusb

nt
ffnnd ^wnrd

th
nf

C
rnnirfh I

•
Amato has Art and Metba Gibbs

“September Song” and Ralph Steri ! LnfAH £!qVa n \ f^i m eyery Sunday night with a
ling has new closing number, should make this mteiy a bonanza, troupe of eight people Who do folk
.“Blow, Gabriel, Blow.” Thrush _____ wosfc, dancing as a hobby. This added at-

Eileen Green reminds of Helen
Morgan as she chirps “My Bill.”

Norman Fields croons, “This Can’t

Nile Club and Hotel Managers
This Is tho' First Timo in 5 Ytdrs That

Any Act Has Boon

Mosk, dancing as a hobby. This added at*

« traction has been boosting the Sun-Bellewie Casino. Monti day take.
Montreal, March 24.

Esco Larue, Arnauts (3), Hoio-
ard & Wanda Bell, Turner Twins

, Bl . » .

Debonairs (5), Hibbert & Bird, 117ft fOIlT BllflGenta Melnitchenko, Casino line i

® Mill i lgllVB QIIU
(8), Bix Belair Orch (12), Julio v r - Y - ^ .al

i Reyes quartet; admission 50c-$l. I HB , d, Wftll

COMEDY MATERIAL
For all branch** of theatricals

FUN-MASTER
"Tha ORIGINAL Show-BIx Gag filt"

• Not, 1 thru 31 ® $1.00 aa. •
(Ordor In Saquanco Only)

SPECIAL: First 13 hlos for $10
All 35 Alas for $30

• 3 Bk*. PARODIES, par book. $10 o
• MINSTREL BUDGET ....... ItS o
• HUMOR-DOR FOR EMCEES. $25 #

• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa. bk. $25 a
—or all 4 dlff. Vols. for $15—

• "HOW TO MASTER THE CEftl-
MONIES" (ra-lssua)— $1.00 par eopy —

NO C.O.D.'s

PAUL A SMITH
200 W. 54th St. Dtpt. Y

NEW YORK 19

ACTS, GAGS, SCRIPTS,
parodIes, Special songs
1950 CATALOG FREE

Largest Selection of Comadv/Matarlal-
In Showbiz! Wo also writ* ntatanal

to ordar.

J. It H. KLEINMAN
5144-K StrOhm, North Hollywood, Cal.

Talophona: Hilltld*. 0141

AT THE TOC CLUB
!. WiS.

EDDIE WHITE
"THE PERENNIAL JUVENILE"

has play#d htrt num«rous times before^ but was never
better than now with a carload of new sonqs and stories.

(Signed ) ALBERT J. TUSA.
Tie Toe Club

Fdrsonal R*pr«stntatiyo: .

TISHMAN AND BERGER AGENCY
701Soveqth AVnui
Naw York, N. Y.

In spite of Lent which usually
|

cuts biz heavily in this town and
j

the falling off of trade in general, •

this flashy cafe continues on the

;

upbeat with the ropes up for most !

|
performances.

|

Heading current 1ayout is come-
1 dian Esco Larue, who does his boff
drunk routine with assistance of

!

Hibbert & Bird. This is a natural

;

for this room where patrons go for

'

r
the broad approach and plenty of
aero work. The Arnaut group score
with thipir trick : violin routines and
pick up additional salvos for their
bird flirtation session. Act is simi-
lar to that of their brothers, who
played this spot a’ few weeks ago,
but addition of femme to this
group sharpens presentation and]

' sells their “whistle-talk” in strong 1

j

fashion. .• 'j-.

j

The lavish Kartiarova produc-/
tions are sfiarked midway by a fur

I

fashion show, a gimmick that does
i
well with the distaff arid makes

j

a neat change from the usual
line work. The Debonairs* one of
the slickest tei-p* combos

sto play
this room, please with their me-

'

.chanical age number /. and pro^
1 » r •;>

:

r « v“ t .i » a I- ? ,

It’s Your Figure and Health That Counts
You can aaf, drink and laugh and not grow *** ,f

A;
^

you tako "NURITABS.'V

w ^
TkA Inn aaiHoMia Im oAM%klMoUam aailGfta Witamln ft Cdfl*

You can aaf, drink and laugh and not grow ^

you tako "NURITABS.'V

Tht ingradiant* In combination with Vitamin B c«n-

talnad In "NURITABS" ton* up th* sy*t*m, a* wall

at Imprqvo th* figure. Guarantaad. «afa and pur*.

Upon receipt of ONE U. $. A. DOLLAR, w# will

dispatch a full throp wooks courso, postage prepaid.

AXA. LTD., 17/21, Emerald Strc.1

London, W. C. 1, England

wt wncami tradc ENOvinio

NOT YOUR PAL JOEY, BUT YOUR

—

BUDDY LEWIS
M.C.-Next 13 Weeks

ERLANGER TELEVISION SHOW
t EVERY THURSDAY—10 P.M.

WCAU-TV (CBS) PHILADELPHIA

T7^
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WEEK OF MARCH 29

Numerals in eerinttflgn with blllsbelowlndkate opening day of show
r ’ whether fuller split Week

LKitar lii Mfbnthoios: Indicatos clrouit (FM Fenchon Marco; (!) Independent;
(U'lTdiw; <M) Mots) <F> Paramount; <H> RKO; (*) Stall; (W) Warner;

u*W YORK CITY
N
*Capitol (L) I-

George P»xt°n 0rc
jlcribeth Old
Sylvia Frpoa

«» ..

Margery Mayer
Dean Crane .

-

Beilina Dearborn
Bonnie Bonalde
jaywalkers •

...

Albpdnse Berge
Helen Bodge
Bockettes „ ,

Cbrps_.de .
Ballet

Glee Club . .

palace . (R| 30

gpd Miirpby

west A McfSlnty

Bute Davis
4 Wallabies:
Kurt Jons Dcrs
Martha Kind
Johnny Mack •

Paramount (P)
Mel Torme

;

.*

Ella Fitzgerald -

Sain Donahue Ore
,

Johnny .Morgan
Vic A Adlo. f*

Rafael Monde*
* Roxy (l) 31

Fran WkgreV -<

Harmonicats
Sonny Howard

. mu Callahan
Elsa- A Waldo

strand (W) 31

Count Basie Ore
Billie .

Holiday
3 Chocolateers
Will Mastiff 3

BROOKLYN
Paramount (P)

31 Only
Illinois Jacket
Ella Fitzgerald
Tlmmle Rogers
Bunny Briggs-

_

BALTIMORE
.- Staff (I) 30-1

Frank Brooks
Rosette Shaw
Les LaMarr A
Poppy

Tubby A -Spat*
•3*5. .

J & R Rexer
Riley Shepard
Bert Gilbert.
Dod Dodson

CAMDEN
Towers (I) 31*3

M' A L Ross
Court A Srunder*

.

Johnny Masters
Eddie Lambert Co
Hop, Skip A Jump

CHICAGO .

Chicago (P) 31
Dean Martin .

Jerry Lewis

'

Dick Stabile Ore
Step Bros
~ tnh

t>-

~..lyn Grey
Oriental (I) 31

Margaret O'Brien'
Buddy Rogers
Georgia Kay
Artino A Consuelo
Bob Deu
Carl Sands Ore

COLUMBUS
Palace (R> 30-3 >

Roulettes \DAD Workman ...

Virginia Lee
Think-Drink
Hoffman

Rex Weber
.

M A M Viera
Alan Carney

.

SaUcl Puppets :

HARTFORD
State <l) 1-2

Sammy Kaye Qrc>
Don Cornell
Leo DeLyon
Carroll Sis
LOS ANGELES
Orphoum (I) 39 .

Johnson A Diehl
:

Tyler A St Clair
Archer A Gile :

Mr. Ballahtine
"Fun on
Wheels" rev

MIAMI
Olympia (P) 39

Robs A Hightowers
Barney Grant
Frank -.Cole: Co.
Gloria . Jean

. .

Pat Rooney
NEWARK

Adams <l) 39-3

King Cole 3
Ray McKinley Ore
Dick Buckley .

Earl* Jack . A. Betty
PHILADELPHIA
Carman (I) 39 v

Winton A plane
Bunnell Sis
Roy Douglas
King Bros

Earle (W) 31
E. Hawkins Ore
Savannah Churchill
Erroll, Garner .3

Derby \ Wilson
Nixon (P) 29-30 .

Chamber of
Horrors
ROCKFORD

Palace <l> 31-2
Renee Smith.
Rose Marie Kohler
Dusty . A Norma
2 Zephyrs
Marcus Tp

ST LOUIS
POX (FM) :

4 Hoosier Hot shots
Grayce Edwards
Ventl A Mardell
Kay Windsor
Van Horn A
Aladar

G A R Ross
PhylUs Willis
Alan Carrier

SPRINGFIELD
Court Sq (I) 30-2

Carl A Harriet .

Jimmy Jimae Co
Hank Sieman
Youmari Br.os A F
Fred Lightner
Jack LaRue Co
WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 30

Wells' A 4 Fays.
Susan Miller
Eddie Hanley Co
Lands A. Holland

27
NORWICH.

Hippodrome <0
Cecil Sheridan
Joy Brennan
Mickey . Reid
Billy Miller
Joe O'Reilly
Jimmy Inglis •

Cass, A Keegan
2 Ms. • •

Irene Dickson
'

Terry O'Brien
Nemacs A Violet
M Moxom Girls .

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (Ml 2T

Alfred Marks- :

Paddy O’Neill
Freddie Frinton

:

Finlay Bros
Chevalier. Boy*
Bentley Sis
Willie Carlisle

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 27

Phyllis Dixey . ;

Howard de Courcy
Jack A Stern

.

Irving A Girdwobd
Veronica Martell-

Jack Tracy
Morecambe A Wise
Prince of Wales

(M) 27 ,

Jimmy Edwards.:
Joy Nichols -.

•

Dick ' Bentley

:

Wallas Eaton
SCUNTHORPE .
Savoy <l) 27

Rill WadtUffgton

.

All Bey.
Tommy Lockwood
Fied Wilkin
Eric Corre
Jack Laurie
Johnny Co.rrie
Janet Frazer

:

George Sandifold
Robbie
12 Starlight Lovlies

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 27

Josef Locke

Sandy Powell
Albert Burdoh .

Karina ,

Peter Webster .

Vadlo A Hertz.
Sweet Serehaders

SHEPHERDS
BUSH

Empire (S) 27
Bill Campbell Co
5 Mohawk*
Lance King
Crosbie A Brennan
Sioux Dakotas
Royal Canadian

Choir
WOLVER-
HAMPTON

Hippodrome (I) 27
Phil Strickland
Joanne Gaye
Johnnie Laycock
3 .Lamarres - •

Noel Talbot
Jackie Crosby
Gordon. Jones
10 Adoreables

.

Fred Renwlck
Matt Lamar -\

Vee Suzette
.

WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 27V

Frank. Randle
Hal Swain
Swing Sis
Rita Shearer
Jon Boden -

Mandalay Singers
Kay Sothern
Gus Aubrey
Hal Mack
Dancing Demons

'

A J PoweU
Stan Stafford
Jimmy Clitheroe
A Wazzan. Tp

YORK :

Empire (I) 27
Woods A Jarre tt

:

4 Tune Tellers.
Eddie Emerson r

;

Pep Graham
.

Eddie Williams .

Shorty Mounsy
Creole Steppers

, Cho* rarao
Tony Martin
Joey Bishop
Betty A Jane Kean
Slccardl A Brenda
A1 Wallis
Adorables, (13)

*
Ceo Davidson Ore
Chico Bd

Holsinflo
Ralph Lewis
Chet Roble
Mary F Kincaid
Billy Chandler Ore

Hotel Bismarck
Noble A King
Joe Isbell
Johnny AUadin Ore
H Edgewarer Beach
Mr Ballantine
Charles Sheldon
Betty Norman
D Hild Dcrs (11)
George Olsen Ore

Hotel Stevens
Joan Hyldoft
Arnold Shoda
Morgan .3

Douglas Duffy
Harper Flaherty .

Bob Fitzgerald

;

Skating Blvdear* .

Jack RaftToer
Buddy Rust •

Jerry Mapes
Frank Masters Ore

PalmorHouto
Victor Bojtyge v
Grade Barrio
A A B Lund
M Abbott Dcrs
Eddie O'Neil Ore

Sherman Hotel
"College Inn

Story”.
Phyllis Gehrig .

oon Weismuller
Christine Nelson
Carmen Albino
Norman Fields
Frank Wagner
Ward Garner
Kenneth Remo
EUeen Green.
Cliff Norton
Carolyn; Gilbert
Les Weinrott
Vera Gaban .

Bill Snyder Ore
Silver Frolics

Nov-Elites (3)

Stone A. Shine
Ginger Kinney -

Kay Kenton -

Bud Prentiss Ore
.Don: Pedro Bd

Vine .Gardens
Adeline Neice
Lew. Saxon . ..

Adams Bros
Mel Cole Ore
Pancho Ore

65

Continued from page gi

Flattie Itoolii, Mpls.
room .at the late Saturday night

Lrene Kelly, Bill Rohinson arid

Fred Astaire, with Mgrtel, one*room at the late Saturday night

.

show gave rapt attention and ais'r
Kogue,

.
rounding out

played appreciation! !

1 turn with vocal impressions of

Miss Benzell’s only previous Min-

. impressions
Lorre, Laughton, Wallace Beery;

neapolis appearance was with the
j

Metropolitan Opeta. , Now she
proves her superlative chirpirig ott

the operatic; stage bill, also can
buidge the long chasm to a suppejr
club. She carries the entire cm i

tertainment alone to complete L

Stepirt Fetcnit and Amos ’n' Andy.
Quin.

La Grando Iloilo. Paris
Paris* March 8 .

LiliBonttinps, Robert Sandre, Jo
Liven, Paul Andre Lectcr, Charles

satisfaction; With' . skillful ‘help • Debert, Simone Chambord, Mari-

from her piano accompanist, I jane; no voter. r

Franklin Roger Wolf, she holds her

CANADA
EAST HAMPTON
Granada (I) 27

Victor Seafoith

Rex Gordon Co
Brickbats
Ravic A. Renee,

NEW iOKK CITY

MARGARET O-BRIEN
Recitations
10 Mins.
Oriental, Chicago
Moppet Margaret O’Brien; ex-

MGM-ite, makes an attractive ap-
pearance in her first vaiide date
with her pigtails and plaid skirt;

in her chit-chat: session with
Buddy Rogers she appears well at

ease,. However, frorn then on, her
material,^ consisting mainly of
parts from her pictures, seems lathe
fare, for theatre

.
patrons, especially

without the aid of background,
both setting and musically.

After a short bit from “Three
Wise Fools,'' she does Beth’s death
scene f r o m “Little

. Women,”
which fails to register. For a
change of pace, child essays a bit

! of special material as the problem
miss who goes to feriime psychia-
trist, whom she • drives batty.
While the basic idea might be
funny, the writing is Weak and
Miss O’Brien doesn't look or act
particularly bratty;
Her

is not for the
.
average

tendees., and also.- seems at vari-
ance with her talents. Za.be.

audience throughout.
For her opening Miss Benzell put

dramatic fervor into a showy ar-

rangement of . “Siboney.” There
was Considerable Warmth arid feel-

irig in rendition Of “I Can Dream,
Can't I?” Then a thrilling display
of her upper registers for part of
the mad scene from the opera “Lu-
cia,” in French, won mei’ited plau-
dits. '

.

'*

\
A Cyril Scott love song, “Don’t

Come in; Sir, - with amusing busi-

ness at some of the tables, was
particularly boff; It preceded an-
other standout, a swing version of
“Lo, Hear the Gentle Lark;” An
explanation that her brother-in-
law, Morton Gould, composed the
next number, “Don’t Talk,” from
“Arms and the Girl,” was naively

BRITAIN

i

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 27
Jimmy- Bryant
.T St Denis A, Beryl
Jackie Smith
Mile Alena
Eric Coverdalt
Ted Lewis
Eddie Gay
Les . Cottrellos -

Casino De Paris Go
BIRMINGHAM

Hippodrome (M) 27
Jean Sablon
Johnny Lawson 3
Alexanders
Bemand's . Pigeons
Arniey A . Day
Erikson
Bobbie Kimber
Cnrysis De La
Grange
BLACKPOOL
Palace <1) 27

D A J' O’Gorman
Tommy Jover
•Raf Pat A Julian:
Held Twins
Amazing Nickl
Tony Hancock'
Spurgeon A Tucker
Edith Lewin
Cycling Brockways

‘ BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (i) 27

Riscoe
. A- Pope

K Kortz A Eugene
Tattersall A Jerry
Reading A
Grantley

8 /Malinoffs
Morris A Collins
Edwin Heath
..Brighton
Hippodrome (M) 27
Leo Fuld
Koy.ics

;. Max Wall
. Suma Lamonte.
George Meaton
Musical Derricks
Dick Henderson
Catrons 1

BRISTOL
Empire <l> 27

• ^ A. M. Harrison
Freddie Mirfleld Co
Rob Grey .

Andie Sis A Sandra
Susan A Pat
W- A A. Dey

CARDIFF
.New (S) 27

C Courtney Co
Charles Ancaster
Peter . Rdynor
ACmble Bros A
Christine

Argay
Walter Niblo

EDINBURGH
^ Empire (M) 27
Jfsjae, O’Shea
®lUy Cotton O
Mavno Duo
Arthur • Dowler
Joe Black

GLASGOW

fKSMSS."'

Roy
I

i * ri Arnaufe
!-JLJoktre -

Wlhft ‘uialfo'r
' * *'

Rona Ricardo Co
GRIMSBY

. Palace (I) 27 ,,

Gordon A Colville
Anna Mac
Patricia- A Colin
•GWynhe ’ Evans 4
8: S Fisher Girls

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 27

Arthur Lucan
Kitty McShane
Wilier Neal
LeRoy.S ..SAR Maxwell
Flannigan’s Bd
Roy Holland
Dick Calkin

,

Peter .Bros .:

Eddie Hart
. Dancing Coleens

LEEDS
Empire (M) 27

Rex Roper A Pat
Anne Shelton
Vernon Sis
Jon Pcrtwee
Laurie Watson
Wood AHarmer
Richman A Jackson
Manley

. A Austin
Jackie „

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 27

Frankie ' Howfcr

d

Mills A Belita
Ford A Lenncr •

Mena Minzie
.
A F

Donald B Stuart
Jose Moveno

.

Freddie Harrison
3 Robert.is

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M). 27

: I A S. Davis
I Jimmy. James Co
I Frances Duncan.
1
Radio Revellers
Falcons .

Albert Whelan
Fiddlngtons

.

LONDON
Palladium (M) 27
Danny Thomas
G A B Bernard •

Cass Owen A Topsy
Ross A La Pierre
Jimmy Wheeler
Hurricanes .

Alan Clive
SlicrldnnVBros v

20 palladium Girls
Skyrockets. Ore
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) 27
Capellinys

. .

Haval A Hyl
Chief Eagle Eye
Terry O'Neill
Richardson's. .

Frogmen
Henri Vadden Co

;

Stale Bros
NEWCASTLE
Empire (M) 27

Cheerful Charlie
Chester

Ken -Morris
Fred Ferrari
Arthur Hayes
Edwlna Carol-
Len Marten
Grip- 4

'

Marlottl A Wenman
3 Brahms
Gene Anderson

[WaWWk '

Bird | nno
Charlie Parker
Stun Getz

Blue Angel
Chas. Trenet

.

Stuart Ross
'

Eadic A Rack
Nancy Andrews
John Kelly, Jr .

K Chittisoii 3
Portia Nelson

Bop City
Artie Shaw Ore
Oscar Peterson . .

. Cafe Society
Mervyn Nelson-
Thelma . Carpenter
Cliff Jackson

, .Copscauane .

Frank Sinatra
Larry Storch
Fred A Sledge
Patricia Adair
Lorna Lynn
Russ Emery
M Durso Ore
Alvores Ore 9

Diamond Horseshos
Walter Dare Wahl .

Gloria Leroy
W. C. Handy
Billy Banks
Noble Sissle Ore
Chic Morrison Ore:
ltigoletto- Bros
Jack Spoons.
Frank. Evans ..

Tommy King
Harry Meehan
Billy Banks ...

Harry Armstrong
II Chico

Roslta Rios
Los. Gitanos
Pilarin Tavira
Sarita Herrera
D’Alonso Ore

Havana-Madrld
Tfini Reyes
San Jtian 3
Clave!.- A Farr
Fausto Ore
Pupi Campo Ore.
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

’ Hotel Biltmoro
Harold Nagel Ore

Hotel Edison;
Henry • Jerrfme Ore
Hotel New Yorker
Tony Pastor . Ore
Connie Haines.
Adele Castle.
Peter Kent. Ore

Hotel Pierre
Jimmy Carroll
Talbots
Stanley Melba Ore
Ralph Lane Ore
Ralph Tefcrteller

Hotel Plaza
Evelyn Knight-

:

Beatrice Kraft
Bob Grant .Ore
Mark Monte-. Ore
M Berge re
Emery. Deutsch :

'

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo
Hotel St. Moritz

Roberta - Welch
Leo Pleskow
Erwin Kent -v-

(lamoili Ore
Hotel : fit Regis

Julie Wilson
Laszln A P.cpito
.Milt Shaw Ore
Hotel Sholbourne
Monica Boyar
PhU Leeds
Eddy Manson

Marjery Welles
1 Paul Villard :

.

: Cy Coleman
Hotel Statler

Jimmy Dorsey Ore
Hotel Taff

. Lopez Ore
! Hotel Warwick
i
Johnny Thompson

j
Airline Trio

' - Hotel Weylin
1 Rudy Barron Ore .

J

Latin Quarter
Russel' Swann •

I Vikings
. ,

j

Liiida . Lombard
Francis A Grey
Ernestine Mercer

.

Lucienne A Ashour
Blister' Shaver
Ar< VVaner Ore. .

Lt Coq Rouge
Oscar Calvet Ore
Jack- Towne Ore

Leon A Eddie's
Eddie Davis ,

i Jean Gary
;
Jean Mason.

' Bella Smaro .

I .Lyda A Yaniii
|
Johnny. Crawfoi d

Macombo .. .

i Baer A Rosenbloom
Roy Sedley
Boylan A King

{ G ordon . Andrews
I Monte Carlo
Dick Gaspare'.-0.ro
L» Playa (>-.

No 1 Fifth Ava
.
Walling A McHugh

i DOwrtey A b'onvuii
Hazel Webster

.
Old Knick

Billy Bryant
;
Paul Killiam

I

Janie Stevens
!
Frank Way ne

J

Charlotte Ray 1

I
Rob Gallagher

' A1 Cooper Ore
.- Old Roumanian

• Sadie Banks
I
Steve Murray

i Gerri Gale .

|
JoctUiie Florio

! Joe LaPorte Ore
! D’Aqu.ila Otc

. Park Avo
• Betty Reilly
j.Ruth Davis.

'•

i Glenn Abbott .

... Penthouse
• John Conte .

Dorothy Ann
Npreen T.tate

'

Rubart Bleu
; .Kirk\vood A.
•' Goodman
i Lavrv :Blake .

.

! Estelle boring
: :i Riffs. ; .

i Ronnie Graham
.
Julius : Monk . . .

Normnn Paris 3
. Vorsaillot

: Kay Thompson
’

, LCe Scott

:

i Buzz Mil)er. :

\
(lenrge- Martin

.
. .

•

> Emile Petti Oro
: Fanchito Ore

Villas# Btrn
Lilli;; n- Lee .

,
J. Kirk. A Madeline

I
Fletcher 3

! David Blight
' Bobby Myers

Villago Vanguard
Weavers
Clarence. Williams

Waldorf-Astoria
Dorothy Shay
Edd>* DUchin Ore
Misclia Borr Ore

.-. RaSrmorid Fauchet, who operated
lie St. Yves club, has shifted to
the right bank arid has located, his
new (?afe a. stones throw from the
Avenue de TOpera. Place, which is

unpretentious, has been very taste-
fully decorated by Van MoppeS,
a^d is packing them in, though
tlicre is neither orchestra nor
dancing; No food is served and
wine is not compulsory. It is capi-
talizing on the current craze for
the. turn of the century period
and the need of a boite where
Parisians: can drop in for a little

while to enjoy the nightclub at-

mosphere without spending much;
Paris cafegoers are currently
watching their coin.

Lili Bontemps is a personable
gal

,
who dishes out

.
the stuff they

given, “The Dance,’’ from the
t

crave for with considerable gusto.
“Barber of Seville,” afforded the

:
Jo Liven, in the red pants of the

opportunity for a display of dra- 1900. private^ is
1 bringing back the

- jL* --
; J.J _A • J 1 •

. A niTAM A'C i.U #V J A .»i.flavor Of the old Ambassadeurs of
Polin' fame. Pulchritude is sup-
plied by ingenue Simone Cham-
bord, a brunet, easy on the eyes.
Robert Sandre acts some real-

istic songs while Paul Andre
Lecler warble's some sentimental
stuff. Charles .Bedcrt brings in his
material the flavor of the old Boule-
vard. Marijane is a girl who sings
fancy songs of the 1900 period with

Filal

K

r enough oomph to make them gape,
„ ^

:
Fauchet is a club manager who.

^ . Kansas City
,
M^rch 22. has glad-handing knowhow, and

nariv nrartv «
Georg

e^
Gobcl, Jacli Martpi_ &, the place, named after the Ferrisia

y^- «
Dr
^n

ty
* « „ • „ l Ray Mattel, Joe Oliver Orvlt ( 71, v\ heel which Was one of the tea*

for the &ver\Ie at
wiPl

,
Carrr>'e'n Velez: ’«> cooer ;or tures Of the 1900 international fair,toi tne

. average ineane at-
. gets tremendous word-of-mouth

matics, animation and vocal pyro-
[

technics. For encores, after stop-
ping the show, songstress made
even such oldies as “Where Have
You .Been, Billy Boy?” and “She
Wore a Yellow Ribbon” ear-beguil-
ing. Many in the audience responds
ed to her invitation to join her
during her swing, interpretation of
“Annie Laurie.” Rees.

VIRGIE & ELREE
Rollerskating
4 Mins. .

Apollo, N. Y.
Virgie & Elree, a boy and gal

This :Baltimore Avenue restau-
• rant, opened by the Eddy brothers
less than a' year ago, is making a
bid as a key entertainment spot

,

of the. downtown loop, and doing
; okay. Policy is a name act

.
com-

publicity. Maxi.

Bob Steele’? Circus Tour

by Accident

Negro rollerskating duo, start off formers _
with some mild pirouetting but ! _ Current layout, includes C- orge ;

soon shift to more spectacular rou
tines. Tall male spins and simul-
taneously whirls his petite partner ! ;

[
in the air by alternately holding !

h
' her feet and arms. Their bbie and i V’

yellow costuming is a visu

bined with orch and special per- „
Hollywood, March 23..

vu. 1 uu l Wuu, w Bob Steele, film cowpoke inked

Gobel, Ghi comedian and one-time ' <'3 featured western star with

radio entertainer, as bill-topper, Clyde Beatty Circus for its 35
and the Joe Oliver Orch. which week season, tore a kneo cartilage
has in Carmen Velez a luiicful while making trailers for televi-

r blue and ' voung singer and personable m.c.
|

sion reissues of a .'group, of his old

isual help
1 Gobel spiels a line Of chatter in a outers, and will be hospitalized for

nlA ..cpo a !

homey, dovymto-eartli
;

Vein; for a several weeks.For a climax, the couple uses a
l steady outpouring of chuckles, and

standard bit. Lad affixes a.strap 1^^ \vhiie
^c sustained while

around his neck and the eal clamDs ™ aoing a pony express stunt, when

Gilb.

JUANITO & ANITA
Flamenco
8 Mins ; Two
Pa 1 ace, N, Y.

LOs Angeles this week, but will

rejoin the Circus in about three
weeks.

Best Acts in U.S., P. R. H
Importing L^»tin Show

One of those coais-to-Newcastle

around his neck, and the^
^

gal clamps^
^ he^rums hiT^niK^Whi riiii d^

on the other end with her molars, liverv^d^

£

t hls ,10rse stumbled and threw him.

;
:

As
\¥ ;% fhe

j
;

»e!s We stand in

i rotates in midran atYhe end of the
j-is material leans to the sophisti-

!

stiap. Virgie and Elree have an and satirical, nicely filling
. okay novelty turn, but it lacks sut-

1

25 minutes.
_

and finesse to i Velez opens the show, vocaling
quality lor the better bookings. ‘•Bobaloo’/ in full-fashion in both

English and Spanish lyrics to nice,

round
.
from the patrons. Young 1

singer gets a good deal out of bal-

lads and romantic type of sings.

As m.c. and front mail for the bookings is Alfred Suarez, presi-

. Oliver crew
;
likewise handles the dent of the Candido Beach fiotel,

Juan ito and Anita are a classy
' assigrimerit in genial manner. S»b Juan. Puerto Rico, f ommis-

. hoofing team more suitable for; While Gobcls, Velez and the sioning Benito Collada, boss of
swank cafes than vaude bouses, orch comprise the regular show, New York's El Clrco. to .book him

! where their art might not be ap-
,

Eddy 1

’s fosters a policy of the unr ?tn all-Latin show. Collada ope;>
:
prcciatcd. Duo gives bui

.

with:, expected- i‘n-;entei’ta.inment ancl-.fre-
. a tc's his own: 'Spanish nitery in the

.
authentic flariienco steps with quently runs on an extrsc act tor a Greenwich Village . sector, but

|

flair for the intense rhythms, in m^bt or two, or even a single per- t;uarcz figured ( 1 ) Collada knows
their heel-andrtbeing.

v
0t
Mnl'!^ the standards for

^
ari international

; Team is handicapped only bv v'
. ,

prid-jy ^ ik line-uo Alnrtin ;i>atronage,7 such’ 'a,
s'

• trie'-. San Juan
;
tlicii- lack oF commo.i-eiiil flavor. ^ okay in his tap impressions of --hpstelry.^ci?. and.jayscfcmhniy

i It s a standout turn but ior spe- _ the best Latin talent is in America,

j

cialized situations, : Flcrm; ™. Collada accordingly is

eal -•-•'achieves-

j

LILLIAN CAVELL
Songs

;
9 MinsV; One

! Colonial; Albatiy

|
Tall, dark-haired

smoothest . results
Miss

;
Cavell works

.

' energetical ly . but

.
polish. .

Strikingly garbed in a Jow-eut

picks up momentum with the ap-
1

bling a 10-pcople . compr.n” lor
pearance of two more puppets- April 25 debut at .

th Candido

,

from behind the low solid fence : Beach hotel. Show will cost $3.(100;

behind - which they woi k.; Before with the band $5,00(i. 7 Stiaroz oavs
the act closes, a total of six clum- fares both ways. lie says l.'i^re

mies come into play. isn't a sufficient reservoir o de-

.
Pint? -.* noumti su ap liifit iiiustd -pat ohovussed hv- the- six' figures i*m
imVliAnAi. PAmiwnl .'anrl rlicll-i/.lcrl V,J CnOlUSStU OJ me MX

^

«

a
I

3

C

i

: (two of them feinmest in quickly closed at the Caribe-Hilton in
troni the VocaliZ ing \\ hen enu.ht.

joiatirig sequence.
'

'

.
. Puerto Rico. Suarez wants a band

several bows^m No.^2 spot, a Solid for any situation. Hern).- of that calibre for his spot, plus an

7 :

‘

alternate' relief combo.

deity gambling casino 'it’s, b-gal

PR). MigueJito VaHlf;/. juSt

!

»ia ' i>ali-ons do,, not ont|-;.tu-;- over cilAMBI.ItS & BLAIRtemme oanai-ics. Joro. noI|ersk„ine
i '. 'T Mins.; Full

KAltL & KING
Ventriloquv
10
Palace

Palace, N, Y.
Chambers and Blair are a gobd-'

#

CHICAGO
Jack Tvtfctt
Janet Campbell
Decn Kherman

m$SQ8' *

,Sammy Shore
Sherman I-Iayes Ora
Blockstbno Hotel

RESIGNS FAIR POST
Dallas. i'U.'ireh. 28.

AV. H. llit'/.elbergcr, sirice 1948
the
2 to

)re

low a familiar iorniat. tms lurn enccuvciy naMiy iwi u.i^
» The four fairs from 1946 through

makes a . iiriique (lepaituie,. for a
, . <

,
. . 1040 were the most -successful of

Sti-dlig impact. Youthful duo open 1 Duo specialize m .gating-dance
new

in conventional manner with each routines interspersed with -last J-cars series, uesioes new

with, tlio IwMInfl of the sal around '-he I
bpildinKsadd^ to thetar^grounds,

usual patter ' and wiso-crarkhiv yfloor.
_

It’s a fioo^ vaude ommr
v _
i®^WWwdte*utti«eJlons

#
ti,«W

;

Auncutuifr ' AM hnw^ver. tinu'k Vr . tienti

»

pieseniro*

D
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Capitol, X. 1.
George Paxton Orch (14)

r
with

Gregg Lawrence, Toni Arden, Artie
Dann, Meribeth Old; “The Yellow
Cab Man” (M-G) , reviewed in Va-
riety Feb. 22, ’50,

The Capitol bill fails to generate
any degree of excitement. It’s a
collection, of entertainers with a
good potential that fails to pay
off in applause or boxoffice values.

As is the case with most shows
of this type, the major response
bility on getting the bill across, is

left to the turn occupying the next-
to-closirig spot. Artie Darin, in this

position, hits some tough sledding
. in the early portion of his turn.
. His material, filled With Italian
asides not Understood by many
payees, isn’t of the best, and he
fails to establish himself as a. funny
fellow until late in his act, The
major emphasis is still on his king-
sized proboscis, and he makes the
most of that facet. But it’s still not
a strong enough hook to carry the
bill at this house. '

George Paxton, who isn’t doing
too much batoning these days be-
cause of his preoccupation with his

duties as a song publisher, has col-

lected some good sidemen for this
occasion. He gives a varied set of
numbers a good ride with an in-

strumentation of five brass, five

reeds and a trio of rhythms^ Show-
ing up best is a colorful Sy Oliver
arrangement of “That’s A’Plenty,”
which gets in some fine musical
figures. His showbacking is excel-
lent.

.

'

v

Another orch item showing up
well is a medley of pops culled
from classics and folk-tunes. It’s a
well-produced number with off-

stage announcing by vocalist Gregg
Lawrence, who chimes in with the
final tune, “There’s No Tomorrow,”
Lawrence, a well-groomed chap,
has some uneasy moments at the
start, He begins his Vocal maneu-
vers in a manner that looks> like

he wants to make the kids swoon
immediately. The juves apparent-
ly aren’t taken over that readily.
Tohi Arden, who has had a long

apprenticeship as a band vocalist,

has been getting a jukebox ride
with her Columbia disk version of
“Rain.” The tune is naturally in-

cluded in her session and it Shows
up nicely. Vocally, she’s okay, and
potentially looks good. She does
well enough, though, to get into
the good graces of the audience
with earned encores. Unfortunate-
ly, she was forced out by throat
trouble after Sunday’s perform-
ances. Sylvia FrOos replaced.
Meribeth Old, first act on the

bill, impresses with her supple con-
tortion work. She combines a de-
gree of cuteness in her posturing
to get the measure of the crowd.

Jose.

Alliaiiilira9 N. Y.
Andy Kirk Orch (13), Willie

Bryant, Son & Sonny, 3 Riffs, Ap-
pletons (2), Harris & RadcKffe,
Valaida Snow, joe Morris & Susan
North, Yacopis (6 ); :

“The Green
Pastures” (WB).

The RKO Alhambra’s periodic
forays into vaude is gradually es-

tablishing an audience for this Har-
lem house. During these weeks
there’s terrific competition between
this theatre and the nearby Apollo.
The current semester, the RKO
outlet has a highly playable vaude
bill competing with the Apollo dis-

play topped by Dizzy Gillespie
band and Nellie Lutcher. Many
Harlemese are patronizing both
houses. Business graph in both
theatres is on the rise when the
Apollo counters the competition of
the Alhambra with top acts. It’s

apparent that competition; has
given this section’s theatregoers a
better break,

Though the Alhambra bill com-
prises good talent, it’s a sprawling

. affair currently, in which the turns
stretch the time too iriuich, The
six acts take approximately 90 min-
utes, which destroys the show’s

' pace.
•'

:

As usual, lyiliie Bryant does
well as emcee. He shows a famili-
arity with patrons of this sector,

At display caught, he had to leave
midway. to assume his disk jockey
chores from the nearby Baby
Grand nitery. He’s a definite draw
in this area, and is accountable for
the sizable trade here, despite the
stiff competition,

.
Another local

regular is Andy Kirk’s band, which
accounts for excellent show back-
ing. Jimmy Crawford, drummer
for the late Jimmy Lunceford,
joined the outfit for this show.

Openers are Son and .Sonny, who
chow a good line of ballet-styled
taps. Their dance designs are suf-

ficiently commercial to get maxi-
mum applause here.
The Three Riffs, doubling out of

Le Ruban Bleu, please with a good
tune assortment which carry ex-
cellent comedic overtones. Fur-
ther novelty is by the Appletons, a
fwa-girl-end-map . adagio, threesome
which calls for a dash of mayhem

and knife-throwing, and gets good
all-around results. Harris and Rad-,
ciiffe’s comedy is effective. This
vet comedy duo still have one of
the funniest Negro talking acts,

but their apparent efforts to kill

time militate against them.
Valaida Snow tends to overdram-

atize her songs: In small doses it’s

okay, but protracted session can be
wearing. She gets off to a good
hand, when she shows some speed
with a trumpet session.

Joe Morris’ comedy, done in a
box, is oldtime but has some effec-

tive moments. This ancient format
works .out. fairly Well. Susan North,
provides the assist from the stage.

The, Yacopi .troupe, in the closer,

exhibit their highly developed, tee*

terboard turn for excellent results.
Jose.

.
Apolla, IV* Y.

Nellie Lutcher, Dizzy Gillespie

Orch; (14 ) with Joe . Cariolli

Johnny Hartman, Teddy Hale, Vir-

gie & Elree, Spider Bruce & Co.;

/Chain Lightning” ( WB)>
.

Lent must be taken seriously in
Harlem, for despite stage fare
headed by Nellie Lutcher and
Dizzy Gillespiels band plus “Chain
Lightning” (WB), riabe first-run,

business was only fair at first

show Saturday night (25). : Miss
Lutcher and Gillespie give the ses-

sion plenty of individual zip. How-
ever, the 76 minutes running time
could be tightened considerably.

Goateed Gillespie, with three
rhythm* five reed and six brass,

registers neatly with his musician-
ship as well as his eccentric man-
nerisms. Combo opens the bill

with a brisk “Just You” to pave
the way for its leader to pull some
bop tongue-twisting with vocalist

Joe Carroll. Unique chanting is

good for ample returns.

Miss Lutcher’s staccato warbling
and facile pianistics get her across
solidly with the house’s clientele.

Does some five numbers including
her wellknowri “Hurry on Down”
and “Real Gone Guy/’ - Somewhat
new in her repertoire is the oldie.

“Fine Brown Frame,” which she
dramatizes in sock fashion.

Sandwiched in the layout are
songster Johnny Hartman, terper
Teddy Hale, Spider Bruce’s com-
edy bit and' the rollerskating turn
of Virgie and Elree, reviewed un-
der New Acts. Hartman displays

a pleasing baritone, However, his

talents seem more fitted for the

pop ballads than for the challeng-

ing “Old Man River,” on which
he nevertheless netted a healthy
salvo.
Teddy Hale, who once trouped

with Ted Lewis, is an effortless

stepper whose routines are classy

and well executed.
.
His softshoe-

ing is meritable as is a stretch of

rapid-fire terping sans musical ac-

companiment. While Hale’s work
holds interest through most of his

12 minutes onstage, his long time
allotment takes the edge off what
otherwise would be a much
punchier act.

Spider Bruce’s comedy blackout,

usually a consistent laugh-getter,

is pretty weak stuff this week.
Trouble is that this “after-hours”

saloon sequence has such a tepid

punch-line that the whole thing’s^

not worth doing.
.

Gilb.

Oriental* Chi
Buddy Rogers, Artini & Con-

sitelo, Georgie Kaye, Margaret
O’Brien, Carl Sands Orch; “Gold-
en Gloves. Story”' CEL).

Current bill has many uneven
spots which will have to be ironed
out before show hits its deserved
potential. Main change, of Course,

lies in reroutining Margaret
O’Brien’s act.

Buddy Rogers hasn’t lost any of

the personality which he displayed
in the early ’30s; in fact, it Seems
he’s more at home now with thea-
tre audiences. . He handles emcee-
ing With ease* and also clicks with
jazz version of “Liebestraum;” his

duo piano Work .with Charlie
Bourne in a classical number, arid

ending with a flashy 88ing of “I’ve

Got Rhythm.” Offs to. solid returns;
Artini and Consuelo, working in

street clothes; make a good impres-
sion, but might, have registered
stronger with better costuming,
fl’hey get nice reception for their
ballroom terping of . various styles
of dancing, the best being their
Latin numbers. Georgie Kaye,
youthful comic; has some good
yarns in his routine* but fails to
get the best values, as he’s; too
fast bn the quips. While some of
the gags are familiars, several Of
them hit the mark, especially the
skit on a daffy psychiatrist And his
patients. Liberal weeding and
shortening would make his act
more punchy. \
Margaret O’Brien (New Acts),

film moppet, seemed not properly

S
repared for her vaude debut,;
ogees comes, back to tie things

iiflywith, Session on .drums ifort jt

strong finale. Zabe.

Strand9 N*Y»
Billie Holiday, Count Basie $ His

All-Stars (9) r Will Mastin Trio,

The Chocolateers {2): “Barricade”

(WB), reviewed in Variety* March
3, ’50.

Current bill has potent mafquee
strength, particularly for jazz-

ophiles, and should give the thea-

tre a good two weeks, if packed
houses the last two shows opening
day (24) are a criterion. Show is

fast, entertaining, ' and filled With
high-caliber talent, only fault lying
in the pacing which lumps jump,
dance apd comedy numbers in the
first 40 minutes, leaving Billie Hol-
iday’s blues and ballads spotted
at the end. Billing obviously could
have it no other way, but it still:

makes for uneven routining.

Basie All Stars’ opener, “Royal
Garden Blues,” clarinetist Buddy
D»e Franco’s two solos, and Georgie
Auld’s tenor sax contribution are
all top-drawer jazz. Highlight, how-
ever, is “Basie Boogie,” midway;
through the bill, The Count’s finger
Work on the ivories long ago need-
ed no further improvement, and
yet he seenis to play more bril-

liantly, more effortlessly with each
succeeding appraisal of his tech-
nique. Backed strongly . by his
eight-piece jump crew, Basie is an
object lesson in jazz piano at its

finest.

Chocolateers, knockabout dance
1

trio, are best when sticking to the
foot work. Comedy efforts don’t al-

ways come off, and the talk rou-
tines are marred further by being
too lengthy. More of the fast aero,
hoofing that closes the act would
get them off to a better hand,
Mainstay of the Will Mastin Trio

is Sammy Davis, Jr., featured in
the billing. -Mastin (young Davis’
uncle) and his father tap expertly
to open the turn, but from then
on it’s all Davis, Jr. Lad is excep-
tionally talented as both tapster
arid mimic, and if his career de-
pended iipon doing only ope . or
the other, it would be a tossup as
to which would get him farther;
Tap imitatiop of the late Bill Rob-
inson, plus several other intricate
toe-and-heel routines, ; indicates no
limit to where he might go in that
department, while voice arid face
impressions of Cagney, Jimmy
Stewart,; Edward G. Robinson, and
singers Sinatra,. Laine, Eckstine,
among others, stamp him as a sock
mimic. It’s a curious and amazing
blend of unrelated talents that pro-
duced a complete showstop. when
caught.
Miss Holiday, looking exception-

ally well in a white gown and un-
der soft pin-spot lighting, does her
accustomed superior job of jazz
warbling. “Lover Man ,” “Crazy He
Calls Me,” “All of Me” and other
blues items, plus a couple of up-
tempo numbers, reveal once more
this singer’s distinctive, subtle way
with a lyric. Especially hep crowd
'at the show caught couldn’t get
enough of her/ Rich.

Olympia* Miami
Miami, March 25,

Rudy Vallee, Ted 8e Dennie Pe-
ters, Prof . Marco Maliny,\ Shirley
Martin, Bingo the- Chimp, Les
Rhode House Orch; “Captain Chi-
na” (Par).

There’s a 'balanced measure of
variety here this Week, with Rudy
Vallee easily rating the . topliner
slotting.

The vet songster 'still retains
that youthful quality, and offers a
well-rounded stint which includes
his croonings of “Whiffenpoof
Song,” the nostalgic “Vagabond
Lover” and other pops identified
with him for years, plus some in-
genious tale-spinning that garners
laughs and sets him solidly for top
honors. v
Runnerup on applause meter is

Shirley Martin. Tall blonde has
played here previously under vari-
ous names, but each time with a
zingy session of songs, plus hilari-
ous impreshes of Louella Parsons,
Carmen, Miranda, Billie Burke, et

: al. Material
;
is fresh and clever.

Balance of bill is fair. Ted and
Dennie Peters contrib standard
terp routines tri okay returns. Pro-
lessor Marco Maliny. does a shad-
owgraph canto that gets over. Nov-
elty slot is also filled by the chimp,
Bingo, who Clicks with the audi-
ence. Lary. ,y

Fox* Detroit
Detroit, March 25.

Jack Carson, Robert Alda, Janis
Paige , .

Honey Bros ( 3 ); Tommy
Wells, House Orch (17): “Mother
Didn’t Tell Me” (20th).

A too-liberal supply of Indigo
from Jack Carson's troupe pro-
duced some bare laughs and ap-
plause from a near-capacity audi-
ence in the 5,000-seat Fox at show
caught Friday (24). ’

«*

Carson gets things started with
three

#
rapid-fire, very blue, very

tired jokes that get only, lukewarm
reception.. The Honey

,

v pros/, acro-
batics, particularly the rope-jump-
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ing - while - lying - down routine,
warms the audience considerably.
Tommy Wells teams with Carson

in a newspaper skit that rates well.

From then on, Wells is employed
to chase a bosomy girl across the
stage at intervals. Each time he
carries a different article

.
used for

reclining—i.e., a cot, a mattress—
and each time Carson renfarks: “I
knew He had something in mind.’ 1

Smuttiness ’ becomes a little

heavier When Robert > Alda joins
Carson, ending with a Jane Rus-
sell tidbit that gets half-hearted
response. Alda also sings “My Blue
Heaven” and “O Marie.” /
A parody on “Dear Hearts and

Gentle People” gets Janis Paige
Off to. a very slow start. It doesn’t
fit her vocal equipment. She re-,

coups neatly with ”1 Can Dream,
Can’t I?” snaring one Of the best
hands of the session.
Carson arid Miss Paige duo with

“I Said My Pajamas,” arid then
go into a much too-long routine oii

Carson’s effectiveness as a lover*

Alda gets into the act, which ends
With a homo twist that reduces
the audience to. embarrassed gig-

gles.

Arden and Hartman, dancers,
billed as "part of the .show, did not
perform at the performance caught;

Tew. '

Paramount, L.A.
Los Angeles, March 23.

Dick Wesson, Gil Lamb, Johnson
& Johnson, Mary Jane Reid, Fan-
chonettes (20) , Rube Wolf & Orch
( 14) / with Ronnie Gibson; “House
By the River” (Rep).

to dr Anita, Jack Gilford, The Her.
zoos W; "Side Street” (M-G ) re-
viewed in Variety Dec. 28, >49,

‘ Current bill has speed, variety
and several ace turns to furnish
solid entertainment values. It’s one
Of the strongest shows to play this
house in recent weeks.

Catherine Harris flashes some
neat hoofing. Smooth and trim
Miss Harris makes a specialty of
toe-dancing routines with tap beats
One of the standout items on the

bill, Karl and King sock across an
unusual ventro act (New Acts)
Also reviewed under New Acts are
the flamenco team of Juanito and
Anita, arid Chambers arid Blair
who open with a roller skating
team.-;

Only straight musical turn in the
layout, Lester Cole, with a fenime
quartet, deliver several standards
in conventional style. Cole does
a schmaltzy solo on “Lucky Old
Sun’’ with good audience results,
while each of the girls takes a
brief solo to show off their strong
pipes as an effective closer.

iri a hokey musical vein; Ken
Whitirier Has a firstrate comedy-in-
strumental act. Garbed With tricky
hats arid a bowtie, Whitmer plays
briefly but expertly on nearly a
dozen different types of horns arid
fiddles for solid payoff both, for his
musicianship and incidental sight
gags.-'

Paramount is. offering a snappier-
moving show for its second week
of stageshows revival, but house
still has a long way to go before
hitting the solid class. Grossing
possibilities here would seem to
hinge on strong name values.

Rube Wolf’s orch is blowing bet-
ter

:
notes; the Fanchonettes are

stepping in smoother precision,
arid lighting and costuming are ef-
fective, These are among the top

.

credits this Week. Gil Laihb, hold-
ing over, with Dick Wesson added
as a new starter in the featured
billing, provide the chuckles; Else-
where are Johnson & Johnson, good
juggling team, and Mary Jane
Reid, an adequate Ventriloquist.

Wesson, working with Ukie She-
rin, has some gag material that is

hardly fresh, and some imitations
that get across nicely. His Jane
Russell impression is the most hi-
larious during the 16-minute stint.
Lamb uses a switch of material
from last week, except foi a re-
peat of the bebop film fan Top
fur. is his harmonica turn, the big-
gest laugh-earner on the bill.

Fanchonettes start the program
with a Showy beach number and
close the bill with a repeat of their
“Scottish Precision.” Latter makes
a good impression on stage but
shouldn’t be seen again for some
time. Ronnie Gibson; orch vocalist,
does a very good piping chore on
“Dear Hearts” and “Stormy Weath-
er,” strengthening the impression
she made last week.

|

A sixman Combo from the stage
orch, plus Wolf on truritpet, pro-
vide a rhythmical beat to some
special bebop swing and then Wolf
does “Russian Fantasy” as a brass
solo. Show moves 'along smoothly.

" Brog.

Paloiuar, Seattle
Seattle, March 23.

BUI Griffiths, Louis Armstrong’s
All Stars, with Jack Teagarden,
Earl ( Fatha ) Hines, Barney Bi-
gard, Cozy Cole, Arvell Chase and
Velma Middleton; “Dear Wife”
(Col).;

Dixieland jazz may be making a
comeback in other precincts, but
in Seattle it’s right on top* with
Louis Armstrong arid his all-stars
deriionstrating how it should be
played to packed houses, There’s
plenty of it, too, with nothing but
jazz for a solid hour except the
tap-dancing of Bill Griffiths, local
disk jockey;

Griffiths emcees and is on for a
fast round of taps which he sells
neatly* From then on its the Arm-
strong band, with each member
featured in solos in addition to
solid ensemble work.
Armstrong sings “Someday” and

joins Teagarderi in a . reprise of
“Basin Street.” Hines shines in
piano solos on “St. Louis Blues”
and “Honeysuckle Rose” for hefty
response, and Cole takes over for
a slick take on the skins in a
bebop number.
Velma Middleton sells “I Love

That Man” in a boff manner, arid
is joined by Anristrong for a socko
rendition of “That’s My Desire.”
Band shows skill iri true Dixie-

land style with “That’s A Plenty/’
“Old Rockin’ Chair” and “Way
Down in New Orleans” for a treat
for anyone who likes two-beat stuff

,

and the packed house at the first

afternoqri fthpw phyj^ity did, ,

Reed.

Jack Gilford, hext-to-closirig, is

dishing up most of his standard
nitery trim in sock style. Gilford
makes skillful use of his rubber
face in two long.sketches. First is

his familiar burlesque of a symph
orch conductor: which he punches
across with a good assist from Don
Albert’s house orch. He closes with
another clever on-themicotine-
wagon sequence with a, surprise
blackout bit for strong audience
response.

The Herzogs, topflight standard
aerial trio, bring the show to an
exeitirtg curtain. Two of the gals

open with some standard rope-
climbing and trapeze-swiriging. but
the turn picks up steam with entry
of the third member, who pretends
to be a member of the audience.
Latter’s attempt to negotiate the
trapeze while maintaining her mod-
esty is surefire comedy while her
final swings and fake falls gen-
erate plenty of audience gasps.

Hem.

Paramount,, Hollywood
Hollywood, March 25.

Herb Jeffries, Bedell 8c Mattson,
Winona, four-piece combo; “House
By the River” (Rep).

Fanchon 8c Marco is breaking in

a new, intimate stage policy at this

Hollywood showcase. House," for-

merly a legiter ( El Capitan) , now
has only an eight-foot deep apron
for a stage, but that’s enough space
for the small, personality type of
show operators have in mind.

. Kickoff bill sees two of last

week's Downtown Paramount acts
headlining, Herb Jeffries’ singing
style fits better into the more con-
fining Hollywood Par than it did
downtown and at shoW caught cus-

tomers liked his offering. “I Love
You,” “Old Man River,” “Basin
Street Blues” and a windup on the
swingy “Jump For Joy” had stub-
holders asking for more.

Bedell & Mattson, record panto*
mimists, is the other moveover
turn. Boys repeat their miming to

Miranda, Crosby-Martin and Spike
Jones platters. Opener is Winona
with

, fiery Afro-Guban . dance
rhythms. Acts are supported by a

four-piece combiriatiori playing at

the side of stage; and performers,
make entrance up the right side

aisle. . Brog.

Banker Favors
Issss Continued from page 4 ss
reissues iW worth widely varying

;

sums, but are said always to be able

to bring in sbriie income. Sale to

video, bank fears, will reduce or

eliminate these other values.

Indie Production 6n Upbeat
Hollywood, March 28.

Indie film production is picking

up, according to Bernard Giannini,

veepee in charge of riiotion picture

financing at the Bank of America.
Six deals have been made with in-

dependent producers since March
6, the deadline for California’s tax

on exposed film. Only three such
|

deals had been made at this time

last- year.

At present, Giannini said, the

bank is not interested in television

financing

•

not until a stabilized

riiethod-of payment fpr/yidep, is dc- {>

veloped. "
.
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A request to* Actors Equity ask-4

i ntf “union to reconsider its recent

'

ruling extending the rehearsal pe-

riod for strawhat productions has

hPGrt made hy the Summer Stock

Managers Assn. SSMA’s board of

directors, following a special meet

in New York Monday (27), sent a

wire to Equity noting that It felt

the Equity council had acted under

a misapprehension as to the feel-

ings of the barn operators. Wire

also expressed association's atti-

tude that Equity’s action, was a

serious threat to summer theatre

operations. A request for the case

to be reopened was made. ’

Strongest beefs against the new
ruling have* been registered by op-

erators using the star system, their

claim being that the five-day re-

hearsal period called for in the

Equity decision will cut the 'play-

ing time available to stars in half

and in a number of cases make it

unprofitable for them to appear.

According to one New York agent,

a star who has found strawhat en-

gagements a worthwhile venture in

the past has announced his inten-

tion not to make any barn appear-

ances under the new ruling.

In contrast* however* one femme
star has expressed satisfaction over

the extended rehearsal period. Her
contention is that she plans to

try out a iiew play this summer
and added practice time will en-

able her to make necessary; script

changes while traveling,

Another fear of the strawhat op-

erators is that stars who do take

to the barns this summer will ask

for a pay hike to make up for the

coin being lost in haying to spend
practically two weeks at one spot.

Operators have also expressed the

feeling that the new ruling may
result in an increase in package
productions, which would add con-

siderably to their expenses, since

they’re still compelled to pay sal-

aries to the resident actors. Pack-
age shows would obviate the five-

day rehearsal necessity.

SSMA is holding its first spring
meeting today (Wed.) at the The-
atre Guild rehearsal room, N. Y.

Aldrich to Operate

Musical Tent Show As

3d Summer Stock
Richard Aldrich, who already

operates two strawhats on Cape
Cod, Will have a third this summer.
The new Venture, to be located at

Hyannis, will be called the Cape
Cod Musical Circus, and will be a

tent-playhouse offering arena-style

operetta revivals. It will open
about July 3 and continue*through
Labor Day. Undertaking will be
financed at around $25,000-$30,000.
Decision to present an operetta-

under*Canvas strawhat was reached
by Aldrich after his actress-wife,

Gertrude Lawrence, planed to

Miami last week to look over a
similar setup operated there by
Laurence Schwab and St. John
Terrell. She was met there by
Julius Fleischmann, who made the
trip, from his winter home at Na-
ples .Fla. Fleischmann, who is

associated with Aldrich and Rich-
ard Myers in the Broadway re-
vivals of '‘Caesar and Cleopatra”
and "Devil's Disciple,” will prob-
ably have a financial interest in the
Cape Cod Musical Circus.

'

With the new project in prepara-
tion, as well as summer schedules
to bet set for his Cape playhouse, at
Dennis, anrfi Falmouth playhouse,
at Copnamessett, Aldrich will prob-
ably spend most weekends on the
Qape between now and June. After
that, he expects to be in New York
only a couple of days a week, at
most*. Myers, vacationing in Paris,
18 not duo back until late summer
or early fall.

"Caesar” will close June 3 at
the National, N. Y., and go oh the
road in tha fall. "Disciple” is
slated to ; continue at the Royale,
N. Y., at least through the balance
of the season, and may tour after
its Broadway run, Aldrich & Myers
Si?/

1 t° produce a new comedy,
,The Little Glass -Clock,” by Hugh
'•lki'

’’ on Broadway next fall* pos-
sibly with Miss Lawrence starred.

Of

Pittsburgh; March 28.

Thomas Mitchell, starring in na-
tional company of ’‘Death of a
Salesman,” told drama editors here
he’s seriously considering doing
Eugene O’Neill’s “The Iceman
;Cometh” on the West Coast and
then touring the country with it

after he finishes with the Arthur
Miller drama.

Mitchell has .already talked to
both the author and Theatre Guild
officials about "Iceman.”

9 •

in

London, March 28.
Warm audience reception greet-

ed Sidney Kingsley’s “Detective
Story,” which opetied at the
Prince’s theatre here Saturday
(25). Press notices weye. general-
ly noncommittal, but show, looks
promising,

Play, featuring a mixed cast of
Americans and Canadians- headed
by .Douglass Montgomery, . was
staged by David Gray.

Second company of "Kiss Me,
Kate” may remain at the Shubert,
Chicago,, through the summer,
resuming its tour early in the fall.

However,, if business doesn’t hold

Up as expected, producers Saul
Subber and Lemuel Ayers will

probably move the Cole Porter-,

Sam and Bella Spewack musical* to
Boston for a summer run.

,
Although the show’s grosses in

Chicago have slipped in recent
weeks, it has made a profit all

but one week. It’s hoped that

attendance will spurt after Holy
Week and, if receipts maintain

!
a

profitable level through the bal-

ance of April, the pace may con-

tinue through the summer. A
decision will probably be reached
within the next three weeks.
Anne Jeffreys, star of the Chi-

cago troupe, shifts to the Broadway
company June 1, succeding Patri-

cia Morison, who is leaving to

return to Hollywood. Frances Mc-
Cann is taking over the lead in

the Chicago edition. Replacement
for Alfred Drake as co-star of the
original production isn’t set. Keith
Andes, Who has the part in the
No. 2 company, will get the New
York assignment if he is available,

but he has a film .Commitment, to

be adjusted* Drake’s successor, in
case Andes isn’t available*

;
and a

new male lead for the Chicago
troupe, aren’t set.

Origirial production of t h e
show is continuing indefinitely at
the Century, N. Y., where it is

piling up additional profits. The
management has been trying to

arrange to move the show to a
theatre in either 44th or 45th
street, but hasn’t been able to work
out a deal with the Shuberts.

GENERAL MGRS. HUDDLE

ON LEGIT ECONOMIES

Apparently the tremendous ad-

vanced excitement in the "South
Pacific’’ engagement in Cleveland
has affected the business of tour-

!

ing shows
;
playing there -in the

meantime. That was predicted by
the managements: of the other
shows involved, at the time the
"South Pacific”; mail order ad was
published in the Cleveland dailies.

It was claimed then that the ad,

running so far in advance of the
"South Pacific” engagement, might
divert interest from the interim
bookings. .

Supporting this view, the three

weeks’ advance sale, since the
"South Pacific’’ .ad appeared have
averaged a trifle over $19,100
Weekly, compared to an average
Weekly gross 6f almost $26,600 for

four weeks of more or less com-
parable bookings prior to the ad.

However, the lower average of the
more recent shows may be in-

creased by this week’s gross of

"Death of a Salesman,” which is

expected to top last week’s opener
for the same play.

The three shows that have played
Cleveland since the "South Pacific”

announcement and the Unpreced-
ented flood of mail orders it

brought (totaling $738,000, of

which $603,000 was oversubscrip-

tion for the scheduled two-week
stand ) are the Tallulah Bankhead-
starring "Private Lives,” which
grossed $16,000 in a repeat date;

Mae West, who failed to equal her
other road takings with only $18,-

000 in "Diamond Lil,” ’ and last

week's- moderate (considering the
rave notices and big advance repu-
tation) $23,400 for "Death of a

Salesman.”

Prior to the ‘‘South Pacific” an-
nouncement, "Mister Roberts” drew

'

respective grosses of $29,100 and

,

$31,500 in two weeks, Katharine i

Cornell got $24,100 in "That Lady”

,

and Katharine Hepburn pulled

!

$21,600 in "As You Like It.” The
,

touring musicals, "Oklahoma!” and

(

"Brigadoon,” took in $56,400 and i

• $26,600, respectively* before the
1

;
"South Pacific” ad appeared.

Webster to Stage Met

Rudolf Bing* new general man-
ager of the N.Y. Metropolitan Op-
era, has engaged Margaret Webr,
ster to direct Verdi's "Don Carlos”
next season. It’s the first opera she
has ever staged. Verdi work has
been absent from the Met’a; reper-
toire since the I922-’23 season.

Rolf Gerard, who did the set-

tings for the legiters, "That Lady

”

arid "Caesar & Cleopatra,” has; also

been inked to do the scenery and
costumes for "Carlos.” In past sea-

sons Miss Webster has been prin-
cipally active in producing and di-

recting her own Shakespearian
repertory group.

A Broadway legit company, to
present a repertory of four Amer-
ican plays in Lausanne, Switzer-
land, is being sought by the Swiss
government through the Swiss
Tourist bureau. The prbposition
has been offered to Robert White-
head and Harold Clurmah, who
are associated as prospective co-

producer and director of "Member
of the Wedding;” Pair sail today
(Wed.) for Paris, and will then
gb to Switzerland to confer with
government officials.

If an agreement for such a tour
is worked out for this Summer,
Whitehead will return immediate-
ly to New York to rnake arrange-
ments. However, it’s expected that

4 A central
,
producing unit, ta of-

fer package editions bf their mu-
sicals, is being mulled by Richard
Rodgers arid Oscar Hammerstein,
II. The Idea would-be to set a
production standard for the shows
and thus protect their value as

properties. It’s figured such a unit

.

might operate along the general
lines of the Howard Johnson res-

taurant chain, which offers the
name and maintains a uniform
quality for concessionaires.
Although the exact formula for

such a project hasn’t been worked
out, the general idea would be to.

have unit productions Of the mu-
sicals, which ^vould be licensed to
local theatres on . a guarantee-
against-perceritage basis. . Primar-
ily, the package shows* would he
intended for areria-styie presenta-
tion in tent theatres, which Rodg-
ers “and Hairimersteiri believe will
be a major development in the
U. S. in the next few seasons. How-
ever, : large-scale productions
might be prepared for outdoor pre-
sentation, spot: bookings in road
stands, or possibly even for regu-
lar tour.

;
The main consideration would be

quality of productioii. The com-
poser-lyricist partners believe that
with the expected mushrooming of
under-canvas playhouses, particu-
larly; in communities too sriiall to
afford regular theatres in the Prist,

there may be a danger of inferior
productions of their works. They
fear such a; development would not
only decrease the

. subsequent box-
office appeal of the properties, but
would drive away possible new
audiences for legit as a whole.
Their idea is to set up a central

outfit to produce show packages,
book them arid handle the entire
operation. St. John Terrell

, whose
Musical Circus last Slimmer at
Lambertville, N. J., was the first •

such spot and who is currently
partnered with a similar venturethe project cannot be set up be-,. .

fore next summer. Idea is that
|
i?

Mmmi, might head the project,

the U.S. players would receive only that ,°ther. details remain

nominal salary, with a percentage ' ar
E,
ai

\®- TT . .

of the gross over a certain figure, ; .
Jhe RodgersrHammerstein. col-

but would be given full expenses ,

mcluding Okla-

iricluding first-class passage over Carousel, - Allegra and
anrl hark- i

the eurrent-on-Broadway South
Pacific,” would not. be included,

Only wrinkle in the situation is

the desire of Swiss officials to
have a major Hollywood star to
head the troupe. Whitehead be-
lieves that the proposed financial
setup makes that a remote possi-
bility. He also hopes to convince
Swiss authorities that it would be
difficult for a film star to arrange
his commitments in order to con-
tinue such an engagejment as long

since they are not yet available for
stock. But such Hammerstein
works as "Show Boat,”. "Desert
Song,” "Rose Marie;” "New Moon”
and "Music in the Air” would be
offered; Some of the Rodgers arid
Hart hits, such as "I Married an
Angel/’ "Connecticut Yankee,”
"Pal Joey” and "Too Many Girls*”
which have not been too popular
for outdoor presentation- because

Group of legit general managers
has been holding a series of in-

formal meetings to discuss mutual
problems, primarily concerned
with productioii and operating
costs, Sessions, held at the office

of the League of N. Y. Theatres,

resulted from a suggestion by the
Committee of Theatrical Produc-
ers, that the general managers try

to help in the producer organiza-

tion’s efforts to work out theatri-

cal economies. ,V

Thus far, nothing definite has
evolved from the confabs, Which
have touched oh such subjects as

road bookings* routing, railroad

transportation conditions, talent

contracts, etc. . First meeting was
held March 20 and . another Mon-
day (27), with additional ones in

the next cOiipie of weeks. Those
attending the huddles have in-

cluded Herman Bernstein, Victor

Samrock, Max Allentuck* Irving

Schneider, Morris Jacobs, Harold
Wise, Max Siegel, Ben Boyar, John
Yorke and Charles Harris.

K. C. Avalanche

Kansas City, March 28.

Announcement in the local dail-

j

ies Sunday (26) that the touring
production

.
of "South Pacific” Will

play here the week of May 8
j

brought an avalanche of mail or-

ders yesterday (Mon;). More than
3,000 envelopes were delivered in

the first mail. Theatre attendants
haven’t yet sorted the orders or
attempted to figure the amount: of

money involved.
Rodgers-Hammerstein musical

will play the recently-renovated
Orpheum.

Detective Story’ Replacement
v Joan Copeland has withdrawn
tr°m the ingenue lead in "Detec-
tive Story,” at the Hudson, N. Y.,
Dejng succeeded by Elinor Randel.

8 ' latter’s first principal
part on Broadway.

C 1

Outdoor operetta season, similar

to those at St Louis and Dallas, is

planned for Toledo for the sum-
mer of 1951. It will be produced
by Charles R. Meeker, supervisor

Of the Dallas outfit. He will re-

port for the new job Nov. 1,

The hew setup, known as the

Toledo Light Opera Assn-, will be
operated in association with the

Toledo Zoological Society.'

Harrity, Matthews
In Strawhat Teaming

Richard Harrity and Billy Mat-
thews have purchased the Gothic
bam and stables* of the Vander-
bilt estate at Hyde Park, N. Y., for
a summer theatre. Duo plans to

start remodeling immediately. The-
atre, to be called the Hyde Park
Country Playhouse, will have 650
to 700 seats; Setup permits for
one unit, this to include facilities

for housing actors, as well as a

scene dock for making sets.

Harrity, who is author of "Hope
Is a Thing With Feathers,” seen
on Broadway two seasons ago, and
Matthews, Who was Eddie Dow-
ling’s production assistant and is

now co-stage manager of "Devil’s

Disciple” (Royale, N. Y.), will use
the star system with a resident
Equity company; Property was
bought from Hyde Park ex-Mayor
Elmer V. Wagner. Main body of

the Vanderbilt estate became a

national park in 1941*
< I .
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Sets

For ‘Cry of Peacock’;

36 Invested $65,000
Producers Don Medford and

as three months. Further, he will
^

“ i

n

point out that if, as the Swiss have aualito
?

said, they .would like to make the i effccuVe Ts^thehtrc-tn the .-Sfnd
tour an annual event, with many offeiin4

theatre-in-the-iound

of the same actors returning each ' * *

year, it would be almost impossi-
ble to get a top nam£
According to the tentative pro-

posal, the four plays in the reper-
tory would be rehearsed in New
York, and the physical productions
would be built-in Switzerland.
Clurman would probably direct two
of the plays, and Whitehead and

j ^
actor^director Hume Cronyn one

,

Janles Colligan of "Cry of the Pea-
each. Cronyn’s wife, legit-film ae-

|

cock" af*e understood to have tried

tress Jessica Tandy, is interested
,

*° obtain the Jean Denis Malcles
in makin^ the trip next summer I settings from the original Paris
as a member of the Company. ]

edition of the play. They were.
able to reach an agreement with
the designer himself, but coudn’t
come to terms with Claude Sain-
val, manager of the Comedie des
Champs Elysees, where the show
played: So they hired Cecil Bea-

Offering of a condensed play in !

ton to do the scenery and costumes
conjunction with the showing of a ’ t°r the U.S. version, now trying

film is being considered by the Put-

Skouras circuit for presentation in
.

A situation involving the financ-

some of its Long Island and New lug of the production arose

Jersey houses; Policy of dualing
[

through the replacement of Leon-
a film presentation with a tab legit i

ora Corbett by Martin Ritt as

TAB LEGITS PLUS FIX

MULLED BY SKOURAS

production was inaugurated a feW
months ago at the Brandts’ Selwyn,

stager. Miss Corbett obtained a
sizeable poi-tiOn of the backing for

subsequent-ruh picture house on • the project, rind she and the inves-

West 42d street, N. Y. Idea was tors involved Were reportedly dis-

receritly picked up by a number of satisfied over her removal, How-
houses on the Loew’s circuit. ,

ever, the snarl has since been set-

The Selwyn, incidentally, has tied; Reason for her replacement
fallen back on a double-feature ' are in dispute, but apparently stem
policy in’ the past few weeks. It’s from differences oyer the script,

reported that house has beeri hav- Which the management claims she
ing. trouble cas tirig "Na tive Son ,” revised without authority,

which has beeri cut down to tab
size*

Kaycee U.’s Theatre Degree
Kansas City, March 23.

Graduate work leading to

Among the 36 listed backers of
the $65,000 venture are Anthony
Brady Farrell, $6,500; Ninon Tal-
lon (Mrs. Oscar Karlweis), agent
for original author Jean Anouilh,
$2,400; A. M- Blumberg, of Brooks

•irtSiw of ^'degrerin'“theatre Costumes, $3,900; WeSsapht Sam-
will be offered at the U. of Kan- «eL J, Friedman, $650; .WiUum P.:

sas City beginning with the sum- Nolan, of the Nolan scenic studio,

mer session in June, according to $5,200; actress Helen Menken and
Dr. Robert Mortvedt, UKC • v.ps - ) Medford and, Colligan,- $1,300 .each.

•
.*; ti 'If Ti • ’,i i l " i: I

‘
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Arthur Hopkins, who died last*

Wednesday (22) in New York at the

age of 71, was a distinguished di-

rector-producer and one of the

most respected figures :
of the

American theatre. Shy, modest,,

sensitive, with a strong mystic

streak, he was a lonely man who,

had almost no close friends. Al-

though his taciturnity was a legend

on Broadway, he could be ex-

tremely articulate when he chose.

The veteran showman, who had
been planning the production of a

hew play by Thornton Wilder next

fall, had been in poor health for

several years.: He entered . St.

Vincentes hospital, N. Y., about a

month ago because of a heart con-^

dition, but was released after two
weeks. He suffered another attack

about 10 days ago and, oil the ad-

vice of his physician, re-entered

the hospital, where he died several

days later. Funeral services Sat-

urday morning (25) ait Madison
Avenue Presbyterian church, N. Y.,

were attended by about 300 people

from the theatre. Two brothers

survive. 'The producer’s wife died

in 1930. V

Born in Cleveland in 1878, Hop-
kins became a reporter and then a

pressagent, later booking acts in

amusement parks and finally enter-

ing the New York theatre as a pro-

ducer With “Poor Little Rich Girl”

in 1913. His subsequent presenta-
tions, nearly all of which he staged
and many of which were outstand-

ing artistic and boxoffice successes,

included the John Barrymore
“Hamlet,'- John and Lionel Barry*?

more in “The Jest,” “Anna Chris-

tie,” “What Price Glory,” “The
Wild Duck,” “Hedda Gabler,” Nazi-

mova in “A Doll’s House,“ John
Barrymore in “Richard III,” Lionel
Barrymore in “Macbeth” and Ethel
Barrymore in “Romeo and Juliet”

and “The Second Mrs. Tanqueray

Among his other distinguished
productions w e r e “On Trial/'

Good Gracious, Annabelie,” “A
Successful Calamity,” “The Beg-
gar’s Opera,” “The Hairy Ape,”
“The Old Soak,” “Holiday” “The
Channel Road,” “The Petrified

Forest” and “T h ev Magnificent
Yankee,” the latter bein& his last

Broadway hit. Besides authoring
“The Fatted’ Calf” and “Conquest”
and co-authoring “Burlesque” (with

George M. Watters) and “A Gentle

(Continued On page 72)

London, March 28.

Cast including Rex Harrison, Ian

Hunter, Margaret Leighton, Isobel

Jeans and - Donald Houston Will

head the London productio of

“The Cocktail Party.” Henry Sher-

ek presentation goes into rehear-

sal April 8, and will have a tryout

tour before Opening at the New
theatre here

;
in June.

Original edition of the T. S; Eliot

play, presented by Gilbert Miller

and Sherek, premiered at the Edin-

burgh Festival fast summer and
played a tuneup engagement at

Brighton, before being transferred

to Broadway, where it is a current

hit,-.:
: V

3

IN SHUBERT
Chicago, March 28.

Jules Pfeiffer and Danny Gold-
berg are filing an appeal this mor-
ning (Tues.) in Chi Federal appeals
court against Judge Philip Sulli-

van’s decision last week which
ruled out the Select Theatre Co.,

the Select Theatre Operating Co.,

and the United Booking Office

from $1,650,000 triple damage an-
ti-trust suit which producers
brought Jan. 21, 1049.

Action claimed that the three
dismissed defendants had con-
spired.with Select Lake City The-
atres, an Illinois corporation, pre-
venting the plaintiffs from obtain-
ing product for Great Northern
theatre, which they had under
lease, and also refused them the-
atres to show their production,
“Maid in the Ozarks,” in 28 cities.

Judge Sullivan l’uiod that New
York companies and their of-

ficials Were not, in the usual sense,
’

“transacting business” in the state
of Illinois. Not dismissed as ; de-
fendants in the suit were Select
Lake City Theatres and L. A. B.
office. Pfeiffer and Goldberg haye
a similar action pending in New
York courts;

;

, Broadway will) get its fill of

dance again next month, with both
Ballet Theatre and the Ballet

Russe de Monte Carlo skedded to

appear in April, and Katherine
Dunham and her troupe now join-

ing the procession. The Dunham
engagement is a two-and-a-half

week booking, squeezed in follow-

ing her long European stay arid

before her South American tour.

Troupe will open at the Broadway
theatre April 19, to run till May 6.

Company of 25 daricersy last seen
on Broadway iri November, ’46; 'in

a dance-revue, “Bal Negre,” will

present a similar show, titled

“Rapsodie Caribe.” More than half

the show will be new, With some
numbers from “Bal Negre” and
the earlier “Carib Song” retained.

Top will be $3,60, and there will

be no Tuesday performances.

Troupe has been in Europe the
last two years, doing sock business
everywhere.. It did a 90-day turri-

away run at Theatre des Champs
Elysees, Paris, and made two rec-

tum French visits. During troupe’s
stay abroad, a book by Richard
Buckle,“Katherine Dunham and
Her Dancers*” was published in

England, and has sold well there
and in France.

Sol Hurok is managing the New
York engagement and the South
American tour that follows. Troupe
has been guaranteed 'a 46-week
minimum run in Brazil, Argentina,
Uruguay, Chile, Peru, Colombia
and Venezuela. Dancers are inked
for their third engagement in Lon-
don in March, 1951, and won’t be
back in the U;S. again until thq
fall of ’51, when they do a coast-to-

coast tour.

Sparked by increased public

interest created by the click Broad-

way revivals of “Caesar and Cleo-

patra” and “Devil’s Disciple,” new
editions of the two Bernard Shaw
plays, with scene photos from the

current productions; were issued

last week by Dodd, Mead . . V Will

of the late Brock Pemberton, who
died /March 11, leaves all his

“personal belongings” and seven-

eighths of the income of his estate

to his wife, Margaret, during her
lifetime. • Income from the remain-
der goes to the producer’s brother,

Murdock Pemberton, and a sister.

The estate was ; valued . at “over
$20,000.” Mrs; Pemberton will

Continue th e management of

“Harvey” through the late pro-

ducer’s office and staff.

Composer Kurt Weill, in Flower-
Fifth Avenue hospital, N, Y., after

a heart attack last
;
week, is

reportedly off . the critical list,

but must remain in bed for about
five weeks ... Equity, the monthly
house organ of Actors Equity,-has

a new cover design; in color, plus

new style of type, new makeup and
illustrations by members of the
union . . . Michael Todd announces
that his proposed revue, “Peep
Show,” will go into rehearsal April

17, probably with Mitzi Green
starred . . . Stanley Gllkie, a mem-
ber of the Stage Relief Fund -ex-

ecutive committee, appointed vice-

chairman and treasurer, succeeding
the late Brdck Pemberton .

Louise (Mrs. Martin) Beck elected
to the executive - committee, of
which Rachel; CrOthCrs is chairman,
Austin Strong is secretary and
Jane Cowl, ' Marc

,

Connelly .and
Walter Hampden are members.

Hall Shelton will operate his
stock company again this summer
at London, Ont. , but will not start
the eight-week season Until Aug.
1, to escape the worst Of the hot
weather. .,. Dennis Murray heads
a committee seeking musical, dra-
matic and comedy material for
“Talent 50,” to be presented April
28 by the Stage Managers’ Club,’
as a showcase for tyro perform^
ers. Monroe Hack is producing,
Michael Ellis is general manager
and John Cosgrove is in charge of
program ads for the undertaking.
. . . Harry Bannister has taken
over the second lead in “House op
the Cliff,” succeeding John Alex-
ander, who withdrew to undergo
an operation. Peggy Cass and
Dort Clark have also joined the
cast of the Fay Bainter-Ernest
Tniex starrer.. . . Theron Bam-
berger will open his Bucks Coun-
try (pa.) strawhat June 2.

Commenting on a Variety survey showing that be uses the first-

person singular pronoun In his reviews more frequently than any other

New York critic, John Chapman, of the News, yesterday’ (Tues.) ob-

served in his column: “Some writers use the editorial *we*—perhaps in

the forlorn pretense that they have a mob With them. Others elab-

orately ignore themselves altogether and never use the first person
singular, the first person plural or the third person frightfully ini,

personal.

“I use T not from egotism, for there is nothing deader than yesterday’s

trained Seal. I use it to make clear there is nobody but me to blame
This is handy for fan mail. An anonymous corresporiderit writing a
postcard in block letters can start off by penciling ‘You louse*, . . . (if

I used the editorial rive,’ he’d not be sure whether to start With ‘You
lice* or ‘You louses/ And if I used the utterly impersonal form of
writing the poor angry reader Would have to begin with ‘Dear It,’ which
is awkward and not very satisfying.”

Clarence Derwent, who leaves this Weekend to start rehearsals as

guest star ini a Kansas City U. production of “The Merchant of Venice;”
under the direction of Blevins Davis,, has placed the Shylock role only
Once before in the U. S'. That was nearly 30 years ago, In a benefit

performance for Mrs/William Winter, widow of the drama critic. The
late Mrs. Richard Mansfield (Beatrice Cameron) came out of retirement
to play Portia;

The Actors Equity president first portrayed Shylock in his native
England, subsequently playing it in Belgium and Holland, in the lan-

guage of the country in each instance.

Illness Cancels Cornell
Fort Worth, March 28.

Laryngitis caused Katharine
Cornell to cancel her evening per-
formance last Friday (24) of “That
Lady,” currently touring Interstate
Theatres Circuit.

Ironically/ the only competing
Show in town was crippled in much
the same way, but it played any-
way* Uta Graf, playing the lead
in the Fort Worth Opera Assn,
production pf “Faust,” was laid low
With a throat infection and had to
imime her part while a substitute
Voice did her arias from the or-
Ohestra pit.

Hammerstein to London

For ‘Carousel’ Opening
Oscar Hammerstein, II, will sail

April 28 for London, to be present
for the production of his and Rich-
ard Rodgers’ musical, “Carousel,”
slated to open June 6 at the Drury
Lane, following the closing of
“Oklahoma!” there. Rodgers may
follow later, if so in time for the
preeni,

Rouben Mamoulian, who staged
the original Broadway edition of

“Carousel;” probably won’t go over
to repeat the assignment in Lon-
don. Jerry Whyte, Theatre Guild
musical production manager, will

probably take over the stmt, with
Hamtfierstein and Agnes de Mille,

who did the original choreography
for. the show, sitting in . The West
End presentation will be by H. M.
Tennent (Hugh Beaumont), in as-
sociation with the Guild. Same
setup offered “Oklahoma!” there.

While in England, Hammerstein
(and Rqdgers, if he goes, too) will
work on their proposed musical
version of “Anna and the King of
Siam,” which is slated tor Broad-
way presentation next season.
Hammerstein’s departure will fol-
low by four days the scheduled
opening of the . touring edition of
his and Rodgers’ smash “South
Pacific in Cleveland.

44

Pittsburgh/Playhouse’s current click production: of the Samuel Spe-
wack comedy,.“Two Blirid Mice,’’ has John Oleair playing the role of
the U. S. nayy officer, Cominander Jellicp; In real life; Gleam is at-

tached to another branch Of the service; he’s an .Army captain assigned
to the purchasing division in western Pennsylvania area. Oleair has
long had a hankering for the theatre arid went out to the Playhouse for

an audition with director Fred Burleigh only a few, weeks ago. The
part in “Mice” immediately followed. Story was a natural for the
dailies—army officer playing a riavai officer—arid got Playhouse some
good newspaper breaks.

Robert E. Sherwood, who returried from a Florida vacation several

days ahead of schedule to attend an Equity Library Theatre perform-
ance Sunday (26) Of his “Idiot’s Delight,” told members of the cast and
audience that he had only one criticism of the production. That was
that the leading part of the vaudeville hoofer, originally played by
Alfred Lurit, was supposed to be. a second-rate performer, the author
said. He added, however, that Gene Barry, lead of the ELT edition,

was“too good” a performer for the assignment. After seeing the mat-
inee performance of the play, Sherwood returned for the evening show
and was introduced from the audience, after the final curtain.

Katharine Cornell’s production of “That Lady” has about broken even
on tour thus fan The, drama had a

;
disappointing start in Chicago,

grossing $17,000 its opening week, $19,100 the second week, $19,000
the third, and $15,500 for the final, for an aggregate loss of $4,100 on
the engagement. It has since done spotty business, but made a modest
profit in St, Louis and did fairly well last week in several stands in

the southwest. Show represented a loss of $50,300 at the close of its

Broadway run.

. Picon’s: -Sadie’
,
Return

Molly Picon will return from a
short vacation to reopen in her
Yiddish musical. “Sadie Is A
Lady” at the 2d Ave. theatre,
N, Y.t next Monday (3).

Brown,” new play by
Theodore Ward, whose “Our Lan”’
was. presented on Broadway in
1947, will be offered off-Broadway
by People’s Drama at its Eldridge
St., N. Y., theatre beginning April
27 V- George Bernard Shaw’s
“The Shewing - Up of Blanco
Posriet” will be offered by the
Neighborhood Playhouse School of
the Theatre, N; Y.j for five per-
formances beginning Monday (3).

Murray Druck’s “All-American”
will be given its initial production
by the Dramatic Workshop at the
President theatre, N. Y., for two
performances^ April 7-8 . . . Paul
Green’s “Tread the Green Grass,”
originally put on at Iowa U. in
1931, Will be offered by the Abbe
Practical Workshop at the Master
theatre, N. Y., April 19-21. Green
is currently working on an adapta-
tion of “Peer Gynt” for Broadway
presentation next fall , . . “Come
What May,” a new revue, will be
but on by Chris Seibel and Michael
Stewart at the Weidman theatre,
N. Y., beginning next Wednesday
(5). Irma Jurist and Leo Schumer
did the music, while Stewart turned
out the lyrics and sketches.

Irvin Dorfman* associated with
his. father, , Nat Dorfman, in drum-
beating for “Texas, Li’l Darlin’/’
leaves for Europe .today (Wed.) to
look over the play field for produc-
er Anthony B. Farrell. While
abroad, Dorfman, a ranking U. S.
tennis player, will compete in a
number of tournaments * . .“ Mi-
chael Ellis will : stage-manage the
Surf playhouse, Atlantic City, tp
be launched by Gail Hillson the

of June 12 or 19.
John Cameron to direct 1 8,-week

season at
.
Mountain Playhouse,

Jennerstown, Pa
, opening June 3

with “Born Yesterday,” Producers
are James Black Stoughton and
Louise Stoughton Mausi. v

Charles Strakosh, company man-
ager of “Velvet Glove,” planed to
Texas last weekend to take over
as manager of Katharine Cornell’s
“That Lady” production, succeed-
ing William Tisdale, who is ill.

Clarence Taylor has stepped in as
manager with “Glove” . ; . Accord-
ing to word from London, Gladys
Cooper will star in a production
there of “Hat Trick/* by Thomas
Browne. She’s also reportedly
slated to have her own theatre in

the West End, under Henry

Scale for the original production of “Show Boat,” at the Ziegfeld,
N. Y., |n 1927, had a $6 top, excluding tax, not with tax* as recently
reported. That accounted for the show’s capacity gross of $52,000 for

the first few months of the run. “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” cur-
rently playing the Ziegfeld, is grossing a capacity $48,200 ait a $5 top,

excluding tax. “South Pacific,” which will set an all-time gross record
Of $2,635,000 for its first year at the Majestic, N. Y., draws k steady
$50,600 a week, at a $5 top, excluding tax.

William Saroyan has added another string to his bow. Now lie’s a

songwriter as well as scripter. Playwright cleffed. one ditty, “Conic
On-a My House,” for his play, “The Son/’ which world preems tomor-
row (30) at the Circle theatre, Hollywood. Leeds Music will publish.

Sherek’s" management . . . Ben
Rosenberg will be company man-
ager of ‘‘Miss Liberty” when the
production tours. He’ll succeed
Milton Baron, who’s remaining in
New York as^ general manager
of the Dorothy Willard presenta-
tion of “The Liar.”

Former producer-manager Rich-
ard Herndon is living in Philly in
retirement . . . Evelyn Laye arid
Frank Lawton are touring the
British provinces in Daphne du
Maurier’s “September Tide,” in
which Gertrude Lawrence starred
in London last season . . . John
Golden is reportedly dickering for
the U. S. rights to “Carter Street
Story,” Charlotte Frances drama
iri which* American-born Frances
Day starred on tour in England
earlier this . season. He’s already
talking to Rex Harrison about
starring in a revival of “The Ad-
mirable Crichton” next season,
provided the Barrie estate will
agree to a royalty cut . . , Sarah
Churchill, who closed in “Phila-
delphia Story” last week on the
Coast; returns ; to Loridori

Cynthia Risley, who. has with-
drawn from the Broadway com-
pany of ‘‘Kiss Me, Kate,” is not
being replaced . . . Virginia Con-
well has

. succeeded Barbara Mc-
Cutcheon as a dancer in “Arms
arid the Girl” . . . Normari Ginsbury
has stated in London that no one
has an option on the “American
rights to his drama, ‘‘The First
Gentleman,” which Jean Dalrymple
had been reportedly planning for
fall production . . . William Douglas
Home, British author Whose “Yes,
M’Lord” (originally “The 1

Chiltern
Hundreds”) was preserited on
Broadway last fall, is cbmpleting
a new play about Field Marshal
Rommel.
With Arthur Kennedy on vaca-

tion this week, Jariies Gregory is

playing the role of the older son,
Biff, in “Death of a Salesman,” at

the Morosco, N. Y. Gregor^, assist-

ant stage manager Of the Kermit
Bloonigarden-Walter Fried produc-
tion, has previously subbed for
Kennedy in the part.

“Life Is A Dream,” Chaim
Tauber’s . latest Yiddish drama,
starring the actor-playwright, will

open at the Clinton theatre, N. Y.,

this Sunday (2) . .

.

Parkway thea-
tre, Brooklyn, dark for a month,
reopens Monday evening (3) with
“Forget Me Not,” a dramatization
of Louis Freiman’s latest Jewish
radio play of the same name.

Hollywood
Bill Henry and Nana Bryant top

cast of ‘‘The Uninvited Guest.

”

new Ramon Romero-Frank Hil-

liard play which tries out April

19 at the Coronet, Hollywood ; . .

James A, Doolittle prepping a sea-

son of two light operas and two
grand operas at Hollywood Bowl
this summer „ . . Film interest al-

ready running high in William
Saroyan’s new script “The Soil,

(originally three, words longer'

,

wrhich will be world-pteemed t o-

morrow (30) by the Circle Players

in Hollywood.

Fritz Reiner, who guest-conduct-

ed the last three weekends, with

the Chicago Symphony, is back

with the Met and conducts “Roson-

kavalier” Saturday (1) in Bostort

. . . Bracha Zefira, Israeli folk

singer; in farewell appearance at

Town Hall, N, Y., April 6 . -

Cetra Records is issuing an LP
album of “Falstaff,” recorded in

Italy, which coincides with this

Week’s concert performance of the

Verdi opera by Ar|uro Toscanim
and the NBC Symphony 9rches

‘

tra . ; Martha Graham will tour

Eurripe beginning in June. Craig
Barton, producer of programs ,

at

Dallas’, radio station ‘VVFAA. will

be her personal representative for

the tour. ..
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The following art the comparative figures based on Variety'*

boxoffice estimates for last weeh (the 43d week of the season )

and th* corresponding week of last Season:
k

This Last
.:( BROADWAY Season Season

Number of shows current. • « »

»

• * * . ••••»*» 27. ,
27

Total weeks played so far by all shows . , . . 923 988

Total gross for all current shows last week $663,900 $622,700

Total season’s gross so far by all shows. .$23,006,400 $23,582,200

Number of new productions so far . .. . . . , 48 60
ROAD

(Excluding Stock) •

Number of current touring shows reported 18 25

Total weeks played so far by all shows. . . . 830 978

Total road gross reported last week. . . ... $3.16,444 $630,800

Season’s total road gross so far . ........ .$16,932,344 $20,213,000.

Chicago, March 28.

Chi boxoffice still is trying to

weather the Lenten doldrums arid

lack of convention trade. Busi-

ness picked up a little, but not

enough to cheer about. Best gross-

er seems to be "Madwoman of

Challlot.” All things considered,

advance for "Lend An Ear” is

pretty strong. ’’Private Lives”
seems lean in first of three-week
stand. "Kiss Me, Kate" has been
having very heavy weekend, traf-

fic, but the rest of the week has
been off.

.

Chi theatregoers don’t have much
to look for in the near future, only'

a revival pf "Oklahoma!” in five

weeks, and a possible engagement
of "Miss Liberty.” Mae West has
decided, for the nonce, to skip
Chicago with "Diamond Lil.” Out-
side of a May week stint of the
Metropolitan Opera at the .Chicago
Civic Opera, this is the future, un-
less UBO swings something else in

at the last moment.
Estimates for Last Week

"Kiss Me, Kate” Shubert (27th
wk) (2,000; $6.18). Doing bright
$28,200:
"Lend an Ear,” Great Northern

(1,500; $4.33). Opened last night
(Mon.).
"Madwoman of Challiot,” Erlan-

ger (2d Wk) (1,334; $4.33). Second
week of Guild above first with
$21,000; has a $42,000 advance for
the hext four weeks.

"Private Lives,” Harris (1,000;

$4.33). First week of Tallulah
Bankhead Vehicle only a moderate
$14,300.

Faye Emerson-’

Good $16,000 in Wast.

Ht
Washington, March 28;

Goodbye, My Fancy,” headed
by Faye Emerson; came off credi-
tably as second attraction at the
newly converted Gayety. Mid-
week rain on two consecutive
nights hurt, but show still racked
up a good $16,000, at $3.60 top,

for the 1,500-seater. Comedy was
on a Tuesday-tb-Suriday schedule
because of star’s Monday night TV
commitment.
Advance for current and final

Week is promising. Sendbff by
town’s bricks, who went all out for
the combo of Miss Emerson, Haila
Stoddard, Bramwell Fletcher and
Sam Wanamaker, Is helping.
Hefty advance for "Streetcar

Named Desire,” with Judith Eve-
lyn, which comes in April 3 for
three weeks.

Slow Los Angeles Week
Los Angeles, March 28.

Only three tiny houses were
alight last week and though busi-

ness was good the whole town’s
take registered only a mild $11,600.

Things begin to pick up again this

week with El Capitan ablaze again
with- "Goodnight Ladies,” which
bowed last night, and with Bilt-

more readying coast bow Of "The
Silver Whistle,” starring Lloyd
Nolan, next Monday (3).

Estimates for Last Week
"Of All Things,” Century (1st

wk) ($3.60; 382). New revue
bowed Wed. (22) to mixed notices
and breezed through first four
nights with near-capacity take of
$4,000. Opening night top Of $6
helped swell the tally.

"Strange Bedfellows,” Las
Palmas (1st wk) ($3,60; 388). Gen-
erally good notices greeted the
Tuesday (21) bow and first five
nights registered okay $3,700.
"The Banker’s Daughter,” New

Globe (7th wk) ($2.40; 299). Off to
around $3,900. Complexities of
tiny house plus size of cast puts
this iil red. Needs to do virtual
capacity to break even.

to

$23,000 IN TORONTO
Toronto, March 28.

First venture into legit in the
history of the Odeon, plush, show-
case of the J.. Arthur Rank trans-
Canada film chain, saw a smash
$23,000 for the first' half of the
San Carlo Opera Co.’s week’s en-
gagement, which commenced
March 23, with the 2,313-seater
scaled at $4.20 top.
"La Traviata” .opening brought

out the carriage trade for a capac-
ity attendance, . with management
later selling standing room at
$1.50 for "Carmen,” "Madame But-
terfly” and "Aida,” and turning
would-be standees away for all

three performances. Heavy ad-
vance sale reported for the re-
maining three evening perform-
ances and matinee.
Phenomenon is that hitherto an-

nual visits of the San Carlo troupe,
to Massey Hall or the Royal Alex-
andra, with both houses scaled at
$2.40 top, never sold out, but
customers went for that Odeon
scale of $4.20.

‘0kla.r Neat $30,506

In New Orleans Week
New Orleans, March 28.

"Oklahoma!” pulled in a vigor-
ous $30,500 in eight performances
at the Poche here last week.

Musical is at the Tower, Atlanta,
this Week.

Christians-'Vinegar Tree'

Neat $5,500 in Atlanta
Atlanta, March 28.

Mady Christians in "The Vinegar
Tree”: proved- to he a boxoffice
natural and did a neat $5,500 in
eight performances at Penthouse
theatre last week. Lead male role
was ,handled 1>y Gerald Savory, who
directs 'Penthouse plays.
Susan Peters opened Monday

(27) ip Tennessee Williams’ "The
Glass Menagerie.”. Advance sales
indicate another banner week.
Penthouse is scheduled to shutter

for season in one more Week.
Final play will star Sarah Churchill
in Philip Barry’s "The Philadelphia
Story.” It will be a repeat engage-
ment for the star-and-play combi-
nation, since -they were the attrac-
tion here during the third week of
Penthouse’s 29-week run of star
stock. .

~ Second week of Penthouse ex-
perimental six-week run in Jack-
sonville, under aegis of Atlanta
group, grossed a satisfactory $5,-
000 with Moss Hart’s "Light Up
the Sky” in Roosevelt hotel ball-
room. Audrey Christie, who starred
in "Light Up” here, moved to Jack-
sonville and .played two nights
there, then moved out! of starring
role to make way fdr Diana Barry-
more. Latter had suffered a spine
injury three weeks before in an
automobile accident in Virginia
and had to cancel her Atlanta Pent-
house appearance.
Susan Peters and "Menagerie”

will move to Jacksonville after
Atlanta date and so will the
Churchill "Philadelphia Story”
combo.

Bridgeport, March 28.
Tent operetta season is skeddedm 12 weeks starting June! 19 on

Property in nearby Norwalk ad-
jacent to James Melton’s old car
JJJuseum. James Westerfield, in
.Detective Story” on Broadway;
"cri Boyar, Max Gordon’s general
manger, arid Mrs. Katherine Shea,
Bridgeport legit promoter, are as-
sociated in operation of outdoor
venture, \yhich Will likely preem
With "The Chocolate Soldier.”
Melton and Ralph Bellamy, star
“Story,” are financially inter-

ested, Westerfield has previous
operetta experience in Dallas,
Meniphis and L, A.

'•

..
.yonture is being financed at

$40,000, as a limited partership;
it will have an estimated

*“,000-a-week break-even point.

Philadelphia; March 28.
"The Wisteria ‘ Trees,”' Helen

Hayes starrer, broke the straight-
play house record at the Shubert
here last week with a capacity-plus
$36,144, at $4.55 top. The previous
mark, set by Katharine Cornell in
"The Barretts of Wimpole Street”
in 1932, was $33,657, at $3,60 top.
The town has only a . single legit
attraction again this week. "Cry
of the Peacock,” in for a single-
week tryout at the Locust. Nothing
is slated for next week.

Estimate for Last Week
"The Wisteria Trees,” Shubert

(2d Wk) (1,877; $4.55). Riding the
second-week swell of rave reviews
and strong word-of-mouth* the try-
out .topped capacity with a record-
setting $36,144. Moved out Satur-
day night (25) for Broadway, where
it opens tomorrow night (Wed.).

OKAY IN

Detroit, March 28,

"A Streetcar Named Desire,”
with Judith Evelyn and Ralph
Meeker, grossed a vigorous $21,-
200 for

9
eight performances in

three engagements last week.
Show took in $7,500 at the Orphe-
um, Davenport, Monday-Tuesday
(20-21); $6hOO at the Palace, South
Bend, Wednesday-Thursday (22-

23), and $7,700 at the Shubert
here* Friday-SatUrday (24-25). ...

Play continues at the Shubert
until Saturday (1).

Mae West’s ‘Lil’ Fair

$20,000 in Kansas City
Kansas City, March 28.

"Diamond Lil” wound up an
eight-day run in the: Orpheum
theatre here Sunday. Mae West-,
starrer was especially heavy on
mats Thursd ay, Saturday and Sun-
day. It played

.
at $4.27 evening

top, and racked up $20,000, fair

figure for the 1,9.1 2-se!at Fox Mid-
west house.

"Lil” Was second straight legit

attraction in the house, which re-

mains dark until . April 8. It then
reverts to films with "Three, Came
Home.” Later in. the spring other
legit attractions are set.

in

Hershey, Pa., March 28.

"Brigadoon” grossed over $28,-

000 in eight performances last

week split between the Commu-
nity theatre here and the Play-
house, Wilmington. Musical played
latter Mortday-Wednesday ‘ (20-22),

!

coming here Thursday (23) and
(playing through Saturday (25).

Show is dividing current week
between the Victory, Dayton, and
the Hartman, Columbus, O. :

Further Coast Talks

On ‘Guys and Dolls’

Cy Feuer and Ernest H. Martin,

whose presentation of "Guys and
Dolls” is slated for early fall; went

to the Coast over the weekend for

further production confabs With

Frank Loesser, composer-lyricist
of the show, and Jo Swerling, li-

brettist, Feuer Will be pack in

about a week, but Martin will re-

main a month or so.

The musical, based on Damon
Runyon characters and stories, is

completely written arid the entire

financing is already in hand. Priri-

cipal problem at the moment is

casting. As soon as the. leads are
set a rehearsal date will be an-

nounced, Jo Mielziner will design

the scenery and have . overall

charge of the production, with Dan-
iel Mann stagihg the book arid Je-

rbme Robbins doing the choreog-

raphy. A theatre hasn’t been se:

lected.

’SALESMAN’ $23,400, CLEVE.
Cleveland, March 28.

"Death
.
of a Salesman,’*: with

Thomas Mitchell, scored a strong
$23,400 in eight performances at

the Hanna here last week.
Show stays here this wek.

Business showed a marked im-
provement on Broadway last week,
Attendance topped the previous
week from the start, but the rise

was particularly notable Friday
and Saturday (24-25). The total

gross for all 27 shows was 77.76%
of capacity, a rise of 7.36% over
the preceding week,
A slight drop is anticipated this

week* with the traditional Holy
Week slump the next week, a lively
recovery due for Easter Week. One
opening is scheduled for this week.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama)

,

CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
M (Musical) , O .(Operetta).
Other parenthetic figures refer

,

respectively, to top price, number
pf Seats and capacity gross. Price
includes 20% amusement tax, but
grosses are net: i,e., exclusive of
tax. '•

"Arms and the Girl,” St;

(fith wk) (M-$6; $1,319; $42,000).
Jumped with the field; i new high
at - :

"As ’You Like It," Cort (9th wk)
(C-$4.80-$6; 1,064; $27,000). Eased
a bit to $24,500.
"Caesar and Cleopatra,” Na-

tional (14th wk) (CD-$4.80-$6;
r,172; $30,000). Registered a
slight rise to $20,400.

"Clutterbuck,” Biltmore (I6th
wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $22;600), Using
twofers and jumped back from the
previous week’s $10,700 to nearly
$13,500.

"Cocktail Party/’ Miller (10th
wk) (C-$4,80; 940; $21,600). An-
other capacity week; $21,600.

’’Come Back, Little: Sheba,”
Booth (6th wk) (D-$4.80; 712; $20,-
000). Dipped to $11,300.
"Death of -a Salesman,” Morosco

(59th wk) (D-$4.80; 914; $23,800).
About the same; $18,200.

"Detective Story,” Hudson (53d
wk) (D-$4.80; 1,016; $23,675).
Moved up a couple of notches to
$16,300.

"Devil’s Disciple,” Royale (5th
Wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,035; $27,500). Up
again, to excellent $25,100.
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”

Ziegfeld (16th wk) (M-$6; 1,628;
$48,244); Capacity again at over
$48,200.

“Great to Be Alive,” Winter
Garden (1st wk) (M-$6; 1,510; $42,-
000). Musical opened Thursday
night (23) to three favorable no-
tices, four pans and one non com-
mittal; first four ! performances
grossed a non-indicative $21,500,
plus $4,000 for one preview;
"Happy Time,” Plymouth (9th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,063; $29,019).
Moved up to $28,200.
"Howdy, Mr. Ice of 1950,” Cen-

ter (44th wk) (R-$2.88-$3; 2,964;
$58,000L ; About the same; $18,500.

"I Know My Love,” Shubert
(21st wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,391; $33,-
000). Also did better at $24,200.

"Kiss Me, Kate,” Century (64th
wk) (M-$6; 1,645; $46,650). Climbed
back a bit to $45,400.

"Lost in the Stars,” Music Box
(21st wk) (M-$5.40; 1,012; $26,600).
Moved back up to $24,200.
"Member of the Wedding,” Em-

pire (12th wk) (D-$4.80; 1,082;
$24,000). Held about even; $24,000.

"Miss Liberty,” Imperial (37th
wk) (M-$6 60; 1,400; $44,500). Trifle
better at $24,400.

"Mister Roberts,” Alvin (110th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,360; $34,276).
Keeps on piling Up profits; climb-
ed back to nearly $28,800.
"Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep,”

Broadhurst (4th wk) . (CD-$4.80-
$6; 1,160; $29,500). Rode up a bit
on the general trend, plus the help
of one theatre party; over $18,200.

’’South Pacific,” Majestic (51st
wk) (M-$6; 1,659; $50,186). Gets all

the: house will hold every week;
over $50,600.

i "Texas, Lil Darlin’,” Hellinger

j
(18th wk) CM-$6; 1,543; $42;000).

j
Maintaining a comfortable pace;
$27,200.
"The Consul,” Barrymore (2d

wk) (M-$4.80-$6; 1.066; $30,000);

Off to a fast start; first full week
got $28,500.
"The innocents,” Playhouse (7th'

wk) (D-$4.80; 819; $18,740). Jump-
ed back promisingly to $13,400,
"The Man,” Fulton ( 10th wk)

(D-$4.80; 966; $23,000). Slated to

j
vacate the house after two or three
more weeks; twofers haven’t
helped; $7,200.

"Velvet Glove,” Golden (13th

Wk) (CD-$4,80; 769; $18,127). Also
shared the improved business;

about $7,500.
"Where’s Charley?” St James

(75th wk) . (M-$6; 1,509; $37,800).

Bounced to lively $33,300.
Opening

"Wisteria Trees,” Martin .
Beck

(D-$4.80-$6; 1,214; $33,000). Helen

Hayes starrer, authored by Joshua
Logan based bn Chekhov’s "Cherry
Orchard.” presented by Logan and
Leland Hayward; financed at $100,-

000, cost about $110,000 to bring
in (including bonds) and can break
even at around $22,000; opens to-

night (Wed).
Futiue pates

.

"Cry of the Peacock,” April 6
at Mansfield; "With a Silk Thread,”
April 12 at Lyceum; ‘-’Peter Pan,”
April 24_at Imperial; "Tickets,
Please,” week of April 24 . at Cor«
onet; "Phoenix Too Frequent”—
"Freight,” April 29 at the Fulton*

' Boston, March 28.

/‘Mister Roberts” remains the
sockiest straight legit to hit town
in seasons, still doing capacity
all performances at the Colonial
for. a smash $30,600 plus. Ah ad-
ditional starter last week kept the
season from setting a record low
in houses lighted for this time of
year, with Cornelia Otis Skinner
doing a one-week stand at the Wil-
bur for about $9,000, which isn’t

had;
"King Lear,” setting both a b o.

and a h.o. record at the Brattle, is

now in its sixth and final week,
with "The Country Wife” set for
April 5. Other prospects in view
now are "Riverside Drive,” which
opened last night (27) to stay until
April 5. Qther prospects are
"Tickets,, Please,” "Miss Liberty,”
"Ahi Gezunt,” the Ballet Russe
de Monte Carlo, "Lady From
Paris,” "Diamond Lil” in a return
engagement, and "Kiss Me, Kate/*

IN NEW HAVEN PREEM
New Haven, March 28.

Preem of "Cry of the Peacock”
drew a light response at Shubert
last weekend (23-25). In for four
shows at $3.60 top, estimated gross
of $5,000 was mild.

.
Breakin of "Tickets, Please”

(the Hartmans), originally skedded
for this week* has been shifted to
April 6-8. Also on the premiere
list is "House on the Cliff” (Fay
Bainter-Ernest Truex), due April

-.13-15 ,
"

;

in

Detroit, March 28.
The sickly Detroit legit patient

took a sharp turn tor the better
last week. A very good $24,500
resulted from the six-day Criss
presentation of "Les Ballets de
Paris.” Theatre is dark again this
week with reopening set for April
3 for second appearance here this
season of "Death of Salesman.”
The 2,000-seat Shubert did a

swell $8,500''in three performances
of "Streetcar Named Desire,”
which opened Friday (24) and is

booked until Saturday (1).

Woolley-‘Dinner’

$20,000 in Split Wk.
Tacoma, March 28,

Monty Woolley in "The Mart
Who Carrie to Dinner” drew a
healthy $20,000 last week in seven
performances split between the
Temple here and the Metropolitan,
Seattle* Show played latter Mon-
day-Wednesday (20-22), coming
here Thursday (23) for a two-day
engagement ending Friday (24).

Comedy is current at the inter-
national Cinema, Vancouver.

in

Keys: Q ( Comedy ) , D <Drama )
1

;

CD (Comedy-Drama) t R (Revue),
M (Musical), O (Operetta).
"House on the Cliff” (C)—Peggy

Wood, Joseph Moon arid Roger
j
Stearns; Leo Mittler, director.
"Peter Pan” (C-D)--Peter Law-

rence; John Burrell, director.
"Phoenix Too F t e q ue n t” —

"Freight” (Double-Bill) (D)—Ste-
phen Scheur,
"The Liar” (M)— Dorothy Wil-

i
lard and Thomas Hammond; Nor-

i rls Houghton, director.
"With a Silk Thread” (D)-lrving

Kaye Davis; Elsa Shelley, director.
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'‘On stage we bundle with SUMTER
springmaid sheets,” say Nanette Fabray

and Georges Guetary, starring in the hit

musical "Arnis and the Girl” at the 46th

Street Theatre,NewYork. The show's big

bundling scene ^ calls for sheets that look

soft ancFsmooth, yet can take wear and
punishment. And SUMTER SPRINGMAID
sheets star in this role any night!
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WHEN knightly bundling was in flower and great.

grandpa was in his bower, he often played heck with
a sheet for he slept with spurs upon his feet. And when a

nightmare made him twitch, the damsel really had to stitch.

But both the sheets and great-grandma survived the calls of

great-grandpa. Since boots and spurs are not in vogue and
guest rooms are today the mode, your sheets must still stand

rips and tears of laundries, kids, and derri&res. But mending
sheets is now passe; our whistle bait has a better way, and
sheets don't face such knightly slaughter. A colonial dame's
great-granddaughter selectsour si/mter springmaid* sheets

to spur beaux on to spurless feats.

Unlike old times when couples bundled and in the process

, .... k

Often bungled, we make our springmaids much the best

and proved it in a strenuous test. We took our sumter
SPRINGMAID brand, woven and finished by skillful hand.

Each sheet was washed 400 times—a test like this would
slick new dimes. Two hundred times they were abraded,

yet none were either worn or faded. That's equal to a gener-

ation of wear and tear and vellicatiom In speaking of these

SPRINGMAID covers, we really wish all fabric lovers, when
homeward bound from some dull party, would test spring-

maids—they're all sO hardy that you can get a running start

ahd dive in—they won't come apart. The moral is, to each

of you: No matter what you say or do, remember that in cold

Or heat, you can’t go wrong on a sPringmaid sheet.

pfc S PRIN G S MI L L SW
200 Ghuroh Street e New York 13, New York

Atlanta Chicago Dallas Los Angeles St. Louis

For a set of springmaid ads suitable for framing, send 25 cents to

Springs Mills, Dept. VY-1 4, at the above address,

Many people will remember the stories of Elliott white springs which appeared in
"liberty, "red book’’ and "cosmopolitan.” Later they were published in book form but
the plates were destroyed in the London blitz, and they are no longer available. He nets taken
twenty-one of the best stories and published them in "clothes make the man,” together
With a new chapter on how to losefriends and antagonize people, howto write advertisements,
and How to baud cotton mills. Ifyour local store cannot supply you, send a dollar to us and
we will send you a copy.

He has also designeda sport shirt with 16 springmaid girls printed in 6 colors on spring*
Maid broadcloth. It is made smeM, medium, large, and extra large. Send us $3.00, and we
will mail you one postpaid in the United States. Children's age sizes 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,14, 16
are availablefor $1.25 each. oi?50#Th» Spring* Cotton Mini

FABRICS
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Latin Quarter 1»50 '

Lbndon, March 20.

Tom Arnold* EmUoLlttlor wrssenta-
of^Hobort NeObitt musical in twoA ha ««£•>. su«d hy.HjtM o...

«nrrv Panf Devil. Michel Emeh Jerry
AufUito Alfuero; arrangements,

fehffv Somers. With Vic Oliver* syiyiewLhrnv Someri. nun »w wuro.j oj.mwW Witton * .
O'Rourke, Clark

IroiTTortunio, Dynamite Jefferson* LeU
K2S&. Let Compafnone de. la Chanson
with^Lei Caaavecchm. Joaephine Bell* Let

Curiba*. Jeffrey

on. Lena Powell, Jpaphne Klernanqer*

Collegiate Octette, Debrpy Somers orch.

AV Gaiino. London* March 18* 50..-

Scintillating and colorful musical

is a worthy successor to the first

edition* which ran for nine months
before its Withdrawal to house the

annual Christmas pantomime. With

a mixture of varied talent from
different countries, show provides

more than adequate money’s worth
and should Have strong tourist

attraction during the summer
months; It has picturesque Sets,

gorgeous costumes; complete with
living curtain Of artistic nudes,
glamorous dancers and seductive

music. • : .
•

.

Vic Oliver, heads the cast and,
while comedy is not the show’s

s t r ong suit, his personality
strengthens sd-so sketches, He
scores individually with a lengthy
piano solo On a darkened stage,

providing background for phospho-
rescent dance display.

;

Sylvie St, Clair, a newcomer
from Haris, has a pleasing person-
ality and puts over her numbers
with a gamine, endearing quality.

Les Compagnons de la Chanson,
with their simple presentation of
English and French songs, are a re-
freshing contrast to the surround-
ing glitter and Lela Moore, with
her madwoman characterization of
lovers on: a park bench, brings a
novel touch of originality.
One of the biggest hits, as always

on their London appearance, are
the Clark Bros., who never fail to
get warm appreciation of their;

intricate stepping, and Walton and
O'Rourke almost steal the show
with their puppet act. Fortunia
provides grace and color with her
exotic dancing, with Dynamite
Jefferson offering thrills with his
exuberant acrobatics and teeth
balancing routiner As show ran
over 20 minutes late at the first

house, Jefferson was withdrawn
after the opening night, but this
was as a tiniesaver and no reflec-
tion on the. way he went over.
Debroy Somers and his band

round off the spectacular produc-
tion, keeping the * tempo to top
pitch throughout. : Clem.

14 Matson da Printemps
(The House of Youth)

Paris; March 9;
Mile. Parysis presentation} a comedy

In three acts by Fernand Mlllaud. Di-
rected. by Jacques-Henri Duval: Setting
by Buisson and Chevreux. At the The-
atre Michel, Pari*.

Alphonse : Lambert . . . . . ..... v. .

.

Duvalelx
Bernard Lebourdier. . . . . . . .George Lloyd
Washington. ....... . . . .Andre Salvador
Alain Gasquet ... . Jean Davan
Dominique Carller. . .Claude. Cernay
Aunt Helene...... . . . Chrlstiane Delyne

Nelly WiCk

. Kpl^hti ol Madness
.

' „ London, March 20.
_ Jack Hylton presentation ’ of Alec
Shanks musical in two. parts (la scenes).
Music and lyrics by Boss Parker; dances
by : George Carden; directed by . Charles
Henry, with The Crazy Gang CBud Flanar

S
an, Nervo * Knox* Naughton Sc Gold)*
an Muzurus, Linda Lee, JUlian Roma,
Grace Draper, Barbara Bruce, Douglas
Trow, Dassie Bros;, Pat Hill * Lenny Del-
ma. Freddie Bretherton orch. At Victoria
Palace, London, March 15* '80.

Great to fie Allvet
Vinton Freedley presentation (in asso-

ciation with Anderson Lawler and Rus-
sell Markert) ot musical comedy in two
acts (14 scenes). Book by1 Walter Bullock
and Sylvia Regan; lyrics* Bullock; music.
Abraham . Ellstein. Features Vivienne Se-
al, Stuart Erwin* Valerie Bettis, Mark
awson, Martha Wright, Bambi Linn, Rod
Alexander. Directed by Mary Hunter;
dances and musical numbers staged by
Helen Tamiris; . settings, costumes and
lighting, Stewart Chaney; orchestrations,
Robert Russell Bennett^ and Donald J;
Walker; musical director, Max Meth. At
Winter Garden, N. -V., March 23, '50; $6
top ($8.40 opening).

Bonnie . . . . .BambiLinn
Prudence . . . . . . . . . , , ;

.

. . .

.

. Betty Low
Albert ... . . ..m/. .Rod Alexander
Jake .«.«*•’.'**• « .*. , , « J. C. 51c[Cox d
Maybelle . ...Aleen Buchahan
Kitty ... . . ; * . * . , , ;

,

^

.

. Valerie . Bettis
Crumlelgh .v, . . .Jay Marshall
Butch . ..Earl Oxford
Lesie Butterfield ....

.

. . .Vivienne Segal
Carol , , . . ... . ... . . .Martha Wright
Vince . ; . ... .... . . . . .

.

Mark Dawson
.Woodrow Twig* Stuart Erwin
Mimsey . . . . . ... .Marjorie Peterson
S&ndffl *.•»•«••• *>, *# • ^ * * « Vifjfflulci*- Curtic ;

Freddie
? . ... ..vRusaell Nype.

31od|[ctt' *• . • . • • « a «.• «.» .... • ^ulu.
Jonathon . . ... ... «

•

.Ihividi NiUo
Minister . . .

.

.•, . .Ken . Carroll
O'Brien . ; ; . ;.* ,

.

.Don Kennedy
Rafferty. . . . . .. . ... ..... . ... . . ..

.

Paul Reed
Dancers: Eleanor .Fairchild, *Eleanore

Gregory, Barbara Heath. Ann Hutchinson,
Norma Kaiser, Janice Rule, Chuck/ Brun-
ner, Ted Cappy, Roscoe French, David

illo, Harry Rogers,. Swcn Swenson.
Singers: Leigh Alien, Jeanne Bai, Vir-

ginia Curtis, Ruth MeVayne, Joyce Mitch-
ell, Julia. Williams, Fred Bryan. Ken Car-
roll, Ed Gombos, John Juliano, Russell
Nype, Robert Wallace.

. -i
'»

Chalk up a liew winner for Jack
Hylton /arid The Crazy Gang.
“Knights Of Madness’*, has got
everything for a sparkling, riotous
two-hour entertainment and Will
doubtless stay at this theatre for
as long as the Gang has the energy
to carry on.
More lavish than its predecessor.

It’s a big-scale presentation in
every sense pf the word; Colorful
costumes, imaginative decor, and
an elegantly : conceived ballet
combine with the stars and a first-

rate supporting team of artists to
make this a nonstop entertainment.
The Crazy! Gang, more irrepress-
ible than ever, inevitably has the.

lion's share of the show. Its bois-
terous, infectious,

.
good humor

always goes big with Londoners
and even the odd crudities are
genially accepted. -Bud Flanagan
also chalks up a big personal hit

in' introducing a new : number,
“Hey* Neighbour,’’ which! is almost
surely destined for the hit parade.
Linda Lee and Grace Draper

top the femme half of the. cast and
bring to the show 4 pleasing mix-
ture of sophistication arid de-
mureness. Their biggest hit is a
tuneful number “Is There a Man
in the House," in which Jillian

Roma also has a solo spot.
Aside from the stars, the . sock

attraction of the evening are Pat
Hill & Lennie Delma, who with
their marionettes stop tlie show,
Act is a triumph of manipulation
and ' away ahead of the normal
puppet show , seen in town. An-
other firstrate act is the Dassie
Bros, who perform near-to-imf
possible acrobatic stunts in a non*
chalant way.
Alec Shanks has given the show

a slick production and Freddie
Bretherton’s orch capably provides
the musical background, Myrd.

The Lady Purrs ‘

London, March 16.
Envoy Productions (in association with

the Arts Council) presentation of comedy
In three acts by Ted Willis. Directed by
Anthony Hawtrey. At . Embassy, Swiss
Cottage, March 15, *50.

Sandra : ..... Eleanor Summerfield
Joe Battlebrldge. . . . /. . . Charles Heslop
Laura Battlebrldge ...... Gwynne Whitby
Jill Battlebrldge. . . . . . . .Jill Raymond
Ma Brattlebridge . ...... . .. . Gwen Nelson
Ethel Morgan/. . . . .. .. . .Dandy Nichols
Rev. W. Lewis ...Christopher Steele
Irma Thackeray . . . . . .. .Viola Lyd

!
number by Bambi Linn and Rod

“Great To Be Alive!" is better
to see than to hear. That is,, its

dancing is striking, the scenery
and costumes are beautifui, but its

story is complicated and inescap-
able, the. music commonplace and
the comedy inadequate. And

a musical comedy has neither
music nor comedy but only visual
qualities the result is generally
slim entertainment and negative
boxoffiee.
The unusual but intricate story

involves several generations of
ghosts who try to prevent rich
New Yorkers from renovating and
Occupying a cobwed-festooned
Pennsylvania mansion. There are
more or less parallel romantic
themes as a sophisticated pair from
Manhattan plan a wedding in the
place and a pair of ghostly lovers
attempt to make it a double cere-
mony. There is a succession of
murders. And, among other sit-

uation gimmicks, there’s the fact
that virgins can see the ghosts,
which provides the expected “sur-
prise" payoff.

Besides supplying all th4 danc-
ing highlights, the ghosts are also
the more amusing and attractive
characters in the show, in contrast
to the rather dreary mortal beings.
The first half of the musical concen-
trates on the somewhat eccentric
ghosts, including a graceful dance

Cry of the Peacock
New Haven, March 23.

. James Colligan and Dubald Medford
production or comody-drama in three
acts, by Jean Anouilh, adapted by CecU
Robson. Features Oscar Karlweis* Ray-
mond LoveU, Marta. Linden* Llll Darvas,
Philip Tonge. Directed by .

Martin Rltt;
decqr by Cecil Beaton; lighting by Beaton
and-Peggy Clark-'*Opened at Shubert the-
atre, New Haven; March 23* '50; $3.60 top.

The General , ... .
. ,

;• Hiymond LovpU
Ada Merld Albertson
Nathalie . . Patricia Wheel
Tofo ... ... . ...... .

;

Dick Van Patten
Count .... /. ... .......

.

,'i . Oscar Karlweis
Countess . v . . . . . , Marta Linden
Hector de Villardeau. , . . . . Philip Tonge
Nicholas . Peter Brandon
Marie Christine /. . ; . . . .Gerralne Raphael
Tutor ... . . .. .Richard A. Martin
General's Wife. . . - * . ........

;

-Lili Darvas

showing a. colorful hall and stair-

case in a French chateau. Light-
ing is used effectively, to portray,

the play's three time moods of
morning,

!
afternoon and evening.

. /.

Yolande
Claire

.

Suzy .

Jackie

. ..Jacqueline Rivard.
...Paulette Elambert
..... Francoise Spira

There is an intriguing idea be-
hind this fantasy but it doesn’t
quite come off. It’s a story of a
cat who turns into a woman and
has all the innermost secrets of
the household. Possibilities are im-
mense but it demands too much
ingenuity to maintain the pace for
three acts. Result is a modest

|

laugh-maker which doesn’t quite

;

reach the class demanded by pres?
ent-day audiences.
Not content with keeping this

within the bounds of fantasy and
farce* author Ted Willis couldn’t

Alphonse Lambert has four
pretty daughters—Yolande, Claire,

Suzy and Jackie. Until he appears
on the scene, only Jackie, the

! resist < a touch of political satire
youngest, is interested in their

j

and scores quite a few sly digs at

the Labor government, all of
which, naturally, are of a local,

character. His story is well suited
for this, because the unhappy head
of the household, where the cat

assumes human form, is a political

aspirant for Parliament. The joke,

however, is carried a little too far,

and the publication of a cat’s

charter brings it down to the level

of broadest farce.

Much of the success which
.
this

piece may meet will be due to the
efforts of the Cast. Eleanor Sum-
merfield, in particular, scores a
tremendous personal hit and is

seen as an artist of great charm
and ability; Charles Heslop tends
to overplay the aspiring politician,

but the members of his family are

very neatly sketched by, Gwynne
Whitby, Jill Raymond arid Gwen
Nelson.Other members of the cast

round off the show effectively.
"/• Myro.

father’s proposal that one of them
marry the English-trained son of
an old business associate. But
when Bernard arrives for a visit,

the other sisters have a change of
heart, because Bernard is young
and attractive, even though he does
speak French with an appalling ac-
cent; Unable to decide for himself
which of the sisters he really pre-
fers, he invites two of his friends
to help him out, with the - result
that the final curtain finds them all
paired off, with the exceptirin of
Yolande, the blue-stockingmember
of the family.
There is a good deal of charm

and humor in this lightweight com-
edy, due largely to the attractive-
ness and exuberance of the young
people involved. Outstanding is
the American, George Lloyd, who,
after a year or so of nightclub exr
perience, has learned sufficient
French to carry 4 role (a long one:
at that.) in the native language.
Nelly Wick is funny as the lit-

erary Yolande, Paulette Elambert
is energetic as the sports-loving
Suzy, and Francoise Spira is at-
tractive as Jackie;

.
Jacqueline

Iticard as the serious arid sensible
member of a madcap household;
Uaire, who in the end turns out to

Bernard’s choice, is effective.
AU the girls are young arid, pretty.

1wo veteran actors, Duvaleix
anci Christiarie Delyne, give engag-
ln? Pertormances of the fath°r and

Alexander, as the lovers, followed
immediately by a stunning one by
Valerie Bettis* as a wanton wraith.
But the second half, going over-
board with shootings, stabbings and
laborious rriortal doings, tends to
deteriorate. Miss Bettis has an-
other effective dance in the second
half, but Miss Linn and Alexan-
der merely reprise their first num-
ber. .

•'

.

Musically, the show is undis-
tinguished and curiously ill-rou-

tined. Vivienne Segal, top featured
and the only name singer in the
production, hasn’t a song in the
first act, and only two common-
place numbers in the second act,

spotted in quick succession. On
the other hand, Miss Bettis, who
is only incidentally a singer, has
several brief vocal bits and con-
siderable dialog, The best of the
none-too-good songs are sung by
Mark Dawson arid Martha Wright.
The show’s morp- notable tunes

are “It’s a Long Time Till To-
morrow," “Call It Love," “You

Pas fl^OrirlililHes PourMm IKIiHiJislB
(No Orchids For. Miss Blandish)

Paris, March 2,

Grand Gui^nol presentation of melo-
drama in three acts, of Hadley Chase,
translated into French py Marcel Duha-
mel, Elaine Charles. Staged py Alexander
Dundas. At Grand Gulgnol, Paris.

Miss Blandish , . . . . .
.*•. , . . . .

.

Nicole Riche
Ma Grlsson. . . . ; . . . ... »*, ... Renee Garde?
Anna Borey . ........... • - Hcddy Miller

Slim : Jean-Marc Tennberg
Johnny .......... ...... Jean Francel

A somewhat fenthei>biVairied "^nt. I
The Grand Guigriol

the single setting of a '".r ' ?n
1 symbol of Parisian lor

Neuilly ig. bright and- ag : ‘ c''blc. \
could- see good clear

Appeal To Me," . “Headin’ 'for a

Weddiri’” and “There’s Nothing
Like It." Other numbers include
“When the Sheets Come Back from
the Laundry," “Redecorate,"
“What, a Day!" “From This Day
On," “Who Done It?" “Blue Day,"
“That’s a Mart Evei^time" and
“Thank You, Mrs. Butterefield."
Although he has second billing;

Stuart Erwin is pretty much lim-

ited to playing a raised-eyebrovy
straightmari to his spectral rela-

tives, being pursued by the wealthy
New York divorcee

;
and getting a

grilling from a couple of Brook-
lynese gumshoes,

.
Somehow, he

manages to be both plausible and
disarming, arid teams agreeably
with Miss Segal in “You Appeal to

Me." Besides singing her two
tunes expertly, Miss Segal is con-

vincing as the amorous divorcee.

Dawson and Miss Wright are ac-

ceptable as the engaged pair.

Lulu Bates
,
sings two numbers

vigorously,
Major credit for the favorable

elements of “Great to Be Alive"

belongs to Helen Tamiris for the

choreography, Mary Hunter for the

e where one - flexible staging and Stewart
The Grand Gui griol has been a

. , - *

- n lore where one
clean gore, and

[
Chaney for the decorative scenery
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(Continuned on page 72) i and costumes. Kobe.

In its premiere condition, indi-
cations are that unless “Peacock”,
acquires added plumage in the
form of more interesting dialog
arid more expansive development
and clarification of its basic theme,
its April 6 Broadway opening may
well produce an Easter^egg/ In
any easCj it doesn’t seem^to be -for

the masses. •*

Granted that the production en-
countered obstacles via. a shift in
directors during rehearsals, this
changing of workhorses in riiid-

strearn cannot be blamed entirely
for the fact that' the play is only
intermittently absorbing. Limited
in concept, arid brief in the tell-

ing (only about 90 minutes run-
ning time), it leaves an impression
of only moderate eintertainment.
An effective third act is somewhat
Of a saving grace.

Despite its universal theme

—

love~it just .doesn’t emerge as
standout stage fare over here as
compared to its big reception on
the Continent. Play’s pattern is

a criss-crossirig of love in its many
angles, ranging from youthful ro-
mance to sordid sensual satisfac-
tion. Although the author’s prem-
ise is largely obscure, as unfolded
at preem, it sterns to be to the
effect that pure love is more apt
to be found between the physical-
ly-handicapped than among those
who regard themselves as sound-
er specimens Of society.

A retired French general, whose
wife had gone mad 10 years pre-
viously over love for him, has
called a family conference to con-
sider the case of a hunchback spin-
ster sister, who had found love as
she approached middle life. Pres
ent at the conference are the gen-
eral’s sister, the Countess: her
husband, arid the third member of
their “design for living," Hector
de Villardeau, Also on hand are
the General’s daughter-in-law, Na-
talie, and the son she should have
married, Nicholas. The General
has a mistress in the person of the
maid, Ada; the Countess is having
an affair With Villardeau; the
Count is following suit with a
yodng . dressmaker; Nicholas and
Natalie contemplate culminating
their childhood romance despite
her marriage to his brother; and
the deforined sister, Adele, has
found a

,
mate in a similarly de-

formed family tutor.
It is to break up the latter ro-

mance that the General has called
the conference, but developments
point out that the crippled pair
are the only ones of the lot hav-
ing a semblance of purity in their
romance, and when they are de-
nied each other they kill them-
selves. Play derives its title from
constant calling of the deranged
wife for the General, a shout that
resembles the cry of a peacock.

Casting is uniformly good, with
the various assignments being han-
dled capably. Top-featured Oscar
Karlweis plays the Count knowing-
ly arid efficiently but the role as
a whole does not tax the depths
of his acknowledged acting talent.
Britisher Raymond Lovell, mak-
ing his American debut, carries
well the part of the pompous- long-
suffering General. Marta Linden
is attractive in appearance and
precise in diction as the apex of
the love triangle involving the
Count arid the family friend, Vil-.

lardeau, played' Withr expert stu-
pidity by Philip Tonge. Lili Dar-
vas makes much of her single scene
as the demented wife.
Turning in good support are

Merle Albertson, as the General’s
maid-mistress; Patricia Wheel arid
Peter Brandon, the youthful lov?
ers; Dick Van Patten and Gerralne
Raphael, in child roles; Richard A,

(

Martin; in a walk-through as the
‘ hunchback tutor/.

In the short space allotted him
since taking over directorial reins,

Martin Ritt has staged, his scenes
with varying degrees of audience,
appeal, majority being on the

i
favorable side. ! The duller seg-

1 ments are due more to dialog
shortcomings, certain sequences .in-

volving puerile wordage, even
i making allowances for the stilted

phraseology of the play's 1912 era.

“Peacock" is played against a

setting comparable to the splendor
of the bird itself. It is one of the

season’s top artistic contributions,

Of AII^ Things
Hollywood, March 23,

LeiShtbh Brill and William Trinz pro-
duction of revue in two acts (20 scenes).
Music by Maurice Engleraan, Jr.; lyrics
and sketches, Alan Alch. Direction by
Keenan Wynn. Dances and musical num-
bers staged -by Eugene Loring; settings*
Richard Jackson; musical direction Leon
Leonard!. At Century* «Hollywood, March
22, '50; $3.80 top; opening night, $6.

Cast: Alari Alch, Alan. Arlc, Nelson
Barclift, Bunny. Bishop,

:
Gloria DeWerd*

Maurice Englettian, . lEmmaline Henry*
Charles Lind,. Mara Lynn, Pete. Marshall;.
Bob Mason* Mary McDonnell, Gloria More-
land, /Tom Noonan, Patty O'Connor;
George Reeder, Albert Ruiz, Robin Short*
Patricia Tdun* Beth Thompson* Marc
Wilder; '/

since “Lend An Ear"
broke in on the Coast arid headed
east for bigtime sftccess, local pro-
ducers have been stepping eagerly
up to bat hoping to ’ knock but an-
other revue homer/ So . far the
score has been no hits, no runs and
several errors. Latest effort might*
to continue the simile, be glassed
as a base on balls; in its current
state, "Of All Things” is no hit but
it could get a local run.

/

There are possibilities in this
Leighton Brill-William Trinz pro-
duction. It has enough material
to form the nucleus of a good inti-

mate revue. Brought in for around
$20,000, arid operatlrig on a little

theatre basis, “Of All Things" prob-
ably can manage to break even on
a local run basis without any fur-
th'er effort. It has a few good
number’s to recommend it and is

delivered wit(i a verve and enthu-
siasm. that will contribute to a
word-of - mouth buildup.

. Chief difficulty is the lack of
standout material or talent. The
feW good sketches hit comedic high
spots but tend to be anti-climactic
and need pruning. There are at
least two tunes that could amount
to something if delivered by volt-

age talent, arid Eugene Loring’s
often-good dance routines need
some change of pace.

Cast works hard under Keenan
Wynn’s' okay direction but the only
real attention - getter is Tom
Noonan, who reaches hilarious,

heights in a couple of skits. Kap.

Le Marcheur
Montreal, March 22.

Gesu : presentation of drama in three
acta by Yves Theriault. Directed hy Hu-
guette Oligny; set by Jacques Blanchet.
At Gesu, Montreal, March 21, '50; $2.25
top.
La Mere .

m

Eleanor Stuart
Valerie ................ Huguette Oligny
Damien Robert Rivard
Jeroine . * ; . . . .

*

v
,

.

• Jean .-Duceppe
Le Petit ................ Benoit Fauteux
Le Cure .... .. ... ... .. Marcel Sylvain

“Le Marcheur" (“The Walker"),
written and produced by Yves
Theriault, is the first play by this

prolific young Canadian scripter,

and in spite of sombre theme, one
of the season’s most imposing
offerings.,

Entire action of this three-acter
takes place in a typical French-
Canadian farmhouse kitchen and
tells the story of a family domi-
nated by a dying father, who has
driven most of his cheldren from
home and reduced his wife to

Wretchedness anc^ servility. From
the creative angle, play shows
much talent but lack of comedy
arid pervading sense of gloom
throughout should limit the appeal
and length of run.
As the mother, Eleanor Stuart's

performance brought a hefty re-
ception from first-nighters. An
English-Canadian by birth, with
much experience in London with
the Old Vic and a sock reputation
in the local Angio-theatre produc-
tions, this is Miss Stuart’s first play
in French and she carries off her
part with distinction and authority.
Kudos also gri to 14-year-old
Benoit Fauteux as the half-witted
son; who maintains the character
at all times in spite of near-
tendency to corn tip situations arid

movements,
4

Direction by Huguette Oligny,
who also plays the daughter,
Valerie, leaves something to be
desired. First act drags and needs
more action fo combat lengthy
dialog sessions. Second act builds

to good curtain, with children of
family renouncing father, threaten-
ing to leave the mother and return
to their city life. Robert Rivard,

as one of the sons, turns in a
creditable job but general direc-

tion has stylized too many of the
movements and limited these
usually expressive performers;
Climax comes when the father

finally dies, with only his wife and
a priest at his side. The resulting
relief arid sense of freedom that
sweeps the small house brings
play to strong finish.

Writer-producer Theriault may
not have a great play on his hands,
but initial stage effort augurs well

for future tries, Netot.
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I*as
get a twinge of li Q rr or at. the

‘ macabre carryings-on. But even

tradition is caught ih progress, and

the Grand . Guignol has come qt

age. Gone is the nice messy ice-

pick murder, and the face pushed

in to a blazing stove. In its place

is 20th century sadistic, sensual

psychological horror, “No Orchids

For MisS Blandish’' was a play

adapted in England frpm Hadley
Chase’s lush novel. It was then a

film on the English eye-view ot

American gangsterism which was
banned in the States, .

The Guignol version is a. free

translation, and a sexy, sadistic

orgy it is. A group
:
of hoods kid-

: nap the. rich Miss Blandish. She is

then taken front them by another
mob headed by the neurotic killer

Slim, who hungers for the beau-
teous Miss Blandish. Slint’s bru-
tal ,

mother whips and drugs! Miss
Blandish into submission for the
advances of Slim, who is afraid of
girls. When Miss Blandish's moral
scruples finally begin to give way
before Slim’s animal appeal it is

too late, for they are all shot down
like dogs.
The only reminder of the good;,

old days is a couple of stabbings,
|

* girl being tortured with a lighted
cigaret and some cruel beatings.
The cast turns in a good stylized
job with Jean-Marc Tennberg a
standout as the sadistic Slim.
Renee Gardes, an old < Guignol
standby, is good as the brutal Ma.
The girls are appropriately decora-
tive in the underwear in which
they spend most of the play.

* Mosk.

eldest inhabitant; a budding play-

wright and a slinky young siren

from next door. Only incidents

that could rate as a plot are the
discovery that the young girl is

oiRy a- step-daughter, so is free
from the mother’s tyranny, . and
that the, hoy’s first play is ac-

cepted and he eludes the said
siren to find • real love "with his fel-

low boarder,
It is hardly the fault of the com-

pany that their efforts misfire be-
cause Jean Cadell does her best
to bring realism to the role of the
genteel house owner. After a ner-
vous upheaval the night before,
she had ordered everyone to leave,
and she finds herself desolate and
bewildered in the deserted house.
Helena Pickard is duly submissive
and querulous as . the deceived
wife, and Tilsa Page and Avril
Hillyer make good contrasts as the
ingenue arid her sophisticated
rival. Clem,

Democrats as

Ballet Theatre, which celebrates

its 10th anniversary with a three-

week engagement .
at the Center

theatre, N. Y., starting April 23,

has been booked for a five-month

tour of eight . European countries

this summer. Troupe of 60 will fly

|
to Europe July. 15, Tour will be
sponsored by American National
Theatre & Academy*, and have the

cooperation of the Cultural Divi-

sion of the U. S. State Dept.

Troupe will dance for a month
in Germany, including perform-
ances for occupation forces. It will

inaugurate the Edinburgh Festival

Aug. 21 for a week, - and follow

with a three-week engagement in

London. (Ballet Theatre gave an
eight-week . season in London in

1946. ) Ifroupe- will do an extended
tour of Italian cities; play three

weeks in Paris, and do a week each
in Holland and Belgium. Tour will

conclude in Vienna.

Company will be back in the

U S. in early December for its

usual American tour. It has a
three-week Canadian tour this

spring, and* a July appearance at

Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y., prior to

its European jaunt.

_l£_

Continued from page 19

IV iiit Des Homines
(Man to Mant) -

Paris, March 4.
Andre Barsacq presentation of

.
drama

In one act by Jean Bernard.Luc. Direc-
tion and scenery by Andre Barsacq. At

:
Theatre

;
de i’Atelier, Paris.

Jordan. •.
i ; . . . .. ... . .Jacques Dumesnil

Ricalens, Michel Vitold

This is an out-and-out tour de
.
force—a dialog between husband
and lover of the same woman (who
does not appear on the stage) last-
ing for an hour ’ and 20-some min-
utes. If the extra 20 minutes were
cut, it would .improve the work
considerably, but even so Jean
Bernard-Luc has come up with a
fine dramatic opus, by timing it

with the liberation of a French
provincial town by the approach-
ing allies.

The wife has left both her hus-
band and her lover. The former
is interested only in her, the latter
is a leader in the resistance. Lit-
tle by little it develops that she
has left both of them and has gone
off on her own in a dangerous
mission in which she is killed.
And as the church bells toll, an-
nouncing the liberation Of the
town, the husband kills the lover,
considering him responsible for
her death.

In lesser hands the work would
doubtless have*fallen flat, but both
Jacques Dumesnil and Michel Vit-
old give exceptional performances.

Fred.

Washington, March 28.

:
Radio Moscow beamed a DX

broadcast at Britain last week an-
nouncing that the hottest thing on
the boards currently is a new play
called .‘Missouri Walz,” .which
rips into the Democratic Party as

a collection Of criminals and
thugs.

Broadcast, intercepted by of-

ficial U. S. monitors, said “Mis-
ouri Walz’’ was authored by Niko-
lai Pogodin, and was such a hit

that it Was day dating as a live

drama in two Moscow legit houses
—the Ermolova and the Vakhtan-
gov.”
The broadcast said of the plot:

“It depicts election frame-ups in

the U. S. and the activities of a
gangster ring in the Democratic
Party. The play exposes the mon-
strous poison-propaganda cam-
paign launched at election time to
mislead U. S. public opinion. Of-
ficials are bribed to include in the
election lists persons who are no
longer alive or who have left the
state. The leaders of the Demo-
cratic Party stop at nothing in or-
der to send their man to the Sen-
ate. Everything is brought into
action* from forgery to murder.”

C raven House
London, March 14.

Pat Nye i John Penrose
'
production of

light comedy in three acts by Diana Ham-
ilton; adapted from novel by Patrick Ham-
ilton. Directed by Ken Tynan. At Bedford
theatre, London, March 13, *50.
Mrs. Nixon. ................. . Pat Nye
Elsie Nixon .... ... Tilsa Page
Miss Hatt . ... , ; .........

.

Jean Cadell
Mrs. Spicer . . ..... Helena Pickard
Mr. Spicer . . ...... ... .Lionel Newbold
Mrs. Hoare . . . . ... . .

.

feme Berihger
Anthony Wlldman. . . . Richard Longmait
Miss Cotterell ... ... .

.

Avril Hillyer
Audrey Custard. ..... ... Shirley Richards
Russian Lady ...... ...

.

Phyllis; Montefioi>e
Jock Nixon . ... Norman Mitchell

Hollywood, March 28.

Trio of World War II vets have
formed Pacific Theatre productions
Which Will preem a new script,

“This We Fought For,” at San Ga-
briel Mission Playhouse, May 5-6.

Play, complete with sound effects,

revolves, around the battle for a
Pacific island.

Stewart Conway, producer; Wal-
lace Hunter, assistant producer,
and Sam Todd, who plays the lead,
hope for a west coast tour after
the San Gabriel bow. Conway
wrote the script.

This adaptation by Diana Hamil-
ton from • her brother ^Patrick’s
novel reflects’ little credit on any-
one. Whatever merit it had as a
book evaporates in its stage form.

Story centres on a group of peo-
ple in a boarding house back In
1913. There is a suppressed yourig
daughter of a bullying mother; a
tearful nonentity of a wife with a
jocular, philandering husband; the

Oneo I^ioit it

(BROWN UNIV.)
Providence, March 1$.

Brownbrokers production of musical in
two acts (14 scenes); book and lyrics. Wil-
liam Dyer; musical score, Harris Ulllan;
staged by George Eckert; dance direction,
Judith Dech; vocal direction,. Harriet Rot-
man; costumes, Patricia Ehrhardt; assist-
ant dance director, Marjorie Reeh. At
Faunce House, Brown Univ., Providence.

Cast: Judith Dech, Laurence Hochberg,
William Dyer, Edwin Sherln, Harriet Rot-
man, Maxine Rosenbaum, James Lennon,
William E*«ves, AileeiV Tuck, Nancy Welch,
Laney Lee, Sally Ashbaugh, Reese Thorn-
ton, Elizabeth Ann Gibbons; Paul Michael,
Fredlyiv Kovileh, ScnYa Silverman, George
Eckert..

Available for Summer Stock
Beautiful air-conditioned theatre with-
in easy reach of North Shore end
large suburban communities North of
Boston. Good stage, parking space,
700 DeLuxe Seats. Reply Variety, Box
V-20J2, 154 W. 44th St., NOW York
If,' N, Y.

•A >:*!,#

the exception of a couple
numbers, this one will have to de-
pend pn family and friends for
support. In justice to the young-
sters, they tried, but a combo of
rush into production, not too much
obvious talent arid a worn-out
theme reflected the shortcomings.
Hollywood came in for its usual

lampooning, with the usual love
interest complicated by a Garboish
character who insists on calling
the male lead “swithart” and mak-
ing tlie galfriend jealous. Washing-
ton sends out its usual Corigres-
siorial Un-American Activities in-
vestigating^ committee,

. a n d it

promptly throws Miss Smorgas-
bord into the clink.

Incidentally the brightest num-
ber is the investigating committee's
reverting to oldtime vaude to put
oyer the Catchy “Red, Pink or
Fuchsia.” Maid.

Current Road Shows
(Match 26-Aprit 8

)

Ballet Russede Monte Carlo —
His Majesty’s, Montreal (27-1).

Ballet Theatre—Playhouse, Wil-
mington (27); Constitution Hall,

Washington (29-30).

Ballets de Paris— Nixon, Pitt
(27-1).

“Borschtcapades” -— Blackstone,
Chi. (27-8);

“Brljpadooii” — Victory, Dayton
(27-29); Hartman, Columbus (30-1);

Royal Alexandra, Toronto (3-8),

“Cry of the Peacock”— Locust,
Phila, (27-1);

“Death of a Salesman”—Hanna,
Cleve. (27-1); Cass, Detroit (3-8).

“Diamond Lil”—Orpheutn, K.C.
(26); Stuart, Lincoln, Neb. (27-28);

KRNT theatre, Des Moines (30-31);

Aud., St. Paul (1); Lyceum. Min-
neapolis (3-8).

“Goodbye, My Fancy”—Gayety,
Wash. (27-1).

“Harvey” — Robinson ^ Aud.,
Little Rock (27); Municipal Aud.,
Shreveport, La. (28-29); Majestic,
Ft. Worth (30); Melba, Dallas
(31-1); Paramount, Austin (3);

Texas, San Antonio (4); Music Hall,
Houston (5); Aud., Lake Charles,
La. (6); Murphy H. S. Aud., Mobile,
Ala. (81 ,

“KiSs Me, Kate”—-Shubert, Chi.
(27-8). • •

.

'

“Lend An Ear*’—Great Northern,
Chi. (27-8).

“Madwoman of Chailloi” —
Erlanger, Chi. (27-8);

“Man Who Came to Dinner*^ —
Jr. H. S. Aud., New Westminster,
B.C. (27); International Cinema,
Vancouver (28-1); Capitol, Yakima,
Wash. (3); Post, Spokane (4); Aud.,
St; Paul (7-8).

Maurice Schwartz — Plymouth,
Bost. (3-8).

. “Mister Roberts” — Colonial
Bost. (27-8)..

“Oklahoma”—r.Poche;
;
New Or-

leans (26); Tower, Atlanta (28-1);

Bijou, Chattanooga, (3-5); Ryman
Aud.,

,
Nashville (6); Coliseum,

Evansville, Ind. (7-8).

“Private Lives” — Harris, Chi.
(27-8). :

“San Carlo Opera Co.” — Er-
langer, Buffalo (30-1).

“Silver Whistle”—Lobero, Santa
Barbara (31-1); Biltmore, L. A.
(3-8).

“Streetcar Named Desire*^ —
Shubert, Detroit (27-1); Gayety,
Wash. (3-8).

•

“That Lady” Texas, San An-
tonio (27); Metropolitan, Houston
(28-29); Poche, New Orleans (31-1);
Lanier Aud*, Montgomery, Ala;
(3); Tower,. Atlanta (4-6); Bijou,
Birmingham (7-8).

“Tickets, Please”—Shubert, N.H.
(6-8 ).

Webster-Shakespeare — H. S.
Aud., Mendota, 111. (27); 111. School
for Deaf, Jacksonville (28); South-
ern 111* U., Carbondale (29); Hughes
Aud., Wilmdre, Ky. (30); Purdue
Music Hall, Lafayette, Ind. (31-1);
Murat, Indianapolis (7-8).

“Congressional Baby” to Tour
Albany, March 28.

Eileen Tighe's comedy “Congres-
sional Baby,” recently tried out for
two weeks at Malcolm Atterbury’s
Playhouse here, will tour for six
weeks: as a package show on the
strawhat circuit, probably with
Mark Roberts and Katherine Em-
met featured.

The:summer swing would be pre-
limin?ryrto a Broadway production/
Eddie Dowling produced the pre-
miei'e here. *

>.

Wife” (with Rita Weimari), he
wrote several books, . including

“How’s Your Second Act,” “The
Glory Road,” the autobiographical

“To a Lonely Boy” end “Reference

Point,” the latter a collection of

dramatic lectures he had delivered

at Fordham U.

Gave Few Directions

Asa director, Hopkins wbs noted

for his method of giving few actual

directions to the cast, believing

that it was better to let the actors

work out the performance virtually

alone. Commentirig on the prac-

tice, the late Robert Benchley, at

that timi drama critic of the New,

Yorker, wrote of a Hopkins produc-

tion that it had been staged “oft

the honor system;” Years later,

when pressagent Richard Mariey

explained to Louis Calhern that he

had not scheduled any interviews

during the road tryout of “Mag-
nificent Yankee” lest they inter-

fere with rehearsals, the star re-

marked, “What rehearsals?”

Yet Hopkihs could make specific

staging' suggestions : when he felt

the occasion arose, and could be

irate and vocal if they were riot

Obeyed. During feheatsals of his

production of “Deep River,” for in-

stance, he repeatedly instructed the

late Jules Bledsoe, who was mak-
ing his legit debut in the show, to

stay in character : during his songs,

instead of following the concert

practice: of coming downstage and
singing directly to the audieiicer

1

At the tryout premiere out of

town, when the Negro baritone

ignored the directions, Hopkins,

who was sitting in the rear of the

.orchestra, swore aloud. A femme
playgoer, seated nearby, admon-
ished him, “If you don’t like the

show why don’t you go to the box-

office and get a refund?” “I only

wish to God I could,” the producer
retorted.

Hopkins chose plays for produc-

tion primarily because they ap-

pealed to him, and only secondar-

ily because he. thought they might
make money. Unlike most pro-

ducers, he had tenacious convic-

tions, and when lie decided to do
a play, nothing swayed him from
it. Moreover, even if the show
proved a dismal failure, his faith

in it was undiminished. And pos-

sibly because of his strong spir-

itual tendency, temporary diffi-

culties and mishaps didn’t bother
him.

Politely Uncommunicative

In his Uny office in the Ply-

mouth theatre building, which the

Shuberts provided him rent-free

in recent years, Hopkins continued
his constant quest for promising
scripts; When; as occurred with
decreasing frequency, job-sejeking

actors visited him there, he rarely

uttered a word, merely indicating

by a shake of the head that he
had nothing for them. He was
also politely uncommunicative to

reporters, although he occasion-

ally talked entertainingly about
the theatre if his interest was
aroused..

9

Always one of the most literate

producers in the theatre, Hopkins
revealed his growing mysticism

<
in

various articles he contributed to

the anniversary issues of Variety
in the last few years. His last

such piece, in the 1949 number,
was critical of contemporary con-
ditions in legit*

“In comparison with earlier

days, still remembered by some of
us,” he wrote* “the theatre has be-
come a’ joyless place. The fun has
gone out of it. Now it is a place
of frantic scrambling for recogni-
tion and approval. The theatre is

no longer ah end, but a means;
It is something, to be used.

“The only possession that any
of us can take with us is the part
that we refuse to sell for money,
glory or approval. It can be
summed up as simple human dig-
nity* When the fun went out of
the theatre much of this, too, was
lost.”

;
His rarely-ntsed talent: for irony

was shown four years earlier,

when he wrote,. ‘‘In launching a
\

production, are the actors cast
first? How old-fashioned. No in-

deed. The promoter must first

cast the stockholders. Stockhold-
ers are not required to submit
photographs or press notices, al-

though some of them are getting
fatter pressbooks than stars, even
breaking into national magazines
as wonder boys. A really fine cast
of stockholders can sometimes be

I cast in a week. They have no pic-
iVV

.
j ‘v •• t

ture commitments,
.
no radio con-

flicts; i Of course, they are experts
in all ‘ matters theatrical, v *.

“The theatre is one business in
which nothing needs to be learned.
Everyone is bom with an unfail-
ing instinct about all theatrical
problems. ' Most people are too
busy with other occupations Which
they took a long time to learn.
Strangely enough, learning ohe’s
o>vn business requires certain tedi-
ous steps, of which the theatre is

happily free. So lack of experi-
ence is no handicap to the stock-
holder. As with the dramatic
critic, his perception is a gift which
he cahnot explain: It amazes him,
but it just came.. His not to rea-
son why. Arid it is a sure thing
that if. the stockholder is lacking
in theatre genius, his little wife
can easily: supply it.

‘‘Among the theatre-struck it

might be. difficult to find a man
who admits fie doesn’t know
everything about the theatre-^but
finding a woman is impossible.”

:
Ip another Variety issue he sug-

gested; “These are the days of re-

conversion and. revivals. Both are
the putting to new use of old

. ma-
terials* Sometimes the old mate-
rial* are better than anything new
that is available. It is hard not to

think 6f a few old plays that have :

more vitality than much
: of the

new material that is being offered.

“Plays are not dead until they

.

can no longer be made to live. It

is sometimes more difficult to

bring a ‘new manuscript to life

than it is to set an, old one to tick-

ing, so the test of a play’s pos-
sibilities has less to do with age
than with vigor. Plays born with
Weak gland systems -will totter

iorig before their better equipped
eldeirs.” )

Perhaps most revealing is the

philosophy Hopkins expressed in

his article of two years ago. “The
taking world has been grabbing
frantically for 'several centuries,

with the result that most of the

world’s hands are empty and Cold.,

Obviously, taking is not the Way
of fulfillment. Slowly and re-

luctantly we are learning that we
are enriched by what we give, not

by w'hat we take.
“Old admonitions are at last tak-

ing on new meaning. ‘Cast, thy

bread upon the waters.* ‘It is bet-

ter to give than to receive.’ These
are ho longer idealistic dreams,
but practical directions on the road
to well-being.
“At present the theatre is one

of the great lags in American life;

TJhere are many earnest people of

whom we know nothing who are

determined that the theatre shall

be brought to the front and: take

its rightful and honorable
community life,

are the theatre

in

of to-

morrow.#»

Duncan Out as Equity

V.P. Due to 111 Health
Augustin Duncan, fourth

0

vice-

president of Actors Equity, has re-

signed because of ill health. The
union’s council yesterday (Tues. )

voted regretful acceptance.
The council also named Kath-

erine Meskill and, Hiram Sherman
as Equity representatives on the

Television Authority n a ti o n a 1

board, replacing Ezra Stone and
Hume Cronyn, who resigned be-

cause of the press of professional

commitments.

Apfi. for R«nf

Newly Remodelled Bldg*

441 W. 55«h St., N«W V«rk

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
1 •nd S Rqom Purn. Aptc., $i2p-il45.

FOR SALE

500 USED
THEATER SEATS
RuNitibie; Good Condition

Writ*! RICHARD STBVERS
Lakotldo ThoatrO, Landing# N. J.

APARTMENTS
Sovorol Vary Attractive—Various Sltos

Purnlihod and Unfurnlihod

MRS, MAiEL DETMOLD
230 last fffk Strott* Now York
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Holt’s Expawliitff Tradi Dept,

Winitm Raney’sAhift from Rine-

art to Henry Hold & Co., as chief

ditorial asiistant to Ted. Amufr
en recently appointed editor-in-

hief of the enlarged trade depart-

ment, if another step in the ex-

>ansion plans for that firm. Holt

;ill have but a small trade list

or this fall, hut with the. General

)mar Bradley book iri the fall of

51 ,
the company expects to . be

eally rolling. w s r*

William E. Buckley, ex-Double-

av, is g.m. of the department;
Idgar T. Rigg is now president; of

loltV following reorganization and
xit of Joe Brandt, formerly identi-

led with the University of Okla-
ioma arid the U. of Chicago Press,

le is now reported back in the

nidWest engaged on spme personal
writing. •

/•
•
••.-.

Aiiiussen was an asst, editor at

linehart (then Farrar & Rinehard)
jefore his Navy service. He re-

igned to become editor of Reynal
k Hitchcock, and later ditto with
iarcourt Brace, following its merg-
•r with R&H. Raney's association

vith Amussen dates back to the
linehart firm.

B’way-Bound Books on Increase
Number of books that have been

Iramatized for Broadway has
iliowh a marked increase in re*

•erit years, according to an article

>y Dominick Dunne in the March
15 Publishers’ Weekly.
Reason, Dunne says, is the f£ct

hat with the exception of Ten-
lessee Williams and Arthur Mil-
er “there has been no new gen-
nation of playwrights" to succeed
he older dramatists. As a result,

the piece points out, publishers
nnd booksellers/ are profiting
hrough hypoed sales of the tomes
idaptcd into plays and musicals.

Eire Bans 5 of Novelist
Five novels, by Hank Janson —

'No Regrets A For Clara,V “Smart
[rii’ls Don't Talk,” “Lilies For My
Lovely,” “Gun Moll For Hire” and
'Lady, Mind That Corpse”—were
nnong 24 just banned by the Irish
Censorship of Publications Board
as containing matter deemed “in-
decent or obscene.”
Other novels redlighted at the

same time were “The Crusaders,'’
by Stefan Heym; “There’s No
Home,” by Alexander Baron; “First
Steps Inside The Zoo;” by John
Lodwick; “Rose Forbes," by George
Buchanan;* “This Very Earth," by
Erskine Caldwell; “My father's
Son,” by Richard Lumford; “A
Few Flowers For Shiner," by
Richard Llewellyn; “Blind Man’s
Buff,” by Robert Neumann; “The
Tender Men," by Willa Gibbs;
“This to be Love," by Grace Allen;
“Gorgeous Brute," by Countess
Barcynska; “Proud. Zulu," by
Oliver Walker; “Sun in Scorpio,”
by Ronald Fraser; “The Sea
Chase,” by Andrew Geer; “Reck-
less Tide", by Sinbad; “Forbidden
Paradise,” by E. C. Davies;
“Crooks’ Honeymoon," by Paul
Swift; “A Fine of Two Hundred
Francs," by Elsa Triolet; “The
Dukays" by Lajos JZilahy.

,
Esquire and See have been

banned on the grounds that their
contents have been usually or fre-
quently indecent or obscene. Other

Schuster, was elected to firm’s
board of directors last week.
David Dressier is

.
the editor of

the announced magazine for men
by Macfadden Publications called
Saga. All articles, no fiction, and
illustrated* -

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
scheduled to be guest of honor; at
a dinner given in New York to-

night (Wednesday) by the P.E;N.
Club, art international organization
of writers.
“We Followed Our Stars,” by

Ida Cook, yarn of two young Eng-
lish girls traveling around, the
world to hear their favorite opera
singers, will be published by Wil-
liam Morrow April 12,

Marc Blitzstein, composer of
“Regina," is writing art article on
Gian-rCarlo Menotti’s “The .Consul"
for Theatre Arts magazine. Also
doing a piece on the Philadelphia
Orchestra for Holiday mag.
Two more former Seventeen

staffers have joined Charm.. : Cipe
Pineles, Seventeen art director,
has taken a similar post on the
Street & Smith mag and Addie
Weinerman has moved over as
Charm’s publicity director.

Penis Johnston, playwright and.
TV producer, and Dr. Enid Starkie,
biographer ahd author, have been
elected to membership of the Irish
Academy Of Letters. Academy
membership is limited to 35 and
these elections fill vacancies caused
by the deaths of Robert Lynd arid
Dr. . Edith Somerville.

Allen Raymond, N Y. Herald
Tribune correspondent in Tokyo,
speaks on “How to Cover General
MacArthur" at the Overseas Press
Club lunch at Toots Shor’s today
(Wed,), Annual :meeting of OPC
will be held at Shor’s on Thurs-
day evening, April 20, when club
elections Avili be held.

The tradepaper for writers, Au-^
thor & Jounalist, published in
Boulder, Colo,,, has been taken over
by a new team since the death of
Margaret A. Bartlett. There’s a new
format with the March number.
Editors are Allan Swallow and Da-
vid RaffelOck; managing ed, Hor-
ace Critclow. . John Wilstach is
contributing consultant.

By Frink Scully ,.m »

Hollywood, March 25,

Subpoenaed
,
recently to appear as a witness in a litigation involving

a newspaperman who had been bilked - out of payment for., publicity

» ins? for hpr ShP work performed without benefit of contract, I found, I. was to be cast

15 tCTWrmances ilT"ble“^te- 1
“ expert in the AeW of public relations and tfte press. It lwd never

nUus^ tnft”nixed it Neit ^sppened to; ine before. X felt as tbrilled as any mug* would feel on

S. being tapped to advise Walter Lippmann on how to wear his pants out . .

be nine German operas as against
only five Italian and otoe French.
Rep will include the four “Ring"
Operas; “Tristan and Isolde," with
Ramon Viriay essaying Tristan;
‘‘The Flying Dutchman”; “Der,
Rosenkayalier," with Helen Traubel
debuting as the Marschallin;

:
“Fi-

delio,” expressly re vived for
Kirsten Flagstad; arid “Die Fleder-
iriaus." There will also be- three
Mozart operas, “The Magic Flute,"
“Don Giovanni" and “The; Mar-
riage of Figaro." The one French
opera is “Faust," The five Italian

“Don Carlos,”
La Traviat^,"

Met's Revamp
Continued from page 1

and popular favorites missing.
Bidu Sayao, a Met star for the last
decade, will be listed on the roster
but will not sing. Ferruccio Taglia-
vini, a sensational find a few sea-
sons ago. arid the Met’s leading
Italian tenor, reportedly will be
missing, along with his wife, so-
prano Pia Tassinari. Another im-
portant tenor. Giuseppe Di Stefa-
no, is out. So. is contralto Cloe >

Elmo. With a curtailed Italian rep-
ertory, certain artists are consid-
ered too expensive, and expend-
able:

. ,

Baritone Lawrence Tibbett, prez
of the singers’ union, .American
Guild of Musical Artists, and one-
time considered as Edward John-
son’s successor as Met general man-
ager, is regarded a doubtful re-
turnee. So is Salvatore Baccaloni,

publications banrted~ "a? the 'same l
toP hasso buffo for the past decade/

time were Prairie Pranks, Holly-
f

Laui itz Melchior, the Met’s lead- !

wood Frolics, Mischief, Expectancy, !

hig Wagnerian tenor, has refused
;

Peerce, rumored to he out after I

years as a tenor mainstay, will I

definitely be back at the Met, ac-
cording to the S,. Hurok office,

which manages him*
Lily Pons, who sang only one

performance this season due to ill-

ness, will definitely be *back, arid
Will sing six times, all of them in
“Barber, of Seville;" which ^report-
edly is being retained in the reper-
toire
for- 1V JLVf A»^WIIVVU A AV

j

«
,

«

wiil'mar’k the cotoretura^ZOtHt i
betag'upped to advise Walter Lippmann on how to wear his pants out

, j sitting on the fence.
:

•
.

•

Next season’s renertoire will 1
: was explained tp me that my testimony shouldn’t take niore than

orove a shoeklr There w two hours. All the ‘exhibits would be read to me by counsel lor the
prove a snocner. Imre wu‘

I plaintiff. Then I would be asked a hypothetical question. That sounded
okay, except I was then informed the hypothetical Question would run

15 typed
: pages. At the end. I was to estimate what, in my expert

bpiriion, such a literary labor was worth. , .

I first wanted to know who was trjdng/the case. The trial happened
to be in a town where 80% of thejudiciary had got their jobs through
(a) knowing a governor, (b) nepotism, or (c) excess campaign contribu-

tionsvfromahe upper arid underworlds.
“Unless it’s one of the judges whose personal integrity I can vouch

for,” I explained, “I’ll have to file an affidavit of prejudice against the

character;-’
"

Judging the Judiciary
This struck the plaintiff’s counsel as going pretty high up the ladder,

“We don’t want you trying to hit wild pitches,” the lawyer explained.

“We. want you simply to testify concerning the ability of the plaintiff

as a newspaperman. If the court gets the idea that you’re a one-man
committee screening lawyers who may be fit to sit on the bench, he
may not like it.” .. r'

“I recall a lawyer,” I countered, “who told the presiding judge, and
the D.A; ini; this county that only four out of 50 judges at that time
addressed ais ‘Your Honor’ had the kind of honesty he demanded to

try his case; arid unless the presiding judge gave him One of the four
he would file affidavits of prejudice against the remaining 46, one.. by
one, ris each was assigned to try his case. They called his bluff; but
after he had struck three out as easily as if he were a Rube Waddell of

the bar, the presiding judge capitulated and gave the case to the least

uprighteous of the four.”'.-

“Oh, brother,’’ moaned the counsel for the plaintiff, “with that kind

;
of attitude you’re going to be a great help.”

“Who’s sitting?" I asked.
Counsel shrugged his shoulders. The fact couldn’t be held from nit

indefinitely, so he released his honor’s name.
“Okay " I said. “What a break! He’s one of the four you can trust!’'

Toujouris La Politesse

Knowing how fast judges are these days in matter Of contempt, I

hopped to attention when his honor entered the courtroom;
;
TO my

surprise, he bowed and smiled to me after all of us sat down.
When I Was sworn in he leaned over arid asked, “Is that chair com-

fortable, for you, Mr. Scully, or shall we get you another?”
I assured him in a subdued voice (the phoney one) that everything

was just perfect.

To lay the groundwork for
.
my expert testimony counsel for the,

plaintiff began asking trie about my education. “You mean /before or
after I quit school?’’ I wanted to know. He was willing to settle for

a short biography of my professional past. Right there I got off on the
wrong foot. I told him I had started on The Sun in. New York: -‘You

know," I explained, “the paper that died recently."
Well, after that practically every publication which had leaned On

me for support had since folded. I told how I had been managing
editor of The Spur, the first of the glossy fourrbit mags. “That died,

too,” I explained.
Hoping to get into a field that might help the plaintiff, I cut to a

publicity job I had done in Tucson. X told about an old showman who
had retired to growing peaches on the desert. Between times he was
selling acreage. I wrote a few pieces about his project for a local paher
(since dead) and then Suggested that I do one for a national publica-

.

tion/ He said he couldn’t pay me for the effort in cash but perhaps I

could use an acre of land.
Success Also Folds ..

“I tell you what I’ll do" I said, ‘Til write it for your favorite maga-
zine and if I don’t place it there yoti owe me nothing, no matter where
I place it afterwards:" He picked Success. I landed it there. He paid
ine the acre. “I still have it," I told the court. “But the magazine, I

! regret to ;say, has long since died."
From there the . recital got worse instead of better. From Scribners

presentations are
“Manori Lescaut,"
‘.‘The Barber of Seville” and the

-'double-bill;' ‘-Cayalleria Rusjicana”
and “Pagliacci."

For ihie first time in 40 years
there will be no “Boheme.” The
cut in the Italian . repertory and
dropping, of singOrs has caused
much comment, and there Is talk
of disgruntled Italians forming an-
other opera company in N. Y. next
season.

Going Broadway?
“Die FledCrmaus," which is not

grand opera at all but an operetta,
and which served as a Broadway
musical a few years ago as “Rosa-
linda,” is slated for at least 20 per-
formance?; more than any otheri
work. This has certain purists
burned, because that’s more per-
forriiances than any regular, opera
has had in any season over the last

two decades. The f a C t that
“Fledermaus” is being singled out
so; that stage comic Danny Kaye
was Offered the non-singing, third-
act role of the jailer in “Fleder-
maus,” and that Margaret Webster
is being called in to stage “Don
Carlos,” has raised protests in the
longhair field that the Met is

“going Broadway-”
. The Danny

Kaye bid has also caused ripples of
laughter in the trade, since the
comic can’t be seen playing for the
Met’s relatively small fee and in a
minor One-act role, which can’t aid
his reputation.
On the managerial side, the Met

will have practically cleaned house
for next season. The new general
mahager is Rudolf Bing. The
three key people under him are
new. Reginald Allen, general busi^
ness adm inistrator, will be the biz
boss;. Max Rudolf, artistic admin-
istrator, will be the; backstage

j

artistic boss. Francis Robinson,
|
to the Hollywood Press Times, the story was one long melancholy

formerJegit pressagerit, will bejrie transcription of Scully’s kiss of death. Around Hollywood alone I
“ could point tp at/least seven

^

publications that^ cilled on me for succor
arid ended at Forest Lawn. “But only one of them," I hastened to add

front of the house boss as boxoffice
ahd subscription: head. He’S also
tour director. John Gutman, as
Rudolf’s general assistant, is also
new.

Desire, Bohemian Tales and Silky
stories.

v Ager’s Europe Stint
Cecelia Ager, former Variety

a ^ .?
r’» will fl;y to Europe around

April 8, with assignments' from
Cosmopolitan, Life and McCall’s,
g?-'her first trip there since, 1936.

sp
.
(?nd three months abroad.

She did an extensive piece on
Hollywood in the March Flair.

\t\ Vi *•
.

A’ Jan

«

paughter Sharia Ager has just been
[added to Fiair’s editorial staff.

CHATTER
' kwnley Young new

^
managing di-

Farrar* Straus.
etty

.
Shaaker named director

in
PUbllcity ^ Seventeen maga-

to return Under the new manage
ment. Next year would have been
his 25th with the Met.

Continued from page 1

J !
Cassius Clay, who had already ex-

James Melton, radio as well as t amined Dunn’s brain, said he
opera favorite, is doubtful. So is

Charles Kullman, 20-year mainstay
who sang more leading roles this

season than: any Other tenor. Rose
BamptonV a great Met name, is

reported out. So are Stella Roman
and Polyna Stoska. Latter starred
on Broadway in “Street Scene,”

Conductor Jortel Perlea, who got
terrific notices from the critics

in my own defense, “began with a column of mine and finished with
me still in there pitching. Most of them brought me in as a relief

pitcher and discovered before long that they had called in a mortician
instead. In fact if the money owed me from these enterprises were
paid off at 10c on the dollar I'd be the G. Bamum Shaw of Hollywood.”

“Well, what do you think this man’s work is worth?” ^sked counsel
for the plaintiff, feeling that candor was blowing their case practically
into Cain’s storage.
‘Oh " I said fingering the exhibs. “You could ask for $50,000,

;
take

25 if offered or settle for 10. Any way you look at it, the guy put in a

work;”-:

That is all," said counsel for the plaintiff. “Your witness."
What a Trial Really Is

I had known him

year’s
«(found enough choral hydrate to,'

convince him that it was cause of
j

Dunn’s death. Detective Captain] At this point, a redhaired smiling character arose.
Harry Daniels said he Would ar- ' for years, dined with him often. More than once we had gone into the
rest two girls—Quarter habitues fallacious concept the public possesses about courts of justice. They
—and charge: them with the think that truth is mighty and will prevail, when all lawyers know a

murder. (
case is simply a game between opposing counsel played on the litigant s

Police Shakerip
j

face as the football field.

Police Supt Scheticring SaiUr^: _
trampled -on;eno«gh. H^ smiled. ‘ No

i
. •

| : ,
The judge excused hie and added most graciously that I could of

sa a
i course rerriain to hear other testimony but didn’t need. to. .

I thanked
ith the

Supt. Scheuerihg Saturn ’

QUe<tions’? he aairi
v?hen he joined the Met this sea- !

a shakeup^of the
|

judge excuse
son, won’t return. It’s reported -he

[
!
course remain to he«x „u t u.u.M ,retu.w. ^

was Offered only an assistant con-
1

that tr9m .

now on an personnel
. him. We bowed with' a politesse that I thought had gone out wi

ductofship* arid^^ declined. Wilfred f
forking,m the. area would be

-j French Empire i depai^ed.
he said bitterly.

on

seuse for several years; Boris Ro-.
:

h11^ square ano nas

manoff, the chore;ographer, and
;

an “. n^8ht sriqts. .

Alexander Gavrilov, the ballet mas-
;

He promised to cfack

ter, won’t be renewed.
| ,

taxi dnyers ‘ who leave

Pons, Peerce Back j
vehicles and solicit for prosti

Dorothy Kirsten, Rise Stev
Patrice Munsel, Blanche Thebom
Jussi Bjoei'ling, Kurt Baum, John

(
up men

, L ;
Arnold’s novel, “Walk

\ 1

t^e
J
DeVil," being published

re Knopf in October.
y a.nd Andre Kostelanetz

e profiled in the April issue of

I?,
as the “First Family In

Ariam; former Collier’s

ra?i
edltor ‘ an ri WQXR and WOR

now housekeeping editor
f Charm.

n
K

,\
rk peuglas will be profiled

li
issue of Seventeen

Mmer.
entertainment etHt0r’

firm is St. John Co.,

»TJ?,S'S “ Y-' Specialising
n westerns and mystefies. Editor

,
,S

a u?
non McDermitt, t Welitch, Ferdinand Frantz, Irra Pe-

ih'i
K. Leventbal, veepee and

j

ti.na, Martha Lipton, Thelma
,
Vo-

ector of sales of Simon and tipka and Licia Albanese. Jan

1 siai’t with. You
and your fouir honest judges. We might ask for a retrial. But. ifwe
do. no more expert witnesses.”

I told him I thought it might work out better thatway.

hut said it
/ens i tuteS”; <2) B-GirlS, and (3) girls

’ Quarter Club, proclaiming it to be •- Specify the amount.^bnt san

bom* i Who go
1

from- bar to bar picking seized by Government order. The was “better than $4,000. v

win' uo men- order was
:
signed by Jabins !

Operators ot other nighte

Brownlee, Nadine Conner, Jerome
Hines; Robei't Merrill, Nicola Mos-

ghteliibs

The idea of giving a drinker Luqueite, : a deputy U. S. Internal r in the French Quarter reported

a Mickey Finn 125 to knock him Revenue' collector here. He Said: business “way off Saturday night

the closure “had absolutely noth-

Prospective
weekend found two Federal seals

on the fi:ont door of the; Latin

result of the Dunn death
A t some places, sidewalk

Absolutely .no
here," ;

big night
eekend

seized for arrears in payment of
i
you could fire a cannon and not

cabaret- tax. He declined to hit anybody for blocks*
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Henry Krecke, Metro foreign
4ept exec, ln-St. Clare's hospital

T. J Dunford upped to general
production manager .at Transfilm,
Inc., as of April 1.

Lynn and Nell Famol to be
guests this weekend of Howard
uullman at his home in Bermuda;

Stanley Meyer, former Fox-West
Coast and /United Artists theatre

exec, now on the board of Colonial

'Airlines.
Paul Benson and Ernest Brooks

new Joint flackery. Latter now
p.a.’s the Colony; Benson is an in-

die publicist-
jimmy Boyle, former exploiteer

for Eagle Lion, joined flack staff

of the Citizens Committee for the
Hoover Report.
Blanche Livingston, in charge of

publicity for RKO’s out-of-town
theatres, planes to Europe Friday
(31) for a vacation.

Circuit Op Harry Brandt to chair-

man UJA dinner at Hotel Astor,
April 27; Fred J. Schwartz, Cen-
tury circuit exec, dinner treasurer,

Monica Lewis set for a singing
stand at Mocombo, Hollywood, be-
ginning April 12, She'll fly tO the
Coast a week before her opening.
Jack Gaver, United Press amuse-

ment editor, and his wife, Jessyca
Bussell, editor of the Writers’

Newsletter, adopted a four-week^
old girl.

Roger H. Lewis, account exec
and. copy chief for Monroe Green-
tlial Co., showbiz ad agency, upped
to post of assistant to prez Monroe
W. Greenthal.
Leonard L. Levinson, Coast

scripter and prez of: Impossible
Pictures, gagged up some, of the
book Of ‘‘Great to Be Alive,” new
Winter Garden musical.

Irene Duhne^ slated to sail for
England today "(Wed.) for her role

as Queen Victoria in 20th-Fox’s
'‘Mudlark/’ being produced by
Nunnally Johnson in Britain.
Johnny Weissmuller due in New

York today (29) for Anal tuneups
with swimming girls and boys for
the opening of his Noel Sherman-
produced “Watercade” in Cincin-
nati, April 8.

Macdonald Carey staying on in
town to plug opening of his UI
Starrer, “Commanche Territory,”
at Rivoli, /April 7. He‘11 make
radio and TV appearances on be-
half of picture: #

Cecil B. DeMille pulls into New
York Saturday (1) from Sarasota,
Fla;, where producer studied ac-
tivities of Ringling Bros, and Bar-
num & Bailey circus in preparation
for his next pic.
Garry Davis, ‘‘citizen of the

world” and son of bandleader
Meyer Davis, slated : to arrive to-

morrow (Thursday) from Europe
on the America.; Also aboard are
Paulette Goddard and Mrs. Lewis
Milestone,
A1 HOrwits, Unlversial’s studio

?
ublicity chief, pulled into New
ork Monday (27) for homeoffice

conclaves on world preem plans
for U’s ‘‘The Sleeping City,’’ pic
shot completely in Gotham.

; Albert A. Senft/head of Sterling
Sign Co., nominated as incoming

S
rez of the Cinema ..Lodge, B’nai
’rith, for. 195(1-51, succeeding

Saul E. Rogers, industry attorney.
Senft previously served in the
same, notch from 1944-46.
Samuel Goldwyn authored “Tel-

evision’s Challenge to the Movies”
in the N. Y. Times magazine sec-
tion Sunday (26), and in the April

]

1 issue of the Saturday Review of
Literature he alias a piece tagged
“Our Movies Speak for Us.”

Sir Cedric Hardwicke throwing
a special screening of Eagle Lion’s
“The Winslow Boy,” fllmizatioh of
the legiter in which the actor stars,
for the cast of “Caesar and Cleo-
patra,” April 6. Hardwicke is cur-
rently starring in “Caesar”: on
Broadway.

Charles Schlaifer, head of the
ad agency bearing his name, voted
In last week as a member of the
board of governors of the Men-
ninger Foundation, Topeka, follow-
ing his recent^.election to the Na-
tional Advisory Council of the Na-
tional Committee for Mental Hy-
giene.
Twentieth-Fox International prez

.
Murray Silyerstone returned to the
U. S. aboard the Queen Elizabeth
yesterday (Tues.*) after a six-week
onceover of company sales offices
in England and on the Continent.
Also on board was Peggy Cum-
mins, who completed work in -“My
Daughter Joy,” produced by Greg-

.
ory Ratoff in England.

to bead Glasgow Empire variety,

with Britain'* Lee Lawrence, week
of April 17.

Billy Cotton and band, Beryl
Orde and Albert Whelan topping
Moss Empires Golden Jubilee
Week at Glasgow.
Jock Roberts, husband of stage

actress Mary Ellis, killed while
climbing near Selkirk, testing gear
for Swiss holiday.
Mary Mackenzie, ex-Dundee Rep,

has leading part opposite John
Mills in new play, “Damascus
Blade,” here April 3V

William L. McAllister* air liaison
engineer, son of the late Doodles,
(famous Glasgow-born clown), weds
Alyce > Watsort, of New York,
April L
June Sylvaine, 20 - year - old

daughter of author, in cast of
Vernon Sylvaine’s farce, “One Wild
Oat,” here with Arthur RiscOe and
Rpbertson Hare.
Four Aces, British vocal quartet

who clicked in Scots strawhatter
at Glasgow last s e a s o n, in for
three-weeks' variety stint ait Ayr
Gaiety, Clyde coastal house,
April 10.

“Carissima,”
, $75;00Q musical,

opened ' British tour at Glasgow
Alhambra March; 21, with a U. S.
leading lady in Bettina Hayes. Au-
thor Eric MaschWitz has added
new duet, “When We Were Young.”

By Maxime de B^ix
(33 Blvd. Montparnasse )

Canada Lee in town.
Ben Lyon in town for one day.
Dave Stein back from Germany.
Czechs prepping Aim festival in

Jimmy Davis opening at La Rose
Rouge.

Edith Piaf recitaling at the Salle
Pleyel.

Paulette Goddard doing some
Paris shopping, r

,
Arnu Sani, Hindu chantoosey, a

hit at the Carrere.

,

Josephine Premice off on a
dance tour of Denmark.
Don Byas instrumentalizing for

some French documentaries.
Marta Zenthy on successful tour

of southern France and Italy.

Nitery biz in lull waiting for
the forthcoming tourist season.

Chanteuse Honey Johnson open-
ing her own nitery in Montpar-
nasse.

Louis Merlin, of Radio Luxem-
bourg, serializing his book on U;S.
in daily Ce Matin.

“Tobacco Road” to be perform-
ed in French by the Renaissance
Repertoire Group. '

Harrison and Fisher to double
from Lido into Gaumont Palace
for two weeks at Easter.
; Arthur Lesser cast Sophie Des-
marest in the title role of “Ninoch-
ka,” comingNto the Gymnase.
Experimental Film Theatre cre-

ated by French crix still doing
good business in its sixth week.
Suzanne Regnie switching from

Fox, where she was Bob Harley’s
secretary, to RKO’s Elias Lapi-
nere.

: Wladimir Kressim planning a
trip to U. S. to take his. new story,
“Time Running OUt,” to Holly-
wood.

Colored tenor Charles Holland
giving recital at Salle Pleyel fol-
lowing very favorable radio re-
ception. .

Rene Clair’s “La Beaute Du Di-
able” being preemed at the Opera.
House with President Vincent Au-
riol in attendance.

Paul Galileo and wife in town
to work on a screenplay based on
the Paris Herald Tribune, to be
called “European Edition.”
Dugromacolor, a new Aim color

process, being introduced by
French engineers Roger Dumas,
Georges Grosset and Andre Marx.

Robinson Crusoe” panto, with
comic Jack Anthony, in last week
at Glasgow Pavilion.

British singer Lee Lawrence
takes place of Allan Jones at Glas-
gow Empire April 17.

_ Advance team from Sir Michael
••Jeon’* Ealing Studios out on
•W*•A®***®11 Wots o.o. {or .new

America's Mack Triplets booked

By Russell Splane
Shin Toho Studio, in

southern Japan, destroyed in $100,-
000 Are; ;

.

George Pf Breakston of Republic
Pictures okayed by Army for Japan
visit soon.

Beatrice P, Lamb. CBS staffer
now in Philippines, also has
applied for Japanese entry permit.
Harry Slott, motion pic officer

in occupation headquarters, back
in Tokyo after emergency leave in
Los Angeles to visit sick mother.

All prewar French films still
Circulating in Japan have been
ordered withdrawn by Francois
Chevalier, Franch film rep in
Tokyo.
Date for start of commercial

radio in Japan is now May 2,
instead, of April 2. Additional
snags in passing radio legislation
are blamed for the delay.
Japan Motion Picture Assn,

received letter of congrats on
recently Adopted Nipponese pro-
duction code from Joseph I, Breen,
v.p. and code director of Motion
Picture Assn, of America.

t
;•

'

• ‘Mr. Roberts” tentatively slated
to open at the Coliseum in June.
W. H. Berry, onetime musical

comedy star now retired, celebrat-
ing his 80th birthday.
Fred Green, Scottish cinema and

dancoJiall operator, in London on
looksee for suitable attractions.

Arthufr S. Abeles, Jr., Warner
Brothers topper in Britain, sailing

to U. S. on routine trip April 7.

Fred Cook has been booked for

a 10-week tour pn Moss Empires
and Stoll theatres, opening April
10. .

. ,

“Black Chiffon” folding shortly

at the Westminster, with the com-
pany making a provincial: tour be-
fore leaving for New York in the
fall.:'

'
'

After 19 years as bandleader at

the Savoy, Carroll Gibbons has
been appointed director of enter-
tainments at the Savoy and Berk-
eley; .

Bandleader; Vic
;
Lewis planes

out to New York Friday (3), for
talks with Stan Kenton and will

do a guest turn on the “Carnegie
Hall,” airer.

Charles Goldner returns to the
West End .logit stage after a two
year absence, to star in “The Main
withv the Umbrella,”; skedded to

open at the Duchess April 5. .

The Mack Triplets, booked at

the Colony restaurant for two
weeks with option, have now been
extended to six weeks, a record for
any act at this West End nitery.

“The Provoked Wife,” second of
Sir John .Vanbrugh’s 18th century
Comedies to be revived, staged at

Arts Theatre Club, March 22, by
Max Adrian, will likely repeat
success of “The Relapse.”
Darvas and Julia, currently a

big hit at Bal Tabarin and the
ABC, Paris where they are doub-
ling, have been booked by Emile
Littler for his next Christmas pan-
tomime at the London Casino.
David Coplan, who returned last

week from New; York, planning
another visit to the States in four
to five weeks to finalize his three-
way production deal with Film
Classics And a continental group.
Maude Edwards is booked by

Hyman Zahl for some Vaudeville
dates in Canada to be followed by
tele sessions in New York some-
time in May, but may cancel to
sigh for “Touch And Go” legiter.

Norman Lawrence inked for
“Golden City,” a new musical
which goes into r&hearsal in May
and will come to the West End in
June. Stephen Mitchell is produc-
ing and Robeyt Helpmann is doing
the choreography.

Stanley French’s production of
“The Platinum Set,” by George
Ramon, replaces “The Schoolmis-
tress” at the Saville; Thursday (30).

Roy Rich directed. Chief roles are
played by ’Elspeth March; Patricia
Jessell, Henry Oscar and Patrick
Barr.

. As result of a deal between
J. Arthur Rank and John Schlesin-
ger, chairman of African Consoli-
dated Theatres, a public demon-
stration of big-screen TV will he
held at the Rand Agricultural
show for 10 .

days from next Satur-
day (1).

a fashion show aboard an airplane
on the 90-minute flight between
here and Acapulco April 9* First
show of. the kind in Mexico.

Jorge Negrete, pic actor-radio
singer and gen. sec. of the nation-
al actors union, and his wife,
Gloria Marin, pic star, sail from
N, Y. on the Queen Elizabeth for
tour of Europe.

Gen. Juan F. Azcarate, producer-
distributor, Inked several German
pix, some made during the war,
for exhibition in Mexico. He was
the last Mexican minister to Ber-
lin before the war. .

Celestinp Gprostiza, producer-ac-
tor* granted a municipal govern-
ment subsidy for a theatrical sea-
son here. Ditto for Luz Alba, pro-
ducer-actress and the stock com-
pany of the historic Teatro Arbeu.

Deksa, U; S. inidie and European
pic distributing aiid cinema appa-
ratus agency that Jacob Epstein,
ex-UI managei: here, started ‘two
years ago, has sold its pic distribu-
tion rights to Distribuidora Mexi-
cana de Peliculas, new company
backed by Gen. Abelardo L. Rod-
riguez, ex-President of Mexico. *

,

Buenos Aires
Nene Cascaller, scriptwriter of

U. S. advertising agencies in B. A.
turning to writing for screen.

U. S. Ambassador Stanton Grif-
fis exhibits “The Window” in. pri-
vate* show at Embassy residence.
Dinah Mezzoino, Brazilian film

star, who worked in “Folha Cari-
oca” and “A Noite,” visiting B. A.
Argentine Cinemactress Amelita

Vargas* leaving on three-month
tour of Latin America and U. S.
Jean Sablbn coming to B. A. for

broadcasts over Splendid web, ah4
also possibly to work in Argentine
films.

Walt Disney’s Argentine office
throwing cocktail party for Oliver
Johnston, prexy of Walt Disney
Productions.

,

Dixon Donnelly, press secretary
of U. S; Embassy in B. A., feted
at, a dinner organized by press* and
entertainment groups, on eve of
transfer to State Dept, job in
Washington.-

By Florence; S. Lowe. ;

•• Fred Waring played his annual
Constitution Hall concert last week;

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and wife
due in April 11 to m.c; Navy Relief
Ban,:. - v .

'

Melvin Douglas iii town to visit
frau Rep. Helen rGahagan Douglas
(D., Cal.).

;

Local Variety’. Tent sponsoring a.

rodeo April 8 for benefit of Wel-
fare Fund,

Irene Selznick here over week-
end and. due in again for final ar-
rangements for “Street Cat” before
leaving for England April 14/ :

“The Pilgrimagb Play,” film
based on the annual Hollywood
Bowl play, booked into Constitution
Hall for three shows on April 5 by
Toby Chandler, owner of Film Cen-
ter.

James Melton in . for concerts
and his radio show.
Gene Barrett named general

manager of the Ambassador Ho-
tels. :

Walter Wanger speaks on “Don-
ald Duck and World Diplomacy” to-
morrow (Thurs.) at the University
of Chicago.

J. Arthur Rank coming •here
April 3; He may huddle with
Zenith’s Eugene McDonald re
phonevision.
Dot Lind, femme sharpshooter,

here for exhibitions and TV stints
April 3 and 4; traveling in advance
of Metro’s “Annie Get Your Gun.”

Silver plates hearing names of
Bing Crosby, Perry Como and Ar-
thur Godfrey went up on doors
of suites at Ambassador East this
week. Hotel has policy of dedi-
cating suites to famous clients.

J&2S* ArnoW’

s

strT after *

. Phil^Wrigley in town for con-
fabs with Gene ^ Autry.

n

Richard Todd headA for England
after three months at Warn

w

s

d

Anne Triola out of legit “Of
All Things” cast and into hospi-
IS1«

Actress Lynn Merrick recuperat-
.after an overdose of sleeping

Dewey Robinson in the hospital
seriously injured by a hit-run
driver.

Robert Taylor and Barbara
Stanwyck vacationing at Palm
Springs.
Mack Sennett alumni will hold

annual reunion in Simi Valiev
April 30.

y ’

Celeste Holm to appear in Holly-
wood Bowl sunrise services Easter
morning.

Darryl Zanuck hosted Paul
Reynaiid, French political leader
at.20th-Fox. •’

Don Hartman became a director
Of National Foundation for infan-
tile Paralysis.
Bing Crosby to Front. Royal, Va.,

to dedicate Bing Crosby Stadium,
a . recreation center.

Dennis Morgan goes to Milwau-
kee next month for opening of
municipal auditorium.
Heather Wilde sailed in from

England after roundabout voyage
through Panama Canal.
John Wayne reelected prexy of

Motion Picture Alliance for Pres-
ervation of American Ideals.
June Havoc awarded honorary

life membership in Society for
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
Raymond Massey narrated a

short .subject on cancer for U. S.
and Canadian health organizations.

.
Bill Buimham and Dick {Steen

in town to round up talent for
Glenn McCarthy’s Shamrock Ho-
tel in. Houston.
George Folsey hospitalized for

an eye operation while John Alton
is subbing as chief cameraman on
Life of Her. Own” at Metro/
Robert B. Price, special rep. of

L. A. headquarters for Bank of
America and w.k. in film iridusty,
became a member of the bank’s
Quarter Century Club last week,

i Beach
By Lary Solloway

Johnny Long band played one
nighter Saturday (25),
Joan Davis stopped over on way

to Puerto Rico and “Duffy’s Tav-
ern” date.
Walter Jacobs planed to Lake

Tarleton (N.H.) to ready for sum-
mer opening.

Clover Club show (which did best
biz in area this year) holding over
for 14th week,
Town experiencing heaviest busi-

ness in years for. this time of year,
though clubs still are in bad shape
in hiost cases.
Walter Winchell staged golf put-

ting tournament at Ronfey Plaza’s
miniature course for newspaper and
radio staffers* with Jack Cummins
of WTVJ the winner. Awarded WW
Cup, the two played a round; with
columnist tieing the ex-golf pro.

By D. L. Grahame
Zachary Scott visiting.
Jean Gammon, Canadian actress,

here to work in pix.
Mexican Oscaring for 1949 to be

done at a big fiesta April 28 at
El Patio nitery.

Berta Singermah booked into
the Palace of Fine Arts for reci-
tals April 1, 11 and 12. .

Veronica Lake being feted by
the municipal goverhment who in-
vited her to its forthcoming annual
Spring Fiesta.
Rudolph Loewenthal inked Mar-

for a top role
,
in his

forthcoming pic. “Girls in Uni-
form,” in Spanish.* -

A. C. Blumenthal impregarioing I May.

.. By Les Rees
Rose Midgets at Club Carnival,

^
Mills Bros, and Ray English top

Club Carnivel floor show.
1 RKO-Orpheum has fifth Palace
vaude unit coming in next month.
Northwest Variety club expects

to raise $100,000 for its heart hos-
pital via safety slogan . contest

, of-
fering $12,000 in prizes.
.

C, E. Bailiff, grocer of Bloom-
ington, Minneapolis suburb, be-
queathed Northwest Variety club
$2,000 for heart hospital, fund in
liis will.

Spike Jones, at Lyceum, gave
free Charleston instructions with
record albums as prizes for best
pupils on Thursday afternoon of
final week.

..,J
jyceum gets Monty Woolley in

Man Who Came to Dinner” week
of April 9 and also still has Mae
West in ‘‘Diamond Lil” and Thomas
Mitchell in “Death of Salesman ”

the formerweek of April 2 and
latter hi May . under A.T.S.^The-
atre Guild subscription aegis in

By Hal Cohen
Moore, WB exchange man-

ager, underwent throat operation.
Dave Barnholtz in from Coast

to look qver his theatre interests in

town.
. ,

Spike Jones revue set for two-
day stand at Syria Mosque on
April 4-5.

Mrs. Pete Dana, wife of Univer-
sal district manager, okay after an
operation.- :

Sam Stratton in town; following
Rueben RabinoVitch, ahead of Les
Ballets de Paris.
Dancing Evans Family, of Home-

stead Park, set for 12-week tour
of RKO vaude circuit,
Danny Schmidt, barrister-hyp-

notist, on mend at Montefiore Hos-
pital after major surgery.
Raul and Eva Reyes now own

four duplex houses* in addition to
their own, in Hollywood, Fla,
Metro had Sharpshooter Dot

Lind here for couple of days grab-
bing space for “Annie Get Your
Gun.” c

Joe Mann and Elaine Beverly
(Mr. and Mrs.), local radio per-
sonalities, making cafe debut at
Carousel.

By Jerry Gaghan
Booking agent Jolly Joyce open-

ed branch office in New York City.
' Spike Jones and his “Musical De-

preciation” Revue are slated for
Academy of Music April 17;

Film actor Claude Rains did nar-
ration for Salvation Army’s show
“There Is an Army” (24) in behalf
of organization’s annual appeal

Marty Boiin, now; heading floor

show at Nut Club, received a cita-

tion from National Purple Heart
Assn, for his trouping during the
war/ v

Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president
df Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
Will speak at dinner-meeting of

Philadelphia Television Assnv on
future of television.

Margaret Trunian will head the

guest list at Rojhin Hood Dell’s 21st

anni dinner April 17. Truman will

be one of Dell’s soloists during
concert season in Fairmont Park
this summer.
Dancer Liane Plane suffered i

back injury during Ballet Theatre'!
first number at Academy of Music
Friday night (24). Ballerina Muriel
Bentley, who»was -in audience, took
Miss Plane's spot in “Gala Perform*
•nee,” without anyone out front
being the wis£r.

U
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ARTHUR HOPKINS
Arthur Hopkins*, 7*„ legit pro-

ducer, died of a heart ailment At
St, Vincent's hospital, N. ¥.,

March, 22.

Details in the Legitimate section.

frank buck
Frank Buck, 66, who gained in*

temational fame as the “bring 'em
back alive” big-game hunter, died

of a lung ailment in Houston, Tex.,

March 25. .

He once estimated that in 33
years he had captured more than
100,000 birds of every variety,

more than 5Q elephants* scores of

pythons* 65 tigers* and also hun-
dreds of other wild animals, all

tracked down in the far cornels
of the earth: .

Buck was born in Gainesville,

Tex. Eventually he landed in

Chicago- He was not quite 2

1

when he met Amy Leslie,, whose
real name was Lily West, > promi-
nent Chicago drama critic and for-

mer actress. They were married.
For a period of several years the
couple lived in Cfiiicago, where
Buck was general assistant to the
head of the Western Vaudeville
Managers Assn, and later western
representative of the N. Y. Tele-
graph. He started an aviary at

his Chicago home and once again
began to read, books oh animals/

His marriage ended in divorce.
Ini 1911, with the proceeds of-: $3,-
500 wbn in a card game, Buck
sailed for Bahia, Brazil, where he
purchased a quantity of birds.
Back in New' York, the zoos and
bird dealers snapped them up at
large profits to himself. Successive
expeditions to South America fol-

lowed.
After journeying to Singapore,

where he penetrated the jungles
and caught his first python, Buck's*]
fame as an explorer spread. On
one occasion, he delivered to the
City of Dallas a zoo complete with
500 specimens of birds, animals
and reptiles. He also began to
gain a reputation as a showman.

It was at the suggestion of the
late Floyd Gibbons, war corre-
spondent* that Buck, in conjunc-
tion with Edward Anthony, wrote
“Bring 'Em Back Alive,” published
in 1930.

Th 1935 his two books, “Fang
and Claw,” and “Tiny Thompson
in the Jungle” were published.
Two years later he published “On
Jungle Trails,” and in 1939, “Ani-
mals Are Like That.” Three of
his books were made into motion
pictures. In recent years he had
made extensive tours as a lec-
turer.

In 1937 he joined the Ringling
Biros, and Barnum & Bailey Cir-
cus and also exhibited his animals
at the Chicago Fair . and later at
the Newr York World’s Fair: At
one. time Buck established a pri-
vate wild animal zoo at , Amity-
ville, L. I., which he operated for
several years.
Last summer, he made a trip to

Singapore and returned with a
cargo of animals. . At Christmas
he published an album of record-
ings of jungle stories.
Survived by his second wife,

daughter^a sister and two brothers.

KATHARINE GREY
Katharine Grey, 77, retired

actress, died March 21, at Orleans,
Mass.
Born in San Francisco, Miss

Grey made her debut with Augus-
tin Daly’s company at Daly’s thea-
tre, N. Y., 50 years ago, in Bronson
Howard's “Shenandoah.” She later
appeared in companies of. James
A. Heme, including his great suc-
cess “Shore Acres,” after which
she appeared with Charles Cogh-
lah, Arnold Daly and William H.
Crane. She followed Margaret
Anglin in Richard Mansfield’s pro-
duction of “Cyrano de Bergerac”
and played in such prominent suc-
cesses of that era as “The Dawn
Qf Tomorrow,” “The Lion and The
Mouse,” 4

4

M ad a m e Butterfly,”
Paid in Full,” with Mrs. Fiske in
Salvation Nell,” “The Ninety and
Jhne” “The Best of Friends,”
Business is Business,” and “When
We

-Were 21” with Nat Goodwin
and Maxine Elliott.”;

In her younger days she be-
came. the Wife of Paul Arthur,
comedian, who lost his Life in a
hotel fire in London, and with
him she appeared at the Madison
Square N. Y., in “On and,

.and a number of farces pror
ouced by Charles Frohman. She
inter married John Mason and^ed with him in “The Third De-
gice, by Charles Klein.

the White Rats of America, Inc,,
original vaude actors’ union.
__A_ child actress in the days of
McKee Rankin and Richard Mans-
field. her subsequent rise in the
theatre was rapid. After starring
ip “Editha’s Burglar,” she rejoined
Mansfield

:
to appear in prominent

roles in “The Devil’s Disciple” and
“Richard III.”

Before retiring from the stage in
1915 because of illness, she ap-

S
eared in “A Midsummer Night’s
•ream,” “My Friend From India”

and “For Fair Virginia.”
When the Essenay

. Co. . was
formed in 1907, she joined it as
one of the first legitimate^ theatre
actresses to go into pictures. Her
first leading, man was Francis X.
Bushman. She later joined the
Lubiil Op., of- Philadelphia, and
Was starred in its pictures for four
years.
She also appeared in vaudeville

and enjoyed a long run in George
Kelly’s sketch, “Mrs. Wellington’s
Boots.” Later she made infrequent
appearances on radio programs be-
fore being confined

.
to her home

for the last 15 years.
.
Besides her husband,, she is also

survived by a sister, Mrs. Al Rauh,
the former Olive Briscoe, also a
former actress.

HUGH BENNETT
Hugh Bennett, 57, pioneer film

director and more recently a film
editor, died March 21 at his home
in Malibu, Calif.* : following an at-
tack of coronary thrombosis. His
last assignment, was as editor on
the Ronald Colman p i c t u re,
“Champagne for Caesar;” at Mo-
tion Picture Center.

Bennett entered the film busi-
ness as a projectionist in New
York with the old Edison Co. and
moved to Hollywood with A 1 Rock-
ett in First National. After, a time
as editor .for Warners, Reliance
and Samuel Goldwyn he became a
director for Paramount and pilot-
ed the “Henry Aldrich” series and
“National Barn Dance.” He suf-
fered a heart attack while direct-
ing “The Biscuit Eater,” for Para-
mount several years ago and never
fully regained his health.

GERTRUDE HAYES*
Gertrude Hayes Gerard, wife of

Barney Gerard, Monogram pro-
ducer, died Mdrch 23 in La Jolla,
caiif..

•

Professionally known as Gert-
rude Hayes, she starred for nearly
20 years in “Barney Gerard’s Fol-
lies of the Day,” on the old Colum-
bia burlesque wheel. She also ap-
peared in vaudeville circuits with
Mabel Carew in dramatic sketches;
She also played in England and
was well known for her male imr.
personations.

Surviving, in addition to her
husband, are a sister, a nephew
and a niece:

Father, .58, of Si Lax, Columbia
Pictures salesman, died in Chicago,
March 21. Surviving are his wife
and two sons.

JOHN J. KEIRANS
John J. Keirans, 81, one of the

pioneer theatrical columnists, died
last week in Philadelphia, Keirans
worked on the Philadelphia
Record, the North American and
the Public Ledger and for 30 years

f wrote a column about theatricals

and its people, which was syndi-
cated to 30 papers in the U. S,

and Canada.
In 1899, Keirans became mana-

ger of the Bijou Theatre, Philly,

and later managed road shows.
In 1904 he returned to Philadel-
phia to become exchange editor
of the North American, a post he
retained when that latter was ab-
sorbed by the Public Ledger 20
years later.

ago in “The Student Prince.”
Surviving are two sisters,

FRANCIS X. KIRSCH
Francis X. Kirsch, 51, “Albany’s

Singing Cop” and broadcaster over
stations in that area, died March 24
at his home in that city, He had re-

cently been retired as a police ser-
geant. ...

Kirsch won top honors on “Major
Bowes Amateur Hour” broadcast
March 16, 1936 and an offer to join
ode of the traveling units. He ap-
peared with the troupe when it

played the Pajace Theatre, Albany,
In May of that year. Kirsch had
also sung in local operettas and
with musical groups. His wife, a
son and .daughter survive. -

* FRANCIS (DINK) TROUT
Francis ,(Dink) Trout* 52, veteran

radio
.
actor* died * in Hollywood

March 26. Best known for his

milquetoast characters, he was fea-
tured on the Dennis -Day radio
,show, and also appeared with Lum
and Abner and more than a dozen
other air shows during long* ether
career that followed some years in

vaudeville.
He once played with Ben Ber-

nie*s band. He worked in many
pix including the “Scattergood
Baines” series.

Mother survives.

efts, died of a heart attack March
26/while returning from IA quar-
terly meeting at Vancouver.
Wife and two children survive.

FREDERICK VON LAMBECK
Frederick Von Lambeck, 32,

horse trainer and judge, who at
one time doubled for Tyrone
Power in a number of the film ac-
tor's- riding sequences, died in
Rochester, : N. Y.* March 26;

His mother survives,

WILLIAM SCOTT
William Scott, 63, one-time man-

ager of the A. B. Marcus Show,
died: ini Brisbane, Australia, March
15, ;

Later he ran an amusement park,
in Brisbane, with Phil Wirth of
Wirth’s Circus.

JOHN L. McGEARY
John Lawrence McGeary, 52,

orchestra leadfr and musician, died
March 21 at Columbus, O; He had
been appearing with the Walter
Kriick Trio at the Jai Lai in that
city.'

.

'

./
;

McGeary was at one time
concert master for the Ohio Thea-
tre orchestra and his orchestra had;
also been featured at the old Keith
and Majestic theatres, at the Hart-
man (legit house) and in concerts
at Olentangy Park. He was for-
merly staff violinist for WBNS.

Survived by /wife, son and
brother.

PAUL G. BROWN
Paul Goodwin Brown, 79, direc-

tor and.member of executive board
of Universal Pictures, died in Palm
Beach, Fla., March 24.

Brown,' a retired engineer be-
fore joining Universal, had headed
the Keystone State Corp. of Phila-

delphia; was a director of Ameri-
can Society of Civil Engineers and
was one-time ptesident of .Engi-

neers Club of New York.

JACK EVANS
Jack Evans, 48, bandleader, died

March 22 in Toronto. He organ-
ized his Combo 24 years ago, had
played , the fall and winter sea-

sons at the Columbus, Toronto, for
the past 16 years, and the Palais
•Royale during the summer months.

Survived by wife, two daughters
and two sons* who are; members
of the band.

HAL SHUMATE
Hal

. Shumate,; 38, radio an-
nouncer, whs killed in an airplane
crash on March 20, near Harlingen,
.Texas.

.
/.

•'

Shumate was employed
;
at

KGBS,. Harlingen. He was form-
erly with KRGV, Weslaco, Tex.

KARL L. MOSTELLER
Karl L. Mosteller, 42, former

supervisor in the record depart-
ment of the Radio Corp. of Amer-
ica, Victor

.
Division, Camden,

N. J.* died last Week at his home
in Haddonfield, N. J.
Wife apd mother survives.

RAFFAELE VIVIANI
Raffaele Viviani, 62, noted Ital-

ian actor and playwright, died in
Naples, March 22, after a long ill-

ness.

CHARLES R. SADLER
Charles R. Sadler, 75, pioneer

motion picture stunt man, died
March 23 in Los Angeles.

Mother, 96, of Arthur Judson,
concert manager and nboker, died
at Harrison, N. Y., March 22. She
i$ survived by': another son, two
brothers and a sister;

Mother* 76, of Ben Ross, come-
dian, died in Dayton, Ohio, March
24. Surviving also are two other
sons and two daughters,

Virginia Marie Terrell, 39, sec-
retary to Cecil B. DeMille, died in
Hollywood March 24, following a
long illness.

Mother, 75, of Frank Finger,
Paramount c a me r am a n, died
March 22 in Culver City.

GEORGE BELL
George Bell, 54, former ventrilo-

quist, died March 15th, at his home
in Mexico City after a heart attack.
He was a son . of the late Richard
Bell, famed English clown.

Bell retired from showbiz some
years ago and entered merchantiie
business in Mexico City. Survived
by two brothers and three sisters.

JOHN C. ANDERSEN
John C. Andersen, 59, co-owner

of the Welton, Denver, and former
operator of Ft. Morgan and Brush,
Colo., theatres, died in Denver
last week following an emergency
operation.
Survived by Wife, a son and

three daughters.

LOTTIE BRISCOE
anii

le Briscoe, P9, former stage
ntl screen star of. silent pictures

died in New York, March 19.

r
w*fe Harry Mount-

pra, former executive secretary of

EDOUARD ESPINOSA
Edouard Espinosa, 78, one of

best known British ballet m asters,

died in Worthing, England. Born in

London .of . Spanish ancestry, Es-

pinosa made his first London ap-

HAROLD HARRIS
Harold Harris, 58, who was to

have been company .manager for

the forthcoming double-bill legit

production “A Phoenix Too Fre/
quent” and “Freight,” died in

Cedarhurst, L. I., March 26. Among
those Harris worked for in man-
agerial 'capacities were. Major
Bowes, Texas Guinan and Mike
Todd.
A sister arid brother survive.

LEWIS C. ECKELS
Lewis

;
C. Eckels, 62, character

actor, died in Kansas City, March
pearance ibl889. Four years later !. 26, while on tour with Mae West's

he gave a performance/ in New > “niamrinfl T.n” cnninnnv Actor

York. Subsequently, Espinosa be-
came ballet master of the Covent
Garden and many London theatres.

Diamond Lil” company. Actor
suffered a heart attack after Thurs-
day (22) night’s performance.

His wife, Cara Louise Field, also

He produced dances and ballets t a member of the “Diamond Lil”
* .. .-‘.'..a * 1- ^ J _.L. J j.

for more than 300 productions in

his long career. He had taught
dancing for more than 60 years
and had written many books on
ballet techniques.

SYLVIA DeFRANKIE
Sylvia DeFrankie, 60, retired ac-

tress, died March 15 in Lancaster,

Ohio,
She began her acting career in

South Bend, Ind., where

j

father managed a theatre.

She appeared in “Just Married’
and with Cecil Lean and Cleo May-

!

company, and a daughter survive.

JAMES W. GREENLEY
James W. Greenley* 73, One-time

theatre operator, died in Portland,
Me., March 26. GreenWy, who op-
erated a roller skating rink in

Portland during the war, opened
that city’s first film house in 1907.

Surviving are a wife, three
daughters, a son, a brother and a

her !
sistfcr.

WILLIAM C. BARRETT
William C. Barrett, 43, intorna-

! field in
“Look Who’s Mere,” Her tional veepee of International Alli-

la'st- appearance was some years ance of Theatrical Stage Employ-

MARRIAGES
Shirley Banning to Billy Gray,

Los Angeles, March 26. He’s a
night club performer.
Margaret ParmentiCr to James

Baker, New1 York, March 25. Bride
is a legit actress.

Sally Yvonne Weisburgh to Di\
Murray Grossman, New Rochelle,
N. Y., March 25. Bride's father is

Herbert Lloyd W;eisburgh, presi-
dent of Radio & Television, Inc.,
N. Y. manufacturing firm.

Roberta Ethel Ferencich to Joe
Schadl, San Antonio, March 13.
He’s a cameraman at WOAI-TV
there.
Joan Eisman to Sam Rosenblum;

March 18, in Chicago. . Bride is

secretary to Hank Markbreit, mid-
west manager for Bourne music.
Ronda Sherwood to Jack Page,

Indianapolis, March 24. He’s a Chi
talent agent.
Hannah Williams to Thomas J.

Monaghan, Los Angeles, March 22.
Bride is an actress and former
wife of Jack Dempsey; he’s a night
club comic. *

Ann Peron to Galen Drake, New
York, recently. Bride is a model;
he’s a radio commentator.

Sylvia Hyde to Samuel P. Les-
ser, Stamford* Conn., March 25.
Bride is a member of Metro’s for-
eign dept, secretarial staff.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. V. L. Wadkins,

daughter, March 5, Latrobe, Pa.
Father’s district manager of con-
cessions for Manos theatre circuit.

Mr. and. Mrsi Jake Stefanon,
daughter,. Pittsburgh, March 10.

Father's .manager for Blatt Bros,
theatre chain in Roaring Spring,
Pa.

Mr., arid Mrs. Hobart Grimes,
son, Chicago, March 17. Father is

member of WBBM staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Upton, Jr.,

Son, Chicago, March 17. Father
is WBKB tele engineer.

Mr. and Mrs. Scotty Fessenden,
son, Chicago, March 22; / Mother is

former, daheer, Talia Wermuth.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Boretz, daughter.

New York* March 26. Father is a
radio-TV writer;
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Keehne,

daughter, Van Nuys, Calif., March
22. Father is wardrobe chief for
Pine-Thomas.

Mr. arid Mrs. Sonny Shepherd,
son, Miami Beach, March 20. Father
is a radio exec there arid; formerly
with the WomctcQ theatre chain.

w

tter/ the. vdtbran star tees off on a
comedy, note by' entering with a
violin. He introduced his two
pianists-^-“one of them somebody
left over from the Boston Sym-
phony.;’ /.

s

:

' r

A sentimental - crack about hop-
ing that his “grandmother could
only be here; when I was a kid
in Henry Street she always said
4go arid play in the hall

r
arid I’d

have liked her to see me play in the;
hall—rCarnegie . Hall” was a natu-
ral. None of the nostalgia or senti-
mental thereafter' was sticky. With
the innate showmanship, of veteran
trouping. Cantor's routine there-/
after was as objective as a report-
er's. • His closeups on the greats
with whom he became associated,
and. vice versa* ivere projected in
matter ^ of - fact manner. His ca-

reer, by now hiore or less public in-

formation, requires no gilding*
hence his raconteuring has greater

. authority by underplaying.

Only in spots did he wax hyper-
sentimental, principally as regards
Ziegfeld arid Bert Williams, but al 1

of it was in good taste;

Cpluriinist Sidney Skolsky, who
did such distinguished pioneering
with “The Jolson Story,” has been
Working on the ^Eddie Cantor saga
for ultimate filihusical production,
and his subject virtually writes the
script for hiiri, if the Carnegie Hail
recital is any criterion; Cantor re-

prises “Harrigari” and “My Wife’s
Gone to the Country” in his novi-
tiate as a singing waiter with Jim-
my Durante in Coney Island.

Stuff about Gus Edwards’ “Kid-
die Kabaret,” with his lifetime pals
Georgie jessel, Jack Wiener (now
the agent), Winchell, Lila Lee,;
Georgie Price, Hildegarde, et’ al., is

rocalled.

Ted Lewis, Van & Schenck,
more Ziegfeldiaria, Marilyn Miller,
Fanny Brice, Irving Berlin, Gus
Kahn and Walter Donaldson, the
Shuberts’ “Midnight Rounders”
and how Harry Akst brought him
“Dinah,” but couldn’t sell Cantor
a Berlin (Max, Winslow) plug song,
John Ban-ymore, Orson Welles,
more about Schnozzola, sentimental
stuff about Sam Goldwyn arid Jes-
sel (twice more recalled), update .

Cantor’s show biz progress. His
;
name-droppings are colorful and
authoritative.

'March of Dimes’
His anecdote about Jessel’s “sui-

cide” note and how George M.
Cohan conned the torching comic
out of it, and how Jessel converted
the sentimental “farewell” note into
a $500 advance on a pop song; “To-
matoes Are Cheaper,” a 1932 de-

I
pression song; the rise of Cantor on
Chase & Sanborn’s radio program
and the hokum “If I’m the Presi-
dent” (“we want Cantor”) bring
him to. his intimate association with
President Roosevelt and the March
of Dimes which Cantor coined.
FDR proposed 1,000,000 people at

$1 , and the comedian asked, “IIow,
Mr. President, would you like 10.-

000,000 people contributing 10c”
instead to the Warm Springs Foun-
dation (infantile paralysis). And
how FDR, over a Thanksgiving
broadcast, quoted Cantor’s line,

“It’s great to be in a country where
you sit. down to carve a turkey in-

stead of a map.”
Berlin’s “No Business Like Show

Business” was sl sort of unofficial
theme song, opening and closing,
but segueing into “Ida,” “Margie”
and “If You Knew Susie,” and .his

now trademarked “I’d Love to
Spend This Hour With You.”
Cantor spent from 8:50 to 10:25

uninterruptedly—as Solid a one-
man show as could be desired. He
was gay, serious and quasi-tragic
in the cavalcade of emotions. The
most sorrowful note was the Bert
Williams reriiiniscence about a

New Year’s eve . in a Chicago hotel
with the great colored comedian,
who, while always stopping in the
best hotels, had to go up the back,
or servants’ entrance. “It wouldn’t
be so bad, Eddie, but what really

hurts is the applause still ringing
in my ears.”

Cantor’s Carnegie click, cap-

tioned “my 40 years in show busi^

hess,” was actually a double-fea-
tured benefit for the Cantor Boys
Camp at Surprise Lake. N. Y;, for

underprivileged N; Y. kids from
the lower east side sector, and
under auspices of the One World
Committee which sponsored arid

garnered the residual net. The
One World Committee donated $1,-

000 to the Cantor Camp.
* C ritor

.
signed off: “Service it

the rent we pay for our room on
earth—-I try. to be a good tenant.”
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